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TAC  POISED  TO  COMPLETE  OR   
May  Bring  German  Agfa  Color  Experts  to  U.  S. 

Editorial 

Scratch-pad 
.  .  .  jottings 

¥ 
'.  By  CHESTER  B.  BAHN  = 

RIC  A.  JOHNSTON  will  have  something 

important  to  say  about  the  industry's aart  in  the  educational  film  field  at  a  press 

conference  this  afternoon.  .  Don't  be  sur- 

arised    if    there's    a     further    extension    of 
eaching  films.  ..  .Specifically,  the  MPAA 
president  may  ring  up  the  curtain  on  a  new 
Droduction  setup  for  the  making  of  films  for 
jse  in  schools.  ...  •  The  tendency  in 

some  quarters  to  l:ok  askance  at  the  pro- 

posal in  Johnston's  annual  MPAA  presiden- 

tial report  for  "a  selective  distribution  of 
pur  export  product"  impresses  at  least  this 
columnar  commentator  as  being  off  the 

seam....  If    you    accept    the    premise    that 

'the  average  fcreign  country  can  absorb 
only  a  fraction  of  the  total  number  of 

American  pictures  annually  produced," — 
and  who  is  there  to  deny  that? — it  follows 
'hat  there  must  be  selectivity  in  exports 

..It  also  follows  that  there  must  be  "in- 
telligent selection  in  terms  of  entertain- 

ment value,"  and  "artistic  excellence  and 

social  significance"  as  ether  terms  certainly 
wouldn't  exactly  hurt  the  American  indus- 
-ry's  prestige  overseas.  ..  The  point  to  be 
•nade  is  this:  The  industry  itself  must  de- 

termine which  pictures  are  best  suited  for 
export.  Something  more  than  the  monetary 

-eturns  is  implied  there.  As  for  estimating 
the  box  office  potentialities  of  a  given  pic- 

ture overseas,  that's  what  foreign  depart- 
ment chiefs  are  fcr.  ..  .judging  from  the 

past  and  by  the  present,  they  seem  to  know. 

  o   

«N  his  recent  Presidential  report,  Eric  A. 

Johnston  had  something  pertinent  to  say 

about  industry  unity — "In  the  unity  of  the 
medium  itself  lies  the  compelling  reason 

for  unifying  all  the  activities  and  enter- 
prises which  seek  to  use  or  serve  that 

medium  for  the  common  welfare" — and  was 

at  pains  to  point  out  that  the  MPAA's 
Theater  Service  Department  provides  liaison 

for  all  elements  willing  to  co-operate  on  in- 
dustry matters  of  mutual  interest.  Reference 

was  made,  too,  to  the  advent  of  the  TAC. 

Which  makes  you  wonder  just  a  little 

why  at  today's  TAC  convention  in  St.  Louis, 
the  MPAA's  Theater  Service  Department 
will  be  conspicuous  by  the  absence  of  a 
representative.  It  appears  that  there  was 
a  sudden  and  rather  late  change  in  plans, 

cancelling  the  Westward  trip  of  Dave  Pal- 

freyman,  the  department's  head.  Yet  the 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Department  of  Commerce 
to  Release  Report  on  the 
Nazi  Process  During  Week 

By  MANNING  CLAGGETT 
Washington    Bureau   of    THE   FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Five  top  German 
AGFA  experts  may  be  brought  to 
the  United  States  to  advise  the 
American  film  industry  on  the  Nazi- 
developed  color-film  process,  it  was 
learned  at  the  week-end. 

At  the  same  time,  it  was  disclosed 
that  the  Department  of  Commerce 
report  on  the  process  will  be  re- 

leased this  week. 
The  German  experts,  all  of  whom 

were  evacuated  from  the  Russian 
zone  of  occupation,  include  Dr.  John 

'Continued  on  Page  7) 

Feb.  Admission 

Taxes  off  $2,000,000 
Washington    Bureau   of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Admissions  tax  col- 
lections fell  off  more  than  $2,000,000 

in  February,  according  to  figures  re- 
leased this  morning  by  the  Bureau 

of  Internal  Revenue.  The  February 
(Continued  on  Page  12) 

MERCEY  SET  AS 

GOV'T  LIAISON 
But  Will  Not  Attend  TAC 

Organizational  Parleys 

Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Arch  A.  Mercey  is 
"definitely"  in  line  for  the  liaison  job 
between  the  Government  and  indus- 

try but  will  not  attend  the  forth- 
coming TAC  meeting  in  St.  Louis, 

it  was  learned  Friday.  Mercey's  de- cision not  to  attend  the  TAC  sessions 
was  made  after  consultation  with 
industry  members  who  felt  the  or- 

ganizational question  should  be 

thrashed  out  without  "outside"  par- ticipation. 
A  source  close  to  Mercey  said  the 

veteran  Government  film  man  had 
decided  to  take  the  job  and  was  con- 

vinced that  the  industry  would  set 
up  a  working  organization  in  St. 
Louis. 

He  had  been  "sounded  out"  by  both 
Government  and  industry  represent- 
atives. 

O'Dwyer  Takes  Hand 
In  UNO  Tele  Camera  Row 

The  jurisdictional  row  between  the 
IATSE  and  the  IBEW  over  handling 
of  the  cameras  for  the  televising  of 
the  UNO  conference  sessions  at 
Hunter  College  seemed  nearer  to  a 
settlement  on  Friday  with  the  dis- 

continued  on   Page    14) 

U'  Int  Signs  10-Year 
Franchise  With  GUT 

J.  H.  Seidelman,  president  of  Uni- 
versal International,  announced  over 

the  week-end,  before  departing  for 
London,  the  signing  of  a  10-year  ex- 

hibition franchise  with  Greater  Union 
Theaters  of  Australia,  in  which  J. 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Industry  Front  Abroad 
Companies  to  Back  MPEA  in  Disputed  Areas 

Minneapolis  Com.  Talks 
State  Admissions  Levy 

Minneapolis  —  Admission  taxes  is 
one  of  three  new  state  taxes  pro- 

posed for  possible  sharing  with  local 
communities,  according  to  a  prelim- 

inary report  prepared  by  a  revenue 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

The  industry  in  the  future  will 

present  a  "united  front"  in  so-called 
"disputed  areas"  abroad  as  a  result 
of  a  thorough  discussion  of  the  in- 

ternational situation,  with  emphasis 
upon  Europe,  by  Eric  A.  Johnston, 
MPAA  and  MPEA  president,  direc- 

tors of  both  associations  and  officials 
of  company  international  depart- 

Continued   on    Page    14) 

200  Exhibs.  in  St.  Louis 
For  First  Parley;  Eight 
Committees  on  Policies 

By  AL  STEEN Associate  Editor,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

St.  Louis — A  new  chapter  in  mo- 
tion  picture  exhibition  history  may 

-  AT  ST.  LOUIS  - 
For  a  complete  roster  of  reser- 

vations for  today's  history-making 
TAC  convention  in  St.  Louis,  turn 
to  page  10  of  this  edition. 

be  written  here  today  and  tomorrow 
as    approximately    200    theater   men 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Pix,  Radio  Control 
In  Present  IIS  Bill! 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  Passage  of  pending 
legislation  authorizing  the  State  De- 

partment's cultural  relations  and  in- (Continued  on  Page  12) 

ACT  Calls  Out  Shippers 
And  Film  Repair  Men  in  UK 

London  (By  Cable) — The  Associa- tion   of    Cinema    Technicians    called 
out  film  repair  men  and  shippers  on 

Continued   on   Page    14) 

No  Pix  Protection 

In  'Petrillo9  Bill 
Washington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Even  as  the  House 
of  Representatives  Friday  passed  the 

cenference  report  on  the  Petrillo  bill, 

outlawing  coercion  against  broad- 
casters, the  Washington  News,  a 

Scripps  -  Howard  paper,  called  for 
similar  laws  to  apply  to  other  unions. 
Editorially,  the  News  pointed  out 

that  although  this  bill  affords  pro- 
tection to  broadcasters,  similar  pro- 
tection is  not  given  the  pix  industry. 

"Mr.  Petrillo  can,  for  example, 
compel  a  movie  theater  to  pay  a 

whole  orchestra  for  standing  by  with- 
out playing  a  note  when  a  musical 

picture  is  being  shown,"  the  editorial said. 
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FINANCIAL 
(March  29) 

NEW  YORK   STOCK    MARKET 

High  Low  Close 
Am.  Seat     30'/4  30%  30y4 
Columbia    Picts.              30%  28%  30% 
East.  Kodak           244  240  244 

Cen.  Prec.  Eq     36'/2  36  36V2 

Loew's,    Inc   38y4  373/8  38y4 Paramount          77  76  76 

RKO         23Vs  22'/4  23% 
Republic    Picts   15  147/8  15 
Republic  Picts.  pfd..      19  18%  19 
20th  Century-Fox   . .  .    59%  59  593/4 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  743^  73 Vz  74% 
Universal   Pict   46  45%  45% 
Warner  Bros   40  38%  40 

NEW   YORK   CURB    MARKET 
Monogram  Picts        9%  9  9!/8 
Radio-Keith    cvs.    ...    11  %  10%  11 
Sonotone  Corp       6  5%  5% 
Technicolor          28%  26%  28 

Net Chg. +  'i% 

+  5 +     Vz 
+  % 
+  Vz 
+  1% 
+  % +  % +  % 
+   IVz +  % 

+    l'/4 

+    1 
Hear  Service  Suit  Today 

Suit  brought  against  Paramount 
Pictures  and  the  Paramount  Bldg.  by 
the  Service  and  Maintenance  Em- 

ployes of  1501  Broadway  will  go  to 
trial  today.  Organization  seeks  to 
recover  overtime  wages  allegedly 
due  under  the  Fair  Labor  Standard 
Act  of  1938.  Negotiations  for  settle- 

ment are  pending  and  there  report- 
edly are  possibilities  that  an  out-of- 

court  settlement  may  be  affected. 

BELL  6  HOWELL  CAMERA 
ON  ANIMATING  STAND 

AVAILABLE 
BY   DAT    OR   WEEK 

CALL 
Circle   6-9566 

ADOLPH  SCHIMEL,  secretary  of  Universal 

and  co-ordinator  of  the  company's  talent  and 
story  department,  arrives  on  the  Coast  today. 
He's  due  back  in  a  few  weeks. 

ROY  HAINES,  Warners'  Western  sales  man- 
ager, was  a  week-end  visitor  in  Chicago. 

SAM  MEYERS  has  returned  to  the  Windy  City 
from  Hollywood. 

ED  MANN IX  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  from 
the    M-C-M   studios. 

BERNARD  BRANDT,  associated  in  the  new 
B.  &  B.  Pictures  Corp.,  releasing  through  Mono- 

gram, arrived  on  the  Coast  at  the  week-end  from 

New  York  to  begin  work  on  the  firm's  initial 
film,   "Decoy." 
NICKY  COLDHAMMER,  vice-president  and 

general  sales  manager  of  Film  Classics,  is  en 
route  to  New  York  from  the  Coast. 

HARRY  FRENCH,  vice-president  of  Minnesota 
Amusement  Co.,  Minneapolis,  has  returned  home 
after  a  three-week  vacation  at  Biloxi,   Miss. 

C.  J.  LATTA,  zone  manager  for  Warner  The- 
aters in  the  Albany  area,  was  a  week-end  visitor 

in   New  York. 
CHARLES  K.  STERN,  assistant  treasurer  of 

Loew's.  and  WILLIAM  C.  BRENNER,  head  of 
M-C-M's  checking  department,  return  today 
from  a  week-end  trip  to  Baltimore. 

MARVIN  SCHENCK,  vice-president  of  Loew's 
and  Eastern  talent  head  for  M-C-M,  has  delayed 
his  departure  for  Hot  Springs,  Ark.,  and  a  vaca- 

tion until  the  middle  of  May.  He  was  sched- 
uled   to    leave    last    Friday. 

LANA  TURNER,  M-C-M  star,  left  yesterday 
for  the  Coast  after  vacationing  here  and  in 
Miami. 
GUY  WILLIAMS,  recently  out  of  the  service 

and  signed  by  M-C-M,  has  arrived  at  the  com- 

pany's studio. 

RICHARD  F.  WALSH,  head  of  the  IATSE, 
returns  today  from  Chicago. 

ARTHUR  JEFFREY,  International  Pictures  pub- 
licity manager,  left  New  York  on  the  week-end 

for  St.  Louis  and  Dallas  in  connection  with  open- 

ings  there  of  "Tomorrow   Is   Forever." 
DANNY  MUMMERT,  who  plays  Alvin  in  Co- 

lumbia's "Blondie"  series,  arrived  on  the  Coast 
at  the  week-end  from  his  home  town,  Oklahoma 

City,  to  make  his  20th  "Blondie"  film,  "Blondie 

Knows  Best." JULES  LAPIDUS,  WB  Eastern  division  sales 
manager,  returned  over  the  week-end  from  a 
trip  to  Cincinnati,  Columbus,  Dayton  and  Cleve- 
land. 

LINDA  SALZBERCER,  assistant  to  Paul  Acker- 
man,  Paramount  International  director  of  pub- 

licity and  advertising,  left  for  the  studios  Fri- 
day to  assume  temporary  duties.  She  will  be 

gone  three  months. 

JAMES  CRECORY,  of  the  Alliance  circuit,  has 
returned  to  Chicago  from  a  Hot  Springs  vacation. 

EDWARD  DeVRY  has  returned  to  Chicago  from 
a  Southern  business  trip. 

EMIL  STERN,  Essaness  circuit  manager,  was 
due  back  in  Chicago  at  the  week-end  from  a 
Hollywood    vacation. 

IRVINC  WORMSER,  Film  Classics'  Eastern  sales 
manager,  returned  to  New  York  at  the  week-end 
from  a  short  business  trip  to  Albany. 

RAY  MILLAND  will  fly  to  Hollywood  today 

from  New  York  to  accept  the  Foreign  Cor- 

respondents Association  award  for  the  year's 
best  performance  in  Paramount's  "The  Lost 

Weekend." 

SIR  ALEXANDER  KORDA  was  scheduled  to 

leave  over  the  week-end  for  Bermuda  for  a  two- 
week  vacation. 

Sullivan  Will  Emcee 
Cancer  Drive  All-Star  Show 

Stromberg-Carlson  Stock 
Increase  is  Approved 

Ed  Sullivan  will  emcee  and  serve 
as  co-producer  of  the  all-star  stage 
show  to  be  given  by  radio,  stage, 
screen  and  night  club  celebrities  at 
Carnegie  Hall,  April  19,  in  behalf 
of  the  motion  picture  division  of  the 

American  Cancer  Society's  cam- 
paign to  raise  12  million  dollars  with 

which  to  combat  cancer. 

Chi.  Theater  Executives 
In  New  Hotel  Syndicate 

Chicago — Local  theater  executives 
are  reported  in  a  syndicate  formed 
to  buy  six  hotels  for  $9,000,000. 
Hotels  are  said  to  include  the  Para- 

mount, New  York;  Willard,  Wash- 
ington; Seneca  and  Seneca  Plaza, 

Columbus;  DeSota,  St.  Louis,  and 
the  Whitman,  Pueblo,  Colo. 

Rochester  —  Stromberg-Carlson 
stockholders  yesterday  approved  a 
proposal  to  increase  authorized  com- 

mon stock  from  320,000  to  500,000 

shares  $10  par  and  creation  of  80,- 
000  shares  of  new  convertible  pre- 

ferred par  $50  of  which  67,731  will 
be  offered  to  common  stockholders  in 
the  ration  of  one  new  preferred  for 
each  four  shares  of  common.  Officers 
and  directors  were  re-elected. 

Warners  Not  to  Enter 
Commercial  Pic  Field 
West   Coast   Bureau   of   THE   FILM    DAILY 

Hollywood — Warners  do  not  plan 
to  enter  the  commercial  field  at  this 
time,  according  to  Norman  H.  Moray, 

company's  short  sales  manager. 
Last  year  when  the  idea  was 
broached  it  gained  some  support  from 
Harry  M.  Warner,  but  has  been 
shelved. 

PRODUCER'S REPRESENTATIVE 

Twenty  years'  contact  experience. 
Established  to  take  over  immediately 
for  reliable   independent. 

Box  No.  35,  THE  FILM  DAILY 
1501   Broadway,  New  York   18,  N.  Y. 

De  Liagre  to  Produce 
"Voice  of  Turtle"  for  WB 

Jack  Warner  has  engaged  Alfred 
de  Liagre  to  produce  and  John  Van 
Druten  to  direct  the  screen  version 

of  "The  Voice  of  the  Turtle."  De 
Liagre  is  the  producer  of  the  play  on 
Broadway,  Van  Druten  being  listed 
as  its  director  as  well  as  author. 

BETTER  FILM  MUSIC 
For  Distinctive  Productions 

New  Compositions  Scored  by  Large  Symphonies 
Original  Scores  for  Particular  Films 
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FILMACK 
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FILMACK  TRAILER   CO. 
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Colman  to  Do  "Apley" West    Coast  Bureau   of    THE  FILM    DAILl 

Hollywood  —  Ronald  Colman  re 

turns  to  the  screen  in  "The  Lat< 

George  Apley,"  which  Fred  Kohlma 
will  produce  at  20th-Fox. 

X.  Y.  THEATERS 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL— 

Rockefeller   Center 

Rita  HAYWORTH  as  "GILDA" with  CLENN  FORD  —  George  Maeready 

Joseph    Calleia    —   A    Columbia    Picture 

Spectacular  Stage  Presentation 

OH  SCREEN M-G-M  pretend 

Clark  GABLE 

Greer  GARS0N 

in  VICTOR  FLEMING'S 
'ADVENTURE' 

IN  PERSON 

Benny  FIELDS 
America's  Minstrel 

FRED  SANBORN Ruth  HARRISON 
&  Alex  FISHER 

PARAMOUNT    PRESENTS 

BING  CROSBY,  BOB  HOPE, 
DOROTHY  LAMOUR  in 

"ROAD  TO  UTOPIA" 
In    Penon    BENNY    GOODMAN 

pj#AMov/vr 

David    0    SELZNICK   p'.it-iu 

INGR1D  BERGMAN 
I  GREGORY  PECK 
^    .-„  ALFRED  HITCHCOCKS 

^SPELLBOUND ASTOR  5SM 
tmuftui  Iron  9  30  A  W.  ■    Lilt  ihow  every  luftit 

LAURENCE  OLIVIER-JOAN  FONTAJNE Doicurflr  ALFKKU  HITCHCOCK 

VICTORIA  H Continuous  from  9  A U    •  Lilt  stai  tvery  nifttt 

16th  Week 

Pirinuuit'i 

THE  LOST  WEEKEND" 

Ittrriaf 

HAY   MILLAND  •  jANI  WYMAM 

Phillip  Terry  •  Heward  da  Silvi Dorii  Dewilnf  •  Frank  Faylen 
Produced   by  Chart**   Irackett 

Oiractod  by    lllh-  Wilder 

%Sa°C  rivoli  »«.? 





ere  is  oniy answer 

Century-Fox  is  the  whole  show!  Great  "March  of  Time"!  Grea 



Now 
'^^ae^&j^/^&^iai^fi/^ 

Technicolor 

Next 

20th's  all-time  record  holder— and  yours! 

Sentimental  Tourney 
Topping  "The  Dolly  Sisters"!  ̂   " 

The  musical  with  the  music-of-the-year! 

^WMJXDKIMIM!] 
8  weeks  on  Broadway!  Holding  everywhere! 

!>.*.,, ...,»,,<  I. 
with  the  star  and  greatness  of  "Leave  Her  To  Heaven"! 

Movietone  News!  Great  Terrytoons  in  Technicolor!  Great  Movietone  Shorts! 
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Dedicate  Cancer  Drive 
Tower  Tomorrow 
A  colorful  and  imposing  tower, 

symbol  of  the  American  Cancer  So- 
ciety's national  campaign  to  raise 

$12,000,000  with  which  to  combat 
cancer,  conceived  by  Norman  Bel 
Geddes,  and  erected  on  the  triangle 
in  Times  Square,  will  be  officially 
dedicated  tomorrow  noon. 

It  will  be  presented  to  the  motion 
picture  division  of  the  Society  in 
behalf  of  the  New  York  City  com- 

mittee by  Gen.  John  Reed  Kilpatrick, 
metropolitan  campaign  chairman  for 
1946.  Charles  P.  Skouras,  national 
chairman  of  the  MP  division  will 

accept.  Mayor  O'Dwyer  will  attend 
the  ceremony. 

Circled  by  a  large  balcony  above 
the  tricolored  booth  which  is  its 
base,  the  monument  towers  to  a 
height  of  40  feet.  On  each  of  its  four 
facades  it  carries  in  embedded  neon- 
lighted  shadow  boxes  and  insignia 
of  the  American  Cancer  Society — the 
sword  and  entwined  serpents — in  red 
on  a  white  field  flanked  by  two  blue 
vertical  bands.  The  face  of  the  bal- 

cony, also  decorated,  was  specially 
constructed  to  hold  speakers  and 
Broadway  entertainers  during  the 

"Cancer  Control  Month"  campaign. 

Stoloff  Forms  Producing 

Ass'n  with  N.  Y.  Offices 
Esfandiary  Stoloff  Film  Associa- 

tion has  been  established  by  Victor 
Stoloff,  internationally  prominent 
producer-director,  it  is  revealed  here 
by  Walter  Brooke,  an  associate  of 
Stoloff  for  whom  he  will  open  a  New 
York  office  in  the  near  future. 

One  of  the  first  moves  by  ESFA, 
as  the  new  firm  will  be  popularly 
designated,  has  been  the  acquisition 
of  world  film  rights  to  Victor  Alex- 
androff's  "Journey  Into  Chaos," Brooke  revealed. 

Also  high  on  the  Stoloff  agenda 
are  two  other  projects — the  produc- 

tion of  a  French  film  in  Ireland  with 
the  Abbey  Players  as  participants 
and  Diane  Craven  and  Walter  Brooke 
slated  for  the  leads,  and  the  subse- 

quent production  into  celluloid  of  a 
play  co-authored  by  Lucien  Baroux 
and  Theophile  Briant,  titled  "Sa  Ma. 
jeste  Les  Fric."  Baroux,  one  of  con- 

tinental Europe's  most  adept  come- 
dians, is  scheduled  for  the  leading 

role. 
Stoloff  has  been  spending  his  pro- 

fessional time  lately  in  London,  Paris 
and  Dublin. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

Wallace  Beery 

Harry  Creen 
Leon    Janney 

April   1 
Dorothy  Revier 

Charles  McCarthy 

Harry    Lewis 
Bob    Nolan 

Monday  Morning  Memos 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Columbia  is  planning  "Gilda"  25th  anni- 
versary banquets  in  Dallas,  Boston.  Philadelphia  and  Frisco,  with  key 

state  and  civic  dignitaries  to  be  guests.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  20th- 

Fox  has  acquired  pic  rights  to  "Scudda-hoo!  Scudda-hay!",  by  George 
Agnew  Chamberlain?  ...  •  The  best  Wall  St.  dope  is  that  the  gos- 

siped Eastman  stock  split-up  will  not  materialize  this  year.  ...  •  Three 
more  studio  executives  of  M-G-M  will  arrive  today,  making  a  total  of  six 
here  for  home  office   conferences   Arriving   today   will  be   Louis   B. 

Mayer,  Jerry  Mayer   and  Lawrence   Weingarten   Already  here   are 
E.  J.  Mannix,  Sam  Katz  and  Howard  Strickling,  who  are  planning  to 

return  West  by  Wednesday  night.  ...  •  Telefilm  has  closed  a  deal 
with  the  five  New  York  racetracks.  ...      •   Sign  on  an  East  Side  bakery: 

"Bagel's  Back   and  Gerson's  Got  'Em.".  .  .      •    And  Henry  L.  Sholly, 
our  Wilmington  (Del.)  correspondent,  wonders  whether  Hollywood  will 

come  up  with  a  western  film  co-starring  Cornel  Wilde  and  Monty  Wool- 

ley   (Wilde  and  Woolley — that's  a  joke,  son!)   

T  V  T 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  The  "Free  Nylons"  series  of  marquee 
billings  at  the  Plaza  in  Freeport,  L.  I.,  is  fraught  with  possibilities,  points 

out  Metro's  Tom  Gerety   Here's  the  latest:  "Once  Upon  a  Lifetime" 

  "Chance    of    a    Lifetime"   "Free     Nylons     Tonight"   Phil 
M.  remembers  when  the  Plaza  used  to  be  a  movie  theater.  .  .  . 

9  Warners'  "Saratoga  Trunk"  is  booking  into  August.  ...  •  Isn't  it 
about  time  the  ingenious  film  press  agents  came  up  with  something 

better  than  picking  Gloria  Goldylocks  as  Miss  Umplatz  or  What-have- 

you?  ...  •  Paul  Douglas,  the  star  of  "Born  Yesterday,"  and  20th-Fox 
are  in  a  huddle  about  the  future  fi'.m  plans  of  Douglas.  ...  •  Irwin 
Paderewski,  son  of  Arthur  Paderewski,  Warners'  artist,  is  back  home 
after  three  years  in  the  Navy.  ...  •  Free  tip  to  movie  scouts:  Get  a 

look  at  the  Satire  Room's  Eleanor  Britton.  ...  •  Ralph  Lewis,  the 

actor,  has  bought  a  piece  of  "On  Your  Way,"  which  Eddie  Nugent  will 
produce  on  Broadway  this  Spring   Comedy  is   by  a  former   school 

pal,  Stanley  Kaufman   Lewis  leaves  Hollywood  on  the  Constellation 

April  12  for  New  York  to  attend  rehearsals.  ...  •  Dudley  Wilcoxon, 
the  Metro  talent  scout  is  watching  closely  Elaine  Rost,  the  radio  actress. 

•  James  Gray,  literary  critic  of  the  St.  Paul  Pioneer  Press-Dispatch,  will 
go  to  Hollywood  next  month  to  be  a  dialogue  advisor  with  Warners 
for  three  months   

•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  Those  mammoth  crystal  torchiers  bought 

by  H.  M.  Warner  at  the  Strozzi  Palace  in  Italy  just  before  the  war.  and 
originally  intended  to  hang  in  the  Hollywood  Theater,  can  be  seen  in 

the  lavish  ballroom  sequence  of  "Cinderella  Jones.".  .  .  •  Hal  Home 

is  dickering  with  Lee  Sabinson  for  the  movie  rights  to  "Home  of  the 

Brave."  .  .  •  Bing  Crosby,  Inc.,  is  mulling  a  feature  witht  a  San  An- 
tonio setting   Larry  Crosby  is  due  there  next  month  on  the  project. 

•  Film  publicist  Noel  Meadow  has  a  piece  of  "Windy  Hill,"  the  Kay 
Francis  stage  play,  now  running  in  the  Windy  City.  ...  •  Herb  Kline, 

who  left  recently  with  a  production  unit  for  Palestine,  and  Bob  Flaherty, 

producer,  got  all  the  equipment  they  needed  for  their  forthcoming  pro- 
ductions from  Irv  Browning  of  the  Camera  Mart  on  W.  45th  St   

Limerick  Rites  in  Enid 
Enid,  Okla. — Funeral  services  were 

held  here  yesterday  for  George  Lim- 
erick, 42,  veteran  Griffith  Amuse- 

ment Co.  manager,  who  died  after  a 
long  illness  from  heart  disease. 

Robert  Tucker  Dies 

Chicago  —  Robert  Tucker  of  the 
Balaban  &  Katz  electrical  depart- 

ment, is  dead.  His  widow  and  four 
children  survive. 

DATE  BOOK 
Today:  Theaters  Activities  Committee  con- 

vention,  St.    Louis. 

Today:  North  Central  Allied  conventions,  Nicol- 
let Hotel,   Minneapolis. 

Tonight:  Edgar  Moss  testimonial  dinner,  Bellevue- 
Stratford    Hotel,    Philadelphia. 

Tonight:  Philip  "Mucker"  Stein  testimonial  din- 
ner,   Bradiord    Hotel,    Boston. 

April  3-4:  Fox  Midwest  managers  "post-war"  p»% union,   Muehlebach  Hotel,  Kansas  City. 

April  5:  Arthur  Rank  associates  open  world  t vention,   London. 

April  9:  AFM  studio  pact  conferences  open. 
New  York. 

April  9:  Detroit  Nightingale  Club,  annual  ban- 
quet, Labor  Temple. 

April  9-10:  Independent  Theater  Exhibitors  of 
New    Orleans   convention,    Jung   Hotel. 

April  12:  Better  Films  Council  of  Chicago  an- nual meeting. 

April  16:  B  &  K  stockholders'  meeting,  Chicago. 
April  20:  Educational  Film  Research  Institute 

annual  meeting,  Occidental  College,  Los  An- 

geles. 

April  21-28:  "Cancer  Week"  observances  by  the- 
aters. 

April  22-27:  National  Plastics  Exposition,  Grand 
Central  Palace. 

April  24-26:  Educational  Film  Library  Associ- 
ation convention,   Detroit. 

April  28:  Chicago  Cinema  Lodge,  B'nai  B'rith. installation,   Congress  Hotel. 

April  29:  Boston  Tub  Thumpers'  second  annual initiation    party,    Boston. 

May  2-4:  National  Screen  Service  convention. 
New  York. 

May  6:  IATSE  25-30  Club  testimonial  dinner 
for  Bert  Sanford  and  Harold  Rodner,  Grand 

St.   Boys  Clubhouse. 

May  9-11:  Allied  Non-Theatrical  Film  Associ- 
ation convention,   New   York. 

May  9-12:  Screen  Guild  Productions  sales  con- 
vention,   Blackstone   Hotel,   Chicago. 

Mav  15-18:  Variety  Clubs  of  America  conven- tion, Hotel  Astor. 

May  21:  20th-Fox  stockholders  annual  meeting, 
home  office. 

MAY  23-25:  Allied  States  Association  Spring 
board    meeting,    Palmer    House,    Chicago. 

May  25:  Jack  Kirsch  testimcnial  dinner  dance. 
Palmer  House,   Chicago. 

June  19-21:  New  Jersey  Allied  convention,  Chel 
sea  Hotel,   Atlantic  City. 

June  25-26:  ATO  of  Indiana  Summer  conven- 
tion, Spink  Wawasee   Hotel.   Lake  Wawasee. 

July  22:  IATSE  biennial  convention.  Hotel Stevens,    Chicago. 

Aug.  5-6:  National  Association  Visual  Educa- 
tion Dealers  annual  convention,  Hotel 

Stevens,  Chicago. 

Aug.  26-30:  Photographers  Association  of  Amer- 
ica   convention.    Hotel   Stevens,   Chicago. 

Oct.  10-11:  Television  Broadcasters  Associa- 

tion post-war  television  conference.  Wal- dorf-Astoria. 

Devaney  Again  Heads 
Canadian  M.  P.  Distribs. 

Toronto — Leo  M.  Devaney,  general 

manager  of  RKO  Distributing  Corp., 
has  been  re-elected  president  of  the 
Canadian  Motion  Picture  Distrib- 

utors Assn.  and  E.  H.  Wells  re- 
elected secretary  of  the  organization. 

Also  elected  directors  for  the  en- 
suing year  were:  H.  L.  Nathanson, 

Devaney,  A.  W.  Perry,  G.  Lightstone, 
H.  Masters,  S.  Sampson,  C.  S.  Chap- 

lin, H.  Harnick,  O.  R.  Hanson  and 
H.  J.  Allen. 

Devaney  was  presented  with  a 

traveling  bag  and  brief  case  to 
match,  on  behalf  of  the  membership, 
in  appreciation  of  his  services. 
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U' Int.  Signs  10-Year 
Franchise  With  GUT 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
i  Arthur   Rank   has   just   acquired   50 
per  cent  interest. 
GUT  has,  at  present,  nearly  100 

theaters,  among  them  the  Sydney 

;*^te  and  other  top  first-run  houses. 
~~V  as  yet  unestimated  number  of new  theaters  will  be  built  in  the  near 
future  under  an  expansion  plan. 

The  deal  was  consummated  in  Syd- 
ney, Australia  by  Norman  Bede 

Rydge,  managing  director  of  Greater 
Union,  Alfred  Daff,  vice-president  of 
Universal  International  and  Here 
Mclntyre,  managing  director  of  Uni- 

versal in  Australia.  Dan  Casey,  sales 
manager  of  the  Universal  Austral- 

asian organization,  also  was  a  par- 
ticipant in  the  negotiations. 

Daff  and  Mclntyre  will  fly  to  Lon- 
don with  the  signed  contracts  to 

meet  with  Seidelman  who  planed  out 
from  New  York  yesterday. 

Hank  Loaning  Calvert  to 

"U"  for  "Mind"  Role 
London  (By  Cable)  —  J.  Arthur 

Rank  has  agreed  to  loan  Universal 
Phyllis  Calvert,  to  play  the  lead  in 
the  Rachael  Field  novel,  "Time  Out 
Of  Mind,"  scheduled  for  mid-Sum- 

mer or  early  Fall  production.  This 
will  be  her  first  trip  to  the  U.  S. 

Miss  Calvert  is  the  second  English 
star  Universal  has  borrowed  from 
Rank.  Patricia  Roc,  who  has  just  re- 

turned to  London,  was  brought  over 

to  play  a  top  role  in  "Canyon  Pas- 
sage." 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Edberg-Borner 
Minneapolis  —  LaVerne   Edberg, 

contract   clerk    at    Paramount   here, 

is  engaged  to  "Bud"  Borner.   A  June 
wedding  is  planned. 

Howe-Allen 
West   Coast  Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 

Hollywood — Alfred  Reingold  Allen, 
former  head  of  Universal  Pictures 
scenario  department,  will  be  married 
to  Helen  Howe,  Boston  novelist,  this 
Spring. 

Home- Allen 
Minneapolis  —  Laurel  Home, 

daughter  of  Hal  Home,  chairman 
j  of  the  board  of  Story  Productions, 
(Inc.,  Hollywood,  became  the  bride 
j  here  yesterday  of  Paul  Allen,  form- 
'erly  singer  with  Frankie  Carle's  ork. 

Johnson-Simmons 
Victoria,  B.  C.  —  Margurite  John- 

.ison  of   Paramount   was   married  to 
Sgt.  Ivan  Simmons,  back  from  over- 
seas. 

Lucas-Weberg 
Vancouver,  B.  C. — Mary  Lucas  of 

Empire-Universal    was    married    to 
Wally  Weberg. 

■T  would  Have  Been  a  Fairer  Labor  Dispute 

If  Some  Thought  Had  Been  Given  To  'Scales"! 
Mexico  (By  Wire) — Jorge  Negrete,  200-pound  screen  crooner,  put  on  an 

unscheduled  bout  at  a  meeting  of  the  Cinematograph  Production  Workers 
Unicn  attended  by  some  3,000.  He  knocked  out  Jesus  Martinez  whose  slight 

physique  has  brought  him  the  nickname,  "Toothpicks."  Martinez  was  being 
questioned  by  Negrete  about  his  reported  failure  to  pay  promised  salaries  to  his 
stagehands  during  a  stand  in  Monterey.  Martinez  yelled  at  Negrete  telling  him 
he  was  going  too  far  in  using  his  influence  as  a  union  leader  to  encroach  on 
rights  of  other  members.  Negrete  challenged  Martinez  to  stand  up  and  fight 

like  a  man.  Outmatched  "Toothpicks"  got  in  a  few  weak  jabs  before  his  jaw 

connected  with  Negrete's  pulverizing  punch.  They  carried  Martinez  out,  and 
then  settled  down  to  a  discussion  of  future  policy  in  Mexican  movie  production. 

PRC  Employes'  Bonus 
Drive  Opens  April  20 
A  20-week  sales  drive  in  which 

every  employe  of  each  winning  ex- 
change will  share  in  the  awards  was 

announced  Friday  by  Harry  H. 
Thomas,  president  and  general  sales 
manager  of  PRC.  The  drive,  to  be 

known  as  the  Employes'  Bonus  Drive, 
will  run  from  April  20  to  Sept.  6  and 
will  be  highlighted  by  the  national 

release  of  the  company's  most  lavish 
picture,  "The  Wife  of  Monte  Cristo." 

First  prize  in  the  sales  and  billing 
contest  will  be  four  weeks'  salary 
to  each  employe  of  the  winning  ex- 

change, three  weeks'  salary  for  sec- 
ond place,  two  weeks  for  third  place 

and  one  week  for  fourth  place. 

Com.  E.  F.  O'Connor  Heads 
Metro  Setup  in  Far  East 

Edward  F.  O'Connor  has  been  ap- 
pointed regional  director  for  the  Far 

East  for  M-G-M  by  Morton  A. 
Spring,  first  vice-president  of  Loew's 
International  Corp.  Recently  honor- 

ably discharged  from  the  U.  S.  Navy 
with  the  rank  of  commander,  O'Con- 

nor saw  service  in  the  Caribbean, 
China,  India,  Malaya  and  Japan 
where  he  previously  had  served  as 
territorial  manager  for  Metro  in  each 
of  the  areas. 

As  regional  director,  O'Connor  will 
be  in  charge  of  all  M-G-M  activities 
in  all  parts  of  the  Far  East  and  will 

be  assisted  by  Maurice  "Red"  Silver- stein,  assistant  regional  director,  who 
is  now  re-organizing  offices  in  the 
Far  East.  O'Connor's  last  post  with 
Metro  was  as  territorial  manager  for 
Cuba. 

FCC  Accepts  Philco's Capital  Tele  Withdrawal 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  The  Federal  Com- 
munications Commission  on  Friday 

accepted  the  request  of  Philco  to 
Withdraw  from  the  Washington  tele- 

vision field  following  reiteration  of 

the  company's  stand  by  President John  Ballantyne. 
At  the  same  time,  the  Commission 

said  it  would  soon  issue  a  final  order 

granting  the  fourth  television  chan- 
nel to  Allen  B.  DuMont  Lab. 

Si  Fabian  to  Name 

V.  C.  Banquet  Com. 
Nineteen  exhibitors  and  distrib- 

utors have  been  invited  by  Si  Fabian, 

chairman  of  the  Variety  Clubs  Hu- 
manitarian Award  banquet  commit- 

tee, to  attend  a  luncheon  meeting  at 
the  Hotel  Astor  on  Thursday.  It  is 
presumed  that  the  invited  guests 
will  be  asked  to  serve  on  the  banquet 
committee. 

They  are  David  Weinstock,  Harry 
Mandel,  Harry  Kalmine,  William  F. 
Rodgers,  Max  A.  Cohen,  Charles 
Reagan,  Fred  Schwartz,  Chick  Lewis, 
Malcolm  Kingsberg,  Walter  Reade, 
Jr.,  Irving  Lesser,  Harry  Brandt, 
Ned  E.  Depinet,  Tom  Connors,  Ben 
Kalmenson,  Joseph  R.  Vogel,  Ed- 

ward Rugoff,  Sam  Rinzler  and  Leon- 
ard Goldenson.  National  Chief 

Barker  R.  J.  O'Donnell  also  will  be 

present. The  banquet  will  be  held  in  the 
Grand  Ballroom  of  the  Hotel  Astor 
on  May  18  as  the  finale  to  the  annual 
Variety  Clubs  convention  to  be  held 
there  May  15-18.  Winner  of  the 
Humanitarian  Award  will  be  honored 
and  presented  with  a  silver  plaque 
and   a   check  for  $1,000. 

Ohio's  Governor  Halts 
"Mom  and  Dad"  in  State 

Columbus,  O. — Showings  in  Ohio 

of  Hygienic  Films'  "Mom  and  Dad," 
passed  by  the  Ohio  division  of  film 
censors  on  Dec.  30,  1944,  have  been 
halted  at  the  request  of  Gov.  Frank 
J.  Lausche.  The  Governor  said  he 

acted  after  receiving  "vigorous  com- 
plaints" from  citizens  of  Defiance, 

where  the  film  was  showing  in  a 
three-day  run.  The  pic  had  been  pre- 

viously shown  in  Springfield  and 

Logan. 
The  picture  will  be  reviewed  again, 

at  the  Governor's  direction,  so  that 
"a  present  judgment"  can  be  reached 
"on  whether  it  possesses  an  ethical 
quality  justifying  its  being  shown  in 

Ohio." 

"Life  With  Father"  in  Color 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Warners'  Technicolor 
version  of  "Life  with  Father,"  with 
Irene  Dunne  and  William  Powell 
starring,  rolls  April  8. 

May  Bring  Agfa 
Color  Experts  Here 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Eggert,  AGFA  research  director;  Dr. 
Andreas    Schilling,    Dr.    William 
Schneider,  Dr.  Fritz  Steube  and  Dr. 
Walther  Tanzen. 
A  report  recommending  bringing 

these  men  to  the  United  States  has 
been  submitted  to  top  Government 
officials,  it  was  learned. 
Yanks  Took  Experts  With  Them 
Contrary  to  first  reports,  the  five 

experts  and  much  of  the  AGFA 
equipment  were  found  in  the  Russian 
zone,  which  was  first  occupied  by  the 
Americans.  When  the  Americans 

left,  they  took  with  them  the  German 
experts  who  carried  considerable 
quantities  of  the  film  and  data  on  the 
AGFA  process  from  under  the  eyes 
of  the  Reds. 
Although  the  Americans  left 

enough  personnel  in  the  AGFA  plant 
at  Wolfen  for  continued  operation, 
production  has  been  hampered  by 

sabotage.  The  Russians  were  re- 
ported concerned  over  the  American 

action  and  have  requested  the  re- 
turn of  the  German  experts  to  the 

Russian  zone. 
APC  Studying  Return 

The  Alien  Property  Custodian  is 

now  studying  the  question  of  full  re- 
lease of  the  process  on  the  basis  of 

the  Department  of  Commerce  report. 
The  American  branch  of  the  AGFA 
Film-I.  G.  Farben  cartel  is  the 
Ansco  Division  of  the  General  Ani- 

line and  Film  Corp.  Harold  Harsh, 
developmental  engineer  for  Ansco, 
was  a  member  of  the  American 
party  headed  by  Nate  Golden,  pix 
chief  of  the  Department  of  Com- 

merce, which  studied  the  process  in 
Europe. 

Meanwhile,  it  was  learned  that 
a  Department  of  Justice  decision 
on  whether  to  start  anti-trust 
proceedings  against  various 
Technicolor  organizations  may 
be  made  this  week. 

The  decision  may  be  influ- 
enced by  the  report  of  the  AGFA 

color  film  process,  since  it  is 
kno\yn  the  Department  of  Jus- 

tice officials  have  expressed  in- 
terest in  the  German  develop- ments. 

Now  He's  An  Exhih. 
Without  Theaters 

Florala,  Ala.  —  Olin  Evans,  Army 
Pictorial  Service  projectionist,  was 

discharged  last  December  and  im- 
mediately set  about  going  into  the 

exhibition  biz.  But  he  couldn't  ob- 
tain a  theater  building.  Undaunted, 

he  rented  a  portable  projector  and 
films,  and  inaugurated  shows  in 
schorlhouses  of  five  theaterless  com- 

munities, with  the  co-operation  of  a 
partner,  Vester  Davis,  and  school 
authorities.  The  small  circuit  is  do- 

ing well.  Evans  was  employed  by 

Martin  Theaters  before  going  into the  Army. 
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TAC  Poised  to  Set 

Up  New  Organization 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

from  44  states  gather  to  perfect  the 
organization  of  Theater  Activities 
Committee  of  the  Motion  Picture  In- 

dustry. Eight  committees,  to  be 
named  this  morning  by  Si  Fabian, 
interim  committee  chairman,  will  go 
into  an  executive  huddle  this  after- 

noon with  instructions  to  create 
operating  policies  and  define  courses 
of  action. 
Four  states  are  not  represented 

officially  by  delegates.  They  are 
Maryland,  Nevada,  Vermont  and 
West  Virginia. 

Despite  Allied's  refusal  to  partici- 
pate in  the  sessions,  exhibition  lead- 

ers declared  here  yesterday  that  the 
TAC  offered  a  vast  opportunity  to 
weld  theater  interests  into  a  strong 
national  body,  the  purposes  of  which 
would  be  of  benefit  to  large  and  small 
theater  operators.  It  appeared  doubt- 

ful that  steps  would  be  taken  at  this 
meeting  to  expand  the  embryonic  as- 

sociation into  one  that  would  delve 
into  intra-industry  problems  and 
trade  practices,  although  there  are 
some  here  who  believe  that  ulti- 

mately the  TAC  will  blossom  into 
just  that. 

Indies  Observing 

While  MPTOA's  affiliated  theater 
members  are  taking  an  active  part 
in  the  grooming  of  the  new  organi- 

zation, its  independent  theater  mem- 
bers are  here,  in  the  main,  in  the 

role  of  observers  for  the  purpose  of 
watching  developments  and  determ- 

ining potential  functions  before  de- 
ciding the  extent  to  which  they  will 

participate  on  a  permanent  basis. 
There  has  even  been  talk,  unofficial, 
of  course,  that  the  TAC  might  absorb 
the  MPTOA  as  a  national  organiza- 

tion, thereby  revitalizing  the  body 
which  has  been  comparatively  dor- 

mant through  most  of  the  war  years. 
Such  a  move,  of  course,  would  rest 
with  the  MPTOA  board  which  plans 
to  hold  it  first  meeting  in  four  years 
as  soon  as  a  decision  comes  down  in 
the  New  York  equity  suit.  That 
could  be  any  day  now. 

Theater  charity  drives  and  collec- 
tions, and  what  to  do  about  them,  are 

expected  to  be  highlight  topics  on 
the  agenda,  with  the  probability  that 
a  committee  will  be  appointed  to 
pass  on  all  such  proposals. 

The  question  of  officers  of  the  new 
group  remains  problematical, 
although  there  appears  to  be  strong 
sentiment  in  favor  of  Ted  R.  Gamble 
to  head  up  the  organization,  with 
Si  Fabian  as  chairman  of  the  board. 
Although  Allied  has  taken  a 

'hands  off"  attitude,  at  least  two 
Allied  members  are  scheduled  to  be 

AT  TAC'S  HISTORY-MAKINC  PARLEY 
St.  Louis — As  of  last  night,  ap- 

proximately 150  names  were  on  the 
reservation  lists  at  the  Chase  and 
Park  Plaza  Hotels  for  the  Theater 
Activities  Committee  which  opens  at 
the  Chase  Hotel  here  this  morning. 
With  a  large  delegation  of  exhibi- 

tors in  the  St.  Louis  area  expected  to 
attend  and  others  who  had  not  made 
reservations,  the  total  attendance 
appears  certain  to  be  around  200. 

The  list  of  attendees',  by  states,  is as  follows: 
ALABAMA:  Maek-'Jack«on.  Alexander  City: 

Richard  Kennedy.  Birmingham. 
ARIZONA:    Harry   L.    Naee.    Phoenix. 
ARKANSAS:  John  J.  Prunisky.  Claude 

Mundo.  M.  S.  MeCord  and  Bader  Busby.  LiT- 
tle  Rock. 
CALIFORNIA:  Thorton  Serreant.  Paul  Wil- 

liams. Jack  T.  Berman.  John  Bertero.  Georsre 
Nasser.  Ed  Zabel.  Los  Anreles:  Rotus  Harvey. 
San  Francisco. 
COLORADO:  Rick  Rieketson.  A.  P.  Archer. 

Charles  R.  Gilmour.  Pat  ileGee.  Denver. 
CONNECTICUT:  Herman  Levy.  New  Hav- en. 
DELAWARE:  Joseph  Defiore.   Wilmington. 
DISTRICT  OF  COLUMBIA :  Frank  LaFalee. 

Frank  Boucher. 
FLORIDA:  Frank  Kent.  Jacksonville:  Har- 

vey Fleishman.  Mark  Shartland.  Miami. 
GEORGIA:  W.  K.  Jenkins.  R.  W.  Wilby. 

Atlanta:  Ray  Martin.  Columbus:  Nat  Wil- 
liams.  Thomasville. 

IDAHO:  Walter  Lee  Casey.  Jr..  Bonners Ferry. 

ILLINOIS:  Ed  Zorn,  Pontiac  City:  John 
Balaban.  Chicago. 
INDIANA:  Ken  Collins.  Mark  Wolf.  In- 

dianapolis. 
IOWA:  Ralph  Branton.  A.  H.  Blank.  Des 

Moines. 
KANSAS:  Homer  Strowie.  Richmond: 

George  S.  Baker.  Fred  Meyn.  C.  A.  Schultz. 
R.  R.  Biechele.  Kansas  City:  Ralph  Larned. 
LaCrosse:  J.  E.  Penington.  Topeka. 
KENTUCKY:   Guthrie  Crowe.  Louisville. 
LOUISIANA:  George  Baillio  and  two 

others.  Lake  Charles:  Gatson  Dureaux.  E. 
V.  Richards.  Jr..  Maurice  Barr.  N.  L.  Carter. 
George  Coster.  New  Orleans:  Tom  Maine. 
Lafayette. 

MAINE:  Connie  Russell.  Bangor. 
MASSACHUSETTS:  Martin  Mullin.  Sam 

Pinanski.  Boston. 

MICHIGAN:  Ray  Branch,  Hastings:  Carl 
Buermele.  Detroit. 

MINNESOTA:  Gil  Nathanson.  Detroit 
Lakes;  John  Friedl.  Minneapolis:  Harold  Kap- 

lan.  Harold   Field.    St.   Louis   Park. 
MISSOURI:  Tom  Edwards.  Eldon:  C.  L. 

Cook.  Maryville:  Harold  Harris.  Herman 
Illmer.  Earl  Jameson.  E.  C.  Rhoden.  Arthur 
Destefano.  Kansas  City:  Frank  Weary.  Rich- 
mond. MISSISSIPPI:  I.  L.  Easle.  Columbia:  Sank 
Taylor.   Laurel. 
MONTANA:  Ralph  Trathan.  Laurel. 
NEBRASKA:    Howard    Kennedy.    Lincoln. 
NEW  HAMPSHIRE:  Ed  Fahey,  Manchest- 

er. 
NEW  JERSEY:  Walter  Reade.  Jr..  New 

York  City  (representing  New  Jersey  I  :  Maury 
Miller.    Harold    Blumenthal.    Passaic. 
NEW  MEXICO:  Russell  Hardwick.  Clovis: 

George  L.  Tucker.  Albuquerque:  Milas  L. 
Hurley.  Tucumeari. 
NEW  YORK:  Malcolm  Kingsberg.  Arthur 

L.  Mayer.  Fred  Schwartz.  J.  R.  Yogel.  S.  H. 
Fabian.  Leonard  Goldenson.  William  White. 
A.  A.  Hovell.  Irving  Lesser.  Walter  Brown. 
Max  A.  Cohen.  Phil  Harling.  Neil  Hellman. 
New  York  City:  C.  J.  Latta.  Albany:  Max 
Yellen.    George   Mackenna.    Buffalo. 
NORTH  CAROLINA:  H.  P.  Kincey.  Char- lotte. 

NORTH  DAKOTA:  Frank  Hallowell.  Dick- 
inson: Ed  Krauss.  Fargo. 

OHIO:  William  N.  Skirball.  Cleveland: 
Maurice  J.  White.   Robert  Libson.  Cincinnati. 
OKLAHOMA:  C.  B.  Akers.  Mr.  and  Mrs. 

Maurice  Loewenstein.  Ed  Kidwell.  Oklahoma (Sty. 

OREGON:    T.    R.    Gamble.    Mr.    and    Mis. 
Walter   Leverette.    Mrs.    J.    J.    Parker.    A.    J. 
Finke.   Joseph   Rosenfield.   Mr.   and   Mrs.   Art  ! 
Adamson.  Portland. 
PENNSYLVANIA:  Jay  Emanuel.  Philadel- i 

phia:  Gus  Natopolis.  Altoona. 
RHODE   ISLAND:   Ed  Fay.   Providence. 
SOUTH  CAROLINA:  Ben  L.  Strozier,  Rock 

Hill. 
SOUTH  DAKOTA:  Les  Peterson.  Brookings:  I 

Charles  Klein.  Deadwood. 
TENNESSEE:  M.  A.  Lightman.  Memphis: 

Walter  L.  Morris.  Oak  Ridge. 

TEXAS:  Karl  Hoblitzelle.  R.  J.  O'Donnell. 
R.  I.  Payne.  Ed  Rowley.  John  Rowley.  Dal- 

las: Henry  Reeve.  Menard:  Julius  Gordon. Beaumont. 

UTAH:  Ralph  L.  Trathen.  Tracy  Barham. 
Salt  Lake  City. 

VIRGINIA:  William  F.  Crockett.  Virginia 
Beach:  Morton  Thalhimer.   Richmond. 
WASHINGTON:  Frank  Newman.  William 

Forman.  Seattle. 
WISCONSIN:  Harold  Fitzgerald.  Milwau- 

kee,  and  three  others. 
WYOMING:  Charles  R.  GUmour.  Denver. 

I  also  representing  Wyoming  I   and  two  others. 

Scratch-pad 
.   .   .   jottings 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

five  affiliated  circuits,  whose  controllin 

companies  are  MPAA  members,  wHI  be  ver 
much  in  evidence  at  the  parleys.  Naturall 
enough,  they  represent  some  of  the  ver 
important  elements  with  which  the  depart 

ment  co-operates  on  industry  matters  c 
mutual  interest.  Hence  the  curiosity, 

if  you  prefer,  perplexity  stemming  fro 
lack  of  department  attendance  at  the  ■:/*< sessions. 

POSTSCRIPTS:     General     MacArthur Americanization     of    Nippon     may     nov  | 

be  said  to  be  complete,  what  with  the  film 
ing   of    the    first    kiss    in    a   Jap    movie    o 
Thursday  last.  .  .    The  impact  upon  the  Ja 

industry    is    little    sh-rt    of    atomic.    .    . 
•  The  American  industry  may  expect 

further  call  to  service,  with  the  Committei 

of  Information  of  President  Truman's  High 
way  Safety  Conference  lauding  its  pre-wa 
"active  leadership"  in  the  cause  of  high 
way  safety.  ...  •  The  new  Chesapeakt 
&  Ohio  streamlined  trains  between  Wash 
ington  and  Cincy  will  offer  motion  picture 
entertainment.  ...  •  The  National  Foun 
dation  for  Infantile  Paralysis  is  suggestins 
that  radio  nets  and  stations  mark  the  an 

niversary  of  FDR's  death  on  April  12... 
Which  may  suggest  something  to  Mr.  Ex- 

hibitor. ...»  Sir  Alexander  Korda'; 
deal  for  Sound  City  studios  took  the  forrr 
of  the  purchase  of  75  per  cent  interest 
British  Lion  being  the  buying  medium. 
•  The  National  Board  of  Review  wouk 
appear  to  have  hit  upon  something  really 
big,  at  least  potentially,  in  its  proposal  tc 
line  up  all  national  organizations  represent- ing American  opinion  as  affiliates. 

"Honeyfogling"  to  20th-Fox 
Twentieth-Fox  has  acquired  the 

film  rights  to  Virginia  Dale's 
"Honeyfogling  Time"  before  publica- 

tion of  the  novel.  The  author  was 
formerly  motion  picture  and  dra- 

matic editor  of  the  Chicago  Journal. 
There  is  a  likelihood  that  Gene  Tier- 
ney  will  have  the  leading  role  in  the 

film. 

War  Honor  for  Hornbeck 

West    Coast  Bureau    of   THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  William  Hornbeck, 

film  editor  for  Liberty  Films,  re- 
ceived the  Legion  of  Merit  last  week 

from  the  War  Department  "for  dis- 
tinguished service  in  editing  a  series 

of  documentary  films  on  the  under- 

lying causes  of  war." 

Minneapolis  Com.  Talks 
State  Admissions  Levy 

'Continued  from  Page  I) 

sub-committee  of  the  Mayor's  tax and  finance  commission.  However 
passage  would  depend  on  reductior 
or  discontinuance  of  the  Federal  ad- missions tax. 

Total  state  revenues  from  an  ad- 
mission tax  might  approximate  85.- 

000,000  if  the  state  took  over  the 
entire  20  per  cent  U.  S.  tax.  If  the 

Federal  tax  were  reduced  to  the  leve~ prior  to  April  1,  1944—10  per  cent 
on  admissions  and  5  per  cent  or. 
night  clubs — and  the  state  imposed  a 
tax  for  the  difference,  revenue  is  es- 

timated at  Sl.500,000  for  the  state. 

Fair    Enough! 

Auburn,  Ala. — The  Martin's  mar- 
auee  flashed  "What  Next,  Corporal 

Hargrove?"  Across  the  street,  as  if 
in  answer,  the  Tiger  flashed  back. 

"The  Harvey  Girls." 

on  hand  today.  They  are  Ray  Branch, 
head  of  the  Michigan  Allied  unit, 
and  Maury  Miller,  of  the  New  Jersey 
association. 

At  a  luncheon  today  in  the  Star- 
light Roof  of  the  Chase  Hotel,  the 

visiting  exhibitors  will  be  welcomed 
by  Gov.  Phil  Donnelly  of  Missouri 
and  Mayor  Aloys  Kaufman  of  St. 
Louis,  both  of  whom  will  be  speak- 

ers. Other  luncheon  speakers  will 
include  Karl  Hobiltzelle,  Texas  cir- 

cuit head;  Arthur  L.  Mayer,  New 
York  exhibitor  who  served  around 
the  world  with  the  Red  Cross,  and 
Walter  L.  Morris,  who  operated  the- 

aters in  the  Government  compound 
at  Oak  Ridge,  Tenn.,  where  parts  of 
the  atomic  bomb  were  made. 

The     appointed     committees     will 

make  their  reports  to  the  convention 
tomorrow  and  the  entire  conclave 
will  wind  up  tomorrow  night  at  a 
banquet  in  the  Starlight  Roof. 

Harry  S.  Arthur  is  chairman  of 
the  convention  arrangements  and 
Fred  Wehrenberg  and  Louis  K.  An- 
sell  are  co-chairmen. 

NEW  POSTS 

Wife's  Illness  Keeping 
Brandt  from  TAC  Meet 

Because  of  the  illness  of  his  wife, 
Harry  Brandt,  ITOA  president,  will 
not  be  in  St.  Louis  to  attend  the  The- 

ater Activities  Convention  today  and 
tomorrow.  Mrs.  Brandt  may  have  to 
undergo  an  operation.  Brandt  was 
one  of  the  prime  movers  in  the  for- mation   of   TAC. 

KENNETH  BLACKLEDCE.  Southwest  division 
head.    Griffith    theaters.    Lubbock.   Tex. 

ROBERT  BAKER.  Alliance  circuit  district  mana- 

ger.    Richland.    Wash. 
CHARLES  <GUS>  KOUPALD.  booker-ortice  man- 

ager.   Monogram,    Omaha. 

GEORGE  O'HERON.  acting  manager.  Confidential 
Reports.  Omaha. 

WILFRED  MEVIS.  shipper.  Universal  Pictures.  De- troit. 

DEAN  LUTZ.  booker  at  United  Artists.  Minne- 

apolis. 
ARTHUR  BOND,  assistant  manager,  Capitol  The- 

ater.   Newark.    N.    J. 

ROBERT  BAILEY,  assistant  manager,  Parkside 
Detroit. 



Both  of  these  scenes  were  made  in  daytime 

— the  larger  on  Eastman  Infrared  Film. 

REALISTIC   NIGHT  SCENES— in 

sunlight  with  a  suitable  filter — as 

well  as  other  spectacular  effects  are 

"routine"  for  Eastman  Infrared 

Negative  Film,  one  of  the  family  of 

Eastman  Films,  favorites  of  the  in- 

dustry  for    more    than   fifty   years. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY,  ROCHESTER  4,  N.  Y. 
J.  E.  BRULATOUR,  INC.,  Distributors 

FORT  LEE,  CHICAGO,  HOLLYWOOD 

EASTMAN 
INFRARED   NEGATIVE... (or  dramatic  effects 
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Pix,  Radio  Control 
In  Present  IIS  Bill! 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
formation  service  will  permit  the 
Department  to  control  radio  and  the 
movies,  Representative  Edith  Nourse 
Rogers,  Massachusetts  Republican, 
told  the  House  Rules  Committee  Fri- 

day testifying  as  the  committee 
again  failed  to -reach  a  vote  on  grant- 

ing a  rule  to  bring  the  bill  to  the 
House  floor.  Mrs.  Rogers  called  for 
the  re-opening  of  hearings  on  the  bill 
and  testimony  by  pix  and  radio  lead- 

ers. In  the  meantime  it  was  con- 
firmed that  funds  for  the  operation 

have  been  drastically  cut. 
Representatives  Karl  Mundt  of 

South  Dakota  and  Frances  Bolton  of 
Ohio,  both  Republicans,  were  also 
heard  in  opposition  to  the  request  for 
a  rule.  Both  expressed  themselves 
as  sympathetic  toward  the  idea  of  a 
service  to  spread  understanding  of 
America  through  the  world  but  both 
felt  that  the  current  bill  is  inade- 

quate and  is  certain  to  fail  on  the 
House  floor. 

Seek  Further  Hearings 
Although  they  admitted  that  the 

bill  had  had  approval  by  the  Foreign 
Affairs  Committee  without  an  ad- 

verse vote  they  insisted  that  the 
attacks  upon  it  by  the  Associated 
Press  and  the  United  Press  merited 
further  hearings  and  amendment. 
"We  don't  like  to  have  you  bring  the 
bride  to  the  wedding  in  a.  shroud," 
Mundt  said,  with  Mrs.  Bolton  sup- 

porting his  position.  All  three  mem- 
bers frankly  admitted  that  they  were 

hoping  the  Rules  Committee  would 
force  the  Foreign  Affairs  Committee 
to  re-open  hearings  on  the  bill  even 
though  it  has  had  overwhelming  com- 

mittee approval.  Chairman  Sol  Bloom 
has  refused  to  re-open  the  hearings. 

Representative  James  Richards  of 
South  Carolina  appeared  to  urge 
the  granting  of  a  rule  declaring  that 
he  is  "not  willing  to  admit  that  the 
Foreign  Affairs  Committee  needs  a 
guardian."  He  declared  that  the  two 
press  services  had  refused  three 
separate  invitations  to  testify  on  the 
bill. 

That  the  State  Department  sub- 
committee of  the  House  Appropria- 

tions Committee  has  drastically 
pared  the  $19,000,000  budget  for  the 
Benton  operation  which  had  been 
proposed  by  the  Budget  Bureau — 
and  which  was  far  smaller  than  or- 

iginally asked  by  the  agency — was 
confirmed  by  this  reporter  Friday. 
No  exact  figures  on  the  cut  were 
available. 

Cut  An  Administration  Move? 
What  makes  the  situation  even 

more  interesting  is  the  strong  rumor 
that  the  cut  in  the  budget  by  the 
House  committee  was  an  administra- 

tion move.  The  utmost  secrecy  on 
the  matter  is  being  maintained  by 
members  of  the  sub-committee  with 
Chairman  Louis  Rabaut  of  Michigan 
having   demanded  ultra-secrecy. 

Rules  Committee  Chairman  Adolph 
Sabath  said  Friday  that  he  believes 
he  will  bring  the  authorizing  legis- 

reviews  of  new  fums 
"Gay  Blades" with  Allan   Lane,  Jean    Rogers,   Edward 

Ashley 

Republic  67  Mins. 

SPIRITED  FILM  OF  SPECIAL  INTEREST 
TO  ICE  HOCKEY  FANS  IS  ACCEPTABLE 
LIGHT  ENTERTAINMENT. 

Light  entertainment  that  will  please  the 

majority  of  patrons  is  dished  out  in  "Gay 
Blades,"  in  the  making  of  which  Associate 
Producer  George  Blair  has  provided  pro- 

<  ducticn  values  sufficient  to  command  the 

|  interest  of  those  who  want  primarily  to  be 
diverted. 

The  story  is  an  innocuous  affair  easy  to 
tolerate  since  it  makes  no  pretense  at  being 
anything  more  than  a  Hollywood  yarn  that 
cne  can  accept  or  reject  just  as  one  wishes. 

With  a  good  amount  of  liveliness,  "Gay 
blades"  tells  of  a  studio's  search  for  a 
fine  physical  specimen  to  star  in  a  motion 

;  picture.  Never  overtaxing  the  brain,  the 

1  Albert  Beich  screenplay  springing  from  Mar- 

cel Klauber's  adaptation  of  a  yarn  by  Jack 
Goodman  and  Albert  Rice  finds  the  answer 

io  the  studio's  prayer  in  Allan  Lane,  an  ice 
hockey  star  who  loves  to  mix  it  up.  His 
discoverer  is  Jean  Rogers,  a  talent  scout. 

There's  much  to-do  over  trying  to  make  a 
screen  performer  of  the  lug.  With  the  help 
of  Edward  Ashley,  a  fellow  talent  scout, 

Miss  Rogers  struggles  with  the  guy  to  no 
avail.  When  the  gal  realizes  that  hockey 

is  Lane's  life  and  that  a  career  in  pictures 
would  only  mean  unhappiness  for  him,  she 

gives  in.  By  that  time  she  and  the  chap  are 

nuts  about  each  other.  (Or  didn't  you 
guess?)  At  the  finale  it's  good-bye  to  pic- 

tures and  hurrah  for  ice  hockey. 
The  film  will  draw  heavy  patronage  from 

the  ranks  of  levers  of  ice  hockey.  This  is  a 
point  not  to  be  overlooked  in  considering 
the  possibilities  of  the  production  at  the 
box  office.  Those  who  go  for  the  sport 
will  derive  much  excitement  from  action 
sequences  marked  by  violent  clashes. 

Swiftness  is  the  essence  of  Blair's  di- 
rection. He  has  drawn  some  spirited  per- 

formances from  his  players,  especially  Lane, 
Miss  Rogers,  Ashley,  Paul  Harvey  and  Rob- ert Armstrong. 

CAST:  Allan  Lane,  jean  Rogers,  Edward  Ashley, 
Frank  Alberrson,  Anne  Cillis,  Robert  Armstrong, 
Paul  Harvey,  Ray  Walker,  Jonathan  Hale,  Rus- 

sell Hicks,  Emmett  Vogan,  Edward  Cargan, Nednck  Young. 

CREDITS:  Associate  Producer,  George  Blair; 
Director,  Ceorge  Blair;  Screenplay,  Albert  Beich; 
Adaptation,  Marcel  Klauber;  Based  on  story  by 
Jack  Coodman,  Albert  Rice;  Cameraman,  William 
Bradford;  Musical  Director,  Morton  Scott;  Musi- 

cal Score,  Dale  Butts;  Film  Editor,  Tony  Mar- 
tinelli;  Sound,  Fred  Stahl;  Art  Director,  Cano 
Chittenden1'  Set  Decorators,  John  McCarthy,  Jr., 
Charles  Thompson;  Special  Effects,  Howard  and 
Theodore  Lydecker. 

DIRECTION,  Okay.     PHOTOCRAPHY,  Okay. 

Robinson  Funeral  Held 

Clarksburg,  W.  Va. — Funeral  serv- 
ices for  Mrs.  Claude  Robinson,  wife 

of  the  veteran  showman  who  oper- 
ates the  Robinson-Grand  and  Opera 

House  theaters  here,  were  held  Sat- 
urday. Burial  was  made  in  Bridge- 

port, W.  Va.,  the  family  home. 

lation  to  a  vote  tomorrow.  It  was 
apparent  that  if  he  had  ordered  a 
vote  Friday  with  four  members  of 
the  committee  not  present  no  rule 
would  have  been  granted.  The  appro- 

priation will  go  before  the  full 
Appropriations  Committee  next  week 
and  then  to  the  House  floor. 

"Thunder  Town" with   Bob  Steele 

PRC  57   Mins. 

BANG-UP  WESTERN  GENERATES  MORE 
THAN  ENOUGH  EXCITEMENT  TO 
PLEASE  THE  YOUNG  FRY. 

Bob  Steele  is  in  one  hell  of  a  fix  in 

"Thunder  Town."  Being  on  parole  for  a 

crime  he  didn't  commit,  he  can't  pack  a 
gun  and  he  must  keep  out  of  trouble.  The 
situation  is  made  to  order  for  the  villains, 
who  have  a  grand  time  taunting  the  hapless 
fellow  in  a  plot  to  have  him  violate  his 

parole  and  land  back  in  the  clink.  But  you 

can't  keep  a  western  hero  in  a  straitjacket 
for  long.  Steele  proves  this  with  plenty  to 
spare  in  his  latest  film.  He  stands  the  gibes 

of  his  tormentors  just  so  long — and  then 
boom!  In  no  time  he  has  the  villains  hanging 

on  the  ropes.  And  our  hero  doesn't  return 
to  the  hoosegow  for  busting  his  parole. 
Why?  Very  simple.  Because  he  establishes 
his  innocence  and  accumulates  evidence 

placing  the  guilt  where  it  belongs. 
The  western  star  generates  loads  of  ex- 

citement for  the  kids  as  he  goes  about 

his  business  of  clearing  himself  and  dis- 
pensing justice.  Time  and  again  the  James 

Oliver  script  permits  him  to  tangle  with 
the  villains,  with  results  that  will  gladden 
the  hearts  of  the  youngsters. 

In  the  course  of  establishing  his  own  in- 
nocence, Steele  manages  to  get  proof  that 

his  partner  was  murdered  by  the  villains 
and  then  made  to  appear  that  he  committed suicide. 

Produced  by  Arthur  Alexander,  "Thunder 
Town"  was  directed  at  breakneck  speed  by Harry  Fraser. 

Steele  pulls  no  punches  once  he  is  stirred 
to  action.  Syd  Saylor  is  good  for  a  few 
laughs  as  his  buddy. 

CAST:  Bob  Steele,  Syd  Saylor,  Ellen  Hall,  Bud 
Geary,  Charles  King,  Edward  Howard,  Steve 
C  ark.    Bud   Osborne,    Jimmy   Aubrey. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Arthur  Alexander;  Direc- 
tor, Harry  Fraser;  Screenplay,  James  Oliver;  Cam- 

eraman, Robert  Cline;  Musical  Director,  Lee 
Zahler;  Sound,  Glen  Glenn;  Film  Editor,  Roy Livingston. 

DIRECTION,   Okay.      PHOTOCRAPHY,    Okay. 

Map  Windup  of  Minn.  V.  C. 
Hospital  Campaign  Today 

Minneapolis — Campaign  to  raise 

funds  for  the  Variety  Club's  heart 
hospital  at  University  of  Minnesota 
here  will  end  May  1,  A.  W.  Anderson, 
chief  barker,  announced  funds 
already  collected  have  passed  the 
$200,000  mark.  Northwest  theater 
men  and  theater  audiences  have  sup- 

ported the  drive  by  "sponsoring 
beds"  for  the  hospital. 

Special  plans  to  terminate  the  fund 
drive  will  be  made  at  a  meeting  to- 

day of  the  Variety  Club  at  the  club's 
headquarters  at  Nicollet  Hotel.  An- 

derson has  voiced  a  plea  to  the  pub- 
lic for  funds  to  raise  the  $325,000 

needed  to  build  the  hospital. 

Borrow  "Mildred  Pierce"  Prints 
Chicago  —  Roy  Haines,  Western 

sales  manager  for  Warner  Bros., 
here,  at  the  week-end  reported  that 

the  bookings  for  "Mildred  Pierce" is  so  great  here  that  it  was  neces 
sary  to  borrow  prints  from  other 
exchanges. 

Feb.  Admission 
Taxes  off  $2,000,000 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
collection,  on  January  business,  w 

$31,466,372  compared  with  $33,74 
350 — but  was  more  than  $5,000,0 

above  the  total  of  $26,298,4,'  \ February,  1945. 

Bureau  figures  show  that  colkl 

tions  for  this  fiscal  year  are  moi 
than  $32,000,000  ahead  of  those  f 
the  past  fiscal  year,  with  each  mon 
recording  a  further  increase.  C<- 
lections  since  last  July  1  ha ; 
totalled  $270,066,220  compared  wii 
only  $237,662,562  from  July,  194  ] 
through  February  of  last  year. 

Collections  for  the  third  New  Yo  j 
(Broadway)  area  fell  off  last  mon  i 
from    the    booming    $6,737,202    tot! 
reported  a  month  ago — of  which  $> 
027,794  was  accounted  for  by  theat 
admissions.     Theater    admissions 
the  current  release  account  for  $< 
220,641,  with  the  Broadway  total  $i 
054,088  —  considerably    better   th; 
the     $3,450,643     and     $4,040,158    i: 
ported  from  the  same  sources  a  ye 

ago. Work  Started  to  Select 
"24-Hour  Club"  Winners 

Exchange  area  exhibitor  and  di 
tributor  chairmen  of  the  Motion  Pi 
ture  Industry  Red  Cross  Week  tocL 
start  to  compute  the  records  of  e 
hibitors  and  film  salesmen  to  d 

termine  the  24  "Collection  King 
who  will  be  elected  to  membership 
the  "24-Hour  Club."  Exhibitors  ha 
been  urged  to  forward  their  R| 
Cross  theater  collection  records 
their  exchange  area  distributor  chai 
man  as  soon  as  possible  to  expedi 
the  selection  of  the  winners.  Nam 
of  the  winners  will  be  announc' 

April  26. 
The  24  "Collection  Kings"  w 

spend  24  hours  in  the  nation's  caj tal,  during  which  time  they  will  me 
and  receive  the  tribute  of  Preside 

Harry  S.  Truman,  Basil  O'Conn and  other  Red  Cross  officials.  Fc 
lowing  their  Washington  stay,  tl 

industry's  Red  Cross  leaders  will  e 
train  for  New  York  City  for  an  a 
ditional  24-hour  visit. 

Subsidiaries  to  Occupy 

All  of  Loew's  New  Bldg. 
New  16-story  building  whii 

Loew's  will  erect  on  W.  57th  St.  w 
be  wholly  occupied  by  the  companj 
subsidiaries,  including  M-G-M  Inte 
national,  Loew's  International,  St 
tion  WHN,  which  will  have  two  30 
seat  studios,  and  the  M-G-M  reco. company. 

Apartment  house  occupying  tl 
site  is  now  being  razed.  Compai 
plans,  it  is  understood,  contemplati 
a  small  foreign  language  film  theat 
in  the  building,  fronting  on  W.  58 
St.,  but  have  been  stymied,  presur 
ably  by  zoning  restrictions. 
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/zed* 
TWO  POST-WAR 
SOUND   SYSTEMS 

WESTREX 
MASTER 

I  he  post-war  Westrex  MASTER 

Sound  System  supersedes  the  pre-war 

Mirrophonic  Master  Sound  System 

for  larger  theatres.  It  is  designed  for 

easy  adaptation  in  the  field  to  prob- 

able Hollywood  developments  such  as 

automatic  volume  control  and  multi- 

track  sound. 

The  post-war  Westrex  STAND- 

ARD Sound  System  is  especially 

built  to  bring  high  quality  sound  to 

smaller  theatres. 

*For  .sale  outside  the  United  States. 

The  first  of  our  tremendous  backlog 

of  foreign  orders  are  now  being  filled 

from  regular  factory  production. 

WESTREX 
STANDARD 

Westrex  Corporation 
FORMERLY 

Western  Electric  Export  Corporation 
111   EIGHTH  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK  11,  N.  Y. 
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$3,856,826  for  Pix 
1945  Magazine  Space 
Eight  film  companies  made  an 

aggregate  expenditure  of  $3,856,826 
for  magazine  space  in  1945,  and 
spent  comparatively  little  on  radio 

time,  it  is  revealed  by  figures  pub- 
lished in  Advertising  Age. 

Loew's-M-G-M  headed  the  list  with 
$1,008,674,  of  which  all  but  $350  was 
for  Metro.  Totals  for  latter  in  pre- 

vious years  were,  $1,056,268  in  1944, 
$725,597  in  1943,  and  $560,363  in 
1942. 

Second  on  the  list  was  RKO  Radio 

with  an  expenditure  of  $805,062. 
Company  spent  $266,364  in  1944, 
$202,391  in  1943,  and  $97,562  in  1942. 

Paramount's  1945  expenditure  was 
$606,593,  and  $587,720  in  1944,  $457,- 
311  in  1943,  and  $366,824  in  1942. 

Other  companies  followed  in  this 
order,  20th-Fox,  $441,684  for  1945, 
$410,436  for  1944,  $279,399  for  1943, 
and  $243,419  for  1942;  Warner  Bros., 
$339,668  in  1945,  $336,290  in  1944, 
$278,537  in  1943,  and  $247,651  in 
1942;  United  Artists,  $310,807  in 
1945,  $243,385  in  1944,  $221,075  in 
1943,  and  $124,208  in  1942;  Univer- 

sal, $182,486  in  1945,  $41,623  in  1944, 
and  nothing  in  1943  and  1942;  and 
Republic,  $161,752  in  1945,  $201,681 
in  1944,  $112,768  in  1943,  and  $28,- 
263  in  1942. 

ACT  Calls  Out  Shippers 
And  Film  Repair  Men  in  UK 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

Friday,  thus  fulfilling  its  threat  to 
U.  S.  companies  that  the  strike  would 
result  unless  agreement  was  reached 
on  wages  and  working  conditions. 

Association  members  are  employed 
in  the  lab.  processing  negatives  of 
U.  S.  films  from  master  prints  im- 
ported. 

The  American  companies  thus  find 
themselves  in  the  middle  of  a  juris- 

dictional dispute,  having  previously 
recognized  the  NATKE  as  the  appro- 

priate union. 

Confer  on  "Outlaw"  Ban 
The  MPAA's  ban  on  "The  Outlaw" 

ads  was  the  subject  of  a  conference 
on  Friday  between  Eric  A.  John- 

ston, the  association's  president,  and 
Ex-Gov.  Charles  Poletti,  who  repre- 

sented Howard  Hughes,  producer  of 
the  picture. 

CPA  Dictum  Hatches 

Lively  Statistic 
West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Speculation  as  to 
whether  the  Civilian  Production  Ad- 

ministration's order  applies  to  sets 
and  not  to  productions,  smoked  out 

the  statistics  that  pictures  now 

shooting  en  Coast  lots  represent  an 

investment  of  approximately  $45,- 
C00.000. 

REVIEWS  if  SHORT  SUBJ6CTS 
"Movieland  Magic" Warner  Bros.  20  Mins. 

Jumpy 

Curiosity  about  a  Hollywood  stu- 
dio is  almost  peculiar  to  everyone 

and  this  short  tries,  in  a  pleasant 
way,  to  clear  up  some  of  the  mystery. 
At  the  time  it  was  made  the  studio 
tour  theme  was  merely  secondary  to 
its  real  point:  that  of  putting  its 
young  starlets  and  bit  players  in  a 
picture.  Those  in  the  picture  that 
have  gained  prominence  since  then 
include  Jeffrey  Lynn,  Jane  Wyman, 
Fuzzy  Knight,  Dennis  Morgan,  John 
Payne  and  Cliff  Edwards.  There  are 
nine  songs  in  this  Technicolor  pack- 

age, which  now  depends  more  on  its 
theme  than  its  portrayals. 

"Our  Old  Car" 
(Passing    Parade) 

M-G-M  10  Mins. 
Nostalgic 

Well  done,  as  usual,  John  Nesbitt 
recalls  the  romantic  story  of  the 
American  motor  car;  its  evolution 
and  stages.  Plot  originality,  plus 
smooth  production,  make  it  wholly 
interesting  and  entertaining. 

"Jan  Savitt  and  His  Band" 
(Melody  Masters  Bands) 

Warner  Bros.  10  Mins. 

Okay 

Getting  off  to  a  good  start  and 
bouncing  right  along,  this  short  fin- 

ishes abruptly  and  disappointingly, 
and  in  so  doing  seems  meaningless. 
Featuring  Jan  Savitt  and  his  orches- 

tra, the  picture  offers  "Some  Sunday 
Morning,"  "Too  Marvelous  for 
Words"  and  "Dearest  Darling,"  well 
enough,  then  loses  itself  in  an  ac- 

companiment to  the  Lipham  children, 
ace  acrobats. 

"Springtime  For  Thomas" M-G-M  9  Mins. 

Very  Good 
Tom,  the  cat,  and  Jerry,  the  mouse, 

are  at  it  again — but  this  time  Tom 
is  so  filled  with  Spring  fever  and  love 
for  the  glamour-puss  next  door,  he 
won't  play.  Jerry  is  crushed  and  de- 

cides to  do  something  about  it.  He 
finally  breaks  up  the  romance,  only 
to  leave  Tom  as  Spring  hits  him  and 
he  waltzes  off  with  a  little  gla-mouse. 

O'Dwyer  Takes  Hand 
In  UNO  Tele  Camera  Row 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

closure  that  Mayor  O'Dwyer  had  in- 
jected himself  into  the  situation  in 

a  move  to  terminate  the  dispute. 

Edward  C.  McGuire,  the  Mayor's labor  advisor,  was  authorized  to  take 
steps  to  bring  the  parties  involved 
together  to  conciliate  the  contro- versy. 

McGuire,  reached  at  his  home  Fri- 
day night,  said  that  he  was  making 

arrangements  to  call  a  conference 
with  the  disputants.  He  asserted 
that  no  date  for  a  meeting  had  been 
set.  Among  those  expected  to  be  at 
the  conference  are  Richard  F.  Walsh, 
IATSE  head,  and  Edward  J.  Brown, 
president  of  the  IBEW. 
Meanwhile  the  decision  of  the  UNO 

conference  to  recess  till  Wednesday 
morning  provides  a  respite  in  the 
tussle  of  the  IATSE  and  the  IBEW. 

Much  20th-Fox  Pfd.  Stock 
Still  Unconverted 

A  sizable  part  of  the  20th-Fox  pre- 
ferred stock,  which  is  being  con- 
verted into  common  in  the  ratio  of 

one  and  one-quarter  shares  of  com- 
mon for  one  of  preferred,  is  still 

outstanding,  it  is  reported  in  Wall 
Street  circles.  The  opinion  of  finan- 

cial experts  is  that  if  the  preferred 
were  converted  into  common  it  would 
be  possible  to  realize  annual  divi- 

dends of  $3.75  per  share.  The  pre- 
ferred has  been  traded  at  about  70. 

The  most  recent  tabulation  is  un- 
derstood to  show  2,342,500  shares  of 

common  outstanding,  which  com- 
pares with  2,119,709  at  the  close  of 

1945.  Wall  Street  sources  list  413,130 
shares  of  convertible  preferred  out- 

standing as  against  589,825  at  the 
end  of  1944. 

Expect  House  to  Name 
Com.  on  Juve  Delinquency 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Administration  sup- 
port has  been  lined  up  for  a  resolu- 
tion by  Representative  Clyde  Doyle, 

California  Democrat,  calling  for  the 

creation  of  a  special  seven-man  com- 
mittee of  the  House  to  investigate 

the  problem  of  juvenile  delinquency 
and  to  make  recommendations  for 

Federal  corrective  action.  Foi'merly 
probation  officer  of  the  Los  Angeles 
County  Juvenile  Court,  Doyle  has 
had  long  experience  with  the  subject. 

Films  have  proved  excellent  aids 
in  combatting  delinquency,  Doyle 
told  The  Film  Daily,  recalling  that 
while  working  directly  on  the  prob- 

lem he  had  had  "very  good  results" 
with  pix.  In  addition,  he  said,  the  ex- 

perience over  the  nation  indicates 
that  exhibitors  and  producers  both 
are  very  co-operative  in  constructive 
efforts  to  wipe  out  the  juvenile  de 
linquency  problem. 

AMP  A  Names  Committee 
For  Relief  Fund  Luncheon 

Dave  Bader,  AMPA  prexy,  has  an- 
nounced the  committee  personnel  of 

the  AMPA  relief  fund  luncheon 
April  24  at  the  Hotel  Plaza.  Hal 
Home  of  Story  Productions,  is  chair- 

man and  Phil  Williams  of  March  of 
Time,  co-chairman. 

Tickets  and  arrangements  will  be 
in  the  hands  of  Arnold  Stoltz  of  PRC 

and  Jerry  Pickman  of  Story  Produc- 
tions. Publicity  will  be  handled  by 

Harry  Blair  of  RKO  Radio  and  Sid 
Gross  of  the  Rivoli  Theater.  Others 
comprising  the  committee  are 
Blanche  Livingston,  of  RKO  The- 

aters, Bob  Wile  of  Universal,  Martin 
Starr,  free-lance  publicist,  and  Mel 
Konecoff  of  Jay  Emanuel  Publica- 
tions. 

United  Industry 

Front  Abroad 
(Continued  from  Page   1) 

ments  at  the  Association  offices  here 
Friday. 

Heretofore,  it  was  reported,  some 
companies  have  been  blowing  first 
hot,  then  cold,  on  the  matter  of 
throwing  their  weight  behind  /  \ 
MPEA  in  its  efforts  to  cope  with  _/ 
structions  encountered  overseas. 

This,  it  was  pointed  out,  has  com- 
plicated the  countering  of  foreign 

monopolies  in  some  European  coun- 
tries plus  the  variety  of  other  trade barriers  raised. 

Directors  of  the  Association,  re- 
convening after  a  session  last  Mon- 

day, met  first  for  nearly  an  hour  and 
then  were  joined  by  directors  of  the 
Export  Association  and  international 
representatives.  The  sessions  started 

at  11  o'clock  and,  after  a  brief  ad- 
journment for  a  buffet  luncheon  in 

the  board  room,  ran  until  mid-after- 
noon. The  agenda  was  confined  ex- 

clusively to  the  foreign  situation 
affecting  U.  S.  motion  pictures  and 
it  is  understood  that  Johnston  went 

into  detail  on  the  aspects  of  the  in- 
ternational situation  which  received 

such  a  heavy  play  in  his  annual  pres- 
idential report  last  week. 

Present  at  the  meeting  in  addition 

to  Johnston,  were  Joyce  O'Hara, Francis  S.  Harmon,  Carl  E.  Milliken, 
George  Borthwick,  Jack  Cohn,  Arnold 
M.  Picker,  Earle  W.  Hammons, 
Nicholas  M.  Schenck  Arthur  M. 
Loew,  E.  J.  Mannix,  J.  Robert  Rubin, 
Morton  A.  Spring,  Barney  Balaban, 
George  Weltner,  Ned  E.  Depinet, 
Philip  R.  Reisman,  W.  C.  Michel, 
Irving  Maas,  T.  P.  Mulrooney,  Nate 

J.  Blumberg,  John  J.  O'Connor, Joseph  H.  Seidelman,  Sam  Schneider, 
and  John  J.  Glynn. 

HOUSE  DEALS 

Lease  Long  Island  City  House 

Long  Island  City,  N.  Y.— The  Idle 
Hour,  600-seat  house,  has  been  leased 
to  a  corporation  headed  by  Charles 
Fishkind,  for  a  period  of  15  years, 
it  was  announced  by  Berk  &  Krum- 
gold,  theatrical  real  estate  brokers. 
The  house  is  owned  by  the  Wiscon  ' 
Realty  Corp.,  which  recently  acquired the  property. 

Weaver  Buys  in  Paulding 

Paulding,  O. — Homer  Zimmer  ha* 
sold  the  Grand  to  Arthur  R.  Weaver. 

Grouse  Sells  in  La  Veta 

Denver — Fred  Crouse  has  sold  the 
Chief,   La  Veta,  to  John   L.  Willis. 

Twedt  Buys  from  Bandy 
Britt,   la.— F.   R.   Bandy  has   sold 

the  Princess  here  to  H.  S.  Twedt. 

Velhouse  Acquires  the  Rock 

Rockford,  la.  —  George  Velhouse 
has  taken  possession  of  the  Rock 
here. 



Changes  Were  Many 

During  1945 P Keep 

Up  With  The  Parade 
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This  is 

Harry  Carey 
as 

"LEM    SMOOT" 

.  mellowed. . .  hard-bitten. .  .pioneer  of  the  great  Southwest 
. . .  torn  between  loyalty  and  the  land  he  loved 

in 

Selznick.    International's    Technicolor    production 
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Intimate  in  Character 
International  in  Scope 
Independent   in   Thought 
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• ABIAN  OUTLINES  OBJECTIVES  OF  THE  TAC 
Schines  Ask  Rejection  of  D  of  J's  Reora.  Plan 
rov't.  Accused  of  Being 
"Wolf  in  Sheep's 
lothing"  in  Circuit  Brief 

By  JIM  SCHRADER 

■ILM  DAILY,  Staff  Correspondent 
Buffalo  —  The  Government's  plan 
r  reorganization  of  Schine  Chain 
•eaters,  found  guilty  of  violating 
3  Sherman  Anti-trust  Act,  was  re- 

nted in  its  entirety  yesterday  by 
unsel  for  the  circuit  in  a  124-page 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

amble  for  1  Theater 
Election  a  Year 
St.  Louis  —  There  should  not  be 
pe  than  one  theater  collection  a 
'^r,  Ted  R.  Gamble  said  yesterday 

at  the  opening  of 
the  TAC  conven- 

tion here. 
In  fact,  Gamble 

said,  "I  wish  to 
go  on  record  and 
may  be  quoted  as 
saying  that  I  feel 
this  group  will  be 
less  than  cour- 

ageous if  it  does 
not  conclude  there 
should  be  no  more 
than  one  yearly 

collection." 
Gamble   pre- 

sided  as   conven- 
tion chairman. 

"The  record  of 
War  Activities  Committee  gives 

an  outline  of  the  power  and  force 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

TED  R.  CAMBLE 

V: niversal  Financing 
New  Texas  Theaters 

Dallas — "U"  is  reported  to  be  offer- 
ng  full  or  partial  financing  of  new  the- 

aters in  Texas  in  opposition  to  the 
Griffith  Circuit,  it  was  learned  here 

yesterday.  Financing,  it  was  said,  was 

oeing  underwritten  by  a  large  in- 
surance company  some  months  ago. 

Universal  reportedly  was  encourag- 

ing veterans  to  enter  the  theater 
Business  and  was  assuring  product  to 
new  theaters. 

TAC  Is  "Imperative," 
Says  the  President 

President  Harry  S.  Truman  yes- 
terday sent  the  following  telegram 

to  Si  Fabian,  who  read  the  mes- 
sage to  the  TAC  convention  at  St. 

Louis : 

"I  am  gratified  to  learn  of  the 
meeting  of  motion  picture  exhibition 

in  St.  Louis  for 

the  purpose  of 

forming  a  per- 

manent  or- 
ganization to 

deal  with  pub- 
lic matters. "The  splen- 

did   record   of 

the   War  Ac- 
tivities   Com- 

mittee  in   the 

support  of  our nation  at  war 

makes    imper- 

ative the  pres- ervation   of 

this  force   for 
our  use  in  the 

solution  of  the  grave  problems  that 
will  face  us  as  we  build  for  lasting 

peace." 

THE  PRESIDENT 

MPEA  Will  Operate 
In  14  Countries 
"United  front"  strategy  to  be 

employed  by  the  industry  in  "dis- 
puted areas"  overseas  cails  for  the 

joint  marketing  of  TJ.  S.  pix  via  the 
MPEA  in  no  less  than  14  countries, 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Its  Primary  Purpose  Will  be  to  Constitute  Theaters 
A  National  Institution  of  Dignity,  Influence  and  Re- 

sponsibility; Industry  Public  Relations  Big  Problem 
By  AL  STEEN   Associate  Editor,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

St.  Louis — The  positive  objective  in  general  of  the  Theater 
Activities  Committee  will  be  to  constitute  the  theaters  of  this 
country  as  a  national  institution  of  dignity,  of  influence  and  of 

responsibility,  Si  Fabian,  interim 
committee  chair- 

man, said  in  his' 
keynote  speech  at 
the  opening  of 

the  TAC  conven- 
tion here  yester- 

day at  the  Chase Hotel. 

The  specific  ob- 
jectives within this  framework 

were  placed  in two  categories; 

namely,  (a)  pub- lic relations  and 

(b)  industry  wel- 
fare. 

Pointing     out 
that   the    theater 

still  suffers  from  the  inheritance  of 
(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Italy  Lifts  Import 
Restrictions  on  Pix 

Free  importation  of  films  in  Italy, 
lifting  the  restrictions  on  the  num- 

ber of  American  films  for  distribu- 
tion there,  was  decreed  by  the  Italian 

Government  yesterday,  according  to 
information  received  here  via  a  tele, 
phone  conversation  with  the  embassy in  Rome. 

A  cable  was  being  prepared  for 
transmission  to  the  U.  S.  State  De- 

partment advising  of  the  move  at  the 
time  of  the  phone  conversation,  it 
was  disclosed  through  a  reliable 
source.  It  is  expected,  however,  that 
the  American  distributors  will  ad- 

here to  their  original  plan  of  releas- 
ing 16  films  each  for  the  forthcom- 

ing year. 

SI   FABIAN 

Korda  and  Cary  Grant 
As  Producing  Partners 

Partnership  deal  entered  into  by 
Sir  Alexander  Korda  and  Cary  Grant 
calls  for  the  latter's  starring  appear- 

ance in  pix  to  be  made  next  year.  A 
unique  feature  of  the  arrangement  is 
that  interior  sequences  of  the  pro- 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

MP  A  A  Financing  School  Pix 
$100,000  Given  for  Production  of  Seven 

Canada  Issues  Ban 
On  New  Construction 

Ottawa  —  Ban  on  construction  of 
theaters  and  other  buildings  not 
classed  as  immediately  essential  was 
announced  by  Prime  Minister  Mac- 

kenzie King  at  yesterday  afternoon's 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

By  LOU  PELEGRINE 
FILM  DAILY  Staff  Writer 

A  new  industry  program  for  the 
furtherance     of     education     in     the 
United  States  through  the  medium 
of  the  screen  was  disclosed  yester- 

day by  Eric  A.  Johnston  at  a  press 
conference    at    the    Motion    Picture 
Association  of  America  offices. 

The  program,  which  will  make  the 
(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Warns  NCA  Against 

Checking,  Ticket  Tax 
Minneapolis  —  Evils    of   checking 

and  the  possibility  of  a  local  admis- 
sion tax  in  Minnesota  were  told  to 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Johnston  Tours  to 
Boost  V.  S.  Product 

The  first  of  a  series  of  foreign 

tours  in  the  interests  of  the  film  in- 
dustry will  be  undertaken  by  Eric  A. 

Johnston  as  soon  as  he  winds  up  his 
duties  as  president  of  the  U.  S. 
Chamber  of  Commerce,  the  Motion 

Picture  Association  of  America  pres- 
ident divulged  yesterday  following  a 

press  conference  at  the  MPAA  of- 

fices. He  said  he  didn't  expect  to 
get  away  until  after  May  15.  John- 

ston will  attempt  to  promote  U.  S. 

product  and  to  learn  at  first-hand 
the  film  needs  of  people  in  other 
countries. 
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High 
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Paramount          76% 

RKO          231/2 
Republic   Picts   16 
Republic  Piers,  pfd...  19% 
20th  Century-Fox  .  .  .  591/4 
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20th  Century-Fox  ppf.l05V4  1 
Universal  Pict   45% 
Warner  Bros   40% 

NEW   YORK   CURB 
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Radio-Keith  cvs   11 
Sonotone  Corp       53A 
Technicolor          28 

Trans-Lux           7% 

Low  Close 

301/2  301/2 
29%  291/2 

371/2  38 76  76% 
225/8  22% 

151/4  151/2 
191/4  19% 

581/4  591/4 
731/2  731/2 

05V4  1051/4 441/2  44% 
40%  40% 
MARKET 

91/4       91/z 
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5¥4 

10% 53/4 

273/4     28 

Net 
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—  % —  % 
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—  Vb 

= 
 1,/

2 

—  3/4 
—  % —  % 

+  % 
—  1/4 —  Vs 

6       71/2       7%   +     % 

Robert  Tucker  Dead 

Chicago — Robert  Tucker,  for  many- 
years  in  the  electrical  department  of 
the  B  &  K  Paradise  theater  in  dead. 

pnwnrn [film  storage  corpII 
U    V    II     W    k    ■! 

1P00  B'WAY,  N,  Y.  C,  -  CIRCLE  6-0081-2-3-4 

PRODUCER'S REPRESENTATIVE 

Twenty  years'  contact  experience. 
Established  to  take  over  immediately 
for  reliable   independent. 

Box  No.  35,  THE  FILM  DAILY 
1501    Broadway,  New  York   18,  N.  Y. 

Funeral  Services  Today 
For  Mrs.  Pearl  Ginsberg 

Funeral  services  for  Mrs.  Sarah 
Pearl  Ginsberg,  mother  of  Henry 

Ginsberg,  Paramount  vice-president 
in  charge  of  studio  operations  and 
executive  producer,  will  be  held  at 

2  p.m.  today  at  Riverside  Memorial 
Chapel,  76th  and  Amsterdam  Ave. 

In  addition  to  the  Paramount  ex- 
ecutive, who  has  arrived  to  attend 

the  rites,  Mrs.  Ginsberg  is  survived 
b-n-  two  sons,  Leonard  and  Dr.  Charles 
G.,  and  a  daughter,  Nettie.  Another 
son,  Dr.  William,  died  recently. 

Rank's  Queensway  Studio 
Now  Operating  in  Canada 

Toronto — J.  Arthur  Rank's  Cana- 
dian studio,  announced  last  June  fol- 

lowing his  Canadian  visit,  is  operat- 
ing at  last  on  the  15-acre  property  in 

the  Toronto  district,  the  opening 
having  been  delayed  because  of  the 
lack  of  laboratory  and  camera  equip- 

ment from  the  U.  S. 

The  company,  known  as  Queens- 
way  Studios,  made  its  start  with  the 
shooting  of  sequences  for  a  British 
feature  which  is  in  production  in 
England.  Production  director  is  Mel 
Turner,  and  the  general  manager  is 
Frank  O'Byrne. 

RKO  Radio  and  RCA 
In  10-Year  Recording  Pact 

A  recording  agreement  covering 
a  10-year  period  has  been  signed  by 
RKO  Radio  Pictures,  Inc.,  and  RCA, 
it  is  announced  by  Meade  Brunet, 
vice-president  of  the  RCA  Victor 
Division  in  charge  of  engineering 
products  activities.  Pact  provides  for 
continued  use  of  the  RCA  film  re- 

cording system  for  RKO  Radio's Hollywood  productions,  and  also 
specifically  licenses  RKO  Radio  to 
record  and  distribute  sound  films  for 
use  in  television  broadcasting. 

Agreement  similar  to  this  was  re- 
cently signed  by  RKO-Pathe  and 

RCA  for  recording  in  New  York. 

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,  INC. 

1600   BROADWAV     N     Y. Circle  6-6686 

Complete    Film    and 
Disc  Recording  Facilities 

HERE  SHE  IS! 
Experienced  secretary  with  creative  ability 

— on  the  beam — and  varied  background  in 

motion  pictures  offers  services  assisting 

progressive  executive  in  film,  radio  or 
affiliated  industries. 

Box  No.  67,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501   Broadway  New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

20th-Fox  Buys  2,300  Acre 
Ranch  for  Location  Site 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Twentieth-Fox  has 
purchased  Brentwood  Crags  Ranch, 
near  Malibu,  consisting  of  2,300 

acres,  believed  to  be  the  largest  mo- 
tion picture  location  site  that  has 

nen  bought  by  any  studio.  It  has  a 
lake,  waterfalls,  wooded  mountainous 
areas.  The  studio  plans  to  maintain 
most  of  its  natural  scenic  beauty. 

The  first  picture  to  be  made  there, 

almost  in  its  entirety,  will  be  "Bob, 
Son  of  Battle,"  the  story  of  a  Scotch 
shepherd  dog.  Production  has  been 
assigned  to  Robert  Bassler,  and 
Jerome  Cady  has  just  completed  the 
screenplay.  It  will  be  in  Technicolor 
and  a  search  has  been  launched  for a  dog. 

The  ranch  is  27  miles  from  Holly- 
wood and  will  provide  every  location 

requisite,  expect  a  desert.  It  has  360 
degree  shooting  angle,  which  means 
that  shots  can  be  made  from  almost 
every  angle. 

See  Stagehand  Demand 
Closing  Small  Houses 

St.  Louis — The  consensus  in  ex- 
hibition circles  here  is  that  some  of 

the  smaller  houses  in  this  city  and 
St.  Louis  county  will  be  compelled 
to  close  if  they  are  forced  to  accept 
the  demand  of  IATSE  Local  6  that 
they  hire  a  stagehand. 

Edward  Sheldon,  Dramatist,  Dies 
Edward  Sheldon,  60,  dramatist, 

died  yesterday  at  his  home,  35  E. 
84th  St.,  of  a  coronary  thrombosis. 
Among  his  plays,  several  of  which 

were  filmed,  were  "Salvation  Nell," 
"Romance,"  "Dishonored  Lady,"  "The 
Boss,"  "The  Nigger,"  "Egypt"  and 
"The  High  Road."  He  also  adapted 
"The  Jest"  and  "The  Czarina." 

COMING  and  GOING 
BEN  KALMENSON,  WB  vice-president  u 

charge  of  sales,  arrived  in  Toronto  yesterday  fro- 
the  mid-West  and  is  due  back  in  New  York  tc  | 
morrow. 

HAL  HORNE,  chairman  of  the  board  of  Stor 
Productions,  returns  tomorrow  from  the  We? 
to  his  New  York  desk. 

NORMAN   H.   MORAY,  WB  short  subject- 
manager,    is    in    Kansas    City    today,    ther 

Oklahoma    City,    Dallas  and   New  Orleans.  ̂ ^*  \ ROL     HAINES,    WB    Western     and     Souther! 
division    sales   manager,    has   returned   from   con| 
ducting    regional    meetings    in    the    South     an 

West. 
RUBE  JACKTER  of  Columbia,  has  gone  t Florida. 

ALEX  EVELOVE,  Warner  studio  publicity  di 
rector,  returns  to  Burbank  today  from  a  Frisc business  trip. 

LEO  PILOT  of  Columbia,  accompanying  JAN  1  j 

CARTER,  currently  appearing  in  "Night  Edi] 
tor,"  goes  to  Syracuse  today  for  a  few  days  i 
connection  with  the  cancer  drive. 

BROCK    PEMBERTON,    producer   of    "Harvey  | returned   to   New  York  at  the  week-end  from 
trip   to   the  West  Coast. 

JACK  HUNT,  formerly  manager  of  the  Orien 
tal,  planed  out  from  Chicago  for  the  We 
Coast,  on  a  business  deal. 
WILL  HOLLANDER,  publicity  director  f< 

Balaban  &  Katz,  returned  to  Chicago  from  | 
month's   vacation   in   Florida. 
ABE  SCHWARTZ,  operator  of  theaters  i 

Ohio,  returned  to  Cleveland  from  a  Florida  vaca ' 

tion. HENRY    CREENBERCER,     of    the     Communiti 
circuit,    is   en   route    to   Cleveland    from    Miam 
with    MRS.    CREENBERCER. 

HOWARD  REIF,  of  the  Scoville,  Essick  | 
Reif  circuit,  has  returned  to  Cleveland  from  | 
Florida  vacation. 

BILL    BROWN,    manager    of    the    Bijou,    Ne 

Haven,  is  vacationing  this  week  in  New  Milfor<| 

Conn. BONNIE  BLAIR,  young  RKO  contract  playe 
has  returned  to  Hollywood  from  New  York  for 

role   in  "Desirable  Woman." 

Com.  Smith  Joins  Para. 
Com.  Ralph  Harland  Smith,  ij; 

charge  of  the  Navy  Motion  Pictur 
Exchange  during  the  war,  has  joine 
Monogram  International  _  Corpora 
tion  in  an  executive  capacity,  it  wa 
announced  yesterday. 

TELEVISION  and  its 

relationship  to  the  Motion 

Picture  Industry  is  one  of 

the  many  important  features 

of  the  1946  Film  Daily  Year 

Book,  soon  to  be  distributed 

to  FILM  DAILY  subscribers. 
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Richards  Charges 
Distrib.  Sabotage 

St.  Louis — E.  V.  Richards  yester- 
day accused  the  distributors  of  try- 

ing to  sabotage  the  Theaters  Division 
of    the    WAC    in 
the  early  days  of 
its  existence,  and 
implied  that  simi- 

lar tactics  were 
being  employed 
against  the  set. 
ting  up   of  the 
TAC. 

Speaking  at  the 
opening  session 
of  the  TAC  con- 

vention, Richards 
inferred  that  the 
Theaters  Division 
functioned  effi- 

ciently and  con- 
structively de- 

spite the  appar- 
ent lack  of  co-operation  by  the 

distributors  who  apparently  frowned 
on  the  setting  up  of  a  Theaters 
Division  of  the  WAC. 

Richards,  to  illustrate  his  point, 
read  a  telegram  sent  to  R.  B.  Wilby 
by  Spyros  P.  Skouras  on  March  8. 
Skouras  pointed  out  that  contrary 
to  instructions  from  the  late  Sidney 
R.  Kent,  Skouras,  when  he  headed 
National  Theaters,  insisted  upon 
serving  with  the  WAC  Theaters 
Division. 

Richards  expressed  the  hope  that 
TAC  would  thrive  in  the  same  man- 

ner as  the  WAC. 

E.  V.  RICHARDS 

PCC  All-Indie  Conclave 
Postponed  to  Early  1947 

St.  Louis — The  Pacific  Coast  Con- 

ference will  not  attempt  a  conven- 
tion, to  which  all  independent  exhib- 
itors would  be  invited,  this  year, 

according  to  Rotus  Harvey,  PCC 
director,  who  is  attending  the  TAC 
convention  here.  The  conclave  orig- 

inally was  scheduled  for  Los  Angeles, 
then  moved  to  Seattle  and  then 
abandoned,  although  there  had  been 
reports  that  it  might  be  held  in 
Victoria,  B.  C. 

The  PCC  now  has  definite  plans  to 
hold  the  convention  in  Los  Angeles 
in  February  or  March,  1947. 

Tele  at  Western  Reserve  U. 
Cleveland,  O. — Application  for  a 

license  to  operate  a  television  station 
here  has  been  filed  with  the  FCC  by 
Western  Reserve  University. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  2 
Charles  B.  Paine  Michael  C.  Poller 
Arthur  Hirsch  Hugh   Brady 
W.  Arthur  Rush  Elaine  Shepard 

A  Reporter's  Report 
•  •  •  TfflS  AND  THAT:  Didja  know  that  Warners'  Coast  radio 
station  KFWB  is  giving  full  coverage  to  the  UNO  meetings  cancelling 
commercial  programs  to  give  the  service  to  its  listeners?  ...  •  II 
Hunt  Stromberg,  Jr.  and  Paula  Stone  have  their  way.  Broadway  will  see 

a  revival  of  "Naughty  Marietta"  with  Nelson  Eddy  and  Jeanette  Mac- 
Donald,  but  instead  of  the  original  book,  the  film  script  would  be  used. 

•  Bill  White,  of  the  Skouras  Theaters,  is  setting  an  all-out  circuit  cam- 

paign for  the  industry's  Cancer  Drive.  ...  •  Edmund  Grainger's  pro- 
duction for  Republic,  "The  Fabulous  Texan,"  will  have  a  Dallas  premiere 

either  in  late  September  or  early  October.  ...  •  Emerson  Yorke  has 
signed  Chet   Santon,   formerly   with   Paramount  Newsreel   and   recently 
discharged  from  the  Army,   as  commentator   Santon,  while  in  the 
Army,  was  chief  announcer  for  the  Paris  staff  of  the  American  Forces 

Network  in  Europe.  ...     •   UA's  "Whistle  Stop"  literally  brought  the 
house  down  in  the  Pavilion  Theater  in  London   At  any  rate,  a  part 

of  the  roof  fell  off  due  to  blitz  damage.  ...  •  Twentieth-Fox's  Home 
Office  Family  Club  has  picked  June  19  for  its  annual  excursion  up  the 
Hudson  and  outing  at  Bear  Mountain  Park.  ...     •  Four  producers  are 

hurrying  plans  for  production  of  stories  about  G.  I.  Brides   One  of 
these  a  musical.  ...  •  Exhibitors  around  town  are  beginning  to  won- 

der when  License  Commissioner  Fielding  is  gonna  issue  that  new  code 

he  spoke  about  at  Fred  Schwartz's  MPA-installation  luncheon   
T  T  T 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Maria  Jeritza,  celebrated  star  of  the  opera, 
will  resume  her  professional  career  in  a  concert  at  Carnegie  Hall,  New 
York  City,  on  April   29   Mme.   Jeritza  is   the    widow    of    Winfield 
Sheehan,  Hollywood  producer  and  veteran  film  company  executive  who 
died  last  year.  ...  •  The  Ziegfeld  Club  in  New  York  comprising 
former  Follies  girls,  will  hold  a  tea  dance  and  cocktail  hour  on  the  14th 
from  four  to  seven  pan.  in  the  Roof  of  the  Hotel  Pierre,  the  proceeds 

going  to  the  Red  Cross  Fund's  Theater  Division  headed  by  Ralph  Bel- 
lamy. .  .  . 

Planet's  16mm.  Features 
Do  Above  Normal  Biz 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  More  than  normal 

business  was  attracted  in  Marcal  at 

the  premiere  week's  showing  of 
Planet's  two  full-length-16  mm.  pic- 

tures, "The  People's  Choice"  and 
"Detour  to  Danger,"  according  to  Al 
Galston,  who  with  Jay  Sutton,  oper- 

ates the  house.  Usual  admission  of 
31  cents  was  raised  to  60  cents  in 
the  875-seat  theater,  and  Galston 
ascribes  the  above-average  business 
to  the  excellent  publicity  and  exploi- 

tation campaign  conducted  by  Planet. 

Galston  said  Planet's  plans  for  ex- 
hibiting 16  mm.  pictures  on  standard- 

sized  theater  screens  has  possibili- 
ties and  that  he  understands  Planet 

is  increasing  its  budget  for  "Ra- 
mona,"  which  it  will  make,  to  over- 

come physical  shortcomings  evident 
in  its  current  releases. 

"Make  Mine  Music"  April  16 
An  advance  tradeshowing  of  Walt 

Disney's  "Make  Mine  Music"  has been  scheduled  for  the  Normandie 
Theater  April  16,  at  10:30  a.m.,  by 
RKO  Radio. 

Detroit  Transit  Strike 

Puts  Dent  in  B.O.  "Takes' 
Detroit — Immediate  effect  on  the- 

ater business  of  the  transportation 
strike  which  completely  tied  up  all 
busses  and  street  cars  in  the  city,  is 
difficult  to  gauge  though  downtown 
theaters  opened  somewhat  below  nor. 
mal  but  not  over  20  per  cent  off  at 
most.  Spot  check  of  available  neigh- 

borhood houses  with  matinees  showed 
business  about  normal,  particularly 
in  houses  located  in  the  major  shop- 

ping and  business  center. 
Automobile  transportation  by  pri- 

vate car  increased  about  40  per  cent 
yesterday  causing  serious  congestion 
throughout  the  city. 
Night  business  downtown  last 

night  was  expected  to  be  way  off, 
especially  after  the  office  rush  with 
workers  arranging  substitute  trans- 

portation and  leaving  early  for  home. 
Some  offset  was  expected  from  hotel 
dwellers  who  will  be  stranded  in  the 
downtown  district  for  the  night. 

Those  Goldwyn  Gals  Due 
The  six  Goldwyn  Girls  who  appear 

with  Danny  Kaye  in  the  Samuel 
Goldwyn  comedy,  "The  Kid  From 
Brooklyn,"  will  arrive  here  today. 

Brazilian  Producer 
Plans  15  Features 
Robert  Chust,  Brazilian  producer 

recently  released  from  the  Army 
told  The  Film  Daily  yesterday  lat 
will  buy  $250,000  worth  of  Americar 
production  equipment  for  a  new  stu- 

dio he  will  build  in  Rio  within,  i 
months.  '    \  . 

Chust,  head  of  Cinex  Productions 
said  he  plans  to  produce  15  features 
all  musicals,  within  the  next  twc 

years,  the  first  one  titled  "Rhapsodj 

in  Samba." 
"Brazilian  John  Smith,"  an  anti- 

Nazi  film  produced  by  Chust  in  1941 
will  be  released  in  the  East  shortly 

The  young  producer,  who  is  one  of] 
the  five  major  feature  producers  in! 
Brazil,  said  that  his  new  studio  will 

be  available  to  the  other  producers,'' and  that  Brazil's  feature  product} 
schedule  is  aimed  at  10  for  1947  and*! 
20  for  1948.  He  plans  to  remain  in ! 
the  United  States  for  six  months  to 
survey  the  American  market  and 
Hollywood  technique  before  return- 

ing to  Brazil. 
Dubbing  in  French,  Italian  and 

Spanish  is  also  part  of  the  Brazilian 
producers'  plans,  he  added. 

Korda  and  Cary  Grant 
As  Producing  Partners 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ductions  will  be  filmed  either  in 

England  or  in  America,  whichever 
suits  the  purpose  best,  while  the  ex- teriors will  be  made  in  the  actual 
locale  of  the  story. 

Grant  will  join  Korda  in  London 
later  this  year.  The  new  partner- 

ship arrangement  in  no  way  affects 
but  is  in  addition  to  the  commitments 
Gary  Grant  now  holds  with  RKO. 

Seattle  Attendance  Off 
In  Smallpox  Epidemic 

Seattle  —  Seattle's  epidemic  of 
smallpox  is  beginning  to  be  felt  by 
all  theater  operators.  The  attendance, 
one  of  the  major  exhibitors  said 
yesterday,  has  dropped  from  20  to 
25  per  cent  during  the  -last  week, 
though  the  city  has  issued  no  orders 
against  public  gatherings.^ 

First  cases  appeared  in  Harbor 
View,  King  County  Hospital,  March 
12  and  to  date  31  cases  have  been 
reported.  At  the  present  time  there 
are  24  cases  hospitalized  and  one  at 
home.  The  fifth  death  from  the 
disease  occurred  last  Thursday. 

Write  Your  Own  Head! 

Camp  Atterbury,  Ind.  —  Three 
hundred  German  war  prisoners  here, 
voted  sun-suited  Martha  Hyer  their 
No.  1  pin-up  princess  before  they 

quite  understood  who  she  was.  Mar- 
tha, an  RKO  actress  appearing  in 

"Desirable  Woman,"  is  the  daughter 
of  Col.  J.  C.  Hyer  of  the  15th  Army. 



Want  Lines 
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Play  It  Single BILL 

ITS  PROVED  IT  CAN  TOP  ALL 

DOUBLE-FEATURE  RECORDS! 

Hold  It  Double 

Produced  by  PAUL  JONES 
Directed  by  HAL  WALKER 

Original  Screenplay  by 
Norrrwn  Panama  and  Melvin  Frank 

YOUR  AVERAGE 

PLAYING  TIME,  BECAUSE  IT'S  THE  \ 

BIGGEST  MONEY-MAKER  YOU'VE  EVER 
HAD  FROM  ANY  COMPANY,  INCLUDING 

Paramount 
THE  ACADEMY  AWARD  COMPANY 
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dies  Wantl  TAC  to  Fight  Gov't  Building  Barrier 
nty  of  Materials  For 

111  Available  if  Handled 
Drrectly,  Say  Exhibitors 
St.  Louis — If  the  agenda  will  per- 
t,  certain  .independent  elements  at- 
QLing  the  TAC  convention  here  will 
^_i  for  action  against  Government 
'frictions  against  theater  construc- 
m,  contending  that  there  is  suffi- 
nt  materials  for  veterans'  homes 
d  theaters,  as  well  as  other  com- 
•rcial  projects,  if  handled  correctly. 
The  fact  that  no  film  industry  rep- 
^entation  was  made  in  Washington 
the  time  new  construction  enter- 

ises  came  up  for  consideration  was 
moaned  by  independent  operators. 
ey  claimed  that  the  $10,000  homes 
:  veterans  was  excessive  and  that 
certain  parts  of  the  country,  the 
me  homes  could  be  put  up  for 
,000  to  $5,000. 
These  independent  elements  de- 
ired  privately  that  the  TAC  should 
rry  the  fight  to  Washington  and 
at  it  should  point  out  that  there 
plenty  of  material  for  all  concerned 

the     facts     were     brought     out 
operly. 
Whether  the  question  would  be 
nsidered  outside  the  bounds  of  the 
rposes  of  TAC  may  be  decided  at 

jay's  meeting.  * 

onada  Issues  Ban 
•n  New  Construction 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
:ting  of   the  House  of   Commons, 
ae  Government  leader  declared  an 
der  had  been  issued  to  prohibit  the 
ection  of  various  types  of  buildings 
view  of  the  housing  shortage  and 
e  short  supply  of  both  labor  and 
nstruction  supplies.  The  order  is 
pected  to  have  effect  until  the 
jvernment  decides  the  situation 
fecting  war  veterans  and  wage 
rners  is  no  longer  critical. 
Last  week  the  Government  order 
as  issued  providing  for  priority  on 
aterials  with  workers'  homes  get- 
ig  first  call.  Latest  order,  however, 
far  more  stringent  in  prohibiting 
iy  work  on  non-essential  buildings 
id  was  adopted  because  of  com- 
aints  from  organized  labor  and 
xvicemen  over  conditions. 

'cmdt  Adv.  via  Donahue  &  Coe 
Donahue  &  Coe  has  been  named  by 
e  Brandt  Theater  enterprises  as 
eir  advertising  agency,  effective 
sterday.   Accounts  will  be  handled 
|r  the  established  Special  Service 
2partment  under  the  direction  of 
oyd  Seidman. 

STORK  REPORTS 

New  Haven  —  Bernard  Levy,  of 
malgmated  Theaters,  booking  and 
lying  service,  and  Mrs.  Levy  an- 
•unce  the  birth  of  a  son,  Arthur  Jay, 
pounds  three  ounces,  at  New  Haven 
ospital. 

Hollywood-  Vine  Yard 
;By  RALPH  WILK. 

West   Coast  Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — Lionel  Barrymore  goes  into  "It's  A  Wonderful  Life,"  Frank  Capra's 
initial  flick  for  Liberty  Films,  joining  Jimmy  Stewart  and  Donna  Reed   David  Hemp- 

stead has  been  signed  to  a  long-term  contract  with  Vanguard  Films  as  a  producer   

Columbia  castings  include:  Melvyn  Douglas  and  Rosalind  Russell  in  "My  Empty  Heart," 

to   be  written  and   produced   by   Virginia   Van    Upp,   and    Roland    Culver    in   "Down   To 

Earth"   M-d-M    puts  Jimmy   Lydon    in    "Life  With    Father"   as   Clarence   Day,  Jr. 
Mom    and    Pop    are    William    Powell    and    Irene    Dunne   Same    studio    lends    Ava 

Gardner  to   Universal  for  "The    Black  Angel.1'   Warner's  has  done   likewise  with    Peter 

Lorre.  Shooting  starts  April  18   Irene  Rich  returns  to  pix  in  Republic's  "Angel  and 

Outlaw"   "The    Bachelor's    Daughters,"    Claire    Trevor  and    Gail    Russell,    will   play 

opposite  Damian  O'Flynn  and  John  Whitney   in   the  Andrew  Stone  production  of  same 

  Loew-Lewin   have    signed    Marie   Wilson   for   "Bel    Ami"   Sol    M.    Wurtzel, 

jubilant  over  Paul   Kelly's  work   in   "Deadline   for  Murder,"  has   inked   him   for   another 

  "Scared  To  Death"  will  be  the  release  title  on  the  Beta  Lugosi,  George  Zucco, 
Golden   Gate   Pictures   horror   Comet    Productions   has   acquired    Leon    Belasco   for 

"Little  Iodine,"  and  Hal  Borne,  musical  director  and  composer,  for  their  second,  tenta- 

tively titled,  "Miss  Television1'   Seymour   Nebenzal   has   secured   Arthur    Ripley   to 

direct  "The  Chase,"  and  Jce  Popkin  as  production  manager   James  S.  Burkett  has 

signed  Jack  DeWitt  to  write  the  screenplay  of  "We,  the   People,"  and  is  negotiating 

with  Terry  Morse,  director  of  his  "Charlie  Chan"  epics  at  Monogram,  for  a  three-year 
contract  doing  four  a  year   Rail-routes:   Dorothy   Lamour  gees   to   New   York,  for 

two   radio   shows,   then   to   Baltimore   for   the   baby's  christening   Musical   director 
Nathaniel  Finston  will  make  an  extensive   trip  seeking  talent  for  his  newly  organized 

Finstcn   Musical  Service   Director-writer  team,  John  Hubley  and   Phil   Eastman   are 

bound  for  Washington  to  confer  with  Navy  officials  on  plots  for  two  more  flight  safety 

training  films  that  United  Productions  plans  to  make. 

Gamble  for  1  Theater 
Collection  a  Year 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

that  the  industry  can  exert  in  our 

national  life,"  he  said. 
"We  should  stand  together,  how- 

ever, in  our  resolve  that  our  patrons 
will  not  be  further  subjected  to  per- 

sonal harassment  and  that  our  pro- 
grams will  not  be  interrupted  in  de- 
fiance of  every  principle  of  good 

showmanship  merely  because  of  the 
lack  of  co-ordination  among  the  lead- 

ers of  the  charity  projects." 
Gamble  said  that  more  than  6,000 

theaters,  roughly  one-third  of  those 
in  the  nation,  were  represented  at 
the  convention. 

National  Health  Fund 
Gets  Support  of  Allied 
Washington  Bureau,  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Rivalry  of  "the 
many  voluntary  health  organiza- 

tions" in  fund  raising  "and  the  in- 
equalities resulting  therefrom"  are 

assailed  as  bordering  "on  a  national 
disgrace"  by  national  Allied  in  a 
bulletin  just  distributed  to  its  mem- 
bers. 

"It  is  time  that  sensible  members 
of  the  industry  put  a  stop  to  the  con- 

dition where  any  one  of  the  many 
voluntary  health  organizations,  by 
contacting  one  or  two  self-important 
individuals,  can  implicate  the  indus- 

MPEA  Will  Operate 
In  14  Countries 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

it  was  learned  authoritatively  yester- 
day. The  pattern  was  cut  at  the 

MPAA-MPEA  parleys  on  Friday. 
The  MPEA  will  market  American 

product  jointly  for  the  member  com- 
panies for  a  one-year  period  in 

Japan  and  Germany,  while  the  fol- 
lowing countries  will  see  the  same 

policy  followed  for  a  three-year 

span: Austria,  Bulgaria,  Czechoslovakia, 
Holland,  Hungary,  Indo  China,  Korea, 
Netherlands  East  Indies,  Poland, 
Roumania,  Russia  and  Yugoslavia. 

It  is  understood  that  the  MPEA 
will  invite  affiliation  by  Republic, 
Monogram  and  PRC  which  reportedly 
have  been  selling  to  countries  not  yet 
closed  by  the  majors. 

try  in  a  fund-raising  drive  involving 
the  use  of  the  screens  and  the  taking 
of  collections,"  the  bulletin,  written 
by  Abram  F.  Myers,  board  chairman 
and  general  counsel,  declares. 

It  is  disclosed  that  the  national 
Allied  board  at  its  last  meeting  con- 

sidered proposals  for  a  national 
health  fund,  and  Myers  says,  "only 
a  national  fund  competently  adminis- 

tered can  eliminate  the  unnecessary 
expense,  duplication  of  effort,  waste 
and  injustice  inherent  in  present 

haphazard  methods."  . 

Ask  Rejection  of 
D  of  J  Schine  Plan 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

brief  setting  forth  grounds  for  re- 
jection in  great  detail. 

The  objections,  accompanied  by 
appendices  setting  forth  the  most 
recent  ruling  in  the  delay  of  dives- 

titure for  the  paralleled  Crescent 
Amusement  Co.  case,  were  filed  by 
Attorneys  Edward  F.  McClennen, 
Willard  S.  McKay,  Howard  M.  Ante- 
vil  and  Samuel  S.  Isseks  in  behalf  of 
Schine. 

They  were  filed  as  provided  for  by 
Section  111  of  the  judgment  which 
gives  both  parties  the  right  to  file 
"plans."  Schine  charged  the  Gov- 

ernment, in  filing  its  plan,  has  indi- 
cated it  is  not  "familiar  with  the 

subject  matter"  and  "has  not  made 
any  careful  study  of  the  problem  in- 

volved." 

In  one  part  of  the  objections,  the 
Government  is  accused  of  being  a 
"wolf  in  sheep's  clothing." 

"After  the  plaintiff  was  able 
to  persuade  the  court  to  decide 
this  case  in  its  favor,"  they  said, 
"the  plaintiff  discarded  its 
sheep's  clothing  and  now  seeks 
to  compel  the  sale  not  only  of 
one  or  more  theaters  in  each 
town  in  which  the  defendants 

operate  (with  only  four  excep- 
tions) but  also  to  compel  the  de- 

fendants to  get  out  of  certain 
towns  entirely  without  any  ref- 

erence whatsoever  to  the  status 
of  competition  in  these  towns  at 
any  time  during  or  prior  to  the 

existence  of  the  Schine  circuit." After  further  discussion  of  the 

plan,  Schine  counsel  declared,  "this  is 
not  a  plan  which  can  be  corrected. 

It  must  be  rejected  in  toto." 

Noah  Beery,  Sr.,  Dies 
Suddenly  on  West  Coast 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood— Noah  Beery,  Sr.,  63, 
veteran  screen  actor,  and  brother  of 

Wallace  Beery,  died  in  the  latter's home  here  while  on  vacation  from 

his  role  in  Mike  Todd's  Broadway 
production,  "Up  In  Central  Park." Beery,  Sr.,  who  played  the  part  of 

the  brutal  sergeant  in  "Beau  Geste," the  Academy  Award  film  of  its  year, 
is  survived  by  his  brothers  Wallace 
and  Will,  and  a  son  Noah  Beery,  Jr., 
also  a  film  actor. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Sinclair-Abbott 
Montclair,  N.  J.  —  George  Abbott, 

producer,  was  married  here  to  Mary 
Sinclair  at  the  home  of  his   sister, 
Mrs.  Hubert  Juergens. 
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French  Hostility  May  Slow  Up  Trade  Treaty  Talks 
Producers  Reported  Ready 
To  Force  Operators  Strike 
Unless  Their  Demands  Met 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Reported  hostile  ac- 
tions of  French  film  interests  may 

slow  up  discussions  between  Amer- 
ican and  French  Government  repre- 

sentatives concerning  pix  clauses  in 
the  trade  treaty  between  the  two 
countries,  it  was  indicated  yesterday. 
The  French  mission  is  now  in  Wash- 

ington to  negotiate  the  trade  treaty 
with  this  Government,  with  the  mo- 

tion picture  question  high  on  the 
agenda. 
Although  State  Department  sources 

expressed  lack  of  knowledge  of  the 
reported  moves  by  French  producers, 
it  is  known  that  some  American  rep- 

resentatives are  concerned  over 

alleged  "pressure"  before  the  nego- 
tiations get  under  way.  French  pro- 

ducers were  reported  ready  to  force 
a  strike  of  projection  operators  in 
France  unless  their  demands  are  met. 

The  State  Department,  which  has 
already  submitted  a  report  on  its 
recommendations,  said  it  was  at  a 
loss  to  understand  the  position  of  the 
French  producers,  since  only  about 
$2,000,000  annually  in  American  dol- 

lars was  exported  from  France  in 
pre-war  days.  Most  of  the  moneys 
received  from  French  showing  of 
American  films  were  spent  in  France, 
the  State  Department  pointed  out. 
The  money  was  spent  on  dubbing  and 
arranging  the  pix  for  distribution  in 
other  European  countries.  In  addi- 

tion, the  American  companies  employ 
considerable  French  help. 

Two  Moves  Hostile  to  U.  S. 
Pix  Made  in  Paris 

Paris  (By  Cable) — Two  moves  by 
French  producers  regarded  as  hos- 

tile to  American  film  interests  are 
reported  here.  The  producers  are  un- 

derstood to  have  asked  the  Govern- 
ment immediately  to  "adopt"  the 

screen  under  threat  of  halting^  all 
production  and  to  have  American 
film  groups  informed  that  a  strike  of 
projectionists  will  be  called  to  halt 
the  screening  of  U.  S.  pictures. 

A  Theater  Manager 
Has  Divers  Duties 

Detroit — That  anything  can  happen 
in  a  theater  is  the  conviction  cf  Jack 

Sage,  manager  of  United  Detroit's 
Rosedale.  Lobby  of  that  house,  built 

in  the  gingerbread  era,  has  a  beauti- 

fully decorated  fishpond.  'Twas  this 
oasis  which  lured  a  well  -  dressed, 
middle  -  aged  woman  who  joyfully 
walked  into  the  pond  and  rolled  over 
in  it  to  get  thoroughly  soused,  which 

she  already  was  on  the  inside.  Mana- 
ger Sage  dived  to  the  rescue,  which 

was  hampered  by  the  woolen  coat 
she  was  wearing.  He  escorted  her 
home,  but  she  insisted  she  would  be 
back  to  see  the  show  as  soon  as  she 
was  dry. 

All  Exhibs.  at  TA  C  Can  Vote 
Designation  of  Official  Delegates  Eliminated 

St.  Louis — Every  registered  exhib- 
itor will  be  permitted  to  vote  on  the 

various  issues  to  come  before  the 
Theater  Activities  Committee  con- 

vention today.  Inasmuch  as  the 
designation  of  official  delegates  has 
been  eliminated,  all  exhibitors  prop- 

erly registered  at  convention  head- 
quarters are  entitled  to  vote,  but  each 

exhibitor  will  be  allowed  only  one 
vote  regardless  of  how  many  thea- 

ters he  owns  or  represents. 
Some  of  the  exhibitors  who  came 

to  the  convention  strictly  as  "ob- 
servers" declined  to  serve  actively  on 

committees  to  which  they  were  ap- 
pointed. They  agreed,  however,  to 

go  as  "listeners"  but  would  not  par- 
ticipate in  the  drawing  up  of  policies 

until  it  has  been  determined  whether 
the  regional  associations  to  which 
they  belong  will  become  active  in  the 
TAG.  Rotus  Harvey  of  California  de- 

clined to  attend  the  constitution  and 

by-laws  committee  because  the 
Northern  California  Exhibitors  Assn. 
had  instructed  him  to  come  to  St. 
Louis  merely  to  have  his  participate 
in  the  discussions  until  it  had  decided 
whether  it  was  going  along  with  the 
new  organization. 

Ray  Branch  is  the  only  national  Allied 
director  here,  but  he  told  THE  FILM  DAILY 
that  he  was  here  only  as/ an  observer  and 
that  he  would  make  his  report  and  recom- 

mendations to  the  Michigan  unit   only. 
He  would  not  comment  on  the  possibilities 

of  Michigan  Allied's  participation  in  TAC. 
Up  to  late  yesterday,  206  persons  had 

been  registered.  This  included  nine  members 
of  the  press  from  New  York,  seven  distribu- 

tors and  four  from  the  TAC  New  York  head- 
quarters.     The  rest  are  theater  people. 

The  possibilities  for  100  per  cent  co-opera- 
tion in  TAC  will  not  be  determined  until  to- 
day when  the  convention  will  be  called  upon 

to  pass  on  the  recommendations  drawn  up 
yesterday  by  the  eight  committees.  Inde- 

pendent exhibitors  are  reserving  comment 
until  today's  session  is  over.  Some  appear 
to  be  not  yet  convinced  of  the  new  organiza- 

tion's potentialities,  while  others  see  an  op- 
portunity for  service. 

Warns  NCA  Against 
Checking,  Ticket  Tax 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

approximately  100  members  of  North 
Central  Allied  by  Benjamin  Berger, 
president,  at  the  annual  convention 

of  the  organization  opening  yester- 
day at  the  Nicollet  Hotel  here.  Em- 

phasizing that  checking  has  become 

a  nuisance,  Berger  said  that  inde- 
pendent theater  operators  don't  want 

any  compulsory  percentage  pictures. 
The  distributor,  through  the  checker, 

Berger  said,  becomes  a  "partner"  in 
the  business,  although  theater  opera- 

tors are  willing  to  give  the  distrib- 
utor everything  he  has  coming.  Ber- 
ger deplored  the  practice  of  distrib- 
utor sending  in  an  auditor  to  check 

percentage   pictures. 
Action  against  possible  legislation 

in  Minnesota  which  would  allow  local 
communities  to  levy  a  10  per  cent 
admission  tax  was  demanded  by  Ber- 

ger. The  time  to  stop  such  legisla- 
tion is  now,  Berger  said.  The  organ- 

ization approved  a  motion  that 
Berger  appoint  a  legislation  com- 

mittee to  fight  the  measure. 
Willingness  to  aid  independent 

theater  operators  in  their  fight 

against  "monopolies"  was  voiced  by 
Hubert  H.  Humphrey,  Mayor  of  Min- 

neapolis. Someone  is  putting  a 
squeeze  play  of  the  independent  op- 

erator, Humphrey  said,  and  the  only 
way  to  combat  it  is  an  organization 
such  as  NCA.  Now  is  the  time, 
Humphrey  urged,  for  independent 
theatermen  to  protect  themselves 
against  the  time  when  conditions 
might  be  tough  and  monopolies  have 
gained  a  complete  foothold.  The  in- 

dependent is  the  backbone  of  Amer- 
ica, Humphrey  said,  in  telling  of  his 

opposition  to  monopolies. 

Set  Limitation  Rule 
Still  Unclarified 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — No  official  interpre- 
tation of  the  $15,000  motion  picture 

set  limitation  will  be  issued  until  a 

formal  request  is  made  in  writing, 

a  high  CPA  official  said  yesterday. 
This  official  told  The  Film  Daily 

that  previous  "rulings"  that  the  $15,- 
000  limitation  applied  to  an  entire 
production  were  strictly  unofficial 

and  "off  the  cuff"  pending  formal  re- 
quest for  interpretation  by  the  in- dustry. 

Meanwhile,  MPAA  was  busy  pre- 
paring facts  and  figures  to  make 

such  a  request,  with  the  expectation 
that  the  presentation  will  be  made this  week. 

An  "official"  interpretation  of  the 
set  limitation  will  be  made  in  Wash- 

ington and  will  by-pass  any  local 
committees  created  under  the  CPA 
order,  it  was  said. 

Because  the  CPA  here  has  been 

besieged  with  requests  for  "interpre- 
tations" and  "clarifications"  of  the 

order,  there  have  been  almost  as 
many  different  answers  as  calls. 

Although  The  Film  Daily's  source 
must  be  designated  "spokesman"  and therefore  not  to  be  quoted  by  name, 
the  official  is  high  enough  to  put  an 
end  to  speculation.  This  is  not  to 
say  that  the  official  interpretation 
might  not  be  tough;  it  only  means 
that  until  such  time  as  a  formal  rul- 

ing is  made,  all  "clarifications"  must remain  speculative. 
There  is  little  doubt,  however,  that 

the  motion  picture  industry  is  con- 
cerned over  the  drastic  possibilities 

of  the  order  and  is  taking  steps  to 
show  the  Government  its  side. 

Cancer  Tower  to 
Be  Dedicated  Today 

Entertainment  program  for  toda^'. 
dedication  of  the  Times  Square  t<#\  ' 
which  will  be  the  industry's  lML 
rallying  point  in  the  cancer  drive 
was  announced  yesterday. 

Bill  Robinson  will  open  the  cere-, 
monies  by  dancing  his  way  to  the 
tower  from  the  Club  Zanzibar  to  the  '■ 
accompaniment  of  two  orchestras 

one  of  them  Claude  Hopkins'.  Among ! 
other  screen,  stage  and  radio  per-' 
sonalities  who  will  participate  are 
Charles  Boyer,  Carole  Landis,  Orson' 
Welles,  Dean  Jagger  and  Richard! 
Conte.  Also  on  hand  will  be  100! 
Thornton,  Powers  and  Conovei 
models. 

A  Times  Square  committee  for  the ' Cancer  drive  was  announced  yester- ! 

day  by  Charles  P.  Skouras,  its  mem-  !] bership  embracing:  Chairman,  Maxi] 
A.  Cohen;  co-chairmen,  Adam  I 
Adams,  J.  Joshua  Goldberg,  Malcolm 
Kingsberg,  Stanley  Kolbert,  Walter; 
Reade,  Jr.,  Harry  J.  Rinzler,  Edward 

N.  Rugoff,  Monty  Salmon,  Fred; Schwartz  and  William  A.  White. 

Harry  Brandt?  is  the  committee's 
treasurer  with  Noel  Meadow  in' charge  of  publicity  and  assisted  by 
Sydney  L.  Gross.  Morton  Sunshine 
is  assistant  to  Max  A.  Cohen. 

Longest  Program  for  SMPE 
One  of  the  largest  and  most  dis- 

tinguished gatherings  of  motion  pic- 
ture engineers  and  scientists  ever 

assembled  is  predicted  for  the  59th 
Semi-Annual  Conference  of  SMPE 
in  the  Hotel  Pennsylvania,  May  6-10, 
inclusive.  The  five-day  meeting  will, 
it  is  disclosed,  present  the  longest  j 
and  most  ambitious  program  the 
society  has  ever  conducted  on  the 
Atlantic  Coast. 

Artists  Rep.  Units  Merge 
Chicago  —  Merger  of  the  Enter- 

tainment Managers  Association  of . 

Chicago,  comprising  most  of  the  the- 
atrical agents  and  artists  representa- 

tives in  the  mid- West,  with  Artists' 
Representatives  Association,  Inc.,  a 
similar  Eastern  organization,  was 
announced  by  William  Kent,  presi- 

dent of  ARA,  and  Lyman  E.  Goss, 

Jr.,  president  of  EMA. 

HOUSE  DEALS 

Philbrook  Sells  to  Junecek 
Clarks,  Neb.— Fred  Philbrook  has 

sold  his  200-seat  Clarks  Theater  here 
to  Ben  Junecek  who  owns  the  theater 
at  Cedar  Rapids. 

Ritz  Sold  in  Pawnee 
Pawnee,  Okla.  — M.  G.  Steele  of 

Oklahoma  City  has  purchased  the 
local  Ritz  from  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ernest 
Jestes. 
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o  Intent  or  Desire  to 
eprive  Exhibs.  Of  Right 
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(Continued  from  Page  1) 
day  of  strolling  players  and 
ivals,  Fabian  said  that  the  pub- 
lations  problem  remained  a  chal- 

;nging  one.  The  action,  he  said, 
Ld  two  aspects,  internally  and  ex- 

„  jrnally. 
(iThe  internal  operation  is  founda- 
■ental,  he  said,  adding  that  the  in- 
ijistry  "cannot  adequately  present e  true  values  of  the  theater  as  a 
jiiblic  institution  to  the  country  in 
ineral  unless  the  mass  of  its  mem- 
frs  are  made  conscious  of  the  in- 
Jrumentality  for  public  good  they 
(|)ld  in  their  hands  and  are  militantly 
coud  of  their  association  with  it  and 
ambly  aware  of  their  great  respons- 

jility."  This  phase  of  the  program lould  have  many  facets,  which  he 
?ted  as  follows: 

(A).  Self  examination  leading 
to  appraisal  of  strong  points  and 
weaknesses,  the  good  and  the 
real  potential  evils,  inherent  to 
the  theaters  and  their  opera- 

tions ; 

  BUDGET— 

St.  Louis— A  budget  of  $100,000 
for  the  first  year  of  operations 
will  be  recommended  to  the  The- 

ater Activities  Committee  conven- 
tion today.  The  budget  committee 

will  propose  that  the  budget  be 
set  up  on  the  basis  of  exchange 
areas  under  the  same  arrangement 
prescribed  for  the  financing  of  the 
War  Activities  Committee;  that 
is,  the  areas  will  be  split  up  ac- 

cording to  the  states  that  the  ex- 
change area  covers. 

Exhibitors  in  each  area  will  de- 
cide for  themselves  whether  the 

money  will  be  raised  on  a  per 
seat  basis  or  a  graduated  scale 
based  on  seating  capacities.  The 
executive  committee  of  the  TAC 
will  decide  how  the  money  shall 
be  spent. 

(B).  Consideration  of  a  self- 
imposed  code  of  ethics  for  thea- 

ters in  their  relation  with  the 
public,  standards  of  safety,  of 
comfort  for  the  public; 

(C).  Awards  to  industry  mem- 
bers for  outstanding  achieve- 
ment within  the  industry; 

(D).  Plaques  of  recognition 
for  and  compliance  with  the 
standards  decided  upon; 

(E).  An  educational  program 
to  improve  the  knowledge  of  new 

NEW  POSTS 

EFFERSON      CRAWFORD,      assistant     manager, 
Roosevelt,    Chicago. 

RALPH  McFARLAND,  assistant  manager,  Carrick, Chicago. 

•EARL  ALLEN,  assistant  manager,  Tivoli,  Chicago. 
JWILL  METHE,  manager,  Roosevelt,  Chicago. 

Forrestal  and  Vinson  Wire  TAC  Parley 
Commending  Purpose  of  New  Exhib.  Unit 

St.  Louis — The  following  telegram  was  received  by  Si  Fabian,  interim  chair- 
man of  the  TAC  organizational  meeting  here  yesterday,  from  Secretary 

of  the  Navy  James  Forrestal:  "It  is  heartening  to  know  that  theater  owners 
of  the  country  are  forming  a  permanent  organization  to  exert  the  same  fine 
effort  in  the  waging  of  the  peace  as  they  put  forth  during  the  recent  war.  Their 
influence  on  the  community  life  of  our  nation  can  be  a  powerful  factor  in  the 

long-time  struggle  ahead  cf  us  to  protect  and  expand  our  American  way  of  life." 
The  following  telegram  was  sent  by  Fred  M.  Vinson,  Secretary  of  the 

Treasury: 

"I  am  delighted  to  learn  from  Ted  Gamble  of  the  meeting  of  motion  picture 
exhibitors  in  St.  Louis  for  the  purpose  of  forming  a  permanent  organization  to 

co-ordinate  the  activities  of  exhibitors  in  their  work  for  our  country's  general 
welfare.  The  accomplishments  of  the  theaters  were  an  impressive  example  of 
organization  for  good.  It  is  gratifying  to  me  as  it  will  be  to  all  public  servants 
to  know  that  this  strength  will  carry  over  into  peacetime  as  an  active  ally  in 

our  continuing  struggle  to  protect  and  propagate  our  American  way  of  life." 

members  (and  old)  concerning 
good  business  methods,  pitfalls, 
good  and  dangerous  practices 
and  in  a  broader  sense  engen- 

der within  the  industry  keener 
appreciation  of  the  theater,  its 
products,  its  traditions  and  the 
great  force  it  must  be  in  the 
world  community  of  the  future; 

(F).  A  special  program  to  de- 
velop among  the  industry  a  sense 

oneness,  sympathy  and  fratern- 

ity; 

(G).  A  program  for  passing 
on  the  appropriateness  and  wis- 

dom of  public  interest  in  screen 
subjects. 
The  external  phase,  Pabrian  said,  might 

encompass  the  following: 
(A) .  Participation  in  public  charity 

projects  which  would  include  determina- 
tion of  industry  leadership,  methods, 

goals,  motivation,  publicity  and  general control; 

(B) .  Use  of  screens  for  Government 
subjects ;  • 

(C).  Use  of  theaters  and  facilities  for 
public    co-operation   unclassified ; 

(D).  Public  indorsement  or  opposi- 
tion of  the  industry  to  public  matters 

not  selfishly  related  to  the  industry  but 
of  such  character  as  to  recommend  the 

industry's  interest  and  strength  in  their 
determinattion,  such  as  full  employment, 
public  health,  housing  and  other  public 
matters  in  which  leaders  of  other  indus- 

tries have  been  heard  but  concerning 
which  the  industry  has  been  silent; 

(B).  Donations  to  charity  by  the  in- dustry; 

(F) .  Establishment  of  scholarships  by 
our  industry; 

(G) .    Awards  to  citizens  for  outstand- 
ing contributions  to  peace,  science  and the  arts; 

(H).      Institutional  advertising; 
(I).      Institutional    radio   programs; 
(J).  Awards  to  writers  for  outstand- 

ing stories; 

(K).  Awards  to  producers  for  out- 
standing production. 

Under  the  category  of  industry  welfare, 
Fabian  said  it  would  be  within  the  province 
of  the  organization  to  study  and  assert  dis- 

tinguished advocacy  in  legislative,  govern- 
mental and  other  matters  affecting  the  indus- 

try and  its  operation.  These  matters  would 
Include,  among  other  things,  taxes,  building 
codes,  licensing,  censorship,  interstate  com- 

merce, public  health  and  discriminatory  legis- 
lation. 

Study  Problems  for  All 

The  study  of  developing  problems  would  be 
done  for  the  entire  country,  he  said.  Repre- 

sentation would  be  made  before  appropriate 
bodies  on  the  national  level  and  on  the  state 
and  local  level  when  the  state  and  localities 
involved  indicate  the  desirability  of  such  in- 

tervention. Thus  no  conflict  would  be  set  up 
between  the  national  functions  and  those 
state  and  regional  organizations  which  are 
qualified  and  willing  to  bear  the  responsibility 
of    state    and    local    legislative    and    other 

representation  and  counsel  in  industry  prob- 
lems that  may  arise. 
With  the  end  of  the  war,  the  film  ln- 

dustry  is  presented  with  two  alterna- 
tives, Fabian  said.  They  are:  Going  sep- 
arate ways  in  disunity  and  confusion  or 

contrival  of  a  method  whereby  the  unity 
of  the  war  years  and  its  products  may 
be  salvaged  for  our  future  well  be- 

ing.   He  said  theatermen  everywhere  had 

-MEMBERSHIP- 

St.  Louis  —  The  organization 
committee  of  the  Theater  Activi- 

ties Committee  today  will  propose 
that  membership  in  the  organiza- 

tion shall  be  by  states  and  as 
individuals,  thereby  eliminating 
regional  units.  Members,  however, 
would  work  through  existing  or- 

ganizations where  possible. 
There  will  be  two  organizers  in 

each  state,  one  representing  cir- 
cuit and  the  other  an  independent 

exhibitor. 

Any  individual,  partner  or  cor- 
poration operating  theaters  in  the 

United  States  and  exhibiting  35 
mm.  films  will  be  eligible  for membership. 

been  spontaneous  in  their  urging  that  the 
war  Activities  Committee  should  gradu- 

ate to  a  new  organization  in  which  every 
exhibitor   regardless    of   size,    affiliation 
or    association    ties    would    be   welcome 
and  in  which  the  best  interests  of  every 
exhibitor  would   be   served. 

Fabian   gave  a  number  of   assurances   for 
the  record.     He  said  there  was  no  intention 
or  desire  to  deprive  individual  exhibitors  of 
their    independent    rights    to    operate    their 
businesses  in   their  own  best  interests  with- 

out  interference   or  coercion   and   that   there 
was  no  intention   to  dominate  intra-industry 
matters,    clearances,   distributor-exhibitor   re- 

lations or  other  internal  trade  practices.     He 

stressed  that  there  was  no  intention  to  "give 
away"   the  screens   but   there   was   every  in- 

tention of  protecting  the  screens  against  sel- 
fish,   subversive  or   other  harmful  use. 

No  Circuit  Domination 

Fabian  declared  there  was  no  intention  of 
permitting  producer-affiliated  theaters  to 
dominate  or  dictate  policy  or  action  but  that 
there  was  every  intention  to  insure  a  truly 
representative  character  for  the  group  which 
alone  can  promise  success  for  the  undertak- 

ing. And  finally,  he  said  there  was  no  inten- 
tion that  this  proposed  organization  be  in 

disparagement  of  or  in  conflict  with  efficient 
national,  state  and  city  exhibitor  organiza- 

tions now  functioning. 
The  St.  Louis  exhibitors  hosted  the  visiting 

theatermen  yesterday  at  a  luncheon.  Speak- 
ers were  Lieut.  Gov.  Walter  Davis,  former 

Governor  Henry  S.  Caulfield,  Walter  Head, 
Rabbi  Ferdinand  Isserman,  Bob  O'Donnell 
Arthur  L.  Mayer,  Walter  L.  Morris,  Rev. 
Patrick  J.  Holloran,  S.  J.,  president  of  St. 
Louis  University.    Harry  Arthur  presided. 

ARTHUR  MAYER 

MPAA  Financing 
Films  for  Schools 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

screen  a  more  potent  force  than  ever 

in  the  teaching  of  the  nation's  youth, provides  for  an  appropriation  of 
$100,000  for  the  production  of  seven 
experimental  films  designed  to  serve 
as  a  standard  for  makers  of  films  for 
the  classroom.  The  appropriation 
was  listed  by  the  MPAA  head  as  an 
"outright  gift"  by  the  MPAA  in  the 

interests  of  visual 
education  in  this country. 

Johnston  as- serted that  the 

program,  which he  said  would  be 

strictly  non- 
profit, was  being 

adopted  "at  the request  of  the 
teaching  profes- sion." Production 

of  approved 
scripts  will  be  en- trusted to  Arthur 

Mayer.  Over-all 
supervision  will 
be  in  the  hands  of 

the  MPAA's  sub-committee  on  edu- 
cation comprising  N.  Peter  Rathvon, 

J.  Robert  Rubin  and  Joseph  Hazen. 
Johnston  said  no  decision  has  been 

made  on  where  the  films  would  be 
produced.  He  expected  work  on  the 
initial  one  to  start  within  the  next 
few  weeks.  Distribution  of  the  10- 
to-20-minute  pictures  will  be  on  a 
non-profit  basis,  although  there  will 
be  a  slight  charge  to  Teaching  Film 
Custodians,  MPAA  subsidiary,  which 
will  distribute  the  seven  films  to 
schools. 

The  pictures,  which  will  be  shot 
in  35  mm.  and  reduced  to  16  mm.  for 
screening,  "will  be  made  available 
to  other  countries,"  Johnston  said. 

The  program,  which  he  referred  to 
as  "a  public  service,"  was  character- 

ized by  Johnston  as  "one  of  the  most 
forward  steps  taken  in  education  in 
recent  years."  He  pointed  out  that 
its  adoption  was  the  realization  of 
one  of  the  points  in  the  industry 
program  to  which  he  committed  him- 

self upon  taking  the  MPAA  reins. 
Dr.  Mark  A.  May,  director  of  the 

Institute  of  Human  Relations  of  Yale 
University,  who  was  present  at  the 
conference  along  with  others  inter- 

ested in  the  program,  told  the  press 
that  to  increase  the  teaching  effec- 

tiveness of  the  screen  every  attempt 
would  be  made  to  eliminate  the  three 
chief  objections  to  classroom  films — 

that  they  are  "too  crowded,"  that 
thev  are  "too  dull  and  dry"  and  that 
they  approximate  lectures  too  much. 
He  said  many  new  techniques  in  the 
making  of  teaching  films  would  be 
attempted. 

Carl  E.  Milliken  of  Johnston's  staff 
emphasized  that  all  participation  in 
the  program  would  be  strictly  on  a 
voluntary  basis. 
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The  Daily  Newspaper 
Oi  Motion  Pictures 
Twenty-Seven  Years  Old 

^3.  89,  NO.  64 NEW  YORK,  WEDNESDAY,  APRIL  3,  1946 TEN  CENTS 

NDES  TO  DOMINATE  NEW  THEATERS  ASSN. 

Oth-Foxto  Build  Six-Stage  Studio  Near  London 
ill  Cost  About  £800,000; 
x  to  Eight  Features  to 
Made  There  Annually 

ondon  (By  Cable)  —  Twentieth 
tury-Fox  will  erect  a  large,  mod- 
studio  near  London  at  a  cost  of 
roximately  £800,000  and  will  pro- 

:e  six  to  eight  features  annually 
it,  Spyros  P.  Skouras  announced 
e  yesterday. 
he  new  plant  will  have  six  stages 

3  administration  offices,  and  it  is 
lected  that  construction  will  take 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

I 

of  J  Said  Readying 
li!  vs.  Technicolor 
-.hington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington — The  Government  will 
ng  an  anti-trust  suit  against 
hnicolor,  The  Film  Daily  was  re- 
)ly  informed  yesterday.  Only 
tter  still  to  be  settled  aside  from 
actual  writing  of  the  complaint 

(Continued  on  Page   12) 

tinston  Going  to  Bat  for 
Aden's  Film  Division 
hington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington  —  MPAA  President 
c  A.  Johnston  will  ask  Secretary 
Commerce  Henry  Wallace  to  re- 
se  the  Department's  reorganiza- 
i  of  its  pix  division,  headed  by 

(Continued  on  Page   12) 

Dollar-a-Seat  Tax 
Proposed  in  Boston 

:  Boston — A  proposed  tax  of  one  dol- 
lar a  seat  a  year  on  all  places  of 

ipublic  assembly  was  referred  to  the 
Executive  committee  of  the  City 
Council  yesterday.  The  tax  would 
affect  Boston  sports  places,  theaters, 
night  clubs,  restaurants,  halls  and 
jiotel  room  rentals  to  transient  guests. 

Proposal  was  advanced  by  City 
Councillor  Isadore  Muchnick  of  Dor- 
rhester,  as  a  means  of  producing  new 

"evenue  to  help  reduce  Boston's  real 
state  tax  rate.  The  tax  would  be 

Massed  on  to  the  consumer  in  the 
form  of  a  small  fee. 

ELECT  GAMBLE 
ATA  CHAIRMAN 

Fabian  Prexy,   C.  P.  Skouras, 

Skirball    V.-P's 

St.  Louis — Ted  Gamble  yesterday 
was  elected  chairman  of  the  board 
of  directors  of  American  Theaters 
Association  (formerly  TAC)  by  the 
convention  in  session  here.  S.  H. 
Fabian  was  elected  president.  An 
entire  slate  of  officers  recommended 
by  the  nominating  committee  was 
elected. 

Gamble,  who  was  head  of  the  War 
Finance  Division  during  the  war,  is 
an  exhibitor  from  Portland,  Ore. 
Fabian  heads  Fabian  Theaters  of 
New  York. 

Other  officers  elected  yesterday 
were  Charles  P.  Skouras,  Los  An- 

geles, first  vice-president;  William 
Skirball,  Cleveland,  second  vice-pres- 

ident; Sam  Pinanski,  Boston,  trea- 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

St.  Louis  Meet  Votes 
To  Limit  Collections 

St.  Louis — The  American  Theaters 
Assn.  (formerly  TAC)  yesterday 
voted  to  limit  audience  collections  in 
theaters  to  one  collection  in  any  one 
calendar  year  and  that  there  would 
be  no  further  collections  this  year 
after  May  1.  This  would  permit  the 
already-started  participation  in  the 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Committee,   will   be  composed 

Constitution  Adopted  At  St.  Louis  Convention  Declares 
Majority  of  Directors  Shall  be  Indies;  Number  to  be 
Determined  by  Population;  Agrees  on  New  Name 

By  AL  STEEN  Associate  Editor,  THE  FILM  DAILY 
St.  Louis — The  board  of  directors  of  the  American  Theaters 

Association,  which  is  the  new  name  for  the  Theater  Activities 

predominantly  of"  independent 
exhibitors.  This  was  determined  yes- 

terday by  the  convention  which 
approved  a  constitution  and  by-laws 
of  the  new  organization.  While  there 
was  no  controversy  over  the  proposal 
to  have  a  majority  of  the  directors 
independent  exhibitors,  there  was 
considerable  conflict  over  the  manner 
in  which  the  directors  should  be 
selected. 

The  committee  recommended  that 
the  number  of  directors  be  determ- 

ined by  the  populations  of  the  states 
in  which  they  reside,  but  there  was 
some  sentiment  in  favor  of  having 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

'Put  Distribs.  Out 

Of  Theaters'— Berger 
By  DAVID  LABOVTTZ 

FILM  DAILY,  Staff  Correspondent 
Minneapolis— In  a  fiery  session  of 

North    Central    Allied    at    Nicollet 

Hotel  here  yesterday  President  Ben- 
jamin Berger  charged  that  there  is 

definite    and    deliberate    discrimina- 
tion   on    the    part    of    distributors 

against  the  independent  theater  oper- 
ator. There  is  a  discrepancy  between 

the  film  rental  charged  to  distributor 
theaters  and  the  rental  paid  by  inde- 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Republic  Board  Re-elects 
Current  Slate  of  Officers 

President  Herbert  J.  Yates,  James 
R.  Grainger,  executive  vice-president, 
and  the  current  slate  of  officers  of 
Republic  Pictures  Corp.  were  unani- 

mously re-elected  yesterday  at  a board  meeting. 

The  officers  include  Vice-Presidents 
Walter  L.  Titus,  Jr.,  Edward  L. 

Walton,  John  J.  O'Connell,  Arthur  J. Miller;  Treasurer  Herbert  J.  Yates, 
Jr.;  Assistant  Treasurers  John  Pet- 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Fraud  Suits  Accuse  Wellman 
Ohio  Circuit  Operator  Named  in  8  Actions 

86  New  York  Theaters 
Facing  License  Charges 

New  York  License  Commissioner 
Benjamin  Fielding  will  begin  hear- 

ings today  on  a  total  of  86  sum- 
monses issued  by  a  field  force  of  33 

inspectors,  who  just  completed  a 
city-wide  survey  on  admission  of 

(Continued  on  Page   10) 

Cleveland,  O.  —  Eight  percentage 
fraud  suits  were  filed  yesterday  in 
Federal  Court  here  against  Peter  M. 
Wellman,  doing  business  as  P.  M. 
Wellman  Theaters. 

Loew's,  Paramount,  20th-Fox, 
Warners,  Universal,  United  Artists, 
Columbia  and  RKO  each  filed  a  sep- 

arate suit  against  Wellman,  alleg- 
ing fraudulent  returns  on  its  respec- 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Gov't  Asks  Pix  Aid  in 
Food  Conservation 
Washington  Bureau  of   THE   FILM  DAILY 
Washington  —  Col.  Kenneth  Clark 

of  the  MPAA  information  division 
met  yesterday  with  Drew  Dudley  and 
Charles  Jackson  of  OWMR  and 
Morse  Salisbury  of  the  Department 
of  Agriculture  to  discuss  means  by 
which  the  industry  might  aid  in  the 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Micro- Wave  Relay  Used 
For  Theater  Television 

Schenectady  —  Future  possibilities 
for  nation-wide  distribution  and  pro- 

jection of  theater  television  was  ex- 
perimentally demonstrated  here  last 

night  by  General  Electric  at  a 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

KISS.  CEA  to  Huddle 
On  16mm.  Situation 

London  (By  Cable) — Apprehensive 
over  developments  in  the  16  mm. 
field,  the  KRS  and  the  CEA  will  meet 

today  to  initiate  a  thorough  dis- 
cussion of  the  situation. 

*  THE  INDUSTRY  GIRDS  FOR  WAR  1/POiV  CANCER — TURN  TO  PAGES  3-9  FOR  BATTLE  PLANS   *  * 
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Taplinger  Made  V.-P. 
Of  Walter  Wanger's  Co. 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Robert  S.  Taplinger 
has  been  made  vice-president  of  Wal- 

ter Wanger  Pictures,  Inc.  In  his  new 
association,  Taplinger  will  produce 
and  take  over  a  heavy  part  of  the 
executive  load  to  permit  Wanger  to 
spread  his  personal  activities  more 
widely  over  his  interests. 

Just  back  from  New  York,  Tap- 
linger  brings  several  personally  ac- 

quired story  properties  which  will  be 
made  available  to  the  Wanger  com- 

pany. 

Weber  Heads  Group  to 
Revise  MPA  Constitution 

Louis  Weber,  film  attorney,  has 
been  appointed  chairman  of  the  con- 

stitution revisional  committee  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Associates,  Inc.,  of 
New  York,  to  make  recommendations 
for  revision  of  MPA's  constitution,  in 
order  to  enlarge  and  expedite  the 
aims  of  the  association,  according  to 
Fred  Schwartz,  president. 

Included  in  its  revisional  objective 
is  a  plan  to  open  membership  to 
women  as  well  as  men  of  the  in- dustry. 

Northouse  and  Doherty 
Given  CR  Promotions 

in/4 
53/4 
27% 7% 

IH/4 
5% 

273/4 

7% + % 
+ V? 

— % 

The  promotion  of  two  managers 
for  Confidential  Reports,  Inc.,  is  an- 

nounced by  Jack  H.  Levin,  vice-presi- 
dent and  general  manager.  George 

Northouse,  Jr.,  formerly  manager  in 
Omaha  has  been  promoted  to  the 
managership  of  the  Milwaukee 
branch.  John  Doherty,  former  office 
manager  in  Philadelphia,  replaces 
Northouse  in  Omaha. 

CSU  Accepts  Price's Five-Year  Peace  Plan 

No  Universal  Financing 
For  New  Texas  Theaters 

Universal  is  extending  no  financial 
assistance  to  to  veterans  and  others 
entering  exhibition  in  opposition  to 
the  Griffith  circuit  in  Texas,  it  was 
said  at  the  home  office  yesterday  in 
denial  of  published  Dallas  reports. 
It  was  added  that  Universal  had  no 
underwriting  deal  with  an  insurance 
company  in  such  a  connection. 

VETERAN,  AGE  35,  WOULD  APPRE- 

CIATE TRAINEE  JOB.  GOOD  IDEA 

MAN,    DETAIL  WORKER. 

Jacob  Horowitz 

854  Bronx   Park  South 

Bronx,  N.  Y. 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  The  Conference  of 
Studio  Unions  has  accepted  the  five- 
year  labor  peace  plan  proposed  by 
Byron  Price,  AMPP  vice-president. 

The  proposal  provides  for  all  juris- 
dictional disputes  to  be  submitted  to 

arbitration. 
CSU  President  Herbert  K.  Sorrell 

said  he  would  accept  the  proposal 

"provided  you  are  successful  in  ob- 
taining the  signatures  of  the  other 

various  unions." 

Rank  Delegates  Pour  In 
London  (By  Cable)  —  Delegates 

from  all  over  the  world  are  arriving 

here  for  J.  Arthur  Rank's  global  con- 
vention, opening  here  Friday. 

AM  tOR  ADVERTISING 
1>S  WESf  4«i.  IT.  N.V.C.  PJfr   BR...,  9-4153-4 

St.  Louis  Meet  Votes 
To  Limit  Collections 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
cancer  fund   drive  collections. 
Among  as  many  participants  as 

may  be  determined  by  a  committee 
consisting  of  seven  exhibitors,  not 
more  than  three  of  whom  shall  be 
so-called  affiliated  exhibitors  and  not 
less  than  four  non-  affiliated.  The 
committee  will  consist  of  one  each 
from  the  South,  East,  West  and  Mid- 

west. The  committee  members'  de- 
cisions, it  was  decided,  must  be 

unanimous  to  be  effective  and  they 
also  shall  determine  in  what  per- 

centage of  the  funds  so  raised  shall 
be  divided  among  the  various  par- 

ticipating organizations  and  which 
percentage  shall  be  retained  for  any 
emergencies  that  may  arise. 

All  theaters  may  accept  or  reject 
any  recommendations  made  by  the 
committee  in  accordance  with  their 
local  needs  and  desires. 
The  campaigns  committee  was 

headed  by  Harry  C.  Arthur  who  be- 
lieved that  his  recommendation  might 

create  a  controversy.  However,  it 
was  passed  unanimously  without  any 
discussion. 

House  Rules  Committee 
Acts  Today  on  IIS  Bill 
Washington   Bureau   of    THE   FILM  DAILY 

Washington — The  Rules  Commit- 
tee vote  on  the  bill  to  set  up  an 

international  information  service 
within  the  State  Department  was 
again  passed  over  yesterday,  with 
the  committee  ticketed  to  vote  on  the 
rule  this  afternoon.  The  bill,  which 
is  needed  to  provide  a  statutory  base 
for  the  service  being  operated  under 
Assistant  Secretary  of  State  William 
Benton,  has  been  blocked  from  the 
House  floor  for  nearly  four  months 
by  the  Rules  Committee. 

Anna  Pollock  Dead 
Anna  Marble  Pollock,  65,  wife  of 

playwright  Channing  Pollock,  died 
here  Sunday  after  a  long  illness.  In 
addition  to  being  an  author,  she  is 
credited  with  being  the  first  woman 
theatrical  press  agent  with  news- 

paper experience. 

COMING  and  GOING 
HAL  WALLIS  and  JOSEPH  H.  HA2 

Al  Wallis  Productions,  left  by  air  for  Lor 
last  night  to  set  up  British  production  pi. 
They  will  be  gone  between  two  and  In weeks. 

SAM    ECKMAN    leaves    England   for   New 

on   the  Queen   Mary's  next  sailing. 

PINCUS   SOBER,    of   M-C-M,    will    leaV^ 
Monday  for   Indianapolis  and   Pittsburgh. 

CAROL  BRANDT,  Eastern  M-C-M  story  h' now  in  Sweden,  will  cut  her  European  trip  si 
a  week  and  return  here  next  Monday  or  Ti 
day. 

MAURICE  BERGMAN  was  in  Philadelphia  \ 

terday. 

HERMAN  RIPPS,  M-C-M  district  manager  J 
headquarters  in  Albany,  will  arrive  Friday  01 7hort  business  trip. 

CHARLES    K.    STERN,    assistant    treasurer 

Lcew's,    and    WILLIAM    C.    BRENNER,    head 
M-C-M's    checking   department,    will    leave 
day  for  Baltimore  and  return   next  Monday. 

IRENE  GIBBONS,  of  M-C-M's  studio  fast] 
department,  is  due  from  Hollywood  today  o.  | short  visit  here. 

ROBERT  SCHLESS,  Paramount  Internatic 
general  manager  for  Continental  Europe,  Nt 
Africa  and  the  Middle  East,  is  scheduled  to 
rive  in  New  York  today  from   Paris. 

SAM  ZIMBALIST,  M-C-M  producer,  arr 
from   the  Coast  April   12. 

MARGUERITE  DAVIS,  of  M-C-M's  studio  d 
liciry    department,    has    returned    to    the    Cc| 
after  a  three-week   business  visit   here. 

LILLIE  MESSENGER,  of  M-C-M's  studio  slj department  is  due  from  the  Coast  Friday. 

E.  K.  O'SHEA,  Eastern  M-C-M  sales  manai 
will  return  Monday  from  a  vacation  at  It 

Springs,    Ark. 
SAM  KATZ,  M-C-M  production  executj 

left  by  train  for  the  Coast  Monday. 

E.  J.  MANNIX,  M-C-M  studio  executive,  J 
yesterday  by  Constellation  for  the  Coast. 

Shupert  Nominated  for 
Presidency  of  the  ATS 

Officers  and  directors  of  the  Amil 
ican  Television  Society  for  the  co  I 
ing  year  will  be  elected  at  a  closj 
meeting  May  9  at  the  Barbizcl 
Plaza. 

Those  proposed  by  the  nominatil 
committee  are:  George  T.  Shupel 
president;  Ralph  Rockefellow,  vie  I 
president;  Dian  Dincin,  secretail 
and  Arch  U.  Braunfield,  treasui'il Proposed  directors  include:  Da^J 
Hale  Halpern,  Don  McClure,  Alii 
Pentlarge,  Frederick  A.  Kugtl 
Charles  A.  Alicoate,  Edward  C.  C(j 
and  Richard  Manville. 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion  picture." (Naturally  it's  M-G-M!) 

WORLD   PREMIERE   RADIO   CITY  MUSIC  HALL  TOMORROW 
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Motion  picture  exhibitors 
throughout  the  nation  received 
this  series  of  postal  cards,  repro- 

duced here  in  miniature. 

EASTER  WEEK  •  April  2ht  -April  28th 
IS  CANCER  COLLECTION  WEEK 



FREE  SOCK  TRAILER 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  with  Spencer  Tracy  as  star, 
has  produced  a  short,  dramatic  trailer,  available 
Free  to  every  exhibitor.  Frank  Whitbeck,  ace  of 

trailer  makers,  did  the  job . . .  and  your  audiences 

will  laud  you  for  showing  it.  National  Screen 
will  distribute. 

PRESS  SHEET 
A  thoro-going  press  sheet, 

practical  and  idea-inspir- 
ing, is  being  mailed  to  all 

theatremen,  telling  how 

the  campaign  is  being 
conducted  and    how 

funds  are  to  be  re- 
mitted. Nationa 

Screen  will  stock  a 

supply  for  those 
who  need  more 

than  one. 

NO  ONE  IS  SAFE 
FROM  CANCER 

ONE  SHEET 
Fre e,   colorful 
one-sheets  will  be 
included  in  the 

press-book  sent  to 
all  exhibitors.  Put  it 

up  in  your  lobby  or 

foyer. 

"Easter  Week  can 
Americans  nou 

An  inhuman  enemy  will  kill  17,000,000  Americans  now  living 

unless  we  do  something  about  it.  It  is  absolutely  vital  that  we 

avert  this  massive  tragedy. 

The  enemy  is  cancer. 

Cancer  is  a  personal  threat  to  every  single  one  of  us.  There  is 

one  chance  in  eight  that  you  yourself  will  be  its  victim  — yes,  one 

chance  in  six,  if  you  are  past  45.  Many  you  know  and  love  will 

develop  this  dread  disease  and,  unless  helped  in  time,  die  of  it. 

Our  Vital  Hope 
At  present  three  people  die  every 

10  minutes  of  cancer.  Did  you 

know  that  one  of  these  three  can 

he  saved?  When  detected  early 

enough,  and  treated  effectively,  at 

least  30  to  50%  of  cancer  cases 

CAN  BE  CURED.  That  is  a  won- 

derful message  of  hope. 

To  save  those  who  now  die  need- 

lessly, and  to  increase  the  number 

who  can  be  saved,  we  must  do  these 

three  vital  things: 

1.  Spread  knowledge  everywhere 

of  the  danger  signals  of  cancer  and 

urge  people  to  consult  a  doctor  in 
time  to  be  saved. 

2.  Provide  far  more  and  much  bet- 

ter hospital  facilities  for  preven- 

tion, diagnosis  and  treatment  of 
cancer. 

3.  Expand  widely  the  scientific  re- 
search attack  which  will  lead  to 

more  effective  treatment  and  pos- 

sibly even  the  elimination  of 
cancer. 

( 

We  must  organize  to  do  these 

three  things  as  thoroughly  and  ef- 

fectively as  scientists  were  organ- 

ized to  solve  the  problem  of  the 

atomic  bomb.  The  American 

Cancer  Society  has  developed  a 

program  to  do  this. 

IS   CANCER   COLLECTION   WEEK   IN   MOTION   PICTURE  THEATRES 



ring  hope  to  1 7, 000, 000 
loomed  to  diet 

AREA  DISTRIBUTOR  CHAIRMEN: 

Albany,  H.  C.  Bissell,  Columbia  Pictures  Corp. 
Atlanta,  N.  Lamantia,  Universal  Film  Exchanges,  Inc. 

Boston,  T.  J.  Donaldson,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Pictures 
Buffalo,  E.  Lux,  RKO 

Charlotte,  H.  H.  Haas,  Paramount  Film  Distributing  Corp. 
Chicago,  S.  Gorelick,  RKO 

Cincinnati,  E.  M.  Booth,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
Cleveland,  Wm.  S.  Shartin,  United  Artists  Corp. 
Dallas,  F.  Larned,  Paramount  Film  Distributing  Corp. 
Denver,  R.  C  Hill,  Columbia 

Des  Moines,  S.  J.  Mayer,  Twentieth  Century-Fox 
Detroit,  M.  E.  Cohen,  RKO 

Indianapolis,  F.  B.  Gauker,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
Kansas  City,  R.  C  Borg,  Warner  Bros. 

Los  Angeles,  J.  J.  O'Loughlin,  United  Artists 
Memphis,  J.  A.  Prichard,  Universal  Film  Exchanges,  Inc. 

h  tradepapers  for  co 

Milwaukee,  O.  J.  Ruby,  Columbia  Pictures  Corp. 

Minneapolis,  A.  W  Anderson,  Warner  Bros. 

New  Haven,  B.  A.  Simon,  Twentieth  Century-Fox 

New  Orleans,  E.  L.  O'Neill,  Universal  Film  Exch.,  Inc. 
New  York,  R.  E.  Moon,  Twentieth  Century-Fox 
Oklahoma  City,  J.  B.  Sokley,  Warner  Bros. 

Omaha,  J.  T  McBride,  Paramount 
Philadelphia,  M.  Magill,  United  Artists  Corp. 

Pittsburgh,  D.  Kimelman,  Paramount 

Portland,  J.  R.  Beale,  Columbia  Pictures  Corp. 

Salt  Lake  City,  C  P  Nedley,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
San  Francisco,  B.  Rose,  Universal  Film  Exchange,  Inc. 

Seattle,  F.  Drew,' Twentieth  Century-Fox 
St.  Louis,  T  B.  Williamson,  RKO 

Washington,  D.C.,  F.  W  Beiersdorf,  Warner  Bros. 

Chairmen. 

THE  AMERICAN  CANCER  SOCIETY,  Motion  Picture  Division,  444  West  56th  Street,  New  York  19,  N.  Y:  CHARLES  P.  SKOURAS,  National 

Chairman;  TED  R.  GAMBLE,  National  Co-Chairman;  FRANK  H.  RICKETSON,  JR.,  National  Campaign  Director;  ROBERT  W.  SELIG,  Executive 

Campaign  Manager;  CHARLES  M.  REAGAN,  National  Distributor  Chairman;  LEON  BAMBERGER,  National  Distributor  Co-Chairman  and  Special 
Consultant;  SENN  LAWLER,  THORNTON  SARGENT,  Assistant  National  Campaign  Directors,  MAURICE  (RED)  KANN,  Trade  Paper  Relations 
Chairman;  HERMAN  ROBBINS,  DON  VELDE,  Trailer  and  Accessories  Committee;  FRANK  WHITBECK,  Hollywood  Production  Chairman;  GEORGE 

JOSEPH,  Distribution  Organization;  MONROE  GREENTHAL,  National  Publicity  and  Advertising  Director. 



How  Money  Will  Be  Spent 
40%  will  be  spent  nationally  on  a  great 

coordinated  program  of  research  under 

the  guidance  of  The  National  Research 

Council,  the  nation's  foremost  scientific 
advisory  body  which  developed  the 

atomic  bomb,  and  for  educational  and 

service  programs  to  supplement  those 
of  the  states. 

60%  of  the  money  collected  in  each 
state  will  be  retained  within  that  state 

for  preventive  education,  and  to  assist 

in  providing  you  and  your  neighbors 

with  more  and  better  hospital  facilities 

in  order  to  save  thousands  from  death 

by  cancer,  such  as: 
Examination  centers  where  you  can 

go  to  make  sure  you  are  free  of  cancer. 

Modern  X-ray  equipment  and  more 
radium. 

More  hospital  provision  for  cancer 

patients,  many  of  whom  cannot  now  be 

accommodated  for  long  term  treatment. 

Education  of  the  public  as  to  cancer's 
danger  signals  and  necessity  of  early 

diagnosis  and  treatment. 

Visiting  nurse  service  for  cancer 

patients. 

This  Advertisement  Contributed  by: 
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1,000  Theaters  to  Participate  in  Cancer  Drive 
1,000  Theater  Employes 
isted  in  Campaign  to 
se  $12,000,000  Fund 

wners    and    operators    of    more 

0,000  of  the  nation's  film  the- 
together  with  their  staffs  and 

s,"    the   later    including   distri- 
rs  and  other  wings  of  the  trade, 
go  into  synchronized  action  on 

ter    Sunday,   April    21,    to    raise 
t  of  the  $12,000,000  sum  needed 
the  American  Cancer  Society  to 
t  that  disease,  characterized  as 

(erica's   Number   One   Enemy. 
stimates  place  the  exhibition 
■es  alone  at  in  excess  of  174,000, 
ich  is  one  of  the  strongest  co- 
rative  teams  ever  placed  in  the 
]  by  filmland  for  a  humanitarian 

fa. 
■bjective  of  the  field  forces  will 
to  induce  some  75,000,000  Amer- 
i  theatergoers  to  contribute  so 
erously  that  there  will  be  no 
bt  about  attaining  the  $12,000,- 
needed  by  ACS.  One  of  the 

|f  "weapons"  slated  for  employ- it    in  the  drive   by   the   theaters 
he  dramatic  short  subject,  "We 
i  Do  It!,"  starring  Spencer  Tracy. 

Highly  Geared  Campaign 

"hroughout  Easter  Week,  the 
ipaign's  climax,  showmen  will 
!efit  from  the  impact  of  one  of 
most  highly-geared  advertising 

|  publicity  campaigns  yet  formu- 
bd.  Press,  radio  broadcasters,  re- 

fers, national  advertisers  and  all 
nches  of  industry  are  joined   in 
all-out  attack  against  cancer. 

^he  American  press  will  cover  the i  ntry  with  dramatic  stories  on  a 
ional  and  local  basis.  The  press 
e  services  will  issue  special  fea- 
es  to  be  carried  in  all  member 
ters.    Advertisers  will  run  a  ser- 
of  co-op.  ads  in  well  over  1,000 

ly  and  weekly  newspapers.  Fea- 
e  articles  will  appear  in  such 
i!ely-read  publications  as  Reader's 
best,  Collier's,  Saturday  Evening 
it,  Look,  Liberty,  American 
ekly,  New  York  Times  Magazine, 
lerican  Mercury,  Elks  Magazine, 
lerican  Legion  and  scores  of 
ers,  including  more  than  500 
ise  organs  and  industrial  and  la- 
magazines, 

iadio  networks  will  capture  the 
(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Special  Postmark  Ad 
Plate  Heralds  Drive 
Every  available  advertising  and 

publicity  medium  is  being  used  by 
the  Motion  Picture  Division  of  the 

American  Cancer  Society  in  its  all- 

put  promotion  of  its  Easter  Week 
campaign  from  April  21-28,  inclu- 

sive, to  raise  part  of  the  12  million 

dollars  sought  by  the  Society  in  its 
drive  to  wipe  out  cancer.  Arrange- 

ments have  been  made  with  Pitney- 
Bowes,  Inc.,  for  a  special  Postmark 
Ad  plate  for  use  by  the  entire  in- 
dustry. 

Carry  Cancer  Drive  Banners 

STANDARD  BEARERS  for  Industry's  Cancer  Drive,  pictured  left  to  right,  are  Charles 
P.  Skouras,  national  chairman;  Ted  R.  Gamble,  national  co-chairman;  Frank  H.  Ricketson, 
Jr.,   national   campaign   director,   and   Charles   M.    Reagan,   national   distributor   chairman. 

WAGE  FIRST  CAMPAIGN 

Charles  M.  Reagan,  is  national  distributor  chairman  of  the  newly  es- 
tablished permanent  National  Committee  of  Distribution  Chairmen,  who 

will  serve  for  the  balance  of  1946,  in  their  immediate  areas,  for  future 
campaigns  undertaken  by  the  industry.  All  members  of  the  national 
setup  are  serving  their  first  terms  as  regional  chairmen,  and  their  first 
chore  under  this  new  alignment  is  the  Easter  Week  cancer  campaign. 

The  list  of  chairmen  and  their  designated  areas  follows: 
Albany — H.  C.  Bissell,  Columbia;  Atlanta,  N.  Lamantia,  Uni- 

versal; Boston,  T.  J.  Donaldson,  M-G-M;  Buffalo,  E.  Lux,  RKO; 
Charlotte,  H.  H.  Haas,  Paramount ;  Chicago,  S.  Gorelick,  RKO ; 
Cincinnati,  E.  M.  Booth,  M-G-M ;  Cleveland,  William  S.  Shartin, 
United  Artists;  Dallas,  F.  Larned,  Paramount;  Denver,  R.  C. 
Hill,  Columbia;  Des  Moines,  S.  J.  Mayer,  20th-Fox;  Detroit, 
M.  E.  Cohen,  RKO;  Indianapolis,  F.  B.  Gauker,  M-G-M ;  Kansas 
City,  R.  C.  Borg,  Warners;  Los  Angeles,  J.  J.  O'Loughlin,  United 
Artists;  Memphis,  J.  A.  Prichard,  Universal;  Milwaukee,  O.  J. 
Ruby,  Columbia. 

Other  Chairmen: 
Minneapolis,  Ralph  Cramblet,  United  Artists ;  New  Haven,  B. 

A.  Simon,  20th-Fox ;  New  Orleans,  E.  L.  O'Neill,  Universal ;  New 
York,  R.  E.  Moon,  20th-Fox;  Oklahoma  City,  J.  B.  Sokley, 
Warners;  Omaha,  J.  T.  McBride,  Paramount;  Philadelphia,  M. 
Magill,  United  Artists;  Pittsburgh,  D.  Kimelman,  Paramount; 
Portland,  J.  R.  Beale,  Columbia;  Salt  Lake  City,  C.  P.  Nedley, 
M-G-M;  San  Francisco,  B.  Rose,  Universal;  Seattle,  F.  Drew, 
20th-Fox;  St.  Louis,  T.  B.  Williamson,  RKO;  Washington,  F. 
W.  Beiersdorf,  Warners. 

Clergy  of  Major  Faiths 
Supporting  Cancer  Drive 

The  clergy  of  the  three  major 
faiths,  Protestant,  Catholic  and  Jew- 

ish, recognizing  the  terrible  loss  to 
human  life  caused  by  cancer  in  the 
past,  and  its  present  and  future 
threat  to  millions  of  members  of 
their  faiths  throughout  the  United 
States,  have  pledged  their  fullest 
and  untiring  support  to  the  Motion 
Picture  Division  of  the  American 

Cancer  Society's  coming  Drive  to. 
secure  part  of  the  12  million  dollars 
needed. 

Prominent  among  the  leaders  in 
these  faiths  are  Francis  Cardinal  J. 

Spellman,  Archbishop  of  New  York; 
Rabbi  Stephen  S.  Wise,  of  the  Free 
Synagogue  of  New  York,  and  Dr. 
Harry  Emerson  Fosdick,  pastor  of 
the  Riverside  Church  of  the  City  of 
New  York. 

Each  will  be  heard  on  one  or  more 
of  the  major  radio  networks  in  coast 
to  coast  broadcast  appeals  to  mem- 

bers   of   their   faiths    to    contribute. 

Cancer  Chapters  to  Aid 
Local  Cancer  Chapters  throughout 

the  nation  have  been  notified  by  their 
National  Headquarters  to  provide 
aid  for  Theaters  participating  in 
the  industry-wide  Cancer  Collection Drive. 

Radio  Stars  Backing 
Cancer  Collections 

Exhibitors  can  look  for  material 

assistance  from  the  country's  lead- 
ing radio  stars  to  make  their  col- 

lections easier  during  the  coming 
cancer  control  campaign  to  be 
launched  by  the  Motion  Picture  Di- 

vision of  the  American  Cancer  So- 
ciety in  its  Drive  to  raise  its  small 

part  of  only  12  million  dollars  to 
wage  a  more  intensive  battle  against 
the  dread  disease,  cancer,  during 
Easter  Week. 

Notable  among  the  names  139 
million  radio  fans  listened  to,  and 
those  they  will  hear  speak  in  behalf 
of  the  Cancer  Drive  during  the  whole 
month  of  April,  are:  Helen  Hayes, 
John  J.  Anthony,  Richard  Dyer-Ben- 

nett, Quincy  Howe,  Harold  Stassen, 
Sid  Smith  (Ellery  Queen),  John  Van- 
dercook,  David  Harum,  Ilka  Chase, 
Clifton  Fadiman,  Dave  Ellman,  Red 
Barber,  Mat  Crowley  (Dr.  Brent), 
Drew  Pearson,  Lowell  Thomas,  Gin- 
ny  Simms,  Just  Plain  Bill,  George 
Denny,  Senator  Magnussen,  Orson 
Welles,  Jay  Jostyn,  Hazel  Scott,  Mr. 
Keene,  Kenny  Delmar,  Hildegarde, 
John  Kiernan,  Clayton  Powell  (Con- 

gressman), Deems  Taylor,  Tommy 
Dorsey,  Guy  Lombardo,  Paul  White- 
man,  Fibber  McGee  &  Molly. 

The  National  Campaign  Commit- 
tee has  arranged  a  huge  stage  and 

national  network  radio  show  to  be 
held  in  Carnegie  Hall,  on  the  night 
of  April  19.  Participating  from 
coast  to  coast  will  be  the  greatest 
aggregation  of  star  talent  ever 
brought  together  in  any  one  eve- 

ning in  the  history  of  the  entertain- 
ment field. 

Cancer  Trailer  Ready 

The  special  Cancer  appeal  trailer, 
starring  Spencer  Tracy,  is  now  avail- 

able for  free  distribution  at  all  Na- 
tional Screen  Service  branches,  it 

was  announced  by  Herman  Robbins, 
trailer  and  accessories  chairman  for 

the  industry's  drive  nationally. 

Girl  Scouts  to  Aid 
Theater  Collections 

When  several  hundred  thousand 

Girl  Scouts  report  at  all  of  the  na- 
tion's motion  picture  theaters  the 

week  of  April  21,  they  will  ask 
of  the  managers  of  these  houses 

just  one  question:  "How  many  shows 

a   day  are  you   running?" For  these  Girl  Scouts  will  have 
been  delegated  to  the  physical  job 

of  making  all  of  the  collections  in 

all  of  the  country's  theaters.  They 
will  be  working  under  instructions 
from  their  National  Headquarters 
which  have  already  been  worked  out 

through  co  -  operation  with  the  Mo- 
tion Picture  Division  of  the  Amer- 
ican  Cancer  Society. 
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Exhibitor-Distributor  Support  Pledged  to  Driv 
Letters  and  Wires  Assure 
Chairman.  Charles  Skouras 
Of  Fullest  Trade  Co-op. 

Letters  and  telegrams  continue  to 
pour  into  headquarters  of  the  Mo- 

tion Picture  Division  of  the  Amer- 
ican Cancer  Society's  drive  from  ex- 

hibitors and  distributors,  unanimous- 
ly pledging  fullest  support  of  the 

campaign  from  April  21-28,  inclu- 
sive. The  enthusiastic  response, 

Charles  P.  Skouras,  filmland's  na- 
tional chairman,  pointed  out  yester- 

day, comes  from  every  section  of  the 
country  and  augurs  well  for  the 
success  of  the  undertaking. 

Some  of  the  representative  mes- 
sages among  the  hundreds  received 

to  date  from  exhibitors  are: 

Ed  Kuykendall,  president  of 
MPTOA:    "I    hereby    agree    to    aid 

  Dire  Threat-   
The  Motion  Picture  Division 

of  the  American  Cancer  Society 
relays  this  fact  to  those  exhibi- 

tors who  have  not  yet  aligned 
their  theaters  for  the  national 
campaign : 

It  (Cancer)  threatens  to  de- 
stroy at  least  one  in  every  eight 

of  your  executives,  employes  and 
customers  unless  something  is 
done  about  it. 

and  abet  in  every  way  possible  in 
the  drive  on  cancer." 

Dave  Davis,  Atlas  Theater  Corp., 
Denver,  Colo.:  "Personally  feel  this 
is  a  very  worthy  campaign  and  want 
to  assure  you  that  Atlas  Theaters 
will  devote  all  efforts  toward  mak- 

ing it  a  complete  success." 
Edward  Fay,  Rhode  Island  chair- 

man: "The  fight  against  the  inroads 
of  cancer  is  in  my  opinion  the  most 
important  and  vital  issue  before  the 

American  people  today." 
Paul  Williams,  Los  Angeles:  "Be 

assured  of  my  co-operation  and  the 
co-operation  of  all  theater  members 
of  our  association  in  the  great  hu- 

(Continued  on  Page   10) 

Exhibitor  Collection 
Information  Ready 
The  American  Cancer  Society, 

through  its  specially  created  Motion 
Picture  Division,  has  done  an  ace 

job  in  briefing  the  industry  for  the 
major  job  ahead  of  it  the  week  of 
April  21.  In  order  to  insure  the 

maximum  coverage  of  theater  col- 
lections that  week,  every  aid  of 

information  has  been  prepared  so 
that  no  exhibitor  need  lack  for 

long  the  knowledge  of  why  it  is 
imperative  that  every  theater  under 

his  direction  take  part  in  the  col- 
lection. 

If  he  does  lack  this  knowledge,  a 

simple  inquiry  to  the  local  repre- 
sentative of  the  Motion  Picture  Di- 

vision will  bring  him  the  details. 

CHARLES  SKOURAS: 

Why  a  Cancer  Drive 
By  CHARLES  P.  SKOURAS 

National  Chairman,  Motion  Picture  Division,  American  Cancer  Society 
THE  coming  campaign  against  cancer  which  will  be  launched  Easter  Week  by  the 

■  Motion  Picture  Division  of  The  American  Cancer  Society  vitally  concerns  every 
man  and  woman  in  the  motion  picture  industry  personally.  Because  this  terrible 

disease  is  no  respector  of  persons,  the  campaign  must  be  considered  by  all  of  us  as 
a  personal  weapon  to  aid  us  in  the  war  on  one  of  the  most  merciless  scourges  in 
human    history. 

For  several  years,  we  of  the  National  Theaters  Amusement  Corp.,  Inc.,  have  been 

interested  in  doing  something  about  cancer,  America's  No.  1  enemy.  When  the  war 
ended  and  we  were  released  from  the  intensive  wartime  activities,  the  executives 

of  our  company — in  a  meeting  at  Kansas  City — resolved  to  aid  the  American  Cancer 

Society's  1946  campaign  with  every  facility  at  our  command. 
Subsequently,  the  American  Cancer  Society  asked  us  to  help  organize  all  the  motion 

picture  theaters  of  America  in  support  of  the  drive.  We  informed  these  Cancer 

officials  at  that  time  that  we  could  not  speak  for  the  entire  industry,  only  for  National 
Theaters.  However,  we  did  agree  to  accept  the  responsibility  of  laying  the  appalling 
facts  about  cancer  before  all  exhibitors,  and  to  invite  them  to  join  us  voluntarily 
in  an  Easter  Week  Drive,  both  to  raise  funds  and  to  let  the  American  people  know 
there  is  hope  for  seventeen  million  of  them  now  marked  for  death. 

This  we  have  been  doing,  and  are  now  doing,  and  the  response  is  inspiring.  Pro- 
duction, distribution  and  exhibition  are  rallying  to  the  call  of  dire  human  need, 

joining  all  other  industry,  business,  press,  radio  and  great  community  organizations, 
to  do  something  about  cancer. 

In  this  campaign  against  cancer,  the  most  dreaded  disease  of  our  time,  no  one  of 
us  is,  or  can  afford  to  be,  disinterested.  It  affects  us  all  personally  and  collectively. 
Many  of  the  most  prominent  and  beloved  members  of  our  industry  have  been  stricken 
by  it.  It  is  therefore  for  our  own  personal  protection  as  well  as  the  welfare  of  the 
people  who  make  up  our  vast  audiences  that  we  serve  unstintingly,  unselfishly,  and 
wholeheartedly  in  this  campaign  to  help  wipe  out  cancer— the  frightful  scourge  of 
millions.  In  a  marked  degree,  men  and  women  of  the  industry,  much  of  this  great 
responsibility  lies  in  our  hands.  I  look  forward  with  eager  hope  to  your  acceptance 
of   our   invitation   to   participate. 

EXHIB.  LEADERS  OF  CANCER  DRIVE 

State  exhibitor  chairmen  for  the 

industry's  cancer  fund-raising  cam- 
paign during  Easter  week  were  an- 

nounced yesterday  by  Charles  P. 
Skouras,  national  chairman  of  the 

American  Cancer  Society's  motion 
picture  division.    List  follows: 
ALABAMA:  Richard  M.  Kennedy,  Birming- 

ham:  ARKANSAS:  Claude  C.  Mundo.  Little 
Rock;  ARIZONA:  Lou  Christ,  Phoenix; 
Harry  Nace  (co-chairman).  Phoenix;  CALI- 

FORNIA (Northern):  Richard  Spier,  San 
Francisco;  H.  V.  (Rotus)  Harvey  (co-chair- 

man), San  Francisco;  CALIFORNIA  (South- 
ern): Sherrill  Corwin,  Los  Angeles;  NORTH 

CAROLINA:  H.  F.  Kincey,  Charlotte;  SOUTH 
CAROLINA:  Ben  L.  Strozier,  Rock  Hill; 
COLORADO:  Robert  J.  Garland,  Denver; 
CONNECTICUT:  Dr.  Jacob  B.  Fishman,  New 
Haven:  NORTH  DAKOTA:  F.  W.  Wetzstein, 
Mandan;  also 
SOUTH  DAKOTA:  Leo  Peterson,  Brook- 

ings; FLORIDA:  Mitchell  Wolf  son,  Miami; 
GEORGIA:  William  K.  Jenkins,  Atlanta; 
IDAHO:  Irving-  Simpson,  Caldwell;  Al  Hager 
(co-chairman),  Idaho  Falls;  INDIANA:  Ken- 

neth T.  Collins,  Indianapolis;  IOWA:  A.  H. 
Blank,  Des  Moines;  KANSAS-WESTERN 
MISSOURI:  Elmer  C.  Rhoden  (Area  Chair- 

man), Kansas  City;  GEORGE  C.  BAKER 
(Area  Co-chairman),  Kansas  City:  KANSAS: 
L.  A.  Breuninger,  Topeka;  WESTERN  MIS- 

SOURI: Thomas  Edwards,  Kansas  City: 
EASTERN  MISSOURI  &  SOUTHERN  ILLI- 

NOIS: Fred  Wehrenberg,  St.  Louis;  also 
NORTHERN  ILLINOIS:  Edward  A.  Zorn, 

Pontiac;  KENTUCKY:  Fred  J.  Dolle,  Louis- 
ville; LOUISIANA:  L.  C.  Montgomery,  New 

Orleans;  MARYLAND:  I.  M.  Rappaport, 
Baltimore;  MICHIGAN:  David  M.  Idzal,  De- 

troit; Edward  Beatty  (Co-chairman),  Detroit; 
MINNESOTA:  Edward  Ruben,  Minneapolis: 
MISSISSIPPI:  Burgess  Walton,  Columbus; 
MONTANA:  Will  Steege,  Great  Falls;  Rex 
Flint     (Co-chairman),     Baker;     NEBRASKA: 

William  Miskell,  Omaha;  Russell  Berry  (Co- 
chairman),  North  Platte:  NEVADA:  Homer 
LeBallister,  Reno;  also 
NEW  MEXICO:  M.  F.  Zalesny,  Las  Vegas; 

Milas  Hurley  (Co-chairman),  Tueumcari; 
NEW  YORK:  S.  H.  Fabian.  New  York  City; 
Metropolitan  Area:  Max  Cohen,  New  York 
City;  Albany:  S.  J.  Ullman;  Buffalo:  N.  D. 
Dipson,  Batavia;  NORTHERN  NEW  JERSEY: 
Adam  Adams,  Newark;  NEW  ENGLAND: 
Nathan  Yamins,  Boston;  RHODE  ISLAND: 
Edward  Fay,  Providence;  VERMONT  AND 
NEW  HAMPSHIRE :  Peter  D.  Latchis,  Keene, 
N.  H.;  OHIO:  M.  A.  Mooney,  Cleveland:  OK- 

LAHOMA: L.  C.  Griffith,  Oklahoma  City;  also 
OREGON:  Albert  J.  Finke,  Portland:  Wil- 

lard  Gamble  (Co-chairman),  Portland;  WEST- 
ERN PENNSYLVANIA :  Moe  A.  Silver,  Pitts- 

burgh: EASTERN  PENNSYLVANIA,  SOUTH 
JERSEY  AND  DELAWARE:  Harold  Seiden- 
berg.  Philadelphia;  TENNESSEE:  M.  A. 
Lightman,  Memphis;  TEXAS:  Robert  J. 
O'Donnell,  Dallas;  UTAH:  Hall  Baetz,  Salt 
Lake  City;  Harold  Chesler  (Co-chairman), 
Bingham  Canyon;  VIRGINIA:  Benjamin 
Pitts,  Fredericksburg;  WEST  VIRGINIA:  S. 
J.  Hyman,  Huntington:  WASHINGTON, 
D.  C:  Carter  Barron;  John  J.  -Payette  (Co- chairman)  ;  also 

WASHINGTON:  Frank  L.  Newman,  Seattle; 
William  Forman  (co-chairman) ;  WISCON- 

SIN: Harold  J.  Fitzgerald,  Milwaukee;  WY- 
OMING: Jack  McGee,  Cheyenne. 

More  Aid  for  Exhibitors 
More  assistance  than  he  ever  had, 

even  in  the  biggest  of  the  War  Loan 
drives,  will  be  at  the  command  of 
the  exhibitor  who  aligns  his  theater 
with  the  collection  drive  schedule  for 
the  week  of  April  21  by  the  Motion 
Picture  Division  of  the  American 
Cancer  Society. 

15,000  at  Opening 
Of  Cancer  Fund  Drive 

The  official  opening  of  th^j> 

000,000  campaign  to  fight  cai 
was  marked  by  the  dedication  of 
newly-erected  cancer  pylon  in  Ti 

Square  yesterday  afternoon. 
More  than  15,000  persons  gathc 

for  the  occasion  and  listened  to  s 
speakers   as   Brig.   Gen.  John   Ej 

Kilpatrick,     president     of     Mad: 
Square  Garden  Corp.,  and  1946  c 
paign   chairman    of   the    New   Y& 
City  Cancer  Committee;  Carole  Li 
dis  and  Richard  Conte,  of  the  scr< 
and  Orson  Welles,  of  the  screen 
radio.     Harry   Brandt,   treasurer  I 
the    Metropolitan    Theater    Own-,; 
Committee  of  the  campaign,  aetet: 
master  of  ceremonies. 

Max  A.  Cohen,  of  the  Cinema  I 
cuit,  and  chairman  of  the  Metrop 

tan    Theater     Owners'     Commits 
with  Monty  Salmon,  managing  di: 
tor  of  the  Rivoli  theater,  and  Brc ! 
way  chairman  of  the  drive,  arran 
the  program. 

Highlight  of  the  program  wa 
collection  of  an  estimated  $500 
coins  and  bills  tossed  into  the  sti 
by  the  crowd  as  Bill  Robinson  w 
into  a  15-minute  tap  dance,  acci 

panied  by  Claude  Hopkins'  band, 
Beginning  April  15,  the  40-f 

red,  white  and  blue  pylon,  desig 
by  Norman  Bel  Geddes,  will  opei 
as  a  collection  center  for  contri 
tions  to  the  campaign  and  for 
sale  of  Hope  envelopes.  At  the  ss 
time,  theaters  throughout  the 
will  make  regular  collections. 

Using  Industry  Campaign  Be 
More  than  100  Cancer  local  ck 

ters  will  use  the  industry's  can 
campaign  book  as  a  guide  for  co- 
erating  with  the  nation's  exhibit in  the  Easter  Week  drive,  Mon 

Greenthal,  campaign's  publicity 
rector,  disclosed  this  week. 

Nation's  Mayors  to 
Aid  Theaters9  Drive  \ 
Exhibitors  all  over  the  U.  S.  are 

encouraged  by  Mayor  Edward  J, 
Kelly  of  Chicago  to  expect  that 

every  mayor  in  the  country  will  be 

behind  them  in  their  co-operative  ef- 
forts in  the  coming  Cancer  Drive  tt 

be  launched  in  the  nation's  theater! 
by  the  Motion  Picture  Division  ol 
the  American  Cancer  Society  during 

the  week  of  April  21-28,   inclusive 
In  a  telegram  recently  to  Mrs. 

Harold  Milligan,  National  Comman- 
der of  the  Field  Army  of  the  Amer- 

ican Cancer  Society,  Mayor  Kelly 

said:  "I  feel  confident  that  ever 

mayor  in  every  city  throughout  the 

country  feels  as  I  do." 
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?Guest  Editorial- 

They  Need  Your  Help 
.  .  .  the  doctors  are  out  to  conquer  cancer 

.By  ERIC  A.  JOHNSTON; 
President,  MPAA 

BETWEEN  Pearl  Harbor  and  V-J  Day,  cancer  killed  607,000  Americans — more 

±than  twice  the  number  killed  by  Germans  and  Japs, 
f^ancer  is  the  greatest  killer  of  women  between  the  ages  of  35  and  55 ;  the  second 

',{pTiatest  killer  of  men.  Nearly  2,000  children  die  of  it  yearly. 
Some  17,000,000  Americans  living  today  are  destined  to  die  of  cancer  unless  we 

i  r 

o  something  about  it! 

LAST  year  we  started  to  do  something  abcut  it.  Responding  to  an  appeal  of  the  American 

Cancer  Society,  we  subscribed  approximately  $4,000,000  to  launch  an  all-out  attack 
:n  the  disease. 

Of  this  nearly  $1,000,000  has  already  been  made  available  for  organized  research.   The 

.National  Research  Council  will  serve  as  research  adviser  to  the  American   Cancer  So- 
ciety; thus  the  campaign  will  be  supervised  by  the  same  body  to 

which  the  Government  turned  fcr  advice  on  wartime  research. 

More  than  $2,500,000   has   helped   existing  cancer   clinics   and 

^hospitals  with   their  immediate  job.  The  immediate   job — as  dis- 
tinct from   the   long-range   effort  to   discover   cause   and    cure — 

is  far  from  hopeless.  For  even  on  a  basis  of  what  we  know  now, 
we  can  save  many  cancer  cases  if  the  condition  is  detected  and 

treated    early    enough.    Early   detection    means    periodic    examina- 
tions by  qualified  cancer  physicians  in   properly   equipped   clinics 

^and  hospitals.  We  have  such  facilities,  but  they  are  too  few,  too 
-distant,  too  poorly  equipped  to  serve  all  the  17,000,000  Americans 
marked  for  cancer  death.  At  some  clinics  appointments  must  be 

I! booked  six  or  eight  months  in  advance! 

The  funds  you  and  I  contributed  last  year  have  financed  special 
icancer   training   for  county   medical    examiners;   surveys   of   state 

il  facilities  for  cancer  treatment;  refresher  courses  to  qualify  gen- 

eral   practitioners    to    detect   cancer,    early;    radium,    new    X-ray 

i  machines,  and  other  needed  equipment  fcr  existing  cancer  clinics      ERIC  A.  JOHNSTON 
and  hospitals. 

But  all  this  is  only  a  beginning.  We've  set  out  to  conquer  cancer.  Let's  finish  the  job! 
April  is  cancer-control  month.  At  that  time  the  American  Cancer  Society  will  launch 

i  its  drive  for  $12,000,000  to  speed  up  cancer  research,  extend  public  education,  provide 
7  more  and  better  hospitals  and  clinics,  and  train  mere  specialists. 

There  is  a  high  purpose  in  this  campaign;  the  conquest  of  cancer  must  be  undertaken. 

Your  contribution — to  The  American  Cancer  Society,  Empire  State   Bldg.,   New  York   1, 

|  N.  Y.,  or  to  your  own  state  cancer  committee — will  help. 

—   —   CREDIT   

THE  FILM  DAILY  acknowledges  its  indebtedness  to  the  Reader's 
Digest  for  permission  to  reprint  Eric  A.  Johnston's  cancer  appeal,  orig- 

inally published  in  the  March  issue  of  the  RD. 

MOfOOO  Theaters  Fight  Cancer 
$12,000,000  Fund  Drive  to  Open  on  Easter 

(Continued  from  Page  7) 

ears  and  hearts  of  millions  of  Amer- 
icans by  means  of  spot  announce- 

ments, 5-minute,  10-minute,  15-min- 
ute  and  half-hour  shows.  More 
than  900  stations  will  participate  in 
the  campaign,  and  a  host  of  stage, 
screen  and  radio  stars  along  with 
noted  public  figures  will  appear  on 
the  programs. 
Outdoor  advertisers  will  cover 

the  country  with  car  cards,  bus  and 
trolley  displays,  one-sheet,  three- 
sheet  and  24-sheet  posters.  All  pos- 

tal trucks  will  carry  a  display  card. 
For    Maximum    Results 

Although  all  of  the  exhibition 

field's  showmen  know,  through  their 
long  and  effective  experience  during 
the  war,  how  to  make  theater  collec- 

tions, the  directors  of  the  industry's 
drive  have  passed  along  the  follow- 

ing suggestions  which  will  provide 
maximum  results  from  the  five  min- 

utes or  so  required  at  each  perform- 
ance to  "pass  the  hat": 

1.  Run  the  Spencer  Tracy  cancer 

appeal  trailer  at  every  performance. 
If  you  have  volunteered  your  serv- 

ices in  this  most  worthwhile  of  all 
causes,  then  make  them  count. 

2.  Don't  try  to  speed  up  the  col- 
lection period  by  bringing  up  the 

lights  or  starting  the  collectors  up 
the  aisle  while  the  trailer  is  still  on 
the  screen.  To  do  this,  weakens  or 
ruins  the  message. 

3.  If  your  theater  is  adequately 
staffed,  you  will  not  require  any  out- 

side help  on  your  collections.  Put 
everybody  to  work  on  the  job.  Start 
the  attendants  up  and  down  the 
aisles,  from  front  and  back  of  the 
house,  at  the  same  time.  Thus,  if  the 
audience  starts  to  move,  you  will 
catch  them  all. 

4.  Put  the  trailer  in  your  show 
where  it  will  get  its  message  over 
to  the  most  people.  DON'T  RUN IT  ON  THE  BREAK  OF  A  SHOW. 
SPOT  IT  AHEAD  OF  THE  MAIN 
FEATURE. 

There  is  Only  One   

YEAR  BOOK   

of  Motion  Pictures   

And  That  Has  Been  .... 
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ATA  Votes  Down  Inclusion  of  Trade  Practices- 
Crockett  Insisted  Org. 
Should  Not  Infringe  on 
Work  of  Other  Units 

St.  Louis — Fred  Wehrenberg,  St. 
Louis  exhibitor  leader,  yesterday  at- 

tempted to  get  the  American  Theater 
Association  to  include  trade  prac- 

tices in  its  scope,  but  his  proposal 
was  voted  down  by  the  convention. 
Wehrenberg,  pointing  to  the  reported 
efforts  of  some  companies  to  have 
pop  corn  and  candy  sales  included  in 
the  percentage  on  gross  receipts, 
said  the  association  should  take  in 
all  phases  of  the  industry. 

William  Crockett  insisted  that  the  associ- 
ation should  not  take  over  the  work  of  other 

organizations  and  Maury  Miller  of  New  Jer- 
sey made  a  motion  that  Wehrenberg's  remark 

be  stricken  from  the  records.  Max  A.  Cohen 
of  New  York  said  that  while  he  may  not 
agree  with  Wehrenberg,  at  least  Wehren- 

berg had  the  right  to  express  his  opinion 
and  that  the  remarks  should  stay  on  the 
records.  The  convention  voted  for  the  re- 

mark to  stay. 

The  convention  was  climaxed  last  night 
with  a  cocktail  party  and  banquet  on  the 
Starlight  Roof  of  the  Chase  Hotel. 

The  reports  of  the  budget  and  organization 
committees,  printed  here  yesterday,  were  ap- 

proved by  the  convention. 

Gamble  is  Elected 
Chairman  of  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
surer;     William    Crockett,    Virginia 
Beach,  Va.,  secretary. 

Regional  vice-presidents  elected  were  Her- 
man Levy,  New  Haven;  Rotus  Harvey,  San 

Francisco;  Ben  Strozier,  Rock  Hill,  S.  C; 
Henry  Reeve.  Menard  Tex.;  Herman  Hunt, 
Cincinnati;  Gil  Nathanson,  Minneapolis;  Ed 
Zorn,  Pontiac  City,  111.;  Miles  Hurley,  Tuereo, 
N.  M.;  R.  >B.  Wilby,  Atlanta;  E.  V.  Richards, 
New  Orleans;  Fred  Schwartz,  New  York 
City;  Harry  Arthur,  St.  Louis;  Ralph  Trea- 
cham,  Salt  Lake  City,  and  Nat  Williams, 
Thomasville,  Ga. 

State  organizers  were  named  as  follows: 
Alabama:   Mack   Jackson,   Alexander  City; 
Arizona:  George  Diamos,  Tuscan;  Harry 

L.   Naee,   Phoenix;  Louis  Long,   Safford; 
Arkansas:   John   J.   Prunisky,   Little   Rock; 
California:  Jack  Berman,  Los  Angeles; 

George  Nasser,  San  Francisco;  Paul  Williams, 
Los  Angeles;  Rotus  Harvey,  San  Francisco; 
Charles   Skouras,   Los   Angeles; 

Colorado:  Rick  Ricketson,  Denver;  Charles 
H.  Gilmour,  Denver; 

Connecticut :  Herman  Levy,  New  Haven ; 
I.  J.  Hoffman,  New  Haven; 

Delaware:  Joseph  Defiore,  Wilmington; 
District  of  Columbia:  Frank  Kogod;  Carter 

Barron; 
Florida:  Fred  Kent,  Jacksonville;  Mitchell 

Wolison,  Miami; 
Georgia:  R.  W.  Wilby,  Atlanta;  Roy  Mar- 

tin,  Columbus;   Nat  Williams,  Thomasville; 
Idaho:  Walter  Lee  Casey,  Jr.,  Bonners 

Ferry;  Louis  Kendenhall,  Boise; 
Illinois:  Ed  Zorn,  Pontiac;  John  Balaban, 

Chicago; 
Indiana:  Ken  Collins,  Indianapolis; 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  3 
Sam   Katz  Duncan  Renaldo 

Heath   Cobb  Ceorge   Jessel 

Red  Kann  Dooley  Wilson 

Mary  Anderson 

ALONG 

Mid-Weeh  Murmurings 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Eric  A.  Johnston  has  set  an  industry  press 

conference    for    tomorrow    to    discuss   the    international    market    situation 

  You  may  expect  something  interesting.  ...     •   Louis  B.  Mayer 

today   enters   a  local  hospital  for   a   three   to   four-day   checkup   before 

leaving  next  week  for  the   Coast   On  his  return  West  he   will  be 

accompanied  by  Howard  Strickling,  M-G-M  studio  publicity  head   

Jerry  Mayer  and  Lawrence  Weingarten,  who  accompanied  Mayer  East, 

will    remain   here    for    about    two    weeks    before    heading    West.    .    .    . 

•  For  your  memo  pad:  Drop  into  the  Radio  City  Music  Hall  tomorrow 

(or  thereafter)  to  see  once  again  Gus  Eyssell's  great  Easter  spectacle, 

"Glory  of  Easter.".  .  .  •  Speaking  of  openings,  Sam  Goldwyn's  "The 

Kid  From  Brooklyn"  has  its  world  premiere  at  the  Astor  on  the  18th, 

while  Walt  Disney's  "Make  Mine  Music"  dittos  at  the  Globe  on  the  20th. 

•  That  was  a  helluva  blast  that  J.  B.  Priestley  let  go  at  Edward  Small's 

"Getting  Gertie's  Garter"  at  a  Birmingham,  Eng..  dinner  the  other  night 

  J.  B.,  responding  to  the  toast  of  "His  Majesty's  Ministers,"  termed 

the  pic,  running  at  London's  Pavilion,  as  "an  insult  to  our  nation"   
Nothing  like  helping  along  the  cause  of  Anglo-American  amity,  what? 

▼  TV 

•  •  •  THE  STORK  CLUB:  Ed  Lachman,  operator  of  the  State,  Boon- 

ton,  N.  J.,  became  a  father  again  on  the  first  day  of  Spring   Six 

years  ago  when  he  was  playing  double  features,  his  wife  gave  birth  to 

twins — Now  that  he's  back  to  a  single  feature  policy,  Mrs.  Lachman 
presented  him  with  one  boy   

Iowa:  A.  H.  Blank,  Des  Moines;  Leo  Wol- 
cott,   Eldora: 

Kansas:  George  S.  Baker,  Kansas  City; 
Ralph  Larned,  Lacrosse; 

Kentucky:  Guthrie  Crowe,  Louisville;  Free- man Smith,  Cadiz; 
Louisiana:  George  Baillio,  Lake  Charles; 

E.  V.  Richards,  Jr.,  New  Orleans; 
Maine:  Connie  Russll,  Bangor; 
Massachusetts:  Martin  Mullin,  Boston;  Sam 

Pinanski,  Boston; 
Michigan:  Ray  Branch,  Hastings;  Carl 

Buermele,  Detroit; 
Minnesota:  Gil  Nathanson,  Detroit  Lakes; 

John  Friedl,  Minneapolis;  Harold  Field,  St. 
Louis  Park; 

Missouri:  Tom  Edwards,  Eldon;  E.  C. 
Rhoden,  Kansas  City;  Harry  Arthur,  St. 
Louis;   Louis  K.  Ansell,   St.  Louis; 

Mississippi:  Sank  Taylor,  Laurel;  W.  J. 
Ilsey,    Columbia; 

Montana:   Ralph  Tratham,  Laurel; 
Nebraska:  Bob  Levingston,  Lincoln;  How- 

ard Kennedy,  Lincoln; 
New  Hampshire:   Ed  Fahey,  Manchester; 
New  Jersey:  Walter  Reade,  Jr.,  New  York 

City;  Mary  Miller,  Passaic;  Frank  Damis, Newark ; 

New  Mexico:  Russell  Harwick,  Clovis: 
George  L.  Tucker,  Albuquerque;  Milas  L. 
Hurley,   Tucumoari; 
New  York:  Malcolm  Kingsberg;  Arthur 

L.  Mayer;  Ered  Schwartz;  J.  R.  Vogel;  S.  B. 
Fabian;  Leonard  Goldenson;  Max  A.  Cohen; 
Harry  Brandt;  George  Skouras;  Harry  Kal- 
mine;  Sam  Rinzler,  all  of  New  York  City; 
C.  J.  Latta,  Albany;  George  MeKenna,  Buf- 

falo; Ned  Kornblite,  Binghamton,  Max  Yel- 
len,  Buffalo: 

Nevada:  R.  A.  McNeill,  Reno; 
North  Carolina:  H.  P.  Kincey,  Charlotte; 
North  Dakota:  Ed  Krauss,  Fargo; 
Ohio:  William  N.  Skirball,  Cleveland; 

Maurice  J.  White,  Cincinnati;  Robert  Libson, 
Cincinnati;   Herman  Hunt,  Cincinnati; 

Oklahoma:  C.  B.  Akers,  Oklahoma  City; 
Morris  Lowenstein,   Oklahoma  City; 

Oregon:  T.  R.  Gamble,  Portland;  J.  J. 
Finke,  Portland;  Art  Adamson,  Portland; 

Pennsylvania:  Jay  Emanuel,  Philadelphia; 
Gus  Natopolis,  Altoona;  Moe  Silver,  Pitts- 

burgh; Frank  Walker,  Scranton;  Tom  Fri- 
daey,  Scranton. 

Rhode  Island:  Ed  Pay,  Providence; 

South  Carolina:  Ben  L.  Strozier,  Rock 

Hill; 

South  Dakota:  Leo  Peterson,  Brookings; 
Tennessee:  M.  A.  Lightman,  Memphis; 

Walter  L.  Morris,  Oak  Ridge. 

Texas:  R.  J.  O'Donnell,  Dallas;  John  Row- 
ley, Dallas;  Henry  Reeve,  Menard;  Julius 

Gordon,  Beaumont; 
Utah:  Tracy  Barham,  Salt  Lake  City; 

Ralph  Treacham,  Salt  Lake; 

Virginia:  William  P.  Crockett,  Virginia 
Beach; 

Washington:  Joseph  Rosenfeld,  Spokane; 
Frank  Newman,   Seattle; 

Wisconsin:  Harold  Fitzgerald,  Milwaukee; 
William  Geehan,  Milwaukee; 

Wyoming:  E.  J.  Schulte,  Casper;  Charles 
R.  Gilmour,  Denver,  Colorado; 

Vermont:  Prank  Vernette. 

86  New  York  Theaters 
Facing  License  Charges 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
children  to  motion  picture  theaters. 
These  complaints  involve  matron 
supervision;  the  proper  marking  of 
children's  sections;  the  sale  of  tick- 

ets to  unaccompanied  children  dur- 
ing school  hours;  and  fire  and  sani- 
tary standards. 

The  necessity  of  this  survey  was 
demonstrated  when  the  Department 
of  Licenses  last  week  suspended  in- 

definitely the  operation  of  the  Uni- 
versal theater  at  93  Bowery  for  re- 
peated violations  of  the  penal  law. 

In  addition,  the  chillren's  admission license  of  the  New  Delancey  theater, 
62  Delancey  St.,  was  suspended  for 
an  entire  week  where  defective  fire 

exit  doors,  located  immediately  ad- 
jacent to  the  children's  section,  were found  tied  together  with  cord. 

Support  Pledged 
To  Cancer  Drive 

J6 

(Continued  from  Page  8) 
manitarian  cause  to  fight  cancer! 

Sidney  Meyer,  Wometco  Theaters, 
Miami:  "I  feel  that  the  motion  pic- 

ture industry  has  never  attempted 
a  more  humanitarian  objective  than 
enlisting  in  the  fight  against  can- 

cer. Count  on  our  complete  and  en- 

thusiastic   cooperation." 
D.  B.  Cockrill,  Denver:  "You  have 

my  fullest  support  in  the  great  un- 
dertaking of  the  Industry's  cam- 

paign in  conjunction  with  the  Amer- 
ican Cancer  Society's  fight  on  can- 

cer." 

Buzz  Briggs,  State  Theater  Co., 
Denver:  "I  assure  you  of  our  whole- 

hearted support  toward  a  successful 
conclusion  of  the  American  Cancer 

campaign." 
Fred  Wehrenberg,  MPTO  of  St. 

Louis,  Eastern  Missouri  and  South- 
ern Illinois:  "Will  be  very  happy 

and  I  know  all  other  theater  owners 
likewise  will  be  to  help  that  hu- 

manitarian cause — the  fight  against 

cancer." 

T.  W.  Edwards,  president  of  the 
Kansas-Missouri  Theater  Associa- 

tion: "We  want  you  to  know  that  we 
are  heartily  in  accord  with  this  cam- 

paign and  shall  do  everything  in  our 
power  to  make  it  a  success  in  our 

territory." 
Sales  Execs.  Swell  Pledges 

A  few  excerpts  from  the  many 
wires  and  letters  received  at  head- 

quarters from  sales  execs,  in  many 
parts  of  the  U.  S.  are: 

Carl  P.  Nedley,  Paramount,  Salt 

Lake  City:  "Will  do  everything  to 
make  cancer  drive  a  success." 
Mort  Magill,  UA.,  Philadelphia: 

"Will  do  everything  possible  to  make 
this  drive  as  successful  as  all  prev- 

ious drives  in  which  we  partici- 

pated." 

F.  W.  Beiersdorf.  Warners,  Wash-  j 
ington,  D.  C:  "Very  glad  to  accept 
the  responsibility  and  leadership  in 

the  cause  of  Cancer  Week." 
D.  Kimbleman,  Paramount,  Pitts- 

burgh: "This  is  a  cause  worthy  of 
our  finest  efforts  and  I  assure  you 
that  I  shall  do  everything  in  my 
power  to  make  this  drive  a  complete 
success.  It  must  be  if  this  terrible 

disease  is  to  be  conquered." 
Raymond  E.  Moon,  20th-Fox,  New 

York:  "I  want  you  to  know  that  I 
consider  it  an  honor  and  a  privilege 
to  be  selected  to  fill  the  important 
post  of  Distribution  Chairman  for 
the  New  York  Exchange  territory 

in  the  Cancer  Week  drive." E.  M.  Booth,  Metro,  Cincinnati: 
"Please  be  assured  that  I  am  very 
pleased  and  proud  to  do  everything 
possible  to  establish  a  record  of 
which  you  will  also  be  proud  in  this 
Drive  against  the  dread  disease,  can- 

cer." 

H.  C.  Bissell,  Columbia,  Albany: 
"I  know  of  no  better  way  to  show 
my  enthusiasm  for  the  Cancer  Drive 
than  to  get  the  trailer  on  the  screen 
in  every  theater  in  the  Albany  area. 
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Limit  ATA  Legislative  Com.  to  National  Matters 
vVill  Not  Concern  Itself 

iVith  Local  Legislation  Un- 
less Called  Upon  to  Do  So 

St.  Louis — The  legislative  commit- 
— -  of  the  American  Theaters  Assn. 

~^A  restrict  itself  to  national  legis- ation    and    will    not    concern    itself 
vith   local   legislation   unless   called 
jpon  to  do  so  by  the  local  units,  it 
was  voted  yesterday  by  the  associa- 

tion convention  in  approving  the  re- 
bort    of    the    legislative    committee 
leaded  by  Herman  Levy  and  Leonard 
joldenson.    When  called  upon  by  a 

'  ocal  unit,  the  legislative  committee 
will  assist  in  any  way  possible. 

Duties  of  the  committee  will  be  to  receive 
ind  consider  all  matters  of  national  legisla- 

.  ion  arising  in  the  association  at  large,  to- 
rether  with  any  recommendations  relative  to 
proposed  national  legislation.  It  will  inves- 

;  igate,  gather  facts  and  other  information 
,;ind  formulate  and  recommend  a  position  to 
ipe  taken.  The  committee  recommended  that 
11  lie  ultimate  legislative  group  be  composed 
jbf  a  large  representative  group  of  exhibitors 
with  wide  geographic  distribution. 
I  The  committee  went  on  record  as  being 
Apposed  to  all  discriminatory  Federal  legis- 

lation,  particularly   on   admission   taxes. 

Extent  of  Film  Time 

To  Gov't  Pix  Open 
St.  Louis — The  extent  to  which  the 

American  Theaters  Association  will 

(give  screen  time  to  Government  sub- 
jects or  films  from  other  sources 

will  be  determined  by  a  program 
^committee  to  be  named  by  the  exec- 

utive committee  of  the  association, 
it  was  decided  yesterday  by  the  con- 

vention which  approved  a  report 
made  by  R.  B.  Wilby,  chairman  of  the 
'film  committee. 

It  was  agreed  that  all  theaters 
should  be  asked  to  show  subjects  of 
public  value  and  interest,  provided 
such  subjects  have  been  approved  by 
a  program  committee  representing 
theaters.  The  program  committee 
will  be  made  up  of  one  man  from 
each  of  the  following  geographical 
areas:  New  England,  New  York, 
North  Atlantic  States,  South  Atlan- 

tic States,  Southern  States,  South- 
western States,  Mid-west  States, 

Rock  Mountain  States,  Northwest 
States,  Pacific  Coast  Areas,  Great 
Lakes  States. 

In  addition,  the  Motion  Picture  Distribu- 
tor, Pacific  Coast  Conference  and  National 

Allied  will  be  asked  to  appoint  one  mem- 
ber each  to  the  committee. 

The  committee's  duty  will  be  to  screen 
all  film  of  a  non-commercial  nature  which 
..may  be  submitted  to  the  committee  for  ex- 
'ihibition  and  an  affirmative  vote  of  two- 
thirds  of  the  committee  members  will  be 
necessary  for  the  approval  of  the  pictures. 
The  program  committee  will  be  directed  to 
approve  no  film  unless  it  has  importance  to 
public  interest,  factual  and  contains  no  mat- 

ters of  political  or  controversial  nature. 
Any  film  exhibited  under  this  program  shall 
be  at  the  responsibility  of  the  issuing  agents 
and  shall  carry  the  name  of  the  organiza- 

tion seeking  such  exhibition,  whether  it  be 
1  a  charity  organization  or  a  department  of  the 
Government,  to  the  end  that  such  film  shall 
be  recognized  by  the  public  as  representing 
an  official  statement  from  the  agency.  Co- 

operation of  the  distributors  and  National 
Screen  Service  in  the  distributions  of  the 
films  will  be  sought. 

Newly-named  ATA  'Drafts"  Arthur  Mayer 
To  Head  Public  Relations  Activities 

St.  Louis — Arthur  Mayer  was  "drafted"  yesterday  to  head  the  public  rela- 
tions activities  of  the  American  Theaters  Association.  A  strong  public  rela- 
tions bureau  was  recommended  by  Max  A.  Cohen,  chairman  of  the  resolutions 

committee,   in   his  report  to  the  convention. 

Cohen's  report  further  advocated  the  appointment  of  a  committee  whose duties  would  be  to  interest  all  exhibitors  in   the  aims  of  the  association. 

A  resolution  calling  for  the  elimination  of  16mm.  competition  was  voted 
by  the  convention  members  who  took  the  position  that  the  resolution  was  too 
all-inclusive   and   was  out  of  order  at   this   time. 

'Put  Distribs.  Out 

Of  Theaters'— Berger 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

pendent    theater    operators,    Berger 
alleged.   The  small  town  exhibitor  is 

being  "picked  on"  especially,  he  said. 
"A  large  percentage  of  small  town 

theaters  would  have  to  close  if  they 

couldn't  sell  candy  and  popcorn," 
Berger  pointed  out.  "There  is  no 
reason  for  percentage  pictures  in 

small  towns." 
A  plea  to  "put  the  distributors  out 

of  our  theaters"  was  voiced  by  Ber- 
ger. "We  don't  want  them  as  part- 

ners and  we  can't  make  money  under 
the  present  set-up." 

Berger  Re-elected  Prexy 
Berger  was  re-elected  president  of 

NCA;  E.  L.  Peasler  was  elected  first 
vice-president  and  Lyle  Carrisch, 
second  vice-president.  Martin  Lebe- 
doff  was  re-elected  secretary  and 
Max  Torodor,  treasurer. 
NCA  condemned  the  practice  of 

distributors  licensing  the  showing  of 
16  mm.  films  in  competition  with 
established  houses.  The  association 
also  asked  a  halt  of  unfair  percent- 

age pictures,  and  an  end  of  collec- 
tions in  theaters  unless  sanctioned 

by  the  NCA  board,  the  preservation 
of  a  free  screen,  and  the  repeal  of 
the  Federal  admissions  tax.  The  or- 

ganization opposed  distributors  using 
the  threat  of  building  new  theaters 
to  force  exhibitors  to  accept  the 
terms  of  film  contracts. 

Schlaifer  Hosts  His  RC 
Drive  Staff  at  Luncheon 

Termination  of  the  Red  Cross  cam- 
paign was  observed  on  Monday  by 

Charles  Schlaifer,  national  publicity 

director  for  the  industry's  participa- 
tion, at  a  luncheon  meeting  for  his 

staff  at  the  St.  Moritz  Hotel. 
Among  those  present  were  Morris 

Kinzler,  Rodney  Bush,  Christy  Wil- 
bert,  Sterling  Silliphant,  Abe  Good- 

man, Harry  Hochfeld,  Lou  Frick, 
Virginia  Morris,  Jerry  Novat,  Dan 
Polier,  Vic  Sedlow,  Irving  Kahn, 
Eddie  Solomon  and  Sam  Shayn  and 
Bernard  J.  Hynes,  the  former  repre- 

senting Spyros  P.  Skouras,  national 
chairman,  and  the  latter  the  national 
campaign  director,  Harold  J.  Fitz- 

gerald. 

G-E,  Rauland  Show 
Theater  Television 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

private  30-minute  show  which  com- 
bined the  facilities  of  tele  station 

WRGB  and  the  Civic  Playhouse.  Mo- 
tion picture  representatives  were 

present  among  the  some  50  G-E  offi- 
cials. Micro-wave  equipment  was 

used  to  send  the  program  from 
WRGB  to  the  playhouse  where  it 
was  flashed  on  an  11  x  15  foot  screen 

by  a  tele  projector  made  by  the  Rau- 
land Corp.  of  Chicago. 

Program  consisted  of  films  pro- 
vided by  20th-Fox,  and  a  live  talent 

show  produced  by  the  WRGB  staff. 
As  the  station's  cameras  viewed  the 
performances,  scenes  were  fed  via 
coaxial  cable  to  a  special  low  power 
micro-wave  transmitter  located  on  a 
tower  adjacent  to  the  studio.  Trans- 

mitter output  was  then  beamed  by 
directional  transmitter  antenna  to- 

ward the  playhouse.  Here  another 
directional  antenna  picked  up  micro- 

wave transmission  and  supplied  en- 
ergy via  coaxial  cable  to  a  special 

FM  picture  receiver. 
Latter  unit  fed  the  picture  signals 

to  the  Rauland  tele  projector  which 
flashed  them  on  the  screen.  Sound 
was  also  transmitted  from  studio  to 
playhouse  via  a  radio  link.  This  was 
the  first  time  a  micro-wave  relay 
equipment  has  been  used  to  feed  tele 
signals  to  a  theater  for  large  screen 

projection. Demonstration  was  part  of  a  broad 
research  program  being  carried  on 
by  the  two  organizations  whose  engi- 

neers expect  significant  improve- 
ments. Micro-relay  equipment  was 

part  of  that  developed  for  the  Sche- 
nectady-New  York  radio  relay  net- 
work. 

Among  those  present  at  the  dem- 
onstration were  Charles  E.  Wilson, 

G-E  president;  Dr.  R.  G.  Baker,  G-E 
vice-president  in  charge  of  elec- 

tronics; and  E.  N.  Rauland,  president 
of  Rauland  Corp. 

OK  Part  of  "Outlaw"  Advtg. 
The  advertising  on  Howard 

Hughes'  "The  Outlaw"  was  in  part 
approved  and  in  part  rejected  on  the 
producer's  appeal  of  an  MPAA  de- 

cision turning  down  the  copy  in  toto, 
it  was  reported  yesterday  by  Former 
Gov.  Charles  Polletti,  counsel  for 

Hughes. 

Gov't  Asks  Pix  Aid  in 
Food  Conservation 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

current  food  conservation  campaign. 
The  meeting  was  called  in  response 

to  an  urgent  request  for  aid  from 
Chester  Davis  who  is  handling  the 

campaign  for  the  Department  of 
Agriculture. 

Yesterday's  discussion  centered 
about  the  possibility  of  providing  one 
or  two  trailers  on  the  subject  for 
screening  throughout  the  nation. 
Clark  said  he  is  hopeful  something 
of  this  nature  can  be  provided,  and 
indicated  that  MPAA  might  take  the 
initiative  in  proposing  production 
and  distribution  of  such  a  trailer  by 
one  or  more  of  its  members.  MPAA 
head  Eric  A.  Johnston  is  a  member 

of  the  President's  special  food  board, 
and  is  thereby  committed  to  aid  the drive. 

Before  the  12-man  board  was  cre- 
ated the  OWMR  had  sought  through 

Francis  S.  Harmon,  executive  secre- 
tary of  the  now-defunct  WAC,  to 

have  the  National  Film  Board  of 
Canada  one-reeler  "Suffer  Little 
Children"  distributed  in  the  nation's 
theaters.  Because  of  the  lack  of 
organization  for  such  a  project,  how- 

ever, Harmon  was  obliged  to  turn 
down  the  request. 

Republic  Board  Re-elects 
Current  Slate  of  Officers 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

rauskas,  Jr.,  Richard  S.  Rodgers,  and 
Robert  V.  Newman;  Secretary  Jos- 

eph E.  McMahon;  and  Assistant  Sec- 
retaries Albert  E.  Schiller,  Nathan 

K.  Loder,  Ira  M.  Johnson,  and  Robert 
V.  Newman. 

Directors  William  J.  German, 
James  E.  MacPherson,  Arthur  J. 
Miller,  and  Edward  L.  Walton,  whose 
term  of  office  expired  yesterday, 
were  re-elected  for  a  term  of  three 
years  at  the  earlier  annual  meeting 
of  the  stockholders. 

Pickman   Rites   Today 
Funeral  services  will  be  held  at 

1  p.m.  in  the  Midwood  Memorial 
Chapel,  1625  Coney  Island  Ave., 
Brooklyn,  for  Charles  Pickman,  73, 
who  died  at  his  local  residence,  1375 
Ocean  Ave.,  yesterday  afternoon. 
Surviving  are  his  widow,  Fannie; 
four  sons,  three  of  whom  are  prom- 

inent in  the  motion  picture  industry; 

and  a  daughter,  Mrs.  Sarah  Wein- 
traub.  The  three  sons  connected  with 
filmland  are  Milton,  assistant  to 
Harry  Cohn,  president  of  Columbia; 
Herbert,  home  office  exploitation  rep. 
for  Warners;  and  Jerry,  publicity 
director  for  Story  Productions  and 
executive  assistant  to  Hal  Home, 
board  chairman  of  the  company. 
Harry  is  the  fourth  son. 
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ATA  Membership  Open  to  All  35mm.  Exhibs. 
Executive  Com.  to  Consist 
of  17  Members,  1 1  of  Whom 
Shall  Constitute  a  Quorum 

(Continued  from  Page  \) 
two  directors  from  each  state  with  a 
certain  number  of  representatives  at 

large.  The  convention,  however,  ap- 

proved the  committee's  recommenda- 
tion which  called  for  one  director 

in  each  state  having  a  population  of 
less  than  one  million,  two  directors 
from  each  state  having  between  one 
and  two  million  population  and  three 

  NEW  NAME   
St.  Louis — The  name  of  The- 

ater Activities  Committee  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Industry  was 

changed  yesterday  by  the  con- 
vention to  American  Theaters 

Association.  Change  in  name 

was  recommended  by  the  resolu- 
tions committee  although  the 

committee  did  not  propose  a  new 
name.  The  final  title  was  adopted 

after  scores  of  names  were  sub- 
mitted from  the  floor. 

directors  from  each  state  having 
populations  of  more  than  three  mil- 
lion. 

The  constitution  declares  that  at  all  times 
the  majority  of  the  directors  shall  be  com- 

posed of  independent  exhibitors  or  repre- 
sentatives of  independent  exhibitors.  In 

states  where  members  will  have  the  privilege 
of  selecting  three  directors,  not  more  than 
one  shall  be  a  representative  of  an  affiliated 
circuit  or  a  partner  of  a  producer-affiliated 
circuit.  If  the  board  members  consist  of  more 
producer-affiliates  or  partners,  the  president 
shall  appoint  sufficient  directors-at-larg'e  so 
that  the  majority  of  the  board  shall  consist 
of  independent  exhibitors. 

Executive  Com.  of  17 

The  constitution  authorizes  the  board  to 
provide  for  the  election  of  an  executive 
committee  to  be  composed  of  the  president, 
first  vice-president  and  17  members  of  the 
board,  11  of  whom  shall  constitute  a  quorum 
— each  member  may  have  an  alternate. 

Membership  in  the  organization  shall  be 
open  to  all  persons,  firms  or  corporations,  in- 

cluding1 associations  of  such  persons,  firms 
or  corporations,  regularly  exhibiting  35  mm. 
motion  pictures  on  a  commercial  basis. 

Other  portions  of  the  constitution  deal 
with  meetings,  terms  of  office,  amendment, 
and  duties  of  a  general  nature  of  the  asso- 

ciation and  its  officers.  The  document  was 
prepared  by  a  committee  headed  by  William 
Crockett  of  Virginia. 

Plcristed  Opens  in  Clarissa 
Clarissa,  Minn.  —  Mark  Plaisted 

has  opened  the  new  Mark  here. 

STORK  REPORTS 
Sol  L.  Sorkin,  manager  of  the  RKO 

Keith  Theater,  Washington,  D.  C, 
became  the  father  of  a  seven  pound 
boy  yesterday.  The  offspring,  Robert 
Allen,  was  born  in  a  hospital  there. 

Announcement  was  made  yester- 
day of  the  birth  of  a  son  to  Mr.  and 

Mrs.  Bernard  B.  Brandt  of  the 
Brandt  Theaters,  March  30  at  the 
Lenox  Hill  Hospital.  Youngster, 
weighing  in  at  seven  pounds,  seven 
ounces,  will  be  named  Robert. 

Ii\  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

BILL  MCCARTHY,  assistant  manager,  Southtown, 
Chicago. 

ELMER  JOHNSON,  assistant  manager,  Apollo, 
Chicago. 

RICHARD  HART,  M-C-M  contract  player,  Holly- 
wood. 

LARRY  STRICK,  Columbia  booker,  Vancouver, 

Can. 
LARRY  KATZ,   UA  booker,  Winnipeg,  Can. 
LOU  KARP,  Famous  Players  booker,  Vancouver, 

Can. STEVE  ROLSTON,  Eagle-Lion  manager,  Vancouver, 

Can. 

PETER     MANZIONE,     assistant    manager,     Patio, Brooklyn. 

ENRICO    FERRARI,    assistant    manager,    Mayfair, Brooklyn. 

IRVING   WEIGAN,    assistant   manager,    Century's Albemarle,    Brocklyn. 

,'OHN  RUBACH,  RKO  salesman.  New  Haven. 
HERBERT     M.     COPPLEMAN,    general     manager, 

Snider  Circuit,   Boston. 

ROBERT    BELL,    assistant   manager,    Loew's   72nd St.,  New  York  City. 

EDWARD   LINDEMANN,   assistant  manager,    Em- 
bassy Newsreel,  New  York. 

20lh-Fox  fo  Build 
Studio  in  England 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

place    in    1947.     Darryl    F.    Zanuck, 
Skouras   stated,  will    come   over  in 
August  to  finalize  the  plans. 

Two  of  the  features  to  be  made  an- 

nually on  this  side  will  be  Techni- 
color musicals,  it  was  said. 

Zanuck  on  his  visit  to  this  side 
also  will  arrange  for  the  exchange 
of  top  flight  British  and  American 
stars,   Skouras   declared. 

Johnston  Going  to  Bat  for 
Golden's  Film  Division 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Nate  Golden,  The  Film  Daily 
learned  yesterday. 

Johnston,  who  is  expected  to  back 
Golden  to  the  hilt,  will  see  Wallace 
on  Monday,  it  was  learned. 
The  reorganization  move,  which 

dumped  Golden's  formerly  autono- 
mous unit  into  Commerce's  General 

Products  Division,  was  represented 
as  a  "fait  accompli"  to  the  pix  chief 
on  his  return  recently  from  Europe. 

Golden,  who  has  been  with  the  De- 
partment of  Commerce  for  two  dec- 

ades, is  known  as  a  top  expert  in 
the  field. 
Motion  picture  industry  leaders 

had  been  reported  disturbed  over  the 
move,  which  would  bury  Golden  un- 

der "General  Products,"  a  catch-all 
division  of  unrelated  units. 
Whereas  such  units  as  leather  a:_d 

textiles  and  drugs  and  chemicals  re- 
main as  autonomous  divisions,  Gol- 
den's outfit  was  tossed  into  the  help 

along  with  other  "products." 
Large  influx  of  former  FEA  execu- 

tives into  the  Department  of  Com- 
merce is  believed  to  have  caused  the 

move. 
The  switch  was  made  in  January, 

while  Golden  was  in  Europe  studying 
the  German  AGFA  color-film  pro- 

cess. Golden's  report  on  the  trip  is scheduled  to  be  released  this  week. 

Francis  H.  Rudolph  Dead 
Atlanta,  Ga. — Francis  H.  Rudolph, 

45,  UA  sales  rep,,  died  at  his  home 
here  after  a  long  illness. 

D  of  J  Said  Readying 
Suit  vs,  Technicolor 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
and    filing,    is    the    recovery    to    be 
sought.  The  ultimate  objective  which 
the  Department  of  Justice  will  work 
toward  will  depend  in  large  measure 
upon  both  the  value  of  the  AGFA 
color  process  and  the  extent  to  which 
it  appears  the  new  process  might  be 
used. 

To  that  end  department  lawyers 
yesterday  conferred  with  Department 
of  Commerce  pix  chief  Nathan  D. 
Golden,  recently  returned  from  a 
three-month  study  of  the  German 
process.  A  lengthy  report  on  the 
process  by  Golden  and  his  associates 
will  be  released  by  the  Commerce 
Department  within  a  few  days. 

One  of  the  most  interesting  things 
about  the  findings,  it  is  reported  here, 
is  that  the  entire  process  could  have 
been  duplicated  in  this  country  at 

any  time  in  the  last  several  years — since  all  its  basic  technics  develop 
from  processes  patented  in  this 
country.  That  something  like  this 
will  be  included  in  the  Department  of 
Justice  complaint  is  taken  for 

granted. The  Film  Dally  revealed  last 

month  that  the  investigation  of  Tech- 
nicolor on  the  West  Coast  was  about 

completed.  Since  then  Joseph  Borkin 
of  the  anti-trust  division  here  has 
studied  the  Los  Angeles  findings  of 
Department  attorneys  and  it  now 
appears  that  suit  will  be  brought  re- 

gardless of  the  value  of  the  Golden 

report. 

Gessner  to  Coast  to  Confer 
On  M.  P.  Foundation 

Prof.  Robert  Gessner,  chairman  of 

the  New  York  University's  depart- 
ment of  motion  pictures,  will  leave 

here  today  via  TWA  Constella- tion for  West  Coast  conferences  on 
the  newly  established  Motion  Picture 
Foundation  for  colleges  and  universi- 
ties. 

While  Gessner  is  in  Hollywood,  an 
election  of  officers  for  the  Founda- 

tion will  be  held  and  a  release  will 
be  issued  regarding  the  aims  and 
purposes  of  the  Foundation  and  the 
colleges  included  in  the  endowment. 

Eight  Suits  Accuse 
Wellman  of  Fraud 

(Continued  from  Page  1)        g 

tive  percentage  pictures  at  variot^  . 
the  Wellman  houses. 

According  to  certain  of  the  com-1 
plaints,  Wellman  operates  the  New. 
Mock  and  Wellman  Theaters  ki| 
Girard;  the  Home  and  Schenley  The- 

aters in  Youngstown;  the  Palace  The- 
ater in  Hubbard;  and  the  Newport 

Theater  in  Boardman,  all  in  Ohio. 
Parallel  Eastern  Suits 

Claims  of  the  distributors  in  eacr 
of  these  suits  are  along  the  lines  oi 

their  percentage  fraud  claims  in' various  suits  previously  reported  as, 
pending  in  Massachusetts,  Rhode! 
Island,  Connecticut,  New  York,  Penn- 

sylvania, Florida  and  Maryland. 
It  is  alleged  in  each  suit  that 

the  defendant  exhibitor  carried  out  a 
scheme  regularly  to  furnish  to  the 
plaintiff  distributor  false  grosses  on- 
percentage  pictures  to  induce  the  dis- 

tributor to  accept  less  percentage 
rental,  to  give  lower  rental  terms  on 
future  flat  and  percentage  deals,  and 
in  certain  cases  to  grant  reductions 
in  the  agreed  upon  rates  for  pictures 
already  shown  because  of  the  alleged 
poor  grosses  reported  on  such  pic- 
tures. 

It  is  stated  in  each  suit  that  the 
exhibitor  furnished  certain  books  and 
records  to  the  attorneys  for  each 
distributor  when  the  audit  was  re- 

quested last  May,  but  that  such  books 
and  records  were  incomplete  and  in- 

adequate and  did  not  contain  a  full 
and  accurate  statement  of  the  admis- 

sions and  receipts  on  percentage days. 

Punitive  Damages  Asked 
Actual  and  punitive  damages  are 

asked  in  each  complaint,  together 

with  an  injunction  against  destroy- 
ing, concealing,  altering  or  otherwise 

disposing  of  the  books  and  records. 
Attorneys  for  the  distributors  in 

each  of  the  suits  are  Luther  Day, 
Thomas  M.  Harman  and  John  S. 
Pyke,  of  the  law  firm  of  Jones,  Day, 
Cockle v  &  Reavis  of  Cleveland. 

Emily  Holt  Resigns  from  AFRA 

Emily  Holt  has  resigned  as  na- tional executive  secretary  of  the 
American    Federation    of    Radio 
Artists. 

IN  CIVVIES 
if  Honorably  Discharged  * 

FRANK  MEADOW,  from  the  Army,  UA  sales- 

man,  New  Haven. 
JACK  MEADOW,  from  the  Army,  UA  assistant 

booker,   New  Haven. 
FRANK  V.  DROESCH,  from  the  Army,  art  depart- 

ment. Donohue  &  Coe,  New  York. 

ROBERT  CROSS,  from  the  Army,  Warner  home 
office  publicity,  New  York. 

|ACK  KINCSLEY,  from  the  Army,  Warner  home 
office  publicity  department- 
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NDE  THEATER  MEN  SAID  "SOLD"  ON  ATA 
|7  Barriers  to  World  Distribution  of  U.  S.  Films 

, 

Reeling  'Round- - 
WASHINGTON 

==    By  ANDREW  H.  OLDEB    = 

WASHINGTON 

ONVERSATIONS   have    been    going   on 

Y   here  this  week  on  the   French  double 

ation  treaty.  The  treaty  was  first  nego- 
ted  before  the  war,  ratified  by  the  French 

amber  before  France  fell,  and  finally  rati- 
d    by   our   Senate    last   year.   Although    it 
now    law,    it   is   still   a    mighty    confused 

jation — with   the  whole  question   of  how 
tax   pix   personalities  still   up   in   the  air 

.    One  respect  in  which  it  differs  from  the 

tish  treaty  is  that  there  is  no  discrimina- 
n  against  artists  and  entertainers — whose 
nings   are   taxed   according   to   the   same 
of  rules  as  those  of  a  doctor,  a  lawyer 

anyone   else.    But   that's  about    the   only 
rig   that   is  definite. ...  Internal    revenue 
icials  have  been  trying  to  straighten  out 
sstions  as  to   how   the   French   intend   to 

y  against  American  contract  stars  loaned 
French     studios,     how     they    will     levy 

iinst  talent  making  its  own  deal  with  the 
rich    and    various    similar    questions.    But 

they  can  tell  us  at  this  point  is  that  they 
I  not  know  the  answers  until  actual  cases 

presented  the  French  for  determination 

One  thing — a  basic  thing — seems  quite 
'tain — that  the  total   taxes  will   not  ex- 

id  the  U.  S.  tax  rate.  The  U.  S.  rate  "ap- 
irs"   to  be  higher  than  the   French   rate, 
experts  say.  And  it  is  likely  that  ocean- 

ssing  talent  will  be  taxed  to  the  extent  of 
U.   S.    rate    in   all   cases   except  those 

ere    they    either    take    up    residence    in 

nee  or  stay  there  more  than  six  months. 
•  • 

JC1DENTALLY,  there  are  a  few  rumors 
about   the    Bureau    of    Internal    Revenue 

ich  ought  to  be  laid  to  rest.  One  is  that 
sleuths  who  check  income  tax  returns 

order  to  find  errors  profit  by  a  percentage 
the    recovery    they    are    responsible    for. 

in't  so.  But  don't  think  this  means  they 
1   be   any   less  eagle-eyed.    For  the   first 
■e   in  years,   it  begins  to  look   as   if  the 
Idle-bracket  returns  are  going  to  undergo 
ae    mighty    careful    scrutiny.  ..  .Another 
nor   which    does    not   seem    to    have    any 

able   base   is   that   the    Bureau    is    plan- 
g  to  take  over  the  sale  and  printing  of 
tickets,  selling  in   rotation  and   thereby 
tiding   an   accurate  check   to   see   to  it 
tickets  are  sold  without  Uncle  getting 
share.  Although  this  would  be,  in  some 

ys,  a  fine  thing  for  distribs,  the  Bureau 
not  planning  it.... The  rumor  that  Eric 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Breaking  Down  These 
Barriers  Part  of  UNESCO 
Function,  Says  Benton 
Washington  Bureau,  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Hollywood  is  today 
faced  with  57  major  banners  to  world 
distribution  of  its  product,  Assistant 

Secretary  of  State  William  B.  Ben- 
ton told  the  House  Foreign  Affairs 

Committee  yesterday  in  the  first  of 
a  series  of  hearings  on  a  bill  to 
authorize  U.  S.  participation  in  the 
United  Nations  Educational,  Scien- 

tific and  Cultural  Organization.  An 
important  UNESCO  function,  Benton 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Two  More  Chi.  Trust 
Suits  Said  Slated 

Chicago — With  the  Jackson  Park 
theater  anti-trust  case  and  decision 
serving  as  a  guide,  it  is  reported 
that  the  Linden  and  Englewood  the- 

aters, owned  by  John  Kempton  and 
Edward  Beatty,  respectively,  are  pre- 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Republic  Three-Color 
Process  Ready  in  1947 

Republic's  three  color  process,  now 
in  the  experimental  stage,  is  ex- 

pected to  be  ready  for  marketing 
next  year,  it  was  learned  yesterday 

in  the  wake  of  the  company's  stock- 
holders meeting.  Reportedly,  the  Re- 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

SORRELL  WALKS 
OUT  ON  PARLEY 

Had  Demanded  Closed  Shop 

for  1AM,  Story  Analysts 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Herbert  K.  Sorrell, 

president  of  the  Conference  of  Studio 
unions,  yesterday  walked  out  on  a 
meeting  with  producer  representa- 

tives over  the  issue  of  a  closed  shop. 
The  conference  had  been  requested 
by  Sorrell  to  discuss  wages. 

Byron  Price,  following  the  break- 
un  of  the  parley,  issued  the  following 
statement  on  behalf  of  the  pro- 

ducers : 

"Sorrell  abruptly  broke  off  nego- 
tiations yesterday  and  walked  out  of 

a  meeting  with  producer  representa- 
tives on  the  issue  of  a  closed  shop 

for  the  International  Association  of 

Machinists,  a  non-member  of  the 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Instruct  Studios  on 

Set  Cost  Procedure 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Calling  on  the  mo- 
tion picture  industry  to  impose  strict 

economy  on  its  plans  for  set  con- 
struction, Louis  C.  Dreves,  regional 

director  of  the  Civilian  Production 
Administration,  yesterday  outlined  to 
major  studio  business  and  production 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Argentina  to  Get  Raw  Stock 
U.  S.  Ban  Lifted;  Reciprocal  Moves  Expected 

AAA  Officers  Services  in 
Detroit  Exchange  Strike 

Detroit  —  The  American  Arbitra- 

tion Association  motion  picture  tri- 
bunal here  yesterday  offered  its 

services  in  any  way  possible  to  aid 
in  a  settlement  of  the  exchange  labor 
dispute. 

John  L.  Loell,  clerk  of  the  tribunal, 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  The  State  Depart- 
ment announced  yesterday  it  has 

lifted  the  ban  on  American  exports 

of  raw  film  to  Argentina — a  lucra- 
tive $50,000,000  market   annually. 

The  announcement  followed  closely 
on  the  heels  of  reports  that  a  new 
Ambassador  to  Argentina  will  be 
named  and  information  that  British 
and  Belgian  interests  were  ready  to 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Expected  to  Recommend 
Associations  Affiliate 

With  New  Exhibitor  Ass'n 
By  AL  STEEN Associate  Editor,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

St.  Louis  —  Full  confidence  in  the 
success  of  the  American  Theaters 

Association  (formerly  TAC)  was  ex- 
pressed by  circuit  and  independent 

operators  alike  yesterday  as  dele- 
gates left  for  their  respective  homes 

after  the  two-day  convention  which 
ended  here  Tuesday  night.  Those 

who  appeared  to  be  on  the  fence  be- 
fore the  sessions  opened  Monday 

(Continued  on  Page   10) 

Two  New  Studios 
Planned  for  Coast 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Sol  Lesser,  Lester 
Town,  Leo  McCarey,  James  Cagney, 
William  Pine  and  William  Thomas 
will  build  a  $7,000,000  studio  site  on 
a  65-acre  tract  in  Culver  City.  Wil- 

liam Peirera,  RKO  producer  who  is 
(Continued   on   Page  9) 

"All  Is  Confusion"  on 
UN  Jurisdictional  Row 

Quest  for  the  latest  information 
on  the  jurisdictional  row  between  the 
IATSE  and  the  International  Bro- 

therhood of  Electrical  Workers  over 
the  right  to  record  the  UNO  sessions 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

New  Code  for  N.  Y.  C. 
Theaters  in  Worh 

A  new  code  for  the  motion  picture 

theaters  in  New  York's  five  boroughs 
is  in  the  making,  but  will  not  be 

ready  for  some  time,  it  was  reported 

by  a  representative  of  the  License 

Department  yesterday.  When  suffi- 
cient data  has  been  recorded,  the 

Commissioner,  Benjamin  Fielding, 

will  call  in  a  group  of  exhibitors  to 
help  formulate  the  code  by  joint 

agreement  between  the  licensees  and 

the  department. 
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NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 

High  Low 
Am.    Seat   30y2  3014 
Columbia    Picts   30Vi  29i/2 
East.  Kodak     252  249 

Cen.  Prec.  Eq     37y4  37l/4 

Loew's,    Inc   39>i  38y8 
Paramount          78  7714 
RKO          245/8  24 
Republic   Picts      17%  17 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..   20%  20% 
20th  Century-Fox   .  .  .   60%  59'/2 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  75  74 
20th  Century-Fox  ppf.l043/4  104%   1043/i 
Universal    Pict   45y2  443/8     45 
Warner  Bros   42y4  40%     42% 

NEW   YORK   CURB    MARKET 
Monogram  Picts      10%  10         lOVi 
Radio-Keith    cvs.    ...11%  11 
Sonotone  Corp        5%  5y2 
Technicolor          28%  28 
Trans-Lux             7%  7% 
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Griffith  Circuit  Conclave 
To  Hear  Okla.  Governor 

Oklahoma  City— L.  C.  Griffith  an- 
nounced yesterday  175  Griffith 

Amusement  Co.  employes  were  due 
here  Monday  for  the  first  convention 
since  before  the  war.  The  welcoming 
address  will  be  made  by  Gov.  Robert 
S.  Kerr  of  Oklahoma. 

LIVE-WIRE  PUBLICITY 
EXEC  AVAILABLE 

Ex-Army  Capt.  seeks  new  motion  picture 
opportunity.  14  years'  experience.  Newspaper, 
agency,  free-lance,  and  theatre  circuit  back- 
ground. 

Box    No.   31,   THE    FILM    DAILY 
1501    Broadway  New  York   18,   N.   Y. 

commo  mid  coino 
HARRY  M.  WARNER  has  arrived  in  New  York 

from  the  Coast. 

JACK  L.  WARNER  is  scheduled  to  return  to 
Burbank  tomorrow  from   New  York. 

HARRY  H.  THOMAS,  president  and  general 
sales  manager  of  PRC,  and  LLOYD  LIND,  the 

company's  vice-president  and  assistant  general 
sales  manager,  are  back  from  Monday's  testi- monial dinner  to  Edgar  Moss  in  Philadelphia  and 

Tuesday's  annual  Variety  Club  shindig  in  Balti- 
more. 
LEONARD  COLDENSON  returned  yesterday  to 

the  New  York  home  office  from  the  St.  Louis 
TAC  meeting. 

W.  C.  CEHR1NC  has  left  New  York  to  attend 
20th-Fox  sales  conferences  in  Chicago,  Des 
Moines    and    Toronto. 

JOHN  BALABAN,  returns  to  Chicago  today 
from    St.    Louis. 

AL  STEEN,  FILM  DAILY  associate  editor,  ar- 
rived in  Kansas  City   last  night. 

JACK  OSSERMAN,  RKO  Latin-American  super- 
visor, is  due  here  tomorrow  by  plane  from  Rio 

de  Janeiro  for  h.o.  conferences. 

PAUL  LAZARUS,  JR.,  United  Artists'  adver- 
tising and  publicity  head,  went  to  Boston  yes- 

terday for  last  night's  American  premiere  of 
the  British  film,  "Henry  V,"  at  the  Esquire there. 

A.  A.  SCHUBART,  RKO  exchange  operations 
manager,  is  on  a  trip  to  Atlanta. 

GEORGE  WELTNER,  president  of  Paramount 
International,   leaves  for  England  Sunday. 

TAYLOR  CALDWELL,  author  of  "This  Side  of 
Innocence,"  arrives  in  New  York  from  Buffalo  on 

Sunday,  for  a  stay  of  several  days  to  confer 
with  executives  of  Story   Productions. 

Atlas  to  Retire  Stock; 
Five  Directors  Renamed 

Wilmington,  Del. — Stockholders  of 
Atlas  Corp,  at  the  annual  meeting 
here  yesterday  authorized  reduction 
of  capital  by  retirement  of  60,532 
shares  of  common  stock  held  in  its 

treasury  as  at  Dec.  31,  1945.  Share- holders also  re-elected  Harry  M. 

Durning,  L.  Boyd  Hatch,  Oswald  L. 
Johnston,  Floyd  B.  Odium  and  Sam- 

uel Zemurray  as  directors. 

National  Committee  Will 
Aid  Films  Cancer  Drive 

Lions  International,  General  Fed- 
eration of  Women's  Clubs,  the  Na- 

tional Grange,  the  Knights  of  Colum- 
bus, the  National  Board  of  Review, 

the  Brotherhood  of  Sleeping  Car 
Porters  and  the  American  Veterans 
Committee  have  formed  the  National 
Committee  for  Co-operation  with  the 
industry's  Easter  Week  cancer  cam- 

paign, it  was  announced  yesterday. 

PRODUCER'S REPRESENTATIVE 

Twenty  years'  contract  experience. 
Established  to  take  over  immediately 
for  reliable   independent. 

Box  No.  35,  THE  FILM  DAILY 
1501   Broadway,  New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

Levitt  Leaving  Selznick 
To  Resume  With  Hearst 

D.  H.  FINKE,  Ticket  Register  Co.  prexy,  is  in 
Hot  Springs  for  a  vacation. 

LEONARD  S.  SCHLESINCER,  Warner  Theaters' home  office  executive,  has  arrived  on  the  Coast 
from  New  York  for  a  stay  of  about  two  weeks. 

RAY  HEWLETT,  of  Warner  Theaters,  has  re- 
turned  from   Florida   and   Havana. 

CHARLES  C.  MOSKOWITZ,  vice-president  and 

treasurer  of  Loew's,  left  yesterday  for  a  Miami vacation. 

BURTUS  BISHOP,  JR.,  M-C-M  district  manager 
with  headquarters  in  Dallas,  arrived  here  yester- 

day for  home  office  conferences. 

SAM  SHIRLEY,  M-C-M  district  manager  in 
Chicago,  gets  in  today  for  a   brief  visit. 

MAX  FACTOR  has  resigned  from  the  Alliance 
Theaters  Circuit  Films  booking  department  to 

go  to  the  West  Coast. 
HARRY  GOLDBERG,  director  of  advertising  and 

publicity  for  Warner  Theaters,  flew  to  Cleveland 
and  Pittsburgh  yesterday. 

DON  WALKER,  WB  field  rep.  in  the  Kansas 
Cit  area,   left  last  night  for  New  Orleans. 

ART  MOCER,  head  of  the  Warners'  field  staff 
in  New  England,  is  on  a  trip  to  Portland,  Me. 

WILLIAM  B.  JAFFE,  film  attorney,  has  re- 
turned to  his  New  York  offices,  following  a  trip 

to  Canada  on  a  State  Department  matter. 

Robert   D.    Levitt,   who    has   be 
serving   as   Eastern   director  of  a 
vertising-publicity     for     David 
Selznick,  has  resigned  that  post  eff  t 
tive  May  1  to  accept  the  appointme 
as  general  manager  of  promotion  i 
the  American  Weekly  and  Puck, 
was  announced  yesterday  by  W. 
Hearst,    Jr.     Prior    to    joining  •' 
Army,  from  which  he  was  disci.  Jki 
as  a  Lt.   Colonel,  Levitt  was   ass] 
ciated  for  some   10  years   with  t 
Hearst  organization. 

Hal  Roach  to  Release 
Features  Through  UA 

Features  to  be  made  by  Hal  Road 
now  resuming  production,  will  be  di 
tributed  by  United  Artists.  First 

go  before  the  cameras  will  be  "He 
Comes  Trouble."  Roach  has  sign' 
Patti  Morgan,  New  York  danc< actress  and  model  for  the  femr 
lead.  Miss  Morgan  flew  to  the  Coa 
yesterday  to  report  to  the  studio.   ; 

NEW  YORK  THEATERS 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL   
Rockefeller  Center 

"THE  GREEN  YEARS" 
CHARLES  COBURN 

Tom    Drake,    Beverly  Tyler,   Hume   Cronyn 

A  Metro  Goldwyn  Mayer  Picture 
and 

MUSIC  HALL'S 
GREAT  EASTER  STAGE  SHOW 

DAVID     O     SELZNICK    p'«»n'! 

INGRID  BERGMAN 
GREGORY  PECK 
— ,    .„  ALFRED  HITCHCOCKS 

SPELLBOUND) 
ASTOR  fis£ "  r.c.i  tr«n  9  30  *  M.  ■    Liti  :"■:•  evtry  mgM 

IMENCEOIMR-  JOAN  FONTAINE tMreatabj  ALFRED  HITCHCOCK 

VICTORIAN Cwtimwvs  Irofn  9AM.-  Ilk  show  prtrj  I 

'  PARAMOUNT    PRESENTS 

BING  CROSBY.  BOB  HOPE. 

DOROTHY  LAMOUR  in 

"ROAD  TO  UTOPIA" 
In    Person    BENNY    GOODMAN 

pj#AMO(//vr 

B  WAY  & 
47th  St. 

SUSAN  HAYWARD  -  PAUL  LUKAS 
BILL  WILLIAMS 

"Deadline    at   Dawn" 
An  RKO  Radio  Picture 

Paramount 

PAULETTE 

GODDARD in 

•  i 

presents 

RAY 

MILLAND 

Kitty" 

A    MITCHELL    LEISEN   PBODt'CTION 
R  I   V  O  L   I 

B'way    &    49th    St. 

OfV  SCREEN 
1st  N.Y.  Showing! 

JOAN         CHAS. 

BENNETT .  COBURN 
Wm.  EYTHE 

'COL  EFFINGHAM'S 

RAID' 

IN  PERSON 

KITTY 
CARLISLE VIOL*  LAYNE 

SLEEPY  WILLIAMS 
and  DAD 

Vivian 

I  BLAINE 

Carmen 

MIRANDAj 
i  // Dennis     .    Perry O'KEEFE        COMO 

DOLL  FACE ' 
^  A  20th  Century-Fox  Picture 

PLUS  ON  STAGE  -"LATIN  QUARTER  REVUE" 
.     RAY  ENGLISH   •  THREE  PITCHMEN    J>  I 

Extra!  ARTHUR  LEE  SIMPKINS 

^^IvETO^^™
1 

[THE  RED  CROSS 

Roxy    Ae 

50th  St. 

NOW  —  ROXT 
2nd  Week 

THE  NEW 
MARCH, 
of  TIME I 

NIGHT  CLUB 

BOOM" 

Join  The 
CANCER  DRIVE 

(April  21-28) 





I 

M*G*M 
POINTS  WITH  PRIDE! 

Isn't  it  a  pleasure  to  look  forward 

to  presenting  tnis  snow!  A  fortune 

in  production  magic  and  top  star 

talents— a  feast  to  set  before  the  movie 

fans.  Tne  greatest  since  films  beg'an. 

!£; 

FRED  ASTAIRE  •  LUCILLE  BALL 

LUCILLE  BREMER  •  FANNY  BRICE 

JUDY  GARLAND -KATHRYN  GRAYSON 
LENA  HORNE  •  GENE  KELLY 

JAMES  MELTON  •  VICTOR  MOORE 
RED  SKELTON  •  ESTHER  WILLIAMS 

ana 

WILLIAM  POWELL 

EDWARD  ARNOLD  •  MARION  BELL  •  BUNIN'S  PUPPETS 
CYD  CHARISSE  •  HUME  CRONYN  •  WILLIAM  FRAWLEY 

ROBERT  LEWIS   •   VIRGINIA  O'BRIEN   •   KEENAN  WYNN 

Directed  by  VINCENTE  M1NNELLI       •       Produced  by  ARTHUR  FREED 

A  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Picture 
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struct  Studios  on 
t  Cost  Procedure 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

agers  procedure  to  be  followed 

er  terms  of  the  agency's  recent 
bt  restricting  building. 
Dreves  confined  his  discussion  to  a 

I(\/|d  of  seeking  permits  for  con- 
[_-Jion  over  and  above  the  $15,000 

|  tmption  permitted  by  the  ruling, 
definition  of  what  is  included  in 

mption  is  expected  from  Wash- 

jton. Dreves  instructed  the  studios  to 
spare  an  estimate  of  the  number 
sets  required  for  a  film  and  the 
al  cost,  and  to  file  application  for 
blanket  approval.  Cost-  of  used 
terials  is  not  to  be  included,  he 
d,  and  on  pictures  now  in  produc- 
n   application   need   be   filed   only 
sets  not  yet  started.  Ordinary 

olications,  he  said,  will  be  handled 
a  week  or  10  days.  Emergency 
olications  would  be  handled  within 

hour.  He  suggested  that  one  rep- 
entative  of  all  studios  be  ap- 
nted  to  present  applications  and 

act  as  the  industry's  contact  with A. 
tn  response  to  a  pledge  by  studio 

a-esentatives  of  complete  co-opera- 

Vi  Dreves  praised  the  industry's 
ord  of  co-operation  with  the  War 
jduction  Board  during  the  war  and 
:lared  his  confidence  in  the  indus- 
in  the  present  situation. 

.ictrles  W.  Curran  Joins 
irold  Young  Productions 

Harold  Young  Productions  has  en- 
ged  Charles  W.  Curran,  screen  and 
/ertising  writer,  as  vice-president 
i  associate  producer.  He  will  con- 

himself  primarily  with  the 
iting  and  production   of  non-the- 
ical  subjects. 
\mong  those  Curran  has  served  in 
advertising  capacity  are  Newell- 
nnett  Co.,  Warner  Bros.,  Donahue 
Coe,  and  Herbert  Wilcox.  In  the 
vy,  from  which  he  was  discharged 
ear  ago,  he  produced,  directed  and 
ote  16  official  films  and  supervised 
production  of  several  training 

tures. 

1A  Lodge  in  Brooklyn 
\  lodge  has  been  established  in 
ooklyn  by  the  Theatrical  Mutual 
sociations  of  the  United  States 
1  Canada,  which  is  now  in  the 
:1st  of  a  membership  drive.  Or- 
lizer  for  the  Eastern  territory  is 
rry  Bluming  of  501  W.  169th  St., 
|w  York  City. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  4 
Rosemary  Lane  Richard   Rosson 
Gene  Reynolds  Maj.  Arthur  B.  Krim 

Leo   the   Lion 

ALONG 

Thursday's  Tattlings 
•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Dr.  Herbert  T.  Kalmus.  Technicolor  prexy. 
is  due  here  tomorrow  en  route  to  London  from  the  Coast.  ...     •   Have 

you  seen  Maurice  Bergman's  grey  suede  shoes?   Reportedly,  they're 
the  only  pair  in  the  city.  ...  •  Walter  Pidgeon,  for  Metro,  goes  to 

Hyde  Park  tomorrow  to  present  a  16  mm.  print  of  Pete  Smith's  "Fala  at 

Hyde  Park"  to  the  FDR  Memorial  Library.  ...  •  New  studio  musi- 

cians contract  parleys  open  here  Tuesday.  .  .  .  •  There's  strong 
market  interest  in  20th-Fox  shares  these  days.  ...  •  Ross  McLean  is 

slated  to  succeed  lohn  Grierson  as  Canada's  Film  Commissioner.  .  .  . 

•  President  Truman's  having  his  troubles  picking  a  nominee  as  Com- 
missioner of  Labor  Statistics,  the  post  vacated  by  Dr.  Isador  Lubin  to 

become    Confidential    Reports'    prexy.    .    .    .     •   The    Loew-Lewin    pic. 
"Bel  Ami"  is  to  have  a  theme  song,  it  develops   Why  not  call  it. 

"Bel  Ami  of  the  Ball?"  ...  •  Tip  to  movie  scouts:  Take  a  look  at 
Suzanne  Williams  of  the  Radio  City  choir   Has  a  fine  voice,  too! 
•  Bonita  Granville  will  make  an  important  announcement  very  soon 

about  her  future  plans   
T  T  T 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Pauline  Reynard  has  been  named  director 
of  all  motion  picture  and  theater  assignments  for  Parade,  the  weekly 

picture  magazine  which  appears  as  a  Sunday  supplement  in  19  major 
cities.  ...  •  The  outlook  for  television  contracts  is  cited  by  the  Wall 

Street  Journal  as  a  factor  in  the  long-pull  buying  of  Madison  Square 

Garden  shares   Incidentally,  the  Garden's  net  for  the  May  31  fiscal 
year  is  expected  to  run  well  above  the  $1.64  a  share  last  year.  .  .  . 

•  Fawcett  Publications  has  purchased  the  21-story  building  at  67  W. 
44th  St.  to  house  its  widely  scattered  New  York  offices  under  one  roof 

  All  local  Fawcett  offices  are  expected  to  move  into  the  new  head- 
quarters before  the  year  ends.  ...  •  Zenith  is  preparing  for  the  early 

reopening  of  its  television  station  WWZR  in  Chicago.  ...  •  That  new 

20th-Fox  British  studio  will  be  operated  under  the  name  of  Twentieth 

Century-Fox  British  Productions  Ltd.  .  .  .  •  The  OWI's  Toscanini 
film,  "Hymn  of  the  Nations,"  gets  its  first  American  theatrical  showing 
on  the  20th  at  the  Little  Carnegie.  ...  •  A  theatrical  film  failed  to  win 

one  of  the  1945  Safety  "Oscars"  bestowed  by  the  National  Committee 
on  Films  for  safety.  ...  •  If  American  business  wants  to  use  docu- 

mentaries to  create  foreign  demand  for  U.  S.  products,  it  would  do  well 

to  follow  the  film  pattern  the  Government  employed  during  the  war,  in 
the  opinion  of  Albert  E.  Memsing  of  the  State  Department   Memsing 

addressed  a  luncheon  of  the  Export  Managers  Club  at  the  Hotel  Penn- 
sylvania. ...  •  NBC  is  establishing  a  television  broadcast  operations 

group  apart  from  its  development  group,  with  the  new  group  headed  by 

F.  A.  Wankel,  Eastern  division  engineer.  ...  •  Harold  Hendee  of 
RKO  and  Don  Van  Vorhees  of  the  March  of  Time  will  fill  Cleveland  dates 

on  May  9   Both  will  address  the  Motion  Picture  Council  of  Greater 

Cleveland  and  Van  Vorhees  also  will  appear  before  the  Cleveland  Ad- 
vertising Club   

T  ▼  T 

•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  Eugene  Fitzgibbons,  son  of  the  FPC 

prexy,  has  resigned  as  assistant  manager  of  the  Toronto  Victoria  to 

enter  Columbia  Law  School  here.  ...     •   Something  new  in  bicycling 

of  prints   developed  as  a   result   of   the   Detroit   exchange   strike   

T.  E.  Roach,  operating  the  Lake  at  Lakeview,  Mich.,  used  a  plane   

That's  modernization  for  you!  ...  •  Wall  St.  continues  vera  op- 
timistic about  film  company  earnings.  ...  #  Throughout  the  war, 

Bess  Schulter,  owner  of  the  two  Southwest  St.  Louis  houses,  and  wife 

of  the  F  &  M  chief  booker,  kept  letters  and  packages  going  to  the  in- 

dustry's rank  and  file  from  the  area  who  were  in  the  services ......  So 

  the  other  night  some  30  ex-G.I.'s  feted  her  and  presented  her  with 
a    bronze    plaque   Yes,    ours    is    a    great    industry,    boys   

Reeling      'Round"  - WASHINGTON 
(Continued  from  Page   1) 

Jchnston    has    made    the    proposal    to    the 

Treasury  also  appears  to  be  without  founda- 
tion. 

•  • 

I  T  hasn't  been  very  noticeable  at  the  box 

"  office  yet — probably  because  many  war 
workers  have  had  fairly  sizeable  savings — 
but  there  is  a  good  deal  of  unemployment 

today — particularly  in  cities  which  had  large 
numbers  of  workers  in  war  plants.  One 
tenth  of  all  workers  in  49  war  industry 

centers  are  now  employed,  according  to  the 

Census  Bureau,  with  substantial  unemploy- 
ment in  another  60  cities. . .  Although  Gov- 

ernment officials  are  insisting  that  there 
will  be  a  better  balance  of  employment  by 
Fall,  the  fact  is  that  hundreds  of  thousands 

of  veterans  whose  cases  do  not  show  up  in 

the  present  records  are  actually  looking 
for  work.... It  begins  to  look  serious. 

Produce  100,000  Tele 
Receivers  in  1946 
Washington   Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Radio  manufacturers 
expect  to  produce  nearly  100,000 
television  receivers  this  year,  the 
FCC  announced  yesterday. 

The  television  set  estimate  is  part 
of  a  record-breaking  total  of  almost 
20,000,000  FM,  AM  and  tele  receivers 
expected  to  be  produced  in  1946.  The 
FCC  announcement  was  made  on  the 
basis  of  a  poll  of  the  manufacturers 
themselves. 

A  total  of  13  manufacturers  said 

they  would  produce  44,706  receivers 
exclusively  devoted  to  tele,  while  14 
manufacturers  said  they  would  pro- 

duce 54,606  sets  with  FM  and  tele 
bands. 

Sets  with  television  bands  amount 

to  only  one-half  of  one  per  cent  of 
the  total  receivers  expected  to  be 
produced  this  year. 

CR  Promotes  Lineburger 
Jack  H.  Levin,  vice-president  and 

general  manager  of  Confidential  Re- 
ports, Inc.,  announced  yesterday  that 

James  L.  Lineburger,  former  office 
manager  of  the  Charlotte  branch,  has 
been  promoted  to  branch  manager 
following  the  resignation  of  Leroy 
E.  Johnson. 

Vets  Miss  Out  on 

Equipment  Surplus 
Washington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Most  of  the  nearly 

$1,000,000  worth  of  surplus  photo- 
graphic equipment  put  on  sale  in 

Baltimore  Tuesday  went  to  Govern- 
ment agencies  and  tax-supported 

institutions,  a  tabulation  yesterday 
revealed.  Hundreds  of  war  veterans 

who  journeyed  to  the  much-bally- 
hooed  sale  found  that  most  of  the 

equipment  which  included  cameras 
and  enlargers  already  had  been  sold. 



©on't  Take  Off  Those 
Long -(Run) 

(^ROSBY-  3hCoPE  •  J^4M0UR 

Produced  by  PAUL  JONES 
Directed  by  HAL  WALKER 

Original  Screenplay  by 
Norman  Panama  and  Melvin  Frank 

HOLD   IT   LONGE 



Too  Soon ! 

Right  now  it's  dangerous  to  get  caught  with  only  half 

the  length  of  playing  time  you  need  for  Paramount's 
biggest  money-maker  of  all  time. 

Don't  book  any  picture  back  of  it  until  you've  gotten 

your  full  share  of  profit  from  the  picture  that's  broken 

every  record  in  nearly  every  house  it's  played! 

IAN   YOU'VE   EVER   HELD  A  MOTION   PICTURE -AND  PLAY   IT  SINGLE    BILL! 

Paramount 
THE  ACADEMY  AWARD  COMPANY 
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Sorrell  Walks  Out 

On  Wage  Conference 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

American  Federation  of  Labor  and 
other  unions.  Sorrell  insisted  that 
the  producers  acted  in  bad  faith 
when  they  employed  members  of  a 
new  AFL  machinists  union  recently 
chartered  from  Washington.  Sorrell 
took  this  position,  despite  the  fact 
that  the  producers  have  no  contract 
with  the  non-AFL  machinists'  union. 

"Sorrell  also  insisted  on  a  closed 
shop  for  the  Screen  Story  Analysts 
Guild  and  was  told  by  the  producers 
that  no  closed  shop  would  be  given  to 
that  union  for  the  reason  that  the 
union  had  imposed  such  excessive 
and  unreasonable  fines  on  members 
whose  services  were  needed  by  the 
studios.  Position  taken  by  the  pro- 

ducers was  that  a  new  contract  with 
the  Screen  Story  Analysts  Guild 
should  be  an  open  contract. 

"In  the  case  of  the  machinists,  pro- 
ducers are  currently  employing  mem- 

bers of  the  IAM  and  the  new  Fed- 
eral-chartered machinist  union  and 

in  no  case  when  a  member  of  the 
latter  union  has  been  employed  has 
such  an  employe  replaced  a  member 
of  IAM. 

"Sorrell  had  asked  for  today's 
meeting  in  order  to  discuss  wages. 
However,  the  meeting  was  ended  so 
suddenly  by  him  a  few  minutes  after 
it  started  that  there  was  no  oppor- 

tunity to  discuss  wage  scales  or  other 

pending  problems." 

SINGAPORE  SAL  SAY: 

Ah  me!  Such  numbers  we  are 

finding  scribbled  on  the  table- 
cloths when  mighty  moguls  from 

motion  pictures,  records  and 
radio  come  in  to  eat  Singapore 
food!  N atureUement ,  this  makes 
tablecloths  dirty,  but  so  nice  to 
have  them  spoiled  by  such  big 
numbers!  Other  evening  comes 
Monroe  Greenthal,  of  Interna- 

tional Pictures,  making  plans  for 
flight  across  water  to  England. 
Also  Manny  Sacks,  of  Columbia 
Records,  trying  to  figure  out 

how  to  fill  demand  for  Frankie's 
new  album.  Think  perhaps  we 

must  get  table  with  doodle-proof 
cloths,  supply  magnates  with 
invisible  ink.  Then  we  say, 
Nichevo!  Laundry  trouble  ended, 
and  competitors  cannot  learn 
business  secrets  from  tablecloths. 

Exotic   Chinese   and    Island    Foods 
FOR  DINNER  AND  AFTER  THEATRE 

BROADWAY 
AT  50TH 

ATOP  WINTER 

GARDEN  BLDG. 

Little  Headlines: 
K.  R.  PATRICK,  RCA  Victor,  Montreal,  told  Rotarians  there  Canadian 

radio  industry  now  awaits  only  CBS's  "go  ahead"  before  making  tele  avail- 
able to  "a  large  percentage"  of  the  Canadian  public. 

THOMAS  DIXON,   82,   author  of  "The  Clansman"  on   which  D.  W. 
Griffith  based  "The  Birth  of  a  Nation,"  died  yesterday  in  Raleigh,  N.  C. 

RECORD  REPUBLIC  year  is  foreseen  by  President  Herbert  J.  Yates, 
who  says  1946  earnings  should  exceed  31  cents  a  share  reported  for  1945. 

NEW  YORK  PUBLIC  LIBRARY  will  institute  television  classes  in 
several  branches;   Library   has   acquired  six  new  receivers. 

ALABAMA'S   DECISION   on  the   adoption   of   daylight  saving   time 
will  be  determined  by  public  reaction ;  Mobile  poll  was  adverse. 

Two  More  Chi.  Trust 
Suits  Said  Slated 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

paring  to  file  similar  actions  against 
distributors  and  leading  circuits. 

Meanwhile,  Thomas  McConnell, 
who  represented  the  Jackson  Park 
theater's  owners,  told  The  Film 
Daily  yesterday  that  he  will  demand 
shorter  clearance  time  in  the  Chicago 
territory  and  also  contend  that  indies 
have  the  right  to  bid  for  films  in  his 
supplemental  complaint  now  being 
completed. 

Additionally,  McConnell  will  call 
for  the  abolition  of  clearance  time 
based  on  admission  charges. 

"All  Is  Confusion"  on 
UN  Jurisdictional  Row 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

for  television  audiences  was  produc- 
tive  of  nothing   but  confusion  yes- terday. 

In  IATSE  quarters  the  tale  was 
that  the  UNO  had  picked  up  the 
credentials  of  the  camera  crew  as- 

signed to  the  conference  by  the 
Radio  Broadcast  Engineers  Union, 
Local  1212,  IBEW,  denying  the  boys 
further  access  to  the  sessions,  there- 

by leaving  the  field  all  to  the  news- 
reel  men  belonging  to  the  Interna- 

tional Photographers  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Industries,  Local  644,  IATSE. 

The  IA,  it  must  be  pointed  out,  had 
threatened  to  withdraw  its  men  if 

the  IBEW-ers  didn't  stay  away. 
IBEW  sources  spoofed  the  sug- 

gestion that  the  Local  1212  crew  had 
been  given  its  walking  papers  by  the 
UNO.  Assurances  were  given  that 
the  IBEW  lads,  who  were  missing 

from  yesterday's  session,  the  first 
since  Friday,  would  be  back  on  the 
job  as  soon  as  CBS  completed  shift- 

ing to  its  new  frequency  band  in 
accordance  with  a  recent  FCC  ruling. 
It  was  explained  that  the  telecaster 
would  be  required  to  install  some 
new  equipment  in  making  the  switch- 

over. An  IBEW  spokesman  was  con- 
fident that  his  union's  men  would  re- 

turn to  the  scene  of  battle  next  week 
— possibly  even  Saturday. 

At  UNO  headquarters,  one  Frank 
Begley,  the  only  one  held  qualified  to 
speak  for  the  conference  on  the  dis- 

pute, was  not  available. 
Whether    Edward    C.    Maguire, 

57  Barriers  to 
World  Distribution 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
indicated,  will  be   a  drive  to   break 
down  these  barriers. 

Recognizing  that  the  barriers  are 
commercially  inspired  in  most  cases, 
Benton  nonetheless  made  it  plain 
that  he  thinks  UNESCO  can  work 
very  effectively  along  with  the  State 
Department  toward  the  lowering  of 
obstacles  to  free  world  distribution 
of  the  Hollywood  product. 

He  made  it  plain  that  he  thinks  the 
commercial  film  from  Hollywood  will 
play  a  major  role  in  the  UNESCO 
program  to  spread  world-wide  under- 

standing and  sympathy  among  na- 
tions. He  did  not  speak  at  all  yes- 
terday about  16  mm.  films. 

AAA  Offers  Services  in 
Detroit  Exchange  Strike 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
made  the  offer  to  both  the  exchanges 
and  the  union  involved,  but  it  was 
indicated  that  any  action  now  would 
have  to  be  taken  through  the  home 
offices  in  New  York.  The  AAA  offer 
will  be  sent  along  to  them  by  ex- 

change managers. 
No  formal  case  has  been  filed  with 

the  NLRB  despite  reports.  Union 
representatives  talked  with  Cecil 
Pearl  of  NLRB  who  heard  the  orig- 

inal case  filed  by  teamsters  union 
some  weeks  ago  and  withdrawn  when 
the  Film  Building  strike  settlement 
was  made  a  week  ago  Saturday,  but 
no  formal  new  action  has  been  filed. 

To  Meet  on  Depinet  Drive 

Staff  of  RKO  Radio's  New  York 
exchange  will  meet  tomorrow  on  the 
1946  Ned  Depinet  drive.  Dave  Prince, 
drive  captain,  will  conduct  the  pro- 

ceedings. In  attendance  will  be  Nat 
Levy,  Frank  Drumm,  M.  G.  Poller, 
S.  Barret  McCormick,  Rutgers  Neil- 
son,  Jack  Level,  Charles  Boasberg, 
and  Phil  Hodes.  The  New  York  ex- 

change holds  third  place  in  the  drive. 

Mayor  O'Dwyer's  labor  advisor, 
would  make  further  efforts  to  con- 

ciliate the  squabble,  could  not  be 
learned  yesterday.  The  feeling  in 
certain  quarters  was  that  he  would 

not. And  so  the  matter  stood  last  night. 

Argentina  to  Get 
U.  S.  Raw  Stock 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

supply  raw  film  to  the  South  Amer- 
ican country.  The  State  Depart- 
ment move,  expected  to  take  the  play 

away  from  other  Governments,  no-R 
opens  the  rich  Argentine  field  t\ 
import  of  American  raw  film. 

Not  a  Political  Move 

George    Y.    Canty,    State   Depart- 
ment tele  communications  chief,  em- 

phasized, however,  that  the  lifting  of ; 
the  ban  was  not  a  political  move  and ' 
only  reflected  the  world  supply  situ. ' ation.    American  exports  of  raw  film ; 
were  stopped  in  1943  due  to  world 

supply  situation  and  because  of  sev-  j 
eral  "unfriendly"  moves  on  the  part  | 
of  the  Argentine  Government. 

The   Argentine  film   industry   has 

staggered  along  since  the  ban,  mostly ' 
on  black  market  product  and  raw  film  ' believed  to  have  been  smuggled  from  . 
other  countries. 

Expect  Lifting  of  Restrictions 
The  State  Department  told  The 

Film  Daily  that  with  the  lifting  of 
the  export  ban,  there  is  considerable 
expectation  that  three  restrictions 
on  showing  of  American  films  may- 

be soon  lifted.    They  are: 
1.  Argentinian     exhibitors      are? 

allowed  a  municipal  tax  rebate  when 
they  show  native  pictures. 

2.  An  exhibitors  "quota" — larger theaters  are  supposed  to  show  one  j 
full  week  out  of  five  Argentinian  pic- 

tures and  in  smaller  theaters,  exhib- 
itors are  supposed  to  show  two  full 

weeks  out  of  five. 

3.  Theaters  are  supposed  to  devote 
at  least  eight  minutes  per  perform- 

ance to  Government  newsreels. 

The  first  two  restrictions  have 
been  largely  inoperative  because  of 
the  shortage  of  films. 
Although  an  American  embassy 

survey  of  raw  film  "need"  in  Argen- tina amounting  to  $20  to  $22,000,000, 
the  figure  is  expected  to  top  $50,- 
000,000  yearly. 

SICK  REPORT 

FRANCIS  WOLTZ  ,  assistant  manager 

Treat,  Newark,  N.  J.,  is  back  at  work  after 
a  two-month  illness. 

PHILIP  LYNCH,  of  the  Globe,  Newark, 

N.  J.,  is  recuperating  at  home  after  an 

operation  at  the  Newark  Memorial  Hos- 

pital. 

AGNES  CALLAGHAN,  relief  cashier,  the 
Branford  Theater,  Newark,  N.  J.,  goes  to 

the  hospital  for  an  operation. 

RAYMOND  DE  RIGGI,  assistant  manager. 

Rialto,  Newark,  N.  J.,  is  in  St.  Michael's 
hospital  there. 
JOSEPH  GRASSO,  assistant  at  the  Broad 

and  Rialto,  Newark,  N.  J.,  recovering  from 

an  operation. 
JACK  STEWART,  Universal  Michigan 

state  salesman,  has  returned  to  Detroit 

under  a  doctor's  care,  following  hospitaliza 
Hon  at  Cheboygan,  with  a  strep  throat 
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wo  New  Studios 
lanned  for  Coast 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
io    an    architect,    has    drawn    the 

[lans  which  will   include   six  sound 
ages  and  an  administration  build- 
ig,  a  writers  and  producers'  build- 
^  I  ■find  a  commissary. 
__ck  Wrather,  president  of  J.  D. 
rather  Pictures   Corp.,  announced 
Dallas  that  he  is  there  to  complete 

lancial    arrangements    which    will 
ave  his  company  constructing  a  53- 
2 re,  seven-sound-stage  studio   in 
anta  Monica. 
Blue  prints  for  the  studio  are  be- 
.g  designed  by  Eobert  Lippon,  and 
isociates  of  Dallas.  Wrather  plans 

i  make  "In  His  Steps,"  a  religious 
cture  which  will  star  Charles  Bick- 

>rd,  and  "Flowing  Gold,"  a  story 
oout  the  discovery  of  oil  in  East 
exas. 

wo  Producing  Companies 
)n  SAG's  "Unfair"  List 
Test   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — In  an  action  almost 
npreeedented  in  the  history  of  the 
creen  Actors  Guild,  the  board  of 
rectors  has  voted  unanimously  to 
.ace  two  producing  companies  and 

aeir  principals  on  the  Guild's  "un- 
air  list"  for  failing  to  pay  actors 
hom  they  employed. 
The  companies  and  individuals  in- 

olved  are  Continental  Films,  Inc., 
li  Ipar,  Necip  Ipar  and  William 
owland;  and  Historical  Produc- 
ons,  Inc.,  of  New  York,  and  IGS 
resident,  Jack  T.  Cosman. 
J  Continental  Films  employed  a 
umber  of  Hollywood  actors  to  play 
I  a  picture  to  be  made  at  Mexico 
ity.  Relying  on  guarantees  given 
»  the  company  and  its  officials,  the 
srf  ormers  went  to  Mexico  City.  The 
>mpany  has  failed  to  make  the  pie- 
ire  or  to  reimburse  the  actors  ac- 
>rding  to  SAG. 
Historical  Production  has  refused 

i  arbitrate  the  claims  of  actors  at 
ew  York  totalling  about  $800,  as 
rovided    in    its    contract    with    the 
luild. 
All  actors  are  being  notified  by  the 
uild  that  they  should  not  negotiate 

j  accept  any  employment  with  these 
wnpanies    and    individuals,   or   any 
;her  companies  with  which  they  are 
mnected,    until    they    have    made 
jsttlement  and  been   removed   from 
jie  Guild's   "unfair  list." 

litchell  to  Edit  LO! 
I  John  Mitchell  has  been  appointed 
jilitor  of  LO!,  house  magazine  of 
oew's  home  office  and  theaters.  Mit- 
lell  will  take  over  the  duties  of 
like  Simons,  who  will  devote  his 
itire  attention  to  the  Distributor, 
I-G-M  house  organ.  Ernest  Emer- 
■ng  and  Dan  S.  Terrell,  of  Loew's 
dv.-publicity  department,  will  act 
s  supervisory  editors  of  LO! 

Oth-Fox  May  Releases 
"The  Dark  Corner"  and  "Do  You 
ove  Me"  will  be  released  by  20th- 
bx  during  May. 

Rep.,  Mono,  and  PRC 

Export  'Views  Awaited 
Decisions  by  Republic,  Monogram 

and  PRC  as  to  allying  with  the  eight 
majors  for  joint  selling  of  product  via 
the  MPEA  in  14  countries  abroad 

where  restrictions  on  American  pix 
are  deemed  onerous  are  expected  to 
be  in  the  hands  of  Eric  A.  Johnston, 

president  of  the  export  association, 

by  this  afternoon  when  he  is  sched- 
uled to  hold  a  general  press  confer- 
ence on  the  international  situation. 

No  Vote  Yet  on  State  Dept. 
Cultural  Relations  Bill 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — With  a  strong  pos- 
sibility that  the  House  Foreign 

Affairs  Committee  will  finally  agree 
to  further  consideration  of  the  Bloom 
Bill  authorizing  the  setting  up  of 

the  State  Department's  Office  of  In- 
ternational Cultural  Relations,  the 

Rules  Committee  yesterday  again 
failed  to  vote  on  a  rule  to  bring  the 
bill  to  the  floor  although  Foreign 
Affairs  Chairman  Sol  Bloom  has  not 
agreed  to  take  the  bill  back  into  his 
committee.  Rules  Committee  Chair- 

man Adolf  Sabath  indicated  yester- 
day that  he  will  probably  advise 

Bloom  to  do  so. 
Sabath  and  others  are  agreed  that 

there  is  still  to  much  tenseness  in 
the  international  situation  to  chance 
bringing  up  this  bill  now  because  of 
the  fireworks  it  might  touch  off  on 
the  House  floor. 

Arbitrator's  Clearance 
Award  is  Modified 

Arbitrator's  finding  that  the  Savoy 
Theater,  Jamaica,  is  entitled  to  clear- 

ance over  the  Carlton  has  been  up- 
held by  the  Appeal  Board  but  the 

number  of  days  clearance  has  been 
adjusted.  Savoy,  which  formerly  had 
seven  days  over  the  Carlton  on  all 
films,  will  be  cut  to  10  days  after 
opening  on  all  pictures  running  more 
than  three  days.  Complaint  and 
appeal  were  brought  by  Associated 
Playhouses,  Inc.,  operator  of  the 
Carlton  against  the  five  consent  de- 

cree signers,  but  20th-Fox  and  RKO 
were  eliminated  by  consent.  Savoy 
is  operated  by  Coy  Operating  Co., ; 
Inc. 

Automatic  Newsreel  Unit 
Developed  for  16  mm.  Film 

Chicago — Edward  Leven,  executive 
of  National  Industries'  projector 
division,  says  that  Gerald  and  Wil- 
lard  Gidwit  and  company  owners 
have  developed  an  automatic  news- 
reel  unit  for  small  spots.  The  unit 
uses  16  mm.  film  and  is  envisioned 
to  provide  a  45  minute  show.  It  will 
be  leased  to  veterans  at  $50  basic 
weekly  rental  and  a  percentage  of 
the  gross  receipts.  An  8  by  12  screen 
can  be  used.  Initial  units  released 
will  number  500.  National  Industries 

also  plan  cabinet  projectors  for  ad- 
vertising use. 

THE  MOTION  PICTURE 

INDUSTRY   IN   ONE 

VOLUME— 
Production 

Distribution 

Exhibition 

Television 

Studio  Personnel 

Theaters 

Organizations 

Directors7  Work 

Players'  Work 
Cameramen 

Equipment 
Financial 
Foreign 

AND    EVERY    OTHER    PHASE   OF 

THE  MOTION  PICTURE  INDUSTRY 

Completely  Covered  in 

THE  1946 

FILM  YEAR  BOOK 
Coming  Soon 
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Three  Vital  Points  in  Campaign  Against  Cancel 
Exhibitors'  Participation In  Collection  Week  Called 
Essential  to  Cancer  War 

This  is  why  exhibitors  should  and 

must  do  their  part  in  the  industry's 
war  against  cancer,  which  takes  the 
form  of  the  collection  drive  in  the- 

aters Easter  week. 

At  present  three  people  die  every 
10  minutes  of  cancer.  Did  you  know 
that  one  of  these  three  can  be  saved  ? 
When  detected  early  enough,  and 
treated  effectively,  at  least  30  to  50 
per  cent  of  cancer  cases  CAN  BE 
CURED.  That  is  a  wonderful  mes- 

sage of  hope. 
To  save  those  who  now  die  need- 

lessly, and  to  increase  the  number 
who  can  be  saved,  we  must  do  these 
three  vital  things: 

1.  Spread  knowledge  every- 
where of  the  danger  signals  of 

cancer  and  urge  people  to  con- 
sult a  doctor  in  time  to  be  saved. 

2.  Provide  for  more  and  much 
better  hospital  facilities  for  pre- 

vention, diagnosis  and  treatment 
of  cancer. 

3.  Expand  widely  the  scienti- 
fic research  attack  which  will 

lead  to  more  effective  treatment 
and  possibly  even  the  elimina- 

tion  of  cancer. 
We  must  organize  to  do  these 

three  things  as  thoroughly  and  ef- 
fectively as  scientists  were  organ- 

ized to  solve  the  problem  of  the 
atomic  bomb.  The  American  Cancer 
Society,  has  developed  a  program  to 
do  this.  Last  year  it  raised  $4,- 
000,000  to  establish  a  beachhead  for 
such  action.  This  year  it  is  asking 
$12,000,000  for   an    Ail-Out  attack! 
By  an  Act  of  Congress  and  a 

Proclamation  of  President  Truman, 
April  has  been  designated  as  Cancer 
Control  Month.  Leading  private 
citizens  and  medical  men  back  the 
American  Cancer  Society  in  urging 
every  citizen  to  help. 

How  Money  Will  Be  Spent 
Forty  per  cent  will  be  spent  na- 

tionally on  a  great  co-ordinated  pro- 
gram of  research  under  the  guidance 

of  The  National  Research  Council, 
the  nation's  foremost  scientific  ad- 

visory body,  and  for  educational  and 
service  programs  to  supplement 
those  of  the  states. 

Sixty  per  cent  of  the  money  col- 
lected in  each  state  will  be  retained 

within  that  state  for  preventive  edu- 
cation, and  to  assist  in  providing 

you  and  your  neighbors  with  more 
and  better  hospital  facilities  in  or- 

der to  save  thousands  from  death  by 
cancer,  such  as: 
Examination  centers  where  you 

can  go  to  make  sure  you  are  free  of 
cancer. 

Modern  X-ray  equipment  and  more 
radium. 

More  hospital  provision  for  cancer 
patients,  many  of  whom  cannot  now 
be  accommodated  for  long  term 
treatment. 

Education  of  the  public  as  to  can- 

cer's danger  signals  and  necessity 
of  early  diagnosis  and  treatment. 

Visiting  nurse  service  for  cancer 
patients. 

DR.  PARRAN: 

With  a  Deep  Respect 
By  DR.  THOMAS  PARRAN 

Surgeon-General,  U.  S.  Public  Health  Service 
T  is  with  deep  respect  for  the  power  of  the  motion  pictures  as  a  medium  of  mass 
education  that  this  is  addressed  to  all  theater  owners  in  connection  with  the  cam- 

paign of  the  American  Cancer  Society. 
The  need  is  urgent  for  disseminating  accurate  information 

abcut  cancer.  Although  we  still  have  much  to  learn  about  the  cause, 
detection,  and  treatments  of  cancer,  nevertheless,  even  with  our 

present  knowledge  thousands  of  lives  would  be  saved  if  more 
people  would  learn  to  recognize  the  danger  signals  and  seek 
treatment  when  the  chances  of  recovery  are  best. 

An  increased  public  awareness  of  the  cancer  problem  is  play- 
ing a  vital  role  in  hastening  progress  in  the  battle  against  the 

disease.  Evidencing  this  is  the  fact  that  during  1945  the  Ameri- 
can Cancer  Society  raised  a  greater  amount  of  money  from 

voluntary  contributions  than  ever  before  in  its  more  than  30  years 
work  fighting  the  disease.  It  is  my  sincere  hope  that  1946  will 
bring  even  greater  interest  in  the  problem  and  support  of  the 

American  Cancer  Society's  program. 
You  are  to  be  congratulated  for  your  support  to  this  campaign. 

'Sneak  Preview/  New 
Tele  Show,  to  Metro 
Metro  is  reported  to  have  pur- 

chased a  new  tele  show,  "Sneak  Pre- 
view," in  a  package  deal  closed  with 

the  newly  formed  Television  Guild, 
profit-sharing  organization  launched 
by  Hugo  Seiler,  night  program  super- 

visor at  Mutual,  and  Dave  Lown,  as- 
sistant manager  of  the  literary  rights 

division  of  ABC.  "Sneak  Preview," 
it  is  understood,  will  hit  the  audio- 
video  air  waves  sometime  during  the 
Summer. 

Television  Guild  will  register  and 
book  talent  as  well  as  build  radio  and 
television  package  shows.  An  index 
of  members  is  now  being  compiled. 

The  Guild  now  has  two  eight-min- 
ute spots  on  the  new  WNBT  video 

show  "Radio  City  Matinee,"  Sloane 
Simpson's  Fashion  Review,  and  Mort 
Green,  comedian. 

Two  more  radio  package  shows  are 
being  considered  by  both  MBS  and 

ABC.  They  are  "Look  Forward," featuring  Doodles  Weaver  and  Adele 

Rogers  St.  John,  giving  a  woman's angle  on  national  affairs. 

rr 

Republic  Three-Color 
Process  Ready  in  1947 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

public  process  will  be  cheaper  than 
those  now  available. 

It  is  understood  that  Republic 
plans  a  $1,000,000  expansion  pro- 

gram in  the  color  production  field  late 
this  year,  with  production  being 

tripled. 

Dish   Giveaways    in   Hartford 
Hartford,  Conn.  —  The  Rivoli  and 

Webster  have  contracted  for  three-a- 
week  china  give-aways  with  Adolph 
G.  Johnston  of  New  Haven. 

Sliding  Scale"  (or U.  S.  Pix  in  Norway 
Washington  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — The  Norwegian  ex- 
hibitors' association  has  approved 

the  "sliding  scale"  rental  plan  for 
American  pictures,  the  State  Depart- 

ment said  yesterday. 
The  State  Department  revealed 

that  it  had  received  word  yesterday 
from  the  American  Embassy  in  Oslo 
stating  that  the  plan  had  been  okayed 
by  the  Norwegian  exhibitors  group. 
The  agreement,  which  will  be  on  a 
trial  basis,  calls  for  a  sliding  scale 
arrangement  ranging  from  25  to  40 

per  cent  depending  on  the  "quality" of  American  pictures.  Negotiations 
have  been  under  way  for  some  time 
between  the  Norwegian  group  and 
MPAA  representatives,  with  Amer- 

ican Embassy  officials  sitting  in. 
The  plan  is  considered  a  distinct 

improvement  over  the  old  arrange- 
ment which  called  for  a  flat  30  per 

cent  of  American  product. 
Bookings  under  the  new  plan  start 

immediately  with  showings  starting 
on  May  1  and  continuing  through 

August  1947.  The  "sliding  scale" 
plan  is  broken  up  into  four  -'degrees" —25,  30,  35  and  40  per  cent. 

O'Neill  to  Loew's  Circuit 
Ernest  Emerling,  national  adver- 

tising and  publicity  director  for 
Loew's  Theaters,  has  appointed  Rob- 

ert Seton  O'Neill  to  handle  New  York 
daily  newspaper  and  trade  contacts. 
O'Neill  will  also  be  in  charge  of  ad- 

vertising for  Loew's  State  Theater. 
He  comes  to  Loew's  from  the  Bene- 

ficial Management  Corp.,  where  he 
was  chief  copy  writer. 

Chi  BFC  to  Hear  Deer 
Chicago — Better  Films  Council  will 

hold  its  annual  meeting  April  12.  Dr. 
Irvin  Deer  of  the  MPAA,  will  speak. 

Indie  Theatermen 

Said  "Sold"  on  ATA 
(Continued  from  Page  1)     ̂ M 

went  away  convinced  that  the 
organization  offered  the  greatest  pi 
sibilities  for  service  to  both  the  pul| 
lie  and  the  industry  of  any  proje< 
ever  attempted  in  motion  picture  h: 
tory. 

To  Urge  Affiliation 

_  Several  independent  exhibitors  w 
didn't  want  their  names  used  un: 
they  had  an  opportunity  to  report  t 
their  respective  organizations  tol 
The  Film  Daily  that  they  woul 
recommend  membership  of  their  a: 
sociations  in  the  new  body.  Two  o. 

the  exhibitors  were  men  who  came  * the  convention  unconvinced  of  th 
necessity  for  the  new  group  but  wh 

went  away  completely  "sold"  on  it potentialities. 
Speaking  at  the  banquet  Tuesda 

night,  Ted  Gamble,  newly  electe 
chairman  of  the  board,  said  that  h 

had  seen  transpire  in  St.  Louis  " union  among  our  industry  member 

that  has  been  needed  for  decades." 
"This  organization,"  Gamble  as 

serted,  "promises  to  bring  our  in 
dustry  to  a  new  public  recognitioi 
and  to  improve  within  our  ranks  ou 
understanding  and  sympathy  towar- 
problems  joint  to  us  all.  I  think  w 
can  date  the  maturity  of  the  motioi 
picture  theater  in  this  country  fron 
this  meeting  here  in  St.  Louis  and 
am  very  certain  that  we  will  eacl 
of  us  look  back  with  pride  at  ou 

participation  in  these  deliberations.' 
To  Require  Larger  Budget 

Si  Fabian,  newly  elected  president 
said  at  the  dinner  that  the  Americai 
Theaters  Association  welcomed  al 
exhibitors  in  the  U.  S.  and  that  I 
wanted  to  co-operate  with  them  ant 
wanted  them  to  co-operate  with  th< 
ATA.  No  job,  he  said,  was  too  big 
for  the  organization,  regardless  of 
cost  and  that  the  $100,000  committee 
probably  would  not  be  enough  tc 
carry  out  all  the  plans.  He  said  th< 
important  thing  now  was  to  trans- 

plant into  action  the  project  dis- 
cussed at  the  convention,  establish- 

ment of  "local  chapters"  also  was 
vital,  Fabian  said. 

Rick  Ricketson  was  toastmaster  at 
the  banquet,  drawing  plenty  oi 
laughs  as  he  posed  as  an  exhibitoi 
from  Tincup,  Colo.  Other  speakers 
were  Arthur  Mayer,  Robert  Coyne. 
Bob  O.  Donnell,  Charles  P.  Skoura. 
and  E.  V.  Richards. 

Much  of  the  success  of  the  conven  [ 
tion  can  be  credited  to  Walter  Brown 
and  his  staff,  including  Irma  Florea 
Sally  Neiselman,  Henry  Ferber,  also 
to  Thornton  Sergeant  and  Marion 
Plessner. 

"A  Yank  in  London"  Into  Vic. 
"A  Yank  in  London,"  released  b> 

20th-Fox,  will  start  its  New  York 
engagement  at  the  Victoria  Theater 
on  April  19. 
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WPEA'S  JOINT  MARKETING  PLAN  IN  EFFECT 
State  Dept.  Said  Slow  to  Aid  Pix  in  Middle  East 

i 
ionogram  Int.  Rep.  Highly 
Iritical  of  Lack  of  U.  S. 

rov't  Co-op.  in  Egypt 
By  SAM  BERNS 

FILM  DAILY  Staff  Writer 
New  American  business  in  the 

iddle  East  is  getting  a  "kick  in  the 
Lnts"  due  to  lack  of  State  Depart- 
irit  backing  and  nationalistic  ten- 
ncies,  it  was  claimed  by  Edward  C. 
mmel,  Monogram  International 
p.,  who  was  forced  to  return  to 
j,e  U.  S.  after  a  brief  visit  to  that 
rritory. 
Simmel,  accepting  advice  from  the 
zyptian  consul  in  New  York  that 
could  get  a  time  extension,  left 

,r°  in  January  with  only  a  30-day 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

xpecl  Denmark  to 
nd  U.S.  Pix  Ban 
ishington  Bureau,  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Denmark  is  expected 
lift  its  ban  on  import  of  American 

1ms  in  the  near  future,  the  State 
apartment  said  yesterday. 
American  Embassy  officials  have 
en  negotiating  the  question  with 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

ancer  Appeal  Luncheon 
t  Hotel  Astor  on  Monday 

Cancer  appeal  luncheon  will  be 
Id  at  the  Hotel  Astor  Monday  un- 
r  auspices  of  the  Motion  Picture 
vision  of  the  American  Cancer  So- 

(Continued  en  Page  3) 

Half  of  Sunday  Show 
Revenue  Goes  to  City 

Winder,  Ga.  —  City  Cruncil, 
meeting  in  special  session  passed  an 
ordinance  legalizing  Sunday  movies 
in  Winder  and  permitting  their 
operations  between  1  and  7  p.m. 
The  ordinance  provides  that  the  city 
is  to  receive  half  of  the  revenue 
which  will  be  earmarked  for  the 
school   fund. 

Editorial 

Ott  on  the  Right  Foot 
.  .  .  the  ATA  turns  the  trich 

by  CHESTER  B.  BAHN^^ 

I  F  there  is  any  such  thing  as  getting  off  en  the  right  foot,  the  American  Theaters  Asso- 

'   ciation  appears  to  have  turned  that  trick  with  considerable  neatness  and  dispatch. 

The  association's  "table  of  organization" — to  draw  upon  Army  terminology — and  its 
program  as  determined  and  ratified  at  the  St.  Louis  convention  rate  general  approval  and 
acceptance,  and  on  the  basis  of  first  reports,  evidently  are  receiving  both. 

There  of  course  are  dissidents;  that  was  to  be  expected.  But  it  is  significant  that  the 
brickbats  thus  far  tossed  stem,  not  from  what  the  ATA  accomplished  at  St.  Louis,  but 

from  the  cenvention's  failure  to  extend  its  field  of  action.  The  omission  of  trade  prac- 
tices, for  instance,  has  irked  some.  And  understandably,  from  their  viewpoint. 

Parenthetically,  would  it  be  out  of  order  to  remark  that  the  privilege  of  criticism  well 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

MPTOA  to  Scrutinize 

ATA  at  May  Meeting 
Directors  of  the  MPTOA  at  a 

meeting  next  month  will  give  ATA 

activities  'close  scrutiny,"  President 
Ed  Kuykendall  said  in  a  telegram  to 
The  Film  Daily  yesterday  reply- 

ing to  an  inquiry  as  to  the  MPTOA's 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Louis  Ansell  Tosses  First 
Monkeywrench  at  ATA 

St.  Louis — The  first  monkeywrench 
was  tossed  into  the  ATA  machinery 
with  the  announcement  here  by  Louis 
K.  Ansell,  of  the  Ansell  Bros,  circuit, 
that  he  had  no  intention  of  serving 
as  a  director  of  the  new  exhibitor  or- 

( Continued  on  Page  6) 

ATA  Headquarters 
To  be  in  New  York 
Headquarters  of  the  newly  organ- 

ized ATA  will  be  established  in  New 
York,  with  a  new  lease  to  be  taken 
on  the  old  WAC  office  space  in  the 
Paramount  Building,  it  was  said 
here  yesterday  by  Si  Fabian,  elected 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

UNO  Tele  Camera  Row 
In  Hands  of  Internationals 

The  respective  internationals  yes- 
terday stepped  into  the  jurisdictional 

dispute  between  the  Radio  Broadcast 
Engineers  Union,  Local  1212,  IBEW, 
and  the  International  Photographers 
of  the  Motion  Picture  Industries, 

(Continued  en  Page  3) 

Ansco  in  Hollywood  Survey 
Emphasis  Placed  Upon  Color  Film  Market 

16mm.  Film-Equipment 
Show  to  be  Held  May  9-11 

Said  to  be  the  first  national  trade- 
show  entirely  devoted  to  16  mm.  and 
home  movies,  the  Allied  Non-Theat- 

rical Film  Association  announced  a 
16  mm.  film  and  equipment  exposi- 

tion to  be  held  at  the  Hotel  New 
Yorker  May  9  to  11.  Group  has  taken 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Ansco's  warm  inter- 
est in  potentials  of  the  Hollywood 

film  market  particularly  in  regard 
to  color,  has  been  further  evidenced 
by  the  appointment  of  Maj.  Garland 
C.  Misener  and  J.  Kneeland  Nunan 
to  survey  the  technical  trends  in 
Hollywood. 

Allen   Williford,   vice-president  of 
General  Aniline  and  Film  Corp.  and 

(Continued  en  Page  10) 

Thirteen  Countries  on 
Initial  List  of  Areas 

Where  Plan  Will  Operate 

By  LOU  PELEGRINE 
FILM  DAILY,  Staff  Writer 

The  industry's  plan  to  employ 
'  united  front"  strategy  in  "disputed 
areas"  overseas  through  the  medium 
of  joint  marketing  of  U.  S.  films  via 
the  Motion  Picture  Export  Associa- 

tion has  been  put  into  effect,  Eric  A. 
Johnston,  head  of  the  MPEA  and 
the  Motion  Picture  Association  of 
America,  divulged  yesterday  at  a 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Estimate  Para.  Net 

At  17.1 
Paramount's  earnings  for  the  year 

ended  Dec.  29,  1945  are  estimated  at 
$17,821,000,  an  increase  of  $1,332,- 
994  over  the  net  of  $16,488,106  re- 

ported for  the  previous  year,  com- 
pany revealed  yesterday.  Amounts 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Det.  Indies  May  Organize 
As  a  Result  of  the  Strike 

Detroit — Directly  as  a  result  of  the 
strike  of  exchange  backroom  workers 
here,  the  independent  exhibitors   of 
Detroit,  and  probably  of  the   state, 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Asks  Exemption  front 

$15,000  Set  Costs 
The  disclosure  that  he  had  peti- 

tioned the  Civilian  Production  Ad- 

ministration to  grant  the  film  indus- 

try complete  exemption  from  t^e 
Government  order  placing  ccst  re- 

strictions on  studio  sets  was  made 

yesterday  by  Eric  A.  Johnston  at  a 

press  interview  at  the  MPAA  head- 
quarters here.  The  MPAA  head  said 

that  the  problem  was  primarily  one  of 
labor  as  far  as  the  film  business  was 

concerned,  pointing  out  that  the  cost 
of  a  set  represented  chiefly  wages. 
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FINANCIAL 
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NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

Am.  Seat   
Columbia    Picts.    ... 
East.   Kodak     
do  pfd   
Gen.  Prec.  Eq   

Loew's,  Inc   
Paramount        
RKO      
Republic   Picts   
Republic  Picts.  pfd.. 
20th  Century-Fox  .  . 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd 
20th  Century-Fox  ppf. 
Universal    Pict   
Warner  Bros   

NEW    YORK 
Monogram  Picts   
Radio-Keith  cvs   
Sonotone  Corp   
Technicolor        
Trans-Lux         

High     Low  Close 
31         305/8  31 
31 1/4     305/g  31  Vs 

254       250  250 
201       201  201 

37i/2     371/4  371/4 
393/4     383/4  395/8 
78         77  77  Vi 

24%     243/8  24i/2 
171/z       167/g  171/4 
21         201/2  203/4 
613/4      6OV2  615/8 
761/2     751/2  761/z 

IO41/2   1041/2  IO41/2 
451/2     45  453/g 
423/4     42i/8  423/4 
CURB    MARKET 
IO1/2     10  IO1/4 

11V4  lH/4 
53/4  5T/8 
28i/2  287/8 
73/4  73/4 

Net Chg. 
+       V2 

+       5/8 

—  2 

+    Vi 

+ % 
+ 

'/? 

— 

"r 

— 

'A 

+  11/4 +  1  Vi 

—  Va, 

+  % +  % 
11% 
5% 

29 
8 

—     % 

+     % 

NotT  Theater  Drive  in  Fall 
A  nation-wide  drive  for  several 

million  dollars  for  a  National  The- 
ater will  be  instituted  this  Fall,  it 

was  announced  at  a  press  conference 
yesterday  by  Vinton  Freedley,  presi- 

dent of  the  American  National  The- 
ater and  Academy.  Freedley  ex- 

pressed belief  this  fund  would  help 
create  a  proving  ground  for  new  film 
talent. 

THIS   IS   NOT   A  TRICK! 

Small  national  distributing  company 
has  opening  for  aggressive,  capable 
traveling  auditor.  This  is  not  a  gag 
or  trick  to  test  present  personnel.  State 
qualifications,  salary  requirements,  ref- 

erences.        Write    Box    No.    81. 
THE   FILM    DAILY 

1501    BROADWAY,    NEW   YORK   18,   N.   Y. 

corninc  firm  coma 
LOUIS  B.  MAYER  and  HOWARD  STRICKLING 

plan  to  leave  for  the  Coast  over  the  week-end. 

CLAUDE  LEE  returned  to  the  Para,  home  of- 
fice yesterday  from   St.   Louis. 

JEFFREY  -BERNERD,  Monogram  producer,  will 
leave  the  Coast  April  20  for  Louisville,  Ky.,  to 
make  Cinecolor  shots  for  the  Kentucky  Derby 

to  be  featured  in  his  film,   "Black  Cold." 
EDWIN  W.  AARON,  M-C-M  assistant  sales 

manager,  leaves  today  for  a  vacation  at  Ashe- 
ville,  N.  C. 

JOE  BEZAHLER,  home  office  assistant  to  J.  E. 
Flynn,  mid-West  sales  manager  for  M-C-M,  today 
leaves  on  a  vacation. 

BURTUS  BISHOP,  JR.,  district  manager  for 
M-C-M,  with  headquarters  in  Dallas,  leaves 
today  for  St.  Louis  and  will  arrive  in  Dallas 
on  Sunday.   He  is  making  the  trip  by  plane. 

MAX  WOLFF,  purchasing  head  for  Loew's  and 
M-C-M,  on  Monday  goes  to  Cleveland  for  a  brief 
Ousiness  trip. 

CHARLES  K.  STERN,  Loew's  assistant  treasurer, 
and  WILLIAM  C.  BRENNER,  head  of  M-C-M's 
checking  department,  leave  today  for  a  week- 

end trip  to  Baltimore. 
SAM  KATZ,  M-C-M  production  executive  ar- 

rived on   the  Coast  yesterday. 
MAURY  ORR,  UA  Western  sales  manager,  will 

leave  New  York  for  Denver  over  the  week-end 
on  a  three-week  tour  of  Western  exchanges. 
MARCUERITE  CHAPMAN  returned  to  the 

Coast  yesterday  from  New  York. 
FRED  ASTAIRE  arrived  in  West  Palm  Beach 

yesterday  for  a  rest. 
PETER  POHLENZ,  staff  writer  for  This  Month 

magazine,  and  recently  technical  advisor  to 

Warner  Bros,  on  the  short  "Hitler  Lives,"  is  in 
New  York  for  a  series  of  radio  appearances. 
CERALDINE  STROOCK,  actress,  left  here 

yesterday  for  the  Coast  to  test  for  a  part  in 

Warner's  "Cry  Wolf." 
LIONEL  BANKS,  supervising  art  director  for 

Enterprise  Productions,  returned  to  the  Coast 
from  a  New  York  vacation. 

CENE  RAYMOND,  co-star  of  RKO's  "What 
Nancy  Wanted,"  arrived  in  New  York  from  the 
Coast  Wednesday  on  the  Constellation. 

LT.  COM.  HUGH  McMULLAN,  just  discharged 
from  the  Navy,  leaves  New  York  next  week  for 

the  Coast  to  resume  work  at  Warners'  studio 
as  a  dialogue  director. 
BOB  ENCEL  is  leaving  Chicago  today  for 

Louisville,  Pittsburgh  and  St.  Louis  to  hold 
DeVry  sales  meetings. 

WILLIAM  SATORI,  continental  European  rep- 
resentative of  Monogram  International,  leaves 

on  the  Queen  Mary  Sunday  for  London,  where 
he  will  establish   his   headquarters. 

ROBERT  SMELTZER,  mid-Atlantic  district 
manager  of  Warner  Bros.,  is  here  from  Washing- 
ton. 

TBA  Names  Chairmen 
For  Tele  Conference 

Committee  chairmen  for  the  sec- 
ond Television  conference  of  the 

Television  Broadcasters  Association, 
Inc.,  have  been  named  by  Ralph  B. 
Austrian,  general  chairman  of  the 
event  which  will  be  held  Oct.  10-11 
at  the  Waldorf-Astoria. 

They  are:  Paul  Raibourn,  awards; 
J.  R.  Poppele,  speakers;  Douglas 
Day,  budget;  Richard  Hooper,  dis- 

plays; F.  J.  Bingley,  engineering; 
Philip  G.  Caldwell,  panel  meetings; 
George  Shupert,  program  and  ban- 

quet; D.  K.  DeNeuf,  registration; 
Noran  E.  Kersta,  Television  pro- 

grams, and  Will  Baltin,  publicity  and 
promotion. 

ED  HINCHY,  head  of  the  Warner  Bros.'  play- 
date  department,  will  be  in  New   Haven  today. 
CHARLES  BAILY,  assistant  short  subjects  sales 

manager  of  Warner  Bros.,  is  due  back  today  from 
a  New  England  trip. 

MARTIN  LEVINE,  general  manager  of  Brandt 
theaters,  and  OLIVER  A.  UNCER,  treasurer  and 
vice-president  respectively  of  Distinguished 
Films,  will  leave  here  Sunday  by  plane  for 
Chicago  to  survey  outlets  for  their  foreign films. 

BARBARA  CRAY,  New  York  stage  actress,  last 

seen  on  Broadway  in  "Girl  From  Nantucket," has  arrived  in  Hollywood. 

LOU  COHEN,  Detroit  circuit  operator,  goes  to 
Florida   for  two  weeVs. 

DONALD  LEWIS,  operator  of  the  Palms- 
State  Theater,  Detroit,  goes  to  Albuquerque, 
N.  M.,  for  four  weeks. 

NAT  LEVY,  RKO  Eastern  division  sales  man- 
ager,   has   returned   from    Philadelphia. 

HARRY  MICHAELSON,  RKO  short  subject 
sales  manager  has  returned  from  Florida. 

R.  J.  O'DONNELL,  Interstate  Theaters'  ex- executive,  has  arrived  in  New  York. 

HARRY  NACE,  JR.,  of  Paramount-Nace  The- 
aters,  Inc.,   Phoenix,   is  in  New  York. 

TRACY  BARHAM,  Intermountain  Theaters' 
chief,  and  MRS.  BARHAM  are  expected  in  New York  Monday. 

WILLIAM  DEEKE  is  doing  a  Sportscope  on 
steeplechasing  for  RKO  Pathe  at  Aiken,  S.  C. 
He  will  visit  nearby  Camden  to  round  out  other 
sequences  for  the  picture. 

ROBERT  E.  SHERWOOD  is  expected  to  return 
here  today  from  the  Coast  after  completing 

the  screenplay  of  MacKinlay  Kantor's  novel, 
"Glory  For  Me,"  for  Samuel  Coldwyn. 
JAMES  HILTON,  author,  and  JOE  SISTROM, 

producer,  have  arrived  here  by  plane  from 
the  Coast  to  work  with  Somerset  Maugham  on 

the  screenplay  of  Maugham's  novel,  "Ashenden," for  International  Pictures. 

BEN  COHEN  is  on  a  two-month  inspection 

tour  of  Loew's  theaters  and  branches  in  Latin- America. 

SAM  SHIRLEY,  Metro's  district  manager  in 
Chicago,  is  in  New  York  for  home  office  con- 
ferences. 

WARREN  SLEE,  wife  and  daughter,  have  left 
Chicago  for  a  vacation  at  Nassau,  the  Bahamas. 

GENE  RICH  is  in  Omaha  where  he  is  being 
groomed  as  M-G-M  publicity  representative 
there. 

JAN  CLAYTON,  M-C-M  star  who  will  withdraw 

from  "Carousel"  tomorrow,  will  leave  April 
22  for  Alamogordo,  N.  M.,  and  then  continue 
on  to  the  Coast  to  resume  work  on  the  Leo 
lot. 

SAM  WEISS,  operator  of  the  Stamford  and 
Avon  Theaters,  Stamford,  leaves  this  week  for 
a    Miami    Beach,    Fla.    vacation. 

ED  ROSENBAUM,  Columbia  exploiteer,  is  in 

Holyoke,  Mass.,  on  "Tars  and  Spars." 
SETON  I.  MILLER  has  returned  to  Hollywood 

with  his  bride,  the  former  ANN  EVERS,  from  a 
six-week  honeymoon  in  Mexico  City  and  the Bahamas. 

ATA  Headquarters 
To  be  in  New  York 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

president  of  the  association  at  th. 
week's  St.  Louis  convention.  Walte 
Brown  will  head  up  the  office  rr 
porarily,  Fabian  added.  v 

The  next  move  towards  making  th 
new  association  a  going  organizatio 
will  be  taken  next  week  when  Te 

R.  Gamble,  board  chairman,  i 
slated  to  arrive  from  Portland,  Or< 
Gamble  and  Fabian  will  meet  wit 

Sam  Pinanski,  treasurer;  Arthu 
Mayer,  who  will  head  the  ATA  put 
lie  relations  division,  and  other  offi 
cers  to  map  procedure. 

Expect  Rapid  Progress 
It  is  expected  that  the  associatio 

will  move  rapidly  to  consolidate  it 
position  nationally.  Among  the  indi 
cated  first  steps  to  be  taken  will  b 
the  election  of  the  executive  com 
mittee  and  the  designation  of  th 
important  legislative  and  prograr 
committees.  The  MPAA  nationa 
Allied  and  the  PCC  will  be  invited  t 
appoint  one  member  each  to  th latter. 

"Freedom  of  the  screen  can  onl; 
be  maintained  through  the  ATA  be 
cause  no  individual  exhibitor  cai 
resist  'pressures'  as  much  as  a  com 
bined  body,"  Fabian  said  yesterda; 
following  his  return  from  St.  Louis 

The  program  committee  will  pre 

vent  the  exhibitor  from  being  "co 
erced"  into  giving  up  his  theater  t< 
every  fund-raising  drive,  campaign 
documentary,  or  Government  issui 
which  may  arise,  he  added. 

There  will  be  no  more  drives  afte: 

May  1  this  year;  and  starting  witl 
1947  there  will  be  only  one  author 
ized  drive  per  year,  Fabian  pointec 
out.  He  stressed  that  the  seven-mai 
committee  will  see  the  independent: 
in  the  majority.  The  septet  will  co 
ordinate  "drive"  activity  and  wil 
supervise  the  allocation  of  the  col 
lected  monies. 

The  ATA  plans  to  act  promptly  oi 
indiscriminatory  tax  measures  witl 
an  eye  toward  reduction  of  taxes  t< 
pre-war  levels,  Fabian  stated. 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion  picture 
55 

(Naturally  ifs  MG-M!) 

WORLD  PREMIER"!  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL  TOMORROW 
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IPEA  Joint  Marketing 
Ian  Now  in  Effect 

of 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

"  ess    conference    at    the    offices 
•    i  MPAA. 
■  T'  ;>:teen  countries  appear  on  the 
~i  9  list  of  areas  where  the  plan 
II  i  oe  in  operation.  They  are  Aus- 
a,  Bulgaria,  Czechoslovakia,  Hun- 

l  ry,  the  Netherlands,  the  Nether- 
:.ids  East  Indies,  Poland,  Rumania, 

issia,  Yukoslavia,  Germany,  Japan 
j  d  Korea.  The  MPEA  had  been  op- 

•'.iting  as  a  joint  marketing  agency riflr  the  industry  only  in  the  Nether- ids. 

'The  operation  will  be  in  force  for 
i  5|period  of  three  years  in  all  areas, 

cept  in  Germany,  Japan  and  Korea, 
iere  any  of  the  participating  com- 
nies  may  withdraw  from  the  joint 
arketing  agreement  by  filing  a  six- 
onth  advance  notice  after  one  full 
ar  of  participation. 

MPEA  Amends  Rules 
j  The  MPEA  has  amended  its  rules 
permit  areas  to  be  dropped  from 
e  list  before  the  expiration  of  the 

j  ree-year  period  or  new  ones  added 
•  a  simple  majority  vote  of  the 
uticipating    companies    instead    of 
■  unanimous    decision    as    hereto- 
ire. 
Companies  that  are  a  party  to  the 
an  are  Warner  Bros.,  RKO  Radio, 
Universal,    Columbia,    Paramount, 
-G-M,  20th-Fox  and  United  Artists, 
e  last  of  which  is  the  only  one  not 
member  of  the  MPAA,  although  it 
les     have     representation     in     the 
PEA.      Johnston      disclosed     that 
.forts  were  being  made  to  obtain  the 
filiation     of     Republic,     PRC     and 
onogram,    none    of    which    is    an 

]  PAA    member.     Reports    have    it 
at  the  three  have  been  selling  to 
tuntries    not    yet     closed     by    the 
iajors. 
.  Johnston  said  that  under  the  joint 
arketing  arrangement  the  member 
unpanies  are  committed  to  refrain 
om  dealing  on  an  individual  basis 
any  of  the  areas  covered  by  the 

van. 
"Some"  Soviet  Negotiations 

It  was  revealed  by  Johnston  that 

ie  MPEA  already  has  had  "some 
egotiations"  with  Russia  and 
zechslovakia  in  an  effort  to  win  the 
>-operation  of  the  two  countries  to 
ake  the  plan  effective  there. 
In  expounding  the  method  to  be 
nployed  in  allocating  funds  realized 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  5 
Mike  Simmons  Melvyn    Douglas 
Spencer  Tracy  Bette   Davis 
Estelle    Bradley  J.  E.  Flynn 

Gregory   Peck 

April   6 
).  C.  Nugent  Walter  Houston 

Dudley   Nichols  Frank  J.   Downey 

April  7 
Cavin  Cordon  Walter  Winchell 
Neal  Hart  Irene  Castle 

William   Eythe 

Little  Headlines: 
HARRY  LORCH,  formerly  Universal  Western  \division  manager,  has 

purchased  a  substantial  interest  in  Screen  Guild  Prods,  of  Illinois  and  is 
acquiring  as  well  the  Indianapolis  SG  franchise. 

R.  E.  CARNEY,  Rolla,  Mo.,  theater  owner  has  a  new  distinction — 

he's  the  only  industryite  who  can  boast  he  owns  an  entire  town.  Carney 
bid  in  the  incorporated  town  of  Arlington,  near  Rolla,  for  $10,000  at  public auction. 

WESTERN  RESERVE  UNIVERSITY  in  co-operation  with  Station 
WHK,  Cleveland,  will  establish  a  graduate  course  in  television  in  October; 
Western  Reserve  recently  applied  to  the  FCC  for  a  station  license. 

THE  DEPARTMENT  OF  AGRICULTURE'S  picture  unit  has  pro- 
duced more  than  1,000  films  since  its  creation  in  1913,  Chester  A.  Lind- 

strom,  division  chief,  said  yesterday  in  Washington. 

BELMONT  RADIO  CORP.,  a  division  of  Raytheon  Manufacturing  Co., 
Inc.,  has  announced  that  production  has  started  on  a  table  model  video 
set  to  sell  for  $150.  First  deliveries  will  be  in  July. 

THE  WARNER  CLUB'S  Midsummer  outing  via  boatride  up  the 
Hudson  River,  discontinued  during  the  war,  will  be  resumed  this  year, 
according  to  President  Martin  F.  Bennett. 

CHICAGO'S  THEATERS  no  longer  may  operate  under  permits  but 
must   be    licensed,   Corporation   Counsel   Barnett    Hodes   ruled   yesterday. 

BELL  &  HOWELL  yesterday  called  for  payment  750  shares  of  pre- 
ferred at  105  Vi ',  stock  was  offered  to  the  public  last  year. 

THE  COWLES  BROADCASTING  CO.  yesterday  was  granted  a  con- 
struction permit  by  the  FCC  for  a  developmental  tele  station  at  Wheaton, 

Md.,   "to  demonstrate  the  practicability  of  the  CBS  color  tele   system." 

U.  S.  Tele  M'f'g  Corp. In  Public  Stock  Offer 

United  States  Television  Manufac- 
turing Corp.  is  making  a  public  offer- 

ing of  99,000  shares  of  50  cents  par 
value  common  stock,  according  to  a 
prospectus.  Stock  is  offered  at  $3.00 
per  share,  with  proceeds  to  be  used 
to  purchase  test  and  production 
equipment,  and  to  provide  additional 
working  capital. 
Company  manufactures  radio  and 

television  receivers  and  electrical 
components.  Officers  and  directors 
are  Hamilton  Hoge,  president;  John 
Hoge,  vice-president  and  treasurer; 
Francis  H.  Hoge,  Jr.,  vice-president 
and  secretary;  Ludlow  Fowler,  coun- 

sel, and  Harold  V.  Nielsen,  chief  en- 
gineer. Willis  E.  Burnside  &  Co.  is 

underwriter  for  the  issue. 

UNO  Tele  Camera  Row 
In  Hands  of  Internationals 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Local  644,  IATSE,  over  which  has 
the  right  to  film  the  UN  sessions 
for  the  television  audiences.  It  was 
understood  last  night  that  the  dis- 

pute was  entirely  in  the  hands  of  the 
internationals.  It  could  not  be  learned 
whether  a  meeting  of  IATSE  and 
IBEW  representatives  was  contem- 

plated. The  action  of  UN  officials  in  bar- 
ring the  Local  1212  camera  crew 

from  the  sessions  was  attacked  as 

"unjustifiable  discrimination"  in  a 
statement  issued  by  Charles  A. 
Calame,  business  manager  of  the 

union,  who  added  that  "the  UN  has 
acted  in  a  high-handed,  arbitrary 

manner." from  the  sale  of  the  companies'  films 
in  the  various  areas,  Johnston  said 
that  each  participant  would  receive 
a  percentage  of  gross  receipts  de- 

pending upon  the  volume  of  business 
done  by  the  distributor  in  this  coun- 

try last  year. 
As  for  the  manner  of  distribution, 

the  MPEA  chief  explained  that  in 
some  instances  existing  channels 
would  be  used,  with  the  MPEA  estab- 

lishing its  own  outlets  where  neces- sary. 

Johnston  was  emphatic  that  the 
industry  would  do  its  own  selection 
of  the  films  to  be  marketed  under 
the  plan,  with  no  interference  from 
official  Government  sources. 

Hopes  for  Joint  Marketing  End 
The  MPEA  president  made  it  clear 

that  as  soon  as  exchange  of  trade 

was  freely  permitted  in  a  "disputed 
area"  the  association  would  cease  to 
function  there.  He  indicated  the 

MPEA  didn't  relish  operating  as  a 

joint  marketing  agency  for  the  in- 
dustry any  longer  than  it  had  to. 

"We  believe  the  companies  should  do 
business  abroad  as  competitive  or- 

ganizations, but  until  then  they  are 

doing  it  collectively,"  Johnston  as- serted. 
That  the  MPEA  would  see  to  it 

that  the  best  U.  S.  pictures  en- 
tered the  various  areas  was  pledged 

by  Johnston,  who  added  that  it  was 
the  association's  hope  to  present 
overseas  "the  fullest  showing  of 

American  films." Johnston  said  that  the  MPEA  was 
working  on  the  French  situation  in 
the  hope  of  eliminating  film  trade 
restrictions. 

His  orders  strictly  to  enforce  the 

industry's  moral  code  do  not  neces- 
sarily foreshadow  an  MPAA  court 

fight  on  local  censorship  of  motion 

pictures,  Johnston  said.  "It's  just 
a  matter  of  plain  American  decency," 
he  asserted. 

MPTOA  to  Scrutinize 
ATA  at  May  Meeting 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
reaction  to  the  new  theater  associa- 

tion's setup  and  program. 

"The  MPTOA  prefers  to  take  no 
position  as  an  organization  for  or 

against  the  ATA  at  this  time,"  Kuy- 
kendall  wired.  "We  plan  a  board 
meeting  in  May.  The  place  has  not 
been  decided  upon,  but  you  can  be 
sure  that  ATA  activities  will  be 

given  close  scrutiny." Kuydendall  pointed  out  that  the 
"MPTOA  is  strictly  an  exhibitor  or- 

ganization," adding:  "all  of  our efforts  have  been  in  behalf  of  the 
exhibitor.  MPTOA  is  financed  by 
exhibitors.  Our  board  of  directors  is 
composed  of  active  exhibitors,  who 
fully  understand  the  mechanics  of 
our  business.  There  is  no  radical- 

ism." 

Cancer  Appeal  Luncheon 
At  Hotel  Astor  on  Monday 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

ciety,  it  was  announced  yesterday 
Loretta  Young  will  be  among  those 

present. Charles  P.  Skouras,  national  in- 
dustry chairman  for  the  Easter  week 

drive,  said  yesterday  that  additional 
exhibitor  letters  containing  co-op. 

assurances  were  "heartening,"  add- 
ing that  he  looks  forward  to  the 

drive's  overwhelming  success. 
Robert  M.  Weitman,  managing 

director  of  the  Paramount,  has  ac- 
cepted the  position  of  co-producer  of 

the  stage  and  radio  show  to  be  pre- 
sented at  Carnegie  Hall  next  Friday 

night,  by  the  stage  and  radio  show 
committee  of  the  motion  picture  divi- 

sion. The  co-producer  is  Ed  Sullivan. 
Arthur  Knorr  of  the  Roxy  will  direct 
the  staging  of  the  show. 

The  Metropolitan  Theater  Owners 
Committee  for  the  drive  will  hold  a 

cocktail  party  in  the  Hotel  Astor's College  Room  this  afternoon.  Max 
A.  Cohen  is  committee  chairman. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

McConnell-Rennie 
Springfield,  Mass. — Mrs.  Sara  (El- 

don)  McConnell  of  Northampton  and 
James  Rennie,  55,  of  New  York, 
former  stage  and  film  player, 
have  filed  marriage  intentions  in 
Northampton.  They  will  wed  in  Bos- ton shortly. 

Hassenplug- Allen 
Miami  Beach,  Fla. — Leonard  Allen, 

former  manager  of  the  Lincoln,  and 
Isabel  Hassenplug  were  married  at 
Decatur,  Ga.  Allen  is  now  Para- 

mount ad.  rep.  in  Southeastern 
United  States,  with  headquarters  in 
Atlanta. 



s> 

OELZNICK,  the  master... typical  of  "the  best  independent 

combination  of  producer,  cast  and  story". ..  star- maker,  film 

perfectionist,  establisher  of  record  grosses.  His  "Gone  With 

The  Wind"  remains  the  industry's  peak  achievement...  His 

"Rebecca",  now  in  the  process  of  redistribution,  a  classi- 

cal masterpiece  of  suspense ...  His  forthcoming  "Duel  In 

The  Sun",  previewers  report,  is  undoubtedly  his  greatest. 

David  O.  Selznick  releases  thru  United  Artists. 

THIS      IS     THE     FIRST     OF     A      SERIES      OF      UNITED     ARTISTS     ADVERTISEMENTS      TO     THE      TRADE 



As  a  picture,  no  words  can  describe  its  greatness.. 

s  a  success,  nothing  more  nee 
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Stale  Dept.  Show  to 
Aid  in  Middle  East 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

visa   for   Egypt   to    establish    head- 
quarters for  the  company  in  Cairo. 

Consul  of  No  Assistance 

On  his  request  to  the  U.  S.  consul 
in  Cairo  to  help  him  get  extra  time, 
Simmel  was  told  to  get  it  himself 
from  the  Egyptian  Government,  since 
the  consul  had  no  power  to  aid  in 
such  a  matter.  He  tried,  but  was  de- 

nied an  extension  of  his  visit. 
On  further  investigation  the  Mono- 

gram rep.  discovered  other  American 
business  men  faced  with  the  same 
problem — that  of  not  being  able  to 
remain  in  Egypt  for  a  reasonable 
time  to  attend  to  the  business  of  their 
respective  firms. 

Simmel  referred  to  another  film 
company  rep.,  whose  name  he  could 
not  disclose,  who  found  inflation  and 
the  trend  of  nationalism  sweeping 

over  Egypt  most  unfavox-able  for  any 
formulated  plans  of  expansion  at 
this  time. 

Simmel  told  The  Film  Daily  he 
met  similar  situations  in  the  other 
countries  of  the  Middle  East  but 
pointed  out  the  efficiency  of  the 
British  Foreign  Office  in  making 

good  the  slogan,  ''Britain  Delivers 
The  Goods."  They  are  so  advanced  in 
their  setup,  he  added,  as  to  facilitate 
everything  from  visas  to  hotel  rooms 
from  British  business  people. 

Says  Directives  Needed 

Upon  further  investigation,  he  dis- 
covered the  combination  of  the  na- 

tionalistic trends  in  Egypt  and  the 
lack  of  power  or  ability  to  cope  with 
the  situation  by  the  U.  S.  State  De- 

partment consular  representatives  to 
be  the  real  basis  for  all  the  present 
difficulties. 

Simmel  opined  that  the  State  De- 
partment, in  its  present  foreign 

policy  and  its  proposed  efforts  to  re- 
establish trade  relations  with  this 

area,  will  get  nowhere  unless  it  issues 
proper  directives  and  plans  to  facili- 

tate American  business  abroad,  and 
will  give  the  personnel  in  these  for- 

eign consulates  power  to  carry  out 
such  directives. 

Don  Mitchell  Joins  Sylvania 
Chicago  —  Don  Mitchell  has  been 

named  executive  vice-president  of 
Sylvania  Electric  Products  Co. 

Oil  on  the  Bight  Foot 
.  .  .  the  ATA  turns  the  trich 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

might  be  reserved  for  those  who  are  prepared  to  do  their  own   bit  toward   making  the 

ATA  truly  representative  and  effective? 
  o   

THERE'S  an  old  saying  that  a  half  loaf  is  better  than  none,  and  an  exhibitors'  association 
'  prepared  to  tackle  such  matters  as  discriminatory  Federal  legislation,  extent  of  screen 

time  to  be  made  available  to  Government  and  other  "special  interest"  pix,  the  selection 
of  such  pictures  for  theater  exhibition,  the  holding  of  collection  drives  in  theaters  to 

one  annually  and  all-important  public  relations  activities  surely  represents  something 
more  than  just  half  a  loaf. 

To  some  extent,  the  ATA  is  akin  to  the  United  Nations — both  represent  a  magnificent 
start.  Perhaps  some  time  the  UN  will  rid  itself  of  the  veto  power  provision.  Perhaps 
some  day,  too,  the  ATA  will  find  it  possible  to  extend  its  agenda.  Meanwhile,  it  would 

seem  that  there  has  been  a  praiseworthy  move  towards  "A  union  among  our  industry 
members  that  has  been  needed  for  decades,"  to  quote  Ted  Gamble. 

It  is  interesting  to  note  in  this  connecticn  that  the  ATA  and  national  Allied  appear 
to  see  eye  to  eye  on  the  matter  of  a  single  yearly  collection  drive  in  theaters  for  all 
health  causes  to  which  the  industry  is  committed.  Abram  F.  Myers,  for  Allied,  was  saying 

only  the  other  day,  that,  "Only  a  national  fund  competently  administered  can  eliminate 
the  unnecessary  expense,  duplication  of  effort,  waste  and  injustice  inherent  in  present 

haphazard  methods."  None  will  disagree  with  that.   o   

NOR  is  there  likely  to  be  any  challenging  of  the  statement  that  it  is  both  good  public 

relations — and  business — to  restrict  audience  collections  in  peacetime  to  a  single 
campaign  period.  Exhibitors  for  some  time  have  sensed  that  patrons  have  been  restive, 
and  mere  recently,  the  situation  has  received  attention  in  the  press.  Robert  C.  Ruark, 

N.  Y.  World-Telegram  columnist,  put  his  finger  on  the  crux  of  the  matter  on  Wednesday 
when  he  wrote: 

"...  I  am  getting  sick  to  death  of  this  perpetual  shakedown  which  is  based  on  the  theory 
that  if  the  lights  are  turned  on,  every  patron  feels  he  is  under  scrutiny  and  must  cough  up  a 
contribution  or  feel  the  scorn  of  his  neighbors.  ...  If  you  happen  to  choose  to  see  three  movies 

a  week  the  treatment  is  the  same.  The  hat-passers  have  no  way  of  knowing  that  you've  already 
contributed  your  tithe,  and  if  you  don't  get  it  up  again  nine  guys  on  each  side  of 
you  will  mutter:  'Look  at  that  dirty  cheap-skate.'  If  that  dirty  cheap-skate  had  previ- 

ously mailed  a  check  for  $1,000  to  the  charity  in  question,  he  still  takes  the  rap.  .  .  .  Either 
they  separate  charity  from  virtual  blackmail  in  places  of  amusement  or  I,  like  many  another, 
will  cease  patronizing  those  places.  Staying  home  every  night  with  the  radio  may  be  painful,  but 
it  has  one  advantage.  Not  even  television  can  project  an  usher  with  a  collection  plate  into 

your  living  room." "The  customer  is  always  right." 

Estimate  Paramount's Net  at  $17.8  Million 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

include  $2,517,000  in  the  company's direct  and  indirect  net  interest  as  a 
stockholder  in  earnings  of  partially 
owned  non-consolidated  subsidiaries 
for  1945  and  $1,745,000  for  1944  Es- 

timated net  earnings  amount  to  $4.75 
per  share  for  1945,  compared  with 
$4.39  in  1944. 

Earnings  for  the  final  1945  quarter 
were  estimated  at  $3,980,000,  com- 

pared with  $4,013,000  for  the  last 
1944  quarter.  Quarterly  earnings 
equal  $1.06  per  share  for  the  recent 
quarter  and  $1.07  in  the  fourth  1944 

quarter. 

Show  "Her  Kind  of  Man"  Apr.  22 
WB's  "Her  Kind  of  Man"  will  be 

nationally  tradeshown  April  22.  Pic- 
ture will  be  a  May  release. 

// 

RKO  RADIO  PICTURES,  Inc. 

NEW  YORK  TRADE  SHOWING 

THE  FALCON'S  ALIBI 
// 

THURSDAY,  APRIL  1 1  rh,  at  2:30  P.  M. 

RKO  PROJECTION  ROOM,  630  NINTH  AVE.,  NEW  YORK,  N.  Y. 

Louis  Ansell  Tosses  First 
Monkeywrench  at  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
ganization,  nor  had  he  any  intention 
of  joining  that  ATA  at  the  present time. 

According  to  Ansell,  he  sought  to 
have  his  name  withdrawn  as  a  direc- 

tor from  Missouri  but  was  advised 

that  he  "was  out  of  order."  Ansell 
is  treasurer  of  the  MPTO  of  St. 
Louis,  Eastern  Missouri  and  South- 

ern Illinois,  which  is  affiliated  with 
the  MPTOA. 

Meanwhile,  criticism  of  the  ATA's refusal  to  include  trade  practices 
within  its  field  of  action  was  voiced 

by  the  MPTO's  prexy,  Fred  Wehren- 
berg.  The  local  exhib.  leader  had 
pressed  for  such  inclusion,  and  con- 

tends that  he  was  "choked  off"  while 
seeking  to  be  heard.  This,  he  said, 
caused  him  to  reject  his  own  nomina- 

tion as  a  director.  Commented 
Wehrenberg: 

"How  can  any  so-called  national 
organization  of  exhibitors  ignore  the 
exhibitor  -  producer  relations  and 
stand  up  and  protect  the  rights  of 
the  smaller  theater  owners  from  the 
unfair  demands  of  the  producers  and 
distributors?  Those  behind  this  new 
organization  showed  their  hand 
through  their  reaction  to  my  appeal 
this  morning.  I  want  no  part  of  them 
and  would  not  serve  on  their  board 

of  directors." St.  Louis  exhibitors  are  divided  on 
their  views  with  respect  to  the  baby 
born  of  TAC.  Wehrenberg  said  that 
he  sent  out  some  200  invitations  to 

Expect  Denmark  to 
End  U.  5.  Pix  Ban 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 
the  Danish  Government,  with  a  proi 
ress    report    expected    to    be    cabh 
soon  to  the  State  Department 

American     distributors    we.^4', 
ported  willing  to  accept  "paymeir 
against  blocked    kroner  in   order 
keep  exchanges  open. 

The  British  have  been  getting  the 
films  into  Denmark  because  of  tl 
availability  of  pound  sterling  e: 
change  and  the  Americans  ai 
anxious  to  renew  their  markets. 

With  the  exception  of  the  OW 
stockpile,  no  American  films  haA 
been  allowed  in  Denmark  since  tl 
liberation.  Prior  to  the  war,  the  bul 
of  films  imported  into  Denmark  w< 
American. 

State  Dept.  Confirms 
Lifting  of  Italian  Quota 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE   FILM   DAIL 

Washington — The    State   Depar  j 
ment  yesterday  confirmed  The  Fix 
Daily's    exclusive    story,    publish? 
Tuesday,    that    the    Italian    Goveri 
ment  has  agreed  to  lift  its  conten 
plated  quota  limitation  on  import  c| 
American  films.    As  a  result  of  tl 
agreement  allowing  free  importatio 
of  American   films,   several  pix   ail 
now    being    processed    through    cu; 
toms  in  Italy. 

Det.  Indies  May  Organize 
As  a  Result  of  the  Strike 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

decided  to  set  up  an  organizatio 
similar  to  the  ITOA  of  New  Yorl 
Sam  Carver,  manager  of  the  Gran 
Theater,  called  a  meeting  of  indi 
exhibs.  to  protest  the  inconvenienc 
caused  them  by  the  strike.  Carve 
stated  after  the  meeting  that  th 
20  exhibitors  present,  represents 
65  theaters,  decided;  to  do  nothing  o 
that  matter,  feeling  that  no  actio 

should  be  takn  by  t'hem  in  the  pre? 
ent  labor  situation..' 

The  meeting,  however,  turned  int 
an  indignation  session  concerned  wit 
percentages,  high  rentals  and  othe 
squawks.  The  exhibs.  then  decide 
to  form  an  organization  similar  t 
New  York's  ITOA,  Carver  stated,  t 
include  probably  all  theaters  in  th' 
state  except  affiliated  houses.  A 
organization  committee,  consistin 
of  Carver,  Irving  Katcher  of  th; 
Russell  Theater  and  Oscar  Gorelic 
of  the  Great  Lakes  Theater,  wa 

appointed. exhibitors  in  the  St.  Louis  trad 
territory  to  attend  the  Chase  Hot* 
sessions  and  that  less  than  a  doze 
showed  up.  Practically  all  of  thes( 
he  said,  were  in  attendance  solely  a 
observers.  He  added  that  he  did  no 
include  the  Fanchon  &  Marco-Si 
Louise  Amusement  Company  execu 
tives  or  theater  managers  in  his  cal 

culations  because  "Harry  C.  Arthui 
Jr.,  had  not  been  a  member  of  th 
local  theater  owners  group  for  sev 

eral  yeai-s." 



Year  after  Year  the 

Film  Daily  Year  Book 

becomes  more  and  more 

important  to  The  Motion 

Picture  Industry — The 
1946  edition  will  soon  be 

ready  For  distribution  to 
FILM  DAILY  Subscribers. 



•  Box-office-minded  managers  of  theatres,  and  most  favorable  difference  on  the  screen 

large  and  small  ...  in  every  state  .  .  .  are  —and  on  the  audience  too.  Yet,  in  spite  of 
changing  over  to  Simplified  High  Intensity  its  vastly  superior  advantages,  High  Intensity 
Projection.  Why?   Because  it  makes  a  big  Projection  costs  little,  if  any,  more. 

Just  look  what  One-Kilowatt  High  Intensity  Projection  can  do  for  you ... 

Q 

FORYOUR 

SCREEN: 

50-100%  brighter 
light 

FORYOUR 

COLOR  PICTURES: 

a  specially  adapted 
snow-white  light 

FOR  YOUR 

AUDIENCE: 

beautiful,  easier- to-see  pictures 

Get  the  full  story  from  National  Carbon  Company,  Inc.  Write  today. 
Also  ask  your  supply  house  about  the  availability  of  High  Intensity  Lamps. 

NATIONAL  CARBON  COMPANY,  INC. 
Unit  of   Union   Carbide  and  Carbon   Corporation   General  Offices:  30  E.  42nd  St.,  New  York  17,  N.  Y. 

The  word  "National"  is  a  registered  trade-mark  of       ITb|J     Division   Sales    Offices:   Atlanta,    Chicago,    Dallas, National  Carbon  Company,  Inc.  Kansas  City,  New  York,  Pittsburgh,  San  Francisco 
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IMPE  meet  to  stress  color,  acoustics 
<roehler's  'Push-Back'  Chairs  Used  In  UNO  Hall 
ABOUT  THE 
TRADE 

?NE   of   the   equipment    field's    wartime 
human   interest  yarns  deserves   telling, 

concerns    the    three   Judd    lads, — Philip, 
bert  and  Frank — ,  who  have  been  in  the 
m    industry    from    boyhood.    They    were 

■n  down  Scrantoh  way,  the   bailiwick   of 
fe   famed  Comerford    interests,    and    after 
icol   hours   the   Judd    brothers    put    their 

sks   aside,   grabbed   sheaves   of  programs 

read,  and  went  a-ushering  in  local  Com- 
ord   stands.   Later   in   their  careers,   they 

>k  over  a  Brooklyn  theater  and  operated 
Subsequently,  Philip,  oldest  of  the  boys, 

rked  for  General  Register,  and  then  en- 
■ed  the  ticket  machine  business  for  him- 
f.    His   satisfaction    with    the    move    in- 
ired  Frank  to  join  him,  and  together  they 

gued    with    their   lawyer-brother,    Robert, 

make  it  a  business  "threesome." *  *         * 

OGETHER  they  operated  Consoli- 
dated Ticket  Register  Corp.  in 

•ooklyn,  manufacturing  a  machine  of 
eir  own,  but  engaged  mostly  in  ser- 

ve -work.  Came  the  war.  The  Judd 
•o  decided  to  do  something  about  it. 
II  three  went  into  the  Army,  after 

mpletely  shutting  down  their  busi- 
es. Philip  became  a  Technical  Ser- 

vant in  the  U.  S.  Signal  Corps,  and 
\as  sent  to  Panama.  Robert,  the  law- 
It,  found  himself  in  China  for  the 

\ud ge  Advocate's  Department,  and 
■ank  was  given  his  commission  as 
apt ain  in  the  USAF  and  served 
ross  the  Big  Pond  with  the  8th  Air 
irce.  Now,  all  of  the  Judd  lads  are 

tally  back  in  civvies,  and  have  re- 
"jened  as  of  the  first  of  the  month 
<eir  shuttered  factory  at  1238  East  lAth 
.,  Brooklyn,  across  the  street  from  the 

'arner  studio.  They  will  do  servicing 
vtd  manitenance  of  all  types  of  ticket 
uing  machines  on  a  nation-wide  scale, 

'hile  equipment  firms  are  concerned 
ith  reconversion  and  such,  the  Judd 
rothers  are  just  saying  to  themselves, 

Z'mon,  we'll  start  the  business  all  over 
%ain!", — which   is  both   a  novel  and 
ourageous  situation. 

#  -    *         * 

"RADE  CHATTER:  Out  Minneapolis  way, 
National  Mfg.  Co.  is  now  reconverting  to 

anufacture  of  theater  chairs  and  already 
making  some  units.  Before  the  war  it 

irned  out  annually  as  many  as  160,000 

lairs.  Present  target  is  to  jump  that  out- 
ut  to  250,000  a  year. 

Factory's  Facilities  Turn Out  Needed  Units  in 
Fight  Against  Time 

Filmland  had  more  than  its  news- 
reel  crews  to  represent  it  at  the 
formal  opening  of  the  UNO  Security 
Council  sessions  in  the  Hunter  Col- 

lege Gymnasium  here,  for  the  con- 
verted hall  was  seated  with  554 

Kroehler  "Push-Back"  chairs,  de- 
livered and  installed  within  15  days 

prior  to  the  historic  meeting. 
Widespread  industry  interest  has 

attended  the  choice  of  the  "Push- 
Back"  chairs  by  those  charged  with 
providing  the  UNO  huddle  with  max- 

imum comfort  and  seating  conven- 
ience. The  chairs  were  the  biggest 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Main  Headquarters 
Moving  to  Memphis 
Memphis — -M.  A.  Lightman,  presi- 

dent of  Malco  Theaters,  Inc.,  an- 
nounces that  headquarters  of  the 

80-theater  chain  will  be  moved  to 
Memphis  from  North  Little  Rock, 
within  the  next  45  days. 
Lightman  recently  purchased  the 

building  South  of  the  Malco  Theater 
here.  The  second  floor  of  this  build- 

ing is  being  re-modeled,  with  an  en- 
trance cut  through  from  the  other 

Malco  offices  in  the  theater  building 
proper.  The  headquarters  will  be  in 
this  re-conditioned  building. 
Malco  Theaters  also  has  pur- 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Alexander  Smith's 
Tele  Skotv  Resumes 

"The  Magic  Carpet,"  one  of  tele- 
visions oldest  commercially  spon- 

sored programs,  starts  its  third  year 
on  April  17  at  8  p.m.  from  the 
WABD  Studios  in  the  local  John 
Wanamaker  store.  Sponsored  by 

Alexander  Smith  &  Sons,  weavers  of 

rugs  and  carpets,  the  program  is  a 
combination  of  live  talent  and  travel 
and  adventure  films. 

Revamped  RKO-Pan 
Will  Bow  April  20 
Minneapolis  —  RKO-Pan  Theater 

will  officially  open  April  20,  after 

operating  unofficially  as  a  loop  first- 
run  for  several  weeks. 

John  D.  Redmond,  RKO  Theaters 
district  manager,  has  been  in  New 
York  setting  final  details  for  the  gala 
opening,  and  lining  up  personalities 
for  special  appearances. 

Official  bow  will  follow  a  shutter- 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

20th  Century  Theaters  Buy 
Site  For  New  Outlet 

Toronto — Although  the  Dominion 
Government  has  placed  building  ma- 

terials on  priority  for  essential  hous- 
ing accommodation  until  the  situa- 
tion is  eased,  20th  Century  Theaters 

here,  has  announced  the  purchase  of 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

/> 

U"  Contract  To  Fuller  Org. 
Southeastern  Offices  To  Cost  $200,000 

Reeves-Ely  Undergoes 
Major  Personnel  Shifts 

Recent  acquisition  by  Claude  Neon 
Lights,  Inc.,  of  some  98  per  cent  of 
the  outstanding  common  stock  of 
Reeves-Ely  Laboratories,  Inc.,  has 
led  to  major  changes  in  officers  and 
directors  of  latter  firm.  Morell  Mac- 
Kenzie  has  been  elected  president 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Atlanta— The  George  A.  Fuller  Co. 
of  Washington,  D.  C,  has  been 
awarded  a  contract  for  construction 

of  a  $200,000  building  to  house  the 
Southeastern  District  offices  of  Uni- 

versal Pictures.  Work  on  the  project 
is  expected  to  begin  sometime  this 
Summer. 
George  A.  Eberling,  architect,  of 

Cleveland,  drew  the  plans  for  the 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

New  Technical  Advances 
Are  Magnet  For  Record 
Attendance  Anticipated 

Color  films  and  acoustics  will  be 

among  the  salient  topics  at  the  forth- 
coming 59th  Semi-Annual  Technical 

Conference  of  SMPE,  to  be  held  in 
the  Hotel  Pennsylvania  from  May  6- 
10,  inclusive,  and  which  will  draw 
the  largest  number  of  motion  pic- 

ture scientists  in  the  Society's  an- 
nals. Turn  out  of  top  technicians 

within  the  industry,  and  the  predicted 
influx  of  a  record  number  of  dele- 

gates, stems  from  the  upward  surge 
of  interest  and  activity  in  the  new 
technical  advances. 

For  the  first  time  at  an  East  Coast 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Martin  Announces 

$250,000  j>rojecf Columbus,  Ga. — One  of  the  most 
ambitious  theater  projects  in  this 
area  is  announced  by  Roy  E.Martin, of 
Martin  Theaters,  Inc.  He  states  that 
a  theater  and  office  building  will  be 
erected  on  Broadway  here  at  a  cost 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

NTS  Commences  to  Market 
35  mm.  Jeff  Speed  Splicer 

Seven  salient  advantages  are  cited 
by  National  Theatre   Supply   Co.  to 
be  incorporated  in  the  new  Jeff  35 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

B&H  Booklet  In 
Continuing  Demand 

Chicago  —  During  its  first  eight 
mcnths  of  publication,  more  than 

25,000  copies  of  Bell  &  Howell's 
booklet,  "Movies  Go  to  Work,"  have 
been  sent  out  in  response  to  requests 

from  business  officials  and  educa- 
tional and  religious  authorities,  it  is 

disclosed.  The  booklet  contains  de- 
tailed pointers  on  the  production  and 

judicious  use  of  films  for  training 
salesmen,  merchandising  a  product, 

increasing  plant  or  office  output,  and 

improving  public  relations. 
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A  Section  of  THE  FILM  DAILY  compre- 
hensively covering  the  equipment  field,  pub- 

lished every  second  week  by  Wid's  Films  and 
Film  Folks,  Inc.,  1S01  Broadway,  New  York 
City.  John  W.  Alicoate,  Pttbluher;  Donald 
M.  Mersereau,  General  Manager;  Chester  B. 
Bahn,  Editor;  George  H.  Morris,  Equipment 
Editor;  West  Coast  Bureau,  6425  Hollywood 
Boulevard,  Hollywood,  Cal.,  Ralph  Wilk, 
Bureau   Chief. 

Color,  Acoustics 

Top  SMPE  Topics 
(Continued  from  Page  9) 

meeting,  the  Society  has  scheduled 
most  of  the  technical  papers  and 
demonstrations  for  afternoon  and 
evening  sessions,  leaving  mornings 
free  except  for  Tuesday,  May  7,  and 
Friday,  May  10.  This  move  is  aimed 
at  providing  maximum  opportunity 
for  attendance  at  the  sessions. 

Symposium  on  color  films  will  be 
on  May  6,  in  co-operation  with  the 
International  Society  Color  Council. 
Acoustics  will  hold  the  spotlight  on 
May  10,  with  members  of  the  Acous- 

tical Society,  opening  its  own  con- 
ference that  date,  invited. 

Committee  chairmen  announced  for 
the  conference  include:  Local  ar- 

rangements, Frank  E.  Cahill,  Jr.; 
registration  and  information,  Wil- 

liam C.  Kunzmann;  luncheon  and 
dinner-dance,  E.  I.  Sponable;  hotel 
and  transportation,  0.  F.  Neu;  mem- 

bership and  subscription,  James 
Frank,  Jr.;  papers,  Barton  Kreuzer 
(Dr.  C.  R.  Daily,  vice-chairman  for 
West  Coast) ;  publicity,  Harold  Des- 
for;  projection  programs — 35  mm., 
H.  F.  Heidegger  (asisted  by  members 
of  New  York  Projectionists  Local 
306);  16  mm.,  J.  E.  Steoger.  Mrs.  O. 
F.  Neu  will  hostess  for  the  Ladies 
Reception  Committee. 

Ansco  in  Hollywood 
Color  Films  Survey 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 

general  manager  of  its  Ansco  divi- 
sion, has  set  no  time  limit  on  the 

length  of  research,  but  he  expects 
his  representatives  to  return  to  the 
Binghamton  laboratories  of  the  com- 

pany with  findings  that  will  insure 
suitability  of  Ansco  color  processes 
for  motion  picture  production.  Ansco 
research  program  in  Hollywood,  how- 

ever, does  not  necessarily  indicate 
an  immediate  entrv  into  the  color 
field. 

Until  certain  techniques  have  been 
perfected  and  additional  production 
facilities  provided,  it  will  not  be 
possible  to  offer  its  high  speed  nega- 

tive-positive color  process  to  the  film 
industry.  Nevertheless,  studios  are 
being  supplied  with  2,000-foot  units 
of  Ansco  Colorpak  for  testing  on 
optical  process  photography  and 
other  work  which  will  demonstrate 
the  versatility  of  film. 

In  the  near  future,  Williford  ex- 
pects to  offer  Colorpak,  a  reversible 

camera  film  with  a  speed  about 
equivalent  to  current  color  films,  to 
producers  of  short  subjects.  Short 
supplies  will  prohibit  a  wider  dis- trbution. 

Motiograph  Alumnus 
Launches  Equip.  Org. 

Cleveland  —  Ben  L.  Ogron,  as- 
sociated for  the  past  several  years 

with  Motiograph  Co.  as  factory  rep- 
resentatives has  formed  the  Ohio 

Theatre  Equipment  Company  with 

headquarters  in  the  Film  Bldg.  Cleve- 
land. He  has  been  appointed  exclu- 

sive representative  in  the  Cleveland 

exchange  area  for  Motiograph  Pro- 
jectors, Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

sound  systems.  He  will  also  handle 
all  other  standard  types  of  theater 

equipment. 

Geo.  A.  Fuller  Org. 

Gets  "U"  Contract 

Martin  Announces 

$250,000  Project 
(Continued  from  Page  9l 

of  more  than  $250,000.   The  building 
itself  will  be  four  stories  in  height 
and  will  contain  a  block-long  arcade 
of  shops  and  stores. 

The  theater  itself  will  be  the  larg- 
est in  downtown  Columbus,  having  a 

seating  capacity  of  2,000. 

Reeves-Ely  Undergoes 
Major  Personnel  Shifts 

Bouman  on  Labor 
Relations  for  Ansco 

Binghamton  — ■  Appointment  of 
John  H.  Bouman  as  a  labor  relations 

rep.  at  Ansco  was  announced  yester- day. 

NTS  Commences  to  Make 
35mm.  Jeff  Speed  Splicer 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 
mm.  Speed  Splicer  which  the  organi- 

zation is  distributing  for  the  manu- 
facturers, the  Jeff  Mfg.  Co.,  Inc.,  of 

New  Orleans. 
Available  now,  the  new  speed 

splicer  eliminates  scraping  of  emul- 
sion, cuts  splicing  time  in  half,  is 

sturdily  built,  possesses  lighted  aper- 
ture, makes  a  stronger  and  quieter 

splice,  has  built-in  film  cement 
holder,  and  operates  with  no  loss  of 
frames,  NTS  spokesmen  declare. 

National  has  prepared  an  explana- 
tory brochure  of  the  Jeff  Speed 

Splicer  which  is  available  to  theater- 
men  upon  request. 

16mm.  Film-Equipment 
Show  to  be  Held  May  9-11 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 

over  the  entire  mezzanine  floor,  in- 
cluding two   ballrooms,  for    display 

booths    where    the    products    of    63 
manufacturers  will  be  shown. 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 
and  treasurer  of  R-E.  Other  officers 
named  are  Randal  Young,  vice-pres- 

ident and  assistant  treasurer;  Edwin 
L.  Wyman,  Jr.,  vice-president;  Alfred 
C.  Pratt,  secretary,  and  Dorothy  A. 
Reilly,  assistant  secretary. 

Lowell  M.  Birrell  has  been  chosen 
board  chairman.    Other  directors  are 
David  T.  Bonner,  Leo  C.  McAuliffe. 

I  Herbert  A.  Birrell  and  Morell  Mac- Kenzie. 

Bell  &  Howell  Gets 

Merit  Award  for  "V' 

Loan 

Radiant  Names  Forrest 
As  General  Manager 

Chicago — Joseph  R.  Forrest,  form- 
erly purchase  head,  has  been  pro- 

moted to  general  manager  of  Radiant 
Mfg.  Corp.,  makers  of  Radiant  Pro- 

jection Screens,  it  is  announced  by 
Adolph  Wertheimer,  vice-president. 
Shortly  after  its  inception,  Forrest 
joined  the  Radiant  organization. 

Lyric  to  be  Bettered 

Stuart,  Fla. — Plans  are  under  way 
to  completely  renovate  and  re-dec- 

orate the  Lyric  Theater  and  also  to 
install  air  conditioning  equipment  as 
soon  as  such  machinery  is  obtainable. 
House  was  recently  purchased  by  Vee 
Bee  Theaters,  Inc. 

Wolff  Joins  Wometco 
Miami,  Fla. — Edwin  H.  Wolff  has 

been  added  to  the  staff  of  Wometco, 
and  will  serve  as  engineer  for  the 
theaters.  He  is  prepared  to  study  the 
air  conditioning  requirements  of  all 
theaters  in  the  chain.  For  a  number 
of  years  he  has  been  associated  with 
General  Electric  in  a  similar  capa- city. 

Chicago — For  wholehearted  co-op- 
eration with  the  Treasury  Depart- 

ment during  the  Victory  Loan  Drive 
in  the  latter  part  of  1945,  Bell  & 
Howell  has  received  the  National  16 

mm.  Victory  Film  Committee's Award  of  Merit,  it  is  announced  by 

O.  H.  Coelln,  secretary  of  the  com- mittee. 

W.  H.  Kruse,  manager  of  Bell  & 
Howell's  Films  Division,  headed  up 
his  company's  efforts  in  this  connec- 

tion, and  in  addition  served  as  mid- 
Western  regional  chairman  for  the 
national  committee. 

Georgia  Theater  Burns 
Hahira,  Ga.  —  The  Park  Theater, 

owned  by  Julian  Strickland,  of  Val- 
dosta,  was  gutted  by  fire  March  28. 
A  motion  picture  machine  was  saved. 

ATC,  RCA  In  New  Pact 
Renewal  of  the  RCA  service  con- 

tract with  the  Alliance  Theater  Corp.  j 
of  Chicago,  has  been  announcd  by  E.  | 
C.  Cahill,  president  of  the  RCA  Serv- 

ice   Co.,    Inc.     The    contract    covers 
25  theaters  in  Illinois  and  Indiana. 

New  Omaha  DeVry  Distrib. 
Omaha  —  Quality  Theater  Supply 

has  been  appointed  DeVry  distrib- 
utor in  this  territory. 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 
new  structure,  which  is  expected 
be  one  of  the  finest  along  Atlanta 
film  row.  It  will  be  located  at  V 

and  Cone  Sts.  * 
According  to  present  plans,  tl 

new  building,  to  be  faced  with  gree 
and  white  marble,  will  be  thr* 
stories  high  and  will  have  the  latej 
air-conditioning  and  lighting  equi] 

ment,  with  space  for  district  an 
branch  offices;  a  modern  projectio 
room  to  accommodate  50  people 

loading  platforms,  film  inspectio 
rooms  and  film  vaults. 
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Pushes  16mm.  Plan 

ward  Completion 
— 

hicago — A  nation-wide  sales  or- 
ization  for  marketing  the  Natco 
essional  type  16  mm.  projectors 
virtually  completed,  it  is  an- 

p__  '  by  National  Industries,  Inc., 
*/  "ake  of  official  disclosure  that company  has  acquired  the  huge 
idix  Aviation  plant  here.  The 
it,  covering  close  to  12  acres,  was 
chased  from  the  War  Assets 

jt>.  for  $2,156,250. 
lie  projectors,  improved  versions 
.he  model  built  by  NI  for  Navy 
■ning  programs  during  the  war, 
r  simplicity  of  threading,  opera- 
and  maintenance,  company 

xesmen  assert. 
roduction  of  the  projectors  will 
moved  to  the  600  foot  long  as- 
Jbly  lines  of  the  new  plant  as 
dly  as  the  premise  is  cleared  of 
hinery  used  by  Bendix. 

A  to  Spend  $50,000 
proving  Jayhawk  Theat. 

opeka,  Kan.  —  Fox-Midwest  has 
iied  a  50-year  lease  for  the  Or- 

am Building  and  announced  a 
000  improvement  program  for 
Jayhawk  Theater  will  be  started 
soon  as  materials  are  available, 
he  theater  building  is  owned  by 
rge  and  Hyman  Gordon  of  Kan- 
City,  who  operated  the  theater 

a  number  of  years,  then  leased  to 
-Midwest. 

>pers  Supply  Biz  Brisk 
inneapolis — Viking  popcorn  ma- 

tes have  been  placed  in  many 
thwest  theaters  recently  by  the 
pers  Supply  Co.  of  this  city.  In 

jition  to  being  the  "Viking  distrib- :  for  the  Northwest  area,  the  firm 
s  popcorn  and  supplies  to  the- 
"s.  Louis  Cohen,  formerly  Twin 
es  salesman  for  20th  Century- 
:,  is  president  of  the  company. 

ai  New  Theater 
arboro,  N.  C—  D.  S.  Hall  and 
ers  are  planning  to  build  a  new 
ter  in  East  Tarboro. 

SEEKING    A    DEPENDABLE 

SOURCE  OF  SUPPLY  FOR  YOUR 

THEATRE 
TICKETS? 
INTERNATIONAL    OFFERS: 

Dependable  service  .  .  .  Low  cost , 
48  years'  experience  serving  theatres, 

;   tadiums,   amusement   parks,  ate. 
fWe   can  supply   your   needs.     Roll.1 
machine  folded,    reserve  seats,  etc1 
Writ*  for  temples,  prices  or  other  Informs- 
Ion.      Delivery    free    Maine    to    Virginia. 

INTERNATIONAL 

TICKET  (^COMPANY 
52  GRAFTON  AVE/'SS'     NEWARK  4,  N.  J. 

Halifax,  Survivor  of  Historic  Explosion, 

Now  Insulates  Against  Infants'  Squawking! 
Halifax,  N.  S. — The  first  crying  room  and  group  room  to  be  incorporated 

into  a  theater  in  the  Maritime  Provinces  will  feature  the  new  house  which 

Affiliated  Theaters  will  build  here.  The  crying  room,  will,  of  course,  insulate 
the  audience  from  the  wails  of  the  infant  generation,  while  the  group  room  will 

prcvide  accommodations  for  large  families,  clubs,  and  members  of  parties  wish- 
ing to  be  seated  together.  Work  on  the  new  outlet  will  commence  this  month. 

Mako  Headquarters 
Moving  to  Memphis 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 
chased  the  old  William  R.  Moore 
warehouse  on  Adams  St.  for  about 

?45,000  to  use  as  a  storehouse  for 

.;he  theater  chain's  properties  and 
equipment.  Henry  Brownlee,  Malco 
storekeeper,  will  come  here  from 
Little  Rock  to  have  charge. 

The  headquarters  office  of  the  com- 
pany have  about  25  employes,  about 

ialf  of  whom  will  move  here. 

20th  Century  Theaters  Buy 
Site  For  New  Outlet 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 
a  business  block  in  Oshawa,  Ont.,  for 
a  theater  site.  The  present  structure, 
assessed  at  $44,875  and  bought  for 
,550,000,  consists  of  eight  stores  and 
a  number  of  apartments.  President 
Nat  Taylor  said,  however,  that  work 
would  not  start  until  the  conditions 
are  favorable.  The  chain  already  op- 

erates the  Marks  Theater  in  Oshawa. 
Odeon  Theaters  of  Canada  is  also 

said  to  be  interested  in  an  Oshawa 
oroposition. 

THEATRE  PROJECTORS 
AND  SOUND  SYSTEMS 

. . .  built  to  specifications  that  far  exceed 

generally  accepted  commercial  stand- 
ards. . . .  Learn  how  you  get  so  much  for 

so  litde  when  you  buy  DeVRY   Write 
DeVRY  CORP.,  1111  Armitage 
Avenue,  Chicago  14,  Illinois. 

5-TIME  WINNER! 
DeVRY  _  has  earned  five 
consecutive  Army  -  Navy "E's"  for  excellence  in 
production  of  Motion  Pic- 

ture  Sound   Equipment. 

MOTION  PICTURE  SOUND  EQUIPMENT 

Revamped  RKO-Pan 
Will  Bow  April  20 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 

ing  of  approximately  two  weeks  dur- 
ing which  repairs  and  remodeling 

will  be  finished.  Cost  of  improve- 
ments is  estimated  at  $85,000  to  $95,- 

000.  Probability  is  that  the  tempor- 
ary closing  will  be  effective  today. 

"Gilda,"  starring  Rita  Hayworth, 
will  be  the  inaugural  attraction. 

"Push-Back"  Chairs 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 
single  item  needed  for  the  room.  The 
"Push-Back"  type  was  selected  as 
the  most  luxurious  for  the  guests 

and  press,  but  delivery  and  installa- tion presented  a  problem  which  was, 
nevertheless,  effectively  solved  by  the 
Kroehler  factoi'y  and  Robert  Glenn, 
architect  and  builder. 
Engineers  rushed  through  floor 

plans  and  chair  specifications.  Ma- 
terial suppliers  rushed  fabrics  and 

finishing  materials.  The  entire  the- 
ater chair  production  facilities  at  the 

company's  Naperville,  111.,  factory 
were  engaged  on  the  one  order.  To 
save  time,  the  finished  chairs  were 
shipped  by  special  trucks. 

The  Council  Chamber  was  impres-' sively  decorated  by  Voorhees, 
Walker,  Foley  &  Smith,  prominent 
architects.  Some  3,500  yards  of 
drapery  materials  and  10,400  yards 
of  carpeting  were  used. 

A    BIG   BOX   OFFICE  STAR 

usAIRco  KOOLERWRE 
THEATRE  AIR  CONDITIONING 

Keep  your  public  theatre-going  minded  by 

providing  cooling  comfort  with  a  USAIRCQ 

theatre  air  conditioning  system.  Over  8000  Kooler*aire 

systems  installed  coast  to  coast  testify  to 

real  box  office  earnings  for 

exhibitors.  There's  a  VSAIRCO  system  for 

every  type  of  house,  all  engineered 

^~7 

for  box  office  stardom! 

PROMTS  IN  THEATRE  COOLING  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR 
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Mr.  Lester  Thompson 
M.  P.  Productions  Dist. 
21st  floor 
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HAEFER,  GREENE  LAUNCH  EQUITY  CAPITAL 
•2,000,000  Credit  Set  for  Monogram  Production 
iother  $500,000  Credit 
r  Bond  Portfolio  in 
ree-Year  Bank  Deal 

I  Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

[ollywood  —  Under  a  three-year 
cement  between   Monogram   and 
Security-First  National  Bank  of 
Angeles,    company    will    have 

liable   for   picture    production    a 
<00,000   revolving   line   of   credit, 

a  credit  of  $500,000  for  its  Gov- 
aient  bond  portfolio.  Steve  Broidy, 
■sident,   and   George  D.   Burrows, 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

nli-Drive  Column 
(sailed  in  House 
hington  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — The  House  was  told 
terday    by    Rep.    Augustus    W. 
met,  honorary  chairman  of  can- 
fund  drive  in  Orange  County,  N. 
that   he   proposes    to    "make   a rial  effort  to  attend  some  motion 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

ill  Cut  the  Budget 
r  IIS  to  $10,000,000 

■hington  Bureau  of  THE   FILM  DAILY 
Washington — Confirmation  of  two 
lusive  stories  appearing  in  The 
Lm  Daily  concerning  the  budget 
I  the  authorization  for  the  State 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Tidal  Wave  Damages 

CAC's   Hilo   Offices 
Honolulu  (By  Radiogram)  —  Con- 

solidated Amusement  C  o  . '  s  Hilo 
division  offices  and  film  exchange 

were  seriously  damaged  by  the  re- 
cent tidal  wave,  a  checkup  reveals. 

While  the  air  conditioning  plant  of 
the  Hila  Theater  was  wiped  out,  the 

house  was  only  slightly  water-dam- 
aged by  the  flood,  and  is  one  of  the 

few  remaining  buildings  standing  in 
the  center  of  the  worst  hit  area. 

No  Honolulu  theaters  were  dam- 

aged and  no  casualties  among  the- 
ater personnel  have  been  reported. 

Newsreel  Production  and  Significance  to 
Be  Reviewed  at  SMPE  Atlantic  Coast  Meet 

The  newsreel,  its  production  and  significance,  will  be  the  subject  of  the  So- 
ciety of  Motion  Picture  Engineers  Atlantic  Coast  Section  meeting  on  April  17, 

Col.  Frank  E.  Cahill,  Jr.,  Warner  Theaters'  director  of  sound,  and  chairman  of 
the  section,  announced.     Session  will  be  held  in  the  Movietcne,  Inc.  Studios. 

Edmund  Reek,  Movietone  vice-president  and  producer,  arranged  the  program 
which  includes  talks  by  the  following  Movietone  staffers:  Don  Doherty,  Harry 
Lawrenson,  Warren  McGrath,  Jack  Gordon,  Vyvyan  Donner,  Walter  Mclnnis  and 
Bert  Hoist. 

Kans.-Mo.  TA  Meets 
Apr.  16  on  ATA  Stand 
Kansas  City — American  Theaters 

Association  is  set  up  to  service  not 
any  one  classification  of  exhibitors 
but  all  exhibitors,  Elmer  Rhoden 
said  here  at  a  meeting  of  exhibitors 
and  distributors  to  complete  the  can- 

cer drive  details.  It  is  a  democratic 

organization  with  far-reaching  re- 
sponsibilities, Rhoden  said,  in  urg- 

ing theater  men  to  support  and  par- 
ticipate in  its  activities. 

The  board  of  directors  of  Kansas- 
Missouri  Theaters  Association  will 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

15-20%  of  Year's  Films 
To  be  Made  in  Technicolor 

Dr.  Herbert  T.  Kalmus,  president 
and  general  manager  of  Technicolor, 
plunged  into  a  meeting  of  the  com- 

pany's board  on  Friday  immediately 
upon  his  arrival  from  the  Coast.  It 
was  said  after  the  meeting  that  his 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

$124,588,277  Bond 
Total  in  Hollywood 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  War  Bond  invest- 
ments by  film  workers  and  Holly- 

wood companies  totaled  $124,588,277 
during  the  past  four  years,  it  is  an- 

nounced by  Henry  Ginsberg,  organ- 
izer and  chairman  of  the  Hollywood 

Motion  Picture  War  Finance  Com- 
mittee. Total  represents  actual  in- 

vestments and  not  maturity  values  of 
Bonds. 

A   breakdown   reveals  that  $103,- 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Argue  F  &  M  Appeal 

In  St.  Paul  May  8-9 
St.  Paul,  Minn.— The  U.  S.  Circuit 

Court  of  Appeals  has  set  May  8-9 
for  hearing  of  the  appeal  filed  by 
the  F  &  M-St.  Louis  Amusement  Co. 
of  St.  Louis  against  the  dismissal  of 
its  anti-trust  suit  against  Para- 

mount, Warners,  RKO,  20th-Fox,  the 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Bank  Asks  Increased  Exports 
American  Loan  Requires  It,  Convention  Told 

Bausch  &  Lomb  Reports 
Net  Income  of  $1,192,743 

Rochester — Bausch  &  Lomb  Opti- 
cal Co.  Friday  reported  a  net  income 

of  $1,192,743  equal  after  taxes, 
charges  and  preferred  dividends  to 
$1.69  a  share  on  the  573,228  shares 
of  common  stock  outstanding  at  the 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

London  (By  Cable) — Delegates  to 
the  first  world  convention  of  J. 

Arthur  Rank's  organization  at  the 
Dorchester  Hotel  here  Friday  were 
told  by  the  No.  One  figure  in  the 
British  film  industry  that  ratification 
of  the  pending  American  loan  to 
Britain  would  make  it  essential  to 
increase  British  exports. 

Rank,  who  presented  a  three-point 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

New  Financing  Company 

Capitalized  at  $20,000,000; 
Schaefer  is  President 

Chicago — Arthur  Greene,  Chicago 
banker  who  in  the  past  has  been  in- 

terested in  film  financing,  is  joining 
with  George  J.  Schaefer  to  launch 
the  Equity  Capital  Corp.,  capitalized 
at  $20,000,000,  with  backing  provided 
by  a  New  York  and  local  syndicate 
reportedly  headed  by  Edwin  Kirkeby. 
The  latter,  via  another  syndicate, 
heretofore  has  been  active  in  the 
hotel  field  in  New  York,  Chicago, 
Beverly  Hills  and  other  cities. 

Equity  Capital,  chartered  in  Wilm- 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Jackson  Park  Asks 
Additional  $200,000 

Chicago  —  Thomas  McConnell, 
counsel  for  the  Jackson  Park  The- 

ater, has  served  attorneys  for  the 
distributors  and  the  Warner  and  B 
&  K  circuits  with  a  supplemental 
complaint  in  a  case  to  be  filed  in 

Judge  Michael  Igoe's  court  this  week, 
charging  that  the  defendant  circuits 
have  prevented  the  Jackson  Park 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

New  Studio  Strike 
Flareup  in  the  Making? 

West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — Studio  Painters  Local 
644  and  Studio  Machinist  Local  1185 
have  authorized  their  negotiating 
committees  to  call  a  strike  if  pro- 

ducers do  not  negotiate  "in  good 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Milestone  to  Direct 

"Arch  of  Triumph" 
West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Lewis  Milestone,  who 

directed  Erich  Maria  Remarque's  "All 
Quiet  on  the  Western  Front,"  has 
been  engaged  by  Enterprise  Produc- 

tions to  direct  the  screen  version  of 

Remarque's  latest  novel,  "The  Arch 

of  Triumph." 
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NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

High     Low  Close 
Am.  Seat   31         303,4  30% 
Columbia  Piers   31 V2     30%  31 
Columbia  Picts.   pfd..l05y2  105%  105% 
East.   Kodak     249       248  248 

Cen.  Prec.  Eq   373,4     37  37% 

Loew's,    Inc.  »     395/8     383^  39% Paramount          78         77  77% 
RKO      . .        24%    23%  23% 
Republic  Picts   17        16%     17 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..   20%     20%  20% 
20th  Century-Fox   ...   61%     60%  60% 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  76         76         76 
Universal  Pict   45'/2     44%  44% 
Warner  Bros   42y2     41%  42% 

NEW  YORK  CURB  MARKET 

Monogram  Picts.  ...  10%  9%  10 
Radio-Keith   cvs.    ...    11%     10%     11% 

Net 
Chg. 

—  % 
—  % 
—  2 

+ 

—  % —  % 

comma  ano  Gome 
HARRY  H.  THOMAS,  president  and  general 

sales  manager  of  PRC  Pictures,  returned  here  at 
the  week-end  from  a  visit  to  Abe  Weiner,  dis- 

trict manager  in   Boston. 

E.  K.  O'SHEA,  Eastern  M-C-M  sales  manager, 
returns  today  from  a  vacation  at  Hot  Springs, 
Ark. 

E.  B.  HATRICK,  head  of  News  of  the  Day, 
has  returned  from  a  Colorado  Springs  vacation. 

HERMAN  RIPPS,  M-C-M  district  manager,  re- 
turned over  the  week-end  to  his  Albany  head- 

quarters. 
CAPT.  BARNEY  ROSS,  former  M-C-M  sales- 

man in  Charlotte  and  now  on  Terminal  leave, 
arrived  Saturday  from  Buffalo  and  on  Tuesday 
will   head   for  the  North   Carolina  city. 

RUDY  BERCER,  M-C-M  Southern  sales  man- 
ager with  headquarters  at  New  Orleans,  is  va- 

cationing at  Miami. 

HERBERT  T.  SILVERBERC,  Coast  film  attorney, 
is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  for  a  week. 

BURTUS  BISHOP,  JR.,  M-C-M  district  mana- 
ger, returned  yesterday  to  Dallas  after  making  a 

short  stopover  at  St.  Louis.  He  had  been  in  New 
York   several   days   for  home   office   conferences. 

PINCUS  SOBER,  of  M-C-M,  leaves  today  for 
Indianapolis.  He  will  also  visit  Pittsburgh  before 
returning  here  the  end  of  the  week. 

CEORCE  MURPHY,  M-C-M  star,  is  due  this 
week  from  the  Coast. 

LT.  CILBERT  S.  BAHN,  son  of  FILM  DAILY'S 
editor,  has  arrived  in  Seattle  from  Atsugi,  Japan, 
en  route  to  Camp  Dix,  N.  J. 
ALBERT  E.  SCHILLER,  assistant  to  Walter 

Titus,  Jr.,  vice-president  in  charge  of  Repub- 
lic's branch  operations,  left  New  York  yester- 

day for  a  week's  visit  to  the  company's  Pitts- burgh exchange. 
DON  W.  HAYNES,  manager  of  the  Clenn 

Miller-Tex  Beneke  Band,  and  JOHNNY  DES- 
MOND, singer,  will  leave  here  this  week  for 

Hollywood  to  discuss  contracts  for  the  film  to  be 
made  on  the  life  of  Clenn  Miller. 

Philly  Officials  to  Aid  in 
"Centennial"  Premiere 

Philadelphia  —  Charles  Schlaifer, 
head  of  the  20th-Fox  advertising, 
publicity,  exploitation  and  radio  de- 

partments, on  Friday  met  with 
Mayor  Bernard  Samuel,  Alfred  M. 
Greenfield,  chairman  of  the  Chamber 
of  Commerce  convention  bureau,  and 
other  city  and  film  officials  to  make 
arrangements  for  the  world  premiere 
of  "Centennial  Summer"  here  in  mid- 
July  under  the  auspices  of  the 
chamber  and  the  Board  of  Trade. 
Some  others  at  the  meeting  were  Sid 
Blumenstock,  C.  E.  Peppiatt,  Harold 
Seidenberg,  Harry  Freeman  and 
Mike  Weiss. 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion  picture." (Of  course  it's  M-G-M!) 

WORLD  PREMIERE  NOW  AT  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL 

JERRY  FAIRBANKS,  producer  of  Paramount's 
"Popular  Science"  shorts,  returned  to  Los  An- 

geles in  his  own  plane  from  New  York. 
ARMAND  S.  DEUTSCH,  president  of  Story 

Productions,  Inc.,  today  returned  to  New  York 
from  Hollywood. 

JAMES  ALLEN,  of  Warners'  public  relations 
staff,  with  headquarters  at  the  studio,  returned 
to  the  Coast  from  New  York  over  the  week-end. 
LOU  PHILLIPS  returned  to  New  York  from 

Chicago  over  the  week-end. 
LEON  J.  BAMBERGER  returns  to  his  RKO  desk 

today,  after  visiting  Chicago,  Detroit,  Buffalo 
and  St.  Louis;  on  Wednesday  he  will  go  to 
Toronto. 

CRESSON  E.  SMITH,  of  RKO,  leaves  today  for 
Capetown  via   the  City  of  Calcutta. 

JACK  VOTION,  in  charge  of  European  pro- duction activities  for  RKO  Radio,  sails  for 
England  today  on  the  Queen  Mary. 

ROBERT  WHELAN,  manager  of  RKO  theaters, 
Minneapolis,   is  in  New  York. 

ROBERT  GOLDSTEIN,  Eastern  representative 
for  International  Pictures,  to  New  York  last 
week  from  the  Coast. 

JOHN  J.  JONES,  president  of  Screen  Guild 
Productions,  arrived  on  the  West  Coast  from 
Chicago,  and  will  return  to  Chicago  May  9  for sales  meeting. 

WILLIAM  SATORI,  Continental  European  rep- 
resentative for  Monogram  International,  left 

here  yesterday  aboard  the  Queen  Mary  for  Lon- 
don to  establish   headquarters. 

Veteran  seeks  trainee  post.  Has 
strong  sales  background.  Good  idea 
man,  business-getter,  mature  view- 

point. Phone  ENdicott  2-4067,  or 
write: 

Box  70 
THE   FILM   DAILY 

1501    Broadway,  New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

SINGAPORE  SAL  SAY; 

Very  gratifying  when  observe 

many  people  from  show  busi- 
ness coming  to  eat  at  Singapore. 

Some,  like  Lee  Mortimer,  fan- 
cier of  things  oriental,  say  food 

as  good  as  famed  Beachcomber 

in  Hollywood.  Some  say  would 

like  to  reccrd  footprints  in  ce- 

ment like  Grauman's  Chinese, 
others  say  not  very  much  but 

eat  plenty,  so  is  possible  to  see 

sparks  come  from  knives  and 
forks.  Comes  last  week  Peter 

Donald  and  Ted  Collins,  from 

radio,  Bert  Lahr  and  Lew  Parker, 

legitimate  chaps,  and  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Horace  Schmidlapp  (her 

maiden  name,  Carole  Landis)  of 

the  flicker-flicks.  Ah,  is  so 

pleasant  to  see  theater  folks  eat 
well,  for  this  means  is  prosperity 

everywhere  and  a  broken  house- 
record  for  every  light  on  Broad- 

.    way. 

SWGAPCm 
Exotic   Chinese   and    Island    Foods 
FOR  DINNER  AND  AFTER  THEATRE 

BROADWAY     •    ATOP, WINTER^ 
AT  50TH  GARDEN  BLDG.  . 

Lachman  Heads  Jersey 
Allied  Convention  Com. 

Allied  Theater  Owners  of  Nej 

Jersey's  convention  committee  f' 
the  equipment  trade  show  and  27 
annual  convention  has  been  a: 

nounced  by  Harry  H.  Lowenstei 
president.  Convention  will  be  held 

the  Hotel  Chelsea,  Atlantic,  "i: June  19-21.  VlV 

Committee  includes  Edward  Lac. 

man,  chairman;  Irving  Dollinge 
Louis  Gold,  Lou  Martin,  M.  Mille 
Wilbur  Snaper,  Sy  Meyer,  Sa 
Franks,  Lee  Newbury,  Haskell  Bloc 
Joe  Sieardi  and  Dr.  Henry  Brown. 

N.  Y.  THEATERS 
a 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL   
Rockefeller  Center 

"THE  GREEN  YEARS" 
CHARLES  COBURN 

Tom  Drake,  Beverly  Tyler,  Hume  Cronyn 

A  Metro  Goldwyn  Mayer  Picture 

and 

MUSIC  HALL'S 

GREAT  EASTER  STACE  SHOW 

ON  SCREEN 
1st  N.Y.  Showing! 

JOAN         CHAS. 
BENNETT.  COBURN 

Wn.  EYTHE 

rs 
IN  PERSON 

KITTY 
CARLISLE 

VIOLA  LAYNE 

SLEEPY  WILLIAMS 
and  DAD 

PARAMOUNT    PRESENTS 

BING  CROSBY,  BOB  HOPE, 
DOROTHY  LAMOUR  in 

"ROAD  TO  UTOPIA" 
In    Person    BENNY    GOODMAN 

pjfiA*foa/vr 
i B  WAY  & 

47th  St. 

62 
\  SUSAN  HAYWARD  -  PAUL  LUKAS 

BILL  WILLIAMS 

I        "Deadline    at   Dawn" 
An  RKO  Radio  Picture 

Paramount  presents 
PAULFTTE  RAY 

GODDARD        •        MILLAND i  i 

i  9 

Kitty 

A   MITCHELL   LEISEN  PRODUCTION 

R  I  V  O  L  I B'way    4    49th    St 

•  AVIB    O.  tEtlNICK 

INGRID  BERGMAN 
GREGORY  PECK 
^    -  ALFRED  HITCHCOCK3 Spellbound 

ASTORK 
•MUlMtffK  "»♦**  *  II  A  M    ■  Urf  SH0I*  tVCRY  IDfiMI 
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nii-Drive  Column 
ssailed  in  House 
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pure  theater  during  Easter  Week 
|  the  purpose,  among  other  things, 

playing  some  small  part  in  giv- 

3  f  8^,Cancer  Fund  a  huge  boost." 
Rennet  singled  out  for  caustic  at- 
k  a  column  by  Robert  C.  Ruark, 

Wished  in  the  N.  Y.  World-Tele- 

jun,    in   which    theater    collection 

'Ves  were  scored.   Bennet  said  that 

"ing  the  year  he  meets  "more  run- 
the-mill  theater  patrons  than  the 
vrage  newspaper  columnist,"  and 
it  he  was  "quite  sure"  Ruark  "ex- 

j'dingly  underestimates  the  desire 
most  Americans  to  participate  in 
i.ward-looking     projects     of     this 
.lure." 

'Said   Bennet:    "The    people    with 
:om  I  am  in  contact  feel  more  corn- 
table  about  the  pleasures  they  are 
jB  to  enjoy,  such  as  movie-going, 
en  they  have  been  able  to  mix  in 
h  their  pleasure  an  occasional  bit 
unselfish  giving  toward  the  relief 
those  who  are  less  fortunate. 
I  am  informed  that  the  combined 

prts  of  the  motion  picture  exhib- 
its   and    of    their    patrons,    have 

ised  in  the  past  four  years  or  so, 
;11    over    $46,000,000    for    purely 
.ritable   projects,   leaving  out,  of 
.rse,  entirely,  the  help  given  the 
.r  Bond  campaign.    I  have  faith 
itugh  to  believe  that  the  exhibitors 
i  those  who  attend  their  theaters 
proud  of  this  result,  are  anxious 

maintain  the  splendid  record,  and 

-'1  not  be  deterred  by  the  use  of 
ectives  such  as  those  employed  in 

World-Telegram  story." 

*gue  F  &  M  Appeal 
St.  Paul  May  8-9 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

terican  Arbitration  Association 
S  the  Apollo  and  Princess  theaters 
St.  Louis. 

Action,  demanding  $285,000  dam- 
js,  was  ousted  last  Summer  by 
ieral  Judge  Richard  B.  Duncan, 
former  Special  Assistant  U.  S.  At- 
mey  General  Russell  Hardy  of 
tshington  will  argue  the  appeal  for 
plaintiffs. 

[*uis  Copelan  Rites 
I  funeral  services  for  Louis  Cope- 
„  72,  father  of  Herbert  Copelan, 

'irner  Theaters  executive,  were 
Id  yesterday  in  Riverside  Memorial 
|apel.  Burial  was  in  Mt.  Judea 
netery. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  8 
Mary  Pickford  Kay  Connors 

ALONG 

Monday  Morning  Memos 
•  •  •  WARNING  NOTE  to  the  MPAA's  Advertising  Code  Admin- 

istration which  hasn't  been  seeing  eye  to  eye  with  Howard  Hughes  on 

"The  Outlaw":  Harry  L.  Gold  has  just  purchased  a  blimp,  four  barrage 

balloons  and  shipping  on  the  Coast   "It's  war,  men!"   
T  T  T 

•  •  •  A  NEAT  COUNTER  to  the  contention  that  there  is  well  nigh 

unanimous  public  opposition  to  theater  collections  for  worthy  causes 

would  seem  to  be  provided  by  the  establishment  of  the  National  Com- 

mittee for  Co-operation  with  the  industry's  Easter  Week  Cancer  drive 
  Consider  the  importance  of  the  strategic  move   Such  organi- 

zations as  the  Lions,  the  General  Federation  of  Women's  Clubs,  the 
National  Grange,  the  National  Board  of  Review,  the  Brotherhood  of 

Sleeping  Car  Porters  and  the  American  Veterans  Committee  will  urge 

that  their  members  contribute  to   the  cancer  fund  through  the  medium 
of  film  theater  collections   And  of  course  the  ATA  convention  in  St. 

Louis — as  Bob  Selig  points  out — voted  to  support  the  Easter  Week  cam- 

paign  
T  T  T 

•  •  •  COLUMBIA  EXPLOITATION  BOYS  are  still  scratching  their 

heads  over  the  latest  example  of  how  a  stunt  can  hang  around  long 

after  the  reason  for  it  has  hung  on   It  seems  that  WABC  was  still 

announcing  late  last  week  that  all  those  interested  in  enlisting  in  the 

Coast  Guard  should  rush  immediately  to  Loew's  State  and  sign  up  at  the 
special  booth  in  the  lobby   The  enlistment  booth,   and  the  reason 

therefor — "Tars  And  Spars"  have  long  since  left  the  quiet  confines  of 
the  Slate   

▼  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  West  Coast  grapevine  is  that  the  decision 

in  the  New  York  equity  suit  will  not  come  thru  before  late  in  the  month 

  Well,  one  man's   guess   is  as   good  as   another's.   ...     •  That 
newly  established  Motion  Picture  Foundation  for  Colleges  and  Univer- 

sities will  press  for  the  inclusion  of  full-term  college  courses  in  films 

leading  to  A.  M.  degrees.  ...  •  Joe  Erlich,  of  20th-Fox,  would  have 

Universal's  Maurice  Bergman  understand  that  he.  too,  has  a  pair  of  those 
nifty  grey  suedes.  ...  •  Y.  Frank  Freeman  will  be  in  Chicago  Friday 
to  address  the  Bond  Club  on  film  production.  ...  •  Convinced  that 

tele  will  bring  a  peak  demand  for  really  funny  comics,  NBC  talent 

scouts  will  catch  college  and  school  plays,  visit  Summer  stock  theaters 

and  keep  an  eye  on  night  clubs  of  all  grades.  ...  •  Paul  Douglas 

and  Virginia  Field  will  do  "Born  Yesterday"  in  London.  ...  •  Indus- 
try candy  buyers  will  flock  to  Chicago  in  late  June  for  the  National 

Confectioners  Association  convention  and  exposition.  ...  •  C.  J. 

Briant,  New  Orleans  branch  manager  for  M-G-M,  has  been  elected 

president  of  the  local  Rotary  Club.  ...  •  Three  movie  companies 

are  bidding  for  the  rights  to  the  life  story  of  the  Zanzibar's  Bill  Robinson, 
who  celebrates  his  60th  anniversary  in  show  business   April   29.  .   .  . 
•  The  Motion  Picture  Council  of  Greater  Cleveland  will  tour 

the  WB  offices  there  on  the  12th.  ...  •  Tom  Maine,  manager,  Roxy, 

Lafayette,  La.,  and  one  of  the  winners  of  the  "Flight  To  London"  con- 
test, will  visit  his  relatives  and  birthplace  in  Rhondda  Valley,  Wales, 

while  on  the  trip.  ...  •  All  but  45  of  the  320  F  &  M  employes  who 
entered  the  service  are  now  back  at  their  jobs  with  the  circuit.  .  .  . 

•  Tom  Herrick  of  Talbot  Theaters  has  been  elected  a  director  of  the 

Tulsa  (Okla.)  Advertising  Club   

Rank  Asks  for 
Increased  Exports 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

program  for  his  organization,  de- 
clared that  the  next  12  months  were 

vital  to  his  group,  that  every  pound 

that  could  be  garnered  from  Rank 

pix  was  needed  and  that  the  dele- 
gates would  have  to  strain  every 

nerve  to  be  successful. 

The   program   outlined   called for: 

1.  Widest  possible  exhibition  of 
British  films  thruout  the  world. 

2.  Increasing  exports. 

3.  Presenting  British  life  and 
thought  before  the  world. 
The  British  film  tycoon  told  the 

delegates  that  they  had  "strong  and 
resourceful"  competition  in  Amer- 

ica and  that  to  compete  with  that, 
they  would  have  to  weld  themselves 
into  a  real  team. 

A  message  read  from  Eric  A.  John- 
ston, MPAA  and  MPEA  president, 

assured  that  he  was  eager  to  work 

side  by  side  with  the  British  indus- 

try. 

Following  Rank's  opening  address, 
Norman  Bede  Rydge  of  Australia, 
Leslie  Farrow,  John  Davis  and  G.  I. 
Woodham  Smith  were  heard. 

Hugh  Dalton,  Chancellor  of  the 
Exchequer,  in  a  convention  message 

said  it  could  not  over-rate  the  im- 

portance of  the  British  industry's contribution  to  export  trade. 
At  the  subsequent  banquet,  the 

Financial  Secretary  to  the  Treasury 

and  a  representative  of  the  Depart- 
ment of  Overseas  Trade  strongly 

urged  a  world-wide  drive  for  British 
films. 

Speakers  generally  stressed  the 
urge  to  get  British  films  played  on 
screens  thruout  the  world,  including 

the  U.  S.,  but  in  no  address  was  there 
anything  criticising  America. 

Lillie  Hayward  a  Producer 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Lillie  Hayward,  vet- 
eran scenarist,  has  been  made  a  pro- 

ducer at  RKO  Radio  in  Executive 

Producer  Sid  Rogell's  unit. 

Leisen  Gets  New  Para.  Pact 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Mitchell  Leisen  has 
been  given  a  new  long-term  contract 
by  Paramount  as  a  director.  He  be- 

gan directing  for  Paramount  in  1933. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Clayton-Lemer 
Jan  Clayton,  M-G-M  star,  with- 

drew from  the  cast  of  "Show  Boat" 
on  Saturday,  and  was  married 
Sunday  to  Robert  W.  Lerner  at  the 

home  of  the  bridegroom's  father.  On 
April  22,  she  will  leave  for  the  Coast, 

making  a  stop-over  at  Alamogordo, 

N.  M. 

Benoit-Levy-Dargols 
Francoise  Benoit-Levy,  daughter 

of  Jean  Benoit-Levy,  French  film  pro- 
ducer, was  married  here  yesterday 

to  Bernard  Dargols  at  a  special  mar- 
riage-reception in  the  New  School 

for  Social  Research. 

Perrigo-Meyer 
Chicago  —  Lucia  Perrigo,  of  the 

Warner  publicity  department,  will  be 
married  in  June  to  Lt.  Howdee 

Meyer,  former  WGN  publicity  direc- 

tor. 
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LOUELLA  PARSONS  is  telling  4,000,000  readers 

of  this  month's  "Cosmopolitan"  that  Ladd's  two-gun, 
two-girl  thriller  is  the  PICTURE  OF  THE  MONTH 
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With  3  Famous  Finds  from  "The  Lost  Weekend" 

HOWARD  DA  SILWV/f1^ (The  Bartender) 

DORIS  DOWLING 
(The  "Natch"  Girl) 

FRANK  FAYLEN 
(The  "Nurse") 
and  TOM  POWERS 

A  GEORGE  MARSHALL  Production 
Produced  by  JOHN  HOUSEMAN 

Directed  by  GEORGE  MARSHALL 

Written  by  RAYMOND  CHANDLER 

IT'S  HARD  TO  KEEP  TRACK  OF  ̂ ALL  THE  AWARDS  THAT  ARE  COMING  TO 

jraramount 
THE  ACADEMY  AWARD  COMPANY 
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Jackson  Park  Asks 

Additional  $200,000 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

from  buying  films  ahead  of  the  Mary- 
land Theater  and  day-and-date  with 

Jeffrey  Theater. 
The  complaint  charges  that  due  to 

conspiracy  and  monopoly,  since  the 
filing  of  the  original  complaint,  the 
Jackson  Park's  business  has  been 
further  damaged  to  the  extent  of 
$200,000  and  that  continuation  of  the 
alleged  conspiracy  and  monopoly  of 
defendants  will  cause  irreparable 
damage  to  plaintiffs. 

An  injunction  is  asked  against  all 
defendants  to  enjoin  them  from 
licensing  films  for  exhibition  under 
the  Chicago  clearance  system  detri- 

mental to  the  Jackson  Park  Theater. 
McConnell  asks  that  Jackson  Park 
owners  be  allowed  to  bid  for  films 
in  competition  with  defendants,  in 
run,  of  plaintiffs'  choosing  and  also 
to  prohibit  license  refusal,  in  the 
Jackson  Park  request,  to  run  films 
one  week  ahead  of  the  Maryland 
Theater  and  day-and-date  with  the 
Jeffrey  Theater,  upon  payment  of  a 
reasonable  film  rental,  not  in  excess 
of  the  average  annual  rental  paid  by 
the  Jeffrey  Theater  during  the  five 
years  prior  to  the  suit. 

McConnell  also  asks  that  B  &  K  be 
compelled  to  divest  itself  of  owner- 

ship or  leasehold  interest  in  the  Mary- 
land Theater  by  a  date  to  be  set  by 

the  court;  likewise  for  the  Warner 
Companies  to  divest  themselves  of 
ownership  of  the  Jeffrey  Theater, 
also  the  cancellation  of  all  clearance 
contracts  between  the  defendants 
which  prevent  the  Jackson  Park  from 
obtaining  playing  position  one  week 
ahead  of  the  Maryland  Theater  and 
day-and-date  with  the  Jeffrey  The- 

ater; that  the  Chicago  clearance  sys- 
tem be  declared  illegal  and  void;  that 

judgment  for  damages  be  tripled, 
together  with  all  costs,  as  per  Sec- 

tion seven  of  the  Sherman  Act;  that 
attorney  fees  be  set  in  an  amount 
commensurate  with  the  work  done  in 

the  case  by  plaintiff's  legal  staff. 
Florence  and  Marion  Bigelow,  John 
and  William  Bloom  signed  the  com- 

plaint. Lou  Phillips  is  here  from  the 
Paramount  legal  department. 

Rites  for   Maurice  Goodman 
Maurice  Goodman,  73,  veteran 

branch  auditor  at  20th-Fox  home 
office,  died  last  week  at  the  Roose- 

velt Hospital,  after  a  brief  illness. 
Burial  took  place  at  Beth  David 
cemetery. 

New  Minn.  Theater  Bows 
Watertown,  Minn. — Lee  and  Car- 

isch  have  opened  the  new  Watertown 
here. 

REVIEWS  of  new  fums 
'Devotion' 

iffSSa 
FILMACK  TRAILER  CO.  SESfKE 

with    Ida   Lupino,   Olivia   de   Havilland,   Paul 
Henreid 

Warners  107  Mins. 

EMOTION-STIRRING  DRAMATIC  EN- 
TERTAINMENT ABOUT  BRONTE  SISTERS 

IS  RED  MEAT  FOR  FEMME  PATRONS. 

Around  the  literary  Bronte  sisters  War- 
ner Bros,  has  built  a  dramatic  film  strongly 

marked  by  sensitiveness  and  emotional  feel- 

ing. Carrying  much  heart  appeal,  the  pro- 
duction represents  the  sort  of  entertain- 

ment that  makes  a  profound  impression 
on  feminine  minds.  The  relationship  that 
binds  the  sisters  into  a  devoted  writing 
triumvirate  has  been  handled  with  a  gentle- 

ness and  an  understanding  that  cannot  but 

touch  a  woman's  heart  and  be  capitalized 
upon  to  the  box  office  advantage  of  the 

picture. 
The  story  of  the  three  sisters — Charlotte, 

Emily  and  Anne — is  a  recital  of  genius  try- 
ing to  assert  itself.  Into  its  telling  has  gone 

a  good  literary  sense  and  no  small  amount 
of  human  interest — not  to  menti:n  an  in- 

ordinate quantity  of  dialogue,  a  fact  that 
may  limit  the  appeal  of  the  film  in  certain 
quarters.  Fortunately  the  dialogue  for  the 

most  part  is  interesting  and  extremely 
bearable. 

"Devotion"  focuses  the  spotlight  on  two 
cf  the  three  Brontes— Charlotte,  she  who 

wrote  "Jane  Eyre,"  and  Emily,  who  authored 
"Wurhering  Heights."  Anne  is  held  in  the 
background  while  the  story  recounts  the 
race  of  Charlotte  and  Emily  to  keep  their 
dates  with  destiny.  There  is  an  air  of 

tragedy  about  Emily  that  lends  a  note  of 
sadness  to  the  proceedings.  This  should 
make  the  femmes  hug  the  film  closer  to 
their  hearts. 

Inserted  in  the  story  is  a  romance  in- 
volving the  two  sisters  and  the  new  curate 

of  their  father's  parish.  Emily's  love  for  the 
curate  is  consuming  but  in  vain,  for  it  is 
Charlotte  to  whom  he  loses  his  heart. 

Death  eliminates  Emily  from  the  romantic 
triangle.  The  situation  is  cne  to  add  to  the 
delicious  sadness  in  which  the  women 
patrons  will  revel. 

The  effectiveness  of  Robert  Buckner's 
production  cannot  be  questioned,  nor  is 
there  any  valid  fault  to  be  found  with  Cur- 

tis Bernhardt's  direction  of  the  screenplay 
Keith  Winter  so  skillfully  extracted  from  the 

The'dore  Reeves  story.  Erich  Wolfgang 
Korngold's  musical  background  is  an  asset 
that  cannot  be  overlooked. 

The  acting  is  all  to  the  good.  Ida  Lupino 
and  Olivia  de  Havilland  are  Emily  and  Char- 

lotte, respectively,  the  third  Bronte  sister 

being  enacted  by  Nancy  Coleman.  Paul 
Henreid  appears  as  the  curate;  Sydney 
Greenstreet,  as  the  author  William  Make- 

peace Thackeray;  Arthur  Kennedy,  as  the 

Brontes'  futile  painter-brother  who  comes 
to  a  tragic  end;  Victor  Francen,  as  the 
married  headmaster  of  a  Belgian  school  to 
whom  Charlotte  takes  a  passing  fancy; 

Montasu  Love,  as  the  girl's  father.  Dame 
May  Whitty  also  is  a  help  in  a  very  small role. 

CAST:  Olivia  de  Havilland,  Ida  Lupino,  Nancy 
Coleman,  Paul  Henreid,  Sydney  Creenstreet,  Ar- 

thur Kennedy,  Dame  May  Whitty,  Victor  Fran- 
cen, Montagu  Love,  Ethel  Criffies,  Edmond 

Breon,  Odette  Myrtil,  Doris  Lloyd,  Marie  De 
Becker,  Eily  Malyon,  Forrester  Harvey, 
Billy  Bevan,  Ceoffrey  Steele. 
CREDITS:  Producer,  Robert  Buckner;  Director, 

Curtis  Bernhardt;  Screenplay,  Keith  Winter; 
Based  on  story  by  Theodore  Reeves;  Cameraman, 
Ernie  Haller;  Musical  Score,  Erich  Wolfgang 
Korngold;   Film    Editor,   Rudi    Fehr;   Art  Director, 

"Dannv  Bov" 
with  Robert  Henry,  Ace 

PRC  66  Mins. 
STORY  ABOUT  BOY  AND  HIS  DOG  IS 

SENTIMENTAL  DIVERSION  THAT  FAM- 
ILY AUDIENCES  WILL  APPRECIATE. 

"Danny  Boy"  is  a  sentimental  yarn  that 
will  exert  a  pull  on  drg  lovers  in  particular. 

The  story  has  been  given  an  extremely 
human  treatment  and  represents  the  sort 

of  entertainment  that  wins  favor  with  family 
audiences,  the  kiddies  especially.  There  is 
drama  that  is  simple  and  easy  to  accept. 

The  film  is  about  a  war  veteran's  re- 
habilitation —  only  the  vet  in  this  instance 

is  a  dog  and  not  a  human  being.  When  the 
canine  is  released  from  war  service  he  is 
a  shock  case.  His  young  master  takes  the 
animal  in  hand  and  with  the  help  of  his 
pals  tries  to  restore  him  to  normal.  One  day 
the  actions  of  one  of  the  boy's  neighbors drives  the  dog  to  an  act  of  viciousness. 
Death  is  decreed  for  the  animal,  but  a  hap- 

py ending  is  achieved  for  both  dog  and 
master  when  the  latter  obtains  evidence 
that  the  neighbor  was  responsible  for  the 
dog's  bad   behavior. 

The  picture  was  competently  produced  by 
Leon  Fromkess  with  the  aid  of  Martin 
Mooney.  The  Raymond  L.  Schrock  screen- 

play, which  makes  the  most  of  every  situ- 
ation with  possibilities  of  tugging  at  the 

heart  strings,  was  directed  nicely  by  Terry Morse. 

Rrberf  Henry  plays  the  master  appealingry 
The  dog  is  enacted  by  a  dog  called  Ace, 
who  gives  a  performance  that  will  capture 
the  patrons'  hearts. 
CAST:  Robert  Henry,  Raich  Lewis  Helen 

Brown     Sybil     Merritt,     Eve    March,    Tay    Dunn 

in»PhMprifnb.y-»iVJ?lter  S?d"Hng.  RictJrd  Kip: 
Jmg.  Michael  McCuire,  Myron  Wilton,  Charles Bates.   Ace   (dog). 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Leon  Fromkess;  Asso- 
ciate Producer,  Martin  Mooney;  Director  Terry 

Morse;  Screenplay,  Raymond  L.  Schrock;  Based 
on  story  by  Taylor  Caven;  Cameraman,  lack 
Greenhalgh;  Art  Director,  Edward  C  Jewell- 
Set  Decorator,  George  Montgomery;  Film  Editor,' George  McCuire;  Musical  Director,  Walter Creene;  Sound,   Max  Hutchinson. 

DIRECTION,    Okay.       PHOTOGRAPHY,    Okay 

Trade  Reus.  Here  Will 
Support  V.  C.  Meeting 

Full  support  of  the  three-dav 
Variety  Clubs  convention  which 
opens  at  the  Astor  on  May  16  was 
vowed  by  industry  representatives  at 
a  luncheon  meeting  at  that  hotel  last 
week.  Details  were  worked  out  for 
a  dinner  on  April  18  at  which  the 
annual  presentation  of  the  Humani- 

tarian Award  will  be  made. 
Present  wa*  Si  Fabian,  Harrv 

Brandt,  Max  Cohen,  Tom  Connors, 
Edward  Fabian.  Leonard  Goldenson, 
Phil  Harling,  Malcolm  Kingrsberg, 
Irving  Lesser,  Harry  Mandel,  Eugene 
Picker,  Charles  Reagan,  Harold  Rinz. 
ler,  San  Rinzler,  Samuel  Rosen,  Ed- 

ward Rugoff,  Dave  Weinstock, 
Charles  E.  Lewis  and  Bob  O'Donnell. 

Vincent  Youmans  Dead 
Denver  —  Vincent  Youmans,  47, 

composer,  died  in  a  sanitarium  here 
Friday  from  tuberculosis. 

Robert   M.    Haas;    Sound,    Stanley   Jones;   Special 
Effects,   Jack    Holden,    Jack   Oakie,    Rex   Wimpy; 
Set   Decorator,   Casey   Roberts;   Musical   Director, 
Leo  F.   Fcrbstein. 

DIRECTION,    Good.       PHOTOGRAPHY,    Cood. 

Schaefer,  Greene  in 

Equity  Capital  Corp. 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ington,    Del.,    with    second    filing 
Albany,  N.  Y.,  will  have  Schaefer 
both  board  chairman  and  preside: 

(That  Schaefer,  Greene  and  othe 
were  preparing  to  launch  a  neMz    ii 
pany    was    reported    in    TH^B^i:. 
Daily  on  March  14). 

No  Production  Plans 
Authorized  by  its  incorporate 

papers  to  finance  all  varieties  of  fil 
biz,  it  is  understood  that  Schaef 
has  no  plans  for  production  or  di 
tribution.  He  has  been  in  Holl 
wood  for  some  time,  and  sever 
financing  deals  reportedly  have  bee 
already  set. 

These  include,  it  was  learned  her 
backing  for  a  film  version 
"Scruffy,"  with  William  Bendix  aij 
Brian  Donlevy  co-starring,  funds  i* 
the  production  of  "Prelude  to  Night 
to  co-star  Ida  Lupino  and  Louis  Ha; 
ward  and  financing  for  the  previous 

reported  Technicolor  "Rip  Vj 
Winkle,"  which  will  star  Barry  Fit 

gerald. 
(In  Hollywood  at  the  week-end 

was  reported  that  Schaefer  was  ah 
talking    financing     deals    with    tl< 
quintet   of   indies   who    recently   o: 
ganized  United  Producers  Corp.) 

Greene,  who  recently  sold  his  inte 
est  in  Domestic  Industries  of  th 
city,  will  head  up  Equity  Capital 
local  offices,  while  Schaefer  will  spl 
his  time  between  New  York  and  trj 
Coast. 

To  Establish  London  Office 

A  hint  that  the  new  corporatic 
has  its  eye  on  British  financing  ah 
is  provided  by  the  fact  that  a  Loil 
don  office  will  be  established  with  S 
Edward  Villers  in  charge. 

Equity  Capital  stock  setup  cal : 
for  4,000,000  shares  of  $5  par.  Add 
tional  capital,  via  banking  affili; 
tions,  is  said  assured,  thus  enablin 
the  corporation,  if  deemed  advisab 
later,  to  establish  its  own  studio  an 
distribution  system. 

Schaefer's  recently  chartered  Ne 
York  corporation,  George  Schaef* 
Associates,  fits  into  the  picture  i 
chat  it  will  supervise  production  an 
distribution  for  companies  finance 

by  Equity  Capital. 

Bell  &  Howell  Earns 
$1.29  Per  Share  for  Year 

Chicago — Bell  &  Howell  earning 
for  last  year  was  $1.29  per  shar< 
according  to  the  annual  report  mad 
public  Friday.  Sales  exceeded  $21 
900,000  and  Federal  taxes  exceede 
$2,000,000.  The  net  was  $672,00i 
There  are  462,375  common  share outstanding. 

Annual  meeting  of  stockholder 
will  be  held  April  17  at  Lincolnwoo 
offices  of  the  Company. 

E.  C.  Johnson,  veteran  compan 
engineer,  leaves  on  the  Queen  Mar 
to  set  up  the  tie-in  of  company  meti 
ods  with  British  Acoustic  Film; 
Ltd.,  J.  Arthur  Rank  organization  i 

England. 



oncfsy,  April  8,  1946 

ins.-Mo.  TA  Meets 
(jr.  16  on  ATA  Stand 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

et  here  April  16  to  take  action  on 
participation  in  ATA.   Independ- 
exhibitors  here  decline  to  com- 

tat  8$  the  extent  to  which  they  will 
;  tf   ite  until  after  the  meeting, 

file"  consensus  appears  to  favor organization  expanding  its  scope 
nclude  trade  practices.   They  feel 
:t  if  the  MPTOA  continued  to  re- 

in  dormant,    they   will    have   no 
ional  voice   through  which   they 
express  their  grievances, 
he  cancer  meeting  was  attended 
approximately    40    persons   with 

pden  and  George  Baker  presiding. 

124,588,277  Bond 
rial  in  Hollywood 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

:,940  was  invested  by  major  stu- 
employes;   $10,205,164   by   inde- 

,;;ident   studio   workers;    $6,890,165 
allied   industries,   and   $2,379,233 
employes    of    agents,    business 

nagers    and    independent    publi- 
cs.    Guilds    and    unions    invested 

9,395  and   an  additional   $1,010,- 
i  was  invested  by  film   company 
ployes    through    banks    handling 
as  for  the   HMPWFC.    Group  is 
!!tinuing  Bond    sales    and   is    still 
waging  $500,000  worth  of  Bonds 
nonth. 

Little  Headlines: 
THE  AFM  EXECUTIVE  BOARD  met  at  the  week-end  to  formulate 

demands  to  be  placed  before  producer  representatives  when  negotiations 
for  new  contracts  get  under  way  on  Tuesday  at  the  AFM  offices. 

jw  Studio  Strike 
areup  in  the  Making? 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

th  on  wages  and  working  condi- 
:ns." 
iCSU  President  Herbert  K.  Sorrell 
aounced  he  has  received  a  tele- 
im  from  William  Hutchinson, 
:sident  of  the  International  Bro- 
rhood  of  Carpenters,  and  Harry 

^ Brown,  president  of  the  Interna- 
al  Association  of  Machinists  sup- 
ting  his  stand  on  the  unemploy- 
nt  of  machinists  in  the  studios. 

Swiss  Want  RKO 
Theater  Services 

Reprinting  and  mailing  to  all  RKO 

Radio  offices  of  the  special  "Bells  of 
St.    Mary's"     manual,    prepared     by 

liHarry   Mandel's    RKO   Theaters    ad- 
vertising -  publicity  -  exploitation  de- 

partment, had  an  unanticipated  effect 
last  week.  Manual  so  impressed  the 

i  company's  Geneva,  Switzerland,  man- 
ager that  he  cabled  Blanche  Living- 
ston, in  charge  of  publicity  for  RKO 

out-of-town    theaters,    for    a    supply 
Aof  valances,  burgees,  and  other  ex- 

ploitation material  on  the  film.  Or- 

der is  on   its  way,  of  course — RKO 
Theaters  service. 

IN  AN  EFFORT  TO  UNCOVER  new  writing  talent  for  the  screen 
M-G-M  is  sponsoring  a  two-year  story  contest  in  association  with  the 
Atlantic  Monthly.  There  will  be  prizes  of  $1,500  and  $750  and  payments 
of  $5,000  for  any  winning  stories  that  might  be  acquired  by  the  company. 

FEDERAL  JUDGE  SAMUEL  MANDELBAUM  on  Friday  reserved 

decision  on  the  motions  by  Loew's  and  Cross  Bay  Amusement  Co.  for 
examination  of  each  other  before  trial  of  the  injunction  suit  brought  by 
the  former  to  restrain  the  latter  from  using  the  Loew  name  in  connection 
with  its  Cross  Bay  Theater  in  Queens. 

ENTERPRISE  PRODS,  has  purchased  from  E.  A.  Ellington,  the 

author  of  "Gilda,"  her  novel  titled  "Maggi  July,"  now  in  manuscript  form. 
Enterprise  had  budgeted  $1,500,000  for  this  film  and  are  placing  it  on 
the  Fall  production  schedule. 

BENJAMIN  A.  COHEN,  assistant  secretary-general  for  public  infor- 
mation of  the  United  Nations,  will  address  the  monthly  meeting  of  the 

New  York  Film  Council  Wednesday  at  the  Hotel  Sheraton. 

Pix  Cancer  Drive  Execs. 
Appeal  for  Trade  Support 

Brig.  Gen.  John  Reed  Kilpatrick, 
president  of  Madison  Square  Garden 
Corp.,  and  metropolitan  campaign 
chairman  of  the  New  York  Commit- 

tee of  the  American  Cancer  Society, 
and  Max  A.  Cohen,  chairman  of  the 
Metropolitan  Theater  Owners  Com- 

mittee of  the  motion  picture  industry, 
addressed  a  group  of  industry  lead- 

ers as  well  as  members  of  the  trade 
press  in  the  Astor  Hotel  Friday  in 
an  appeal  for  full  support  in  the 
current  cancer  campaign. 

Group  Lined  up  for  Cancer 
Show  at  Carnegie  Hall 

Frank  Sinatra,  Orson  Welles, 
Xavier  Cugat  and  his  orchestra,  Bill 
Robinson,  Harvey  Stone,  Milton 
Berle,  Willie  Howard,  the  Mills  Bro- 

thers and  Loretta  Young  are  among 
the  talent  already  lined  up  for  the 
stage  and  radio  show  at  Carnegie 
Hall  on  April  19  for  the  cancer  drive. 
Ed  Sullivan  will  emcee. 

The  motion  picture  division  of  the 
American  Cancer  Society  has  desig- 

nated the  National  Flag  Co.  of  New 
York  as  the  official  manufacturer  of 
valances,  burgees  and  badges  for  the 
drive. 

Detroit  Labor  Situation 
At  Week-end  Standstill 

Detroit — The  film  labor  situation 
here  was  at  a  standstill  Friday 
awaiting  action  from  IATSE  head- 

quarters in  New  York.  Ray  Carroll, 
business  agent  of  the  Building  Serv- 

ice Employes  International,  said  that 
he  was  delaying  action  as  long  as 
possible  to  allow  maximum  chance 
for  a  settlement  of  the  backroom 
aspect  of  situation,  since  the  back- 

room employes  outnumber  the  build- 
ing service  employes  involved  10  to 

one. 

Revive  Doctor's  Call  Service 
Detroit — The  Fox  Theater  is  re- 

viving the  special  call  service  for 
physicians,  discontinued  during  the 
war. 

15-20%  of  Year's  Pix To  Be  in  Technicolor 

$2,000,000  Credit 
For  Mono.  Production 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
annual    report    would    be    released 

soon. 
Kalmus  is  due  to  leave  for  London 

on  April  28  on  his  first  European 

trip  since  the  war.  He'll  be  gone 
about  six  or  eight  weeks.  His  in- 

tentions are  to  spend  a  good  deal 
of  time  looking  into  the  operations 

of  the  company's  plant  at  Denham. 
It  was  learned  on  Friday  that 

although  its  operations  were  seri- 
ously affected  by  the  strike  and  the 

war,  Technicolor  is  now  operating  at 
normal  capacity.  Company  expects 
to  service  about  35  features  this  year 
and  the  footage  of  Technicolor  prints 
will  total  between  150,000,000  and 
200,000,000  feet.  Fifteen  to  20  per 
cent  of  the  features  for  theatrical 
exhibition  in  1946  will  be  in  Techni- color. 

Production  of  Technicolor  film  has 
now  passed  the  billion  footage  mark. 
Twelve  Technicolor  features  cur- 

rently are  in  production,  five  more  in 

preparation. 

Will  Cut  the  Budget 
For  nS  to  $10,000,000 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Department's  office  of  International 
Cultural  Relations  was  given  Friday 
by  congressional  sources.  First,  mem- 

bers of  the  State  Department  sub- 
committee of  the  House  Appropria- 

tions Committee  told  reporters  that 
they  have  agreed  to  cut  the  budget 
for  the  service  headed  by  Assistant 
Secretary  of  State  William  B.  Ben- 

ton from  $19  to  $10  million  dollars. 
This  was  revealed  here  two  weeks 

ago. 
Later  in  the  day  the  House  For- 

eign Affairs  Committee,  on  motion 
of  Rep.  Kee  of  West  Virginia,  agreed 
to  re-open  the  hearings  on  Chairman 
Sol  Bloom's  bill  providing  statutory 
authority  for  the  Benton  operation. 
That  this  would  happen  was  pre- 

dicted here  last  Thursday. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

executive    vice-president    and    trea- 
surer,  announced   at   the   week-end. 

Deal,  signed  last  week,  is  effective  as 
of  March  1  of  this  year. 

In  addition  Monogram  is  permitted 
to  guarantee  bank  loans  up  to  $500,- 
000  made  to  indie,  producers  releas- 

ing through  the  company,  and  will 
be  able  to  guarantee  returns  to  inde- 

pendent producers  to  a  limit  of  $700,- 
000.  Interest  on  the  bank  loans  will 
be  at  four  per  cent.  Credit  will  be 
supplemented  by  bank  loans  arranged 
independently  by  several  producing 
units  releasing  through  Monogram. 
Banks  participating  in  the  loan, 

in  addition  to  the  Security-First  Na- 
tional, include  the  California  Bank 

of  Los  Angeles,  Guaranty  Trust  Co., 

New  York,  and  the  Bank  of  Manhat- 
tan Co.,  New  York. 

Broidy  and  Burrow3  also  revealed 
that  all  but  725  shares  of  Mono- 

gram's cumulative  convertible  pre- 
ferred have  been  converted  into  com- 

mon stock  as  a  result  of  the  recent 
call.  Shares  not  turned  in  for  con- 

version will  be  redeemed  by  the 
Guaranty  Trust  Co.  at  $11.00  a  share, 
plus  an  accrued  dividend  of  five  cents 

per  share. 
Bausch  &  Lomb  Reports 
Net  Income  of  $1,192,743 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
end  of  the  year.  This  compares  with 
$1,089,717  in  1944  equal  after  charges 
to  $2.03  a  share  on  420,728  shares  of 
common  then  outstanding.  Current 
assets  at  the  end  of  the  year  includ- 

ing cash  of  $2,855,345  were  $26,919,- 
769  and  current  liabilities  $10,115,- 
620.  At  the  end  of  1944  assets  were 
$31,014,371  and  liabilities  were  $18,- 
785,804. 
The  company  has  arranged  bank 

credits  here  and  in  New  York  for 

$6,000,000.  A  number  of  new  pro- ducts will  soon  be  ready  to  go  into 
production,  the  report  said. 

Starrett  Re-signed  by  Col. 
West   Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Charles  Starrett, 
Columbia  Pictures  western  star,  has 
signed  to  ride  and  act  under  the 
Columbia  brand  for  his  twelfth  con- 

secutive year. 

Guild  Picketing,  But 
Members  Stay  on  Job 

The  Motion  Picture  Theater  Oper- 

ating Managers,  Assistant  Managers 
Guild  on  Friday  started  picketing  41 

RKO  houses  in  New  York  and  West- 
chester in  its  dispute  with  the  circuit 

over  alleged  refusal  to  abide  by  Na- 
tional War  Labor  Board  order  hiking 

salaries  and  reducing  hours.  Decision 

to  picket  was  taken  by  the  union's steering  committee.  Members  of  the 
union  will  remain  on  the  job  during 

the  picketing  campaign,  it  was  said. 
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FM  WILL  ASK  MORE  STUDIO  MUSICIANS 
Wallace  Expands  Commerce  Dept.  Pix  Division 
*IA  President  Assured 

e  Golden  Won't  Be 
in  Dept,  Re-shuffle 

hgton  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

ishington — Expansion  of  his  de- 
tent's motion  picture  program 

pledged  yesterday  by  Secretary 
ommerce  Henry  Wallace  in  a 
ing  with  MPAA  president  Eric 
ihnston. 
illace  was  reported  as  praising 
;alue  of  pictures  as  a  top  media 
formation,  while  assuring  John- 
that  Nate  Golden,  commerce  pix 

(Continued  en  Page  3) 

cycle'  Stage  Hands 
Detroit's  Nabes! 
troit — IATSE  Stagehands  Local 
moving  to  place  stagehands  in 
ional  neighborhood  and   subur- 
theaters.     Union    insists    that 

as    employ    stagehands    but,    in 
where    there    is    not    enough 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

tine  Joins  Kaminsky 
Gordon  in  Earn,  Inc. 

^m,  Inc.,  just  organized  by  Glen 
ne,  executive  secretary  of  the 
A's  Public  Information  Com- 
e;  Charles  Gordon,  stage  pro- 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

deon  Board  Meets 
April  26  in  Toronto 
Toronto  —  In  the  face  of  varied 

{mors  regarding  changes  in  the  cir- 

it's  executive  personnel,  a  meeting the  board  of  directors  of  Odeon 
eaters  of  Canada  has  been  called 

April  26  by  President  J.  E.  Law- 
i,   who    recently    succeeded    Paul 
Nathanson    as  the   head    of   the 

ain. 

A   regional   conference    of    mana- 
3  in  Quebec  Province  is  scheduled 
the  same  date  in  Montreal  by 

;  n  e  r  a  I  Theaters  (Quebec)  Ltd., 

iich  is  the  Odeon  branch  company 
that  Province. 

ROSE  TO  HEAD  UJA  AMUSEMENT  DIV. 
Balaban,  Cohn  and  Ma).  Albert  Warner  as  Co-chairmen — 

$35,000,000  is  Greater  New  York  Quota 

Sparking  the  United  Jewish  Ap- 
peal campaign  which  seeks  to  raise 

$35,000,000  as  the  Greater  New  York 
share  of  the  $100,000,000  nation- 

wide goal,  Billy  Eose  was  named 
chairman  of  the  Amusement  Division 

at  a  luncheon-meeting  of  entertain- 
ment industry  leaders  in  the  Hotel 

Astor  yesterday. 
Barney  Balaban,  president  of 

Paramount;    Jack    Cohn,   vice-presi- 

dent of  Columbia,  and  Maj.  Albert 
Warner,  vice-president  of  Warners, 
were  named  co-chairmen  with  Rose 
to  organize  an  intensive  drive  within 
the  industry. 
Louis  Nizer,  chairman  of  the 

speakers  bureau  of  the  UJA  of 
Greater  New  York,  was  the  principal 
speaker  introduced  by  Balaban,  and 
called  for  an  unprecedented  devotion 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Carpenters  Authorize 

"Economic  Action" 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — By  secret  ballot  stu- 
dio carpenters  of  Local  946  United 

Brotherhood  of  Carpenters  &  Joiners 
(AFL)  voted  524  yes,  11  no,  to  give 
their  executive  board  authority  to 
take  "economic  action"  if  necessary 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

R.  I.  House  Com.  Defers 
Providence  Tax  Action 

Providence,  R.  I.— While  the  House 
Corporation  Committee  voted  to  re- 

port out  this  city's  program  for  new 
taxes,  it  kept  in  committee  a  bill  to 
impose  a  five  per  cent  tax  on  admis- 

sions to  places  of  amusement.  Rep. 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Carnegie  Hall  Cancer 
Show  Gets  Biz  Support 

Full  support  of  the  April  19  Car- 
negie Hall  show  opening  the  indus- 

try's theater  collection  campaign  in 
the  cancer  drive  was  pledged  by  busi- 

ness representatives  yesterday  at  a 
Hotel  Astor  luncheon  following  an 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

G-B  Industrial  Pix 
In  Dominion  via  Hanson 

Toronto  —  Oscar  R.  Hanson  re- 
turned from  a  flying  trip  to  London, 

England,  with  the  announcement  he 
had  secured  the  product  of  G-B  In- 

structional, Ltd.,  for  Canada,  to  be 
distributed  through  Hanson  16  mm. 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

16  mm.  inRKO  Spots  Abroad 
Equipment  Deliveries  in  Four  to  Six  Weeks 

Confers  With  Harmon  on 
Food  Conservation  Film 

Washington  B-ureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Fleur  Fenton,  repre- 
senting the  Famine  Emergency  Com- 
mittee, was  in  New  York  yesterday 

conferring  with  Francis  S.  Harmon 
of  the  MPAA  concerning  plans  for 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

RKO  Radio  is  moving  to  place  16 
mm.  equipment  in  foreign  exchanges, 
it  was  learned  yesterday.  Orders 
for  16  mm.  projectors  and  servicing 
units  have  been  placed  with  several 
manufacturers,  and  delivery  is  ex- 

pected in  from  four  to  six  weeks 
when  overseas  shipments  will  start. 

At  the  same  time,  it  was  learned 
that  the  first  10  complete  RKO  Radio 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Union's  Executiye  Board 
To  Finish  Formulating 
Proposals  This  Morning 

The  industry  was  gripped  with 
suspense  last  night  as  it  awaited  the 
start  of  negotiations  this  afternoon 
between  the  producers  and  the  Amer- 

ican Federation  of  Musicians  to  work 
out  new  contracts  to  replace  those 
that  expired  on  April  1. 

Exactly  what  demands  the  AFM 
will  make  upon  the  studios  could  not 
be  learned.  There  was  widespread 
speculation  in  the  industry  on  the 
matter.  However,  it  became  clear 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

$15,000  Limitation  to 

Apply  to  Single  Sets 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington — CPA  within  the  next 

few  days  is  expected  to  rule  that  its 
$15,000  limitation  will  be  applied  to 
single  motion  picture  sets  rather 
than  to  an  entire  production,  it  was 
learned  yesterday. 

The     CPA     interpretation,    which 
(Continued  en  Page  3) 

Canadian  16  mm.  Prod. 
To  Organize  Association 

Toronto — An  association  for  pro- 
ducers of  16  mm.  films  in  Canada 

was  promulgated  at  a  committee 
meeting  of  interested  representatives 
here  yesterday,  Hanes  Teisler  of 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Cuba's  High  Court 

Okays  "Flesh"  Law 
Havana  (By  Air  Mail) — Legality  of 

the  Presidential  decree  requiring  cer- 
tain film  theaters  to  provide  flesh 

entertainment  in  their  stage  shows 

daily,  and  other  houses  to  offer  such 
entertainment  at  least  10  days  per 

month,  has  been  upheld  by  the 

Cuban  Supreme  Court.  Exhibitors 
have  appealed  the  decree,  charging 
that  it  was  both  unconstitutional  and 
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FINANCIAL 
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NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

Am.  Seat   
Bell  &  Howell   
Columbia  Pic ts   
Columbia  Picts.  pfd.. 
East.  Kodak  . . . 
Gen.  Pree.  Eq... 

Loew's,  Inc   
Paramount        
RKO        
Republic  Pict   
Republic  Picts.  pfd... 
20th  Century-Fox  .  .  . 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd. 
Universal    Pict   
Universal  Pict.  pfd.. 
Warner  Bros   

NEW  YORK 
Monogram  Picts   
Radio-Keith   evs.    . . . 
Sonotone  Corp   
Technicolor        
Trans-Lux      

High  Low  Close 

31  y4  31  y4  31 1/4 
32  31 1/2  31  Vx 
337/8  323/4  33y2 
106  1051/2  106 
253  252  253 

371/2  37  37 
391/2  381/2  391/2 
783/4  77  781/2 
251/8  241/4  25 
171/2  16%  171/4 
20%  201/2  207/g 
603/4  593/8  60% 
75%  741/2  75% 
473,4  46  473/4 
100  100  100 

48%  451/8  48i/4 
CURB    MARKET 
103/8  9%  103/g 
113/4  11%  113/4 
5%  53/4      53/4 

28i/4  273/4  281/s 
8  73,4      8 

Net 
Chg. 

+  Yz 
+  Va 
+  1% 

+  1 +  5 

—  Yi 

+    % 

+      3/4 
+    3A 
+    % 
+     % 

—  % 

+  1% +  '31/4 

+  Vi 
+  % 

—  Va —  % 

+  % 

New  Orleans  Convention 
Of  Indies  Is  Deferred 

New  Orleans  —  The  Independent 
Theater  Exhibitors'  convention  sched- 

uled for  the  Jung  Hotel,  today  and 
tomorrow,  has  been  postponed  be- 

cause of  lack  of  adequate  facilities, 
according  to  Levere  C.  Montgomery 
of  Joy  Theaters,  arrangement  chair- 
man. 

Confer  on  British  Strike 
London  (By  Cable) — The  Ministry 

of  Labor  will  make  a  further  effort 
to  end  the  dispatch  and  repair  work- 

ers strike  today  when  two  union 
leaders  are  scheduled  to  confer  at  the 
Ministry. 

commo  flfiD  come 
ERIC  A.  JOHNSTON  will  be  in  Chicago  today. 
HAKRY  M.  KALMINE,  general  manager  of 

Warner  Theaters,  accompanied  by  HERMAN  R. 
MAIER,  head  of  the  construction  department, 
.ert  New  York  yesterday  for  an  inspection  tour 

of  the  circuit's  New  England  houses. 
G.  L.  CARRINGTON,  Altec  president,  arrived 

on  the  Coast  via  Constellation  from  New  York. 
GIG  YOUNG  left  Hollywood  yesterday  for  a 

two-week  vacation  in  San  Francisco. 
JACK  KIRSCH  has  returned  to  Chicago  from  a 

Florida  vacation. 

CHARLES  K.  STERN,  Loew's  assistant  treasurer, 
and  WILLIAM  G.  BRENNER,  head  of  M-G-M's 
checking  department,  returned  yesterday  from  a 
three-day  trip  to  Baltimore. 
ARTHUR  SHEtKMAN  has  left  Hollywood  with 

nis  wire  actress  GLORIA  STUART,  for  a  six- 
week   vacation   in   Phoenix   and    New  York. 

E.  K.  (TED)  O'SHEA,  Eastern  M-G-M  sales 
manager,  got  back  yesterday  from  a  Hot  Springs, 
Ark.  vacation. 

CAROL  BRANDT,  Eastern  story  head  for 
M-G-M,  returned  from  a  five-week  tour  of 
Europe  yesterday  on  the  Clipper. 
CAPT.  BARNEY  ROSS,  former  C  h  a  r  I  0  1 1  e 

M-G-M  salesman,  leaves  today  for  N.  C.  and 
will  resume  with  the  film  company  on  expiration 
of  his  terminal  leave. 

PINCUS  SOBER,  of  M-G-M,  left  for  Indianap- 
olis last  night.  From  there  he  will  head  for 

Pittsburgh  before  returning  to  New  York  the  end 
of  the  week. 
VINCENT  McFAUL,  Buffalo  theater  operator, 

was  in  town  yesterday. 

CLEM  JAUNICH,  head  of  the  Jaunich  Amuse- 
ment Co.,  Delano,  Minn.,  and  GEORCE  TURNER 

and  LeROY  SMITH,  of  the  M-C-M  exchange  in 
Minneapolis,  are  in  Hollywood  for  studio  in- 

spections. 
JIM  LANSING,  Altec  vice-president,  is  en 

route  to  the  Coast  with  stopover  in  Chicago. 

HARVEY  FLESCHMAN,  of  the  Wometco  cir- 
cuit, is  a  Chicago  visitor  from  Miami. 

ZACK  SCHWARTZ,  president  of  United  Pro- 
ductions, returned  to  the  Coast  at  the  week- 

end  from   New  York. 

MIKE  ROMANOFF  is  here  from  the  Coast. 

LOUIS  JOURDAN,  French  screen  actor  under 
contract  to  David  O.  Selznick,  is  at  the  Waldorf- 
Astoria  from  France. 

JAMES  MURTACH,  operator,  Eastown  Theater, 
Detroit,  is  returning  from  Florida. 

THOMAS  G.  MACFALANE,  operator,  Down- 
town Theater,  Detroit,  goes  to  California  for  a 

month. 

HARRY  ROSE,  manager  of  the  Globe,  Bridge- 
port, leaves  for  a  vacation  in  Atlantic  City  this 

week. 
CARL  GOE,  manager  of  the  Warner  exchange, 

New  Haven,  leaves  for  a  stay  at  Southern  Pines, 
North  Carolina,  April   13. 

BILL  BROWN,  manager  of  the  Bijou,  New 
Haven,  is  vacationing  at  Timber  Trails  Inn, 
Sherman,   Conn. 
EDWARD  FITZPATRICK,  manager  of  the  Poli, 

Waterbury,  is  visiting  in  Tyler,  Tex. 
CHARLOTTE  McGUIGAN  SlTZER,  secretary  to 

Harry  Shaw,  Loew-Poli  division  manager,  New 
Haven,  is  in  New  York  for  several  days  shop- 

ping. 
ROBERT  YOUNG,  Paramount  travelling  auditor, 

is  at  the  Minneapolis  exchange. 

SAM  SHIRLEY,  M-C-M  Chicago  district  man- 
ager, has  returned  to  the  Windy  City  after  three 

days  at  the  home  office  for  conferences. 
GEORCE  WELTNER,  president  of  Para.  Int., 

sailed  for  England  on  the  Queen  Mary. 

ANDREW  ULLMAN,  in  charge  of  Para,  the- 
aters in  France  and  Belgium,  left  New  York  for 

Hollywood  yesterday. 
ALEX  MANTA,  of  the  Manta  Rose  theater 

circuit,    Chicago,    is   in    Hot  Springs. 
WILLIAM  B.  DAVID  arrived  in  San  Francisco 

at  the  week-end  from  Hollywood  to  confer  with 
Joseph  Blumenfeld,  president  of  Golden  Gate Pictures. 

"Lost  Weekend"  Assured 
At  Negotiated  Terms 
Minneapolis — Assurance  that  Para- 

mount will  deliver  "Lost  Weekend" 
at  the  negotiated  terms  to  exhibitors 
who  have  played  other  pix  in  the 
block  was  given  by  Jim  Donohue  in 
a  wire  to  Benjamin  Berger,  president 
of  North  Central  Allied.  A  telegram 
has  been  sent  by  NCA  to  Donohue 
asking  why  Para,  failed  to  confirm 
contracts  and  why  it  was  holding 

up  the  dating  of  "Weekend." 
"A  substantial  majority  of  cus- 

tomers have  agreed  to  negotiate 
'Weekend'  in  terms  in  line  with  what 
they  should  be,"  Donohue  said  in  a 
telegram  received  by  Berger.  "The 
performance  of  'Weekend'  is  20  to 
30  per  cent  better  today  after  win- 

ning the  Academy  Award." 
Explaining  that  Paramount  made 

adjustments  on  oversold  pix,  Donohue 

said  the  business  should  be  a  'two- 
way  street"  on  "Weekend." 
"However,  you  may  assure  your 

members  that  in  any  instance  where 
we  have  delivered  the  pix  on  the  con- 

tracts we  will  deliver  'Weekend'  at 
the  negotiated  terms  where  any  ex- 

hibitor in  that  category  so  requests," 
Donohue  pointed  out.  "Any  revision 
in  the  terms  of  'Weekend'  under 
such  circumstances  rests  entirely 
with  the  exhibitor  and  the  picture 
will  be  delivered  whether  his  answer 

to  it  is  yes  or  no." 
William  D.  Scanlon  Dead 

Lincoln,  Me. — William  D.  Scanlon, 
manager  and  part  owner  of  the  Lin- 

coln Theater,  died  after  a  year's  ill- ness. 

Jackson  Park  Hearing 
Date  is  Set  for  May  15 

Chicago — Judge  Michael  Igoe  set 
May  15  as  the  hearing  date  for  the 
injunction  asked  for  by  Attorney 
Thomas  McConnell  in  the  Jackson 
Park  Theater  case  yesterday. 

McConnell  also  filed  a  supple- 
mental complaint  asking  $200,000 

additional  damages,  which  will  be 
tripled  under  the  Sherman  Anti-trust 
Law,  if  the  sought  for  sum  is 
awarded,  from  the  date  the  old  suit 
was  filed  until  the  U.  S.  Supreme 
Court  ruled  on  the  appeal  from  the 
$390,000  verdict  in  favor  of  the 

plaintiffs. 

Ohio  ITO  Asks  Showing 
Of  Cancer  Drive  Trailer 

Columbus,  O.  —  Ohio  exhibitors 
were  urged  to  publicize  the  cancer 
campaign,  April  21-28,  by  running 
the  Spencer  Tracy  trailer  in  a  bul- 

letin sent  to  members  of  the  Inde- 
pendent Theater  Owners  of  Ohio  by 

P.  J.  Wood,  secretary  of  ITO. 
"We  fell  that  this  movement  is  so 

important  that  those  exhibitors  who 
are  averse  to  audience  collections 
should  nevertheless  show  the  trailer 
as  a  matter  of  public  service  to  their 

patrons,"  said  Wood. 

Veteran  seeks  trainee  post.  Has 
strong  sales  background.  Good  idea 
man,  business-getter,  mature  view- 

point. Phone  ENdicott  2-4067,  or write: 
Box  70 

THE   FILM   DAILY 
1501   Broadway,  New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

16mm,  in  RKO  Radi 
Branches  Abroad 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
16   mm.   programs,   comprising 
tures  and  shorts,  are  now  being 
cessed  in  the  laboratories  and  pi 
are  expected  to  be  ready  for  ex 
at  the  same  time. 

In  line  with  the  16  mm.  profc 
abroad   recently   announced   by 
Reisman,  special  sales  reps,  are 
being  indoctrinated  at  the  home  o; 
Robert  C.  Maroney  heads  up  16 
foreign  distribution  under  Reisi 

A.  C.  Bothner-by,  who  will  ha 
the  Chinese  territory,  is  aire 
functioning  there.  Roman  Y< 
will  be  in  charge  in  Latin  Ame: 
while  Capt.  A.  Toledano  will  ha 
16  mm.  for  RKO  in  Europe. 

RKO  plans  to  first  install  th< 
mm.  equipment  in  its  overseas 
changes  in  Latin  America,  the 
East  and   Asia,  and  will  use  i 
course  to  sitmulate  exhibitor  ir 
est  in  the  narrow   gauge   film, 
decision  on  dubbing  of  16  mm. 
been  reached;  prints  for  the  pre 
going   to   Latin   America   will   1 
superimposed    titles,    while    En£ 
dialogue  prints  will  go   to  the 

East. 

Rites  Held  For  Koelin, 
First  National  Founder 

St.  Louis — Funeral  services  1 
held  yesterday  for  Edmond  Ko 
79,  a  pioneer  film  theater  owne 
the    Middle   West,    and    one   of 
founding  members  of  First  Nati  - 
Pictures.   One  of  the  builders  of 
New  Grand  Central  Theater,  Kc 
and  his  associates  sold  the   thel 
and  the  First  National  franchis 
the  Skouras  brothers  in  1917. 

Capt.  Joseph  Gould,  Ou 
Of  Army,  Rejoins  UA 

Capt.  Joseph  Gould,  recently 
arated  from  the  Army  after  ser 
for  four  years,  has  returned  to  li 
home  office  advertising  and  publi 
department.  He  will  be  in  charg 
national  tie-ups  which  had  1 
handled  for  the  past  eight  month 
Beatrice  Spence,  resigned. 

BETTER  FILM  MUSK 
For  Distinctive  Productions 

New  Compositions  Scored  by  Large  Symphoa 
Original  Scores  for  Particular  Films 

/6S7  SUcndumy,  ̂ A<hb  fyttf 

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,   INC. 

160:.'    BROADWAl      N      Y 

Complete    Film    and 
Disc  Recording  Facilities 
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mmerce  Depf.  fo 
land  Pix  Division 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

J',  would  not  be  lost  in  a  Depart- ;  re-shuffle. 

jncerned  over  the  possibility  that 
ran,  who  has  smoothed  many  an 
*!ftry  path  in  his  20  years  with 
Department  of  Commerce,  might 
effected  in  the  reorganizational 
«,  Johnston  scheduled  a  meeting 
Wallace  yesterday. 

;r  from   presaging    a  retrench- 
..,  the  Department  of  Commerce 
ram  will  mean  an  expansion  of 

iix  activities,  Wallace  told  John- 

Jjhile  not  detailing  the  plans,  Wal- 
left  no  doubt  but  that  he  has 
confidence  in  Golden, 

lden's  formerly  autonomous  pix 
was    absorbed    by    Commerce 

,'s  General  Products  Division — 
&tch-all"  outfit  composed  of  un- 
ed  groups.   Wallace  did  not  say 
her  this   decision  would  be  re- 

ed but  did  pledge  full  co-opera- 
with  the  motion  picture  industry, 
'janwhile,    it    was    learned    that 
LA  has  decided  not  to  intervene 

e  State  Department's  reorgani- 
n  of  its  pix  unit,  although  more 
mildly  interested  in  the  move. 

:pected  to  be  put  into  effect  soon 
State  Department  order  which 
move  foreign  market  interests 
the   Telecommunications   Divi- 

to  the  Commercial  Policy  Divi- 

Release  Agfa  Color  Study 
Vngton  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington —  The  Commerce  De- 
cent tomorrow  will  release  a 

h  of  the  Agfa  color  process  made 
group  headed  by  Nathan  Golden, 
iepartment's  film  chief,  who  re- 
y  returned  from  a  three  months' 1  pean  survey. 

5,000  Limitation  to 

ply  to  Single  Sets 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

!  come  today  or  tomorrow,  will 
w  a  formal  request  for  a  rul- 
oy  the  MPAA.  MP  A  A  was  re- 

ed last  week  as  ready  to  "accept" 
^application  of  the  $15,000  limi- 
m  to  single  sets  after  countless 
aunications  with  Hollywood. 
i'A's  decision  concerning  set  lum- 

ps is  believed  to  have  come  from 
r  House  Administrator  Wilson 
tt  or  CPA  Chief  John  Small. 

iEND  BIRTHDAY 

I  GREETINGS  TO: 
April  9 

Jeff  Lazarus  Sharon  Lynn 
illiam   B.   Stuber  Allen  Jenkins 

Jim  Bannon 

Little  Headlines: 
ERIC  A.  JOHNSTON  will  address  the  next  convention  of  North 

Central  Allied  to  be  held  in  Minneapolis  in  November,  President  Benjamin 
Berger  disclosed. 

J.  ARTHUR  RANK'S  "HENRY  V"  is  expected  by  UA  to  run  for 
10  weeks  at  the  Esquire,  Boston,  where  it  played  to  capacity  on  a  two-a- 
day  policy  over  the  week-end.  Saturday  "take"  was  $2,809,  Sunday's,  $2,790. 

VERNON  ADAMS,  former  salesman,  has  been  named  manager  of 
the  Warner  branch  in  Oklahoma  City.  John  B.  Sokley,  who  has  been 
handling  the  office,  returns  to  the  Chicago  sales  department. 

THE  FEDERATION  OF  MUNICIPALITIES  AND  MAYORS  OF 
CANADA  has  asked  the  Dominion  Government  to  revive  the  wartime 
measure  of  compulsory  daylight  saving  to  avoid  confusion. 

PETE  J.  WOOD,  Ohio  ITO  secretary,  warns  theater  owners  to  revise 
fire  insurance  policies,  pointing  out  that  many  in  effect  today  were  written 
at  low  replacement  values. 

ALLBERT  A.  SENFT,  retiring  president  of  Cinema  Lodge,  B'nai 
B'rith,  will  be  honored  at  a  dinner  to  be  held  in  the  Hotel  Commodore  on 
April  30,  Jack  H.  Levin,  incoming  president,  announced.  New  officers  will 
be  installed. 

DONALD  M.  NELSON,  SIMPP  president,  will  act  as  chairman  of 
the  California  Committee  on  International  Economic  Policy,  organized  to 
back  the  British  loan. 

APPOINTMENT  OF  CLD7FORD  GEORGE  (DICK)  DICKINSON  as 

Monogram's  representative  in  the  British  Isles,  was  announced  yesterday 
by  Norton  V.  Ritchey,  president  of  Monogram  International.  Dickinson 
will  co-operate  with  Pathe  Pictures,  Ltd. 

Carpenters  Authorize 

"Economic  Action" 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

to  obtain  wage  increases  and  a 
signed  contract.  At  the  same  meet- 

ing the  studio  carpenters  voted  to 
join  the  Conference  of  Studio  Unions, 
and  voted  against  further  participa- 

tion in  the  Los  Angeles  Central 
Labor  Council. 

Byron  Price  acted  as  an  interme- 
diary yesterday  between  Herbert  K. 

Sorrell  of  CSU  and  MPAA  Prexy 
Eric  A.  Johnston,  in  New  York.  Sor- 

rell said  that  he  called  on  Price  and 
stated  point  blank  he  wanted  to  find 
out  whether  Johnston  has  any 
authority  on  labor  policies  in  Holly- 
wood. 

Price  talked  to  Johnston  by  long 
distance  and  explained  the  serious- 

ness of  the  threatened  union  strike 
and  the  refusal  of  CSU  unions  to 
even  discuss  the  open  shop.  John- 

ston was  impressed  by  the  gravity^  of 
the  situation  and  asked  time  in  which 
to  consult  with  President  William 
Green  of  AF  of  L  and  with  industry 
leaders,  and  promised  action  within 
the  week. 

Rites  Today  for  Alfred  Reeves 
West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  ■ —  Funeral  services  will 
be  held  Today  at  Forest  Lawn  for 
Alfred  Reeves,  77,  personal  repre- 

sentative of  Charles  Chaplin  and 
vice-president  of  the  Chaplin  com- 

pany, who  died  in  his  sleep  Sunday. 
The  association  between  Chaplin  and 
Reeves  began  in  1910  when  Reeves 
brought  Chanlin  to  the  United  States 

to  play  in  a  stage  presentation  of  "A 

Night  in  the  Music  Hall." 

'Bicycle'  Stage  Hands 

In  Detroit's  Nabes! 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

work,  will  permit  men  to  work  for 

three  houses  within  reasonable  dis- 
tance of  each  other. 

Union  and  United  Detroit  The- 
aters have  completed  negotiations 

for  a  contract  which  provides  for 
wage  hikes  and  an  agreement  under 
which  stagehands  will  have  nothing 
to  do  with  construction  work.  Simi- 

lar contracts  are  being  negotiated 
with  the  Downtown,  Adams,  Fox  and 
RKO  Uptown  theaters.  Wisper  & 
Wetsman  negotiations  are  scheduled 
to  start  when  Lew  Wisper  returns 
from  Florida,  while  Associated  Cir- 

cuit and  Raymond  Schreiber  are  next 

in  line  for  "swing  stagehand"  plan 
negotiations. 

Allvine  Joins  Kaminsky 
And  Gordon  in  Kam,  Inc. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
ducer,  and  Jacques  Kaminsky, 
former  French  producer,  has  acquired 
American  rights  to  approximately 
100  French  plays,  novels,  short  stor- 

ies and  film  originals,  it  was  said 
yesterday  by  Allvine. 
The  new  company  will  translate 

and  evaluate  the  French  material  and 
will  both  market  and  produce  those 
deemed  suitable  for  the  U.  S.  At 
the  present  time,  one  script,  based 
on  a  French  novel,  is  being  con- 

sidered for  production  by  the  com- 
pany, while  the  N.  Y.  Theater  Guild 

is  reported  interested  in  an  unpro- 
Iduced  French  play  Kam  holds. 

Carnegie  Hall  Cancer 
Show  Gets  Biz  Support 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

appeal    for    aid   voiced   by    Loretta 
Young.    The  luncheon  was  given  by 
the   motion   picture   division    of   the Cancer  Society. 

Miss  Young  stressed  the  urgent 
need  of  funds  to  combat  the  scourge 
of  cancer  in  America.  Supporting 
her  in  her  appeal  was  Max  Cohen, 
chairman  of  the  metropolitan  the- 

ater owners'  committee.  Cohen  said 
that  the  show  was  expected  to  be  a 
sell-out,  with  seats  running  from  $24 
down  to  $1.80. 

It  was  understood  that  many  of 
the  tickets  purchased  by  those  at  the 
luncheon  would  be  turned  over  to  vet- 

erans at  nearby  hospitals.  Some  of 
the  guests  reserved  whole  blocks  of 
seats  which  will  be  turned  over  to 

the  Army  and  Navy  for  use  by  con- valescents. 

Miss  Young  is  listed  among  the 
talent  lined  up  for  the  show.  Orson 
Welles,  Jane  Froman,  Eddie  Bracken, 
Connie  Boswell  and  Milton  Berle  will 
be  among  her  fellow  performers.  A 
feature  of  the  show  will  be  a  broad- 

cast from  Hollywood  with  an  all- 
star  cast  headed  by  Bob  Hope. 

Canadian  16mm.  Prod. 
To  Organize  Association 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Audio  Pictures,  Toronto,  presiding. 
Other  prime  movers  are  Frank 

O'Byrne  of  Queensway  Studios,  a 
Rank  company;  Jack  Chisholm,  On- 

tario manager  of  Associated  Screen 
News,  and  Leon  Shelly,  formerly  of 
Vancouver,  who  is  president  of 
Shelly  Films.  The  latter  recently 

opened  a  plant  in  a  former  Govern- ment building  at  nearby  Long 
Branch,  Ont. 

Blum  Suit  Under  Advisement 

Philadelphia — Following  final  oral 
argument  for  previously  submitted 
briefs,  Judge  William  Kirkpatrick 
of  U.  S.  District  Court  yesterday 
took  under  advisement  the  equity 

suit  brought  by  Frank  and  Sara 
Blum  against  William  Goldman  The- 

aters, asking  for  a  reconveyance  of 
the  69th  St.  Theater  and  property. 
Damages  of  $100,000  ase  asked  by 

the  plaintiffs. 

Test  Young  Players 
In  WB  Studio  Shows 

West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Warner  studio  ex- 
ecutives, producers  and  directors  will 

get  a  better  idea  of  the  abilities  of 

some  of  the  lot's  younger  players  on 
April  17,  when  a  bill  of  one-act  plays 
and  scenes  from  stage  shows  will  be 

presented  in  a  100-seat  theater  being 
built.  Show  will  be  the  first  of  a 

series  to  be  given  on  the  Burbank  lot 
for  training  and  showcasting  of  play- 

ers, Jack  L.  Warner,  executive  pro- 
ducer, announced. 
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AFM  Will  Ask  More 
Studio  Musicians 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

yesterday  that  the  union  would  ask 
that  more  musicians  be  regularly 
employed  by  the  producers  —  just 
how  many  more  was  anybody's  guess 
— and  that  wages  be  hiked. 

The  suspense  will  be  over  when  the 
AFM  proposals  are  presented  to  the 
producer  spokesmen  at  the  opening 
of  the  conferences  at  the  AFM  offi- 
ces. 
James  C.  Petrillo,  head  of  the 

AFM,  said  that  the  union's  executive 
board  would  not  finish  formulating 
its  list  of  proposals  until  this  morn- 
ing. 
The  producer  representatives  are 

expected  to  confer  amonsr  themselves 
this  morning  before  meeting  Petrillo 
and  other  AFM  negotiators. 
The  producer  committee  meeting 

with  the  AFM  comprises  Charles 
Boren  of  Paramount,  Fred  S.  Meyer 
of  20th-Fox  and  Milton  Scharzwald 
of  Universal. 

The  negotiations  are  expected  to 
start  without  Pat  Casey,  studio  labor 
contact,  who  was  forced  to  delay  his 
departure  from  the  Coast. 

Detroit  Labor  Situation 
Awaits  Home  Office  Action 

Detroit — Film  exchange  labor  situ- 
ation awaits  action  from  home  offi- 
ces. Closed  exchanges  are  taking 

booking  records,  etc.,  away  at  night 
in  anticipation  of  possible  labor 
trouble  by  the  next  day  and  bringing 
them  back  in  the  morning. 
End  of  the  transit  strike  came 

without  serious  effect  on  local  show 
business.  Downtown  houses  remained 
practically  unaffected  throughout  the 
week  of  the  strike,  with  sole  excep- 

tion of  a  few  houses  dependent  on 

"transfer"  type  of  trade  in  subse- 
quent-run class. 

Polios  Off  for  London 
Steven  Pallos  has  gone  to  London 

by  air,  leaving  Jack  Mandell  in 
charge  of  his  New  York  office,  which 
is  now  at  212  W.  50  St.  He  will 
visit  Paris  and  Rome,  where  his 
"Teheran"  is  in  production. 

George  Shenker  Dies 
Cleveland  —  George  Shenker,  well 

known  veteran  theater  owner  of 
Lorain,  0.,  died  suddenly  Sunday  of 
a  heart  attack. 

SICK  REPOIIT 

ED  FAY,  owner,  Fay's  Theaters,  and  dean 
of  Rhode  Island  showmen,  is  well  on  the  road 

to  recovery  following  an  appendix  oper- 
ation in  Providence. 

MRS.  JERRY  ROWSTON,  wife  of  the 
Downtown  Theater,  Detroit,  operator,  is  out 
of  the  hospital  after  a  major  operation. 

JOSEPH  WALSH,  manager  of  the  New 
Newington  Theater,  Newington,  Conn.,  is 

a  patient  at  Cedarcrest  Sanitarium,  Hart- 
ford. 

reviews  of  new  films 
"The  Dark  Corner" 

with  Mark  Stevens,  Lucille  Ball,  William 
Bendix,  Clifton  Webb,  Kurt  Kreuger 

20th -Fox.  99  Mins. 

THRILLING,  EXPERTLY -FASHIONED 
MELODRAMA  THAT  WILL  KEEP  PA- 

TRONS ON  EDGE  OF  CHAIRS. 

To  call  "The  Dark  Corner"  a  meller  is 
like  tailing  a  diamond  mere  carbon.  While 

the  film  falls  in  the  chiller  category  of  en- 
tertainment, it  is  so  expertly  directed  and 

photographed,  and  its  story  so  pulsating,  it 
belongs  among  the  rare  attractions  of  its 

type. 
There  is  power  and  pace  from  the  out- 

set, and  even  though  its  salient  situations 

are  not  new  to  the  audience-eye,  there  is 
fresh  impact  to  the  footage.  Henry  Hatha- 

way has  more  than  concentrated  on  the 
main  ingredients,  for  the  incidental  details 
frequently  stand  out  to  please  and  excite 

the  onlooker.  The  photography  by  Joe  Mac- 
Donald  and  the  special  photographic  effects 
by  Fred  Sersen  are  admirably  in  key  with 
the  story,  thus  furnishing  an  atmosphere  of 
stark  reality. 

The  cast  is  headed  by  a  number  of  ex- 
pert players,  including  Lucille  Ball,  William 

Bendix,  Clifton  Webb,  Mark  Stevens,  Kurt 
Kreuger  and  Cathy  Downs.  Stevens,  the 

screenplay  recounts,  has  had  to  "do  time" in  California,  and  the  sinister  forces  which 

engineered  his  imprisonment  follow  him  to 
New  York  when  he  sets  up  an  office  there 
with  Miss  Ball  as  his  stenographer. 

While  Kurt  Kreuger  is  the  immediate 

villain  in  the  case,  there  is  a  far  more  pow- 

erful antagonist  who  employs  a  brutal-like 
detective  to  slay  Kreuger  and  plant  the 
blame  on  Stevens.  The  antagonist  is  an  art 

dealer,  Clifton  Webb,  who  plans  the  mur- 
der of  Kreuger  because  the  latter  and 

Webb's  wife  are  involved  in  an  affair.  The 
film  has  a  rousing  climax,  which  is  quite  a 
feat  considering  the  tremendous  tempo  it 
maintains  from  start  to  finish. 

CAST:  Lucille  Ball,  Clifton  Webb,  William 
Bendix,  Mark  Stevens,  Kurt  Kreuger,  Cathy 
Downs,  Reed  Hadley,  Constance  Collier,  Eddie 
Heywood  and  His  Orchestra,  Molly  Lamont, 
Forbes  Murray,  Regina  Wallace,  John  Colds- 
worthy,  Charles  Wagenheim,  Minerva  Urecal, 
Raisa,  Matt  McHugh,  Hope  Landin,  Cisela  Wer- 
bisek,  Vincent  Craeff,  Frieda  Stoll,  Thomas 
Martin,  Mary  Field,  Ellen  Corby,  Eloise  Hardt, Steve  Olsen. 

CREDITS:  Director,  Henry  Hathaway;  Producer, 
Fred  Kohlmar;  Screenplay,  Jay  Dratler,  Bernard 
Schoenfeld;  Based  on  story  by  Leo  Rosten;  Cam- 

eraman, Joe  MacDonald;  Art  Direction,  James 
Basevi,  Leland  Fuller;  Set  Decorations,  Thoxnas 
Little;  Film  Editor,  J.  Watson  Webb;  Music, 
Cyril  Mockridge;  Musical  Direction,  Emil  New- 

man; Special  Effects,  Fred  Sersen;  Sound,  W.  D. 
Flick,  Harry  M.  Leonard. 
DIRECTION,  Excellent.  PHOTOGRAPHY, 

Skilled. 

Confers  with  Harmon  on 
Food  Conservation  Film 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the  making  and  distribution  of  a 
trailer  appeal  for  food  conservation. 
The  Government  has  asked  for  such 
aid  from  the  industry,  with  exhib- 

itors probably  to  be  asked  to  screen 
the  subject. 

In  the  meantime,  it  was  learned 
here  yesterday  that  approval  has 
been  granted  at  OWMR  for  funds  to 
purchase  raw  stock  for  use  in  the 
trailer. 

"You  Can't  Do 

Without  Love" 
with  Vera  Lynn,  Donald  Stewart 

Columbia  74  Mins. 

COMBINATION  OF  MUSIC  AND  MELO- 
DRAMA  LIKELY  TO  GET  BY  ON 
STRENGTH  OF  SONG  CONTENT. 

A  bid  for  the  interest  of  those  who  like 

music  and  those  who  appreciate  melodrama  is 

made  by  "You  Can't  Do  Without  Love,"  a 
modest  item  from  the  British  studios.  It 

must  be  admitted  that  the  picture  doesn't 
have  an  easy  time  of  it  in  joining  song  and 

mystery.  The  former  is  the  better  of  the 
two  attractions  in  so  far  as  audiences  in 

this  country  are  concerned,  the  melodrama- 
tic aspects  of  the  picture  lacking  any  trace 

of  freshness,  although  this  fact  shouldn't 
scare  away  the  person  who  is  faithful  to 
melodrama  regardless  of  quality  or  lack  of 
it. 

Since  it  is  more  on  its  song  content  than 

its  mystery  element  that  the  film  is  bound 
to  depend  for  whatever  attention  it  gets  in 
the  United  States,  the  honors  for  saving  the 

day  must  go  to  Vera  Lynn,  British  singing 
favorite,  who  sings  more  than  satisfactorily 
some  five  or  six  numbers.  Time  and  again 
the  action  comes  to  a  dead  halt  so  that 

Miss  Lynn  may  oblige  with  a  song.  This 

serves  to  cut  down  the  audience's  interest 
in  the  story.  . 

The  plot  has  Miss  Lynn  as  a  gal  yearn- 
ing for  a  break  as  a  singer.  She  keeps  on 

the  trail  of  Donald  Stewart,  a  British  gov- 
ernment official,  formerly  a  theatrical  pro- 

ducer. Before  she  gets  her  chance  she  does 
Stewart  a  good  deed  by  saving  him  from 
death  at  the  hands  of  a  gang  seeking  a 
valuable  painting  belonging  to  the  man.  A 

child  can  foresee  that  Miss  Lynn  and  Stew- 
art will  wind  up  in  love  with  each  other. 

Director  Walter  Forde  strives  hard  to  put 

the  film  over.  For  what  it  purports  to  be 

the  film  has  been  well  enough  produced. 
CAST:  Vera  Lynn,  Donald  Stewart,  Mary 

Clare,  Frederick  Leister,  Phyllis  Stanley,  Cyril 
Smith,  Richard  Murdoch,  Mavis  Villiers,  Peggy 
Anne,  Jeannette  Redgrave. 
CREDITS:  Producer,  Ben  Henry;  Associate 

Producer,  Culley  Forde;  Director,  Walter  Forde; 
Screenplay,  Howard  Irving  Young;  Based  on 
story  by  Peter  Fraser;  Additional  Dialogue,  Mar- 

garet Kennedy,  Emery  Bonett;  Cameraman,  Otto 
Heller;  Art  Director,  George  Provis;  Musical 
Director,   Harry  Bidgood;  Sound,   Ernest  Royls. 

DIRECTION,   Fair.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Okay. 

G-B  Industrial  Pix 
In  Dominion  via  Hanson 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Movies,  Ltd.,  Toronto.  Hanson  made 
the  journey  primarily  to  arrange 
shipments  of  equipment  and  supplies 
to  the  Dominion  by  G-B-Kalee,  Ltd., 
to  be  distributed  by  his  new  com- 

pany, Gaumont  Kalee,  Ltd. 
Hanson  announced  that  opening  of 

Canadian  branches  of  Gaumont  Ka- 
lee, Ltd.,  was  being  arranged  and 

the  company  has  acquired  the  equip- 
ment department  of  Odeon  Theaters 

of  Canada.  The  British  lines  would 
be  available  to  all  theaters,  whether 
Odeon  or  not.  He  was  accompanied 
on  the  trip  by  E.  J.  Harris,  theater 
engineer,  formerly  with  Famous 
Players  and  recently  with  the  Cana- 

dian Army,  who  has  been  named  his 
assistant. 

Rose  to  Head  UJA 
Amusement  Divisioi 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

to  the  vital  work  of  the  UJA  wh 
major  objectives  of  the  campaign 

to  preserve  the  surviving  remnavJ European  Jewry,  provide  a  havt 
the  homeless  and  displaced  Jews 
Palestine",  care  for  those  who  im 
grate  to  the  United  States  and  se 
the  needs   of  the  Jewish   men  ij 
women  in  the  armed  forces  and 
the  returning  veterans. 

Among  others  present  at  the  me 
ing  yesterday  were:  Harry  Brar 
William  Brandt,  Leo  Brecher,  Si  ] 
bian,  Emil  Friedlander,  Leop 
Friedman,  Leonard  Goldenson,  Irv 
H.  Greenfield,  Arthur  Israel,  I 
Kann,  Malcolm  Kingsberg,  Sam 
Machnovitch,  Boris  Morros,  Lou  I 
vins,  Sam  Rinzler,  Herman  Robbl 
Samuel  Rosen,  Louis  Philips,  i 
Schneider,  Samuel  Schneider,  Char 
Schwartz,  Fred  Schwartz,  Max  Sel 
man,  Sam  Shain  and  Robert  Wf rran. 

R.  I.  House  Com.  Defers 
Providence  Tax  Action 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Herman  D.  Ferrara  (D-Providenc 
chairman  of  the  committee,  said  tl 
they  desired  to  postpone  action   I 
the  theaters'  admissions  tax  bill  i ; 
a  while. 

Rep.  Eugene  Lanctot  (D-Woc 
socket),  expressed  opposition  to  tl 
amusement  tax  in  committee,  a 
said  that  the  AFL  opposes  a  five  p : 

cent  tax  on  movie  admissions  "J 
how  can  I  go  along  with  that?"   ! Meanwhile  the  neighboring  city  I 

Pawtucket's  Business  Chamber  to» 
a  stand  against  the  amusement  z  j 
missions  tax,  and  notified  the  ser 
tors  and  representatives  in  the  Ge 
eral  Assembly  from  that  city  of  thi 
feeling.   The  group  asserted  that  t 
Federal    amusement    taxes    alrea 
bear  heavily  enough  upon  the  peop 
and  that  cities  and  towns  should  b 
be   permitted  to   collect  amuseme 
taxes. 

The  House  Corporations  Comm 
tee  has  yet  to  report  out  a  simil 
five  per  cent  admissions  tax  l 
quested  by  the  city  of  Newpo 
However,  indications  were  that  th 
city's  admissions  tax  bill  would  mt 
the  same  fate  as  that  of  Providence 

CHARTERED 
The  following  amusement  corporations  h: 

been  chartered  at  Albany  by  the  Secretary 
State: 

HAROLD  YOUNC  PRODUCTIONS,  INC.,  N" 
York  City,  motion  picture  films,  capital  i 
shares  no  par  value  stock,  three  shares  si 
scribed  by  Harold  Young,  Harold  J.  Sherm Eileen  Curran. 

PROCRAM  PRODUCERS  CORP.,  New  1 
City,  capital  100  shares  no  par  value  stock,  th 
shares  subscribed,  to  deal  in  radio,  televisi 
stage  and  motion  picture  productions,  by  t 
ward  J.  McCrath,  Irene  P.  McGrath,  Philip  B< ten. 
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With  the  Voices  and  Music  Of: 

ENNY  GOODMAN  •  DINAH  SHORE 
The  ANDREWS  SISTERS 

NELSON  EDDY  •  JERRY  COLONNA 

ANDY  RUSSELL  •  The  KING'S  MEN 
STERLING  HOLLOWAY 
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Nothing  up  his  sleeve!  ...  no  gimicks  .  .  . 

no  gags  .  .  .  BUT  .  .  .  plenty  of  moolah  in 
YOUR  Box  Office  . . .  when  The  PRIZE  BABY 

does  his  favorite  trick  ...  of  pulling  PROF- 

ITS out  of  a  hat  *  *  *  He's  been  doing  this 

stunt  for  Twenty-Five  Years  .  .  .  and  he's 
never  used  anything  but  TRAILERS  and 

ACCESSORIES  to  pull  it  off  . . .  proof  that  it's 

FlftTIOnflL 

not  one  of  those  "faster-than-the-eye"  gags 
. . .  because . . .  TRAILERS  and  ACCESSORIES 

insist  on  being  SEEN!  *  *  *  No,  The  PRIZE 

BABY  is  no  magician,  brother  .  .  .  just  a 

smart  Showman  .  .  .  which  is  why  all  he 

needs  ...  to  do  this  trick  ...  is  "The  Magic 

Touch  of  Showmanship"  #  #  # 

SERVICE 
ofme/nousmy 

' 
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FM  MAKES  91  DEMANDS  ON  FIX  STUDIOS 

uykendall  Sees  MPTOA- ATA  Tieup  Remote 
ds  Trade  Problems  a 
ne  Objective  of  Any 
ibitor  Organization 

By  AL  STEEN 
\<ciate  Editor,  THE  FILM  DAILY 
olumbus,  Miss. — Trade 
tices  are  so  important  that 
Kuykendall  cannot  under- 
I  how  any  organization  can  exist 
)ut  including  trade  problems  in 
objectives.  The  MPTOA  presi- 
made  that  observation  here  yes- 
y  in  commenting  on  the  an- 
:ed  purposes  of  the  recently 
ed  American  Theaters  Associa- 

( Continued  on  Page  8) 

I  Exports  to  U.  K. 
pendent  on  Loan 
ndon  (By  Cable)  —  Although 
'wood  films  were  not  specifically 
ioned,  Hugh  Dalton,  Chancellor 
e  Exchequer,  made  it  plain  yes- 
y  that  in  the  event  the  U.  S. 
i  to  make  the  pending  loan  to 
in,  fewer  American  motion  pic- 

( Continued  on  Page  2) 

mas  Promotes  Four 

•RC's  Sales  Setup 
ar  sales  department  promotions 
announced  yesterday  by  Harry 
homas,  president  and  general 
manager  of  PRC.  Elmer  Hol- 
r,  Philadelphia  special  rep.,  has 
made  head  of  the  home  office 
ate  department,  while  Sam  Mil- 

( Continued  on  Page  8) 

nterprise  to  Make 
Chesterfield  Letter 

fert  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

^lollywood  —  Enterprise  Prods,  is 
ting  a  story  based  on  Lord  Ches- 

ifield's  classic  "Letter  to  His  Son," 
its  production  schedule  with  a 
000,000  budget  allocated  and 

•Id  Lewis  assigned  to  produce.  If 
arles  Einfeld  and  David  Loew  can 

n  the  trick,  Ronald  Colman  will 
y  Chesterfield. 

ALLIED  WELCOME 
FOR  ALL  INDIES 
Board  Expected  to  Spread 

the  Mat  at  Chi.  Meet 

Allied  States  Association's  board, 
convening  in  Chicago  May  23,  is 
virtually  certain  to  launch  a  determ. 
ined  move  to  attract  to  the  ranks 
of  the  national  organization  all  inde- 

pendent exhibitors,  regardless  of  the 

latter's  present  association  affilia- tions. 

Allied  sentiment,  crystalizing  as  a 
result  of  the  decision  of  the  St.  Louis 
ATA  convention  to  side-step  the  con- 

troversial subject  of  trade  practices, 
and  receiving  some  impetus  from  a 
verbal  olive  branch  extended  by  Fred 
Wehrenberg,  St.  Louis  exhibitor 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Denies  Studios  Seek 

Open  Shop  Policy 
[Vest   Coast  Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — In  a  statement  issued 
yesterday,  Byron  Price,  MPAA  rep- 

resentative in  Hollywood,  'denied 
that  the  producers  are  seeking  an 
open  shop  labor  policy  as  charged 
by  Herbert  K.  Sorrell,  CSU  presi- 

dent.  His  statement  follows: 

"Reports  that  major  motion  pic- 
( Continued  on  Page  8) 

Would  Require  Regular  Force  of  90  Musicians,  With 
10-Hour  Work  Week  and  Salaries  Doubled  to  $200; 
Television  and  16mm  Provisions  Also  in  Proposals 

By  LOU  PELEGRINE     FILM  DAILY,  Staff  Writer 
Demands  calling  upon  each  of  the  majors  to  maintain  a  regu- 

lar force  of  90  musicians,  to  double  salaries  to  a  minimum  of 
$200  per  week  and  to  limit  the  work  week  to  10  hours  topped 

a  list  of  91  proposals  placed  before 

film  representatives  by  the  Amer- 
ican Federation  of  Musicians  yes- 

terday as  negotiations  for  new  con- 
tracts to  replace  those  that  expired 

on  April  1  got  under  way  yester- 
day at  the  Belmont  Plaza  Hotel.  Ait 

present  producers  are  required  to 
keep  staffs  of  35  to  25  musicians, 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Sachson  to  Goldwyn 
As  Chief  ot  Sales 

Arthur   Sachson  has   resigned   as 
Warners     assistant     general     sales 
manager   to   join   Sam   Goldwyn   a3 

general   sales 
manager,   effec- tive  immediately, 
it  was  announced 
yesterday. 

Sachson,  with 
Warners  for  two 

decades  in  vari- 
ous sales  capaci- 

ties, succeeds 
William  J.  Heine- 
man,  who  was  re- 

leased from  his 
contract  in  mid- 

February  to  be- 
come vice-presi- 

dent and  general 
sales  manager  of 
United  World 
Pictures. 

Sachson  joined  Warners  in  1925 
as  a  salesman,  and  became  assistant 
general  sales  manager  in  1943. 

ARTHUR  SACHSON 

House  Com.  Cool  to  Gov't  Pix 
Favors  Private  Industry  Tackle  the  Program 

Gov't  to  Reply  This  Week 
To  Schine's  Objections 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — The  Department  of 
Justice  will  file  its  reply  to  the 

Schine  objections  to  the  Govern- 

ment's reorganization  plan  late  this 
week — probably  on  Friday — in  the 
Buffalo  court.  The  document  will 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

By  ANDREW  H.  OLDER 
Washington  Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — As  predicted  by  The 
Film  Daily  last  week,  the  House 
Appropriations  Committee  yesterday 
reported  the  State  Department 
appropriation  bill  providing  but  $10,- 
000,000,  instead  of  the  $19,284,778 

requested  for  the  Department's  in- formation and  cultural  program.  In 
addition,  the  committee  recom- 

mended that  more  money  be  spent 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

if 

Good  Results"  Seen With  Nazi  Agfa  Color 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Details  of  the  Nazi- 
developed  AGFA  color-film  process 
were  released  yesterday  by  the  De- 

partment of  Commerce  in  a  report 
generally  conservative  in  tone.  The 
study  was  made  by  a  group  of  U.  S. 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Drives  Are  "Mandatory" 
Cohen  Reports  to  W-T 

Campaigns  such  as  the  industry  is 
undertaking  in  behalf  of  the  Amer- 

ican Cancer  Society  during  Easter 
Week  "are  mandatory  under  a  free 
enterprise  system,  in  which  Govern- ( Continued  on  Page  3) 

Entertainments  Tax 

Rate  Stays  in  V.  K. 

London  (By  Cable) — The  budget 

statement  by  Hugh  Dalton,  Chancel- 
lor of  the  Exchequer,  in  Parliament 

yesterday  showed  no  change  in  the 
entertainment  tax  on  film  theaters. 

The  Chancellor  estimates  that  the 

tax  in  the  coming  year  will  soar  a 
million  pounds  to  £51,000,000.  The 
Government  will  abolish  the  excess 

profits  tax  from  next  December. 
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NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 
Net 

High     Low     Close       Chg. 
Am.  Seat     30y4     30V4     30y4  —  1 
Columbia  Picts   35V4     34         35       +   V/l 
Columbia   Picts.    pfd..  105       105V2  105 Vi  —     '/2 
East.    Kodak      261       254       261        +8 
Cen.    Prec.    Eq      383/4     36'/2     383,4   +   1% 

Loew's,  Inc     39%     39        39y8   +     % 
Paramount    .   78'/2     77'/2     77%—     % 
RKO        25%     25         25%  +     % 
Republic  Pict      17'/2     17%     173/8   +     % 
Republic  Pict.  pfd....  211/4  20%  20% 
20:h  Century-Fox  ...  6]3/8  60%  60% 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  76  75%     75% 
Universal  Pict      49%     473/4     48 
Universal    Pict    pfd... 101        100       100 
Warner  Bros   49         483/8     48% 

NEW    YORK    CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts      IOV2     10%     10% 
Radio-Keith  cvs      12  11 3^     H7/8 
Sonotone  Corp        57/8       55/8       5% 
Technicolor          28%     273^     28% 
Coming  and  Going   

—     Vs 

+     % 

+     'A 

+  "% 
+  Vs 

—  % 

+    V2 

DeSylva  May  Produce 
West    Coast   Bureau   of    THE  FILM    DAILY 

Hollywood  —  J3.  G.  (Buddy)  De- 
Sylva has  given  Noel  Madison  an 

option  on  "After  Dinner  Story," 
book  by  William  Irish  (Cornell  Wool- 
rich)  embracing  six  novelettes.  Mad- 

ison will  either  sell  the  property  to 
a  studio,  tieing  himself  in  as  direc- 

tor, or  produce  the  stories  himself. 
A  major  company  is  now  negotiat- 

ing for  the  book. 

porn [film    storage   CORpll 
l#    %M    II    fit    fa    it 
10K  U,  C.  -CIRCLE  6-0081-2-3-4 

riUI        liCMANOI        OUTlituTlON        UtVICI 

Meeting  with  President  Truman  to  Highlight 
Day  in  Washington  for  24-Hour  Cluh  Winners 
"Collection  king"  members  of  the  industry's  Red  Cross  24-Hour  Club  will  be 

presented  to  President  Harry  S.  Truman  on  May.  9,  as  the  highlight  in  a  full 

day  of  activity  in  the  nation's  capitoi,  it  was  announced  yesterday  by  Harold 
J.  Fitzgerald,  national  campaign  director  for  the  recent  drive.  Group  will  meet 

the  chief  executive  at  noon,  with  each  "king"  individually  presented  by  Spyros 

P.  Skouras.  Club  will  then  have  luncheon  with  Basil  O'Connor  and  other  Red 
Cross  officials,  while  a  cocktail  party  in  the  evening  will  precede  a  dinner 

hosted  by  Skouras.  Industry  executives  who  filled  drive  posts  will  attend  the 

Washington  program. 

Pix  Exports  to  U.  K. 
Dependent  on  Loan 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

tures  by  far  would  be  imported  into 
this  country. 

Speaking  in  Parliament,  Dalton 
warned  that  if  the  U.  S.  loan  was 

not  forthcoming  "we  shall  at  once 
have  to  take  restrictive  measures  to 
reduce  imports,  especially  those 

effecting  American  dollars." U.  S.  pix  fall  into  that  category 
as  if  cut  to  measure. 

(In  his  recent  annual  report  to 
the  MPAA,  Eric  A.  Johnston  wrote, 
"We  are  assured  that  the  present 
position  of  the  industry  in  that 
country  (U.K.)  will  be  protected  if 
the  Double  Taxation  Treaty  (also 

pending  in  the  Senate)  and  the  Brit- 
ish Loan  are  approved  in  this  coun- 

try.") 

Exchange  Fire  Loss 
Under  $5,000  in  20  Years 

Holding  that  the  motion  picture 
industry  has  set  a  pattern  for  all 
industry,  Henry  Anderson,  Para- 

mount insurance  department  man- 
ager, yesterday  pointed  out  to  the 

Safety  Conference  and  Exposition 
of  the  Greater  New  York  Safety 
Council,  that  some  250  exchanges  in 
31  cities  have  had  a  fire  loss  of  less 
than  $5,000  in  the  past  20  years. 
"We  do  not  believe  that  any  industry 
of  any  kind  in  the  United  States  can 

equal  this  record,"  Anderson  com- mented. 

SEEKING    A    DEPENDABLE 

SOURCE  OF  SUPPLY  FOR  YOUR 

THEATRE 
TICKETS? 
INTERNATIONAL    OFFERS: 

Dependable  service  .  .  .  Low  cost  . 
i  48  years'  experience  serving  theatres, 
1  stadiums,   amusement    parks,   «tc. 
fWe    can    supply    your   needs.      Roll, 
machine   folded,    reserve   seats,  etc 
Write  tor  samples,  prices  or  other  Informa- 

tion.     Delivery    free    Maine    to    Virginia. 

INTERNATIONAL 

TICKET  #&  COMPANY 
52  GRAFTON  AVE/'feS'     NEWARK  4,  N.  J. 
S»L£S  OFFICFS  NEW  YORK  »MD  PRINCIPAL  CENTERS 

Roach  Wins  Termination 

Of  "Topper"  Pic  Contract 
Hal  Roach  Studios  won  a  termin- 

ation of  the  "Toper"  contract,  and 
close  to  $35,000  in  royalties  due  on 
the  film  from  Film  Classics,  in  a  de- 

cision handed  down  by  Judge  John 

C.  Knox  in  Federal  Court  here  yes- 
terday. Film  Classics  was  over- 

ruled in  its  claim  that  it  withheld 

payments  on  the  grounds  that  Roach 
had  received  certain  royalties  from 
Loew's  for  this  feature  re-issue 
which  belonged  to  the  company. 

The  decision  is  said  to  have  far- 
reaching  effects  upon  deals  wherein 
a  breach  of  contract  and  termination 
of  the  deal  can  be  obtained  by  the 
film  property  owner  if  the  distributor 
fails  to  make  payments  when  they 
become  due. 

Columbia  Sales  Force 
To  Conduct  Grad  Drive 

Columbia  sales  force  will  partici- 
pate in  a  short  subject  sales  drive 

during  May,  to  be  known  as  "Maurice 
Grad  Month."  Drive  is  in  honor 
of  the  recently  appointed  short  sub- 

ject sales  manager. 
Campaign  is  to  be  directed  by  a 

committee  headed  by  A.  H.  Levy, 
Pittsburgh  branch  manager.  Others 
in  the  group  include:  Saul  Trauner, 
New  York;  Lester  Wurtele,  Phila- 

delphia; Tim  O'Toole,  New  Haven; Lester  Zucker,  Cleveland;  Phil  Fox, 
Buffalo;  Tom  Baldwin,  Kansas  City; 
George  Roscoe,  Charlotte;  Dewey 
Gibbs,  Oklahoma  City,  and  L.  E. 
Tillman,  San  Francisco. 

COMING  and  6011 
HARRY  M.  WARNER  is  en  route  to  tr 

Coast  from   New  York. 
A.  W.  SCHWALBERC,  general  sales  r 

of  International  Pictures,  and  ARTHU 

FREY,  Eastern  publicity  director,  will  a 
Chicago  from  New  York  today  to  arte 

opening  of  "Tomorrow  Is  Forever." HARRY  H.  THOMAS,   PRC  president 
eral  sales  manager,   has  returned  from 
ARNOLD  STOLTZ  is  in  Baltimore  foda 

screening  of  "The  Wife  of  Monte  Crist 
a  PRC  luncheon  to  the   local  newspaper  • 

FREDDY  CARPENTER,  associate  dance 

for  the   Rank-Ruggles  Technicolor  film   ' Town,"    will    arrive    here    today    by    plar 
England  for  an  indefinite  stay. 
OEORCE  BERNSTEIN,  of  Vanguard 

N.  Y.  exploitation  staff,  is  in  Omaha  on 

of  "Rebecca." AL  STEEN,  FILM  DAILY  associate  edi 
turns  tomorrow  from  Columbus,  Miss. 
EDWARD  L.  WALTON,  Republic  vie 

dent  and  assistant  general  sales  manag 

yesterday  for  Cleveland  and  New  Orle, 
returns  to  New  York  in  about  two  weeks 
DENSMORE  A.  ROSS,  of  Ross  Federal 

route  to  the  Coast  from  New  York. 
BERNARD  iB.  BRANDT  flies  to  the  Cm 

morrow  to  produce,  with  Jack  Bernhard,  ' for  Monogram. 

BOB  MURPHY,  of  the  Minneapolis  St; 
nal,  DAN  BRENNAN.  of  the  Minneapol 
Times,  JULIUS  STEELE,  of  the  St.  Paul  t 
and  Pioneer  Press,  and  DON  ALEXANDh 
vertising  manager  of  Minnesota  Amuseme 
will  fly  to  Chicago  Friday  to  attend  a  li 
for  lane  Russell. 
VERLIE  BURT,  ad  sales  stenographer  a 

Fox,  Minneapolis,  is  back  from  a  rwo-w< 

to  Cuba. 

Metro  News  Servicing 
5  European  Countries 

Metro   News,   new   M-G-M 
reel    produced    in    London    and 
tributed  outside  the  U.  S.  and 
ada,    is    being    distributed    in 
European  countries,  and  will  g 
several  additional  localities  sr 

George    Muchnic,    vice-preside 
Loew's    International    Corp.    a 

charge    of    the    newsreel,    re^ yesterday.     Moving   up    the    r, 
date  by  more  than  two  weeks; 
issue  of  the  reel  is  being  sho 
Switzerland,  Sweden,  Italy,  Fi 
and  Belgium,  with  the  comme 
in  the  language  of  each  countr 
Weekly  service  starts  this  J 

end  in  Greece  and  Bulgaria,  r 
ing  the  United  Newsreel  issued and  in  about  a  week,  Egypt  the 

die  East,  Portugal,  Australia 
South  Africa  will  be  added  t 
service  area. 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion  picture." LOUELLA  PARSONS  also  says  it! 

(Of  course  it's  M-G-M! WORLD  PREMIERE  NOW  AT  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL 
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use  Committee 

M  to  Gov't  Pix 
(Continued  from  Page   1) 

le  interchange  of  students  be- 
this  country  and  other  nations 

i'jhad  been  proposed  on  the  basis 
l^  submitted  budget. 

'[The  motion  picture  program," 
!i  committee  said,  for  which 
amount  of  $2,678,000  was 

,posed  to  be  allocated,  "would 
jtear  sound  in  theory.  How- 
r,  the  committee  is  of  the  be- 
that  a  greater  good  could  be 

'  omplished  if  the  Department, 
her  than  producing  and  dis- 

puting all  these  pictures  itself, 
aid  make  a  determined  effort 

dear  the  way  for  the  produc- 
i  and  distribution  of  some  of 

se  pictures  by  private  in- 

itry." 
Is  statement  was  made  despite 

in's  explanation  to  the  Commit- 
[uring  hearings  released  Tues- 

—  EQUIPMENT  — — 
•American  embassies  through- 
I  the  world  have  peppered  the 
He  Department  with  requests 

I  new  pix  equipment  while  ex- 
tssing  concern  over  the  future 

I  this  country's  motion  picture 
igram,    it   was    learned    yester- 
y. 

The  Department  has  undertak- 
an    extensive    search    for    all 

iiilable    motion    picture    equip- 
int    and    replacements    in    the 
S. 

hat  "in  the  field  of  the  motion 
H  e,    we    send    abroad    only    so- 
shorts  and  documentary  films, 

^  in  the  various  languages,  for 
!3ution  through  our  missions  in 
commercial  channels.    These 

I  be  unprofitable  for  private  mo- 
picture     companies     to     send 
i  and  distribute  in  this  man- 
llf  we  did   not   do   it,   it   just 

not  be  done." 
$326,794  For  Salaries 

total    of    $326,794    had    been 
It  for  the  pix  division  for  pay- 
Jof  personal  salaries  to  84  indi- 
(s  charged  with  expanding  the 
of  program   now  operating  in 

America    into    the    Eastern 
phere,  65  of  the  personnel  to 
artered    in   New   York,    19    in 

I  ngton,     U.    S.    Embassies    all 
rphe  world  have  requested  this 
im,  Benton  said,  because  of  the 
Ifically  demonstrated  fact  that 
mpact  of  a  motion  picture  in 

jiting  knowledge  quickly  is  per- 

ALONG 

END  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  10 
€  Moskowirz  Dorothy  Lewis 
Sim  McCoy  Tony  Cablik 
ick  Stuart  J.  M.  Loeb 
Lou  Rydell  Henry  Morgan 

Ntid-Week  Memos 
•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Three  Toledo  theaters,  the  Paramount. 

State  and  Colony,  will  be  used  for  high  school  commencement  exercises 

in  June   Swell  public  relations,  that.  ...     •   Albert  Lee  Lesser  has 

returned  to  Blaine-Thompson  as  secretary  and  member  of  the  Planning 
Board  following  military  service.  ...  •  Can  anyone  in  the  industry  tie 

or  better  the  record  of  Edward  O'Connell,  stage  manager  of  Warners' 
Commodore  Hull  Theater  in  Derby,  Conn.,  now  marking  his  52nd  anni- 

versary as  a  backstage  employe?  ...  •  PRC  steps  into  the  press  book 

big  time  with  the  corking  24-page  book  prepared  by  Arnold  Stoltz  for 

"The  Wife  of  Monte  Cristo.".  .  .  •  W.  Somerset  Maugham  will  become 
an  honorary  Fellow  in  English  Letters  of  the  Library  of  Congress  at  a 

special  ceremony  April  20.  .  .  .  ©  The  State  Department  ha.s  re- 

quested a  print  of  Fi'm  Classics'  "The  Stars  Look  Down"  in  connection 
with  its  study  of  the  British  treatment  of  labor  problems.  ...  •  Speak- 

ing of  "The  Wife  of  Monta  Cristo,"  the  PRC  pic  is  reported  setting  new 
house  records  at  the  Globe.  ...  •  That  UA  institutional  ad  campaign 

in  the  trade  papers  will  run  for  six  months  to  cover  the  company's  en- 
tire slate   of  product   for   this  year   Ads    are   prepared   under   the 

supervision  of  Paul  N.  Lazarus,  Jr.  and  Howard  LeSieur,  ad-publicity 

chief  and  ad  manager,  respectively.  ...     •   Charlie  Wolcott,  Columbia's 
Los  Angeles  booker  has  an  idea  that  he  hopes  will  pay  off   For  the 

current  Playdate  Jubilee,  the  annual  sales  drive,  Charlie  and  the  other 

LA  bookers  are  wearing  blue  neckties  with  silver  lettering  "Extra  dates 

before  July  27  means  extra  $  $  $  to  me"   Can  you  tie  that  (Ouch!). 
•  Company  advertising  reps,  reportedly  huddled  at  the  MPAA  yester- 

day on  a  more  rigid  observance  of  the  industry's  advertising  code   

haps  greater  than  any  other  vehicle 

of  communication." 
He  added  that  "other  countries 

throughout  the  world  are  very 
conscious  of  the  power  of  the 
motion  picture  and  are  moving, 

very  aggressively  into  the  de- 
velopment of  motion  pictures 

and  documentary  film  pro- 
grams." He  referred  directly  to 

Britain,  Russia,  Czechoslovakia 
and  France. 

John  Begg,  director  of  the  film 
division,  outlined  the  following  four 

types  of  films  for  the  department's 
program:  the  first  showing  the 
American  democratic  process;  the 

second  showing  "how  we  live  in  the 
United  States;"  the  third  showing 
advancements  in  science;  and  the 
fourth  designed  to  implement  our 
foreign  policy. 

Reps.  Butler  Hare  of  South  Caro- 
line and  Louis  Rabout  of  Michigan, 

sub-committee  chairmen,  proposed 
that  these  films  should  be  shown  in 
the  United  States  as  well  as  abroad, 
with  Benton  revealing  that  an  ar- 

rangement for  domestic  distribution 
might  be  worked  out  with  the  Library 
of  Congress  and  the  Office  of  Edu- 
cation. 

The  bill  will  come  to  a  House  vote 

probably  next  week,  with  the  $10,- 
000,000  fund  probably  to  be  approved. 

Jack  Schaefer  Leaves  B  &  K 
Chicago  —  Jack  Schaefer  has  re- 

tired as  director  of  the  B  &  K  sound 
department.  He  expects  to  go  into 
business  with  his  son. 

Drives  Are  "Mandatory' 
Cohen  Reports  to  W-T 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ment  does  not  assume  all  the  respon- 
sibility for  all  phases  of  essential 

social  welfare,"  Max  A.  Cohen,  chair- 
man of  the  Metropolitan  Theater 

Owners  Committee  of  the  Society's 
MP  division,  declares  in  a  telegram 
sent  to  the  N.  Y.  World-Telegram. 
Telegram  was  occasioned  by  Robert 

C.  Ruark's  blast  against  theater  col- 
lection drives  generally  recently  pub- 

lished in  the  Scripps-Howard  paper. 
"There  are  areas  which  must  be 

filled  by  the  voluntary  participation 

of  the-  bulk  of  our  people,"  Cohen's 
wire  continued.  "Collecting  funds  is 
never  pleasant,  either  to  the  collector 
or  the  collectee.  It  will  never  be 
otherwise,  generally  speaking. 

"The  wartime  needs  of  the  Na- 
tional Treasury  with  respect  to  War 

Bond  sales,  the  needs  of  the  Red 
Cross,  the  needs  of  the  National  War 

Fund  and  other  agencies — these  have 
not  been  pleasant  needs,  but  they 
have  been  imperative  ones.  They 
were  obligations  which  the  motion 
picture  industry  could  not  dodge,  and 
did  not  seek  to  do  so. 

"It  would  be  most  gracious  of  Mr. 
Ruark  if  he  would  lend  this  cause  a 

hand — for  just  this  one  last  time." 

SS 

Calvin  Winter  Dead 
Vancouver,  B.  C. — Calvin  Winter, 

66,  owner  of  the  Music  Box,  is  dead. 

Good  Results"  Seen With  Nazi  Agfa  Color 
(Continued  fr:m  Page  1) 

experts  headed  by  Nathan  Golden, 
Commerce  Dept.  pix  chief,  and  in- 

cluding Lt.  Col.  Richard  H.  Ranger, 

Signal  Corps;  Charles  H.  Carleton, 
Hollywood  Color  Film  Corp.;  H.  Wer- 

ner Sachs,  Remington-Rand  Corp., 
and  Harold  C.  Harsh,  Ansco  Film 
Corp. 

The  report  notes  that  the  Ger- 
mans developed  the  process  to  a 

high  degree  despite  inferior  equip- 
ment and  in  the  face  of  objections 

from  Nazi  experts  that  the  method 
was  not  ready  for  feature  produc- 

tions. The  German  method  utilizes 
monopack  films  both  for  taking  the 
picture  and  release  printing. 

"All  of  the  interviews  and  inspec- 

tions," the  report  commented,  "indi- 
cated that  no  new  developing  ma- 

chines or  printers  were  constructed 
but  existing  black  and  white  de- 

veloping machines  and  printers  were 

converted." 
During  the  period  from  1940  to 

1945,  13  features  were  made  by  the 
Agfa  color  negative-positive  method 
as  well  as  approximately  50  shorts 
of  one  or  two  reels. 

Commenting  on  the  quality  of 

these  pix,  the  report  said:  "the  logi- cal conclusion  is  that  the  method  is 

capable  of  good  results  if  proper  con- 

trol and  equipment  were  used." 
In  describing  the  German  method 

in  general,  the  report  states,  "the method  of  preventing  diffusion  of  the 

color  components  is  a  patented  pro- 
cess and  based  on  original  work  done 

in  the  Agfa  research  laboratories 
at  Wolfen  Tento  12  years  ago. 

It  consists  in  producing  dye-coup- 
ling components  which  contain  a 

long  hydrocarbon  chain  radical  such 
as  a  stearyl  group  as  part  of  the 
molecule  in  such  a  position  that  it 
does  not  interfere  to  any  great  ex- 

tent with  the  coupling  reactivity 
components  with  such  molecular 
structures,  also  include  solubilizing 

groups  so  that  they  are  easily  incor- 
porated into  the  emulsions  but  after 

coating  remain  immobilized  in  their 
respective  layers  so  that  they  do  not 
'bleed'  into  adjacent  layers  during 

storage  or  processing." 

Youngstown  Theaters 
Join  Time  Straw  Vote 

Youngstown,  O.  —  Local  theaters 
are  tieing  in  with  the  Vindicator 

straw  poll  on  daylight  saving  time 
via  ballots  available  in  lobbies,  Frank 

Savage,  manager  of  the  Warner,  an 
nounced.  Results  will  be  tabulated 

with  the  Vindicator  poll.  Managers 

are  opposed  to  the  proposal  but,  on 
the  other  hand,  radio  station  WKBN 

is  urging  listeners  to  vote  in  favor. 
Station  points  out  that  many  popular 

programs  will  have  to  be  dropped  if 
standard  time  is  continued  since 

New  York  City,  point  of  origin,  will 

go  on  fast  time  late  this  month. 
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such  crowds  > 
such  business  / 

'ni-ffCOfPS  broken FOR  OPENING  DAY  AND  WEEK-END  AT  THE 

NEW  YORK  GLOBE  THEATRE!  ^ 

HARRY  THOMAS 

PRES.   PRC  PICTURES 
NY 

AM  THRILLED  AND  DELIGHTED  BEYOND  WORDS  AT 
TREMENDOUS  RECORD  BREAKING  BUSINESS  OVER 
WEEKEND  THAT  "THE  WIFE  OF  MONTE  CRISTO" 
HAS  DONE.   THIS  PICTURE  IS  SENSATIONAL. 
AUDIENCE  REACTION  SPLENDID.   REGARDS. 

HARRY  BRANDT 
r 

ARMY 
DAY 

PARADE! 

U  BREAKING  RECORDS  THROUGHOUT  THE  COIINTDYI 
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Allied  Will  Spread  Welcome  Mat  for  All  Indi 
Meanwhile,  Myers  Asserts 
There's  Place  for  Leaders 
of  Groups  in  CIEA  Councils 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
leader   and    officer   of   the    MPTOA, 
was  brought  into  the  open  yesterday. 

Abram  F.  Myers,  lAllied's  board 
chairman  and  general  counsel,  told 
The  Film  Daily  that  "while  the 
Allied  board  will  not  meet  until  May 
23,  I  think  I  can  safely  say  that 
Allied  will  welcome  into  membership 
all  independents  who  feel  the  need 
of  a  strong  national  organization  to 
aid  and  protect  them  in  those  mat- 

ters which  concern  them  most." 
Myers'  comment  resulted  from  a 

hint  by  Wehrenberg  that  an  MPTOA- 
Allied  working  agreement  was  not 

unlikely  "if  Allied  could  cure  its 
habit  of  calling-  cops  every  time 
something  goes  wrong,  instead  of 
attempting  to  settle  problems  within 

the  industry."  At  the  St.  Louis  ATA 
convention,  Wehrenberg  had  vainly 
urged  the  inclusion  of  trade  prac- 

tices in  the  new  group's  province. 
Myers  remarked  to  THE  Film 

Daily  that  "Wehrenberg's  statement 
doubtless  springs  from  the  convic- 

tion now  widely  held  that  indie  ex- 
hibs.  must  co-operate  on  a  national 
basis  with  respect  to  film  trade  prac- 

tices, etc.,  if  they  are  to  maintain 
their  place  in  the  industry." 

Referring  to  the  indicated  "wel- 
come, brother"  by  national  Allied  to 

all  indies  at  the  May  board  meeting, 
Myers  said  in  what  was  interpreted 
as  an  invitation  to  Wehrenberg  and 
others  who  might  share  his  views: 

"Pending  the  working  out  of  de- 
tails of  affiliation,  there  is  a  place 

for  the  leaders  of  organized  inde- 
pendent groups  in  the  councils  of 

the  Conference  of  Independent  Ex- 
hibitors' Associations  where  all  can 

become  better  acquainted  and  old 
differences  can  be  reconciled." 

"I  think  Fred,  upon  reflection,  will 
realize  that  the  co-calling,  as  he 
terms  it,  was  never  resorted  to  until 
after  efforts  at  settlement  had 

failed." 

REVIEWS  Of  neiU   flLflflSNArM Demands 
On  Film  Studios 

L  B.  Gramling  Dead 

Alliance,  O.  —  I.  B.  Gramling,  50, 
former  manager  of  the  Columbia 
here,  died  suddenly  in  City  Hospital. 

'The  Mysterious 

Intruder" 
with  Richard  Dix 

Columbia 61  Mins. 

MURDER  MYSTERY  IS  TIDBIT  FOR 

MELODRAMA  FANS;  CASTLFS  DIREC- 
TION IS  GODSEND  TO  PIC. 

The  latest  of  the  series  suggested  by 

CBS'  "The  Whistler"  radio  program  is  en- 
tertainment that  the  melodrama  fans  will 

accept  with  little  complaint.  The  production, 
turned  out  by  Rudolph  C.  Flothow,  gives 
emphasis  to  the  story  content  and  helps  to 
hold  the  attention  engaged  at  all  times. 

That  the  picture  rates  so  well  must  be 

credited  largely  to  Director  William  Castle. 

"The  Mystericus  Intruder''  permits  him 
once  more  to  demonstrate  his  skill  in  build- 

ing up  a  mood  of  suspense  and  sustaining 
it  with  little  letdown  right  up  to  the  end. 
Under  his  guidance  a  commonplace  murder 
yarn  has  been  transformed  into  a  melo- 

drama that  can  be  recommended  with 
little  reservation  to  these  who  relish  this 

type  of  diversion. 

Once  again  Richard  Dix  is  starred.  His  role 

is  that  of  a  detective  of  questionable  char- 
acter engaged  by  an  old  man  to  find  a  gal 

for  whom  he  has  an  invaluable  item  left 

to  her  by  her  mother.  Consumed  with 
curiosity,  Dix  sets  out  to  discover  what  that 
item  can  be.  Several  murders  are  committed, 

with  suspicion  falling  on  Dix,  who  proves 

the  police  wrong  by  helping  to  uncover  the 
murderer.  However,  the  ending  is  no  happy 
cne   for  him. 

The  Eric  Taylor  screenplay  seems  better 
than  it  actually  is,  thanks  to  the  able 
direction  of  Castle.  The  picture  also  gains 

something  from  the  photography  of  Philip 
Tannura. 

Dix  brings  force  to  his  portrayal  of  the 
dick.  His  main  support  comes  from  Barton 
MacLane,  Nina  Vale,  Regis  Toomey,  Helen 

Mowery,  Mike  Mazurki,  Pamela  Blake  and 
Charles  Lane. 

CAST:  Richard  Dix,  Barton  MacLane,  Nina 

Vale,  Regis  Toomey,  Helen  Mowery,  Mike  Ma- 
zurki, Pamela  Blake,  Charles  Lane,  Paul  Burns, 

Kathleen  Howard,   Harlan   Briggs. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Rudolph  C.  Flothow:  Di- 
rector, William  Castle;  Screenplay,  Eric  Taylor; 

Cameraman,  Philip  Tannura;  Film  Editor,  Dwight 
Caldwell;  Art  Director,  Hans  Radon;  Set  Dec- 

orator, Robert  Priestley;  Sound,  jack  Haynes; 
Musical    Director,    Mischa    Bakaleinikoff. 

DIRECTION,   Good.      PHOTOCRAPHY,   Cood. 

''ON  LOCATION"  everywhere  in  California 
Statewide  service  through  branches  in  more  than  300 

California  communities 

THE   BANK  OF  THE  MOTION   PICTURE  INDUSTRY 

IBunk  of  Ktntvitu 
NATIONAL  Ja^iVg  s  ASSOCIATION 

MEMBER   FEDERAL  DEPOSIT   INSURANCE  CORPORATION 

23  conveniently  located  branches  in  the  nation's 
motion  picture  and  radio  center 

When  you    travel    carry   Dank   of  America    Travelers    Cheques 

"Easy  To  Wed" 
with  Van  Johnson,  Esther  Williams 
M-G-M  110  Mins. 

ENTERTAINMENT  IS  STACKED  HIGH 

IN  THIS  LUXURIOUS  TECHNICOLOR 

MUSICAL  WHICH  SPOTLIGHTS  VAN'S VERSATILITY. 

The  comedy,  music,  Technicolor  and  cast 

is  contagious  throughout  this  musical  ver- 

sion of  the  former  screenplay,  "Libeled 
Lady."  Van  Johnson  makes  a  special  bid  for 

comedy  under  Eddie  Buzzell's  capable  di- 
rection to  good  advantage;  and  points  up 

his  previous  musical  comedy  experience  with 

a  good  vocal  delivery  paralleling  his  danc- 
ing ability. 

M-G-M  must  reach  a  new  high  in  the 
Latin-American  markets  with  this  one.  Five 

Latin  tunes  are  neatly  spotted  throughout 
for  the  Johnson-William  romance  which  be- 

gins in  Mexico.  Carlos  Ramirez  lends  his 
beautiful  voice  to  some  of  these. 

Esther  Williams  "shows"  up  well  in  her 
acting  chores  as  well  as  the  bathing  scenes 

and  is  splendidly  teamed  with  Johnson  in  the 
vocal  and  dance  numbers.  Keenan  Wynn 

and  Cecil  Kellaway  are  swell  in  the  sup- 
porting roles,  but  very  special  honors  go  to 

Lucille  Ball  for  her  topnotch  comedy  scenes 
which  highlight  the  film. 

Buzzell's  camera  direction  for  Ethel 

Smith's  exciting  delivery  of  a  fast  Latin  tune 
on  the  organ,  playing  up  her  finger  tech- 

nique and  Smith,  herself,  as  a  personality, 

is  another  of  the  film's  features  which  will 
be  remembered. 

The  plot  deals  with  an  attempt  by  Keenan 

Wynn,  news  reporter,  to  restrain  Esther 
Williams,  millionairess,  from  going  through 

with  a  $2,000,000  libel  suit  against  his  paper. 

He  persuades  Van  J.,  a  former  reporter  with 
the  paper  who  has  the  reputation  of  having 
a  way  with  the  women,  to  help  frame  Esther 
in  order  to  have  her  drop  the  suit. 

Johnson  gets  to  meet  the  very  snobbish 
Williams  gal  at  a  Mexican  resort,  and 

through  some  clever  planning  wins  both  her 

and  her  father's  affection.  However,  our 
hero  finds  himself  falling  in  love  with  the 

gal  and  is  about  to  be  exposed  by  Lucille 
Ball,  who  portrays  his  wife  for  the  sake 

of  her  fiance  Wynn's  purpose,  when  Wil- 
liams pulls  the  switch  and  proposes  to 

Johnson.  Johnson  accepts  of  course,  but 
tells  Williams  his  part  of  the  ruse.  She  loves 
him  enough  to  forgive  and  drop  the  suit. 

■  CAST:  Van  Johnson,  Esther  Williams,  Lucille 
Ball,  Keenan  Wynn,  Cecil  Kellaway,  Carlos 
Ramirez,  Ben  Blue,  Ethel  Smith,  June  Lockhart, 
Grant  Mitchell,  Josephine  Whittell,  Paul  Harvey, 
Jonathan  Hale,  James  Flavin,  Celia  Travers,  Sybil 
Merritt,  Sondra  Rodgers. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Jack  Cummings;  Director, 
Edward  Buzzell;  Adapted  by  Dorothy  Kingsley; 

From  the  Screenplay,  "Libeled  Lady,"  by  Maurine 
Watkins,  Howard  Emmett  Rogers  and  George  Op- 
penheimer;  Musical  Score,  Supervision  and  Di- 

rection, Johnny  Green;  Musical  numbers  staged 
by  Jack  Donohue;  Orchestrations,  Ted  Duncan; 
Cameraman,  Harry  Stradling;  Technicolor  Direc- 

tor, Natalie  Kalmus;  Associate  Technicolor  Di- 
rector, Henri  Jaffa'  Film  Editor,  Blanche  Sewell; 

Sound,  Douglas  Shearer;  Art  Direction,  Cedric 
Gibbons,  Hans  Peters;  Set  Decorators,  Edwin 
B.  Willis,  Jack  Bonar;  Songs  by  Pedro  Calindo, 
Osvaldo  Farres,  Raul  Soler,  Ary  Barroso,  and 
Ralph  Blane  and  Johnny  Green. 

DIRECTION,  Very  Cood.  PHOTOGRAPHY, 

Swell. 
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depending  upon  the  size  of  thel. 

dio. The   proposed   agreement 
which  takes  in  all  musicians  em 
ployed  in  making  pictures,  woul 
forbid    television   use    of    soun 
track  or  films  in  which  member 
of  the  AFM  appeared.   Anothe 
proposal    would    prevent    th 
transference  of  the  sound  trac 
to  a  16  mm.  version  unless  th 
musicians    received    extra    com 
pensation  at  the  same  scale  a 
for  35   mm.  original. 
Also  verboten  would  be  the  use 

library  sound  track  for  shorts,  tr  | 
ers    and   previews    and    of    a    soi 
track  for  any  picture  but  that 
which  the  music  was  prepared,  p 
formed  or  recorded.   Other  propos 
call  for  two-week  vacations  with  i 
and  limit  the  musicians  to  two  rr  I 
utes  of  recorded  music  per  hour. 

Overtime  Demands 

Recording'   musicians  would  be  entitled 
overtime   Sundays   and  holidays   and   afte 
p.m.     other    days,     with     sideline     music 
drawing'  overtime   after  six  hours,   time 
a  half   after   6   p.m.    and   double   time  a 
midnight   and    Sundays   and   Holidays. 

The  AFM  proposes   that   recording-  ins mentalists   who   double   get   extra   compe: 
tion  at  the  rate  of  50  per  cent  of  the  b 
scale,     that     30     per     cent    extra     be    t 
musicians   furnishing  more   than   one  ins 
ment    or   required    to    make    more    than 
change  of  wordrobe,  that  travel  time  rati 
hiked    from    $2.25    to    $5.    T  he    union 
asks  that  every  member  of   an   orchestra 
paid   for   all   work   done   by    any   section 
the  group  in  any  24  hours.    Contract  m 
cians    would    be    engaged    for    at    least 
year  and  would  have   first  call  for  all  a 
ices  in  the  studios.    Another  proposal  st 
lates  that  "contractors   shall   be  required 
all  engagements  utilizing  two  or  more  rec 

ing    musicians    playing   ensemble,"    the-  II gested   salary   being   $15,600   yearly   pay: 
on  a  weekly  basis. 

The  AFM  wants  the  new  contracts  to 
to  Labor  Day,   1948. 

Company  Reps.  Present 
The  companies  were  represented  as  folio 

Joseph   R.   Vogel   and   Nicholas   M.    Schei 
M-G-M;  Ned  Depinet,  RKO  Radio;  Jack  C  : 
and  A.  Schneider,  Columbia;  Barney  Bala! 
Paramount;    W.    C.    Michel.    20th-Fox;    ! 

Schneider,   Warner  Bros.:    John   J.   O'Con  ! Universal;    Joseph    E.     McMahon,    Repul 
Present  from  the  studios  were  Charles  Bo 
Paramount:    Fred    E.    Meyer,    20th-Fox,     i 
Milton  Schwarzwald,  Universal. 

The     AFM     negotiators     were    headed 
James  C.  Petrillo,  president  of  the  federat  I 
Others    representing    the    union    were    Jos 
N.    Weber,    honorary    president    and    gen 
advisor  of  the  AFM;  Charles  L.  Bagley,  v  i 
president:  Leo  Cluesmann,  secretary;  Tho 
P.   Gamble,  financial   secretary-treasurer, 
C.    A.   Weaver,    J.    W.   Parks,    Oscar   F.  E  j 
Herman   D.   Renin   and   Walter  M.   Murdi  ] 
members  of  the  executive  board. 

The  union  and  company  spokesmen  \ 
meet  again  Friday  afternoon  at  the  1  ] 
York  offices  of  Pat  Casey,  studio  labor  <  1 
tact,  who  is  not  expected  to  participatf  I 
the  negotiations,  having  been  detained  on  9 
Coast.  Meanwhile  the  producer  represe  I 
tives  will  meet  among  themselves  to  disi  , 
and  study  the  proposals  before  presen  n 
counter-proposals  at  Friday's  meeting. 

Mrs.  Lewisohn  Dead 
Mrs.  Mary  A.  Lewisohn,  73,  pi 

wright  and  dramatic  critic  who  wr 
under  the  name  of  Bosworth  Crocl< died  here  Monday. 
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Sees  MPTOA  Tieup 

With  ATA  "Remote 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

tion  which  has  excluded  trade  prac- 
tices from  its  program. 

Kuykendall  indicated  that  any 
direct  tie-up  with  ATA  might  be 
remote  if  certain  portions  of  the 
ATA  by-laws  are  adhered  to,  es- 

pecially those  portions  of  ATA  com- 
mittee- activities  requiring  unani- 

mous approval  of  a  committee  even 
though  independent  exhibitors  have 
a  majority.  One  dissenting  vote 
could  throw  out  a  worthwhile  plan, 
he  said.  Commenting  further  on 
ATA's  exclusion  of  trade  practices, 
Kuykendall  said  the  inclusion  of 
alleged  evils  in  the  trade  was  a 
prime  purpose  of  any  organization. 
It  appeared  to  be  his  opinion  that 
the  exclusion  of  trade  practice  dis- 

cussions was  a  mistake. 

Kuykendall  said  that  he  approved 
many  of  the  points  brought  out  by 
Si  Fabian  in  his  keynote  speech 
at  the  St.  Louis  convention  of  the 
ATA  last  week,  but  he  also  pointed 

out  that  many  of  Fabian's  proposed objectives  had  been  part  of  the 
MPTOA  platform  for  years  and  that 
some  of  Fabian's  proposals  were  not 
exactly  new.  However,  he  did  not 
want  to  say  too  much  for  or  against 
the  new  ATA  until  he  could  discuss 
the  entire  project  with  his  directors. 

To  Quit  as  MPTOA  Prexy 
Kuykendall  said  the  MPTOA  board 

would  meet  early  in  May  and  prob- 
ably would  take  an  official  stand  on 

the  ATA.  He  also  said  he  would  not 
accept  the  nomination,  if  made,  to 
continue  as  president  of  the  associa- 

tion, indicating  that  a  new  presi- 
dent and  a  new  slate  of  officers 

would  be  elected  at  the  board  meet- 
ing which  possibly  will  be  held  here 

in  Columbus  if  sufficient  hotel  ac- 
commodations can  be  obtained. 

Commenting  on  a  report  that  Fred 
Wehrenberg  had  indicated  that  the 
MPTOA  would  invite  Allied  affilia- 

tion, Kuykendall  said  the  MPTOA 
was  willing  to  discuss  co-operation 
on  trade  problems  with  any  associa- 

tion, affiliated  or  not,  if  the  organi- 
zation or  unit  had  the  interests  of 

the  average  exhibitor  at  heart.  He 
added,  however,  that  Wehrenberg 
was  chairman  of  the  board  and  that 
any  statement  Wehrenberg  made 
would  be  factual. 

MPTOA  to  Expand  Activities 
One  thing  appears  certain  and 

that  is  the  MPTOA  will  develop  a 
wide  program  of  expansion  and  ac- 

tivities this  year.  Admitting  that  the 
MPTOA  nationally  has  been  some- 

what dormant  on  the  surface  in  re- 
cent years,  Kuykendall  was  em- 

phatic in  his  declaration  that  the 
organization  has  been  far  from  dead. 
Having  been  ill  and  confined  to  his 
home,  Kuykendall  keeps  busy  by 
telephone,  telegraph  and  correspond- 

ence on  organization  affairs. 
The  MPTOA  president  looks  good 

and  appears  to  be  recovering  rapidly 
from  the  illness  which  bedded  him 
for  months. 

Denies  Studios  Seek 
An  Open  Shop  Policy 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ture  studios  are  proposing  or  intend 
to  propose  an  open  shop  labor  policy 
are  without  foundation  in  fact.  The 
major  studios  have  no  such  policy 
and  contemplate  no  such  policy. 
They  are  now  negotiating  with  a 
large  number  of  labor  organizations, 
and  those  negotiations  are  based  on 
recognition  of  the  established  in- 

dustry policy  of  a  union  shop  or  a 
closed  shop  for  craft  unions.  We 
expect  to  continue  negotiations  on 
that  basis. 

"In  a  few  instances,  particularly 
where  creative  talent  is  involved, 
the  studios  are  unable  to  grant  a 
closed  shop  until  present  conditions 
involving  jurisdictional  disputes  and 
other  special  situations  are  clari- 

fied. It  is  hoped  that  these  special 
situations  may  clear  themselves  up 

shortly." 

Gov't  to  Reply  This  Week 
To  Schine's  Objections 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

probably  be  completed  today  for  Fri- day. 

Majors  Face  New  Trust 
Suit  in  Washington 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — A  new  anti-trust  suit 
against  the  major  distributors  is  ex- 

pected to  be  filed  in  the  Washington 
area  within  the  next  few  days,  it 
was  learned  yesterday. 

The  name  of  the  theater-plaintiff 
cannot  be  divulged  at  this  time.  The 
suit  is  expected  to  follow  the  gen- 

eral pattern  of  the  Jackson  Park case. 

Thomas  Promotes  Four 

In  PRC's  Sales  Setup 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ler,  formerly  head  of  the  Denver  and 
Salt  Lake  City  offices,  becomes  Dal- 

las branch  manager. 
James  Hendel,  Pittsburgh  man- 

ager, is  upped  to  district  manager 
for  Cleveland  and  Pittsburgh,  and 
Mark  Goldman,  Boston  sales  man- 

ager, becomes  Pittsburgh  branch 
manager. 

2-Way  Tele  Hookup 
For  Studio  Premiere 

Marking  the  first  two-way  use  of 
the  coaxial  cable  between  Washing- 

ton and  New  York,  DuMont  on  Mon- 
day will  telecast  the  premiere  pro- 

gram from  its  studio  in  the  John 
Wanamaker  store.  Portions  of  the 
program  will  originate  in  the  new 
studio,  and  other  parts  in  the  Wash- 

ington station,  in  what  is  announced 
as  the  first  permanent  commercial 
television  network. 

In  addition  to  the  studio  audience 

in  Wanamaker's,  senators,  repre- 
sentatives, FCC  representatives  and 

other  Government  officials  will  view 
the  program  over  a  group  of  tele- 

vision receivers  installed  in  the  May- 
flower Hotel,  Washington. 

CAROL  RAYE 

WITH   RICHARD  TAUBER 

The  new  and  daring  screen  musical  of  Old 
Vienna  when  the  waltz  was  immoral. 

Produced  by:  Louis  H.  Jackson 
Directed  by:  Paul  Stein 

"Entertainment  at  its  best." 
Alton  Cook,  World-Telegram 

"Waltz  Time  is  a  lovely  picture." 
Wanda  Hale,  N.  Y.  Daily  News 

BOOKED  BY 

Loew,  Century  and  Skouras  Circuits 
DISTRIBUTED  BY 

FOUR  CONTINENTS  FILMS,  INC. 
1501  BROADWAY 

BRyant  9-8416 
NEW  YORK  18,  N.  Y. 
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)isfribs.  Suing  Manos-Lipsie  on  Fraud  Charges 
s  ven  Companies  File  Sep- 
iate  Actions;  17  Houses 
gure  in  the  Complaints 

Jittsburgh,  Pa. — Seven  percentage 
|.ud  suits  were  filed  in  Federal 
lurt  for  the  Western  District  of 
insylvania  yesterday  against 
shael  N.  Manos,  William  Lipsie 
d  Indiana  County  Theaters  Co.  In 

fee  of  the  suits  Monessen  Amuse- 
Int  Co.,  Inc.  was  also  named  as  a 
Ilendant. 
Twentieth-Fox,  Warners,  Para- 
;unt,  Universal,  United  Artists, 
lumbia  and  RKO  each  filed  a  sep- 

( Continued  on  Page  5) 

eneral  Precision 

ab.  in  Operation 
General  Precision  Laboratory,  Inc., 
oily-owned  subsidiary  of  General 
jcision  Equipment  Corp.,  organ- 
d  as  a  repository  of  all  research 
ivities  of  GPE  and  its  subsidi- 

es, has  been  placed  in  full  opera- 
n,  it  was  made  known  yesterday 
Robert  T.  Rinear,  vice-president 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

port  Producers  Will 
ssist  AFM  Demands 

That  the  agreement  proposed  by 
*  American  Federation  of  Mu- 
liians  to  replace  contracts  with 
:idios  that  ended  March  31  will  be 
asted  as  prohibitive  on  the  basis 
a  preliminary  study  of  music 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Jackson  Park  Award 

To  Draw  5%  Interest 
Chicago  —  Jackson  Park  Theater 

owners,  and  Thomas  McConnell, 

counsel  in  the  house's  anti  -  trust 
damage  suit,  will  benefit  by  nearly  a 

year's  interest  on  the  $390,000  award 
in  the  action.  At  the  rate  of  five 

per  cent  the  money  will  earn  more 
than  most  investments  these  days. 

Interest  runs  from  July  27,  1942  to 

*  May  8,  this  year. 

iV.  -  .  City  License  Commissioner  Reported 
to  Blast  Theater  Adv.  Misrepresentation 

License  Commissioner  Benjamin  Fielding  will  issue  an  "extremely  important" 
statement  next  week  as  the  result  of  a  survey  of  advertising  and  exploitation 
techniques  employed  by  the  industry.  The  statement  is  expected  to  institute  a 

policy  to  combat  misrepresentation  through  billboard,  marquee  and  lobby  ad- 
vertising facets.  Intention  of  the  License  Department  to  make  this  part  of 

a  new  code,  now  being  prepared,  is  reported  to  have  been  prompted  by  com- 

plaints which  reached  the  Commissioner  from  what  were  termed  the  "decent 

elements"  comprising  the  majority  of  the  industry. 

Bernstein,  Hitchcock 
Form  Transatlantic 
London  (By  Cable) — Formation  of 

Transatlantic  Picture  Corp.  in  asso- 
ciation with  Alfred  Hitchcock,  was 

announced  yesterday  by  Sidney  Bern- 
stein. Company  plans  two  pictures 

in  its  first  year,  with  the  first,  "Un- 
der Capricorn,"  to  star  Ingrid  Berg- 

man, with  production  in  this  country. 
Second  film  will  be  made  in  Holly- 

wood and  the  company  plans  an 
augmented  production  schedule  when 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

1,000  N.  Y.  C.  Exhibs. 
to  Make  Cancer  Collections 

One  thousand  exhibitors,  out  of 
1,100  prospects,  have  agreed  to  audi- 

ence collections  during  Cancer  Week, 
April  21-28,  Max  Cohen,  area  chair- 

man, revealed  at  a  Hotel  Astor  meet- 
ing yesterday.  In  addition  to  indie, 

exhibitors  committed,  Cohen  told  the 
exchange  and  distribution  chairmen 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

$2,400,000  Dividend 
Payments  in  2  Mos. 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Dividend  payments 
bv  pix  companies  hit  a  booming  total 
of  $2,400,000  for  the  first  two  months 
of  this  year,  according  to. figures  re- 

leased yesterday  by  the  Department 
of  Commerce.  Major  part  of  this 
comparatively  high  dividend  record 
was  accounted  for  by  a  large  War- 

ners declaration  in  January.  The 
(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Dolid,  Goodman  Advanced 
To  New  Warner  Sales  Posts 

Promotion  of  I.  F.  Dolid  as  an  as- 
sistant to  Ben  Kalmenson,  WB  vice- 

president  in  charge  of  sales,  was 
announced  yesterday.  Dolid  for  some 

time  has  been  the  company's  super- visor of  exchanges. 
To  fill  the  vacancy,  Kalmenson 

upped  Bernard  R.  Goodman  who  has 
been  assistant  supervisor  under 
Dolid  for  about  18  months. 

UN  to  Use  Pix  in  Peace  Drive 

Will  Ask  Co-operation  from  the  Industry 

Mercey  Named  Film 
Consultant  for  OWMR 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Arch  A.  Mercey  yes- 
terday was  named  OWMR  motion 

picture  consultant  and  will  serve  as 
liaison  representative  between  the 
Government  and  the  newly-organized 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Benjamin  A.  Cohen,  assistant  sec- 
retary-general of  information  of  the 

United  Nations,  told  150  members  of 
the  New  York  Film  Council  at  a 
luncheon-meeting  in  the  Hotel  Shere- 
ton  yesterday  that  immediate  objec- 

tive of  the  UN  is  a  constant  or 
"agressive"  campaign  for  peace 
through  the  medium  of  the  screen. 

Cohen,  until  recently  Chilean  am- 
( Continued  on  Page  9) 

Manpower  Seen  a  Factor; 
Exhibs.  Wary,  However, 
About  Affiliated  Control 

By  AL  STEEN Associate  Editor,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Birmingham,  Ala.  —  A  con- 
census of  exhibitors  in  six  Mid- 

west and  Southern  states  indi- 
cates that  the  newly-formed  Amer- 
ican Theaters  Association  cannot 

help  being  a  success  because  of  the 
manpower,  if  for  no  other  reason. 

With   the   support   it  is   receiving 
from  some  of  the  top  theatermen  in 
the  country,  the  new  association  is 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

License  Penalties  for 
19  N.Y.C.  Theaters 

Fair  warning  by  License  Commis- 
sioner Benjamin  Fielding  that  he 

will  require  proper  supervision  of 
children's  admission  to  theaters,  was 
implied  in  the  penalties  of  one  and 

two-day  suspensions  of  children's  ad- mission licenses  imposed  on  19  of 
(Continued  on  Page  5) 

PRC  Reported  in  Deal 
For  St.  Louis  Exchange 

St.  Louis — PRC  is  in  the  process 
of  closing  a  deal  for  the  purchase 
of  its  franchise  here  held  by  PRC 
Pictures  of  St.  Louis,  Inc.,  it  was 
reported  authoritatively  last  night. 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Over- All  16  mm.  Org. 

Suggested  by  Kruse 
Chicago — A  joint  meeting  of  edu- 

cational, community,  business,  thea- 
ter and  film  interests  to  form  one 

over-all  organization  for  the  com- 
mon good  of  the  16  mm.  industry, 

was  suggested  by  William  F.  Kruse, 

film  division  manager  for  Bell  &  How- 
ell. Kruse  made  his  suggestion  in 

welcoming  the  boost  for  16  mm.  films 

in  MPAA  President  Eric  Johnston's annual  report. 
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FINANCIAL 
(Wed.,  April  10) 

NEW   YORK    STOCK    MARKET 

Am.  Seat   
Columbia  Picts   
Columbia  Picts.   pfd. . 
East.  Kodak     
Gen.  Prec.  Eq   

Loew's,  Inc   
Paramount        
RKO       

20th  Century-Fox 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd 
Universal    Pict   
Universal   Pict.    pfd. 
Warner   Bros   

NEW    YORK 
Monogram    Picts. 
Radio-Keith  cvs   
Sonotone  Corp   
Technicolor        
Trans-Lux        

High     Low  Close 
30 'A     30  V4     30'/4 
351/8     34         34 

IO6I/4  106  106i/4   + 
261       261  261 

391/4     383/4     39       + 
407/g      393/4      405/8    + 

78i/4  771/4  771/4  — 
257/s  251/4  253/8  — 
611/8  60%  60i/2  . 
76  75V4  751/4  — 
483/g     477/8     477/s  — 

101       101  101       + 

485/8     471/4     471/4  — 
CURB    MARKET 

10Vi     IOI/4     IO1/4 

"5/8     ■ 

55/s 

28 

Net Chg. 

Va 

'% 

Vs 
1 

l'/4 

12 53/4 

285/s 

8 

115/8    — 

53/4    + 

28       — 
8       + 

Dezel's  Aides  In  N.  Y.  C. 
Kal  Bruss,  sales,  and  Donald 

Shields,  branch  operations,  represent- 
ing Albert  Dezel  of  ITATC,  are 

spending  this  week  in  New  York 
City.  Purpose  of  their  mission  is  to 
line  up  future  policies  and  sales 
campaign  and  confer  with  George 
Hirliman  of  IT  &  T  home  office. 
They  are  staying  at  the  Lincoln 
Hotel  and  will  return  to  Detroit 
Sunday. 

Now  Booking  Continental  U.  S., 
Hawaii  &  Alaska 

Sensational   Combination   Unit  Show 

"I    HAVE   LIVED"— "THRILL   OF   YOUTH" 

ALBERT  DEZEL  ROADSHOWS 
WRITE  2310  CASS—  D  ETR0  IT  •  OFFICES  IN 
CLEVELAND  —  CHICAGO  —  CINCINNATI- 

NEW   YORK 

c  online  lino  oomo 
HERBERT  ).  YATES  returns  to  New  York  from 

the  Coast  in  about  two  weeks. 

SI  SEADLER,  M-C-M  advertising  manager, 
now  vacationing  at  Palm  Springs,  will  arrive  at 
the  M-C-M  studios  Monday  and  spend  a  week 
there  before  returning  to  New  York. 

CRAD  SEARS,  of  United  Artists,  is  in  Paris 

following  London  conferences.  He's  expected  back in  New  York  the  first  week  in  May. 

MARY  PICKFORD,  now  in  Paris,  will  visit 
Germany,  Italy  and  the  Scandinavian  countries 
in  the  next  three  weeks. 

HELEN  SLIIER,  manager  of  the  Esquire,  Den- 
ver,  is  flying   to   Mexico   for   her  vacation. 

CHARLES  S.  STEINBERG,  WB  assistant  East- 
ern publicity  manager,  will  be  in  Washington 

today   and    tomorrow. 

JOHN  CORFIELD,  managing  director  of  John 

Corfield  Productions,  one  of  the  J.  Arthur  Rank 

group,  is  en  route  to  New  York  and  Hollywood 

from  London.  He  returns  to  England  in  early 

June. 
MARIE  QUIGLEY,  assistant  to  Trem  Carr, 

Monogram's  executive  director  in  charge  of  pro- 
duction, arrives  from  Hollywood  by  Stratoliner 

tomorrow  and  will  check  in  at  the  Gotham  Hotel. 

MIRIAM  HOWELL,  Eastern  story  editor  for 

Samuel  Goldwyn,  left  for  Coast  studio  confer- 
ences  yesterday. 

LAURITZ  MELCHIOR  and  wife  are  Chicago 
visitors. 

MORI  KRUSHAN,  of  the  UA  exhib.  service 
dept.,  is  in  Chicago   for  trade  conferences. 

MEYER  P.  BECK  goes  to  Chicago  tomorrow  to 
arrange  for  the  premiere  there  of  the  new  Marx 

Bros.'  picture,  "A  Night  in  Casablanca"  at  the Oriental  Theater. 

H0ACY  CARMICHAEL  is  at  the  Waldorf- 
Astoria  from  the  Coast. 

JACK  ELLIS,  New  York  branch  manager  of 
Jnited  Artists,  has  returned  from  a  Miami  vaca- 
tion. 

SAM  ZIMBALIST,  M-C-M  producer,  arrives 
from   the  Coast  tomorrow. 

LANA  TURNER,  M-C-M  star,  arrived  yester- 
day from  the  Coast  for  a  vacation. 

IRENE  GIBBONS,  executive  designer  for  the 
M-G-M  studios,  leaves  tomorrow  for  Hollywood 
after  being  here  eight  days. 
DEANNA  DURBIN  is  expected  in  New 

tomorrow. 

HAROLD  MORTON,  manager  of  Loew's, 
: use.  is  spending  a  week's  vacation  with fives  in  Providence,   R.   I. 

ETHEL     BARRYMORE     will     leave     here 

month  for  the  Coast  to  appear  in  a  forthcoming 
film. 

BUDDY  DeSYLVA  will  arrive  here  from  the 
Coast   in   June   to   formulate    Broadway   plans. 

EDDIE  BRACKEN  arrives  today  from  the  Coast 

'o  headline  the  stage  show  at  the  Paramount on  April  17. 

York 

Syra- 
rela- 

next 

Chicago    from    Valley 

DOROTHY  LAMOUR  will  arrive  in  New  York 
today  on   her  first  trip   East  in   two  years 
HERBERT  ROSEN,  New  York  Eastern  sates 

manager  of  Natio  Projectors,  is  in  Chicago  on 
company  business. 
CARSON  RODCERS,  general  manager  of  I  W 

Rodgers  circuit,  Cairo,  ill.,  has  left  there  to 
10m    his    parents    in    Florida. 

BILL  GRIFFIN,  chief  booker  for  the  Rodgers 
circuit,  returned  to  St.  Louis  from  a  trip  to Mexico  City. 

PETER  CARDOZO  left  here  to  take  up  his  new 
post  in  Alex  Eveloves  publicity  department  at Warner  Bros,  studio  on  the  West  Coast. 
CHARLES  LA  TORRE,  M-G-M  player,  arrived 

here  from  the  Coast  to  appear  in  the  forth- 
coming Broadway  production,  "Bigger  Than 

Barnum." 

ASHTON  B.  COLLINS  arrived  on  the  Coast 
from  New  York  to  discuss  future  picture  plans with  Walter  Lantz. 

S.  HOLMQUIST,  Walt  Disney  representative  in 
Sweden,  arrived  in  New  York  yesterday  for  home 
office  conferences  with  Disney  and  RKO  Radio executives. 

IRENE    HERVEY    i 
Wood. 

GRANT  FITCH,  Soundies  exec,  in  Chicago,  has 
gone  to  Florida  on  business  conferences. 

LOU  SMITH,  advertising  and  publicity  direc- 
tor for  Liberty  Films,  flew  to  New  York  yes- 

terday on  the  Constellation.  He  will  spend  a 
week  to  10  days  in  the  East  on  company  busi- ness. 

MAX  SACHS  and  RALPH  PECK,  Columbia  ex- 
ploiteers  from  Chicago,  are  in  Minneapolis 

EUGENE  SICHELMAN.  Columbia  travelling 
auditor,   is  at  the  Minneapolis  exchange. 
ARMAND  S.  DEUTSCH,  president  of  Story 

Productions,  has  returned  here  from  a  three- 
week  business  trip  to  the  Coast. 
VIVECA  LINDFORS,  Swedish  actress  under 

contract  to  Warner  Bros.,  has  arrived  here  from 

Sweden. 
CHARLES  WALTERS,  M-G-M  dance  director, 

left  for  the  Coast  yesterday  after  completing 

his  work  on  the  Broadway  production,  "St. 

Louis  Woman." 
DANIEL  CATHCART,  Hollywood  art  director, 

is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  from  the  Coast. 
ROY  DISNEY  has  returned  to  Hollywood  from 

New  York. 
RUTH  BOLTON,  manager  of  the  College,  New 

Haven,  will  be  vacationing  in  Syracuse  today. 
HARRY  F.  SHAW,  Loew  division  manager,  New 

Haven,  and  MRS.  SHAW,  will  spend  several 
weeks  in  Miami  Beach,   beginning  Apr.  18. 

E.  O.  WILSCHKE,  Altec's  assistant  to  the 
vice-president  has  returned  to  his  desk  after 
visits  to  Philadelphia,  Baltimore,  Washington. 
Richmond,   Norfolk  and   Roanoke. 
ARCHER  GERZOG,  publicity  manager  of  the 

Chicago  Theater,  has  gone  to  Tucson,  Ariz.,  to meet  his  family. 

Rosselini,  Italian  Film 
Producer,  Due  in  May 

Roberto  Rosselini,  producer  of  the 

Italian  film,  "Open  City,"  will  arrive 
in  New  York  from  Rome  in  May, 
according  to  a  cable  received  this 
week  by  Mayer-Burstyn,  Inc.,  dis- 

tributors of  the  film. 

Rosselini  will  complete  negotia- 
tions with  Pietro  di  Donato,  author 

of  "Christ  in  Concrete,"  for  the 
filming  of  the  book.  It  has  not  been 
decided  whether  the  picture  will  be 
made  in  Italy  or  the  U.  S. 

Industry  Leaders  Will 
Attend  Ampa  Luncheon 

Samuels  to  Coast,  L-A 
Leo  Samuels,  Walt  Disney  foreign 

sales  manager,  leaves  for  Hollywood 
today  on  the  first  lap  of  a  nine 
weeks'  tour  of  Latin  America.  Sam- 

uels will  conduct  publicity  confer- 
ences on  "Make  Mine  Music"  in  Mex. 

ico  City,  Buenos  Aires,  Rio  de  Jan- 
eiro and  other  RKO  Latin  America 

branches. 

William  Jenkins,  of  Lucas  &  Jen- 
kins Theaters,  Atlanta,  and  Harold 

H.  Fitzgerald  of  Fox  Wisconsin  Cir- 
cuit, Milwaukee,  will  attend  the 

Ampa  Relief  Fund  Luncheon  at  the 
Hotel  Plaza,  April  24,  to  make  talks 
in  connection  with  the  Quigley 
Awards  winners  affiliated  with  their 
circuits.  Among  others  on  the  dias 
will  be  Max  A.  Cohen,  Ned  E. 
Depinet,  Edward  Raftery,  Harry 
Brandt,  Walter  Reade,  Herman  Rob- 
bins,  Fred  Schwartz  and  Sam  Rinz- ler. 

Paul  Hollister,  newly  appointed 
studio  rep.  of  RKO  Radio,  will  be 
the  principal  speaker  at  the  luncheon 
for  which  300  reservations  are 
already   in. 
Hal  Home  is  chairman  of  the 

affair  with  Phil  Williams  as  co- 
ordinator. 

Senate  Banking  Com. 

Approves  British  Loan 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE    FILM    DA, i 

Washington — The  Senate  Bankii 
Committee    yesterday    approved, 

to  5,  the  proposed  $3,750,000,000  Lj 

to  Britain. 

N.  Y.  THEATEF 
E 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL   
Rockefeller  Center 

"THE  GREEN  YEARS- CHARLES  COBURN 

Tom   Drake,   Beverly  Tyler,  Hume  Cronyn 
A  Metro  Goldwyn  Mayer  Picture 

and 

MUSIC  HALL'S 

GREAT  EASTER  STAGE  SHOW 

Ovid    O.  tElZNICK 

INGRID  BERGMAN 
GREGORY  PECK 

^,    -  ALFRED  HITCHCOCKS Spellbound 
astor: 

MMTAvm  FHM  f-H  A.  I 

way  I 

5th  St. 
UMF  ;-•  r,  varr  ■ 

Paramount  presents 

PAULETTE  RAY 

GODDARD        .        MILLAND 
"Kitty" 

A    MITCHELL    LEISEN   PBODUCTION 

R  I   V  O  L  I B'way    &.    49th    St. 

ON  SCREEN 
ROBT.  WALKER 
JUNE  ALLYSON 

in  M-G-M'i 

'THE  SAILOR 

TAKES  A  WIFE* 

IN  PERSON 

RALPH 

SLATER 

EXTRA 
YVETTE 

PARAMOUNT    PRESENTS 

BING  CROSBY,  BOB  HOPE. 
DOROTHY  LAMOUR  in 

"ROAD  TO  UTOPIA" 
In    Person    BENNY    GOODMAN 

SUSAN  HAYWARD  -  PAUL  LUKAS 
BILL  WILLIAMS 

"Deadline    at   Dawn" 
An  RKO  Radio  Picture 

GENE  TIERNEY 

DRAGONWYCK 
A  20lh  Century-Fox  Picture 

PLUS  ON  STAGE -JACKIE  MILES 
LANE  BROS.  Extra!  CONNEE  BOS  WELL 

II 

R  o  x  y  ̂ rs,* 

« 





M-G-M's   BIG    ONES   MAKE    OUR    INDUSTRY   GREAT! 

Again  M-G-hA  does  it.  A  magic 

thrill  to  lift  the  film  business  into 

new  prominence.  The  house  that 

plays  this  wondrous  show  attains 

new  stature!  A  fortune  in  spectacle 

and  star  talent  in  the  greatest 

entertainment  since  movies  began. 

i  7&*?%c// 

(  ZIEGFFL1), 
FOLLIES 
OF  1940 

In  Technicolor 

Starring 

FRED  ASTAIRE  •  LUCILLE  BALL 

LUCILLE  BREMER  •  FANNY  BRICE 

JUDY  GARLAND  •  KATHRYN  GRAYSON 

LENA  HORNE  •  GENE  KELLY 

JAMES  MELTON  •  VICTOR  MOORE 

RED  SKELTON    •    ESTHER  WILLIAMS 
and 

WILLIAM  POWELL 

with 
EDWARD  ARNOLD  •  MARION  BELL  •  BUNIN'S  PUPPETS 
CYD  CHARISSE  •  HUME  CRONYN  •  WILLIAM  FRAWLEY 

ROBERT  LEWIS   •  VIRGINIA  O'BRIEN   •  KEENAN  WYNN 
Directed  by  VICENTE  MINNELLI    •    Produced  by  ARTHUR  FREED 

A  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Picture 
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:  ;nse  Penalties  for 
N.  Y.  C.  Theaters 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
86  theaters  recently  served  with 
tmonses  for  violations. 

Fan  interview,  Commissioner
 

hg  expressed  his  desire  to  play 

'- m  designating  today  and  to- 
-row  as  the  days  for  suspension 

,ier  than  hurt  the  exhibitors' 
hk-end  business.  However,  he 

iited  out  that  "second  offenders" 
.  feel  the  full  measure  of  his 

|/er.  He  stated  that  he  felt  the 

;:ion  picture  industry  was  quasi- 
■lic  in  nature  and  should  be  most 
citous  in  providing  proper  super- 
on  for  children. 

jfe  cited  RKO  and  the  ITOA  for 
dging  their  support.  Both  have 
t  letters  to  theater  managers  in- 
ucting  they  digest  the  sections  of 

administrative  code  on  the 

dren's  admission  license, 
■'ielding  has  accepted  an  invitation 
be  guest  speaker  at  the  ITOA's 
cheon-meeting  in  the  Astor  Hotel, 
ril  25,  at  which  he  will  elaborate 
his  recent  survey. 

!,400,000  Dividend 
aymenfs  in  2  Mos. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

3-month   total   in   1945   was   only 

[1,000. 
February  dividend  payments  this 
ir  actually  declined  from  those 

last  year — $132,000  compared 
h  $368,000.  January  payment  total 
s  year  was  $2,268,000  compared 
:h  $293,000  last  year. 

\C  Reported  in  Deal 
n  St.  Louis  Exchange 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

:al   exchange    is    managed    by    A. 
Dietz. 

Denver — Sam  Milner,  manager  of 
■  PRC  exchange,  has  been  moved 
the  Dallas  office  as  manager.  He 
succeeded  here  by  Bill  Williams, 
esman. 

allis,  Hazen  Seek  Studio 
London  (By  Cable)— Hal  Wallis 
d  Joseph  Hazen  are  looking  over 
ritish  studios  and  plan  to  go  into 
eduction  here  in  the  Fall,  if  studio 
ice  is  available. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  11 
Kay  Schancer 

">**  PHIL  M.  DALY 
Thursday  Tidings 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Columbia's  A.  Montague.  J.  A.  McConville. 
Louis  Astor,  Harry  K.  McWilliams  and  Ethel  Edell  are  in  Boston  today, 

where  Columbia's  25th  anniversary  will  be  marked  at  a  dinner  and 
fashion  show  to  be  given  at  the  Statler  by   the   Mass.   Federation   of 

Women's  Clubs  and  the  Lion's  Club   A  screening  of  "Gilda"  at  the 
Fine  Arts  will  follow.  ...  •  The  ATS  luncheon  panel  on  films  and  tele- 

vision has  been  switched,  from  the  15th  to  the  17th.  ...  •  Speaking 
of  television,  didja  know  the  BBC  resumes  transmissions  on  June  7,  and 

on  the  following  day  will  televise  London's  Victory  Parade?   And 
still  speaking  of  television.  Russia  expects  to  establish  a  web  Unking 
Moscow,  Leningrad.  Kiev  and  Sverdlovsk   The  Moscow  station  will 

start  daily  telecasts  this  year.  ...  •  Ben  Welansky.  Monogram's. 
Pittsburgh  franchise   holder,   is   now   legally   Benjamin  Williams.    .    .    . 
•  Stanley  Ferber  has  joined  the  staff  of  Hillman  Periodicals  to  handle 

publicity   During  the  war,  Ferber  served  as  section  head  of  public 

relations  for  an  Eigth  Air  Force  division.  ...  •  The  Stanley  is  in- 
augurating  a   regular   policy   of   exhibiting    Soviet    newsreels   The 

reel,  called  Soviet  Film  News,  is  flown  over.  ...  •  The  Allied  In- 

dependent Theater  Owners  of  Eastern  Pennsylvania  is  warning  its 

members  against  a  psychological  cycle  which  it  sees  shaping  up.  .  .  . 

•  Universale  "So  Goes  My  Love"  has  the  first  aerial  oceanic — and 
champagne — premiere  tonight  aboard  a  Constellation  en  route  to  Lon- 

don. ...  •  Budd  Rogers  is  occupying  added  space  in  the  RKO  Build- 

ing to  meet  biz  demands   

▼  ▼  ▼ 
•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  Ansco  of  Canada  will  build  a  Canadian 

plant  on  a  16 -acre  site  just  outside  of  Toronto  to  handle  expanding  pho- 

tographic supply  biz.  ...  •  With  Russia  unable  to  provide  sufficient 
films  to  meet  the  treaty  provision  that  60  per  cent  of  all  pix  shown  in 

Czechoslovakia  be  of  Soviet  origin.  British  films  are  having  a  field  day 

there   I.  Arthur  Rank  made  that  deal,  you'll  recall.  ...  •  En- 
cyclopedia Britannica  Films,  with  500  titles  in  its  library,  plans  extensive 

production  this  year.  ...     •   Arthur  Green  and  Edwin  Kirkeby  aren't 
the    only   Chicago    lads    with    money    for    film    production   Walter 
Heller  of  the  factoring  company  bearing  his  name  has  a  bankroll  ready 

and  waiting.  ...  •  The  MPTA  of  Ontario  wants  an  end  to  military 

station  first-run  film  bookings  by  July  1.  .  .  .  •  NBC  expects  to  have 
its  own  Los  Angeles  tele  station  in  operation  by  the  Fall  of  1947.  .  .  . 

•  French  prints  of  Disney's  "Pinocchio"  have  arrived  in  Paris  under  a 
pre-war  entry  license  and  the  cartoon  features  will  open  there  next 
month,  according  to  William  Levy,  back  from  Europe.  ...  •  Douglas 

F.  G.  Eliot  is  a  new  WE  vice-prexy   He's  the  company's  general  pur- 
chasing agent  ...  •  Howard  Heller,  just  out  of  the  Navy,  is  now  with 

George  Muchnic  as  aide  on  the  new  Metro  News.  ...  •  Maj.  John  W. 

Holmes  has  joined  Walt  Disney  as  Italian  rep.,  headquartering  in  Milan. 
T  T  T 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  John  and  Drew  Eberson,  architects,  have 

been  awarded  a  contract  to  design  a  new  film  theater  in  the  U.  S.  Gov- 

ernment area  of  Panama   The  prevailing  CPA  stop-order  on  the- 
ater construction  does  not  apply  in  this  instance.  ...  •  Spyros  P. 

Skouras,  Barney  Balaban,  N.  Peter  Rathvon  and  Edward  C.  Raftery  are 

among  the  members  of  the  executive  committee  for  the  Allied  Presi- 

dential Inaugural  dinner-dance  for  Jack  Kirsch  in  Chicago  on  May  25. 
•  Sign  of  the  times:  Encyclopedia  Britannica  Films  has  established 
32  tuition  scholarships  at  the  Universities  of  Chicago  and  Wisconsin  and 

at  Indiana  University  to  provide  an  opportunity  for  teachers  in  schools 

and  colleges  to  stady    audio-visual  film  teaching  techniques   
▼  ▼  ▼ 

Distribs.  File  Suit 

Vs.  Manos-Lipsie 
(Continued  from  Page   t) 

arate  suit  alleging  fraudulent  re- 
turns on  its  respective  percentage 

pictures  at  various  of  the  Manos- 
Lipsie  houses.  According  to  certain 
of  the  complaints,  the  theaters  con- 

cerned are  the  Manos  in  Blairsville; 
the  Empire  in  Homer  City;  the 
Grand,  Manos  and  Olympic  in  Lat- 
robe;  the  Arcadia,  Casino  and  Manos 
Bandbox  in  Vandergrift;  the  Indiana 
and  Manos  in  Indiana;  the  Manos 
and  Star  in  Monessen;  the  Manos  in 
Uniontown;  the  Manos  in  Hollidays- 
burg;  the  Manos  in  Ellwood  City,  and 
the  Hippodrome  and  Manos  in  El- 
kins,  West  Virginia.  All  except  the 
last  two  are  in  Pennsylvania. 

It  is  charged  in  each  suit  that 
the  defendant-exhibitor  carried  out 
a  scheme  regularly  to  furnish  to  the 
plaintiff-distributor  false  grosses  on 
percentage  pictures,  to  induce  the 
distributor  to  accept  less  percentage 
rental,  to  give  lower  rental  terms  on 
future  deals,  and  in  certain  cases  to 
grant  reductions  in  the  agreed  upon 
rates  for  pictures  already  shown  be- 

cause of  the  alleged  poor  grosses  re- 
ported on  such  picture. 

It  is  alleged  further  in  each  suit 
that  the  exhibitor  furnished  certain 
books  and  records  to  the  attorneys 
for  each  distributor  when  the  audit 
was  requested  prior  to  suit,  but  that 
such  books  and  records  were  incom- 

plete and  inadequate  and  did  not  con- 
tain a  full  and  accurate  statement  of 

the  admissions  and  receipts  on  per- centage days. 

Actual  and  punitive  damages  are 
demanded  in  each  complaint  to- 

gether with  an  injunction  against 
destroying  or  altering  the  books  and records. 

Attorneys  for  the  distribs.  in  each 
of  the  suits  are  James  H.  Beal  and 
James  B.  Orr  of  the  law  firm  of 
Reed,  Smith,  Shaw  &  McClay  of  this 

city. 

U.  S.-Norway  Film  Pact 
Oslo  (By  Cable) — Norwegian  com- 

panies and  American  film  producers 
have  compromised  the  dispute  over 
rentals  which  held  up  showing  of 

U.S.  pix  for  several  months.  Im- 
ports will  start  the  first  of  May. 

American  producers  gave  up  their 
demand  for  45  per  cent  of  gross  re- 

ceipts and  agreed  to  25  to  40  per  cent. 

WEDDING  BELLS 
O'Neil-Seaberg 

Detroit  —  Shirley  O'Neil,  of  the 
accounting    department    at    Loew's, was  married  to  Robert  Seaberg,  just 
discharged  from  the  Army. 

Breen-Block 
Newark,  N.  J.— Harkell  M.  Block, 

president  of  Newark  Lyric,  Inc.,  and 
owner  of  the  Lyric  theater  here,  was 
married  to  Shirley  Breen. 
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CUNT  BENEFIT 

SHOW! 

In  world-famous  Carnegie 
 Hall,  the 

brightest  stars  of  screen, 
 stage,  night 

clubs  and  radio  will  join 
 hands  in  a 

mighty  benefit  for  the 
 cancer  cause. 

The  date...Friday  evening
,  April  19. 

like  you,  Mr.  Exhibitor
,  the  enter- 

tainment world  is  giving  freely  an
d 

unselfishly  of  its  talen
ts  to  fight 

cancer,  America's  No.  1 
 Enemy! 

n 

COAST  TO  COAST 

FOR  CANCER! 
National  networks,  Fri

day  evening, 

April  19,  will  bring  an 
 hour  of  hope  to  17 

million  now  doomed  to 
 die  of  cancer. 

On  the  eve  of  the  Mot
ion  Picture  In- 

dustry's Easter  Week  Cancer  Cam
paign, 

Bob  Hope  and  a  gala
xy  of  stars  from 

Hollywood,  and  Frank  
Sinatra  with  New 

York  celebrities  will  t
ell  listeners  the 

job  you  and  your  thea
tre  staff  will  be 

doing  during  Easter  Wee
k  to  fight  cancer. 

The  time:  11:15  p.m.-12
:15p.m.LS.T. 

FIGHT  CANCER  WITH  KNOWLEDGE 

SENTINEL  OF  HOPE! 
A  monument  of  hope,  erected  by  the  Motion 

Picture  Industry  in  Times  Square,  will  bring  the 

cancer  message  to  millions. 
Manned  daily  by  famous  stars,  millions  will  hear 

the  story  of  you,  the  Exhibitor,  and  the  service  you 
are  rendering.... New  York  salutes  you! 

STATE  EXHIBITOR  CHAIRMEN 
RICHARD  M.  KENNEDY 

Birmingham,  Ala. 

CLAUDE  C.  MUNDO 

Little  Rock,  Ark. 

LOU  CHRIST 

HARRY  NACE  (co-chairman) 
Phoenix,  Ariz. 

RICHARD  SPIER 

H.  V.  (ROTUS)  HARVEY  (co-chairman) 
San  Francisco,  Cal. 

SHERRILL  CORWIN 

Los  Angeles,  Cal. 

H.  F.  KINCEY 

Charlotte,  N.  C. 

BEN  L.  STROZIER 

Rock  Hill,  S.  C. 

ROBERT  J.  GARLAND 

Denver,  Col. 

DR.  JACOB  B.  FISHMAN 

New  Haven,  Conn. 

F.  E.  WET2STEIN 

Mandan,  N.  D. 

LEO  PETERSON 

Brookings,  S.  D. 

MITCHELL  WOLFSON 
Miami,  Fla. 

IRVING  SIMPSON 
Caldwell,  Idaho 

AL  HAGER  (co-chairman) 
Idaho  Falls,  Idaho 

KENNETH  T.  COLLINS 

Indianapolis,  Ind. 

A.  H.  BLANK 
Des  Moines,  Iowa 

(Kan.— W.  Missouri) 
ELMER  C.  RHODEN  (area  chairman) 

GEORGE  C.  BAKER  (area  co-chairman) 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

L.  A.  BREUNINGER 

Topeka,  Kans. 

(W.  Missouri) 
THOMAS  EDWARDS 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

(E.  Missouri  &  S.  III.) 
FRED  WEHRENBERG 
St.  Louis,  Mo. 

FRED  J.  DOLLE 
Louisville,  Ky. 

L.  C.  MONTGOMERY 
New  Orleans,  La. 

I.  M.  RAPPAPORT 
Baltimore,  Md. 

DAVID  M.  IDZAL 

EDWARD  BEATTY  (co-chairman) 
Detroit,  Mich. 

EDWARD  RUBEN 

Minneapolis,  Minn. 

BURGESS  WALTON 
Columbus,  Miss. 

WILL  STEEGE 

Great  Falls,  Mont. 

REX  FLINT  (co-chairman) 
Baker,  Mont. 

WILLIAM  MISKELL 

Omaha,  Neb. 

RUSSELL  BERRY  (co-chairman) 
North  Platte,  Neb. 

HOMER  LeBALLISTER 

Reno,  Nev. 

M.  F.  2ALESNY 

Las  Vegas,  N.  M. 

Ml  LAS  HURLEY  (co-chairman) 
Tucumcari,  N.  M. 

S.  H.  FABIAN 
New  York,  N.  Y. 

S.  J.  ULLMAN 
Albany,  N.  Y. 

N.  D.  DIPSON 
Buffalo,  N.  Y. 

(Metropolitan  Area) 
MAX  COHEN 
New  York,  N.  Y. 

(Northern  New  Jersey) 

ADAM  ADAMS 

Newark,  N.J. 

(New  England) 

NATHAN  YAMINS- 
Boston,  Mass. 

EDWARD  FAY 

Providence,  R.I. 

M.  A.  MOONEY 
Cleveland,  0. 

L.  C.  GRIFFITH 
Oklahoma  City,  Okla. 

ALBERT  J.  FINKE 
Portland,  Ore. 

WILLARD  GAMBLE  (co-chairman) 
Portland,  Ore. 

(Western  Pennsylvania) 
MOE  A.  SILVER 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

(E.  Penn.,  S.  Jersey  &  Del.) 
HAROLD  SEIDENBERG 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 

M.  A.  LIGHTMAN 

Memphis,  Tenn. 

ROBERT  J.  O'DONNELL Dailas,  Texas 

HALL  BAETZ     . 
Salt  Lake  City,  Utah 

HAROLD  CHESLER  (co-chairman) 
Bingham  Canyon,  Utah 

BENJAMIN  PITTS 
Fredericksburg,  Va. 

S.  J.  HYMAN 
Huntington,  W.  Va. 

CARTER  BARRON 

JOHN  J.  PAYETTE  (co-chairman) 
Washington,  D.  C. 

FRANK  L.  NEWMAN 

WILLIAM  FORMAN  (co-chairman) 
Seattle,  Wash. 

HAROLD  J.  FITZGERALD 
Milwaukee,  Wis. 

JACK  McGEE 
Cheyenne,  Wyo. 

THE  AMERICAN  CANCER  SOCIETY,  Motion  Picture  Division,  444  West  56th  Street,  New  York  19,  N.  Y:  CHARLES  E  SKOURAS,  National 

Chairman;  TED  R^  GAMBLE,  National  Co-Chairman;  FRANK  H.  RICKETSON,  JR.,  National  Campaign  Director;  ROBERT  W.  SELIG,  Executive 
Campaign  Manager;  CHARLES  M..  REAGAN,  National  Distributor  Chairman;  LEON  BAMBERGER,  National  Distributor  Co-Chairman  and  Special 
Consultant;  SENN  LAWLER,  THORNTON  SARGENT,  Assistant  National  Campaign  Directors,  MAURICE  (RED)  KANN,  Trade  Paper  Relations 
Chairman;  HERMAN  ROBBINS,  DON  VELDE,  Trailer  and  Accessories  Committee;  FRANK  WHITBECK,  Hollywood  Production  Chairman;  GEORGE 
JOSEPH,  Distribution  Organization;  MONROE  GREENTHAL,  National  Publicity  and  Advertising  Director. 
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General  Precision 

Lab.  in  Operation 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

of  GPL  and  the  parent  company,  fol- 
lowing a  press  tour  of  the  labora- 

tory which  is  housed  on  the  former 
Hiram  Edward  Manville  estate  at 
Pleasantville,  N.  Y. 

It  was  said  that  the  motion  pic- 
tures would  be  among  the  fields  that 

would  benefit  from  the  experiments 
conducted  at  the  laboratory. 

1,000  N.  Y.  C.  Exhibitors  to 
Make  Cancer  Collections 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
of  the  N.  Y.  Met.  area,  90  per  cent 
of  the  circuits  are  in  line, 

Adam  Adams'  suggestion  of  the 
use  of  open  baskets  for  collections 
was  accepted  by  all  indie  and  circuit 
reps. 

Harry  Brandt  explained  the  dis- 
bursement of  the  monies  collected. 

Meeting  closed  with  a  showing  of 
the  Spencer  Tracy  trailer. 

Dismiss  Arbitration  Case 

At  Complainant's  Request 
Norman,  Okla.  —  Leonard  Savage, 

arbitrator,  dismissed  at  the 

plaintiff's  request  a  complaint 
brought  by  Mrs.  Juanita  Barry  and 
Jack  Crooks,  operators  of  the  Okla- 

homa Theater,  against  Paramount, 
20th  Century-Fox,  RKO  and  War- 

ner Bros.,  under  Section  10  of  the 
N.  Y.  consent  decree. 

REVIEWS  Of  SHORT  SUBJ6CTS 

RKO 

Brown  Signs  New  Para.  Pact 
West   Coast  Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — George  Brown,  direc- 
tor of  Paramount  studio  advertising 

and  publicity,  has  signed  a  new  long- 
term  contract  deal  with  the  studio. 
Brown  joined  Paramount  in  his  pres- 

ent capacity  following  many  years 
in  advertising  and  publicity  posts  in 
the  motion  picture  field  including 
New  York,  Hollywood  and  Chicago. 
At  one  time  he  was  advertising  and 
publicity  director  for  Columbia.  He 
joined  Paramount  in  December,  1940. 

Has  No  Indie  Producing  Plans 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Carl  Laemmle,  Jr., 
denied  a  published  report  that  he 
plans  to  enter  independent  produc- 

tion at  this  time.  He  will  leave  in 
two  weeks  time  for  New  York  on  a 
pleasure  trip.  While  there  he  will 
view  some  Broadway  plays  and  if 
sufficiently  interested  may  bid  for 
screen  rights  to  one  of  them. 

SICK  REPOIIT 

JAY  FRANK,  20th-Fox  publicity  director, 
in  Chicago,  is  in  Mercy  Hospital  there  with 
influenza. 

JOHN  LeROY  JOHNSTON,  publicity  di- 
rector for  International  Pictures,  is  in  the 

Hollywood  Hospital  for  a  general  check-up. 
BILL  BRIMMER,  WB  salesman,  is  con- 

fined to  Iowa  Lutheran  Hospital,  Des 
Moines,  after  suffering  a  heart  attack. 

Streets  of  Shadows" (This  is  America) 
16  Minis. 

Excellent 
Humor,  stark  realism  and  pathos 

are  blended  well  in  this  tour  through 

New  York  City's  famed  Bowery.  A 
rubber-necker's  paradise,  it  is  de- 

picted in  a  way  that  is  absorbing  as 
well  as  educational.  Plop  houses, 
curb  markets,  the  Fulton  fish  mart, 
Bridal  Row,  Cooper  Union,  the  Bow- 

ery Mission,-  the  Diamond  Center  and 
Chinatown  with  its  curio  shops  are 
but  a  few  of  the  scenes  which  make 
the  Bowery  the  melting  pot  it  has 
become.  This  short  should  get  many 
favorable  comments. 

"Beyond  Endurance" (Documentary) 
Cine- Art  78  Mins. 

Poland's  War  Record 
An  abundance  of  film  clips  of 

Poland's  part  in  World  War  II  has 
been  pieced  together  and  prologued 
with  peace-time  scenes  of  her  famed 
cities,  landmarks,  people  at  work 

and  at  play,  to  present  an  over-all 
picture  for  the  archives. 

The  film  will  receive  its  best  recep- 
tion in  Polish  neighborhoods,  since 

too  little  reference  is  made  to  the 
Allied  or  American  participation  in 
the  same  cause.  It  offers  a  chrono- 

logical account  of  her  refugees  and 
soldiers  from  the  beginning  to  the 
end  of  World  War  II,  with  a  com- 

mendable story  written  for  it  by 
Joseph  Wittlin  and  narrated  by  Ed- 

win Fuller. 
The  musical  arrangement  offered 

by  W.  Eiger  features  Chopin's  com- positions throughout,  though  broken 
to  allow  for  the  war  sequences.  Vin- 

cent Bejtman  handled  the  editing, 
and  Z.  Prumbs  was  art  advisor. 

"Battle  For  Survival" 
(Documentary) 

United  Jewish  Appeal  18  Mins. 
Excellent  Campaign  Primer 

This  one  might  easily  be  termed 
"semi-documentary"  since  part  of 
the  film  is  devoted  to  excerpts  from 
important  speeches  delivered  by  the 
leaders  of  an  unprecedented  $100,- 

000,000  campaign,  set  as  this  year's goal  for  the  United  Jewish  Appeal. 
The  film,  produced  by  RKO  Pathe, 
contains  many  familiar  newsreel 
clips  of  refugees  and  war  sufferers, 
but  can  boast  an  excellent  editing 
and  writing  job  to  project  an  inter- 

esting subject  for  its  provocative 
fund-raising  purpose.  The  reel  is 
further  enhanced  by  the  voice  of 
Orson  Welles,  delivering  the  narra- 

tion by  Ardis  Smith.  Credit  the  edit- 
ing to  Gene  Milford,  and  special 

photographs  of  the  Atlantic  Confer- 
ence to  Frank  Follette. 

The  film  packs  a  punch,  and  an 
effort  should  be  made  by  exhibitors, 
wherever  possible,  to  acquaint  their 
communities  through  the  short,  with 
the  immediate  need  for  supporting 
the  UJA  campaign  for  refugees, 
overseas  needs  and  Palestine,  on  be- 

half of  the  Joint  Distribution  Com- 
mittee, United  Palestine  Appeal  and 

National  Refugee  Service. 

"Visiting  Vera  Cruz" 
(FitzPatrick  Traveltalk) 

M-G-M  9  Mins. 
Pleasant 

A  Technicolor  trip  to  the  most 
Spanish-looking  city  on  the  North 
American  continent  where  old  world 
culture  and  modern  industrialism 
coverage,  this  should  please  most 
movie-goers.  Its  lolling  rhythm  is  a 
pleasant  relaxation. 

Howard  Hughes  Talks 
International  Production 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Acquisition  of  a  stu- 
dio near  London,  the  entrance  of 

Howard  Hughes  into  the  field  of  in- 
ternational production  to  augment 

his  Hollywood  activities  is  being  dis- 
cussed by  Hughes  and  Harry  L. 

Gold,  in  charge  of  world-wide  dis- 
tribution of  all  Hughes  pictures,  who 

arrived  here  by  plane  Tuesday.  Con- 
ferences portend  much  activity  on 

the  part  of  Hughes  and  important 
announcements  are  expected  ot  re- 

sult. Gold  will  fly  to  New  York  to- 
day and  from  here  he  will  leave  by 

plane  for  London. 

Walkout  of  7  NSS 
Title  Writers  Settled 

West   Coast  Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — Local  National  Screen 
walkout  of  seven  title  artists  was 
settled  late  yesterday  when  George 
Dembow,  National  official  who  is 

here,  agreed  to  meet  the  artists'  de- mands. The  artists  will  return  to 
work  this  morning. 

Rep.  Stefan  Goes  to  Bat 

For  State  Dept.'s  OIICR 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  This  country  defi- 
nitely needs  "a  modest,  effective  oral and  visual  information  program  to 

get  the  message  to  the  starvation 
areas  of  Europe  and  Asia  that  our 
great  nation  is  united  in  its  desires 
to  be  of  real  help  to  men  and  women 
the  world  over,"  Rep.  Karl  Stefan, 
Nebraska  Republican,  told  the  House 
yesterday  speaking  in  favor  of  funds 

for  the  State  Department's  Office  of 
International  Information  and  Cul- 

tural Relations. 

Springfield,  Mo»  May 
Censor  Theater  Adv. 

Springfield,  Mo.  —  Censorship  of 
all  types  of  theater  advertising,  both 
in  newspapers  and  on  posters,  will 
be  asked  by  the  local  board  of  cen- 

sors in  an  amendment  to  the  ordi- 
nance creating  the  board. 

The  action  followed  recent  ban- 
ning of  "Thrill  of  a  Life"  at  the 

Mullikan  theater  and  members'  objec- 
tions to  "thrill"  posters  in  front  of 

local  theaters  which  they  claimed  to 
be  misleading  and  not  in  good  taste. 

Midwest  and  South 
See  ATA  Clicking 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

bound  to  take  a  very  important  pi 
in  the  theater  activities  of  the  co 
try,  theatermen  say.  However.  - 
whole  exhibitors  contacted  b£ 
writer  declare  that  they  want  ■ 
accomplishments  and  definite  mo 
toward  carrying  out  the  objecti 
land  down  in  St.  Louis  before  t 
ing  an  active  part  in  the  new  orgs 
zation. 

One    of   the    most   frequent   qu 
tions  asked  by  indie  exhibs.  has  b 
regarding  the  extent  to   which 
independents  really  will  dominate 
the  new  body.  Already  there  appe 
to  be  suspicion  along  those  lines 
spite   provisions  in  the   constitut 
and  by-laws  requiring  a  majority 
independents  on  the  board. 

Independents  point  out  tha 
they  cannot  carry  the  financia 
load  and  that  a  greater  part  o 
the  money  will  come  from  th> 
producer-affiliated  circuits  ant 
with  the  financial  strength  com 
ing  from  the  affiliated  theaters 
the  physical  domination  will  res there. 

Most  exhibitors  contacted  t< 
with  a  grain  of  salt  the  intimat 
made  in  St.  Louis  that  the  produc 

distributor  tried  to  '  sabotage'' WAG  Theaters  Division. 

They  said  the  alleged  efforts  of 

producer-distributors  to  "soft-ped the  ATA   were  not  consistent  w 
the   facts.     Therefore   a   number 
independents  want  to   see  the  in 
pendents  actually  in  control  of 
ATA  before  lining  up  with  it. 

Nobody,     however,     doubted 
potentialities  of  the  new  group, 
exhibitors     appear     to     be     of 
opinion  that  such  an  organization 
the  ATA  could  do  a  great  deal 
ward  correcting   adverse  legislat 
and  giving  theater  interests  a  uni 
front  on  various  issues  confronti 
them  outside  of  trade  practices.  I 
the  time  being,  according  to  opinio 
trade    practices    will    have    to    r 
with  the  local  units  of  the  natio: 
organizations  unless  the  scope  of  I 
ATA   is   widened   to   include   thei., 

Rutgers  Neilson  Heads 
Ampa  Nominations 

Rutgers  Neilson,  publicity  mi:i 
ager  of  RKO,  heads  the  new  sir 
selected  by  Ampa's  nominati committee.  Phil  Williams,  advert 
ing  manager,  March  of  Time, 
named  vice-president;  Arnold  Stol 
publicity  director,  PRC  Pictur 
treasurer,  and  Max  Stein,  20th-O 
tury  Fox,  publicity  department,  s 

retary. 

The  board  of  directors  consists 

David  S.  Bader,  reth-ing  preside 
Charles  Alicoate,  Claude  Li 

Blanche  Livingston  and  Marguer' 
Wayburn.  Ray  Gallagher  was  nan; 
trustee  for  a  term  of  three  yea 
succeeding  Rutgers  Neilson. 

Elections  are  slated   on  April 
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I  lo  Use  Films 
Drive  for  Peace Hollywood- Vine  Yard 

.By  RALPH  WILE; 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ador  to  Venezuela,  said  that  the 
department  of  information  will 
upon  producers  and  distributors 

sreels,  documentaries  and  fea- 
iSms  for  co-operation  to  pursue 

1  campaign  for  world  peace. 
*  :the  UN  official  disclosed  immed- plans  of  his  department  call  for 

establishment  of  a  card  index 
em  to  build  up  a  permanent  UN 
library;  and  to  establish  an  in- 

flation and  liaison  system  which 
corral  documentary  footage 

mi  all  countries  for  those  inter- 
vd  in  making  films  of  an  educa- 
al,  scientific,  or  cultural  nature 

lb  means  toward  cementing  any 
"d  of  understanding  among  all ons. 
e  emphasized  that  control  of  the 

|  jemination  of  factual  information, 
aims,  purposes  and  scope  of  the 
should  be  retained  by  his  depart- 
as   it   was    established    by   the 
Francisco  charter;  and  pointed 
that  the  exchange  and  distribu- 
of  visual  documentary  material 
probably  become  the  function  of 
ESCO,  the  United  Nations  Edu- 
onal  Scientific  and  Cultural  Or- 
ization. 
ohen  expressed  hope  that  there 
come  a  day  in  the  near  future 

en  every  theater  in  the  world  will 
■Jive  screen  time  for  a  five  or  10 
lute  short,  presented  by  UN,  not 
essarily  produced  or  distributed 
it,  for  the  promotion  of  world 
ce. 

West    Coast   Bureau   of   THE   FILM    DAILY 

Hollywood — Day's   news   digest:   Enterprise  has   signed   Charles   Drake   as   No.   One   on 

its    stock    contract    list   First    assignment    is    opposite    Barbara    Stanwyck    in    "The 

Other    Love"   Jack    Warner    gets    that    Foreign    Correspondents    Association    world 

peace  prize  at  a   luncheon   on   the  23rd   Robert   Mitchum   has  been   elected   presi- 

dent  of  the    newly    formed   Theater    Production    Guild;    Patrick    Desmond,    Richard    Crane 

are  v.-p.'s,  Max  Cole,  secretary,  and  Josef  Montague,  treasurer   Capt.  Jeffrey  Lynn, 
out   of    uniform    next    month,    returns    to    WB   RKO    has    signed    Joseph     Pevney, 

Broadway    star,   director    and    husband    of    Mitzi    Green,    for    their   chiller,    "Nocturne." 

  Michael  Curtiz,   now  doing   "Life   With    Father,"   has   just  been   handed    "Winter 

Kill,"    by   Steve   Fisher,   as   his    next   at    Warner's   Jo    Swerling,    signed    by    Liberty 

Films  to  picturize  "No  Other  Man,"  the  Alfred  Noyes  novel  which  Frank  Capra  will  pro- 

duce  David  0.  Selznick   has  acquired   Ivan  Kiarov   for    "Little   Women"   Mort 
Blumenstock  has   added   Pete   Cardozo,    former    motion    picture    editor   of   Life    mag.,   to 

the  studio  publicity  staff   He's  just  put  of  the  Navy. 

Bernstein,  Hitchcock 
Form  Transatlantic 

Mercey  Named  Film 
Consultant  for  OWMR 

m 
i 

ca 
ata 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

American  Theaters  Association. 

The  appointment,  which  was  pre- 
dicted exclusively  in  The  Film 

Daily,  takes  effect  on  April  17. 
Mercey  is  expected  to  take  a  lead- 

ing role  in  assisting  the  entire  mo- 
tion picture  industry,  as  well  as  the 

ATA.  In  his  new  job,  he  will  serve 
on  the  staff  of  Anthony  Hyde, 
OWMR  deputy  director  for  informa- 

tion and  reports. 

Name  Verdayne  Para.'s Straits  General  Manager 

nsent  Award  Closes 
ckem  Clearance  Case 

Buffalo — Pursuant  to  a  general 
mlation,  a  consent  award  has  been 
ered  in  the  clearance  dispute  filed 
David  and  Mina  Zackem,  oper- 
rs  of  the  Artistic  Theater,  against 
h-Fox,  Warners,  RKO  and  Para- 

<unt.   Under  the  award,  the  Artis- 
*in  the  future  will  have  the  same 

arance  as  the  Little  Seneca,  inter- 
or  in  the  action. 

NEW  POSTS 

--TER  DU   PERRIER,  Empire-Universal,  Winni- 
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K  BELLAMY,  manager,   PRC  branch,  St.  John, N.    B. 

L   DORSEY    has   joined    Para.'s  Chicago   sales department. 

<  CINSBERC,   amusement  adv.   manager,    New 
York  Times. 

N  BYOS,  manager,  Alabama,  Houston,  Tex. 

-LIAM   HEMPHILL,   manager,   Majestic,   Hous- 
ton, Tex. 

FFORD   O.   CODAY,    manager,   artville,    Hart- 
ville.  Mo. 

"Strike  II  Necessary" 
Voted  by  Electricians 

West    Coast   Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 

Hollywood — "Strike  if  necessary" 
to  secure  a  closed  shop  contract  and 
wage  increases  was  voted  unani- 

mously at  a  special  membership 
meeting  of  Studio  Electricians  Local 
40,  International  Brotherhood  of 
Electrical  Workers  (AFL)  on  Tues- 

day. Action  is  subject  to  the  Inter- 
national's approval.  Electricians 

Local  40  took  its  action  to  join  other 
CSU  unions  in  the  re-establishment 
of  "closed  shop  contracts  under 
which  we  have  worked  since  1936" 
in  the  form  of  a  resolution  pointing 
out  that  the,  union  has  had  no  con- 

tract with  major  Hollywood  pro- 
ducers since  April  4,  1945. 

Col.  Edlund  to  Head 
Ansco  Chi.  District 

Binghamton  —  Lt.  Col.  Harold  A. 
Edlund  has  been  appointed  district 
manager  in  charge  of  the  Chicago 
branch  of  Ansco  according  to  an  an- 

nouncement by  E.  A.  Williford,  vice- 
president  of  the  General  Aniline  and 
Film  Corp.  in  charge  of  the  Ansco 
division.  Before  the  war,  Edlund 
was  in  charge  of  hotel  and  institu- 

tional  sales   for   Cannon    Mills,   Inc. 

Paul  Verdayne,  former  Paramount 
manager  in  Malaya  and  Java,  who 
was  held  prisoner  by  the  Japs  for 
about  three  years,  arrived  in  New 
York  yesterday  via  a  London  stop- 

over. Verdayne,  who  will  leave  in 
about  a  week  for  a  studio  visit,  is 
slated  to  take  over  as  general  man- 

ager for  Paramount  in  the  Straits 
Settlements  under  J.  E.  Perkins, 
division  manager  in  charge  of  the 
Far  East,  Australia,  New  Zealand 
and  South  Africa. 

Following  his  Coast  stay,  Ver- 
dayne will  return  to  New  York  to 

await  the  return  from  London  of 
George  Weltner,  Para.  Int.  prexy. 

Upon  his  liberation  with  the  Japs' surrender,  the  British  appointed  the 
Para,  exec,  head  of  the  Combined 
Film  Distribution  in  Malaya.  He 
held  the  post  until  departing  for 
London. 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

studio  space  is  available.  Nation- 
wide American  distribution  is  as- 

sured, Bernstein  said,  with  three 
major  companies  offering  to  dis- 

tribute all  Transatlantic  product. 
Corporation  headquarters  will  be 

in  London,  with  branches  in  New 

York  and  Hollywood.  Partnership 

hopes  to  be  joined  by  established 
British  and  American  players,  direc- 

tors and  writers. 

Report  Producers  Will 
Resist  AFM  Demands 

Two  Notices  of  Appeal 
From  Arbitration  Awards 

Two  notices  of  appeal  have  been 
filed  with  the  motion  picture  arbitra- 

tion system.  -  In  Boston,  Leon  C. 
Balduc,  intervenor,  is  protesting  the 
award  in  the  Freyburg,  Me.,  Theater 
clearance  dispute.  Louis  Bernheimer 
Theater  Co.,  intervenor,  has  also 
filed  notice  of  appeal  of  the  award 
in  the  Kaywood  Gardens  clearance 
case,  heard  in  Washington. 

Files  on  Clearance 
Antonio  and  Ciro  Paolillo,  opera- 

tors of  the  Paradise  Theater,  Brook- 
lyn, have  filed  a  clearance  dispute 

with  the  New  York  tribunal,  asking 
that  the  seven  days  clearance 

granted  by  Loew's  and  Paramount  in 
favor    of    the    Avon,    be    eliminated. 

20  Tradeshow  'Do  You  Love  Me' 
Twentieth-Fox  will  tradeshow  "Do 

You  Love  Me"  in  all  exchange  cen- 
ters on  April  12. 

ATS  to  Hear  Sports  Experts 
"Television  and  Sports"  will  be 

discussed  at  the  monthly  meeting  of 
the  American  Television  Society  to- 

day at  the  Barbizon-Plaza  Hotel. 
Speakers  will  include:  Bill  Slater, 
Tom  Slater,  Burke  Crotty,  Bob  Stan- 

ton and  Bob  Edge. 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 
costs  under  the  terms  set  down  by 
the  AFM  was  indicated  yesterday  in 
industry  circles. 

Inconclusive  figures  were   said  to 
point  to  a  300  to  400  per  cent  jump 
in    music    costs,    which    were    esti- 

mated at  $5,000,000  for  1945. 
Pick   up   Earlier  Story   

Negotiators  representing  the  pro- 
ducers in  talks  with  the  American 

Federation  of  Musicians  on  new  con- 
tracts for  instrumentalists  to  re- 

place those  that  terminate  on  May 
31  are  scheduled  to  go  into  a  huddle 
today  to  study,  discuss  and  digest 
the  91  proposals  presented  to  them 
bv  James  C.  Petrillo,  head  of  the 
AFM,  on  Tuesday  at  the  opening  of 
negotiations.  The  meeting  will  be 

held  in  Barney  Balaban's  office  at Paramount. 

Besides  the  Paramount  president 
those  at  the  conference  will  be 
Joseph  R.  Vogel  and  Nicholas  M. 
Schenck,  M-G-M;  Ned  E.  Depinet, 
RKO  Radio;  Jack  Cohn  and  A. 
Schneider,  Columbia;  W.  C.  Michel, 
20th-Fox;  Sam  Schneider,  Warner 
Bros.;  John  J.  O'Connor,  Universal, 
and  Joseph  E.  McMahon,  Republic, 
plus  the  following  from  the  studios: 
Charles  Boren,  Paramount;  Fred  S. 
Meyer,  20th-Fox;  Milton  Schwarz- 
wald,  Universal. 

The  producer  group  will  go  into 
conference  again  with  the  union  ne- 

gotiators tomorrow  afternoon  at  the 
New  York  offices  of  Pat  Casey,  studio 
labor  contact. 

STORK  REPORTS 
St.  Louis — Hall  Walsh,  Prairie  dis- 

trict manager  for  Warner  Bros.,  be- 
came a  grandfather  when  his  daugh- 

ter, Eileen  Walsh  Wahlbrink,  gave 
birth  to  a  baby  girl,  Charlene. 

Boonton,  N.  J. — Edward  Lachman, 
owner  of  the  State  theater  here,  be 
came  the  father  of  a  six  pound  nine 
ounce  son,  Edward  Lachman,  Jr. 
Mrs.  Lachman  is  the  daughter  of 
Harry  Roth,  who  operated  theaters 
in  New  Jersey. 



3rd  week  of  7he  Otttfatr 

tops  every  1st  week  gross 

in  the  history  of  Chicago's 
Oriental  Theatre  —  with 

the  one  exception  of  "The 

Out/aws "  own  mighty 
1st  week  f iaure ! 
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ATIONAL  INDIE  CONFERENCE  PROPOSED 

idustry  to  Battle  "Fantastic"  Demands  of  AFM 
ould  be  Crippling  Fact- 

pi  Production,"  Studios' ement  Declares 

itice  that  it  would  fight  the  de- 
jis  made  upon  it  in  the  agree- 
proposed  by  the  American  Fed- 
pn  of  Musicians  to  replace  that 
ji  terminated  on  March  31  was 
id  on  the  union  by  the  industry 
;rday  in  a  statement  in  which 
roposals  advanced  by  James  C. 
llo,  AFM  president,  were  termed 
til  to  production. 
b  statement  was  issued  by  the 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

WAC  And  lis  Units 
ed  for  War  Work 

e  United  Theatrical  War  Activi. 

■Committee  and  its  component 
lizations,  including  the  WAC, 
Hollywood  Victory  Committee 
pie  SAG,  were  hailed  and  cited 
i  job  well  done  at  a  luncheon 
jing  of  the  Radio  Executives 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

:uss  New  Confabs  on 

rin's  Import  of  U.  S.  Pix 
ngton   Bureau   of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

ishington  —  Discussions  looking 
iirds   a   resumption   of   negotia- 
on  import  of  motion  pictures 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

PA  Order  May  Up 
Photo  Equip.  Prices 
ashington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Pre-war  prices  of 
meras,  projectors,  enlargers  and 
ost  photographic  accessories,  now 
turning  to  the  civilian  market,  may 

increased  14  per-  cent  at  the 

janufacturing  level,  and  between 
ght  and  10  per  cent  at  the  con- 

wier  level,  under  an  industry-wide 

ition  taken  by  the  OPA  yesterday, 
eluded  are  films,  sensitized  paper, 
d  used  materials  —  35  mm.  com- 

•rcial  film  cameras  and  equipment 
r  cemmercial  use — all  covered  by 
tier  regulations. 

WARDOUR  ST. 
Calling. .  • . 

By  "TATLER' (Ernest  W.  Fredmcm) 

LONDON 

LIELLO  America!!  This   is  the  beginning 

of  a  weekly  feature  containing  gossip 

from   little    old    London,   and    I    hope    it's 
going  to   interest  you,    so   without   further 

ado,  here  goes   This  is  Rank's  conven- 
tirn  week  and  we  have  delegates  from  all 
over  the  world,  except  China,  and  I  doubt 

whether  Soviet  Russia  is  represented,  but 

there  is  no  other  country  that  isn't.  The 
opening,  at  the  swank  Dorchester  Hotel, 
last  Friday,  was  just  like  the  UN  Confer- 

ence, except  that  the  proceedings  were 
harmonious  and  there  was  no  Soviet  envoy 
to  gum  up  the  works  by  walking  out, 

whilst,  as  for  the  Security  Council,  Rank's 
got  all  the  security  he  wants.  Great  show 

— pity,  however,  that  showmanship  was  not 
quite  on  the  flamboyant  lines  that  char- 

acterize American  conventions  as  I  remem- 
ber them. 

•  • 

P'RINSTANCE,  Rank  gave  a  perfectly 
'  business-like  address,  telling  the  boys 
his  aims,  or  what  he  stands  for,  without 

any  guy  jumping  up  from  the  middle  of  the 

hall,  shrutin?  "Omaha  will  do  50  per  cent 

over  quota,"  which  I  vividly  remember 
was  the  case  when  I  attended  a  First  Na- 

tional convention  many,  many  years  ago, 
where  the  guys  turned  up  in  straw  hats, 
blue  blazers  and  flannels  and  at  the  finish, 
were  they  high!  Somehow  I  miss  that  our 
conventions  differ  from  the  old  days.  This 

conference  is  very  different — sober,  indus- 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Fred  Wehrenberg,  MPTOA  Board  Chairman,  Calls  for 
Confab  as  Jesse  Stern  Summons  CIEA  to  Convene  in 
Chicago  in  Advance  of  National  Allied  Board  Meet 

With  the  Conference  of  Independent  Exhibitors'  Association 
scheduled  to  meet  in  Chicago  on  May  23,  Fred  Wehrenberg  in 
St.  Louis  yesterday  advocated  a  national  conference  of  all  inde- 

pendent exhibitors  of  the  country, 
regardless  of  affiliations. 
Wehrenberg,  chairman  of  the 

board  of  the  MPTOA  and  head  of 
the  MPTO  of  St.  Louis,  Eastern 
Missouri  and  Southern  Illinois,  said 
an  independent  exhibitor  parley  for 

the  purpose  of  discussing  intra-trade (Continued  on  Page  6) 

Johnston  and  Brown 

Meet;  "No  Decision" Washington   Bureau  of   THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  Eric  A.  Johnston, 
MPAA  president,  and  Harry  W. 
Brown,  president  of  the  Interna- 

tional Association  of  Machinists,  met 
yesterday  in  an  effort  to  avoid 
another  Hollywood  strike  flareup, 

but  arrived  at  "no  decision." 
Both  the  machinists  and  the  Stu- 

dio Painters  Local  644  have  author- 
ized their  negotiating  committee  to 

call  a  strike  if  the  producers  do  not 
negotiate  "in  good  faith  on  wages 

and  working  conditions." 
Subsequent  meetings  between 

Johnston  and  Brown  are  expected  to 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Rank's  "Seventh  Veil' 
In  All  REO  Theaters 

London  (By  Cable)  —  J.  Arthur 
Rank's  "Seventh  Veil,"  which  Uni- 

versal is  distributing  in  the  U.  S., 
will  play  the  entire  RKO  circuit  in 
the  U.  S.,  it  was  announced  here 
yesterday. 

MPAA  Calls  Hughes  on  Advtg. 
Charges  Producer  with  Violating  By-laws 
200  Exhibs.  in  22  States 
Make  MPTE  Reservations 

More  than  200  theater  owners  in 
22  states  have  made  hotel  reserva- 

tions for  the  Motion  Picture  Trade 
Equipment  Show  in  Atlantic  City,  to 
be  held  in  conjunction  with  the  27th 
annual  convention  of  Allied  Theater 
Owners  of  New  Jersey,  June  19-21. 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Charged  with  "openly  and  re- 
peatedly" violating  the  MPAA  by- 

laws "in  relation  to  the  observation 
and  maintenance  of  standards  of  fair 
representation  and  good  taste  in  the 

advertising  of  motion  pictures," 
Howard  Hughes  has  been  summoned 
to  hearings  before  the  board  of 
directors  on  April  23,  to  determine 
whether  his  advertising  and  exploi- 

tation of  "The  Outlaw"  constitutes 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

(inecolor  Gels  New 

Capital  for  Expansion 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Cinecolor  Corp.  has 
obtained  $500,000  in  new  capital 
through  H.  Hentz  &  Co.,  a  New  York 
stock  exchange  firm  through  sale  of 
common  stock  to  private  interests. 
Completion  of  financing  gives  the 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

500  Mich.  Houses  to  Run 
Cancer  Campaign  Trailer 

Approximately  500  Michigan  the- 
aters have  pledged  to  run  the  special 

Cancer   Drive   trailer    during    April 
and    will     take    collections    during 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

1/iV  to  Get  Global 

Screen  Freedom  Plea 

Recommendations  will  be  made  to 

the  United  Nations  looking  to 

"freedom  of  the  screen"amcng  all 

nations,  Benjamin  A.  Cohen,  UN's 
assistant  secretary-general  of  infor- 

mation told  THE  FILM  DAILY. 

Commenting  on  the  action  taken 
at  the  Chapultepec  Conference  in 
Mexico  City  to  abandon  censorship 
and  contrcl  over  motion  pictures, 

Cohen  said  that  an  attempt  would 

be  made  to  advance  this  Inter-Amer- 
ican proposal  globally. 
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FINANCIAL 
(Thurs.,  April  11) 

Atlanta — Holdings  of  Frank  Har- 
ris in  Film  Classics  of  the  Southeast 

and  in  the  national  company,  Screen 
Guild  Productions,  Inc.,  have  been 
purchased  by  Louis  Dean,  Harrison 
Robinson  and  Ray  Edmondson,  it  is 
announced  by  John  W.  Mangham, 
managing  director  of  Film  Classics. 
A  new  Screen  Guild  company  will  be 
formed,  Mangham  said,  to  handle 
distribution  of  Film  Classics  re- 

issues, Screen  Guild  product,  and 
outside  releases. 
Dean  and  Robinson  are  rated  as 

Coca-Cola  millionaires  while  Ed- 
mondson is  their  attorney.  With  the 

new  financing,  exchange  list  will  be 
augmented  by  the  purchase  of  out- 

side product. 

NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 

Am.  Seat   
Columbia  Picts   
Columbia   Picts.   pfd. 
East.   Kodak     
do  pfd.   
Gen.  Prec.  Eq   

Loew's,    Inc   
Paramount        
RKO      
Republic   Picts   
Republic  Picts.  pfd. 
20th  Century-Fox 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd 
Universal  Pict   
Universal    Picts.    pfd. 
Warner  Bros   

NEW  YORK 
Monogram  Picts.  .  .  . 
Radio-Keith    cvs.    .  .  . 
Sonotone  Corp   
Technicolor        
Trans-Lux         

High  Low     Close 
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41  403/8     40 1/2 
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17  163/4     17 
201/4  19%     197/8 
60'/2  593/4     593/4 
75  743/8     743/8 
48  471/2     48 
100%  1003/8  1003/g 
48%  47  48 
CURB    MARKET 

103/s  10         101/s 
113/4  m/4     ny2 
5%       5%       5% 
28%  273/4     273/4 
8  77/8       77/8 
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—  Vi —  Vi —  % —  4 

+  3 

-  Vs 

-  % -  % 

Scophony  Counsel 
Withdraws  Dismissal  Move 

Counsel  for  Scophony,  Ltd.,  yes- 
terday withdrew  a  motion  for  dis- 
missal of  the  anti-trust  complaint 

against  it  to  enable  the  Government 
to  exercise  prior  right  to  examine 
William  G.  Elcock,  a  director  of 
the  company. 

Meanwhile  the  Government  had  a 
hearing  on  its  motion  for  the  exam- 

ination of  Elcock  adjourned  to 
Tuesday  pending  entry  of  an  order 
granting  the  Government  the  right 
to  examine  him  before  counsel  for 
Scophony,  could  move  for  dismissal 
of  the  suit.  Attorneys  for  both  sides 
will  get  together  at  the  week-end  to 
prepare,  the    order   for    submission. 

WMT  Elects  Goldstein 
Samuel  Goldstein  was  elected 

president  and  general  manager  of 
Western  Massachusetts  Theaters, 
Inc.,  at  the-  annual  board  meeting 
held  here.  Harry  V.  Smith  was 
named  vice-president,  while  James 
P.  Moriarty,  Springfield  attorney, 
was  elected  to  the  board  of  direc- 

tors. W.  J.  Althaus  was  re-elected 
treasurer  and  W.  E.  Kennedy,  was 
elected  assistant   treasurer. 

U.  S.  Film  imports 
Into  Spain  Growing 

Madrid  (By  Cable) — Imports  of 

American  pictures  decreased  during 

the  war  years  from  134  in  1941  to 

a  low  of  75  in  1943,  a  report  indi- 

cates, Trend  has  reversed  itself,  how- 

ever, and  123  U.  S.  films  were  im- 

ported last  year.  Imports  from  other 

countries  decreased  in  greater  pro- 

portion except  those  from  England, 
which  increased  from  12  in  1941  to 

21  in  1943  and  27  in  1944. 

Of  1,191  pictures  dstributed  in 

Spain  during  the  war,  476  were 

American,  223  Spanish,  165  German, 

109  British,  97  Italian,  61  French,  30 

Mexican    and   two    Portuguese. 

COMING  and  GOI 

Gold wyn  Seeks  Fairbanks 
Holdings  in  Studio,  Site 
West    Coast  Bureau   of   THE   FILM   DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Samuel  Goldwyn  is 

negotiating  with  heirs  of  the  late 
Douglas  Fairbanks,  Sr.,  for  their 
holdings  in  the  half  ownership  of 
the  ground  on  which  the  Goldwyn 
studios  stand  and  in  the  original 
building.  He  has  obtained  25  per 
cent  of  the  inheritance  of  Douglas 
Fairbanks,  Jr.,  and  expects  to  close 
a  deal  with  Lady  Stanley,  nee  Lady 
Ashley,  and  Mrs.  Douglas  Fairbanks, 
Sr.,  who  was  willed  almost  a  quarter ownership  in  the  property. 
Goldwyn's  lease  expires  in  1948, 

and  there  are  reports  that  Mary 
Pickford,  who  has  a  50  per  cent  in- 

terest in  the  land,  is  desirous  of  re- 
gaining possession  of  the  property 

for  ,use  by  TJA  producers. 

CEA  Pressing  Claims  for 
Tax  Relief  in  Parliament 

London  (By  Cable)— The  CEA  is 
asking  Hugh  Dalton,  Chancellor  of 
the  Exchequer,  to  re-consider  the 
theaters'  claims  to  entertainments 
tax  relief  during  the  committee  stage 
of  the  budget. 

Traveling   Auditor  Wanted 
ALERT,  AGGRESSIVE.  CAPABLE  AUDITOR 
WITH  GOOD  RECORD  AND  REFERENCES 
FREE  TO  TRAVEL  THROUGHOUT  THE 
COUNTRY.     CONTACT: 

EUGENE    ARNSTEIN 

FILM   CLASSICS  INC. 

132  W.  43rd  STREET  N.  Y.  C. 

Eskin  Heads  PRC  Branch 
Abe  Eskin  has  been  appointed  PRC 

branch  manager  in  Salt  Lake  City. 
Bill  Williams  has  been  named  acting 
branch  manager  in  Denver,  succeed- 

ing Sam  Milner  who  has  been  pro- 
moted to  the  managership  in  Dallas. 

LIGHTING  CONTROL 
Our  engineering  staff  will 
gladly  assist  in  designing 
your  dimmer  control  for  in- 

tensity and  color  effects. 
WARD  LEONARD  ELECTRIC  CO. 

Mount  Vernon,   N.   Y. 

Lawson  Just  Won't  Talk 
On  Rank-Nathanson  Deal 
Toronto — J.  E.  Lawson,  Canadian 

Odeon  president,  told  The  Film 
Daily  yesterday  he  was  not  in  a 
position  to  confirm  or  deny  current 
reports  that  Paul  L.  Nathanson  had 
disposed  of  his  50  per  cent  holdings 
in  the  circuit  to  J.  Arthur  Rank, 
already  owner  of  50  per  cent.  Pui-- 
chase  price  reportedly  was  $2,000,- 
000. 

J.   E.   LAWSON,   president  of  Canadia 
arrives  in  New  York  today  from  Toront' 

STEVE     BROIDY,     Mono,     prexy,     pla. 
Hollywood    to    New    York    today    bour  1 
four-week     trip     to    England,     France, 

and     Holland     to     surve     Mono.'s     part  ' opening     markets     abroad     and     setting  1 

dates    on    "Suspense." DAVID  O.  SELZNICK  is  a  New  York  v 

A.   PAM   BLUMENTHAL,  vice-presiden  J 
terprise     Productions,     takes     the     Con! 
from  Hollywood  tomorrow  for  New  York  I 

Y.    FRANK    FREEMAN,    who    planed 
York    Tuesday,    will    go    to    England    to 
a    survey   of   production   there.      He   wi 
with    leaders    of   British    film    industry 

Wallis   who    is  preparing  to   produce   "\ 
I    Remember"    in    England. 

GEORGE    SKOURAS    arrives    in    Chicaf. 
from    Detroit    and    will    address    the    Gr 
lief  meeting  at  the   Morrison   Hotel  ton 

goes     next     to      Milwaukee,     Des     Moiil 
Omaha. 
ARTHUS  JEFFREY  of   International   Pi 

in    Chicago    for    the    premiere   of    "Tom  I Forever"    at    the    Woods. 
PAUL  MacNAMARA,  director  of  ad 

and  publicity  of  Vanguard  Films,  has  ai town   from   the  Coast. 

BOB   ENGEL,   DeVry  sales   manager,   w  I 
Chicago  next  week  for  a  Southern   busin 

W.     C.     GEHRINC,     20th-Fox     Cenrr. 
manager,  returns  today  from  Toronto. 

A.    ).    RICHARD,    editor   of    Paramoun 
flies   to   Paris   today   and  will   also   visit  | 
before  returning  in  a  fortnight. 

LOU   SMITH,    ad-publicity  director  of  ( 
Films,    arrived    in    New    York    yesterday 

Constellation   for  a   10-day  visit. 
GEORGE  A.  HICKEY,  West  Coast  M-G 1 

manager,  is  vacationing  at  Palm  Springs 

SAM    ZIMBAUST,     M-G-M    producer.  1 
today  from  the  Coast  for  a  vacation. 
IRENE  GIBBONS,  executive  des 

M-C-M  studios,  returns  West  today  after 
here  on  business. 

JULES  LAPIDUS,  WB  Eastern  divisic 
manager,   returns  today  from   Pittsburgh. 

All-Air  Location  Trip  fo 
"32  Rue  Madeleine"  C< 
West    Coast  Bureau    of   THE   FILM 

Hollywood  —  Twentieth  Cei 
Fox  is  planning  the  first  all-aii 
tion  trip  in  the  history  of  r 

pictures  for  the  filming  of  "3: Madeleine."  The  studio  is  w< 
out  details  with  Johnny  Myer 
ecutive  assistant  to  Howard  Hi 
whereby  a  chartered  TWA  Con; 
tion  will  carry  the  entire  con 
on  a  series  of  location  ju: 
covering  thousands  of  miles  i 
United  States  and  Canada, 
plan  to  go  to  New  York,  Boston 
cago  and  Quebec. 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion  picture." WALTER  WINCHELL  also  says  it! 

(Of  course  it's  M-G-M!) WORLD  PREMIERE  NOW  AT  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL 
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;ide  to  Battle  AFM 

tlastic' Demands 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

touptry.  representatives  after  a 

*''prence  at  the  Paramount  home 
ttjt  at  which  ffie"  AFMT  demands 
plotted  to  them  at  the  opening  of 

.  itiations   on  Tuesday  were  con- 

"ISe  text  of  the  statement: 

"i  TThe  companies  are  in  unani- 
to  »us    accord    in    describing   the 

.,l'  lion  demands  as  fantastic.  The 
i  ge    increases    and    conditions 
mested  would  be  a  crippling 

!  >tor  in  the  production  of  mo- 
or,  n  pictures.  Based  on  past 
'nirformance,  the  wage  increases 
p  the  field  of  musicians  and 
:.:  iff,  under  analysis,  would  ap- 

pximate  a  1,200  per  cent  rise." 
purely  collective  bargaining  can 

J   FOLLY 
J   Perhaps    the    most important 

ing  that  Mr.  Petrillo's  new  de- 
mands do  is  to  shoiv  up  the  folly 

the  Lea  Bill,  just  passed  over- 
ftelmingly    by    Congress.     That 
{ 11  was  so  narrow   in   its   scope 

to  be  directed  in  effect  against 
r.  Petrillo  alone;  yet  it  missed 
'en    that    target.     It    prohibited 
r.   Petrillo   from   forcing   more 

fasicians  than  they  need  on  the 
Udio  broadcasters  —  but  it  did 

jf'bt    apply    to    motion    pictures. 
■N.   Y.    Times    editorial    yester- 
re- 

duced to  an  absurdity  if  either 
igement  or  the  union  attempts 
ter  negotiations  on  the  basis  of 

i  j  mazing  introductory  proposals," 
,j  j  Dducer  spokesman  said.    "Time 
[[  .sted,  the  chances  for  agreement 

■'[:  educed,  and  the  public  itself  be. 
i    s  the  ultimate  loser." 
e  I  rticipating  in  the  meeting  were 

B  kolas  M.  Schenck,  Loew's;   Bar- 
t  Balaban,   Paramount;    Nate 
1 1  berg,  Universal;    Ned   Depinet, 

)i  Radio;  W.  C.  Michel,  20th-Fox; 
lei    Schneider,     Warner    Bros.; 

Cq£m,  Columbia;  James  E.  Mo- 
rn, Republic. 

:  presentatives  of  the  union  and 
producers    meet    in    conference 
1   this    afternoon    at    the    New 

offices    of    Pat    Casey,    studio 
contact. 

\  increase  in  the  number  of  staff 
dans  to  a  minimum  of  90  for 

studio  and  a  doubling  of  sal- 
to  a  minimum  of  $200  for  a 

iiur  week  top  the  list  of  91  de- 

j'ls  presented  by  Petrillo. 

iICK  REPOIIT 

USTON    S.    MORTON,    head    of    the 

i  Theater   Equipment  Co.,   Detroit,   is 

from    the    hospital,   convalescing   fol- 

|  a  stroke. 
-LIAM  B.  POTTS,  20th-Fox  salesman, 
overing  from  injuries  received  when 
ight  his  hand  in  a  buzzsaw. 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Don't  put  too  much  credence  in  that  published 
report  United  Artists  has  acquired  the  Piccadilly  Theater  in  London.  .  .  . 

•  Those  Goldwyn  Girls  now  in  New  York  will  appear  on  the  opening 

program  of  the  new  Dumont  Television  station  in  Wanamaker's  at 
10  p.m.  Monday.  ...  •  George  Jessel  is  honorary  chairman  for  the 
30th  annual  NVA  benefit  at  the  Majestic  Theater  the  night  of  the  21st. 

•  Universal  is  hosting  a  reception  for  Deanna  Durbin  and  Felix  Jack- 

son in  The  Cottage  at  the  Hampshire  House  next  Thursday  afternoon. 

•  Al  Turner  has  joined  the  Hotel  Continental  as  advertising-publicity 
director.  ...  •  There  will  be  no  New  York  State  Fair  again  this  year 

in  Syracuse;   the  Army  is  still  occupying  the  exposition  grounds.  .  .  . 

•  After  a  four-month  wait,  the  MPAA's  PCA  has  granted  a  production 

code  seal  to  Bell  Pictures  "While  Nero  Fiddled.".  .  .  •  George  Skouras 
and  Stavos  Haritakis  were  in  Buffalo  this  week  lor  a  Greek  War  Relief 

meeting,  with  Cleveland  their  next  stop.  ...  •  "The  Green  Years" 
set  a  Music  Hall  mark  for  a  seven-day  gross  on  a  Metro  pic.  .  .  •  The 
Rauland  Corp.  is  perfecting  theatrical  tele  equipment.  ...  •  The 

burglars  who  broke  into  the  Monogram  exchange  in  Des  Moines   and 

stole  $1,089  in  checks  are  probably  burning   The  exchange  merely 

stopped  payment.  ...  •  Chicago's  new  American  Legion  post,  which 
will  receive  its  charter  on  the  29th,  will  be  known  as  Variety  Post  945. 

MPAA  Calls  Hughes 

On  "Outlaw"  Advtg. 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ground  for  suspension  or  expulsion 
from  the  association,  Eric  A.  John- 

ston, president,  announced  yester- 

day. 

Johnston's  statement  said  that 

Hughes  "has  challenged  the  Associa- 
tion's system  of  self-regulation"  by 

using  rejected  advertising  material 

on  the  film,  in  addition  to  objec- 
tionable material  which  was  not  sub- 

mitted to  the  MPAA. 

A  copy  of  the  letter  signed  by  Carl 
E.  Milliken,  secretary  of  the  MPAA, 
and  airmailed  to  Hughes  on  April 
9,  cites  arvertisements  in  the  Salt 
Lake  City  Desert  News,  the  Chicago 
Sun,  Los  Angeles  Examiner,  Los 

Angeles  Herald  Express  and  Holly- 
wood Citizen;  refers  to  billboards 

being  displayed  in  Los  Angeles  and 

advertisements  furnished  to  Loew's Richmond  Theater,  and  photographs 

of  a  San  Francisco  police-banned 
billboard  which  appear  in  Pic  and 

See. 
Hearing  will  be  in  the  MPAA  office 

here,  unless  Hughes  notifies  the 
board  before  April  23  that  dis- 

approved and  un-submitted  advertis- 
ing of  the  picture  has  been  discon- tinued. 

Discuss  New  Confabs  on 

Spain's  Import  of  U.  S.  Pix 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

into  Spain  are  under  way,  the  State 
Department  said  yesterday.  The 
State  Department  denied,  however, 
that  there  is  any  immediate  plan  to 
renew  shipments  of  raw  film  to 

Spain. 
Negotiations  on  import  of  motion 

pictures  into  Spain  broke  down  about 
seven  months  ago  and  flow  of  Amer- 

ican pictures  therefore  has  been 
blocked.  Government  sources  pointed 
out  that  the  supply  of  raw  film  still 
continues  short,  despite  recent  re- 

newal of  shipments  to  Argentine. 
Negotiations  with  Spain  over  im- 

port of  American  films  are  expected 
to  begin  shortly,  the  State  Depart- 

ment said,  after  conversations  with 
the  American  Embassy  in  Madrid. 
Spain  is  the  only  country  that  still 
imposes  import  licenses  on  Amer- 

ican and  other  films. 

Weisberg  Funeral  Sunday 
Mrs.  Hattie  Weisberg,  80,  mother 

of  Ruth  Weisberg,  office  manager  in 
Warners  publicity  department;  Leon- 

ard Weisberg,  of  the  M-G-M  pub- 
licity department,  and  May  Weis- 
berg, formeidy  of  the  New  York 

Strand  office  staff,  died  Thursday 
night  in  Flushing,  L.  I.  Funeral 
services  will  be  held  Sunday  in  the 
Free  Synagogue  at  Flushing,  fol- 

lowed by  cremation  in  the  Fresh 
Pond  Crematory. 

Show  Disney  Pic  Tuesday 

Walt  Disney's  "Make  Mine  Music" 
will  have  an  advance  tradeshowing 
at  the  Normandie  Theater,  Tuesday 
morning. 

I  never  in  my  life 

enjoyed  a  picture  more." -  Louella  0.  Parsons 
in  Cosmopolitan 
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PREMIERE 

ENGAGEMENT 

BEGINS  APR.  20 

AT  B'WAY's 
GLOBE  THEATRE! 
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Cinecolor  Gels  New 

Capital  for  Expansion 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

company  an  outstanding  capitaliza- 
tion of  about  735,000  shares  of  com- 
mon stock  which  are  actively  traded 

over-the-counter  in  financial  centers 
of  large  cities,  including  New  York 
and  Los  Angeles. 

With  new  finances  come  additions 
to  the  present  management  of  Cine- 
color.  New  board  of  directors  will 
consist  of  W.  T.  Crespinel,  one  of  the 
founders  of  the  company,  and  Alan 
M.  Gundelfinger,  its  technical  ad- 

visor, both  of  whom  have  been  and 
continue  as  vice-presidents.  New 
members  of  the  board  are  William 
Loss,  representing  Eastern  interests, 
who  becomes  vice-president  and  gen- 

eral manager,  and  A.  Pam  Blumen- 
thal,  a  member  of  New  York  stock 
exchange.  Also  on  the  board  will  be 
Graham  L.  Sterling,  Jr.,  partner  of 
Omelveny  &  Myers,  Los  Angeles  law 
firm  and  counsel  for  the  company. 

Proceeds  of  financing  will  be  used 
to  retire  all  indebtedness,  to  increase 
working  capital  and  research  activi- 

ties, and  to  pay  for  initial  step  in  a 
major  expansion  program  which  con- 

templates tripling  the  present  capa- 
city within  the  next  six  months. 

The  company  is  booked  solid  with 
additional  major  releases,  including 

IN  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 
W ARDOUR  ST. 

Calling, , . . 

DEAN  BUELL,  Republic  student  booker,  Cleve- 
land. 

ROLLIE  MOORE,  manager,  Broadway,  San  An- 
Antonio,   Tex. 

JOHN  WENISCH,  Film  Classics  salesman,  New 
York. 

BEN   SMITH,   Film   Classics  salesman,   Albany. 

TOM  ASPELL,   Metro  branch  manager,  Seattle. 

TOM  MALLARD,  relief  manager,  Regent  Thea- 
ter,   Elizabeth. 

FRANK  P.  McKINLEY,  writer,  Henning  and 
Cheadle,   Detroit. 

ROBERT  E.  LANCDON,  operator,  Moran,  Detroit. 

COL.  TED  DECLIN,  Paramount  home  office  pub- 
licity-exploitation  depf. 

RICARDO  SETARO,  director,  Artkino  Latin- 
American  dept. 

DAN    DANIEL,   manager,   Star,   Arcadia,    Fla. 

DONALD  SLIGHT,  assistant  manager,  Cameo, 
Miami  Beach,  Fla. 

MALCOLM  TATE,  assistant  manager,  Center, 
Miami,  Fla. 

HAROLD  CEORCE,  Mayfair  Theater  staff,  Miami, Fla. 

Johnston  and  Brown 

Meet;  "No  Decision" 
(Continued  from  Page   1) 

be  held,  with  the  possibility  that 
AFL  President  William  Green  will 
sit  in. 

several  in  the  million-dollar  class  and 
an  enormous  number  of  orders  for 
short  subjects  in  the  entertainment, 
educational  and  commercial  fields, 
both  in  two-  and  three-color.  Book- 

ings carry  through  the  early  part  of 
1947  and  the  company  is  compelled 
temporarily  to  defer  acceptance  of 
new  commitments  pending  comple- 

tion of  the  first  step  in  its  expansion 

program. 

RKO  RADIO  PICTURES,  inc. 

, 

tv. 

NEW  YORK 
TRADE 

SHOWING 

THURS.,APR.18 
AT  2:30  P.M. 

RKO  PROJECTION  ROOM 
630  NINTH  AVE. 
NEW  YORK,  N.Y. 
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ANNA  ICC  Produced  by  VAL  LEWT0N HIUlA  IXC  Directed  by  MARK  R0BS0N 
Screen  Play  by  CARLOS  KEITH  and  MARK  ROBSON 

National  Conference 

Of  Indies  Proposed 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

practices  would  be  a  "very  good 
thing."  He  stressed  the  importance 
of  such  a  meeting  especially  since 
the  recently  formed  American  The- 

aters Association  "apparently  has 
side-stepped"  the  vital  industry  mat- 

ter of  trade  practices. 

"Easily  Compose  Differences" 
"At  such  a  gathering,"  Wehren- 

berg  said,  "the  independents  could 
sit  down  and  take  up  those  questions 
that  are  closest  to  the  hearts  of  all 
real  independents.  I  believe  we  could 
all  easily  compose  our  differences 
for  the  benefit  of  all  us  independ- 

ents." 

Wehrenbers-  indicated  that  Allied, 
the  Pacific  Coast  Conference  and 
other  organizations  of  independents 
had  shown  the  way.  He  expressed 
the  belief  that  the  ATA  would  have 
little,  if  any,  effect  upon  the  MPTOA 
or  its  local  affiliates. 

"Perhaps  some  of  the  producer- 

controlled  circuits  may  quit"  the 
MPTOA  nationally,"  he  said,  "but 
I  am  sure  most  of  them  will  con- 

tinue their  membership  in  our  local 
organizations.  That  was  true  when 
Warner  Bros,  resigned  from  the  na- 

tional organization  some  time  ago. 
MPTOA  will  continue  to  seek  new 
members  nationallv  and  through  its 
regional  organizations.  However,  all 
matters  of  national  policy  naturally 
come  before  the  board  of  directors 
which  will  meet  in  May  if  the  health 
of  President  Ed  Kuykendall  per- 

mits." 

Allied  Gives  Way  to  CIEA 
The  CIEA  meeting  was  called  by 

Jesse  L.  Stem,  chairman.  It  will  be 

held  on  the  first  day  of  Allied's three-day  board  meeting  at  the 
Palmer  House,  Allied  having  relin- 

quished its  opening-day  schedule  to 
the  CIEA  session.  The  board  will 

meet  on  May  24-25. 
The  CIEA  is  composed  of  Allied, 

Pacific  Coast  Conference,  North- 
Central  Allied,  Allied  of  Iowa-Ne- 

braska and  Unaffiliated  Independent 
Exhibitors  of  New  York  City  —  21 
separate  associations  in  all. 

KRS  Re-elects  Baker 

London  (By  Cable)  —  The  KRS 
yesterday  re-elected  Reginald  Baker 
to  the  presidency. 

(Continued  from  Page  I ) 

trious,  and  right  down  to  business.  Howe 

you  will  have  read  the  account  by  now, 

I  won't  give  you  any  more  details.  R. 
grows  in  stature — now  controls  £60,000,1 
capital  and  obviously  making  big  plans 

putting  British  films  on  screens  all  ever, 

world — including  America — which  is  hf 

objective. 
•  • 

JOE  SEIDELMAN,  Al  Daff,  Louis  Blomb 
^  and  Bob  Benjamin  head  the  Univei 
delegation,  all  looking  very  pleased  w 

themselves,  for  they  are  high  in  favor  w 

I  Rank,  and  he  is  pleased — yes,  very  plea: 

I  — with  what  they're  doing  for  his  Brit 

pictures  and  if  he  isn't  so  pleased  el: 
where,  well,  perhaps  he  has  cause  to  bt 

I  wouldn't  know.  Matty  Fcx  of  Unil 
World  also  conferring  with  Rank. 

CPYROS  P.  SKOURAS  and  Murray  Silv 

*^  stone  in  residence,  and  the  20th-F 

president  breaking  on  the  front  page 

every  newspaper  with  the  company's  ai bitious  studio  plans,  to  make  pictures  he 

Sounds  attractive,  but  not  likely  to  ta 

place,  cwing  to  building  restrictions,  I 

many  a  month  yet.  Hal  Wallis  and  J 

Hazen  in,  looking  over  locations,  but  wh 

they'll  start  on  a  picture  is  something 

the  knees  of  the  Gods,  "because  there  aii 
no  studio  space  anywhere. 

•  • 
l/ORDA,  the  big  mystery.  Current  wond 

'^  is,  who  are  his  backers  and  where  do 

all  the  drugh  come  from  to  carry  out  the 

commitments  that  he's  making,  apparent 

so  gaily?  Big  tower  of  strength  to  Kor> 

is  his  acquisition  of  Arthur  Jarrat — hone: 
sincere  executive,  who  commands  respect 

•  • 

SAM  ECKMAN  homing  for  New  York  I the  16th,  that  is,  if  he  gets  a  reserv, 

tion  on  the  Queen  Mary,  but  reservatici 
are  rather  sticky.  Bob  Wolff  planning 

leave  on  the  23rd,  just  to  contact  He; 

Office  and  Phil  Reisman  in  particular. 

Ray  Lewis  Honored 
Toronto — The  gayest  crowd  of  tb 

Toronto  festive  season  assembled  £ 
Royal  York  Hotel  Wednesday  nigl 
for  reception  and  dinner  in  honor  < 
Ray  Lewis  to  commemorate  the  13t 
anniversary  of  her  Canadian  Movin 
Picture  Digest.  J.  J.  Fitzgibbor 
presided.  Speakers  for  the  U.  I 
film  industry  were  Leon  J.  Bambei 
ger  of  RKO  and  William  C.  Gehrin 
of  20th-Fox. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 

GREETINGS  TO: 
April  12 Jane  Withers  Marie   Lund 

Harry  Noble  Ann    Miller 

April  13 Lillian   Perrin  Malcolm  Stuart  Boylan 
Donald  Duck  |ohn  Howard 

April  14 Claire  Windsor  Dan  Weinberg 

Lee  Tracy  Rodney  Bush Audrey  Long 
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rWAC  And  Its  Units 
ailed  for  War  Work 

! 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

b  yesterday  at  the  Hotel  Roose- 
at    which    President     Murray 

abhorn  of  the  REC  presided. 
from    President    Harry    Truman, 

-   SERVICE    ~ 

■ 

. 

Number  of  UTWAC  free  indi- 
jvidual  entertainment  perform- 
\ances  from  May  1,  1942  to  Dec. 
1  31,  1945  totalled  165,650.  Of  these, 
109,613  were  routed  through 
UTWAC  in  N.  Y.  and  Chicago. 

1  The  Hollywood  Victory  Commit- 
tee contributed  the  remaining  56,- 

037.  This  is  exclusive  of  the 
American  Theater  Wing  and  USO 
Camp  Shows,  excepting,  of  course, 
the  N.  Y.  Stage  Door  Canteen, 
which  comes  under  UTWAC. 
Some  17,000  events  were  serviced, 
9,368  through  UTWAC  and  the 
remainder  from  the  Coast. 

].  Jim  Sauter,  came  the  message, 
hanks  and  greetings."  Others  who 
it  similar  messages  included  Fred 

■   Vinson,    Sec'y   of  the    Treasury; 
>n.  Omar  N.  Bradley,  VA  head;  W. 
Mackenzie  King,  Prime  Minister 
Canada;  J.  L.  Ilsley,  Ministry  of 
lance;  Lt.  Gen.  Leroy  Lutes,  Com. 

<ln.    Army    Service    Forces;    Gov. 
omas     E.     Dewey,     Sir     William 
.ley,  Director  General  of  the  BBC; 
wrence   Tibbett,   George   Murphy, 
ilG;  Ken  Thomson,  Brooks  Atkin- 
ii,    Helen    Hayes    and    Katharine 
|rnell. 
Members  of  the  UTWAC  include: 

flick  Alicoate,    Rabbi   Bernard   Bir- 
Ain,  Harry  Brandt,  Walter  Brown, 
ne  Buck,  Phil  Carlin,  Art  Cooper, 
an  Corelli,  Fr.   Gustave  de  Leon, 
Donoghue,    Carl    Erbe,    Zeb    Ep- 

■in,   Si  Fabian,   Hyman  R.  Faine, 
illiam    Feinberg,    Dave    Ferguson, 
nj.     Fielding,     Paul     Fitzpatrick, 

nil     Friedlander,      Frederick"     W. hie,  Albert  B.  Gins,  John  Golden, 
stmaster    Albert    Goldman,    Abel 
een,    Com.    Harold    H.    Hamilton, 
Roland  Harriman,   Guy  Herbert, 

alter  Hoving,  Maj.  Thomas  R.  Ire- 
id,  Saul  Jaffe,  William  Kent,  Mar- 

ttends  Pine-Thomas  Pact 
st  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

'^Hollywood — Paramount  has  signed new  deal  with  William  Pine  and 
illiam    Thomas    for   an  additional 
o  years,  extending  the  present  ar- 
ngement   with    Pine-Thomas    unit 
August,  1949. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Robbins-Kellogg 
Bea  Robbins,  cashier  at  20th-Fox 
me  office,  will  resign  today  to 
irry  Raymond  E.  Kellogg  of 
iffalo. 

BACK  IN  CIVVIES 
REGGIE    ROSE,    from    the    Army,    Warner   'Bros.' 

home  office  publicity  department. 

L.    B.    COUCH,    from   the   Army,   manager,    Texas 
and   Azteca,   Mathis,   Tex. 

NORMAN  SCHWARTZ,  from  the  Army,  manager, 
Empire,  San  Antonio,  Tex. 

KENNETH    TOWER,     from    the    Army,    assistant 

manager,   Loew's  State,  Newark,  N.  J. 
WILLIAM    DAVIES.     from    the    Army,    assistant 

manager,   Newsreel,   Newark,  N.  J. 

WILLIAM     HESTER,     from    the    Army,    assistant 
manager,  Luxor,  Newark,  N.  J. 

ROBERT  KAUFMAN,  from  the  Navy,  son  of  Sam 
Kaufman,  operator  of  the  Luxor,  Newark, N.  J. 

JIMMY  BURGE,  from  the  Coast  Guard,  manager, 
Municipal  Auditorium,  Oklahoma. 

ALBERT  HEALY,  from  the  Marine  Corps,  to  as- 
sistant   manager,    Rialto,    Newark,    N.    J. 

HAROLD  WEIDENHORN,  from  the  Army,  former 
manager.    Branford   Theater,    Newark,   N.  J. 

JOIE  MISKINIS,  Army,  son  of  Joseph  Miskinis, 
owner  of  the  Civic  and  Fordson,  Dearborn, 

Mich. 

500  Mich.  Houses  to  Run 
Cancer  Campaign  Trailer 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Easter  Week,  Arvid  Kantor,  of  Na- 

tional   Screen    Service,    Detroit,    re- 
ported to  Robert  W.  Selig,  executive 

campaign   manager. 
Announcement  of  two  Coast-to- 

Coast  broadcasts  in  behalf  of  the 
drive  were  made  by  Charles  P. 
Skouras,  national  chairman.  First 
will  be  the  Truth  or  Consequences 
show  Saturday,  while  the  second  will 
feature  Bob  Hope  from  Hollywood, 
and  Frank  Sinatra  from  the  stage  of 
Carnegie  Hall,  where  a  special  fund- 
raising  show  will  be  given. 
Appointment  of  William  A.  Pat- 

terson, president  of  United  Air 
Lines,  as  chairman  of  the  Drive's 
aviation  committee,  was  announced 
by  Eric  A.  Johnston,  MPAA  presi- 

dent and  chairman  of  the.  American 
Cancer  Society  board. 
Demand  for  the  Spencer  Tracy 

cancer  trailer  reached  the  13,000 
mark  Tuesday,  it  was  reported  by 
Leon  J.  Bamberger,  national  distrib- 

utor co-chairman  for  the  campaign. 
Virtually  every  major  circuit  has 
joined  in  the  campaign. 

Terrytoon  Luncheon  Held 
Representatives  of  the  industry 

press  were  tendered  a  luncheon  in  the 
St.  Moritz  Hotel  yesterday  following 
a  screening  of  five  Technicolor  Terry- 
toons  now  being  set  for  immediate 
release.  Acting  as  hosts  were  Paul 
Terry,  William  Weiss,  William  Clark, 
William  Kupper,  Jr.,  Sam  Shain  and 
Ruth  Simon. 

vin  Kirsch,  Irving  Lesser,  Marks 
Levine,  Paul  Louis,  Paul  Moss,  Basil 
O'Connor,  Lawrence  Phillips,  Sam 
Rausch,  James  F...  Reilly,  Herbert 
Richardson,  Ted  Saucier,  Murray 
Seaman,  Harry  Sedgwick,  Rohert 
Shapiro,  Maj.  John  Shubert,  Richard 
F.  Walsh,  Robert  M.  Weitman,  Irv- 

ing Windisch,  and  Col.  Marvin Young. 

Serving  as  directors  of  UTWAC 
under  Chairman  Sauter  have  been 
Paul  Dullzell,  George  Heller,  Henry 
Jaffe,  Bert  Lytell,  Florence  Mars- 
ton,  Ruth  Richmond,  Matt  Shelvey, 
Lawrence    Tibbett   and    Gene    Buck. 

Rites  for  Mrs.  O'Connor 

Last  rites  for  Mrs.  Mary  O'Con- 
nor, mother  of  John  J.  O'Connor  of 

Universal  and  Thomas  O'Connor  of 
RKO,  will  take  place  today  at  Our 
Lady  of  Mercy  Church  in  the  Bronx. 

200  Exhibs.  in  22  States 
Make  MPTE  Reservations 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

Convention  and  equipment  show  will 
be  held  at  the  Chelsea  Hotel. 

Edward  Lachman,  chairman  of  the 
convention  committee,  reported  to 

the  New  Jersey  Allied  board  this 
week  that  more  than  40  requests  for 
display  space  had  been  received  from 
manufacturers,  in  addition  to  booth 

space  taken  by  film  distributors. 

E.  Thornton  Kelley,  convention 
manager,  left  yesterday  for  Chicago 
to  confer  with  manufacturers  on  ex- 

hibit space. 

Ohio  Theaters  Tilt 
Admission  Scales 

Cleveland,  O. — Admission  prices  in 
the  Greater  Cleveland  area  will  stay 

as  is,  but  in  many  other  cities 
throughout  the  state,  the  scale  is 
being  raised  from  two  cents  to  10 

cents  depending  upon  individual  sit- 
uations. 

Warners,  Loew's  and  RKO  here 
are  not  in  agreement  as  to  the  ad- 

visability of  a  price  boost.  Subse- 
quent-run scales,  dependent  upon 

first-run  prices,  therefore  will  re- 
main the  same  so  as  not  to  change 

the  price  differential. 
Price  boosts  are  reported  however 

as  follows:  Canton,  five  cents  in  the 

evening;  Chillicothe,  two  cents  mat- 
inee, five  cents  evening;  Coshocton, 

up  10  cents  evenings  and  matinees; 
Findlay,  two  cents  matinees,  five 
cents  evenings;  Lima,  five  cents  both 
matinee  and  evening;  Manfield,  five 
cents  matinee  and  evening;  San- 

dusky, five  cents  matinee  and  eve- 
ning; Youngstown,  five  cents  matinee 

and  evenings.  Theaters  affected  are 
those  belonging  to  the  Warner  and 
the  Skirball  circuits. 

The 
GOLDWYN  GIRLS 

are  the  Glamour 
Queens  of  1946, 

in 

SAMUEL  GOLDWYN'S 

Released  through 

RKO  RADIO  PICTURES,  Inc. 

WttUtt.-Shemietoe  ASTOR,  N.  Y.  APRIL  18th 



HOW  TO  MAKE 

A  "HIT"-- HIT! 

4 

W HEN  you  get  hold  of  a  wonderful 

script,  remember — 

It's  the  small  details  that  make  a 
click  with  critics  and  audiences. 

'hit' 

And  though  the  choice  of  film  may  seem  a 

small  detail,  you'll  realize  just  how  im- 
portant it  can  be  when  you  see  the  smooth 

gradation  and  sensitive  panchromatic 

color  response  of  Ansco  Supreme  film. 

Ansco  Supreme  has  high  resolving  power 

and  excellent  fine-grain  qualities.  It  pro- 

vides you  with  negatives  that  yield  beau- 

tiful release  prints.  In  competent  hands, 

such  film  can  mean  better  photography ! 

Insist  on  Ansco  Supreme  for  your  next 

production. 

SCO 
A   DIVISION    OF    GENERAL  ANILINE 

&   FILM   CORPORATION 

BINGHAMTON  •  HOLLYWOOD  •  NEW  YORK 

KEEP    YOUR   EYE   ON  ANSCO  — FIRST   WITH   THE   FINEST 



M.  F.  Production  Diat. 
28  W.  44th  St.  21st  floor 
New  York  '  N.  Y. 

ijtimate  in  Character 
iilernational  in  Scope 
dependent  in   Thought 

r 
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BI  ARRESTS  5  IN  ILLEGAL  FILM  RING 

ee  "Fireworks"  in  AF  of  M  Talks  This  Week 
posals  Dealing  With 
tges  to  be  Tackled;  Some 
reements  Are  Reached 

ie  promise  of  fireworks  con- 
ed in  the  industry  representa- 

V  statement  of  last  Thursday 
iling  the  new  contract  demands 
he  American  Federation  of  Mu- 
,ns  as  "fantastic"  and  as  "a 
oling  factor  in  the  production  of 

on  pictures"  will  be  realized  this 
k  when  negotiators  for  the  pro- 

p's and  the  AFM  tackle  proposals 
ing  with  wages  and  the  number 
jiusicians  sought  by  the  union  in 
agreement  proposed  to  replace 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

ighes  Silent  on 
>AA  Ad  Summons 
Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

ollywood — Howard  Hughes,  who 
been  summoned  to  appear  before 
MPAA  board  April  23  to  answer 
charges  that  advertisements  on 

a  Outlaw"  are  "objectionable," 
!  not  indicate  whether  he  would 

jiver  the  summons,  but  he  said: 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

rmit  for  New  Theater 

i  'Community  Service' 
<iington  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Some  new  theater 
struction  may  be  permitted  if 
rsified  as  a  "community  service," 
jl  indicated  last  Friday.  This  was 
preted  as  meaning  that  con- 

j.etion  of  theaters  in  areas  where 
(Continued  on  Page  4) 

iOth-Fox  to  Release 
Three  Films  in  May 

William  J.  Kupper,  general  sales 

nanager  of  20th  Century-Fox,  an- 
ounced  Friday  that  three  films  in- 
tead  of  two  as  previously  announced, 

vill  be  released  by  20th-Fox  during 

he  month  of  May.  They  are,  "The 
)ark  Corner,"  "Do  You  Love  Me" 
ind  "Rendezvous  24." 

17  GROUPS  IN  COLOR  TELE  TESTS 
FCC  Okays  Three  More  Withdrawals  From  Black  and  White 

Video  Field;  Precedes  DuMont  Advertisements 

Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Total  of  17  organi- 
zations are  conducting  color  tele- 

vision experiments,  a  survey  re- 
vealed Friday  as  the  FCC  okayed 

three  more  withdrawals  from  black 
and  white  video. 

Of  the  17,  two  companies  are  ex- 
perimenting with  color  television  ex- 

clusively and  the  other  15  are  en- 
gaged in  research  in  both  fields. 

Nineteen  organizations  are  conduct- 

ing black  and  white  experiments 

only. 

Latest  applicants  having  their 
withdrawals  granted  are  Marcus 
Loew  Booking  Agency  (from  New 
York),  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  stu- 

dios (from  Los  Angeles)  and  West- 
chester Broadcasting  Corp.  (from 

White  Plans,  N.  Y.) 

The  FCC  survey  of  television  ex- 
perimentation preceded  an  adver- 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

D  ot  J  Lashes  Back 

At  Schine  Rejection 
Buffalo — The  Department  of  Jus- 

tice on  Friday  lashed  back  at  the 

Schine  Chain  Theaters'  rejection  of 
its  reorganization  plan  in  a  hotly- 
worded  answer  filed  here. 

"If  the  defendants  are  permitted 
to  continue  their  successful  defiance 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Ottawa  Issuing  Licenses 
For  Theater  Construction 

Ottawa — City  fathers  of  the  Cana- 
dian capital  have  decided  to  continue 

to  issue  building  permits  for  the 
erection  of  theaters  despite  the 
Dominion  Government's  order  -  in  - 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

66  Chicago  Houses 
Face  Closing  Order 

Chicago  —  Sixty-six  theaters  are 
among  1,895  business  places  facing 
closing  on  May  6  if  an  ordinance 
passed  by  the  Board  of  Aldermen  is 
allowed  to  become  law.  Firms  are 
those  which  have  applied  for  and 
paid  for  licenses  but  who  are  await- 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Columbus  Paper  Raises 
Rates;  Loses  Film  Ads 

Columbus,  O. — Thirty-four  out  of 
the  47  local  first-run,  subsequent 
and  neighborhood  theaters  have 
withdrawn  their  advertising  in  the 
Columbus  Citizen,  which  April  1 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Fabian  Speech  in  Senate 
St.  Louis  Address  in  Congressional  Record 

Talent  Men  to  Be  Heard 
At  Tax  Treaty  Hearings 

Washington  Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Hearings  have  been 
set  for  Wednesday  or  Thursday  of 
this  week  before  a  special  sub-com- 

mittee of  the  Senate  Foreign  Rela- 
tions Committee  considering  possible 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  The  17,500  motion 
picture  houses  in  the  United  States 
comprise  "one  of  the  largest  and 
most  important  elements  in  Amer- 

ican small  business,"  Senate  Major- 
ity Leader  Alben  Barkley  told  the 

Senate  in  a  statement  he  inserted  in 

Friday's  Congressional  Record.  Bark- 
ley  made  his  statement  while  put- 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Charged  With  Distributing 
16mm.  Versions  of  Industry 
Gift  Pix  to  Armed  Services 

Smashing  of  what  is  estimated  to 
have  been  a  $1,000,000  illegal  mo- 

tion picture  ring  was  announced 
Friday  by  the  FBI,  following  the 
arrest  of  five  men  charged  with 
violation  of  copyrights  and  the 

illegal  distribution  of  16  mm.  ver- 
sions of  major  company  motion  pic- 
ture films  which  had  been  turned 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Relaxes  Army  Control 
Of  Pix  in  Japan,  Korea 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 
Washington  —  Distribution  of 

American  films  in  Japan  and  Korea 

have  been  put  on  a  near-commercial 
basis  by  General  MacArthur  in  a 
move  relaxing  Army  controls,  it  was 
learned  over  the  week-end. 
The  policy  which  is  interpreted 

here  as  the  first  step  towards  full 
industry  responsibility  is  expected  to 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Green  Offers  AFL  Support 
In  Its  Cancer  Fund  Drive 

William  Green,  president  of  the 
American  Federation  of  Labor,  in  a 
letter  to  Robert  W.  Selig,  executive 
campaign  manager  of  the  motion  pic- 

ture division  of  the  American  Can- 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Para,  in  JVete  Deal 

With  Pine-Thomas 
Paramount  has  signed  a  new  deal 

with  William  Pine  and  William 
Thomas  for  an  additional  two  years, 

extending  the  present  arrangement 
with  the  Pine-Thomas  unit  to  August, 
1949.  This  is  the  fourth  contract 

renewal  and  assures  continuance  of 
their  association  with  Paramount  for 

a  total  of  eight  years,  the  original 
deal  having  become  effective  in  1941. 
The  unit  has  produced  35  pictures  in 
the  last  five  years. 
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FINANCIAL 
(April  12) 

NEW  YORK   STOCK    MARKET 
Net 

High     Low     Close       Chg. 

Am.  Seat     3034     30V4     3014  +     Va 
Columbia    Picts   34         33V4     34       -f-     Vi 
Columbia   Picts.   pfd..l0578   105%   105^ 
East  Kodak    257       257       257 

Cen.  Prec.  Eq     3958     39         39 

Loew's.    Inc   40!'2     3934     3978  —     5 
Paramount           763g     76         76v4  —     3 
RKO          25        2458     2434  —     v4 

Republic    Picts      167'8      16'i      16l'2  —     Vi 
Reoub'ic  Picts.  pfd.  .  1978  1934  1934 
20th  Century-Fox  ...  6038  593^  5934 
20th  Csntury-Fox  pfd.  7438  7438  743j 
20th  Century-Fox  ppf.l03i4   103'i   103U  —   1 1'4 
Universal    Pict   48'2     47 V2     47 V2 
Universal  Picts.  pfd.,100i4  100%  100% 
Warner  Brcs   4858     48         48 

NEW    YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts      1038      10'g      1014   +      Vs 
Radio-Keith  cvs      ll'/2     11%     11%-      % 
Sonotone  Corp        534       558       558 
Technicolor        28         28         28  14 
Trans-Lux              7%       734       lVi 

BETTER  FILM  MUSIC 
For  Distinctive  Productions 

Vew  Compositions  Scored  by  Large  Symphonies 
Original  Scores  for  Particular  Films 

cominc  mid  come 
Isle,  Minn.,  Re-opens 

Isle,  Minn. — Robert  T.  Smith 
re-opened  the  Isle  here. 

HARRY  THOMAS,  PRC  president,  returned 
Saturday   from    Boston. 

DAVID  M.  HOLTZMANN.  secretary-treasurer  of 
Aldrich  Productions,  Inc.,  flies  to  Hollywood  on 
the  Constellation  today,  to  line  up  movie  names 

tor  Richard  Aldrich's  Cape  Playhouse  at  Dennis, 
Mass.   this  Summer. 

A.  PAM  BLUMENTHAL,  vice-president  of  En- 
terprise Productions,  arrived  from  Hollywood Saturday. 

AL  MARCOLIES,  director  of  advertising  and 

publicity,  and  BERTRAM  A.  MAYERS,  attorney, 
of  Fitelson,  Mayers  Cr  London,  will  arrive  on  the 
Coast  tomorrow  for  conferences  with  George  J. 
Schaefer    to    launch    Equity    Capital    Corporation. 

KAL  BRUSS  and  DONALD  SHIELDS,  represent- 
ing Albert  Dezel  of  International  Theatrical  and 

Television,   in  New  York. 

LAURITZ  MELCHIOR  has  arrived  in  Hollywood 

for  his  third  M-C-M  motion  picture,  "This 

Time  for  Keeps." 
MARVIN  SCHENCK.  vice-president  cf  Loew's, 

ind  Eastern  talent  head  for  M-G-M.  leaves 
April  21    for  Hot  Springs.  Ark.,  for  a  vacation. 

HERBERT  L.  PETTEY.  head  of  radio  station 
WHN.   returned  from  Washington    Friday. 

EDDIE  BUZZELL,  M-G-M  director,  is  due  from 
the   Coast   the   end   of  the  week. 
BEN  COETZ,  M-G-M  production  head  in 

England,  was  due  to  arrive  yesterday  by  plane 
'rom  London.  After  a  week  in  New  York  he  will 
proceed   to   the   Coast. 

LILLIE  MESSENGER,  of  M-G-M's  studio  story deoartment,  will  return  to  California   April  20. 

HOWARD  STRICKLINC.  M-G-M  studio  pub- 

'icity  head,  plans  to  leave  for  California  to- -norrow    or  Wednesday. 

FRED  MEYERS,  Universal  Eastern  sales  man- 
iger,  left  Saturday  for  Cleveland,  Pittsburgh, 
3uffalo   and   Albany. 

HERB  BERG,  of  Vanguard  Studios  arrives  in 
Buffalo  today  and  will  go  to  Syracuse  later  in  the 
week. 

W.  C.  GEHR1NG,  Central  sales  manager  of 

20th  Century-Fox.  returned  to  the  home  office 
Friday  from  Toronto,  where  he  attended  sales 
conferences. 

V1VECA  L1NDFORS,  Swedish  screen  and  stage 

star  recently  signed  to  a  Warner  Bros,  contract, 
left  New  York  yesterday  for  the  Coast  to  begin 
work  at  the   Burbank  studio. 

HARRY  GOLDBERG,  director  of  advertising  and 
publicity  for  Warner  Theaters,  leaves  tonight 
for  Milwaukee. 

PETER  VON  ZERNECK  is  back  in  New  York 

after  completing  his  first  Hollywood  role  in "Notorious." 

ADRIAN  SCOTT,  who  will  produce  "So  Well 
Remembered"  for  RKO  in  England  this  Summer, 
arrived  in  New  York  from  Hollywood  Saturday. 

PAUL  HOLLISTER,  newly  appointed  studio 

representative  of  RKO  Radio  Pictures,  has  ar- rived in  New  York  from  Hollwood. 

TBA  Forms  Educational 
Committee  for  Tele  Use 

X.  Y.  THEATER 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL- 
Rockefeller  Center 

THE  GREEN  YEARS" 

CHARLES  COBURN  \ 

Tom   Drake,   Beverly  Tyler,   Hume  I 

A  Metro  Coldwyn  Mayer  Picture 
and 

MUSIC  HALL'S 

GREAT  EASTER  STAGE  SHOW 

In  a  move  "to  foster  television  as 
an  educational  medium  on  all  levels," an  educational  committee  has  been 

formed  by  the  Television  Broadcast- 
ers Association,  Inc.  J.  R.  Poppele. 

TBA  president,  named  Wallace  S. 
Moreland,  assistant  to  the  president 
of  Rutgers  University,  as  chairman. 

Others  on  the  committee  include 
Prof.  Kenneth  Bartlett,  Prof.  Bar- 

clay Leathern,  Prof.  C.  Cole,  Nathan 
'•■  Rudich,  and  E.  H.  Rietzke. 

SPOTLIGHT  ON   TERROR  .  .  . 

FOR    A   CLIMAX   OF   L0\ 

MURDER     Z 
MUSIC    HALi 

Starring   VERA   HRUBA   RALSTON 

WILLIAM    MARSHALL 

With     HELEN     WALKER  —  NANCY     KEL 
WILLIAM    GARGAN  — ANN    RUTHERF0I 

JULIE    BISHOP 

A   REPUBLIC   PICTURE 

t697  9Ucadtortj/,  ̂ Uto  %/a/i  49 

ON  SCREEN 

ROBT.  WALKER 
JUNE  ALLYSON 

in  M-G-M'j 

'THE  SAILOR 

TAKES  A  WIFE' 

IN  PERSOh 

RALPH 

SLATEF 
EXTRA 

YVETTE 

PARAMOUNT    PRESENTS 

BING  CROSBY,  BOB  HOP 
DOROTHY  LAMOUR  in 

"ROAD  TO  UTOPIA" 
In    Person    BENNY    GOODMAN 

pJ#A*fO£/#r 

Ui 

SUSAN  HAYWARD  -  PAUL  LUKA 
BILL  WILLIAMS 

"Deadline    at   Dawn' 
An  RKO  Radio  Picture 

Paramount   presents 
PAULETTE  RAY 

GODDARD MILLAN 
In 

5  J 

"Kitty 

MITCHELL   LEISEN  PBODTJCTION 

R  I  V  O  L  I 
B'way    &    49th    St 

tyfoUd  tPtefnie-le  ASTOR,  N.  Y.  APRIL  18th 

Oavi»    O.  lEUNiCK  pnwm  -** 

INGRID  BERGMAN 
GREGORY  PECK 

i.  ALFRED  HITCHCOCK3 

Spellbound 
ASTOR!?/*.    J 

n.-ms  "H-ui' 



RKO  RADIO  PICTURES,  INC. 

NEW  YORK 
TRADE 

SHOWING 

NORMANDIE  THEATRE 
51  E.  53rd  St.  at  Park  Ave., 

New  York,  N.  Y. 

TUESDAY,  APRIL  23rd 
10:30  A.M.  SHARP 

: 

RELEASED  BY 

RADIO 

ROBERT  &  RAYMOND  HAKIM 

present 
GINGER  ROGERS 

i«  SAM  WOOD'S 

JEAN  PIERRE  AUMONT 
ADOLPHE  MENJOU 
Melville  Cooper  •  Mikhail  Rasumny  *  Mono  Moris 

Eduardo  (ionnelli  *  Henry  Stephenson 

and 

BASIL  RATHBONE 
Produced  by  Robert  &  Raymond  Hokim 

Directed  by  Sam  Wood 

Adaptation  by  Morrie  Ryskind 

Director  of  Photography,  Joseph  Valentine.  A  S.C. 
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FBI  Arrests  Five  in 

Illegal  Film  Ring 
(Continued  from  Page   1) 

over   to    the    Army  as   part   of   the 
industry's  16  mm.  gift  film  program. 

E.  E.  Conroy,  special  agent  in 
charge  of  the  New  York  FBI  Divi- 

sion, revealed  the  arrest  of  Joseph 
Bitto,  proprietor  of  Better  Films, 
Brooklyn;  Mortimer  Van  Brink,  man- 

ager of  the  International  Camera 
Exchange;  Melvin  Baker,  sheet  metal 
worker  and  former  amateur  photog- 

rapher; Arthur  Schwartz,  photo- 
graphic supplies  dealer,  and  Robert 

Goldstein,  proprietor  of  the  Shop 
Motion  Picture  Service,  Astoria. 

Army  Gifts  Diverted 
According  to  the  FBI,  Goldstein 

was  a  civilian  employe  of  the  Army 
Photographic  Center,  Astoria,  until 
October  of  last  year.  Evidence  col- 

lected by  the  FBI  indicates  that  pro- 
ductions donated,  to  the  Army  have 

been  diverted  through  Goldstein  for 
use  of  the  illegal  ring.  Films  were 
rented  for  from  $5  to  $15  with  the 
renters  cautioned  to  be  careful  in 
their  exhibitions.  Prints  were  sold 
outright  for  from  $100  to  $125  per 
feature. 

All  told,  agents  seized  60  major 
features  found  in  the  possession  of 
the  ring  and  also  found  containers 
bearing  Army  marks.  Bitto  shipped 
to  all  parts  of  the  U.  S.  and  was 
equipped  to  do  volume  business. 

Only  Changes  in  Titles 

FBI  agents  found  that  in  show- 
ing the  features,  the  only  changes 

made  was  the  substitution  of  new 

titles.  For  instance,  "The  Song  of 
Bemadette"  was  released  as  "Mes- 

senger of  the  Blessed  Virgin," 
■"Beautiful  But  Broke,"  became 
"Swing  It,  Girl"  and  "Cinderella 
Jones,"  "A  Modem  Cinderella," 

Schwartz  was  arraigned  before 
Commissioner  Isaac  Piatt  Friday. 
He  was  held  for  the  grand  jury  and 
released  in  $1,000  bail.  Van  Brink 
was  released  in  the  custody  of  his 
attorney. 

Probe  was  instituted  by  the  FBI 
with  the  co-operation  of  Edward  A. 
Sargoy  and  Joseph  L.  Stein  of  the 
Copyright  Protection  Bureau,  as  well 
as  Eric  H.  Haight,  president  of 
Films,  Inc. 

RCA  Engineers  Studying  Applications  of 
Television  Techniques  to  Film  Production 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Possible  applications  of  war-improved  sound  and  television  tech- 
niques to  motion  picture  production  are  being  studied  by  RCA  on  several  studio 

lots,  it  is  learned.  Dr.  V.  K.  Zworykin,  director  of  electriconic  research  at  RCA, 
and  three  other  electronics  and  engineering  specialists  are  making  the  survey, 
and  have  already  completed  studies  at  the  Warner,  RKO,  Disney  and  Republic 

plants. Studio  heads  are  said  to  be  particularly  interested  in  a  method  of  viewing  re- 
hearsals on  a-  television  screen  so  that  the  director  can  decide  how  much  of  a 

scene  to  shoot.  Method  is  believed  to  be  a  means  of  saving  thousands  of  feet  of 
film. 

66  Chicago  Houses     1 7  Groups  in  Tele 
Face  Closing  Order     Color  Experiments 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

ing   approval   by   fire,   health,   police  ! 
and  building  departments  before  the 
licenses  are  issued. 

Heretofore  business  places  could 
operate  on  the  receipts  until  minor 
infractions  were  corrected,  but  under 
the  so-called  Duffy  ordinance,  they 
may  not  operate  until  alterations  in 
premises  are  made  and  the  actual 
license  issued. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
tisement  inserted  in  many  news- 

papers by  Dr.  Allen  B.  DuMont  en- 
titled "the  truth  about  television." 

Dr.  DuMont  stated  that  color  tele- 
vision was  still  in  the  "far  distant 

future"  while  noting  that  the  "ma- 
jority of  the  industry  has  been  deep 

in  television  color  research." 

Permit  for  New  Theater 

If  a  'Community  Service' 

Columbus  Paper  Raises 
Rates;  Loses  Film  Ads 

Sherman  Signs  De  Toth 
IV est  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Harry  Sherman  has 
signed  Andre  De  Toth  to  direct  the 
Joel  McCrea  starrer  for  Enterprise, 

"Ramrod,"  which  starts  shooting 
May  1. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  15 
Roger  Imhof  Ken  Aneser 

Ceorge  Schmuger  Louis  Astor 
Marion  Jordan 

(Continued  from   Page   1) 

there    is    an    obvious    need    may    be  I 
given  the  green  light  as  well  as  pix 
houses  designed  as  a  part  of  a  com-  j 
munity  center. 

Although  nut  commenting  directly  J 
on  theaters,  Clarence  A.  Woodruff, 
chief  of  CPA'S  construction  bureau, 
outlined  the  policy  under  which  the 
district  field  officers  will  judge  the 
essentiality  or  deferrability  of  con- 

struction applications. 
Meanwhile,  it  was  learned  that 

CPA  official  interpretation  of  its 
$15,000  motion  picture  set  limitation 
is  near  completion  and  will  be  re- 

leased today  or  tomorrow.  The  pix 
industry  has  already  been  told  in- 

formally that  the  limitation  will  be 
applied  to  single  sets  and  not  to  an 
entire  production,  as  first  thought. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

upped  its  rates  from  $1.87  per  square 
to  $2.25. 

In  addition  to  the  four  first-runs, 
the  Ohio,  Broad,  Palace  and  Grand, 
the  only  remaining  theaters  in  the 
Citizen's  ad  columns  are  the  Majes- 

tic, Southern,  Oak,  Alhambra,  Rivoli, 
Ritz  and  the  Neth  chain  —  State, 
Markham,  Eastern,  Clinton,  Bexley, 
Cameo  and  Lincoln. 
The  first- run  theaters  have 

trimmed  their  space  in  order  to  stay 
within  their  pre-raise  budgets. 

Si  Fabian's  Speech 
In  Congr'l  Record 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
ting  into  the  record  in  its  entin 
the  address  of  S.  H.  Fabian,  pre; 

dent  of  the  ATA,  delivered  at  t 

St.    Louis    organization    meeting  ' 
ATA.  ZA 

Showing  the  scope  of  Gover  v interest  in  the  industry  organizanc 

Barkley  declared  in  his  introductc 
statement  that  "in  order  to  be 
service  to  their  country  during  t 

war,  these  theater  owners  organiz 

for  the  first  time — nation-wide — ii 
a  wing  of  the  War  Activities  Co 
mittee  of  the  Motion  Picture  Indi 
try. 

"With    the    single     exception 
banks,  they  sold  more  Governme  ] 
bonds  than  any  other  group  duri  j 
the  war.    They  collected  more  th  I 
$36,000,000  for  relief  and  charital 
endeavors.      They     collected     bio 
plasma,  scrap  metals  and  paper. 

"Recognizing  these  and  other  cc 
tributions,  President  Truman  ini' cated  to  War  Mobilization  and  E 
conversion  Director  Snyder  his  int<  I 
est  in  eliciting  the  continuing  C: 
operation  of  the  theaters  during  t , 
reconversion  period. 

"And  the  theaters  have  respond* 
They  have  just  organized  the  Ami 
ican  Theaters  Association  at  a  met 
ing  at  St.  Louis,  attended  by  soi  I 
200  representatives  from  every  sta 
in  the  union. 

"Because  Mr.  Fabian's  address 
St.  Louis  states  so  clearly  the  ti 
mendous  value  of  this  new  organiz 
tion,  its  social  and  educational  pote 
tialities    I    have    asked    that    it 

printed  in  the  record." 

DuMont  Reports  Year's Net  Profit  of  $46,280 

Congress,  Capital  House, 
In  Clearance  Complaint 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Congress  Theater 
Corp.,  operator  of  the  Congress,  has 
filed  a  clearance  complaint  naming 

Loew's,  RKO,  Warners  and  20th- 
Fox.  Congress  claims  that  the  Penn 
Theater,  which  plays  films  21  days 
after  first-run,  has  14  days  clearance 
over  the  Congress.  Complaint  holds 
that  there  is  no  competition  between 
the  houses  and  any  clearance  is  un- reasonable. 

Allen  B.  DuMont  Laboratories  at 
the  week-end  reported  a  net  profit 
of  $46,280  for  the  year  ended  Dec. 
30,  1945,  compared  with  a  net  of 
$256,000  the  previous  year.  It  was 
explained  in  the  annual  statement 
that  the  sudden  cessation  of  the  war, 
cancellation  of  war  contracts,  etc., 
tended  to  reduce  profits. 
Net  sales  in  1945  amounted  to 

$6,971,497,  compared  with  $9,129,- 
507  the  previous  year. 

Audio-Visual   Conference 
Bellingham,  Wash. — Plans  for  t 

launching  of  a  co-ordinated  fit 
country  visual  education  program  a 
scheduled  to  highlight  a  two-A 
session  of  the  Northwest  Washin 
ton  Audio- Visual  Conference,  ope 
ing  here  Friday.  More  than  300  ed 
cators  will  hear  a  discusion  of  n 
tional  trends  in  visual  education. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Columbia  to  Pay  Dividend 
A  quarterly  dividend  of  $1.06% 

per  share  on  the  $4.25  cumulative 
preferred  stock  has  been  declared 
by  Columbia's  board,  payable  May 
15  to  holders  of  record  May  1. 

Highest  Tele  Transmitter 
Inaugurated  on  Friday 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  — ■  Television  took  a 
long  step  forward  Friday  with  the 
inauguration  of  the  highest  trans- 

mitter in  the  world  atop  Mt.  Wilson, 

as  a  major  link  in  a  projected  nation- 
wide network.  The  transmitter  will 

be  operated  by  Television  Produc- 
tions, Inc.  for  Station  W6XYZ,  which 

heretofore  transmitted  programs  di- 
rect from  Paramount's  studios. 

Grad-Swartz 
Linda  Grad,  secretary  to  Jul! 

Fields,  20th-Fox  publicity  managa 
resigned  Friday  and  was  married  I 
Saturday  to  Stanley  Brand  Swartz  I 
Brookline,  Mass. 

Miss  Grad  was  tendered  a  farewl 
luncheon  at  the  Castleholm  by  ass ciates. 

Monto-Healy 

Newark,  N.  J. — Albert  Healy,  ni 
assistant  at  the  Rialto,  will  be  m» 
ried    to    Claire    Monto    of    Nutlf 

April  27. 



VICTORIA  THEATRE 
GOES  INTO  SECOND 
SMASH  WEEK  WITH 

MONOGRAM'S  NEW 
BOXOFFICE  WHAM! 

\ 

.■.i>fn  ■-  :'-A-:.'-.  *.:.?     j.j.  ■■■  ..■- 

MONOGRAM    PICTURES   presents 

AND  INTRODUCING 

LEON  ERROL  JOE  KIRKWOOD 
10 
.  as  KNOBBY  WKSH  as  JOE  PALOOKA 

I  ELYSE  KNOX  ..«*■•«« 

EDUARDO''  CIANELLI        JOE  SAWYER        ELISHA    COOK,    Jr. 

Produced  by   HAL   E.  CHESTER  Directed  by  Reginald  Le  Borg 

.&«. 

% 
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?* 

v» 
Associate  Producer  George  Moskov  Screenplay  by  Cyril  EndfielJ  and  Albert  de  Pina         Original  Story  by  Hal  E.  Chester 
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(fyAetoe  &  %J&me/uc€t  pelting  eUt  tn<U  Ine  ntcwieb  mean?.  .  .  in.  tAtolfon,  ZPicUrte 

<A(aa€iv€ne,  tuzttt<ta//u — In  tAfoticn  Violate  ̂ iiaaa^ine  t>u/u 

Would  the  thought  of  a  date  with  one  of  your  handsome  stars  thrill  any  woman? 

It  would.  It  would  add  to  the  glamor  the  movies  mean— it  would  be  something  extra 

exciting.  Motion  Picture's  job  has  always  been  to  sell  all  the  excitement  of 
pictures.  So  Motion  Picture  fixed  up  dates  with  your  stars,  in  a  human, 

light-hearted  feature  that's  different  and  popular.  Every  woman 

'just  knows  they  mean  her"  when  Motion  Picture  says 

"IF  YOU  HAD  A  DATE  WITH..." 
foxcfabivety  in  iStivlion  t^iclute  tsi/agtivine 

Ever  since  1910,  Motion  Picture 

Magazine  has  been  America's  unusual  screen 
magazine.  In  unique  features— such  as 

this— Motion  Picture  has  struck  out  and 

done  new  things  that  have  been  highly 

successful— and  thoroughly  envied— because 

they  have  been  what  movie-goers 
wanted,  and  were  not  getting  anywhere 

else.  Motion  Picture  Magazine  has  done 

an  unduplicated  job  of  selling  the  true 

excitement  of  the  movies  to  your  picture 

public.  Almost  1,000,000  of  your  box- 
office  customers  buy  each  issue  because  they 

can't  find  anything  else  like  Motion  Picture. 

MOTION  PICTURE  MAGAZINE  ifutM  aSead/ 
Fawcett  Publications,  Inc.,  World's  Largest  Publishers  of  Monthly  Magazines 

1501  Broadway,  New  York  18,  N.  Y.;  295  Madison  Ave.,  New  York  \J.  N.  Y.;  8555  Sunset  Blvd.,  West  Hollywood  46.  Calif. 
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D  of  J  Lashes  Back 

At  Schine  Rejection 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

of  prior  judgment  they  will  certainly 
be  encouraged  to  use  the  same  tac- 

tics to  frustrate  enforcement  of  later 

judgment,  with  the  result  that  the 

entire  suit  will  become  a  nullity,"  the 
answer  said. 

Underlying  Schine's  position,  the 
Department  of  Justice  said,  is  a 

"false  assumption  that  the  judgment 
calls  for  the  restoration  of  competi- 

tion between  particular  theaters, 
whereas  it  actually  requires  restora- 

tion of  competition  between  the  de- 
fendants' business,  viewed  as  a 

whole,  and  other  businesses." 
"The  defendants,"  the  D  of  J 

answer  said,  "obviously  do  not  re- 
gard the  injunction  provisions  of  the 

existing  judgment  as  any  bar  to  con- 
tinuing the  domination  of  the  motion 

picture  business  in  the  areas  where 

they  operate." 
"Justified"  in  Entering  Order 

The  Department  of  Justice  con- 
tended that  the  court  would  be 

"fully  justified"  in  entering  an  order 
embodying  the  D  of  J  plan  of  reor- 

ganization "without  any  further 
hearing." 
"Any  Sherman  Act  injunction," 

the  D  of  J  said,  "of  necessity  looks 
to  the  future  rather  than  to  the 
past.  Putting  Schine  and  his  com- 

petitors back  in  the  position  before 
Schine  embarked  upon  a  program 
which  resulted  in  the  widespread 
competitive  injuries  revealed  by  the 
evidence,  if  it  were  possible  at  all, 
would  clearly  involve  a  far  more 
drastic  scheme  of  dissolution  than 
that  here  proposed. 

"It  would  also  involve  an  impos- 
sible estimate  of  the  profits  illegally 

derived  by  Schine  from  these  activi- 
ties and  an  impossible  distribution  of 

such  profits  among  the  injured  com- 
petitors and  members  of  the  public 

who  have  been  paying  tribute  to 
Schine  in  the  form  of  monopoly  ad- 

mission prices  in  the  majority  of  its 
towns  for  many  years. 

Court  to  Approve  Sale  Price 

"The  defendants'  suggestion  that 
the  properties  ordered  divested  would 
be  sold  at  prices  unfair  to  them 
assumes  that  the  court  would  not 
administer  the  plan  fairly,  since  the 
plan  calls  for  court  approval  of  the 
sale  price. 
"The  defendants'  animadversions 

upon  the  powers  of  the  trustee  pro- 
posed in  plaintiff's  plan  are  astonish, 

ing,  in  view  of  the  fact  that  all  sales 
are  subject  to  approval  by  the  court, 
that  the  trustee  may  not  pay  one 
cent  except  on  order  of  the  court  and 
that  he  is  expressly  excluded  from 
participation  in  the  management  or 
operation  of  defendanrs'  theaters 
pending  sales." 

The  Department  of  Justice  casti- 
gated Schine  for  not  proposing  any 

reorganization  plan  of  its  own  and 
said  the  Government  would  "wel- 

come" a  workable  substitute. 

Julian  Bryan  to  Make 
Film  on  l/.iV.  Meeting 

Julian  Bryan,  documentary  pro- 
ducer, will  receive  an  assignment  to 

make  the  film  on  the  United  Na- 
tions meeting  here  in  September,  it 

was  reported  at  the  week-end.  It  is 
believed  he  will  work  under  the  di- 

rection of  the  United  Nation's  de- 
partment of  information  for  assign- 

ment of  coverage. 

Talent  Men  to  Be  Heard 
At  Tax  Treaty  Hearings 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

revision  of  the  double-taxation  treaty 
with  Great  Britain.  Hollywood  tal- 

ent leaders  have  been  notified  that 
they  will  be  given  a  chance  to  voice 
their  objections  Wednesday  if  they 
are  able  to  appear  by  then,  otherwise Thursday. 

The  treaty,  acceptable  to  most 
American  business  and  to  the  busi- 

ness end  of  the  film  industry,  has 
been  under  attack  by  talent  leaders 
because  it  discriminates  against 
them.  They  point  out  that  as  now 
written  they  are  specifically  ex- 

empted from  the  benefits  provided 
individuals  in  other  lines.  Artists  are 
forced  to  pay  the  higher  of  the  two 
taxes — British  and  American — in  all 
cases,  whereas  other  individuals 
affected  are  permitted  under  some 
circumstances  to  pay  the  lower. 

Bader  Leaves  16mm.  Paper 
To  Complete  Film  Book 

Dave  A.  Bader  announced  over  the 
week-end  that  he  had  relinquished 
his  interest  in  The  16  Millimeter  Re- 

porter to  a  syndicate  headed  by  Mar- 
tin D.  Greenwald,  Jr.,  New  York 

publisher,  in  order  to  complete  work 
on  his  book  "The  Documentary  Film 
in  War  and  Peace,"  to  which  he  has 
devoted  over  a  year  in  research. 

Several  publishers  have  already 
expressed  interest  in  the  book  which 
will  contain  chapters  by  or  about 
Zanuck,  Grierson,  Capra,  Baird,  Ris- 
kin,  Rotha,  Litvak,  Bernstein,  Bryan, 
Brandon,  Van  Dyke,  Hemsing,  Rich- 
ter,  Huston,  Wyler  and  at  least  10 
others  here  and  abroad  including 
Russian  documentarians.  One  chap- 

ter will  be  devoted  to  Nazi  and  Jap 
film-makers. 
Bader  plans  a  trip  to  the  Coast 

sometime  this  month  and  upon  his 
return  East  will  go  to  Cape  Ann  to 
complete  the  work. 

Texas  House  Burns 
Dallas  —  The  Strand  Theater  at 

Frankston,  owned  by  J.  0.  Harris  of 
Dallas,  was  destroyed  by  fire  April  7. 

WANTED 
Assistant   Manager  in    theatre.    Ex- 

perience not  essential.  Write  Box  61. 

THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501  B'way  New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

Green  Offers  AFL  Support 
In  Its  Cancer  Fund  Drive 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

cer  Society's  drive  to  raise  $12,000,- 
000  with  which  to  combat  cancer, 

threw  the  full  support  of  the  AFL's 
membership  behind  the  industry's efforts  in  the  Easter  Week  theater 
collection  campaign. 

Also  a  letter  over  his  signature 
will  reach  exhibitors  assuring  them 

personally  of  AFL's  unqualified  sup- 

port. 

"The  several  million  members  of 
the  organizations  forming  this  com- 

mittee (National  Committee  for  Co- 
operation)," the  letter  reads,  "wish 

to  salute  the  exhibitor  for  using  his 
showmanship  and  his  theater  as  im- 

plements for  public  service.  Your 
activities  in  behalf  of  the  common 
good  have,  in  our  opinion,  made  you 
mare  than  a  provider  of  entertain- 

ment.   Our  congratulations." 
The  letter  goes  on:  "To  insure  the 

success  of  collections,  the  theaters 
must  have  big  audiences.  To  insure 
success  of  the  collections,  each 
moviegoer  must  give  more.  Because 
of  these  collections  we  will  aid  you 
in  filling  your  house  and  in  making 
each  contribution  larger  than  pre- 

vious ones.  All  our  members  will  be 
strongly  urged  to  give,  whether  or 
not  they  have  given  previously,  and 
to  make  a  special  effort  to  give 

more.  You  can  count  on  us." 

Hughes  Silent  on 
MPAA  Ad  Summon 

State  Police  Chiefs  Behind 
Exhibs.  in  Cancer  Drive 

At  a  luncheon  of  the  Central  New 
York  Committee  of  the  film  division 
of  the  American  Cancer  Society  held 
at  the  De  Witt  Clinton  Hotel  in 

Albany  recently,  Anthony  H.  Heim- 
ers  of  Lynbrook,  Long  Island,  presi- 

dent of  the  New  York  State  Assn. 
of  Chiefs  of  Police  informed  the 
gathering  that  the  association  had 
joined  the  Cancer  Drive. 
Communications  have  been  sent  the 

250  police  chief  members  through- 
out the  state  urging  them  to  visit 

local  exhibitor  chairmen  and  to  co- 
operate in  the  Easter  Week  theater 

collections. 

400  Calif.  Exhibitors  Sign 
Cancer  Drive  Pledges 

In  a  wire  to  Charles  P.  Skouras, 
chairman  of  the  motion  picture  divi- 

( Continued  from  Page  1) 

"I  think  it  is  about  time  people 
trying  to  tell  the  American  pi 
what  it  can  see,  hear  or  listen 
MPAA  charged  Hughes 

"openly  and  repeatedly"  violatin 
by-laws  on  the  observance  an^v» 
tenance  of  good  taste  in  th(^ 
tising  of  pix.  Penalty  for  fai.^i 
appear  may  be  suspension  or  es 
sion  from  the  MPAA. 

Vote  for  Daylight  Saving 
Chicago  —  Both  Springfield 

Galesburg,  111.,  have  voted  for 
light  saving  time. 

WESTCHESTER 
Beautiful  Waterfront  Estate  at  sacri- 

fice. Within  40  minutes  New  York 

City.  Private  bathing  beach,  protected 
seaplane  landing  Larchmont  Harbor, 

pier  and  boat  dock.  Authentic  Eng- 
lish Tudor.  Landscaped  and  magni- 

ficent old  trees.  Far-reaching  water 
views.  5  Master  bedrooms,  5  baths. 

Modern  with  latest  equipment.  In- 

spection by  appointment.  Write  for 
further  details  and  pictures. 

Owner — Box  49 
THE  FILM  DAILY 
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sion  of  the  American  Cancer  Socii 
campaign  to  raise  $12,000,000 

fight  cancer,  J.  J.  O'Loughlin, trict  distributor  chairman  for  j 
f  ornia  said  that  400  exhibitors  ir 
area  have  sent  in  their  si{ 
pledges  to  have  audience  collect 
at  every  performance,  April  21 1< 

Polangin  Capitol  Rep. 
On  Cancer  Collections 

Frederic  N.  Polangin,  Washinj 
public  relations  counsel,  has  acce 
the  post  of  special  co-ordinato 

that  city  for  the  film  industry's lection  for  the  American  Cancer 
ciety.  Polangin  will  serve  as  a  cl 
ing  house  for  the  various  aspect 
the  campaign  that  require  immed 
representation  in  the  capital. 

SINGAPORE  SAL  SAY 
Comes  now  to  Singapore  many 

fellows  from  movies  and  radio, 

enterprising  chap  could  easily 

get  together  whole  motion  pic- 
ture company  or  radio  station, 

just  by  recruiting  gentlemen 
eating  Ho  Yow  Gai  Singapore 

at  any  moment.  Other  day  see 

many  men  from  Story  Produc- 
tions: Armand  Deutsch,  Hal 

Home.  Ted  Lloyd,  making  much 

plans  for  producing  Taylor  Cald- 
well's "This  Side  of  Innocence." 

Also  see  C.  L.  Menser,  NBC 

VP,  they  call  him,  man  of  many 

initials.  Also  Herb  Moss,  di- 
rector of  Hildegarde  program. 

One  gentleman  much  impressed 
with  my  voice,  face  and  figure. 
Believe  he  intends  to  make  me 

great  radio  star,  for  he  say  I 

am  next  on  his  program.  Could 
this  be? 

srmAPozz 
Exolic    Chinese    and    Island    Foods 
FOR  DINNER  AND  AFTER  THEATRE 

BROADWAY     •     ATOP  WINTER' 
AT  50TH  GARDEN  BLDG. 



REALISTIC   NIGHT  SCENES— in 

sunlight  with  a  suitable  filter — as 

well  as  other  spectacular  effects  are 

"routine"  for  Eastman  Infrared 

Negative  Film,  one  of  the  family  of 

Eastman  Films,  favorites  of  the  in- 

dustry  for    more    than   fifty   years. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY,  ROCHESTER  4,  N.  Y. 
J.  E.  BRULATOUR,  INC.,  Distributors 

FORT  LEE,  CHICAGO,  HOLLYWOOD 

EASTMAN 
INFRARED   NEGATIVE... for  dramatic  effects 

^ 
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*  flLfll  DBILV  REVIEUJS  Of  HEjjj  PICTURES  tS 
She  Wolf  of  London"        "The  Cat  Creeps"         "The  Tiger  Woman"    "Joe  Palooka,  Champ with  Don  Porter,  June  Lockhart,  Sara  Haden 

Universal  61  Mins. 

ANOTHER  WEREWOLF  STORY  TREAT- 

MENT FOR  THE  THRILL  FANS;  CAST 
AND  DIRECTION  INVITE  INTEREST. 

This  is  another  werewolf  story  for  the 

thrill  fans.  This  time  the  locale  is  London; 

and  the  ancient  belief  that  some  persons  are 

capable  of  taking  on  a  wolf's  form  with  an 
appetite  for  human  flesh  is  planted  in  the 

mind  of  young  June  Lockhart,  who  offers 

a  commendable  performance  to  overcome 

the  weak  screenplay. 

Both  June  and  Don  Porter,  another  screen 

newcomer,  are  worth  special  consideration 

for  more  important  roles. 

Jean  Yarbrough  manages  to  stretch  the 

film  into  feature  footage  with  mild  sus- 
pense  and    interest. 

Sara  Haden  commands  the  situations 

throughout  as  the  scheming  aunt  who  tries 

to  prevent  June  from  marrying  Don  in  order 

that  her  own  daughter,  Jan  Wiley,  can 

retain  the  benefits  of  June's  wealthy  es- 
tate. Her  plans  to  have  June  believe  she 

has  been  unconsciously  committing  "wolfish" 
murders  on  the  grounds  near  the  estate  al- 

most gets  the  best  of  June's  sanity.  About 
to  complete  her  fiendish  plan  for  killing 

June,  Haden  is  caught  in  the  act  by  the 
cook  and  is  a  victim  of  her  own  hand  when 

she  accidentally  falls  on  a  huge  knife  in  an 

attempt  to  get  the  cook  first. 
CAST:  Don  Porter,  June  Lockhart,  Sara  Haden. 

Jan  Wiley,  Dennis  Hoey,  Lloyd  C  o  r  r  i  g  a  n  , 
Sily   Malyon,    Martin    Kosleck,    Frederick  Worlock. 
CREDITS:  Producer,  Ben  Pivar;  Director,  ]ean 

Yarbrough;  Screenplay,  George  Bricker;  Original 
story,  Dwight  V.  Babcock;  Cameraman,  Maury 
Certsman;  Film  Editor,  Paul  Landres;  Musical 
Director,  William  Lava;  Art  Directors,  |ack  Ot- 
terson,  Abraham  Grossmarr  Sound,  Bernard  B. 
Brown;  Set  Decorators,  Russell  A.  Causman, 
Leigh  Smith. 

DIRECTION.   Fair.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Good. 

Film  Classics  Preparing 
Roach  Arbitration  Case 

Preparation  of  the  arbitration  pro- 
ceedings instituted  by  Film  Classics 

last  June  is  nearing  completion,  Still- 
man  &  Stillman,  attorneys,  said 
Friday.  In  excess  of  $300,000  dam- 

ages is  to  be  claimed  for  alleged 
delay  in  delivering  and  for  money 
collected  by  Hal  Roach  and  said  to 
belong  to  Film  Classics. 

Attorneys  also  said  that  an  appeal 
will  be  taken  on  John  Knox's  de- 

cision cancelling  a  distribution  con- 
tract for  Roach's  "Topper." 

Met.  Tele  to  Hirschmann 
Purchase  of  Metropolitan  Tele- 

vision, Inc.,  from  Bloomingdale  Bros, 
and  Abraham  &  Straus,  is  announced 
by  Ira  A.  Hirschmann,  former  de- 

partment store  executive.  Metro- 
politan operates  FM  station  WABD 

and  experimental  television  station 
W2XMT.  Sale  is  subject  to  FCC 
approval. 

Services  for  Mrs.  Lotto 
Funeral  services  were  held  yes- 

terday in  Indianapolis  for  Mrs.  Lillie 
Latta,  mother  of  C.  J.  Latta,  zone 
manager  for  Warner  Theaters  in  the 
Albany  territory.  Mrs.  Latta  died 
Friday  morning  at  her  home  in  In- 
dianapolis. 

with   Fred   Brady,  Lois  Collier,   Paul   Kelly 
Universal  58  Mins. 

MURDER  MYSTERY  SPRUCED  WITH 

GOOD  CAST  HANDICAPPED  BY  WEAK 

SCREENPLAY. 

Handicapped  by  a  weak  screenplay  and 

Erie  Kenton's  direction,  which  deflates  the 
thrill  appeal  by  repetitious  turning  of  door 

knobs,  mysterious  opening  of  doors,  shad- 

ow effects  of  a  figure  or  cat  sounding  the 

warning  note  for  another  murder  on  the 

editor's  cue  sheet,  the  film  resorts  to  Fred 

Brady's  affable  performance  and  Noah  Beery, 

Jr.'s  comedy  relief  for  interest. 
Built  on  the  premise  that  a  murdered 

person's  spirit  can  be  transferred  to  a  cat 
who  will  avenge  the  crime  by  leading  the 

authorities  to  the  killer,  this  one  assigns 

Brady,  a  reporter,  and  Beery,  Jr.,  his  pho- 

tographer, to  help  clear  a  15-year  old  sui- 
cide, now  claimed  as  murder  by  the  dead 

man's   widow. 

The  action  takes  place  at  an  island  re- 
treat where  $200,000  is  supposed  to  have 

been  buried  by  the  dead  man  before  he 

died.  Jonathan  Hale  and  Lois  Collier,  his 

daughter,  engaged  to  Brady,  as  well  as  Paul 

Kelly,  a  private  detective,  Douglas  Dumbrille 

and  Rose  Hobart,  his  secretary,  are  all  in- 
volved. 

Several  more  murders  are  committed  be- 

fore Iris  Clive,  planted  by  Brady,  makes  a 

mysterious  appearance  and  tells  the  legend 

of  the  cat.  Douglas  Dumbrille  is  snared  by 

this  fantastic  device,  in  an  attempt  to  kill 

the  feline  to  ward  off  suspicion. 

CAST:  Noah  Beery,  Jr.,  Fred  Brady,  Lois  Col- 
lier, Paul  Kelly,  Douglas  Dumbrille.  Rose  Hobart, 

Jonathan  Hale,  Vera  Lewis,  Iris  Clive,  William 
Davidson,    Arthur   Loft,    Jerry   Jerome. 

CREDITS:  Producer.  Howard  Welsch;  Asso- 
ciate Producer,  Will  Cowan;  Director,  Erie  C. 

Kenton-  Original  story,  Gerald  Geraghty;  Screen- 
play, Jerry  Warner  and  Edward  Dein;  Camera- 
man, George  Robinson;  Film  Editor,  Russell 

Schoengarth;  Musical  Director,  Paul  Sawtell;  Art 
Direction,  Jack  Otterson,  Abraham  Grossman; 
Sound,  Bernard  Brown;  Set  Decorators,  Russell 
A.   Causman,  T.   F.  Offenbecker. 
DIRECTION,  Repetitious.  PHOTOGRAPHY. 

Fair. 

Ottawa  Issuing  Licenses 
For  Theater  Construction 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

council  directing  municipalities  to 
withhold  civic  licenses  for  con- 

struction projects  other  than  houses 
for  wage  earners  and  former  sol- 

diers. The  Ottawa  Board  of  Control 
took  the  stand  that  the  order  could 
not  be  enforced  in  its  present  form 
and  anyway  cities  and  towns  had  not 
been  unanimous  in  imposing  restric- 

tions against  theaters.  This  had 
meant  theaters  were  going  ahead  in 
some  places  and  not  others  with  the 
result  that  building  materials  would 
be  shipped  elsewhere  and  the  pur- 

pose of  the  Federal  order  was  de- 
feated. 

Similar  non-oonpliance  decision 
has  been  taken  in  other  cities  in- 

cluding Toronto  where  theater  work 
stopped  for  approximately  one  week. 

300  at  Col.  Hub  Dinner 
Boston — More  than  300  exhibs., 

circuit  reps.,  civic  officials  and  other 

notables  were  present  at  Columbia's 
Silver  Jubilee  dinner  at  the  Statler. 

with  Adele  Mara,  Kane  Richmond 

Republic  57  Mins. 

MELODRAMA  ABOUT  A  WOMAN  OF 

EVIL  PURPOSE  IS  STUFF  FOR  FANS  WHO 

ARE  READILY  SATISFIED. 

An  evil  woman  is  on  the  loose  in  "The 

Tiger  Woman."  However,  her  activities  are 
not  too  fearsome  as  they  are  recorded  in 

the  screenplay  George  Carle  ton  Brown 

whipped  up  from  a  radio  play  by  John  A. 
Dunkel.  At  least  net  to  those  who  are  not 

pushovers  for  this  kind  of  thing.  As  the 

story  shapes  up  on  the  screen  it  is  en- 
tertainment f:r  persons  who  accept  melo- 

drama with  no  questions  asked.  For  such 

as  these  the  production  has  its  merits. 

With  rudimentary  suspense  "The  Tiger 

Woman"  follows  Adele  Mara's  pursuit  of 
illicit  love  along  a  road  that  is  tortuous  and 

not  too  easy  to  stick  to.  The  gal  is  in 

love  with  Richard  Fraser,  co-partner  with 
her  husband  in  the  bistro  where  she  enter- 

tains. When  her  husband  kills  himself  she's 
in  danger  of  losing  $100,000  in  insurance 

money  since  the  guy's  policy  called  for  no 
pay-off  in  case  of  suicide.  So  she  and  her 

lover  make  it  appear  that  hubby  was  mur- 
dered. To  keep  this  fiction  alive  she  is 

forced  to  do  away  with  her  lover  when  he's 
on  the  verge  of  squealing.  Her  downfall 

comes  when  she  tries  to  eliminate  Kane 

Richmond,  a  suspicous  private  dick  hired  to 

protect  her  mate  from  being  harmed  by  a 

gangster.  It  should  be  added  that  the  female 

fatale  takes  a  romantic  interest  in  the  dick 
after  the  exit  of  the  lover. 

The  film  has  been  produced  acceptably 

enough  by  Dorrell  and  Stuart  E.  McGowan, 
while  Philip  Ford  has  directed  it  well enough. 

The  performances  don't  add  to  the  cc«- viction  of  the  story. 

CAST:  Adele  Mara,  Kane  Richmond,  Richard 
Fraser,  Peggy  Stewart,  Cy  Kendall,  Beverly  Loyd, 
Gregory  Cay,  John  Kelly,  Addison  Richards,  Donla 
Bussey,  Frank  Reicher,  Garry  Owen. 

CREDITS:  Associate  Producers,  Dorrell  Mc- 
Gowan, Stuart  E.  McGowan;  Director,  Philip 

Ford;  Screenplay,  George  Carleton  Brown;  Bated 
on  radio  play  by  John  A.  Dunkel;  Cameraman, 
Ernest  Miller;  Film  Editor,  Fred  Allen;  Musical 
Director,  Richard  Cherwin;  Sound,  Victor  Ap- 
pel;  Art  Director,  Frank  Hotaling;  Set  Decorator, 
Otto  Siegel;  Special  Effects,  Howard  and  The- odore Lydecker. 

DIRECTION,  Okay.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Okay. 

with    Leon    Errol,   Joe    Kirkwood   and    El 
Knox 

Monogram  70  Mi 

SMARTLY  PRODUCED,  WELL  DIRECT 

AND  ASTUTELY  PLAYED  THIS  FIG! 

STORY  BASED  ON  THE  POPULAR  CA 

TOON  STRIP  WINS  THE  DECISIC 

HANDS  DOWN. 

With  this  offering,  based  on  Ha(" er's  famous  comic  strip,  Hal  E.  (...*>< 
makes  an  auspicious  debut  as  a  produc 

He  made  an  excellent  move  in  casting  J 

Kirkwood  in  the  title  role,  and  for  expli 

tation  purposes  has  used  Joe  Louis,  Her 

Armstrong,  Lou  Nova,  Jimmy  McLarn 

Manuel  Ortiz,  Cefarino  Garcia  and  othi 
well  known  to  fight  fans. 

Leon  Errol  is  splendid  as  Knobby  Wah 

Palooka's  manager,  while  Elyse  Knox  su 
plies  the  romantic  interest.  Eddie  Gribbc 
who  has  been  in  retirement,  is  brought  ba 

to  play  one  of  the  comedy  roles.  Sarah  Pa 
den  and  Michael  Mark  play  Mom  and  Pc 
with  Sam  McDaniel  as  Smoky. 

When  Eduardo  Ciannelli,  a  gangster  ch'u brazenly  takes  his  fighter,  Lou  Nova,  En 

starts  a  search  for  a  heavyweight  who  c 

beat  Nova  for  the  championship.  He  fin 

a  likely  contender  in  Kirkwood,  a  counl 

boy,  and  grooms  him  for  the  title  boi 

Many  obstacles  develop,  but  Kirkwood  fi 
aly  meets  Nova  and   knocks  him  out. 

Reginald  LeBorg  turned  in  a  good  job 

direction,  while  Hal  E.  Chester,  the  pr 

ducer,  also  wrote  the  original  story.  Geor 

Moskov  functioned  as  associate  producer. 

CAST:  Leon  Errol,  Joe  Kirkwood,  Elyse  Km 
Eduardo  Ciannelli,  Joe  Sawyer,  Elisha  Cook,  J 

Warren  Hymer,  Robert  Kent,  Sam  McDani 

Sarah  Padden,  Dave  "Tugwell"  Willock,  Li 
Nova,  Eddie  Gribbon,  J.  Farrell  MacDonald. 
Ann  Marlowe,  John  Kelly,  Roger  Daniel,  S 
Hayes,  Dick  Fishell,  Phil  Van  Zandt,  Bel 
Blythe,  Carol  Hughes,  Emmett  Vogan,  Can 
Donne,  Michael  Mark,  Russ  Vincent,  Joe  Lou 

Henry  Armstrong,  Ceferino  Garcia,  Manuel  Ort 
|immy   McLarnin,   Jack  Roper. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Hal  E.  Chester;  Associa 
Producer,  George  Moskov;  Director,  Reginald 
Borg;  Based  on  the  comic  strip  by  Ham  Fish 
Author,  Hal  E.  Chester;  Screenplay,  Cyril  En 
field  and  Albert  de  Pina;  Cameraman  Benj 
mine  Kline;  Art  Director,  Edward  C.  Jewe 
Editor,  Bernard  W.  'Burton. 

DIRECTION,  Good.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Good. 

Billy  Rose  Calls  Meeting 
Of  United  Jewish  Appeal 

Billy  Rose,  chairman  of  the 
amusement  division  of  the  United 
Jewish  Appeal  of  Greater  New  York, 
has  called  a  luncheon  meeting  of  the 
division's  executive  committee  to  be 
held  at  the  Hotel  Astor  today.  A 
program  will  be  mapped  out  for  the 
intensive  participation  of  the  men 
and  women  in  the  amusement  field 

as  part  of  the  Appeal's  1946  cam- 
paign for  $35,000,000  from  this  city 

in  support  of  the  overseas  relief  for 
Jewish  survivors. 

"Bedlam"  Tradeshow  April  18 
There  will  be  a  New  York  trade- 

showing  of  "Bedlam,"  starring  Boris 
Karloff,  at  the  RKO  Radio  projec- 

tion room,  630  Ninth  Ave.,  on  Thurs- 
day, at  2:30  p.m. 

NEW  POSTS 
DAVE  BRADFORD,  Parkway  Theater  staff,  Miar 

Fla. 

FREDERICK     J.     MEYER,     associate     product! 
manager,  Donohue  &  Coe,  New  York. 

ED    LOVETT,    assistant    manager,    United   Artfc 
Theater,  Chicago. 

LEONARD  BREEN,  Marbor  Theater,  Chicago. 

CHENEY    JOHNSTON,     lighting     consultant    1 
television  American  Broadcasting  Co. 

JACK  COOPER,  assistant  to  George  Glass,  pu 

licity    department,    Loew-Lewin    Productk 

Hollywood. 
TED    KRAFT,    manager,    Orpheum,    Terre    Hair 

Ind. 

PAUL  DUNLAP,  manager,  West  End,  Chicago. 

PAUL   J.    BOXELL,    director  of  public    relatioi 
Farnsworth   Television  Corp.,   Chicago. 

BOB    NELSON,    manager,    Uptown,    San    Antoi 
Tex. 

CHARLES  KINDLER,  manager,  Ridge,  Chicago. 

AL  RAYMER,  Indiana- Illinois  circuit  film  buy 
Chicago. 

HAROLD     C.     BERC,     press    agent,     Downt* 
Theater,    Detroit. 

MAX  SCHREIBER,   manager,   frying,   Detroit. 
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ixes  Army  Control 
ix  in  Japan,  Korea 
Continued  from  Page  1) 

blicated  in  the  near  future  in 
;.ny  and  Austria. 
Army  has  been  distributing 

can  films  in  the  occupied  coun- 
Jp  representatives  of  the  in- 
acting  as  "supervisors."  In 
and  Korea,  however,  the  Army 
iquested  the  industry  to  take 
he  distribution  job  itself  with 
evidence  indicating  that  other 

»ls  will  soon  be  lifted, 
ler  the  new  setup  the  motion 

industry  will  distribute  its 
_  through  a  single  exchange, 

exchange  will  act  for  the  en- 
idustry  and  will  deal  directly 
he  theaters  in  tho  two  occupied 
l-ies. 
nough  the  Army  will  remain  in 
Jal  control,  it  is  believed  that 
jution  in  the  near  future  will 
imed  over  to  the  individual 
ican  picture  companies  thus 
ig  it  on  a  full  commercial  basis. 
to   now   nearly    50    American 

ires  have  been  shipped  to  Japan 
distribution    handled    by    the 

.;  MaoArthur  move  in  Japan  is 
ted  to  put  the  State  Depart- 
back  into  the  picture.    Up  to 

'  he  State  Department,  which  is 
rned  with  picture  policy  in  for- 
jicountries,  has  had  nothing  to 
!  th  the  situation  in  the  occupied 
"ries. 

th  Central  Allied's 
rd  to  Meet  April  22 

aneapolis  —  The  new  board  of 
;ors  of  North  Central  Allied 
neet  here  April  22  to  carry  out 
olicies  and  business  discussed  at 
ecent  NCA  convention,  accord- 
o  President  Ben  Berger.  First 
ess  of  the  board  will  be  the 
ntment  of  a  field  secretary  as 
as  arranging  for  the  service  of 
ttorney.  Duties  of  the  secre- 
will  be  to  secure  new  members 
aral  Minnesota,  North  Dakota 
South  Dakota. 

Idams  to  Warners; 
menstock  Ups  Two 

'fore  leaving  Friday  for  studio 
'jrences,  Mort  Blumenstock  made le  new  appointments  on  the  WB 

Adams,  formerly  with  RKO 
o,  gets  an  important  copy  post 
r  Gil  Golden.  Also  promoted  to 
copy  department  was  Lt.  Com. 

•les  Goldschmidt,  recently  re- 
ed from  the  Navy.  Michael 

Uin  was  promoted  to  the  press 

I  Change 
Tie  Desert  Horseman"  is  the  new 
given  by  Columbia  to  the  West- 
which  was  filmed  under  the  title 
mtom  of  the  Desert." 

REVIEWS  Of  SHORT  SUBJECTS 
"Wanted — More  Homes" 

(March  of  Time) 
20th-Fox  20  Mins.  6  Sees. 

Informative 

Spotlighting  the  acute  (three  to 
four  million)  housing  shortage  exist- 

ing here  today,  this  piece  relates  the 
why's  and  wherefor's  of  the  situa- 

tion, and  shows  how  Washington  is 
trying  to  combat  it.  Focusing  on 
Wilson  Wyatt  and  his  program  for 
moi-e  houses  for  less  money,  it  illus- 

trates how  the  veteran  has  returned 
only  to  find  himself  and  family  with- 

out adequate  housing  accommoda- 
tions. Stating  that  the  only  way  to 

clear  up  the  situation  was  to  con- 
struct 2,700,000  houses  in  the  next 

22  months,  he  proposed  to  do  it  by 
building  up  an  army  of  1,500,000 
workers,  calling  a  halt  to  all  other 
construction,  waiving  antiquated 
building  codes,  adhering  to  rigid 
price  controls,  priorities  and  ceilings, 
and,  lastly,  $600,000,000  from  Con- 

gress to  underwrite  the  expense.  His 
plans  are  now  in  operation  and  suc- 

cess seems  assured. 
Coherently  done,  it  adheres  to  the 

facts  and  presents  a  timely  subject. 
Well  planned,  it  should  have  wide- 

spread appeal  since  its  topic  is  per- 
tinent to  so  many  people. 

6th  Coast  Union  Votes 

Strike  "If  Necessary" 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — The  sixth  Hollywood 
union  to  vote  strike  action  if  neces- 

sary to  obtain  a  union  contract  on 

wages,  hours,  and  working  condi- 
tions is  the  Screen  Story  Analysts 

Guild,  Local  1488  of  the  Brotherhood 
of  Painters,  Decorators  &  Paper 
Hangers  (AFL).  Power  to  call  a 

strike  was  given  the  Analysts'  ex- 
ecutive board,  contingent  on  approval 

of  the  International  Brotherhood,  by 

a  vote  of  62  yes,  4  no,  at  a  meet- 
ing Thursday  night  after  a  report 

was  made  by  President  and  Business 
Agent  Frances  Millington  on  at- 

tempts to  enter  into  negotiations 
with  the  Assn.  of  Motion  Picture 
Producers. 
U.  S.  Conciliator  John  C.  Tutt, 

talked  with  Herbert  K.  Sorrell,  CSU 
prexy,  on  Friday  and  was  also  to 
meet  with  producers'  labor  repre- 

sentatives. His  headquarters  are  in 
Santa  Barbara.  He  said  he  had  in- 

structions from  Washington  to  come 
here  to  check  the  labor  differences 
with  the  producers  and  the  unions. 
He  will  send  a  preliminary  report 
over  the  week-end. 
Members  of  Motion  Picture  Cos- 

turners  Local  705,  IATSE,  authorized 
their  negotiating  committee  to  wire 
IATSE  President  Richard  F.  Walsh 

to  come  to  Hollywood  at  once  "to 
break  the  impasse  in  negotiations." 
This  is  the  first  IA  studio  local  to 
join  with  CSU  locals  in  asking  an 

end  to  "negotiation  delays." 

"Roosevelt — Man   of    Destiny" Universal  18  Mins. 
Tabloid  Biog. 

A  tabloid  biography  of  the  late 
President,  beginning  with  his  inaug- 

uration and  carrying  through  to  his 
death.  Highlighted  are  a  few  of  his 
speeches,  as  well  as  Big  Three  meet- 

ings, his  four  nominations  and  sub- 
sequent elections.  As  a  subject  it 

couldn't  miss,  but  it  lacks  the  force- 
fulness  which  its  protagonist  en- 

joyed. 
"Musical  Masterpieces" M-G-M  10  Mins. 

Well  Done 
Beautifully  executed,  this  is  the 

epitome  of  a  good  musical  short. 
"Flight  of  the  Bumble  Bee,"  "Donkey 
Serenade"  and  '  Tales  of  the  Vienna 
Woods"  are  the  always-popular  songs 
offered.  Any  audience  should  see  the 
value  of  this  one. 

"Tiny  Terrors  of  the  Timberland" 
Universal  20  '/i  Mins. 

Appealing 
Delightful  and  refreshing,  this 

short  has  a  running  dialogue  of  puns 
and  quips  which  heighten  its  enter- 

tainment value.  Adventuring  with 
these  three  bear  cubs  is  an  outing 
well  worth  while  and  should  go  over 

very  well. 

See  'Fireworks'  in 
AFM  Talks  This  Week 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
the  one  that  expired  on  March  31. 

This  came  to  light  on  Friday  night 
with  the  disclosure  that  spokesmen 
for  both  sides,  at  a  conference  at  the 
New  York  offices  of  Pat  Casey,  stu- 

dio labor  contact,  had  limited  the 

scope  of  the  meeting  to  a  discussion 
of  working  conditions,  the  conferees 

voting  to  defer  discussion  on  all  mat- 
ters having  to  do  with  money  and 

size  of  musical  staffs. 
After  the  conference  James  C. 

Petrillo,  president  of  the  AFM,  told 
the  press  that  several  items  in  the 
proposed  agreement  had  been  agreed 
to  "in  substance."  He  said  full 
agreement  on  points  discussed  was 

expected  to  be  reached  at  a  meet- 
ing scheduled  for  this  afternoon. 

Petrillo  added  that  the  questions  of 
wages  and  number  of  musicians 
would  not  be  taken  up  before  reach- 

ing an  accord  on  working  conditions. 
He  voiced  the  hope  that  negotiations 
would  be  completed  by  next  Friday. 

The  session  on  Friday  was  de- 
scribed as  "harmonious"  by  an  in- 

dustry spokesman. 
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OOP  PROGRESS"  m  ATM-STUDIO  TALKS 
irs.  Roosevelt  to  Address  UJA  Dinner  April  30 
10,000  Campaign  Quota 
[pted  by  Amusements 
sion  at  Luncheon  Meet 

Lai  point  for  the  efforts  of  the 
lements  Division  of  the  United 
|ih  Appeal  of  Greater  New  York 
iihalf    of    the    current   national 

Jaign    for    $100,000,000    will    be 
(idustry  dinner  at  Sherry's  April was  announced  by  Billy  Rose, 

[division's     chairman,     at     a 
ieon-meeting  in  the  Hotel  Astor 
rday. 
juota  of  $1,000,000  was  adopted 
Amusement  Division's  goal  in 

ity-wide  campaign  for  $35,000,- 
Mrs.   Eleanor   Roosevelt,   who 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

public  Schedules 
aional  Sales  Meets 
series  of  three  regional  sales 
rigs  of  Republic  sales  personnel 
announced  yesterday  by  James 
rainger,  executive  vice-prese- 
and  general  sales  manager,  for 
Move  re-establishes  a  company 

i  discontinued  during  the  war. 
rbert  J.  Yates,  president,  as  well 
Iward  L.  Walton,  vice-president 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

isas  City  ITOA  Asks 
Icing  Problem  Solution 

msas  City  —  Conferences  with 
butor  reps,  was  requested  by 
Kansas  City  ITOA  on  the  book- 
roblem  created  by  a  long  series 
:tended-runs  at  downtown  the- 

a  letter  sent  to  all  sales  man- 
( Continued  on  Page  4) 

unguard  Would  Buy 
Town   of   Arlington 

Rolla,  Mo.  —  R.  E.  Carney,  local 
9ater  owner  who  recently  bid  in 
a  town  of  Arlington  for  $10,000 
a  public  auction,  has  received  an 

:er  from  Vanguard  Films,  Culver 
ty,  seeking  to  buy  the  town. 

Editorial 

Collect  tor  Cancer 
...  a  "clittclier"  from  Albany 

gy  CHESTER  B.  BAHN    

I F  you  are  one  of  those  exhibitors  reluctant  to  participate  in  the  industry's  Cancer 
"  Week  collection  drive,  which  starts  Easter  Sunday,  because  of  your  fears  of  adverse 
audience  reaction,  this  should  reassure  you. 

The  Palace,  in  up-state  Albany,  on  last  Thursday  inaugurated  its  collections  for  the 
American  Cancer  Society,  and  in  so  doing  was  the  first  film  theater  in  the  country  to 

tee  off  in  the  industry's  drive. The  result? 

Patrons'  contributions  totalled  $556.45  for  the  inaugural  collection. 
Which  should  establish  that  there  is  genuine  wide  public  sympathy  for  the  ACS  ob- 

jectives, and  that  film  patrons  are  disposed  to  generously  respond  to  the  present  appeals 
for  funds. 

So  why  not,  Mr.  Showman,  participate  in  this  final  1946  campaign  for  the  most  worthy 
of  all  causes? 

CIEA  to  Inaugurate 
Expanded  Program 
The  Conference  of  -  Independent 

Exhibitor  Organizations,  which  is 

slated  to  meet  in  Chicago's  Palmer 
House  on  May  23,  will  launch  its  ex- 

panded scope  decided  upon  at  its 
Washing-ton  meeting  last  December. 
The  increased  activities  include  film, 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Trans-Lux  Execs.  Eye 
Mexico  for  New  Circuit 

Possibilities  for  the  construction 
of  a  Trans-Lux  theater  circuit  in 
principal  cities  throughout  Mexico 
will  be  surveyed  by  Norman  Elson, 
vice-president  of  Trans-Lux  Corpor- 

( Continued  on  Page  2) 

Court  Slaps  Atlanta 

Ban  on  "Scarlet  St. 
rr 

Atlanta — Ruling  that  the  tie  vote 
of  the  Board  of  Censors  in  uphold- 

ing the  action  of  Christine  Smith, 
motion  picture  censor,  in  banning 
"Scarlet  Street,"  was  no  action  with- 

in the  scene  of  the  city's  charter 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Flood  or  16mm.  Films 
To  Ohio  Censor  Board 

Columbus,  O. — Expressing  further 
concern  over  the  expansion  of  16 
mm.  showings,  Pete  Wood,  in  a  cur- 

rent ITO  of  Ohio  bulletin,  points  out 
that  the  top  was  reached  last  week 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Dedicate  DuMonl  Tele  Studios 
First  Two- Way  Hookup  Between  N.Y.,  Capital 

Detroit  Tele  Channels 
To  News,  King  Trendle 

Washington  Bureau   of  THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — In  a  surprise  move, 
the.- FCC  yesterday  announced  it  had 
vacated  an  order  calling  for  a  con- 

solidated hearing  on  Detroit  tele 
allocations  and  granted  the  applica- 

( Continued  on  Page  6) 

Before  a  gallery  of  400  distin- 
guished guests,  Allen  B.  DuMont 

Laboratories  last  night  dedicated  its 
John  Wanamaker  studios  with  the 
first  two-way  television  hookup  be- 

tween this  city  and  Washington. 
Program  was  telecast  locally  by 

WABD  and  over  DuMont's  experi- mental station  in  the  capital,  while 
the  Philco  station  in  Philadelphia 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

But  Fireworks  Expected  as 
Conferees  Turn  to  Contro- 

versial Demands  Tomorrow 

"Good  progress"  in  negotiations 
between  the  American  Federation  of 
Musicians  and  the  eight  majors  on 
the  agreement  proposed  by  the  AFM 
to  replace  the  one  that  terminated 
on  March  31  was  reported  by  James 

C.  Petrillo,  the  union's  head,  after 
yesterday's  meeting  between  spokes- men for  both  sides  at  the  New  York 
offices  of  Pat  Casey,  studio  labor contact. 

(Although  Petrillo  indies  ted  that 
(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Cleveland  Theaters 
In  Scale  Increases 

Cleveland,  O. — Admission  prices  in 
the  Greater  Cleveland  area  are  going 
up.  Nat  Wolf,  Warner  zone  manager, 
announces  a  five  cent  boost  at  the 
Colony  and  Uptown  theaters,  from 
40  cents  to  45  cents.  The  Shaker  and 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Machinists  Tell  Johnston 
No  Strike  Before  Tomorrow 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Representatives  of 
the  machinists  union  have  assured 
the  MPAA  that  there  will  be  no 
Hollywood  strike  prior  to  tomorrow 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Fabian,  Gamble  Will 
Explain  ATA  in  Philly 

Si  Fabian,  Ted  R.  Gamble  and 

other  leaders  of  the  American  The- 

aters Assn.  will  explain  the  func- 

tions and  purposes  of  the  newly- 
formed  organization  to  the  exhibitors 
of  the  Philadelphia  area  on  April  25 

at  the  Ritz  Carlton  Hotel,  Philadel- 

phia. 

The  meeting  was  called  by  Frank 
C.  Walker,  Comerford  circuit  head, 

and  Jay  Emanuel.  A  permanent 

regional  organization  may  result  from 
the  session. 

. 
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Machinists  Tell  Johnston 
No  Strike  Before  Tomorrow 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
at  9  p.m.  EST,  it  was  learned  yes- terday. 

The  decision  was  reached  last  Sat- 
urday in  a  conference  between 

MPAA  officials  Eric  A.  Johnston  and 
Byron  Price  and  A.  G.  Hays,  vice- 
president  of  the  International  Assn. 
of  Machinists. 

Meanwhile,  MPAA  President  Eric 
Johnston  met  yesterday  with  in- 

dustry officials  in  an  effort  to  formu- 
late an  answer  to  the  union  before 

the  deadline  tomorrow. 
The  strike  threat  was  raised  when 

both  the  machinists  and  the  studio 
painters  Local  644  authorized  their 
negotiating  committees  to  call  a 
strike  if  the  producers  do  not  nego- 

tiate ''in  good  faith." 

Carpenter  Again  Prexy  of 
du  Pont;  Others  Re-named 

NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

High  Low  Close 
Am.  Seat   30 '/8  30%  30%  + 
Columbia    Picts   323,4  32'/2  323^  — 
Columbia  Piers.  pfd..l05V4  105\4  10514  — 
East.  Kodak    256  256  256      — 

Loew's,  Inc   39%  38*4  39      — 
Paramount          75%  74  75'/4  — 
RKO      ■  •  ■ :    24%  24%  24'/4  — 
Republic  Piers      16%  163/g  16y2     . 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..    19%  19%  19%  — 
20th  Century-Fox   . . .   593,4  58%  59'/4  — 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  73%  73  73%  — 
Universal    Pict   47%  46  47%   + 
Universal    Pict.    pfd..  100%  99%  100      — 
Warner  Bros   47  45%  46%  — 

NEW  YORK  CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts   10i/4  10  10%     . 
Radio-Keith  cvs   11%  103^  11       _ 
Sonotone  Corp       534  5y2  5%  — 
Technicolor         273^  275/8  2734     . 
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Broidy  In  New  York 
Steve  Broidy,  president  of  Mono- 

gram, is  in  New  York  en  route  to 
Europe  for  a  survey  of  existing  film 
industry  conditions.  He  will  spend 
approximately  four  weeks  in  Eng- 

land, France,  Holland  and  Belgium. 

Reopen  Gainsville  Lyric 
Gainsville,  Fla. — The  Lyric,  closed 

during  the  war,  has  re-opened  on  a 
four-day-a-week  schedule. 

WANTED 

Several    girl    typists    experienced    in    Na- 
tional   Picture    Contract    Dept.    Permanent 

Positions.    Replies   Confidential. 

GOOD  SALARY 

Apply  Box  567,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501   BROADWAY,  N.  Y.  18,  N.  Y. 

Wilmington,  Del.  —  Lammot  du 
Pont  was  re-elected  chairman  of  the 
board  and  W.  S.  Carpenter,  Jr.,  was 
re-elected  president  of  E.  I.  du  Pont 
de  Nemours  &  Co.  at  the  organiza- 

tion meeting  of  the  board  of  direc- 
tors yesterday.  Other  officers  were 

re-elected  as  follows:  Vice-presi- 
dents, J.  Thompson  Brown,  J.  E. 

Crane,  Henry  B.  du  Pont,  A.  B. 
Echols,  J.  B.  Eliason,  W.  F.  Harring- 

ton, J.  W.  McCoy,  Roger  Williams 
and  E.  B.  Yancey;  treasurer,  J.  B. 
Eliason,  and  secretary,  W.  F.  Raskob. 

W.  J.  Beadle,  T.  C.  Davis,  J.  A. 
Horty  and  A.  B.  King  were  re-ap- 

pointed as  assistant  treasurers  and 
M.  D.  Fisher,  F.  G.  Hess  and  E.  A. 
Howard  were  re-appointed  as  as- 

sistant secretaries. 
Pierre  S.  du  Pont  was  appointed 

honorary  chairman  and  Irenee  du 
Pont  honorary  president  in  recogni- 
cion  of  their  distinguished  services 
to  the  company. 

Omaha  Branch  Takes  First 
Place  in  UA  Sears  Drive 

United  Artists'  Omaha  branch 
book  top  honors  among  the  branches 

in  the  company's  $100,000  Grad 
Sears  Drive  which  ended  Dec.  29,  it 
was  announced  yesterday  by  J.  J. 
Unger,  general  sales  manager.  Run- 

ners up,  in  order,  were  Charlotte, 
Dallas,  Philadelphia,  Washington, 
Boston,  Denver,  Atlanta,  Buffalo  and 
Los  Angeles.  The  South  won  the  dis- 

trict honors,  with  New  England  and 
the  Central  finishing  second  and 
third,  respectively.  Edward  M. 
Schnitzer  was  national  drive  captain. 

Transportation  Strike 
Hits  Birmingham  Biz 

Birmingham,  Ala.  —  Strike  of 
transportation  workers  has  caused 
some  falling  off  in  attendance  for 
downtown  houses  but  nabe  theaters 
report  business  generally  improved. 
A  greater  falling  off  for  the  first- 
runs  is  expected  if  the  strike  con- tinues. 

Trans-Lux  Execs.  Eye 
Mexico  for  New  Circuit 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ation,  when  he  leaves  here  Monday 
for  a  two-week  trip  to  Mexico 
City,  it  was  announced  yesterday. 

Elson  said  that  preliminary  discus- 
sions have  already  been  made  with 

a  new  group  from  that  territory  who 
submitted  the  proposal  as  well  as  a 
list  of  locations.  The  plans,  if  ma- 

terialized, limit  each  house  to  600 
seats  or  less,  depending  upon  local- 

ity, and  include  the  use  of  Trans-Lux 
screens  as  well  as  Trans-Lux  rear 
screen  projection  throughout.  The 
program  policy  would  consist  of 
features  and  complete  newsreels  for 
each  theater,  Elson  added. 

19  B'way  Houses  Net 
$90,553  for  Red  Cross 

Final  tally  for  the  1946  Red  Cross 
collection  made  by  the  19  theaters 
in  the  Broadway  group  showed  a 
total  of  $90,553.56  according  to  Irv- 

ing Lesser,  chairman,  and  Monty 

Salmon,  co-chairman  of  this  year's campaign. 

Complete  collection  record  for 
1946  follows:  Music  Hall,  $17,482.77; 
Paramount,  $14,833.06;  Capitol,  $11,- 
247.59;  Roxy,  $10,615.26;  Strand, 

$5,844.48;  Rivoli,  $4,614.82;  Loew's 
State,  $3,945.50;  Hollywood,  $3,878.- 
80;  Palace,  $3,036.39;  Winter  Gar- 

den, $3,012.08;  Astor,  $2,902.81;  Cri- 
terion, $2,644.04;  Globe,  $2,308.45; 

Mayfair,  $1,050.70;  Rialto,  $806.03; 
Victoria,  $825.25;  Republic,  $511.23; 
Gotham,  $510.58;  New  York,  $505.72. 

National  Film  Carriers 

To  Meet  Here  May  13-14 
Annual  meeting  of  National  Film 

Carriers,  Inc.,  will  be  helfi  at  the 
Hotel  Astor,  May  13-14,  ti  is  an- 

nounced by  Clint  Weyer,  secretary. 
Agenda  includes  election  of  officers, 
and  discussion  of  means  to  return 
film  delivery  services  to  a  pre-war 
basis  as  rapidly  as  possible.  District 
branch  supervisors  and  other  dis- 

tributor representatives  are  expected 
at  a  luncheon  on  May  14. 

FBI  Arrests  4  More  for 
Illegal  Diverting  of  Prints 

Arrest  of  four  additional  men  on 
charges  of  diverting  16  mm.  prints 
donated  to  the  armed  forces  into 
illegal  uses  was  announced  at  the 
week-end  by  the  FBI  which,  on  Fri- 

day, announced  the  arrest  of  five 
others  on  the  same  charges. 
Taken  into  custody  on  Saturday 

were  Nicholas  P.  Peruso,  31;  George 
J.  Sinisgalli,  27;  Milton  Cohen,  35, 
and  Frank  R.  Tiriolo.  They  were 
employed  by  the  Signal  Corps  Photo- 

graphic Center  in  Long  Island  City. 
The  ring  allegedly  sold  and  leased 
the  pictures  to  private  organizations. 

Four  Cent  Price  Advance 

Chicago  —  Schoenstadt's  Atlantic 
theater  has  advanced  evening  admis- 

sions from  40  cents  to  44  cents. 

COMING  and  GOING 

WILLIAM  F.  RODGERS,  vice-president  ail 
general  sales  manager  for  M-C-M,  left  yes's 
aay  for  Chicago  where  he  will  spend  a  few  dt> 

DAVID  O.  SELZNiCK  goes  to  Washington  1 1 
a  tew  days  today. 

SOL   C.    SlEGtL,    of    Paramount,    accompar 
by   MRS.   SIECEL,  are  in  New  York  by  train  f! 
a  combined  business-vacation  trip. 

ERIC  FREDMAN,  Herbert  Wilcox's  rep.^ on  this  side,  returned  to  New  York  yes|fl 
from  Hollywood  and  is  at  the  St.  Regis.     Ml 
MICHAEL  TOMASINO,  operator  of  the  Wr 

Way  and  Victory,    New  Haven,   planes   to   Ira 
May  9. 

JOHN  SCHMITZER,  RKO  auditor,  is  in  Ne| 
Haven  for  a  visit. 

MR.    and    MRS.    MAURICE   BROSKIE   and 
are   spending   10  days   in   Atlantic  City,  Broskl 
owns  the  State  and  Winsor,  West  Orange. 

ROSE  FINK,  New  Haven  exchange,  is  in  Nej 

York  for  a  week's  vacation. 
JACK  POST,  Fishman  circuit  booker,  Ne 

Haven,  is  planning  a  motor  trip  to  Canada  As 
28  with  his  family. 

CEOROE  KRAMER,  UA  auditor,  in  New  HavJ 
for  a  few  weeks. 

NICK  KARNARIS,  operator  with  A.  Tollis  ■! 
the  New  Newington  Theater,  Newington,  Com] 
is  vacationing  at  Safety  Harbor,  Fla. 

ALEX  SCHREIBER,   general  manager  of   Ass 
ciated    Theaters,     Detroit,     returns    to    Detra. 
rrom  Tucson,   tomorrow. 

JULES  STEIN,  head  of  the  Music  Corp.  . 
America,  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  from  Cal 

fornia. WILLIAM  LOSS,  vice-president  and  generl 
manager  of  Cinecolor  Corp.,  arrived  here  U 
plane  from  the  Coast  and  will  return  to  tfl 
Burbank  studio  Monday. 

TALYOR  CALDWELL,  novelist,  whose  "Thj 
Side  of  Innocence"  will  be  filmed  by  Stoj 
Productions,  returned  to  her  home  in  Buffal 

yesterday  after  a  week's  stay  in  New  York. 
MICHELE  MORGAN,  French  actress,  arrived 

New   York  via  Constellation   from    Paris   and 
en  route  to  the  Coast  to  join  her  actor-husbai  I 
Bill  Marshall. 

MORI    KRUSHEN,    head    of    UA's    exhibit© service  department,  will  leave  here  tomorrow  f 
conferences  with   Chick   Evans,   UA  publicist,    I 
Chicago. 

MYER  P.  BECK,  Eastern  publicity  represent, 
tive  for  David  Loew  Productions  left  here  Frid 

by  plane  for  Chicago  in  connection  with  rl 

world  premiere  of  the  Marx  Bros,  film,  "A  Nig 
In  Casablanca,"  which  opens  at  the  Orient 

Thursday. 

PAUL  JONES,  and  ARTHUR  SHEEKMAN  w 
leave  Hollywood  at  the  week-end  for  New  Yor 
WARREN  SLEE,  Metro  exploiteer,  Chicago, 

vacationing  in  the  Bahamas. 

AL  BONDY  returned  over  the  week-end  fro 
a  C-E  film  booking  trip  thru  New  England. 

PINCUS  SOBER,  of  M-C-M,  has  returned  fro 
a  business  trip  to  Indianapolis  and  Pittsburgh. 

ALAN  F.  CUMMINCS,  in  charge  of  M-C- 
exchange  operations  and  maintenance,  will  r 
turn  the  end  of  the  week  from  a  seven-we visit  to  the  Coast. 

Eupper  Ups  Hollander 
And  Waters  at  20th-Fox 

Harry  S.  Alexander,  former] 

branch  manager  of  20th-Fox' bany  exchange,  has  been  transfers 
to  the  home  office  for  special  dutie 
it  was  announced  yesterday  by  Wi 
liam  J.  Kupper,  general  sales  mai 
ager.  Weldon  Waters,  former  sale  i 
man  in  the  Atlanta  exchange,  lu 
been  named  to  succeed  Alexander  i 
Albany  branch  manager. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  16 
Charles  Chaplin  Fifi  Dorsay 

Paul  Sloane  Douglas  McPhail 

Jean  Stevens 



Photographed  at  the 
lollywood,  N.  Y. 

of  the  two  Broadway 
houses  devoted  exclusively 
to  Warner  Product. 

GARY  INGRlD 

COOPER  •  BERGMAN 
!n  EDNA  FERBER'S "SARATOGA  TRUNK 

with  FLORA  ROSSON 

HAL  B  WALLIS  prod*.-  directed  wSAM  WOOD 
SCMfN  PLAY  BV CASEY  ROBINSON  .  FROM  THE  NOVEL  Br  EDNA  F6»%SQ 

music  by  max  sreiNER. 
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Mrs,  Roosevelt  Wil! 
Address  UJA  Dinner 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
recently    returned    from    a    tour    of 

displaced  persons'  camps  in  Europe, 
will    be    the    chief    speaker    at    the 
dinner. 

More  than  40  leaders  of  the  enter- 
tainmnet  industry  listened  to  a  stir- 
rino-  and  revealing  speech  by  Edward 
M.  M.  Warburg,  national  chairman 

for  UJA's  1946  campaign,  at  yes- 
terday's meeting,  and  were  advised of  the  immediate  necessities  for  the 

displaced  Jew  in  Europe.  Warburg 

said  "they  are  not  interested  in 
privileged  treatment,  but  aim  to 
bring  the  Jew  up  to  the  level  of  the 

other  displaced  persons." 
Names  Show  Biz  Leaders 

Billy  Rose  named  several  leaders 
of  their  respective  branches  of  show 
business  who  have  already  begun  to 
co-ordinate  the  division's  drive  ac- 

tivity. Those  who  were  present  yes- 
terday received  a  list  of  industry 

names  whom  they  pledged  to  bring  to 
the  dinner. 
Among  those  who  attended  were 

Jack  Alicoate,  Barney  Balaban,  Sam 
Berns,  Jesse  Block,  Max  Blackman, 
Harry  Brandt,  William  Brandt,  Leo 
Brecher,  Jules  Brulatour,  Max  A. 
Cohen,    Jack    Cohn,    Sam    Dembow, 

WEDDING  BELLS 
Strow-Campbell 

Cleveland — Gordon  Campbell,  RKO 
student  booker,  was  married  to  Ilene 
Strow  of  Cincinnati. 

Findlay-Berry 
Kansas  City  —  Rebecca  Findlay, 

assistant  RKO  cashier,  married  Jack Berry. 

Pappas-Pissanos 
Kansas  City — Sophie  Pappas,  sec- 

retary to  Manager  Jimmy  Lewis  of 
RKO  here,  will  be  married  this  Sum- 

mer to  Steve  Pissanos,  TWA  pilot. 

Geiger-Gorman 
Chicago  —  Tom  Gorman,  former 

RKO  district  manager,  and  Mrs.  Gil- 
bert B.  Geiger  were  married  in  Peor- 

ia. Couple  are  honeymooning  on  the 
West  Coast  where  Gorman  will  be 
associated  with  the   Warner  studio. 

Gilbert-Levy 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Doris  Gilbert,  War- 
ners screen  writer  and  daughter  of 

songwriter  L.  Wolfe  Gilbert,  was 
married  in  Hollywood  to  Hank  Levy, 
independent  publicist. 

Carl  Erbe,  Si  Fabian,  William  Fein- 
berg,  Leopold  Friedman,  Louis 
Frisch,  Emil  Friedlander,  W.  J. 
German,  Leonard  Goldenson,  Irving 
H.  Greenfield,  Arthur  Israel,  Fred 
Kann,  Jesse  Kaye,  Malcolm  Kings- 
berg,  William  Klein,  Bert  Lebhar,  S. 
Machnovich,  Arthur  L.  Mayer,  Wil- 

liam Melniker,  B.  S.  Moss,  Louis 
Nizer,  Lou  Novins,  Louis  Phillips, 
Harold  Rinzler,  Jack  Robbins,  Harold 
Rodner,  Billy  Rose,  lAlfred  Schwal- 
berg,  Abe  Schneider,  Samuel  Schnei- 

der, Fred  Schwartz,  Max  Seligman, 
Sam  Shain,  Nate  Spingold,  Maj. 
Albert  Warner  and  David  Weinstock. 

\  I  ailored  to  order  for  a 

luxury-hungry  public 

and  for  laugh-hungry 

audiences." 

Flood  or  16mm.  Films 
To  Ohio  Censor  Board 

tHeKv 

IN  TECHNICOLOR 

Released   through   RKO   RADIO   PICTURES,   Inc. 

tyfol/d  gPtemiete  ASTOR,  N.  Y.  APRIL  18th 

(Continued  from  Page  1 ) 
when  64  features  were  submitted  to 
the  Ohio  Censor  Board  by  one  16 
mm.  distributing  company.  In  their 
35  mm.  form,  the  64  features  pre- 

viously had  been  distributed  by 
Monogram,  RKO,  Columbia  and 
United  Artists. 

The  ITO  secretary  warns  in  the 
bulletin  that  "exhibitors  must  rea- 

lize that  they  are  now  actually  faced 
with  this  16  mm.  competition  and 
should  take  it  upon  themselves  to 

police    their    own    local  jsituations." 
Wood  points  out  that  the  major 

companies  have  formed  16  mm.  sub- 
sidiaries for  their  foreign  markets 

but  that  if  the  foreign  market  is 
found  profitable,  "it  is  a  certainty 
that  it  will  not  be  long  before  the 
companies  will  seek  to  add  to  these 
profits  through  the  medium  of  do- 

mestic distribution  of  16  mm.  films." 
Wood  further  declares  that  architects 
have  stated  that  16  mm.  pictures 
can  compete  with  35  mm.  in  quality 
of  projection  in  houses  up  to  800 
seats  and  that  such  houses  ean  =  be 
constructed  very  much  cheaper  than 
theaters  showing  35  mm.  pictures. 

St.  Louis  Theater  Robber 
Gets  10- Year  Sentence 

rr 

St.  Louis  —  Harvey  Miller  was 
found  guilty  of  second-degree  burg- 

lary and  larceny  and  sentenced  to 
10  years  for  the  burglary  and  larceny 
of  the  Norside  Theater  safe. 

Small  Thwarts  Robbery 
Montreal  —  Another  attempt  at 

robbery  of  Loew's  Theater  was thwarted  by  Cleveland  Small,  night 
superintendent,  who  routed  two  men 
attempting  to  enter  the  house  by  a 
side  window.  Small  stopped  a  sim- 

ilar attempt  last  month. 

Good  Progress"  inj AFM-Studio  Talks 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

harmony  had  prevailed  at  the  c 
ferences,  fireworks  were  seen  in 
offing  last  night.    The  pyrotechr 
were  expected  to  come  off  tomoia. 
morning   when   negotiators    fo^ 
union  and  the  producers  are  sell 
uled   to    take   up   the   more   cont 
versial  of  the  91  proposals  presen 
to  the  employers.   Topping  these  i 

  EVIDENCE   

Providence,  R.  I. — The  Prov- 
idence Journal  editorially  as- 

sailed James  C.  Petrillo  for  the 
AFM  studio  pact  demands,  say-\ 

ing: 

"Petrillo' s  latest  effort  to  com- 
pel employment  where  no  actual 

job  exists  is  clear  evidence  that 
Congress  has  not  yet  begun  to 
tackle  the  basic  problem  which 

Petrillo's   policy   represents." 

$4,000  Theater  Robbery 
Oregon   City,    Ore. — Liberty    The- 

ater was  robbed  of  $4,000. 

Metro  Cancels  Tradeshow 

Tradeshowings  on  M-G-M's  "Two 
Smart  People,"  set  nationally  for 
April  29,  have  been  cancelled. 

demands  for  an  increase  in  the  nu 
ber  of  musicians  to  a  minimum  of  ; 
for  each  studio  and  the  doubling  i 
wages  to  a  minimum  of  $200  fori 10-hour  week. 

Conferences  up  to  now  have  bei 
limited  to  a  discussion  of  worki| 
conditions.  It  was  said  followil 

yesterday's  meeting  that  agreema 
had  been  reached  on  a  number  I 

points  discussed. 
It  was  learned  also  that  the  pJ 

posal  preventing  the  transference! 
the  sound  track  to  a  16  mm.  versil 
unless  the  musicians  received  ext 
compensation  at  the  same  scale 
for  the   35   mm.   original   had   be 
eliminated  and  replaced  by  anoth 
asking  that  more  AFM  men  be  us 
in  making  16  mm. 

Kansas  City  ITOA  Asks 
Booking  Problem  Solution 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

agers  of  the  majors  in  New  Yor 
and  to  district  and  branch  manage 
here,  the  local  ITOA  protested  tl 
"milking"  of  big  productions  by  firs 
run  houses  and  suggested  five  rem 

dies  for  the  ruabes'  problems.  Tl 
letter  pointed  out  it  was  not  a  d' 
mand,  but  said,  "we  cannot  affoi to  sit  back  and  take  it  any  longer 

Suggested  as  remedies  were 
The  absolute  right  of  rejection  ar 
cancellation  of  contracts  on  pictur< 
which  have  extended-runs;  2,  Waiv< 
of  preferred  playing  time;  3,  Stai 
of  availability  time  at  the  end  of  tW 
second  week  of  the  first-run; 
Dropping  the  allocation  one  grou; 

5,  Staggering  the  availability  date' 
r 

SICK  REPORT 

LOUELLA  O.  PARSONS  entered  Goo 

Samaritan  Hospital,  Hollywood,  yesterdaj 

for  a  major  operation. 
GEORGE  TORNOW,  manager  Park,  La 

Grange,  III.,  is  seriously  ill,  at  the  Hinsdal 
Sanitarium. 
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Dedicate  DuMont 
Television  Studio 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
picked    up    the    program    for    that 
area. 

Appearing  before  the  cameras  in 
the  Wanamaker  studio  were  Dr. 
DuMont;  Grover  A.  Whalen,  master 
of  ceremonies;  Dr.  Quo  Tai-chi, 
Chinese  ambassador  to  the  U.  S., 
and  president  of  the  UN  Security 
Council;  -Gov.  Walter  Edge,  of  New 
Jersey,  and  Leonard  F.  Cramer, 
DuMont  vice-president  and  director. 
Washington  part  of  the  inaugural 
program    featured    Senators    Albert 

  RIGHTS   — 
Ascap  confirmed  over  the  week- 

end that  its  writer  and  publisher 
members  have  assigned  their  pub- 

lic performance  rights  in  the  tele 
field  for  a   three-year  period. 

W.  Hawks,  James  M.  Mead,  Brien 
McMahon  and  Charles  L.  Denny, 
acting  FCC  chairman.  A  dramatic 

fantasy,  "Experience,"  followed, 
with  "Let's  Have  Fun,"  sponsored 
by  the  C.  F.  Mueller  Co.,  concluding 
the  program. 

The  most  modern  television  studio 
in  existence,  the  new  DuMont- Wana- 

maker plant  includes  a  50  by  60  ft. 
main  studio  with  two  smaller  studios 
adjoining.  Features  include  more 
than  100,000  watts  of  illuminalpon, 
with  light  heat  eliminated  via  special 
heat-dissipating  glass  plates  onJeach 
lamp  and  st§Pj  use^oj^f^ur  cameras 

and  two  >mictopnotie'"  booms  on  all 
live  program^,'";  a  newly  designed 
camera-dolly,-fand  commodious  studio 
control  rodmsi"   i  gi The  DuMont  ̂ television  studio 
(WABD)  represents  an  expenditure 
of  more  than  $500,000.        ahgy 
The  dedicatory  progran^?3£ai?<|£L- 

lowed  by  a^recggtion  at-^SISgllkJ 
Lane.  %  :.t "- :  fif'^T'  -»; 

FCC  and  %x<m$c9ffici$& 
At  DuMo^%!Bfie  LaungMngi 
Washington   Buri>aGL-j£  THE  FiEbf^BMLY 

Washington  -S^FCC?.isem^^^«iid 
other  Government  offkaajsrlast  night 
hailed  the  opening  of^BtfMont'srnew 
WABD  s£udips  in  the  WanamaSer  de- 

partment store  andthe  launching  of 

a  televMon  "netwoEfe  linking  Wash- ington, Philadelphia  and  New  York. 
Washington  ceremonies  for  the 

tbgqk-city  celebration  were  held  in 
trie"  Hotel  Statler,  where  set  owners, joined  Government  bigwigs  and  in- 

dustry members  in  marking  the  video 
net's  official  opening. 

FEMME  TOUCH 
SARAH  VALARDI 

N.  J. 
MYRUE     TEMPLETON, 

M-G-M,  Minneapolis. 
AUCE  DICKS,   office  clerk  at 

apolis. 
BERNA    TARNASKY,    office    clerk 

Minneapolis. 

theater  staff,  Treat,  Newark, 

bookers'     secretary     «t 

M-G-M,   Minne- 

at   M-C-M, 

A  Reporter's  Report 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  United  Artists  marks  its  27th  anniversary 

tomorrow   Since  its  founding,  the  company  has  released  426  fea- 

tures, of  which  39  won  FILM  DAILY  "Ten  Best"  honors.  ...  •  20th- 
Fox  home  office  Family  Club  will  hold  its  Spring  dance  at  the  Hotel  Henry 

Hudson  on  May  28th.  ...  •  Theater  premium  use  is  at  a  low  ebb  in 

the  Chicago  territory.  ...  •  A  Walt  Disney  original  from  "Peter  and 
the  Wolf"  is  being  flown  to  Moscow  by  the  Greater  New  York  Committee 

for  Russian  Relief  to  decorate  the  Children's  Hospital  of  the  First  Central 
Medical  Institute  there.  ...  •  Weather  research  techniques  which  set 
the  timetable  for  the  movement  of  American  and  allied  forces  into 

Europe  are  being  made  available  to  major  studios  through  the  AMPP. 

which  has  signed  a  deal  with  the  Erick  Weather  Service.  ...  •  The 

Metropolitan  Conference  of  Temple  Brotherhoods  will  honor  Brig.  Gen. 

David  Samoff  with  its  first  annual  award  for  outstanding  national  service 

at  the  Welcome  Home  Passover  Rally,  Thursday  night  at  Temple  Emanuel 
auditorium   

T  ▼  ▼ 

•  •  •  UNCHANGING  ALLIED:  "There  is  no  truth  in  the  rumor 
that  Allied  in  keeping  with  the  modern  trend  in  naming  will  change  to 

Allied  All-Inclusive  Exhibitors  of  the  Universe"   So  writes  Abram  F. 

Myers  in  national  Allied's  latest  bulletin   
▼  T  T 

•  •  •  THE  PERSONAL  TOUCH:  Ralph  Lewis,  young  Hollywood 

actor,  is  here  to  complete  financial  arrangements  in  connection  with 

the  experimental  playhouse  he  and  his  associates  plan  for  North  Holly- 
wood. ...  •  Frank  A  Ungro  is  the  new  treasurer  of  Westrex  Corp. 

moving  up  from  assist  ant.  .  .  .  •  Jean  Pages,  March  of  Time  director 

here  from  Paris^ will.be  tendered  a  cocktail  party  by  Richard  de  Roche- 
mont  at  the  Cloud  Club  Thursday  afternoon.  ...  •  Jim  Casey  has 

resigned  from  booking  and  buying  for  the  Colonial  (Canaan,  Conn.)  to 

devote  himself  to  Liquor  Board  duties  at  Hartford.  ...  •  Al  Sun- 
shine, national  distributor  of  Advanads,  has  the  first  new  Chrysler  sedan 

on  Cleveland's  Film  Row.  ...  •  David  B.  Whalen.  out  of  his  AAF 
uniform,  hqf  resumed  as  publicist  for  Gene  Autry  who  opens  his  Rodeo 

,tour  in  Washington  oh  the  22nd.  ...  •  Howard  Koch  has  succeeded 

Emmet  Laverytas  chairman  of  the  Hollywood  Writers  Mobilization.  .  .  . 

(•j  NaJ  Blower .  has  been  promoted  from  branch  accountant  to  branch 

auditor'  V>f-  50th-Fox  here,  succeeding  the  late   Maurice   Goodman.   .  .   . 

•  When  Jerry  Fairbanks  comes  East  in  early  May  for  home  office  con- 

ferences, he  will  be  flying  in  his  newly  acquired  five-passenger  Beech- 
craft  twin-engine  plane  that  came  from  the  Navy.  .  .  .  •  Lester 

DowdelL  UA  Cleveland  office  manager,  returned  from  a  six-month  sick 

.  leave  yesterday,  thus  relieving  Sherman  Germaine,  who  returned  to  UA 

in  New'Hdven: ; . . . . 

Balto.  and  Capital 'V.  C. Sign  3  Pro.  Grid  Clubs 

Baltimore  —  The  Variety  Club  of 
Baltimore,  together  with  the  Wash- 

ington Club',  has  signed  a  six-year 
j[ooq§|aqt  with  the  Washington  Red- skins, the  Green  Bay  Packers  and 
the  Chicago  Bears,  three  of  the  na- 

tion's top-flight  pro.  football  clubs, 
forgone  game  each  year  for  six  con- 

secutive years  to  be  played  under 
joint  sponsorship  of  the  Baltimore 
and  Washington  Variety  Clubs. 

All  profits  from  these  annual  foot- 
ball classics  will  go  to  the  Welfare 

Funds  of  the  two  Variety  Clubs  and 

will  be  set  aside  for  Boys  Clubs 
work,  a  project  closest  to  the  heart of  Variety. 

The  initial  game  is  listed  to  be 
played  in  Baltimore  on  Sept.  21  be- 

tween the  Washington  Redskins  and 
Chicago  Bears.  Last  year  the  Red- 

skins met  the  Detroit  Lions  in  Balti- 
more under  sponsorship  of  Variety 

and  the  welfare  funds  were  en- 
riched by  $30,362.68. 

This  latest  announcement  was 

made  by  Carter  Barron,  first  assist- 
ant national  chief  barker;  Eddie 

Fontaine,  chief  barker  of  Tent  No. 

11,  Washington,  and  William  K.  Sax- 
ton,  chief  barker  of  Baltimore  Tent 
No.  19. 

Court  Slaps  Atlanta 

Ban  on  "Scarlet  St. 
'Continued  from  Page  1) 

provision  and  the  ordinance  d< 
with  motion  pictures,  Judge 
Almand,  of  Fulter  Superior  t 
ruled  that  the  Universal  fil^ 
be  shown  here  unless  the  Boar^ 
afnirmative  action  or  files  an  a 

by  April  23. Judge  Almand  made  his  rulii 
a  petition  filed  by  Diana  Pr 
tions  and  Universal  for  an  injur 
against  the  censors.  He  said 
Smith  exceeded  her  authorit 
banning  the  film,  and  that  she 
sesses  only  the  authority  to  < 
objectionable  scenes  or  dialogue 

pictures. 
While  Judge  Almand  was  o 

opinion   that  before  a   film  ca 
exhibited  here,  it  must  have  c 
board  approval,  he  said  no  p. 
can  be  banned  unless  it  is  obs 
licentious    or    likely    to    affect 
versely  the  morals  of  the  commi 
Should   the   Board   take   affirm 
action    upholding    Miss    Smith, 
plaintiffs  will  have  a  right  to  a 
from  such  ruling  on  the  plea  it 
arbitrary   and   capricious.     He 
ruled   that   the   producers   and 

tributors   of   "Scarlet   Street" 
entitled  to  a  review  by  a  Cou  . 
Equity  from  a  censor  boaid  nj 
contrary   to    the    contention    oil 
city  attorney. 

Detroit  Tele  Channels 
To  News,  King  Trendle 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
tions  of  the  Evening  News 
and  King  Trendle  Broadcasting 

(WXYZ).  By  its  decision,  the  < 
mission,  in  effect",  denied  the  apj 
tions  of  United  Detroit  Theater; 
the  Jam  Handy  Organization, 
thus  leaving  three  television  < 
nels  in  Detroit  open. 

At  the  same  time,  the  FCC 
poned     indefinitely     a     consolic 

hearing    scheduled   for    May    1', 
five  applications  for  tele  statior 
Cleveland. 

Although  the  FCC 
is  expected  to  bring 
viewed  with  interest 

set  the  pattern  for 
in  other  cities.  The 
nated  for  hearing 

most  of  the  nation's 

's  Detroit  a 

protests,  it because  it 
tele  alloca FCC  has  d, 

application principal  c 

STORK  REPORTS 
Detroit  —  Floyd  W.  ChrysJ 

M-G-M  veteran  salesman,  is  I 

proud  father  of  Floyd,  Jr.    Itfti 
first. 

Denver — Mr.  and  Mrs.  James  I 
gess    are    the    parents    of    a 
daughter,  Diane  Jean.    He  is  as  4 
ant  manager  of  the  State.  This  it 
Clarence  Olson,  United  Artists  i  yi 
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A  to  Inaugurate 
sanded  Program 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

rentals,  trade  practices,  legisla- 
and  taxation. 
venty-one  organizations  make  up 
CIEA.  According  to  an  Allied 

procedures  and  details  of 
ation  still  are  in  the  forma- 

stage,  but  the  Conference  "has 
led  the  leaders  of  independent 

m  hi  tors  from  many  sections  to 
pi :  on  common  ground,  to  become 
^.er  acquainted  and  to  carry  on 
imperative  activities  for  the  bene- 
-.  >f  their  members,"  the  bulletin 

|  ie    CIEA,    headed    by   Jesse   L. 
V  n,  has  held  three  meetings  since 

as  organized  in  Chicago  in  Jan- 

IF1944-      
"ran  Problems  on  Allied 

ird's  Agenda  at  Chi. 
:  he  general  classification  of  "film" 
K)   be  the  main  topic  of  discussion 
m  the    forthcoming    Allied    board 
noting  in  Chicago,  according  to  an 
4  fed  bulletin,  although  indications 
jji  that  the  recently  formed  Amer- 
!.':.  Theaters  Assn.  will  not  be  by- 
:  ied  on  the  agenda. 
icjihe    Allied    bulletin    points    out 
'   ;  the  subject  of  film  will  embrace 
twals,   forced   percentage   engage- 
mts,  new  sources  of  product  and 
woe    practices.      Confidential     Re- 

ts,  Inc.,  will   receive   a   "going, 
r,"  the  bulletin   adds,   declaring 
it  the  discussion  of  CRI  will  be 

I  "in  the  light  of  complaints  that 
, ,  distributors  owning  and  operat- 
'  it  are  systematically  suspending 
veries  to  exhibitors  who  oppose 
al  checkers." 

eater  Help  Asking  Tilts 

it  Cleveland,  O. — It  is  reported  that 
R-.iater  employes,  now  seeking  affilia- 

1  with  the  AF  of  L  are  asking 

'1   a  10  per  cent  wage  boost  retro- 
ive  to  Jan.  1,  1946  and  the  institu- 

-  i  of  an  additional  15  per  cent 
jjjtst  to  become  effective  Jan.  1, 

l'jii7.  All  employes  under  that  of Jj&ter  manager,  are  affected. 

j^ies  for  Margaret  Johnson 
!  *8t.  Louis  —  Funeral  services  were 
;  :d  yesterday  for  Margaret  Rose 

it'inson,  Republic  film  inspector. 

IN  CIVVIES 
-Ar  Honorably  Discharged  if 

-LIAM  M.  PALMER,  from  the  Army,  to  man- 
t\   ager,   Iris  Theater,  Detroit. 

WARD  COLETZ,  from  the  Army,  son  of  Felix 

j1    Ooletz,  owner  of  Moran  and  Courtesy,  De- troit, whom  he  will  assist. 

<T  STEVENS,  from  the  Army,  formerly  man- 
ager, Drive-ln,  Tampa,   Fla. 

j  LT  TROEHLER,  from   the  Army,   manager  of 
1     Orpheum,  Minneapolis. 

f.   CHENOWETH,    from   the   Army,   manager, 
Palace,  Vinton,  la. 

1 

IN  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

CLIFF  MEYERS,  Cleveland  rep.,  Del-Ray  Booking 
Office,  Detroit. 

HAROLD  P.  PEARRELL,  Columbus  Central  Ohio 
rep.,   Modern   Talking  Picture   Service. 

PAUL  J.  BOXELL,  director  of  public  relations, 
Farnsworth  Television  &  Radio  Corp.,  Fort 

Wayne,  Ind. 

DON  HALLORAN,  salesman  at  Republic,  Minne- 

apolis. 
CORDON  CREENE,  salesman  at  National  Screen 

Service,  Minneapolis. 

WILL  HOLDEN,  formerly  manager  of  B  &  K's 
Chicago  Theater,  promoted  to  district  man- 

ager. 

KENNETH  SIEM,  salesman  at  UA,  Minneapolis. 

HAROLD  F.   KITTILSEN,  art  department,   Dona- 
hue &  Coe,  Inc. 

HOWARD  CAMPBELL,  office  manager,  Warners, 
Denver. 

STANLEY    THOMATOS,    manager,    Alpine,    Den- ver. 

HERMAN     BOAS,    student     assistant     manager, 
Loew's  State,  Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

ART  COULD,  film  buyer,  Illinois  Allied. 

WILLIAM    FURSEE,    Columbia  salesman,    Des 
Moines. 

MORT  GREEN,  manager,   Imperial,  Chicago. 

Three  Regional  Meetings 
Scheduled  by  Republic 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

and  assistant  general  sales  manager, 

and  Walter  L.  Titus,  Jr.,  vice-presi- 
dent in  charge  of  branch  operations, 

will  attend.  Highlights  of  the  ses- 

sions will  be  the  company's  1946-47 
program  announcement,  and  a  dis- 

cussion of  several  national  promo- 
tions designed  to  back  the  program. 

Initial  meeting  will  be  held  at  Re- 

public's North  Hollywood  studios  on 
May  20-22,  for  the  Western  division, 
headed  by  Francis  A.  Bateman. 
Branches  represented  will  include 
Seattle,  Denver,  Salt  Lake  City, 
Portland,  San  Francisco,  and  Los 
Angeles. 

Second  session  will  be  held  at  the 
Blackstone  Hotel,  Chicago,  May  24- 
26,  for  the  Midwestern,  Prairie, 
Southern  and  Southwestern  dis- 

tricts. Will  Baker,  Midwestern  sales 
manager,  will  head  a  group  from  the 
Chicago,  Indianapolis,  Milwaukee  and 
Minneapolis  branches.  Prairie  dis- 

trict will  be  headed  by  Nat  E.  Stein, 
berg,  sales  manager,  with  personnel 
from  the  Kansas  City,  Omaha,  Des 
Moines  and  St.  Louis  offices.  South- 

ern group,  including  Atlantic,  Char- 
lotte, New  Orleans  and  Tampa,  will 

be  headed  by  Merritt  Davis,  sales 
manager,  while  the  Southwestern 
delegates  from  Memphis,  Dallas,  and 
Oklahoma  City,  will  be  headed  by 
Norman  J.  Colquhoun,  district  sales 
manager.  Carl  Ponedel,  Mexico  City 
branch  manager,  will  attend  the meeting. 

Final  session  will  be  held  in  the 
New  York  Athletic  Club,  May  27-29, 
for  the  Eastern,  New  England  and 
Central  divisions.  District  sales 
managers  Maxwell  Gillis  and  Sam 
Seplowin  will  attend,  with  personnel 
from  the  branches  in  New  York, 
Philadelphia,  Washington,  Albany, 
Buffalo,  Boston,  New  Haven,  Pitts- 

burgh, Cleveland,  Cincinnati  and 
Detroit. 

Frederick  Hatton  Dead 
Rutland,  111.— Frederick  H.  Hatton, 

66,  playwright  and  screen  writer, 
died  at  a  nursing  home  here. 

Shrum  Westernair  Now 
Constellation  Pictures 

West   Coast  Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Cal  Shrum  has 
changed  the  name  of  his  producing 
company  from  Westernair  Pictures 
to  Constellation  Pictures,  Inc.,  in- 

corporating a  $500,000  firm  at  Sac- 
ramento. Shrum  was  named  presi- 

dent of  the  company,  Joseph  Erwin 
is  vice-president  and  Walt  Shrum  is 
secretary  and  treasurer. 

San  Angelo  Gets  Drive-in 
San  Angelo,  Tex. — The  first  local 

drive-in,  the  Twilight,  has  been 
opened  here  by  W.  T.  Anderson,  R. 
A.  Starling  and  R.  W.  Henricks. 

Cleveland  Theaters 
In  Scale  Increases 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Fairmount  Theaters  have  adopted  a like  policy. 

Downtown,  all  first-run  houses 
have  dropped  their  45-cent  minimum 
price  with  the  shows  at  the  Allen, 
Hippodrome,  Lake  and  Palace  scaled 
at  55  cents  for  matinees  and  65  cents 

for  evenings.  Loew's  Stillman,  Ohio 
and  State  prices  are  matinees  50 
cents  and  evenings  65  cents. 

Subsequent-run  houses  have  not 
raised  yet  but  are  considering  such 
a  move. 

Plans  Dallas  Studio  for 
Negro  Cast  Productions 

Dallas — A  deal  to  convert  the  Dal. 
las  Fair  Buildings  into  a  studio  city 
for  the  production  of  Negro  cast 
films  is  being  negotiated  by  True 
Thompson.  Thompson  has  disposed 
of  his  Texas  theater  holdings  and 
will  devote  his  time  to  the  produc- 

tion of  films  in  conjunction  with 
Jack  and  Bert  Goldberg  of  New 
York.  Contracts  for  studio  equip- 

ment have  been  let,  and  shooting 
is  scheduled  to  be  started  in  mid- 

May. 

THE 

GIRLS... 

Emil  H.  Hinz  Dead 
Detroit — Emil  H.  Hinz,  downtown 

theater  projectionist,  is  dead,  after 

a  year's  illness. 

A 
dream 

of  luxurious 

fashions  and  glorious 
femininity  in 

BROOKLYN in  TECHNICOLOR Reteo>ed  through 

RKO  RADIO   PICTURES.   Int 

Wc^d  gPlemi&te  ASTOR,  N.  Y.  APRIL  18th 



Box-Office  Entertainment! 

eleasing  thru  RKO-Radio  Pict 

The  Second  of  Serie 



M.    P-   Production  Dist. 
28  W.    44th   St.    21st   floor Y. 

timate  in  Character 

international  in  Scope 
independent   in   Thought 
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iPAA  TO  MEET  TO  FORESTALL  N 
arners  Will  Mark  20th  Anniversary  of  Talkies 

ur-Month  Celebration 
^11  Reach  Climax  With 
obal  Programs  on  Aug.  6 

varners,  with  leading  U.  S.  com- 
ies  and  scientists  as  co-sponsors, 
.  commemorate  the  20th  annivers- 

ary of  the  intro- duction of  talkies 
with  a  four-month 
jubilee  program, 
global  in  scope, 
which  will  reach 
its  climax  on  Aug. 
6  with  local  cele- 

brations in  key 
cities    in    the    U. 
5.  and  overseas, 
it  was  announced 
yesterday  by 
President  Harry 
M.  Warner. 

It  was  on  Aug. 
6,  two  decades 
ago,  that  War- 

ners by  arrange  - 
it  with  Western  Electric  and  Bell 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

HARRY  WARNER 

jsh  of  Exhibs.  in 

incer  Drive  Pledges 
lundreds  of  telegrams,  letters  and 
phone  calls  daily  pour  into  the 
dquarters  of  the  motion  picture 
sion  of  the  American  Cancer  So- 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

2,750  War  Veterans 
Back  at  Studio  Jobs 

Vest  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Approximately  2,750 
*ar  veterans  have  returned  to  their 

:bs  at  major  studios,  it  was  reported 

•esrerday  to  the  AMPP,  by  a  special 

•eterans'  committee  headed  by  Fred 
vleyer.  Total  of  stars  on  the  service 

lags  of  nine  member  studios  is  4,- 

'43,  the  report  stated. 
Member  studios  reported  that  un- 

ler  a  policy  adopted  recently,  bonus 

'acations  with  full  pay  are  being 
jranted  to  service  men  and  women 

leturning  to  film  jobs,  except  where 

studio  already  has  made  extra  pay- 
ments to  veterans. 

MPTOA  BOARD  TO  CONVENE  JUNE  10 
Two-Day  Session  Called  for  Columbus,  Miss. — Aggressive 

Program  of  Activities  to  be  Mapped 

MPTOA's  board  of  directors  will 
meet  in  Columbus,  Miss.,  June  10-11 
at  the  Gilmer  Hotel,  President  Ed 
Kuykendall  announced  yesterday 
from  Columbus. 

Kuykendall  in  his  statement  said 
the  agenda  would  include  election  of 
officers  and  the  consideration  of  an 
aggressive  program  of  activities  to 
meet  the  demand  for  renewed  action 

by  the  16  state  and  regional  exhib- 
itor associations  now  represented  on 

the  board. 
Kuykendall  said  that  the  MPTOA 

had  no  intention  of  evading  or  sup- 
pressing the  vital  issues  brought  out 

by  the  New  York  anti-trust  suit 
which  brought  to  the  front  exhibitor 
grievances  of  long  standing  which 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Hearing  on  Gov't's Schine  Plan  May  7 
Buffalo — A  hearing  on  the  Gov- 

ernment's proposed  plan  of  reor- 
ganization for  Schine  Chain  The- 

aters, Inc.,  was  postponed  three 
weeks  until  May  7  by  Federal  Judge 
John  Knight  yesterday  at  the  re- 

quest of  defense  counsel  Willard  S. McKay. 

In  requesting  the  adjournment  Mc- 
( Continued  on  Page  3) 

B  &  K  Net  of  $2,187,389; 
Earned  $8.32  per  Share 

Chicago — Balaban  &  Katz  earned 
$8.32  per  share  last  year  compared 
with  $6.63  the  previous  year.  Last 
year  the  total  earnings  were  $2,187,- 
389,  against  $1,744,130  in  1944.  Com- 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Coyne  Accepts  ATA 
Exec.  Director  Post 
Robert  W.  Coyne,  who  seived  as 

field  director  of  the  War  Finance 
Division  of  the  U.  S.  Treasury,  has 
accepted  the  position  of  executive 
director  of  the  American  Theaters 
Association,  it  was  announced  yes- 

terday by  Si  Fabian,  president. 
Coyne  served  throughout  the  war 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Browning  to  Manage  10 
Griffith  Amuse.  Theaters 

Oklahoma  City  —  Management  of 
10  Griffith  Amusement  Co.  theaters 
here  was  handed  to  Robert  L.  Brown- 

ing, veteran  Griffith  manager  at 
Ponoa  City,  Okla.,  in  a  re-organiza- 

( Continued  on  Page  3) 

CPA  Halts  40  New  Theaters 
Many  Others  Must  Await  Authorization 

Reagan  Promotes  Three 
In  Para.  Sales  Staff 

Three  promotions  in  Paramount's sales  staff  were  announced  yesterday 
by  Charles  M.  Reagan. 

Ed  Stuckey,  sales  manager  of  the 
Detroit    branch,    has    been    named 
branch    manager,    succeeding    John 
Howard,  resigned.    Henry  Haustein, 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Construction  on 
nearly  two  score  theaters  throughout 
the  country  was  ordered  halted  yes- 

terday following  an  intensive  "com- 
pliance" drive  conducted  by  CPA. 

The  theaters  were  part  of  3,000 
projects  halted  by  the  CPA  and  told 
not  to  resume  construction  without 

"specific  authorization." 
Morris  S.  Verner,  chief  of  CPA's (Continued  on  Page  3) 

Johnston  and  Price  Here 
For  Huddle  With  Board; 
Truce  Ends  Tonight 

In  a  last-minute  stand  to  fight  off 
another  crippling  studio  strike  Eric 
A.  Johnston  and  Byron  Price,  MPAA 
president  and  vice-president,  respec- 

tively, will  meet  this  morning  with 
their  board  at  the  MPAA  offices  in 
New  York  to  put  forth  proposals  for 
settlement  of  the  jurisdictional 
squabble  in  Hollywood.  The  pro- 

posals were  first  voiced  Saturday 
when  they  met  with  A.  G.  Hays,  vice- 
president  of  the  International  Asso- 

(Continued  en  Page  10) 

Studio  Reps.  Revamp 
AFM  Pact  Proposals 
Proposals  agreed  upon  in  prin- 

ciple in  contract  negotiations  be- 
tween the  American  Federation  of 

Musicians  and  producers  were  re- 
written yesterday  at  a  meeting  of 

the  three  representatives  participat- 
ing in  the  conferences  with  the  AFM 

—Fred  S.  Meyer  of  20th-Fox,  Charles 
Boren  of  Paramount  and  Milton 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

John  LeRoy  Johnston 
Dies  of  Heart  Attack 

West   Coast  Bureau   of   THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — Death  by  a  heart  at- 
tack   on    Monday    night    ended    the 

career  of  John  LeRoy  Johnston,  49, 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Para.  Won't  Renew 
16mm.  Rights  Deal 

Paramount's  deal  with  Films,  Inc., 
for  the  distribution  of  its  16  mm. 

subjects  expires  this  Summer  and 

will  n:t  be  renewed.  Whether  Para- 

mount will  liquidate  its  16  mm.  ac- 
tivities has  not  been  determined  but 

it  is  understood  that  the  company 

wants  to  have  greater  control  of  16 
mm.  distribution  than  it  had  under 
outside  distribution. 

' 
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NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 

High  Low  Close 

Am.  Seat     31%  31  %  31% 
Columbia  Picts   33%  33  33% 
Columbia   Picts.    pfd. .  104%  104  104 
East.   Kodak     260  257  260 
Cen.  Prec.  Eq     39  39  39 

Loew's,    Inc   39%  39%  39% 
Paramount        77%  75%  77% 
RKO          25%  243/s  25% 
Republic    Picts      16%  16%  16% 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..    19%  193,4  19% 
20th  Century-Fox   ...  60  59  60 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  74%  74  74% 
Universal    Pict   47%  46%  47% 
Universal     Picts.     pfd.    100  99%  99% 
Warner  Bros     46%  46  46% 

NEW   YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts      10%  10  10% 
Radio-Keith   cvs.     ...    12  11 3/8  11% 
Sonotone  Corp        5%       5%  5% 
Technicolor          28  27%  28 

Trans-Lux           7%       73,4  73/4 

Net Chg. 

+  1 
+  3/4 

—  1% 

+  4 
+  % 

+  2 

+  1% +  % 
+  % +  % 
+  % 
+  % 

—  % —  % 

+     % 

+  "  % 

Hellman  to  Make  2  More 
British  Pix  for  20th-Fox 

London  (By  Cable)— Marcel  Hell- 
man  'has  been  signed  by  Spyros  P. 
Skouras  to  make  two  more  British 
pix  for  20th-Fox. 

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,  INC. 

160-1   BROAOWAi      N.    Y. Circle  6-6686 

Complete    Film    and 

Disc  Recording  Facilities 

Grants  Examination  in 
%  Suit  vs.  Nelson-Renner 

A  full  discovery  and  inspection  of 
the  books  and  records  of  the  Nelson- 
Renner  companies  and  an  examina- 

tion before  trial  of  Irving  Renner, 
Louis  Nelson  and  their  accountant, 
William  Namenson,  was  granted  yes- 

terday by  Supreme  Court  Justice 
Joseph  P.  Gavagan  in  the  case 
brought  by  20th  Century-Fox  against 
the  Endicott  Circuit  and  other  Nel- 

son-Renner companies.  Previously, 
the  Endicott  motion  to  dismiss  the 
complaint,  which  charged  fradulent 
reports  on  percentage  pictures,  was 
denied.  Other  plaintiffs  are  War- 

ner Bros.,  Paramount  and  Loew's. 
The  decision  permits  Phillips, 

Nizer,  Benjamin  &  Krim,  attorneys 
for  the  film  companies,  to  examine 
the  defendants  before  trial  and  to 
inspect  the  books  and  records. 

Gallup's  AR  Will  Check 
"Kid"  Campaign  Results 

Samuel  Goldwyn  Productions  will 
check  the  results  of  its  13-month 

campaign  on  "The  Kid  from  Brook- 
lyn" through  a  survey  to  be  con- 

ducted by  Audience  Research,  Inc. 
of  the  first  audience  when  the  RKO 
release  opens  at  the  Astor  tomor- row. 

Designed  to  determine  the  nature 
and  the  degree  of  anticipation  for 
the  film  with  the  average  movie- 

goer, survey  will  discover  how  many 
times  individuals  at  the  first  showing 
heard  of  the  film  via  newspapers, 
magazines,  radio,  advertising  or  pub- licity. 

Goldwyn  organization  holds  that 
the  average  person  will  be  sub- 

jected to  at  least  four  references  to 
the  picture,  while  a  circulation  es- 

timate of  450,000,000  in  advance  of 
,000  advertising  campaign,  is 

claimed  for  publicity  breaks. 

To  Examine  E.  M.  Loew 

Loew's,  Inc.,  yesterday  won  the 
right  to  examine  E.  M.  Loew  before 
trial  in  the  litigation  involving  the 
use  of  E.  M.  Loew's  name  in  the 
operation  of  the  Cross  Bay  Theater 

in  Queens.  After  Loew's  examine E.  M.  Loew  the  latter  will  examine 

Joseph  R.  Vogel,  head  of  Loew's 
Inc.,  theaters.  Dates  of  the  examin- 

ations will  be  determined  by  the 
attorneys  for  both  sides. 

MITCHELL  MAY,  Jr. 
CO.,  INC. 

INSURANCE 

Specializing 
in  requirements  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Industry 

75  Maiden  Lane,  New  York 
510  W.  6th  St.  Los  Angeles 

RKO  to  Pay  2  Dividends; 
Common  on  $1.20  Basis 

With  RKO  Corp.  directors  adopt- 

ing a  policy  of  placing  the  company's common  on  a  $1.20  annual  basis  as 
long  as  earnings  justify  such  divi- 

dend, the  board  yesterday  declared 
two  dividends  of  30  cents  each,  the 
first  payable  May  15  to  holders  of 
record  on  May  6  and  the  second  pay- 

able July  1  to  holders  of  record  on June  15. 

Chairman  Floyd  B.  Odium  in  an- 
nouncing the  action  said: 

"Profitable  -operations  during  the 
past  few  years  and  the  consumma- 

tion in  February  of  the  refinancing 
plan  have  created  a  strong  working 
capital  position  adequate  to  meet 
foreseeable  requirements  of  the  busi- 

ness. All  the  preferred  stock  has 
now  been  retired  and  earnings  con- 

tinue to  improve." 

COMING  and  GOINI 

Expect  400  to  Attend 
Variety  Club  Conclave 

With  138  Variety  Club  members 

already  registered  for  the  clubs' 10th  annual  convention  in  New  York, 
May  15-18,  indications  are  that  the 
total  registration  will  exceed  400  in- 

dustry persons,  it  was  announced 

yesterday  by  R.  J.  O'Donnell  and 
John  H.  Harris.  Tentative  reserva- 

tions for  another  70  to  90  delegates 
have  been  received. 
Arrangements  for  the  Humanitar- 

ian Award  dinner  were  set  in  motion 
this  week  by  Si  Fabian  and  the 
members  of  his  banquet  committee. 
The  preliminary  list  of  acceptances 
to  the  dinner  include  some  of  the 
top  names  in  the  industry,  Govern- 

ment, state  and  municipal  affairs. 

fi 

SPYROS  P.  SKOURAS  and  MURRAY  SIL, 
STONE  are  in  Paris  from  London  and  will  fi 
New  York  from  the  French  capital. 

SAM  ECKMAN,  Metro's  British  managing 
rector,  and  SIR  CORDON  CRAIC  are  en  rou- 
New  York  on  the  Queen  Mary. 
HERBERT  T.  SILVERBERG,  Coast  film  atto, 

has  returned  to  Hollywood  from  New  York 
Washington. 

ROBERT    HUTTON    has    arrived    ii 
from   the  Coast. 

SAM  ZIMBALIST,  M-C-M  producer,  is  at 
Waldorf-Astoria  from  Culver  City,  Calif. 

ARLEEN    WH-ELAN    has    been    given    leave 
Paramount   to  spend   the   month  of   May   in 
York  and  will  fly  to  Manhattan  after  complc 

her  role  in  "Suddenly   It's  Spring." 
SONNY  TUFTS  has  left  Hollywood  for  a  I 

day  in  Mexico,  accompanied  by  MICKEY  MOC 
Paramount  assistant  director. 
ROBERT  KERRIDCE,  partner  of  J.  Arthur  F 

in  the  New  Zealand  circuit  which  bears  his  n; 

arrives  from   London  over  the  week-end. 

R.  W.  Coyne  Accepts  AT 
Executive  Director  Post 

Cliff  Work  Recovering 
After  an  Appendectomy 

West    Coast  Bureau   of   THE   FILM    DAILY 

Hollywood — Cliff  Work,  vice-pres- 
ident in  charge  of  Universal  film 

productions,  is  recuperating  from  an 
appendectomy  performed  Saturday. 
His  condition  was  reported  excellent 
and  he  is  expected  to  return  to  his 
desk  at  the  studio  within  the  next 
two  weeks. 

(Continued  from  Page   1 ) 

period  as  field  director  of  the  V 
Bond  organization  and  as  assist  1 
to  Ted  R.  Gamble,  national  dired  i 
Gamble    and    Coyne    organized 
Bond-selling  units  in  48  states  ; 
the  territories,  assuming  the  lead  I 
ship  in  the  drives  which  resulted  | 
the  sale  of  almost  200  billion  doll  l 
in  Bonds. 

In  his  new  position,  Coyne  will  ; 
sist  in  completing  the  formation ! 
ATA.  He  is  a  native  of  Bangor,  ̂   j 
is  42  years  old  and  was  educated! 
Georgetown  and  National  Unive 
ties.  Prior  to  the  war  he  was  j 
charge  of  the  New  England  divisl 
of  the  Bureau  of  Internal  Revenue 

Five  in  Para.'s  Sixth 
Paramount's  sixth  block  of  ] 

tures  for  general  release  consists 

five  pictures.  They  are  "O.S.! 
"The  Searching  Wind,"  "Swa 
Fire,"  "The  Strange  Love  of  Mar 

Ivers,"    and    "Monsieur    Beaucaii ; 
Returns  to  Ansco 

Binghamton,  N.  Y. — Robert  M.Dt 
has  returned  to  his  post  as  adv 
tising  manager  of  the  Ansco  Divis 
of  General  Aniline  &  Film  Cc 
after  serving  approximately  1 
years  in  the  Navy. 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion  picture, 
HEDDA  HOPPER  also  says  it! 

(M-G-M  of  coarse!) 

WORLD  PREMIERE  NOW  AT  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL 
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j  tearing  on  Gov't's chine  Plan  May  7 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ay  told  Judge  Knight  that  the 
hain  may  at  the  same  time  submit 

;|s  own  plan  of  realignment  of  the 
•uit.  Counsel  had  sought  60  days 

*,^sdthis  was  denied  by  the  court. 
T;=rrotesting  the  adjournment,  Rob- 

rt  L.  Wright,  special  assistant  rep- 
?senting  the  Department  of  Justice, 
eclared  that  "the  defendants  do  not 
ntend  to  submit  any  plan." 
Arguments  in  Form  of  Briefs 

In  granting  the  three  weeks'  post- 
onement  Judge  Knight  directed  that 
he  arguments  be  restricted  to  briefs 
lone.  The  Government  will  have  an 
dditional  week  in  which  to  reply  to 
'he  Schine  memorandum. 
Under  the  court's  decision  of  last 

November  the  Schine  Chain  is  di- 
rected to  divert  itself  of  approx- 

mately  80  of  160  theaters  in  five 
Eastern  states.  The  Chain  mean- 

while has  filed  notice  in  Federal 
lourt  here  that  it  intends  to  appeal 
o  the  United  States  Supreme  Court 

ram  Judge  Knight's  decision  of  last 
November  ordering  the  Chain  dis- 
olved,  reorganized  or  realigned. 
In  his  opinion,  Judge  Knight  found 

hat  the  Schine  Chain  had  monopo- 
ized  exhibition  of  motion  pictures  in 
■iolation  of  the  Sherman  Anti-Trust 
lot. 

I  ?ix  for  Baltimore  Kids 
At  3  p.m.  on  School  Days? 

Baltimore  —  Children  under  16 
.'ears  of  age  will  not  be  permitted  to 
ittend  film  theaters  here  until  after 

J  p.m.  of  any  school  day  if  a  pro- 
posed ordinance  to  that  effect  is 

oassed  when  presented  to  the  Balti- 
more City  Council  meeting  next 

Monday.  Theater  owners  apparently 
ire  not  planning  any  opposition. 
  

|f|Dushway  Quits  Rauland 
Chicago  —  W.  C.  Cushway,  vice- 

orexy  and  sales  manager  of  the 
Rauland  Corp.,  manufacturers  of 
;elevision  equipment,  has  retired 

■ffrom  the  company  and  been  suc- ceeded by  R.  M.  Gray. 

Stevens  Withdraws  Squawk 
Clearance  cemplaint  filed  with  the 

Boston  tribunal  by  Bernard  H.  Stev- 
ens, operating  the  Hampton  The- 
ater, Hampton  Center,  N.  H.,  has 

been  withdrawn  by  general  stipua- 
tion.  Action  was  filed  in  March,  1945. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 

GREETINGS  TO: 
April  17 

Raymond  Gallagher  William  Holden 
J.  S.  Ward  Arthur  Lake 

Anne  Shirley  X.  H.  Goldstein 
William  Travis  Lon   McCallister 

« REVIEWS |  John  LeRoy  Johnston 
»  Dies  of  Heart  Attack 

"Make  Mine  Music!" 
RKO-Disney  74  Mins. 
DISNEY  TOPS  HIMSELF  IN  MUSICAL 

FANTASY  THAT  IS  CERTAIN  TO  PROVE 
A  TREMENDOUS  NOISE  AT  THE  BOX 
OFFICE. 

You've  got  to  hand  it  to  Walt  Disney. 
He's  forever  topping  himself.  Just  when 

you  think  he's  reached  the  non-plus-ultra 
of  the  art  of  animation  up  he  comes  with 

something  that  excels  his  previous  big  ef- 

fort. "Make  Mine  Music!"  is  a  perfect 
illustration.  The  master's  latest  experiment 
in  screen  magic  has  brought  forth  a  musical 

fantasy  that  is  out  of  this  world  figuratively 
as  well  as  literally.  In  the  production  are 
embodied  all  the  techniques  that  have  won 
for  Disney  recognition  as  the  foremost  ex- 

ponent of  the  art  of  the  screen  animation. 
It  is  difficult  to.  conceive  of  screen  en- 

tertainment with  a  more  universal  appeal. 
Highbrows  and  lowbrows  and  old  and  young 
alike  will  respond  with  fervor  to  what  strikes 

the  eye  and  ear  in  "Make  Mine  Music!".  In 
the  10  unrelated  items  that  make  up  the 
footage  are  expressed  a  variety  of  moods 
all  creative  of  a  supreme  sense  of  pleasure. 
Full  of  the  stuff  of  which  dreams  are  made, 

the  picture  has  every  right  to  as  big  if  not 
bigger  box  office  take  than  any  of  its 
predecessors  from  the  Disney  realm  of  make- 
believe. 

Using  Technicolor  with  unparalleled  au- 
dacity, expertness  and  effectiveness,  Disney 

has  made  of  each  of  the  10  parts  a  gem  of 
art  and  entertainment.  Time  and  again  he 

achieves  breath-taking  loveliness  and  stirs 
the  soul  with  pleasurable  emotions.  To  say 

the  over-all  effect  is  spellbinding  is  under- 
estimation. 

"The  Martins  and  the  Coys,"  "Blue 
Bayou,"  "All  the  Cats  Join  In,"  "Without 
You,"  "Casey  at  the  Bat,"  "Two  Silhou- 

ettes," 'Peter  and  the  Wolf,"  "After  You're 
Gone,"  "Johnny  Fedora  and  Alice  Blue- 
bonnet"  and  "The  Whale  Who  Wanted  to 

Sing  at  the  Met"  are  the  titles  of  the  10 
items,  a  number  of  which  are  interpreta- 

tive and  a  number  impressionistic.  In  their 

presentation  Disney  has  employed  some 

high-calibre  talent  that  means  plenty  at  the 
box  offices  of  the  nation.  Nelson  Eddy, 

Dinah  Shore,  Benny  Goodman  and  his  or- 
chestra, the  Andrews  Sisters,  Jerry  Colonna, 

Andy  Russell,  Sterling  Holloway,  Riabou- 
chinska  and  Lichine,  the  Pied  Pipers,  the 

King's  Men  and  the  Ken  Darby  Chorus  are 
among  the  unseen  artists  who  cater  to  a 
wide  variety  of  tastes.  Each  is  commendable 
in  his  or  her  own  way. 

Unlimited  praise  is  due  the  army  of  ar- 

tists who  labored  to  make  of  "Make  Mine 

Music!"  something  of  which  the  art  of  the 
motion  picture  can  well  be  proud. 
UNSEEN  TALENT:  Nelson  Eddy,  Dinah  Shore, 

Benny  Goodman  and  orchestra,  Andrews  Sisters, 
lerry  Colonna,  Andy  Russell,  Sterling  Holloway, 

Riabouchinska  and  Lichine,  Pied  Pipers,  King's 
Men,   Ken   Darby  Chorus. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Walt  Disney;  Production 
Supervisor,  Joe  Grant;  Directors,  Jack  Kinney, 
Clyde  Ceronimi,  Hamilton  Luske,  Bob  Cormack, 
Josh  Meador;  Story,  Homer  Brightman,  Dick 
Huemer,  Dick  Kinney,  John  Walbridge,  Tom 
Oreb,  Dick  Shaw,  Eric  Gurney,  Sylvia  Holland, 
T.  Hee,  Dick  Kelsey,  Jesse  Marsh,  Roy  Williams, 
Ed  Penner,  Jim  flodrero,  Cap  Palmer,  Erwin 
Graham;  Art  Supervisors,  Mary  Blair,  Elmer 
Plummer,  John  Hench;  Animators,  Les  Clark, 
Ward  Kimball,  Milt  Kahl,  John  Sibley,  Hal  King, 
Eric  Larson,  John  Lounsberry,  01  lie  Johnston, 
Fred  Moore,  Hugh  Fraser,  Judge  Whitaker,  Harvey 
Toombs,  Tom  Massey,  Phil  Duncan,  Hal  Ambro, 

Jack  Campbell,  Cliff  Nordberg,  Bill"  Justice,  Al 
Bertino,  John  McManus,  Ken  O'Brien;  Musical 
Director,  Charles  Wolcott;  Associates,   Ken  Dar- 

( Continued  from  Page  1) 

International    Pictures'    director    of 
advertising  and  publicity. 

He  is  survived  by  his  widow,  Mrs. 
Gladys  Johnston;  two  sons,  John 
LeRoy  Johnston,  Jr.,  and  William 
Alden  Johnston,  23,  and  one  daugh- 

ter, Mrs.  Patricia  Jeanne  Gold  of 
Buffalo,  21.  Mrs.  Gold  is  en  route 
to  Hollywood  for  the  funeral,  ar- 

rangements for  which  are  being 
completed. 
Among  the  organizations  Johnston 

was  associated  with  in  his  more  than 
20  years  as  a  film  publicist  were 
Universal,  Famous  Players,  First 
National,  Warner  Bros.,  Walter 
Wanger  Productions,  Hunt  Strom- 
berg  Productions  and  Republic.  He 
joined  International  in  June  of  1944. 

Johnston  also  had  sexwed  as  presi. 
dent  of  the  Wampas,  chairman  of  the 

publicity  directors'  committee  of  the 
AMPP,  managing  editor  of  four  Faw- 
cett  magazines  and  director  of  pub- 

lic relations  of  the  Academy  of 
Motion  Picture  Arts  and  Sciences. 

iAis  personal  representative  for 
Edwin  Carewe  he  was  responsible 
solely  for  the  highly  successful  cam- 

paign that  launched  Dolores  Del  Rio 
on  a  Hollywood  career  and  made  her 
one  of  the  top  glamor  names  of  the industry. 

B  &  K  Net  of  $2,187,389; 
Earned  $8.32  per  Share 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

pany  assets  were  $2,882,010  against 
liabilities   of  $1,599,575. 
John  Balaban,  secretary,  said  the 

company  spent  more  than  $150,000 
for  television  last  year  and  would 
increase  this  to  $250,000  this  year  if 
equipment  could  be  obtained. 

B  &  K  has  invested  about  $1,000,- 
000  in  its  television  station  WBKB 
since  starting  it. 

Business  of  the  circuit  is  very 
good  and  the  outlook  for  this  year 
bright.  The  company  paid  $6.25  in 
dividends  last  year  and  already  $3 
has  been  declared  this  year.  Com- 

mon stock  is  hard  to  get,  brokers 
report. 

Withdraw   "North   Atlantic" 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — "Action  in  the  North 
Atlantic"  has  been  withdrawn  from 
screens  in  the  U.  S.  zone  of  occupa- 

tion in  Germany  because  of  its 
"Militaristic"  theme,  the  War  De- 

partment said. 

"One  More  Tomorrow"  May  13 

National  tradeshowing  of  "One 
More  Tomorrow"  has  been  set  by 
Warners  for  May  13. 

by,  Oliver  Wallace,  Edward  Plumb;  Songs,  Ray 
Gilbert,  Allie  Wrubel,  Eliot  Daniel,  Bobby  Worth; 
Process  Effects,  UB  Iwerks;  Sound,  S.  0.  Syl- 
field,  Robert  O.  Cook;  Effects  Animators,  George 
Rowley,  Jack  Boyd,  Andy  Engman,  Brad  Case, 

Don  Patterson;  Layout,  Kendall  O'Connor,  Hugh 
Hennesy,  Al  Zinnen,  Ed  Benedict,  Charles 
Philippi,  Don  Da  Gradi,  Lance  Nolley,  Charles 
Payzant,  John  Niendorff;  Backgrounds,  Claude 
Coats,  Art  Rile,  'Ralph  Hulett,  Merle  Cox,  Ray 
Huffine,  Al  'Dempster,  Thelma  Witmer,  Jimi 
Trout;  Color  Consultant, Mique  Nelson. 

CPA  Halts  Building 
On  40  New  Theaters 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Compliance  Division,  who  announced 
the  crackdown,  told  The  Film  Daily 
that  most  of  the  theaters  involved 

were  not  proceeding  in  violation  of 
the  three-week-old  construction  limi- 

tation but  owners  had  told  Govern- 
ment investigators  they  intended  to 

go  ahead. In  addition  to  the  3,000  projects 
halted,  thousands  of  others,  includ- 

ing many  theaters,  were  told  not  to 
go  ahead  without  authorization  from 
CPA  field  offices. 

While  no  list  of  theaters  involved 
was  immediately  available,  Verner 
said  they  included  projects  in  most 
areas  in  the  country.  He  said  one 
theater  was  to  be  built  in  Washing- 

ton and  another  in  Dayton,  Q. 
Investigation  of  some  theater  con- 

struction showed  that  builders 
claimed  they  were  not  aware  that 
to  lay  a  foundation  after  March  26 
without  authorization  was  illegal 
provided  they  had  begun  other  work 
in  connection  nvith  the  construction. 
These  builders  agreed  not  to  proceed 
with  building  until  they  they  ob- 

tained proper  authorization. 
Under  the  limitation  order  work 

on  projects  may  proceed  without 
specific  authorization  if  construction 
had  started  before  the  orders  effec- 

tive date  on  March  26.  To  "begin" construction  within  the  meaning  of 

the  order  is  to  "incorporate  into  a 
structure  on  the  site  materials  which 
are  to  be  an  integral  part  of  the 

structure  in  question." 

Browning  to  Manage  10 
Griffith  Amuse.  Theaters 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

tion  announcement  yesterday  by  C. 
F.  Motley,  assistant  to  L.  C.  Griffith, 
president.  At  the  same  time  Motley 
announced  that  Paul  Cornwell,  Clin- 

ton, Okla.,  manager,  had  been  trans- 
ferred to  Enid,  Okla.,  to  take  the 

post  vacated  by  the  death  of  George 
Limerick  there  recently. 

Other  changes  included  transfer 
of  Wayne  Wallace,  manager  of  Elk 
City,  Okla.,  to  Pampa  to  succeed  Carl 
Benefiel,  who  resigned  recently.  Dale 
Davis,  assistant  to  Limerick  before 
his  death,  was  made  manager  at  Elk 
City.  Morgan  Duvall,  of  Chiekasha, 
has  been  assigned  to  the  Clinton  post 
vacated  by  Cornwell. 

STORK  REPORTS 
Detroit  —  Mr.  and  Mrs.  William 

Cassidy  owners  of  a  circuit  of  up- 
state houses  centering  at  Midland, 

are  the  parents  of  a  new  baby  girl. 

Kal  Bruss,  Film  Classics  salesman, 
is  the  father  of  a  boy,  Joel  Neal, 
bom  to  Mrs.  Bruss  at  Detroit. 



Artists 
H3 
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Since  1919,  to  foster  the  best 

independent  combinations 

of  producer,  cast  and  story, 

and  with  superior  sales  man- 

power, to  offer  for  distribu- 
tion, motion  pictures  for  the 

best  possible  boxomce  success 

A     T  R  ADIT  !  ON 

What  brings  the  best  of  independent  producers  into  the 

UA  fold?  MANPOWER... manpower  constantly  augmented 

by  yital  new  blood  from  the  ranks,  with  new  ideas,  young 

ideas,  bold  ideas  .  .  .  backed  by  the  "know-how"  and  out- 

standing success  of  time-tested  motion  picture  selling.  That 

is  why  important  names  of  independent  production  like 

Golden  Pictures  release  thru  United  Artists. 

THIS   IS   THE   THIRD   OF   A   SERIES   OF   UNITED   ARTISTS   ADVERTISEMENTS   TO   THE   TRADE 



k\       ̂ m !  ***f 

,  Tom  Breneman  -  Bonita  Granville  .  Beulah  Bondi  •  Edward  Ryan  .  Raymond  Walb
um  .  Billie  Burke  -  Zasu  Pitts  and  Hedda  Hopper  ■  Plus !  Andy  Russell 

^r/ones  and  His  City  Slickers-King  Cole  Trio •  Produced  by  Robert  S.  Gold
en . Directed  by  Harold  Schuster- Original  Story  and  Screenplay  by  Ear.  W.  Ba.dw.n 

■ 
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tt  fILfn  DfllLV  REVIEWS  Of  DEW  SHORTS  i 
"Flicker  Flashbacks" 

(NO.  6) 
RKO-Radio  8  Mins. 

Should  Appeal  to  All 
"When  Mother  was  a  Girl,"  the 

Vitagraph  production  of  "Romeo  and 
Juliet"  was  the  piece  de  resistance. 
Tempus  has  fugited  and  turned  this 
tragedy  into  a  comedy.  Excellently 
narrated  by  Knox  Manning,  whose 
humor  is  surpassed  only  by  his  tim- 

ing, this  short  then  shows  scenes 
from  another  killer,  a  Blanche  Sweet- 
Biograph  heroic  titled,  "A  Quirk  of 
Fate."  Contained  herein  are  all  the 
melodramatics  needed  to  melt  the 
hardest  heart.  This  type  of  piece 
should  appeal  to  all,  with  more  than 
a  tinge  lof  nostalgia  for  the  aged. 

"Popular  Science" Paramount  10  Mins. Okay 

Opening  with  a  tour  through  Cali- 
fornia's pet  pooch  clinic,  where  dog illnesses  are  treated  with  infinite 

care,  the  second  half  deals  with 
Fiberglas,  a  glass  yarn  that  is  fire 
and  moisture  proof,  and  its  value. 
A  demonstration  of  its  qualities  is 
shown  when  a  fire  starts  in  a  waste- 
basket,  but  fails  to  damage  the 
basket  or  the  drapes  hanging  nearby. 
Just  another  little  miracle  from 
Para,  and  Popular  Science. 

"Hollywood  Canine  Canteen" Warners  7  Mins. 
Dog-gone  Good 

Patterned  after  the  Hollywood 
Canteen,  the  Canine  Canteen  makes 
a  bid  for  recognition  in  the  pooch 
world.  Each  canine  has  the  voice  and 
appearance  of  his  movie-star  master, 
and  the  ensuing  antics  are  witty 
and  amusing.  A  colorful  cartoon, 
this  should  sell  well. 

"My  Old  Kentucky  Home" 
(Terrytoon) 

20th-Fox  7  Mins. 
Very  Good 

The  musical  arrangements  and 
medley  of  tunes  are  especially  good 
in  this  Mighty  Mouse  Technicolor 
cartoon.  Much  action  and  situation 
is  packed  into  the  story  of  the  Wolf 
who  comes  to  foreclose  on  the  mort- 

gage if  he  doesn't  get  Nellie's  hand 
in  marriage.  Nellie's  boy  friend,  a 
jockey,  promises  to  win  the  Ken- 

tucky Derby  purse  and  save  her. 
With  the  aid  of  Mouse's  might  the 
deed  is  accomplished. 

"Chimp  on  the   Loose" Universal  10   Mins. 
Enjoyable 

Any  type  of  monkey-business  is 
usually  sure-fire  and  this  is  no  ex- 

ception. Slow  in  starting,  its  humor 
is  more  prominent  in  its  later  scenes. 
Quality  is  average  but  its  sequences 
-as  the  chimp  drinks  soda-water 

and  beer,  involves  himself  with 
toothpaste  and  shaving  cream,  climbs 
into  a  laundry  tub,  and  cavorts  be- 

hind the  wheel  of  a  car — are  old 
faithfuls  in  provoking  laughs. 

"Throwing  The  Bull" 
(Terrytoon) 

20th -Fox  7   Mins. 
Outstanding, 

This  one  marks  a  new  peak  in  the 
Mighty  Mouse  Technicolor  series 
with  the  vocal  and  musical  back- 

ground paralleling  the  action  and 
humor.  A  bull-ring  in  Spain  is  used 
as  the  locale.  Carmencita's  hand  in 
marriage  is  promised  to  the  one  who 
throws  the  ferocious  Bull.  The  Bull 
tosses  all  the  frightened  picadors 
and  toreadors  out  of  the  ring  until 
M.  M.  answers  the  call  and  zooms 
from  the  sky  to  win  Carmencita  by 
dusting  off  the  Bull  and  all  his 
brothers. 

"Gem  of  the  Ocean" 
Warners  20  Mins. 

Spotlighting  Guam 
Showing  how  Guam  was  trans- 

formed from  a  tropical  outpost  to  an 
armed  fortress,  this  piece,  produced 
in  co-operation  with  the  U.  S.  Navy, 
has  been  beautifully  and  expertly 
photographed  by  U.  S.  Navy  Combat 
Crewmen.  The  footage  reveals  also 
how  supplies  have  been  brought  in 
for  re-building  and  maintenance  pur- 

poses, and  how  the  work  and  life 
are  now  functioning  on  this  tiny 
island.  Constructive  evidence  of  the 
work  our  Navy  does,  this  short  will 
sell  itself  on  its  Technicolorful  pho- 

tography, if  nothing  else. 

"Cartoon  Crusader" 
(Person-Oddity) 

Universal  9  Mins. 
Interesting 

A  series  of  sequences  shows  five 
different  people  and  what  they  do  to 

rate  being  "Person-Oddities."  Arthur 
Szyk,  political  cartoonist,  is  shown 
first,  then  Mrs.  Charles  H.  Fritz, 
with  a  collection  of  old-time  lamps. 
A  collection  of  over  250  chess  sets  is 
shown  with  its  owner,  Gustavus 
Pfeiffer,  and  Mrs.  Jane  Fauntz  Man- 
ske,  former  U.  S.  diving  champ, 
shows  how  she  uses  her  daughter  as 
a  model  for  her  ceramic  dolls.  Last, 
and  least  only  in  size,  a  midget  mar- 

riage is  shown.  A  short  that  will 
please  most  audiences. 

"Flicker  Flashbacks" 

(NO.  7) RKO-Radio  7  Mins. 
Great  for  Laughs 

When  Biograph  cornered  the  movie 
market  and  Blanche  was  perpetually 
Sweet,  they  turned  out  little  epics 
like  "Change  of  Heart,"  which  also 
featured  Henry  B.  Walthall,  here  and 
there.  As  a  gentleman  crook  he  was 
a  good  butcher.  After  stealing  a 
pearl  necklace,  he  finds  that  Blanche 
is  the  owner  and  promptly  hands  it 
back,  then  bids  her  a  tearful  farewell 
and  slinks  off  into  the  night — the 
cur!  But  wait,  the  second  offering  is 
a  Charlie  Chaplin  morsel,  well  gar- 

nished with  beauties,  a  rival,  police 
and  the  inevitable  chase.  So  ends 

"The  Adventurer,"  starring  Chaplin 
and  Edna  Purviance.  Next  week — 
"East  Lynn"! 

"The  Lady  Said  No" (Daffy  Ditty) 
UA  7  Mins. 

Wonderful 
This  new  Technicolor  puppet  car- 

toon, produced  by  Morey  and  Suther- 
land, is  tops  in  quality.  It  has  enter- 

tainment, wit,  and  clever  animation. 
The  setting  is  Mexico  and  the  story 
deals  with  a  gay  but  poor  caballero 
who  finds  himself  the  fall  guy  for 

a  senorita  who  said  "No!"  Her 
family  forces  him  to  marry  her,  and 
when  the  storks  fly  over  his  home  in 
battle  formation  he's  the  one  who 
finally  shouts  "No!"  The  ornate Mexican  serenaders  who  pop  up  from 
least  expected  places  are  one  of  the 

subject's  highlights.    " 

"It's  All  In  The  Stars" 

(Terrytoon) 
20th-Fox  7  Mins. 

Excellent 

A  beautifully  Technicolored  effect 
of  the  Universe  and  the  Milky  Way 
for  the  opening  of  this  newest  of  the 
Gandy  Goose  series  serves  as  intro- 

ductory mood  for  exciting  dream 
sequences  of  Gandy  and  the  Cat.  Cat 
is  accused  of  eating  a  canary  which 
he  freed  from  a  cage,  and  becomes 

the  'target  of  the  animal  kingdom's wrath  until  he  wakes  up. 

"Black  Ducks  and  Broadbills" 
RKO-Radio  8  Mins. Fair 

Although  the  subject  matter  is  es- 
sentially good,  the  photography  is 

not  up  to  par  and  the  piece  does  not 
hold  interest.  Hunters,  ducks,  decoys, 
and  blinds,  are  thrown  together,  the 
net  result  being  footage  which  might 
appeal  to  sports  lovers,  if  they 
haven't  seen  several  better  ones  al- ready. 

"Service  With  A  Guile" 
(Popeye) 

Paramount  6  Mins. 
Habitual  Humor 

Olive  Oyl,  the  Zasu  Pitts  of  the 
comics,  is  knocking  herself  out  when 
Popeye  and  Bluto  come  along  and 
offer  to  help.  Trying  their  hand  at 
servicing  the  car,  they  fail  com- 

pletely and  the  car  falls  apart.  The 
nick  of  time  act  repeats  itself,  as 
Popeye  eats  his  spinach,  and  speedily 
re-assembles  the  car.  A  rehash  of 
Popeye  situations,  its  humor  is 
habitual  rather  than  ingenious. 

"Rhythm  On  Ice" Warners  10  Mins. 
Asset  to  Any  Bill 

Time  and  expense  have  gone  into 
this  one  to  make  it  well  worth  the 
price  of  admission.  Scene  is  an  ice 
rink  and  scenery  includes  Corinne 
Church,  George  Arnold,  the  Brinck- 
mann  Sisters,  the  Cubettes,  the  Not- 

ables, and  the  Melody  Masters  Band. 
Well-staged  ice  numbers  are  pre- 

sented in  a  most  pleasing  manner  and 
tieing  it  together  into  quite  a  neat 
package.  Should  prove  to  be  an  asset 
on  any  bill. 

"Lonesome  Lenny" M-G-M 

Silly 

Well   done   in  spots,  this  Techn 
color  cartoon  leaves  a  rather  ns 
tive  impression.    Lenny,  a  dog 
Mortimer    Snerd    characterise 
wants  a  pal,  and  his  owner  decide 
Screwy   Squirrel  is  it.    But  Screw 
has  other  ideas,  which  leads  to  tb< 
inevitable  chase  through  the  housi 
Imaginative  enough  in  places,  as 
whole  it's  fair  entertainment. 

nag  ! 

ism 

"Fresh  Fish" 
Warners  7  Mins 

Very  Good This  cartoon  will  provide  plenty  o 
laughs  as  it  meanders  under  sea  h 
search  of  the  Whim- Wham  Whistling 
Shark.  Animals  of  the  deep  pass 
bv  in  rapid  succession  and  is  com 
mented  on  by  the  narrator:  i.e.,  sar- 

dines swim  by  pressed  close  togethei 
as  if  still  in  a  can.  The  comments 
are  funny,  the  cartooning  very  good 
and  it  should  go  over  well. 

"The  Wicked  Wolf" 
(Terrytoon) 

20th-Fox  7  Mins. Entertaining 

A  musical  version  of  the  Three 
Bears,  presented  over  a  television 
set  for  a  group  of  mice,  is  the  basis 
for  this  Mighty  Mouse  Technicolor 
subject.  The  vocal  background  is 
noteworthy  and  a  sequence  where 
Goldilocks  sings  in  Betty  Hutton 
style  is  a  real  laugh-getter.  Mighty 
Mouse  is  called  into  action  when 
Goldilocks  finds  the  wolves  too  much 
for  her,  and  winds  up  a  hero  to  the 
television  audience  as  he  zooms  out 
of  the  set. 

"Wings  of  Courage" (Person-Oddity) 
Universal  9  Mins. Fair 

Opening  with  a  subject  which  audi- 
ences with  weak  stomachs  may  not 

relish,  the  rest  is  pleasant  enough  in 
its  telling.  Initial  subject  is  Mrs. 
Alverna  Babbs,  legless,  who  is  shown 
climbing  around  and  servicing  her 

own  plane.  Mrs.  Olga  O'Connor,  who makes  kitchen  articles  artistic  is 
next,  and  then  Mrs.  Fannie  Branson, 
who  makes  realistic  miniatures  of 
horses.  Gus  Yearicks,  and  his  un- , 
usual  hedges  is  pictured,  and  lastly, 
Clarence  Tuska,  who  made  a  lawn 
mower  that  uses  old  razor  blades. 
Not  up  to  standard  it  should  rate  as 
average  entertainment. 

"Ski  Master" 
RKO-Radio  8  Mins. 

Fun  to  Watch 

Setting  is  New  Hampshire's  North 
Conway,  and  subject  is  Hannes 
Schneider,  considered  one  of  the 
finest  teachers  in  the  trade.  How  he 
planned  the  slopes,  how  he  spends 
his  time  in  the  off  season  and  then 
his  method  of  instruction,  with  prac- 

tical demonstrations,  are  shown.  Fun 
to  watch,  it  should  rate  satisfactory showings. 
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IN   TECHNICOLOR 
with 

THE  GOLDWYN  GIR 
WALTER  ABEL  •  EVE  ARDEN  •  STEVE 

FAV  BAINTER  •  LIONET  STANDER 
Directed  by  NORMAN  2.  McLEOD 

Adapted  by  DON  HARTMAN  and  MELVILLE  SHAVELSOM 

From  a  Screenplay  by  GROVER  JONES,  FRANK  BUTLER  and  RICHARD  CCNNELL 
Based  on  a  Play  by  LYNN  ROOT  and  HARRY  CLORK 



STOR,  N.Y.  APRIL  18th 

"The  Samuel  Goldwyn-Danny  Kaye  combination  has  outdone  itself 

.  .  .  Looks  certain  to  bring  in  top  grosses  wherever  played/' 

— Variety 

"Loaded  with  pay-off  ingredients  for  a  luxury-hungry  public  and 

for  laugh-hungry  audiences/1  _M   p   Do|/y 

"Danny  Kaye  is  better  than  twice  before  ...  A  money-maker  of 

girth  and  proportion/7  _M   p  Hefald 

"Samuel  Goldwyn  has  rung  the  bell  again  ...  A  whiz  of  a  show 

for  any  theatre  anywhere."  -Showmen's  Trade  Review 

"First  rate  entertainment  of  top  B.O.  calibre  . . .  Danny  Kaye  again 

a  wow-"  -Film  Daily 

"Solid  fun  .  .  .  geared  for  high  box-office  returns  .  .  .  lavish  pro- 

duction  "  -Daily  Variety 

—The  Exhibitor 

— Boxoffice 

'Hilarious  Kaye  vehicle  will  prove  very  popular. 

'Sure  to  do  capacity  business  in  all  playdates." 

'Call  out  the  auditors  and  total  up  another  bonanza." 
—The  Independent 

WALTER  WINCHELL  says: 

"Danny  Kaye  is  at  his 
funniest  in  'The  Kid  From 

Brooklyn'." 

and 
LOUELLA  0.  PARSONS  says: 

"I  never  in  my  life  en- 
joyed a  picture  more  .  .  . 

How  much  funnier  can  a 

picture  get?" 

JIMMIE  FIDLER  says: 

"For  a  fun  festival,  take 

the   family   to   see   'The 

Kid  From  Brooklyn'." 

RELEASED 
THROUGH 
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MPAA  Meets  Today  to 
Forestall  New  Strike 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
ciation  of  Machinists,  in  Washington. 

The  Saturday  meeting  resulted  in 
a  truce  lasting  until  9  p.m.  EST  this 
evening.  If  no  agreement  has  been 
reached  by  then,  the  machinists  are 
prepared  for  economic  action  with 
assurances  of  support  from  many 
CSU  units. 
Both  Price  and  Johnston  have 

been  in  frequent  telephone  communi. 

  STRIKE   
West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  L.  P.  Lindelof, 

president  of  the  International 
Brotherhood  of  Painters,  Decora- 

tors, and  Paper  Hangers,  has 
authorized  a  strike  by  his  Holly- 

wood studio  painters  local  against 
the  major  studios  in  protest 
against  open  shop  contracts.  His 
approval,  however,  provides  that 
a  walkout  is  authorized  only  on 
condition  that  the  international 
offices  of  the  unions  representing 
the  electricians,  carpenters,  ma' 
chinists  and  other  crafts  also  ap- 

prove work  stoppage. 

cation  from  Washington  with  studio 
toppers  and  officials  of  the  New  York 
offices  since  Saturday,  but  they  have 
not  met  again  with  the  machinist 
leaders. 

Managers  Guild  Carries 
RKO  Row  to  Johnston 

The  Motion  Picture  Theater  Oper- 
ating Managers  and  Assistant  Man- 
agers Guild  has  appealed  to  Eric  A. 

Johnston,  head  of  the  MPAA,  to  use 
his  influence  in  bringing  about  a 
settlement  of  its  dispute  with  RKO 
stemming  from  the  alleged  refusal 
of  the  circuit  to  abide  by  a  War 
Labor  Board  order  increasing  wages 
and  reducing  hours  of  managerial 

help  in  the  company's  houses  in  the New  York  area.  The  union  stresses 
the  asserted  refusal  of  the  circuit 
to  submit  firings  to  arbitration.  It 
informs  Johnston  that  Monday  night 
the  union's  members  reaffirmed  their 
"determination  to  take  strike  action 
should  the  company  remain  unbend- 

ing in  its  refusal  to  permit  such 
arbitration." 

Studios  Offer  Daily 
Employes  I8V2  Cent  Hike 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — The  major  motion  pic- 
ture studios  yesterday  offered  to  in- 

crease the  hourly  rates  of  all  daily 
employes  18%  cents  per  hour  or  10 
per  cent  over  the  present  wage 
agreement  rates,  whichever  is 
greater.  Other  classifications  of  em- 

ployes such  as  cumulative  weekly 
employes  and  flat  salaried  employes 
were  offered  equivalent  increases  un- 

der wage  agreement  provisions  in 
compliance  with  the  requirements  of 
the  wage  and  hour  law.  This  offer 
confoi-ms  to  national  wage  policy 
established  by  the  administration  in 
Washington  and  will  maintain  wage 
standards  in  the  motion  picture  in- 

*  REVIEWS  Of  SHORT  SUBJECTS  1 
"Two  Million  Rooms" 

(This  is  America) 
RKO-Radio  16  Mins. 

Pertinent 
Taken  behind  the  scenes  of  one  of 

America's  biggest  business  - —  the 
hotel  industry  —  and  showing  why 
and  how  the  bottleneck  in  hotel 
rooms  has  developed.  With  travel 
restrictions  off,  and  reconversion 
plans  bigger  than  ever,  demands  on 
hotels  have  become  greater  than 
ever  before. 

Leaving  the  room  situation,  this 
short  pictures  how  large  hotels  func- 

tion and  operate  as  a  complete  unit, 
and  how  advanced  methods  of  man- 

agement this  modern  equipment  have 
made  them  practically  self-sustain- ing. 

A  subject  as  pertinent  as  this  will 
surely  prove  interesting  to  those — 
and  they  are  many — who  have  been 
faced  with  the  problem,  "where  can 

I  get  a  room?". 

"Smart  As  A  Fox" 
Warners  10  Mins. 

Child's  Play 
Done  by  the  Moscow  Kino  Studio, 

USSR,  this  piece  is  tender  and 
appealingly  but  narrated  in  such  a 
way  as  to  appeal  primarily  for  chil- 

dren. A  family  of  Foxes  is  chosen 
as  the  subject.  The  mother  is  killed, 
one  of  the  little  foxes  is  lost  and 
the  whole  thing  is  supposed  to  tear 
your  heart  out.  Kids  will  love  this 

'Spring  in  the  Forest'  tale. 

"Unusual  Occupations" 
Paramount  10  Mins. 

Entertaining 

Swinging  from  a  mountain  climb- 
ing school  for  children  in  Canada's 

Rocky  Mountain  Park,  to  Herb  Wood 
in  Tucson  fashioning  furniture  from 
Cholla  and  Saguaro  cactus,  to  Lee 
M.  Unrah  fashioning  miniature 
household  articles  from  banded 
quartz,  to  Clarence  L.  Friend  and 
his  telescope  with  which  he  searches 
the  heavens  for  new  comets,  and 
finally,  a  miniature  amusement  park 
built  entirely  of  toothpicks  by  Mr. 
Billy  Burke,  this  reel  is  varied  and 
entertaining. 

"The  Golden  Hen" 
(Terrytoon) 

20th-Fox  7  Mins. Amusing 

Several  good  laugh  situations  are 
injected  in  this  clever  Gandy  Goose 

Technicolor  short.  Gandy's  sidekick, 
the  Cat,  makes  him  put  away  a 
wooden  hen  he  was  nailing  together 
and  go  to  bed.  A  dream  sequence 
which  follows  has  the  hen  laying 
fancy  colored  Easter  eggs.  Each  egg 
offers   night-marish  experiences  for 

dustry  well  above  those  of  any  other 
major  industry. 

The  wage  offer  affects  473  dif- 
ferent job  classifications  with  an 

average  daily  employment  of  17,000 
workers,  excluding  actors,  directors, 
writers,  musicians  and  extra  players. 

both  with  the  hen  itself  turning  into 
a  witch  until  the  pair  wake  up. 

"Daffy  Doodles" Warners  7  Mins. 
Funny  Sequences 

Daffy,  or,  "The  Mustache  Maniac," as  he  is  referred  to  in  all  the  best 
papers  of  this  Looney  Tune-r,  is 
chased  around  town  a  bit  by  Porky 
Pig,  the  strong  arm  of  the  law,  who 
hates  to  see  Daffy  dressing  up  bill- 

boards, pictures  or  anything  in  sight 
with  mustaches.  Finally  captured, 
Daffy  pleads  innocence  at  his  trial, 
and  is  set  free,  only  to  start  draw- 

ing anew — this  time,  beards.  Funny 
sequences  and  plot  should  sell  this. 

"Pluto's  Kid  Brother" 
RKO  Radio  7  Mins. 

Good  for  Laughs 
This  latest  Walt  Disney  offering  is 

satisfactory  entertainment.  Pluto 
has  his  hands  full  trying  to  keep  his 
kid  brother  out  of  trouble.  Melees 
with  roosters,  cats,  bulldogs,  and 
burglar  alarms  result.  Action  is  fast 
and  good  for  laughs,  although  the 
piece  is  not  exceptional  Disney 
amusement. 

"Daffy  Duck  and  Egghead" Warners  7  Mins. Slap-happy 

Egghead,  our  determined  little 
hunter,  goes  out  duck-hunting,  and 
after  several  vain  attempts,  cap- 

tures Daffy,  only  to  lose  him  to  an 
attendant  from  a  lunatic  asylum.  But 
Daffy,  of  the  indescribable  antics  and 
routines,  breaks  away  from  his  cap- 

tors, and  gleefully  skips  across  the 
water,  once  more.  Daffy  is  laugh-y 
in  places — enough  to  make  it  rate. 

"Sea  Melody" 
(Headliner  Revivals) 

RKO  19  Mins. 
Not  So  Hot 

Made  several  years  ago,  the  music 
offered  by  Ted  Fio  Rito,  his  ork  and 
Muzzy  Mareellino  is  pleasant  enough 
but  gets  lost  in  a  second  rate  love- 

Kansas  City  KMTA  Defers 
Action  on  Joining  ATA 

Kansas  City,  Mo.  —  Kansas  City 
KMTA  directors  deferred  action  on 
joining  the  ATA  until  June.  Presi- 

dent Tom  Edwards  of  Eldon,  Mo., 
and  Secretary  George  Baker  of  Kan- 

sas City,  Kan.,  said  copy  of  the  con- 
stitution and  by-laws  of  the  ATA 

would  be  obtained  and  set  to  all 
KMTA  members  for  study.  They  ex- 

plained final  copies  of  the  constitu- 
tion had  not  been  received  here  yet. 

Scales  Up  in  Canton 
Canton,  O. — Effective  immediately, 

adult  admission  was  boosted  from  55 

to  60  cents,  nights,  at  the  city's  three 
downtown  first-run  theaters,  Loew's, 
Palace  and  the  Ohio.  Saturday 
matinee  admission  has  been  in- 

creased a  nickel,  40  to  45  cents  for adults. 

tale.   Muzzy  falls  in  love  with  a 
whose  mother  is  trying  to  mak . 
match   for   her   with   a   count, 
naturally  turns  out  to  be  a  pb 
The  orchestra  gets  shanghaied  c  | 
boat  bound  for  there,  and  the  wl 
thing  ends,  finally,  with  Muzj 

the  girl  united  and  the  motif" ring  happily.    Will  go  over  bi 
Mortimer  Snerd  audiences. 

UZJK 

rap* 

"Let's  Go  Gunning" 
Warners  10    1 

Swell  Sports  Interest 
A  tour  of  the  country  in  Tec! 

color  with  hunters,  dogs  and  all  s< 
of  wild  birds  is  the  lump  sum  of 
short.    Beautifully  photographed 
shows    geese,    ducks,    pheasant 
quail  on  the  wing,  and  in  the  hi 
It    will    make    many    an    amat 
sportsman    wish     he    were    in 

marshlands,  but  he'll  stay  in  the  1 
ater  long  enough  to  see  its  con< sion. 

"Winning    Basketball" 
(Sportscope) 

RKO  Radio  8  M 
Sports  Interest 

The  camera  catches  the  Oklahc 
Aggies  as  they  go  through  tl  j 
paces  under  the  watchful  eye  of  tl  j 
coach  Henry  Iba.  The  developm 
of  plays  and  how  they  work  are  | 
plained  in  slow  motion.  They  \ 
later  put  into  action  when  the  Agg  | 
meet  DePaul  in  Madison  Square  G1 
den.  The  short  is  fast  moving  in  j 
demonstrations  of  basketball  te  1 
nique  and  should  cut  quite  a  ca; 
with  sports  fans. 

"Flicker  Flashbacks" 
(Series  3— No.  5) 

RKO  7  Mi Humorous 

Excellently     narrated     by     Ki 
Manning,    this    short    should    br: 
back  more  than  a  touch  of  nostal; 
to  the  oldies  in  the  audience  who 
member  a  time  when  they  looked 
silent  pix  as   serious  drahma.    T 

Biograph  lulus  are  played  with,  "1 
Usurer,"  or  'Money  Is  Not  All,"  s 
"The  Lesser  Evil."  The  sweet  m 

den,  the  muscular  hero,  the  be-m 
tached  villain,  the  starving  childi1 
and  the  cru-el  money  lender  are 
here — and  wild  melodramatics  ens 
It's  all  good  for  a  laugh,  though,  3 
this  rates  a  big  one. 

ACT  Calls  Strihe  for 

Day  in  17.  K.  Studios 

London  (By  Cable)  —  The  Asso- 
ciation  of  Cine-Technicians  has 
called  a  24-hour  strike  for  today 
which  will  force  studios  to  suspend. 

One-day  strike  is  a  sympathy  move 

in  ccnnection  with  the  pending  con- 
troversy between  the  industry  and  the 

despatch  workers. 
There  is  no  hope  held  for  any 

early  settlement  of  the  despatch 
workers  dispute. 
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ephone  Labs.,  presented  the  his- 
ic    first    commercial    showing    of 
Kies — Vitaphone — at  the  old  War- 
Theater  here. 

~eries  of  special  programs,  de- 
to  highlight  the  scientific 

cTopment  and  cultural  contribu- 
n  of  the  talkies  and  to  honor  the 
entists  who  pioneered  the  field 
1  continue  on  an  international 
Je    into    Summer.     Special    cere- 

— SPONSORS   
Sponsoring  the  world-wide  talk- 

ies 20th  anniversary  celebration, 
in  co-operation  with  Warners  are: 
The  Bell  System,  including  the 
A  T  &  T,  Western  Electric  and 
the  Bell  Telephone  Laboratories ; 
RCA  Victor;  Thomas  A.  Edison, 
Inc.;  Eastman  Kodak.  Scientific 
interests  will  also  be  represented 
by  the  SMPE,  many  of  whose 
members  are  responsible  for  the 
development  of  talking  pictures 
equipment    now    in    international 

- 

onies,  both  here  and  abroad,  will 
mmemorate  the  important  pioneer- 
g  experiments  by  science  and  in- 
istry.  Spotlighted  will  be  the  con- 
ibution  of  the  sound  film  during 
e  past  two  decades  in  the  fields  of 
itertainment,  public  service  and 
iucation. 
Among  the  events  now  being 
aimed  by  Warners  and  the  com- 

mies co-sponsoring  the  anniversary 
•e:  special  exhibits  of  early  com- 
unications  and  photographic  equip- 
ent;  national  and  international 

dence '  and  industry  conferences  on iture  developments;  educational 

ii'ums  on  the  applications  of  sound 
otion  pictures  to  teaching  arts  and 
iences,  and  on  the  use  of  sound  film 

j  promote  international  understand- 
ig.  Special  theater  programs  are 
lso  being  planned  throughout  the 
ation. 
In  announcing  the  commemorative 

rogram,  Warner  said: 

"The  talking,  picture,  like 
other    revolutionary    technolog- 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Slothower-Bolan 
Wichita,  Kas. —  Betty  Rosina  Slo- 

nower,  daughter  of  T.  H.  Slothower, 
jperator  of  a  circuit  in  Wichita,  will 
ved  B.  R.  Bolan  April  26. 

Bentz-Hahne 
Omaha  —  Lucille    Bentz,    M-G-M 

contract    clerk,    will    marry    Welton 
;3ahne  of  Omaha  in  early  Summer. 

Beers-Getzkin 
Minneapolis    —   Beatrice    Beers, 

jooking    stenographer    at    20th-Fox 
nere,  is  engaged  to  Leonard  Getzkin. 

W 
11 
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Dales,  McCalman  to  Protest  Discrimination 
In  Proposed  British  Reciprocal  Tax  Treaty 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Protests  against  a  proposed  reciprocal  tax  treaty  with  England 
which  discriminates  against  actors  will  be  lodged  by  John  Dales,  Jr.,  executive 

secretary  of  Screen  Actors  Guild,  and  Adrian  McCalman,  executive  secretary  of 

Artists  Managers  Guild.  Pair  are  here  from  Hollywood  to  attend  today's 
hearing  before  a  sub-committee  of  the  Senate   foreign   relations  committee. 

Treaty  would  end  double  income  taxation  for  Americans  working  in  England 

and  Englishmen  working  in  this  country  for  less  than  six  months  in  a  year,  but 

in  its  present  form,  it  specifically  exempts  actors  from  benefits. 

Studio  Reps.  Revamp 
AFM  Pad  Proposals 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

Schwarzwald  of  Universal.  The  meet- 
ing was  held  at  the  Universal  home 

office. 

All  the  re-written  proposals,  es- 
timated by  one  of  the  studio  spokes- 

men at  about  10  to  15  per  cent  of 
the  total  of  91  presented  by  James 
C.  Petrillo,  AFM  head,  bore  on  work- 

ing conditions. 
The  size  of  orchestras,  salaries 

and  the  question  of  whether  the  AFM 
is  aiming  at  a  guaranteed  annual 
income  in  its  demand  for  a  $200 
weekly  stipend  are  the  moot  points 
to  occupy  the  conferees  when  they 
meet  this  morning  at  the  New  York 
offices  of  Pat  Casey,  studio  labor 
contact. 

Reagan  Promotes  Three 
In  Para.  Sales  Staff 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
San  Francisco  sales  manager,  has 
been  appointed  exchange  manager  in 
Portland,  succeeding  James  Clark, 
resigned.  Tom  Bridge,  Dallas  sales- 

man, has  been  appointed  sales  man- 
ager in  San  Francisco. 

It's  Now  Capt.  Goetz 
First  Lt.  Jack  M.  Goetz,  son  of 

DuArt  Lab's  Jack  Goetz,  now  sta- 
tioned -in  Reims,  France,  has  been 

promoted  to  Captain. 

ical  achievements,  was  the  pro- 
duct of  invention  and  research 

by  many  different  scientists  over 
a  long  period  of  years.  We  in- 

tend to  make  this  anniversary 
the  occasion  for  honoring  all  of 
those  far-seeing  pioneers  who 
contributed  so  much  in  the  scien- 

tific research  that  made  the  talk- 
ing picture  possible.  We  also 

want  to  recognize  the  part  that 
the  talking  picture  played  in 
bringing  information,  education, 
culture  and  entertainment  to 

people  all  over  the  world." 

Jeritzcr  on  Deane  Show 
Maria  Jeritza,  Viennese  soprano, 

well  known  in  the  film  industry,  and 
formerly  a  key  figure  in  the  Met. 
Opera,  will  be  the  guest  of  Martha 
Deane  this  afternoon  over  WOR. 
Miss  Jeritza  will  return  to  the  eon- 
cert  stage  on  April  29  at  Carnegie 
Hall. 

Rush  of  Exhibs.  in 

Cancer  Drive  Pledges 
(Continued  from  Page   1) 

ciety  commending  the  industry's  par- 
ticipation in  the  Easter  Week  fund- 

raising  campaign  and  pledging 

active  support.  Several  thousand  the- 
aters have  already  pledged  audience 

collections  during  the  drive,  April 
21  to  28. 

Ray  Moon,  distributor  chairman 
for  Metropolitan  New  York,  has  re- 

ported to  Robert  W.  Selig,  execu- 
tive campaign  manager  for  the  film 

division,  1,050  theaters  out  of  1,169 
in  the  area  are  pledged  to  make  the- 

ater collections.  J.  J.  O'Loghlin, distributor  chairman  for  Southern 
California,  reports  434  theaters  will 

make  collections.  Michigan's  525 
theaters  will  co-operate,  450  of  that 
number  will  make  audience  collec- tions. 

In  Kansas  and  Western  Missouri 
400  theaters  will  make  collections; 
191  theaters  in  the  St.  Louis  area 
are  co-operating;  in  Nebraska  212 
independent  theaters  will  partici- 

pate; in  Western  Pennsylvania  284; 
in  Northern  Ohio  197;  in  Colorado 
170;  in  Southern  Ohio  100;  in  South- 

ern California  450;  in  Texas  123;  in 
Eastern  Pennsylvania  177;  in  Iowa 
101;  in  Connecticut  133  will  make 
collections  in  theaters  and  62  in  the 
lobbies;  in  Ohio  138. 

In  New  York  a  cocktail  party  will 
be  held  from  4  to  6  tomorrow  after- 

noon in  the  Crane  Room  of  the  Wal- 
dorf-Astoria for  the  wives  of  exhib- 

itors of  the  Metropolitan  Theater 
Owners  Committee  of  the  film  divi- 

sion for  the  cancer  drive  in  apprecia- 
tion of  their  "releasing  their  hus- 

bands so  they  might  co-operate 
fully"  in  the  drive*  Richard  Conte, 
20th  Century-Fox  star,  will  play 
host,  and  Max  A.  Cohen,  chairman  of 
the  Metropolitan  Committee,  will 
present  each  of  the  wives  with  a  gift 
of  the  latest  creation  in  unusual 
perfumes  as  a  token  of  appreciation. 

Want  Ontario  Censors 

Under  Education  Dep't 

MPTOA  Board  Will 
Convene  on  June  10 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

no  longer  could  be  ignored  by  the 
industry  nor  by  any  really  repre- 

sentative organization  of  independ- 
ent exhibitors. 
"If  the  anti-trust  decision  deals 

only  with  theater  divorcement," 
Kuykendall  said,  "MPTOA  be- lieves it  will  solve  none  of  our 

important  trade  problems  or 
abuses,  because  divorcement  is 

obviously  a  false  issue,  which- 
ever way  it  is  decided.  MPTOA 

has  always  had  a  definite,  posi- 
tive program  of  industry  self- 

regulation  to  remove  the  abuses 
and  to  prevent  the  injustices  in 
the  trade  practices  between  dis- tributors and  exhibitors.  This 
fundamental  MPTOA  program 

is  well  known." The  MPTOA  president  said  that 

the  question  "we  now  have  to  face is  whether  to  resume  the  long  and 
generally  unseccessful  efforts  we 
have  made  to  get  distributor  co-op- 
eration  for  a  definite  constructive 

and  practical  program  for  the  effec- 
tive self-regulation  of  unfair  com- 

mercial practices  and  for  organized 
mediation  and  industry  arbitration 

of  exhibitor  grievances."  He  said the  inevitable  alternative  was  the 

regulation  and  control  of  our  busi- 
ness practices  by  a  Federal  commis- 
sion, or  by  state  and  Federal  laws, 

as  is  done  by  many  other  industries. 
Kuykendail  asserted  that  if  there 

was  no  other  way  to  prevent  abuses 

in  trade  practices,  then  the  "more 
responsible  independent  exhibitors 
represented  in  and  by  the  MPTOA 
must  have  a  hand  and  voice  in  the 

framing  of  such  legislation,"  adding 
that  "we  intend  to  do  so."  To  say 
that  such  legislation  can  be  sep- 

arated from  trade  practices  is  non- 
sense, he  said. 

Other  subjects  on  the  June  agenda 
will  be  admission  taxes,  continua- 

tion of  theater  collections  and  propa- 
ganda films,  plans  for  unity  or 

division  of  the  industry,  theater 

checking  and  other  currently  im- 
portant exhibitor  problems. 

Toronto — The  transfer  of  the  On- 
tario Censor  Board  from  the  Trea- 
sury Department  to  the  Provincial 

Department  of  Education  has  been 
recommended  in  a  resolution  of  the 
Toronto  Board  of  Education. 

Dennis  O'Connor  Dead 

Palmer,  Mass. — Dennis  E.  O'Con- 

nor, 73,  who  established  Palmer's first  film  house,  is  dead. 

CHARTERED 
Newly  chartered  film  companies  in  New  York 

include: 

FILM  EQUITIES  CORP.,  New  York  City,  with 
capital  of  200  shares  no  par  value  stock,  three 
shares  subscribed,  to  distribute  motion  pictures, 
by  Harold  J.  Sherman,  Benjamin  Asian.  Sara 

Kaye. 
JAMES  THEATERS,  INC.,  Oneida,  operate  the- 

aters, capital  $25,000  in  $100  shares,  three  shares 
subscribed,  by  Morris  Slotnick,  Sylvia  C.  Slot- 

nick,   Jean   C.   Goldstein. 
BONDED  MOTION  PICTURES  PROPERTIES, 

INC.,  New  York  City,  laboratories,  studios,  film 
developing  plants,  capital  1,000  shares  no  par 
value  stock,  three  shares  subscribed,  by  Morris 
).   Kandel,   Hyman   I.   Bucher,   Gertrude  Whitaker. 
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TRIKE  WAITS  ON  FURTHER  NEGOTIATIONS 

Mroit  Anti-Trust  Suit  Asks  $450,000  Damages 
ur  Majors,  Michigan 
>-op„  Two  Exhibs.  Are 
targed  with  Conspiracy 

ietroit  —  An  anti-trust  suit  for 
0,000  triple  damages  has  been 
ti  in  Federal  Court  by  Thomas  H. 
and,  operating-  the  Ferndale  The- 

ir in  the  suburb  of  Ferndale,  over 
supply  problems  naming  Saul 

in,  operating  the  Radio  City  The. 
tc  across  the  street;  Charles  Ko- 
r,  head  of  Community  Theater 
cuit,  who  is  alleged  to  be  finan- 
.ly  interested  in  the  Radio  City; 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

rifish  Gov't  Plans 
■  Produce  200  Pix 
ishington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — The  British  Govern- 
nt  plans  to  produce  200  motion 
tures  this  year,  all  of  which  will 
screened  for  commercial  showings 

this  country  on  a  "take  it  or  leave basis. 

The   disclosure  was  made  yester- 
y  by  Neville  Gardiner,  Washing- 
n  film  officer  of  the  British  Infor- 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

roidy,  Ritchey  Hop  Off  on 
uropean  Inspection  Tour 

Steve  Broidy,  president  of  Mono- 
am,  and  Norton  V.  Ritchey,  presi- 
nt  of  Monogram  International,  hop 
this  afternoon  for  London  and 

e  Continent  on  a  three-week  in- 
ection  tour. 
Broidy  and  Ritchey  will  probe  the 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

'Spellbound'"  to  Play Two  London  Theaters 

London  (By  Cable)  —  Selznick's 

"Spellbound"  will  play  concurrently in  the  West  End  London  Pavillion  and 

the  Tivoli  as  a  pre-release,  it  was 
announced  yesterday. 

Pic  originally  was  supposed  to  play 
the  New  Gallery,  but  it  is  understood 
that  Selznick  vetoed  the  deal. 

13,000  Theaters  Set  for  Cancer  Collections 
As  Senate  Group  Adds  Support  to  Flint  Drive 

Total  of  13,000  theaters  will  make  collections  for  the  Cancer  Drive,  it  was 

revealed  at  the  industry's  drive  headquarters  yesterday.  National  Screen  Ser- 
vice has  already  shipped  12,500  prints  of  the  appeal  trailer  to  theaters. 

Additional  supp.rt  for  the  industry  drive  came  in  the  formation  of  the  Senate 
Committee  of  Seven  in  Washington.  Group,  comprising  Senators  Claude  Pepper, 
Scott  Lucas,  Warren  G.  Magnusson,  James  W.  Huffman,  Leverett  Saltonstall, 

John  H.  Ball  and  William  F.  Knowland,  wired  all  exhibitor  and  distributor  chair- 
men that  they  are  behind  the  theater  collections  for  the  American  Cancer 

Society. 

Si  Fabian  Clarifies 

ATA  Misconceptions 
Seeking  to  correct  a  misunder- 

standing as  to  the  aims  and  pro- 
posed activities  of  the  American 

Theaters  Association,  Si  Fabian, 
president,  yesterday  reiterated  that 
it  was  not  within  the  objectives  of 
the  new  organization  to  disparage  or 
replace  any  existing  exhibitor  asso- ciations. 

"There  are,  unfortunately,  indus- 
try alignments  and  conflicting  points 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Mich.  Indies  Meet  April  24 
To  Form  New  Organization 

Detroit— Meeting  of  independent 
exhibitors  of  Michigan  is  called  at 
the  Detroiter  Hotel  for  April  24  by  a 
committee  headed  by  Sam  Carver, 
manager  of  the  Grand  Theater  in 
Highland  Park,  to  form  an  inde- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Tele  "Our  Oyster" 
Doherly  Tells  SMPE 
Newsreel  men  believe  television 

will  be  their  "oyster,"  editorially, 
because  of  the  techniques  developed 
for  covering  news  in  picture  and 
sound,  Dan  Doherty,  Fox  Movietone 
assignment  editor,  yesterday  told  the 
Atlantic  Coast  Section  of  SMPE  at 
a  symposium  on  the  newsreel. 

"Whether  the  news  goes  on  a  the- 
ater screen  or  a  television  receiving 

set — we  know  how  to  get  it  there 
(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Commercials  via  Film 
Best  for  Tele,  ATS  Told 

Television  commercials  will  prove 
more  satisfactory  if  on  film,  the  ATS 
was  told  yesterday  at  its  Hotel  Sher- 

aton luncheon-meeting  by  Reginald 
Evans,  vice-prexy  of  General  Screen, 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Double  Tax  Treaty  Assailed 
SAG,  AMG  Attack  "Brazen  Discrimination" 
WNEW  Joins  Film  Biz 
In  Cancer  Drive  Sunday 

Entire  facilities  of  Station  WNEW 
will  be  turned  over  to  the  Cancer 
Drive  Sunday  under  the  sponsorship 
of  the  Motion  Picture  Division  of 
the  American  Cancer  Society,  it  was 
announced  yesterday  by  Bernice 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Terming  the  pro- 
posed double  taxation  treaty  with 

Great  Britain  a  "brazen  discrimina- 
tion" against  actors,  witnesses  yes- 

terday told  the  Senate  Foreign  Rela- 
tions Subcommittee  that  the  agree- 
ment virtually  tags  actors  as  "rogues 

and  vagabonds." 
Testifying    against    the    treaty's (Continued  on  Page  4) 

CSU  Willing  to  Renew  Con- 
ferences Following  Produc- 

ers' Stand  on  Closed  Shop 
West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  No  statement  was 

issued  last  night  following  the  meet- 
ing of  the  policy  committee  of  the 

Conference  of  Studio  Unions,  but 
representatives  of  the  CSU  stated 
that  the  public  announcement  by  the 
producers  that  they  are  willing  to 
grant  closed  shop  to  crafts  that  had 
it  heretofore  and  union  shop  to 
unions  that  had  union  shop  before 
would  result  in  the  CSU  being  will- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

IA  Insurgents  Plan 
To  Oust  Officers 

Akron,  O. — Plans  to  oust  the  pres- 
ent officers  of  the  IATSE  at  the 

Alliance's  Chicago  convention  in  July 
have  been  mapped  by  insurgent  mem- 

bers of  the  IA  at  a  meeting  here 
attended  by  some  80  union  officers 
representing  39  locals  in  15  AFL 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Studio  Labor  Parley 
Defers  AFM  Talks  To  Today 

Meeting  of  the  MPAA  board  with 
President  Eric   A.  Johnston   on   the 
studio  labor  dispute  with  Herbert  K. 
Sorrell,  Conference  of  Studio  Unions 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

1XSS  May  Again  Make 
Advertising   Subjects 

Naticnal  Screen  Service  is  explor- 

ing the  possibilities  of  resuming  the 
production  of  advertising  subjects, 

George  Dembow,  sales  chief,  said  yes- 

terday. NSS  was  active  in  the  adver- 
tising reel  field  before  the  war  but 

abandoned  it  during  hostilities. 

In  exploring  the  possibilities  of 
again  making  advertising  pictures,  the 

company  wants  to  determine  if  the 
proi°ct  would  be  ccmpatible  with 

its  policy  and  operating  circum- 
stances. 
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0 FINANCIAL (Wed.,  Apr.   17) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

High     Low     Clcse 
Am.  Seat   32 /8     31%    32 
Columbia  Picts   33'/8     33  '/4     33|/4 
Columbia   Picts.   pfd..l03'/2   lOi'/i   1 U3 '/2 
East.  Kodak     262       260       260 

Cen.  Prec.  Eq........   38%     38 Vi     i&A 

Loew's,    Inc   39'/g     39y8    39/2 
Paramount            79 >/2     7J'/s     78% 
RKO          26%     26         26 
Republic  Picts      17         165/8     163/s 
Republic  Picts.  ptd...  19%  19j/2  19/2 
20th  Century-Fox  ...  60%  59y4  59% 
20fh  Century-Fox  pfd.  75%     743/8     743/8 
Universal    Pict   17|/2     45         46 
Universal    Picts.   pfd.  .100         991/2     99'/2 
Warner  Bros   453/8     45%     45% 

NEW   YORK    CURB    MARKET 
Monogram  Picts      10%     10         10 
Radio-Keith   cvs.    ...   12%     113,4     \\ifa 
Sonotone  Corp       5%       5%       5% 
Technicolor        27%     26%     26% 
Trans-Lux           7%       7%       7% 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid 

Pathe   Industries       12 

Net 

Ug. +     % 

—  % 
—  % 

-     % 

+  1% +  % 

—  % —  % —  % 

+  % 

—  1% —  % —  % 

—  % —  % 

-  1% 

Asked 
13 

Technicolor  Advances  Cost 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Technicolor  has  raised 
the  price  of  positive  film  Vi  cent  per 
lineal  foot.  Contracts  with  Techni- 

color customers  have  provided  for 
an  increase  if  operating  costs  in- 
creased. 
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COfllMG  flflD  G0MC 
W.    F.    RODCERS    is    due   back  from    Chicago today. 

STEVE  BROIDY  and  NORTON  RITCHEY  leave 

today  for  London. 

SI  SEADLER,  advertising  manager  for  M-C-M, 
returns  from  the  Coast  Monday. 

JAMES  A.  FitzPATRICK,  M-C-M  short  sub- 
jects producer,  will  leave  here  tonight  for  the 

Coast. 

SAM  ZIMBALIST,  M-C-M  producer,  arrived 
from  the  W_st  Coast  and  is  staying  at  the  Wal- 

dorf-Astoria  Hotel. 

JAMES  FRISINA,  film  buyer  for  the  Frisina 
circuit,  has  returned  to  Springfield,  III.  from  a 
•  lorida    vacation. 

EDDIE  SILVERMAN,  Essaness  prexy,  and  his 
family  aie  on  the  Ccast  for  a  Spring  vacation. 

DdWITT  BODEEN,  RKO  Radio  writer,  has  ar- 
rived in  New  York  on  a  combined  business  and 

pleasure  trip. 

BUDD  ROGERS,  Eastern  sales  rep.  for  several 

indie  produceis,  will  leave  New  Yoik  for  Holly- 
wood tomorrow  for  con.erences.  Ha  will  be  ac- 

companied by  MRS.  ROGERS  and  their  son, 
Richard. 

HOWARD  STRICKLINC,  M-C-M  studio  pub- 
licity head,  left  yesterday  fcr  Tucson,  Ariz.,  toi 

a  month's  rest  beloie  reporting  back  at  his 
Culver  City   headquarters. 

JtRRY  MAYER,  M-C-M  studio  manager,  leaves 
tomorrow  tor  the  Coast  a.ter  several  weeks  here. 

LAWRENCE  WElNCARTEN,  M-C-M  producer, 
arrives  on  the  Coast  tomorrow  after  a  two-week 
visit  to  the  home  office. 

AUSTIN  C.  KEOUCH,  vice-president  and  gen- 
eral counsel  for  Paramount,  returned  to  his  of- 
fice Tuesday  following  a  rest  at  Boca  Cranae, 

Ha. 

MALCOLM  KNCSBERC,  SOL  SCHWARTZ. 
WILL  HOWARD,  HARRY  MANDELL  and  FRANK 
SMITH  will  attend  the  opening  or  RKO  s  Pantages 
Theater,  Minneapolis,  en  Saturday. 

SAM  ECKMAN,  JR.,  M-C-M  managing  director 
fcr  tne  United  Kingdom,  sailed  Irom  London 
yesterday  for  New  York. 

CAROL  BRANDT,  Eastern  story  head  for 
M-G-M,  leaves  tor  Hollywood  April  27.  She  re- 

cently returned  from  a  seven-week  trip  to Europe. 

ALAN  L.  CUMMINCS,  in  charge  of  exchange 
opeiations  and  maintenance  tor  M-G-M,  is  due 
oack  from  the  Ccast  tomorrow. 

JOEL  BEZAHLER,  home  office  assistant  to 

J.  E.  i-lynn,  Midwest  sa.es  manager  tor  M-G-M, 
returns  Monday  from  a  two-wee*  vacation. 

MARVIN  SCHENCK,  Loew  vice-president  and 
Eastern  ta.ent  head  tor  M-G-M,  has  delayed  his 
departure  tor  Hot  Springs,  Ark.,   until  April  26. 

HAROLD  ZELTNER,  M-C-M  salesman  in  Pitts- 
buign,  a. rived  in  town  yesterday  for  a  sno.t 
visit. 

DAVID  O.  SELZN.CK  and  his  son,  Jeffrey,  are 
in  Williamsburg,  Va. 

CHARLES  CASANAVE  is  back  from  Chicago. 

H.  M.  RICHLY  returns  today  from  Washington. 

BERT   MAYERS   left   yesteiday   for   Hollywood. 

Screen  Guild  Prods.  Names 

Cartwright  to  Pub.-Ad  Post 
West   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Robert  L.  Lippert, 
vice-president  in  charge  of  distribu- 

tion of  Screen  Guild  Productions, 
has  announced  the  appointment  of 
Jack  Cartwright,  formerly  managing 
editor  of  Hollywood  Reporter,  as  na- 

tional publicity  and  advertising 
director.  Lippert  and  John  J.  Jones, 
president  of  Screen  Guild,  conferred 
here  yesterday  on  plans  for  the 
Guild's  national  sales  convention  at 
the  Blackstone  Hotel,  Chicago,  May 
8  through  May  12. 

Bergman  to  Enterprise 

For  "Arch  of  Triumph" 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Enterprise  (Einfeld- 
Loew)  signed  Ingrid  Bergman  yes- 

terday for  the  femme  lead  in  "Arch 
of  Triumph"  which  will  go  into  pro- 

duction June  5  with  Lewis  Mile- 
stone directing  and  David  Lewis  pro- 

ducing. It's  the  star's  first  deal 
away  from  the  Selznick  fold. 

"Henry  V"  May  Play 
Shubert  Theater  Here 

Various  proposals  for  the  New 

York  showing  of  Laurence  Olivier's 
production  of  "Henry  V"  are  under discussion  between  United  Artists 
and  the  Theater  Guild,  it  was 
learned  yesterday.  Showing  of  the 

film  in  one  of  Shubert's  legit  houses 
is  said  a  possibility. 

British  Labor  Row  Ends 

London  (By  Cable)  —  Scheduled 
sympathy  strike  yesterday  of  the 
ACT  was  averted  by  a  settlement  of 
the  film  dispatch  workers  dispute. 

Philly's  Film  Patrons 
Welcome  Cancer  Drive 

In  a  telegram  to  Robert  W.  Selig, 
executive  campaign  manager  for  the 

motion  picture  division  of  the  Amer. 

ican  Cancer  Society's  fund-raising 
campaign,  Harold  W.  Seidenberg, 
managing  director,  Fox  Theater, 
Philadelphia,  said  yesterday: 

"Started  collections  for  Cancer 

Drive  with  opening  of  'Dragonwyck' 
today.  Though  collections  are  large, 
main  point  is  attitude  of  public  one 
of  welcome  rather  than  complaint. 
I  feel  we  will  establish  a  record  in 

audience  collections." 

Weitman  Heads  MPA's Entertainment  Committee 

Robert  M.  Weitman,  Paramount 
Theater  managing  director,  will 
serve  as  chairman  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Associates  entertainment 
committee,  Fred  Schwartz,  president, 

announced.  Weitman's  first  assign- 
ment will  be  to  secure  and  co-ordin- 

ate talent  for  the  group's  annual 
dinner-dance,  to  be  held  June  4  in 
the  Waldorf-Astoria. 

Lionel  Hogarth  Dead 
Amityville,  L.  I. — Lionel  Hogarth, 

72,  Shakespearean  actor  who  ap- 

peared with  Maurice  Evans  in  "Rich- 
ard II,"  died  here. 

Now  Booking  Sensational  Horrow  Show 

"DR.    TERROR'S    HOUSE    OF    HORRORS" 
Exclusive  Foreign  Rights  Available  in  35MM 

&  16MM 

ALBERT  DEZEL  ROADSHOWS 
WRITE  2310  CASS—  DETROIT  •  OFF  ICES  IN 
CLEVELAND  —  CHICAGO  —  CINCINNATI- NEW   YORK 
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  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL   
Rockefeller  Center 

"THE  GREEN  YEARS" CHARLES  COBURN 
Tom  Drake,  Beverly  Tyler,  Hume  Cronyi 

A  Metro  Coldwyn  Mayer  Picture 

and 

MUSIC  HALL'S 

GREAT  EASTER  STAGE  SHO\ 

3w^ 

SPOTLIGHT  ON  TERROR  .  .  . 

FOR    A   CLIMAX   OF   LOVi 

in 

the 

MURDER 
MUSIC   HALL 

Starring  VERA  HRUBA   RALSTON 

WILLIAM    MARSHALL 

With     HELEN    WALKER  — NANCY     KELL 
WILLIAM    GARGAN  — ANN    RUTHERFORI 

JULIE    BISHOP 

A  REPUBLIC  PICTURE BRANDrs  GOTHAM      B;7whA|T4 

Paramount  present! 

PAULETTE  RAY 

GODDARD       .       MILLANI 
"Kitty" 

A   MITCHELL   LEISEN   PRODUCTION 

R  I  V  O  L  I B'way    &    49th    St 

ON  SCREEN 

'Miss  SUSIE 

SLAGLE'S' 

Paramount  Hit  starring 

Veronica  LAKE 
Sonny  TUFTS 

Joan  CAULFIELD 
ilh  UUIAN  G!SH 

IN  PERSON 

FHE
RBI

E 

IELD
S 

and  0RCH. featuring 

PATTI  POWERS 
IRV  KLUGER 

Owen  Waster's "THE  VIRGINIAN" 
In  Technicolor 

starring 

Joel  Brian  Sonny 
McCREA  DON  LEVY  TUFTS 

with   Barbara  Britton 
A  Paramount  Picture 

In  Person— EDDIE  BRACKEN,  BOB  EBERL- 
JOHNNY    LONG    and    his    band 

PARAMOUNT     -    -    -    Times  Squar 

Hfl;iT-:Mtii STARTS  TOMORROW 

Joan  Fontaine 
"From  This  Day  Forward' with 

Mark   Stevens  Rosemary  DeCan 
An    RKO    RADIO    PICTURE 

GENE  TIERNEY 

L*« 

DRAGONWYCK 
A  20th  Century-Fox  Picture 

PLUS  ON  STAGE -JACKIE  MILES 
LANE  BROS.  Extra!  CON  NEE  BOS  WELL 

Roxy 7Ae 

SOlh  St. 

• 



"Oh,  Leo,  it's  wonderful  the  way 
they  keep  holding  me  at  the  Capitol 

N.Y.  and  wherever  they  date  me." 

i 

; 

* 

sJ 

Naturally!  M-G-M's  Technicolorious 
ZIEGFELD  FOLLIES  of  1946'  is  the 
Biggest  Show  since  films  began.  Just  come 

as  you  are  toots  and  prepare  to  stay!" 

At  the  moment  of  going  to  press  "Ziegfeld 
Follies  of  1946"  is  in  its  4th  Week  at 

Capitol  Theatre,  N.Y.  And  still  going  strong! 
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British  Gov't  Plans 
lo  Produce  200  Pix 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
mation    Services,   before  the   Wash- 

ington Visual  Workers. 
In  revealing  the  vast  picture  plans 

of  the  British  Government,  Gardiner 
said  the  films  would  give  a  true  pic- 

ture of  conditions  in  England  and 

would  not  put  Britain's  "best  foot 
forward." 

As  a  matter  of  "top"  Government 
policy,  Gardiner  said,  the  British 
films  will  not  be  "pointed"  at  the 
United  States  or  any  other  country, 
but  will  be  made  for  the  British 
people. 

Gardiner  said  the  British  Govern- 
ment pictures  would  be  offered  here 

"alongside"  of  British  commercial 
films  but  denied  the  English  motion 
picture  industry  had  protested  the 
move. 

Gardiner  said  the  British  films 
would  be  shown  in  this  country 
whether  or  not  the  United  States 
State  Department  sends  its  films  to 
England. 

Charles  M.  Rowe  Dead 
Rochester — Charles  M.  Rowe,  72, 

pioneer  in  industrial  motion  pictures, 
died  here. 

Double  Tax  Treaty  Assailed 

SAG,  AMG  Attack  "Brazen  Discrimination" 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

"discriminatory"  section  were  actor 
Walter  Abel;  John  Dales,  Jr.,  SAG 
executive  secretary  and  Adrian  Mc- 
Calman  of  the  Artists'  Managers Guild. 

Questioning  why  actors  should  be 
singled  out,  Dales  asked: 

"What   is   so   different    about 
our   profession   that   we   should 
carry    the    burden    which    was 
lifted    from    all    other    backs? 
Why  set  actors  apart  adversely 
from    all    other   professions? 
Shall  we  be  tossed  back  to  the 
days  when  actors  were  regarded 

as  rogues  and  vagabonds?" All   three  of  the   witnesses   criti- 
cized Section  three  of  Article  XI  of 

the    proposed    treaty.     The    contro- 
versial section  reads,  "the  provisions 

of   this   article   shall   not   apply   to 

the    compensation,    profits,    emolu- 
ments or  other  remuneration  of  pub- 

lic entertainers  such  as   stage,  mo- 
tion  picture    or   radio   artists,    mu- 

sicians and  athletes." Dales  blasted  the  argument 
that  the  proposed  treaty  is  aimed 
at  highly  paid  actors.  He  cited 
figures  showing  that  the  aver- 

age salary  was  about  $6,000  a 
year.    He   said   only    about   400 

Oh,  Mr.Goldwyn!  Where 
did  you  ever  And  such 

lovelies  as  those  gorge- 
ous Goldwyn  Girls  in 

SAMUEL  GOLDWYN'S 

FROM 

IN  TECHNICOLOR 

Released  through 
RKO   RADIO    PICTURES,   Inc. 
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actors  make  more  than  $15,000 
a  year,  with  only  about  150 

actors  making  "huge  sums." Another  7,600  actors,  he  said, 
make  between  $2,000  and  $15,- 
000  a  year. 

Calling  for  deletion  of  the  con- 
troversial clause,  Dales  said  the  sec- 

tion was  an  "unjustified  precedent." 
Sen.  Scott  Lucas,  Dem.,  111.,  chair- 

man of  the  subcommittee,  said  that 
precedents  had  been  set  in  treaties 
with  Sweden  and  Canada  and  asked 

why  actors  had  made  no  protests  be- 
fore the  discussion  on  the  British 

agreement. 
Dales  said  that  virtually  no  Amer- 

ican actors  were  exchanged  with 
Sweden  and  Canada  and  doubted 
whether  the  question  had  come  up  in 
those  countries. 

Terming  himself  the  "horrible  ex- 
ample" cf  discrimination,  Abel  said 

most  Britons  felt  the  so-called  double 
taxation  was  discriminatory. 

He  revealed  that  Will  Hay,  presi- 
dent of  the  Variety  Artists  Federa- 

tion of  England,  had  called  an  emer- 
gency meeting  of  the  organization 

and  subsequently  the  group  had 
asked  for  deletion  of  the  section  as 

a  "benefit  to  the  entire  profession." 
McCalman  said  it  was  his  belief 

that  the  disputed  clause  could  be 
deleted  from  the  treaty  through 

"regular  diplomatic  channels."  He 
said  the  proposals  to  include  the 
section  came  from  U.  S.  representa- 

tives and  the  British  accepted  it  as 
a  "harmless  novelty"  /sponsored  by the  Americans. 

Senator  Lucas,  after  quizzing 
the  witnesses  closely  on  actual 
difference  in  taxes  paid  by 
American  and  English  actors 
working  in  each  country,  stated 

that  it  was  "obvious"  that  Amer- ican actors  were  discriminated 

against. 
A  Government  expert  present  at 

the  hearing  stated  that  other  groups, 
such  as  teachers,  received  exemp- 

tions, and  other  groups  receive  cer- 
tain benefits.  He  said  actors  were 

not  subject  to  double  taxation,  since 
they  only  paid  the  higher  of  the 
taxes  between  the  U.  S.  and  Great 
Britain.  British  taxes  now,  he  said, 
happen  to  be  higher  than  those  in 
the  United  States. 

In  spire  of  previous  objections 
from  British  diplomatic  quarters  to 
changing  the  treaty  after  an  agree- 

ment was  reached,  Abel,  Dales  and 
McCalman  all  expressed  the  thought 
that  the  British  would  now  agree  to 
deletion  of  the  discriminatory  sec- 
tion. 

AVC  Chapter  Meets 
A  business-social  meeting  of  the 

motion  picture  chapter  of  the  Amer- 
ican Veterans  Committee  was  held 

last  night  at  the  Capitol  Hotel.  Rob- 
ert Wagner,  Jr.,  son  of  the  senator, 

was  guest  speaker;  and  a  mass 
initiation  took  place. 

SA  Insurgents  Plan  i 
To  Oust  Officers 

mard 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
districts.   Leading  the  list  of  IAT 

officials  at  whom  the  "progress! 
unionists  present  at  the  meeting  .  | 
leveling   their   fire   are   Richard 
Walsh,    head    of    the    Allianc 
William    P.    Raoul,    secretai 
surer. 

The  meeting  offered  the  follow 

nominations:  William  Bennett,  hi' 
of  Washington  Local  32,  stagehar. 
for  president;  William  Kemp  (.| 

lanta),  Brent  Salter  (Provident 
Walter  Croft  (Kansas  City),  I, 
Clendening  (Atlantic  City)  and  H 
old  B.  Smith  (Hollywood),  for  vi 
presidents,  and  John  Shuff  of  t 
city,  for  secretary-treasurer. 

Broidy,  Ritchey  Hop  Off 
European  Inspection  Ton 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
possibilities  of  establishing  the  c< 

pany's  own  sales  offices  in  Frai 
Holland  and  Belgium  and  possi 
in  England  when  the  present  f r 
chise  expires  three  years  from  n 
Pathe  distributes  Monogram  p 
duct  in  Great  Britain. 

Broidy  said  yesterday  he  warj 

to   get  a   first-hand  picture   of 
overseas  market  so  as  to  detern 
future  activities. 

Commenting  on  the  domestic  sc< 

Broidy    said    that    "Suspense" been  booked  into  some  of  the 
houses   of  the  country  and    thai 
would  be  the  company's  top  gros 
to  date,   basing  his  opinion   on 
vance  bookings. 

Studio  Labor  Parley 
Defers  AFM  Talks  To  Tod 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

head,  yesterday  forced  postponem 
of  a  conference  between  represei 
fives  of  producers  and  the  Ameri 
Federation  of  Musicians  on 
agreement  proposed  by  the  AFM 
replace  the  one  that  expired March  31. 

The  conferees  are  scheduled 
meet  this  afternoon  at  the  New  Y 
offices  of  Pat  Casey,  studio  la> 
contact.  Fireworks  are  expected 
be  touched  off  when  such  con 
versial  questions  as  the  number 
musicians  to  be  employed  and  wa 
are  brought  up  at  the  meeting 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  18 Clen  Allvine  Wendy   Barrie 
Col.  Fred  Levy  Barbara  Hale 

:: 
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01.  Trust  Suit  Asks 
150,000  Damages 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

, -operative  Theaters  of  Michigan; 

[realty  company,  and  United  Ar- 

|s,  Paramount,  Loew's  and  War- 

Plaintiff   alleges   anti-trust  viola- 

jfas,   under   the    Sherman,   Clayton 
=}obinson-Patman  Acts, 

.e  suit  is  unique  in  a  long  chain 

legal  battles  in  Federal  and  State 
;cuit  Courts  and  in  arbitration 

ire,'  in  that  Ealand  is  a  member  of 
-operative  and  is  suing  it  never- 
jless.  He  maintains  that  the  450- 
kt  Ferndale  Theater  is  equal  or 
jberior  in  appointments  to  the 
[wer  1,500-seat  Radio  City.  He 
,;eges  that  Ferndale  has  had  pro- 
Jet  of  defendant  companies  and 
th-Fox  exclusively  since  1937,  de- 
ite*  repeated  efforts  by  the  Radio 
'ty  to  get  product  away. 
Accuses  Co-op.  of  Conspiracy 

Ealand  alleges  that  Co-operative 
\s  not  used  its  best  efforts  to  ob- 
iin  pictures  for  the  Ferndale  as  a 
ember  thereof,  but  has  conspired 
,1th  Sloan  and  Komer  to  have  dis- 

tributors refuse  their  films  to  the 
?rndale  or  else  split  product  with 
jle  Radio  City.  Ealand  points  out 
i|kat  Charles  Komer  is  director  of 
D-operative,  and  that  Komer  and 
loan  are  both  circuit  operators  with 
wavier  buying  power  than  himself. 
Unique  point  raised  appears  to  be 

iiat  while  the  Radio  City  is  not  a 
tember  of  Co-operative,  and  Fern- 
5ale  is,  Sloan  is  a  member  as  the 
Wner  of  the  Mercury  Theater,  which 
;  a  competitor  in  this  situation.  He 

Sieges  that  the  distributors  indi- cted they  would  give  all  or  half  of 
is  product  to  the  Radio  City,  after 
je    refused    an    alleged    demand   of 
o-operative  that  he  make  a  deal  to 
plit  product. 

Further  Allegations 
Ealand  further  alleges  that  the 

bject  of  the  conspiracy  is  to  drive 
jim  out  of  business  or  to  force  him 
to  sell  out  at  an  enormous  loss.  He 
'etails  alleged  offers  from  Sloan 
'or  sale  of  the  Ferndale,  or  manage- 

ment and  partnership  deals. 
I  Ealand,  besides  seeking  $450,000 
hrough  treble  damages,  asks  an  in- 

junction to  stop  distributors  from 
\egotiating  with  the  Radio  City  in 
preference  to  himself,  and  that  the 

■  &*%  (411V 

THEATER  DEALS 
Bilbrey  Buys  Perry  Strand 

Perry,  Mo.— R.  L.  Bilbrey  has  pur- 
chased the  300-seat  Strand  from 

Allied  Theaters,  Inc.,  and  Ben  Jones 
of  Linn. 

Bennett  Buys  from  Jeffries 
Terre  Haute,  Ind.— The  Rex,  form- 

erly operated  by  C.  H.  Jeffries,  was 
acquired  by  D.  W.  Bennett. 

Teacher  Buys  Second  House 

Assumption,  111.  — Sam  Hallowell 
has  sold  the  Scenic,  a  250-seater,  to 
W.  B.  DeHart,  a  school  teacher  of 
Auburn,  who  also  owns  a  theater  in 
Raymond.  Hallowell  will  retire  from 
the  business  and  take  things  easy. 

Commercials  via  Film 
Best  for  Tele,  ATS  Told 

King  Buys,  Will  Reopen 
Oolitic,  Ind.— The  Rio,  long  dark, 

has  been  acquired  by  Denzel  King, 
of  English,  who  will  renovate. 

Brewer  Buys  in  Windfall 
Windfall,  Ind.— The  State,  form- 

erly known  as  the  Aron,  has  been 

acquired  by  Fletcher  Brewer.  "Bus" Miller  will  do  the  booking. 

Barricklow  Sell  in  Toluca 
Toluca,  111. — The  450-seat  Isis  was 

sold  by  Ross  Barricklow  and  wife  to 
Russell  Hurt.  Hurt  formerly  man- 

aged houses  in  LaSalle  and  Prince- 

ton. 

Tele  "Our  Oyster" Doherty  Tells  SMPE 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

with  the  greatest  efficiency,"  he  com- 
mented. Noting  that  engineers  had 

produced  the  equipment  to  make 

television  possible,  Doherty  com- 

mented that  "we  have  the  editorial 

acumen  to  use  them." Other  speakers  at  the  symposium, 

presided  over  by  Col.  Frank  E.  Ca- 
hill,  Jr.,  of  Warner  Bros,  and  chair- man of  the  section,  were:  Harry 

Lawrenson,  Walter  Mdnnis,  War- 
ren M.  McGrath,  Vyvyan  Donner, 

Jack  Gordon,  and  Bert  Hoist,  all  of 
the  Movietone  staff. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

and   H.    G.   Christensen,   of  Caravel 
Films.  .  . 

Evans  gave  these  reasons  for  his 
belief:  1,  Commercials  on  film  make 

a  more  perfect  demontration  be- 
cause they  have  been  approved,  re- 

hearsed, and  tested;  2,  Techniques 
of  television  compromise  time  and 
essentials,  and  avail  themselves  to 

all  the  tricks  of  Hollywood;  3,  Com- 
mercials on  film  are  ready  in  ad- 

vance and  ready  for  immediate  use, 
and  4,  until  widespread  national 
hook-ups  are  attained,  films  can 

carry  messages  to  a  far  greater  audi- 
ence because  they  can  be  repeated 

all  over  the  country. 
Christensen  described  what  he 

•■hought  would  be  the  three  types  of 
commercials:  1,  One-minute  spots; 

1,  Ooening  and  closing  commercials: 
3,  Transcriptions.  He  emphasized 
that  writers  have  to  learn  to  let  the 

pictures  speak  for  themselves. 

WB  Circuit  Transfers 
Joe  Florio  to  New  York 

Joseph  M.  Florio,  sound  projec- 
tion technician  for  the  past  12  years 

attached  to  Warner  Theaters  in  up- 
state New  York,  has  been  trans- 

ferred to  the  circuit's  home  office, 
where  he  will  be  in  charge  of  servic- 

ing theaters  in  the  Metropolitan  zone. 
He  succeeds  Don  Collins,  resigned. 

To  Ask  Accounting  in 
Sale  of  Chicago  Oriental 

Chicago — Attorney  Lewis  Jacob- 
son  reports  court  petition  for  ac- 

counting will  be  filed  against  Thirty- 
Second  Randolph  Street  Corp.  and 
Randolph  Bohrer  who  headed  the 

group  which  recently  purchased  the Oriental  Theater  and  leased  it  to 
Eddie  Silverman  and  his  associates 
in  the  Essaness  Circuit. 

IN  CIVVIES 
it  Honorably  Discharged  it 

SILL  HAVER,  from  the  Army,  manager,  LeClaire, 
Moline,  III. 

■.  J.  EDELE,  from  the  Army,  Warner  salesman, 
St.  Louis. 

OE  BROWN,  JR.,  from  the  Army,  formerly 

20th-Fox  player,  Hollywood. 

:RANK  C.  SHANNON,  JR.,  from  the  Army,  oper- 
ator of  the  Aloma,  Crosse  Point,  Mich. 

URTIE  ANDERSON,  from  the  Navy,  son  of  A. 
W.  Anderson,  branch  manager  of  the  Warner 
exchange  at  Minneapolis. 

Foy  Rents  Space  in  New  York 
Wrrt  Cnast  Bureau  of  THH  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Bryan  Foy  has  rented 

space  at  20th-Fox's  New  York  Stu- 
dio for  his  first  independent  produc- 

tion. Story,  as  yet  unselected.  will 
<?o  before  the  cameras  in  October. 

Foy  plans  to  make  only  one  picture 
in  New  York  and  is  negotiating  for 

space  at  PRC. 

distributors  be  required  to  negotiate 
with  the  Ferndale. 

Saul  Sloan,  the  principal  defend- 
ant, is  currently  in  Florida,  and  not 

expected  back  for  several  weeks.  His 
son,  Richard  Sloan,  who  is  booking 

'for  the  theaters  in  his  absence,  who 
has  been  in  the  Army  until  recently, 
declined  any  comment,  pointing  out 
that  he  was  out  of  the  city  during 
most  of  the  period  in  question. 

$12,983  in  Back  Salaries 

Maintenance  employes  of  the  Para- 
mount Bldg.  will  receive  $12,983  in 

back  salaries  as  the  result  of  the 
settlement  of  their  controversy  with 
the  building  management  under  the 
Fair  Wages  and  Labor  Act  of  1938. 

A 

fabulous 

love  was 

born  in 

the  shadow 

of  the 

gallows! 
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May  Classify  Patents 
On  World-Wide  Basis 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE   FILM  DAILY 
Washington  —  The  U.  S.  Patent 

Office  expects  to  complete  its  re- 
classification of  all  American  pat- 

ents, including  many  affecting  the 
film  industry,  it  was  learned  yes- 
terday. 

In  addition,  the  Patent  Office  is 
surveying  the  need  for  world-wide 
classification  of  patents  and  allied 
literature — a  move  which  is  expected 
to  prove  helpful  to  the  industry. 

Once  the  Patent  Office  has  com- 
pleted its  re-classification  of  Amer- 

ican patents,  it  may  maintain  dupli- 
cate sets  of  patents  and  literature 

at  several  well-placed  libraries 
throughout  the  U.  S.  and  also  in 
foreign  countries. 

Equity  Slate  is  Headed 
By  Clarence  Derwent 

Nominating  committee  of  Actors 
Equity  has  named  Clarence  Derwent 
to  succeed  Bert  Lytell  as  president. 
Full  regular  ticket  to  be  submitted 
to  the  membership  at  a  meeting  on 
June  7  is  as  follows: 

President,  Derwent;  first  vice-pres- 
ident, Augustin  Duncan;  second  vice- 

president,  Cornelia  Otis  Skinner; 
third  vice-president,  Dudley  Digges; 
fourth  vice-president,  William  Har- 
rigan;  treasurer,  Paul  Dullzell,  and 
recording  secretary,  John  Beal.  All 
of  the  above  are  for  three  years. 

Nominated  to  serve  on  the  council 
for  five  years  are:  John  Alexander, 
Mady  Christians,  Warren  Coleman, 
Alan  Hewitt,  Carol  Stone,  Myron 
McCormick,  Anne  Burr,  Richard 
Taber,  Edna  Thomas  and  Margaret 
Webster.  Philip  Bourneuf  was  nom- 

inated as  a  replacement  for  three 
years  to  fill  the  unexpired  term  of 
the  late  Philip  Merivale. 

Assist.  RKO  Western  Manager 
Chicago  —  Col.  Joseph  Goetz  of 

Cincinnati  has  been  named  assistant 
to  Frank  Smith,  Western  manager 
for  RKO  Radio. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Leeds-Haft 
Helaine  Madge  Leeds,  daughter  of 

Al  J.  Leeds,  who  owns  a  group  of 
theaters  in  and  around  Jacksonville, 
Fla.,  will  be  married  in  June  to  J. 
David  Haft,  who  recently  returned 
from  the  Pacific  after  serving  three 
years  as  a  pilot  in  the  Army  Air 
Forces.  Leeds  is  a  brother-in-law  of 
Maj.  Albert  Warner,  vice-president 
of  Warners.  T  he  engaged  couple 
both  attended  Syracuse  and  Colum- 

bia universities. 

Emerick-Russell 

Niles,  Mich. — Harry  Russell,  De- 
troit booking  agent,  was  married 

here  to  Goloa  Emerick,  dancer. 

ALONG 

T  T  T 

Thursday's  Tidings 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  I.  Arthur  Rank  would  appear  to  be  estab- 

lishing something  of  a  precedent  by  taking  parties  of  M.P.'s  to  the  Den- 
ham  Studios  to  not  only  observe  production  but  to  chat  with  the  British 

tycoon  on  British  film  trade   problems   Well,   what's   Denham   got 
that  Hollywood  hasn't — except  Rank  (yet)?  ...  •  Speaking  of  prece- 

dents, Joe  Williams,  N.  Y.  World-Telegram  sports  writer,  reported  yes- 
terday that  Alfred  Vanderbilt  had  presented  him  with  a  newly  foaled 

colt  Just  because  he  had  once  remarked,  "You  give  me  a  horse  and  I'll 
show  you  fellows  how  he  should  be  handled"   The  line  will  form 
on  the  right  for  those  who  want  to  present  Phil  M.  with  (1)  a  theater, 

(2)  a  studio,  or  (3)  Gene  Tierney.  ...     •  The  Louis-Conn  fight  will  be 
broadcast  by  NBC,  with  Gillette  sponsoring   Tele  rights   are   still 
open,  but  chances  are  they  also  will  go  to  NBC.  ...  •  Times  Square 

reconversion  from  war  to  peace  took  a  giant's  stride  forward  yesterday 
when  the  service  man  on  the  huge  Camel  smoke-ring  sign  gave  way  to 
a  civilian.  ...  •  Ralph  Lewis,  here  from  the  Coast  may  be  one  of 

those  investing  in  "On  Our  Way,"  which  Eddie  Nugent  will  produce. 
•  The    tele    color   debate    Is    getting   still    hotter   Walter   Evans, 

Westinghouse  v.-p.,  expects  color  tele  "to  be  in  relatively  widespread 
use"  in  the  next  18  months.  ...  •  Legion  of  Decency  says  its  "C" 
rating  of  "The  Outlaw"  still  stands.  ...  •  "Bells  of  St.  Mary's"  in  its 
16-week  Chicago  Loop  run  at  the  Woods  grossed  $460,000.  ...  •  Chi. 

Oriental  with  Jane  Russell  p.a.-ing  and  "The  Outlaw"  rang  up  $265,000  in 
four  weeks.  ...  •  Harry  Brandt  has  a  piece  of  "Woman  Bites  Dog" 
which  opened  at  the  Belasco  last  night   

T  T  T 

•  •  •  SIGN  O'  THE  TIMES  DEPT.:  The  Wall  St.  Journal  yesterday 
carried  review  of  Walt  Disney's  "Make  Mine  Music"  on  page  one,  the 
critique  by  Robert  P.  Brundage  occupying  about  two-thirds  of  a  column. 

T  T  T 

•  •  •  THE  PERSONAL  TOUCH:  Capt.  Harold  Auten  is  fast  becom- 

ing Phil  M.'s  favorite  host   ..Last  night  Capt.  Auten,  acting  for  J. 
Arthur  Rank,  was  host  at  a  dinner  at  the  Plaza  before  an  invitation 

critics'  screening  of  "Henry  V"  at  United  Artists   On  Monday  he 
will  be  host  at  a  Lotus  Club  luncheon  of  industry  editors  given  in  honor 
of  Bob  Kerridge,  New  Zealand  circuit  operator  and  associate  of  Rank. 
•  As  an  added  entry  on  the  social  calendar.  Motion  Picture  Magazine 
is  hosting  a  reception  next  Tuesday  in  the  Cottage  at  the  Hampshire 
House  honoring  Joan  Curtis,  who  is  retiring  in  the  interest  of  motherhood, 
and  Maxwell  Hamilton,  recently  of  the  Navy,  who  is  succeeding  Joan 
as  editor  of  the  Fawcett  Publication.  ...  •  Lt.  Philip  Barbanell,  who 

is  resuming  law  practice  after  service  in  the  Judge  Advocate  General's 
Department,  ETO,  has  been  appointed  attorney  on  this  side  for  all  Peter 
Maurice  interests  of  England,  including  the  MFM  Entertainment  Co.,  top 
European  management  combine. ...  •  Leo  Carrillo  goes  to  San  Antonio 
on  the  27th  for  the  Fiesta  de  San  Jacinto.  ...  •  Bill  Cunningham,  for- 

merly drama  editor  of  the  Columbus  (Ohio)  Citizen  but  more  recently 
chief  of  the  Los  Angeles  Overseas  Bureau  of  the  OWL  has  Joined  George 

Brown's  studio  publicity  staff.  ...  •  Twentieth-Fox's  Sam  Shain  is  sit- 
ting in  on  the  studio  musicians'  pact  negotiations  as  press  contact  .  .  . 

T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  SOMETHING  DIFFERENT  in  the  way  of  industry  cocktail 

parties  was  that  tendered  by  Richard  Conte,  20th-Fox  star,  at  the  Wal- 

dorf's Crane  Room  yesterday  for  wives  of  exhibs.  serving  on  the  Met 
Theater  Owners  Committee  for  the  industry's  Cancer  collection  drive 
  The  ladies  thoughtfully  were  presented  with  the  latest  in  per- 

fumery by  Max  A.  Cohen,  Met  committee  chairman   
T  T  T 

Si  Fabian  Clarifies 
ATA  Misconceptions 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

of  view  which  create  sharp  divisior. 
of  opinion  among  exhibitors  on  man- 

trade  practices,"  Fabian  said.  "Thes' cleavages  are  properly  represente< 
by  a  variety  of  organizations.  Th 
American  Theaters  Association, 
ever,  seeks  to  represent  a  u^ 
exhibitor  opinion.  In  so  doings  i 
must  inevitably  eschew  the  field  o 
controversial  intra  -  industry  rela 
tions  and  concentrate  on  those  area'  i 
of  agreement  where  all  right-think 
ing  'theatermen  feel  and  can  ac 

alike." 

Fabian   said   that  the  associatioi 
was  confident  that  regardless  of  th< 
specialized  interests  which  other  ex 
hibitor  organizations  are  designed  t< , 
serve,  these  specialized  interests  d< 
not  preclude  such  organizations  fron ; 
moving    into    a    friendly    affiliation 
with  the  ATA  for  consultation  an 
joint  action  on  matters  in  which  al 
exhibitors  are  interested. 

"There  is  a  place  in  the  American 
Theaters  Association  for  every  ex-; 
hibitor  and  every  exhibitor  organiza 

tion,"  Fabian  continued.  "Those  wh< 
have  joined,  numbering  many  thous 
ands,  expressed  their  approval  o:: 
our  program  at  the  St.  Louis  meet-i 

ing.  For  those  who  have  not  ye' joined,  we  will  seek  to  demonstrate ; 
by  concrete  performance  the  bene- fits of  united  action  so  that  anji 

doubts  they  may  harbor  will  be  dis- 
pelled and  they  will  associate  witrj 

us  at  an  early  date  in  protecting  anc 
advancing  their  own  interests  and 

those  of  the  American  public" 

WNEW  Joins  Film  Biz 
In  Cancer  Drive  Sunday 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Judis,  station  manager.  All  programs 
beginning  midnight  Saturday  will  be 
fitted  into  a  pattern  to  bring  atten- 

tion to  the  "unseen  enemy,"  and  will 
go  around  the  clock. 

Industy  luminaries  will  act  as 
pledge  takers  on  the  phone.  MovieJ 
and  theater  tickets,  as  well  as  spec- 

ially autographed  recordings  by  lead-;' 
ing  musicians,  will  be  given  away  to ,, 

those  listeners  who  phone  in  pledges. ' 

STORK  REPORTS 

Mabel  Drew  of  20th  Century-Fox' ; 
radio  department,  became  a  grand- 

mother when  her  daughter,  Mrs. 

John  Lee,  gave  birth  to  a  daughter,1 
Stephanie  Joan,  at  Polyclinic  Hos- 

pital. Detroit — George  Konath,  operator  : 
at  the  suburban  Roseville  Theater,  j 
is  the  father  of  a  baby  boy. 

Des  Moines,  la.  —  Jim  Cunath, 
salesman  for  PRC  at  Des  Moines,  is 
the  father  of  a  baby  girl. 
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ew  Strike  Awaits 
urther  Negotiations 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

g  to  resume  negotiations  with  the 
Iroducers. 
The  CSU  spokesmen  said  that  no 
nj.lv  had  been  received  from  Eric 
=^hnston,  president  of  MPAA,  on 

;    producers'  industry  policy. 
CSU     announced     that     Interna- 

.    onal    Association     of     Machinists, 
■   irough    its    president,    Harvey   W. 

I  rjrown,  is  the   second   international 

(  jrganization  to  grant  it  strike  sanc- ion. 
Late  on  Tuesday,  10  major  studios 

cdred   President   William   Green   of 
FL  that   the   producers   have   not 

IN  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

TOM   CORMAN,   Warner   publicist,  Los  Angeles 
and  San  Francisco. 

LARRY     WATERS,    manager,     Colony,     Raleigh, 
N.  C. 

DAN  LUbLINER,  manager,  Lost  Lake  Club,  Cable, 
W.s. 

PAUL    HOMER,    Essaness    publicity    department, 
Chicago. 

HERBERT  COPPLEMAN,  general  manager,  Snider 
ciicuit,  Boston. 

LARRY     WATERS,     manager,     Colony,     Raleigh, 
N.  C. 

MORT  IVY,  office  manager,  Columbia,  Omaha. 

GEORGE  W.  SAMPSON,  SR.,  city  salesman,  RKO, 
Detroit. 

HOWARD  HELLMAN,  state  salesman,  RKO,  De- 
troit. 

JACQUES  LEON,  booker,  iBetty  Bryden  Agency, 
Datrcit. 

EDWIN  HAMBLEN,  booker,  Betty  Bryden  Agency, Detroit. 

HARRiSON  CRONKHITE,  operator,  Wyandotte 

Theater,  Wyandotte,   Mich. 

W.LLIAM  HOLISKY,  salesman  at  National  Screen 
Service,  Minneapolis. 

TOM  COLEMAN,  manager,  Palace,  Hico,  Tex. 

|  *  .roposed  an  open-shop  contract  with 
'  ainters,  carpenters,  electricians  and 
ther  AFL  craft  unions,  which  have 

"jfi  eretof ore  had  closed-shop  contracts, 
1  nd  union-shop  contracts  with  unions 
l.nd  guilds  with  which  they  have 
heretofore  had  such  contracts. 

0PAA  Huddle  on  Coast 
Strike  Threat  Indecisive 

No  decision  on  action  to  be  taken 

Three  Directors  Added 
To  Bell  &  Howell  Board 

Chicago — At  the  annual  meeting 
of  the  Bell  &  Howell  board  three 
directors  were  added,  bringing  the 
number  to  seven.  The  three  new 
directors  are  C.  V.  Carlik,  Max  Mc- 
Graw  and  E.  H.  McDermott.  C.  H. 
Percy  was  named  secretary  of  the 
company;  Scott  Harrod,  assistant 
treasurer.  W.  E.  Roberts  is  a  hold- 

over assistant  treasurer.  T.  A. 

Birchfield  was  elected  vice-president 
in  charge  of  production. 
A  regular  common  stock  dividend 

bo   settle   the   jurisdictional   dispute  lf  12%  cenb     and  ferred  divi. 
^i.^^^-l^xSfJ;^    evident  of  $1.06%  were  declared. The     company     announced     new Studio  strike  from  Herbert  K.  Sor- 

ik-ell,  head  of  the  Conference  of  Studio 
s:;Jnions,  was  reached  last  night  after 

•l- 'in  all-day  huddle  between  President 
!e']]ric  A.  Johnston  and  Vice-President 
ffByron  Price  of  the  MPAA  and  mem- 

bers of  the  association's  board.  The 
*neeting  was  held  at  the  MPAA 
ncf  offices. 
n*    Asserting  after  the  meeting  that 

'there  will  be  no  decision  until  we 

know  what  Hollywood  does,"  John- 
ston   announced   that   further   con- 

ferences on  the  Coast  labor  situation 
Would  be   held — "maybe   this  week, 
maybe    next    week."     The    48-hour 
deadline   set  by   Sorrell  for  receipt 

4jpf  an  answer  from  Johnston  on  pro- posals  advanced  by   the   CSU   head 
■j..iwas  to  have  expired  last  night. 
ill     Johnston    disclosed   that    the    de- 

CHARTERED 

Newly   chartered    New   York    corporations    in- 
clude: 

;     WARSAW  FILMS,    INC.,   New  York  City,   100 

1  shares  no  par  value,   three  subscribed,  distribu- 
!  tion  motion   pictures,   by  Margaret  Owens,   Mar- 

guerite Sullivan,  Stella  Hughes. 

ARGO  FILMS,    INC.,   New  York   City,   motion 
pictures,  300  shares  no   par  value  stock,   three 

'\  shares  subscribed.   Edith  C.  Weaver,   Richard  A. 
I  Weaver,   Edward  T.  Welch,  directors.  Adrian  N. 

'  Balstra,  Charles  F.   Leining,   M.   L.  Cianci,  sub- 
scribers to  one  share  each  of  the  capital  stock. 

JOHN  M.  WALL,  INC.,  Syracuse,  motion 
cameras  and  accessories,  $150,000  in  $100 
shares,  three  subscribed.  By  John  M.  Wall, 
Howard  C.  Kelsen,  Grove  L.  Higgins. 

THEATRICAL   SOUND    SYSTEMS,    INC.,    New 
York   City,    capital    100    shares,    no    par    value 

1  stock,      three     shares      subscribed.     By     George 
if  J  Landesman,  Bernard  Schwartz,  Horace  G.  Marks. 

'         COMMERCIAL     NEWSREELS    tj     INDUSTRIAL 
FILMS,    INC.,    New    York    City.    100    shares    no 
par    value    stock,    three    shares    subscribed,    by 
Joseph  H.  Goldstein,  William  Weintraub,  Regina 
Weossam. 

KIN-EXHIBIT  CO.,  INC.,  Queens,  operate 
moving  picture  theaters,  capital  200  shares  no 
par  value  stock,  three  shares  subscribed,  by 
Sylvia  Wagner,  Jack  Donow,  Morton  Brand. 

equipment  as  follows:  35  mm.  slide 
stripfilm  projector,  automatic  still 
camera,  lightweight  airborne  16  mm. 
filmsound  projector,  8  mm.  magazine 
load  movie  camera. 

President  J.  H.  McNabb  stated 
that  present  OPA  restrictive  regula- 

tions are  hampering  the  industry, 
and  that  manufacturers  could  no 
longer  be  responsible  for  continued 
full  employment  and  full  business 
activity. 

mand  of  Sorrell  to  lay  off  members 
of  the  machinists'  union  recently 
chartered  by  the  AFL  had  been  re- 

jected at  the  meeting.  The  machin- 
ists' union  (Local  2396  of  the  AFL) 

was  chartered  upon  the  International 
Association  of  Machinists'  with- 

drawal from  the  AFL  in  a  move  by 
the  federation  to  obtain  jurisdiction 
over  machinists  employed  at  the 
studios.  Local  1185  of  the  IAM  is 
one  of  the  CSU  unions.  The  CSU 
wants  its  own  men  to  have  the  jobs 

now  held  by  the  AFL's  Local  2396. 

Mich.  Indies  Meet  April  24 

To  Form  New  Organization 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

pendent  organization,  which  is  ex- 
pected to  be  in  addition  to  any 

present  exhibitor  groups.  Invitations 
have  been  sent  to  all  exhibitors  ex- 

cept affiliated  houses,  including 
members  of  Allied,  etc. 

Intention,  as  expressed  by  Carver, 

is  to  establish  an  organization  more 
active  for  independents  than  old  line associations. 

Tufts  in  "Swell  Guy" Holly  wood  —  Mark  Hellinger  has 
borrowed  Sonny  Tufts  from  Para. 

for  '  Swell  Guy." 

Exhib,  Closes  House 
In  Checker  Fight 

Oxford,  Pa.  —  In  a  protest  move 
against  the  cancellation  of  picture 
contracts  with  two  major  distrib- 

utors, J.  G.  Growl,  operator  of  the 
Oxford  Theater,  has  reduced  the 
operating  time  of  his  house  from 
seven  nights  to  Saturdays  only, 
when  he  will  play  westerns. 

In  a  statement  to  patrons,  Crowl 
said  that  he  did  not  object  to  out-of- 
town  people  checking  his  receipts  on 
percentage  films,  but  refused  to  let 
Oxford  residents  do  the  work.  As  a 
result,  contracts  were  cancelled  and 
product  was  withheld.  He  claimed 
that  he  will  keep  to  the  reduced 
operating  schedule  until  the  matter 
is  adjusted  —  whether  it  takes  24 hours  or  24  months. 

Forms  Far  East  Service 
Far  East  Service,  Inc.,  a  corpora- 

tion that  will  make  available  the 
services  of  translators,  narrators, 
card  writers  and  research  workers, 
skilled  in  the  languages  and  customs 
of  Far  Eastern  countries,  has  been 
formed  by  Kay  K.  Nishimura,  an 
American  born  Japanese,  who  served 
as  interpreter  for  the  D  of  J  and 
the  War  Dept. 

Mrs.  C.  S.  Hoffman  Killed 

Des  Moines,  la.— Mrs.  C.  S.  Hoff- 
man, veteran  in  the  Iowa  theater 

business  for  33  years,  was  fatally  in. 
jured  when  her  automobile  skidded 
on  the  highway  near  Kirksville,  Mo. 
She  opened  her  first  theater  at  Sac 
City,  la.,  and  then  moved  to  Fairfield 
and  later  to  Knoxville  where  she 
was  operating  the  Grand  and  Marion 
theaters. 

"Brooklyn"  Penetrates 
Gallup's  Audience  Research  re- 

ported yesterday  that  Goldwyn's 
"The  Kid  from  Brooklyn"  has  a 
higher  audience  penetration  prior  to 
opening  ait  the  Astor  than  any  pre- 

vious pic  since  FWTBT,  back  in  1943. 

Released  through  RKO  RADIO  PICTURES.  lo«. m 

(Wirt/d  Memiete  ASTOR,  N.  Y.  APRIL  18th 
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!6,000  IN  AFL  UNIONS  LASH  OUT  AT  CSU 
'.  R.  Group  Plans  Caribbean  Exhibitor  Union 
WARDOUR  ST. 

Calling. ... 
By  "TATLER" 

(Ernest  W.  Fredmom) 
LONDON 

S  peaceful  and  serene  on  the  Wardour 

at.  Front  once  again,  for  all  the  visitors 
have  been   fl-cking  into  London   have 

a-ted,  with  the  exception  of  Joe  Seidel- 
,  who  is  remaining  tor  a  week  or  two, 
beorge   Weitner   who  has  just  arrived 
.The  Kank  All- World  Convention  is  over 
the  delegates  started  to   fly   back  to 

ir  respective  territories  last  Friday.  Matty 
and  his  delegation  left  on  Saturday   

idy   Carr    sports   a    very    beautiful    gold 
aret  case,   which  was  presented   to  him 

Ihis  Eagie-Lion  associates,  so  at  least  he 
some   concrete    remembrance    of   what 

obviously  been   a  very  successful  con- 
:nce.  1  here  were  plenty  of  slogans  float- 

around,  such  as  "Ability,  Efficiency  and 
egriry,"   but    Teddy    Carr's  own    "faith, 
irt  and  Honest  Toil"  and  "What  I  want 

More  Playing  Time"  seem  to  me  to  sum 
ill  up,  ana  now  the  boys  are  rarin'  to  go 
Ih    more    pictures   which    they    hope   are 
ng  to  play  American  screens  in  greater 
iintity  than  hitherto. 

•  • 

PYROS  P.  SKOURAS  and  Murray  Silver- 
stone    left    for    Paris    Tuesday,    thence 

ne-ing.  Spyros  has  had  many  conferences 
h  Rank — stayed  with  him  for  a  week-end 
i  looks  well  satisfied  with  his  visit.  Hal 

•His  and  Joe  Hazen  are  off  to  the  Con- 
ent,  back  again  in  10  days.  Believe  to 
e  got  studio  space  from  Rank,  Hal  has 

ught  a  story  here,  but  I  wouldn't  bank 
its   going   into   production    for    many   a 

mth  yet. 
•  • 

IDNEY  BERNSTEIN  tells  us  that  Ingrid 

Bergman  will  be  the  first  star  in  a  pic- 
re  to  be  made  by  associate  Alfred  Hitch- 

:k.  Very  interesting,  but  I  don't  see  where 
s  got  any  studio  in  which  to  make  it, 
d  la  Bergman  has  one  cr  two  other  prior 

gagements,  so  I  somehow  can't  envisage 
at  film  going  into  production  this  year, 
tile  I  imagine  maestro  Hitch  also  has  one 
two  others  to  do  before  he  embarks  upon 

is  enterprise  with  Bernstein. 
•  '         • 

HE   budget  did   not   give   exhibitors  any 

concessions  —  they  were  hoping  for  a 

'  off  the  entertainment  tax,  or  at  any  rate 
small   concession,    but    Chancellor  Hugh 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Five  Countries  Invited 
To  Organization  Meeting 
In  San  Juan,  May  30-31 

San  Juan  (By  Air  Mail) — First  in- 
ternational meeting  of  film  exhibitors 

to  be  held  in  Puerto  Rico  has  been 
called  for  May  30-31  for  the  purpose 
of  organizing  a  Caribbean  union  of 
exhibs.  Delegates  from  Mexico, 
Cuba,  Venezuela,  the  Dominican  Re- 

public and  the  Virgin  Islands  have 
been  invited  by  the  Union  of  Exhib- 

itors of  Motion  Picture  Films  of 
Puerto  Rico. 

Latter  is  the  name  of  the  re-or- 
( Continued  on  Page  11) 

ATA  Officers  to  Meef 

To  Advance  Projects 
A  meeting  of  some  of  the  officers 

of  the  American  Theaters  Associa- 
tion will  be  held  here  next  week, 

Monday  or  Tuesday,  for  the  purpose 
of  advancing  a  number  of  the  pro- 

jects of  the  new  organization. 
Among  the  topics  for  discussion 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Indian  Raw  Stock  Import 
Duty  at  Quarter  Anna 

Bombay  (By  Cable) — Import  duty 
on  raw  stock  has  been  set  at  a 
quarter  anna  per  foot  (about  one 
cent)  instead  of  the  half  anna  that 
had  been  proposed.  Decision  means 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Five-Cent  Admission 
Tax  for  St,  Louis? 

St.  Louis  —  A  five  per  cent  tax 
on  admissions  was  proposed  to  the 
Board  of  Aldermen  by  Mayor  Aloys  P. 

Kaufman  as  part  of  a  municipal  tax 

program.  Mayor  Kaufman  said  that 
professional  sports  had  paid  only 

$68,000  and  theatrical  interests  a 
mere  $165,500  in  city  taxes  last  year, 

and  held  that  "This  is  ridiculously 
low."  Proposed  tax  is  estimated  to 
yield  $750,000  annually. 

13,000  Tele  Sefs  for 

Capital  This  Year! 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Radio  manufac- 
turers will  route  between  10,500  and 

13,000  tele  receivers  into  Washing- 
ton this  year,  a  spokesman  for  Allen 

B.  DuMont  Laboratory  said  yester- 
day. 

William  A.  Roberts,  attorney  for 
the  company,   said   six   leading   set 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Universal  Sets  First  Div. 
On  New  Preferred  Stock 

Universal's  board  declared  the  first 
dividend  of  $1.0625  per  share  on  the 

company's  new  4%  per  cent  cumula- 
tive preferred  stock,  payable  June  1 

to  holders  of  record  on  May  15.  New 
issue  was  only  recently  listed  on  the 
N.  Y.  Stock  Exchange. 

Coal  Strike  a  Threat  to  Films 
CPA  Sees  Setback  to  Trade  from  Fuel  Lack 

IA-IBEW  UN  Tele  Dispute 
Referred  to  Washington 

That  the  jurisdictional  dispute  be- 
tween IATSE  Local  644,  camera- 

men, and  the  Radio  Broadcast  Engi- 
neers Union,  Local  1212,  IBEW, 

which  led  to  the  elimination  of  the 
CBS  and  ABC  television  crew  from 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM   DAILY 
Washington — Production  of  some 

motion  picture  equipment  will  suf- 
fer a  serious  setback  if  the  coal 

strike  continues,  CPA  said  yester- 
day. 

In  addition  to  the  threat  of  steel 
production,  which  would  have  an 
adverse  effect  on  some  picture  equip- 

ment, the  coal  strike  is  causing  many 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

"Will  No  Longer  Tolerate 
Disruptive  Tactics  By 

Small  Minority"  of  CSU 
West    Coast   Bureau   of   THE   FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood — IATSE  Screen  Actors 

Guild,  Screen  Extras  Guild,  Studio 
Drivers,  Studio  Plasterers,  Federal 
Labor  Union  and  Hotel  and  Restau- 

rant Employes  Alliance  announced 

yesterday  that  "We  no  longer  will tolerate  disruptive  tactics  by  this 
small  minority,  the  CSU,  which  has 
no  standing  or  recognition  in  AF  of 
L  and  which  hides  behind  the  AF 

of  L  name  but  defies  AFL  on  policy." 
The  unions  making  the  announce- 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Agree  on  Many  AFM 
Working  Conditions! 

The  high  point  in  negotiations  be- tween the  American  Federation  of 
Musicians  and  producers  for  a  new 
agreement  to  replace  the  one  that 
ran  out  on  March  31  is  expected  to 
be  reached  today  when  the  moot 
question  of  wages  is  scheduled  to 
come  up  for  discussion  by  represent- 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Thomas  Off  for  Coast 
And  Exchange  Visits 
Harry  H.  Thomas,  president  of 

PRC,  leaves  today  for  the  studios 
for  conferences  with  Reeves  Espy 
and  other  studio  officials  regarding 
forthcoming  product.  He  will  also 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Mexican  Gov't  School 
To  Train  Critics,  Too 

Mexico  City  (By  Air  Mail  —  A 
National  School  of  Theatrical  Arts 

will  socn  be  established  in  Mexico 
under  the  direction  of  the  Ministry 
of   Public   Education. 

Education  Minister  Jaime  Torres 

Bodet  has  approved  plans  for  setting 

up  the  school,  which  will  provide 

four-year  courses  for  actors,  tech- 
nicians and  critics.  Andres  Scler 

looms  as  the  school's  head. 
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"Enchanted  Forest"  Held 
PRC's  "Enchanted  Forest"  which 

opened  simultaneously  at  Fox  West 

Coast's  United  Artists,  Guild  and 
Wilshire  theaters  in  Los  Angeles 
Saturday,  has  been  held  over  for  an 
extra  week  at  all  three  houses,  it 
was  reported  here  yesterday. 

SOMETHING  SPECIAL 
COMING  UP? 

Mtvici 

1325  S.  WABASH  I 
CHICAGO  3,  ILL. 

SACK FOR 

SPECIAL 
TRAILERS 

comino  ano  coma 
WILLIAM  F.  RODCERS,  vice-president  and 

general  sales  manager  tor  M-G-M,  returns  today 
From  a   short  visit  to   Chicago. 

STEVE  BROIDY,  president  of  Monogram  Pic- 
tures, and  NORTON  V.  RITCHfcY,  Monogram 

international  president,  left  by  plane  yester- 
day for  a  three  to  four-week  inspection  tour 

of  European  affairs.  Pair  will  visit  Great  Britain, 
.ranee,   Holland  and  Belgium. 
MME.  RAYMONDE  AttDIBERT,  head  of  Pathe 

Cinema's  newsreel,  has  arrived  here  from  Paris 
,or  a  month's  visit. 
CHARLES  S.  STEINBERG,  assistant  publicity 

nanager  for  Warner  Bros,  in  New  York,  is  in 

Philadelphia  today  on  plans  for  the  20th  anni- 
versary of  talking  pictures. 

ED  HINCHY,  head  of  the  Warners'  playdate 
department  returns  today  from  Washington. 

C.  J.  LATTA,  zone  manager  tor  Warner  The- 
jters  in  the  Albany  area,  and  CHARLES  SMAK- 
WiTZ,  his  assistant,  return  to  that  city  today 
rom  home  office  conferences. 
HARRY  FEINSTEIN,  assistant  zone  manager 

ror  Warner  Theaters  in  Pittsburgh,  was  a  New 
York  visitor  Wednesday  and  Thursday.  He  returns 
,o  Pittsburgh  today. 
ROBERT  NATHAN,  writer  under  contract  to 

M-G-M,  is  due  to  arrive  from  the  Coast  May  3. 
LUCiLLE  BALL,  M-G-M  star,  is  slated  to  ar- 

.  ive  from  the  Coast  May  4. 

RICHARD  LYELLYN,  writer  under  M-C-M  con- 
tract,  will   arrive  from   the   Coast  April  27. 

GEORGE  BASSMAN,  composer  under  contract 
;o  M-G-M,  arrives  today  from  Hollywood. 
SAM  ZIMBALIST,  M-C-M  producer,  leaves  for 

Hollywood  today  after  a  week's  vacation  here. 
RUTH  CILLIS,  assistant  to  Mike  Simons,  edi- 

tor of  Metro's  Distributor,  has  returned  from 
a  Miami  Vacation. 

JAMES  CRAIG  will  do  a  p.a.  at  the  world 

premiere  of  "Boys  Ranch"  at  the  Paramount, 
Amarillo,  Tex.,  on  May  8. 

GEORGE  D.  BURROWS,  executive  vice-presi- 
dent and  treasurer  of  Monogram,  is  due  here 

tomorrow  for  a  month's  stay. 
NICKY  GOLDHAMMER,  vice  -  president  and 

general  sales  manager  of  Film  Classics,  will  leave 
New  York  this  week  for  the  Coast  with  a  stop- 

over in  Chicago  on  company  business. 

BERNARD  J.  GATES,  Monogram  Interna- 
tional's Latin-American  supervisor,  will  leave 

here  Sunday  by  plane  for  Cuba  on  a  business 

trip. 

RAYMOND  W.  BEAUDRY,  of  Holyoke,  Mass., 
with  the  U.  S.  Army  Motion  Picture  Service  for 
the  past  16  years,  will  sail  for  Germany  shortly 
to  take  charge  of  booking  and  operating  the- 

aters in  Army  camps  for  the  USAMPS. 

HERMAN  RIPPS,  M-C-M  district  manager  with 
headquarters  in  Albany,  is  here  for  home  office 
conferences. 

TOM  DONALDSON,  Boston  branch  manager 
for  M-C-M,  is  due  here  April  24. 

PAULETTE  GODDARD  has  postponed  her  de- 
parture for   Europe  until  April  27. 

GERALDINE  FITZGERALD  left  Hollywood  by 
rail  for  New  York  on  Wednesday  night. 
RAM  L.  GOGTAY,  correspondent  for  THE 

FILM  DAILY  in  Bombay,  has  arrived  for  confer- 
ences with    M-G-M    International   officials. 

LOU  SMITH,  Liberty  Films  advertising-pub- 
licity director,  returns  to  Hollywood  by  air  over 

the  week-end. 
P.  E.  McCOY,  manager  of  the  Miller,  Augusta, 

Ga.,  and  HARRY  C.  BOESEL,  manager  of  the 
Palace,  Milwaukee,  will  arrive  in  New  York Monday. 

MALCOLM  KINGSBERC,  WILLIAM  HOWARD, 
and  HARRY  MANDELL  will  be  in  Minneapolis 
tomorrow. 

EDWARD  WALTON,  of  Republic,  was  a  Chi- 
cago visitor  yesterday. 

Arthur  Kurlan  Prods.  Buys 
Paris  Underground  Film 
West   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Marking  his  entry  in- 
to the  motion  picture  field,  Arthur 

Kurlan,  head  of  Arthur  Kurlan  Pro- 

ductions, has  bought  "En  Avant," 
believed  to  be  the  only  underground 

motion  picture  actually  produced  be- 
hind the  enemy  during  the  war, 

from  Marcel  Rochex,  onetime  cam- 
eraman in  the  French  film  industry, 

who  is  now  in  New  York.  The  pic- 
ture was  made  in  16  mm.  and  the 

actors  are  citizens  of  Paris,  Nazi 
storm  troopers,  collaborators  and 
patriots.  Only  a  few  of  the  latter 
knew  the  film  was  being  made  and 
were  very  careful  to  keep  their  faces 
away  from  the  camera  in  case  of 
aecection. 

Kurlan  who  recently  signed  Lucille 

Ball  to  star  in  the  "My  Sister 
Eileen"  radio  series  which  he  will 
produce  and  direct  over  a  national 
network  this  Fall,  is  now  negotiating 
with  Ruth  McKenney,  author  of  the 

story  on  which  "My  Sister  Eileen" 
was  based,  to  write  the  narration  for 
"En  Avant"  which  Kurlan  expects 
to  release  in  both  16  mm.  and  35  mm. 
versions  so  that  it  can  be  given  the 
widest  possible  release. 

"En  Avant"  was  filmed  on  16  mm. 
film  stolen  by  Marcel  Rochex  from 
the  Germans  and  developed  in  a  cel- 

lar laboratory  by  tedious  hand 
method.  After  being  developed,  the 
films  were  quickly  buried  in  sealed 
containers  and  resurrected  by 
Rochex  after  Paris  was  liberated. 

TBA  to  Discuss  Tele  in 
Education  at  IER  Meet 

Educational  committee  of  the  Tele- 
vision Broadcasters  Association  will 

conduct  a  90-minute  session  on  the 
role  of  television  in  education  at  the 
annual  conference  of  the  Institute 
for  Education  by  Radio.  Conference 
to  be  held  in  Columbus,  O.,  May  3-5, 
with  the  television  symposium  to  be 
held  the  last  day. 

Prof.  Kenneth  Bartlett,  acting 
director  of  the  Syracuse  University 
School  Of  Adult  Education,  has  been 
named  chairman  of  the  TBA  session, 
with  seven  television  and  education 
leaders  participating. 

"One  More  Tomorrow"  June  1 
WB's  "One  More  Tomorrow,"  has 

been  set  for  national  release  June  1. 

William  Spier  Forms 
Indie  Producing  Company 

West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAIL 

Hollywood  —  William  Spier,  pro 
ducer-director  of  radio  program 

"Suspense,"  announced  the  forma 
tion  of  an  independent  producing  oi 

ganization  to  be  kown  as  Suspens- 
Pictures,  Inc.  He  will  produce  an< 
direct  four  films  a  year  followi^^i 

same  format  as  his  radio  show^^ 
The  corporation  is  being  set  up  b;  j 

attorney  Martin  Gang.  Although  a 

definite  property  has  been  selecte( 
as  his  initial  subject,  he  plans  t> 
launch  production  in  July.  Spier  wil  | 
continue  his  regular  weekly  radi- show  on  CBS. 

Formulate  Banquet  Plans 
For  Humanitarian  Award 

Plans  for  the  annual  Humanitar 
ian  Award  dinner  which  will  clima^ 
the  Variety  Clubs  of  America  con 
vention  here  next  month  were  form  I 
ulated  at  a  luncheon-meeting  yester  i 
day  at  the  Hotel   Astor.    Presiding 
were     Chairman     Si      Fabian     anci 
"Chick"  Lewis,  national  director  o: 
publicity.      Attending    were    Harry) 
Brandt,     Charles    Reagan,    Leonarn 
Goldenson,  Phil  Harling,  Dave  Wein-i 
stock,  Claude  Lee,  Oscar  Doob,  Sairl 
Rosen,  Harold   Rinzler,   George   Od- 

ium, John  Cassidy,  Winifred  Cutlei 
and  Bill  Slater. 

Aussies  Ban  "Dillinger/ 
"Black  Market  Babies" 

Sydney  (By  Air  Mail) — "Dillinger'  | and  "Black  Market  Babies"  havt 
been  banned  by  the  Commonwealtl 
chief  censor  and  ordered  returned  t< 
the  U.  S.  An  appeal  against  the  dej 
cision  was  also  turned  down. 

GUT-Universal  Sign 

Long-Term  Pact  Renewal 

Sydney  (By  Air  Mail) — A  long- 
term  renewal  of  Universal  Interna- 

tional's agreement  with  Greatei 
Union  Theaters  has  been  signed  here 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion  picture 
ED  SULLIVAN  also  says  it! 

(M-G-M  of  course!) 

WORLD  PREMIERE  NOW  AT  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL 
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OF  LEAVE  HER  TO  HEAVEN  ! 

O  J  Century-Fox  triumph  to  challenge  your  "Leave  Her  To  Heaven"  records! 



a 
Motion  Picture  Herald  predicts: 

DRAGONWYCK 
is  set  to  do  as  much  or  more 

business  than  'Leave  Her  To  Heaven'!" 

First  dates  now 

setting  the  pace  for 

NATIONWIDE 

PRE-RELEASE 

EASTER  WEEK 
ENGAGEMENTS! 
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3,000  Tele  Sets  for 
pilal  This  Year! 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

[j.nufacturers  have  assured  DuMont 

ly  will  have  this  total  on  hand, 

jjjvided  commercial  tele  stations  are 

jting  in  the  capital  by  the  end  of 

Jrear. 
stating  that  DuMont  was  now 

jady  to  go"  as  soon  as  the  FCC 
signs  it  a  channel,  Roberts  said 

liere  would  be  plenty  of  sets  in 

lashington. 

||DuMont  is  one  of  four  applicants 
cently  receiving  television  grants 

Washington.  DuMont's  estimate 
television  sets  for  Washington 

is  viewed  as  an  answer  to  state- 
2nts  that  black  and  white  television 
raid  be  held  back  because  of  a 

|ick  of  receivers. 

FCC's  poll  of  set  manufacturers 
Idicated  that  less  than  100,000  tele- 
Jsion  receivers  were  scheduled  for 
jpoduction  this  year.  It  was  pointed 
[at,  however,  that  four  manufac- 

turers did  not  send  in  their  es- 
Imates. 
Roberts  said  that  most  of  the  tele- 

j  sion  receivers  expected  to  be  ear- 
l.arked  for  the  Washington  market 
I  ould  be  table  models.  According 

J)  Roberts,  RCA  alone  promised 
1,000  sets  for  Washington  if  com- 
Ijiercial  television  were  under  way  by 
lie  end  of  the  year. 

tdian  Raw  Stock  Import 
[Duty  at  Quarter  Anna 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

In  effect  that  there  is  practically  no 
Increase  in  the  ad  valorem  rate  in 

force  prior  to  March  1. 
Duty  on  exposed  film  remains  the 

iame,  but  informed  sources  believe 
his  will  be  reduced  in  order  to  en- 
ourage  the  import  on  educational 
ilms  made  in  other  countries. 

fo  Show  "Green  Years" 
Six  special  tradeshowings  of  "The 

xveen  Years"  in  six  different  cities 
:ave  been  set  by  M-G-M.  The  lineup 
ncludes  Granada  Theater,  Minne- 
ipolis,  April  30;  Mario,  Salt  Lake 

Jity,  May  1;  Warners'  Delaware, 
llbany,  May  2;  Arbor,  Omaha,  May 
B;  Varsity,  Seattle,  May  7,  and  Villa, 
Oklahoma  City,  May  8.  All  screen- 

ings start  at  8:30  p.m. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 

GREETINGS  TO: 
April  19 

Herbert  Wi!cox  David  Palfreyman 

Ceorge  O'Brien  Charles  Light 
April  20 

Harold    Lloyd  Harry   Cittleson 
Sidney   Lanfield  Nina  Foch 

April  21 
Robert  L.  Perrin  Anthony  Quinn 

1-. 

T  T 

As  the  Week  Fades  Out 

•  •  •  TWAS  PARTY  DAY  yesterday  on  N'Yawk's  Film  Row.  what 

with  Universal  hosting  a  cocktail  party  in  the  Hampshire  House's  "The 

Cottage"  for  Deanna  Durbin  and  hubby  Felix  Jackson  and  the  March  of 
Time  similarly  doing  the  honors  at  the  Cloud  Club  atop  the   Chrysler 

Building  for  lean  Pages,  French  director  now  in  our  midst   Large 

industry  turnout  at  both  events,  of  course   Deanna's  as  sweet  and 

charming  as  ever   Jackson's  easy  to  meet,  always  interesting   
And  Pages  is  affable,  informative   Deanna,  who  came  on  principally 

too  see  "Up  in  Central  Park,"  in  which  she  will  star  after  making  "I'll 
Be  Yours,"  returns  to  the  Coast  at  the  week-end   Universalites  at 
the  party  included  J.  Cheever  Cowdin,  Nate  Blumberg,  William  A.  Scully, 

Charles  Prutzman,  Octavio  Prochet.  Maurice  Bergman,  E.  T.  Gomersall, 

Ed  McEvoy,  Sam  Machnovitch,  A.  J.  O'Keefe,  Tom  Mead,  Charles  Kirby, 
Morris  Alin,  James  Jordan,  Andy  Sharrick,  Hank  Linet,  Al  Horowits, 
Capt.  Harold  Auten,  E.  T.  Gomersall,  J.  Baronat,  Charles  Simonelli, 

  Pages  returns  to  France  in  a  fortnight,  then  goes  to  Czechoslo- 
vakia to  make  a  MOT  subject   Robert  de  Rochemont  headed  the 

welcoming  MOT  delegation  at  the  Cloud  Club   Among  those  noted 
were  Howard  Blaclc,  D.  Y.  Bradshaw,  Phil  Williams,  Tom  Orchard,  Robert 
Schofield   

▼  ▼  ▼ 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Mission  of  Arthur  DeBra  of  the  MPAA,  who 

goes  to  the  Coast  today,  is  to  arrange  the  extension  of  the  already 

sizeable  mailing  list  of  "Estimates  of  Current  Motion  Pictures"  and 

"What's  Happening  in  Hollywood,"  MPAA  Community  Service  publi- 
cations. ...  •  Harold  Young  Productions  has  bid  $20,000  for  the  film 

rights  to  "Flamingo  Duval,"  novel  being  written  by  Zita  Miller,  New 
York  socialite  heiress,  according  to  Charles  W.  Curran.  ...  •  Du- 

Mont's station  WABD  will  televise  acts  of  the  Ringling  Bros.,  Barnum 
&   Bailey   Circus  from   the   new   Wanamaker  studios   on   May    1.   .   .   . 

•  Capt.  Tom  Robinson,  out  of  the  Army,  has  rejoined  Metro's  legal  staff. 
•  The  Pittsburgh  Chamber  of  Commerce  is  reported  up  in  arms  over 

Groucho  Marx's  line  in  "A  Night  in  Casablanca,"  "This  is  like  living 

in  Pittsburgh — if  you  can  call  that  living.".  .  .  •  Didja  know  that 

William  Brandt  is  chairman  of  the  Motion  Picture  Father's  Day  Week, 
June  9-16?  ...  •  Execs,  of  the  United  States  Employment  Service  will 

be  among  those  present  at  the  opening  of  "From  This  Day  Forward" 
at  the  RKO  Palace  today.  ...  •  That  Roxy  send-a-postcard-home 
mailing  stunt  is  swell  theater  promotion.  ...  •  Mayor  John  Ahem  of 

Troy  will  open  the  industry  Cancer  Drive  on  the  stage  of  Fabian's 
Proctor's  Theater  there  tomorrow,  while  in  Albany,  District  Attorney 
Julian  Erway  will  open  the  drive  at  the  local  Palace.  ...  •  Lazar 

Wechsler,   Swiss   producer,   is   now   sojourning  in  Miami   Beach.    .   .   . 

•  Two  editors  of  big  national  magazines  have  requested  screenings  of 

"Henry  V"  following  the  five-page  Time  Magazine  break,  UA's  publicity 

department    reports   The    spread   in   Time,    'tis    said,    was   biggest 
ever  accorded  a  motion  picture  in  that  magazine   

T  T  T 

•  •      •     TEMPUS  FUGIT  DEPT   .  .It  will  be  just  a  year  next  week 

that  Harry  H.  Thomas  stepped  into  the  presidency  of  PRC  Pictures,  Inc., 

and  during  that  12-month  period  the  company  has  made  very  encourag- 

ing strides   Under  Harry's   guidance,   the   company  has    had  two 

pictures    that    are    heading    for   million-dollar    grosses   "Enchanted 

Forest,"  it  is  claimed,  has  set  new  house  records  in   all  parts  of  the 

country   And  now   "The  Wife   of  Monte  Cristo"   appears  destined 

to  outgross  "Forest,"  based  on  the  record-breaking  $40,000  week  at  the 
Broadway  Globe   And  other  big  ones  are  on  the  way. ..... 

T  T  T 

ATA  Officers  fo  Meet 
To  Advance  Projects 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

will  be  the  state  in  which  the  asso- 
ciation is  to  be  incorporated,  pre- 

liminary moves  toward  the  establish- 
ment of  the  executive  committee,  a 

review  of  progress  to  date  in  regard 
to  membership  and  subjects  of  gen- 

eral importance. 

Si  Fabian,  president,  reported  yes- 
terday that  Sam  Pinanski  and  Mar- 

tin Mullen  had  lined  up  every  prin- 
cipal in  New  England  for  member- 

ship in  the  ATA,  bringing  in  approx- 
imately 400  theaters. 

Walter  T.  Brown,  who  served  as 
assistant  executive  chairman  of  the 
War  Activities  Committee,  has  been 
retained  as  assistant  executive  direc. 

tor  of  the  ATA,  serving  as  an  aide 
to  Robert  Coyne. 

Thomas  Off  for  Coast 
And  Exchange  Visits 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

visit  a  number  of.  exchange  centers, 
including  San  Francisco,  Portland, 
Seattle,  Denver,  Salt  Lake  City,  Chi- 

cago, Dallas,  Oklahoma  City,  Little 
Rock,  New  Orleans  and  Memphis. 

His  arrival  in  Hollywood  April  23 

will  be  a  double  anniversary,  repre- 
senting his  own  birthday  and  the 

completion  of  one  year  with  PRC Pictures. 

PRC's  studio  currently  has  two 
features  before  the  cameras,  with 
four  features  and  some  westerns  re- 

maining to  be  made  on  1946-47  pro- 
gram. An  untitled  feature  will  go 

into  production  before  the  end  of 
this  month. 

World  Premiere  Set 
For  3  Warner  Films 

Broadway  world  premiere  dates 
for  three  new  pictures  were  set  yes- 

terday by  Warners.  "Her  Kind  of Man"  starts  at  the  New  York  Strand 

on  May  3,  giving  way  to  "One  More Tomorrow"  on  May  24. 
"A  Stolen  Life"  will  bow  in  at  the 

Hollywood  on  May  1,  following  the 

record  23-week  run  of  "Saratoga 

Trunk." WEDDING  BELLS 

Gordon-Marshall 
Frank  (William  Francis)  Marshall, 

Warner  Theaters  executive,  will  be 
married  to  Blanche  Gordon  tomor- 

row in  Washington,  D.  C.  Ceremony 
takes  place  in  the  Foundry  Methodist 
Church.  Marshall  is  an  assistant  to 

Clayton  Bond,  chief  film  buyer  for 
the  Warner  Circuit. 

Carlson-Frenette 
Minneapolis — Janet  Carlson,  con- 

tract'clerk  at  20th-Fox  here,  will 
marry  Kenneth  Frenette  on  June  28. 
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CPA  Sees  Coal  Strike 
Threat  to  Films 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

plants  to  shut  down  because  of  lack 
of  fuel. 

With  many  materials  already  be- 
ing routed  into  the  housing  program, 

the  additional  burden  of  a  prolonged 
coal  strike  may  seriously  slow  pro- 

duction of  many  steel-needing  pic- 
ture items. 

First  pinch  is  expected  to  come  in 
such  items  as  35  mm.  projectors, 
some  sound  equipment  items  and 
heavy  studio  equipment. 

In  other  fields,  there  is  a  con- 
tinued shortage  in  cotton  used  for 

screens. 

CPA's  dismal  proiection  picture 
was  made  after  a  telephone  survey 
of  factories  and  industries,  which 

showed  that, "scores  of  plants  are beine  shut  down  because  of  lack  of 

fuel." Production  of  35  mm.  projectors 
generally  has  improved,  CPA  said, 
but  the  "edare"  will  be  taken  off  if 
the  coal  strike  continues. 

Iceland  Theaters  Need 
Equipment  Replacements 
Washinatnn  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Approximately  half 
of  Iceland's  24  theaters  are  using 
German  motion  picture  equipment. 
most  of  which  is  greatly  in  need  of 
American  replacements,  according  to 
the  Department  of  Commerce. 

The  Nazi  projection  equipment  is 
8  to  20  years  old.  Most  equipment 
is  in  need  of  replacement.  German 
arc  lamps  are  in  poor  condition  and 
will  need  replacement. 

Market  potentials  are  good  for  the 
following  accessories:  projector 
spare  parts,  screens,  rewinds,  reels, 
theater  chairs,  projector  carbons, 
and  projector  booth  fire  shutters. 

Palestine's  Equipment 
Market  Is  Wide  Open 
Washinqtnn  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Generally  anti- 
quated motion  picture  equipment  and 

war-fattened  pocketbooks  of  theater 
owners  have  created  a  demand  for 
American  replacements  in  Palestine, 
the  Department  of  Commerce  re- 

ported yesterday. 
There  are  48  theaters  operating  in 

Palestine,  with  a  total  seating  capa- 

STORK  REPORTS 

St.  Louis — Ray  West,  projectionist 
at  the  Will  Rogers  Theater,  i3  the 
father  of  twins,  a  boy  and  a  girl, 
ager,  in  the  granddaddy  class. 

Chicago  —  Larry  Whitaker,  man- 
ager of  the  Tower,  announces  the 

birth  of  an  eight  pound  baby  boy 
at  Evangelical  hospital. 

Irvington,  N.  J. — Harry  Hadfield, 
electrician  at  the  Castle,  has  a  new 

REVIEWS  Of  n€UJ  flLfllS 
"A  Night  In 

Casablanca" 
with  The  Marx  Brothers 

UA-David  L  Loew  85  Mins. 
SWELL  ZANY  COMEDY  SETS  WEL- 

COME RETURN  OF  MARX  BROS.  FOR- 
MULA   FOR   SCREEN    ENTERTAINMENT. 

There  isn't  a  dull  moment  from  start  to 

finish.  Archie  Mayo's  direction  milks  the 
burlesque  situations  that  are  woven  into 

the  plot-that-doesn't-matter  for  action  and 
laughs.  The  gags  may  lack  some  of  the 
freshness  in  former  Marx  Bros,  films.  How- 

ever, the  format  for  the  zany  group's  talent 
is  well-spotted  with  Harpo  topping  the 

musical  interludes  in  a  harp  solo  arrange- 

ment of  the  "Second  Hungarian  Rhapsody." 
Lisette  Verea  adds  sex  charm  to  the 

comedy  and  plays  a  perfect  foil  for  Grcucho's attentions.  Lois  Collier  and  Charles  Drake 

fill  in  for  the  love  interest;  but  Sig  Ruman's 
antics  as  a  phony  count  gives  the  film  a 

special  lift. 
In  this  one,  Chico,  who  gets  a  chance 

to  show  his  sharp-shooting  index  finger 
technique  on  the  piano,  appoints  himself  as 

brdyguard  to  Groucho,  new  manager  of  the 
Casablanca  Hotel.  Three  previous  managers 

were  mysteriously  killed,  and  the  city  au- 
thorities are  busy  lining  up  suspects.  Harpo, 

hotel  valet,  tells  Chico  in  his  most  expert 

"charade"  manner  that  Ruman  and  Lisette 
are  plotting  to  kill  Groucho  in  order  to  es- 

cape with  Nazi  treasures  hidden  in  the 
hotel. 

When  Lisette  learns  she  is  being  double- 
crossed  by  Ruman  she  warns  the  Marx  boys. 
The  comedians  are  caught  in  the  web  of 
a  getaway,  but  with  the  aid  of  Charles 
Drake,  discredited  French  flyer  who  finally 
clears  himself  of  implication  with  the  Nazi 

loot,  they  expose  Ruman  as  a  murderous 
Nazi  in  disguise. 
CAST:  Groucho  Marx,  Harpo  Marx,  Chico 

Marx,  Lisette  Verea,  Charles  Drake.  Lois  Collier, 
Dan  Seymour,  Lewis  Russell,  Harro  Mellor, 
Frederick  Cierman,  Sig  Ruman. 

CRFD'TS:  Producer.  David  L.  Loew  Director, 
Archie  Mavo;  Original  Screenplay,  Joseph  Fields, 
Roland  Kibbee;  Film  Editor,  Cregg  C.  Pallas; 
Sound,  Frank  Webster;  Set  Decorator,  Edward 
Bovle;  Musical  Score,  Werner  Janssen;  Camera- 

man,  lames  Van  Trees. 
DIRECTION,   Good.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Good. 

Diana  to  Do  Lang  Story 
West   Coast  Bureau   of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Diana  Productions 
will  make  "Superstition  Mountains," 
story  of  an  Arizona  lost  Dutchman 
mine  written  bv  Fritz  Lang,  presi- 

dent of  Diana  Productions. 

city  of  about  41,000.  European  pro- 
iectors,  mostly  of  German  make, 
oredominate.  It  is  estimated  that 
about  a  auarter  of  the  theater  own- 

ers would  be  willing  to  modernize 
+heir  sound  equipment  immediately. 
There  is  heavy  demand  for  mirrors 
for  all  lamps  and  a  demand  for  pro- 
iector  spare  parts,  rewinds  and  reels. 
There  are  possibilities  for  selling  air- 
conditioning  equipment. 

Tohnston  Rites  Today 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Funeral  rites  for  John 
LeRov  Johnston,  International  Pic- 

tures' advertising  and  publicity  di- 
rector who  died  of  a  heart  attack 

on  Monday,  will  be  held  this  after- 
noon at  Pierce  Bros,  mortuary,  5959 

Santa  Monica  Blvd.  here. 

"Do  You  Love  Me?" 
with  Maureen  O'Hara,  Dick  Haymes,  Harry James 

20th-Fox  91  Mins. 
MUSICAL  COMEDY  IS  PACKED  WITH 

ENTERTAINMENT  THAT  RATES 
STRONGLY  AT  THE  BOX  OFFICE. 

In  "Do  Ycu  Love  Me?"  George  Jessel 
has  lent  his  name  as  producer  to  a  sumptu- 

ous musical  that  more  than  adds  up  as 

popular  entertainment.  Superbly  filmed  in 
Technicolor  by  Edward  Cronjager,  the  pro- 

duction is  eye-arresting  diversion  that  merg- 
es comedy,  music  and  romance  into  an 

appealing  whole  that  has  all  the  signs  of  a 
box  office  hit. 

"Do  You  Love  Me?"  displays  its  wares 
generously  and  interestingly.  It  loses  no  op- 

i  portunity  to  exert  the  charm  of  color  to  the 
i  limit;  its  musical  content  is  well  accounted 

,  for,  and  its  romantic  antics  are  cf  a  kind  to 

(  fill  the  ladies  with  delight. 
The  presence  of  Harry  James,  the  trumpet 

man,  and  his  Music  Makers,  sells  the  picture 

to  the  bobby-sock  trade  in  a  big  way.  The 

j  script  provides  James  ample  chance  to  send 
his  followers  into  ecstasies.  The  impression- 

ables  are  further  catered  to  by  the  moan- 

j  ings  of  Dick  Haymes.  The  tunes  are  the 
sort  that  make  young  hearts  do  nip-ups, 
and  they  do  credit  to  the  composing  brains 

of  Jimmy  McHugh,  Harold  Adamson,  Her- 
bert Magidson,  Matty  Malneck,  James, 

Lionel  Newman  and  Charles  Henderson. 

The  film  tells  a  yarn  which,  while  pretty 

familiar  by  now,  is  still  serviceable  for  the 

purposes  of  a  musical.  Maureen  O'Hara  is 
the  prim  head  of  a  school  where  fine  music 

is  taught.  She's  engaged  to  a  dull  and  stuffy 
faculty  member.  On  a  trip  to  New  York 
she  is  induced  to  spruce  up,  with  results 
that  are  most  disturbing.  The  transformation 
leads  to  romance  such  as  she  has  never 

dreamed  of.  She  has  two  men — James  and 

Haymes,  a  popular  crooner — vying  for  her 
favor,  with  the  latter  winning  out,  after, 
of  course,  the  chap  back  home  has  been 

gotten  out  of  the  way.  The  film  terminates 
with  her  converting  the  staid  music  school 
to  modern  swing. 

Under  Gregory  RatofPs  direction  of  the 

amusing  Robert  Ellis-Helen  Logan  screen- 
play the  cast  performs  most  entertainingly, 

Reginald  Gardiner  standing  out  in  the  com- 
edy department. 

CAST:  Maureen  O'Hara,  Dick  Haymes,  Harry 
lames.  Reginald  Gardiner,  Richard  Gaines,  Stan- 
'ey  Prager.  Harry  James'  Music  Makers,  B.  S. 
Pully.  Chick  Chandler,  Alma  Kruger,  Almira 
Sessions.  Doualas  Wood,  Harlan  Briggs,  lulia 
Dean,  Harry  Havs  Morgan,  Eugene  Borden,  Frank 
Meltcn,  Eric  Freeman,  Dale  Barringer,  lack 
Scordi  and  Diane  Ascher,  Charles  Aaron,  Ruth 

and  Dorothy  Costello,  Albert  Morin,  George 
Sorel,  Charles  Williams.  Ashley  Cowan,  Harry 
r>eDO.  Ernie  Adams,  William  Benedict,  Walter "Spec"  O'Donnell. 

CREDITS:  Producer.  George  Jessel:  Director. 
Gregory  Raroff;  Screenplay,  Robert  Ellis,  Helen 

Logan;  Based  on  story  by  Bert  Granet;  Addi- 
tional Dialogue,  Dorothy  Bennett;  Cameraman. 

Edward  Croniager;  Dance  Director,  Seymour 
Felix:  Art  Directors.  Lyle  Wheeler,  loseph  C 

Wright-  Set  Decorators,  Thomas  Little.  Jack 
Stubbs;  Film  Editor,  Robert  Simpson:  Musical 
Directors.  Emit  Newman.  Charles  Henderson; 

Soecial  Effects.  Fred  Sersen;  Sound,  Alfred  Bruz- 
lin  Roeer  Heman. 
DIRECTION.  Good.     PHOTOGRAPHY,   Fine. 

Chantry  Opens  in  Polk 
Polk,  Neb.— The  new  Polk  The- 

ater will  open  in  the  remodeled 
municipal  auditorium  tomorrow. 
Joseph  Chantry,  exhibitor  at  Osceola 
and  several  other  Nebraska  towns, 
is  starting  the  theater  here.  . 

26,000  AFL  Workers 
Lash  Out  at  CSU 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ment  claim  to  represent  26,000  A. 
of  L  studio  workers  and  state  tha 
CSU  has  less  than  5,000  member 
They  also  blame  CSU  for  del^i 
negotiations  with  Hollywood^ 
ducers  on  wages  and  condition^£u 
to  the  eight-month  strike  staged  i 1945. 

Published  assurance  by  major  filr' 
producers  that  they  are  "ready  anJ 
willing"  to  negotiate  contracts  witr 
the  Conference  of  Studio  Unions  o: 
the  basis  of  closed  shop  or  unioi, 
shop,  according  to  the  status  u 
previous  contracts  with  the  respec 
tive  locals,  was  regarded  by  CSI 
leaders  yesterday  with  appreciation 
mixed  with  caution. 

"If  they  had  said  this  to  our  ne 
gotiators   and  acted  accordingly,  i 
would  not  have  been  necessary  fo. 

our  members  to  take  strike  votes,'  i 
commented   CSU   President  Herber* 
K.  Sorrell. 

Wires  from  Sorrell  and  CSU  busi- 
ness agents  to  William  Green,  AFI 

president,  and  to  heads  of  their  inter, 
national  brotherhoods  emphasizes 
that  "the  situation  remains  un- 

changed until  the  procedure  is  made 

good  on  their  assurance." Yesterday  was  CSU  Presidenl 
Sorrell's  birthday  and  as  the  Bur- 
bank  Municipal  Court  jury  which  is 
trying  Sorrell  and  seven  other  de- 

fendants on  charges  of  rioting  at 
Warner  Bros,  studio  last  Fall  ad- 

journed for  the  day  the  jurors  said 
'Happy  birthday  to  you." 

Chi.  White  Collorites  Get 
16  Month's  Back  Pay 

Chicago  —  Members  of  Film  Row  | 
Locals  B  and  F  will  collect  many 
thousands  of  dollars  as  10  per  cent  I 
back  pay  for  16  months  and  five 
per  cent  extra  for  the  past  four 
months  will  be  paid  by  the  film  com- 

panies to  white  collar  workers. 
President  Jack  Eckhardt  estimates 

payments  will  run  from  $300  to 
$1,000  to  individual  employes. 

Business    Agent    Sam    Lamansky^ 

says    the    Monogram   and   PRC   ex-- changes  have  now  signed  up,  giving 
the  film  unions  full  Film  Row  cover- 

age. 

NEW  POSTS 

FRANK  H.  RODCERS,  New  Haven  manager  Con- 
fidential Reports. 

ALBERT  NORTON,  booker  and  assistant  mana- 
ger, Elvira  and  Dreamland  Theaters,  Lorain, 

O. 

RICHARD  DOWDELL,  Warner  student  booker. 
Cleveland. 

CHARLES  ZACK,  city  manager,  Drive-ln  The- 
aters, Detroit. 

RALPH  ELLIOTT,  night  manager,  Times  S<piare, Detroit. 

CHARLES  FORMAN,  relief  manager,  Broder  Cir- cuit Theaters,   Detroit. 
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SMPE  TO  AWARD  ARNAT  SPECIAL  CITATION 
To  Centre  Engineer^  ResearchlTGP  Lab. 
ABOUT  THE 
TRADE 

HARRY  CHERTCOFF,  Central  Pennsyl- 
vania circuit  operator,  will  continue 

ronstruction  work  on  his  Steelton  and  Camp 

:Hill  Theaters,  unless  unforeseen  develop- 
ments arise  from  test  cases  of  the  build- 

ing restrictions  of  the  National  Housing 

Agency  and  the  Civilian  Production  Ad- 
ministration. ..  .Both  houses  are  well  under 

Uvay.  ...  •  H.  H.  Royce  and  B.  A. 
Woolner  also  anticipate  no  difficulty  in 

;ompleting  their  new  Esquire  Theater  at 
Cape  Girardeau,  Mo.  ...  •  Appointment 

Df  E.  S.  Seeley,  Altec  development  and  re- 
search development  and  research  engineer, 

.as  a  member  of  the  Institute  of  Radio  En- 

gineers electro-acoustics  committee,  is  an- 
nounced by  the  IRE  board. 

*  *         # 

DRIVE-IN-THEATER  projects  con- 
tinue in  the  news ....  Arthur  Lans- 

man,   C.   A.   Richter  and   E.  L.   Pack 
opened  their  Alamo  Drive-In,  said  to 
represent    a   $100,000    investment,    in 
San   Antonio,   recently ....  while   con- 

struction   has    begun    on    Maurice    C. 
Cole's  auto  theater,  near  the  junction 
■of  Jacksboro   and  Archier   City  high- 

ways, Wichita  Falls.  .  .  .Griffith  Realty 
■  Corp.  has  acquired  a  20  acre  tract  near 
.Griffith,  Ind.  and  will  start  construction 

•fs  soon  as  possible.  . .  ,E.  M.   Loew's \Theaters  has  a  permit  to  rebuild  the 
screen  room  of  their  Pawtucket,  R.  I. 
I  Drive-In. *  *         * 
CEMI- OUTDOOR  THEATER  under  con- 

,^  struction  by  Resort  Theaters  Co.  at 
3eneva-rn-the-Lake,  O.,  should  be  some- 

thing of  a  novelty. ..  .House,  designed  by 
Seorge  Ebeling,  Cleveland  architect,  has  a 
permanent  roof  and  portable  sides.  .  .  . 
•  The  Canadian  air  having  been  cleared 

pf  restrictive  measures  on  commercial  con- 
i  struction,  B.  S.  Okun  will  start  building 

^is  Biltmore  Theater,  in  the  central  business 
(district  of  Toronto,  abcut  June  1. 

*  »        * 

\IALUE    of    theaters    to    other    mer- 

|  "    chants  was  pointed   up    again   re- 
cently when  A.  W.  Mustion  reopened 

his  Dixie  Theater  in  Belton,  Mo.... 
;  House  had  been  damaged  by  fire  last 
f  December  and  farmers   were  turning 
to  other  towns  with  operating  theaters 

I  to  do  their  Saturday  night  shopping 
:  . .. . One  merchant  told  Mustion  that 
i  the  reopening  of  the  theater  was  worth 
upwards  of  $75  a  week  to  him. 

, 

67  Acre  Tract,  Several 
Buildings,  to  House 
Workshops  and  Personnel 

The  theater  field  stands  to  benefit 
from  the  experimental  work  being 
conducted  by  General  Precision  Lab- 

oratory, Inc.,  a  visit  to  the  Pleasant- 
ville,  N.  Y.,  home  of  the  new  wholly- 
owned  General  Precision  Equipment 
Corp.  subsidiary  disclosed  recently. 
Activities  at  the  laboratory,  in  which 
are  centralized  all  the  research  ef- 

forts of  GPE  and  its  subsidiaries, 
will  not  overlook  that  there  exists 

"a  necessity  for  some  fundamental 
engineering  in  motion  pictures,"  ac- 

cording to  one  of  those  in  charge 
there. 

The  laboratory,  now  operating  at 
full  steam,  occupies  what  was  once 
Hi-Esmaro,  the  estate  of  Hiram 
Edward  Manville,  one  of  the  found- 

ers of  the  Manville  fortune.  Hold- 
ing title  to  67  of  the  132  acres  that 

originally  comprised  the  Manville 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Spend  $100,000  on 
Florida  States  Office 

Jacksonville,  Fla.— A  $100,000  pro- 
gram to  remodel  parts  of  the  fifth 

and  sixth,  and  all  of  the  seventh  floor 
of  the  Florida  Theater  Bldg.,  is  well 
under  way.  Fred  H.  Kent,  vice- 
president  of  Florida  States  Theaters, 
revealed.  Building  is  being  put  in 

shape  so  that  the  circuit's  Lakeland 
offices  may  be  housed  at  the  head- 

quarters building.  Entire  building 
is  to  be  air  conditioned,  Kent  said. 

DeVry  Off  Navy  Work, 
Takes  Theater  Orders 

Chicago — With  the  completion  of 
its  U.  S.  Navy  commitments  for  35 
mm.  sound  equipment,  DeVry  Corp. 

is  accepting  orders  for  immediate  de- 
livery of  projectors  to  theaters,  W.  C. 

DeVry  revealed.  DeVry's  wartime  pro- 
duction record  is  attested  to  by  five 

consecutive  Army-Navy  "E"  awards. 

Six  Montreal  Area 
Theaters  Building 

Montreal — Six  new  theaters,  four 
of  which  are  in  Montreal,  are  under 

construction  in  this  territory  as  the- 
ater building  resumes  following  the 

wartime  restrictions.  Odeon  circuit 

is  expected  to  start  shortly  on  two 
locations  within  the  next  few  weeks. 

With  the  increase  in  the  volume  of 
French  product  now  available,  it  is 
expected  that  new  theater  construc- 

tion will  be  encouraged  in  th  Prov- 
ince of  Quebec  by  next  Fall. 

Sandler's  GTE  To  Operate 
As  Mail  Order  Business 

Cleveland — -Inauguration  of  a  mail 
order  theater  supply  business  is  an- 

nounced by  David  Sandler.  Under 

the  plan,  Sandler's  company  name  is 
changed  from  Sanco  Electric  Co.  to 
General  Theater  Equipment  Go. 
Headquarters  will  be  in  the  United 
Artists  exchange  building. 

Westinghouse  Div.  Merged 
Conditioning  Equip,  from  Sturtevant  Plant 

Construction  Started 
On  PRC  Cutting  Bldg. 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — PRC  has  started  con- 
struction of  a  new  cutting  building, 

second  unit  of  the  studio's  physical 
expansion  program.  Two  story  steel 
and  concrete  structure  will  contain 

20  cutting  rooms  plus  offices  for  de- 
partment personnel. 

Pittsburgh — In  a  move  to  provide 
facilities  for  what  is  said  to  be  the 
first  industrial  and  commercial  air 
conditioning  system  to  be  wholly  en- 

gineered and  manufactured  by  one 
company,  Westinghouse  is  integrat- 

ing the  facilities  of  the  B.  F.  Sturte- 
vant Co.  with  its  air  conditioning 

division,  which  has  been  transferred 
from  Jersey  City,  N.  Y.,  to  the 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

"Father  of  Projector" 
Will  be  Honored  at  Semi- 
Annual  Technical  Meet 

Invention  and  initial  theater  use, 
50  years  ago,  of  the  motion  picture 
projector  will  be  commemorated  by 
the  SMPE  at  the 
semi-annual   din- ner   on    May    8,| 

when     Thomas 

Armat,    "father! 
of  the  motion  pic- 

t  u  r  e    projector,"  I will    be    awarded 
a  special  citation, 
it    is    announced  j 

by  Don  E.  Hynd- 
man,  SMPE  pres- ident.   Armat  op-l 
erated  his  device, 
the  Vitaseope,  at  J 

it®    first   public! 
performance   on 
April  23,  1896,  at 

Koster    &    Bial's Music  Hall. 
Dinner  will  highlight  the  five-day 

(Continued  en  Page  10) 

THOMAS  ARMAT 

To  Equipment  Line 
Chicago  —  Several  new  products 

have  been  announced  by  Bell  &  How- 
ell Co.  and  are  expected  to  reach 

the  market  this  year. 
New   equipment    includes    a    slide 

and  filmstrip  projector,  and  several 
improved  16  mm.   sound  projectors, 

including    a    lightweight    model    de- 
(Continued  en  Page  10) 

Common  Front  to  Link 
Two  Galva  Theaters 
Galva,  III.  —  A  250-seat  addition 

to  the  400-seat  Galva  Theater,  to  be 

operated  three,  four  nights  a  week, 

has  been  announced  by  Wayne  Max- 

well, manager  of  the  house.  Addi- 
tion, scheduled  to  be  ready  in  the 

early  Fall,  will  be  located  in  a  store 
building  east  of  the  present  hruse. 
Two  houses  will  have  a  single  front 
and  a  common  box  office,  with  the 

lobby  extended  the  width  of  the 
two  buildings. 
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Wesiinghouse  Integrates 
Conditioning  Divisions 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 
Sturtevant    plant    at     Hyde     Park, 
Boston. 

Sturtevant  was  purchased  by 
Westing-house  in  September  of  last 
year.  Ellis  L.  Spray  has  been  elected 
vice-president  of  the  merged  facili- 

ties to  be  known  as  the  B.  F.  Sturte- 
vant Co.,  division  of  Westinghouse 

Electric.  G.  C.  Derry,  former  Stur- 
tevant vice-president,  becomes  vice- 

president  and  general  manager, 
while  E.  B.  Williams  continues  as 
vice-president. 

Bell  &  Howell  Adds 
To  Its  Equipment  Line 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 
signed  for  use  in  aix'planes.  An  8 
mm.  magazine  loading  motion  pic- 

ture camera,  and  several  8  mm.  pro- 
jectors will  be  manufactured  for  the 

home  movie  field. 

NT  Issues  New  Parts  Book 
National  Theater  Supply  is  dis- 

tributing a  new  parts  book  to  Super 
Simplex  projector  users.  Designed 
to  assist  in  ordering  replacement 

parts,  book  uses  the  "exploded  view" 
technique  through  which  each  part 
can  be  seen  in  relation  to  its  asso- 

ciated units.  A  third  book  on  the 
Simplex  Regular  projector  will  be 
issued  shortly. 

Manley  Opens  In  Detroit 
Detroit — Manley,  Inc.,  popcorn  ma- 

chine distributor,  has  opened  a 
branch  office  here  with  Wade  M. 
Carr  in  charge. 

SEEKING    A    DEPENDABLE 

SOURCE  OF  SUPPLY  FOR  YOUR 

THEATRE 
TICKETS? 
INTERNATIONAL     OFFERS: 

Dependable  service  .  .  .  Low  cost  .  . 
48  years'  experience  serving  theatre* 
itodiums,    amusement    parks,   etc. 
We    can    supply    your    needs.      Roll, 
machine   folded,    reserve  seats,   etc 
Write  for  lamplet,  prlew  or  other  Informa- 

tion.     Delivery    free    Maine    to    Virginia 

INTERNATIONAL 
TICKET  ̂ COMPANY 
52  GRAFTON  AVE.  'Jiff^     NEWARK  4,  N.  J. 

To  Centralize  GPE 
Research  in  New  Lab 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 
estate,  GPL  has  at  its  disposal 
some  22,000  square  feet  of  usable 
space  in  the  main  building  alone. 
Also  on  the  grounds  are  a  model 
shop,  a  swimming  pool  which  will 
be  used  for  sonar  experiments,  sev- 

eral homes  for  officials  in  charge 
of  the  laboratory,  and  structures 
which  formerly  served  as  garages, 
stables  and  carriage  quarters.  The 
substantially-built  U-shaped  stables, 
clustered  around  a  court,  are  being 
converted  into  living  quarters  for 
some  of  the  personnel. 
The  40-foot-square,  30-foot-high, 

beam-ceilinged  living-room  of  the 
main  building  will  house  engineering 
exhibits,  with  the  dining  salon  serv- 

ing as  a  drafting  room.  What  were 
formerly  bedrooms,  kitchens,  pan- 

tries, bathrooms,  library  and  servant 
quarters  have  been  converted  into 
laboratories,  office  space  and  work 
shops.  There  are  two  projection 
rooms,  one  a  dark  experimental 
room.  There  is  also  provision  for 
photographic  dark  rooms.  The  cel- 

lar contains  a  large  refrigeration 
plant  that  will  be  employed  for  tem- 

perature tests.  All  in  all,  the  place 
is  the  latest  word  in  laboratory 
facilities. 
On  the  grounds  at  present  is  a 

technical  staff  of  60  under  the  super- 
vision of  Dr.  Raymond  L.  Garman, 

GPL's  technical  director  of  research. 
Herbert  Barnett  is  co-ordinator  of 
research  and  development. 

Friends  Help  Wounded 
G.  I.  Start  Theater 

Godley,  Tex. — Post  -  war  dream  of 
former  Sgt.  Granvel  Huey,  partially 

paralyzed  from  war  wounds,  to  own 
and  operate  a  theater  here  is  fast 

becoming  a  reality.  Huey's  father gave  him  a  brick  building  and  an 

appreciation  fund  started  by  friends 
should  soon  supply  enough  funds  to 

equip  the  structure. 

Interstate  Building  New 
Headquarters  Structure 

Houston,  Tex.  —  Interstate  Thea- 
ters has  started  work  en  a  five  or 

more  story  building,  understood  to  be 

slated  as  the  new  circuit  headquar- 
ters. A  30-year  lease  on  the  site  for- 
merly occupied  by  the  Aragon  Ball- 
room, recently  destroyed  by  fire,  was 

acquired  for  a  reported  considera- 
tion of  $1,040,000. 

SMPE  to  Award  Arma 

A  Special  Citation 
(Continued  from  Page  9) 

SMPE    technical    conference    to    t  J 

held  at  the  Hotel  Pennsylvania,  Ma  J 

6-10. 

Subsequently  Armat  invente<^srj 
projection  method  adopted  by  ■ 
Edison  Projectorscope,  Powers  Ca£ 

eragraph,  Vitagraph,  Lubin,  Bairc ' 
Simplex  and  others.  He  has  man  ' 
other  inventions,  in  the  railroa ' 
equipment  as  well  as  in  motion  picj 
ture  fields,  to  his  credit. 

2  Corpus  Christi  Houses 
Started  Prior  to  Ban 

on  the  staff  of  the  new  General  Pre- 
cision Equipment  Research  and  De- 

velopment Laboratory  in  Pleasant- 
ville,  N.  Y.,  are  announced  by  Harry 
Monson,  vice-president  and  sales 

I  manager.  Dr.  R.  L.  Garman  will 
head  the  Ampro  staff,  assisted  by 
Dr.  M.  E.  Droz,  M.  B.  Karelitz,  Dr. 
F.  B.  Berger,  R.  W.  Lee  and  G.  T. 
Lorance. 

Corpus  Christi,  Tex.— Effect  of  th  i 
recent    construction   restrictions    o 

Corpus    Christi   Theaters'   construe! 
tion   program  has   not   been   detei, 
mined,  according  to  Sam  Stokes,  cit 
manager.     At   present   constructi: 
work   is  under  way  on  the   $60,00  j 
Ayers  and  the  $30,000  Port,  but  th 
contemplated  Varsity  and  State  The 
aters  have  not  been  started. 

Name  Ampro  Research  Lab.  Staff 
Chicago  —  Ampro    representatives 

Plans  Wyo.  Theater 
Cheyenne,  Wyo. — Stuart  F.  Aue  j 

Jr.,  is  planning  to  build  a  theate 
here  to  be  called  the  Rodeo. 
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altcn  thought  otherwise,  so  they  are  still 

iking  —  there's  no  harm  in  trying! •         • 

feANK'S  British  and   Dominion   issue  ask- 

Yf  ing  for  £2,000,000  over-subscribed  eight 
Ijies,  which  means  that  he  could  have  had

 

_20,000    had    he   so   desired.    Significant 

7"  for    it's   a    sure    sign   of    public   con- 
j  jjence  in  Rank,  which   is  completely   un- 

funded,  and    at  that    not   surprising,   be- 

iiuse   there's    no   doubt   he   has   stabilized 
itish  film  prcduction  and,  by  his  boldness 

id    enterprise,    made    it    a    factor    in    the 

orld's  markets. 
He  is  taken  seriously  in  America,  1 

elieve,  but  you'll  have  to  take  him  even 
ore  seriously  yet,  because  the  time  is 

ming  when  he'll  demand  playing  time 
i  your  screens,  for  if  he  can't  get  part 

ft  his  costs  back  from  America  he  may 
'■>  ve  extended  screen  time  to  his   own ictures   on   his    two    circuits    and    that 
nould  be  a  serious  thing  for  Hollywood. 
1    is  the  writing  on  the  wall  and  it  can 
je  seen  plainly  by  any  shrewd  observer. 
1  ank  doesn't  merely  want  the   crumbs 
■^tat  fall  from  the  rich  man's  table,  and e   does    think    that   his   films    deserve 
etter  recognition  than  they  are  getting. 

on't  say  I  didn't  warn  you. 

EN  GOETZ  flew  to  Hollywood  on  Satur- 

day for  consultations  on  M-G-M- British 

-ogram.  Since  Korda  left,  they  haven't  made 
film,  but  they  are  ready-ing  their  Amal- 
amated  Studios  and  probably  will  go  into 
"oduction  round  about  the  end  of  this 
par.  Ben,  I  expect,  will  huddle  with  Louis 
.  Mayer  and  his  executive. 

•  • 
iAURICE  OSTRER  is  back— says  there  s 

"*  nothing  in  the  story  that's  been 
-inted  your  way  that  he's  tying  up  with 
orda — not  that  I  ever  thought  there  was 
-but  I  think  this  is  the  first  official  de- 
iaL  His  company,  Gainsborough,  has 

irned  out  most  of  Rank's  winners  to  date. 

nother  one,  "Caravan,"  shown  last  week, 
oks  like  continuing  the  sequence. 

•  • 
}AVID   COPLAN,    local    rep.    for   United 

•^  Artists,  says  he  don't  know  nuffin' 
jout  any  buying  of  the  Piccadilly  Theater, 
lainly  arose  from  a  mysterious  allusion  by 

irad  Sears  at  the  Mary  Pickford  recep- 
on  that  UA  were  going  to  get  a  West  End 
buse.  Madeleine  Carroll  tied  up  with  a  new 

-oducing  company,  Peak  Films — but  their 
rst  picture  is  apparently  mostly  going  to  be 

lot  in  Switzerland — just  as  well,  there's 
-ecicus  little  space  here. •  • 
5  ANK  has  lost  his  Winter  Garden  Theater 

here,  which  he  had  taken  for  Television 

urposes,  and  is  trying  elsewhere.  Theater 

tuation  here  just  as  tough  as  kinemas — 
yeryone  occupied. 

I  Weather  is  fine — nice  and  warm — every- 

jody  in  good  spirits  and  business  keeping  up 
•markably  well. 

So  that's  all  for  now. 

Agree  on  Many  AFM 
Working  Conditions! 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

atives  for  both  sides.  The  meeting 
is  set  for  1  p.m.  at  the  New  York 
offices  of  Pat  Casey,  studio  labor 
contact.  The  union  is  seeking  an 
increase  in  wages  from  $100  to  $200 

weekly  for  a  10-hour  week. 
Conferees  were  undestood  to  have 

reached  agreement  on  a  majority  of 

proposals  bearing  on  working  condi- 
tions. The  AFM  was  reported  to 

have  withdrawn  its  demand  that 

musicians  be  paid  extra  for  trans- 
ference of  a  35  mm.  sound  track  to 

a  16  mm.  version  and  okayed  the  use 
of  sound  track  for  trailers  and  of 

music  for  previews  without  added 
compensation. 

1EO  Acquires  O'Neill  Play 
Hollywood  —  RKO  Radio  has  ac- 

uired  for  Dudley  Nichols  Produc- 
ons  Eugene  O'Neill's  play,  "Mourn- 
ag  Becomes  Electra."  The  studio 
"ill  have  the  complete  co-operation 
f  Theater  Guild  in  filming  the 
rama. 

IA-IBEW  UN  Tele  Dispute 
Referred  to  Washington 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the  UN  conference  sessions  has  been 

referred  to  "higher  echelons  in 
Washington"  for  a  decision  was  dis- 

closed yesterday  when  correspond- 
ence on  the  subject  between  Frank 

K.  White,  vice-president  of  CBS,  and 
Frank  Begley,  security  officer  of  the 
UN  Security  Council,  was  made  pub- 

lic. The  disclosure  was  made  by  Beg- 

ley following  White's  request  that 
the  UN  "reconsider  cameramen  mak- 

ing use  of  motion  picture  film." 
Begley  informed  White  that  until 

a  decision  was  forthcoming  from 
Washington  television  coverage  of 
the  conference  by  CBS  and  ABC 
would  be  eliminated. 

Special  GI  Rates  Ended 
By  Providence  Circuit 

Providence,  R.  I. — With  the  local 
pattern  for  dropping  special  service- 

men's prices  set  by  the  Strand  The- 
ater a  week  ago,  the  Associated  The- 
ater circuit  made  known  that  it  was 

dropping  its  "men  in  uniform"  ticket. 
This  move  effects  the  outfit's  six 
local  houses,  four  of  which,  the  Met- 

ropolitan, Empire,  Victory,  and  Bijou, 
have  made  the  changeover,  while  the 
Place  and  the  Park  cancel  out  on 
Easter  Sunday.  The  remaining 
houses  here,  all  of  which  are  circuit- 
operated,  RKO,  Loew,  Fay- Comer- 
ford,  are  continuing  their  service- 

men's reduced  admission. 

Lt.  Montagne  Rejoins  Pathe 
Lt.  Edward  J.  Montagne  has  re- 

joined RKO  Pathe,  Inc.,  as  a  direc- 
tor of  short  features,  it  was  an- 

nounced yesterday.  He  served  in  the 
Army  Pictorial  Service  for  the  past 
three  and  a  half  years  and  was  re- 

sponsible for  securing  the  news  pic- 
tures of  Mussolini's  death  at  the 

hands  of  rioting  Milan  crowds.  Mon- 
tagne directed  two  of  RKO's  'This 

Is  America"  series  before  the  war. 

$800,000  Tax  "Tofcc" For  the  Year  in  P.  R. 

Puerto  Rico  (By  Air  Mail) — Amuse- 
ment tax  collections  for  the  fiscal 

year  ending  in  June  will  reach  $800,- 
000,  it  is  estimated  by  Insular  Gov- 

ernment revenue  officials.  Collec- 
tions for  the  nine  months  ended  in 

March  were  $562,561,  an  increase 

of  $109,328  over  collections  for  the 
same  1944-45  period. 

Increase  results  from  the  estab- 
lishment of  ticket  taxes  on  all  ad- 

missions at  the  rate  of  10  per  cent. 

About  90  per  cent  of  collections  are 
from  motion  picture  theaters. 

GUT  Expanding  Circuit; 
Acquires  Kings  Theaters 

Sydney  (By  Air  Mail)  —  Greater 
Union  Theaters  is  reported  to  have 
purchased  a  controlling  interest  in 
Kings  Theaters,  operating  houses  in 
Ashfield,  Balmain,  Bondi,  Clovelly, 
Chatswood,  Lindfield,  Marrickville 
and  Mosman,  all  Sydney  suburbs,  and 
Warwick  in  Queensland.  Group  is 
also  reported  to  have  taken  over  the 
Vogue,  Double  Bay,  in  a  series  of 
moves  to  build  up  the  circuit,  now 
half  owned  by  J.  Arthur  Rank  in- terests. 

P.  R.  Group  Plans 
Caribbean  Union 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ganized  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors 
Association  which  has  elected  new 
officers  and  directors.  New  board 
comprises:  Rafael  Quinones  Rivera, 

president;  Rafael  Ramos  Cobian  and 
Aristides  Santoni,  vice-presidents; 
Benigno  Navas,  treasurer;  Jose  G. 
Salbado,  secretary;  Rafael  Gonzalez, 
assistant  secretary;  Maria  Cristina 
Sanchez,  executive  secretary;  Dr. 
Rafael  Zamora,  Carlos  Molinary, 
Luis  Ortiz,  Enrique  Lopez  Delgado, 
and   Ferdinand   Oiler. 

Machinists  in  Complaint 
W est  Coast  Bureau  of_  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Los  Angeles — Cinema  Lodge  1185, 
International  Association  of  Ma- 

chinists, has  filed  unfair  labor  prac- 
tice charges  with  the  12th  region 

NLRB,  claiming  conspiracy  among 
eight  producers  to  deprive  members 
of  jobs  for  the  sole  reason  that  they 
are  members  of  the  union.  Named  in 

the  alleged  conspiracy  are  Loew's, 
Paramount,  RKO  Radio,  20th  Cen- 

tury-Fox, Warners,  Universal,  Co- 
lumbia and  Republic. 
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LIBERTY FILMS INC. 

JAMES  STEWART 

On  His  Return  to  Motion  Pictures 

After  Four  Years  in  the  Armed  Forces 

We  Are  Proud  to  Present 

This  Distinguished  Star 

In  Our  Initial  Production 

"IT'S  A  WONDERFUL  LIFE" 

eleasing  thru  RKO-Radio  Pictures 

The  Fifth  of  a  Seri 
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28  W.    4^th    St.    21st   floor 
v. 

i.imate  in  Character 
ternational  in  Scope 
dependent   in   Thought 

The  Daily  Newspaper 
Oi  Motion  Pictures 

Twenty-Seven  Years  Oid 
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FM,  PRODUCERS  CLASH  ON  WORKING  HOURS ■ 

ees  1946  Attendance  Running  10  P.  C.  Ahead 
tndard  and  Poor's  Sees 
16  Attendance  Up, 
missions  Holding  Firm 

verage  weekly  attendance  at  film 
ters  in  1946  promises  to  run 
at  10  per  cent  over  last  year,  it 

ndicated  by  Standard  &  Poor's 
p.  in  an  analysis  of  motion  pic- 
stock  issues.  Organization  be- 
;  movie-going  is  being  stimu- 
li by  added  leisure  time  result- 

f  rom  shorter  working  hours,  plus 
adiness  to  spend  because  of  high 
me  levels  backed  by  accumulated 
ngs. 
nalysis    reports    that    admission 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

,000  Houses  Start 
ncer  Funds  Drive 
7ith  14,000  out  of  a  possible  16,- 
theaters   starting  Cancer  Drive 

sctions    yesterday,    the    industry 
paign  got  off  to  a  flying  start. 
ie  theaters  started  collections  late 
week   and   results   from   these 

s  indicate  an  overwhelming  suc- 
;,  the  committee  reported. 
7ith  the  pledge  from  Harry  M. 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

ce  Urges  Constant  Vigil 
rainst  All  Censorship 
Inngton  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington  —  Constant  vigil 
inst  any  sort  of  censorship  or 
tent  control  of  radio,  pix  and  the 
5s  was  counseled  Saturday  night 
MPAA  Vice-President  Byron 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

TO  OF  CAROLINAS  ALIGN  WITH  ATA 
Affiliation   Vote   Unanimous — Directors  Elected — 

First  Established  Exhib.  Unit  to  Act 

Charlotte,  N.  C. — Theater  Owners 
of  North  Carolina,  Inc.,  will  join  the 
American  Theaters  Association  and 
already  has  elected  directors  for  the 
regional  unit.  At  a  meeting  of  the 
officers  and  directors  of  the  exhib- 

itor association  last  week,  the  vote 
was  unanimous  to  affiliate  with  the 
ATA. 

Directors  elected  were  H.  F.  Kin- 
cey,   Charlotte,  affiliated;   Frank  D. 

Beddenfield,  Charlotte,  unaffiliated; 
George  D.  Carpenter,  Valdese,  N.  C, 
unaffiliated;  Warren  Irvin,  Columbia, 
S.  C,  affiliated,  and  Ben  L.  Strozier, 
Rock  Hill,  S.  C,  unaffiliated. 

Strozier,  who  is  president  of  The- 
ater Owners  of  North  and  South 

Carolina,  said  it  was  his  belief  that 
the  exhibitors  in  this  section  would 
back  the  ATA  and  that  the  members 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Monogram  to  Handle 
Own  Ad   Accessories 
Monogram  will  make  and  distribute 

its  own  advertising  accessories  under 
a  deal  closed  last  week  with  Mrs. 

Harold  Flavin,  widow  of  Harold 

Flavin  who  handled  Monogram's  ac- 
ressories.  Flavin  died  March  11. 

Monogram  bought  out  Mrs.  Flavin's 
nterest  in  Harold  J.  Flavin,  Inc. 

Mono.  International 
Convenlion  June  27 

First  post-war  national  convention 
will  be  held  by  Monogram  at  the 
Drake  Hotel,  Chicago,  June  27-29. 
In  reality,  it  will  be  an  international 
convention  as  representatives  from 
foreign  offices  will  be  present. 

Steve  Broidy,  president,  announced 
(Continued  on  Page  9) 

GE  "Pulsed  Light"  Film 
Project  Ready  for  Tele 

Syracuse  —  Development  by  the 
General  Electric  electronics  depart- 

ment of  a  "pulsed  light"  film  pro- 
jector for  television  stations  is  an- 

nounced by  P.  G.  Caldwell,  sales 
(Continued  on  Page  9) 

CBS  Color  Tele  Sent 

450  Miles  by  Cable 
Transmission  of  color  television 

was  tested  Friday  by  the  Columbia 
Broadcasting  System  from  New 
York  to  Washington  and  back — 450 
miles  by  coaxial  loop — and  was  pro- 

nounced successful  by  Frank  Stan- 
ton, president  of  CBS.  The  demon- 

( Continued  on  Page  7) 

Schaefer,  Wall  St.  Firm 
Control  Equity  Capital 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Arrangements  were 
completed  Friday  between  George  J. 
Schaefer  and  a  prominent  Wall  St. 
house,  name  of  which  was  not  dis- 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Producers  Want  520 

Hours  a  Year  on  Cumu- 
lative Basis  Retained 

The  first  sharp  clash  between 
spokesmen  for  the  American  Federa- 

tion of  Musicians  and  the  eight  ma- 
jors negotiating  a  new  agreement 

to  supplant  that  which  terminated 
on  March  31  occurred  on  Friday 
when  the  question  of  wages  came 
up  for  discussion. 

The  disagreement  arose  over 
whether  working  time  and  wages 
should  be  figured  on  a  cumulative  or 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

French  in  U.  S.  "Freeze-out" 
Position  Major  Threat  to  Global  Free  Screen 

Disney's  Tele  Plans Wait  for  Full  Color 

Walt  Disney  Productions  on  Fri- 
day asked  the  Federal  Communica- 
tions Commission  for  permission  to 

withdraw  its  application  for  a  black- 
and-white  tele  station  in  the  Los 
Angeles  territory.  The  petitioner 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington' — Growing  belief  that 
French  interests  plan  a  virtual 
freeze-out  of  American  pictures  has 
led  to  widespread  pessimism  here 
over  the  outcome  of  pix  negotiations 
between  the  two  countries,  with  a 
"compromise"  expected  to  revolve 
around  a  tough  screen  quota. 

Industry  members  consider  the 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Mack  by  26,000 

Fantastic— Sorrell 
West   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Herbert  K.  Sorrell, 
in  a  statement  released  Friday  night, 
called  "fantastic"  the  statement  by 
the  Screen  Actors  Guild,  Screen  Ex- 

tras Guild,  Studio  Drivers,  Studio 
Plasterers  and  other  AFL  organi- 

zations that  their  26,000  members 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

St.  Louis  Exhibs  to  Battle 
City  Ticket  Tax  Proposal 

St.  Louis — Holding  that  any  addi- 
tional city  tax  burden  should  be 

levied  upon  everyone  and  all  busi- 
nesses, instead  of  just  a  few,  Fred 

Wehrenberg,  president  of  the  MPTO 
of  St.  Louis,  Eastern  Missouri  and 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

UN  Will  Turn  to  ATA 
For  Peace  Film  Time 

Assistance  of  the  American  The- 
aters Association  in  getting  peace- 

promoting  documentaries  on  U.  S. 
screens  will  be  sought  by  the  United 

Nations,  Benjamin  A.  Cchen,  as- 
sistant secretary  general  of  public 

information  for  the  UN,  told  THE 
FILM  DAILY.  UN  seeks  the  widest 

possible  exhibition  of  films  advo- 

cated  by  Cohen's  department. 
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Protest  has  been  made  by  the  War- 
ners legal  department  to  American 

Broadcasting  Co.  against  the  use  of 

the  title,  "The  Fat  Man,"  for  a 
weekly  show  starring  Jack  Smart  on 
that  network.  Film  company  claims 
prior  rights  to  the  title  through 
naving  used  it  for  the  past  few  years 

in  advertising,  publicity  and  promo- 
tion on  its  contract  star,  Sydney 

Greenstreet,  who  also  was  to  be 
starred  in  a  picture  under  that  title. 
Amusing  angle  in  the  situation  is 

chat  producers  of  the  radio  show 

recencly  tried  to  sell  the  "*'at  Man" itle  and  material  to  Warners! 

Schaef er.  Wall  St.  Firm 
Control  Equity  Capital 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

closed,  for  acquisition  of  the  entire 
stock  ownership  of  Equity  Capital 

Corp.  Schaefer  stated  that  Arthur 

Greene,  reported  last  week  as  asso- 
ciated with  Equity,  will  have  no 

participation  in  the  management  or 
stock  ownership  of  Equity  Capital 

Corp.  Greene  may,  however,  partici- 
pate in  the  financing  of  productions 

and  residual  purchases.  Complete 
control  and  ownership  of  Equity 
Capital  Corp.  will  rest  with  Schaefer 
and  his  Wall  St.  associates. 

Simmel  Leaves  Mono. 
For  the  16mm.  Field 

Representatives:  HOLLYWOOD,  28,  Calif. 
—Ralph  Wilk,  6425  Hollywood  Blvd.,  Phone 
Granite  6607.  WASHINGTON— Andrew  H. 
Older,  6417  Dahlonega  Road,  Wash.  16,  D.  C. 
Phone  Wisconsin  3271.  CHICAGO,  45,  UK- 
Joseph  Esler,  6241  N.  Oakley  Ave.,  Phone 
Briargate  7441.  LONDON — Ernest  W.  Fred- 
man,  The  Film  Renter,  127-133  Wardour  St., 
W.  1.  HAVANA— Mary  Louise  Blanco,  Vir- 
tudes  214.  BOMBAY— Ram  L.  Gogtay,  Sand- 

hurst Bldg.  ALGIERS— Paul  Saffar,  Filma- 
fric,  8  Rue  Charras.  STOCKHOLM— Armas 
Morby,  Mastersamuelsg  25.  HONOLULU— 
Eileen  O'Brien.  MEXICO  CITY— James  L. 
Wyatt,  Apartado  91  Bis,  Mexico,  D.  F.  SAN 
JUAN  — E.  Sanchez  Ortis.  MONTREAL— 
Ray  Carmichael,  Room  9,  464  Francis  Xavier 
St.  VANCOUVER  — Jack  Droy,  411  Lyric 
Theater  Bldg. 

Eckmon  Arrives  from 
£ng.  for  M-G-M  Confabs 

See  Johnston  Opposed  to 
RKO-Guild  Arbitration 

Edward  C.  Simmel,  Monogram 
ternational's  rep.  for  the  Mi 
East,  resigned  Friday  to  enter 
16  mm.  educational  and  documen 
field  with  the  Simmel-Meservey 
in  Beverly  Hills.  No  successor 
his  post  has  been  -named.         I 

Metro's  Finland  Rep.  Here 
For  16mm.  Training  Course 

Armand  Lohikoski,  M-G-M's  16 
mm.  representative  for  Finland,  has 
arrived  here  for  home  office  confer- 

ences, making  the  23rd  man  from  21 
countries  to  begin  the  special  three- 
month  training  course  for  the  com- 

pany's program  outside  the  United States  and  Canada. 

A  total  of  15  men  from  14  coun- 
tries have  completed  the  16  mm. 

training  course.  Currently  in  the 
United  States  are  16  mm.  represent- 

atives from  China,  Columbia,  Egypt, 
Italy,  Peru  and  Switzerland. 

Sam  Eckman,  Jr.,  managing  direc- 
tor of  M-G-M  Pictures,  Ltd.,  arrived 

yesterday  ±rom  London  on  the  yueen 
Mary  for  a  two-month  stay  here, 
conferring  with  Arthur  M.  Loew, 

president  of  Loew's  International, 
and  other  home  office  executives.  He 
also  will  take  the  first  vacation  he 
nas  had  since  before  the  war..  He 
was  accompanied  by  Mrs.  Eckman. 
Eckman  has  been  with  the  Loew 

organization  since  1917.  In  1927,  he 
was  transferred  to  England  where 
he  was  made  head  of  the  Loew  inter- 

ests in  the  United  Kingdom.  His  last 
visit  here  was  in  1943  when  he  made 
a  short  trip  to  the  home  office. 

Management  should  never  be 
called  upon  to  arbitrate  who  should 
manage  a  business,  Eric  A.  Johnston, 
MPAA  prexy,  said  in  a  telegraphic 
reply  to  George  Dunn,  chairman  of 
the  M.  P.  Theater  Operating  Man- 

agers and  Assistant  Managers  Guild 
which  had  forwarded  to  Johnston  a 

plea  for  support  in  its  demand  that 
RKO  theaters  agree  to  submit  dis- 

missal  of  managers   to  arbitration. 

The  next  move  in  the  Guild's  de- mands upon  RKO  theaters  is  up  to 

the  organization's  strategy  commit- 
tee, Dunn  said.  The  union,  at  a  spec- 
ial meeting  last  week,  had  threat- 

ened to  strike  41  RKO  theaters  in 
the  New  York  area  unless  they 

agreed  to  arbitration. 

Chi.  Equip.  Dealers  to 
Attend  NCEA  Convention 

Chicago — Will  Scranton,  advertis- 
ing manager  of  Ampro  Corp.,  Bert 

Kinzenby  and  Irving  Nelsen  will 
represent  the  company  this  week  at 
the  St.  Louis  convention  of  the  Na- 

tional Catholic  Education  Assn. 
Other  Chicago  projector  manufac- 

turers will  also  be  represented  with 
large  exhibits. 

Detroit's  Theaters  as 
Churches  Good  Friday 

Detroit — All  matinee  houses  here 
closed  Friday  afternoon  from  noon 
to  3  p.m.  in  observance  of  Good 
Friday  rites  in  accordance  with  local 
theater  practice  of  several  years 
standing.  All  first-run  theaters  and 
around  40  nabes  were  open  to  the 
public  during  this  period  for  relig- 

ious services,  some  sponsored  by 
individual  churches  and  some  by 
interdenominational  groups.  Down- 

town houses  reported  capacity 
crowds  for  their  services  generally. 

Censorship  Only  Trouble 
In  Two  L.  A.  Countries 

WHENEVER    SPECIAL 
YOU  WANT  TRAILERS 

VSfi*&&//%SrS/>eclaq,Gffl0 
SEND  YOUR  NEXT  ORDER  TO. 

FILMACK 
1325    S.  WABASH 

Washington  Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  Except  for  censor- 
ship restrictions,  the  motion  picture 

market  in  the  Dominican  republic 
and  Costa  Rica  is  generally  favor- 

able, particularly  to  American  pro- 
duct, the  Department  of  Commerce 

announced  Friday. 
In  both  countries  the  largest  com- 

petitors of  American  films  are  Ar- 
gentine and  Mexican  production. 

NCA  Board  Meets  Today 
Minneapolis  —  North  Central  Al- 

lied's  new  board  meets  today.  Ap- 
pointment of  a  field  secretary  and 

the  retention  of  an  attorney  are  in- 
cluded on  the  agenda. 

SINGAPORE  SAL  SAY: 
Must  conclude  show  business 

in  United  States  very  compli- 
cated indeed.  In  Scuth  Sea 

Islands  where  I  grow  tall,  young 

men  paint  faces,  young  ladies 

put  flowers  in  hair,  everyone 

drink  plenty  rum  and  cocoanut 

wine,  much  happiness  every- 
where, this  is  Show  Business. 

However,  different  kinds  of 

show  business  here  make  fine 

opportunities  for  many  people 

who  eat  in  Singapore,  therefore: 

must  not  complain.  Last  week 

see  Bill  Stern,  Monte  Proser, 

RKO's  Sol  Schwartz,  Ray  Bol- 

ger,  and  that  restaurant  fellow, 

Jack  Dempsey.  Also  sportsman 

Elliot  Simpson,  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Bert  Lahr  back  again,  and 

Prince  Plaaz.  All  very  talented 

people,  glad  to  see,  glad  to 

see.  Recommend  to  all  Ameri- 
can show  business  people  they 

take  lesson  from  South  Seas. 
If  audience  drink  plenty  rum, 

any  show  seem  like  Oklahoma. 

mcmm Exotic   Chinese    and    Island    Foods 
FOR  DINNER  AND  AFTER  THEATRE      I 

BROADWAY    •     ATOP'vWINTElK AT  SOTH  GARDEN  BLDG. 

i\.  Y.  THEATER; 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL—  | 
Rockefeller  Center 

"THE  GREEN  YEARS" 
CHARLES  COBURN 

Tom  Drake,  Beverly  Tyler,  Hume  Crony  | 

A  Metro  Coldwyn  Mayer  Picture 

and 

MUSIC  HALL'S 

GREAT  EASTER  STAGE  SHOW 

SPOTLIGHT  ON  TERROR  .  .  . 

FOR    A  CLIMAX   OF   LOV 

MURDER     Z 
MUSIC   HALI 

Starring  VERA  HRUBA  RALSTON 

WILLIAM   MARSHALL 

With     HELEN    WALKER  —  NANCY     KEL 
WILLIAM    GARGAN  —  ANN    RUTHERFOF 

JULIE    BISHOP 

A   REPUBLIC   PICTURE 

BRANDT'S 

GOTHAM 

B'WAY 

47th  ST 

Paramount  present* 

PAULETTE  RAY 

GODDARD        •        MILLAN 

"Kitty" 
A   MITCHELL   LEISEN   PRODUCTION 

R  I  V  O  L  I 
B'way    &    49th    St 

ON  SCREEN 

'Miss  SUSIE 

SLAGLE'S' 

Paramount  Nit  starring 

Veronica  LAKE 
Sonny  TUFTS 

Joan  CAULFIELD 
with   UUIAN  GISH 

IN  PERSON 

FHE
RBI

E 

IELD
S 

and  0RCH. 

featuring 

PATTI  POWERS 
IRV  KLUGER 

Owen  Wister's 
"THE  VIRGINIAN" 

In  Technicolor 

starring 

joel  Brian  Sonny 
McCREA  DONLEVY  TUFTS 

with   Barbara   Britton 
A  Paramount  Picture 

In  Person— EDDIE  BRACKEN,  BOB  EBERL1 

JOHNNY    LONG    and    his    band 

PARAMOUNT     -    -    -    Times  Squar 

Joan  Fontaine 
"From  This  Day  Forward" 

with Mark   Stevens  Rosemary    DeCanu 

An    RKO    RADIO    PICTURE 

. 
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COLUMBIA   PICTURES 

presents 

RITA  HAYWORTH 
as 

4 

with 

UHI  FORD 
GEORGE  MACREADY 

JOSEPH  CALLEIA 
Screenplay  by  Marion  Personnel 

Produced    by    VIRGINIA     VAN     UPP 

Directed    by    CHARLES    VIDOR 
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IF  M-Producer  Clash 
On  Working  Hours 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

on-cumulative  basis  over  the  year. 
t  present  studio  musicians  work 

"0  hours  per  year  on  a  cumulative 
^jlis.  The  producers  want  this  ar- 

rangement retained,  while  the  AFM, 
i-hieh  wants  salaries  doubled  to  $200 
'eekly,  is  insistent  that  its  mem- 
ers  employed  in  studios  be  limited 

3  10  hours'  work  per  week,  with 
verything  over  that  as  overtime.  It 

|s  the  producers'  contention  that  to 
ccept  the  AFM  demand,  would 
lake  a  difference  of  millions  of  dol- 
ars  in  labor  costs. 

The  producer  spokesmen  took  the 

tand  at  Friday's  meeting  at  the 
Jew  York  office  of  Pat  Casey,  studio 
abor  contact,  that  there  would  be 
k)  discussion  of  money  until  they 

new  definitely  what  the  AFM's  final 
isposition  was  on  the  disposal  of 
he  yearly  quota  of  working  hours. 

!"he  AFM  spokesmen,  headed  by 
ames  C.  Petrillo,  the  union's  head, 
pok  the  matter  under  advisement. 
Petrillo  permitted  himself  to  be 

uoted  only  to  the  extent  of  saying 

hat  "progress"  had  been  made. 
The  conferences  between  the  AFM 
nd  producers  will  continue  this 
fternoon  at  the  offices  of  the  AFM. 

14,000  Houses  Start 
lancer  Funds  Drive 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Varner,  committing  the  500  Warner 
heaters  to  audience  collections,  all 
f  the  major  theater  circuits  are  100 
er  cent  behind  the  drive. 

Committee  reported  that  a  num- 
er  of  circuits  which  said  "no"  to 
heater  collections  had  reversed 

hemselves  and  are  backing  the  big 
ob.  Latest  to  fall  in  line  is  the 

'ishman  group  in  Connecticut.  An- 
ther circuit  to  join  up  is  the  Bailey 

Sircuit,  New  Haven. 

'Mom  and  Dad"  Banned 
Permanently  in  Ohio 

Columbus,  O.— "Mom  and  Dad," 
roduced  by  Hygienic  Productions, 
Heveland,  has  been  banned  perman- 
ntly  from  showings  in  Ohio.  Gov. 
Yank  J.  Lausche  ordered  the  sec- 
nd  review  following  receipt  of  the 
omplaints.  The  film  originally  was 
kayed  by  the  Ohio  censors  in  De- 
ember,  1944. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  22 
M.  B.  Blackman         William  |.  McShea 

Maurice  (Zanzibar)   Rocco 

PHIL  M.  DALY 
Monday  Morning  Report 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Didjo  know  IATSE  locals  around  the  country 

are  asking  three  and  four  year  contracts?  ...  •  According  to  the 

National  Underwriter,  accountants  are  cold  to  Allied's  proposal  which 

would  substitute  a  bonding  plan  for  checking.  ...  •  M  J.  "Mike" 
Kallet  introduced  something  sensationally  new  in  the  way  oi  drive-in 

showmanship  when  the  circuit's  first  drive-in,  just  outside  of  Syracuse, 

opened  Saturday   The  entrance  to  what  well  may  be  the  world's 
most  beautiful  drive-in  is  a  gigantic  waterfall   It's  bound  to  start  a 

trend.  ...  •  Boston  reports  that  "Henry  V"  may  be  housed  in  the 
Center  Theater  when  it  opens  in  New  York.  ...  •  Among  those  to  re- 

ceive the  Asiatic  Campaign  Ribbons  from  the  War  Department  over  the 

week-end  for  their  USO-Camp  Show  tours  were  Joe  E.  Brown,  Pat  O'Brien, 
William  Gargan,  Paulette  Goddard,  Keenan  Wynn  and  Jinx  Falkenburg. 
•  What  with  all  the  hullabaloo  about  the  PCA  and  the  ACA,  Belmont 

Pictures  announces  the  closing  of  distribution  deals  across  the  country 

for  "Fig  Leaf  For  Eve.".  .  .  •  B  &  K's  tele  station  WBKB  made  Chi. 
tele  history  Saturday  when  it  covered  the  opening  game  at  Wrigley  Field 

between  the  Cubs  and  the  Cardinals,  using  a  specially  designed  mobile 
unit.  ...  •  Albert  S.  Howson  of  Warners  will  accept  on  behalf  of  the 

company  the  George  Foster  Peabody  Award  to  Station  KFWB  of  Holly- 

wood "in  recognition  of  outstanding  public  service"  at  the  Hotel  Roose- 
velt Wednesday  night.  ...  •  The  first  electric  sign  to  be  erected  over 

the  Astor  Theater  since  before  the  war  is  up  in  behalf  of  "The  Kid  From 

Brock'yn.".  .  .  •  The  Paramount  Choral  Society  goes  to  Fort  Jay  Hos- 
pital on  Thursday  to  give  a  concert  and  will  follow  on  May  24  with  a 

benefit  concert  for  the  Lighthouse   

▼  TV 
•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  That  all-star  industry  benefit  for  the 
American  Cancer  Society  at  Carnegie  Hall  Friday  night  was  a  great 

show  for  a  great  cause.  ...  •  Radio  City  Music  Hal]  is  opening  its 

doors  at  7:30  a.m.  all  this  week.  ...  •  Frederic  Wakeman's  new  novel, 

"The  Hucksters,"  has  been  purchased  by  Metro  in  advance  of  publication. 

•  Life  Mag.  will  go  all-out  pictorially  for  "Henry  V"  in  the  May  20  issue. 
•  Following  their  stand  at  the  Zanzibar,  the  Mills  Brothers  are  going 

to  Hollywood  to  meet  three  picture  contracts,  two  with  Warners  and  one 

with  Columbia.  ...     •   No  matter  how  thin  you  slice  it,  it's  still  a  good 

picture   Initials   of    Paramount's   "Strange    Love    of   Martha    Ivers" 
spells   SLOMI!   

▼  ▼  ▼ 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  What  goes  with  Enrol  Flynn?  In  his  last 

trip  here,  Errol  stayed  for  three  days  and  was  practically  incognito, 

with  nothing   in   the  papers    about   it!   .  .   .     •  Film   execs,  anxiously 

awaiting  the  opening  of  "Shootin'  Star"  here  next  month   Play  has 
plenty  of  picture  possibilities.  ...  •  Milton  Pickman,  the  Columbia 

exec,  quipped  at  the  Singapore,  "May  do  a  picture  about  butter,  nylons, 
and  meat  and  call  it  'The  Beg  Three'."  ...  •  Congratulations  are 
due  to  George  W.  Carr,  Detroit  representative  for  the  Irwin 

Seating  Company  of  Grand  Rapids,  and  the  missus  who  have  just  cele- 
brated their  50th  wedding  anniversary.  ...  •  The  Bing  Crosbys 

have  taken  the  William  Cox  estate  on  the  Massachusetts  South  Shore  for 

the  Summer.  ...  •  "Caldonia,"  the  Louis  Jordan  short,  will  get  co- 
billing  when  Jordan  and  his  Tympany  Five  open  a  two-week  engage- 

ment at  Chicago's  Oriental  on  May  2.  .  .  .  •  Frank  Hunt,  20th-Fox's 
office  manager  in  Cleveland,  has  just  celebrated  his  25th  anniversary 

with  the  exchange.  .  .  .  •  Frank  Sinatra,  Orson  Welles  and  Arch 

Oboler  go  to  Columbus  next  month  for  the  Institute  for  Education  by 

Radio.  .  .  .  •  Charles  W.  Winchell  of  the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co. 

has  received  the  Treasury's  silver  medal  for  distinguished  service  during 
the  War  Loan  campaigns. . . .  .„ 

COMING  and  GOING 
NORMAN  H.  MORAY,  short  subject  sales 

manager  for  Warner  Bros.,  returns  to  New  York 
today  from  a  four-week  tour  of  the  West  and 
South. 

SI  SEADLER,  advertising  manager  for  M-C-M, 
returns  from  the  Coast  today.  He  has  been  gone three  weeks. 

MATTY  FOX  arrived  Friday  from  London.  ROB- 

ERT BENJAM'N,  WILLIAM  HEINEMAN  and 
MONROE  CREENTHAL  were  scheduled  to  arrive 
ever  the  week-end. 

CLEMENT  S.  CRYSTAL,  Paramount  Interna- 
tional theater  department,  returned  today  from  a 

week-end  business  trip  to  Phoenix,  Arizona  and Chicago. 

ANDRE  ULLMANN,  director  of  theaters  for 
Paramount  in  France  and  Belgium  and  former 

head  of  the  company's  studio  operations  at  Paris, 
has  arrived  in  Hollywood  for  conferences. 

C.  ).  "PAT"  SCOLLARD  has  returned  from  a 
West  Coast  business  survey  of  Para,  exchanges. 

RAM  COCTAY  left  New  York  over  the  week- 
end for  St.  Louis,  Chicago.  Hollywood  and  Frisco, 

returning  to  this  city  on  May  25. 

MIRIAM  HOWELL,  Eastern  story  editor  for 
Samue1  Coldwyn,  is  in  Hollywood  for  conferences with  Coldwyn. 

HARRY  C.  ARTHUR,  JR.  has  gone  to  the  West 
Coast  for  several  weeks. 

GEORGE  FRANKLIN  TUCKER  sailed  over  the 
week-end  for  Capetown  on  the  S.  S.  Marine 
Tiger  under  an  open  assignment  to  assist  Cres- 

son  E.  Smith,  Phil  Reisman's  personal  rep. 

IERRY  MAYER,  M-C-M  studio  manager,  ar- 
rives in  Hollywood  today  after  a  visit  of  several weeks  here. 

CAROL  BRANDT,  Eastern  M-C-M  story  head, 
leaves  next  Friday  for  the  Coast  for  studio  con- 

ferences. 

WILLIAM  FADIMAN,  M-G-M  studio  story 
head,  will  arrive  from  the  Coast  May  6. 

*AM  ECKMAN,  JR.,  managing  director  for 
M-G-M  in  the  United  Kingdom,  arrived  yester- 

day on  the  Queen  Mary. 

HERMAN  RIPPS,  M-G-M  district  manager,  re- 
turned to  his  Albany  headquarters  over  the  week- 

end  after  several    days   here. 

SAMUEL  BRONSTON,  UA  producer,  arrived  in 
New  York  from  the  Coast. 

A.  ).  O'KEEFE,  Universal  Western  sales  mana- 
ger,  leaves  today  for  Chicago  and  Des  Moines. 

JAMES  A.  MULVEY,  president  of  Samuel  Cold- 
wyn Prcds.,  returned  to  New  York  over  the 

week-end  after  several  weeks  of  conferences 
■"ith  Coldwyn  in  Hollywood.  Returning  with 
him  were  APTHUR  SACHSON,  general  sales 
msnww'.  *„d  SYLVAN  OESTREICHER  and  HARRY 
ARCHINAL. 

GUS  LAMPE,  of  the  Schine  home  office  re- 
turned to  Gloversville  from  New  York  yesterday. 

Disney's  Tele  Plans 
Wait  for  Full  Color 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

stated  that  it  preferred  to  await  the 
arrival  of  color  television  on  a  reg- 

ular basis. 

Petition  for  the  dismissal  of  the 

application  "without  prejudice"  was 
sia-ned  by  Disney's  counsel,  Fred  W. 
Albertson.  The  company  is  convinced, 

the  attorney  said,  that  "colored  tele- vision is  essential  for  the  type  of 

television  program  service  it  pro- 

poses to  render." 

SICK  REPORT 

HAROLD  ZELTNER,  Pittsburgh  salesman 

for  M-G-M,  is  in  Midtown  Hospital  here, 

for  an  operation.  He  expected  to  be  con- 
fined in  the  hospital  two  weeks: 
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Sees  1946  Attendance 

Running  10%  Ahead 
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prices  generally  are  holding  firm  in 
most  sections  of  the  country  and  that 
film  rental  income  will  compare 
favorably  with  the  1945  peak  return. 
Warning  of  possible  foreign 

market  difficulties,  including  expan- 
sion in  Great  Britain  and  import 

quotas  set  up  in  some  countries, 
publication  also  notes  that  produc- 

tion output  is  being  stepped  up  and 
that  costs  will  be  higher.  Company 
earnings,  however,  are  expected  to 
be  benefited  bv  lower  taxes. 

reviews  of  new  mms  Attack  by  26,000 
Fantastic — Sorrell 

'HENRY  V 

Treasury  Presents  Medals 
To  Newsreel  Editors 

Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — The  New  York  and 
Washington  editors  of  the  five  news- 
reels  were  Friday  awarded  the  Trea- 

sury's prized  silver  medal  by  Secre- 
tary of  the  Treasury  Fred  M.  Vinson 

in  recognition  of  their  outstanding 
wartime  service  in  promoting  the 
sale  of  Government  war  Bonds  and 
savings  Bonds. 

The  presentation  followed  a  visit 
to  the  White  House,  during  which 
the  editors  received  the  praise  of 
President  Harry  Truman  and  talked 
with  him  for  half  an  hour. 

In  presenting  the  medals,  Secre- 
tary Vinson  remarked  that  "during 

the  war  millions  of  Americans  gave 
their  time,  their  energy  and  their 
talents  to  the  voluntary  war  financ- 

ing program.  There  was  no  greater 
link  between  the  home  and  fighting 
fronts  than  our  newsreels.  We  at 
home  could  actually  hear  and  see  the 
sounds  and  sights  of  war. 

"This  Treasury  medal  is  a  symbol 
of  the  country's  appreciation  of 
your  services.  I  know  you  will  ac- 

cept it  not  only  for  yourself  but  for 
the  entire  personnel  of  your  com- 

pany who  so  richly  earned  it." 
Those  honored  included,  for 

M-G-M  News  of  the  Day:  M.  D.  Clo- 
fine,  New  York,  and  J.  C.  Brown, 
Wash.;  For  Paramount  News:  A.  J. 
Richard  of  New  York  (represented 
bv  E.  P.  Genock,  his  assistant),  and 
Robert  H.  Denton,  Wash.;  For  RKO 
Pathe  News:  Walton  C.  Anient,  New 
York,  and  George  M.  Dorsey,  Wash.; 
For  Fox-Movietone  News:  Edmund 
Reek,  New  York,  and  Anthony  Muto, 
Wash.;  For  Universal  News:  Thomas 
Mead,  New  York,  and  James  E. 
Lyons,  Wash. 

IN  CIVVIES 
it  Honorably  Discharged  ̂  

with   Laurence   Olivier,   Robert   Newton,   Leslie    Banks,   Renee   Asherson,    Esmond   Knight, 
Felix  Aylmer,  Leo  Genn. 

UA-Two  Cities  134  Mins. 

A  RARE  AND  GREAT  FILM  BRILLIANTLY  PRODUCED,  DIRECTED  AND  PLAYED 

WILL  ADD  FRESH  LUSTRE  TO  THE  SCREEN'S  ART  AND  DELIGHT  CLASS  AUDI- 
ENCES EVERYWHERE. 

The  motion  picture  art  has  produced  a  rare  and  great  film  in  Laurence  Olivier's 
"King  Henry  V."  From  the  first  glimpse  of  the  old  Globe  Theater  of  16th  century 
London,  to  the  final  fade-out  in  the  ccurt  of  the  King  of  France,  Olivier  does  as  hand- 

somely by  the  Bard  of  Avon  as  anything  yet  attempted  by  the  screen.  Some  may  even 
add  the  stage.  And  that,  undeniably,  is  a  big  statement. 

It  is  a  statement,  moreover,  which  foreshadows  coming  events.  For  Olivier  has  done 

for  modern  fans  what  the  Bard  himself  did  f:r  the  unlettered  Englishman  of  his  day. 
Freed  from  the  fetters  of  convention,  fresh  and  sparkling,  yet  retaining  the  glorious  poetry 

of  the  lines,  "Henry  V"  emerges  as  brilliant  drama,  instead  of  self-conscious  miming. 
A  masterly  job  has  been  done  by  the  production  staff.  Where  cuts,  re-arrangements 

and  interjecti'ns  are  necessary,  some  license  has  been  taken,  but  never  to  the  detriment 
of  the  story.  And  the  lofty  rolling  phrases  of  the  King,  whether  in  prose  or  poetry,  are 
delivered  with  so  much  life  that  never  for  a  moment  do  they  clog  the  even  flow  of  the 
rale,  nor  bore  with  their  length. 

The  acti"n  begins  with  a  facsimile  of  an  old  London  stage,  a  roofless,  rectangular 

building  where  the  players  of  Shakespeare's  day  used  broad  satire  to  translate  their 
lines.  The  stage  soon  fades,  however,  and  the  audience  is  carried  directly  to  the  coast 
where  the  flotilla  of  ships  sets  out  into  the  channel  on  that  almost  impossible  attempt 
against  the  throne  of  France. 

Scene  after  scene,  filmed  in  Technicolor,  is  breath-takingly  beautiful.  From  the  stirring 
spectacle  at  the  departure  of  the  little  English  ships — dots  upon  the  channel  from  the 
long  view,  and  gorgeously  bedecked  with  the  armour  and  color  of  the  royal  household  in 

close-ups — to  the  scene  in  the  French  court  with  the  ruler  cringing  in  fear,  artistry  is 
rampant.  Many  a  srrt  could  stand  on  its  single  merit  alone  as  a  work  of  art. 

The  story  material  in  "Henry  V"  is  as  slight  as  any  Shakespeare's  works,  yet  the  long 
range  of  the  camera  makes  it  fully  sufficient  for  the  two  hours  and  14  minutes  of  its 

run.  Henry,  persuaded  by  the  Archbishop  of  Canterbury,  lays  siege  to  Harfleur,  aiming 
for  the  French  throne.  Sickness  halts  his  men.  But,  with  their  courage  at  low  ebb,  they 
are  forced  to  meet  the  cncoming  foe.  Olivier  does  a  magnificent  job  as  he  rallies  them 
about  him  for  the  battle  on  the  field  of  Agincourt,  rolling  out  those  majestic  words, 

"we  few,  we  happy  few,  we  band  of  brothers''  who  are  to  die  on  St.  Crispin's  Day. 
Tragedy  weights  his  words,  and  humility,  and  faith  in  the  justice  of  his  cause,  so  that 

this  job,  so  ably  done,  marks  Olivier  as  worthy  to  stand  with  the  top  ranks  of  Shakes- 
peare interpreters. 

All  the  story  book  facets  of  the  clash  of  arms  and  horse,  the  gallantry  and  cour- 
tesies of  the  day  are  faithfully  mirrored.  Harcrurt  Williams,  as  the  French  monarch,  does 

an  admirable  job.  All  the  fops  of  history  are  epitomized  in  the  Dauphin,  sonnet  writ- 

ing braggart,  played  by  Max  Adrian.  The  bewildered,  uncomplaining  yeomen,  brought 
out  from  England  to  follow  their  king  wherever  his  fancy  led,  speak  through  the  Nds 

-f  the  young  boy,  who  has  those  searching  lines  beginning,  "if  these  men  do  not  die  well, 
it  will  be  a  black  matter  for  the  king  who  led  them  to  it."  Here  is  a  change  which  adds 

to  the  dialogue's  effectiveness,  with  Olivier  putting  that  passage  in  the  mouth  of  a 
sleepy  peasant  boy.  softly  pondering  on  his  own  fate  as  he  lies  before  the  camp  fire  on 
the  eve  of  the  battle. 

In  contrast  to  the  grim  business  of  battle.  Henry's  wooing  of  Katherine,  daughter 
of  the  French  king,  is  in  a  light  mood  and  played  with  brilliant  restraint,  while  Renee 
\sherson,  under  the  advantage  of  Technicolor,  actually  seems  to  blush  to  match  the 
I'nes  she  speaks.  In  fact,  so  delightful  and  captivating  are  the  scenes,  between  Henry 
^nd  Kate  and  those  between  Kate  and  her  ladv-in-waiting,  Alice,  it  is  almost  a  challenge 

••o  the  reviewers  to  hunt  up  a  copy  of  "Henry"  and  ascertain  if  all  that  coauetry  really nrevailed  in  the  16th  Century.  And  it  did.  even  to  the  matter  of  the  English  lesson. 
The  battle  scenes  are  too  numerous  to  evaluate,  too  good  to  pass  uo.  Particularly 

brilliant  is  the  change  of  the  French  nobles  and  the  counter  of  the  English  archers 
with  a  hail  of  arrows  in  flight,  both  marvels  of  color  photograohy. 

CAST:  Laurence  Olivier.  Robert  Newton.  1  esMe  Banks.  Renee  Asherson.  Esmond  Knight.  Leo 
'".enn.  Felix  Ayimer.  Ralih  Truman,  Harcnurt  WiHhms,  Iw  St.  He'ier.  Ernest  Thesiger.  Max  Ad'ian. 
"Vances  Lister.  Valentine  Dvall,  Rus=eH  Thorndike.  Michael  Sheoley.  Morland  Graham,  Brian 
^issen.  Gerald  Case,  lanet  Burned.  Nicholas  H=>nnon.  Robert  Hetomsnn.  Freda  Jackson,  |immv 

Hanley.  lohn  Laurie.  Niall  MicGinnis.  Ceon?e  Rohev.  Rov  Emerton.'  Griffith  Jones.  Arthur  Ham- Ming.  Frederick  Cooper.  Michael  Warre.  Frank  Tickle.  George  Cole,  Vernon  Greeves,  Jonathan cield.   Ernest  Hare. 

CREDITS:  Producer-Director.  Laurence  Olivier:  Editor.  Reginald  Beck;  Art  Director.  Paul  Sheriff: 
4'sistant,  Carmen  Dillon:  Costume  Desisner.  Roger  Furse:  Assistant.  Margaret  Furse:  Associate 
producer.  Dallas  B^wer:  Text  Editor.  Alan  Dent:  Director  of  Photograohy.  Robert  Krasker: 
cameraman,  lack  Hildvard:  Sound,  lohn  Dennis.  Desmond  Dew:  Score,  William  Walton;  Played  by London  Symphony  under  baton  of  Muir  Mathieson. 

DIRECTION.  Great.     PHOTOGRAPHY.  Crand. 

ELROAD  SIMS,  from  the  Army,  city  manager, 
Lucas  and  Jenkins  circuit,  Gainesville,  Ca. 

WILLIAM  J.  O'HALLORAN,  Navy,  to  booker, 
Del-Ray   Booking  Office,   Detroit. 

HAROLD  RASMUSSEN,  from  the  Army,  poster 
clerk  at  National  Screen  Service,  Minne- 
apolis. 

DeVry  Dinner  Tomorrow 
Cbirasfo — DeVrv  Com.  equipment 

Rtropliers,  have  been  invited  to  a 
dinner  tomorrow  to  celebrate  the 
company's  conversion  to  r>eace  pro- ducts. Victory  dinner  will  be  held 
at  the   Swithoid   Club. 

Ricciuti  to  Amalaccmated 

New  Haven  —  John  Ricciuti,  Re- 
public booker  for  the  past  three 

vears.  has  resigned  to  associate  with 
Amalgamated  Theaters,  Inc.  booking 
and  buying  service  as  assistant  to 
Lou  Ginsburg  and  Bernard  Levy. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

would  no  longer  "tolerate  disrupt 
tactics  by  this  small  minority, 
CSU."  Sorrell  claims  a  member* 
of  7,500  in  the  CSU  and  not  5,00| 
stated  in  the  statement  by  the  26,' 
AFL  workers. 

Sorrell's  statement  follows: 
"We  understand  a  statement 

the  name  of  some  Hollywood  un 
attributes  their  difficulties  in  ne 
tiating  with  major  film  producers 
the  fact  that  the  Conference  of  S 
dio  Unions  is  acting  to  overcome 
same  difficulties.  Such  a  positior. 

fantastic  to  union  people.  It  s- 
gests  that  leaders  of  some  organi 
tions  are  siding  with  the  employ 
against  their  own  members. 

CSU   Willing  to   Negotiate 
"Conference  of  Studio  Uni- 

stands  willing  to  negotiate  with 
producers  for  union  and  closed  si 
contracts  on  a  basis  which  pern 
the  average  studio  worker  to  k 
abreast  of  today's  living  costs. 
7,500  members  will  be  happy  to 
extended  to  our  fellow  workers 
studios  all  protections  and  bene 
we  secure  for  ourselves.  We  v 
resist  any  effort  to  impose  open  si 
on  any  union. 

"Today's  statement  purporting 
come  from  some  other  unions  appe. 
a  continuation  of  the  strike  jitt 
started  earlier  this  week  when 
producers    falsely   circulated    a 
port     that    machinists     Local    1. 
would  strike  at  6  p.m.  Wednesd 
No  such  strike  had  been  planned 
that  union  or  any  of  the  CSU  unio 
but  the  Association  of  Motion  I 
ture    Producers    evidently   hopes  | 

precipitate  a  strike  to  its  own 
vantage   for   further    oppression 
studio     employes    and     interferei 
with  their  rights  of  organization  a 
collective  bargaining. 

'Six  CSU  unions  have  voted 
strike  if  that  is  what  is  necessary- 
secure  contracts  and  fair  wag 

but  we  prefer  and  are  ready  to  set- 
all  problems  through  negotiation  s 
arbitration.  We  will  never  strike  \ 

anything  that  cannot  be  won 

honest  arbitration." 

Republic  Names  Rowe 
Sydney  (By  Air  ail)— Ray  Ro 

has  been  appointed  home  office  rt 
resentative  in  Australia  for  RepuK 

STORK  REPORTS  \ 

Omaha — Frank  Janacek,  assists 

shipper  at  20th-Fox,  is  the  father 
a  girl,  Jerry  Julie. 

Leo  Wilder,  head  of  the  Warr 
Bros,  still  department,  is  the  fat! 
of  a  nine-pound  boy  born  to  M 

Wilder  in  the  French  Hospital,  N<" York.  Newcomer  has  been  nam 

Jeffrey  Stuart. 
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B5  Color  Tele  Sent 

50  Miles  by  Cable 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ration,     Stanton     stated,     showed 
at,  even  though  the  definition  of 
pr  pictures  was  decreased  to  some 
ent  by  the  present  characteristics 
the  cable,  the  added  information 

inveyed  by  color  compensated  for 
ie   loss,    adding    that   the    greater 

it  feauty  and  appeal  inherent  in  color 

nbpelity  was   maintained. 
«l   "The  startling  fact  that  programs 
Tifel  full  and  vivid  color  can  satisfac- 

-  •rily  be   carried  without   modifica- 
eljon    of    present    television    coaxial 

otkjible  systems,  means  that  color  net- 
iji  orks  can  be  formed  as  rapidly  as 
tack-and-white  networks,"  Stanton nid. 
Plans  are  being  formed  for  public 

emonstrations  of  transmissions  over 

j  ie   cable   when    it   is   again   avail- 
,  ole   for   experimental   use,   it   was 

■'•pted. 

•rice  Urges  Constant  Vigil 
Against  All  Censorship 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

~  rice  as  he  received  from  the  Amer- 
ican Society  of  Newspaper  Editors  a 

croll  in  recognition  of  his  outstand- 
ing job  as  director  of  the  Office  of 

^■ensorship  during  the  war.  The 
tf'croll  was  in  recognition  of  the 
■  faithfulness,  justice  and  integrity 
!  rith  which  he  directed  the  office  of 

IJensorship." 
|   In  accepting  the  award,  Price  re- 
larked:  "This  should  be  an  hour  of 

Special  meditation  and  new  determ- 
ination for  the  press,  the  radio  and 

he  motion  picture.  All  these  agen- 
3  ies  of  national  and  world  communi- 
ation  have  become  invested,  whether 

$pe  like  it  or  not,  with  a  far,  far 
wreater  degree  of  public  interest  than 
hey  have  ever  known  before.    You 
>ee  the  controversy  over  censorship 
j.ow  developing  in  the  world  of  radio. 
5|Ton  see  a  revival  of  agitation  for  a 
TVider  censorship  of  motion  pictures. 

"I  counsel  all  of  you  to  beware  of 
ven  a  little  censorship  in  peacetime. 
ft  is  an  alien  and  dangerous  weed 

n  the  garden  of  our  liberties." 

iughes  Leases  in  Freeport 
j  Boston  —  W.  Lester  Hughes,  a 
paramount  salesman,  has  taken  over 

■^he  lease  on  the  Nordica,  Freeport, 
.jirle.,  from  Harlan  H.  Higgins  as  of 
iVpril  28. 

NEW  POSTS 

EWIS   STAVALE,    day   manager,    Times    Square, Detroit. 

.OLAND  SMITH,  assistant  manager,  Palace,  and 
relief  manager,   Pix  Newsreel,  Orange. 

JVILLIAM     SCHULTZ,     manager,     State,     West 
Orange. 

lLOYD  A.  TUREL,  assistant  booker,  Broder  The- 
!       ater  Circuit,   Detroit. 

HOMAS  BEETON,  manager,  Crystal,  Detroit. 

HOLLYWOOD 
•      ••••••* 

=====  By  RALPH  WILK   ===== 
T  T  T 

Hollywood  Rendezvous 
HOLLYWOOD 

•  •  •  THERE'S  A  PLACE  IN  HOLLYWOOD  where  there's  all  the 
glamour  that  the  film  capital   is   supposed  to  possess   and   which  the 

tourist  public  rarely  gets  a  chance  to  see   And  it  is  for  that  precise 

reason  that  Lucey's,  on  Melrose  Avenue,  just  across  the  street  from 
Paramount  and  RKO-Radio  studios,  is  always  packed  with  celebs  who 
like  the  chance  to  act  themselves  without  the  feeling  of  being  a  gold 

fish  in  a  glass  bowl   You  never  see  pictures  of  this  or  that  movie 

star  in  company  with  somebody  else  at  Lucey's,  because,  ever  since  the 
p'.ace  was  opened  as  a  little  restaurant  more  than  20  years  ago,  there 
has  been  a  "no  camera"  rule   in   effect   It  has   no   entertainment 
because  the  owners,  Al  Mathes  and  Stephen  Crane,  know  that  their  one 

stock  in  trade  is  good  food  and  an  undisturbed  atmosphere   

T  ▼  T 

•  •      •     THE  DAYS  WHEN  MOVIE  STARS  paraded  up  and  down 

Hollywood   Boulevard   in   makeup  ceased   almost   25    years   ago   

Yet  at  Lucey's  you  will  see  Dottie  Lamour  in  her  sarong,  Betty  Hutton 

in  a  chorus  girl  get-up,  Pat  O'Brien  in  a  full  dress  suit,  Bing  Crosby 
dressed  like  a  priest,  Cary  Grant  looking  like  a  Limehouse  bum,  Doug 

Fairbanks,  Jr.,  as  Sinbad,  The  Sailor,  or  Cornel  Wilde  as  Robin  Hood 

  and  a  score  of  other  famous  names  in  grease  paint  and  makeup 

  And  if  the.  booths  at  Lucey's  could  ta'k,  they  could  tell  of  the  fabu- 
lous deals  that  have  been  set  there,  by  such  men  as  Henry  Ginsberg,  the 

late  Charles  W.  Koerner,  Bill  Dozier,  Sam  Wood,  B.  G.  "Buddy"  De 
Sylva,  Harry  Cohn,  George  Abbott,  Leo  McCarey,  Gary  Cooper,  Ingrid 

Bergman,  Paulette  Goddard,  William  LeBaron,  Edward  Small,  Hal  Wal- 
iis,  Adolph  Zukor,  N.  Peter  Rathvon,  Mitchell  Leisen,  Cecil  B.  DeMille. 

Rudy  Vallee,  the  late  John  Barrymore   just  to  mention  a  few   

T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  AND  OF  A  TUESDAY  EVENING,  when  Bob  Hope,  Frances 

Longford,  Jerry  Colonna  and  the  rest  of  their  radio  troupe  come  in  for  a 

snack  after  the  show,  you   may  see   Louis  B.   Mayer  quietly   beating 

George  Cukor  at  "gin"   Or  David  O.  Selznick  cooking  up  another  of 
those  colossal  deals  for  which  he  is  noted   Or  Samuel   Goldwyn 

telling   David    Niven   about    plans    for   his    next   picture   Or    well, 

almost  anything,  because  Lucey's,  Hollywood's  best  known  unknown 
place,  is  that  sort  of  a  spot   

T  ▼  T 

•  •  •  DIRECTOR  GEORGE  SIDNEY,  whose  many  talents  have 

brought  him  fame  as  the  creator  of  many  of  M-G-M's  top  musicals,  in- 
cluding the   sensational   "Anchors   Aweigh,"  has   astounded  his   studio 

associates  by  turning  song  writer   He   has   just  written   the  lyrics 

and  music  for  "Why  Don't  You  Care?",  which  is  being  recorded  as  the 

theme  and  background  music  for  the  entire  production  of  "Holiday  In 
Mexico,"  which  Sidney  directed   

T  ▼  T 

•  •  •  HOLLYWOOD  IS  WATCHING  with  interest  a  new  modus 

operandi  in  combatting  the  many  attacks  which  have  been  launched 

against  the  film  industry  by  official  and  self  appointed  censors  through- 
out the  country   The  idea  starts  with  Frank  Gruber,  who  has  just 

completed  the  screenplay  for  "False  Witness"  and  who  is  now  filling 
a  one-picture  writing  deal  at  M-G-M   Gruber  was  asked  to  go  on  a 
lecture  tour  through  the  Midwest  and  Northwest  and  he  accepted,  but 

only  on  condition  that  he  be  allowed  to  talk  on  Hollywood's  side  of 

controversies  currently  raging  over  a  number  of  pictures   If  Gruber's 
lecture  tour  is  a  success,  watch  for  others  to  take  up  the  cause  of  an  al- 

ready over-abused  industry   

T  ▼  T 

French  Said  Aiming 
To  Freeze  Out  U.  S. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

French   position  as  the  biggest 

threat    to    a    world-wide    free 

screen,    while    Government   offi- 
cials view  it  with  equal  alarm 

because    of   trade    policies    gen- 
erally. MPAA,  it  is  known,  views 

the   French  situation  as  one  of 

its  toughest  problems. 

Pleading    the     ravages     of    war, 
French  interests  have  not  lived  up  to 

their     1936     agreement     with     this 

country    and    give    every    indication 

they  will  "protect"   French  produc- 
ers by  forcing  American  pix  off  the 

screens  in  France.    With  the  excep- 

tion of  40  American  pix  distributed 

in    France    by    OWI,    no    American 
films   have  been  allowed  in   France 

since    the    liberation,    with    another 

playing  season  expected  to  roll  by 
with  the  freeze-out  continuing. 
(Although  the  State  Department 

has  kept  a  judicial  silence  on  the 
issue  The  Film  Daily  is  able  to 
state  from  other  unimpeachable 
sources  that  the  Government  as  well 

as  the  pix  industry  is  greatly  con- 
cerned over  the  situation. 

The  best  the  French  have  dangled 
before  Americans  is  a  screen  quota 
which  would  freeze-out  U.  S.  films 
from  55  per  cent  of  the  playing  time. 
In  addition,  the  French  would  then 
be  able  to  compete  with  American 
and  other  interests  for  the  remain- 

ing 45  per  cent. The  situation  is  believed  so 
critical  that  there  is  no  foresee- 

able solution  other  than  one 

based  on  a  screen  quota  plan. 
This  is  viewed  as  a  near-mortal 

blow  to  the  U.  S.  policy  of  lift- 
ing trade  barriers  and  will 

threaten  success  of  negotiations 

at  the  international  trade  con- 
ference next  year  as  well  as  the 

preliminary  conference  expected 

to  be  held  in  London  in  Sep- 
tember. 

A  French  mission  is  now  in  Wash- 

ington ostensibly  to  discuss  the  mo- 
tion picture  situation,  but  little  has 

been  accomplished. 

Catholic   Publication 
Hits  Film  Advertising 

Detroit  —  Holding  that  motion 
picture  advertisements  in  newspapers 
and  on  billboards  shew  little  or  no 

trace  of  Production  Code  standards, 

the  Michigan  Catholic  launched  an 
editorial  attack  in  its  current  edi- 

tion. Publication  claims  that  film  ads 
stress  sexiness  and  suggestiveness. 
Noting  that  the  Legion  of  Decency 

and  other  agencies  exercise  no  in- 
fluence in  controlling  m:vie  ads, 

paper  said  that  task  is  up  to  the 
newspapers  and  to  Hollywood. 
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•  flLITl  DfllLV  REVIEWS  Of  DEW  PICTURES  * 

'Bctdman' s  Territory"      "Strange  Conquest"       "The  Falcon's  Alibi"     "A  Night  in  Paradise' 
with  Randolph  Scott,  Ann  Richards,  "Gabby" Hayes 

RKO  97  Mins. 

AN  INTRIGUING  SAGA  OF  THE  WEST, 

CAPABLY  DIRECTED,  REMARKABLY 

CAST,  AND  WELL  PRODUCED. 

When  better  Westerns  are  made,  they'll 

have  to  top  "Badman's  Territory."  This 
one  packs  all  the  excitement,  drama  and 

glory  attached  to  the  era  that  harnessed  the 

"Wild  West"  with  law  and  order.  The  fresh 
treatment  given  the  characters  of  Frank 

and  Jesse  James  and  the  Dalton  boys  (im- 

agine, both  outlaw  gangs  in  one  film)  is 

enough  to  bring  them  fkcking  to  the  box 

office.  Well  there's  much  more  to  it  than 

just  that.  You  can  add  to  Tim  Whelan's superlative  direction  a  swell  casting  job 

with  Randolph  Scott  and  George  "Gabby" 

Hayes  taking  most  of  the  spotlight.  Law- 

rence "Dillinger"  Tierney  as  Jesse  James 

is  especially  noteworthy  and  shruld  be  ex- 

ploited  to  bring  in  an  "extra  extra"   buck. 
The  film  will  please  the  most  discriminat- 

ing audiences  and  should  get  maximum  play- 
ing time. 

The  original  screenplay  takes  you  to  the 

town  of  Quinto,  1850,  heart  of  a  lawless 

strip  of  land  that  later  formed  the  Oklahoma 

Panhandle.  Scott,  a  Texas  sheriff,  at  cdds 

with  Morgan  Conway,  a  captain  of  the 

Texas  state  police,  who  claimed  that 

Scott's  brother,  John  Rowley,  a  deputy 
sheriff,  ran  off  with  the  James  boys,  traces 

Rowley  to  Quinto.  He  discovers  his  brother 

had  been  w'unded  by  Conway  and  that 
the  James  boys  got  him  medical  attention. 

Scott  also  finds  an  interest  in  Quinto — Ann 
Richards,  editor  of  a  newspaper  crusading 

for  law  in  the  territory.  Notice  of  a  warrant 

for  Scott  and  his  brother  reaches  the  town, 

marking  them  outlaws  f'r  aiding  the  James 

boys — a  scheme  of  Conway's.  Rowley,  dis- 
gusted, joins  the  Daltons  in  their  historic 

raid  on  Coffeyville  and  is  killed. 

Scott,  realizing  Conway,  now  a  U.  S.  Mar- 
shall, is  out  to  get  him,  plans  a  trap  for 

the  ruthless  Conway.  C'nway  attempts  to 

get  "Gabby"  to  swear  false  testimony 
against  Scott,  but  shoots  ole  whiskers  when 

he  realizes  he's  Scott's  friend.  Scott  kills 
Conway  in  a  gun  battle  and  is  acquitted  by 

a  jury  which  brings  in  a  verdict  of  justifiable 
homicide. 

CAST:  Randolph  Scott.  Ann  Richards,  George 

"Cabby"  Hayes.  Ray  Collins,  James  Warren, 
Morgan  Conway,  Virginia  Sale,  lohn  Halloran. 
Andrew  Tombes.  Richard  Hale,  Harry  Holman, 
Chief  Thundercloud.  Lawrence  Tierney,  Tom 
Tyler.  Steve  Brc-die.  Phil  Warren.  William  Moss, 
NesW    Paiva,    Isabel!    Jewell. 

CREDITS:  Producer.  Nat  Holt;  Director,  Tim 

W'elan;  Original  Screenolay.  jack  Natteford 
and  Luci  Ward;  Executive  Producer,  Jack  ). 
Grosv  Additional  seauences  by  Clarence  Uoson 
Young  and  Bpss  Taffe';  Cameraman.  Robert  de 
Grasse;  Fi'm  Editor.  Phi'io  Martin.  )r.:  Art  Di- 

rectors. A'bert  S.  D'A'cs'ino,  Walter  E.  Keller; 
Set  Decorators.  Darre'l  Si'vera.  James  Altwies; 
Music.  Rov  W=bb;  Musical  Director,  C.  Baka- 
leinikoff;  V.und,  Jerry  L.  Sneak,  Terry  Kellum; 
Assistant  D'-ector,    Harrv   Mancke. 
DIRECTION,  Excellent.         PHOTOGRAPHY, 

Very   Good. 

Mrs.  J.  E.  Crow  Dead 
Detroit — Mrs.  J.  E.  Crow,  wife  of 

Jess  Crow,  president  and  business 
agent  of  the  International  Union  of 
Operating  Engineers,  Local  547, 
holding  contracts  with  major  De- 

troit theaters,  is  dead,  after  a  long 
illness. 

with  Jane  Wyatt,   Lowell  Gilmore 
Universal  63  Mins. 

WELL-ACTED  HEROIC  STORY  OF  SCI- 
ENTIFIC MEDICAL  RESEARCH  IN  THE 

JUNGLE. 

The  plot,  though  flimsy;  and  the  obvi- 
ously small  budget  allowed  for  the  film, 

are  secondary  to  the  sincerity  of  purpose  in 

exploiting  indefatigable  scientific  research 
for  medical  advancement. 

Lcwell  Gilmore  is  strong  and  interesting 

for  the  male  lead  with  Jane  Wyatt  in  the 

co-starring  spot  to  help  for  marquee  value. 

Peter  Cookson  and  Milburn  Stone,  in  sup- 
porting roles,  offer  creditable  performances 

in  response  to  John  Rawlins'  direction  which 
plays  up  the  characterizations  rather  than 
the  story. 

Set  in  a  jungle  locale,  the  plot  deals 
with  a  contest  between  two  doctors  who 

attempt  to  discover  a  cure  for  Black  Grass 

fever.  Cookson,  believing  he  has  failed,  sub- 
jects himself  to  test  the  formula  conceived 

by  Gilm:re  and  dies.  Gilmore  does  not  ad- 
vise the  foundation  of  this  but  continues 

under  Cookson's  name  in  order  to  give  him 

due  credit  when  he  discovers  Cookson's 
experiment  turned  out  to  be  successful. 

Wyatt  comes  to  the  jungle  as  a  bacterirlo- 

*ist,  falls  in  love  with  Gilmore,  and  sub- 
jects herself  to  the  final  test  in  order  to 

Drove  to  Julie  Bishop  that  her  husband, 

Cookson,  was  not  killed  by  Gilmore. 
CAST:  Jane  Wyatt,  Lowell  Gilmore,  Peter 

C-Kkson.  Julie  Bishop.  Milburn  Stone,  Samuel  S. 
Hinds.   Abner  Biberman. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Marshall  Grant;  Director, 

'chn  Rawlins;  Screenolay,  Roy  Chanslor;  Story, 
'ester  Cole  and  Carl  Dreher;  Cameraman,  Charles 
Van  Enger;  Film  Editor,  Philip  Cahn;  Musical  Di- 
-ector,  Paul  Sawtell;  Art  Direction.  Jack  Ot- 
■■erson,  Martin  Obzina-  Sound,  Bernard  B. 
3rown;  Set  Decorators,  Russell  A.  Gausman,  Ed- 
vard   R.    Robinson. 

D'RECTION.    Fair.      PHOTOCRAPHY.    Fair. 

double  Anniversary 
Luncheon  for  Thomas 

A  surprise  luncheon  for  Harry 
H.  Thomas,  president  of  PRC,  was 
given  Friday  by  company  executives 
and  industry  associates  prior  to  his 
departure  for  the  Coast  and  in  cele- 

bration of  his  birthday  and  the  first 
anniversary  of  his  joining  the  com- 

pany. Feature  of  the  luncheon, 
which  was  held  at  Le  Mirliten,  was 
+he  presentation  of  an  oil  painting 
by  C.  Stanwood  to  Thomas. 

Attending  the  luncheon  were  Ar- 
nold Stoltz,  Phil  Gettleson,  Elmer 

Hollander,  Grover  C.  Schaefer.  Jack 
Bellman,  George  Fleitman,  Carroll 

"Puciato,  Andrew  Subbiondo,  Robert 
Hadley,  Lisre  Brien,  George  Fraser, 
Sidney  Weill,  John  Hertz,  Jr., 

Charles  Amory,  C.  "Warren  Sharpe, Thurber  Bierce,  William  Goodwin 
and  Jerome  Edwards. 

Ray  Mathis  Stricken 
Granby,  Mo.  —  Ray  Mathis,  50, 

theater  owner  and  former  mayor  of 
this  city,  died  in  an  ambulance  while 
on  the  way  to  the  Granby  hospital 
after  a  heart  attack  the  day  before. 
He  owned  theaters  here  and  at  Sen- 

eca, Noel  and  Anderson,  Missouri, 
and  had  recently  sold  his  theater  at 
Commerce. 

with  Tom  Conway 

RKO  61  Mins. 

LATEST  IN  FALCON  SERIES  OF  MELO- 

DRAMAS IS  RATED  AS  FAIR-TO-MID- 
DLING ENTERTAINMENT. 

A  script  that  wanders  more  than  cus- 

tomarily, and  a  plot  that  hasn't  been  too 
clearly  developed,  prove  a  bit  of  a  handicap 

to  full  enjoyment  of  the  latest  of  the  series 

based  on  the  character  created  by  Michael 

Arlen.  However,  the  film  contains  enough 

commotion  to  sustain  the  attention  of  the 

average  melodrama  lover. 

The  direction  cf  Ray  McCarey  gives  the 

film  considerable  movement,  if  little  else, 

while  William  Berke  has  provided  the  con- 
fused Paul  Yawitz  screenplay  with  as  good 

a  production  as  so  routine  a  story  merited. 

Recovery  of  a  string  of  stolen  pearls  is 

what  keeps  the  slick,  femme-conscicus  Fal- 

con occupied  in  "The  Falcon's  Alibi."  He 
becomes  interested  in  the  case  when  a  love- 

ly finds  that  the  pearls,  which  ostensibly 

belong  to  her  employer,  have  been  replaced 

by  an  imitation  string.  The  story  fans  out 

in  many  directions  in  its  attempt  to  run 

down  the  guilty.  A  number  of  murders  are 

c-mmitted  to  complicate  the  situation  and 
the  Falcon  himself  has  a  run-in  with  the 

coppers  before  it's  all  over.  At  the  end  not 
only  has  the  Falcon  recovered  the  pearls, 

but  he  s  uncovered  the  lovely's  employer 
as  the  head  of  a  gang  of  jewel  thieves. 

Tom  Conway  plays  the  Falcon  with  his 

usual  suaveness  and  easy  manner.  Vince 

Barnett  serves  the  needs  of  crmedy  as  his 

aide.  Rita  Corday  is  the  gal  who  starts  the 

Falcon  on  the  trail  of  the  purloined  pearls. 

Jason  Robards,  Esther  Howard  and  Elisha 

Cook,  Jr.,  are  among  the  villains.  Jane 
Greer  is  one  of  the  murder  victims  and 

Emory  Parnell  is  an  insurance  company  in- 
vestigator. 

CAST:  Tom  Conway,  Rita  Corday,  Vince  Bar- 
nett, Jane  Greer,  Elisha  Cook,  Jr..  Emory  Par- 
nell. Al  Bridge.  Esther  Howard,  Jean  Brooks, 

Paul  Brooks.  Jason  Robards.  Morgan  Wallace, 
Lucien  Prival. 
CREOITS:  Producer.  William  Berke;  Director, 

Ray  McCarey;  Screenolay,  Paul  Yawitz;  Based  on 

story  by  Dane  Lussier.  Mannv  Seff;  Camera- 
-nan.  Frank  Redman;  Musical  Director.  C.  Baka- 

'einikoff:  Art  Directors.  Albert  S.  D'A'cstino. 
Lucius  Croxton:  Set  Decorator,  Darrell  Silvera; 
Sound,  Francis  M.  Sarver,  Terry  Kellum;  Film 
Editor.    Philio    Martin,    Jr. 

DIRECTION.   Okay.      PHOTOGRAPHY.   Okay. 

r  t 

1 

«t.  Louis  Exhibs  to  Battle 
City  Ticket  Tax  Proposal 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Southern     Dlinois.    has    written    to 

Mayor  Aloys  P.  Kaufmann  to  pro- 
test a  proposed  five  per  cent  levy  on 

amusement  tickets. 

Wehrenbersr  said  the  theater  own- 
ers will  utilize  their  screens  and 

every  other  method  at  their  com- 
mand to  defeat  the  proposal  if  the 

administration  persists  with  its  ad- 
mission tax  plan.  It  is  believed  that 

theaters  will  protect  themselves  by 

setting  up  booths  to  obtain  signa- 
tures for  a  referendum  to  set  aside 

such  a  tax  ordinance. 

Exhibitors  also  eye  another  tax-in- 
creasing proposal  by  the  administra- 

tion. A  special  meeting  of  theater 
owners  late  last  week  discussed 

means  of  combatting  the  City  Asses- 

with  Merle  Oberon,  Turhan  Bey 

Universal-Wanger  84  Mir 
TECHNICOLOR   FILM   RICH    IN   SPE< 

TACLE     IS    STORY-BOOK    TALE    WL 
STRONG  B.  0.  PROSPECTS. 

"A  Night  in  Paradise"  reaches  into ! 

cient  history  for  the  inspiration  for  a  pie' 

of  entertainment  that  is  imagination-sti 

ring.  The  film  has  about  it  a  story-boi 
flavor  that  will  serve  very  much  of  a  com 

on  to  those  who  crave  to  be  whisked  out 

the  workaday  world  of  the  present.  If  e 

cape  from  the  moment  is  sought,  no  fil 

could  be  better  qualified  to  accomplish  tl 

purpose.  Its  spectacle,  rendered  more  e: 

citing  by  the  employment  of  superb  Ted 

nicolor  photography,  will  endear  the  fil 

particularly  to  the  young  and  the  romantica 

ly-inclined,  on  whom  the  fairy-tale  quali 

of  the  yarn  will  not  be  lost. 

Although    the    picture    flies    in    the    fa; 

of  reality,   it  dees  succeed   in   commandir 

the    interest    uncommonly    well.    The    in  i 

portance    of    action    and    excitement    to 
film  of  this  kind  has  not  been  lost  sight  i 

by  Director  Arthur  Lubin. 
The    story    spun    among    impressive    an 

extremely    beautiful    settings,    has    Croesi  i 

the    King   of   Lydia,    Delarai    the   Queen   ( 

Persia  and  Aescp  of  fable  fame  as  the  prir 

cipal   characters.   Samos  sends   the   philosc 

pher    Aesop    to  Croesus   to   induce   him   ti 
alter  his  mind  about  declaring  war  on  th 

tiny  Greek  island.  At  Croesus'  court  Aeso 
meets    Delarai,    the    king's    betrothed.    An 
what  do  you  think  happens?  Right — Delar. 
and  Aesop  fall  in  l:ve.  The  efforts  of  Aeso 

to  keep  Croesus  in  a  peaceful  frame  of  mini 

toward  Samos  and  to  prevent  the  king  froi 

learning    about    the    romance    give    rise    ti 
no  end  of  incidents  crowded  with  diversio 

for  such  as  are  not  tco  hard  to  please.  Th 

manner  of  the  lovers'  escape  when  Croesu 
discovers  the  truth  is  strictly  fantasy. 

The  George  S.  Hellman  novel,  "Peacock1 
Feather,"  has  been  ably  transferred  to  th 
screen  by  Ernest  Pascal  from  an  adaptatio 

by  Emmett  Lavery.  Walter  Wanger  ha 

given  the  film  a  most  generous  production 

Merle  Oberon  as  the  queen,  Turhan  Be 

as  Aesop  and  Thomas  Gomez  as  the  kin; 
acquit  themselves  capably.  The  support  ft 

good. 

CAST:  Merle  Oberon.  Turhan  Bey.  Thoma 
Gomez.  Gale  Sondergaard,  Ray  Collins,  Georg 

Dolenz,  John  Litel,  Ernest  Truex,  Jerome  Cowan- 
Douglass  Dumbrille,  Paul  Cavanaugh,  Marvii 
Miller,    Moroni  Olsen,   Richard   Bailey. 

CREDlfS:  Producer,  Walter  Wanger;  Associati 
Producer,  Alexander  Golitzen;  Director,  Arthur 
Lubin;  Screenplay,  Ernest  Pascal;  Adaptation 
Emmett  Lavery;  Based  on  novel  by  George  S 
Hellman;  Cameramen,  Hal  Mohr,  W.  Howan , 

Greene;  Special  Effects,  John  P.  Fultcn-  Musica 
Score,  Frank  Skinner;  Musical  Director,  Franl 
Skinner;  Art  Directors,  John  B.  Goodman,  Alex 
ander  Golitzen;  Sound  Director,  Bernard  B 
Brown:  Set  Decorators,  Russell  A.  Gausman,  E 
R.    Robinson;   Film   Editor,   Milton  Carruth. 

DIRECTION,  Okay.     PHOTOGRAPHY,   Fine. 

To  Do  Anti- Vivisection  Pic 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DATLi 

Hollywood  — "Thou  Shalt  Not 

Kill,"  an  anti-vivisection  story,  wil'- be  produced  by  Jeffrey  Bemerd  for 
Monogram.  He  will  effect  tie-up? 
with  various  organized  groups  fight- in  or  vivisection. 

sor's  plan  to  levy  personal  property 
taxes  on  the  full  price  paid  foi 

equipment,  regardless  of  deprecia- tion or  obsolescence. 
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Mono.  International 
onvenlion  June  27 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

■Jie  conclave  on  the  eve  of  his  de- 
rture  for  Europe.  Event  will  mark 

15th    anniversary   of   the   com- 
ny. 
Broidy  said  that  the  unanimously 

!  avorable    reception    of    "Suspense" 
:    ad  resulted  in  a  complete  overhaul- 
hg  of  standards  for  the  Monogram 
■  rogram  for  the  1946-47  season,  in- 
lluding    the    increasing   of    budgets 
nd    a   vastly    large    proportion   of 

1  big"  pictures. 
"In  a  sense,"  Broidy  said,  "  'Sus- 

pense' constituted  a  test  of  our  abil- 
ty  to  make  pictures  of  definite  'A' 
Quality  and  its  success  within  the  in. 
i.ustry  has  served  as  a  go-ahead 
ignal  in  relation  to  our  future 
ictivities." 
Broidy  said  he  would  be  back  from 

lis  European  inspection  trip  in  time 
o  participate  in  further  planning  be- 

'ore  the  convention  date  and  that  by -hat  time  he  expected  to  announce 
Virtually  the  complete  program  for 
hext  season. 

Execs,  to  Attend 

In   addition    to    Broidy,    who   will 
preside,  delegation  of  home  office  ex- 

ecutives on  hand  in  Chicago  for  June 
27  opening  date  will  include  W.  Ray 
Johnston,    chairman   of   the    board; 
,Irem    Carr,    executive   director; 
.George  D.  Burrows,  executive  vice- 
president  and  treasurer;   and  Louis 
:S.  Lif  ton,  director  of  advertising  and 
publicity;  as  well  as  producers  Roy 
Del  Ruth,  Maurice  and  Frank  King, 
Scott  R.  Dunlap,  Lindsley  Parsons, 
Jeffrey  Bernerd,  James   S.  Burkett, 
Joe   Kaufman,   Jan  Grippo,   Hal   E. 
(Chester,  Sam  Katzman,  Oliver  Drake, 
iJack  Bernhard  and  Bernard  Brandt. 

From  New  York  will  go  M.  Ed- 
ward Morey,  vice-president  and  as- 

sistant to  the  president;  Norton  V. 
;Ritchey,  vice-president,  and  president 
iof  Monogram  International  Corpora- 

tion; Maurice  Goldstein,  general  sales 
manager;  Jack  Schlaifer,  director  of 

^sales;  John  S.  Harrington,  manager 
iof  prints  and  accessories;  and  Nat 
.Furst,   head   of  the   New   York  ex- 

change   and    New    England   district 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Powell-Jinks 
Pittsfield,  Mass.  —  Beth  Evelyn 

•Powell,  daughter  of  William  T. 
i  Powell,  district  manager  of  Western 
j  Massachusetts  Theaters,  Inc.,  and 
:Mrs.  Powell,  was  married  to  Lynn 
,  W.  Jinks  of  Union  Springs,  Ala.,  at 
;  a  ceremony  in  Lenox. 

Greene-Larson 
Missouri  Valley,  la. — Max  R.  Lar- 

( son  of  Des  Moines,  assistant  man- 
ager of  the  Rialto,  will  marry  June 

Greene.     Larson    recently    was    dis- 
charged from  the  AAF. 

WHO'S  WHO  IN  HOLLYWOOD 
DUDDY  ROGERS.  Producer.  Born  in  Olathe,  Kansas.  Attended  schools  there, 

and  then  went  to  the  University  of  Kansas.  While  at  College,  was  the 

leader  of  a  small  orchestra.  Was  picked  as  a  candidate  when  Paramount  Pic- 

tures launched  a  nation-wide  search  for  young  players  to 

attend  a  motion  picture  school  at  the  company's  Long 
Island  studios.  Displayed  a  natural  screen  personality, 

which  zoomed  him  rapidly  to  stardom.  In  1932  appeared 

in  Ziegfeld's  "Hotcha"  on  Broadway.  Organized  his  own 
band  and  went  on  a  tour  of  every  city  in  the  country. 

During  the  war  served  as  Lt.  Commander  with  the  Naval 

Air  Service.  In  1945  formed  Comet  Productions  with  Ralph 

Cohen  and  is  now  preparing  to  start  production  shortly 

on  "Little  Iodine"  to  be  followed  by  a  musical,  tentatively 

titled,  "Television  Girl."  Is  married  to  Mary  Pickford. 
They  have  two  adopted  children,  Ronnie  9,  and  Roxanna, 

4.  Height,  six  feet,  one  inch.  Weight,  175  pounds.  Hair, 

brown.  Eyes,  brown. 

TO  of  (arolinas 

Align  With  the  ATA 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

of  the  exhibitor  organization  would 
take  an  active  interest  in  the  ATA 

program. "Mr.  Kincey  and  I,  who  served  as 
delegates  from  North  and  South 
Carolina,  were  very  much  impressed 
with  ATA  and  were  heartily  in  ac- 

cord with  the  program  outlined," 
Strozier  said.  "We  feel  that  it  merits 
the  support  of  all  exhibitors,  whether 

independent  or  affiliated." Action  by  the  North  and  South 
Carolina  group  is  believed  to  be  the 
first  to  be  taken  by  established  ex- 

hibitor organizations  since  the  ATA 
convention  in  St.  Louis  April  1-2. 

GE  "Pulsed  Light"  Film 
Project  Ready  for  Tele 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
manager.  Device,  which  eliminates 
the  need  for  a  mechanical  shutter, 
uses  a  mercury  capillary  lamp  whose 
light  pulses  are  timed  and  controlled 
by  signals  from  the  television  sta- 

tion's synchronizing  pulse  generator, 
which  also  times  the  sweeps  of  the 
tele  camera  tube  that  views  the  film 
frames. 

Projector  will  be  sold  in  16  and 
35  mm.  sizes  as  a  product  in  the  GE 
celevision  station  equipment  line. 
Advantages  claimed  include  elimin- 

ation of  excessive  vibration  from  the 

conventional  high  speed  shutter,  re- 
laxing strict  motor  phasing  require- 
ments, and  comprehensive  switching 

in  network  operation  as  simple 

methods  to  make  the  projector  "fol- 
low" station  synchronizing  can  be used. 

PRC  Shiits  Sam  Weiss 

Sam  Weiss,  of  PRC's  Cincinnati 
branch,  has  been  transferred  to  the 
St.  Louis  branch  as  assistant  branch 
manager. 

manager.  Other  district  managers 
in  attendance  will  be  Arthur  H. 
Greenblatt,  Eastern  states;  Sol  Fran- 

cis, Middle  West  states;  and  Mel 
Hulling,  Pacific  Coast  states. 

Contingent  of  Monogram  stars 
already  set  for  attendance  at  the 
convention  includes,  Belita,  Barry 
Sullivan,  Gale  Storm,  Phil  Regan, 

Kay  Francis,  Leo  Goi'cey,  Joe  Kirk- 
wood,  Elyse  Knox,  Kane  Richmond, 
Johnny  Mack  Brown,  Gilbert  Roland 
and  Jimmy  Wakely. 
Attendance  at  the  convention  is 

expected  to  exceed  300. 

Plastics  Show  Bows  Today 

Fluorescent  and  luminous  carpet- 
ing, as  well  as  new  upholstery  fab- 
rics and  lighting  fixtures  will  be 

among  the  new  plastic  materials 
unveiled  today  at  the  opening  of  the 
six  day  National  Plastics  Exposition 
in  Grand  Central  Palace. 

20th-Fox  Plans  Two 
Re-issues  During  June 

Twentieth-Fox  plans  to  re-issue 
"The  Mark  of  Zorro"  and  "Sun  Val- 

ley Serenade."  Release  is  tentatively 
set  for  June. 

Heads  Golden  Gate  Pictures 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Joseph  Blumenfeld, 
San  Francisco  theater  circuit  opera- 

tor, has  been  elected  president  of 
Golden  Gate  Pictures,  Inc.  Robert 
L.  Lippert,  also  a  leading  exhibitor 
in  the  same  territory,  has  been 
named  vice-president,  and  William 
B.  David  has  been  designated  as 
vice-president,  secretary  and  treas- 
urer. 

A 

dance  hall 
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NITED  WORLD  WILL  BAN  BLIND-SELLING 

-lushes  Sues  MP  A  A  over 'Outlaw';  Asks  Million 
ants  Triple  Damages 
•r  Its  Ban  on  Ad vertis- 
g  for  the  Feature 

"he  Hughes  Tool  Co.  of  Holly- )d,  in  behalf  of  Howard  Hughes 
•ductions,  a  subsidiary,  yesterday 
d  a  ?1,000,000  triple-damages  suit 
New  York  Federal  Court  against 
MPAA  over  the  association's 

ming  of  advertising  copy  pre- 
•ed  for  the  exploitation  of  "The 
:law."  The  plaintiff  estimated  that 
stood   to   lose    $5,000,000    should 
Production  Code  Administration 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

ew  Zealand  Building 

ve  Years'  Distant 
Because  of  Government  restric- 

ts and  the  shortage  of  building 
terials,  it  is  extremely  doubtful 
-t  new  theaters  will  arise  in  New 
iland  for  about  five  years,  it  was 
d  here  yesterday  by  Robert  Ker- 
ge,  head  of  the  New  Zealand  cir- 

(  Continued  on  Page  10) 

gecrus  Reorganizing 
eneral  Service  Corp. 

1st  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Benedict  Bogeaus  an- 
anced  a  complete  reorganization 
General  Service  Corp.,  the  com- 
ly  presently  owning  General 
•rvice  Studios  and  also  the  parent 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Forecasts  Wartime 
Copper  Shortage 

Washington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Return  to  wartime 
copper  shortage,  with  necessity  for 

strict  conservation  methods  by  ex- 
hibitors, was  foreseen  here  yester- 

day as  the  CPA  appealed  for  a 
system  of  voluntary  rationing  of 

copper  and  copper  products.  Ration- 
ing by  fabricators  and  millers  was 

suggested  as  a  result  of  crippling 
strikes  in  copper  mines  and  the  coal 
strike. 

HUGHES  ASSAILS 
MPAA,  RESIGNS 

Holds  MPAA  Responsible  for 

Delay    in    Pic's    Release 

West   Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Howard  Hughes  is- 
sued the  following  statement  here 

following  the  filing  of  his  damage 
suit  against  the  MPAA  in  the  New 
York  Federal  Court: 

"I  think  the  public  should  have 
the  true  story  of  my  present  dispute 
with  the  Hays  Office,  sometimes 
called  the  Motion  Picture  Associa- 
tion. 

'Here  are  the  facts: 
"I  produced  a  motion  picture 

called  'The  Outlaw.' 
"This  picture  was  banned  by  the 

censors  throughout  the  nation. 
"However,  instead  of  cutting  the 

picture,  I  hired  the  best  lawyers 
obtainable,  and,  for  two  full  years 

'Continued  on  Page  4) 

Screen  Composers 
Air  Injustices 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE   FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Screen  Composers 
Association  has  issued  a  statement 
in  which  it  says  that  it  was  organ- 

ize to  cope  with  unjust  conditions 
facing  composers,  namely,  film  em- 

( Continued  en  Page  10) 

Name  Gen.  Smith 
To  N.  Y.  ATA  Post 

New  Company  to  Sell  on  Basis  of  Product  on  Hand; 
To  Establish  Show  Window  Theaters  in  Some  Key 
Cities  and  Start  Operations  on  Jan.  1  With  6  Pix 

American  executives  of  United  World  returned  from  England 
over  the  week-end  and  at  an  industry  press  conference  yester- 

day revealed  that : 
(1)  The  company  would  not 

engage  in  blind  -  selling  but would  sell  on  the  basis  of  the 
number  of  pictures  available after  tradeshowings ; 

(2)  Show  window  theaters 
may  be  acquired  in  key  cities 
where  difficulties  might  be  met 
in  obtaining  a  steady  outlet; 

(3)  Membership   would   be 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Public's  Cancer  Drive 

Support  "Incredible" Early  reports  from  various  quar- 
ters of  the  country  on  the  public's 

response  to  film  theaters'  cancer 
campaign  is  "simply  incredible,"  Rob- ert W.  Selig,  executive  campaign 
manager,  said  yesterday  following 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Designation  of  Brig.  Gen.  Rodney 
Hamilton  Smith  as  executive  secre- 

tary of  the  New  York  committee  of 
American  Theaters  Association  was 
made  public  yesterday  by  Joseph  R. 

Vogel  of  Loew's,  chairman  of  the metropolitan  New  York  area  ATA, 
who  disclosed  at  the  same  time  that 
more  than  90  per  cent  of  the  houses 
in  this  area  had  acquired  member- 

ship in  the  association. 
Gen.  Smith,  selected  for  the  post 

by  a  committee  composed  of  Vogel, 
Si  Fabian,  Max  Cohen,  Julius  Joel- 

( Continued  on  Page  11) 

Republic  Seeks  Approval 
For  New  Studio  Buildings 

West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Final  plans  for  the 

next  phase  of  Republic's  studio  ex- pansion program  will  be  ready  this 
week  for  submission  to  govern- 

mental authorities,  Allen  Wilson, 
studio  vice-president,  and  Daniel  J. 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

France  to  Nationalize  Films 

Assembly  to  Get  Gov't  Measure  This  Week 

100,000,000  Feet  of  War 

Film  in  Nat'l  Archives 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  Over  100  million 
feet  of  war  subjects,  including  train- 

ing films,  combat  footage  and  most 
of  all  other  non-Government  footage 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Herbert  Hoagland,  Industry 
Veteran,  Dies  in  Chicago 

Chicago — Herbert  C.  Hoaglund,  66, 
a  veteran  in  the  motion  picture  in- 

dustry, died  at  the  Lutheran  Deacon- 
ess Hospital  here,  following  a  long 

illness.  Hoaglund  was  formerly 
general  manager  of  the  Selig  Poly- 

scope Co.,  and  later  was  general 
(Continued  on  Page  2) 

With  the  French  Assembly  sched- 
uled to  receive  a  Government-spon- 
sored measure  this  week  creating  a 

nationalized  film  industry,  and  Us 
passage  considered  likely,  the  Motion 
Picture  Export  Association  met  yes- 

terday to  consider  this  latest  French 
move  and  other  overseas  develop- 
ments. 
No  decision  on  possible  French 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Schenclt,  III,  AFM 

Meeting  Deferred 

As  result  of  Nicholas  M.  Schenck's 
being  taken  ill  over  the  week-end 

yesterday's  meeting  between  the 
American  Federation  of  Musicians 

and  the  producers,  who  are  negoti- 
ating a  new  agreement  to  replace 

the  one  that  expired  on  March  31, 

was  cancelled.  The  negotiators  will 
meet  again  tomorrow,  or  possibly 

today  if  Schenck's  condition  permits it. 
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W.  1.  HAVANA— Mary  Louise  Blanco,  Vir- 
tudes  214.  BOMBAY— Ram  L.  Gogtay,  Sand- 

hurst Bldg.  ALGIERS— Paul  Saffar,  Filma- 
fric,  8  Rue  Charras.  STOCKHOLM— Annas 
Morby,  Mastersamuelsg  25.  HONOLULU— 
Eileen  O'Brien.  MEXICO  CITY— James  L. Wyatt,  Apartado  91  Bis,  Mexico,  D.  F.  SAN 
JUAN  — E.  Sanchez  Ortis.  MONTREAL— 
Ray  Carmichael,  Room  9,  464  Francis  Xavier 
St.  VANCOUVER  — Jack  Droy,  411  Lyric 
Theater  Bldg. 

FINANCIAL 
(Mon.,  Apr.   22) 

NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 

High  Low     Close 

Am.  Seat   31 3^  31  Vi     313,4 
Bell  &  Howell       35  35         35 

Columbia    Picts   33  Vi  327/8     333/8 
Columbia   Piers.   pfd..l03Vi  103'/i  103% 
East.   Kodak     261 Vi  261  V2  261  Vi 
Cen.  Prec.  Eq     39  383,4     39 

Loew's,  Inc     39  Vi  39V4     39  Vi 
Paramount          79%  783,4     79 
RKO          27 Vi  26 V2     26% 
Republic   Picts      16%  16%     16% 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..    19%  19%     19% 
20th   Century-Fox    ...    61  %  60%     603,4 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  75%  75%     75% 
20th  Century-Fox  ppf.103  103  103 
Universal  Pict   46%  46         46% 
Universal   Picts.    pfd..   993,4  99         99 
Warner  Bros     48  47%     47% 

NEW   YORK    CURB    MARKET 
Monogram   Picts      10%     10         10 

Radio-Keith  cvs.   ...   12%     12         12% 
Sonofone  Corp       5%       5%       5% 
Technicolor           27%     27%     27% 
Trans-Lux             7%       7%       75/8 

OVER  THE  COUNTER Bid 

Pathe   Industries         12'/4 
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Form  New  Para.  Subsidiary 
Caracas  (By  Air  Mail)  —  Para- 

mount Films  de  Venezuela,  S.  A., 
was  incorporated  here  by  Dr.  Ar- 

mando Travieso  Paul,  local  manager. 

pfiNnrn 
(FILM     STORAGE     CORPjl 

Up  v  ii  w  k  41 
1600  BW  N.Y.C- CIRCLE  6-0081-2-3-4 

Republic  Seeks  Approval 
For  New  Studio  Buildings 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Bloomberg,  chief  engineer,  revealed. 

Four  contemplated  buildings  are  es- 
timated to  cost  $1,345,000. 

Projects  calls  for  a  two-story  ad- 
ministration building  with  a  full 

basement  and  space  for  60  offices.  Es- 
timated to  cost  $425,000,  building 

will  house  executive  and  production 
personnel,  with  basement  space  for 
gymnasium  and  employe  lounge 
space,  as  well  as  four  fireproof 
vaults. 

A  three-story  editorial  building,  to 
cost  $320,000,  to  be  built  next  to  the 
administration  structure,  will  have 
facilities  for  24  cutting  rooms,  three 
projection  rooms,  12  film  vaults  and 
additional  lounge  space. 
Two  sound-proof  stages,  to  be 

aligned  with  Stages  10,  11  and  12, 
will  cost  $300,000  each.  Buildings 
will  be  double-walled,  with  a  special 
roof  design  aimed  at  minimizing 
overhead  airplane  interference. 
Stages  will  be  built  together  so  that 
only  three  side  walls  will  be  needed 
for  the  two  structures,  with  a  30  by 
60  foot  interconnecting  door  per- 

mitting use  of  a  60-foot  process screen. 

Higher  Admissions  in 
Pittsburgh,  Baltimore 

Pittsburgh  —  Higher  admission 
prices  are  being  established  in  many 
theaters  in  this  area.  Those  re- 

ported to  have  already  upped  their 

scales  include  the  Columbia,  Shea's 
and  Warner  in  Erie,  Pa.;  the  Capi- 

tol, State  and  Olympic,  Altoona,  Pa.; 
the  Drake  and  Lyric,  Oil  City,  Pa.; 
and  the  Carnegie  and  Grand,  Sharps- 
burg,  Pa. 

Baltimore  —  A  price  increase  of 
five  cents  on  night  admissions  went 
into  effect  during  the  week-end  at 
Warners  Stanley.  Matinee  prices  are 
not  affected. 

Paramount,  WB  Studios 
Donate  Costumes  to  ACYR 

Costume  requirements  of  the  Na- 
tional Theater  in  Belgrade  will  be 

lightened  by  15  crates  of  used  cos- 
tumes donated  to  the  American  Com- 

mittee for  Yugoslav  Relief  by  the 
Paramount  and  Warner  studios.  The- 

ater was  partly  destroyed  and  its 
stage  settings  and  costumes  either 
destroyed  or  stolen  during  the  Nazi 
occupation. 

20th-Fox  to  Launch 
Sales  Managers  Drive 

A  sales  managers'  drive,  the  first 
of  its  type  to  be  staged  by  the  com- 

pany, will  be  launched  by  20th-Fox 
on  April  28.  The  drive  will  run  for 
18  weeks. 

All  releases  set  for  the  campaign 
have  been  completed.  Prints  of  re- 

leases for  the  next  two  months  are 
now  in  the  branches  or  headed  there. 

Bogeaus  Reorganizing 
General  Service  Corp. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

company  of  a  number  of  his  produc- 
tion activities.  In  the  new  reorgani- 

zation, General  Service  Studios,  Inc., 
a  California  corporation,  has  been 
formed.  This  corporation  acquires 
land,  buildings,  equipment  and  other 
assets  of  General  Service  Studios 
and  will  continue  to  operate  General 
as  a  rental  studio  for  independent 
producers  releasing  through  United 
Artists.  The  operation  will  be  con- 

tinued completely  separate  from  any 
of  the  production  activities  of 
Bogeaus  and  will  be  headed  by  C.  J. 
Tevlin  who  will  serve  as  president. 
Samuel  Weisenthal  will  be  secre- 

tary of  the  newly  formed  corpora- 
tion. 
An  extensive  expansion  program 

is  being  formulated  by  Tevlin  and 
it  is  expected  that  these  plans  will 
be  completed  next  week  at  which 
time  they  will  be  announced.  Gen- 

eral Service  Corp.  will  become 

Bogeaus'  permanent  producing  com- 
pany with  Bogeaus  as  president, 

Tevlin  as  vice-president  and  Weisen- 
thal as  secretary-treasurer. 

Assets  for  Bogeaus'  permanent 
producing  organization  will  be  in 
excess  of  $1,000,000. 

Herbert  Hoagland,  Industry 
Veteran,  Dies  in  Chicago 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
manager  of  Pathe  Freres  in  France 
and  after  that  director  of  Stoll 
Films.  Hoaglund  is  credited  with 
having  introduced  the  first  newsreel. 

Surviving  are  his  widow  Claire, 
formerly  society  editor  of  the  Chi- 

cago Tribune,  two  daughters  and  a 
brother.  Funeral  was  held  yester- 

day from  the  Jordan  Mortuary. 

IA  Surveys  Tele  Field 
With  Unionization  View 

A  new  surveyal  of  the  video  field 
by  the  IATSE  with  the  possibility  of 

negotiating  with  telecasters  in  "the 
near  future"  was  divulged  yesterday 
by  Richard  F.  Walsh,  head  of  the 
alliance.  The  IATSE  already  repre- 

sents the  tele  employes  at  the  Du- 
Mont  studios  here. 

In  any  attempts  to  organize  work- 
ers of  other  telecasters  the  IATSE 

will  have  to  face  the  rivalry  of  the 
International  Brotherhood  of  Elec- 

trical Workers  and  the  National 
Association  of  Broadcasting  Engi- 

neers and  Technicians. 

Neumade  Plans  Doubling 
Of  Its  Plant  Capacity 

Eventual  doubling  of  the  plant 
capacity  of  Neumade  Products  Corp. 
is  anticipated  by  President  Oscar  F. 
Neu,  who  announced  the  purchase  of 
factory  buildings  occupied  by  the 
company  in  Buffalo.  Adjacent  prop- 

erty also  has  been  acquired  and 
plans  call  for  a  large  addition  to  the 
factory  as  well  as  modernization  of 
present  buildings. 

COMING  and  GOING 

I 

ERIC  A.  JOHNSTON  arrives  in  New  York  tec 
from  Washington. 

SPYROS    P.     SKOURAS,    20th-Fox     head,    a 
MURRAY    SILVERSTONE,    foreign    head    of 

company,   are  back  from   Europe. 

COL.    JOCK    LAWRENCE    has    returned London. 

BEN  COETZ,  head  of  M-C-M  productiof 
England,  is  en  route  to  the  Coast.  He  left  S 

day  with  his  wife. 

SI  SEADLER,  M-C-M  ad  manager,  returni 
yesterday  from  a  vacation  at  Palm  Springs  a] 

a  week's  visit  to  the  company's  studios. 

EDWARD  C.  RAFTERY,  UA  prexy,  return 
from  the  Coast  over  the  week-end. 

ROBERT  KERRIDCE,  head  of  the  New  Zeala, 
circuit  bearing  his  name,  is  at  the  Snei 
Netherlands. 

JAMES  A.  MULVEY,  president  of  Satm 
Coldwyn  Productions,  Inc.;  ARTHUR  SACHSO 
newly  appointed  distribution  head;  SYLV7 
OESTREICHER,  New  York  attorney,  and  MIRU 
HOWELL,  Eastern  story  editor  for  Goldw) 
returned  to  New  York  Saturday  after  three  wes 
of  studio  conferences  with  Coldwyn  and  I xecutive  group. 

JAMES  MONTGOMERY  FLAGC  arrives  in  Hi 
Iwood  today  from  New  York. 

TOM  GORMAN,  WB  West  Coast  field  rej 
returned  to  Los  Angeles  yesterday  from  a  weej 
stay   in  San   Francisco. 

LEONARD  SCHL'ESINCER,  Warner  Theaters  e| 
ecutive,  returns  to  New  York  today  from  a  foi 
week  stay  on  the  Coast. 

JOSEPH  BERNHARD,  president  of  United  Stat| 
Pictures,    returned    to   Warners   from    New   Ya| 
over  the  week-end. 

DON  AMECHE  and  MRS.  AMECHE  are  vaq 
Honing  at  Palm  Beach,  Fla.,  for  the  next  ft 
weeks. 

S.  J.  GREGORY,  of  Alliance  Theater  circu 
Chicago,  has  gone  to  Hot  Springs  for  a  thre 
week  vacation  with  MRS.   GREGORY. 

D.  H.  FINKE,  of  Ticket  Register  Co.,  has  r 
turned  to  Chicago  from  a   Hot  Springs  vacatifl 

CHARLES  RICH,  Warner  district  manager,  w! 
leave  Cleveland  today  for  conferences  in  CJiiq 
go  with  Indianapolis  branch  manager  C.  W.  M 
Kean  and  John  Doerr,  head  of  Alliance  circuit 

JAMES  S.  BURKETT,  Monogram  producer, 
rived  in  New  York  at  the  week-end  from 
Coast  via  Constellation. 

WILLIAM  BOYD,  "Hopalong  Cassidy"  stj 
will  leave  the  Coast  tomorrow  by  plane  for  N 
York   to  consummate  a   radio  deal. 

HERMAN  FELD  has  returned  to  the  Tre' Theater,  Newark,  N.  J.  after  a  week  in  Atlani 
City  with  MRS.  FELD. 

LOUIS  FELD,  owner  of  the  Astor,  Newai 
N.  J.  has  returned  with  his  wife  and  daughl 
from   a   month's  vacation   at  Miami   Beach. 

TERRY  TURNER,  RKO  Radio  exploitation  ma 
ager,  is  back  from  a  Midwest  tour  in  connecti 
with   "Badman's  Territory." 

RUBE   JACKTER,    Columbia   exec,    returned 
the   home  office  yesterday  from  a   Florida  vac tion. 

BRONISLAW  KAPER,  composer  under  contra 
to  M-G-M,  leaves  today  for  Hollywood  aft 
spending  several  days  here. 

BETTER  FILM  MUSIC 
For  Distinctive  Productions 

New  Composition*  Scored  by  Large  Symphonies 
Original  Scores  for  Particular  FHrai 

<S#ELAZC( 
•    McoaroiATi 

/€97  Shcfuiumy,  ̂ feto  <&etA  / 

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,   INC. 

1600   BROAOWAf     N     Y     !9        Circle  6-6686 

Complete    Film    and 
Disc  Recording  Facilities 

. 
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Hughes  Assails 
?he  MPAA,  Resigns 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

I  have  fought  for  the  right  to  show 

'The  Outlaw'  to  the  public  as  it  was 
originally  made. 

"The  result  of  this  two-year  bat- 
tle is  that  now,  at  last,  I  am  show- 

ing 'The  Outlaw'  to  the  public  ex- 
actly as  it  was  filmed.  Not  a  scene 

has  been  cut. 

"Now,  I  feel  I  am  entitled  to  tell 
the  public  why  'The  Outlaw'  has 
been  delayed  and  that  it  is  being 
shown  in  full  length,  that  not  a 
single  scene  has  been  cut. 

"However,  the  Hays  Office  has  a 
rule  forbidding  any  producer  from 
mentioning  any  argument  with  the 
censors. 

'One  of  the  admitted  purposes  of 
the  Hays  Office  is  the  discourage- 

ment of  state  censors  in ' the  states which  do  not  now  have  censors. 

"Therefore,  by  the  Hays  Office 
rule,  all  mention  of  censors  is  for- 

bidden, taboo,  and  very  hush  hush. 

"I  do  not  believe  in  this  pussy- 
footing and  beating  around  the  bush. 

If  the  Hays  Office  is  opposed  to  fur- 
ther state  censorship  why  not  cam- 

paign against  it  openly  ? 

"In  any  event,  the  Hays  Office  has 
no  right  to  tell  me  that  I  cannot 
inform  the  public  of  something 
which  is  true  and  a  fact. 

"In  attempting  to  prevent  me 
from  so  informing  the  public,  the 
Hays  Office  is  violating  the  First 
(Amendment  of  the  Constitution  of 
the  United  States,  which  grants 
everyone  the  right  of  free  speech 
and  a  free  press. 

"Furthermore,  a  careful  study  of 
the  Hays  Office,  which  I  have  just 
completed,  convinces  me  that  the 
entire  Hays  Office,  in  its  very  essen- 

tial fundamentals,  is  a  group  boy- 
cott, in  restraint  of  trade,  and  in 

absolute  violation  of  the  Anti-trust 
Laws  of  this  country — the  Sherman 
and  Clayton  Act. 

"Therefore,  I  am  delivering  to 
the  Hays  Office  my  resignation, 
effective  immediately.  (According  to 

the  MPAA  by-laws  a  member's  res- 
ignation becomes  effective  six 

months  after  date  of  filing). 

"Also,  I  have  filed  suit  against  the 
Hays  Office,  as  of  this  date,  demand- 

ing $5,000,000  damages  because  of 
the  Hays  Office  interference  with 

'The  Outlaw'  and  the  resulting  de- 
lay. 

"Moreover,  I  am  requesting  that 
the  court  issue  a  restraining  order, 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  23 
H.  C.  Knox 

Harry  H.  Thomas 
Shirley  Temple 

Ceorge   P.   Skouras 
Simona  Simon 

Frank  Borzage 
Edward  |.  Smith,  Jr. 

Albert  Coates 

Leo  Jaffe 
Janet   Blair 

ALONG  M 

Tuesday's  Tidings 
•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Edward  P.  "Ted"  Curtis.  Eastman.  Kodak 

vice-president,  hops  to  Europe  tomorrow  ior  a  month's  look-around.  .  .  . 
•  John  Balaban  might  like  to  know  that  he  was  considered  as  a  poten- 

tial kidnap  victim  by  a  gunman   arrested  in  Colorado   Springs.   .   .   . 

•  The  film  division  of  the  Independent  Citizens'  Committee  of  the  Arts, 
Sciences  and  Proiessions  will  consider  Psychiatry  on  the  Screen  at  to- 

night's meeting  at  the  Museum  of  Natural  History.  ...  •  Didja  know 

that  Twentieth-Fox  short.  "Golden  Horses,"  was  inspired  by  E.  C.  Rhoden, 
who  has  been  breeding  the  beautiful  palominos  at  his  Kansas  City  Sky 

Lane  farm  for  many  years?  ...  •  When  RKO  films  Eugene  O'Neill's 

"Mourning  Becomes  Electro,"  it  will  be  as  a  Dudley  Nichols  Production, 
and  with  the  complete  co-op  of  the  Theater  Guild. ...  •  Karl  Hoblitzelle 

of  Interstate  Circuit  has  contributed  $250,000  ior  Texas  agricultural  re- 

search and  has  pledged  a  $10,000  a  year  contribution  ior  five  years 
towards  the  maintenance  fund.  ...  •  The  Roosevelt  Boad  Business 

Mens  Association  will  unveil  a  plaque  honoring  A.  I.  Balaban  on  May  1 
on  the  old  Kedzie  Building,  Chicago   

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Credit  those  dominating  RKO  Radio  Pictures' 
ads  in  the  New  York  dailies  to  S.  Barret  McCormick.  ...  •  And  now 

Memphis  Censor  Lloyd  T.  Biniord  is  reported  threatening  to  ban  "Break- 

fast in  Hollywood"  ii  the  King  Cole  trio  is  mentioned  in  the  theater  ad- 
vertising copy.  ...  •  Separated  on  points  from  the  Navy  yesterday. 

Lt.  (j.g.)  Gene  Kelly  will  stay  with  his  wife  Betsy  and  daughter  Kerry  in 

New  York  before  returning  to  Metro's  Culver  City  studios.  ...  •  All- 
cartoon  shows  appear  to  be  clicking  again  with  the  kiddies  in  quite  a 

few  cities.  ...  •  Add  Signs  o'  the  Times:  14  of  the  15  Warner  shorts 
released  during  May  and  June  will  be  in  Technicolor.  ...     •  Radio 

City  Music   Hall's   seventh   Easter  Dawn   service   attracted  7,000   
While   in  Highland  Park,  Mich.,   the   first   sunrise   service   held   in  the 

East  and  West  drive-ins  attracted  3.000  cars  and  approximately  12,000 

people ..... .That's  public  relations  of  the  right  sort.  ...     •  Jesse  L. 
Lasky  and  Walter  MacEwen  have  fixed  a  total  budget   of  $5,000,000 

for  the  three  pix  they  will  produce  together  under  the  Jesse  L.  Lasky 

Productions  banner.  ...     •   Before  patrons  really  start  to  shop  around 
for  pictures,  it  might  be  a  good  idea  for  exhibitors  to  borrow  a  leaf 

from  the  advertising  book  of  Marshall  Field  &  Co.  which  is  using  good 

white  space  in  Chicago  to  stress  "Courtesy  is  to  do  and  say  the  kindest 

thing   in   the   kindest    way"   John   Q.    Public   is    disinclined   these 
days  to  accept  the  war-time  pushing  around  he  endured   

•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  Francis  S.  Harmon,  vice-president  of  the 

MPAA  will  be  one  of  the  four  principal  speakers  at  tomorrow's  dinner 
of  the  William  Allen  White  Foundation  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  at  which 

Gen.  Dwight  D.  Eisenhower  will  be  guest  of  honor.  ...  •  Lester 

Zucker.  Columbia's  Cleveland  branch  manager,  is  gaming  quite  a  repu- 

tation as  a  guest  speaker.  ...  •  If  you'll  take  Col.  H.  A.  Cole's  word 

for  it,  percentage  terms  for  "The  Outlaw"  in  Texas  are  50  per  cent  .  .  . 

Hughes  Suing  the 

MPAA  Over  'Outlaw 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

withdraw  its  approval  of  the  pict 

because  of  the  producer's  refusa. 
accept  the  MPAA's  rejection  of 
advertising  matter.  A 

The  suit  charges  that  the  M™ exercises  a  "coercion"  over  appr 
imately  90  per  cent  of  films  exhibi 
in  the  United  States  through  I 

practice  of  granting  a  seal  of 

  HEARING?  ?  ?   

Whether  the  MPAA  boartk 
would  convene,  as  scheduled  thii{ 
afternoon,  to  hear  the  charge* 
against  Howard  Hughes  growing' 

out  of  "The  Outlaw"  advertising; 
and  exploitation  was  extremely- 
doubtful  last  night.  Papers  in  the 
suit  against  the  MPAA  filed  by 
Hughes  in  New  York  yesterday 
are  expected  to  be  served  at  th*\ 
association  offices  this  morning: 
In  any  event,  it  was  evident  thai] 

Hughes  had  no  intention  of  mak-: 
ing  a  hearing  appearance. 

preventing  the  Hays  Office  from  in-x 
terfering  further  with  'The  Outlaw' in  any  way. 

'With  reference  to  'The  Outlaw' 
itself,  I  would  like  to  say  this: 

"There  may  be  many  controversial 
points  about  this  motion  picture,  but 
its  acceptance  by  the  public  can 
hardly  be  debated,  since,  in  every 

theater  it  has  played,  'The  Outlaw' 
has    broken   every   existing   attend- 

ance record,  ever  established,  by  any 

picture,  at  any  time. 
"Howard  Hughes." 

The  MPAA  yesterday  had  its  first 

news  of  the  filing  of  the  Hughes' 
suit  from  The  Film  Daily.  No  state- 

ment was  forthcoming  immediately 
but  some  announcement  is  expected 
today  following  the  arrival  here  of 
Eric  A.  Johnston. 

proval   to   pictures   and   advertisj 
material,  holding  that  this  result:  i 
a  group  boycott  of  films  and  sA\ 
tising  copy  turned   down. 

Asking  that  the  court  review 
MPAA's  action  rejecting  advertisj 
copy  on  the  film  or  reverse  or  mocj 
it,  Hughes  asserts  that  the  MP| 
practice  of  approving  or  disappif 

ing  film  and  ad  copy  constitutes! 
unlawful  system  to  private  censl 
ship,  that  in  fact  it  imposes  a  prh 
censorship  upon  the  entire  indus^ 
by  which  the  defendant  has  assui| 
quasi  -  governmental    functions 
has    asserted    police    powers    wli] 

may  properly  be  exercised  only 
authorized  Governmental  agencie: 

The  action  seeks  to  restrain 
MPAA    from    continuing    the    pi 

tice,   including   the   procedural 
chinery   of  trial   and  appeal   est 
lished  by  the  by-laws  of  the  MP^ 
Hughes  also  asks  that  the  defe 
ant  be  restrained  from  taking 
action  which  might  cause  a  bre 
of  contract  between  the  plaintiff 
United  Artists,  which  is  distribut 
the  film,  and  from  revoking  the  i 
of  approval  granted  the  film. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Richards-O'Reilly New  Orleans  —  Loretta  Richa 
daughter  of  Ernest  V.  Richa 

president  of  Paramount  -  Richa 
Inc.,  was  married  to  John  Devere 

O'Reilly,  Jr.,  of  New  Orleans. 
Alvin-Nacey 

Pittsburgh  —  The  engagement 
Mrs.  Hilda  Alvin,  of  the  M-G-M 
change,  to  John  Nacey,  of  the  Ha 
Amusement  Companies,  has  been 
nounced.  The  marriage  will  t 

place  in  the  early  Summer. 
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On  the  occasion  of  your  first  picture  for  ( 

Universal,  we  extend  our  heartiest  congratulations  for 

the  fine  job  you  turned  in  on  "SO  GOES  MY  LOVE." 

Everything  indicates  that  "SO  GOES  MY  LOVE"  will  not 

only  do  a  fine  boxoffice  business,  but  will  please  the 

great  patronage  which  it  will  receive. 

Everyone  says  that  "SO  GOES  MY  LOVE"  is  a  picture 

for  the  entire  family.  This  means  that  your 

first  hit  for  Universal  will  also  be 

the  first  big  family  hit  in  1946. 

My 

1St»for 
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uring  these  last  two  weeks  of  April,  more  than  23  million  people,  who 
ce  movies,  bought  and  read  one  or  more  magazines  which  contained  a  full 

page  advertisement  on  the  fine  box-office  attraction ..  ."SO  GOES  MY  LOVE".. 
The  first  of  the  Jack  H.  Skirball-Bruce  Manning  Productions  for  Universal  release. 
Here  ore  the  magazines  in  which  these  advertisements  are  appearing 

Life,  Look,  Good  Housekeeping,  Woman's  Home  Companion,  Screen  Guide,  Movie  Show,  Redbook,  Time,  Family 
Circle,  Movies,  Movie  Life,  Movie  Stars  Parade,  Photoplay,  Modern  Screen,  Movieland,  Screenland,  Silver  Screen, 
Motion  Picture,  Movie  Story. 

and  that  isn't  all .  .  .  and  that  isn't  all. . . 

Backing  up  this  tremendous  national  magazine  campaign,  with  a  readership 

in  excess  of  70  millions  of  people,  Universal  has  gone  all  out  to  give  "SO 

GOES   MY   LOVE"  the  finest  promotional  campaign  ever  accorded  any  picture. 
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Back  up  these  nation- 

al breaks  with  the 

fine  local  campaigns 

you  will  find  in  the 

press  book! 
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DAILY 
Tuesday,  April  23,   1946 

•  flLfll  DfllLV  REVIEWS  Of  flEW  PICTURES  • 

"The  Truth  About 

Murder" with  Bonita  Granville,  Morgan  Conway 
RKO  63  Mins. 

'  WELL  MADE  WHO-DUN-IT,  DIRECTED 
WITH  ABSORBING  INTEREST  AND  SUS- 
PENSE. 

Producer  Herman  Schlom  and  director  Lew 

Landers  can  shake  hands  on  each  other's 
efforts  to  put  this  murder  mystery  into  the 
better  than  average  class.  The  film  will  find 
favor  with  general  audience  action  fans. 
Morgan  Conway,  who  will  be  remembered 

for  his  "Dick  Tracy"  film  role,  is  especially 
good  as  the  district  attorney-detective  in 
this  one.  Rita  Corday  is  another  of  the  like- 

able cast  who  offers  an  interesting  per- 
formance in  her  brief  role,  and  bears  watch- 

ing for  more  important  parts  in  future  films. 
Told  in  absorbing  fashion,  with  Bonita 

Granville  adding  a  light  breeze  to  the  ac- 

tion, the  story  plays  up  the  use  of  the  "lie 
detector"  as  a  dependable  instrument  in  the 
conviction  of  criminals. 

Bonita,  set  on  a  legal  career,  despite 

Conway's  proposal  that  she  becomes  his  wife, 
quits  Conway's  office  to  become  Edward 
Norris'  law  partner.  Norris  on  a  "lost  week- 

end" bender  because  his  estranged  wife, 
June  Clayworth,  operator  of  a  model  studio, 

is  running  around  with  Don  Douglas,  re- 

sponds to  Bonita  and  Morgan's  attempt  at 
a  reconciliation.  He  finds  Douglas  making 

himself  at  home  in  his  wife's  apartment 
while  she  is  away  and  is  about  to  make  a 

scene  when  Douglas  shows  him  a  letter  ex- 
pressing her  love  for  Douglas. 

When  Granville  and  Conway  arrive  at  the 
apartment  they  find  Rita  murdered.  Norris, 
Gerald  Mohr,  a  horse  bookie,  Michael  St. 

Angel  and  Rita  Corday,  a  couple  of  models, 
and  Don  Douglas  are  all  under  suspicion. 

Bonita  decides  on  throwing  a  party  and 
using  the  lie  detector  on  all  the  suspects. 
Douglas  arrives  at  the  party  sooner  than  the 
rest  and  subjects  himself  to  the  test.  Bonita 
traps  him  and  is  about  to  be  shot  when 

Conway  and  the  police  make  an  oppor- 
tune appearance.  Bonita  finally  gives  up  her 

legal  career  in  favor  of  Conway's  proposal  of 
marriage. 

CAST:  Bonita  Granville,  Morgan  Conway,  Rita 
Corday,  Don  Douglas,  June  Clayworth,  Edward 
Norris,  Gerald  Mohr,  Michael  St.  Angel,  Tom 
Noonan. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Herman  Schlom;  Director, 
Lew  Landers;  Original  Screenplay,  Lawrence 
Kimble,  Hilda  Gordon,  Erie  Taylor;  Executive  Pro- 

ducer, Sid  Rogell:  Music,  Leigh  Harline;  Musical 
Director,  C.  Bakaleinikoff;  Cameraman,  Frank 

Redman;  Art  Directors,  Albert  S.  D'Agostino, 
Walter  E.  Keller;  Set  Decorator,  Darrell  Sitvera; 
Sound,  Francis  M.  Sarver,  Terry  Kellum;  Film 
Editor,  Edward  Stevenson;  Assistant  Director, 
Sam  Ruman. 
DIRECTION,  Very  good.  PHOTOGRAPHY, 

Good. 

Mexico  Accounting  Dep't 
To  Remove  to  Memphis 

North  Little  Rock,  Ark.— The  ac- 
counting department  of  Malco  The- 

aters, Inc.,  located  in  North  Little 
Rock  for  the  past  15  years,  will  be 
moved  to  Memphis,  Tenn.  The  Malco 
chain  has  82  theaters  in  Arkansas, 
Mississippi  and  Tennessee.  There 
are  25  employes  at  the  North  Little 
Rock  accounting  offices  who  will  be 
transferred  to  Memphis. 

'Partners  in  Time' 
with  Lum  and  Abner RKO 

74  Mins. 

CORN-FILLED  COMEDY  IS  GEARED  TO 
THE  PLEASURE  OF  FAMILY  AUDIENCES 

AND  LUM-ABNER  FANS. 

This  is  simon-pure  crackerbarrel  humor, 

cut  to  pattern  for  Lum  and  Abner's  ready- made  audience  via  radio. 

The  Jack  William  Vorion  production, 

however,  pads  a  flimsy  yarn  and  goes  over- 
board on  gab  to  the  detriment  of  action. 

In  their  newest  film  venture,  the  comics 

have  to  contend  with  a  couple  of  villains 
who  question  their  right  to  the  property  on 
which  their  store  stands.  It  takes  a  lot  of 

unnecessary  footage,  including  many  flash- 
back sequences  that  have  only  the  remotest 

bearing  on  the  story  and  that  tend  to  slow 
up  the  picture,  to  establish  them  as  rightful 
owners.  The  partners  incidentally  help  to 
prevent  two  young  lovers  from  breaking  up. 

Ben  Hersh's  production  of  the  film  is  no 
better  and  no  worse  than  this  type  of  show 

deserves.  William  Nigh's  direction  of  the 
Charles  E.  Roberts  script  is  thoroughly  un- 
inspired. 

The  acting  is  of  a  piece  with  the  story. 
John  James  and  Teala  Loring  play  the  couple 

whose  romance  is  saved  by  Lum  and  Ab- 

ner. Pamela  Blake  appears  as  Abner's  heart interest  in  the  flashbacks. 

CAST: Chester Lauck  (Lum),  NorrisGoff  (Abner), 
Pamela  Blake,  John  James,  Teala  Loring,  Danny 
Duncan,  Grady  Sutton,  Dick  Elliott,  Phyllis  Ken- 

nedy,  Ruth   Lee,   Charles  Jordan,   Ruth  Caldwell. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Ben  Hersh;  Production 
Manager,  Charles  Kerr;  Director,  William  Nigh; 
Screenplay,  Charles  E.  Roberts;  Cameraman, 
Jack  Mackenzie;  Film  Editor,  S.  Roy  Luby;  Musi- 

cal Director,  Lud  Gluskin;  Art  Director,  Ralph 
Berger:  Sound,  Percival  J.  Townsend;  Set  Dee- 
orator,   Julie   Heron,   John   Sturtevant. 

DIRECTION,  So-so.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Okay. 

SHORTS 

"Banquet  of  Melody" 
(Name  Band  Musical) 

Universal  15  Mins. 
Pretty   Sharp 

Featured  are  Matty  Malneck,  his 
orchestra,  the  Delta  Rhythm  Boys, 
Peggy  Lee  and  Rosa  Linda.  The 
Boys  do  "Dry  Bones"  to  perfection, 
Rosa  Linda  offers  a  terrific  piano  ar- 

rangement from  "Carmen,"  Peggy 
Lee  sings  "I  Don't  Know  Enough 
About  You"  and  "Don't  Blame  Me" 
very  pleasingly,  and  the  orchestra 
gives  out  with  "My  Blue  Heaven," 
"Poet  and  Peasant"  and  "Stompin' 
At  The  Savoy."  The  talent  is  ithere, 
but  it  hasn't  been  shown  to  best  ad- 

vantage. Nevertheless,  its  pace  and 
continuity  should  carry  it  through. 

"When  The  Wife's  Away" Columbia  17  Mins. Okay 

A  couple  of  funny  bits,  good  for 
belly-laughs,  are  employed  to  make 
this  one  of  the  better  notches  in  the 
Hugh  Herbert  series. 

Herbert,  on  the  verge  of  getting 
an  important  job  from  the  boss, 
gets  a  waitress  to  pose  as  his  wife, 

since  his  real  Mrs.  leaves  him  after 
a  quarrel.  The  boss  accidentally 

meets  Mrs.  H.  on  his  way  to  Hugh's 
apartment  for  dinner.  Believing  her 
to  be  someone  else  he  invites  her  to 
her  own  apartment  for  dinner.  The 
fun  starts  when  Mrs.  H.  finds  the 

other  woman  there.  The  waitress' 
husband,  a  policeman,  catches  his 
wife  in  the  mix-up  and  Mrs.  H. 
steals  the  cop's  gun  to  do  a  little 
shootin'  on  her  own. 

"Merrily  We  Sing" 
(Sing  and  Be  Happy  Series  No.  2) 
Universal  10   Mins. 

For  Faye  Fans 

Joey  Faye  and  Suzanne  Tafel  are 
featured  in  this  dilly.  Joey  shows  up 
to  fix  the  radio  in  answer  to  Su- 

zanne's call  to  a  repair  shop.  He 

accidentally  fixes'  it,  and  it  then 
plays,  "My  Blue  Heaven,"  "Whisper- 

ing," and  "Oh,  Johnny,"  with  Su- 
zanne vocalizing.  The  songs  and 

choral  work  are  good.  Script  is 
lousy  and  Faye  even  worse. 

"A  Bird  In  The  Head" 
(Three  Stooges) 

Columbia  17  Mins. 

Silly 

Moe,  Larry  and  Curly  are  engaged 
as  paper  hangers  in  a  house  where 
a  mad  scientist  is  looking  for  a  very 
small  human  brain  to  put  into  an 
ape's  head.  The  boys  blotch  up  the 
paper  hanging  job  and  Curly  be- 

comes the  object  of  the  scientist's experiment.  The  boys  fight  their 
way  out  in  time  but  Curly  finds  affec- 

tion for  the  gorilla  and  takes  him 
along  as  a  pet. 

"Cheese  Burglar" 
Paramount  7  Mins. 

Funny 

Herman  the  Mouse,  frustrated  in 
his  attempt  to  get  food,  tries  to  make 
enemies  of  the  Cat  and  Dog  who  are 
buds,  and  who  are  his  chief  hecklers. 
When  Herman  is  finally  trapped  in 
a  wine-bottle,  all  three  animals  drink 
the  stuff  and  end  up  as  three  soused 
pals.  Just  missing  the  excellent 
mark,  its  sure  to  bring  several 
laughs. 

"Bargain  Counter  Attack" 
Paramount  7  Mins. 

Fairly  Amusing 

Calamity-sis  is  at  it  again.  Little 
Lulu  brings  a  doll  back  to  exchange 
for  something  else.  Finding  no  suit- 

able substitute,  she  decides  to  keep 
it.  Meanwhile,  the  store  manager 
has  lost  his  mind  and  the  store  has 
been  flooded;  only  two  of  the  catas- 

trophes caused  by  Lulu's  talent. 
Fairly  amusing,  it  could  do  much 
better. 

Savannah  Melody  Opens 
Savannah,   Ga. — The  new  Melody 

theater  ha3  opened.  It  is  jointly 
owned  by  Mose  Portman  and  Louii 
H.  Shepard. 

SERIALS 

"Lost  City  Of  The  Jungle"    ̂  
(13  Chapter  Serial)  Ok 

Universal  27  Min^i 
Here  We  Go  Again ! 

Credits  include  two  producers,  two 
directors  and  three  assistant  direc- . 
tors,   which   is   unusual.     Story   in-i 
eludes  spies,  natives,  jungles,  danc-| 

ing    girls,    obvious   mistakes  —  the usual  stuff. 

In  chapter  one,  the  United  Peace) 
Foundation    sends    its    investigator, ! 
Rod  Stanton,  to  Zalabar,  deep  in  the  I 
Himalayas,  to  heckle  Sir  Eric  Haz- 
arias,  war-monger,  who  is  in  search 
of  Meteorium,  the  only  practical  de- 1 
fense  against  the  Atomic  bomb.    A 
girl  stows  away  on  the  plane,  which  1 
is   forced    down   in   the   mountains, 
and  she   and   Stanton  are  escaping 
from  an  avalanche  when  the  curtain  I 
rings  down.    In  the  cast  are  Lionel  | 
Atwill  as  Sir  Eric,  Russell  Hayden  i 
as    Rod    Stanton,    Jane    Adams    as 
Marjorie    Elmore,    the    girl   on    the  | 
plane,  and  Key  Luke  as  Tal  Shan,  | 
A-No.-l  Mongolian  sleuth. 

"Hop  Harrigan" Columbia  18  to  20  Mins. 

Good  Deal 
The  first  chapter  of  this  new  serial 

runs  27  minutes  and  offers  sufficient 
indication  that  the  14  episodes  which 
follow  will  satisfy  the  mystery  and 
action  fans.  The  premise  of  the  plot 
can  be  attributed  to  the  discovery 
of  the  atom  bomb,  but  in  this  one  a 
new  power  unit  has  been  discovered 
by  an  inventor  capable  of  destroying 
the  world. 

Plenty  of  airplane  thrills  and 
faithful  portrayals  by  William  Bake- 
well,  Jennifer  Holt,  Robert  Buzz 
Henry  and  Emmett  Vogan  of  the 
popular  radio  program  and  cartoon 
strip  by  Jon  Blummer  should  help 
bring  them  in. 

The  serial  was  produced  by  Sam 
Katzman  and  directed  by  Derwin 

Abrahams;  with  an  original  screen- 
play by  George  H.  Plympton  and 

Andy  Lamb. 

R.  I.  Indies  Will  Honor 
Martin  Toohey  on  June  4 

Providence,  R.  I. — In  show  busi- 
ness 42  years,  Martin  Toohey,  man- 
ager of  the  Leroy,  Pawtucket,  will 

be  honored  by  the  Independent  Ex- 
hibitors of  Rhode  Island  with  a  tes- 
timonial dinner  June  4  at  the  Narra- 

gansett  Hotel.  Eddie  Dowling  is 
expected  to  be  the  toastmaster. 
Meyer  Stanzler,  dinner  chairman, 

has  these  aides :  Tom  O'Brien,  Colum- 
bia, Boston;  Ted  Rosenblatt,  Center, 

dale;  Chet  Currie,  manager,  Broad- 
way, Pawtucket;  Walt  Harmon,  man- 
ager, Darlton,  Pawtucket;  Pat  Craw- 
ley, Central  Falls;  Mel  Saffner, 

manager,  Rialto,  Woonsocket;  and 
Joe  Stanzler,  manager,  Greenwich, 
East  Greenwich. 



COME  ON 

MAY  12™ 
AND  ENJOY 

A  FULL  WEEK 

OF  NEW  YORK'S 
FAMOUS 

HOSPITALITY 

NIGHT  CLUBS. ..THEATRES. ..MUSICALS. ..RADIO  CITY... 

SIGHTSEEING. ..CONEY  ISLAND.. .These  and  a  hundred  other  attractions 

await  you  during  the  Variety  Club  Convention,  all  building  up  to  the  greatest 

climax  of  all... the  Annual  Humanitarian  Award  Dinner  in  the  Grand  Ballroom 

of  the  Astor  Hotel  at  which  the  "great"  of  our  nation  will  join  with  you  in 

paying  tribute  to  the  recipient  of  this  honor  and  distinction... 

V  '/,    \<  /, 

The  heart  of  show  business 
COMES  TO  THE   CROSSROADS  OF  THE  WORLD 

Registration  fee  $25.00  entitles  you  to  all  Convention   activities  including  your  luncheons  on   Thursday  and   Friday  and 
the  Humanitarian  Award  Banquet.    All  requests  for  hotel  accommodations  must  be  accompanied  by  the  registration  fee. 

Tickets  for  the  big  banquet  alone  are  $10.00  each.  ,  v    / 
\  '    / 

■      / 

/     >»'/•' 

W/         \V    ■  /       \\ 

€\  U 

HURR  Y.  ..HURRY,  .  .HURRY.  .  .  SEND  your   reservation  and  fee  to 

VARIETY  CLUBS    OF  AMERICA   •    1313   PARAMOUNT   BUILDING   •    NEW  YORK  18 NEW  YORK  18,   NEW  YORK V 
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United  World  to  Ban 

Blind  Selling  of  Pix 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

sought  in  the  Motion  Picture  As- 
sociation of  America; 

(4)  Operations  will  start  on 
Jan.  1,  but  offices  will  be  staffed 
by  Nov.  1. 
Serving  as  spokesman,  Matthew 

Fox,  president,  explained  that  or- 
ganization plans  of  the  new  com- 

pany were  worked  out  at  conferences 
held  in  London.  He  said  that  Cana- 

dian distribution  would  be  handled 
by  Empire  Universal  under  the 
supervision  of  William  Heineman, 
general  sales  manager.  A  foreign 
sales  manager  will  be  announced  in 
30  to  60  days,  Fox  said. 

Fox  said  United  World  had  first 
selection  of  all  J.  Arthur  Rank  pro- 

ductions for  distribution  over  here, 
with  a  minimum  of  eight,  and  that 
the  American  films  would  be  de- 

livered by  International.  Two  pic- 
tures were  selected  by  the  American 

executives  while  in  London.  They 
were  "Stairway  to  Heaven"  and  the 
Wesley  Ruggles  production,  "Lon- 

don Town,"  both  in  Technicolor. 
From  International  on  the  first  sea- 

son's program  will  be  "Dark  Mir- 
ror," "Bella  Donna,"  "Bloomer  Girl" 

and  "Ashland  Papers."  Fox  pointed 
out,  however,  that  all  pictures  would 
be  regarded  as  United  World  fea- 

tures, with  no  segregation  as  to 
British  and  American. 

Elaborate  Publicity   Program 

An  elaborate  program  for  pub- 
licity has  been  worked  out,  Fox  said. 

Realizing  that  there  exists  a  prob- 
lem in  selling  British  stars  to  Amer- 
ican audiences.  Fox  said  that  Jock 

Lawrence  and  Monroe  Greenthal 
were  working  jointly  on  plans  to 
overcome  many  of  the  obstacles.  He 
said  that  top  American  correspond- 

ents would  go  to  England  to  get  a 
first-hand  picture  of  the  growing  in- 

dustry there  and  that  American  trade 
press  writers  would  be  taken  over 
to  familiarize  themselves  with  the 
trade  side  of  the  British  industry. 
John  Myers  of  the  London  publicity 
department   is  here. 

If  by  Jan.  1,  United  World 
has  three  British  and  three 
American  pictures  ready  for  re- 

lease, the  six  pictures  would  be 
offered  in  a  block,  Fox  said.  But 

Hope,   Providence, 
Will  Train   GVs 

Providence,  R.  I.  —  The  Hope, 

operated  by  the  Lockwood  tr  Gor- 
don circuit,  is  the  first  house  in  the 

state  to  be  approved  by  the  Veter- 
ans Administraticn  and  the  R.  I. 

Board  of  Education  to  conduct  an 

apprentice  G.  I.  training  course  for 

assistant  managers.  Sam  Badamo, 

manager,  Hope,  will  conduct  the 
course. 

Plan  may  be  adopted  by  the  other 

20-odd  L  Cr  G  houses. 

IrV  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

IAMES   JEFFRESS 
Detroit. 

WILFORD    DURNELL, 
wood,  Detroit. 

WILLIAM   CAMPBELL 
wood,   Detroit. 

manager,    Crande  and   Delrav, 

assistant    manager,    Lake- 

assistant  manager,  Lake- 

Loop, 

HALL,  manager,  Majestic,  Wyandotte, 

JOSEPH    O'DONNELL,    assistant    manager, Detroit. 

FRANK  B. 
Mich. 

HAMILTON   THOMPSON,    manager,    Rialto,  Wy- 
andotte, Mich. 

MICHAEL     PERINAC,      manager,     Rouge,      River 

Rouge,    Mich. 

GEORGE    BREMEN,    manager,    Wyandotte    Thea- 
ter,   Wyandotte,    Mich. 

ART    COULD,    booker,    Allied    Theaters   of    Illi- 
nois,  Chicago. 

MYLES  MORRIS,  assistant  manager,  Wyandotte 
Theater,   Wyandotte,   Mich. 

TOMMY  HARRIS,  reliet  manager,  Midwest  Cir- 
cuit,  Detroit. 

IAMES  GAMBLE,  concession  manager,  Midwest 

Circuit,  Detroit. 
CLARENCE  ZIEGENFUS,  night  manager.  Colonial, 

Detroit. 

J.  E.  ROSEN,  assistant  branch  manager,  M-G-M 
exchange,    Minneapolis. 

AL  PUTZ,  M-G-M's  city  salesman,  Minneapolis. 
CHARLES   NESBITT,   manager,   Chicago,  Chicago. 

TED  DARIOTIS,  assistant  manager,  Oriental,  Chi- 
cago. 

J.  L.  CUNNINGHAM,  sales  manager,  Interstate 
Popcorn  Co.,  Chicago. 

NELSON  CASE,  chief  engineer,  Hallicrafters  Co., 
Chicago. 

New  Zealand  Building 
ive 

9   ft! 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
cuit  bearing  his  name  and  into  which 
J.  Arthur  Rank  recently  bought. 

The  Kerridge  chain  of  some  hun- 
dred houses  represented  68  per  cent 

of  New  Zealand's  theaters,  with  the 
opposition  largely  provided  by  20th- 
Fox  affiliates.  New  Zealand,  Ker- 

ridge said  at  a  small  luncheon  ten- 
dered by  Gapt.  Harold  Auten,  his 

American  rep.,  at  the  Lotus  Club, 
probably  has  more  theaters  for  its 
population  than  any  other  place. 

Prevailing  policy  there  is  single 
features,  and  the  price,  45  cents,  it 
was   added. 

While  Rank  will  be  represented  on 
the  Kerridge  board,  operating  con- 

trol and  choice  of  product  rests  with 
Kerridge.  The  latter,  who  attended 
the  Rank  world  convention  in  Lon- 

don, is  accompanied  here  by  his  at- 
torney, R.  Cambrill.  After  some  time 

in  New  York,  they  will  leave  for  the 

Coast,  sailing  from  Frisco  for  "down 

under." only    those    pictures    completed 
and  tradeshown  will  be  offered 
and  no  effort   will  be  made  to 
sell  an  entire  season  in  advance. 

United  World's  show  window 
theaters  will  not  be  considered 
circuit   operation.     No    theaters 
will   be    leased   where   a  steady 
flow  of  bookings  are  assured. 
Heineman  explained  that  a  skele- 

ton   sales    staff   would    be    used   at 
first.   There  will  be  an  Eastern  sales 
manager,   six  district  managers,   31 
branch  managers  and   62  salesmen. 
Physical  distribution  will  be  handled 
by    Universal    exchanges,    but    UW 
will  have  its  own  branches. 

Outlet  For  British  Pix 
Fox  said  that  UW  had  no  equity 

in  Rank  or  International  negatives. 
He  said  the  company  was  formed  to 
give  top  British  pictures  an  outlet 
over  here  and  to  help  England  to  re- 

build and  establish  a  foreign  ex- 
change, thereby  off-setting  drastic 

quotas  and  preventing  an  impact  on 

the  American  industry's  own  wel- 
fare, as  well  as  to  provide  the  finest 

of  entertainment. 
UW  may  handle  the  product  of  an 

Screen  Composers 
Air  Injustices 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ployment  contracts  which  purport  to 
take  over  all  rights  in  music  com- 

posed for  film,  and  the  Ascap  sys- 
tem of  royalty  distribution,  mem- 

bership admission  requirements, 
and  its  refusal  to  share  equitably 
income  from  public  performances  of 

film  music." The  statement  continues:  "Many 
producers  insist  upon  assignment  by 
composer  of  all  rights  in  film  music, 
irrespective  of  whether  they  propose 
to  utilize  or  commercially  exploit 
such  rights.  Where  the  producer  pro- 

poses to  have  its  affiliated  music 
publisher  publish  and  exploit  such 
rights,  composers  have  no  objection, 
but  where  such  rights  are  to  be 
wasted,  through  ownership  with  no 
accompanying  exploitation,  the  com- 

posers do  object. 
Few  Composers  Under  Contract 
"Contrary  to  general  belief,  com- 

paratively few  composers  are  under 
contract,  or  recipients  of  large  sal- 

aries. If  they  retain  no  control  over 
their  music  they  will  not  have  the 
benefit  of  royalty  and  performing 
rights  income  in  their  declining  years 
when  their  creative  powers  are  on 
the  wane.  Furthermore,  producers, 
through  their  publishing  houses, 
have  often  received  moneys  for  per- 

formances of  film  music,  which 
moneys  have  been  earmarked  as 
composer  royalties.  This  situation 
obtains  abroad  where  foreign  per- 

forming rights  societies  segregate 
a  portion  of  motion  picture  per- 

formance receipts  for  the  account 
of  the  composer.  This  revenue  only 
reaches  the  composer,  however,  if 
he  is  a  member  of  the  performing 
rights  society  system.  If  he  is  not 
a  member,  his  share  is  turned  over 
to    the    publisher    member.     It    is 

outside  producer  if  UW  held  an  in- 
terest in  the  negative,  but  no  distri- 

bution on  the  same  basis  as  offered 
by  United  Artists  to  independents 
would  be  available. 

Returning     from     England     were 
Fox,    Heineman,    Greenthal,    Robert 
Benjamin,     Louis     Blumberg,     John 

Myers  and  Jock  Lawrence.  . 

French  Nalionalizatio 

Of  Films  Looming   1 ;injL, 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
counter  moves  was  reached,  but 
situation  is  expected  to  be  furt 
considered    at    another   meetin; 
Friday.    Francis  S.  Harmon, 
vice-president,    presided    at   yi 
day's  meeting  in  the  absence  of  E 
A.    Johnston. 

There  were  two  concrete  devel 

ments  at  yesterday's  huddle.  Jan 
E.  Perkins  of  Para,  and  Edwi 
O'Connor  of  Metro  were  named 
sub-committee  to  recommend  an 
port  association  rep.  for  the  Du 
East  Indies,  while  financial  advan 
for  the  Amsterdam  office,  already 
tablished,  were  authorized. 

Create  General  Commissariat 
The   French    nationalization   p 

was  disclosed  Sunday  by  the  N. 
Times  in  a  special  wireless  dispa 
from  Lansing  Warren  in  Paris.  G 
ton  Deferre,   Undersecretary  of 
formation,  was  quoted  as  saying 

bill  provided  for  creation  of  a  g> 
eral  commissariat  of  the  film  indl 
try  to  be  formed  by  a  merger  of 
existing  office  of  cinema  with  the  fi 
office  in  the  Ministry  of  Informati 
The  commissariat  would  function 

dependency  of  the  Information  M 
istry  and  of  the  cultural  section 
the  Foreign  Affairs  Ministry. 

The  confiscated  property  inclu 
the  Billaneourt  studios,  former  G 
man  Continental  films.  It  likevv 
would  include  25  of  the  largest  f 
houses  in  France,  including 
Moulin  Rouge,  Normandie,  Bian 
and  Max  Linder  in  Paris. 
French  theater  owners  are  < 

turbed  at  the  prospect  that  th 
properties  may  be  nationalized. 

The  film  laboratory  that  would 

at     the     Government's     disposal known    as    the    Maurice    Laboratc 
and  is  a  complete  newsreel  serv 
and    exporting    concern.      It    is 
ported,  though  not  confirmed  by 
Deferre,  that  the  bill  would  prov. 
for  the  nationalization  of  all  do<: 
mentary  films. 

through  these  publisher  memb 
ships  that  the  producer,  either 
control  of  the  publisher  or  throu 
contractual  arrangements,  parti 
pates  in  picture  music  perform), fees. 

"Since  a  majority  of  compos 

(over  60  per  cent)  are  non-memb 
they  cannot  share  unless  the  p 
ducer  arranges  to  divide  such  i 
ceipts  with  him.  This,  however,  1. 
producers  uniformly  decline  to  d; 

HOUSE  DEALS 

Campbell  Sells  in  Hico 
Hico,  Tex.  — The  318-seat  Pali 

has  been  sold  by  Paul  Campbell , 
Annie  Louise  Coleman. 

, 
Doctor  Turning  Exhibitor 

Collinsville,  Tex.— The  Rio,  a  2 
seater,  has  been  sold  by  J.  W.  B 
ker  to  Dr.  G.  R.  Carey. 

- 
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iraphic  and  telephonic  communi- 
|ns  with  the  field. 
"(very  distributor  chairman  I've I  with  has  flatly  stated  that 

has  been  no  audience  reaction 
lat   of  moviegoers  to  cancer. 

  BIGGEST- 
Bingham  Canyon  —  This  Utah 

fining  town,  which  has  been 
'rike-bound  for  92  days,  held  its 
fst  cancer  collection  and  netted 
13,  double  the  infantile  paralysis 
ke,  and  four  times  that  of  Red 

•ross,  according  to  Harold  Ches- 
?r,  manager  of  the  Princess  The- 
er. 

•e  has  not  been  one  single  com- 
it  brought  to  my  attention," 
continued.  "The  exhibitor  has 
his  power,  from  the  conversa- 

s  I  have  had  around  the  country, 
ring  to  the  fight  against  cancer 

iiggest  bankroll  it  has  ever  had." 
eliminary  reports  from  Phila- 
hia,  Albany,  Baltimore,  Utah 
others  bear  out  the  Selig  state- 
t  as  does  the  following  wire  from 
rles  P.  Skouras  from  California: 

"'here  is  no  doubt  that  audiences 
Meager  to  contribute  to  the  can- 
fund.  Our  early  returns  show 
.  What  remains  to  be  done,  in 
r  that  this  final  collection  drive 
\  all  previous  efforts,  is  for  the 
bitors  to  collect  at  each  show." 
check  at  New  York  cancer  head- 
rters  strongly  documents 
jras'  statement. 
arner  Bros.'  theaters  in  Phila- 

■hia,  for  instance,  "out-collected" 
recent  Red  Cross  campaign, 

■frout  a  single  complaint  from 
ons.  Warner  theaters,  all  over 

3  country,  will  strive  for  a  col- 
ion  that  out-grosses  any  held 
r  to  this. 

rtiicago  —  Alliance  Theater  Cir- 
■1   has    contributed    $2,000   to   the 
stry's  cancer  fund  drive,  S.  J. 
kory  reports,  but  the  circuit  is 
J  taking    audience    collections    in 
theaters.  The  RKO  Palace  and 
]Grand  are  the  only  Chicago  Loop 
iters  collecting. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Minneapolis  —  George  Fosdick, 
sman  at  Republic  here,  has  been 

^sing  out  cigars.  He's  a  grand- ker  for  the  second  time. 

riswold,  la.— Mr.  and  Mrs.  Mer- 
Neeley   are  parents   of  a  baby 
Father  owns  the  Globe. 

'hicago — Joel  Mink,  of  the  Essan- 
circuit,  announces  the  birth  of  a 
y  boy,  Alan  Lee  Mink. 

Hollywood — A  baby  girl  was  born 
jMr.  and  Mrs.  Irving  Cummings, 
The  baby  has  been  named  Carol. 

BACK  IN  CIVVIES 
BERT  STEVENS,  from  the  Army,  manager, 

Springs,  Tampa,  Fia. 

DAN  SANCAREE  DANIEL,  from  the  Army,  man- 
ager, Star,  Arcadia,  Fla. 

|ACK  DRADDY,  from  the  Army,  student  sales- 
man at  UA,  Minneapolis. 

LEONARD  COLDMAN,  from  the  Army,  assistant 

manager,  Century's  Rialto,   Brooklyn. 
LT.  JACK  KRAMER,  from  the  Army,  to  city  man- 

ager, Fox  Intermountain  Theaters,  Durango, 

Colo. 
GENE  RICH,  from  the  Army,  M-C-M  exploiter, 

Omaha. 

]IM  iMcDONNELL,  from  the  Navy,  assistant 
manager,    Majestic,    Providence,   R.   I. 

MILT  COODMAN,  from  the  Army,  Columbia 
salesman,  Des  Moines. 

PAT  WELDON,    from   the   Army,   salesman,   King 
Enterprises,  Des  Moines. 

CHARLEY    NESBITT,    from    the    Army    overseas, 
manager,   B  &  K  Chicago  Theater. 

T.     T.    ARNOLD,    from     the    armed    forces,     to 
manager  of  the  Palace,  Corpus  Christi,  Tex. 

RALPH    BUCHANAN,   from   the  armed  forces,   to 
manager    of     the     Amusu,     Corpus     Christi, 

Tex. 
R.    J.    CHAPMAN,    fom    the    armed    forces,     to 

manager,  Melba  and  Grande,  Corpus  Christi, 
Tex. 

GEORGE  ENGELKING,  from  the  Army,  booker  at 
PRC,   Minneapolis.         . 

ANDRE    MAGNUS,    from    the   Army,    director   of 

Siritsky     International's     publicity     and     in- ternational  relations. 

100,000,000  Feet  of  War 

Film  in  Nat'l  Archives 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

dealing  with  World  War  II  on  the 
home  front  or  the  fighting  fronts,  is 
now  being  classified  and  stored  by 
the  National  Archives.  Much  of  the 
best  War  Department  footage,  it  was 
learned  here,  is  still  considered  sec- 

ret and  not  available  for  viewing. 
The  still  and  motion  picture  oper- 

ations of  the  Archives  have  recently 
been  combined  into  a  new  Office  of 
Photography,  which  is  as  yet  badly 
understaffed.  Director  of  the  com- 

bined operation  is  Dr.  Vernon  Tate, 
former  still  picture  head. 

Little  of  the  war  footage  has  been 
actually  catalogued  and  stored,  with 
the  major  bulk  of  it  yet  to  be  pro- 

cessed. A  large  portion  of  it,  in 
fact,  is  not  yet  physically  on  the 
Archives  premises,  since  there  is  no 
space  even  for  temporary  storage  at 
this  time. 
The  projected  new  film  storage 

building,  for  joint  use  by  the  Ar- 
chives, the  Library  of  Congress  and 

other  Government  agencies,  appears 
now  to  be  blocked  again  by  the  vet- 

erans' housing  program.  That  it  will 
eventually  rise  —  perhaps  to  include 
work  space  for  the  various  Govern- 

ment film  units  —  is  considered  a 
virtual  certainty,  but  it  may  be  sev- 

eral years  yet. 

Syracuse  U.  Honors 

Selznick,  "Rebecca" 
Syracuse — For  the  first  time  in  its 

history,  Syracuse  University  has 
approved  the  award  of  a  citation 
honoring  a  motion  picture  and  its 
producer.  This  honor  was  conferred 
yesterday  by  Prof.  Sawyer  Falk, 
head  of  the  dramatic  department, 
upon  the  David  O.  Selznick  produc- 

tion "Rebecca." 
Florence  Pritchett,  special  Selz- 

nick rep.,  accepted  on  behalf  of  the 
producer. 

Scroll  was  presented  at  a  luncheon 
attended  by  representatives  of  the 
university  as  well  as  executives  from 
local  newspapers  and  radio  stations 
and  theatermen. 

Reopens  in  New  Richland 
New  Richland,  Minn.  —  Don  Bret- 

lein,  war  veteran,  has  re-opened  the 
Faust  here. 

Product  Jam  Easing 

For  Chi.'s  Subsequents 
Chicago — A  number  of  Loop  open- 

ings this  week  has  raised  subsequent 

operators'  hopes  of  more  films  for 
May  and  June  playdates.  Openings 
include:  "Ziegfeld  Follies"  at  the 
United  Artists  Theater;  "From  This 
Day  Forward,"  Palace;  "The  Blue 
Dahlia,"  Chicago;  "The  Wife  of 
Monte  Cristo,"  Grand;  "The  Bandit 
of  Sherwood  Forest,"  Garrick; 
"Saratoga  Trunk,"  State  Lake; 
"Dragonwyck,"  Apollo,  and  'Tomor- 

row is  Forever,"  at  the  Woods. 

Name  Gen.  Smith 
To  N.  Y.  ATA  Post 

(Continued  from  Page  1 ) 

son,  Fred  Schwartz,  Solly  Schwartz, 
Samuel  Rinzler  and  Harry  Brandt, 
will  headquarter  temporarily  at  the 
office  of  the  national  committee  of 
the  ATA  in  the  Paramount  Building. 
The  New  York  committee  plans  to 
establish  its  own  headquarters  in 

"the  very  near  future"  with  Gen. Smith  in  charge. 
Now  on  terminal  leave,  the  general 

is  scheduled  to  retire  from  the  Army 
on  May  10  after  being  in  the  service 
since  1908,  when  he  was  graduated 
from  West  Point.  A  graduate  of 
Morris  High  School  here,  he  served 
during  the  war  as  assistant  deputy 
G-4  supply  division,  War  Depart- 

ment, on  the  general  staff  in  Wash- 

ington. A  meeting  of  the  New  York  com- mittee of  ATA  at  which  a  plan  of 
action  will  be  mapped  will  be  held 
tomorrow  in  the  penthouse  theater 

atop  the  Loew's  State  Building. 

Mich.  Co-op.  Meets  May  7 
Detroit — -Co-Operative  Theaters  of 

Michigan  has  postponed  its  annual 
stockholders  meeting  until  May  7. 
Election  of  new  directors  is  slated. 

battled 

for  love 

and  loot! 
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FIRST  25  OPENINGS 

CENTURY- 
( 

FOX  ALL-TIME 

EASTER  WEEK-END 
HIGH  IN  EVERY 

DARRYL  F. 

ZANUCK 
presents 

GENE  TIERNEY 

From  the  Novel  by  Anya  Seton— with 

WALTER  HUSTON 
VINCENT  PRICE 
GLENN  LANGAN 
Written  for  the  Screen  and  Directed  by 

JOSEPH  L  MANKIEWICZ 

SINGLE  CITY!  AND 

WHEN  YOU  TOP 

,Y0U  TOP 
THE  TOP! 
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Intimate    in    Character 
[International   in   Scope 
ndependent  in   Thought 
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20TH-FOX25  "A"  FIX  AT  RECORD  BUDGET 
National  Theaters  in  $20,000,000  New  Financing 
oans  Secured  irom  Met. 
ife  Insurance,  Bank  of 

America  and  Chase  Nat'l 
Completion  of  arrangements  for 
.e  private  sale  of  $20,000,000  prin- 
pal  amount  of  debt  obligations  to 
te  Metropolitan  Life  Insurance  Co., 
he  Bank  of  America  and  Chase  Na- 
onal  Bank  by  National  Theaters 
orp.,  its  theater  subsidiary,  was 
ade  known  yesterday  by  20th-Fox. 
The  obligations,  due  over  a  period 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

xlend  La/s  Chain 

evy  to  Theaters! 
Baton  Rouge,  La. — The  Louisiana 
evenue  Code  Commission,  in  a  pre- 
aiinary  report  to  the  governor  and 
gislature,  made  public  here,  recom- 
ended  among  other  things: 
Raising  the  chain  store  tax  to 
oproximately  double  its  present 
ite,  broadening  its  scope  to  cover 
her  chains  such  as  theaters  and 
)tels,  and  allocating  the  entire 
avenue  from  this  tax  to  the  govern- 
ental  subdivisions  where  the  links 
the  chain  are  situated. 

H H 
enry  V"  Opens  June  17 

a  N.  Y/s  City  Center 

"Henry  V"  will  open  at  the  City enter  of  Music  and  Drama  on  or 
oout  June  17  under  a  contract 
gned  yesterday  by  United  Artists 
rap.  and  representatives  of  the 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

RKO-French  Pathe 

Plan  Bi-lingual  Pix 
London  (By  Cable)  —  RKO  will 

make  bi-lingual  pictures  in  associ- 
ation with  Pathe  at  the  Joinville 

studios  in  France,  it  was  announced 

here  yesterday  by  Jack  Votion,  for- 
eign production  liaison.  Votion  said 

three  films  yearly  were  ccntemplated, 
using  French  and  English  speaking 
players. 

Skouras  Discloses  That  20th  Century-Fox 
Will  Expand  Activities  to  Include  16  tit  tit. 

Disclosure  that  20th-Fox  was  preparing  to  join  the  ranks  of  American  film 
companies  expanding  their  activities  to  include  the  distribution  of  16  -mm.  ver- 

sions in  the  foreign  market  was  made  yesterday  by  Spyros  P.  Skouras,  who  said 
a  special  organization  was  being  set  up  for  the  purpose. 

The  company  head,  just  back  from  a  European  visit,  informed  the  industry 

press  that  the  idea  was  to  use  mobile  units  to  bring  Hollywood  screen  entertain- 
ment to  areas  all  over  the  world  where  there  exist  no  conventional  means  of 

exhibiting  pictures.  Skouras  said  that  "proper  subjects"  for  screening  would  be 
selected  from  the  company's  product,  adding  that  among  the  selections  would  be items  of  an  educational  value. 

Screen  Bound  to  Give 

New  Facts— Warner 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  While  all  effective 

motion  pictures  must  be  entertain- 
ment films,  the  politically  free 

screen  is  morally  bound  to  present 
new  and  significant  facts  with  cour- 

age and  complete  honesty,  Jack  L. 
Warner,  vice-president  of  Warner 
Bros.,  declared  yesterday  in  accept- 

ing the  first  World  Peace  Prize  of 
the  Hollywood  Foreign  Correspond- 

ents Association.  Prize  was  awarded 
(Continued  on  Page  14) 

E.  Pa.  Exhibitors  Hear 
ATA  Objectives  Tomorrow 

Objectives  of  the  American  The- 
ater Association  will  be  explained 

to  exhibitors  of  Eastern  Pennsyl- 
vania tomorrow  when  Ted  R.  Gam- 

ble, chairman  of  the  board;  Si  Fa- 
bian, president,  and  Robert  W. 

Coyne,  executive  director,  address 
(Continued  on  Page  13) 

Argue  Injunction 
En  Hughes  Suit  Today 
A  motion  for  a  temporary  injunc- 

tion will  be  argued  at  2:30  p.m. 
today  in  New  York  Federal  Court 
in  the  $1,000,000  action  brought  by 
Howard  Hughes  Productions  against 

the  MPAA  over  the  association's  re- 
jection of  advertising  copy  for  ''The 

Outlaw." 

Federal  Judge  Vincent  L.  Leibell, 
before  whom  the  motion  will  be 
argued,  yesterday  induced  the  MPAA 
to  cancel  a  board  meeting  scheduled 
for  the  afternoon  to  hear  the 

(Continued  on  Page  13) 

United  World's  Execs. To  Plan  Sales  Meet 
Plans  for  a  convention  of  United 

World's  sales  staff  and  other  or- 
ganizational projects  will  be  dis- 

cussed tomorrow  at  a  meeting  of  the 

international  company's  New  York 
executives.  It  is  planned  to  hold  a 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Cancer  Collections  30%  Ahead 

National  Poll  Shows  Response  "Phenomenal 
1946  Lenten  Biz  Off  5% 
But  Gains  in  Dominion 

Theater  business  in  general  during 
Lent  was  off  approximated  five  per 
cent,  with  many  of  the  key  situations 
reporting  normal   grosses  for  their 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

// 

Theater  collections  for  the  indus- 
try's participation  in  the  cancer 

fund-raising  campaign  are  running 
30  per  cent  ahead  of  Red  Cross  col- 

lections, a  poll  of  exhibs  in  small 
and  large  theaters  reveals. 

The  poll  was  taken  under  the  direc- 
tion of  Robert  W.  Selig,  executive 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Expansion  in  Britain  Up 
to  Board  of  Trade;  G-B, 
Odeon  in  Overseas  Move 

By  LOU  PELEGRINE 
FILM  DAILY,  Staff  Writer 

Fresh  from  a  trip  to  England 
and  France,  President  Spyros 
P.  Skouras  of  20th-Fox  told 
the  industry  press  at  an  inter- 

view yesterday  that: 
(1)  "About  25"  A  pictures 

were  planned  by  20th-Fox  for 
next  season  on  a  budget  exceed- 

ing, any  in  the  company's  his- 

tory; 

(2)  In  London,  he  had  ar- (Continued  on  Page  12) 

Building  Opens  New 
Market  in  Argentina 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  Theater  building 
program  in  Argentina  will  open  new 
markets  for  American  motion  pic- 

ture equipment,  the  Department  of 
Commerce  reported  yesterday.  In 
addition,  equipment  in  existing  Ar- 

gentina theaters  is  generally  anti- 
quated and  in  need  of  replacements. 

The  Department  of  Commerce  said 
(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Publishers  Wary  of  Tele, 
But  Watchful  of  Progress 

While  not  openly  supporting  the 
new  electronic  developments  —  tele, 
vision,  FM  and  facsimile —  the  pub- 

lishers attending  the  annual  conven- 
(Continued  on  Page  14) 

AFM,  Studios  Talk 
Terms  Again  Today 

Recessed  by  the  illness  of  Nicholas 
M.  Schenck,  one  of  the  producer 

representatives,  negotiations  between 
the  American  Federation  of  Musi- 

cians and  the  eight  majors  for  new 
contracts  to  supplant  those  that  ran 
out  on  March  31  are  scheduled  to  be 
resumed  this  afternoon  at  the  offices 

of  the  AFM. 
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FINANCIAL 
(Tues.,  Apr.,  23) 

comma  hud  goihg 

NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 
Net 

High     Low     Close*    Chg. 

Am.  Seat   31  Vi     31  Vi     31  '/2—     1/4 
Columbia   Picts.   pfd.,103       102       102      —  l'/2 
East.  Kodak    262      260      262      +     V, 
do  pfd   205      205      205       +2 
Cen.    Prec.    Eq   38         37'/2     37]/2  —  l'/i 

Loew's,    Inc   39>/2    38?/8     39'/4  —     % 
Paramount          79'/8     78%     79%+     3^ 
RKO        271/4     26i/2     271/4+     3/8 
Republic  Pictures   ...    16'/2     16         163/8       
Republic  Pictures  pfd.  19V4     19'/4     19V4  +     i/8 
20th  Century-Fox   ...   61  Vs     593A     61  Vs   +     % 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  75'/2     75         75y2       
20th  Century-Fox  ppf.102%  102%  102%  —     % 
Universal    Pict   46'/4     45%     46'/4  +     % 
Universal   Picts.    pfd..   99         99         99           
Warner  Bros     50V4     47%     50y4  +  23^ 

NEW   YORK    CURB    MARKET 

Monogram    Picts.    ...   10  93,4     10           
Radio-Keith  cvs   12'/2     11%     123/8   +     y4 
Sonotone  Corp       5'/2       53/8       53/8  —     % 
Technicolor        273/4     27         27       —     % 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe   Industries        12%     13% 

EDWARD  K.  O'SHEA,  M-C-M  Eastern  sales 
manager,  will  leave  for  Boston  May  14. 

FRANCIS  L  HARLEY,  20th-Fox's  managing 
director  in  Great  Britain,  is  in  New  York  from 
London  for  home  office  conferences. 

SID  BLUMENSTOCK,  20th-Fox's  assistant  ex- 
ploitation manager,  has  gone  to  Chicago. 

CHARLES  SCHLAIFER,  head  of  20th-Fox's  ad- 
vertising, publicity,  exploitation  and  radio  de- 

partments, is  back  at  his  desk  after  an  Atlantic 

City  vacation. 
MR.  and  MRS.  HERMAN  FELD  have  returned 

to  Newark  from  a  vacation  in  Atlantic  City. 
Feld   is  connected  with   the  Treat  Theater. 

FRANK  MILLER,  house  staff,  Loew's  State, 
Newark,  N.  ).,  has  returned  from  a  vacation  in 
Miami,  Fla. 

PAUL  THOMAS,  treasurer  of  Altec,  has  re- 
turned to  New  York  from  Chicago  and  nearby 

points. JOHN  E.  FLYNN,  Midwestern  sales  manager 
for  M-C-M,  is  due  to  arrive  from  Chicago  next 
Monday  for  home  office  conferences. 

HERMAN  RIPPS,  M-G-M  district  manager 
with  headquarters  in  Albany,  is  in  New  Haven 
today.  He  is  slated  to  arrive  in  New  York  May 
1  for  a  short  business  visit. 

CEORCE  V.  LYNCH  and  LOU  GOLDSTEIN, 
Schine  circuit  executives,  will  arrive  here  from 
Gloversville  tomorrow. 

JOHN  S.  ALLEN,  M-C-M  district  manager 
with  headquarters  in  Washington,  is  scheduled 
to  arrive  here  tonight  for  a  home  office  visit. 

TED  FLEISCHER,  general  manager  and  buyer 
for  the  Interstate  circuit  in  Boston,  is  due  to- 

morrow for  conferences  with  E.  K.  (Ted)  O'Shea, 
Eastern  sales  manager  for  M-G-M. 

EDDIE  BUZZELL,  M-G-M  director,  has  ar- 
rived from  the  Coast. 

WILLIAM  GLEICHER,  of  M-C-M's  sales  de- 
partment, plans  to  leave  next  Monday  for  New 

Haven. 

EDWIN  W.  AARON,  assistant  general  sales 
manager  for  M-C-M,  will  return  Monday  from 
his  vacation  at  Asheville,  N.  C. 

TOM  DONALDSON,  Boston  manager  for 
M-C-M,  arrived  here  yesterday  for  a  brief  home 
office  visit. 

HARRY  UNTERFORT,  RKO-Schine  city  mana- 
ger, is  in  New  York  from  Syracuse. 

VICTOR  SAVILLE  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria 
from    the   Coast. 

BOB  LYNCH,  M-G-M  Philadelphia  district 
manager,  gets  in  tomorrow  for  a  one-day  home office   visit. 

JAMES  BRIDIE,  British  playwright  under  con- 
tract to  David  O.  Selznick,  will  arrive  in  New 

York  the  first  week  in  May  from  the  Coast. 

ARNOLD  MOSS,  Theater  Guild  actor,  will 
arrive  on  the  Coast  May  25  to  make  his  screen 

debut  in  International's  "Belladonna." 

CHARLES  K.  STERN,  Loew's  assistant  treasurer, 
and  WILLIAM  C.  BRENNER,  head  of  M-G-M's 
checking  department  will  head  for  Kansas  City 
May  1. 

HENRY  NATHANSON,  president  of  Regal 
Films,  and  TED  GOULD,  general  sales  manager 
of  the  company,  have  arrived  from  Toronto 
and  are  at  the  Astor  Hotel.  DEWEY  BLOOM, 
M-G-M  exploitation  rep.  in  Canada,  is  also  in 
town. 

M.  M.  JACOBS  of  Cleveland,  is  flying  out  to 
Phoenix,  Ariz.  Saturday  to  arrange  for  the  open- 

ing of  his  new  Arizona  theater. 

LEONARD  GOLDENSON,  Paramount  vice-presi- 
dent in  charge  of  theater  operations,  left  New 

York  yesterday  for  New  Orleans,  where  he  will 
confer  with  E.  V.  Richards. 

EDWARD  L.  HYMAN,  Paramount  theaters' 
Northern  district  director,  is  upstate  New  York 
conferring  with  Harry  Royster,  head  of  Netco 
Theaters. 

JOSEPH  J.  DEITCH,  Paramount  theaters'  ex- 
ecutive, left  on  the  TWA  Constellation  for 

Kansas  City  on  business. 

MARIA  ELENA  MARQUES,  star  of  "The  Pearl," 
produced  by  RKO  Radio  at  its  studios  near  Mexico 
Cit,  leaves  on  Saturday  for  New  York  en  route 
to  Lisbon  and  Spain. 

LILLIE  MESSENGER,  of  M-C-M's  studio  story 
department,  will  return  to  Hollywood  Friday. 

LEON  ROTH,  United  Artists  press  book  editor, 
will  leave  New  York  today  for  Philadelphia 
and  Baltimore  in  the  first  of  a  series  of  trips 
designed  to  give  the  best  possible  press  book 
service  to  exhibitors. 

ALEX  MANTA,  theater  circuit  owner,  has  re- 
turned to  Chicago  from  Florida. 

S.  J.  GREGORY  and  his  wife  have  left  Chicago 
for  a  Hot  Springs  vacation. 

5  Majors  Spent  $698,805 
In  Newspapers  in  1945 

Nineteen  forty-five  newspaper  ex- 
penditures of  five  film  companies 

totaled  $698,805,  according  to  a  sur- 
vey by  Media  Records,  financed  by 

Advertising  Age,  Editor  &  Publisher 
and  Printers'  Ink.  Compilation  cov- 

ered advertising  in  333  daily  and 
Sunday  papers  in  107  cities. 
Company  expenditures  were  listed 

as  follows:  Columbia,  $206,614; 
M-G-M,  $221,318;  RKO  Radio,  $87,- 
635;  20th-Fox,  $101,190,  and  United 
Artists,  $82,048. 

MODERN  HOME  ML 
FOR  SALE  —  SCARSDALE™' 

Modern  French  Colonial,  8  rooms.  Has  every  modern 

improvement  including  streamlined  kitchen,  break- 
fast room.  Extensive  terraced  gardens.  Large 

master  bedroom  facing  a  finished  deck.  Almost 

everything  you  wished  for  is  installed  in  this  low- 
upkeep  home.  Corner  plot  of  about  one-third  acre. 
One-half  mile  to  school;  one  mile  to  station. 

PHONE  SCARSDALE  7380  FOR  APPOINTMENT  TO  VIEW,  OR  SEE  YOUR  BROKER 

$71,000  for  "Kid"  Sets New  Record  at  Astor 

Opening  week's  gross  of  $71,000 
for  Samuel  Goldwyn's  "The  Kid 
From  Brooklyn,"  starring  Danny 
Kaye,  at  the  Astor  theater,  has 
broken  the  house  record,  it  was  re- 

ported yesterday  by  Maurice  Maurer, 
managing  director  of  the  Broadway showcase. 

RCA  Acquires  Lancaster 
Television  Tube  Plant 

Purchase  of  the  U.  S.  Navy's  elec* tron  and  television  tube  manufactuij 
ing  plant  at  Lancaster,  Pa.,  said  t 
be  the  most  modern  in  the  world,  b 
the  RCA  Victor  Division  of  RC, 
was  announced  yesterday  by  Fran 
M.  Folsum,  vice-president  in  charg 
of  the  division.  Folsum's  div^ 
built  and  operated  the  plant  fo. 
Navy  during  the  war.  PurcilS 
price  was  $4,362,500. 
Folsum  said  yesterday  that  th 

availability  of  television  for  the  pub 
lie  would  be  advanced  considerabl, 
by  the  acquisition  of  the  plant  whic! 
is  the  largest  in  existence  for  th 
manufacture  of  cathode-ray  pictur 
tubes  used  in  tele  receivers  and  cam 

era  pick-up  tubes. 

liras 

Dunn  Returns  to  Ansco 
As  Advertising  Manager 

Return  of  Robert  M.  Dunn  to  hi 
post  as  advertising  manager  of  th< 
Ansco  Division  of  General  Aniline  <S  \ 
Film   Corp.,  is  announced  by  E.  A I 
Williford,    vice-president.     DuniT 
served  in  the  Navy  for  two  years! 
Winthrop   Davenport,   assistant   ad  ; 
vertising  manager,  who  directed  thf« 

department    during     Dunn's    leave 
will  continue  in  charge  of  the  divi- 

sion's offices  in  Binghamton,  N.  Y 
Election  of  David  B.  Dyche,  GAFC 

treasurer,  to  vice-president,  was  alsc 
announced.    He  joined  the  companji 
in  1942. 

Shea  to  Housewarm  New 
Headquarters  on  May  1 

A  housewarming  on  May  1  will* 
mark  the  opening  of  Jamestown ' 
Amusement  Co.'s  (M.  A.  Shea  The- 

atrical Enterprises)  new  offices  in  I 

the  Century  Bldg.,  132  W.  43rd  St. - 
Address  will  be  the  fourth  for  Mort5 
Shea  in  his  45  years  in  the  Times  f 
Square  area. 

Company  had  been  in  the  Loew's;! State  Bldg.  for  25  years,  and  priori 
to  that  in  the  Knickerbocker  Bldg.," 
and  the  Putnam  Bldg.  for  10  year 

periods. 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion  picture 
LOUIS  SOBOL  also  says  it! 

(M-G-M  of  course/) 

WORLD  PREMIERE  NOW  AT  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL 

•» 
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IPAA  to  Occupy 
apilal  Bldg.  in  May 

lis hington  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Occupation    of   the 
MPAA  headquarters  building  in 
ington   is   slated  for  the   first 

_Jof  May,  with  painting,  paper- 
kj.  and    slight   alterations   now   in 
egress.  Just  who  of  the  New  York 

ij>pce  will  be  transferred  to  Washing- 
jtjn  has  not  yet  been  decided — but 
wle  number  will  be  small  in  consid- 

eration of  the  fact  that  the  major 
■\  j|.rt  of  the  building  will  be  occupied 
ii  \'  President  Eric  A.  Johnston  and 
a„p  present  Washington  staff. 

Johnston  himself  will  move  over — 
tiring  as  head  of  the  U.  S.  Cham- 
[r    of     Commerce    following     the 

.amber's  annual  meeting  at  Atlan- 
2  City  April  30—  May  2.    He  has 
sfinitely    decided    against    another 
;rm   at   the   chamber   helm.    It   is 

■cely  that  offices  will  be  set  aside 
[r   such   MPAA   leaders   as   Byron 
rice   and  former   Gov.   Carl   Milli- 

on,  although   these   men   will   not 
ake    permanent    headquarters    in 

rashington. 

Vins  Reinstatement  as 

.. 'heater  Projectionist 
i    
;  Chicago — Edward  J.  Cooney,  dis- 
;iarged  sailor,  won  his  reinstate- 

ment as  the  movie  operator  of  the 

dgen  Theater,  the  Chicago  opera- 

>rs'  union  agreeing  to  his  reinstate- 
Lent  through  its  attorney  Dan 

arnell  as  the  U.  S.  Attorney  Gen- 
ral's  office  filed  suit  under  the  GI 

[ill  of  Rights  for  Cooney's  return 
Jp  the  job. 
i  The  union  claimed  the  house  had 

teen  unionized  after  Cooney  entered 
j.ie  Navy  and  that  the  union  man 

.•ho  replaced  him  was  entitled  to  the 
bb. 

Tew  WB  Branch  Heads 
h  Toronto,  Montreal 
0    

Appointment  of  Irvin  Coval  as 

■jranch    manager    for    Warners    in 
oronto,  with  Grattan  Kiely  suc- 
eeding  him  as  manager  of  the  Mon- 
real  office,  is  announced  by  Ben 
Zalmenson,  vice-president  in  charge 
f  sales. 

The  two  promotions  in  the  Cana- 
ian  district  under  Haskell  Masters 
ollow  the  resignation  of  Samuel 

'earlman  as  Toronto  branch  man- 
ger. Kiely  has  been  on  the  Mon- 

real  sales  staff. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  24 
Melville  Baker  Fred  Schaefer 

Phil  Fox  Sidney    Singerman 
Edward  Rosenbaum  Andrew  Tombes 

PHIL  M.  DALY 
A  Reporter's  Report 
•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Metro  Sales  Chief  Bill  Rodgers  is  con- 

sidering a  sales  convention  for  late  May  in  Chicago.  ...  •  Didja  know 

that    Associated    British    (in    which   Warners    is    heavily    interested)    is 

spending  £500,000  to  modernize  and  expand  its  Elstree  Studios?   

The  Britons  mean  business — film  business — boys.  ...  •  Great  turnout 

yesterday  at  Fawcett's  reception  in  the  Hampshire  House's  "The  Cottage" 
to  honor  Joan  Curtis  and  Maxwell  Hamilton,  retiring  and  new  editors  of 

Motion  Picture  Magazine.  ...  •  Ned  Depinet  is  moving  out  of  his 

14th  floor  office  in  the  RKO  Bldg.  which  he  has  occupied  for  14  years 

end  will  henceforth  carry  on  from  Peter  Rathvon's  former  office  on  the 

16th  floor.  ...  •  A  film  critic,  upon  viewing  J.  Arthur  Rank's  "Henry 
V,"  marveled  at  the  way  the  British  magnate  tossed  his  money  around. 

"Don't  worry  about  it,"  a  second  critic  remarked,  "he  gets  all  the  dough 

he  kneads  from  his  flour  mills"   
T  T  T 

•  •  •  ON  AND  OFF  THE  RECORD:  J.  Arthur  Rank  again  will  be 

in  our  midst,  come  Spring.  ...  •  Mort  Blumenstock  still  adding  War- 
ner field  relations  men   Newest  addition  is  Phil  Spiegel,  out  of  the 

AAF  with  the  DFC,  Air  Medal  and  Purple  Heart  and  one-time  Comer- 
ford  Scranton  manager.  ...  •  Metro  stealing  a  British  production 

march,  with  its  studio  there  slated  for  full  operation  in  the  Summer.  .  .  . 

•  Couple  of  excellent  public  relations  moves:  In  St.  Thomas,  Ont„  FPC 

and  20th  Century  Theaters  making  available  the  Columbia  Theater  to 

the  First  United  Church  for  services  after  its  edifice  was  destroyed  by 
fire.  ...  •  And  in  Cleveland,  class  credit  for  students  who  write  a 

review  of  Warners'  "Devotion,"  opening  tomorrow  at  the  Palace  there, 

has  been  set.  ...  •  "Caesar  and  Cleopatra"  starts  at  the  Winter 

Garden  in  mid-August;  that's  final.  ...  •  Credit  Glenn  Ireton  of  War- 

ners with  doing  a  swell  job  on  the  company's  25th  anniversary  of  the 
talkies'  advent.  ...  •  His  Red  Cross  campaign  stint  finally  over, 
Eddie  Solomon  resumes  as  20-Fox  exploiteer  in  Chi   

T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  John  Byram  of  Paramount,  and  Sidney 

Phillips  of  Metro  are  serving  on  the  committee  which  will  screen  scripts 

entered  in  the  second  annual  $1,000  John  Golden  Prize  Play  Competition 

under  Columbia  University  auspices.  ...  •  AP  officers  and  directors 

will  see   a  special  demonstration  of   CBS   color  television  today.  .   .   . 

•  Didja  know  that  the  total  capitalization  of  the  newly-formed  J.  Arthur 

Rank  Organization,  Ltd.,  which  will  administer  all  of  the  British  tycoon's 
film  interests,  is  100  pounds,  in  one  pound  shares?  ...  •  Bill  Russell, 

musical  director  of  Ted  Eshbaugh  Studios,  will  emcee  Macy's  25  Year 
Club  dinner  at  the  Pennsylvania  Hotel  tonight,  and  on  Saturday  will 

similarly  serve  at  the  Celanese  Corp.  party  at  the  Beekman  Hotel.  .  .  . 

•  Metro  and  Robbins  Music  Co.  are  going  all  out  to  plug  the  tunes 

"Love  on  a  Greyhound  Bus"  and  "All  the  Time"  in  "No  Leave,  No  Love." 
the  new  Van  Johnson-Pat  Kirkwood  starrer.  ...  •  32  Illinois  cities 

have  rejected  daylight  savings  time,  this  Summer.  ...  •  Minnette 

Goldstein  of  Century  Theaters  is  very  proud  of  daughter  Carolyn's  af- 
filiation with  Alpha  Epsilon  Phi  at  Adelphi  College,  where  she  is  an 

honor  student.  ...  •  Both  the  National  and  American  Leagues  will 

make  a  baseball  film  annually  as  part  of  their  educational  and  promo- 

tional program.  ...  •  Jackie  Harvey.  George  (Paramount)  Harvey's 
dancing  daughter,  has  been  held  over  for  five  months  at  the  Vienna 

Cafe,  New  York,  where  she  appears  as  the  dancing  comedy  star  of  their 

new  show  'Xa  Belle  Helene  Goes  To  Reno"   The  billing  also  credits 

her  with  dance  director  of  the  show.  ...     •  "The  Big  Two,"  first  of 
(Continued  on  Page  14) 

DATE  BOOK 

April  21-28:  "Cancer  Week"  observances  by  the- 
aters. 

April  22-27:  National  Plastics  Exposition,  Grand 
Central  Palace. 

April  24-26:  Educational  Film  Library  Associ- 
ation convention,  Detroit. 

April  28:  Chicago  Cinema  Lodge,  B'nai  B'rith. installation,  Congress  Hotel. 

April  29:  Boston  Tub  Thumpers'  second  annual initiation    party,   Boston. 

April  30:  United  Jewish  Appeal  dinner,  Sherry's. 
May  2-4:  National  Screen  Service  convention, 

New  York. 

May  3:  Cleveland  Warner  Club  Spring  parry. 

May  6:  IATSE  25-30  Club  testimonial  dinner 
for  Bert  Santord  and  Harold  Rodner,  Grand 
St.    Boys  Clubhouse. 

May  7:  Co-operative  Theaters  of  Michigan  an- 
nual meeting,  Detroit. 

May  9:  American  Television  Society  annual 

meeting,   Barbizon-Plaza. 
May  9-11:  16  mm.  Film  and  Equipment  Exposi- 

tion of  Allied  Non-Theatrical  Film  Asso- 
ciation, Hotel  New  Yorker. 

May  9-11:  Allied  Non-Theatrical  Film  Associ- 
ation convention.  New  York. 

May  9-12:  Screen  Guild  Productions  sales  con- 
vention,  Blackstone  Hotel,  Chicago. 

May  13-14:  National  Film  Carriers  convention, 
Hotel  Astor. 

Mav  15-18:  Variety  Clubs  of  America  conven- tion, Hotel  Astor. 

May  20-22:  Republic  regional  sales  meeting, 
North  Hollywood  Studios. 

May  21:  20th-Fox  stockholders  annual  meeting, 
home  office. 

May  23:  Conference  of  Independent  Exhibitors 
Association,   Chicago. 

MAY  23-25:  Allied  States  Association  Spring 
board    meeting,    Palmer   House,    Chicago. 

May  24-26:  Republic  regional  sales  meeting, 
Blackstone  Hotel,  Chicago. 

May  25:  Jack  Kirsch  testimonial  dinner  dance, 
Palmer   House,   Chicago. 

May  26-27:  ITO  Arkansas  meeting,  Marion  Hotel, 
Little  Rock. 

May  27-29:  Republic  regional  sales  meeting, 
New  York  A.  C. 

June  4:  New  York  MPA  dinner  dance,  Waldorf- 
Astoria., 

June  4:  Martin  Toohey  testimonial,  Narrangan- set  Hotel,  Providence,  R.  I. 

June  10-11:  MPTOA  board  meeting,  Gilmer 
Hotel,  Columbus,   Miss. 

June  19-21:  New  Jersey  Allied  convention,  Chel- sea Hotel,  Atlantic  City. 

June  24-27:  National  Confectioners  Association 
convention  and  exposition,  Stevens  Hotel, Chicago. 

June  25-26:  ATO  of  Indiana  Summer  conven- 
tion, Spink  Wawasee  Hotel,  Lake  Wawasee. 

June  27-29:  Monogram  sales  convention,  Drake 
Hotel,    Chicago. 

July  22:  IATSE  biennial  convention,  Hotel Stevens,  Chicago. 

Aug.  5-6:  National  Association  Visual  Educa- 
tion Dealers  annual  convention,  Hotel 

Stevens,  Chicago. 

Aug.  6:  20th  anniversary  of  talkies'  advent  via 
Warners. 

Aug.  26-30:  Photographers  Association  of  Amer- 
ica  convention,    Hotel   Stevens,  Chicago. 

Oct.  10-11:  Television  Broadcasters  Associa- 
tion post-war  television  conference,  Wal- dorf-Astoria. 

SICK  IIEPOIIT 

JOE  FAITH,  of  Collinsville,  Unionville, 

and  Terryville,  Conn,  theaters,  will  recuper- 
ate in  Atlantic  City  from  a  recent  illness. 

SAM  WEBER,  manager  of  Rosen  Film 
Deliveries,  is  recuperating  at  New  Haven 
Hospital  from  an  operation. 

GEORGE  D.  CARPENTER,  general  mana- 
ger of  Colonial  Theaters  Co.,  Valdese,  N.  C, 

is  hospitalized  in  Grace  Hospital,  Morgan- 
ton,  N.  C,  following  a  heart  attack  on  a 

golf  course. 
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Sing  Crosby  and  Ingrid  Bergman 

in  Leo  McCarey's  "THE  BEUS  OF 
ST.  MARY'S,"  with  Henry  Trovers, 
William  Gargan,  now  at  40  RKO 

iheatres    in    the    Metropolitan    area. 

AvV. 

Danny  Kaye,  in  Samuel  Goldwyn  s 

Technicolor  "THE  KID  FROM  BROOK- 

LYN," with  Virginia  Mayo,  Vera- 
Ellen,  The  Goldwyn  Girls,  now  ot 
the   Astor  Theatre. 

THE  BELLS  OF  ST.  MARY'S* NOW— at  40  RICO  THEATRES  in  the  Metropolitan  Area 

FROM  THIS  DAY  FORWARD' NOW— RKO  PALACE  THEATRE 

THE  KID  FROM  BROOKLYN' NOW— ASTOR  THEATRE 

MAKE  MINE  MUSIC 
NOW— Brandt's  GLOBE  THEATRE 

TOMORROW  IS  FOREVER 
NOW-WINTER  GARDEN 

THE  SPIRAL  STAIRCASE'' NOW-N.  Y.  NEIGHBORHOOD  THEATRES 

NOW—RIALTO  THEATRE 

Joan  Fontaine  in  "FROM  THIS  DAY 

FORWARD,"  with  Mark  Stevens, 
Rosemary  DeCamp,  Henry  Morgan, 

Wally  Brown,  Arline  Judge,  now  ot 
the   RKO    Palace   Theatre. 

if 

Walt  Disney's  Comedy  Musical  Fea- 

ture, "MAKE  MINE  MUSIC,"  in 
Technicolor,  presenting  the  talents 
of  Nelson  Eddy,  Dinah  Shore,  Benny 

Goodman,  The  Andrews  Sisters, 

Jerry  Colonna,  The  Pied  Pipers,  The 

King's  Men,  Sterling  Hollowoy, 

Andy  Russell,  now  at  Brandt's  Globe Theatre. 

RADIOS 
PICTURES 

V "BEDLAM,"  starring  Boris 

Korloff,  with  Anna  Lee, 

now  at  the   Riolto  Theatre. 

tviti, -tfuo  WaZf  Pope  &ef.tn1f6e 
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International  Pictures'  presentation 
of  Claudette  Colbert,  Orson  Welles, 

George  Brent  in  "TOMORROW  IS 
FOREVER,"  with  Lucile  Watson, 
Richard  Long,  Natalie  Wood,  now  at 
the   Winter  Garden. ■atipf 

.1 

Dorothy  McGuire,  George  Brent, 

Ethel  Barrymore  in  Dore  Schary's 

production,  "THE  SPIRAL  STAIR- 
CASE," now  at  New  York  neighbor- 

hood  theatres. 

You  always  get  the  big  ones  from 
RKO  RADIO  -  Watch   for: 

Claudette  Colbert  and  John  Wayne  in 

"WITHOUT  RESERVATIONS"  •  "BAD- 
MAN'S  TERRITORY"  •  Ginger  Rogers  in 
"HEARTBEAT"  •  Cary  Grant  and  Ingrid 

Bergman  in  Alfred  Hitchcock's  "NOTOR- 
IOUS" •  "TILL  THE  END  OF  TIME"  • 

Rosalind  Russell  in  "SISTER  KENNY" 
"SINBAD  THE  SAILOR"  In  Technicolor 

and  many  more 

FIVE  FIRST  RUNS  ON 
BROADWAY  DURING 
EASTER  WEEK... With 

two  other  big  at- 
tractions spreading 

through  the  Metropo- 
litan area! 
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Cancer  Drive  30% 
Ahead  of  Red  Cross 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

campaign  director  for  the  film  indus- 

try's cancer  drive.    Telegrams  were 
received    from    every    state    in    the 
union  reporting  almost  phenomenal 

  B  &K   

John  Balaban  yesterday  com- 
mitted Balaban  &  Katz,  together 

with  its  affiliated  circuits,  for 
collections  for  a  full  week  start- 

ing today  in  the  industry's  partici- 
pation in  the  cancer  fund-raising 

drive.  This  breaks  down  all  re- 
sistance to  audience  collections  in 

Chicago  where  there  had  been 

some  uneasiness  as  to  the  public's attitude. 

THEATER  DEALS 
Cojack  Corp.  Stock  Sold 

Ft.  Myers,  Fla. — Capital  stock  of 
the  Cojack  Corp.,  operator  of  the 
Lee  Theater,  has  been  sold  to  Sidney 
Davis,  Dr.  C.  J.  Zimmerman  and  Sam 
Johnston,  all  business  men  of  Ft. 
Myers.  The  Cojack  holdings  were 
purchased  a  year  ago  by  William 
Kester,  who  now  plans  to  return  to 
New  York. 

collections,  with  nothing  but  praise 
from  audiences. 

Many  exhibitors  who  were  reluc- 
tant to  embark  on  another  audience 

collection,  fearing  resentment  on  the 

part  of  the  public,  are  making  col- 
lections and  report  that  the  public 

appears  to  be  eager  to  do  its  share 
for  this  most  worthy  cause. 

United  World's  Execs. 
To  Plan  Sales  Meet 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
national  convention  late  in  the  Fall 
in  order  to  acquaint  the  sales  per- 

sonnel with  the  initial  program  of 
product  and  to  outline  sales  policies. 

The  lead-off  program,  to  be  offered 
about  Jan.  1,  possibly  will  consist  of 
six  pictures,  three  from  England  and 
three  from  Hollywood. 

Lawrence  Anhalt  Dead 
Lawrence  J.  Anhalt,  theatrical 

manager  and  producer,  who  served 
as  administrative  officer  of  the  Fed- 

eral Theater  project  during  1936, 
died  here  Friday.  He  is  credited 
with  having  discovered  and  devel- 

oped Katharine  Hepburn  in  one  of 
his  Summer  theaters. 

Lionel  Atwill  Dies 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Lionel  Atwill,  61, 
veteran  stage  and  screen  actor,  died 
of  pneumonia  at  his  home  Monday 
night.  He  appeared  in  most  of  the 
"Frankenstein"  films  as  well  as 
many  of  the  other  detective  and 
mystery  type  pictures. 

STORK  REPORTS 

George  Dunn,  manager  of  the 
RKO  81st  St.  Theater,  is  the  father 
of  a  girl,  Mary  Ellen. 

Lincoln  Sold  to  Popkin 
West   Coast  Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Lincoln  Theater  was 
sold  for  a  cash  consideration  in  ex- 

cess of  $150,000  to  Harry  M.  Popkin. 
Theater  has  been  operated  and  under 
lease  to  Popkin  for  several  years. 
Herman  Sims  represented  both  the 
estate  of  Adolph  Ramish,  Inc.,  own- 

ers of  the  property,  and  Popkin. 
Theater  has  a  seating  capacity  in 
excess  of  2,000. 

Odeon  Buys  in  Vancouver 
Vancouver,  B.  C.  —  The  Beacon, 

Vancouver's  vaude.  theater,  was  sold 
to  the  Odeon  Circuit  for  $250,000. 
Odeon  has  been  operating  it  on  a 
partnership  basis  for  the  past  three 

years. 
Cinema  Theater  Building  Sold 
Miami  Beach,  Fla. — The  building 

housing  the  Cinema  theater  has  been 
sold  by  Panma  Corp.  to  a  group  of 
Northern  investors  headed  by  Rich- 

ard Abeles  of  Newark,  N.  J.,  and 
the  selling  price  $2,250,000. 

Bob  Bertram  Turns  Exhib. 

Schleswig,  la.  —  Robert  Bertram, 
office  manager  at  Columbia  exchange, 
Omaha,  has  purchased  the  250-seat 
Schleswig  from  Henry  Hollander.  He 
will  remodel  and  enlarge. 

Eide  Sells  to  Hochrein 
Fairfax,  Minn.  —  O.  H.  Hochrein 

has  purchased  the  New  Topic  here 
from  L.  D.  Eide.  Hochrein  previ- 

ously sold  the  Legion  at  Gaylord,  to 
Halph  J.  Edwin  and  Woodrow  W. 
Jones. 

Berger  in   Wousau  Deal 
Minneapolis  —  Benjamin  Berger, 

president  of  Berger  Amusement  Co., 
and  Sig  Goldberg,  his  brother-in- 
law,  are  partners  in  the  Hollywood 
at  Wausau,  Wis.,  purchased  from 
Sheldon  Grengs.  Goldberg  will  man- 

age. 
Saginaw  Houses  to  Bonnem 

Detroit — Fred  Witter,  owner  of  the 
Court  and  Janes  in  Saginaw,  has 
signed  a  deal  with  Fred  Bonnem, 
Universal  salesman,  to  take  over  the 
two  houses.  Witter  retires  to  his 
Texan  citrus  farm. 

Erickson  Back  as  Exhib. 

Indianola,  Neb.  —  J.  O.  Erickson, 
returning  to  theater  business  after 
more  than  25  years,  has  purchased 
the  Roxy  from  Ralph  Woolman  and 
Ralph  Clark. 

(Continued 

Garbett  Circuit  Adds  Three 
Des  Moines,  la.— The  Garbett  cir- 

cuit has  taken  over  the  State  and 
Fox  theaters  at  Washington,  and  the 
house  at  Maquoketa.  The  Washing- 

ton theaters  are  owned  by  Clyde  and 
Ralph  Pratt  and  the  Maquoketa  the- 

ater by  Stuart  Peake. 

Buys  Albany  Capitol 
Albany — Malcolm  Atterbury,  Al- 

bany writer  and  director,  has  com- 
pleted negotiations  with  William  W. 

Farley  for  the  purchase  of  the  Capi- 
col  Theater,  formerly  used  for  stage 
shows.  Atterbury  who  is  now  oper- 

ating Tamarco  Playhouse  at  Lake 
Pleasant,  plans  to  open  the  Capitol 
with  flesh  shows  in  November. 

Chicago's  Revue  Sold 
Chicago  —  Quinn-Uwetskey  circuit 

has  sold  the  Revue  theater  to  Leroy 
McMahon,  a  former  exhibitor  of 
Waterloo,  la. 

Nomikos  Buys  House  in  Cicero 
Chicago — Van  Nomikos  has  bought 

the  1,100-seat  Villas  Theater  in 
Cicero  from  George  Chialts.  He  will 
install  a  new  air  condition  system. 

Delman  Back  to  Adelman 
Houston — Management  of  the  Del- 

man  Theater  has  been  resumed  by 
I.  B.  Adelman,  builder  and  original 
operator,  with  the  expiration  of  an 
Interstate  Theaters'  lease  on  the building. 

C  of  C  Sells  Theater 
Sheridan,  Mo. — The  Sheridan,  op- 

erated by  the  local  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce, has  been  taken  over  by 

Charles  Lindsay  of  Hopkins,  Mo. 

Steuve  Buys  Building 
Findlay,  O. — Purchase  of  the  State 

Theater  Building  by  Walter  Steuve, 
owner  of  three  Findlay  theaters,  in- 

cluding the  State,  has  been  an- 
nounced by  Howard  L.  Wilson,  gen- 

eral manager.  The  building  was 
bought  from  R.  I.  Ulmer,  Marion,  O. 

Lam  on  tia  Buys  in  Hammond 
Hammond,  La. — The  Ritz  Theater 

was  purchased  by  Charles  Lamantia 
of  New  Orleans. 

Vets  Take  the  Orange 
Orange,  Mass. — The  Zerinsky  bro- 

thers, Robert  and  David,  Army  vet- 
erans, have  taken  over  the  operation 

and  management  of  the  Orange  The- 
ater. Before  the  war  they  ran  the 

Town  Hall  in  Baldwinsville  and  the 
Premier  in  Gilbertsville. 

Steelton  Theaters  Sold 
Harrisburg,  Pa. — Two  theaters  in 

Steelton  were  sold  for  $43,837.56, 
according  to  a  deed  filed  for  record 
in  the  Dauphin  County  Courthouse. 
Harry  Chertcoff,  of  Lancaster,  owner 
of  a  Central  Pennsylvania  chain, 
conveyed  to  the  Steel  Theaters  Corp., 
of  Lancaster,  the  Strand  Theater  and 
the  Standard  Theater, 
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$20,000,000  New 
Financing  for  NT 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
of  20  years,  have  an  average  life  c 
about  13  years  and  bear  an  averagl 
interest  cost  of  about  2.82  per  cen  | 
They  were  sold  at  100,  and  (fftka 

of  $8,000,000  of  10-year  twv^f- 
cent  serial  notes  and  $12,000,000  (I 
20-year  three  per  cent  debenture 
The  Bank  of  America  and  Chase  Nil 
tional  Bank  purchased  the  serials  i 
the  amounts  of  $4,500,000  and  $3 
500,000  respectively,  and  the  Mel 
ropolitan  Life  Insurance  Co.  the  d< 
bentures.  The  financing  was  ai 
ranged  by  Lehman  Bros,  and  Hayde Stone  &  Co. 

Approximately  $7,800,000  of  tH 
proceeds  will  be  used  to  purchaj 
from  present  holders  a  like  princip; 
amount  of  underlying  mortgad 
debts  having  an  average  life  of  aboi  I 
four  and  one-half  years  and  carrl 
ing  an  average  interest  rate  of  ovi 
4.40  per  cent.  Combined  average  ai  | 
nual  charges  for  interest  and  del| 
retirement  on  the  new  $20,000,0( 
of  obligations  are  calculated  to  1 
approximately  equal  to  the  combine 
average  annual  charges  on  tl| 
$7,800,000  of  underlying  mortgaij 
debts  being  refinanced.  The  balam  i 

of  the  funds  will  be  used  for  gener  ' corporate  purposes. 
The  serials  are  due  in  equal  ai] 

nual     instalments     of     $800,000 

April  1,  1956,  and  the  debentures  r 
quire    an    annual    sinking    fund    I 
$800,000  beginning  April  1,  1957,  tl 
balance  maturing  April  1,  1966. 

FEMME  TOUCH 

HELEN  BECKERMAN  switched  from  manager 

Century's  Elm   to  the  home  office  accoun 
ing  department,  New  York. 

GLORIA    CHEVALIER,    biller   at    Republic,    Mi 

neapolis. 
LILLIAN    LANCUARD,   stenographer   at   Natiot 

Screen  Service,   Minneapolis. 

MILDRED  HAUSER,  clerk  at  National  Screen  Si 
vice,   Minneapolis. 

BUNNY  MATSUMUNA,   clerk  at  National  Sere 
Service,  Minneapolis. 

ETHEL  SACKIN,  fashion  editor,  WB  studio  pu licity  dept. 

LUCILLE  F.   PLAUCHE,  formerly  with   Monogr; 
International,    has   joined   the   publicity  a 
foreign    titles   department    of    Universal    I 
ternational   as   Spanish   title   writer  and   a 
sociate  film  editor. 

DORIS  DEAVERS,  manager,  Rainbo,  Detroit. 

HELEN    WOJDZ1AK,    assistant    manager,    Cent Detroit. 

DORIS  DODD,  new  cashier,  Ormont,  East  Oranj 

MRS.  MABEL  CRAIG,  matron,  Savoy,  Newark. 

MILDRED     IMERSON     is    cashier,    State,     V. 
Orange. 

LILLIE     M.     SHEPPARD,     switchboard     operate 

Corpus    Christi   Theaters,    Inc.,    main   offi< 
Corpus    Christi,    Tex. 

THELMA   ENGLISH,   inspectress,  20th-Fox,  Om ha. 

MARY     LEARY,    record    clerk,     United    Artis 

Omaha. 
RUTH   BOLTON,   relief  manager,  Loew  Poli  c 

cuit,  New  Haven. 
MRS.   M.  GARFALO,   house  staff,   Ritz,  New* 

N.  J. 

DOROTHY  FOX,  assistant  manager,  Stanley,  Ne ark,  N.  J. 

GLADYS  WAY,  assistant  manager,   Cinema,   D troit. 
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IN  ATTEMPTING  TO  CAPTURE 

THE  JAMES  BROTHERS,  SHERIFF- 
MARK  ROWLEY  ( RANDOLPH 
SCOTT)  TRAILS  THE  GANG  TO 

BAOMAN'S  TERRITORY  ! 
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SAM  8ASS.  ANOTHER 
MEMBER  OF  THE  JAMES 

GANS;IS  FIST-WHIPPED 
BY  MARK  FOR  TRYING  TO 

STEAL  THE  INDlANS'^V*- RACE  WINNINGS  !  1 
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MARK  DOUBLE-CROSSES  THE  OUTLAWS  AND  \^_-*>, 

r    LCSE5  A  H0RS6  RACE  TO  THE  BANDIT-QUEEN   :>^i  -':  i 
OF  BAOMAN'S  TERRITORY,  MAN-KILLER,  S    **r..'A 
BELLE  STARR!  ,      C: ':-  J 
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BOB 
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MARK ,  FALSELY  ARRESTED  BY . 
CROOKED  LAW  OFFICER,  BILL 
HAMPTON,  SHOOTS  IT  OUT  IN 
A  SUPER-  CLIMAX  TO  THE 
TREMENDOUS  THRILLS  OF 
BAOMAN'S  TERRITORY  I 
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HANK 
McGEE 
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SAM 

BASS 
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WANTED 

BILL DALTON 
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LEADING  NEWSPAPER  COMIC  SE 
(full  page  in  tabloid-size  papers)  .  .  .  ADDITIONALLY,  full-page  dis- 

play ads  will  run  in  58  MAGAZINES,  including  Life,  Look,  Liberty,  True,  Pic. 

...  Inside  Detective,  Front  Page  Detective  .  .  .  14  movie  fan  magazines  .  .  . 

37  Popular  Publications  —  western,  mystery,  romance,  sports,  railroad  and 



IRYC...VIOLENCE-FILLEO  HEART  OF  THE  0U>  WEST! 

I'ARK  ARRIVES  IN  QUINTO  AND 
AVE5  LOVELY  HENRyETTA  ALCOTT  ' 
NN  RICHARDS)  FROM  BANDIT 
OLENCE !  HE  FALLS  FOR  HER,BUT  HARD 

WITH  THE  AID  OF 

THE  COYOTE  KID ' CSfcBBy'HAYES) 
MARK  KILLS  DES' PERADO  HANK 
MCGEE  IN  A 

NERVE- RASPING 
GUNOUEL! 

£ANWHILE,THE  NOTORIOUS  DALTON  BROTHERS 
jlAR  OUT  OF  THEIR  HIDING  PLACE  IN  QUINTO 
D  ARE  WIPED  OUT  IN  THE  BLOODY  COFFEY-     - 
LE  BANK  ROBBERY ! 

GRAT 
OALTON 

;VANTED 

BELLE 
STABR 

Watch  for  the  screen's  mightiest  saga  of  Frontier 
Outlaws  . . .  soon  at  your  favorite  theatre  I 

BADMANS 
TERRITORY 

^^^ 

RANDOLPH 

starring 

ANN 
GEO.  GABBY' 

SCOTT  RICHARDS  HAYES 
Produced  by  NAT  HOLT  •  Directed  by  TIM  WHELAN  r  k.q 

Orlflnil  Screen  Pity  by  JACK  NATTEFORD  and  LUCI  WARD 
An  RKO  RADIO  PICTURE 

sr$ 
The  man  with  the  gun  and  tin  girl 

with  the  p«n,  who  brought  law  mi  odor  to 

America's  Irrfomow  'rsknd  of  lawiotsMal' 
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adventure  magazines.  The  most  extensive  coverage  ever  massed  in  selected    ;  !  •  ''  ;,i -; '••'< 

media  to  pre-sell  a  great  special  attraction— 
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EATEST   FRONTIE 

DRAMA     SINC 

CIMARRON 

f 

The  screen  tells  it  for  the 

first  time  ...  a  town  outside  the 

law  .  .  .  and  all  the  notorious 

badmen  who  fought  to 

keep  it  there! 

SCOTT  ANN  RICHARDS 
E  w  HAYES 

Produced  by  NAT  HOLT 

Directed  by  TIM  WHELAN 

Original  Screen  Play  by  JACK  NATTEFORD  and  LUCI  WARD 
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tone  Enterprises  to 
telease  Through  UA 
'est   Coast  Bureau   of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood — Formation  of  Andrew 

tone  Enterprises,  Inc.,  new  produc. 
on  company  to  make  three  or  more 

'-^dget  films  annually  for  United 
|^_^4s  release,  has  been  announced, 
[eaded  by  Andrew  L.   Stone,  com- 
eny  executives  include  Gordon  W. 
ievoy,    vice-president    and    general 
bunsel;    Don    McElwaine,   associate 
roducer;    Bernard    McEveety,    pro- 

tection manager,  and  Frank  Nichols, 
fomptroller. 
Headquarters    will   be   at  General 
ervice  Studios,  but  Stone  plans  to 
onstruct  its  own  studio  as  soon  as 
abor  and  building  materials  are 
vailable.  Initial  production,  "The 
Jachelor's  Daughter,"  is  under  way, 
nd  the  second,  "Stripped  for  Ac- 
ion,"  goes  into  production  in  early mne. 

iOO  Reservations  for 
<MPA  Relief  Luncheon 

With  over  500  reservations  re- 
vived so  far  for  the  AMPA  Relief 

"'und  luncheon  at  the  Hotel  Plaza 
oday,  a  few  more  are  available 
vhich  may  be  obtained  by  calling 
"hil  Williams  at  March  of  Time.  All 
IMP  A  members  are  asked  also  to 
all  and  confirm  their  attendance. 
Hal  Home  will  preside  with  Paul 

lollister  as  principal  speaker.  Also 
lated  for  short  addresses  are  P.  E. 
*IcCoy  and  Harry  C.  Boesel,  win- 

ners of  the  Annual  Quigley  Awards; 
Allliam  Jenkins  of  Lucas  &  Jenkins 
Theaters  and  Spyros  P.  Skouras. 
Seated  on  the  speakers  dais  will 

)e  Hal  Home,  Paul  Hollister,  Phil 
IVilliams,  Spyros  Skouras,  William 
Jenkins,  P.  E.  McCoy,  Harry  C. 
3oesel,  Dave  Bader  and  Rutgers 
^eilson,  retiring  and  nominee  AMPA 
oresidents,  respectively.  Other  in- 
lustry  leaders  are  expected  to  at- 
end. 
A  feature  of  the  luncheon  will  be 

-he  personal  appearance  of  the 
aoldwyn  Girls. 

To  Set  Jackson  Park  Costs  May  3 
Chicago — A  hearing  will  be  held 

jefore  Judge  Michael  Igoe  on  May  3 
iX)  fix  attorney  fees  and  costs  in  the 
fackson  Park  Theater  case. 

Sees  Broad  Market 

For  Equip,  in  Europe 
A  broad  market  for  American  - 

made  products  is  seen  by  E.  S. 

Gregg,  Westrex  vice-president  and 
general  manager,  in  the  requirements 

abroad  for  sound  recording  and  the- 
ater equipment.  Gregg  has  just  re- 

turned from  a  three  and  a  half 

months'  inspection  trip  to  17  coun- 
tries in  Europe  and  the  Middle  East. 

Plans  are  actively  under  way,  he  said, 
to  expand  the  production  of  native 
films  and  the  facilities  for  dubbing 
U.  S.  films. 

REVIEWS  Of  n€UJ  flLfllS 

Dark  Alibi" with  Sidney  Toler,   Mantan   Moreland,   Ben 
Carter 

(HOLLYWOOD  REVIEW) 

Monogram  61  Mins. 
BETTER-TH  AN  -AVERAGE  STORY  AND 

GOOD  DIRECTION  LIFTS  THIS  ABOVE 
THE  SERIES  NORMAL  LEVEL. 

This  is  one  of  the  best  "Charlie  Chan" 
offerings.  It  has  a  better  story  than  usual 
and  has  been  given  good  direction  by  Phil 

Karlson.  James  S.  Burkett  handled  the  pro- 
duction reins. 

Edward  Earle,  an  ex-convict,  who  has 
gone  straight  for  20  years,  is  arrested  on  a 
charge  of  bank  robbery.  Teala  Loring,  his 
daughter,  is  convinced  of  his  innocence,  and 
Sidney  Toler  (Charlie  Chan)  interests  him- 

self in  the  case. 

Two  previous  bank  robberies  in  nearby 

towns  are  ascribed  to  ex-convicts  and  finger- 
prints play  a  prominent  part  in  convicting 

the  accused.  Toler  is  convinced  the  finger- 
prints have  been  forged,  and  starts  to 

work  on  that  theory. 

Toler  finds  that  Anthony  Warde,  an  in- 
mate of  the  state  penitentiary,  had  forged 

the  fingerprints  and  that  George  Holmes, 
a  prison  guard,  who  professed  love  for  Teala 
Loring,  aided  Warde. 
CAST:  Sidney  Toler,  Mantan  Moreland,  Ben 

Carter,  Benson  Fong,  Teala  Loring,  George 
Holmes,  Joyce  Compton,  John  Eldredge,  Russell 
Hicks,  Tim  Ryan,  Janet  Shaw,  Edward  Earle, 
Ray  Walker,  Milton  Parsons,  Edna  Holland,  An- 

thony Warde,   George   Eldredge. 
CREDITS:  Producer,  James  S.  Burkett;  Di- 

rector, Phil  Karlson;  Author,  George  Callahan; 
Screenplay,  same;  Cameraman,  William  A.  Sick- 
ner;  Art  Director,  Dave  Milton;  Editor,  Ace 
Herman. 

DIRECTION,  Good.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Good. 

"Woman  of  100  Faces" 
Rights  to  A.  W.  Kelly 

Screen  rights  to  "The  Woman  of 
the  Hundred  Faces"  have  been  ac- 

quired by  Arthur  W.  Kelly  for  Sig- 
net Productions.  Property  is  the 

latest  work  of  Louis  Bromfield, 
Thomas  Mann  and  Maximilian  Ilyin. 
It  is  the  second  story  property  ac- 

quired by  Kelly,  the  first  being  "Half 
Caste"  by  Eric  Baume.  Barney 
Glazer  is  writing  the  screen  play  and 
will  produce  it. 

UA  Board  Meeting  Monday 
UA's  board  meeting,  scheduled  for 

today,  has  been  postponed  until  next Monday. 

SHORTS 

"Three  Sets  of  Twins" 
(Film  Vodvil) 

Columbia  10  Mins. 
Good 

A  good  novelty  musical  reel  has 
been  put  together  for  this  series, 
employing  the  MacFarland  Twins 
(boys)  and  their  ork;  The  Burke 
Twins  (girls),  who  offer  a  special 
song  arrangement;  and  the  Black- 
bum  Twins  (more  boys)  who  tap  out 
an  effective  dance  routine. 

'Community  Sing" 

(Series  10— No.  5) 
Columbia  10  Mins. 

Fair 

This  one  is  not  up  to  par  in  the 
combination  of  tunes.  Dick  Leibert 
is  at  the  organ  and  the  Song  Spin- 

ners handle  the  vocals  for  "Along 
The  Navajo  Trail,"  "I'd  Do  It  All 
Over  Again,"  "I  Don't  Know  Why," 
"Paradise  Street,"  and  "No  Can  Do." 

"Olio  for  Jasper" 
Paramount  7  Mins. 

So-so 
Once  again  we  have  the  Scare- 

crow and  the  Crow  and  po'  lil  Jasper. 
This  is  the  poverty  routine,  which 
the  Scarecrow  works  on  Jasper,  to 
shame  him  into  giving  him  his  yo-yo. 
Its  touches  of  humor  are  completely 
over-ridden  by  the  way  it  fizzles  to- 

wards the  end.  It's  a  good  time  kil- 
ler, that's  about  all. 

"Testing  the  Experts" 
Paramount  9  Mins. 

Holds  Interest 

This  Grantland  Rice  Sportlight 
tests  the  audience  on  words  com- 

monly used  in  sporting  circles. 
Everybody  likes  this  type  of  par- 

ticipation quiz,  which  should  rate 
favorable  reaction.  Ranging  from 
questions  on  skiing  to  monkeys  men- 

tality, it  is  educational  as  well  as 
entertaining. 

Cuban  Gov't  Coin  for  Studios 
Alonso  Gets  Loan;  Construction  Bill  Pending 

By  MARY  LOUISE  BLANCO 
FILM  DAILY,  Staff  Correspondent 
Havana  (By  Air  Mail)  —  Cuban 

film  production  will  take  on  raomen- 
turn  shortly  as  the  result  of  the 
Government  loan  to  Manuel  Alonso 
for  the  construction  of  studios  which 
are  expected  to  result  in  alleviation 
of  the  friction  existing  between  the 
artists-musicians  and  the  exhibitors- 
distributors  due  to  the  Presidential 
decree  requiring  film  theaters  to  pre- 

sent flesh  shows  as  increments  of 
their  programs. 

Alonso  says  the  plan  is  for  any 

producer  to  use  the  studios,  with 
revenue  therefrom  aiding  in  the  liqui- 

dation of  the  Government  loan.  He 
predicts  that  no  less  than  20  features 
will  soon  go  before  the  cameras. 

A  bill  calling  for  the  construction 
of  studios  and  laboratories  by  the 
Government  itself  is  currently  before 
the  Senate  having  been  introduced  by 
Lazaro  Pena,  who  in  addition  to  his 
membership  in  that  body  is  secretary 
of  the  CTC.  Measure  would  protect 
the  native  industry  and  provide  funds 
for  six  features,  each  costing  $40,000, 
and  24  shorts  costing  $5,000  each. 

Larger  Tele  Images 
Via  New  Glass  Lens 

Southbridge,  Mass.  —  Television 
images  five  times  larger  than  those 

used  before  the  war,  are  made  pos- 
sible by  an  image-correcting  glass 

lens  has  been  announced  by  Amer- 
ican Optical  Co.  Device  is  used  to 

correct  aberrations  caused  by  pro- 

jecting images  on  a  reflecting  mir- 
ror used  in  television  optical  sys- 

tems to  enlarge  the  images. 

Dr.  E.  D.  Tillyer,  research  direc- 
tor, said  that  the  image-correcting 

lens  was  a  war  development  used  in 
still  secret  war  devices.  A  com- 

panion reflecting  glass  mirror  used 
with  the  correcting  lens  is  said  to 
make  possible  an  18  by  24  inch 
television  image  from  a  cathode-ray 
tube  only  five  inches  in  diameter. 
Prior  to  the  war,  a  12-inch  direct 
view  tube  produced  pictures  about 
seven  by  nine  inches. 

1946  Lenten  Biz  Off  5% 
But  Gains  in  Dominion 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

runs  and  better  business  than  last 
year  at  the  same  time.  Ideal  weather 
Easter  Sunday  nicked  most  nabe 
houses. 

A  sharp  rise  in  Monday's  grosses 
was  attributed  to  the  children's  holi- 

day from  school  this  week. 
Broadway  managers  reported  sock 

business  all  along  the  Times  Square 
sector.  A  block-long  line  at  9  p.m. 
Monday  night  was  waiting  to  get 
into  the  Radio  City  Musical  Hall  to 
see  M-G-M's  "The  Green  Years." 

In  Canada,  theater  business  in 
some  territories  during  the  Lenten 
period  was  much  greater  in  volume, 
than  any  in  pre-World  War  years. 
This  situation  prevailed  through  the 
Maritime  Provinces.  Before  the  war, 
there  was  always  a  sharp  slump  in 
theater  patronage. 

Five  RKO  Pix  Hold  Over 
RKO  Radio,  with  five  new  attrac- 

tions playing  simultaneously  in  as 
many  Times  Square  first-run  the- 

aters reports  hold-overs  in  each  in- 
stance. 

All-Night  Loop  Offers 
Patrons  Call  Service 

Detroit  —  Local  hotel  room  short- 

age has  put  Fred  Walton,  manager 

of  Associated  Theaters'  Loop  The- 
ater, into  a  semi-hotel  business. 

Loop  is  an  all-night  downtown  house 

and  Walton's  stunt  of  offering  a 

special  call  service  to  patrons  re- 
cently broke  into  print  in  the  Free 

Press.  Walton  will  have  an  usher 

call  patrons  at  any  given  time,  so 

they  can  make  trains  or  appoint- 
ments. He  is  also  considering  thee 

installation  of  refreshment  service. 
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20th-Fox  Plans  25 

Big-Budget  "A"  Pix (Continued  from  Page  1) 
ranged  for  the  expansion  of 
20th-Fox  production  activities 
in  Great  Britain,  subject  to  the 
approval  of  the  British  Board  of 
Trade,  with  plans  to  make  four 
to  six  pictures  yearly  in  a  studio 
to  be  built  near  the  British  cap- 
ital; 

(3)  Gaumont-British  and 
Odeon  forming  an  overseas  the- 

ater organization  in  which  20th- 
Fox  would  be  interested  because 

of  the  American  company's  posi- tion as  a  substantial  stockholder 
iitG-B; 

(4)  It  was  vitally  important 
that  Hollywood  product  reflect 
the  American  way  of  life  "in  its 
truest  sense"  that  the  rest  of 
the  world  might  "see  and  know 
the  United  States  as  it  really 
is"; 

(5)  A  bright  future  faced 
British  production; 

(6)  Old  American  pictures 
were  enjoying  on  the  Continent 
a  success  indicating  that  the 
people  there  were  anxious  to  see 
our  pictures; 

(7)  The  proposed  loan  to 
Great  Britain  was  of  supreme 
importance; 

(8)  One  picture,  "Wanted  for 
Murder,"    had    been    completed 
under  20th-Fox's  deal  with  Mar- 

cel   Hellman,    British   producer, 
with  two  more  to  follow. 
Skouras  disclosed  that  an  applica- 

tion  seeking  approval   of  his  com- 
pany's plans  to  expand  its  produc- 

tion in   Great  Britain  was  pending 
before  the  British  Board  of  Trade. 

He  said  20th-Fox's  intention   is  to 
exchange  'American  and  British  stars 
and   producers  to  permit  the  com- 

pany's productions  to  acquire  "more 
international  strength." 
Screen  as  Expounder  of  Democracy 

The  20th-Fox  head  asserted  that 
by  taking  cognizance  of  the  Holly- 

wood screen  as  a  medium  for  ex- 
pounding the  American  way  of  life 

when  making  product  to  be  screened 
abroad  our  producers  would  con- 

tribute heavily  to  "the  spreading  of 
democratic  principles  and  the  phil- 

osophy of  live  and  let  live,  peace  and 

prosperity  for  all." 
It  was  Skouras'  opinion  that  "as 

that  country  (Great  Britain)  returns 
to  normal  conditions  we  can  look 
forward  to  English  pictures  that  will 

Providence  Mayor  to 
Again  Ash  Ticket  Tax 

Providence,  R.  I.  —  Mayor  Dennis 
J.  Roberts  served  notice  on  all  con- 

cerned that  he  isn't  going  to  accept 
the  recent  defeat  of  the  major  part 

of  his  tax  program,  which  included 

a  five  per  cent  admissions  tax  on 

theaters,  and  will  try  for  its  passage 

when  the  1947  General  Assembly 
convenes. 

IN  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

JIM    FLAHERTY,    Universal    booker,   Chicago. 
HAROLD  A.  EDLUN0,  district  manager,  Ansco 

division,  General  Aniline  and  film  Corp., 
Chicago. 

L.  A.  bUuktT,  service  engineer,  RCA,  Detroit. 
jERRY  AuAMS,   M-C-M  salesman,   Detroit. 
iHOMAS  FINlN,  manager,  Paramount,  Anderson, 

Ind. 

NAT  bROWER,  20th  Century-Fox  branch  ac- 
countant, promoted  to  branch  auditor. 

KEITH  SUUIHAKD,  manager,  Opera  House, 
Watervilie,  Me. 

DUDLEY  1-tNN,  manager,  State,  Madison,  Me. 
jUHN  MURPHY,  assistant  manager,  Avon,  provi- 

dence, R.  I. 

DOYLE  MOWREY,  city  manager,  Dickinson  Cir- 
cuit, Topeka,   Kans. 

BILL  CURRY,  chief  booker,  Carbett  Circuit,  Des 
Moines. 

ROBERT  DIETZ,  Paramount  staff,  Syracuse, 

N.  Y. 
WILLIAM  TABER,  Paramount  staff,  Syracuse, 

N.  Y. 
FRED   HAND,    Paramount  staff,  Syracuse,   N.   Y. 
ROY  BLANCHETTE,  Paramount  staff,  Syracuse, 

N.  Y. 

BRUCE  SHELTON,  manager,  Princess  Theater, 
Sioux  City,  la. 

HOWARD  FEDERER,  manager  Varsity,  State  The- 
aters, Lincoln,  Neb. 

ALVIN  HENDRICKS,  assistant  manager,  Varsity, 
State,  Lincoln,  Neb. 

RUDOLPH  OLSAN,  ad  sales  manager,  20th-Fox, 
Omaha. 

MORT  IVES,  office  manager,  Columbia,  Omaha. 
STANLEY  BLACKBURN,  Th-States  publicity 

chief,  Omaha. 
EDWARD  SHAFTON,  general  counsel,  Goldberg 

circuit,  Omaha. 
(AMES  MEEHAN,  assistant  manager,  Odeon, 

Kingston,  Can. 
WILLIAM  FALLS,  manager,  Imperial,  Toronto. 

EUGENE  RICH,  exploiteer,  M-C-M,  Omaha. 

VERNON  BERG,  Warners'  field  staff,  Cincin- 
nati. 

DOYLE  MOWREY,  city  manager,  Dickinson  cir- 
cuit, Topeka,  Kans. 

WAYNE  WALLACE,  manager,  Griffith  Theaters, 
Pampa,  Tex. 

IRVING  ALEXANDER,  field  manager,  Snider  cir- 
cuit, Boston. 

HOWARD  HALL,  manager,  Savoy,  Newark,  N.  J. 

i-RANK  CROWE,  general  manager,  Joseph  Ellul 
circuit,  Detroit. 

IRViN  BROWN,  manager,  Monroe,  Detroit. 
WILLIAM  CLARK,  operator,  Chandler,  Detroit. 
JOHN   D.  TABOR,  operator,  Oliver,   Detroit. 
GEORGE  ELLUL,  supervisor,  Joseph  Ellul  circuit, Detroit. 

WILLIAM  C.  CUENSCHE,  manager,  Esquire, 
Crosse  Pointe,  Mich. 

GEORGE  JUCKETT,  operator,  Crystal,  Detroit. 
WILLIAM  MARTIN,  operator,  Rainbo,  Detroit. 
WILLIAM  WADDELL,  operator,  West  Side  Drive- 

in,   Detroit. 
JAMES  POWERS,  operator,  East  Side  Drive-In, 

Detroit. 

MAXWELL  B.  SILER,  operator,  Westown,  De- 
troit. 

CHARLES  ZACK,  city  manager,  Drive-In  The- 
aters, Detroit. 

FRANCIS  LIGHT,  operator,  Century,  Detroit. 
BUSTER  SCOTT,  from  the  Orpheum,  to  manager, 

Waco,  Waco,  Tex. 

ARTHUR  LANDSMAN,  manager,  Alamo  Drive- 
in,    San   Antonio,    Tex. 

ADOLFO  DE  NICOLAS,  bookkeeper,  Clasa-Mohme 
Exchange,    San  Antonio,    Tex. 

JACK  HUNTER,  manager,  Odeon,  Kingston,  Can. 
MORRIS  SNIDER,  assistant  manager,  Capitol, 

Kingston,  Can. 
ROSS  KtNNEDY,  Eglinton  staff,  Toronto. 

TOM  WHYTE,  manager,  Maumee  Drive-ln,  Tole- 
do, O. 

World  Trade  Center  Bill 
Signed  by  Gov.  Dewey 

Albany — Governor  Dewey  has  ap- 
proved the  Senate  Rules  Committee 

bill  introduced  at  the  request  of  Sen- 
ator Wicks  to  create  the  World  Trade 

Corp.  for  establishing  a  world  trade 
center  in  or  about  the  City  of  New 
York. 

The  corporation  is  given  an  appro- 
priation of  $100,000  and  will  report 

to  legislature  on  or  before  Jan.  1, 
1947  as  to  most  suitable  location, 
type  of  facilities,  appropriate  spon- 

soring municipality  and  organiza- 
tion, required  legislation  and  bor- 

rowing money,  tax  exemption  to 
be  granted  and  condemnation  of 
property. 

Samuel  Goldstein  Dead 
Irvington,  N.  J.  —  Samuel  Gold- 

stein, former  owner  of  the  Liberty, 
is  dead. 

New  Indie  Distributor 
Organized  in  Philly 

Philadelphia — A  new  independent 
distributing  firm,  formed  by  Mike 
and  Cecil  Felt,  Ray  Schwartz  and 
David  Moliver,  all  exhibitors,  has 
acquired  the  distribution  rights  to 

the  re-issue,  "Meet  John  Doe,"  for 
this  area.  The  group  plans  to  oper- 

ate on  a  "one-film-at-a-time"  basis. 
Moliver  previously  handled  "40,000 
Horsemen"  in  this  territory  which  he 
also  acquired  from  Sherman  S.  Krell- 
berg,  current  owner  of  the  world 
rights  to  "Meet  John  Doe,"  the  Frank 
Capra  film  starring  Gary  Cooper  and 
Barbara  Stanwyck. 

William  Allen  Stricken 
Toronto  —  William  Edgar  Allen, 

52,  a  member  of  the  Canadian  Pic- 
ture Pioneers  and  a  35-year  veteran 

of  theater  business  in  Montreal  and 
Toronto,  died  suddenly  here. 

gain   increasing   popularity   in   this 

country." Skouras  voiced  the  belief  that  the 

Continent's  hunger  for  American 
films  "will  be  a  stimulant  to  all  pro- 

ducers, both  in  this  country  and 
abroad,  and  from  it  we  should  get 
more  pictures  with  an  international 

appeal." 
The  film  executive  reported  that 

he  had  had  "a  number"  of  meetings 
with  J.  Arthur  Rank  and  that  he 

had  been  highly  impressed  with  "the 
vast  improvement"  in  the  G-B  cir- cuit. 

Must  Aid  Rehabilitation 
Skouras  was  emphatic  in  the  state- 

ment that  "unless  America  stands 
ready  and  willing  today  to  help  ma- 

terially in  the  rehabilitation  of 
Europe  all  that  was  gained  in  the 

victory  of  war  will  be  lost  in  chaotic 
confusion."  He  stressed  the  urgency 
of  supplying  the  starving  of  Europe 
with  food. 

"If  we  do  not  respond  whole- 
heartedly to  this  humanitarian  task 

we  will  lose  the  comradeship  and 
understanding  developed  during  the 
war,"  he  said.  "We  must  give  the 
people  of  Europe  whatever  aid  we 
can  give  in  order  to  strengthen  the 

democratic  way  of  life  for  all." While  in  France  Skouras  surveyed 
film  production  there. 
Accompanying  him  on  his  trip  was 

Murray  Silverstone,  head  of  20th- 
Fox  International  Corp.  Skouras 
and  Silverstone  brought  back  to 
America  with  them  Francis  H.  Har- 

ley,  20th-Fox's  managing  director  in 
England. 

Human  Interest  Tops 
With  UK  Pix  Patrons 

accoruiii 
the  JMi 

mter-eair 

London    (By   Air   Mail)  —  Britis 
film  patrons  prefer  human  intere< 
stories   above   all   others,   accordin 
to  a  survey  conducted  by  the 
Express  of  this  city.   Forty- 
cent  placed  this  type  of  ent 
ment  first.    Only  one  per  cent  vote 
for  war  pictures.   Other  preference; ; 
thrillers,  11  per  cent;  society  drama: 
10  per  cent;  musical  comedies,  nini 
per  cent;  light  romances,  eight  pei 
cent;   comedy,  seven  per  cent;   his 
torical  films,  seven  per  cent;  ad  veil 
ture  films,  five  per  cent. 

The  survey  disclosed  that  one  i 
three  British  film-goers  attends  the 
aters  at  least  twice  weekly,  with  1 
per  cent  going  thrice  weekly.  O 
every  100  persons  67  see  pictures  a; 
least  once  a  week.  Sixty-six  per  cen 

of  those  questioned  said  they  didn' like  films  in  color. 

Sacramento  in  Holiday 
Mood  for  Rep.  Pic  Debut 

Sacramento,  Cal. — This  is  "In  01 
Sacramento"  Day  here  as  Republic'.' 
"In  Old  Sacramento"  has  its  work  i 
premiere  tonight  in  the  Capitol,  Al  j 
hambra   and   Hippodrome    Theaters  I 
William    Elliott    and    Constance 
Moore,    stars    of    the    picture,    wil 
make  personal  appearances   tonight 
and  will  be  honored  at  a  dinner  to  be  ] 
attended    by    Governor    Warren    oi  I 
California,  Mayor  George  M.  Klumpj  \ 
and  civic  leaders. 

Before  the  premiere,  the  stars 
will  ride  in  coaches  in  a  huge  cos- 

tume parade  which  will  be  headed  by 

a  band  and  will  include  the  sheriff's 
posse,  celebrants  in  early  California 
costumes  and  a  mounted  group  of 
more  than  1,000  riders. 
A  large  number  of  other  events 

are  scheduled  for  the  day. 

"In  Old  Sacramento"  is  Republic's 
top-budget  production. 

Thomas  Feted  in  Hollywood 
West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE   FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Harry  H.  Thomas,1 president  and  general  sales  manager 
of  PRC  Pictures,  Inc.,  was  hosted 
by  studio  officials  and  executives  at 
a  reception  and  luncheon  at  The 
Club  in  Beverly  Hills  yesterday  fol- 

lowing his  arrival  from  New  York. 

P.  R.  Gov't  to  Enter 
Theater  Operation? 

San  Juan  (By  Air  Mail) — Acquisi- 
tion and  operation  of  motion  picture 

theaters  by  the  government  of  Puerto 

Rico,  or  any  of  the  Island's  munici- 
pal governments,  is  permitted  under 

a  bill  passed  by  the  Insular  Legis- 
lature and  awaiting  approval  of  the 

Governor.  Heretofore,  the  Island  gov- 
ernments have  not  been  permitted 

to  operate  theaters  as  revenue  pro- 
ducing undertakings. 
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i  gue  Injunction 
It  Hughes  Suit  Today 

(ContinuetWrom  Page  1) 
arges  against  Hughes  over  his  re- 
sal  to  abide  by  a  decision  of  the 
n  V^    prohibiting    the    use    of    ad 
-^al    prepared    for    exploitation 
;>Tcne    film.    The    court,   in    asking 
lat  the  meeting   be   deferred,   said 

as     propriety     under     the     circum- 
stances   must   be    determined.     This 

bint  will  be  ruled  upon  at  today's 
junction   hearing. 
I  Cancellation  of  the  MPAiAt  meet- 
g  was  likely  in  any  event  due  to 
^e  illness  of  Nicholas  M.  Schenck 
pd  the  resultant  failure  to  obtain 

■  ]  quorum. 

'.,  It    was    learned    yesterday    that 
N  ughes'  resignation  from  the  MP AA 
,'er  the  association's  stand  on  the 
im's  advertising  copy  had  been  re- 

vived  by   telegram    and   would    be 
:ted  upon  when   a  quorum   of  the 
PAA  board  was  available. 

'..  Pa.  Exhibitors  Hear 
iTA  Objectives  Tomorrow 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ae  group  at  the  Ritz- Carlton  Hotel. 
I  will  be  their  first  appearance  at 
in   exhibitor  meeting   since  the   or- 
anizational  convention  in  St.  Louis. 

Tomorrow's  session  was  called  by 
ay    Emanuel    of    Philadelphia    and 
^'rank  W.  Walker,  head  of  the  Com- 
rford  circuit.    It  will  be   the   first 

'£  several  arranged  throughout  the 
United  States  to  discuss  the  ATA. 

c 

WEDDING  BELLS 
.- 

Lilley-Proctor 
Toronto — Just  prior  to  her  mar- 

iage  to  Stephen  Proctor  of  Toronto, 
Jvelyn  Lilley,  former  manager  of 
he  Village,  was  presented  with  a 
andsome  wedding  gift  by  her 
ormer  associates  in  the  Famous 

'layers  Toronto  Theater  Managers 
association  at  a  party  in  the  Royal 
■'ork  Hotel. 

Kornfield-Buckhout 
Detroit  —  Shirley    Kornfield    and 

/illiam  M.  Buckhout,  manager  of  the 
iris,  were  married. 

Yassenoff-Haugh 
Columbus,  O. — Milton  R.  Yassenoff, 

reneral  manager  of  the  Academy 
nheaters  and  son  of  theater-builder 
jeo  Yassenoff,  and  Emma  Charlotte 

laugh,  have'  taken  out  a  license  to wed. 

Tolley-Hill 
Pittsburgh— June  Tolley,  of  RKO 

'£adio,  and  Edwin  J.  Hill,  Jr.,  were itiarried  at  the  home  of  the  bride. 
;7he  bride  is  a  daughter  of  Ted  Tol- 

ley, veteran  Metro  employe,  and  the 
;room  was  just  recently  discharged 
ram  the  Army. 

THEATER  DEALS 
(Continued  from  Page  6) 

Strong  Sells  to  Wuli 
Kingsley,  la. — Wayne  Strong  has 

sold  the  Deluxe  to  Elmer  Wulf. 

Takes  Over  Nordica 
Freeport,  Me.  —  Mrs.  Kathleen 

Hughes,  wife  of  Lester  Hughes, 
Paramount  salesman,  will  take  over 
the  management  of  her  newly  ac- 

quired theater,  the  Nordica,  Satur- day. 

Orrico  Buys  Chi.  Midtown 
Chicago  —  The  Midtown  theater 

has  been  sold  by  Burns  and  Novodar 
to  A.  Orrico. 

Ciernia.  Buys  in  Blackduck 
Blackduck,  Minn. — Al  Ciernia,  a 

war  veteran,  has  purchased  the  Ly- 
ceum from  C.  A.  Fuller. 

Coach  Buys  Half  Interest 
Stayton,  Ore.  —  Marcel  Driesche, 

formerly  athletic  coaeh  at  Stayton 
High  School,  has  purchased  a  half 
interest  in  the  Star  from  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Lawrence  E.  Spraker. 

Tenn.  Circuit  Buys  in  Texas 
Texarkana,  Tex.  —  The  Harlem, 

owned  and  operated  by  Guy  Reed, 
has  been  purchased  by  the  Ozark 
Amusement  Co.,  of  Memphis,  Tenn. 

Teitel  Leases  Loop  Astor 
Chicago — A.  Teitel,  owner  of  the 

only  Michigan  Ave.  film  theater,  the 
World  Playhouse,  has  leased  the 
Loop  Astor  Theater  on  Clark,  near 
Madison,  from  the  Triangle  Corp. 
for  a  long  term  of  years. 

Saxlund  Buys  Salem 

West  Salem,  Wis.  —  Harold  Sax- 
lund has  purchased  the  Salem  here 

after  selling  his  interest  in  the  Fort 
at  Montfort. 

From  Cole  to  the  Pena 
New  Braunfels,  Tex.  —  The  Pena, 

450-seater,  has  been  opened  here  by 
Alfred  Pena.  House  was  formerly 
the  Cole.  Pena  was  a  former  oper- 

ator at  the  Palace  Theater  in  San 
Antonio. 

Grille  to  Re-open  Erie 
Cleveland,    O.  —  Domenic    Grillo, 

owner  of  the  Waldorf  Theater,  has 
leased  the  450-seat  Erie  which  has 
been  closed  the  past  six  years. 
Hochrein  Sells  in  Gaylord 

Gaylord,  Minn.  —  Oscar  Hochrein 
has  sold  the  Legion  here  to  Ralph 
Erwin  and  William  Jones. 

Thomhill  Buys  Second 
Dale  Thomhill,  who  owns  the 

Waterville  in  Waterville,  Kas.,  has 
purchased  the  Elite  in  Greenleaf, 
Kas.,  from  D.  C.  Parker. 

Thompson  Adds  Two  More 
Tonkawa,  Okla. — Glenn  Thompson, 

owner  of  several  theaters  in  South- 
ern Oklahoma,  has  purchased  the 

Rav  and  Rialto  from  Oscar  Scott,  Jr. 
and  his  son  who  have  operated  the 
houses  since  Feb.  2,  1945,  when  they 

purchased  them  from  W.  R.  Wil- 
liams, who  still  retains  ownership  of 

the  buildings  housing  the  theaters. 
Thompson  also  owns  theaters  at  Wil- 

son, Healdton,  Walters,  Tishomingo 
and  Atoka. 

Wulf  Buys  in  Kingsley 

Kingsley,  la.  —  Elmer  Wulf  has 
purchased  the  Deluxe  theater  at 
Kingsley  from  Wayne  Strong. 

Gladbrook  House  to  Brineys 

Gladbrook,  la.  —  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Howard  Briney  have  purchased  the 
Uptown  theater  here. 

Summer  Operation  Wins 
Clearance  Elimination 

Boston  — ■  The  Casino  Theater,  a 
Summer  operating  at  Narragansett 
Pier,  R.  I.,  is  entitled  to  the  same 
availability  as  the  Majestic,  Albee 
and  State  Theaters  in  Providence, 
according  to  an  award  handed  down 
by  George  E.  Brown,  arbitrator.  The 
arbitrator  found  that  there  was  no 
substantial  competition  between  the 
Casino  and  the  Providence  houses 
and  abolished  all  clearance.  George 
R.  Farnum,  Boston  attorney,  repre- 

sented M.  Stansler,  operator  of  the 
Casino. 

Producers,  CSU  Resume 
Talks  on  Work  Conditions 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Due  to  the  effort  of 
U.  S.  Conciliation  Commissioner 
John  C.  Tutt,  producer  and  CSU  rep- 

resentative, late  yesterday  resumed 
conferences'  on  wages  and  working 
conditions.  This  was  the  first  meet- 

ing since  April  3  when  negotiations 
were  broken  off. 

Bryan  Foy-PRC  Deal 
Lacks  Confirmation 
West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE   FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  PRC  representative 
declined  to  comment  on  a  published 
report  that  Bryan  Foy  will  become 
PRC's  executive  producer  and  that 
Reeves  Espy  will  become  an  admin- 

istrative executive.  Foy  was  un- 
available for  comment. 

First  RKO-Rank  Pic 
To  Start  in  U.K.  July  16 

London  (By  Cable) —First  joint 
RKO-Rank  production,  under  a  plan 
whereby  the  two  organizations  will 
make  one  or  two  pictures  a  year, 
is  scheduled  to  start  here  July  16. 

Sam  S.  Hanauer  Dead 
Beaver  Falls,  Pa. — Sam  S.  Han- 

auer, veteran  showman,  died  in 
Providence  Hospital  here  after  a 
three  weeks'  illness.  Hanauer  oper- 

ated legit,  and  film  theaters  for 
more  than  35  years,  and  retired  a 
little  more  than  a  year  ago  when  he 
sold  the  Rialto  and  State  theaters. 

New  Acrylic  Lens 
Seen  Tele,  Film  Aid 

Details  of  the  war-time  develop- 
ment of  the  acrylic  lens,  and  both  by 

the  Army  and  Navy,  will  soon  be 
released  to  the  industry,  it  was  re- 

ported by  Charles  A,  Breskin,  editor 
of  Modern  Plastics  magazine,  at  the 
Plastics  Exposition  in  the  Grand  Cen- 

tral Palace.  The  new  lens,  said  to  be 
set  for  important  use  in  television 
production,  and  reducing  costs  for 
projection  and  camera  equipment  in 
the  motion  picture  field,  can  be  pre- 

cision ground  easier  than  glass.  The 
lens  uses  as  its  basic  material  lucite 
or  plexiglass. 

Breskin  also  spoke  of  the  acrylic 
screen  which  will  be  used  with  rear 
screen  projection  and  which  is  said 
increases  color  value  by  about  50 
per  cent.  Research  is  currently  un- 

der way  on  the  developing  of  a  ma- 
terial that  will  approach  the  hard- 

ness of  glass,  eliminating  the  dang- 
ers of  scratchy  surfaces 

The  acrylic  lenses  were  developed 
by  Del  Riccho  Plastic  Products  of 
California. 

Krick  Joins  With  Rank 
For  Weather  Forecasting 

London  (By  Cable)  —  Heavy  in- 
crease in  the  amount  of  "location" work  by  British  film  companies,  both 

in  England  and  en  the  Continent, 
will  follow  upon  the  establishment 
of  the  first  commercial  weather  fore- 

casting service  in  the  history  of 
Britain. 

Col.  I.  P.  Krick  of  Pasadena,  Calif., 
with  the  backing  of  J.  Arthur  Rank, 
has  formed  a  London  company 
known  as  Imcos,  Ltd.  (International 
Meteorological  Consultant  and  Other Services). 

Colonel  Krick  conducts  a  similar 
service  in  the  United  States,  serving 
Hollywood  studios. 

Boultings  Coming  Over 
To  Sign  Hollywood  Star 

London  (By  Cable) — "Fame  is  the 
Spur,"  Howard  Spring's  best-seller, 
has  been  acquired  for  motion  picture 
production  in  England  by  Roy  and 
John  Boulting,  producer-directors, 
who  will  film  it  for  J.  Arthur  Rank- 
Two  Cities  in  August  at  the  Denham 
Studios.  The  Boultings  are  leaving 
London  shortly  for  Hollywood  to 
seek  a  star  for  the  lead. 

Mae  Busch  Dead 
West  Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 
Hollywood — Mae  Busch,  44,  stage 

and  screen  actress,  who  began  her 
film  career  in  the  Keystone  comedy 
days  and  received  prominence  in  the 

silent  days  in  such  films  as  "Foolish 
Wives"  and  "The  Unholy  Three," 
died  in  San  Fernando  Valley  Hos- 

pital  after    a   five   month's    illness. Her  last  two  film  appearances 
were  made  in  recent  Paramount 

films,  "Masquerade  in  Mexico"  and 
"Stork  Club." 
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Screen  Bound  to  Give 

New  Facts— Warner 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

for  the  production  of  "Hitler  Lives?" 
Speaking  on  co-operation  between 

newspapers  and  motion  pictures, 
Warner  said,  "You  of  the  press — we 
of  the  films — can  do  a  job  together 
to  enlighten  the  world  and  prevent 
another  dastardly  outrage  on  human 

beings." 
Citing  the  screen  as  "a  universal 

language  and  the  voice  of  brother- 
hood," Warner  declared:  "There 

could  have  been  no  more  striking 

proof  of  motion  pictures'  threat  to 
bigotry,  tyranny  and  ignorance  than 
the  action  of  the  dictators  during 
the  rise  and  spread  of  Nazi  and 
Fascist  power  in  Europe.  They 
banned  those  films  which  showed 
democracy  at  work.  They  did  not 
dare  to  reveal  to  their  oppressed 
millions  any  glimpse  of  a  nation 
where  kindness,  tolerance,  human 

decency  and  happiness  prevailed." 

Bandits  Escape  With 

$625  "Take"  in  Montreal 

Montreal — Displaying  extraordin- 
ary audacity  a  couple  of  bandits  who 

apparently  attended  the  show  en- 
tered the  manager's  office  at  the 

Strand  Theater  Monday  night, 
scooped  up  the  day's  proceeds,  $625, 
which  the  manager  and  cashier  were 
checking  and  rushed  out.  A.  depart- 

ing patron  saw  them  and  tried  to 
hold  the  exit  door.  One  of  the  bandits 
fired  at  him  with  a  revolver  and 
wounded  him  on  the  hand. 

Outside  the  bandits  found  a  taxi, 
commanded  the  driver  to  take  them 
North  and  a  few  minutes  later 
slugged  him  on  the  head  and  threw 
him  from  his  cab  in  which  they  then 
drove  off. 

R.  J.  Seguin,  manager  of  the  the- 
ater, and  the  cashier,  Mrs.  Evelyn 

Marshall,  said  the  bandits  forced 
Seguin  to  open  the  vault  and  took 
what  money  it  contained.  The 
cashier  screamed  and  an  usher,  Ru- 

dolph Arcoudi,  gave  chase  and  leaped 
on  the  departing  taxi  but  was  pushed 
off  and  had  to  be  treated  in  a  hos- 

pital for  his  bruises. 

TO  THE  COLORS! 

if  CITATION  * 
EUCENE  O'DONNELL,  son  of  Ed  O'Donnell, 

manager  of  the  Marbro,  Chicago,  for  bravery 

—  •  — 
•  DECORATED  • 

CAPT.  EDWIN  S.  WILLIAMS,  formerly  Alabama 
Theaters  manager,  Selma,  Ala.,  the  Bronze 

Star  and  Combat  Infantryman's  Badge  pos- 
thumously to  his  widow. 

E.  ERNEST  GOLDSTEIN,  owner  of  the  Arcade, 
Springfield,  Mass.,  the  Legion  of  Merit  for 

"notable  accomplishments  and  great  tech- 
nical ability." 

AL  RAYMER,  film  buyer,  Manta  Rose  Circuit, 
Chicago. 

BILL  BELlHER,  of  Alex  Evelove's  publicity  de- 
partment, Warner  Studios,  Burbank,  Cat, 

the  Distinguished  Flying  Cross  and  Cold  Star. 

ALONG  THE  R1ALTO 
(Continued  from  Page  3) 

two  plays  which  Elliot  Nugent  and  Robert  Montgomery  plan  ior  Broad- 
way next  season,  goes  into  rehearsal  Oct,  I   

▼  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  J.  Maxwell  Joice.  Para,  exploiteer  as- 
signed to  the  Detroit-Cleveland  territory,  seems  to  have  hit  upon  a 

solution  of   the  hotel  problem ......  With  the   Missus,  he's   making   the 
rounds  of  hotels,  staying  a  couple  of  nights  in  each  city   Joice's 
system  includes  having  laundry  caches  in  each  town,  with  surplus 
clothing,  etc.,  at  the  office.  ...  •  Relocation  and  expansion  of  the  N.  Y. 
State  Fair  at  Syracuse  will  be  studied  by  a  commission  under  a  bill  signed 
by  Governor  Dewey.  ...  •  J.  K.  Powell,  Wray  and  Yuma  (Col.)  theater 
operator,   has   taken  on   the    agency    at   Wray   for   the   Ercoupe.    .    .    . 
•  Eight  Springfield  (Mass.)  theaters  will  add  the  local  American  Legion 
Post  mobilization  drive  by  running  trailers  next  month   It  could  set 

a  pattern.  ...  •  Take  it  from  the  Samuel  Goldwyn  organization,  ad- 
vertising is  still  the  mainstay  of  picture  selling   Checking  patrons 

at  1he  Astor,  60  per  cent  said  on  the  opening  day  they  were  attracted 

to  "The  Kid  From  Brooklyn"  by  advertising   25  per  cent  said  their 
interest  was  created  by  publicity  stories  in  the  dailies,  another  15  per 
cent  said  they  had  heard  about  the  picture  by  magazine  reading,  and 
about  20  per  cent  said  that  they  had  heard  about  it  on  the  air.  .  .  . 
•  With  Meyer  Fine  of  the  Associated  Circuit,  and  M.  B.  Horwitz  of  the 
Washington  Circuit  back  in  Cleveland  from  Florida,  their  fishing  stories 
agree  to  the  landing  of  49  dolphins  and  three  bonitas,  totalling  300 
pounds.  ...  •  Abe  Piatt,  B  &  K  district  manager  who  left  to  Join 
Paramount  International,  here,  will  be  honored  with  a  farewell  dinner 

in  Chicago  on  the  29th   

Publishers  Wary  of  Tele, 
But  Watchful  of  Progress 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

tion  here  of  the  American  News- 
paper Publishers  Assn.  at  the  Wal- 

dorf-Astoria, want  to  be  on  the 
ground  floor  when  mass  audiences 
are  achieved  for  the  new  communi- 

cations media. 
A  number  of  editors  expressed  the 

opinion  the  new  developments  were 
"too  far  away  to  worry  about,"  but 
expressed  their  intention  of  seeing 
tele  and  facsimile  demonstrations 
while  in  New  York.  Generally,  they 
are  more  interested  in  facsimile  at 
the  moment  than  in  television. 

Tele  was  termed  the  "rotogravure 
of  radio  and  the  ideal  entertainment 
and  advertising  medium"  by  one 
New  Jersey  publisher. 

Mexican  Building  Boom 
In  Full  Swing — Macdonald 

Biggest  building  boom  in  Mexico's 
history  is  currently  under  way,  ac- 

cording to  Karl  Macdonald,  vice- 
president  of  Warner  International, 
who  has  just  returned  from  a 
month's  tour  of  Central  America. 

Theater,  residential,  business  and 
industrial  construction  are  included 
in  the  record  activity,  occasioned  by 

the  vast  increase  in  Mexico's  popula- 
tion during  the  past  five  years. 

Macdonald  went  as  far  South  as 
Panama.  He  also  visited  Havana, 
where  a  new  theater  is  being  built  in 
Radio  Center  to  serve  as  the  Warner 
showcase  in  Cuba. 

"Henry  V"  Opens  June  17 
At  N.  Y.'s  City  Center 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

City  of  New  York.  It  will  be  the 
first  time  that  a  motion  picture  has 
been  presented  in  the  City  Center. 
Top  will  be  $2,  including  tax,  it  is 
understood. 

Paul  N.  Lazarus,  Jr.,  UA  advertis- 
ing and  publicity  director,  signed 

for  the  distributors  and  Paul  Moss 
signed  on  behalf  of  the  city  group. 

Spokesmen  for  UA  have  indicated 
that,  because  of  the  nature  of  the 
picture,  it  was  likely  that  its  re- 

lease would  be  restricted  to  perhaps 
a  dozen  of  the  larger  cities  in  line 
with  a  reserved  seat  policy.  Even- 

tually, however,  the  picture  may  be 
listed  for  general  release. 

City  Center  has  a  seating  capacity 
of  2,600  and  present  plans  call  for 
a  two-a-day  reserved  seat  policy  on 
an  extended  run. 

Col.  Plans  Housing  for 
Employes  at  New  Studio 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood — Marking  a  completely 

new  departure  in  film  employe  rela- 
tions, Columbia  announced  that  at 

least  50  acres  of  a  400-acre  site  now 
being  sought  for  a  new  studio,  will 
be  set  aside  for  employe  housing 

purposes. Though  the  site  has  not  yet  been 
selected,  preliminary  plans  have  been 
drawn  for  the  most  up-to-date  stu- 

dio plant  in  Hollywood.  Residential 
lots  in  the  acreage  will  be  made 
available  to  Columbia  workers  at 
cost. 

Building  Opens  New 
Market  in  Argentina 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

new  theaters  are*  being  built  i 
"considerably  increasing  numbei 
and  most  of  these  prefer  new  or  r( 

conditioned  equipment  to  tb/fc-] 
machines  now  available  locallj^.' Theaters  in  Argentina  may  b 
divided  into  three  groups,  based  o 
their  relative  size,  modernizatio 
and  condition  of  equipment.  Thos 
in  Group  I,  consisting  of  about  30 
theaters,  are  large,  modern  and  wel 
equipped;  Group  II,  consisting  c 
600  theaters,  are  medium-size 
neighborhood  and  smaller-town  th« 
aters,  fairly  well  equipped,  an 
Group  III,  consisting  of  700  theater: 
are  chiefly  small  interior  theater: 
poorly  equipped,  old  and  generall 
in  bad  condition.  According  to  th 
Department,  projection  equipmen 
in  Group  I  theaters  averages  abou 
10  years  old;  Group  II  theaters  abou 
12  to  15  years  old,  but  reconditione 
and  most  badly  in  need  of  repair  o 
replacement. 
"The  United  States,"  the  repor 

stated,  "is  now  the  only  source  o 
new  equipment  and  therefore  its  pro 
ducts  have  an  excellent  opportunit; 

to  take  over  the  market." 
All  of  Argentina's  theaters  ar> 

equipped  for  sound  and  at  least  6' 
per  cent  of  all  sound  equipmen 
"should  be  replaced." 

Lewis  Leaves  Carnegie 
Martin  J.  Lewis,  exhibitor,  ha 

resigned  as  vice-president  of  Firs 
Run  Films,  Inc.,  operators  of  th* 
Little  Carnegie,  and  has  disposed  o: 
his  interest  in  the  theater  to  thi 
corporation. 

IN  CIVVIES 
if  Honorably  Discharged  if 

R.  H.  STAHL,  from  the  Army,  salesman  at  f*RC 
Minneapolis. 

DONALD  ANDERSON,  from  the  Army,  salesma* 
at  PRC,  Minneapolis. 

CONRAD    KREIDBERC,    from    the    Army,    sales- 
man   at   PRC,    Minneapolis. 

CUY  ELLIS,   from  the  Army,  assistant  manager 

Warner's  Hippodrome,   Cleveland. 
RAYMOND  BRUNT,  from  the  Marines,  operator 

Winsor,  West  Orange,  N.  J. 

ROBERT    FURCHAK,    from    the    Army,    Winsoi 
staff,  West  Orange,  N.  J. 

ROCCO    MARCANTONIO,    from    the   Army,    as- 
sistant manager,  Castle,   Irvington,  N.  J. 

JOHN   L.  STANEK,   from   the   Marines,  assistant 
manager,  Regent,  Elizabeth,  N.  J. 

SIDNEY  LEWEN,  from  the  Army,  field  manager 
Savoy,  Newark,  N.  J. 

ALEX  DAVIDSON,  from  the  Navy,  formerly  oper- 
ator, State,  Newark,  N.  J. 

RAYPH  HESS,  from  the  Army,  formerly  operator, 
State,  West  Orange,  N.  J. 

HAROLD   WALLACE,    from    the.  Army,    formerly 
chief-of-staff,  State,  West  Orange,  N.  J. 

WILLIAM    WHITE,    from    the    Army,    assistanl 

manager,   Century's  Sunnyside,   Long   Island. 
KERMIT    B.    CARR,    from    the    Army,    Tri-States 

city    manager    and    manager   of    Paramount, 
Waterloo,   la. 

TEDDY  ALLAN,  from  the  Army,  manager,  Avalon, 

Bronx,  N.  Y. 
BEN  FELDMAN,  from  the  Army,  manager,  United 

Artists  theater,  Chicago. 
DAVE    DALLAS,   from    the  Army,   city   manager, 

Griffith  circuit,  Manhattan,  Kans. 

REX   BODIN,    from   the   AAF,    to   manager,   Or- 

pheum,  Waco,  Tex. 
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She's  been  ridin'  high,  this  eyeful!  And  so  has  IDEAL — the  one  to  watch  as  the  growingest 

women's  magazine  group  in  the  field!   With  good  reason,  too!  The  film  industry  regards 

IDEAL'S  Movies,  Movie  Life  and  Movie  Stars  Parade  as  its  ablest  aiders-and-abettors  in  depicting 

Hollywood  at  its  very  best.   And  film  fans  the  country  over  likewise  are  more  and  more  accepting 

IDEAL  as  their  final  authority  on  matters 

Hollywood.   Witness  IDEAL  GROUP'S 

amazing  growth — two  million  circulation 

in  eight  years — thousands  more  every  issue! 

Mttilk  MttfclHfltffc 

W.  M.COTTON'S 

mEAL 

MOVIE    LIFE    •     PERSONAL     ROMANCES 

MOVIES    •    MOVIE    STARS    PARADE 

EW  YORK     •    CHICAGO     •    HOLLYWOOD 



"he  adventurers  of  the  world 
battled  for  love  and  loot! 

A  dance  hall  queen  ruled 

the  thrill-blazing  nights! 
N 

Spanish  Jack  was  the  roughest 

• .  •  toughest  two-fisted 
terror  of  all ! 

A  fabulous  love  was  born 

in  the  shadow  of  the  gallows ! 

""**  iwuu,  uum 
A    REPUBLIC   riCTUM 

ffm  m, 

GALA  WORLD  PREMIERE  in  SACRAMENTO 

TOD  A  Y-at  the  CAPITOL  and  HIPPODROME  Theatres 



M.  P.  Production  Dist. 
28  W.  44th  St.  21st  floor 
New  York   N.  Y. 

itimaie  in  Character 

nternational  in  Scope 
□dependent  in  Thought 

P St     o 
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DEADLOCK  ON  AFM  HOURS  UP  AGAIN  TODAY 

Restrain  MPAA  on  "Outlaw"  Seal  Withdrawal 
emporary  Stay  Effective 
d  May  3;  Rosenman  Re- 
cined  as  MPAA  Counsel 

A  temporary  stay  restraining  the 
otion  Picture  Association  of  Amer- 
i  from  withdrawing  the  advertis- 

er and  code  seal  of  "The  Outlaw" 
as  granted  yesterday  by  Judge 
ncent  Leibell  in  U.  S.  Federal 
ourt.  The  temporary  restraining 
der  will  be  effective  until  May  3 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

oy  Exec.  Producer 

or  Pafhe-Eagle  Lion 
It  was  learned  here  last  night  that 
ryan  Foy  has  accepted  the  post  of 
tecutive  producer  for  Pathe-Eagle 
ion. 

The  affiliation  of  Foy  with  Eagle- 
ion  will  serve  to  scotch  Coast 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

'Satisfactory  Progress" •lade  in  Studio  Labor  Row 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE   FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — "Extremely  satisfac- 
ory  progress  has  been  made"  was 
he  comment  of  John  C.  Tutt,  U.  S. 
Conciliation  Commissioner,  follow- 

ing a  meeting  of  producers  and  CSU 
representatives  on  wages  and  work- 

ing conditions. 

To  Honor  Exhibs.  for 

Changeover  to  Sound 
West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Plans  whereby  U.  S. 
exhibitors  will  participate  in  cele- 
b  r  a  t  i  n  g  the  20th  anniversary  of 
talkies  will  be  discussed  at  a  series 

of  conferences  at  Warners'  studio 
next  week. 

Sessirns  will  be  attended  by  Harry 
M.  Warner,  Jack  L  Warner,  Ben 
Kalmenson,  Mort  Blumenstock,  and 
Alex  Evelove, 

It  is  planned  to  have  ceremonies 

honoring  exhibitors  for  their  con- 
tribution to  the  changeovers  from 

silent  to  sound. 

DENY  CHARGES  IN  SC0PH0NY  SUIT 
Claims  Facts  in  the  Case  Were  Not  Ascertained 

Before  Gov't  Started  Its  Anti-Trust  Action 

A  complete  denial  of  the  Gov- 
ernment's charges  of  violation  of  the 

anti-trust  laws  is  embodied  in  the 
answer,  to  be  filed  today,  by  Earle 
G.  Haines,  president  of  General  Pre- 

cision Equipment  Corp.,  and  by  the 
corporation.  This  is  the  action  in- 

volving Scophony  television  and 
alleged  restraint  of  trade  in  the 
licensing  of  patents.  Defendants  are 

Scophony  Corp.  of  America,  GPE, 
Television  Productions,  Inc.,  Para- 

mount Pictures,  Scophony,  Ltd.,  Ar- 
thur Levey,  Paul  Raibourn  and Hines. 

The  answers  of  the  other  defend- 
ants also  are  due  today  to  be  filed 

in  Federal  Court. 
The  answer,  Hines  said  yesterday, 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Set  Communications 
School  at  Kansas  U 
Establishment  of  the  country's 

first  School  of  Public  Communica- 
tions, at  the  University  of  Kansas, 

alma  mater  of  William  Allen  White, 
through  the  expansion  of  its  long- 
existing  School  of  Journalism,  was 
announced  last  night  at  a  William 
Allen  White  Foundation  dinner  at- 

tended by  300  press,  film  and  radio- 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Will  Incorporate  ATA 
Under  Laws  of  New  York 

American  Theaters  Association 
will  be  incorporated  under  the  laws 
of  New  York  State,  it  was  deter- 

mined at  a  meeting  yesterday  of 
some  of  the  ATA  officers.  The  officers 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

S.  D.  Exhibs,  Welcome 

ATA,  Says  Peterson 
Brookings,  S.  D. — What  the  War 

Activities  Committee  did  in  war  the 
American  Theater  Association  can 
do  for  community  peace,  community 
development  and  welfare,  according 
to  Leo  Peterson,  head  of  State  The- 

ater Co.,  operating  six  theaters  in 
South  Dakota. 

Peterson,  a  regional  vice-presi- 
(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Michigan  Indies  Form 
Their  Own  Organization 

Detroit — A  new  exhibitor  group 
to  be  known  as  Michigan  Independ- 

ent Theater  Owners  was  launched 
yesterday  at  a  meeting  of  some  45 
exhibitors  representing  an  estimated 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

WB  Splitting  Common,  2- for-1 
Increasing  Capitalization,  to  Up  Dividend 

Artigues,  Shinkel  and 
Jackson  in  24-Hour  Club 

The  first  three  24-Hour  Club  win- 
ners in  the  industry's  Red  Cross 

campaign  were  announced  yesterday 
by  Harold  J.  Fitzgerald,  national 

campaign  director.  The  three  "col- ( Continued  on  Page  4) 

Warners'  board,  meeting  yesterday, 
approved  and  voted  to  submit  for 
stockholders'  action  at  a  meeting  to 
be  called  for  Aug.  1,  the  following 

proposals: 1,  To  amend  the  certificate  of 
incorporation  so  as  to  increase 
the  authorized  capital  stock  from 
7,500,000    shares    to    10,000,000 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Petrillo  Pressing  for 
Showdown  on  Issue;  Sees 
Compromise  Called  For 

Failure  to  agree  on  the  disposition 

of  studio  instrumentalists'  working 
hours  yesterday  was  understood  to 
have  produced  a  deadlock  in  negotia- 

tions between  the  American  Federa- 
tion of  Musicians  and  producers  for 

a  new  agreement  to  take  the  place 
of  that  which  ran  out  on  March  31. 
The  answer  to  the  question  whether 
working  time  will  be  figured  on  a 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Goldwyn  "Thinking 
Of  Own  Dislrib,  Co. 
West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE   FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Although  Samuel 
Goldwyn  would  only  admit  that  he  is 
thinking  about  establishing  a  na- 

tional distribution  company  to  handle 

his  product  and  that  of  other  lead- 
ing independent  producers,  it  is 

believed  Arthur  Sachson,  his  newly 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

NCA's  Board  Defers  ATA 
Action,  Pending  CIEA  Meet 

Minneapolis — At  the  first  meeting 
of  the  new  board  of  North  Central 
Allied  here,  an  ATA  committee,  con- 

sisting of  John  Friedl  and  Gilbert 
Nathanson,  asked  for  co-operation  in 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

United  World  to  Get 
Winter  Garden  Lease 

United  World  Pictures  is  in  the 

process  cf  closing  a  deal  for  a  two- 
year  lease  of  the  New  York  Winter 
Garden,  it  was  learned  authorita- 

tively yesterday. 

House,  owned  by  the  Shuberts,  and 
used  for  legit,  prior  to  last  Fall 

when  "Blythe  Spirit"  opened  there, 
is  currently  under  lease  to  J.  Arthur 

Rank,  under  a  commitment  negoti- 
ated by  UA.  Rental  reportedly  is 

$1,000  a  day. 
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Older,  6417  Dahlonega  Road.  Wash.  16.  D.  C. 
Phone  Wisconsin  3271.  CHICAGO.  45,  Til. — 
Joseph  Esler,  6241  N.  Oakley  Ave..  Phone 
Briargate  7441.  LONDON— Ernest  W.  Fred- 
man,  The  Film  Renter,  127-133  Wardour  St.. 
W.  1.  HAVANA— Marv  Louise  Blanco,  Vir- 
tudes  214.  BOMBAY— Ram  L.  Gogtay,  Sand- 

hurst Bldg.  ALGIERS— Paul  Saffar.  Filma- 
fric,  8  Rue  Charras.  STOCKHOLM— Armas 
Morby,  Mastersamuelsg  25.  HONOLULU— 

Eileen  O'Brien.  MEXICO  CITY— James  L. Wyatt,  Apartado  91  Bis.  Mexico.  D.  F.  SAN 
JUAN  — E.  Sanchez  Ortis.  MONTREAL— 
Ray  Carmichael,  Room  9,  464  Francis  Xavier 
St.  VANCOUVER  — Jack  Droy,  411  Lyric 
Theater  Bldg. 

FINANCIAL 
(Wed.,  Apr.  24) 

NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET Net 

High     Low     Close       Chg. 
Am.  Seat     31  %     31 Vi     31 1/2       
Columbia  Picts   34%     32y2     32%   +     3/8 
Columbia    Picts.    pfd.   1023,4   102       1023/4   -j-     3/4 
East.  Kodak     263       261       261       —1 
do  pfd   207       206       207       +  2 
Gen.  Prec.  Eq     38V,     37V2     373,4+     l/4 

Loew's,  Inc     40%     39%     393/8   +     % 
Paramount        81  Vz     791/4     80       +     % 
RKO        28%     27%     27l/4       
Republic  Picts      17V4     16         16%  +     % 
Republic  Picts.  pfd...    19%     19%     19y4       
20th  Century-Fox  .  .  .  62%  60%  61  —  % 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  773/4  75%  773/4  +  2V4 
20th  Century-Fox  ppf.103        103        103        +      % 
Universal  Pict   47%     46         46V4       
Universal  Pict.  pfd...  99%  993/,  993/,  +  3/, 
Warner  Bros      56         50%     54%   +  4% 

NEW   YORK    CURB    MARKET 
Monogram  Picts      10%     10  10    
Radio-Keith  cvs   13         12V4     12%—     % 
Sonotone  Corp        5%       5%       5%  —     % 
Technicolor        27%     26%     26^4  —     % 
Trans-Lux           7%       7%       73/8  —     % 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 

Bid     AsWed 
Pathe  Industries        123/4     13% 

Parker  Case  Dismissed 
Chicago  —  Judge  John  McGoorty 

has  dismissed  Ray  Parker's  suit 
against  the  operators'  union  seeking 
reinstatement.  The  court  ruled 
Parker  should  appeal  to  the  Inter- 

national Union  for  remedy. 

Attention    Foreign    Buyers    Here   &   Abroad 
For  Sale  Foreign  Rights  2  Sensational  Feature 

Pictures  — "SMASHING    VICE    TRUST"    & 
"PRIMROSE  PATH"— Both  Talkies 

ALBERT  DEZEL  ROADSHOWS 
WRITE  ?3I0  CASS— DETROIT«OFFICES  IN 
CLEVELAND  —  CHICAGO  —  CINCINNATI- 

NEW   YORK 

comma  Ann  gomg 
LOUIS  B.  MAYER,  MRS.  LAWRENCE  WEIN- 

CARTEN  and  LILLIE  MESSENGER  will  depart 
for    Hollywood    tomorrow. 

DAVID  O.  SELZNICK  is  in  Miami,  stopping 
at  the   Roney   Plaza. 

BEN  KALMENSON  left  New  York  last  night 
for  the  Coast.  He  will  stop  over  in  Chicago  until 
Saturday.  ROY  HAINES  accompanied  Kalmenson 
as  far  as  Chicago. 

GEORCE  BREAKSTON  and  YORK  COPELAND. 
PRC  producers,  will  leave  the  Coast  May  4  for 
Rio  de  Janeiro  to  assemble  the  cast  and  crew 

on  their  forthcoming  film,  "Two  Yanks  on  the 

Amazon." 
E.  Z.  WALTERS,  Altec  comptroller,  left  New 

York  over  the  week-end  for  a  three-week  busi- 
ness  trip   to   Hollywood. 

MARTIN  LEVINE  and  OLIVER  UNGER,  of  Dis- 
tinguished Films,  took  the  plane  to  Washington 

yesterday  to  confer  with  Sidney  Lust  on  releases 
of  French  and  other  foreign  films  to  be  dis- 

tributed by  Distinguished. 

JENNIFER   JONES   is  vacationing  in   Miami. 

KONSTANTINE  SIMONOV,  Soviet  writer  and 

author  of  "Days  and  Nights"  which  opens  at  the 
Stanley  Saturday,  arrived  in  New  York  as  guest 
of  the  American  Society  of  Newspaper  Editors. 

JIMMY  WAKELY,  Monogram  Western  star, 

will  leave  Hcllywood  today  for  a  series  of  per- 
sonal appearances  starting  in  Las  Vegas,  Nev. 

PAUL  JONES,  Paramount  producer,  will  arrive 
here  today  from   the   Coast. 

VICTOR  SAVILLE,  M-G-M  director,  arrived 
from  the  West  Coast  and  is  staying  at  the  Wal- 

dorf-Astoria  Hotel. 

SAM  MILLER,  Tomahawk,  Wis.,  theater  oper- 
ator, is  spending  five  weeks  at  Hot  Springs, Ark. 

New  Type  of  Educational 
Film  Needed,  Asserts  Hart 

Detroit — Need  for  a  new  type  of 
educational  film,  the  provocative  pic- 

ture, which  teaches  specific  skill  by 
demonstration,  then  allows  time  for 
the  student  to  perform  the  same  act 
was  cited  by  Gardner  Hart,  of  the 
American  Council  on  Education,  be- 

fore the  Educational  Film  Library 
Association  meeting  here.  Other 
needed  films,  Hart  said,  are  geo- 

graphical pictures,  showing  how 
people  work  within  their  different 
environments  and  those  in  social 
studies  demonstrating  democracy  in 
concrete  terms. 

w************^**/********* 

Foreign  Field  Honors 

Skouras  at  Drive's  End Marking  the  close  of  the   Spyros 

P.  Skouras  30th  anniversary  sales 
drive,  the  20th  Century-Fox  presi- 

dent was  presented  with  elaborately 
bound  scrap  books  of  the  showman- 

ship campaigns  developed  in  every 
participating  foreign  territory  at  a 

special  ceremony  in  the  company's board  room  yesterday. 
Dedication  was  made  by  Murray 

Silverstone,  executive  of  the  20th- 
Fox  International  Corp.  W.  C. 
Michel,  who  acted  as  drive  captain, 
presented  Skouras  with  a  scroll. 

Chi.  Ticket  Tax  Hearings 
Chicago  - —  Hearings  on  the  pro- 

posed three  per  cent  tax  on  admis- 
sions have  been  started  by  Alder- 

man Clarence  Wagner  who  heads  the 

city  council's  committee  on  taxation. 
Exhibitors  are  preparing  to  put  up  a 
stiff  fight. 

JACK  ENGEL,  Film  Classics  franchise  holder 
of  Philadelphia,  paid  New  York  a  one-day  visit 
yesterday. 

PAUL  M.  WIR,  Republic  supervisor  in  the 
Caribbean  territory,  who  is  in  New  York  for 
conferences,  leaves  for  Havana  Sunday. 

MARIE  QUIGLEY,  assistant  to  Trem  Carr, 

Monogram  executive  director  in  charge  of  pro- 
duction, returns  to  Hollywood  today  after  a 

two-week   stay   in   New  York. 

WILLIAM  THOMAS  has  returned  to  Hollywood 
from  a   10-day  trip  to  Fort  Worth. 

CHICO  MARX  arrived  yesterday  in  New  York 
from  Hollywood  for  a  short  visit. 

PAULETTE  GODDARD  and  her  husband  BUR- 
GESS MEREDITH  leave  Hollywood  Saturday  for 

New  York  en  route  to  London  and  Paris. 

R.  F.  PETERSON  and  W.  A.  MOEN  repre- 
senting Bell  &  Howell,  and  BOB  ENGELL  for 

the  DeVry  Corp.  are  in  St.  Louis  for  the  Na- 
tional   Catholic    Educational   convention. 

HENRY  L.  NATHANSON,  president  of  Regal 
Films,  Ltd.,  TED  COULD,  general  sales  manager, 
and  DEWEY  BLOOM,  M-G-M  field  rep.  for 

Canada,  returns  today  to  Toronto  after  a  two- 
day  visit  here. 

DST  Starts  Next  Sunday 
In  Most  N.  Y.  Cities 

Albany — Most    of    the    cities 
small  towns  in  New  York  State 

on  daylight  saving  time  next  Sunc 
The  State  Conference  of  Mayors 

ports  that  all  of  the  state's  62  cv 
with    the    exception    of    Olean 

Salamanca,  have  voted  to  aoW,'  ~, Salamanca  had  not  reportecPuO 
mayors'  conference  as  to  its  decis 

Most   smaller   towns   and  villa 
will  also  set  their  clocks  ahead 
hour  at  2  a.m.  on  Sunday. 

Ullman  Off  for  Europe 
Frederic  Ullman,  Jr.,  president 

RKO-Pathe,  left  on  the  Queen  M 
yesterday  for  England,  France  , 
Germany.  While  abroad,  Ullman  ' 

plan  production  of  several  "This 
America"  issues,  and  confer  v 
European  field  personnel.  He  is 
to  fly  back  on  June  2. 

NEW  YORK  THEATERS 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL   
Rockefeller  Center 

"THE  GREEN  YEARS" 
CHARLES  COBURN 

Tom  Drake,  Beverly  Tyler,  Hume  Cronyn 
A  Metro  Coldwyn  Mayer  Picture 

and 

MUSIC  HALL'S 
GREAT  EASTER  STAGE  SHOW 

SPOTLIGHT  ON  TERROR  .  .  . 

FOR   A  CLIMAX   OF   LOVE) 

in 
Hie 

MURDER 
MUSIC    HALL 

Starring  VERA  HRUBA  RALSTON 

WILLIAM    MARSHALL 

With     HELEN    WALKER  — NANCY    KELLY 
WILLIAM    GARGAN  — ANN    RUTHERFORD 

JULIE    BISHOP 

A  REPUBLIC  PICTURE 

BRANDTS  GOTHAM 
B'WAY   & 

47th  ST. 

Paramount  pretenig 
PAULETTE  RAY 

GODDARD        •        MILIAND 
"Kitty" 

A   MITCHELL   LEISEN   PRODUCTION 

R  I  V  O  L  I 
B'way    &    48th    St 

ON  SCREEN 

RITA  HAYWORTH 

'GILDA' 
GLENN  FORD 

GEORGE  MACREA0Y 

JOSEPH  CALLEIA 

IN  PERSON 
IRENE 

BORDONI 

Jesse  BLOCK 

Eve  SULLY 

Owen  Wister's 
"THE  VIRGINIAN" 

In  Technicolor 

starring 

Joel  Brian  Sonny 
MeCREA  DONLEVY  TUFTS 

with   Barbara  Britton 
A  Paramount  Picture 

In  Person— EDDIE  BRACKEN,  BOB  EBERLY 

JOHNNY   LONG   and   his    band 

PARAMOUNT     -    -    -    Times  Squan 

BWAY 47th  S 

Jean  Fontaine 
"From  This  Day  Forward" with 

Mark  Steveni  Rosemary  DtCaeai 

An    RKO    RADIO    PICTURE 

»? 
GENE  TIERNEY  in 

DRAGONWYCK' 
A  20th  Century-Fox  P'Ktvn 

PLUS  ON  STAGE  -JACKIE  MILES 
LANE  BROS.  Extra/  CONNEE  BOSWELL 

Roxy7*" 

50th  St. 

ANNA  NEAGLE       -       REX  HARRISON 

DEAN  JAGCER  ROBERT  MORtEY 

In 

A  YANK  IN  LONDON 
Produced  and  Directed  by  Herbert  Wilcox 

20fh  Certfury-Fox  -  An  ABC  Production 

B'way  at 

46th  St. 
VICTORIA 
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r^ m***  * Support  the  Cancer  Drive! 
Week  of  April  21  to  28! 



Thursday,  April  25, 

S.  D.  Exhibs,  Welcome 

ATA,  Says  Peterson 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

dent  of  the  ATA,  declares  that  ex- 
hibitors in  this  state  ''welcome  the 

ATA  and  will  give  it  a  trial."  Point- 
ing out  that  the  WAC  did  a  "mar- 

velous job"  and  brought  about  a 
better  realization  among  exhibitors 
that  there  can  be  a  combined  effort 
to  give  service  to  their  community, 
Peterson  says  that  the  WAC  leaders 
have   "followed   through." 

"These  men,"  Peterson  said  in  a 
statement  to  The  Film  Daily,  "have 
followed  through  and  in  the  face  of 
skeptics,  trouble  makers  and  spoilers 
have  made  a  bigger  and  better  truly 
exhibitors'  organization  to  do  in 
peace  what  WAC  did  in  war.  Every 
community  needs  ATA  and  every 
theater  should  take  pride  in  being  a 

part  in  it." 
Peterson  said  that  the  "united 

effort  of  the  entire  industry,  of 
which  exhibition,  the  main  force,  was 
in  the  background,  has  asserted  it- 

self through  ATA  to  be  recognized 
by  all  citizens  as  the  public  institu- 

tion that  covers  every  cross-road  in 
community  life."  He  added  that  this 
is  "what  every  modern  exhibitor  has 
looked  for  and  needed,  and  also  what 

his  community  needed." 
"Many  like  myself,"  he  said,  "have 

seen  and  been  a  part  of  past  organi- 
zations which  proved  merely  an  or- 

ganization of  resolutions,  fostered  by 
self  interests,  and  it  became  a  reve- 

lation to  me  and  several  other  inde- 

pendents whom  I've  known  for  years 
that  the  St.  Louis  meeting  finally 
did  accomplish  and  put  into  action  a 
plan  and  organization  that  every  ex- 

hibitor should  accept  with  pride." 
Peterson  praised  Ted  Gamble  and 

other  leaders  for  giving  of  their  time 
and  ability  in  launching  the  ATA  to 

"make  a  great  force  work." 

Artigues,  Shinkel  and 
Jackson  in  24-Hour  Club 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

lecting  kings"  are  Maurice  J.  Arti- 
gues, Para,  salesman,  New  Orleans 

branch;  Eric  Shinkel,  manager  of 
the  Little  Theater,  Washington,  and 
Mack  Jackson,  Alexander  City,  Ala., 
exhib. 

Other  winners  of  the  coveted  mem- 
bership cards  in  the  24-Hour  Club 

will  be  announced  within  the  next 
10  days  in  time  for  them  to  par- 

ticipate in  festivities  arranged  for 
May  9-10. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  25 
R.  I.  Poucher  M.  Mitchell  Certz 
Abe  Schneider  lack   Schaindlin 

Karl  Farr 

Memos  to  Yon  and  You 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Benjamin  Fielding,  New  York  City  license 

commissioner,  will  have  something  very  much  to  the  point  to  say  when 

he  speaks  to  300  met  area  exhibs.  at  the  ITOA  luncheon  meeting  today 

at  the  Astor.  ...  •  Enterprise,  which  is  going  great  guns,  has  bor- 

rowed Arleen  Whelan  from  Paramount  to   appear  in   "Ramrod"   
Miss  Whelan,  in.  private  life  Mrs.  Hugh  Owen,  left  the  Coast  yesterday 

for  a   three-week  New  York  vacation   Other  Enterprise   moves   of 

import  include  the  signing  of  Preston  Foster,  also  for  "Ramrod,"  and  the 
establishment  of  an  international  music  department  to  be  headed  by 

Rudolph  Polk,  concert  violinist  and  artist  rep.  ...  •  The  London  Daily 

Mail  yesterday  broke  the  results  of  its  film  ballot  for  the  best  British 

picture  from  1939  to  1945  with  the  palm  going  to  "Way  to  the  Stars" 
  Margaret  Lock  wood  emerged  as  the  best  actress  and  James  Mason 

as  the  best  actor  in  the  Daily  Mail's  polL  ...  •  Count  that  day  lost 
which  fails  to  see  Sir  Alexander  Korda  signing  another  Hollywood  star 

for  British  production   This  time  it  is  Burgess  Meredith   Bur- 
gess and  his  wife,  Paulette  Goddard,  also  recently  signed  by  Sir  Alex, 

leave  the  Coast  on  the  27th  for  New  York  and  fly  to  London  May  10 

for  a  three-week  stay   The  Meredith  commitment  is  for  next  year. 
•  Opening  of  the  Narragansett  Track  is  hitting  Providence  theater  biz. 
•  The  Motion  Picture  Chapter  of  the  American  Veterans  Committee,  at 

its  meeting  on  May  1,  will  present  a  citation  to  Producer  Louis  de  Roche- 

mont  of  the  March  of  Time   It  is  in  recognition  of  MOTs  "Wanted 

— More  Homes.".  .  .  •  Talk  about  doubling  in  brass,  the  chief  pro- 
jectionist at  Minneapolis  Radio  City  Theater  is  also  a  lawyer,  while  the 

projectionist  at  the  Parkway  in  Minneapolis  is  likewise  a  dentist.  .  .  . 

•  Palm   Beach   theaters   are  having   another   run   of   vandalism.   .   .    . 

•  H.  B.  Skelton,  operating  Texas  theaters,  is  another  air-minded  exhib. 

  He's  now  using  an  Ercoupe  for  his  booking  trips  to  Dallas   
▼  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Warners  have  not  yet  settled  upon  any 

concrete  pension  plan;  several  are  under  study.  ...  •  French  in- 
dustry nationalization  not  expected  to  have  any  effect  on  American  or 

British  holdings  there,  or  those  of  their  French  affiliates.  ...  •  Chi. 

Oriental  is  holding  over  Jane  Russell  and  "The  Outlaw"  for  a  seventh 
week,  and  shooting  for  an  aggregate  gross  of  3400,000,  ...  •  Metro 

has  signed  Tana  Abu,  17-year-old  Turkish  singer;  reports  to  the  studio 

June  1.  .  .  .  •  Maj.  R.  S.  Allen,  71st  N.  Y.  Infantry  (and  of  RKO's  shorts 

dept.),  has  just  received  the  State's  25-year  service  medal   
T  ▼  T 

•  •  •  THE  PERSONAL  TOUCH:  With  Eugene  Lowe  resigning,  the 

managerial  chair  at  Monogram's  Albany  exchange  is  again  filled  by 
N.  R.  Dickman,  who  left  it  for  the  armed  forces  three  years  ago.  .  .  . 

•  Lana  Turner  will  be  one  of  those  appearing  in  a  special  "montage" 

section  of  the  program  at  tonight's  Hotel  Astor  banquet,  held  as  a 

tribute  to  the  United  Nations  by  the  Independent  Citizens'  Committee  oi 
the  Arts,  Sciences  and  Professions.  ...  •  Take  it  from  President 

B.  W.  Robbins,  the  General  Outdoor  Advertising  Co.  now  boasts  a 

record  number  of  accounts.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  J.  Arthur  Rank 

will  not  make  a  single  industry  move  without  consulting  John  Davis? 

•  Irving  Hartley,  of  Hartley  Productions,  takes  off  shortly  for  Ireland 

with  a  camera  and  sound  crew  to  make  a  travelogue  in  16  mm.  Ko- 

dachrome.  ...  •  Pancho,  the  Latin-American  band  leader,  is  weighing 

overtures  from  two   studios  to  make   the   reel,   "How  To   Samba.".   .   . 
•  Lt.  CoL  Paul  F.  Harper,  now  equipment  control  supervisor  of  Western 

Electric's  ERP  division  in  Hollywood,  has  just  received  the  Army's  Legion 
of  Merit  Award   He   served  in   Army   Ordnance.  ...     •  Marion 

Barrow,  owner  of  the  new  Delta  in  New  Orleans,  proudly  claims  the 

first  Crying  Room  in  the  South   

Chi,  Circuits  Join  in 
Cancer  Collections 

Chicago — Not  only  B  &  K,  bu: 
Essaness  and  Warner  circuits  sv. 
into  line  to  back  the  industry^  < 
cer  Week  collection  drive  fc^S 
territory  yesterday,  with  corft*.: 
to  be  made  at  all  shows  for  the 
ance  of  the  week. 

Audiences  Back  Cancer 
Drive,  Reports  Show 

Audiences    appear    to    be    ta"; cancer  as  a  personal  issue,  affec 
themselves  and  their  families.  I 
ert    W.    Selig,    executive    camp 

director  for  the  film  industry's cer  drive,  said  yesterday  as  ent 
iastic    reports    from    the    field 
tinued  to  pour  into  campaign  hi 
quarters.    Wires  from   all   over 
nation    received    by    Charles 

,  Skouras,  national  chairman,  bear 
earlier  samplings  that  audience 
lections  are  running  from  30  to  50 
cent  ahead  of  the  Red  Cross  dr 

Exhibitor  holdouts,  Selig  repor 

are  coming  into  the  fold  follow 
assurance  by  other  exhibs.  that 
public  wants  this  drive.  Drive  tra 
is  being  consistently  applauded 
there     are     numerous     reports 
patrons   thanking  theater   opera: 
for  conducting  the  campaign. 

William  A.  Scully,  chairman  of 
employe  solicitations  committee,  \ 
terday   began   his    campaign   in 
home  offices  of  the  distributing  c( 
panies,  circuits  and  allied  industr 

Monogram  to  Hold  Two 
Regionals  in  N.  Y„  Chi. 
Monogram  will  hold  a  regio 

sales  meeting  at  the  Warwick  He 
here  April  27-28  and  another  at 
Drake  Hotel,  Chicago,  May  4-5.  B 
meetings  will  be  conducted  by  Mo: 
Goldstein,  general  sales  manager 

The  New  York  meeting  will  be 
tended  by  branch  managers  fr 
New  York,  Philadelphia,  Alba: 
Buffalo,  New  Haven,  Boston,  Pit 
burgh,  Washington,  Cleveland  £ 
Cincinnati.  Home  office  executr 
will  include  Edward  Morey,  Ja 
Schlaif  er  and  Arthur  Greenblatt. 

The  Chicago  meeting  will  be 
tended  by  managers  from  Chicaj 
Milwaukee,  Minneapolis,  Indianaj 
lis,  Detroit,  Kansas  City,  St.  Lot 
Omaha,  Des  Moines,  Oklahoma  Ci 
Denver,  Salt  Lake  City  and  Dall. 

Television  Helps  News 
Men  Cover  UN  Meet 

Television  came  to  the  aid  of  the 

newsmen  covering  the  United  Na- 
tions conference  when  RCA  installed 

a  receiver  in  the  Daily  News  press 

quarters  in  the  Hunter  College  base- 
ment. Tuned  to  the  RCA  television 

circuit,  set  makes  it  possible  for  re- 
porters to  keep  up  with  late  develop- 

ments in  their  coverage  of  the  con- 
ference for  the  early  edition. 
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That  different  kind 

.    .:■,-■■■■,..■    ■ 

of  story  that  makes 

great  entertainment  .  .  . 

that  magnificent  kind  of 

showmanship  that  makes 

great  box-office! 
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A  UNIVERSAL  PICTURE  with 

THOMAS  GOMEZ  •  GALE  SONDERGAARD 
RAY  COLLINS  •  ERNEST  TRUEX 

GEORGE  DOLENZ  •  JEROME  COWAN 

Directed  by  ARTHUR  LUBIN  •  Produced  by  WALTER  WANGER    Associate  Producer:  Alexander  Golitzen 

Screenplay:  Ernest  Pascal  •  Adaptation:  Emmet  Lavery  •  From  the  Novel  "Peacock's  Feather"  by  George  S.  Hellman 
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Set  Communications 
School  at  Kansas  U 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
television  leaders  and  executives,  at 

tr  ̂ aldorf.   Gen.  Dwight  D.  Eisen- 
ln~— -j  was  the  guest  of  honor  at  the 
idinner. 

The  new  White  Communications 
School  will  offer  comprehensive 
courses  in  motion  picture,  radio  and 
television  techniques  —  the  film 
courses    will    be   comprehensive, 

  ONLY   

"Only  by  making  the  people 
know  that  not  only  their  press, 
but  also  their  radio  and  their 
cinema  are  threatened  can  we  in 
this  day  of  modern  living  make 
the  masses  realize  how  important- 

ly manhandled  communication 

can  adversely  affect  their  lives." 
— Frank  Tripp,  speaking  at  the 
William  Allen  White  Foundation 
dinner  last  night. 

touching  upon  the  industry's  three 
arms  —  as  well  as  continuing  the 
present  journalistic  curriculum,  it 
was  disclosed. 

The  plan  envisions  the  creation  of 
industry  foundations,  fellowships  and 

scholarships,  and  last  night's  dinner 
was  designed  to  acquaint  those  at- 

tending with  the  objectives. 
Senator  Capper  a  Speaker 

Speakers  numbered  five  —  U.  S. 
Sen.  Arthur  Capper  of  Kansas, 
Chancellor  Deane  W.  Malott,  of  the 
University  of  Kansas;  Frank  Tripp, 
general  manager  of  the  Gannett 
Newspapers;  iA.  D.  Willard,  Jr.,  NAB 
executive  vice-president,  and  Francis 
S.  Harmon,  MPAA  vice-president. 

Stressed  in  the  several  addresses 
was  the  identity  of  interest  of  the 
press,  screen  and  radio-television  in 
the  maintenance  of  the  freedom  of 
expression  and  communication.  Har- 

mon advanced  the  thesis  that  the 
Production  Code  was  akin  to  the 
newspaper  style  book,  with  certain 
extensions  necessary  for  a  pictorial 
medium. 

Chi.  R.  C.  Fund  10%  Ahead 
Chicago — Red  Cross  quota  for  Chi- 

cago theaters  was  exceeded  by  10 
per  cent,  according  to  latest  reports. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Frankel-Hendel 
Pittsburgh  —  Bernard  Hendel, 

nephew  of  James  Hendel,  PRC  dis- 
trict manager,  and  Barbara  Frankel, 

daughter  of  Irving  Frankel,  RKO 
sales  rep.,  were  married  at  Webster 
Hall. 

Catlin-Rademaker 
Cleveland— Phyllis  Catlin,  daugh- 

ter of  Warner  city  sales  manager 
Eddie  Catlin,  will  be  married  May  4 
to  Jerry  Rademaker,  ex-AAF,  in 
St.  Patrick's  Cathedral. 

"9  O'Clock  Town"? 

Bucyrus,  0.  —  Without  legislative 
action,  Bucyrus  City  Council  has 

changed  the  city's  curfew  time  from 
10  p.m.  to  9  p.m.,  because  a  council- 

man said  the  firemen  who  ring  the 
curfew  sometimes  want  to  go  to  bed 
before  10  p.m. 

Foy  Exec.  Producer 

For  Palhe-Eagle  Lion 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

reports  that  he  would  join  PRC  as 
its  executive  producer  upon  termina- 

tion  of  his  present  20th-Fox  com- mitment. 

Clears  Up  Reports  on 
Pathe  Industries  Expansion 
West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE   FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — In  view  of  the  various 
misleading  reports  regarding  the  ex- 

pansion program  of  the  motion  pic- 
ture interests  of  Pathe  Industries, 

Kenneth  M.  Young,  president,  said 
'We  have  signed  Bryan  Foy  as  ex- 

ecutive producer  to  make  high-bud- 
get films  for  Pathe-Eagle  Lion.  Con- 

trary to  public  reports,  Reeves  Espy, 
who  is  under  contract  to  Pathe  In- 

dustries, will  remain  in  an  executive 
producing  capacity. 

"No  change  is  contemplated  in  the 
duties  of  Robert  Benjamin  who  is  at 
present  devoting  all  his  time  to  J. 
Arthur  Rank's  interests  in  the 
United  States,  United  World  Pic- 

tures and  Pathe  Industries  as  legal 
counsel.  Harry  H.  Thomas  will  con- 

tinue as  head  of  distribution  of  PRC 

Pictures." Young  did  not  touch  on  reports 
that  PRC  Productions,  PRC  Pictures 
and  PRC  Studios  would  change  their 
names  to  Eagle-Lion  Films. 

Iff 

Goldwyn  "Thinking 
Of  Own  Dislrib.  Co. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

appointed    sales    manager,    has 
already    started    gathering    a    field 
staff  for  it. 

It  is  reported  that  the  proposed 
company  will  distribute  a  maximum 
of  12  pictures  annually. 

Goldwyn's  releasing  pact  with 
RKO  ends  in  June  and  "The  Kid 
From  Brooklyn"  may  be  the  last  film 
released  under  the  agreement.  James 

Mulvey,  long  Goldwyn's  Eastern 
representative,  will  supervise  dis- 

tribution. There  have  also  been  re- 
ports that  Goldwyn  has  been  nego- 

tiating with  Sir  Alexander  Korda 
to  have  British-Lion  handle  distribu- 

tion of  his  product  in  Europe. 

New  Boston  AAA  Clerk 
Boston — John  Eastman,  Jr.,  suc- 

ceeds Henry  Morandiere,  resigned,  as 
clerk  of  the  AAA  motion  picture  tri- 

bunal here. 

Michigan  Indies  Form 
Their  Own  Organization 

(Continued  from  Page  1 ) 
110  theaters,  according  to  Sam  Car- 

ver, manager  of  the  Grand  and  Bel- 
mont Theaters  in  Highland  Park, 

who  was  elected  president  pro  tern. 
Decision  of  the  meeting  was 
unanimous  to  go  into  new  organi- 

zation. About  75  out  of  200  Detroit 
theaters  are  said  to  be  included  in 
the  new  group  with  the  balance 

upstate. Among  major  independent  circuit 
operators  joining  the  group,  Carver 
said,  were  William  Schulte,  Ray- 

mond Schreiber  of  Midwest  The- 
aters, Broder  Theaters,  Saul  Kor- 

man,  John  Tatu  and  Oscar  Gorelick. 
Discussion  centered  largely  on  film 

rentals  and  percentages,  but  no  ac- 
tion was  taken  as  it  was  decided 

to  hold  off  until  organization  plans 
are  further  developed. 

Irving  Katcher  of  Russell  The- 
ater, Detroit,  was  elected  temporary 

secretary.  A  representative  commit- 
tee to  draw  up  the  constitution  and 

by-laws  was  appointed.  On  the  com- 
mittee are  Oscar  Gorelick,  Carmen 

Theater,  Dearborn;  H.  H.  Blanken- 
ship,  Gem  Theater,  Flint,  and  Adrian 
D.  Rosen,  De  Luxe  Theater,  Detroit, 
chairman.  A  report  and  a  final  or- 

ganization meeting  are  expected  in two  weeks. 

The  first  action  taken  by  the  new 
MITO  is  a  protest  to  six  major  film 
companies  —  Universal,  United 
Artists,  M-G-M,  Warner  Bros.,  RKO 
and  Columbia  and  to  IATSE  Presi- 

dent Richard  F.  Walsh  —  protesting 
the  so-called  lockout  of  backroom 
employes.  A  telegram  was  to  be 
sent  last  night  to  each  company  and 
Walsh  from  Carver  as  president, 
putting  up  to  them  strongly  that  the 
exhibitors  feel  something  should  be 
done  now  after  seven  weeks,  backed 
by  the  contention  that  theaters  are 
innocent  sufferers  and  that  it  is  the 
smaller  and  independent  exhibitors 
who  are  hurt  worst  by  the  situation. 

Will  Incorporate  ATA 
Under  Laws  of  New  York 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
outlined  to  lawyers  what  they 
thought  should  be  in  the  charter  and 
the  attorneys  will  prepare  the  pro- 

visions, preliminary  to  filing  in Albany. 

Further  meetings  on  other  ATA 
matters  will  be  held  during  the  next 

10  days  among  Ted  Gamble,  Si  Fa- 
bian, Sam  Pinanski  and  others. 

Ritch  to  Join  Janecky 
George  Ritch,  New  York  division 

manager  for  Skouras  Theaters,  has 
resigned,  effective  May  1,  to  go  into 
business  for  himself  in  Louisville, 
Ky.  Ritch  will  head  the  popcorn  and 
candy  concessions  in  the  theaters 
operated  by  Harold  Janecky  and 
others.  Janecky  is  a  former  Skouras 
executive. 

Lighting  Parley  Starts 
Chicago — The  international  light- 

ing exposition  and  conference  starts 
here  today  at  the  Stevens  Hotel.  An 
attendance  of  5,000  is  expected. 

MPAA  Restrained  on 
'Outlaw'  Code  Seal 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
when  counsel  for  Howard  Hughes, 
Charles  Poletti,  makes  a  formal  ap- 

plication for  temporary  injunction 
pending  trial.  If  the  injunction  is 
granted,  the  case  will  go  on  the  trial calendar. 

The    hearing    yesterday    did    not 
dwell  on  the  merits  of  the  case  in 

  ARRESTED   
San  Francisco  —  A  I  Dunn, 

manager  of  the  United  Artists 
Theater,  was  arrested  by  the  po- 

lice on  the  charge  of  exhibiting 

a  movie  "offensive  to  decency." Screening  was  halted  and  the  film 
seized.  Picture  was  Howard 
Hughes'  "Outlaw"  In  1943  the  pic 
was  shown  in  San  Francisco  but 
withdrawn  after  a  few  showings. 
Theater  officials  will  give  a  pri- 

vate showing  of  the  pic  before 

Judge  John  McMahon  in  an  ef- 
fort to  have  the  ban  lifted. 

which  Hughes  is  bringing  action 
against  te  MPAA  over  the  advertis- 

ing used  on  "The  Outlaw." Samuel  Rosenman  has  been  re- 
tained by  the  MPAA  as  its  counsel, 

but  in  his  absence  yesterday,  Rosen- 
man's  partner,  Godfrey  Goldmark, 
represented  the  association.  Rosen- 
man  is  en  route  here  from  California 
to  handle  the  case.  A  proposed  appli- 

cation for  the  temporary  restraining 
order  was  submitted  by  Poletti  to 
the  judge  who  revised  it  before  pass- 

ing on  it. 
It  was  indicated  by  MPAA  counsel 

that  there  was  no  intention  of 

withdrawing  the  seal  or  the  adver- 
tising even  prior  to  the  order. 

Facsimile  Apparatus 
In  Metro  FM  Stations 

The  first  FM  broadcasters  to  re- 
ceive the  Finch  improved  post-war 

facsimile  apparatus,  designed  to  pub- 
lish newspapers  in  the  home  via  the 

air  waves,  include  Station  WMGM, 
FM  affiliate  of  Station  WHN  in  New 

York,  and  Station  KMGM,  Los  An- 
geles. Both  stations  are  controlled 

by  M-G-M. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Des  Moines,  la.  —  Clarence  Kite, 
chief  accountant  at  Tri-States  home 
office,  is  the  father  of  twins,  a  boy 
and  a  girl.  The  Kites  have  two  other children. 

West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE   FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Harry  Cohn  yester- 
day became  a  father  for  the  second 

time.    It's  a  boy. 

St.  Louis — Barney  Diamond,  owner 
of  the  Amytis,  is  the  father  of  a 
new  son. 
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Deadlock  on  AFM 

Hours  Up  Again 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

cumulative  basis  as  at  present  or 
on  the  non-eumulative  basis  the  union 
is  demanding  was  expected  to  come 
today,  with  James  C.  Petrillo,  presi- 

dent of  the  AFM,  reported  to  be 
pressing  for  a  showdown  by  to- 
morrow. 

The  disagreement  arose  on  Friday 
when  spokesmen  for  the  producers 
refused  to  discuss  wages  until  the 
union's  final  decision  on  the  disposal 
of  the  yearly  quota  of  520  working 
hours  had  been  made  known.  The 
AFM  wants  its  members  employed  in 
studios  limited  to  10  hours'  work 
per  week,  with  the  employers  in- 

sisting that  the  520  hours  be  used 
up  as  they  see  fit. 

Compromise  Expected 
That  compromise  on  issues  of  a 

controversial  nature  will  be  resorted 
to  in  an  attempt  to  shorten  negotia- 

tions was  indicated  by  Petrillo  at  the 
close  of  a  session  between  spokes- 

men for  both  sides  at  the  offices  of 
the  union.  Petrillo  said  that  con- 

ferences had  reached  a  point  where 
compromise  was  called  for  on  certain 
issues  on  which  union  and  companies 
were  in  disagreement. 

The  AFM  head  asserted  that  the 
union  would  bend  every  effort  to  ter- 

minate the  formal  conferences  by 
tomorrow  because  business  else- 

where awaited  him  and  members  of 
the  federation's  executive  board.  He 
hinted,  however,  that  in  an  extrem- 

ity negotiations  might  be  extended. 
He  said  that  if  the  conferees  were 
able  to  come  to  an  understanding  on 
virtually  all  the  important  points 
discussions  on  remaining  items  might 
be  conducted  by  phone. 

The  conferees  will  continue  their 
talks  this  morning  at  the  AFM 
offices. 

Janice  Rentchler  Leaving 
Skouras  to  Wed  Shea 

Janice  Rentchler,  director  of  ad- 
vertising and  publicity  for  Skouras 

Theaters,  is  leaving  the  organiza- 
tion the  end  of  May  to  become  the 

bride  of  Joe  C.  Shea,  well  known 
film  publicist  and  currently  with 
Brock  Pemberton.  Wedding  will  take 
place  in  June. 
Miss  Rentchler  joined  Skouras 

Bros.  Enterprises  in  St.  Louis  after 
leaving  the  University  of  Missouri 
and  subsequently  was  with  Warner 
Bros,  when  the  Skouras  brothers  op- 

erated the  Warner  theaters.  She  has 
been  with  George  Skouras  since  the 
founding  of  his  circuit  of  theaters. 

SICK  REPORT 

DICK  BRILL,  Warners'  field  man,  is  in 
Firzsimons  General  Hospital,  Denver,  re- 

covering from  an  emergency  throat  oper- 
ation necessitated  by  serious  complications 

following  a  tooth  extraction. 

THEATER  DEALS 
Magrett  Buys  the  Virginia 

Springfield,  S.  D.  — Harold  Mag- 
rett has  purchased  the  Virginia  here 

from  Owen  Anderson. 

Wegge  Reopens  Theater 
Badger,   Minn. — Thorwald   Wegge 

has  re-opened  the  Badger  here. 

Hannon  Buys  K.  C.  House 

Kansas  City  —  Paul  Hannon, 
United  Artists  salesman  here,  has 
purchased  the  LaBelle  with  his  son 
Paul,  Jr.,  who  is  soon  to  leave  the Navy. 

Melina  Buys  in  Westbrook 
Westbrook,  Minn. — M.  A.  Melina 

has  purchased  the  Westbrook  here 
from  Henry  G.  Johnson.  R.  E. 
Melina,  a  son,  will  manage  the house. 

Ellingson  Sells  Opera  House 

Spring  Grove,  Minn.  —  Nels  Gus- 
tavson  has  purchased  the  Opera 
House   here  from   Henry   Ellingson. 

The  Ceylon  to  Svendsen 

Ceylon,  Minn.  —  Holger  Svendsen 
is  the  new  owner  of  the  Ceylon  here. 

WB Common,  2-for-l 
Increasing  Capitalization/  to  Up  Dividend 

(Continued 
shares,  having,  a  par  value  of  $5 
per  share. 

2,  The  retirement  of  the  100,- 
254  shares  of  common  stock  now 
held  in  the  treasury. 

3,  To  split  the  stock  on  a  two 
for  one  basis,  by  issuing  an  ad- 

ditional share  of  stock  for  each 
outstanding  share  of  stock  held 
by  stockholders  of  record  on 
Aug.  6,  1946. 

4,  To  pass  on  an  employes' pension  plan  to  be  prepared  by 
a  committee  appointed  by  the 
directors. 
Capital  surplus  will  be  charged 

and  capital  stock  will  be  credited 
with  $18,505,450,  being  $5  per  share 
on  the  3,701,090  shares  of  new  com- 

mon stock  to  be  issued. 

The  Board  voted  to  prepay  $4,773,- 
000  principal  amount  of  its  outstand- 

from  Page  1) 

ing  term  bank  loan.  After  such 
prepayment  and  the  payment  of  the 
installment  due  on  May  1,  there  will 
be  $23,865,000  principal  amount  of 
the  term  loan  outstanding.  This 
represents  a  total  reduction  of  $13,- 
135,000  from  the  original  outstand- 

ing principal  amount  of  $37,000,000 
in  August  1945. 

The  directors  declared  a  quarterly 
dividend  of  50  cents  per  share  on 
the  present  outstanding  common 
stock,  payable  July  3,  to  stockhold- 

ers of  record  on  June  7. 
The  board  of  directors  stated  that 

it  is  their  present  intention  to  in- 
crease the  dividend  on  the  common 

stock  by  the  declaration  of  a  quar- 
terly dividend  payable  in  October  of 

37%  cents  per  share  on  the  common 
stock  to  be  outstanding  after  the 
cwo-for-one  split  up. 

Ampa  Relief  Fund  Event 
Draws  500  to  the  Plaza 

lAmpa's  Relief  Fund  luncheon  yes- 
terday drew  more  than  500  persons 

to  the  Plaza  Hotel  where  winners  of 

the  .1945  Quigley  Awards  were  pre- 
sented with  plaques.  The  winners 

were  P.  E.  McCoy  of  Augusta,  Ga., 
and  Harry  G.  Boesel  of  Milwaukee. 

Hal  Home  presided  at  the  lun- 
cheon, with  Phil  Williams  as  co- 

ordinator. Paul  Hollister,  RKO 
Radio  studio  representative,  was  the 
principal  speaker.  Other  speakers 
were  William  K.  Jenkins,  Dan 
Michalove  and  Dave  Bader,  retiring 

Ampa  president. 

Truman  Action  Averts 
Railway  Express  Strike 

Threat  of  a  nation-wide  strike  of 
Railway  Express  Agency  workers, 
which  would  have  affected  film  de- 

liveries to  some  extent,  was  averted 
yesterday  when  President  Truman 
announced  he  would  name  an  emer- 

gency fact-finding  board  to  report  in 
30  days. 

NCA's  Board  Defers  ATA 
Action,  Pending  CIEA  Meet 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

establishing  the   regional   ATA  or- 
ganization.   The   NCA   board   voted 

not  to  take  action  pending  the  CIEA 
meeting  in  Chicago  May  23. 

The  NCA  board  also  approved  the 

appointment  of  an  executive  sec- 
retary. His  name  will  be  announced 

later  in  the  week. 

Talent  Discrimination  in 
U.  K.  Treaty  Up  Next  Week 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  The  Senate  sub- 
committee charged  with  completing 

work  on  the  pending  double  taxation 
treaty  with  the  United  Kingdom  is 
expected  to  meet  next  week  to  de- 

cide what  to  do  about  the  discrim- 
ination  claims  of  Hollywood  talent. 
A  lengthy  hearing  on  the  subject 
was  held  last  week,  with  Adrian 
McGallman,  John  Dales  and  Walter 
Abel  appearing. 

Senator  Scott  Lucas,  Illinois  Dem- 
ocrat and  chairman  of  the  subcom- 

mittee, was  out  of  town  yesterday 
and  his  office  reports  that  no  definite 

Deny  Gov't  Charges 
In  Scophony  Suit      I 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
was  a  summary  of  the  salient  facts 
regarding  Scophony  in  this  coip^^y 
and  GPE's  relation  to  it.  !a 

Says  Gov't  Didn't  Get  Fact!* "These  facts,"  he  pointed  out  in  a 

statement,  "are  completely  at  vari- 
ance with  the  Government's  charges 

in  the  anti-trust  suit  and  could 
easily  have  been  ascertained  by  It 
before  that  suit  was  instituted  by 
communicating  with  Paramount  or 
Television  Productions  or  ourselves. 
The  Government  did  not  do  this  but 
confined  itself  to  an  investigation  of 
Scophony  Corp.  of  America  and  its 
president.  That  may  be  the  reason 
that  the  Government  evidently  was 
not  aware  of  the  facts  set  forth  in 
our  answer  before  filing  its  action  in 

the  suit." 
Hines  said  the  Government's  pro- 

cedure was  "the  more  remarkable 
because  its  investigation  in  its  early 
stages  must  have  plainly  revealed 
the  existence  of  a  serious  internal 
controversy  between  Television  Pro- 

ductions and  ourselves  on  the  one 
hand  and  the  president  of  Scophony 

Corp.  of  America." Skiatron  Called  Non-Existent 
In  reference  to  the  Government's 

charge  of  monopoly  in  the  so-called 
"skiatron  system,"  the  answer  points 
out  that  the  skiatron  system  of  tele- 

vision is  non-existent,  declaring  that 
it  is  still  in  the  experimental  stage. 
In  reply  to  charges  of  restraint  in 
interstate  commerce,  the  GPE 
answer  asserts  that  all  development 
of  Scophony  project  in  England  was 
halted  by  the  war  and  that  since  the 
termination  of  the  war,  Scophony, 

Ltd.,  "has  not  been  able  to  improve 
its  inventions  to  the  point  where  any 

vendable  receiving  set  can  be  pro- 

duced." 

The  answer  further  contends  that 
no  television  set  or  apparatus  in- 

volving Scophony  inventions  have 
been  imported  into  the  United  States 
or  the  Western  Hemisphere  other 
than  five  experimental  sets. 
Except  for  corporate  structures 

referred  to  in  the  complaint,  the 
GPE  and  Hines  answer  denies  all 
allegations  in  the  case. 

date  has  yet  been  set  for  the  meet- 
ing. Lucas,  the  only  senator  present 

through  the  major  part  of  last 
week's  session,  appeared  quite  sym- 

pathetic to  the  talent  complaint. 

TO  THE  COLORS! 

•  PROMOTED  • 
ROBERT  JOHNSON,  son  of  Adolph  Johnson, 

operator  of  the  Strand,  Hamden,  Conn.,  to 
Lt.  Com.  in  charge  of  physical  training  for 
the  Third  Naval  District. 

*  ARMY  • 
LOU  CALAMARI,   assistant  manager,    Roosevelt, Chicago. 

MARVIN    SALTER,    assistant    manager,    Chicago, 
Chicago. 

•  NAVY  • 
RICHARD  DECAN,  Roosevelt  staff,  Newark,  N.  J. 
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SEE  END  OF  CONFERENCES  WITH  AFM  TODAY 
M.  Y.  City  License  Dept.  Moving  for  Ad.  Control 
ve-Point  Control  Under 
ew  Code  in  Prospect, 
om.  Fielding  Tells  ITOA 

i While  the  Department  of  Licenses 
es  not  intend  to  use  its  broad 
wers  as  a  film  censorship  agency, 
Jvertising  control  to  prevent  mis- 
ading  and  lurid  exploitation  of 
reen  attractions  is  contemplated 
the  new  regulating  control  now 

ader  consideration,  License  Com- 
issioner  Benjamin  Fielding  pointed 
jit  yesterday  in  an  address  before 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

'hilly  Exhib.  Com. 
Vill  Ponder  ATA  Ties 
Piladelphia  —  Affiliation  with  the 
jwly-formed  ATA,  and  the  possible 
itablishment  of  a  state  organiza- 
on  allied  with  it,  will  be  considered 
,T  a  committee  representing  East- 
•n  Pennsylvania  Allied,  the 
MPTO,  affiliated  circuits  and  indie 
chibitors  without  unit  ties,  as  a  re- 
(alt  of  a  meeting  of  some  60  the- 

( Continued  on  Page  3) 

Supreme  Court's  Jachson  Parh  Decision 
Reported  Delaying  Equity  Suit  Findings 

The  Supreme  Court  decision  in  the  Jackson  Park  case  was  reported  yester- 
day to  have  delayed  the  opinion  of  the  statutory  court  in  the  New  York  equity 

suit.  While  there  could  be  no  confirmation  from  the  three  trial  judges,  reliable 

sources  said  they  had  reason  to  believe  that  the  court,  having  almost  completed 

its  written  opinion,  had  to  re-examine  the  evidence  and  do  some  re-writing  in 
order  to  conform  with  the  Supreme  Court  verdict. 

There  still  is  no  indication  as  to  when  the  opinion  will  be  handed  down, 

although  those  who  appear  to  be  close  to  the  situation  are  "guessing"  that  "it 
won't  be  long  now."  At  the  time  the  trial  officially  ended,  the  consensus  was 
that  April  15  would  be  the  limit  of  the  waiting  period.  The  Jackson  Park  case 
undoubtedly  caused  the  delay,  authorities  say. 

Ex-Navy  Dirigible  to 

Herald  Metro's  Films 
Using  the  K-type  dirigible,  M-G-M 

yesterday  unveiled  a  new  kind  of 
aerial  advertising.  Under  an  ar- 

rangement with  the  Douglas  Leigh 
Sky  Advertising  Corp.,  owner  of 
three  dirigibles  purchased  from  the 
U.  S.  Navy,  one  of  the  ships  will 
carry  a  huge  electrical  sign,  40  feet 
high,  on  each  side,  with  a  continuous 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

itlanta  Censor  Board 

i'an't  Bern,  Court  Rules 
Atlanta  —  The  Atlanta  Censor 
oard  has  the  right  only  to  censor 
picture  and  not  to  ban  it,  accord- 
g  to  a  decision  by  Judge  Bond 

lmand  in  upsetting  the  board's 
lling  against  the  showing  of  Uni- 

( Continued  on  Page  7) 

$80,000  for  VJA 
Pledged  at  ITOA  Meet 

Following  an  impressive  address  by 

Billy  Rose,  chairman  of  the  Amuse- 
ment Division  of  the  Jewish  Appeal 

of  Greater  New  York,  approximately 

$80,000  was  pledged  by  exhibitors 
who  attended  the  ITOA  luncheon- 

meeting  in  the  Hotel  Astor  yesterday. 
Billy  Rose  indicated  similar  responses 
from  the  other  branches  of  the 

amusement  industry  would  reach  the 

$1,000,000  goal  set  by  his  committee. 

PRC  Buys  St.  Louis  Branch, 
Negotiating  for  4  More 
With  the  purchase  this  week  by 

PRC  Pictures,  Inc.,  of  its  own  ex- 
change in  St.  Louis  from  Harry  C. 

Arthur,  Jr.,  Matt  Schulter  and  Andy 
Dietz,  franchise  holders,  negotia- 

tions for  four  other  franchise-held 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

U.  S.  Secretarial  for 
Int.  Standards  Org.! 
A  move  to  have  the  secretariat  of 

the  motion  picture  committee  of  the 
proposed  international  standard  or- 

ganization located  in  this  country 
has  been  started  by  the  Society  of 
Motion  Picture  Engineers.  Group 
feels  the  secretariat  should  be 
located  here  because  of  American 
leadership  in  the  field  of  motion  pic- 

ture standards. 
Proposal  was  discussed  at  a  recent 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Talks  Are  Speeded  Up 
As  Deadlock  on  Question 
Of  Hours  is  Said  Broken 

End  of  conferences  by  this  after- 
noon in  the  negotiations  between  the 

American  Federation  of  Musicians 
and  the  major  producers  for  a  new 
agreement  to  supplant  the  one  that 
terminated  on  March  31  was  seen  as 
a  certainty  at  a  late  hour  last  night 
after  an  all-day  session  at  the  AFM 
offices  that  witnessed  reported  break- 

ing of  a  deadlock  over  the  question  of 

whether  studio  instrumentalists' 
working  hours  and  wages  should  be 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Gov't  Agencies  Will  Spend 
$75,000,000  on  Publicity 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE   FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Government  agen- 
cies will  spend  a  staggering  total  of 

$75,000,000  this  year  on  motion  pic- 
tures,   radio   and   other    "publicity" (Continued  on  Page  7) 

UW  Execs,  to  Coast 

On  II,  S.  Program 
Matthew  Fox,  president  of  United 

World,  and  Robert  Benjamin,  presi- 
dent of  J.  Arthur  Rank  Organization, 

Inc.,  and  counsel  for  UW,  leave  Sun- 
day for  the  Coast  to  discuss  the  UW 

program  with  Leo  Spitz  and  William 
Goetz,  producers  of  the  American 
contribution  of  the  UW  program. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  UW  execu- 
tives here  yesterday,  plans  for  a  na- 
tional convention  were  discussed  but 

no  date  was  set. 

IT.  S.  Scophony  in  Cross  Claim 

Denies  Gov't  Charges;  Sues  GPE,  Para./et  al 
NSS  May  Convention  Here 
International  in  Scope 

National  Screen  Service's  conven- 
tion, opening  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria 

May  2  and  running  through  the  next 
two  days,  will  be  international  in 
scope,  it  was  announced  yesterday 
by  President  Herman  Robbins.  Na- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Denying  the  Government's  anti- trust charges,  Scophony  Corp.  of 
America  and  Arthur  Levey,  general 
manager,  yesterday  filed  cross  claims 
against  General  Precision  Equipment 
Corp.,  Paramount  Pictures,  Inc., 
Scophony,  Ltd.,  and  Television  Pro- 

ductions, Inc.,  asking  for  $1,500,000, 

plus  additional  sums  as  yet  un- 
( Continued  on  Page  3) 

Morgan  Sets  10  Regional 
Sales  Meets  on  Shorts 

Oscar  A.  Morgan,  Para,  shorts  and 
newsreel  sales  chief,  signalized  the 

shorts  department's  sixth  year  as  an 
indie  department  in  the  Para.  org. 
yesterday  by  announcing  10  regional 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

E*L-PRC  Merger  in 

Conversation  Stages 

Consolidation  of  Eagle  -  Lion  and 
PRC  Pictures  is  said  to  be  in  the 

conversation  stage  but  no  definite 
action  has  been  decided  upon,  it  was 

reported  yesterday.  Both  Eagle-Lion 
and  PRC  are  holdings  of  Pathe  In- 

dustries, Inc.,  and  joint  operation  of 
the  two  companies  is  reporte  to  be 
in  the  offing. 
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FINANCIAL 
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NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 

High     Low     Close 
Am.  Seat   31%     31  Vz     31  % 
Bell  Cr  Howell     34        33'A     34 
Columbia  Picts   32'/2     31 V4     3iy4 
East.   Kodak     259       257       258 

Cen.  Prec.  Eq     37         36'/2     37 

Loew's,  Inc   393/8     38'/4     393/8 
Paramount          79V2     78'/2     785/a 
RKO          27'/4     265/8     2714 
Republic   Picts      16l/2     16         16y4 
Republic  Picts.  pfd..  .    19'/4     19         19i/4 
20th  Century-Fox   .  .  .   60'/2     60%     60y8 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  75y4     75         75 
20th  Century-Fox  ppf.103        103        103 
Universal  Pict   465/8     46        465/8 
Universal   Picts.    pfd..   99y4     99         99'/4 
Warner  Bros     543/8     53l/2     53y8 

NEW  YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts      lO'/i     lO'/g     10% 
Radio-Keith  cvs      123/8     11%     12% 
Sonotone  Corp        5'A       5Va       5!4 
Technicolor          27%     26%     27% 
Trans-Lux           73/8       63,4       7 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 

Bid Pathe    Industries     13V4 

Net Chg. +     % 
—  1% —  3 —  % 

—  1% 
— ' '  i/4 

—  % 
—  23/4 

+  '  % 

—  Va —  % 

+     % 
+     Va 

+  "% 

—  % 
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14% 

Last  Rites  for  Gages  Corgan 
Shawnee,  Okla.  —  Last  rites  for 

Gages  Corgan,  theater  architect  who 
designed  more  than  100  houses  for 
the  Griffith  Amusement  Co.,  were 
held  here. 

122  Pa.  Municipalities 
Adopt  Daylight  Saving 

Harrisburg,  Pa. — Daylight  saving 
time  has  been  adopted  by  122  Penn- 

sylvania municipalities,  including 
most  of  the  major  population  cen- 

ters, it  is  reported  by  the  Pennsyl- 
vania State  Chamber  of  Commerce. 

A  survey  by  the  Chamber  showed 
that  out  of  42  municipalities  of  20,- 
000  population  or  over,  all  but  seven 
replied  that  they  took  favorable 

action  in  regard  to  "fast  time."  The seven  not  heard  from  are  Johnstown, 
Sharon,  Butler,  Uniontown,  Nanti- 
coke,  Monessen  and  Shenandoah. 

Daylight  saving  time  will  go  into 
effect  Sunday. 

New  Orleans,  La. — Wide  majority 
in  New  Orleans  voted  to  go  on  day- 

light saving  time,  effective  Sunday. 
Shreveport  and  Alexandria,  however, 

notified  Governor  Davis  they  won't 
accept  daylight  saving  time. 

Para.  Operates  4  Theas. 
In  France  and  Belgium 

Andre  Ullmann,  director  of  the- 
aters for  Paramount  in  France  and 

Belgium,  returned  from  Hollywood 

yesterday  after  a  week's  visit  during 
which  he  conferred  with  department 
heads  and  studied  new  technical  and 
laboratory  methods.  Before  the  war 
he  was  also  general  manager  of  the 

company's  studios  in  Paris. 
Paramount  now  operates  four  key 

theaters  in  France  and  Belgium, 
Ullman  stated.  These  are  the  De 
Luxe  Paramount  in  Paris,  the  Fa- 
milia  in  Lille,  the  Opera  in  Rheims 
and  a  fourth  theater  in  Brussels 
which  was  a  war  casualty  and  will 
be  re-built,  opening  late  in  the  Fall 
as  the  Paramount  Theater. 

To  Exam.  E.  W.  Loew,  Riker 
By  stipulation  of  both  sides,  E.  M. 

Loew  and  Jerome  Riker,  an  officer  of 
E.  M.  Loew  Theaters,  will  be  ex- 

amined before  trial  in  the  case 

brought  by  Loew's,  Inc.,  to  restrain E.  M.  Loew  from  using  the  name  of 
Loew  in  his  Cross  Bay  Theater, 
Woodside,  L.  I.  It  was  agreed,  ac- 

cording to  the  stipulations  filed  in 
Federal  Court  yesterday,  that  within 
five  days  after  the  examination  of 
Loew  and  Riker,  attorneys  for  the 
defendants  will  examine  Joseph  R. 

Vogel  or  another  officer  of  Loew's, Inc. 

Will  Honor  Stars 
The  Theater  Assembly  will  honor 

stars  of  stage  and  screen  at  a  lunch, 
eon  tomorrow  at  the  Hotel  Astor. 
Among  the  guests  of  honor  will  be 
Eddie  Foy,  Jr.,  Josephine  Hull,  Paul 
Douglas,  Joan  Roberts,  Helen  Craig, 
Sheila  Barrett,  Chamberlain  Brown 
and  critic  Robert  Garland. 

Lambs'  Gambol  Sunday  Eve 
First  post-war  gambol  of  the 

Lambs  will  be  held  Sunday  night  at 
the  Majestic  Theater.  Hundreds  of 
screen,  stage  and  radio  stars  will  ap- 

pear under  the  direction  of  R.  H. 
Burnside. 

Express  Co.  "Stoppage" New  Detroit  Print  Worry 
Detroit  —  Local  distributors  and 

exhibitors  are  trying  to  unscramble 
further  confusion  of  print  shipments 

caused  by  an  unofficial  express  com- 
pany stoppage,  called  a  protracted 

meeting  rather  than  a  strike.  Ex- 
pressmen are  returning  to  work, 

after  the  stoppage  here  preceding 
the  threatened  national  express 
strike,  now  called  off. 
The  express  company  placed  an 

embargo  on  Detroit  shipments  when 
the  stoppage  became  serious,  and 
some  films  were  stopped  at  Grand 
Rapids  and  other  spots.  Others  were 
involved  in  140  carloads  of  goods 
tied  up  right  here  in  Detroit  await- 

ing claims  of  owners. 

CSU  Propose  Plan  for 
Resuming  Work  on  Sets 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  The  Conference  of 
Studio  Unions  has  proposed  a  pro- 

gram under  which  work  would  be 
resumed  immediately  on  movie  sets 
wherever  jurisdictional  problems 
have  developed.  Under  the  terms  of 

the  proposal  producers'  labor  rep- resentative Pat  Casey  would  decide 
before  April  31  which  union  should 
do  the  work  on  any  disputed  job. 

Thomas  A.  Sullivan  Dead 
Denver — Thomas  A.  Sullivan,  61, 

former  secretary-treasurer  of  the 
old  Rocky  Mountain  Theater  Own- 

ers and  Managers  Assn.  and  former 
operator  of  theaters  in  Denver,  died 
at  his  Englewood  home  of  a  brain 
hemorrhage.  He  had  not  previously 
been  ill.  He  was  president  of  the 
Englewood  National   Bank. 

Kaimann  Rites  in  St.  Louis 
St.  Louis — Funeral  services  were 

held  at  Our  Lady  of  Mount  Carmel 
Catholic  Church  yesterday  for  Ste- 

phen A.  Kaimann,  85,  founder  and 
former  owner  of  a  chain  of  motion 
picture  theaters  in  North  St.  Louis. 
He  suffered  a  broken  hip  in  a  fall 
about  11  weeks  ago  and  never  re- 

covered from  the  injury. 

COMING  and  GOINC 
HASKELL  MASTERS,  Canadian  district  m. 

ger  for  Warner  Bros.,  returns  to  Toronto  t- 
from   New   York. 

MOR^  BLUMENSTOCK  returns  today  from 

cago. 
MARVIN  SCHENCK,  Loew's  vice-president M-C-M  studio  Eastern  rep.,  leaves  today 

a  vacation  at  Hot  Springs,  Ark. 

HARRY  MAIZLISH,  general  manager  of 
the  Warner   Bros,   radio   station    in   Los  »«^ 
has  arrived  in  New  York. 

CLENN      IRETON,     Canadian     field     rep. 
Warners,    arrived    in    New    York    yesterday    f 
Toronto. 

J.  J,  ALLIN,  of  the  Allin  Film  Delivery 

vice,  Chicago,   is  in  Atlanta,   on  a  vacation  ' 
EDGAR  BERCEN  is  at  the  Waldorf-Ast 

from  the  Coast. 

A.  J.  O'KEEFE,  Universal's  Western  sales  ir 
ager,   is  due  back  from  Chicago  today. 

1RVINC  WORMSER,  Eastern  sales  manage 
Film  Classics,  Inc.;  JULES  K.  CHAPMAN, 
sistant  general  manager,  and  AL  ZIMBAL 
national  ad  publicity  head,  went  to  Phila 
phia    yesterday. 

C.  J.  LATTA,  Warner  Theaters  zone  man; 
in  Albany,  and  CHARLES  A.  SMAKWITZ, 
assistant,  are  in  New  York  today. 

CHARLES    S.    STEINBERG,    assistant    publi 
manager  for  Warners,  in  New  York,  is  in  W; 
ington   conferring  with   national   educational 
other  groups   on   their  participation   in   the  1 
anniversary  of  sound. 

ANN  FRANCIS,  radio  actress,  has  been  sig 
by    M-C-M    and    will    leave    for   the    Coast 

day. 

TOM  DONALDSON,  M-C-M  Boston  mana 
returns  today  to  Boston  after  a  two-day  hi 
office  visit. 

CAROL  BRANDT,  Eastern  story  head 
M-C-M   leaves  for  the  Coast  tomorrow. 

C.  C.  MOSKOWITZ,  vice-president  and  trt 
urer  for  Loew's,  returns  Monday  from  a  Mi 
vacation. 

EDWIN  W.  AARON,  M-C-M  assistant  gen 
sales  manager,  is  due  back  Monday  from  a  va 
tion   at    Asheville,    N.    C. 

TOM    HELMORE    and    PATRICIA    MARSHA 

recently    signed    by    M-C-M,   will    head    for 
Coast    following    the    closing    of    "Day     Bel 
Spring,"   in  which  they  appear  in  Chicago. 

BRIAN  DONLEVY  arrived  at  La  Cuardia  F 

from  Hollywood  last  night  aboard  the  Conste 
tion. 

LOREN  L.  RYDER,  head  of  Paramount  Stud 
sound  department,  leaves  Hollywood  May  2 

New  York  to  address  the  SMPE's  semi-anti 
meeting  on  "The  Modernization  Desires  of 

Major   Motion   Picture  Studio." OSCAR  KARLWEIS,  starring  in  the  Broad* 

comedy,  "I  Like  it  Here,"  goes  to  Hollyw. 

May  13  to  appear  in  Paramount's  "The  Empf 

Waltz." 

JAMES  J.   DONOHUE,   Paramount  Central  d 
sion   sales   manager,   has   left   New   York   for 

company's  Dallas  branch  office.  He  also  will  v( 

the  Oklahoma  and  Memphis  territories.' MIKE  TODD  has  returned  to  New  York  fr 
a  two-day  conference  in  Chicago. 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion  picture." EARL  WILSON  also  says  it! 

Now   Breaking  All  M-G-M   Records  at  Radio  City  Music  Hall 
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joiner.  Scophony  in 
lenial  and  Suit 

:» 

be 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

' ]  nown,   and    that   the    damages 
.   ebled. 

Scophony  of  America  and  Levey  in 

I'-  cross  claims  held  that  the  con- 
rr~i   of   Scophony's   corporate   ex- 
rJnce  and  business  operations  had 

pen  pre-arranged  before  it  was  or- 
anized    by    certain    agreements, 
leged   in  the    Government   suit  to 
olate  the  anti-trust  laws,  by  GPE, 

,   elevision    Productions,    Paramount 
%d  Scophony,  Ltd. 

ii  They  held  that  in  executing  agree. 

ents  after  its  birth,  it  merely  per- 

*pfcrmed  what  had  been  pre-arranged 
:;      and  secured  to  be  performed  by 
i  Lfcreements  through  its  founders  and 
.ajority   stockholders;    that  it  was 

"w  ignorance  of  the  law  and  fact  and 

"    ithout  any  intention  to  participate 
. .  i  any  combination  and  conspiracy 
I   E-tween  its  founders. 

Scophony  claimed   it  had  neither 
?ason    to    presume    nor    means    to 

d  scertain     the     existence     of     such 

'   Jleged  conspiracy  prior  to  its  birth; 
lat    the    co-defendants,    GPE    and 

! ;  elevision  Productions,  the  B-group, 
•olding    50    per   cent    of    Scophony 

:    tock,  were  in  effect  exclusive  licens- 
es and   that   any  intentions,   com- 

"vinations    and    conspiracies    among 
*  'hem  to  supress  patents  and  inven- 
ions  were  concealed  from  Scophony 
f  America. 

Levey  made  a  general  denial  and 
y  sked  for   a   dismissal  of  the   Gov- 
I   rnment's   suit.    Cross   claims   were 
he  same  as   Scophony's  but  Levey 

[fiso  asked  for  a  judgment  against 
ach    of    the    four    defendants    for 

p  270,000,  plus  additional  funds  yet 

^mknown,  and  requested  an  order  en- 
•jioining    the    four    from    interfering 

ivith    Levey's    activities    as   general 
jnanager  of  Scophony  and  from  vot- 

ing any  of  their  stock  until  the  Gov- 
ernment complaint  is  settled. 

.ampron  Funeral  Held 

Northampton,  Mass.  —  Funeral 
services  for  Mayor  Edmond  J.  Lamp- 

oon, 39,  chief  executive  here  for 
two  years  and  formerly  advertising 
Manager  for  Western  Massachusetts 

Theaters,  Inc.,  who  died  of  a  cereb- 
ral hemorrhage,  were  held  yesterday. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  26 
Cwinn  Williams  Jerome   E.   Olenick 
Noel  Madison  N.  Peter  Rathvon 

April  27 
Cordon  W.  Hedwig  Cordon  Oliver 

Edgar  Kennedy  Bert  Ennis 

April  28 
Lionel  Barrymore  Carl  P.  York 
Carl  Laemmle,  Jr.  Cecilia    Parker 
Bryant  Washburn  Martin  Moskowitz 

J.  D.  Trop  Adele  Mara 

Week-End  Memos 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  CoL  "Jock"  Lawrence  and  Mrs.  Lawrence 

were  "at  home"  last  night  at  a  cocktail  party  in  their  Hampshire  House 
apartment   It    was    a   gay   affair    and    was   largely    attended 

by  filmites.  ...  •  Don't  he  surprised  if  a  booking  combine  takes 
shape  in  Philly.  ...  •  Turner  B.  Shelton,  who  joins  Scott  Dunlap  at 

Monogram  as  assistant,  was  with  Ted  Gamble  in  the  War  Finance 

Division  during  the  war.  ...  •  Si  Fabian  goes  to  Albany  Monday  to 

speak  at  a  Jewish  Welfare  Fund  luncheon  at  Jack's  Restaurant.  .  .  . 
•  Architect  Drew  Eberson  planes  to  Mexico  City  Monday  and  from 

there  to  Panama  and  Caracas  in  connection  with  Latin-American  projects 
being  executed  by  the  firm  in  which  he  is  associated  with  his  father,  John 

Eberson.  ...  •  Columbia's  "Gilda"  mopping  up  in  Brooklyn — better 
than  $42,000  for  the  week  at  the  Fox.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  Louis 

B.  Mayer  paid  the  second  highest  price — $13,900 — for  a  filly  in  Aus- 
tralian turf  history  when  he  bid  in  Ajaz  Larasade  at  Sydney  this  week? 

•  Thar's  a  war  on  in  Chi.  between  the  Chicago  and  Oriental  Theaters 
  Former  is  bringing  in  Hildegarde  June  21  at  one  of  the  fanciest 

figures  ever  paid  in  the  Windy  City   Frank  Sinatra,  by  the  way, 

would  have  received  $25,000  for  a  week  had  his  engagement  not  been 
cancelled  because  of  illness.  ...  •  It  is  Richard  de  Rochemont,  not 

brother  Louis,  who  will  receive  that  citation  from  the  MP1  Chapter  of  the 
AVC  May  1.  .  .  .  •  Pete  J.  Wood,  Ohio  ITO  secretary,  would  gently  re- 

mind Howard  Hughes  that  the  Ohio  censor  board  made  cuts  in  four  reels 

of  "The  Outlaw.".  .  .  •  If  you  missed  and  still  want  to  see  those 

Goldwyn  Girls  in  New  York's  Easter  parade,  you'll  find  'em  in  Pathe 

News.  ...  •  Add  Signs  o'  the  Times:  On  its  ninth  playdate  at  the  St. 

Paul  Garrick,  "Scarface"  was  scaled  at  30  cents;  when  it  first  played 
there  in  the  long  ago,  admission  was  a  thin  dime   

T  ▼  ▼ 

•  •  •  VACATION  AT  LAST:  Now  that  the  Fabian  Brooklyn  Fox 

is  a  smash  hit,  Joe  Lee,  director  of  publicity  in  Dodgerland  for  Si  Fabian, 

will  take  his  first  vacation  in  12  years   Joe,  who  joined  the  Fabian 

org.  in  1934,  leaves  May   1   for  a  six-week  rest   But  it  may  be  a 

busman's   holiday   Joe  is  contemplating   whipping  up  a   series   of 
articles  on  Houdini,  whom  he  managed  and  for  whom  he  did  publicity 

for  five  years   Phil  M.  has  long  felt  that  a  Houdini  pic  would  be  a 

natural   Talk  about  your  exploitation  possibilities!   Which  might 

give  Bill  Pine,  for  instance,  an  idea   (And  what  about  the  boys  at 
Monogram  and  PRC  as  well?)   

Bryan  Stresses  Need  for 
New  Type  U.  S.  Life  Pic 

Detroit — Need  for  a  new  type  of 
picture  to  give  a  more  accurate  idea 
of  America  to  the  rest  of  the  world, 
was  cited  by  Julien  Bryan,  executive 
director  of  the  International  Film 
Foundation,  at  the  third  session  of 
the  Educational  Film  Library  Assn. 
yesterday.  Commercial  films,  made 
for  purely  entertainment  purposes, 
show  our  bigness  and  our  power,  he 
pointed  out,  but  not  our  goodness, 
our  humaneness,  and  what  American 
life  is  really  like.  To  remedy  this 
distortion,  the  Foundation  in  co-op- 

eration with  the  State  Department, 
is  making  films  in  20  languages  of 
small-town  life,  using  local  people 
going  about  their  everyday  life. 

Bryan  criticized  the  State  Depart- 
ment in  that  while  it  is  willing  to 

send     pictures     of     American     life 

Copyright  Restrictions 
Halt  Army  Pic  Showings 

Eight  War  Dept.  films  scheduled 
for  the  Museum  of  Modern  Art  Film 
Library  series,  The  Documentary 
Film,  have  been  withdrawn  because 
of  copyright  restrictions,  it  is  an- 

nounced. Pictures  were  withdrawn 
because  the  restrictions  confined 
their  showing  to  military  personnel 
only. 

Subjects  include  five  issues  of  the 
Army-Navy  Screen  Magazine,  two 
incentive  shorts,  "How  Good  is  a 
Gun,"  and  "Brought  to  Action,"  and 
"Let  There  Be  Light." 

abroad,  it  is  unwilling  to  accept  sim. 
ilar  reels  of  life  of  people  in  other 
countries.  Such  an  exchange  is 
needed  to  further  real  international 
understanding  and  prevent  future 

wars,  he  said. 

Philly  Exhib,  Com 
Will  Ponder  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ater    operators   controlling   Upwards 
of  250  houses  here  yesterday. 

The  chairman  of  the  committee 

will  be  Jay  Emanuel,  who  presided 

at  yesterday's  confab  and  who  was 
authorized  by  resolution,  introduced 
by  Frank  C.  Walker,  to  name  his 
associates  on  it. 

Emanuel  said  after  the  meeting 
that  appointment  of  the  committee 
would  wait  until  after  national 

Allied's  board  meeting  in  Chicago  on 

May  24-25  at  which  Allied's  ATA 
attitude   is  expected   to   be   defined. 

Yesterday's  meeting,  held  to 
familiarize  area  exhibs.  with  the 

ATA  plan,  was  addressed  by  Si  Fa- 
bian, Ted  Gamble  and  Robert  Coyne, 

here  from  New  York,  in  addition  to 
Emanuel  and  Walker. 

The  ATA  will  be  a  success  if  it 

is  an  "instrumentality  of  the  the- 
aters of  America  and  not  an  agency 

that  merely  engages  to  speak  for  or 

use  the  theaters  of  America,"  Gam- 
ble told  the  meeting.  "We  propose 

to  represent  all  classes  of  theaters. 
The  Constitution  guarantees  that 
the  independents  will  have  the 

strongest  voice  in  the  administra- 

tion of  the  organization." 
No  direct  opposition  to  ATA  de- 

veloped, and  the  setup  apparently 
found  favor  with  Eastern  Allied 
members  who  attended  as  individ- 

uals. Lewen  Pizor,  UMPTO  prexy, 

also  present  unofficially,  indicated  he 

was  definitely  aboard  the  ATA  band- 
wagon. 

Joe  Conway,  assistant  to  Sidney 
Samuelson,  Philly  Allied  exec,  who 
is  vacationing  in  Florida,  was 
among  the  Allied  men  present.  He 
said  Allied  was  not  in  a  position  to 

act  in  Samuelson's  absence,  and  this 
was  one  factor  in  the  decision  to 

appoint  the  committee. 
There  was  some  lively  questioning 

from  the  floor,  and  all  queries  ap- 
parently were  answered  to  the  satis- 

faction of  those  seeking  information. 
The  New  Yorkers  pointed  out  that  it 
was  possible  to  join  ATA  nationally 
without  a  state  organization,  but  it 
was  evident  that  the  latter  found 
favor  with  exhibs.  present  yesterday. 

SICK  REPORT 

HAROLD  GILL,  Neu  Theater  projection- 

ist, Stapleton,  Neb.,  suffered  severe  burns 

and  injuries  in  a  film  booth  fire  and  also 

sprained  an  ankle  jumping  from  the  booth 
to  floor  level. 

CHARLES  LORENZ,  veteran  Metro  ship- 
per at  Omaha  who  has  been  out  for  two 

months  following  a  serious  operation,  is 
back  on  the  job. 

JACK  EDDY,  exhibitor  at  Mr.  Ayr,  la.,  is 

recuperating  frcm  an  operation. 

JOSEPH  WALSH,  in  charge  of  exchange 

accounting  for  Paramount,  has  returned  to 

his  office  after  an  extended  illness. 
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See  End  of  Parleys 
With  the  AFM  Today 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
figured  on  a  cumulative  basis  as  at 
present  or  according  to  a  non-cumu- 

lative arrangement  as  demanded  by 
the  union. 

The  announcement  that  James  C. 
Petrillo,  AFM  head,  had  plane  reser- 

vations to  leave  tonight  for  Chicago, 
where  important  business  awaited 
him,  strengthened  the  conviction  that 
formal  talks  between  union  and  com- 

pany representatives  would  wind  up 
by  this  afternoon. 

Night  Session  Held 
With  the  deadlock  reportedly  broken 

quick  progress  was  reported  in  nego. 
tiations  on  points  that  still  remained 
to  be  cleaned  up.  Wages,  the  dis- 

position of  musicians'  working  time 
and  the  number  of  instrumentalists 
to  be  employed  by  the  studios — the 
three  most  controversial  points  in 
th.2  original  list  of  91  demands  made 
upon  the  companies  by  Petrillo  — 
were  discussed  at  the  night  session. 
The  AFM  wage  demand  called  for  a 
100  per  cent  hike  in  the  current  $100 
weekly.  The  union  had  insisted  that 
musicians  be  limited  to  10  hours  of 
work  per  week,  with  all  above  that 
constituting  overtime,  while  the 
companies  insisted  on  retaining  the 
right  to  use  up  the  yearly  quota  of 
520  working  hours  as  they  saw  fit. 
The  producers  were  asked  to  in- 

crease to  90  the  number  of  musicians 
employed  on  a  permanent  basis. 

It  was  indicated  that  union  and 
companies  had  compromised  their 
differences  on  a  number  of  points. 
The  understanding  was  that, 

should  agreement  be  reached  on  all 
the  important  points,  such  issues  as 
still  remained  to  be  taken  care  of 
would  be  settled  via  telephone. 

At  an  early  hour  this  morning  no 
statement  on  accomplishments  of  the 
conference    was   forthcoming. 

DAILY 

Friday,  April  26, 

WCBW  Resumes  Tomorrow 

With  a  five-day  basic  schedule, 
WCBW,  CBS  Television  station,  re- 

sumes operations  tomorrow.  The  sta- 
tion has  been  off  the  air  since  Feb. 

27,  adjusting  its  band  width  to  meet 
new  FCC  allocations.  Beginning  at 
8:15  nightly,  live  shows  are  planned 
for  Saturdays,  Sundays  and  Tues- 

days, and  films  and  remotes  for 
Wednesdays  and  Fridays. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Baxter-Hodiak 
West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE   FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Screen    players    Anne 
Baxter  and  John  Hodiak  plan  to  be 
married  in  June. 

Daniels-Bartholomew 
West   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Freddie    Bartholomew 
and    Maely    Daniels    were    married 
yesterday  in  Las  Vegas. 

REVIEWS  Of  fl€UJ  fILmS 
"Her  Kind  of  Man" 

with  Dane  Clark,  Zachary  Scott,  Janis  Paige 
Warner  Bros.  78  Mins. 

A  WELL  MOUNTED  PRODUCTION  FOR 
AN  INTRIGUING  CHARACTER  STUDY  OF 
AN  AMBITIOUS  GAMBLER. 

Shades  of  the  gangster  and  gambler  era 
that  immediately  followed  the  repeal  of 

prohibition  in  the  early  '30's  are  lifted  once 
again  through  a  truly  fine  interpretation 
given  by  Zachary  Scott  as  an  ambitious 

gambler  "with  a  lot  of  wrong  ideas.'' Dane  Clark  gives  his  role  much  heart  as 
the  Broadway  columnist  in  love  with  the 
talented  Janis  Paige,  who  gives  Scott  the 

edge  as  "her  kind  of  man."  Harry  Lewis, 
as  a  young  gangster  henchman,  and  Howard 

Smith,  an  elderly  gentleman-detective,  are 
complementary  to  the  casting  job  which 
teamed  Faye  Emerson  and  George  Tobias 
in  the  sub-leads. 

The  production  and  settings  are  inter- 
esting; and  director  Frederick  de  Cordova 

has  supplied  the  screenplay  with  almost 

spellbinding  intrigue. 
The  story,  told  in  flashback  style  with 

Dane  Clark  at  the  typewriter  in  his  news- 
paper office,  deals  with  the  saga  of  Scott, 

a  petty  gambler  in  a  mid-West  town  who 
kills  Sheldon  Leonard  in  self  defense.  Janis 

Paige,  his  talented  girl  friend,  and  Harry 
Lewis,  his  henchman,  witness  the  shooting. 

Scott  convinces  Paige  that  his  gambling  pur- 
pose is  to  set  them  up  for  the  future,  and 

advises  her  to  forget  about  the  incident  and 

go  to  New  York  for  a  stage  career  while  he 
goes  to  Florida  to  ward  off  suspicion  of  the killing. 

Howard  Smith,  detective,  tries  to  get  evi- 
dence or  a  clue  from  Paige,  who  is  being 

"rushed"  by  Clark.  Scott  arrives  in  New 
York  in  time  to  break  up  any  romantic  ideas 

the  pair  may  have  by  marrying  Janis.  Clark 
carries  the  torch  for  her  for  the  remainder 
of  the  film. 

A  bartender  from  the  West,  who  saw 

Scott  and  Lewis  dispose  of  Sheldon's  body, 

squeals  to  the  police.  A  raid  on  Scott's 
new  gambling  casino  results  in  Scott  ■ac- 

cidentally killing  his  sister  Faye  Emerson, 
and  running  away  frcm  the  police.  George 
Tobias,  married  to  Faye,  swears  vengeance 

and  tracks  him  down  to  a  waterfront  hide- 
out where  he  and  Scott  kill  each  other  in 

a  gun  battle. 
CAST:  Dane  Clark,  Janis  Paige,  Zachary  Scott, 

Faye  Emerson,  Ceorge  Tobias,  Howard  Smith, 
Harry  Lewis,  Sheldon  Leonard. 
CREDITS:  Producer,  Alex  Gottlieb;  Director, 

Frederick  de  Cordova;  Screenplay,  Cordon  Kahn, 
Leopold  Atlas;  Original  story,  Charles  Hoffman, 

James  V.  Kern;  Music,  Franz  Waxman;  Camera- 
man, Carl  Guthrie;  Art  Director,  Ted  Smith; 

Film  Editor,  Dick  Richards;  Set  Decorator,  Lyle 
Reifsnider;  Orchestral  Arrangements,  Leonid 

Raab;  Musical  Director,  Leo  F.  Forbstein;  As- 
sistant Director,  William  Kissell;  Songs  by  Ar- 

thur Schwartz  and  Howard  Dietz,  Jean  Lenoir, 

Frank   Eyton,    Edward   Heyman   and   Robert  Sour. 

DIRECTION,  Very  Good.  PHOTOGRAPHY, 
Good. 

Rites  Held  for  Alviene 

Funeral  services  were  held  yester- 
day for  Claude  M.  Alviene,  77, 

founder  and  for  50  years  head  of 
the  Alviene  Academy  of  Theater  and 
Cultural  Arts.  During  his  career  as 
a  director  and  artists'  representative, 
Alviene  is  said  to  have  trained  such 
stars  as  Fred  and  Adele  Astaire, 
Mary  Pickford,  Lee  Tracy,  Una  Mer- 
kel,  Nora  Bayes,  and  others. 

"Frontier  Gunlaw" 
with  Charles  Starrett,  Tex  Harding 

Columbia  58  Mins. 

GOOD  "DURANGO  KID"  WESTERN 
WITH  PLENTY  OF  ACTION  AND  FUNNY 
MUSICAL  INTERLUDES  TO  SATISFY  THE 
FAMILY  TRADE. 

All  the  excitement  of  a  15-chapter  serial 
is  rolled  into  this  story  of  a  band  of  masked 
Western  outlaws  known  as  the  Phantoms. 

The  film  is  well-edited  with  Al  Trace  and 

his  band  of  screwball  instrumentalists  sup- 
plying laugh  arrangements,  cowboy  style. 

The  direction  is  gcod  and  so  is  the  cast. 

Starrett's  role  as  the  "Durango  Kid,"  ene- 
my of  Western  lawlessness,  should  be  ex- 

ploited for  the  fine  morale  effect  on  child- ren. 

Tex  Harding's  vocal  chores  on  the  Western 
tunes  are  delivered  in  pleasing  fashion  and 
his  acting  is  getting  better  all  the  time. 

The  plot  for  this  one  of  the  series  deals 
with  the  operations  of  a  gang  of  hooded 

cattle  rustlers.  Starrett  has  his  first  meet- 

ing with  them  as  he  and  Dub  "Cannonball" Taylor  are  riding  into  Mesa  City  on  the 

stagecoach. 

Starrett  buys  a  ranch  from  Weldon  Hey- 
burn,  newspaper  editor  who  is  supposedly 

crippled  and  operates  from  a  wheel  chair. 
A  load  of  cattle  en  route  to  his  new  ranch 

is  hijacked  by  the  outlaws.  The  Durango 
Kid  makes  an  appearance  in  town  and  the 
newspaper  editor  tries  to  tie  him  with  the 

Phantoms.  Harding  is  framed  by  the  Phan- 
toms to  make  it  appear  that  he  too  is  one 

of  them.  Starrett  helps  Tex  escape  from 
the  jail  house  and  together  they  devise  a 

plan  to  trap  Heyburn  who  used  the  news- 
paper classified  column  to  advise  the  gang 

of  where  and  when  their  rendezvous  were 
to  be  held. 

CAST:  Charles  Starrett,  Tex  Harding,  Dub  Tay- 
lor, Jean  Stevens,  Weldon  Heyburn,  Jack  Rock- 

well, Frank  La  Rue,  John  Elliott,  Robert  Kort- 
man,  Stanley  Price,  Al  Trace  and  his  Silly 

Symphomists. CREDITS:  Producer,  Colbert  Clark;  Director, 
Derwin  Abrahams;  Assistant  Director,  Wilbur 
McGough;  Screenplay,  Bennett  Cohen;  Story, 

Victor  McLeod'  Film  Editor,  Aaron  Stell;  Sound, 
Ed  Bernds;  Art  Director,  Charles  Clague;  Set 
Decorator,  John  W.  Pascoe. 
DIRECTION,  Okay.      PHOTOGRAPHY,  Good. 

Morgan  Sets  10  Regional 
Sales  Meets  on  Shorts 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
conferences  to  be  held  by  him  with 

the   company's   district,   branch  and 
sales  managers  to  discuss  the  1946- 47  lineup. 

Morgan,  who  predicted  Para. 
shorts  sales  next  season  would  set 
still  another  high  mark,  said  the 
first  conference  would  be  held  here 
next  Monday.  It  will  be  followed  by 
a  country-wide  tour  by  Morgan  of 
Boston,  May  1  and  2;  Philadelphia, 
May  3  and  4;  Cleveland,  May  6  and 
7;  Atlanta,  May  10  and  11;  Memphis, 
May  13  and  14;  St.  Louis,  May  15  and 
16;  Chicago,  May  17  and  18;  Denver, 
May  20  and  21,  and  San  Francisco, 
May  23  and  24. 

Beale,  London  Guide  to  24 

Ray  Beale  will  accompany  the  24 
Victory  Loan  drive  winners  to  Lon- 

don, serving  as  guide  and  manager 
of  the  tour. 

U.  S.  Secretariat  for 
Int.  Standards  Org. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

meeting    of    the    SMPE    stan 
committee  with  American  Stan  i 
Association  representatives,  an 

matter  will  be  gone  into  furt^ 
a  meeting  of  the   SMPE   hf 
governors   being  called    by  \  -J 
Hyndman,  president,  for  just  b 
the  opening  of  the  technical  co 
ence  to  be  held  in  the  Hotel  Pen 
vania  on  May  5-10, 

Formerly  Under  Germany 
Secretariat  of  the  film  sectki 

the  pre-war  International  Stant 
Association  was  under  the  Ger: 
but  SMPE  has  been  urged  b\, 
ASA  and  various  motion  pi< 
groups  to  request  that  the  secret  | 
be  placed  with  the  U.  S.,  and  th; 
time  should  be  lost  in  establh! 
the  American  position  in  inti 
tional  motion  picture  standar tion. 

Failure  of  the  American  indi 
as  a  whole  to  participate  in  i; 

national  standards  work  prior  tr1 war  resulted  in  much  U.  S.  e< 

ment  being  barred  from  sale  in  c; countries  due  to  conflicting  si 
ards.  The  cutting  off  of  Euro; 
markets  led  U.  S.  industry  to  j 

toward  South  America  on  a  bi ' scale. 

Subsequently  ASA  was  requ« 
to  study  South  American  stand: 
zation  and  to  carry  on  an  ed 
tional  program  in  regard  to  the 
of  American  standards.  ASA 
maintains  representation  in  n 
large  La  tin- American  cities,  kee 
in  contact  with  all  standardize 
bodies. 

During  the  war,  the  U.  S.  was 
resented  on  the  United  Nal 
Standards  Co-ordinating  Commi 
along  with  New  Zealand,  Great  ]; 
ain,  Canada,  Australia,  South  Af 
Brazil,  China,  France,  Mex 
Poland,  Belgium,  Holland,  Noi, 
and  Denmark.  A  meeting  is  expe 
to  be  held  in  London  this  Fal 
bring  about  a  merger  of  the  oldj. 
new  international  standards  org^ 
zation  for  the  purpose  of  buildi( 
strong  international  body  thrc 

which  the  unification  of  stand3 can  be  achieved. 

Jeritza's  Concert  Monday 
Maria  Jeritza's  return  to  the 

cert  stage  will  occur  Monday 
ning,  at  Carnegie  Hall.  Mme.  Jei, 
is  the  widow  of  the  late  Winfiel 
Sheehan,    Hollywood    producer 
veteran  film   executive,  who   dU 

year  ago. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Griswold,  la. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  I 
vin    Neeley    of    Griswold    are 
parents  of  a  baby  girl.   Father  c 
the  local  Globe. 
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Y.  C,  License  Depf. 
r  Ad.  Control 

■  U, 

at 

Slid 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Independent    Theater    Owners 

^pciation. 

oting    that    "Movie    patrons    at- 

,'ted  to  the  box  office  by  claims on  trailers,  billboards,  posters, 
^T     marquees  and  other  forms  of 
'rasing,    are    frequently    disap- 
(ited  after  seeing  the  actual  pic- 

p™!  on  the   screen,"   Commissioner 
'    ding    revealed    that    his    depart- it    is    considering    principles    for 

"Jjl  code  that  would  term  it  "unde- 
m\b\e  and  unsound"  to: 
amk  1.  To  make  false  statements 

■^Pr  exaggerations  or  present  mis- 
bJT-ading  titles; 

j"jj;  2.  To  make  indirect  misrepre- \  entation  through  distortions  of 
.Retails,  either  editorially  or  pic- 

oVially; latH!  3.  To  make  statments  or  sugg- 
estions offensive  to  public  de- 

4.  To   represent  unfairly   the 
ife,  habits,  history  and  customs 

e-jf  all  nations;  and 
ill,   5.  To  present  any  glorification 
sttivf  illegal  activities. 

^Commissioner  Fielding  expressed 

? ,'.,'  appreciation  for  the  co-operation 
"  the  industry  and  the  metropolitan 
|  Ms  in  curbing  advertising  evils 
if1?  declared  that  "undesirable  com- 
d-i.itive  advertising  methods  prac- 
^ed  in  some  instances  in  motion 
its  ture  exploitation  are  in  clear  vio- 

lion  of  the  Advertising  Code  of  the 
^Sociation  of  Motion  Picture  Pro- 

bers and  Distributors  and  the 
:!%ndards  of  Practice  of  the  Amer- 
n  Association  of  Advertising 

I  irencies." 
He  warned  that  the  depart- 

Intent  will  observe  motion  picture 

^advertising  techniques  care- 
fully when  drafting  the  new  code 

1  md  noted  that  "the  require- 
; "ments  of  good  business  and  the 
■?  close  mutuality  of  interest  be- 

tween the  amusement  business 

_3and  the  theater-going  public, 
|>call  for  more  scrupulous  adher- 
jence  to  the  standards  of  confi- 
Idence  and  good  taste." 
(Commissioner  Fielding  cited  the 

dustry's  Advertising  Code  and  the 

Amusements  Leaders 
To  Attend  17  J  A  Dinner 

Leaders  in  film,  stage  and  radio 
will  attend  the  dinner  in  honor  of 

Mrs.  Eleanor  Roosevelt  sponsored  by 
the  Amusements  Division  of  the 

J    United    Jewish    Appeal    of    Greater 

!    New  York  next  Tuesday  at  Sherry's. 
|    Robert  Sherwood,  playwright,  will  be 
|   a  featured  speaker. 

Judging  by    the   advance    reserva- 
;  tions,  every  section  of  the  amuse- 

ment industry  will  be  well  repre- 
sented, Billy  Rose,  chairman,  said 

yesterday. 

Holly  wood-  Vine  Yard 
;By  RALPH  WILK. 

West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Day's  news  digest:   International   has  signed  Garson   Kanin   and   his  wife, 

Ruth   Gordon,   to   develop   a   screenplay   on    their   original   comedy   meller,    "The    Art   of 
Murder,"   for   United   World    release   Gene   Kelly's   next   for   Metro   will    be   "The 
Pirate,"  with  Judy  Garland   Burgess  Meredith   won't  accompany   Paulette  Goddard 
to  London  and  Paris,  after  all   He'll  co-star  with  Ginger  Rogers  and   David   Niven 

instead    in   "Magnificent    Doll"    (Skirball-Manning)    for    Universal    release   Metro's 

Technicolor  musical,  "It   Happened   in    Brooklyn,''   will   star    Frank    Sinatra    and    Kathryn 
Grayson   Jimmy  Durante  will  be  in  it,  too   Universal  has  signed  George  Brent 

to  co-star  with  Yvonne  De  Carlo  in  the  Technicclor  pic,  "Flame  of  Tripoli"   Den- 
nis O'Keefe  will  be  opposite  Hedy  Lamarr  in  "Dishonored  Lady1'  which  Hunt  Stromberg 

will  make   Seymour  Nebenzal  starts  "The  Chase"  on  the  Goldwyn  lot  May  9   
PRC  is  going  through  with  "The  Daughter  of  Monte  Cristo"  as  a  sequel;  Leonore  Aubert 
and  John  Loder  will  again   team   Mickey   Rooney   may   play   jockey   Ted   Sloan    for 

Metro  in  "Monkey  on  a  Stick." 

Atlanta  Censor  Board 

Can't  Ban,  Court  Rules 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

versal's  "Scarlet  Street"  in  Atlanta. 
The  court,  after  viewing  the  picture, 
said  it  found  nothing  obscene  in  it. 

If  the  board  intends  to  appeal  the 

judge's  decision,  it  must  post  a  $10,- 
000  bond  by  Monday  to  protect  the 
plaintiffs    (Universal)    against   loss. 

Judge  Almand  said  the  board's 
banning  of  the  picture  was  "unrea- 

sonable, arbitrary  and  an  abuse  of 

discretion." 
standards  adopted  by  the  American 
Association  of  Advertising  Agencies, 
the  Association  of  National  Adver- 

tisers and  the  Advertising  Federa- 
tion of  America  as  "a  yardstick  of 

good  business  which  apply  to  motion 
picture  advertising  as  well  as  to 

other  business  enterprises." 
Fielding  labeled  film  censorship  as 

"un-American"  and  told  the  met. 
theater  owners  that  he  would  not 
condone  it.  He  pointed  out  that  the 
industry  is  its  own  best  censor. 

Inspectors  to  Report 
Pointing  out  that  License  Depart- 

ment inspectors  are  charged  with  in- 
vestigating the  character  of  exhi- 

bitions in  motion  picture  theaters 
and  must  report  any  offense  against 
morality,  decency,  or  public  welfare, 
Commissioner  Fielding  noted  that 
violators  are  subject  to  fines,  im- 

prisonment and  possible  suspension 
or  revocation  of  licensing  privilege, 

adding  that  "when  advertising  in  any 
form  misrepresents  a  film  to  be  lurid 
and  possibly  offensive  to  public  wel- 

fare, the  theater  responsible  for 
such  advertising  is  inviting  vigorous 
action  by  the  Department  of 

Licenses." Harry  Brandt  termed  the  current 
box  office  admission  prices  as  the 
cheapest  commodity  in  the  United 
States  today  and  said  he  believed 
that  the  film  industry  was  serving 
the  public  well  and  cheaply,  in  ad- 

dressing the  ITOA  meeting.  Brandt 

also  pledged  "the  best  brains  would 
be  available"  for  License  Commis- 

sioner Benjamin  Fielding  in  any 
phase  of  drafting  the  new  code. 

Seated  at  the  dais  were  Max 
Cohen,  David  Weinstock,  Oscar  Doob, 
Billy  Rose,  Harry  Brandt,  Leo 
Brecher,  Samuel  Rosen,  Samuel 
Rinzler,     Patrick    Meehan,     former 

Gov't  Agencies  Will  Spend 
$75,000,000  on  Publicity 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
media,  it  was  revealed  yesterday. 

Pressed  by  Senator  Ferguson,  R., 
Mich.,  the  Budget  Bureau  came  up 
with  the  figure  after  a  quick  survey 

of  the  Government's  "educational, 
informational,  promotional  and  pub- 

licity" activities. 
Although  the  State  Department 

has  hit  the  headlines  for  its  informa- 
tional program,  other  Government 

departments  and  agencies  also  ex- 
pect to  splurge  this  year,  the  Bud- 

get Bureau  reported. 

The  State  Department's  $30,000,- 
000  "publicity"  cost  led  the  Budget 
Bureau's  list,  but  other  agencies  are 
high  in  the  running.  The  bureau's 
"little  list"  showed  the  following: 
Treasury,  $11,000,000;  Agriculture 
Dept.,  $9,295,000;  OP  A,  $2,572,000; 
Commerce  Dept.,  $2,000,000;  War 
Dept.,  $5,175,000;  Labor  Dept.,  $1,- 
440,000;  Navy  Dept.,  $704,000;  In- 

terior Dept.,  $387,000.  Other  agen- 
cies  expect  to  spend   smaller  sums. 

It  is  believed  that  Government  use 
of  motion  pictures  will  account  for 
much  of  the  money. 

PRC  Buys  St.  Louis  Branch, 
Negotiating  for  4  More 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
offices  are  said  to  be  near  completion. 
They  are  those  in  Chicago,  Atlanta, 
Charlotte  and  Kansas  City. 
The  St.  Louis  purchase  became 

effective  Monday.  Temporarily,  PRC 
will  continue  to  occupy  quarters  at 
3334  Olive  St.  in  conjunction  with 
Screen  Guild  Productions  of  which 

Dietz  is  manager.  The  Arthur-Schul- 
ter-Dietz  combination  also  has  ter- 

ritorial rights  to  Astor  Pictures 
and  Film  Classics. 
Sam  Weis,  formerly  with  PRC  in 

Cincinnati,  has  been  transferred  to 
St.  Louis  as  city  salesman  and  office 
manager.  A  new  branch  manager 
will  be  named  shortly,  according  to 
Max  Roth,  Midwest  division  man- 

ager. 
Senator  J.  Henry  Walters,  Brig.  Gen. 
Rodney  H.  Smith,  J.  Joshua  Gold- 

berg, License  Commissioner  Benja- 
min H.  Fielding,  and  Morton  Sun- 

shine. 

Ex-Navy  Dirigible  to 

Herald  Metro's  Films 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

running    message    on     M-G-M    pic- tures. 

The  new  venture  was  described  and 
demonstrated  yesterday  for  the  press 

by  Howard  Dietz,  M-G-M  vice-presi- 
dent, who  made  the  contract  with 

Douglas  Leigh.  The  running  mes- 
sage is  200  feet  by  25  feet. 

"We  will  feature  our  new  pictures 
on  airborne  signs  more  than  a  block 
long  and  even  spell  out  the  names  of 
our  stars  up  in  the  sky,"  Dietz  said 
yesterday.  "We  plan  to  install  800,- 
000,000  candlepower  searchlights  on 

the  roofs  of  the  Capitol  and  Loew's State  Theaters  and  catch  the  sky 
giant  in  the  cross  beams.  The  signs 
will  be  developed  for  day  and  night 
visibility  and  the  first  picture  to  be 
advertised  will  be  'The  Green 

Years'." 

The  M-G-M  flying  ballyhoo  will 
make  it  bow  along  the  East  coast  on 

July  4.  Metro's  deal  with  Leigh  is 
for  three  years  with  options. 

The  demonstration  yesterday  was 
with  models  showing  the  night-time 
effect. 

On  daily  flights,  the  ship  will  cover 
a  territory  of  40,000  square  miles 
stretching  150  miles  in  each  direc- 

tion from  Lakehurst,  N.  J.  It  will 
be  manned  entirely  by  ex-Navy 

personnel. The  advertising  contract  was  ne- 
gotiated through  Donohue  &  Coe, advertising  agency. 

NSS  May  Convention  Here 
International  in  Scope 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

tional  Screen  Service,  Ltd.,  of  Eng- 
land, will  be  represented  at  the 

sessions  for  the  first  time.  It  will 
mark  the  first  time  as  well  that  all 
NSS  branches  have  been  represented 

at  a  company  meeting  since  the  out- break of  World  War  II. 

Home  office  execs.,  topped  by  Rob- 
bins,  George  F.  Dembow,  William  B. 
Brenner  and  Arthur  Krim,  will  sit 
in,  together  with  branch  managers, 
salesmen  and  key  personnel  from  the 

organization's  31  branches  in  Amer- 
ica, as  well  as  joint  Managing-Direc- 
tors John  R.  McPherson  and  Arnold 

Williams,  from  London. 

AT  A's  Smith  Welcomes 
Exhibs.  With  Problems 

Brig.  Gen.  Rodney  H.  Smith,  ex- 
ecutive secretary  of  the  New  York 

committee  of  the  American  Theaters 

Association,  guest  speaker  at  the 

ITOA  luncheon-meeting  in  the  Hotel 

Astor  yesterday,  said  that  he  would 
welcome  visits  from  exhibitors,  big 

and  small,  on  any  problem  they  may 

have,  and  disclosed  that  he  will  act 
as  liaison  between  the  ATA  and  city 

and  state  governments. 



ON  NEWSREEL  assignments  or  produc- 
tion work,  when  lighting  conditions  are 

extremely  poor,  the  natural  choice  is  the 

high-speed  Eastman  Super-XX  Negative 
Film,  one  of  the  family  of  Eastman  Films, 

industry  favorites  for  more  than  fifty  years. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY,  ROCHESTER  4,  N.  Y. 
J.  E.  BRULATOUR,  INC.,  Distributors 

FORT  LEE,  CHICAGO,  HOLLYWOOD 

EASTMAN 

SUPER-XX. ..when  little  light  is  available 
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FM,  STUDIOS  AGREE  ON  NEW  CONTRACT 
i  of  J  Drafting  Legislation  on  Agfa  Color  Process 
jposal  of  Other 
mnan-owned  Patents 
U.  S.  is  Included 

hington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

/ashington — Legislation  designed 
facilitate  disposal  of  all  German- 
jinated  patents  in  the  United 
,ites,  including  the  much-sought- 
2r  Agfa  color  film  process,  is  be- 
drafted  by  the  Department  of 

tice  with  State  Department  as- 
kance, it  was  learned  Friday. 

"he  legislation,  expected  to  have 
jortant  repercussions  in  the  film 
ustry,  was  called  for  after  the 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

ara.  Says  Du  Mont 
iterest  Only  37% 
Paramount,  Television  Produc- 
hs,  Inc.,  and  Paul  Raibourn  on 
day  entered  general  denials  to 

:  Government's  anti-trust  charges 
connection  with  alleged  restraint 
trade  in  the  use  of  Scophony  tele- 
ion  patents.  The  three  defend- 
;s  asked  for  dismissal  of  the  com- 
unt. 
It  was  admitted  in  the  answer  that 
tevision  Productions  paid  $8,500 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

eineman  As  Producer's 
sp.  on  "Cleo"  Sales  Here 
William  J.  Heineman,  general  sales 
inager  of  United  World,  will  act 

producer's      representative      in 
arge  of  sales  for  "Caesar  and  Cleo- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Experimenting  With 
Theaters  for  Stives 

Robert  H.  Kulka,  back  from  a  year 
in  South  America,  is  experimenting 

with  theaters  exclusively  for  child- 
ren in  that  territory.  Eight  such  the- 

aters, he  reports  are  now  in  oper- 
ation. Parents  of  the  children  sub- 

scribe for  the  service  on  a  yearly 
basis. 

SKOURAS  NATAL 
GIFT  TO  GREEKS 

$53,000  Given  by  Friends  Goes 
to  War  Relief  Coffers 

The  relief  chest  of  the  Greek  War 
Relief  Association  is  $53,000  the 
richer  today  as  a  result  of  a  presen- 

tation made  to  its  president,  Spyros 
P.  Skouras,  at  a  luncheon  Friday  at 
che  Sherry-Netherland  which  marked 
the  20th-Fox  president's  53rd  birth- day. 

Representing  the  gifts  of  nearly 
800  individual  industry  leaders,  each 
giving  at  least  $53,  the  money  was 
collected  by  a  small  committee 
headed  by  Barney  Balaban  and  Harry 
M.  Warner.  Serving  on  the  group 
were:  Jules  Brulatour,  Jack  Cohn, 
Harry  Brandt,  Ned  Depinet,  Jake 
Wilk,  John  Benas,  Leon  Bamberger, 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Ostrer  Quits  Gainsborough 
For  Indie  U.  K.  Production 

London  (By  Cable)  —  Maurice 
Ostrer,  in  charge  of  production  for 
Gainsborough  Pictures,  and  a  mem- 

ber of  the  board  of  the  J.  Arthur 
Rank  producing  organization,  an- 

nounced his  resignation  Friday. 
Ostrer,  who  recently  returned 

from  the  U.  S.,  where  he  visited  New 
York  and  Hollywood,  said  he  intends 
setting  up  as  an  independent  pro- 

ducer. There  had  been  reports  while 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Average  25%  Wage  Increase  to  Meet  Living  Cost  lump; 
Recording  Musicians  Tilt  at  33%;  Complements  Raised; 

Yearly  Minimum  Earnings  of  $6,916  for  520  Hours'  Work 
Conferences  between  the  American  Federation  of  Musicians 

and  the  major  film  companies  terminated  on  Friday  afternoon 
with  an  agreement  reached  on  the  terms  of  a  new  contract  cover- 

ing members  of  the  union  employed 
by  the  firms'  studios. Provisions  of  the  accord  were 
made  public  in  a  statement  issued 
jointly  by  James  C.  Petrillo,  presi- 

dent of  the  AFM,  and  Nicholas  M. 
Schenck,  spokesman  for  the  com- 

panies, at  the  offices  of  the  union, 
where  the  final  sessions  between 
representatives  of  both  sides  were held. 

The    conferees    agreed    on    a 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Hate  Finds  Exhibs, 
Favorable  to  ATA 
Phoenix,  Ariz.  —  Reaction  to  the 

American  Theaters  Association  by 
exhibitors  contacted  by  Harry  L. 
Nace,  regional  vice-president,  has 
been  good.  The  head  of  Paramount 
Nace  Theaters,  Inc.,  in  a  statement 
to  The  Film  Daily,  said  that  he  be- 

lieved that  the  exhibitors  with  whom 
he  had  discussed  the  matter  will 

back  the  ATA  and  "may  be  counted 
upon  to  take  an  active  personal  part 
in  its  program  and  will  be  prepared 

to  contribute  their  share  financially." Nace  said  that  at  most  conventions 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Asquith  Wants  Labor  Gov't To  "Resist"  U.  S.  Producers 

London  (By  Cable)— Sir  Walter 
Cripps,  president  of  the  Board  of 
Trade,  was  urged  by  Anthony  As- 

quith, president  of  the  Association 
of  Cinema  Technicians,  at  the  lat- 
ter's  annual  meeting  here  Friday  to 
"resist  Americans  making  American 
films  in  Great  Britain  and  to  en- 

courage British  producers." 
Asquith's  pointed  remarks  from (Continued  on  Page  3) 

Greece  to  Admit  Foreign  Pix 
Agreement  Ends  May  30  and  is  Retroactive 

Para.'s  "To  Each  His  Own' 
Next  at  the  Music  Hall 

Paramount's  "To  Each  His  Own" 
will  follow  "The  Green  Years"  into 
Radio  City  Music  Hall,  Charles  M. 
Reagan,  sales  chief,  announced  yes- 

terday. It  will  be  the  first  Para- 
mount picture  to  play  the  Music  Hall 

since  "So  Proudly  We  Hail"  in  1943. 

Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  Greece  has  agreed 
to  the  admission  of  some  foreign  mo- 

tion pictures,  including  American, 
without  special  licenses,  the  State 
Department  announced  Friday. 

The  agreement,  viewed  as  a  means 

of  ascertaining  "ability  to  pay," 
ends  on  May  30,  the  State  Depart- 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

India  Producer  Seeks 
Technicians  on  Coast 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  A  number  of  studio 
technicians  are  said  to  be  consider- 

ing offers  from  a  Bombay,  India 
producer,  which  seeks  U.  S.  person- 

nel to  help  with  its  program  of  In- 
dian and  English  films.  Company  is 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Six  More  Honored  As 
24-Hour  Club  Winners 

S  i  x  additional  "24  -  Hour  Club" 
winners  in  the  Industry's  Red  Cross 
Drive,  were  announced  Friday.  They 

are: Harold  Michaels,  salesman,  Uni- 

versal, Denver;  Robert  Carnie,  sales- 
man, Paramount,  Kansas  City,  Mo.; 

Howard  Levy,  salesman,  Metro,  New 
York;  Ernest  Fitzgerald,  Colonial, 

Brockton,  Mass.;  Hiram  Parks, 
Br-wnfield,  Brownfield,  Tex.,  and 

James  Devlin,  salesman,  Paramount, 
Milwaukee. 

The  sextet  will  attend  the 
festivities  arranged  for  May  9  and 

10  in  Washington,  and  New  York 

City,  in  recognition  of  their  outstand- 
ing work  during  the  Red  Cross 

campaign. 
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NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

High     Low     Close 
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Universal   Picts.   pfd..   99  Vi     991/4     99y2 
Warner  Bros   54        52'/8     53'/2 

NcW  YORK   CURB    MARKET 
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Bandit  Flees  With  $350 

Chicago — Loop  La  Salle  Theater 
was  robbed  of  $350  in  silver  by  a 
bandit  who  overlooked  several  thou- 

sand dollars  in  bills. 

commc  ADD  G0MG 

HOW   ABOUT    A    "BREAK"???? 
Recently  discharged,  25,  eager,  ambitious, 
terrific  imagination — desires  opportunity 
to  prove  talents  in  publicity  and  promo- 
tion. 

RICHARD    L.    FELMAN 

1746  Andrews  Ave.,  New  York  53,  N.  Y. 

TRemont  2-6387 

ERIC  A.  JOHNSTON  was  in  New  York  Friday 
for  a  CED  meeting. 

LOUIS  B.  MAYER,  MRS.  LAWRENCE  WEIN- 
GAKifcN  and  LILLIE  MESSENGER  arrive  on  the 
Coast  today. 

CHAKLtS  C.  MOSKOWITZ,  Loew's  vice-presi- 
dent and  treasurer,  has  returned  from  a  vaca- 

.ion  at  Miami. 

WILLiAM  f.  RODGERS,  Loew  vice-president 
and  M-G-M  general  sales  manager,  was  in  Phila- 

delphia ever  the  week-end. 
BEN  MELNiKER  and  JOEL  BEZAHLER  of 

M-G-M,  return  today  from  a  three-day  visit  to 
Chicago. 
HOWARD  HOYT,  Eastern  play  editor  for 

M-C-M,  left  Saturday  with  his  wife  for  a 
•veek's  vacation  in  Miami. 
ALBERT  BAsSERMAN  will  return  to  the  Coast 

this  week  from  New  York  for  a  role  in  Loew- 

Lewin's  "Bel  Ami." 
HERMAN  GOLDBERG,  purchasing  agent  and 

supervisor  of  maintenance  for  Warners'  ex- 
changes, left  last  night  for  Chicago  and  Kansas City. 

tDWIN  W.  AARON,  M-C-M  assistant  gen- 
eral sales  manager,  is  back  from  a  vacation  at 

Asheville,  N.  C. 

GEORGE  SKOURAS  is  en  route  to  Kansas  City 
from  St.  Louis  following  a  meeting  for  the 
Greek  War  Relief  there. 

TOM  DONALDSON,  Boston  M-C-M  branch 
manager,  and  JOHN  S.  ALLEN,  district  manager, 
neadquarteiing  in  Washington,  returned  to  their 

respective  offices  over  the  week-end  after  a 
.icme  office  visit. 

CLA.RE  MANHEIMER  of  Loew's,  is  back from  a  vacation  at  Havana. 

CHARLES  K.  STERN,  Loew's  assistant  treas- 
urer, and  WILLIAM  G.  BRENNER,  head  of 

M-G-M's  checking  division,  will  leave  for  Kan- 
sas City  Wednesday. 

SYDNEY  GREENSTREET  is  visiting  Cincinnati 

for  a  week,  and  is  due  in  New  York  next  Mon- 
day. 

N.  Y.  THEATER 
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HAL  WALLIS  has  returned  to  London  from  a 

tour  of  Berlin  and  Nurenberg,  Germany,  and  is 
expected  to  leave  for  New  York  by  plane  at  the 
week-end  with  JOSEPH  HAZEN  and  JOHN 
MOCK. 

rArETTE  W.  ALLPORT  is  in  New  York  from 
London. 

GEORGE  KRAMER,  UA  auditor,  is  visiting  in 
New  Haven. 

SAM  ROSEN  and  SAM  WEBER,  of  Rosen  Film 
Deliveries,  New  Haven,  vacationed  in  Atlantic 

City  for  the  week-end,  visiting  with  Ted  Ja- 
cocks,  recuperating  Branford  exhibitor. 

Boston  visitors  on  New  Haven's  film  row  last 
week  included  SAM  SELETSKY,  DON  JACOCKS, 
AL  KANE,  HARRY  ROGOVIN,  AL  SWERDILOV, 
HARRY  GERMA1NE,  and  J.  J.   SCULLY. 

SONJA  HENIE  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  from California. 

JOHN  E.  FLYNN,  Midwestern  M-G-M  sales 
manager  who  had  planned  to  arrive  from  Chi- 

cago today,  has  cancelled  the  trip. 

A.  J.  RICHARD,  editor-in-chief  of  Para- 
mount News,  planed  in  from  London  over  the 

week-end,  following  a  two-week  visit  to  Paris 
and  London. 
SCOTT  R.  DUNLAP,  Monogram  producer,  and 

MRS.  DUNLAP,  leave  Hollywood  for  New  York 
tomorrow,  accompanied  by  MRS.  STEVE  BROIDY, 

wife  of  the  company's  president. 
RUDY  BERGER,  Southern  M-G-M  sales  man- 

ager, has  returned  to  his  New  Orleans  head- 
quarters after  a  vacation  at  Miami. 

JAMES    J.    DONOHUE,    executive    assistant    to 
Charles    Reagan,    vice-president    of    Paramount,  ! 
is  in  Dallas  for  a  three-day  sales  meeting. 
BERNARD  BRANDT,  associate  producer  for 

B.  &  B.  Pictures,  arrived  in  New  York  via 
Constellation  from  the  Coast. 

PAULETTE  GODDARD,  en  route  to  London  to 
star  in  a  film,  arrived  here  Saturday  by  plane 

from  the  Coast  with  husband  BURGESS  MERE- DITH. 

  RADIO  CITY   MUSIC  HALL- 
Rockefeller  Center 

"THE  GREEN  YEARS" 
CHARLES  COBURN 

Tom   Drake,   Beverly  Tyl«r,   Hum*   "t A  Metro  Goldwyn  Mayer  Pi 

and  ^ 

MUSIC  HALL'S 

GREAT  EASTER  STAGE  SHOW 

Monogram  Meet  Devoted 
To  "Suspense"  Exploitation 
Methods  to  be  used  in  handling 

Monogram's  first  million-dollar  pic- 
ture, "Suspense,"  were  discussed 

here  Saturday  and  Sunday  by  ex- 
ecutives and  branch  managers  at  a 

meeting  held  in  the  Warwick  Hotel. 
Conference  was  devoted  exclusively 
to  the  picture. 

Presided  over  by  Morey  Goldstein, 
general  sales  manager,  the  sessions 
were  attended  by  Edward  Morey, 
vice-president;  Jack  Schlaifer,  direc- 

tor of  sales;  Arthur  Greenblatt, 
Eastern  sales  manager;  Nat  Furst, 
New  England  district  manager,  and 
the  following  branch  managers:  Al 
Davis,  Nat  Dickman,  Harry  Dick- 

son, John  Pavone,  Ben  Abrams,  Sam 
Fineberg,  Jack  Safer,  Nate  Schultz 
and  William  Onie.  Herman  Rifkin, 
New  England  franchise  holder,  and 
Harry  L.  Berkson,  Albany  and  Buf- 

falo franchise  holder,  also  attended. 

Aussie  King  Theaters 
Sign  3-Year  Metro  Deal 
Sydney  (By  Air  Mail)  —  M-G-M 

product  will  continue  to  play  the 
King  Theater  circuit  28  weeks  a 
year  for  three  years,  under  a  new 
contract  signed  by  Bernie  Freeman 
and  Greater  Union  Theaters,  which 
recently  took  over  the  theaters. 

Floyd  Bringolf  Dead 
Chicago — Floyd  A.  Bringolf,  Chi- 

cago manager  for  Veeder-Root  Inc., 
automatic  counting  machines,  is 
dead. 

UA  Dist.  Mgrs.  Meet 
In  Chi.  at  Week-End 

J.  J.  Unger,  general  sales  manager 
of  United  Artists,  has  called  a  meet- 

ing of  district  managers  for  next 
Friday  and  Saturday  at  the  Black- 
stone  Hotel  in  Chicago.  Current  and 
forthcoming  product  will  be  dis- 
cussed. 
Attending  the  sessions  will  be 

Jack  Goldhar,  Maury  Orr,  Edward 
M.  Schnitzer,  Paul  N.  Lazarus,  Jr. 
and  Sr.,  Sam  Lefkowitz,  Clayton 
Eastman,  Fred  M.  Jack,  Moe  Dudle- 
son,  Rud  Lohrenz,  C.  W.  Allen,  W.  E. 
Callaway  and  Charles  S.  Chaplin. 

$380,530  Loss  f or  B  &  L 
Bausch  &  Lomb  for  the  quarter 

ended  March  31,  reports  a  net  loss 
of  $380,580;  for  like  1945  quarter, 
net  income  was  $311,036. 

BETTER  FILM  MUSIC 
For  Distinctive  Produotloni 

N'ew  Composltioni  Scored  by  Large  SymchoolM 
Original  Scorei  tor  Particular  Plum 

•VELAZCJ 
■    Ncoaroiaii* 
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THE  FABULOUS  LOVE  STORY 

OF  A  FLAMING  ERA! 

IN  OLD 
SACRAMENTO STARRING 

WILLIAM  CONSTANC 

ELLIOTT  MOORI 
With  HANK  DANIELS  .  RUTH  DONNEL 
EUGENE   PALLETTE   .   LIONEL  STAND. 

and 

Jack  LaRue — Grant  Withers — Bobby  Bla 
A  REPUBLIC  PICTURE 

BRANDTS  GOTHAM 

B'way  &  47th  S 

Paramount   preienli 

PAULETTE  RAY 

GODDARD        •        MILLAN 
"Kitty" 

A    MITCHELL   LEISEN   PRODUCTION 

R  I  V  O  L  I 
B'way    i.    49th    St. 

ON  SCREEN 

RITA  HAYWORTH 

'GILDA' GLENN  FORD 

CE0RGE  MACREADY 
JOSEPH  CALCEIA 

IN  PERSO' IRENE 

BORDOiN. 
Jesse  BLOC 

Eve  SUIT. 

Owen  Wister*s 
"THE  VIRGINIAN" 

In  Technicolor 

starring 

Joel  Brian  Sonny 
McCREA  DONLEVY  TUFTS 

with   Barbara   Britton 
A  Paramount  Picture 

In  Person— EDDIE  BRACKEN,  BOB  EBERL 

JOHNNY    LONG    and    his    band 
PARAMOUNT     -    -    -    Times  Squat 

f 
Joan  Fontaine 

I  "From  This  Day  Forward' with 
I    Mark   Stevens  Rosemary   DeCani. 

An    RKO    RADIO    PICTURE 
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A.  Favors  16mm, 

Isolated  Spots 
in 

en- 

'he    showing   of   16    mm.    educa 
ijnal    and    entertainment    films 
Jated  spots  is  welcomed  and 

Viirag^  by    South    American   gov- 
m         |    according    to    Robert    H. 
jlka  ..no  has  set  up  approximately 
[DO  locations  for  the  exhibition  of 

—  pictures  in  theaterless  areas. 
^(Culka   returned   recently  from   a 

ir's  stay  in  South  America  where 
W  ((represented  Victor  Animatograph, 

cyclopedia   Britannica   Films   and 
(nerous     independent     companies. 
e  programs  are  shown  in  public 
pares,  schools,  churches  and  even 
[sons.    Distributing   organizations 

Ic.Lj[each  country  handle  the  product 
*°  ich  is  carefully  selected  to  suit  the 
:tU  ;ds   and   tastes   of  the   people   to 
8!ich  it  is  shown. 

ibilThe  showing  in  plazas  or  squares 
kvf  between  750  to  1,000  persons, 
.ny  of  whom  had  never  seen  a  mov- 
;  picture  before.  Kulka  said  there 

,j  s  a  vast  field  for  16  mm.  opera- 
Jn    in    all    the    South    American 
__antries.     He    said    pre-fabricated 
"•faters   were    being   considered    in 
feral  of  the  locations.   Kulka  said 

kw&  governments  were  vitally  inter- 
.ed  in  the  potentialities  of  visual 
jcation  for  the  people  in  isolated 

,  ,bas  and  were  anxious  to  co-operate 
;  th  any  move  toward  bringing  edu- 
:ion  to  the  populations. 

—Mrs.    Kulka    operates    a    similar 

"■vice  exclusively  for  women  in  the 
■■t-of-the-way    places.     They    have 
Went  more  than  25  years  in  Latin 
Inerica. 

squith  Wants  Labor  Gov't 
Resist"  U.  S.  Producers 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
2  chair  obviously  were  occasioned 

-     the    impending    renaissance    of 

""merican  production  on  this  side. 
;tro's  studios  are  expected  to  be 
ady  for  Summer  operation,  the 
arners  have  announced  plans  for 

ije  re-establishment  of  Teddington 
udios,  destroyed  during  the  war, 
id  other  American  companies   are 

Hi  search  of  studio  facilities. 

e.  Tual  in  New  York 
-Mme.  Denise  Tual,  French  film 

fjoducer,  whose  "Angels  of  Sin" ■  11  be  released  in  America  by 
■-G-M,  has  arrived  in  New  York 
|itr  her  first  visit  to  this  country. 
,,.ie  is  en  route  to  Hollywood  and 
Mexico  to  look  over  suitable  loca- 
Dns  for  a  picture  she  plans  to  pro- 
ice  in  this  country. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  29 
Henry  Ginsberg  Ralph  B.  Austrian 
H.  S.  Kraft  William  S.  McCune 

ALONG 

As  the  JVetc  Week  Starts 
•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  A  doff  of  Phil  M.'s  chapeau  in  the  gen- 

eral direction  of  Howard  Dietz,  who  is  introducing  something  spectacu- 
larly new  in  film  advertising  via  ex-Navy  dirigibles  equipped  with  huge 

moving   electrical   signs   One   oi   the '  happy  aspects   is   this:   The 
innovation  stands  as  a  challenge  to  others  to  come  up  with  something 
equally   startling   And   that  pal,   is    good  for   the   industry.   .  .   . 
•  If  the  revived  International  Standards  Association  does  not  meet  the 

request  of  the  SMPE  that  the  motion  picture  committee  secretariat  be 

located  in  the  U.  S.,  there's  simply  no  Justice   For.  as  the  SMPE 
points  out.  America  leads  in  the  field  of  film  engineering  standards. 

•  Walt  Disney's  "Make  Mine  Music"  going  great  guns  at  the  Globe, 
with  the  first  week  topping  $65,000   That  would  be   80  per  cent 

more  than  the  mark  established  by  Disney's   "Three  Caballeros.".  .  . 
•  Ampa  elects  tomorrow  at  a  closed  meeting  at  the  Hotel  Bristol.  .  .  . 

•  For  the  five  advertising  evils  cited  by  License  Commissioner  Benja- 
min Fielding  in  his  ITOA  address  last  week,  no  one  in  the  New  York 

film  industry  will  be  disposed  to  voice,  for  the  record,  a  defending  word 

  As  for  the  proposed  code,  it  all  depends  how  it's  handled   
But  no  censorship.  Commissioner,  no  censorship,  please.  ...     •  And 

now  it's  nylons  as  a  giveaway   Yep.  at  the  Community  Theater, 
Centredale,  R.  I.,  every  Monday  and  Tuesday  nights   P.  S.  Trains 
leave  New  York  for  Providence  every  hour   

▼  T  T 

•  •  •  TODAY  IS  "BILL  ROBINSON  DAY"  here  in  honor  of  "Bo- 

jangles"  60th  anniversary  as  a  performer   The  day's  activities  will 
be  climaxed  at  the  Cafe  Zanzibar  tonight  where  stars  of  stage,  screen 

and  radio  will  be  on  hand  to  pay  tribute  to  the  popular  colored  enter- 
tainer  Among  the  old  time  performers  and  friends  who  will  be  on 

hand  are  Gene  Buck,  Mae  Murray,  Harry  Hershfield,  Irving  Berlin,  Joe 

Howard,  Joe  Laurie.  Jr.,  "Senator"  Ford,  Billy  Gould,  John  Barton,  Gilda 
Gray,  Rae  Samuels,  Harlan  Dixon,  Tom  Smith  and  Commissioner  Edward 
P.  Mulrooney,  among  others   

Bateman  Leaves  Republic 
For  New  Biz  Venture 

Francis  A.  Bateman,  for  the  past 
five  years  Republic's  Pacific  Coast 
district  sales  manager,  is  leaving 
the  company  to  engage  in  a  new 
business  venture.  His  resignation  as 
of  June  1  has  been  regretfully  ac- 

cepted by  James  R.  Grainger,  execu- 
tive vice-president  and  general  sales 

manager. 
Bateman,  who  joined  Republic  in 

1935,  as  manager  of  the  Los  Angeles 
branch,  coming  from  the  Metro 
office  in  that  city,  was  appointed 
Pacific  Coast  district  sales  manager 
in  1941. 

Shift  Screening  Schedule 
M-G-M's  scheduled  tradeshowing 

of  "Two  Smart  People"  in  all  ex- 
changes today  has  been  can- 

celled until  a  later  date,  to  be  set. 

The  exhibitor  screening  for  "Boys' 
Ranch,"  slated  for  today,  will  be 
held,  as  planned.  "Blue  Sierra," 
formerly  known  as  "Hold  High  the 
Torch,"  will  be  tradeshown  every- 

where on  May  6,  and  "Little  Mr. 
Jim"  will  be  screened  in  all  terri- 

tories June  10. 

Canadian  Odeon  Execs. 
In  Montreal  Conference 

Montreal  —  Chief  executives  of 
Odeon  Theaters  of  Canada,  Ltd.,  of 
Toronto,  were  here  Friday  for  a 

meeting  of  the  Board  of  Directors 
with  Earl  Lawson  presiding,  and 
also  for  the  district  conference  of 
theater  managers  in  Quebec. 

Included  in  the  Toronto  party  were 
George  Beeston,  and  Clare  Appel. 
T.  J.  Bragg,  Toronto  member  of  the 
board  did  not  accompany  the  dele- 

gation because  of  continued  illness. 
The  board  meeting  preceded  the 
scheduled  visit  next  month  of  John 
Davis  from  London,  representing  J. 
Arthur  Rank. 

IATSE  Rep.  in  Detroit 
On  Backroom  Shutdown 

Detroit— Frank  Stickling,  IATSE 
international  representative,  is  ex- 

pected in  town  on  assignment  from 
the  home  office  to  work  out  settle- 

ment of  the  backroom  shutdown  at 
six  exchanges. 

Greece  Will  Admit 
Some  Foreign  Pix 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ment  was  informed,  but  is  on  a  re- 
troactive basis. 

The  agreement  is  divided  into  two 
general  categories:  Films  that  are 
distributed  through  a  single  ex- 

change in  Greece,  and  those  sold  on 
an  outright  royalty  basis. 

U.  S.  Pix  in  First  Category 
American  films  generally  come 

under  the  first  category.  The  num- 
ber of  these  film  are  limited  to  a 

total  of  180,  including  American  and 
those  of  other  countries.  The  ceil- 

ing under  the  outright  royalty  cate- 
gory is  placed  at  60  pix. 

Under  the  latter  category,  the 

buyer  must  place  the  minimum  guar- 
antee in  the  Bank  of  Greece  by  the 

time  of  the  release  of  the  pix. 
The  State  Department  was  noti- 

fied of  the  agreement  by  the  Amer- 
ican Embassy  in  Greece. 

Under  the  agreement,  the  State 
Department  said,  the  door  is  left 
open  for  additional  pix  under  both 
categories,  although  this  clause  was 
not  detailed. 

Nace  Finds  Exhibitors 
Favorable  to  the  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
exhibitors  think  a  lot  of  things  but 
are  afraid  to  express  them.  That, 
however,  was  not  the  case  at  the  St. 
Louis  organizational  convention,  he 
added.  He  said  that  with  the  num- 

ber of  theaters  represented  in  St. 
Louis  and  with  the  outstanding  ex- 

ecutives and  owners  active  in  the 
association,  there  was  no  reason 
why  the  ATA  should  not  have  100 
per  cent  membership  throughout  the country. 

Will  Close  18  Chi.  Houses 
If  Repairs  Are  Not  Made 

Chicago  —  Eighteen  Chicago  the- 
aters face  closing  if  they  do  not 

make  repairs  ordered  by  the  Build- 
ing Department.  Mayor  Edward 

Kelly  will  allow  a  new  ordinance  to 
become  law  May  6,  which  prohibits 
theaters  and  other  businesses  from 
operating  under  permits,  instead  of 
city  licenses  which  tbey  had  not 
obtained,  owing  to  failure  to  meet 
city  fire  and  building  tests. 

SI4  K  IIEPOIIT 

ROBERT  WEITMAN,  managing  director 

of  the  New  York  and  Brooklyn  Paramount 
Theaters,  will  be  back  at  his  desk  today 

after  being  bedded  for  two  weeks  with  the flu. 

MRS.  NICK  KURIS,  wife  of  the  owner  of 

the  Nick  Theater,  Muskegon,  Mich.,  is  re- 
ported critically  ill   following  an  operation. 

JOE  ROBERTS,  of  Vanguard's  publicity 
department,  is  ill  at  home. 
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A  socko  box-office 

entertainment." 
— Variety 
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A  pleasure ...  a 
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Certain  to   get 
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with  selling  angl 
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Has  everything  to 
make  showmen  bow 

down  to  Mr.  Disney 
...  Certainly  will  do 

very  well  at  the  box- 

office/' 
— Showmen's 
Trade  Review 
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"A  tremendous  noise 

at  the  box-office." — Film  Daily 

Something  in  it  for 

everyone,  as  the 
box-office  is  sure  to 
testify/ 

— M.  P.  Daily 

May  be  the  best  Dis- 
ney  money-maker 

since'SnowWhite'"... — Daily  Variety 

It  should  be  a  huge 

hit." 

— Hollywood  Reporter 

Presenting  the  talents  of: 

BENNY  GOODMAN  -  DINAH  SHORE 

THE  ANDREWS  SISTERS  '  NELSON  EDDY 

JERRY  COLONNA   •  ANDY  RUSSELL 

THE  KING'S  MEN  •  STERLING  HOLLOW  AY 
THE  NED  PIPERS 

Released  through 
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Draft  Legislation  on 
Agfa  Color  Process 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Alien   Property   Custodian   admitted 
it  was  powerless  to  effect  an  equit- 

able solution  to  the  disposal  problem. 
Particularly  muddled  at  the  pres- 

ent time  is  the  question  of  disposal 
of  the  Agfa  patents,  now  owned  by 
General  Aniline  and  Film  Corp., 
although  other  assets  are  97  per  cent 
owned  by  the  Government. 
Following  an  adverse  decision 

from  the  U.  S.  Supreme  Court,  the 
Department  of  Justice  has  steered 
clear  of  recommending  putting  the 
patents  on  a  royalty-free  basis. 

Scramble  for  the  Patents 
General  Aniline  and  Film  Corp. 

holds  the  Agfa  color  process  rights 
under  present  interpretations,  but 
there  is  a  scramble  on  to  obtain  final 
rights  to  the  patents. 
Any  firm  or  company  desiring  to 

use  the  Agfa  process  must  now  ob- 
tain a  license  from  General  Aniline. 

Since  there  has  been  some  criticism 
of  allowing  the  German-developed 
patents  to  remain  on  an  "exclusive" 
basis,  Government  agencies  agreed 
that  legislation  was  the  only  solu- 
tion. 

A  spokesman  for  the  Alien  Prop- 
erty Custodian  told  The  Film  Daily 

that  after  "exploring  all  means" 
legislation  was  seen  as  the  only 
solution  to  the  question. 

History  of  General  Aniline 
In  order  to  clarify  the  history  of 

General  Aniline  and  its  connection 
with  Agfa,  this  spokesman  related 
the  following  to  The  Film  Daily: 

Prior  to  World  War  I,  there  grew 
in  this  country  a  firm  started  by 
Anthony  Scouille,  called  Ansco. 
Shortly  after  the  war,  Agfa  Photo 
Products,  a  German  company,  came 
to  this  country  to  recoup  its  U.  S. 
business. 

In  1928,  Ansco  was  failing  and 
Agfa  took  over  the  company.  This 
company  was  organized  as  Agfa- 
Ansco,  with  control  vested  in  the 
giant   German  cartel,  I.   G.  Farben. 

About  this  same  time,  I.  G.  Farben 
organized  a  holding  company  in  the 
U.  S.,  known  as  American  I.  G., 
which  soon  had  Agfa-Ansco  and 
General  Aniline  Works  under  its 
wing.  In  1939  or  1940,  these  three 
became  a  part  of  General  Aniline 
and  Film  Corp.,  still  controlled  by 
I.  G.  Farben.  On  June  14,  1941,  the 
U.  S.  froze  all  German  assets  in  this 
country  and  a  little  later  the  Alien 
Property  Custodian  took  over  the 
management  of  General  Aniline  and 

NEW  POSTS 
MILO  STEWART,  out  of  Army,  assistant  booker, 

Warner  Bros,  exchange,   Denver. 

NORMAN   MEYERS,   manager,   Adams,    Detroit. 

JOSEPH  A.  NEWELL,  executive  staff,  Down- 
town,  Detroit. 

HAROLD  THOMAS,  manager,  Empress,  Norwalk, 
Conn. 

STANLEY  REDMOND,  manager,  Norwalk,  Nor- 
walk, Conn. 

'Truth  in  Advertising9 
Reaches  Venezuela 

Caracas,  Venezuela  (By  Air  Mail) 
— First  effort  made  to  have  film 

houses  stick  to  advertised  pictures 
was  made  in  Maracaibo,  where  the 

owner  of  La  Empresa  Theater  was 

fined  $75  by  civil  authorities.  Latter 

claim  the  theater  advertised  "The 

Stage  Ccach  Robber"  and  showed, 

instead,  a  pic  called  "The  Gentle- 
men of  the  Golden  Circle." 

Warner  Circuit  Execs. 
Huddle  Here  Wednesday 

A  meeting  of  Warner  Theater  zone 
managers,  film  buyers  and  home 
office  executives  has  been  called  by 
Harry  M.  Kalmine,  general  manager, 
for  Wednesday  in  New  York. 
Home  office  officials  attending  will 

include  Martin  F.  Bennett,  Clayton 
E.  Bond,  Frank  E.  Cahill,  Jr.,  Herb 
Copelan,  Nat  Fellman,  Harry  Gold- 

berg,, Louis  J.  Kaufman,  Herman  R. 
Maier,  W.  F.  Marshall,  W.  Stewart 
McDonald,  Harry  Rosenquest,  Frank 
N.  Phelps,  D.  B.  Triester,  Leonard 
S.  Schlesinger,  Abel  Vigard  and  Ru- 

dolph Weiss. 
Zone  managers  arriving  for  the 

session  are  James  E.  Coston,  Chi- 
cago, Nat  Wolf,  Cleveland;  I.  J. 

Hoffman,  New  Haven;  Frank  Damis, 
Newark;  C.  J.  Latta,  Albany;  Ted 
Schlanger,  Philadelphia;  Moe  A.  Sil- 

ver, Pittsburgh,  and  John  J.  Pay- 
ette, Washington. 

Also  present  will  be  the  follow- 
ing film  buyers:  Burt  Jacocks  and 

Max  Hoffman,  New  Haven;  Sam 
Blaskey,  Newark;  Max  Friedman, 
Albany;  John  Turner,  Philadelphia; 
John  Crouch,  Washington;  Harry 
Feinstein,  Pittsburgh;  Alex  Hal- 
perin,  Chicago,  and  Tony  Stern, 
Cleveland. 

Film  Corp.    Ansco  is  now  a  division 
of   General  Aniline  and  Film   Corp. 

Fear  American  Protests 
The  APC  has  been  reluctant  to 

dispose  of  the  German-originated 
patents  in  this  country  because  it 
would  lessen  the  value  of  the  vested 

company,  as  well  as  possibly  rais- 
ing a  storm  of  protests  from  some 

American  interests. 
Details  of  the  Agfa  process  have 

been  published  by  the  Department 
of  Commerce  following  a  study  of 
the  method  by  a  group  of  American 
experts. 
A  behind-the-scenes  battle  over 

the  process  has  developed,  with  some 
opposition  to  legislation  growing. 
Added  importance  is  given  to  the 
question  because  of  the  contemplated 
anti-trust  suit  against  Technicolor. 
Although  it  was  first  thought  that 
the  suit  might  be  dropped  when  it 
was  reported  that  the  Agfa  process 
might  be  superior,  the  Department 
of  Justice  has  decided  to  go  ahead 
with  the  suit. 

Only  the  size  of  the  settlement 
asked  will  result  from  a  study  of 
the  Agfa  process.  Other  color  film 
companies  are  known  to  be  seeking 
the  Agfa  process. 

REVIEWS* 
"In  Old  Sacramento" 
with  William  Elliott,  Constance  Moore 

Republic  89  Mins. 
ACTION,  MUSIC  AND  ROMANCE  ARE 

COMBINED  EFFECTIVELY  IN  PIC  WITH 
STRONG  POPULAR  APPEAL. 

"In  Old  Sacramento"  represents  another 
splash  for  Republic,  which  has  extended 
itself  in  blending  action  and  music  to  the 

entertainment  requirements  of  the  aver- 
age patron.  Boasting  a  production  that  is 

challenging,  the  picture,  which  Joseph  Kane 
prcduced  with  a  felicity  that  matches  his 
direction  of  the  offering,  is  in  the  best 

tradition  of  popular  diversion.  The  picture 
combines  astutely  elements  that  appeal 

equally  to  the  young  and  the  adult.  A  pic- 
ture that  has  qualities  of  the  western  and 

of  the  musical  can  be  depended  upon  to 

make  a  strong  bid  at  the  box  office  fcr 

public  support.  When  a  film  provides  an 

aura  of  romance  as  seasoning  it  can't  es- 
cape clinching  its  right  to  the  attention  of 

the  femmes. 

Light  and  melodramatic  by  turns,  "In 
Old  Sacramento"  is  a  forceful  presenta- 

tion of  the  screenplay  Frances  Hyland  put 

together  from  Frank  Gruber's  adaptation  of 
a  yarn  by  Jerome  Odium  which,  while 
familiar  and  not  too  logical,  supplies  the 

wherewithal  for  a  vivid  and  solid  piece  of 
entertainment. 

The  picture  teams  William  Elliott  and 
Constance  Moore  to  advantage.  In  his  first 
role  with  romantic  leanings,  Elliott  offers  a 

capable  performance  as  a  citizen  of  the 
Sacramento  of  the  gold  rush  days  who  lives 

a  Jekyll-Hyde  existence  to  get  revenge  on 
society  for  the  death  of  his  brother  in  what 
he  considers  a  miscarriage  of  justice.  What 

he  does  is  rob  stagecoaches  with  such  fre- 
quency and  boldness  that  he  becomes  the 

object  of  an  intensive  search.  The  discovery 

of  the  truth  by  Miss  Moore,  showboat 

singer  he  loves,  complicates  matters.  The 

guy's  nefarious  activities  compel  Miss  Moore 
to  sacrifice  her  love  for  Elliott,  who  comes  to 

a  tragic  end  in  serving  the  interests  of  Hank 
Daniels,  a  decent  young  prospector  who  has 
taken  a  shine  to  the  gal. 

The  film  has  been  amply  provided  with 
musical  interludes,  with  a  number  of  familiar 

standbys  among  the  tunes  featured  in  it. 
The  singing  burden  is  shouldered  well  by 
Miss   Moore. 

The  stars  get  able  assistance  from  Ruth 

Donnelly,  Eugene  Pallette,  Lionel  Stander 
and  Jack  LaRue,  among  others. 

CAST:  William  Elliott,  Constance  Moore, 
Hank  Daniels,  Ruth  Donnelly,  Eugene  Pallette, 
Lionel  Stander,  Jack  LaRue,  Grant  Withers,  Bobby 
Blake,  Charles  Judels,  Paul  Hurst,  Victoria  Home, 
Dick  Wessel. 

CREDITS:  Associate  Producer,  Joseph  Kane; 

Director,  Joseph  Kane;  Screenplay,  Frances  Hy- 
land; Adaptation,  Frank  Cruber;  Based  on  story 

by  Jerome  Odium;  Cameraman,  Jack  Marta; 
Musical  Director,  Morton  Scott;  Film  Editor,  Fred 
Allen;  Sound,  Bill  Clark;  Art  Director,  James 
Sullivan;  Special  Effects,  Howard  and  Theodore 
Lydecker;  Musical  numbers  staged  by  Fanchon. 

DIRECTION,  Okay.      PHOTOGRAPHY,  Good. 

Tele  Sets  Late  This  Year 

At  Friday's  concluding  session  of 
the  NAB  representatives  of  RCA 
and  General  Electric  stated 
that  television  sets  would  be  forth- 

coming this  year  and  early  in  1947. 
RGA  equipment  will  be  ready  in  the 
last  quarter  of  this  year  and  cameras 
early  in  1947. 

Sunshine^   H 

\H: 

Skouras  Birthday 
Gift  Goes  to  Greeks 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
John  J.  O'Connor,  Gene  Picker, 
Rinzler,    Herman    Robbins,    Ar 
Israel,     Morton 
Buckley,  Clarence  Pritcha 
Titus,  and  Sam  Shain. 
Among  those  also  attending 

luncheon,  which  was  held  at 
Sherry- Netherland  Hotel,  t 
James  R.  Grainger,  Abel  Green,  ] 
Harrison,  Jay  Emanuel,  Chick  Le 
Louis  Frisch,  Nicholas  M.  Sche 
Maj.  Albert  Warner,  W.  C.  Mic 
Mrs.  Spyros  Skouras,  Spy 
Skouras,  Jr.,  and  Daphne  and  Chi Skouras. 

Balaban,  who  presided,  paid  t 
ute    to    Skouras    and    his    broth 
Charles  and  George,  for  their  tire 
efforts   on   behalf   of  the   oppres 

and  poor,  declaring,  "their  work brought  a  new  spirit  of  charity 
our  business."   Of  Spyros,  the  Pe 
mount  prexy  added,  "it  can  be  til said  that  he  has  unquestionably 
emplified   the   heart   of   show   b  j 

ness." 

Balaban   said  the   contributors 
the  birthday  fund  came  from  ev 
part  of  the   country,   and   that 
gifts  ranged  from  $53  to  $530. 
termed  this  "probably  the  great 
personal    tribute    to    a    man    in 

lifetime." 
Other  speakers  were  Jules  Bri 

tour,  Murray  Silverstone,  s 
Brandt. 

Skouras,  in  replying,  expressed 
appreciation,  not.  only  in  behalf 
the  Greek  War  Relief  Associati 
but  of  the  people  of  Greece  who  ̂  
be  aided.  He  pointed  out  that  Gr< 
War  Relief,  aided  by  the  film  ind 
try,  had  saved  3,500,000  Greeks  fr death. 

Mrs.  Skouras  and  Spyros,  Jr.,  a. 
briefly  addressed  the  gathering. 

Ostrer  Quits  Gainsborouc 
For  Indie  U.  K.  Productior 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
he  was  in  the  States  that  he  woi 
join  Sir  Alexander  Korda,  with  who 
he  had  conferred  in  Hollywood. 
Mark  Ostrer  remains  on 

Gainsborough  board. 
\ 

IN  CIVVIES 
ic  Honorably  Discharged  ir  : 

SIDNEY  KLEPER,   from  the  Army,  manager,  C, 

lege,   New  Haven. FRANK    SPARROW,    from    the    Navy,    manag 

Ritz,  Winter  Haven,   Fla. 
MILTON    D.    LEWIS,    from    the    Army,    Publ 

Great  State  city  manager,   Danville,   III. 

HAROLD    LARSON,'  from    the    Army,    manag 
State,   Mendota,    111. 

JULIUS    CONNELLY,    from    the    Army,    assist: 
manager,  Fischer,   Danville,  III. 

JULIAN    BATLAN,   from    the  Army,   son   of  E 
ward   Batlan,   Newark,   N.  J.,  district  mar 

ger  for  Warners. 
JOHN   M.   GREENE,   from   the  Army,   NBC  Tel 

vision  sales  staff,  New  York. 
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M,  Studios  Agree 
"  ■  New  Contract 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

age  increase  to  meet  the  esti- 
H    a  ted   33   per  cent  rise   in   the 

jTj  »st'^fc,iving  on  the  Coast  since 
in.       .941.  The  boost  was  said 

»  ,b  average  about  25  per  cent  for 
a|  ll  members  of  the  AFM  work- 

M 

in  the  studios  involved  in 
jie  negotiations — M-G-M,  20th- 
Lei?ox,  Warner  Bros.,  Paramount, 
ieijIKO  Radio,  Columbia,  Univer- 

sal and  Republic.  The  gain  was 
iy  laced  at  33  per  cent  in  the  case 

recording  musicians  in  view  of 
e  fact  they  had  been  granted 

j  tjjjo  increase  in  wage  scales  since 
•hi  anuary,  1941. 

irelsfTnder  the  new  wage  schedule  mu- 
tilans engaged  by  studios  on  a  per- 

tinent basis  will  be  guaranteed 
yiijrly  minimum  earnings  of  $6,916 
Pa  520  hours  of  work,  as  against 
bfc  $5,200  specified  in  the  old  con- 
?  jet.  The  new  hourly  rate  will  be 
bjil.33  as  compared  with  $10  form- 
v.  The  union  had  sought  to  double 
;.  yearly  guarantee  to  $10,400. 

Number  of  Musicians 

"'he    union    and     the     companies 
ched  a  compromise  on  the  form- 
;  demand  that  each  of  the  studios 
rease   its  permanent  complement 
musicians  to  a  minimum  figure  of 

'    The  new  arrangement  calls  upon 
?G-M,  20th-Fox  and  Warner  Bros. 
raise  their  number  of  musicians 

JJm   the   present  35   to   50;   Para- 
i.bnt,  from  30  to  45;  RKO  Radio, 
"llumbia,    Universal    and    Republic, %a  25  to  36. 

jj^Ml  AFM  members  covered  by  the 
"jxeement  won  two  weeks'  vaca- 
rfns  with  pay. The  union  met  with  defeat  in 
iffits    attempt    to    have    working 
lours   and   wages   figured   on  a 
ion-cumulative   basis,   which 

tgivould  have  meant  limitation  of 
the  work  week  to  10  hours,  with 

"everything  over  that  considered 
as  overtime.  As  a  result  the  stu- 

dios will  continue  to  exercise  the 
right  to  use  up  the  yearly  quota 
Df  520  working  hours  as  they  see 

fit.    Acceptance   of   the   union's 
demand  would  have  meant  a  dif- 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Stephenson-Cadogon 

"Chicago — Janet   Stephenson   of  B fl  K  will  marry  Larry  Cadogan,  on 

m  i.          
Nielson-Rasmussen 

Minneapolis — Ina  Neilson,  switch- 
yard   operator    at    20th-Fox    here, 

5,ill    marry    Harold    Rasmussen    on 
"ine  14. 

Schol-Jolon 
Minneapolis — Hendrika  Schol,  con- 

'act  stenographer  at  20th-Fox  here, 
ill  marry  Casey  Jolon  on  June  8. 

OVERSEAS  FLASHES 
U.  S.  Coin  Backs  French  Pic 

Paris  (By  Air  Mail) — With  Amer- 
ican backing,  Andre  Tranche  will 

produce  "L'Ange  de  Misericorde" in  Colorfilm. 

To  Distrib.  Mexican  Pix 

San  Juan,  P.  R. — Peliculas  Mexi- 
canas,  with  Isidro  Sanchez  as  man- 

ager, has  been  organized  here  to 
represent  principal  Mexican  pro- 

ducers for  distribution. 

Rinaldi  Will  Operate 
Trail,  B.  C. — Romeo  Rinaldi,  owner, 

takes  over  the  Rio  which  he  had 
leased  for  the  past  four  years  to 
Gene  Sorottino. 

Columbia  Leads  in  P.  R. 
San  Juan,  P.  R. — There  are  now 

146  motion  picture  theaters  in  oper- 
ation here.  A  total  of  511  films  were 

released  in  Puerto  Rico  during  1945. 
American  films  dominated,  with  Co- 

lumbia releases  topping. 

ference  of  millions  of  dollars  in 
studio  music  costs. 

New  overtime  demands  made  by 
the  AFM  were  dropped,  with  over- 

time continuing  to  be  computed  on 
che  same  basis  as  in  the  old  contract, 
which  ended  on  March  31. 

The  union  also  lost  its  fight  to 
limit  recording  time  to  two  minutes 
per  hour,  to  prevent  the  transference 
of  the  sound  track  to  a  16  mm.  ver- 

sion unless  extra  compensation  were 
paid  at  the  same  scale  as  for  the 
35  mm.  original  and  to  forbid  the 
use  of  library  sound  tracks  for 
shorts,  trailers  and  previews  and  of 
a  sound  track  for  any  film  but  the 
one  for  which  the  music  was  pre- 

pared, performed  or  recorded. 
Other  Points  Adjusted 

The  joint  statement  said  that  "all 
other  of  the  91  points  of  the  original 
proposals  were  satisfactorily  ad- 

justed." 
The  new  contract  is  retroactive  to 

April  1,  and  will  run  until  Labor 
Day  of  1948. 
An  accord  was  reached  quickly 

once  the  deadlock  over  the  question 
of  the  disposition  of  working  hours 
was  broken.  In  an  effort  to  speed 
the  end  of  negotiations  conferees 
went  into  a  night  session  on  Thurs- 

day that  did  not  wind  up  until  1 
a.m.  Friday.  The  negotiations  began 
on  April  9  when  Petrillo  presented  a 
list  of  91  demands  to  the  company 
spokesmen  at  a  meeting  at  the 
Belmont-Plaza  Hotel. 

In  a  personal  statement  to  the 
press  Schenck  said:  "We  had  a  very 

Heineman  as  Producer's 
Rep.  on  "Cleo"  Sales  Here 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

patra,"  to  be  released  by  United Artists. 

Appointment  was  made  at  the  re- 
quest of  J.  Arthur  Rank  and  with 

the  concurrence  of  Gradwell  Sears 
of  UA.  Robert  S.  Benjamin,  presi- 

dent of  the  J.  Arthur  Rank  Organi- 
zation, Inc.,  said  that  the  arrange- 

ments wex'e  made  in  London  at  con- 
ferences attended  by  Sears. 

"Caesar  and  Cleopatra"  will  be 
the  subject  of  the  strongest  cam- 

paign by  any  British  film  to  date.  It 
is  scheduled  for  mid-August  release 
in  the  United  States.  It  is  now  in 
its  fifth  week  at  the  Odeon  Marble 
Arch  Theater  in  London. 

lovely,  friendly  three  weeks  of  nego- 
tiations in   every  respect." 

Producer   Negotiators 
Handling  the  negotiations  for  the 

companies  were  Schenck  and  Joseph 
R.  Vogel,  M-G-M;  Ned  Depinet,  RKO 
Radio;  Jack  Cohn,  Columbia;  Barney 
Balaban,  Paramount;  W.  C.  Michel, 
20th-Fox;  Sam  Schneider,  Warner 
Bros.;  Nate  Blumberg,  Universal, 
and  James  E.  McMahon,  Republic, 
plus  the  following  studio  representa- 

tives: Fred  S.  Meyer,  20th-Fcx; 
Charles  Boren,  Paramount,  and  Mil- 

ton Sehwarzwald,  Universal. 
The  AFM  negotiators  were  he.ided 

by  Petrillo.  Others  sitting  in  for  the 
union  were  the  AFM  officers  and  ex- 

ecutive board  members. 
Meyer,  Boren  and  Sehwarzwald 

will  delay  their  departure  for  the 
Coast  a  week  to  help  draw  up  the 
contract  and  clean  up  minor  points. 

Petrillo  and  members  of  the  AFM 
executive  board  were  scheduled  to 
leave  Friday  night  for  Chicago, 
where  important  business  was  said 
to  await  them. 

Para.  Says  Du  Mont 
interest  Only  37% 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

to  Scophony  Corp.  of  America  for 
340  shares  of  Class  "B"  stock  and that  it  advanced  to  SCA  $17,215 

against  royalties.  It  was  further  de- clared that  Television  Productions 
also  gave  SCA  $12,240  pursuant  to 
certain  agreements  dated  Sept.  20, 

1944,  and  a  loan  of  $5,100  on  an  18- 
month  note  a  4  per  cent. 

The  answer  denied  charges  that 
Television  Productions  owned  and 
operated  television  stations  except 
one  experimental  outlet.  Instead  of 
the  50  per  cent  interest  in  DuMont 
held  by  Paramount,  as  claimed  by 
the  Government,  the  interest  is  not 
more  than  37  per  cent,  the  answer 
asserts. 

India  Producer  Seeks 
Technicians  on  Coast 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

offering     five-year     contracts,     with 
options,  and  is  said  to  proffer  better 
financial    terms    than    are    possible 
here. 

Technicians  sought  include  a  cam- 
eraman, sound  recordist  laboratory 

chief  and  make-up  artist.  Company 
also  wants  studio  space  in  Hollywood 
or  Mexico  on  a  rental  basis. 

Paulson  Opens  Milltown 
Milltown,  Wis. — The  new  Milltown 

Theater,  built  at  a  cost  of  $35,000, 

has  opened.  Owner  of  the  350-seat 
house  is  Alfred  Paulson,  who  also 
operates  a  theater  at  Amery. 

// 

// 

M-G-M  TRADE  SHOW 

THE  GREEN  YEARS 
NEW  DATE 

DALLAS  TERRITORY  ONLY 

CASA  LINDA  THEATRE 
BUCKNER  BLVD.  and  GARLAND  RD. 

TUESDAY  MAY  7 
8:00  P.  M. 

NOTE:      This   cancels   showing   previously   advertised    for 

Wednesday,  May  15,  2:30  P.  M.  in  Dallas,  Texas. 
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''SUSPENSE"  The  screen's  Mightiest  Adventure  in  Heart-Stopping  Tension!    •     A     KING     BROTHERS 

PRODUCTION  „«,rring  BELITA  •  BARRY  SULLIVAN  •  BONITA  GRANVILLE  •  ALBERT  DEKKER 

with  EUGENE   PALLETTE  •  Miguelito  Valdes  •  Bobby  Ramos  &  Hit  Band  •  Produced    by    MAURICE    and    FRANKLIN    KING 

Directed  by  Frank  Turtle    •    Original   Screenplay  by   Philip   Yordan    •    Music   by   Daniele   Amfitheatrof    •    A   MONOGRAM   PICTURE 



M.    P-    Production  Dist. 
28  W.    44th    St.    21st   floor 
New  York      N.    Y. 
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LS  EUROPEAN  PIX  SITUATION  CHAOTIC 
eldinSloG»nfer  withTrade  Groups^Ad  Code 

AA,  ATA  Reps. 
1  Be  Asked  to  Advise; 

Is  Code  "Exploratory" 
cense  Commissioner  Benjamin 
ling  will  ask  representatives  of 
MPAA  and  other  recognized  in- 
ry  groups,  including  the  Metro- 
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es  in  Nashville 

Sudekum Today 
<  shville,  Tenn. — Theaters  will  be 

d  until  6  o'clock  today,  day  of 
tuneral  of  Anthony  (Tony)  Sude- 

Ia,  66,  pres
i- 

t  of  Crescent 

usement  Co., 

Nashville's 
t  Citizen,  who 
Sunday  of 

.nary  throm- 
fe.  The  City 
I  will  be  closed 
morning  in 

honor,  one  of 
few  times  it 
ever  closed  in 

or  of  a  pri- 
'.  citizen. 

iudekum's
 

scent  group 
udes  approx-  tony  sudekum 
tely  150  the- 

fts in  Tennessee,  Kentucky,  Ala- 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

MPAA  To  Move  Into 
D.  C.  Office  This  Week 
Washington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington    —   The    MPAA    will 
ove  into  its  new  Washington  offices 

he   end   of   this  week,   it  was   an- 

■ounced  yesterday.  The  move  is  ex- 
acted to  be  completed  by  next  week 

n  time  for  President  Eric  A.  Johnston 

3  move  into  the  new  building  at  16th 
nd  First  Sts.  N.  W- 

Johnston,  now  in  Atlantic  City  for 
Ihe  Chamber  of  Commerce  conven- 

ion,  is  expected  to  devote  much  of 

lis  time  to  the  new  Washington  of- 
ice. 

METRO  CHI.  BIZ  MEET  MAY  24-27 
W.  F.  Rodgers  to  Preside  at  First  Conclave  in  Several 

Years — 70  from  H.  O.,  Field  to  Attend 

M-G-M's  first  business  meeting  in 
several    years    has    been    scheduled 
for  May  24-27  at  the  Hotel  Stevens, 

Chicago,    the 
sessions  to  be  at- "*  tended  by  approx- 

imately 70  per- 
sons from  the 

home  office  and 
the  field.  William 

F.  Rodgers,  vice- 
president  and 
general  sales 
manager,  will 

preside. Here  tof  ore, 

Rodgers  has  in- sisted on  small 
gatherings  at 
periodic  intervals, 
but  because  of 
the  importance  of 
the  Chicago  meet- 

ing,  all   sales,   district,   and   branch 

BILL   RODGERS 

managers  are  to  be  included  in  the 
Chicago  sessions.  There  will  be  10 
home  office  executives,  five  sales  man- 

agers, 11  district  managers  and  32 
branch  managers,  in  addition  to  five 
home  office  assistants  to  sales  man- 

agers. From  the  home  office  executive 
group  will  be,  in  addition  to  Rodgers, 
Edward  M.  Saunders,  Edwin  W. 
Aaron,  Howard  Dietz,  Silas  F.  Sead- 
ler,  William  R.  Ferguson,  Herbert 
Crooker,  Henderson  M.  Richey,  Alan 
F.  Cummings,  and  Tyree  Dillard,  Jr. 

The  five  sales  managers  and  their 
assistants  from  the  home  office  who 

will  attend  include  E.  K.  O'Shea  and 
Paul  J.  Richrath,  John  E.  Flynn  and 
Joel  Bezahler,  John  J.  Maloney  and 
Charles  F.  Deesen,  Rudy  Berger  and 
Leonard  Hirsch,  and  George  A. 
Hickey  and  Irving  Helfont. 

The  11  district  managers  who  will 
(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Humanitarian  Award 

For  SA's  Gen.  Booth 
The  Variety  Clubs'  annual  Hu- 

manitarian Award  for  1945  will  go 
to  Gen.  Evangeline  Corry  Booth  of 
the  Salvation  Army  "in  recognition 
of  unusual  service  rendered  to  and 
in  behalf  of  world-wide  humanity." 
A  silver  plaque"  and  a  check  for 
$1,000  will  be  given  to  General 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

S.  Calif.  TOA  Board 
Votes  for  ATA  Tie 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Holding  that  the 
American  Theaters  Association  has 
an  organizational  setup  in  which  no 
one  group  or  faction  can  dominate, 
the  aims  of  the  group  are  so  broad 
and  all-inclusive  that  it  has  struck 
a  common  denominator  to  which 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Raw  Stock  Shortage  in  France 
Kodak-Rathe  Head  at  Eastman  for  Confabs 

New  Pacemaker  Series  in 

Para/s  64  Shorts  for  '46-47 
Paramount's    1946-47    short    sub- 

jects program  will  total  64  subjects, 
including   a  new   open   series   titled 
Paramount  Pacemakers,  it  was  an- 

( Continued  on  Page  6) 

By  J.  WARNER  BROWN 
FILM  DAILY  Staff  Correspondent 
Rochester  —  The    French    motion 

picture  industry  is  now  producing  at 
a  faster  rate  than  before  the  war, 
according  to  Lucien  Vacher,  director 
of   Kodak-Pathe   at   Vincennes, 
France,  now  in   Rochester  for  con- 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Gov't  Official  Warns  of 
Bitter  Battle  for  U.  S. 
Trade;  Sees  3  Hard  Years 

By  MANNING  CLAGGETT 
Washington    Bureau   of   THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Terming  pres- 
ent motion  picture  conditions 

in  Europe  "chaotic,"  a  high 
Government  official  yesterday  told 
The  Film  Daily  that  it  will  take  a 

minimum  of  three  years'  hard  work (Continued  on  Page  6) 

ATA  Public  Relations 

Web  to  Span  Nation 
The  vast  public  relations  project 

of  the  American  Theaters  Associa- 
tion, formulated  at  its  St.  Louis  con- 

vention, is  about  to  be  launched  on 
a  nation-wide  basis.  Arthur  Mayer, 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

New  Restrictions  on  U.  S. 
Pix  Proposed  by  Italy 

Washington   Bureau  of   THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington — The  Italian  Govern- 
ment has  proposed  a  further  restric- 
tion   on    the    import    of    American 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

RKO  16mm.  Set  to 
Go  in  South  America 

RKO  will  begin  its  16  mm.  the- 
atrical distribution  plan  in  South 

America  immediately,  it  was  learned 

at  the  week-end.  Ramon  Ycaza,  for- 
merly of  the  Ecuadorean  consular 

service,  who  completed  a  one-year 
indoctrinatirn  at  the  RKO  home  of- 

fice, left  here  Saturday  for  Bogota, 
Colombia,  S.  A.,  as  the  starting  point 

for  all  of  Latin-America,  to  survey 

the  territories  for  potential  exhibi- 
tors in  this  field  and  to  render  as- 

sistance for  theater  construction  and 

the  acquisiticn  of  equipment  wher- 
ever possible. 

RKO  is  preparing  to  furnish  16 
mm.  exhibs.  with  a  minimum  of  one 

complete  program  per  week. 
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FINANCIAL 
(Mon.,  Apr.  29) 

NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 

High     Low    Close 
Am.  Seat   31  Vz     31  Vz     31  Vz 
Columbia    Picts   3134     31  Vz     31% 
East.   Kodak     258'/2  258       258 
do  pfd   208       208       208 

Cen.    Prec.    Eq     36V4     36'/4     36l/4 

Lcew's,    Inc   39V4     38V4     38% 
Paramount          79y2     781/2     79 
RKO        27i/4     27         27 
Republic  Piers   16y4     16         16 

Republic    Picts.    pfd..    19         18^4     1834 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  60%     60y2     60% 
Universal  Pict   463/8     46         46% 
Universal   pfd   99V2     99%     99% 
Warner  Bros      53%     53%     53% 

NEW  YORK   CURB    MARKET 
Monogram    Picts.    ...    10%     10         10V4 

Radio-Keith  cvs   123/8     12%     12% 
Sonotone  Corp        53/3       5%       5'4 
Technicolor          28V4     28         28i/4 
Trans-Lux           7%       7  7 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid 

Pathe   Industries        13'/4 

Net Chg. 

+    l'/2 

+       3/8 + 

—  Vs 

+    % 

—  3/8 

Asked 

14% 

20th-Fox  Drive  Starts 
Twentieth  -  Fox's  sales  managers' 

drive,  the  first  of  its  kind  to  be 
staged  by  the  company,  was  under 
way  yesterday. 

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,  INC. 

1600   BROADWAi".    N.   Y.    19        Circle   6-6686 

Complete    Film    and 
Disc  Recording  Facilities 

Lapidus  to  Conduct 
Eastern  Division  Meet 

Jules  Lapidus,  WB  Eastern  divi- 
sion sales  manager,  will  conduct  a 

meeting  of  the  Eastern  and  mid- 
Atlantic  districts  at  the  home  office 
on   Saturday. 

In  addition  to  district  managers 
Norman  Ayers  and  Robert  Smeltzer, 
whose  headquarters  are  in  New  York 
and  Washington,  respectively,  the 
following  branch  managers  will 
attend: 

Ray  S.  Smith,  Albany;  George  W. 
Horan,  Boston;  Al  Herman,  Buffalo; 
Carl  Goe,  New  Haven;  Clarence  Eise- 
man,  New  York;  William  G.  Mansell, 
Philadelphia;  Fred  W.  Biersdorf, 
Washington. 

Hope  Enterprises,  Inc. 
Launched  by  Bob  Hope 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Bob  Hope  has  sched- 
uled his  first  profit-participation  film 

for  July  production  under  the  banner 

of  Hope  Enterprises,  Inc.  Hope's  con- tract with  Paramount  permits  him 
to  make  one  film  a  year  on  this  ar- 

rangement. Dorothy  Lamour  will  be 
co-starred  with  the  comedian  in  the 

film  titled,  -'The  Private  Eye."  Elliot 
Nugent  will  direct  and  Danny  Dare 
will  be  associate  producer. 

Rep.  Promotes  Dervin; 
Duane  Heads  Hub  Office 

Boston  —  Tom  Duane,  salesman 
with  Paramount  for  the  past  20-odd 
years,  has  been  named  branch  man- 

ager of  Republic  in  Boston.  His  last 
assignment  with  Paramount  was  as 
salesman  in  the  Buffalo  territory. 
Frank  Dervin,  who  was  branch 

manager  for  Republic,  steps  up  into 
the  district  managership  for  the  ex- 

change, which  includes  the  Buffalo, 
Albany,  Boston  and  New  Haven  ter- 

ritories. The  appointments  became 
effective  yesterday. 

Indiana  ATO  Cancels 
May  7  Board  Meeting 

Indianapolis  —  Board  of  directors 
of  Associated  Theater  Owners  of 
Indiana  has  cancelled  its  scheduled 
meeting  for  May  7  here.  Session  was 
called  off  so  that  the  directors  could 
be  relieved  of  the  trip  in  the  hope 
that  they  will  make  the  trip  to  Chi- 

cago to  attend  the  national  Allied 
board  meeting  May  23-25. 

Quint  Thompson  Dead 
Amarillo,  Tex. — Quint  R.  Thomp- 

son, former  owner  of  the  Orpheum 
of  Waco  and  of  the  Lyric  and  Per- 

shing in  Fort  Worth,  died  here. 

LIVE-WIRE  PUBLICITY 
EXEC  AVAILABLE 

Ex-Army  Capt.  seeks  new  motion  picture 
opportunity.  14  years'  experience.  Newspaper, 
agency,  free-lance,  and  theatre  circuit  back- 

ground. 
Box   No.   31,   THE   FILM    DAILY 

1501   Broadway  New  York  18,   N.  Y. 

Fielding  to  Confer 
On  Advertising  Code 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

politan  ATA,  to  confer  with  him  in 
the  formulation  of  a  new  theater 

advertising  code"  for  New  York  City. 
The  proposed  code,  he  said  yester- 

day, was  ''strictly  exploratory." Commissioner  Fielding  said  that 
the  Department  of  Licenses  was  not 
and  is  not  a  censorship  agency.  He 
indicated  that  the  principal  interest 
of  the  department  was  directed  at 
curbing  misrepresentation  in  all 
forms  of  motion  picture  advertising. 
The  Commissioner  added  that  the 
department  admired  and  appreciated 
the  distinctly  competent  work  of  the 
MPAA  in  its  desire  to  maintain  mo- 

tion pictures  on  the  highest  possible 

plane. So  far  as  censorship  was  con- 
cerned, Commissioner  Fielding  said, 

any  fears  on  the  part  of  the  MPAA 
that  the  department  was  bent  on 
censorship  were  unwarranted.  He 
said  the  advice  and  help  of  the  MPAA 
and  other  groups  would  be  sought 
in  the  drafting  of  a  code  so  that  the 

department  could  be  assisted  "by their  wealth  of  practical  experience 

in  the  industry." "It  is  the  department's  desire,"  he 
concluded,  "to  establish  a  wholesome 
and  constructive  relationship  with 

New  York  City's  great  amusement 
industry.  At  the  same  time,  every- 

one will  realize  that  the  department 
has  a  responsibility  to  both  the  pub- 

lic and  the  industry." 

3  Metro  16mm.  Men  Here 
From  India  and  Thailand 

Ramchandra  Gogtay  and  Govink 
Amonkar  of  India  have  arrived  here 

to  begin  M-G-M's  three-month  train- 
ing course  covering  all  phases  of 

16  mm.  operations  in  the  entertain- 
ment and  educational  fields.  Juban- 

dhu  Suntorn  of  Thailand  also  is 
here  for  the  training.  They  are  the 
24th,  25th  and  26th  men  to  begin 
the  course. 

Henry  Golson  Buried 
Chicago  —  Henry  Golson,  veteran 

Chicago  theater  owner,  was  buried 
yesterday  in  Waldhem  cemetery. 
His  widow,  two  daughters  and  bro- 

ther survive. 

COMING  and  GOIII 

WILLIAM  F.  RODGERS,  Loew  vice-p 
and  M-C-M  general  sales  manager,  leav 
for  Philadelphia. 

EDDIE  SILVERMAN,  Essaness  president 
pected  to  return  to  Chicago  from  a  We vacation   May   10. 

JAMES  R.  CRAINCER  is  in  Boston  for 

day   visit. 
CRAD    SEARS    is    due    back    f 

morrow. 

RICHARD    LLEWELLYN,    British 

under  contract  to   M-C-M  for  a   special 
assignment,   left  yesterday  by  plane   for 

FRANK   ARTICOLA,  of   the   M-C-M   s;| 
partment,    left    yesterday    for    Boston,    a return  Thursday. 

LAURENCE  OLIVIER,  his  wife,  VIVIEN 
and  20  members  of  the  Old  Vic  repertory 

arrived  in  New  York  yesterday  by  Cons' from   London. 

WILLIAM  GLEICHER,  of  M-C-M's  sa oartment,   is   in   New  Haven  for  a  few  d; 
BEN  MELNIKER  and  JOEL  BEZAHL 

M-C-M.   got  back  yesterday  from   Chicag 
ETHEL  BARRYMORE  leaves  New  Y. Hollywood  today. 

CEORCE  A.   HICKEY,  West  Coast  sale; 
*er    for    M-C-M.    is    back    at    this    Los 
headaiiarters  after  a  vacation  at  Palm  Spr 
IIMMY  DURANTE,  HARRY  R1TZ,  anc : 

ALD  M    NFLSON  are  Chicago  visitors. 
ALFRED  H'TCHCOCK  is  prepared  to  le 

Coast  on  a  thrpe-wepk  flving  trip  to  Lon 
LOUIS  DE  ROCHEMONT  is  at  the  V 

Astoria   from  California. 

MAR'A  ELFNA  MARQUES,  Mexica 
"eached  New  York  over  the  week-end  froi 
:co  City  en   route  to  Spain. 

MAC  KRIM.  Detroit  circuit  operator, 
'uming  horoo  from  Los  Angeles. 

WILLIAM  LOSS.  v. -p.  and  general  man 
Cinecolor,  Inc..  returns  to  the  Coast  tod; 
a  twn-wek  b"si"oss  in  New  York. 

NICHOLAS  NAPOLi.  president  of  Artki 
*ures.  Inc.,  leaves  today  for  a  short  busin 
to  Toronto. 
DANE  CLARK  leaves  the  Coast  May 

New  Y"rk. 

DICK    WRIGHT,    assistant    zone    mana! 
Warner  Theaters   in   C'eve'anH,   returned 
citv  vosterdav  from   New  York. 

IACK    C.    OVERMAN,    Latin-American 
visor     for     RKO     Radio     Pictures,     leaves 
'or  Mexico,   Panama,  Venezuela  and  Cura  j 

Chicago. 
IACK    POST,    Fishman    theater    circuit 

'eft  for  an  auto  trip  to  Canada  with  his 
vpsferdav. 

M.  M.  IACOBS  of  C'eveland.  has  g 
"hoenix,  A'i-z.  to  suDervise  the  finishing 
of  his  new  4^0-seat  theater  which  wil 
about  tho  middle  of  May. 

JIM   SCOVILLE.  cf  the  Scoville.   Essick 
circuit  has   returned   to   Cleveland   from   t 
wV-o  he  took  the  sun  cure  for  arthritis. 

MA"GO  planed  out  of  Hollywood  for 
land.  O.,  last  night  to  represent  Hollyw 
Franklin  Delano  Roosevelt  memorial 
there  today. 

ANN  SHC"IDAN,  YVONNE  DeCARL 
WALTER  P1DGEON  left  Hollywood  for 

City  yesterday  to  carrv  Hollywood's  best for  the  Springtime  Festival  Mav  1-5  cele 
Mexican  independence.  TED  MORRIS  accort 
the  stars  as  tour  manager. 

OSCAR  HAMMERSTEIN,  II,  will  leave 
Australian  vacation  May  7  with  MRS. 
MERSTEIN. 

MODERN  HOME  Ml 

FOR  SALE  —  SCARSDALE"  " ' Modern  French  Colonial,  8  rooms.  Has  every  modern 

improvement:  including  streamlined  kitchen,  break- 
fast room.  Extensive  terraced  gardens.  Large 

master  bedroom  facing  a  finished  deck.  Almost 

everything  you  wished  for  is  installed  in  this  low- 
bpkeep  home.  Corner  plot  of  about  one-third  acre. 
One-half  mile  to  school;  one  mile  to  station. 

PHONE  SCARSDALE  7380  FOR  APPOINTMENT  TO  VIEW,  OR  SEE  YOUR  BROK 
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Shortage  of  Raw 
Stock  in  France 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
ferences  with  Eastman  Kodak  offi- 
cials. 

Vacher  told  a  Film  Daily  reporter 
here  that  the  industry,  however,  was 
far  from  capacity  production  due  to 
lack  of  raw  materials,  mainly  cellu- 

lose base.  Shipping  conditions,  he 
said,  have  reduced  imports  to  a 
trickle.  Kodak-Pathe  has  secured 
some  cellulose  from  the  Harrow 

Works  of  Eastman's  British  subsid- 
iary, but  the  shortage  is  one  of  the 

reasons  for  his  conferences  here. 
Absenteeism  a  Problem 

One  of  the  gravest  problems  which 
Kodak-Pathe  shares  with  manufac- 

turers in  other  lines,  Vacher  says,  is 
absenteeism  caused  by  malnutrition. 
People  are  either  too  weak  to  work 
or  too  busy  looking  for  food.  Kodak. 
Pathe  employs  2,500  and  average 
absenteeism  through  malnutrition  is 
10  per  cent. 

Vacher  told  how  he  solved  one 
acute  shortage  for  his  plant  by 
purchasing   an    abandoned    coal 
mine    near   Normandy    and    re- 

opening it.    Under  Government 
regulations,  Kodak-Pathe  re- 

tains 50  per  cent  for  its  own  use 
and  sells  the  remaining  50  per 
cent  to  other  industries. 
Vacher  remained   as  head   of  his 

plant  throughout  the  occupation  by 
the   Nazis   and   production   was   not 
shut  down  until  D-Day  when  Allied 
military     requirements     closed     all 
large   plants.   During   the   war,   the 
Nazis  took  about  20  per  cent  of  the 

firm's  production,  he  reported. 
Amor  Also   Confering 

Vacher  will  remain   in   Rochester 
two  months   to  study  developments 
in  the  film  industry  during  the  war 
years.   Also  in  Rochester  on  a  simi- 

lar mission  is  A.  Amor,  manager  of 
the  Kodak  factory  in  Harrow,  Eng- 
land. 

Amor's  principal  problem,  in  addir 
tion  to  the  usual  stortages  of  raw 
material  and  building  supplies,  is 
lack  of  female  help.  One  cause  of 
this,  he  said,  was  a  decline  in  the 
female  birth  rate  15  to  20  years  ago 
which  is  now  making  itself  evident. 

PRC's  K.  C.  Deal  Official 
Purchase  of  PRC's  Kansas  City 

exchange  by  the  company  from 
Beverly  Miller,  franchise  holder,  was 
announced  yesterday.  Miller  will  re- 

main as  branch  manager. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

April  30 

C.  O.  Slenker  Joe  Yule 

">**•  PHIL  M.  DALY 
Tuesday's  Tidings 
•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  With  the  William  Goldman-Erlanger  case 
due  to  come  in  court  in  Priladelphia  today,  there  was  talk  last  night 
about  a  possible  settlement   No  confirmation,  however.  ...     •  The 
TO  of  North  and  South  Carolinas  will  hold  a  Summer  convention  in 

Charleston,  S.  C.  in  July.  ...  ©  That  resolution  which  the  Associ- 
ation of  Cine  Technicians  adopted  in  London  censuring  Gabriel  Pascal 

for  the  length  of  time  he  took  to  make  "Caesar  and  Cleopatra"  doesn't 
mean  a  thing.  ...  •  The  new  American  Association  for  the  United 

Nations   has   Doug.   Fairbanks,   Jr.,   as   one   of   four  vice-prexies.   .   .    . 
•  Look  for  an  important  NBC  tele  statement  this  afternoon.  ...  •  The 

Atlanta  Variety  Club  has  signed  the  Miami  Seahawks  and  the  Brooklyn 
Dodgers  for  a  grid  clash  on  the  Georgia  Tech  field  Sept.  28.  thus  assur- 

ing Atlanta  its  first  look-see  at  a  pro  football  game.  ...  •  Frank 
Sinatra  and  Orson  Welles  have  cancelled  their  scheduled  appearances 
on  the  forum  program  of  the  Institute  for  Education  by  Radio  at  Ohio 
State  U.  .  .  .  •  The  Connecticut  Industry  golf  tournament,  first  since 
the  war,  is  set  for  the  Racebrook  Country  Club,  New  Haven,  Aug.  6   

T  T  T 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Ted  R.  Gamble.  ATA  board  chairman,  heads 

the  re-organized  board  of  directors  of  the  American  Cancer  Society  which 
is  now  incorporating  in  this  State   Ted  succeeds  Eric  A.  Johnston, 
who  declined  re-election  because  of  MPAA  duties   Johnston,  how- 

ever, has  been  elected  honorary  board  chairman  as  well  as  head  of  the 

Society's  National  Advisory  Council.  ...  •  A  doff  of  Phil  M.'s  chapeau 
to  Sidney  Lust,  Washington  theater  operator  and  philanthropist,  who  will 
aid  UNRRA's  drive  to  help  famine  sufferers  abroad  via  a  series  of  "food 
matinees"  in  his  Maryland  theaters.   .  .  . 

"Scarlet  Street"  Finally 

Will  Open  in  Atlanta  " 
Atlanta  —  "Scarlet  Street,"  the 

Diana  production  starring  Edward 
G.  Robinson  and  Joan  Bennett,  will 
open  here  tomorrow  in  the  Para- 

mount Theater  after  its  debut  en- 
gagement was  halted  by  censor 

trouble  and  subsequent  legal  action 
in  which  Judge  Bond  Almand  ruled 
on  April  24  in  Superior  Court  that 
the  censor's  action  was  unreason- 

able, arbitrary  and  an  abuse  of  her 
discretion.  Universal,  which  is  dis- 

tributing the  film,  made  the  an- 
nouncement yesterday  of  the  fea- 

ture's return  to  the  local  screen. 

Box  Succeeding  Ostrer 

As  Gainsborough's  Head 
London  (By  Cable)— Appointment 

of  Sydney  Box  as  managing  direc- 
tor of  J.  Arthur  Rank's  Gains- 

borough Pictures,  succeeding  Mau- 
rice Ostrer,  resigned,  was  announced 

yesterday.  Box  will  take  over  the 
studio  post  on  Sept.  1. 

Box's  "The  Seventh  Veil"  is  now 
being  shown  in  the  U.  S.  He  pres- 

ently produces  at  the  Riverside  Stu- 
dios. A  former  journalist  Box  has 

been  co-writer  on  several  of  his  pro- 
ductions. 

300  At  Cinema  Lodge's Dinner  Honoring  Senft 

Over  300  from  the  film  and  allied 
entertainment  industries  are  ex- 

pected to  attend  the  dinner  being 
given  at  the  Hotel  Commodore  here 

tonight  by  Cinema  Lodge,  B'nai 
B'rith  to  Albert  A.  Senft,  its  retir- 

ing president.  Senft  is  being  hon- 
ored for  his  outstanding  leadership 

of  the  lodge  during  the  i-ast  two 
years  which  saw  membership  grow 
from  325  to  almost  1,100. 

Judge  Samuel  Null  will  install  the 
lodge's  new  officers  for  1946-47  at 
the  dinner.  The  new  officers  are 
Jack  H.  Levin,  president;  S.  M.  Char- 
tock,  S.  Arthur  Glixon,  Bernard 
Goodman,  Leo  JafFe,  Marvin  Kirsch, 
Martin  Levine,  Milton  Livingston, 
Nat  K.  Loder,  Norman  Steinberg  and 
Robert  M.  Weitman,  vice-presidents; 
Max  B.  Blackman,  treasurer,  Julius 
M.  Collins,  secretary  and  Rabbi 
Ralph  Silverstein,  chaplain. 

Idea  Films  Organized 
Idea  Films,  Inc.,  a  new  company, 

has  been  formed  by  Simon  Singer, 
formerly  with  the  OWI  film  branch, 
and  Harold  Mayer,  recently  dis- 

charged overseas  veteran,  to  produce 
public  relations  and  educational  films 
and  motion  pictures  for  television. 

Metro  Chi.  Biz 

Meeting  May  24-27 

m 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

be  present  are:  John  S.  Allen,  W 
ington,  D.  C;  Burtus  Bishop, 

Dallas;  John  J.  Bowen,  New  "i John  P.  Byrne,  Detroit;  Henr 
Friedel,  Denver;  Charles  E.  P 
nich,  Atlanta;  Robert  Lynch 
delphia;  Ralph  W.  Maw,  mK 
lis;  Herman  L.  Ripps,  Alban„ , 
A.  Shirley,  Chicago;  and  Mauric 
Wolf,  Boston. 

The   branch   managers   are:   . 
jamin    Abner,    New    Jersey;    L 
Amacher,  Portland;  Thomas  As 
Jr.,  Seattle;  Walter  E.  Banford, 
cago;   Leroy  Bickel,  Dallas;   Ec 
M.    Booth,    Cincinnati;    Clarence 
Briant,    New    Orleans;    Thomas 
Donaldson,  Boston;  Frank  H.  E 
ney,  Detroit;  Lou  Formato,  Phila 
phia;   Samuel  J.   Gardner,  Los 
geles;  Foster  B.  Gauker,  Indiam ; 
lis;  Saal  Gottlieb,  Pittsburgh;  Fr 
C.   Hensler,  Kansas   City;   Louis 
Ingram,   Memphis;   D.   C.   Kenn< 
Des    Moines;    John    G.    Kempt* 
Milwaukee;    Gerald    E.    McGlj 
Omaha;  Jack  B.  Mundstuk,  Buff; 
Carl    P.    Nedley,    Salt    Lake    C 
Ralph  Pielow,  New  York;  Jacque: 
ReVille,    Oklahoma    City;    Ha 
Rosenblatt;    New   Haven;    Benn 
Rosenwald,    Charlotte;    Jack    So 
Cleveland;  J.  Frank  Willingham, 
Louis;    Langdon    C.   Wingham,   I 
Francisco;    William    H.    Workm 
Minneapolis;    William    B.    Zoelbr Atlanta. 

Archbishop  Curley  Joins 

In  Attack  on  "Outlaw" 
Baltimore — Howard  Hughes'  "1 

Outlaw,"  suffered  further  verbal 
tack    via    a    statement    issued 
Archbishop  Michael  J.  Curley,  of  1 
archdioceses  of  Baltimore  and  Wa< 
ington. 

In  an  editorial,  appearing  on  pa 
one  of  the  Catholic  Review,  offic 
publication  for  the  Catholic  popu 
tion  throughout  Maryland  and 
District  of  Columbia,  the  Ar< 
bishop  wrote,  in  part: 

"I  deem  it  my  duty  to  call  up 
every  Catholic  in  this  ecclesiastic 
jurisdiction  to  regard  it  as  a  serio 
moral  obligation  to  do  all  in  1 
power  to  oppose  the  showing  of  tr 
salacious  entertainment.  It  is  n 
earnest  hope  that  this  motion  pi 
ture  when  it  comes  up  before  t 
(Maryland)  Board  of  Censors  will 

unhesitatingly  rejected." 

SICK  REPOIIT 

ROBERT  BUERMELE,  assistant  manag 

of  General  Theater  Service,  Detroit,  coi 

fined  to  bed  by  a  flu  attack. 

MRS.  JOHN  DEMBECK,  wife  of  the  G 

Operative  Theaters  of  Michigan  booker, 

in    Mayo    Clinic,    Rochester,    Minn.,    for 
general    examination,    following    protracre 
illness. 



RKO  RADIO  PICTURES,  inc. 

NEW  YORK  TRADE  SHOWING 

CLAUDETTE  COLBERT 
JOHN  WAYN 

in  MERVYN   LeROY'S  production  o 

l%.  with  DON  DeFORE 
%. ANNE  TRIOLA  and  Miss  LOUELLA  PARSONS     -■' 

a'S  •-  •.     Produced  by  JESSE  L.  LASKY     ;;:.-iS' 
.-  \  Screen    Play    by    ANDREW    SO  IT       ./;& 
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Calls  European  Pix 
Situation  Chaotic 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

by  the  U.  S.  picture  industry  "with the   active   assistance   of  the    State 

Department"  to  bring-  any  semblance of  order  to  the  critical  situation. 

Expressing    concern    over    an 
apparent  spread  of  Government 
film  monopolies  in  Europe,  this 
official  said  the  U.  S.  picture  in- 

dustry should  "prepare  for  the 
bitterest  battle  in  its  history." 
The  matter  has  been  brought  to 
the    attention    of    Secretary    of 
State  Byrnes  and  there  is  every 
indication  that  top  echelon  de- 

cisions of  U.  S.  policy  will  be 
made  shortly. 
American  attention  has  been 

focussed  on  France,  where  the 
French  Government  is  preparing  to 
"nationalize"  that  segment  of  the 
film  industry  with  allegedly  Nazi 
ties. 

Although  ostensibly  concerned 
only  with  this  part  of  the  pix  indus- 

try, the  French  Government  has 
taken  several  steps  pointing  towards 
the  possibility  that  the  nationaliza- 

tion may  spread  to  the  entire  film 
setup  in  France. 

THE  FILM  DAILY  is  able  to 
report  that  a  highly  placed 
French  minister  recently  made 
a  secret  trip  to  Prague  to 

"study"  Czechoslovak  film  mo- 
nopoly. 
The  Czechs  have  offered  American 

and  other  pix  companies  two  tough 
alternatives  for  import  of  films  into 
the  country.  Either  the  Americans 
(and  others)  must  release  their  pix 
through  the  Government  monopoly 
which  distributes  the  films  and  fixes 
prices,  or  the  foreign  producers  (in- 

cluding U.  S.)  get  a  chance  at  only 
65  per  cent  of  35  per  cent  of  the 
gross  receipts.  Both  alternatives 
have  been  bitterly  opposed  by  Amer- 

ican companies  and  the  State  De- 
partment and  thus  far  the  Amer- 

icans have  refused  to  import  pix  into 
the  country  under  these  terms. 

Answering  a  question  whether  the 
State  Department  would  give  firm 
backing  to  the  American  pix  indus- 

try's plans  for  a  free  film  market 
abroad,  The  Film  Daily's  source 
referred  to  Assistant  Secretary  of 
State  William  Benton's  declaration 
that  "No  industry  has  a  more  legit- 

imate right  to  get  State  Department 
help  in  expanding  its  business  abroad 

than  the  motion  picture  industry." 
Unified  Support  for  MPEA 

The  situation  abroad  has  led  to 
unification  of  American  film  inter- 

ests  in.  backing    MPEA. 
Government  officials,  as  well  as  in- 

dustry members,  have  been  hesitant 
in  commenting  publicly  on  the  de- 

tails of  the  French  situation,  but 
there  is  evidence  that  the  matter 
has  reached  the  stage  were  a  public 
airing  of  the  problem  will  be  neces- 
sary. 

Officials  have  been  particularly 
cautious  in  noting  that  the  entire 
situation  in  Europe  may  have  polit- 

Hist!  Wanna  New  Car? 
Then  Do  Detroit  P.  A, 

Detroit — When  even  money  won't 
tempt  most  screen  stars  very  far 
away  for  a  personal  appearance,  in 

view  of  the  income  tax  situation,  De- 
troit is  finding  a  way  around  it,  with 

a  lure  more  potent  than  gold — right 
now. 

The  town  is  celebrating  the  Auto- 
motive Golden  Jubilee  on  June  1, 

and  wants  a  good  turnout  of  Holly- 
wocd  names  as  part  of  the  doings — 
so  the  word  is  being  passed  along 
that  the  stars  that  come  on  will 

have  an  inside  track  on  early  de- 
livery of  new  cars.  The  committee 

says  it's  working. 

ATA  Public  Relations 

Web  to  Span  Nation 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

who    was    elected    public    relations 
director  at  the  St.  Louis  parleys,  is 
setting    up    the    machinery   for   the 
service. 

A  publicity  chairman,  serving  on 
a  voluntary  basis,  will  be  named  for 
each  state.  The  publicity  chairman 
will  work  under  the  state  chairman 

as  it  is  the  plan  of  the  ATA  to 
pattern  its  operations  along  the  lines 
practiced  by  the  War  Activities 
Committee. 

The  functions  of  the  public  rela- 
tions service  will  be  two-fold:  (1)  it 

will  publicize  ATA  activities  locally 
and  (2)  it  will  collect  information 
of  a  local  nature  and  transmit  it  to 
the  national  headquarters  which,  in 
turn,  will  assemble  the  information 
and  provide  it,  on  request,  to  its 
units  and  members  throughout  the country. 

The  information  will  not  be  of  a 
confidential  nature,  but  will  pertain 
to  legislation,  taxes,  good  will  activi- 

ties and  other  phases  of  inter-the- 
ater interest. 

Announce  Eight  More 
24-Hour  Club  Winners 

Eight  additional  24-Hour  Club 
winners  in  the  industry's  Red  Cross 
drive  were  announced  yesterday  by 
Harold  J.  Fitzgerald,  national  cam- 

paign director.  The  winners  are:  B. 
T.  Burnside,  salesman,  Warners, 
Tennessee;  Francis  Guehl,  salesman, 
Universal,  Pittsburgh;  Fred  Lind, 
Ute,  Rifle,  Colo.;  William  Eberline, 
Fillmore,  San  Francisco;  George 
Jackson,  salesman,  RKO,  Portland, 
Ore.;  John  McFadden,  salesman, 
RKO,  Philadelphia;  Willis  Shaeffer, 
Orpheum,  Atchison,  Kans.;  Robert 
Clabeau,  salesman,  PRC,  Buffalo. 

ical  implications.  They  are  watching 
moves  to  nationalize  the  film  indus- 

try in  those  countries  in  the  so-called 
Russian  orbit. 

New  Pacemaker  Series  in 

Para/s  64  Shorts  for  '46-47 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

nounced  yesterday  by  Oscar  Morgan 
at  the  first  of  the  short  subjects  dis- 

trict sales  meetings  here.   There  will 
be  104  issues  of  Paramount  News. 
Pacemakers  will  be  produced  at 

the  Paramount  studios  with  concen- 
trated effort  given  to  the  selection 

of  subject  matter.  Morgan,  who  is 
sales  manager  of  shorts  and  Para- 

mount News,  said  that  "as  quality  is 
to  be  the  essence  of  the  series,  it 
is  intended  always  to  make  way  for 
the  acquisition  of  outstanding  shorts 

made  by  independent  producers." 
The  64  subjects  will  embrace  10 

different  series.  Six  will  be  two-reel 
Musical  Parade  featurettes  in  Tech- 

nicolor. The  others  include  six  Pace- 
makers, 18  cartoons,  six  Speaking  of 

Animals,  six  Popular  Science,  six 
Unusual  Occupations,  six  George  Pal 
Puppetoons,  and  six  Grantland  Rice 
Sportlights  produced  by  Jack  Eaton. 
The  18  cartoons  embrace  six  Novel- 
toons,  six  Popeyes  and  six  Little Lulus. 

The  meeting  here  was  attended  by 
Charles  M.  Reagan,  Hugh  Owen,  Wil- 

liam H.  Erbb,  Henry  Randel,  Myron 
Sattler,  Edward  Bell,  Monroe  Good- 

man, D.  John  Phillips  and  Stanley 
Hode.  The  next  of  the  10  regional 
meetings  will  be  held  in  Boston  Wed- 

nesday and  Thursday. 

New  Restrictions  on  U.  S. 
Pix  Proposed  by  Italy 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

motion  pictures,  the  State  Depart- 
ment admitted  yesterday,  thus  leav- 

ing the  entire  question  wide  open 
after  negotiations  were  thought 
completed. 

The  State  Department  has  directed 
the  American  Embassy  in  Rome  to 
investigate  the  entire  problem  and 
report  back  immediately.  Govern- 

ment sources  blamed  the  new  Italian 
demands  on  the  topsy-turvy  political 
situation. 

Latest  "last  minute"  restriction 
proposed  by  the  Italians  calls  for  a 
tight  time  limit  on  spending  of 
money  received  from  American showings. 

Under  the  Italian  proposal,  Amer- 
icans would  be  required  to  spend  the 

money  in  Italy  within  six  months 
after  deposit  in  banks. 
Meanwhile,  a  large  backlog  of 

American  pix,  blocked  in  customs 
pending  settlement  of  negotiations, 
still  have  not  been  released.  Some 
of  the  pix  are  being  dubbed,  it  was 
learned,  on  the  strength  of  reports 
that  an  agreement  had  been  reached. 

Trade  Leaders  At  Piatt  Party 
Chicago  —  A  farewell  party  for 

Abe  Piatt,  B  &  K  district  manager, 
was  held  last  night.  Piatt  is  joining 
Paramount  International  in  an  ex- 

ecutive capacity  in  New  York.  Party 
was  given  by  John  Balaban,  Walter 
Immerman,  Jack  Kirsch,  Will  Hol- 

lander, Milton  Officer  and  district 
and  theater  managers  of  the  B  &  K 
circuit. 

Rites  in  Nashville 

For Sudekum Today  ( (Continued  from  Page  1) 

bama,     Arkansas,     Mississippi    an>! 
North   Carolina,  plus   several   affili 
ated   circuits    in    smaller   towns    i: 
Tennessee.  In  addition  he  was  jf^ 

known  as  a  philanthropist  andW 
been  recognized  at  each  of  the  Ten 

nessee   General   Assembly's   last  1 
sessions  for  his  interest  in  state  in 
stitutions. 

The  late  Crescent  president  opene* 
his  first  theater,  the  Dixie,  in  Nash 

ville  on  April  11,  1907.  It  was  als. 
Nashville's  first  film  house.  Opera 
tions  were  extended  over  the  year 
until  it  reached  the  broad  coverag 

enjoyed  at  the  present.  He  also  heh 
other  income  producing  property 
amounting  to  several  millions  o 
dollars. 

Ownership  and  management  o 
Sudekum's  extensive  properties  wil 
probably  pass  to  Mrs.  Sudekum  am 
two  sons-in-law,  Kermit  C.  Stenge 
and  Elmer  Baulch,  both  associate< 
with  Crescent.  His  death  will  prob 
ably  require  a  complete  change  n 
any  previous  plans  to  meet  the  orde. 
of  the  U.  S.  District  Court  tha 
Sudekum  dispose  of  his  interests  h 
all  other  theater  corporations  ex 
eept  Crescent,  and  also  requirinj 
Stengel  to  sever  relations  with  mor< 
than  one  corporation. 

Court  had  granted  an  extensioi 
of  six  months,  or  until  July  17,  fo: 
compliance  with  this  order,  and  i 
petition  for  further  extension  is  pos sible. 

Sudekum  intended  to  build  nev 
theaters  in  and  near  Nashville  val 
ued  at  more  than  $2,000,000,  anc 
at  least  §500,000  in  other  construe 
tion  projects  for  investment. 

Movietone  News  to  Hold 
Post-war  Sales  Conclave 

Movietone  News  has  set  plans  fo: 
its  first  post-war  convention,  to  b< 

held  at  the  company's  home  offict 
within  the  next  week  or  two.  A  big- 

ger program  of  short  subjects  pro- 
duction will  be  among  the  topics  oi 

the  agenda.  It  is  understood  that  tin 
1946-1947  shorts  schedule  will  be 
turned  out  at  a  budget  increase  o: 
almost  75  per  cent. 

Producer  Edmund  Reek  will  pre 
side  at  the  sessions,  at  which  the 
principal  speaker  will  be  Spyros  P 
Skouras,  head  of  20th-Fox,  th( 
parent  company. 

-  Among  others  scheduled  to  attenc 
the  meeting  are  W.  C.  Michel,  Movie, 
tone  president;  Tom  Connors,  20th 
Fox  distribution  chief;  Murray  Sil 

verstone,  head  of  20th-Fox  Interna- 
tional; W.  J.  Kupper,  general  sales 

manager,  and  the  following  from  thf 
Movietone  home  office:  Arthur  J 
Sorenson,  Jack  Haney,  Harry  Law- 
renson,  Arthur  De  Titta,  Ben  Low- 
eree,  Dan  Doherty  and  Louis  Tetunic 
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Exhibs.'  Legal  Rights 
)f  Ejection  Clarified 
Indianapolis — Legal  rights  of  ex- 

ikibitors  in  regard  to  the  ejection  of 
patrons   or  rejection   of   admissions 

||  lave  been  clarified  by  White,  Wright 
.Jjfc    Boleman,    attorneys   for    Associ- -ied  Theater  Owners  of  Indiana,  in 

jw|'?"lfer  to  requests  for  information. 
P==lrdinarily,"  counsel  advised,  "it 
,:  s  not  lawful  to  eject  a  person  with- 
•J  nit    refunding    his    admission.     As- 
*  turning  that  this  could  be  lawfully 
"raone,  it  would  not  be  advisable  to  do 

bo,  as  in  the  event  of  litigation  be- 
ulpause  of  ejecting  such  persons,  the 
l  .tact  that  their  admision  had  not  been 

"rendered  back  would  naturally  tend 
N ";o  prejudice  the  operator's  defense." 
ib|i  The  attorneys  said  that  in  their 
Mppinion  it  was  within  the  rights  of 
J  a  theater  man  to  refuse  admission 

i,a  person  who  obviously  was  drunk, 
^'(pointing  out  that  the  theater  owner 
tp'owes  the  duty  to  patrons  rightfully 
ofcjta  and  on  his  premises  to  protect 
them  against  unlawful  interference 

oiiwith  their  rights  to  peaceably  enjoy 

ill'.the  performance  they  have  paid  to 
niieee." 
fli  It  was  pointed  out  that  inquiries 
ed-about  other  objectionable  persons 
Ik  were  too  general  and  '  we  cannot 
iigive  you  specific  directions  other 
Mi.than  to  advise  you  that  unless  the 
^'■objectionable  features  of  such  a  per- 
fcson  applying  for  admission  are  such 
k  that  would  render  his  presence  in  the 
ig  theater  a  nuisance,  or  would  be  un- 

lawful, or  would  deprive  persons 
lawfully  in  the  theater  of  their  right 

Wlto  peaceable  and  safe  enjoyment  of 
HI  the  performance,  it  would  be  well  to 
s  proceed  with  great  care  in  excluding 

H  persons  from  admission." 
No  Arbitrary  Exclusion 

*]  Counsel  said  a  theater  owner  or 
W  operator  in  dealing  with  the  public 
i4  did  not  have  a  right  to  arbitrarily 
w.  exclude  the  public  from  entering  his 

theater  upon  payment  of  the  admis- 
sion price. 

"The   law   in   regard   to   physical 
contact  depends  mostly  on  questions 

1  of  fact,"  counsel  wrote.   "We  recom- mend  that  in   the   event   a  theater 
ffl  owner    finds    it    necessary    to    use 
m  physical  force  in  ejecting  a  person 
ffl  from   his   theater   that  he   call   the 

(■  j  police  or  sheriff  rather  than  attempt, M  without    assistance    of    some    officer 
ffi  authorized    to    keep    the    peace,    to 
\\  eject  patrons  who  have  entered  the 
^  theater  after  paying  admission.  Ad- 41  mission  cannot  be  refused  because  of 

race. 

"The  theater  man's  responsibility 
in  regard   to   acts   of  his  employes 
is  the  same  as  between  principal  and 

I  agent.     As    such    principal,    he    is 
J  liable  for  any  unlawful  or  negligent 

^  acts  of  his  employes." 

FEDERAL  TICKET  TAX  "TAKE"  SOARS 
$36,374,651  Collected  in  March  on  February  Biz; 

Admissions  This  Year  Seen  Up  10% 

Washington  Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  March  admissions 
tax  collections  soared  to  the  highest 
total  for  1946,  with  a  booming  $36,- 
374,651  tabulated  by  the  counters  of 
the  Bureau  of  Internal  Revenue.  This 
figure  represented  a  boost  of  nearly 
five  million  dollars  from  the  $31,- 
466,372  collected  in  February,  on 
January  business,  and  indicates  even 
better  than  a  10  per  cent  boost  in 
admissions  this  year  thus  far. 

Just  as  the  February  figure  ran 
more  than  five  million  dollars  above 
the  February,  1945,  collection,  the 
March  collection  was  far  ahead  of 
the  $30,645,244  collected  in  March, 1945. 

For  the  current  fiscal  year  thus 
far,  collections  are  $38,133,065  ahead 

of  the  corresponding  figure  last  year 
—$306,440,871  compared  with  $268,- 
307,806. 
The  figures  for  the  Third  New 

York  (Broadway)  collection  district 
revealed  a  healthy  $6,008,504  from 
theater  admissions — far  better  than 
the  $4,220,640  from  the  same  source 
a  month  earlier  and  the  $3,935,078 
from  the  same  source  a  year  ago.  It 
is  slightly  under  the  January  the- 

ater admission  total  of  $6,027,794, 
however. 

The  overall  New  York  collection, 
including  ticket  brokers,  sales  and 
night  club  checks,  reached  a  total  of 
$6,824,677  —  compared  with  only 
$5,054,088  a  month  earlier,  $6,737,- 
202  two  months  earlier  and  $4,487,- 
630  a  year  ago. 

South  California  TOA 
Board  Votes  for  ATA  Tie 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

every  exhibitor  can  subscribe,  and 
that  the  cost  per  theater  will  be 

relatively  cheap,  the  board  of  direc- 
tors of  the  Southern  California  The- 
ater Owners  Association  has  recom- 

mended that  the  group  join  ATA. 

Board  passed  a  resolution  to  that 
efiect  and  the  recommendation  will 
be  submitted  to  members  at  the 
SCTOA  annual  meeting  on  May  23. 

Musician,  Producer  Reps. 
Drafting  New  Agreement 

!  Rothman  Quits  Exhibitor 
Archie  Rothman,  member  of  the 

2'  New  York  Exhibitor's  editorial  staff, 
$  has  resigned  to  join  National  Screen 
I  Service  as  assistant  to  Mel  Gold  in 
|  the  publication  of  the  NSS  house 
-'  organ. 

The  job  of  drawing  up  a  contract 
embodying  the  terms  agreed  upon 
last  Friday  bv  the  American  Federa- 

tion of  Musicians  and  the  eight  lead- 
ing film  companies  in  negotiations 

for  a  new  agreement  to  replace  the 
one  that  ended  on  March  31  was 
begun  yesterday  by  two  of  the  three 
studio  representatives  who  partici- 

pated in  the  conferences,  Charles 
Boren  of  Paramount  and  Milton 
Schwarzwald  of  Universal.  An  attack 
of  the  flu  kept  Fred  S.  Meyer  of  the 
20th-Fox  studio  away. 

Daylight  Saving  Illegal 
In  Minn.,  But  Adopted 

Duluth,  Minn. — This  city  went  on 
daylight  saving  time  yesterday  by 
voluntary  agreement  of  its  citizens. 
Virginia,  a  nearby  city,  also  went  on 
the  new  time  following  action  of  the 
city  council.  Technically,  daylight 
saving  time  is  illegal  in  Minnesota. 

Humanitarian  Award 

For  SA's  Gen.  Booth 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Booth  at  the  Humanitarian  Award 

banquet  the  evening  of  May  18,  cli- 
maxing the  four-day  national  con- 

vention of  the  Variety  Clubs  in  the 
Hotel  Astor. 

General  Booth  was  selected  by  a 
committee  consisting  of  70  news- 

paper and  magazine  editors  and  pub- 
lishers, radio  commentators  and 

others  well  informed  in  world  affairs, 
none  of  whom  is  a  member  of  the 
Variety  Clubs.  Now  80  years  of  age, 

General  Booth  "overtowered  every- 

body in  the  final  balloting,"  accord- ing to  Albert  Kennedy  Rowswell, 
chairman  of  the  National  Humani- 

tarian Award  committee.  Past  re- 
cipients of  the  awards  were  Father 

Edward  J.  Flanagan,  Martha  Berry, 

Dr.  George  Washington  Carver,  Cor- 
dell  Hull  and  Sir  and  Dr.  Alexander Fleming. 

General  Booth  was  born  in  Lon- 
don, the  fourth  daughter  of  Gen. 

William  Booth,  founder  of  the  Salva- 
tion Army.  While  still  in  her  teens 

she  was  appointed  captain  of  the 
Salvation  Army  Corps  in  the  worst 

part  of  London's  West  End  and  at 23  she  headed  activities  in  Canada. 

In  1904,  General  Booth  was  ap- 
pointed to  the  national  leadership  in 

the  United  States,  a  post  which  she 
held  30  years.  She  retired  in  1939 
to  her  home  in  Hartsdale,  N.  Y. 

Webster's  Clearance 
Complaint  Is  Settled 

St.  Louis — The  unreasonable  clear- 
ance complaint  filed  bv  H.  E.  Web- 
ster, owner  of  the  Webster  Theater, 

Steelville,  111.,  and  the  Princess, 
Percy,  111.,  against  RKO,  Paramount, 
Loew's  and  Warner  Bros.,  has  been 
settled  before  hearing  on  a  basis 
satisfactory  to  all  parties,  accord- 

ing to  stipulations  filed  last  week. 
Theaters  that  have  runs  ahead  of 

the  Webster  houses  are  the  Gem  and 
Joy  Theaters,  Chester,  111.,  and  the 
Grand,  Sparta,  111. 

M.  J.  WEISFELDT 
ANNOUNCES 

As  His  First  Feature 

FACTS  OF  LIFE 
A  PSYCHOLOGICAL  DRAMA   OF  THE  MOST  SERIOUS 

NATURE 

FOR  EARLY  RELEASE 

SEASON  1946-47 

M.  J.  WEISFELDT  PRODUCTIONS 
c/o  DEAN  ALFANGE,  ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 

9  EAST  40TH  ST.,  NEW  YORK 
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20TH-F0X  SUBMITS  RETIREMENT  SYSTEM 
MPEA  Faces  Financial  Curbs  in  Germany,  Japan 
kayer  of  20th-Fox  Slated 
For  Tokyo  Post;  Company 
Operation  Long  Way  Off 

By  ANDREW  H.  OLDER 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  An  early  grant  of 
permission  for  entry  into  Germany 
t>f  the  MPEA,  to  operate  under 
stringent  financial  curbs,  is  looked 
or  in  Government  circles  here.  En- 
ry  into  Japan  is  also  considered  a 
ikelihood  for  the  near  future,  with 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Trial  Arbitration 

Plan  for  Set  Building 
fVest  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — -A  trial  plan  of  arbi- 
tration to  end  work  stoppage  in  the 

building  of  sets  has  been  agreed 
upon  by  various  studio  construction 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Spector  Will  Head  "U's" 
Talent  Dep't  Under  Schimel 

Mike    Spector    has    been    named 
head    of    UniversaFs   talent    depart- 

ment under  Adolph  Schimel,  execu- 
( Continued  on  Page  3) 

Don't  End  Control 
Of  Prices — E.  A.  J. 

Atlantic  City,  N.  J. — Eric  A.  John- 
ston, MPAA,  MPEA  and  U.  S.  C  of  C 

president,  here  for  the  Chamber's 
annual  meeting,  tc Id  interviewers 

yesterday  that  "it  would  be  suicidal 
if  price  control  was  abolished  im- 

mediately." Johnston  said  Ameri- 
can business  would  be  back  "in  the 

last  stall  in  the  national  doghouse 

within  one  week"  if  Federal  price 
controls  were  wiped  out  in  the  im- 

mediate future. 

Johnston's  successor  as  Chamber 
prexy  will  be  elected  at  the  present 

meeting.  Johnston  said  that  his  Sum- 
mer tour  of  Europe  in  his  capacity  as 

MPEA  president  would  embrace  Italy 

and  nearly  all  other  European  coun- 
tries. 

Schulte  Sees  ATA  Receiving  Active  Support 
Of  90%  of  Exhibitors  in  Wyoming  Territory 

Casper,  Wyo. — American  Theaters  Association  will  receive  the  active  sup- 
port of  90  per  cent  of  the  exhibitors  in  this  territory,  in  the  opinion  of  E.  J. 

Schulte,  regional  vice-president. 

The  association  is  off  to  a  good  start,  Schulte  said,  adding  that  "if  its  ac- 
tions follow  up  the  course  cf  procedure  as  it  is  mapped  out,  I  am  sure  that 

each  exhibitor  in  our  state  will  be  an  active  subscriber  and  will  be  willing  to 
contribute  to  it  financially.  They  all  feel  the  need  of  this  association  and  want  it 

to  be  a  success." 

Technicolor's  1945 
Net  Hits  $667,441 

Consolidated  net  profit  of  Techni- 
color, Inc.,  and  Technicolor  Motion 

Picture  Corp.  for  1945,  before  vari- 
ous deductions  which  included  taxes, 

amounted  to  $1,592,692.21,  compared 
with  $2,488,731.16  in  1944,  it  was  re- 

vealed by  Dr.  Herbert  T.  Kalmus, 
president  and  general  manager,  in 
reporting  activities  to  stockholders. 
The  1945  net,  after  all  deductions, 
was  $667,441.54  as  against 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Martinsville,  Va„  Votes 
10%  Levy  On  Admissions 

Martinsville,  Va.  —  Ten  per  cent 
amusement  tax  bill,  levying  on  all 
forms  of  entertainment,  has  been 
passed  by  the  Town  Council.  Bill, 
patterned  after  the  Norfolk  tax  law, 
becomes  effective  on  July  1. 

Adult  admissions  will  be  raised 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Louis-Conn  Fight  via 
NBC  Tele,  RKO  Pix 
John  F.  Royal,  NBC  vice-president 

in  charge  of  television,  announced 
yesterday  that  WNBT  had  obtained 
exclusive  television  rights  to  the 
Louis-Conn  fight,  June  19,  at  the 
Yankee  Stadium. 
NBC  will  not  film  the  event  for 

repeat  telecasts,  since  exclusive  film- 
ing rights  have  been  given  to  RKO 

Radio.  RKO-Pathe  will  do  the 
shooting,  scoring  and  cutting,  and 

(Continu'ed  on  Page  11) 

Goldman,  Still  Expanding, 
Leases  House  Indie  Holds 

Philadelphia  —  William  Goldman, 
whose  expanding  theater  holdings 
heretofore  largely  have  been  at  the 
expense  of  the  Warner  circuit,  has 
acquired  a  lease  on  the  Seville  at 
Bryn  Mawr,  now  operated  by  Harry 
Fried,  indie,  from  the  Harrison  in- 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Mich.  Theaters  May  Close 
In  Protest  at  Film  Shipping  Situation 

Neilson  Heads  Ampa  as 
New  Slate  Takes  Over 

Rutgers  Neilson  took  office  as 
Ampa's  new  president  at  a  luncheon- 
meeting  in  the  Hotel  Bristol  yester- 

day. Neilson,  publicity  manager  of 
RKO  Radio,  heads  a  slate  which  con- 

sists of  Phil  Williams,  MOT's  adver- 
( Continued  on  Page  3) 

Detroit — Resentment  of  Michigan 
exhibitors  over  impasse  in  the  back- 

room labor  situation  which  has  tied 
up  normal  film  deliveries  of  six 
major  exchanges  for  two  months 
boiled  over  yesterday  in  a  public 
move  by  Fred  E.  Pennell,  general 
manager  of  Allied  Theaters  of 
Michigan,  to  close  down  Michigan 
theaters  in  an  effort  to  force  action 

(Continued  on  Page  ID 

In  Effect  as  of  Jan.  1 
Last  if  Stockholders  Give 
Approval  at  May  21  Meet 

An  employes  retirement  plan 
covering  all  20th  Century-Fox  and 
subsidiary  company  workers,  except 
National  Theaters  Corp.,  has  been 
recommended  to  the  stockholders  by 
the  board  of  directors,  Spyros  P. 
Skouras,  president,  announced  yes- 

terday. National  employes  are  cov- 
ered under  a  pension  plan  estab- 

lished in  1942. 
Plan  is  designed  to  supplement 

Federal  social  security  benefits  and 
will  be  put  into  effect  as  of  Jan.  1, 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

EJJA  Receives  Half 
Of  Industry  Quota 
Heralded  as  one  of  the  industry's greatest  responses  to  a  humane 

cause,  approximately  150  leaders  of 
the  amusement  industry  pledged 
more  than  half  the  goal  of  $1,000,000 
set  by  Billy  Rose  and  his  committee 
for  the  Amusement  Division  of  the 
United  Jewish  Appeal  of  Greater 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

St.  Louis  Amusement  Loses 

Appeal  Deferment  Move 
St.  Louis— The  U.  S.  Circuit  Court 

of  Appeals  has  rejected  the  motion 
of  counsel  for  the  St.  Louis  Amuse- 

ment  Co.   et   al,  for   a   continuance 
(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Mono,  in  New  Pathe 

Pact  for  Eight  Years 
L-ndon  (By  Cable)  —  Pathe  will 

continue  to  distribute  Monogram's 
program  on  this  side  for  an  addi- 

tional eight  years  under  a  new  deal 

just  signed,  it  was  announced  yes- 
terday by  Prexy  Steve  Broidy,  now 

visiting  the  U.  K. 
Broidy  said  the  King  Bros,  would 

produce  a  Belita  starrer  here  in 

1947  "studio  space  permitting." 
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FINANCIAL 
(Tues.,  Apr.  30) 

NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 

Net 
High     Low     Close       Chg. 

Bell  &  Howell     33 V2     33Vi     33 '/■>   +     J4 
Columbia  Picts   31%     31%     31%  +     % 
East.  Kodak     259       257       259      —  1 
Gen.  Prec.  Eq     36V4     36]/2     36'/2  +     V4 

Loew's,  Inc     39'/4     383/4     39       +     Va 
Paramount          ISVi     !V/2     78V4  —     % 
RKO         26%     26%     26%  —     % 
Republic   Picts      16%     15%     15%—     % 
Republic  Picts.  pfd...    18%     18%     18%   +     % 
20th   Century-Fox    ...   60%     60%     60%        
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  75%     75%     75%       
20th  Century-Fox  ppf.104%   104V4  104%  +   1% 
Universal  Pict   46         46         46       —     % 
Universal  Picts.  pfd.    .   99%     99%     99%—     % 
Warner  Bros      53%     53         53%—     % 

NEW   YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts      10%      10%     10%  —     % 
Radio-Keith  cvs      12%     11%     11%—     % 
Sonotone  Corp        5%       5%       5%       
Technicolor          27%     27%     27%  —  1% 
Trans-Lux           7%       7%       7%   +     % 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe   Industries        13%     14% 

James'  Sells  the  Miami 
Morrow,  O. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  R.  H. 

James,  of  Blanchester,  have  sold  the 
Miami  to  Robert  Hausfeld,  Loveland, 
as  of  May  1. 

BFILM    STORAGE    CORPj 
f  v  ii  ■*  k  is 

B'WAY.  fU.C- CIRCLE  5-0081-2-3-4 

Houck,  Montgomery  Detail 
Division  of  Properties 

Sound's  Anniversary 
Fete  for  New  Castle,  Pa. 

New  Orleans — Division  of  the  the- 
atrical holdings  of  Levere  Mont- 
gomery and  Joy  Houck  was  con- 

firmed yesterday  by  Montgomery. 
Latter's  share  of  the  properties  in- 

cludes: The  Warner  Exchange  Bldg., 
New  Orleans;  Acadis  Theater,  un- 

der construction,  and  the  Joy  The- 
ater, Rayne,  La.;  Bienvenu  and 

Rex,  St.  Martinville,  La.;  Joy,  Dal- 
las; Joy,  La  Rose  and  Film  Service 

Corp.,  and  the  independent  booking 
and  buying  agency. 

Houck's  share  after  the  division 
includes:  Joy,  Minden,  La.;  Joy, 
Gramercy,  La.;  Lutcher,  Lutcher, 
La.;  Olla,  Olla,  La.;  Pix  and  Marine, 
Pascagoula,  Miss.,  and  the  Film 
Classics  Exchange,  New  Orleans. 

New  first-run  theater  being  erected 
here  will  be  operated  jointly  by 
Montgomery  and  Houck  when  it  is 
opened  in  September.  Film  Service 
Corp.,  as  operated  by  Montgomery, 
will  render  booking  services  only, 
with  exhibitors  doing  their  own 
buying. 

Macfadden  Will  Publish 
Photoplay  in  Australia 

Initial  publication  of  an  American 
motion  picture  magazine  in  Australia 
is  claimed  for  the  Australian  edition 
of  Photoplay,  announced  by  Carroll 
Rheinstrom,  executive  vice-president 
of  Macfadden  Publications,  Inc.  True 
Story,  another  Macfadden  magazine, 
will  also  be  published  in  the  Com- 
monwealth. 

First  print  orders  are  55,000  for 
Photoplay  and  70,000  for  True  Story, 
with  these  to  be  increased  as  paper 
becomes  available.  Magazines  will 
sell  for  one  shilling  and  will  carry 
advertising. 

Oriental  Books  4  M-G-M's 
Chicago — Essaness  Circuit's  Ori- 

ental Theater  has  signed  with  M-G-M 
for  four  Loop  first-runs:  "The  Post- 

man Always  Rings  Twice,"  "Two 
Girls  from  Boston,"  "Hoodlum 
Saint"  and  "Bad  Bascomb."  Here- 

tofore B  &  K  has  had  M-G-M  first- 
runs.  Deal  marks  the  first  break 
in  the  Loop  bottleneck  situation. 

The  Oriental  Theater  is  holding  "The 
Outlaw"  for  an  eighth  week. 

HOW   ABOUT    A    "BREAK"???? 
Recently  discharged,  25,  eager,  ambitious, 
terrific  imagination — desires  opportunity 

to  prove  talents  in  publicity  and  promo- 
tion. 

RICHARD    L.    FELMAN 
1746  Andrews  Ave.,  New  York  53,  N.  Y. 

TRemont  2-6387 

Special  ceremonies  in  connection 
with  the  20th  anniversary  of  sound 
and  talking  pictures  are  planned  in 
the  New  Castle,  Pa.,  territory  where 
the  four  Warner  brothers — Harry  M., 
Jack  L.,  Albert  and  the  late  Sam — 
started  their  film  industry  career  40 
years  ago. 

Exhibitor  participation  in  the  an- 
niversary will  be  spearheaded  by 

Warner  Theaters  with  a  lineup  of 
events  to  be  discussed  today  at  a 
meeting  of  home  office  and  zone  ex- 

ecutives with  Harry  M.  Kalmine, 
general  manager.  Advertising  and 
publicity  plans  mapped  by  Mort 
Blumenstock,  Warner  vice-president 
in  charge  of  advertising  and  pub- 

licity, and  Harry  Goldberg,  director 
of  theater  advertising-publicity,  will 
be  outlined,  as  well  as  methods  of 
co-operating  with  local  outlets  of 
co-sponsors  of  the  celebration. 

Associated  Women's  Clubs 
Raps  "Scandal  In  Paris" 

Alleging  that  the  content  of  "A 
Scandal  in  Paris"  attempts  to  debase 
woman's  position,  protest  has  been 
lodged  with  the  producer,  Arnold 

Pressburger,  and  the  attraction's stars,  George  Sanders  and  Signe 
Hasso,  as  well  as  with  MPAA,  by 

Associated  Women's  Clubs,  it  was 
announced  yesterday  by  the  latter's president,  Mrs.  J.  D.  Cahn. 
AWC,  she  said,  comprises  several 

thousand  women  across  the  nation. 
The  Association  was  organized,  she 
added,  in  1937,  and  the  members 
correspond  with  one  another  on  cur- 

rent topics  of  interest  to  women. 
She  asserted  that  the  objection  to 

material  in  "A  Scandal  in  Paris" 
originated  with  the  president  of  the 
Los  Angeles  branch  who  saw  the  film 
on  the  Coast. 

Goldstone  Gets  Three 

Harry  Goldstone,  of  Famous  Pic- 
tures Film  Exchange,  has  acquired 

the  New  York  met.  territorial  rights 
for  the  distribution  of  "Prison  With- 

out Bars,"  "City  Without  Men,"  and 
"Jack  London"  from  Nathan  Saland. 

COMING  and  GOING 
CEORCE    WELTNER,    president    of    Paramount' 

International,   moved   from   London   to   Paris  yes- 

terday,   to    make   his    headquarters   until   his   re- 
turn to  the  U.  S.  about  May  15. 

SAM  TRINZ,  Chicago  theater  owner,  is  visit- 
ing his  home  office  for  one  month  before  re- 

;urning  to  his  home  in   California. 
CHARLES  SIMONELLI  and  DAVID  SUSSKIND 

of  UniversaPs  special  events  department  ""e  in 
Washington  on  "Night  in  Paradise"  pro        J. 
OLIVIA  DeHAVILLAND  will  arrive  ̂ New 

York  from  the  Coast  tonight  accompanied  by  he- 
mother,    MRS.    LILLIAN    FONTAINE. 

KAY  SCOTT,  Paramount  contract  player,  and 

her  husband,  JOHN  NERNEY,  are  honeymooning at  Palm  Springs. 

EMIL  STERN,  prexy  of  the  Essaness  circuit 

Chicago,  is  in  French  Lick  Springs  for  a  vaca- 
tion. 

WILLIAM  GOLDMAN  was  in  New  York  yes- 
terday from   Philadelphia. 

INCRID  BERCMAN  is  en  route  to  New  York 
from  the  Coast  to  confer  with  novelist  Erich 
Maria  Remarque  on  her  role  in  the  forthcom- 

ing David  Lewis  production  for  Enterprise 
"Arch  cf  Triumph." 

ADRIAN  SCOTT,  producer,  has  returned  from 
England  via  PAA  Clipper. 

ALFRED  HITCHCOCK  is  scheduled  to  leave 

the  Coast  Saturday  for  London  to  film  back- 

ground scenes  for  Selznick's  "The  Paradine Case"  which  he  will  direct. 

LOUIS  HAYWARD  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria 
from  Hollywood. 

CHARLES  K.  STERN.  Loew's  assistant  treasurer 
and  W  LLIAM  C.  BRENNER,  head  of  the  M-C-M 
checking  department,  leave  today  for  Kansas 
Citv  and  are  due  back  Monday. 

WILLIAM  CLEICHER,  of  M-C-M's  sales  de- 
partment, left  yesterday  for  New  Haven  and 

will  return  on  Friday. 

BRIAN  DONLEVY,  M-C-M  staT,  is  in  town 
from   the   Coast. 

MIKE  SIMONS,  editor  of  M-G-M's  Distributor, 
is  back  from  a  trip  to  Paris,  III.,  where  he 
visited  his  father  who  is  ill. 

EDWARD  KOVACS.  of  Cinema  Century  Pro- 
ductions, will  head  East  from  Hollywood  next 

■^eek  to  discuss  plans  for  filming  the  radio 

serial  "One  Man's  Family." 
MR.  and  MRS.  LEE  COLDBERG,  of  Cincinnati 

and  Louisville,  are  spending  a  month  on  the 

Coast.  Goldberg  is  a  veteran  independent  ex- 
change operator. 

CHARLES  C.  MOSKOWITZ,  vice-president  and 
treasurer  of  Loew's,  has  returned  to  his  desk after  a   Florida  vacation. 

Al  Suchman  to  Goldwyn 
As  Field  Rep.  in  East 

Al  Suchman,  veteran  of  25  years  : 
in  the   entertainment   business,   has  : 
been  appointed  Eastern  field  rep.  for 
Samuel     Goldwyn     Productions     by 
Arthur  Sachson,  general  sales  man- 

ager. 

tit  wes;  «(..  st  mc  rat  »»....  misj-4 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion  picture." THE  PUBLIC  also  says  it! 

{M-G-M  of  course!) 

3rd  WEEK  TOPS  1st  AND  2nd  AT  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL 

' 
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Technicolor's  1945 
Net  Hits  $667,441 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

;  5*5.42  the  previous  year.    Dividends 

per  share  of  capital  stock  amounted 
So    SJSO    in    1945,    an    agregate    of 

-=-">4.64,   compared    to   the    same 
•eifr*  "fire  rate  in  1944  when  the  divi- 
;  end  total  was  $451,714.00.  Net  eam- 
ngs  per  share  in  1945  were  $.74,  and 
.95  in  1944.  _   . 
Strike    conditions    resulted    in   in- 

reased  costs  and  diminished  profit, 
,kut,  nevertheless,  net  sales  reached 
I,  new  high  of  $11,614,779.66,  where- 
s  they  amounted  to  $11,194,380.15 
n  1944.  Despite  the  prolonged  Coast 

trike,  output  of  Technicolor's  35 
nm.  release  prints  jumped  1,507,247 
«jeet  to  a  1945  total  of  160,471,837 

eet.  Kalmus  said:  'We  should  have 
produced  something  like  190,000,000 
m  a  normal  basis." 
Net  profit  for  Technicolor,  Ltd., 

thliate,  whose  fiscal  year  ended 

ntov.  30,  1945,  was  £40,049,  as 
gainst  £33,853  in  1944.  Total  foot- 
Lge  sold  in  1945  was  42,482,000  feet, 
.  jump  over  1944  of  9,478,703  feet. 
In  1945,  26  features  were  made  in 

Technicolor,  two  being  by  Mono- 
oack.    Four  were  photographed   by 

-  Technicolor,  Ltd.  In  production  or 
>  reparation  currently  are  42  fea- 
ures,  and  six  by  the  London  plant. 

;   W**  DAILY 

•  Jeilson  Heads  Ampa  as Mew  Slate  Takes  Over 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ising  director,  vice-president; 

Arnold  Stolz,  PRC's  advertising-pub- 
icity  director,  treasurer;  and  Max 

Stein,  20th-Fox  advertising  depart- 
nent,  secretary. 

Ampa's  directorate  is  now  com- 
prised of  Davis  S.  Bader,  the  retir- 

ng  president;  Charles  A.  Alicoate, 
Tlaude  Lee,  Blanche  Livingston,  and 
Vlarguerite  Wayburn. 
Ray  Gallagher  was  named  trustee 

Jfor  a  term  of  three  years,  succeed- 
ng  Rutgers  Neilson. 
An   auditing   committee    was 

lamed,  consisting  of  Bob  Wile,  Abe 

'Oash  and  Harry  McWilliams. Plans  are  reported  to  have  been 

Irawn  for  Ampa's  30th  anniversary 
:o  be  celebrated  this  year. 

Thumbs  Down  on  DST  in  Detroit 
Detroit  —  City   Council   in  an   in- 

'ormal   vote   turned   down   daylight 
saving  by  tabling  the  proposal. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  1 
Rose  Hobart  Arthur   Creenblatt 
Robert  Lord  Ralph  Freed 

J.  C.  Bachman  Charles  Reed  Jones 
Arthur  Freed  Glenn  Ford 
Lee  Loeb  Harry  H.  Hamburg 

Paul  Hartman 

iff  id-Week  Memos 
•  •  •  FOR  THE  RECORD:  Tony  Sudekum.  late  president  oi  des- 

cent Amusement  Co.,  philanthropist,  humanitarian  and  public  servant, 

represented  the  type  of  leader  the  U.  S.  film  industry  can  ill  afford  to 

lose   The  ATA,  studying  trade  public  relations  to  determine  an  in- 

dustry pattern,  would  do  well  to  scrutinize  what  was  achieved  in  this 
respect  by  the  Nashville  circuit  operator   And  this   point  may  be 

stressed:    Sudekum's  public    service    was    sincerely   unselfish   and 
his  modesty  was  as  sincere   

T  ▼  ▼ 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  That  was  a  swell  verbal  bouquet  the  In- 

dianapolis Star  tossed  editorially  in  the  specific  direction  of  the  ATA's 

Ted  Gamble  and  Bob  Coyne   To  wit:  "With  Gamble  on  the  mound 
and  Coyne  behind  the  bat,  America  will  be.  a  better  place  in  which  to 

live.".  .  .  •  The  Wall  St.  Journal  reported  yesterday  that  the  State 
Dept.  proposes  to  muzzle  German  industry  via  international   coal   and 

steel  trusts   And  after   what   the   D   of   J   has    been  saying   about 

cartels,  too!!!  ...     •   The  Providence  (R.  I.)  Journal,  delving  into  fund 

solicitations,  comes  up  with  support  for  a  single  yearly  collection   

The  Journal  charges — rightly  or  wrongly — that  one  agency  since  1938 
has  collected  $62,505,099,  spent  not  much  more  than  half  the  sum.  .  .  . 

•  Surprise!  Warners  has  set  the  world  premiere  of  "Two  Guys  from 

Milwaukee"  for  July  26 — in  Milwaukee!  ...  •  The  N.  Y.  Journal  of 
Commerce  yesterday  reported,  on  the  basis  of  a  survey,  that  all  busi- 

ness is  mapping  aggressive  public  relations  policies,  -with  appropriations 
liberalized.  ...  •  The  N.  Y.  Times  reports  via  London  wireless  that 

the  Oxford  Movement  has  purchased  the  Westminster  Theater  to  present 

programs  aiding  its  cause   Remember  Labor  Stage?   It  re- 
mains the  proper  solution  for  those  who  would  use  the  screen  to  advance 

special  causes  and  isms   

▼  T  T 

•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  A  phone  call  from  Matty  Fox  sent  John 

and  Ray  Boulting  of  Charter  Film  Prods.  (Rank)  winging  to  the  Coast 

from  New  York.  ...  •  Enterprise  (Einfeld-Loew)  will  spend  $8,750,000 

on  pix  starting  in  the  next  four  months   and  that,  brother,  ain't  hay! 
•  Talk  of  still  another  indie  booking  combine  in  the  Minneapolis  ter- 

ritory. ...  •  Studio  execs,  report  that  Tommy  Lyman  is  one  of  the 

toughest  men  they  have  ever  tried  to  sign.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  John 

J.  Houlihan,  Republic  branch  manager  in  St.  Louis,  served  in  the  FBI 

during  the  war?  ...  •  Add  Signs  o'  the  Times:  Prof.  Walter  A.  Wittich, 
Wisconsin  State  Director  of  Visual  Instruction,  believes  every  school 

should  include  a  screening  room.  .  .  .  •  Frank  Sinatra's  doctors 

have  given  him  the  green  light  for  that  Chicago  playdate  at  B  &  K's 
Chicago  theater  the  week  of  May  17.  .  .  .  •  Delegates  to  the  UN  Se- 

curity Council  will  see  the  Italian  pic,  "Open  City,"  at  the  Hotel  Pierre 
May   10   at  the  invitation  of  the   Italian-American  Labor   Council   

Chicago  police  censors,  however,  think  only  adults  should  see  "Open 

City.".  .  .  •  Congrats  to  Jerry  Wechsler,  Warners'  Cleveland  branch 
manager,  and  the  missus,  who  are  celebrating  their  25th  wedding  anni- 

versary. ...  •  Toledo  and  Youngstown  (Ohio)  theaters  are  experi- 

menting with  single  bills  on  the  week-end  with  a  secondary  feature 
added  to  the  bills  on  Mondays.  ...  •  Will  McCormick,  assistant  U.  S. 

district  attorney  in  Chicago,  will  go)  to  Tokyo  to  assist  in  the  Jap  war 

crimes  trials   McCormick  formerly  was  a  member  of  the  Spitz  and 

Adcock  law  firm.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  David  O.  Selznick,  looking 

to  the  future,  has  registered  seven  Shakespearean  titles  with  the  MPAA 

to  wit:  "Hamlet,"  "Macbeth,"  "Othello,"  "The  Merchant  of  Venice," 

"Romeo    and    Juliet"    "Antony    and   Cleopatra"    and    "King    Lear"? . . . 
▼  T  T 

20th-Fox  Submits 
Retirement  System 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

1946,  if  approved  at  the  annual  stock- 
holders meeting  on  May  21,  and  by 

the   Commissioner   of  Internal   Rev- 
enue. 

Enth'e  cost,  estimated  at  approx- 
imately 10  per  cent  of  the  basic 

compensation  of  employes  covered, 
would  be  borne  by  the  corporation. 

Benefits  on  retirement  at  age  65  in- 
clude an  annual  payment  of  one  per 

cent  of  annual  compensation  during 
1945,  multiplied  by  the  number  of 
years  in  20th-Fox  service  prior  to 
Jan.  1,  1946,  for  all  employes  with 
the  company  for  at  least  a  year  on 
that  date. 

For  each  year  of  service  after  Jan. 

1,  employes  will  receive  in  addition 
an  annual  payment  equal  to  one 
half  of  one  per  cent  of  his  regular 
compensation  up  to  $3,000  and  one 

per  cent  of  regular  annual  compen- 
sation in  excess  of  $3,000.  Over- 

time and  bonuses,  and  compensation 
exceeding  $50,000  a  year  will  not  be 
figured  in  fixing  benefits. 
Any  employe  who  retires  at  age 

65,  after  having  been  with  the  com- 
pany for  15  years  or  more,  will  re- 
ceive at  least  $780  annually,  includ- 

ing Federal  social  security.  Plan 
provides  that  the  board  may  permit 

an  employe  to  retire  between  the 

ages  of  55  and  65  on  a  lower  allow- 
ance, and  provision  is  made  whereby 

an  employe  who  retires  at  65  may 
take  a  lower  benefit  so  that  pay- 

ments may  be  continued  after  his 

death  to  a  designated  beneficiai-y. 

Spector  Will  Head  "U's" 
Talent  Dept.  Under  Schimel 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

tive  co- or  din  at  or  of  talent  and 

story  with  the  studio,  it  was  an- 
nounced yesterday  by  the  home 

office.  Appointment  is  the  result  of 
a  recent  series  of  conferences  be- 

tween Schimel  and  Robert  Mclntyre, 

studio  casting  director,  and  follows 
the  plan  adopted  for  the  purpose  of 
developing  co-ordination  of  agencies 
between  the  East  and  West  Coast 

departments. 
Lamey  Goodkind  is  Eastern  story 

editor  and  will  devote  all  his  time  to 
the  extended  activities  of  the  story 

department.  Spector,  who  special- 
ized in  the  field  of  talent  before  the 

war,  was  discharged  recently  from 
the  Army  after  overseas  service. 
He  leaves  shortly  for  the  Coast  for 
confabs  with  Mclntyre  at  the  studio. 

SICK  REPOKT 

RICHARD  BRIL,  Warners'  publicity  man 
for  Denver  and  Salt  Lake  City,  is  in  Fitz- 
simcns  Hospital,  Denver,  following  extraction 
of  an  impacted  wisdom  tooth. 

RANDOLPH  ELLINOR,  manager  of  the 

State,  Cocoa,  Fla.,  is  back  on  the  job  after 

a  major  surgery  in  Orlando. 
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"Cluny  Brown" with  Charles  Boyer,  Jennifer  Jones 
20th -Fox  100  Mins. 
A  MASTERPIECE  OF  ENTERTAINMENT, 

WITH  GEM-STUDDED  DIRECTION,  AND 
A  DELIGHTFUL  CAST. 

The  Lubitsch  touch,  stroking  each  scene 

with  gentle,  human  understanding,  will  give 

the  customers  lots  to  remember  atter  they've 
seen  the  film. 

Jennifer  Jones,  in  the  title  role,  gives 

another  of  her  Academy-fringed  perform- 
ances. Her  sense  of  comedy  and  naive 

charm  is  infectious.  Boyer  is  roguish  in  a 

sympathetic  way  and  gracefully  transmits 

the  premise  cf  the  story — that  of  bridging 
class  distinction  in  a  plot  loaded  with  so- 

cial significance. 

Each  of  the  featured  list  of  players  of- 
fers a  delightful,  impressive  bit  to  the  film, 

no  matter  how  small  the  role.  For  example, 

Una  0  Connor  gets  belly  laugh  response 
without  uttering  one  ward  of  dialogue 

throughout  the  picture.  Sara  Allgood  and 
Ernest  C-ssart  project  a  perfect  caricature 
of  the  typical  English  housekeeper  and 
butler  who  have  served  the  nobility  for 
generations.  Richard  Haydn  is  superb  as  the 
smug,  conventional  pharmacist. 

The  story,  set  in  England  1939,  deals  with 

the  saga  of  Jennifer  Jones,  niece  and  as- 
sistant to  plumber  Billy  Bevan,  who  finds 

work  for  her  as  a  domestic  at  Reginald 

Owen's  country  estate  when  he  sees  her 
slightly  inebriated  in  the  company  of  Boyer, 
a  Czech  refugee,  at  the  home  of  Reginald 
Gardner. 

At  a  party  in  Gardner's  that  evening, 
Boyer  is  persuaded  by  Peter  Lawford,  who 
idolizes  the  Czech  for  his  anti-Nazi  writ- 

ings, to  hide  out  from  fascist  avengers  at 

his  father  Owen's  estate. 
Beyer  meets  Jones  again  in  her  new  role 

and  protects  her  from  dismissal  for  incom- 

petence by  suggesting  to  his  host  and 

hostess  that  because  of  her  actions  they  can 
forget  tradition  and  enjoy  life. 

Boyer,  harboring  a  secret  love  for  Jones, 

is  accused  cf  trying  to  make  a  play  for 

Helen  Walker,  Lawford's  sweetheart,  and 
prepares  to  leave  the  estate  for  America. 

Jones,  rejected  by  Haydn  for  embarrassing 
him  and  his  mother  by  fixing  their  plumbing 
on  the  night  her  engagement  to  the  drug- 

gist was  to  have  been  announced,  hastens 
to  the  train  to  say  goodbye  to  Boyer,  her 
champion.  Beyer  makes  her  board  the  same 
train  with  him;  and  the  film  ends  in  a  howl 
with  the  pair  as  Mr.  and  Mrs.  in  a  "Lu- 

bitsch scene"  on  Fifth  Avenue,  New  York City. 

There  is  only  one  Lubitsch. 

CAST:  Charles  Boyer,  Jennifer  Jones,  Peter 
Lawford,  Helen  Walker,  Reginald  Cardner,  Reg- 
maid  Owen,  Sir  C.  Aubrey  Smith,  Richard 
Haydn,  Margaret  Bannerman,  Sara  Allgood, 
Ernest  Cossart,  Florence  Bates,  Una  O'Connor, 
Queenie  Leonard,  Billy  Bevan,  Michael  Dyne, 
Christopher  Severn,  Rex  Evans,  Ottola  Nesmith, 
Harold  de  Becker,  Jean  Prescott,  Clive  Morgan, 
Charles  Coleman,  George  Kirby,  Whitner  Bissell, 
Philip  Morris,  Betty  Fairfax,  Norman  Ainsley. 
CREDITS:  Producer-Director,  Ernst  Lubitsch; 

Screenplay,  Samuel  Hoffenstein,  Elizabeth  Rein- 
hardt;  Based  on  novel  by  Margery  Sharp;  Cam- 

eraman, Joseph  La  Shelle;  Art  Direction,  Lyle 

Wheeler,  J.  Russell  Spencer-  Set  Decorators, 
Thomas  Little,  Paul  S.  Fox;  Film  Editor,  Dorothy 
Spencer;  Music,  Cyril  Mockridge;  Musical  Di- 

rection, Emil  Newman;  Orchestral  arrangements, 
Maurice  de  Packh;  Sound,  Arthur  L.  Kirbach, 
Roger  Hcman. 

DIRECTION,  Superb.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Cood. 

"Boys'  Ranch" 
with  Jackie  "Butch"  Jenkins,  James  Craig, 

Skippy  Homeier 
M-G-M  97  Mins. 

PACKED  WITH  HUMAN  INTEREST, 

HIGHLY  ENTERTAINING  SUBJECT 
SHOULD  PROVE  MOST  SUCCESSFUL. 

While  it  is  not  the  least  of  the  film's 
merits,  the  good  moral  influence  exerted 

by  "Boys'  Ranch"  should  be  of  special  im- 

portance in  an  exhibitor's  decision  to  book 
the  attraction.  Any  film  showing  how  prob- 

lem children  can  be  transformed  into  worthy 

citizens  is  deserving  of  a  screening,  not  to 

speak  of  the  widest  public  support.  When 
that  film  proves  at  the  same  time  extremely 

entertaining,  the  occasion  must  be  reckoned 

a  joyous  one  indeed. 

"Boys'  Ranch"  has  done  a  commendable 
job  of  illustrating  one  way  of  rescuing  our 
youth  from  a  life  of  crime.  William  Ludwig 

has  tackled  the  problem  with  a  fine  appre- 
ciation of  what  interests  the  public  and 

Roy  Rowland  has  expended  on  his  script 

direction  that  brings  out  all  the  values  in- 
herent in  the  story  and  that  realizes  to  the 

limit  the  dramatic  possibilities  of  the  ma- 
terial. As  written  and  directed,  the  yarn 

is  one  that  has  its  tenseness  and  excite- 
ment. 

It  is  James  Craig  who  plays  the  good 
angel  to  the  waifs  in  the  film.  In  trying  to 
straighten  out  two  wayward  youngsters, 

Skippy  Homeier  and  Darryl  Hickman,  he 
conceives  the  idea  of  a  ranch  run  by  young 
unfortunates,  who  could  thus  be  made  to 

acquire  the  sense  of  responsibility  neces- 
sary to  turn  them  into  assets  to  society.  The 

land  is  donated  by  Ray  Collins  on  condition 
that  Craig  proves  his  experiment  works. 

The  plot  revolves  around  Craig's  efforts  to 
vindicate  his  judgment.  Homeier,  a  seem- 

ingly hopeless  recalcitrant,  almost  wrecks 

Craig's  dream.  The  boy's  redemption,  which 
is  contrived  a  bit  too  conveniently,  saves 
the  day  when  things  look  pretty  black  for 
Craig  and  his  boys. 

Nicely  produced  by  Robert  Sisk,  the  film 
has  been  effectively  performed.  As  the 

youngest  member  of  the  ranch  colony, 
Jackie  "Butch"  Jenkins  steals  the  scenes 

he's  in,  not  to  mention  the  women's  hearts. 
CAST:  Jackie  "Butch"  Jenkins,  James  Craig, 

Skippy  Homeier,  Dorothy  Patrick,  Ray  Collins, 
Darryl  Hickman,  Sharon  McManus,  Minor  Wat- 

son, Ceraldine  Wall,  Arthur  Space,  Robert  Em- 
met O'Connor,  Moroni  Olsen. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Robert  Sisk;  Director,  Roy 
Rowland;  Screenplay,  William  Ludwig;  Camera- 

man, Charles  Salerno;  Film  Editor,  Ralph  E. 
Winters;  Sound,  Douglas  Shearer;  Musical  Score, 
Nathaniel  Shilkret;  Art  Directors,  Cedric  Gib- 

bons, Edward  Carfagno;  Set  Decorator,  Edwin B.  Willis. 

DIRECTION,  Good.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Cood. 

Gates  Corgan  Dead 
Shawnee,  Olka. — Gates  Corgan,  68, 

prominent  Shawnee  architect  and 
contractor  who  from  1925  until  his 
retirement  two  years  ago  was  archi- 

tect and  contractor  for  the  Griffith 
Amusement  Co.,  died  here.  He  build 
the  Bison  here  in  1926  and  built 
other  theaters  in  Oklahoma  and 
Mid-western  states.  He  is  the  father 
of  Jack  Corgan  of  Dallas,  well  known 
Southwestern  theater  architect. 

"Heartbeat" 
with    Ginger    Rogers,   Jean    Pierre   Aumont, 

Adolphe  Menjou 
RKO  102  Mins. 

EXTREMELY  ENTERTAINING  COMEDY 
EXUDING  CHARM  HAS  MAKINGS  OF 
BIG  POPULAR  SUCCESS. 

"Heartbeat"  stars  Ginger  Rogers  in  a  ro- 
mantic comedy  that  rates  as  entertainment 

plus.  Produced  by  Robert  and  Raymond 
Hakim  in  exemplary  manner,  the  film 
should  have  no  trouble  at  all  insinuating 
itself  in  the  affections  of  all  and  sundry. 

An  extremely  amusing  variation  on  the 
Cinderella  theme,  the  picture  represents 

material  that  never  fails  to  prove  sure- 
fire to  the  great  mass  of  filmgoers.  Its  story 

of  a  waif  who  finds  love  and  happiness  with 
a  man  straight  out  of  her  dreams  is  heady 

stuff  for  feminine  tastes,  although  the  pic- 
ture is  one  that  the  men  also  will  accept with  alacrity. 

Filled  with  humor  that  is  at  times  robust 

and  at  others  gentle  to  a  degree,  "Heart- 
beat" is  never  permitted  under  the  direc- 

torial hand  of  Sam  Wood  to  falter  from  its 

high  purpose  of  supplying  audiences  with 
the  best  possible  diversion.  Hans  Wilhelm, 
Max  Kolpe  and  Michel  Duran,  for  their 
screenplay,  and  Morrie  Ryskind,  for  his 
adaptation,  deserve  no  small  praise  for  a 
yarn  that  has  some  interesting  and  novel 
twists  and  offers  any  number  of  surprises. 
The  four  have  given  Wood  material  to 
work  with  that  provides  opportunity  after 

opportunity  for  superior  make-believe  and 
allows  the  director  to  exercise  to  the  hilt 

his  great  sense  of  what  does  and  doesn't 
constitute  entertainment  that  is  in  public demand. 

The  scene  is  Paris.  Ginger  Rogers  is  a 

fugitive  from  a  girls'  reform  school  who 
lands  in  the  school  for  pickpockets  oper- 

ated by  Basil  Rathbone.  Rather  than  turn 

her  over  to  the  police  when  he  catches 
her  stealing  a  stickpin,  Adclphe  Menjou,  an 
ambassador,  employs  her  to  steal  from  Jean 
Pierre  Aumont,  a  diplomat,  evidence  that 

his  wife  (Mona  Maris)  is  having  an  affair 
with  the  latter.  What  Miss  Rogers  does  is 

keep  the  evidence,  leading  Menjou  to  be- 
lieve that  his  suspicions  about  his  wife  are 

unfounded.  A  romance  flowers  between 

Miss  Rogers  and  Aumont.  The  happy  end- 
ing for  Cinderella  is  not  achieved  until  she 

has  experienced  no  end  of  disappointments 
and  heartaches. 

The  beautifully  mounted  film  has  been 
acted  with  spirit  by  an  able  cast.  Miss 

Rogers  negotiates  the  journey  from  the  bot- 
tom to  the  top  of  the  ladder  in  a  fashion 

that  will  delight  her  fans.  Aumcnt  is  charm- 
ing as  the  man  of  her  heart.  Menjou,  Mel- 

ville Cooper  and  Mikhail  Rasumny,  who  is 
precious  in  a  number  of  outstanding  scenes, 
are  among  others  whose  work  is  to  be  com- mended. 

CAST:  Cinger  Rogers,  Jean  Pierre  Aumont, 
Adolphe  Menjou,  Basil  Rathbone,  Eduardo  Cian- 
nelli,  Mikhail  Rasumny,  Melville  Cooper,  Mona Maris,  Henry  Stephenson. 

CREDITS:  Producers,  Robert  and  Raymond 
Hakim;  Production  Manager,  Joe  C.  Cilpin;  Di- 

rector, Sam  Wood;  Screenplay,  Hans  Wilhelm, 
Max  Kolpe,  Michel  Duran;  Adaptation,  Morrie 
Ryskind;  Additional  Dialogue,  Rowland  Leigh; 
Cameraman,  Joseph  Velentine;  Art  Director,  Li- 

onel Banks-  Musical  Score,  Paul  Misraki;  Musical 
Director,  C.  Bakaleinikoff ;  Set  Decorator,  George 
Sawley;  Sound,  John  Tribby;  Film  Editor,  Roland 
Gross. 

DIRECTION,   Fine.     PHOTOGRAPHY,   Fine. 

SHORTS 

20th-Fox 

"Diving  Dandies"     M- 

(Sports  Review)       w' 
18  Min 

Swell 
Beauty  and  grace  are  blended  1 

the     Technicolor    camera     as     Pai 
Douglas  lends  his  voice  to  the  aquat 
charm  photographed  by  Jack  KuhJ 
of  a  diving  exhibition  by  Pete  Da 
Jardines,  former  Olympic  champior 
Pat     and     Jim     Fairbrother     (botl 
sisters);     Newton    Perry    and    Co| 
Marshall  Wayne. 

"Fortune  Hunters" 

(Gandy  Goose) 20th-Fox  7  Mini 

Okay 

This  Technicolor  short  has  plentj 
of  action  and  good  animation 
support  the  story  which  has  Gandl 
returning  from  a  fortune  teller  an| 
going  through  a  night-marish  drear 
sequence  with  his  friend  the  Cafl 
Gandy  dreams  he  is  left  his  grandl 
father's  estate.  When  he  and  thl 
Cat  arrive  there  they  discover  I 
haunted  house  and  are  subjected  tl 
the  antics  of  plenty  of  ghosts  untl 
they  wake  up. 

"Glory  of  the  Pharaohs" Distributor  Not  Set  10  Mins 
Adventurous 

Adapted  and  narrated  by  Toni 
Terriss,  and  produced  by  General 
Film  Production  Corp.,  this  pieca 
wanders  about  Egypt,  covering  tha 
Sphinx  and  Pyramids.  Eerily  done! 
this  should  well  inspire  hot  browa 
and  clammy  hands.  Of  appealing! 
nature,  with  a  little  Egyptian  educa- 

tion thrown  in,  it  is  pretty  gooc footage. 

10  Mins. 

"Answer  Man" 
Distributor  Not  Set 

Excellent 

Produced  by  General  Film  Produc 
tion  Corp.,  this  short  should  pro- 

duce favorable  comment  and  results. 
Based  on  the  radio  program  of  the 
same  name,  questions  are  answered 
with  footage  that  explains  and  elab- 

orates the  reply.  Factual  and  inter- 
esting, it  should  please  generally. 

"Fury  of  the  Mountains" Distribution  Not  Set  10  Mins. 
Fair 

Produced  by  General  Film  Produc- 
tion Corp.,  it  is  the  story  of  a  mani 

and  woman  lost  in  the  mountains,! 
and  a  guide  who  rescues  them  just; 
as  a  blizzard  swirls  down.  Adapted 
and  narrated  by  Tom  Terriss,  the  I 
moral  of  this  tale  seems  to  be — stay 
away  from  them  thar  cliffs,  suh,  if 
you  want  to  see  more  pix.  Rate  it  as 

fair  to  middlin'. 
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RICHARDS 
GEORGE  '"" Produced  by  NAT  HOLT  •  Directed  by  TIM  WHELAN        original  screen  piay  by  jack  natte 



Banditry's  Hall  Of  Infamy 
I 

rontier  history  written  in 

the  violent  deeds  of  the  most 

notorious  outlaws  of  the 

'80s— and  in  the  grit  and  guns 

of  th«  couraged  few  who 

dared  the  crimson  challenge' 
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INDIAN 
TERRtTOBY 

1834 

TEXAS 

1845 

IN  ATTEMPTING  TO  CAPTURE 

.  THE  JAMES  BROTHERS,  SHERIFF 
MARK  ROWLEY  (RANDOLPH 

SCOTT)  TRAILS  THE  GANG  TO 

BAGMAN'S  TERRITORY  ! usSt 

1   
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MARK  ARRIVES  in  Quinto  and  — 
SAVES  LOVELY  HENRYETTA  AlCOTT 
KANN  RICHARDS)  FROV.  BANDIT 
VIOLENCE  !  HE  FAd.5  FOR  HER.BUT  HARD ! 

»»\ — II  |\j 

5AV>  3ASS,  ANOTHER 
MEMBER  OF  the  JAMES 

SANG  S  FI5T-WHIPPE0 BY  MARK  FOR  TRYING  T3 STEAL  THE  INDIANS /p 

RACE  WINNINGS  *d»*' 

i      ....  -^i"* 

(full  page 

in  tablt! 
size  papers; 

half  page  in 

standard- size  papers) 
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WITH  THE  WD  OF 
THE  COYOTE  KID 
CGABByHAYES) 

MARK  KILLS  DES- 
PERADO HANK 

WGEE  IN  A 

NERVE-RASPING 
GUN  DUEL! 

LT&mi; Jn  ■ 
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V.ARK  DOUBLE-CROSSES  THE  OUTLAWS  AND    "j»"   -.- 

cOSES  A  HORSE  RACE  TO  THE  BANDlT-QuEEN    ~^.V-     "■    - 
OF  BAOMAN'S  TERRITORY, MAN-KILLER,  -'"'  *-'--  <r5 
BELLE  STARR!      -  .  ..-.-.       £I~     -     _>  * 

iy*"V 

i 

COFFEYYILLE  BANK .  nr 

MEANWHILE, THE  NOTORIOUS  DALTON  BROTHERS 
ROAR  OUT  OF  THEIR  HIDING  PLACE  IN  QUlNTO 

AND  ARE  WlPEC  OUT  IN  THE  BLOODY  COFFEV- 
VILLE  BANK  ROBBERY ! 

MARK  FALSELY  ARRESTED  By 
CROOKED  LAW-OFFICER,  BILL 
MAVPTON,  SHOOTS  ITOUT  IN 
A  SUPER- CLIMAX  TO  THE 
TREMENDOUS  THRILLS  OF 
BAOMAN'S  TERRITORY n 
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BILL 
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Watch  for  the  screen's  mightiest  saga  of  Frontier 
Outlaws  . . .  soon  at  your  favorite  theatre! 

BADMANS 
TERRITORY 
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RANDOLPH ANN GEO.  GABBY 

SCOTT  RICHARDS  HAYES 
Produced  by  NAT  HOLT  •  Directed  by  TIM  WHELAN     j  *  \ 

Onftnii  Scr»tn  Play  bj  IACK  WTTEFOltD  wid  LUCI  WARD 

JH^t 

i  no  »aCho  PiCTUBt 

Tht  man  »itti  rhi  gun  and  rtw  giri 

with  rhi  pin  who  bfoygK*  law  and  onltr  to 

Anwita'i  infomovs  'Hland  of  lowittsntn1' 

^  f  / y/fV    full'page  display  ads  will  run  in   58  MAGAZINES,  including  Life, 
Look,    Liberty,    True,   Pic  .  .  .  Inside   Detective,  Front  Page  Detective  .  .  .  14  movie 

/"tan  magazines  . . .  37  Popular  Publications — western,  mystery,  romance,  sports,  railroad  and  adventure 
Ah  magazines.    The  overall   greatest   campaign   in   selected   media   ever  — ,    >|  j/ 

'  j  y  accorded  a  great  special  attraction,,  reaching  a  total  of       C/\  Q7A  -f/JK "  f*/JPf£/£r1 } iWH 
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chigan  Theaters 
ty  Shut  Down 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
ithe  principals  in  the  situation. 
Be  this  would  affect  some  ex- 
j.ges  not  directly  involved  in  the 
lent  labor  difficulty,  it  is  seen  as 
CH2y  way  to  get  action  for  the 

,r  he  industry  generally. 

''*„.«J  background  is  the  signifi- 
,  fact  tfcat  the  closing  of  600 
ligan  theaters  would  remove  a 
e  sum  from  Government  reven- 
by  loss  of  20  per  cent  admission 
ts,  and  it  is  likely  that  the  Gov- 
iient  would  le  accordingly  inter- 
id  in  seeing  that  speedy  solution 
the  labor  impasse  here  was 
ihed. 

Polling  Michigm  Theaters 
ennell  is  polling  ill  Lower  Penin- 
i  theaters,  wheth>r  members  of 
ied  or  not,  to  joii  jn  the  move 
sr  a  brief  waiting  p>riod  given  to 
ributors,    and    is  aming    at    70 
cent  acceptance  d  a  closing 

eement.   He  cited  nb\  difficulties 
exhibitors  are  facing  in  the 

sent  situation;  running  all  over 

1  state  for  films,  pajng  high 
asportation  bills,  haviir  miss- 
e,  receiving  wrong  featres,  re- 

ding torn  and  worn  out  fin  with 
Is  missing,  no  short  subjetS  half 
time   or   newsreels,   payi^   for 

imited   number   of   long   diLance 
ls  and  telegrams,  no  adversing 
many    of   the   programs,   rt^y. 
criticism  from  customers  m& 

.ng  business  as  a  result. 
n  explanation  of  the  drastic  m,e 
Wl  said,  "I  believe  we  h«e 
ched  the  end  of  our  endurau 

;h  this  continued  'mess'  that  h; 
;n  choked  down  the  Michigan  e> 
■itors'   throats.    In  our 

Tffl* 
Little  Headlines: 

DAILY 
11 

JOHN  M.  STAHL,  by  mutual  agreement  with  20th-Fox,  has  withdrawn  from  direction 

of  "Forever  Amber."  Plans  for  resumption  cf  production  will  be  announced  later  in  week. Darryl  F.  Zanuck  is  returning  to  Hollywood  from  Palm  Springs  to  confer  with  Producer William  Perlberg. 

• 
MASS  PROSECUTION  OF  310  PERSONS,  arrested  on  various  charges  at  Warners- 

studio  during  the  film  strike,  will  be  conducted,  it  was  announced  by  Burbank  City prosecutor  George  W.  Irving. 

DLT!iIE|AV0N  CINEMA-  Logwood  &  Gordon  Prrvidence  house,  became  the  second 
Rhode  Island  theater  to  be  approved  by  the  Veterans  Administration  and  the  R.  I.  Board 
of  Education  to  conduct  an  assistant  managers'  training  course  under  the  Bill  of  Rights. 

BILL  BERNS,  conductor  of  the  "Sunday  in  Hollywood"  programs  over  Station  WNEW 
who  served  as  special  events  radio  man  with  GHQ  in  the  Pacific  theater  of  operations' producing   pickups    for    NBC's   "Army    Hour,"   ABC's   "Pacific    Serenade"    and    Mutual1* Frontline  Reports,    will  be  presented  with  the  Army's  Bronze  Star  Medal  at  the  station tomorrow. 

rh™TnHNB<\S  ̂ /^••l"!!!  'ead^he  Parade  cf  day«™  video  programs  beginning the  second  week  in  May,  with  "Radio  City  Matinee"   (1:00-2:00)   every  Monday    Wed nesday  and  Friday.  " 

wW»p0rnS|faRy,fCEkC°RP"  0ffi5e  e,mpl°yLeS  yeSterday  became  the  lasf  of  *he  h°™  oWce 

Employes  Guild0  CIO  »T"  S"  S"9  S^  ■**  ̂   S"een  0Hi"  and  Professiona' 

fo  otn  intcoipfe  of  weeks     ° "eCt,Ve  barga,nmg  agent  
C°nfr3Ct  ̂   ™  ̂ ^ 

U  TIFPT  iALE«f°r  ̂  Variety  Clubs'  Humanitarian  Award  banquet  are  now  beine handled  at  the  offices  of  David  Weinstock,   1501   Broadway.  The  award I  th "yea,  will  S 

^.WTaSS   °f  %¥**"   Armv-    ""W  will   be   hefd   a/  t  e   Asto 

dreS wil  ̂e    norma  "Ce  *'"  *  *'g  **   the  eXCepH°"  af  fhe  «"*  «—»  and 

CBS  Will  Televise  Pix 
Of  the  Derby  on  Sunday 
CBS  television  station  WCBW  will 

film  the  Kentucky  Derby  Saturday for  transmission  the  following  day Sunday.  Marking  the  first  time  the 
race  has  been  filmed  for  television. 
Bristol-Myers  will  sponsor  for Vitalis. 

To   run    15   minutes,   the   film,   in 
igan  e*  addition  to  the  race,  will  cover  pre- 

.    efforts  til™unaMes,     background     color     and 

operate  in  every  way  possible  to?01?™ercial- 
>p    film    rolling    and    Michigan's    &.not  without  sound,  a  running  de- 
aters  open,  this  office  has  tried  to  F"^11  Wl11  be  ?iven  by  Bob  Edge, 
arlook  many  of  the  petty  dif- 
•ences  going  on  between  the  dis- 
butors  and  their  employes.  We 
ow  that  this  has  been  a  great 
clitional  expense  to  theater  owners 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Ringdahl-Sheeran 
Minneapolis  —  Beatrice    Ringdahl, 
rmerly    assistant    cashier    at    the 
-G-M  exchange  here,  was  married 
Richard  Sheeran  in  St.  Louis. 

Schine-Maxwell 
Southold,  L.  I.  —  Doris  Schine, 
.ughter  of  J.  Meyer  Schine,  theater 
rcuit  head,  was  secretly  married 
M-e  Friday  to  Dr.  Morton  Maxwell 
r  County  Judge  L.  Barron  Hill. 

Simon-Rose 
Cleveland,  O.  —  Sylvia  Simon,  of 
:e  Warner  secretarial  force,  has  an- 
sunced  her  engagement  to  Michael 
ose. 

CBW   sports   director, 
tual  telecast. 

during  the 

^  hoped  it  would  be  settled  weeks 

leetings,  contacts,  pleadings, 
"*  brought  no  results.  Promises 
f1  "lore  promises  that  'it  was  look. 
enH  1^nter'  Perhaps  tomorrow,  the ia  this  week,  certainly  the  first 
"^  .LJweek  for  sure.'  We're  sick 
or  mo1S  COuld  continue  f«r  weeks 

"T  h1S' 

nf  ovkT  contact
ed  

quite  a  number
 

hP  xvniiors  *?*  QSV  if  they  would be  Willi  t0  dose,  if  n-   .       £, 

cat  stri^ock  out  policy 

Goldman,  Still  Expanding, 
Leases  House  Indie  Holds 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

terests,  who  have  built  and  who  own 
several  houses  in  the  territory. 
Terms  call  for  $20,000  annual  rent 
plus  a  percentage  of  the  profits.  A 
commercial  property  goes  along  with the  theater. 

Fried,  active  in  Eastern  Pa.  Allied 
circles,  has  a  lease  running  out  in 
September.  It  is  understood  that  he 
desired  to  renew  but  could  not  get 
together  with  the  Harrisons  on  a 
new  rental  figure.  The  Harrisons 
own  some  houses  under  lease  to 
Warners,  and  Film  Row  hears  that 
the  Seville  was  offered  to  Warners, 
but  that  the  circuit  demurred  in 
view  of  the  pending  New  York  equitv suit. 

Goldman  in  the  past  has  been 
friendly  with  Allied  and  hence  his 
acquisition  of  the  Seville  has  created 
considerable  stir  in  industry  circles here. 

Louis-Conn  Fight  via 
NBC  Tele,  RKO  Pix 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

RKO  Radio  will  distribute  the  fight films. 

The  contract  signed  also  gives  ex- 
clusive video  coverage  to  NBC  and 

Gillette  Safety  Razor  Co.,  the  spon- 
sor, on  all  successive  fights  promoted 

by  the  Twentieth  Century  Sporting 

Club,  Inc.,  for  a  year's  time  starting June  1. 

Five  cameras,  three  image  orthi- 
cons,  will  be  used,  and  the  technical 
production  staff  is  expected  to  num- ber about  30. 

The  fight  is  expected  to  be  carried 
to  Philadelphia  and  Washington  on 
a  closed  circuit  transmission.  Pre- 

vious to  the  fight,  Royal  said  that 
an  effort  would  be  made  to  telecast 

from  the  two  camps  —  Louis'  at 
Pompton  Lakes,  and  Conn's  at  Green- wood Lake. 

Mike  Jacobs,  also  present  at  the 
press  conference,  said  that  he 
thought  the  Louis-Conn  fight  would 
do  for  tele  what  the  Dempsey-Car- 
pentier  fight  did  for  radio. 
Both  Royal  and  Jacobs  denied  a 

rumor  that  theater  television  would 
be  used  in  showing  the  fight.  They 
said  no  plans  were  under  way  for  a large  screen  display  of  the  fight. 

Martinsville,  Va»,  Votes 
10%  Levy  on  Admissions 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

from  36  cents  in  the  afternoon  to 
40;  evenings  from  44  to  48  cents,  it is  understood. 
Norfolk  began  collection  of  a  10 

per  cent  city  admissions  tax  some months  ago. 

Seven  Criterion  Weeks 

For  Columbia's  "Bandit' 

Cosman  Denies  Labor  Charges 
uJUck  T.  Cosman,  individually  and 

"!■    »""   +0   Close,   11    if    •--— u 

the    cha,    0f    breaking    thVs  "*Ran '  that  has 

_  „he  major 
distribute).    The   answer  has   been|pn^8Lltbor"standarcf 

cat  stnHoek  out  policy'  inm  ■»»»  \.?-  i^  i '' U",UUT;  an" 

been  in  e.ct  with  most  of  the  major  Jones,  wit£  ̂ Producers  Labora. 
distributo  The  answer  has  been  ̂ ' ■  sLabor  Standards  ̂ Broadway, 
almost  10W  cent,  'yes.'.  _  |  pl     d  d      t    uilty ̂   Ne^Yorigj 

Columbia's  "The  Bandit  of  Sher- 
wood Forest,"  is  being  held  over  for a  seventh  week,  starting  May  7,  at 

Loew's  Criterion,  thus  breaking  all long-run  records  at  that  house. 

STORK  REPORTS 
Detroit — Irving  Katcher,  owner  of 

the  Russell  Theater,  is  the  father  of 
a  new  daughter,  Lynn  Diane,  his first. 

I  can't  vomise  anything  as  the   piej aea         ̂ esterday   before   Judge    JaftTc^  Fr^W    h™l«    f 
result    of       closedown    of    Lower  «aiwurt>  According  to  As-    grandmotnmL  England,  booker  foi 

.  iters,  but  it  seems^to|Jame^P^  Lgeamyomey  ̂   S    Shan-   illied  Film  excha^of  a  babygirl.. me  that  it  is  Ur  only  hope  now. 
'  e    union   wil 

heir  opporti. 

)  to  settle  their 

xccuxu     u.l       ciuseuuv.u     ~~     —  Tames  r.  J_.eamy.    -"->-^ 

Michigan's  Waters,  but  it  seems  to  \Jf™    .  v    s    Attorney  _ 
me  that  it  is  Ur  only  hope  now.  The    ̂ ^secuting   the   case,    Cosman 

distributors   <ld  the   union  will  be   £>n  d pros        ̂   employe£ >  time-and- 
advised  and  &ren  their  opportum ty  * auea  to  p  y       ̂ ^  and  aliegedly 

ij*rnal 

man- 

^ords. 

(a  very  limite  one)  to  settle  V16"   maintained  improper     rec-^- 
lifferences  befc-e  the  theaters  close,   mamtai  ^^  fee  sub]ect  to 

utting  off  the  r^enue  of  Michigan  s-  coimcre  ^    &^ i,^„4-„^_    +«    <-!,„,   +;««    niptiirp.   m-    nne     ui-     <c  > 

a 

the 

age?;fs^ssfW 
the  motion   picture  in-  W^ 

week  to  Mrs. 

Hospital 
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Trial  Arbitration 

Plan  for  Set  Building 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

groups.    Plan  will  be  tried  out  for  a 
minimum  period  of  30  days. 

Byron  Price,  Coast  representative 
of  the  AMPP,  issued  the  following 
statement  on  the  agreement: 

"Today  studio  construction  groups 
such  as  carpenters,  painters,  prop- 

erty makers,  grips  and  set  erectors 
agreed  to  a  trial  plan  of  arbitration 
to  end  work  stoppages  connected 
with  the  preparation  of  motion  pic- 

ture sets. 

"Under  this  plan,  which  will  be 
tried  out  for  a  minimum  of  30  days 
at  all  major  studios,  representatives 
of  all  labor  groups  scheduled  to  take 
part  in  making  of  a  set  will  meet 
and  agree  on  the  proper  division  of 
work  before  preparation  of  the  set  is 
started.  Any  disagreement  which 
cannot  be  settled  at  such  a  confer- 

ence will  be  referred  for  final  settle- 
ment to  the  producers'  labor  office 

directed  by  Pat  Casey.  This  is  an 
important  step  toward  acceptance  of 
the  kind  of  arbitration  procedure 
which  the  producers  have  advocated 
to  bring  about  industrial  peace  in 
the  studios." 

St.  Louis  Amusement  Loses 
Appeal  Deferment  Move 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

from  the  present  sitting  of  May  9, 
at  St.  Paul,  to  the  September  term 
in  its  appeal  from  the  ruling  of 
Federal  Judge  Richard  M.  Duncan 

in  the  company's  $285,000  anti-trust 
suit  against  Paramount,  et  al. 

This  is  the  action  in  which  the 
plaintiffs  attacked  the  legal  set-up 
of  the  American  Arbitration  Asso- 

ciation's system  of  passing  on  pic- ture cases  under  the  terms  of  the 
New  York  consent  decree.  The  action 
followed  the  filing  of  an  unreason- 

able clearance  by  Adolph  Rosecan 
of  the  Princess  Theater  here.  The 
Rosecan  petition  had  questioned  the 
clearance  allowed  over  the  Princess, 
naming  a  number  of  St.  Louis 
Amusement  Co.  houses. 

In  his  decision,  Judge  Duncan  dis- 
missed the  $285,000  damage  suit 

against  most  of  the  defendants  and 
upheld  the  legality  of  the  consent 
decree. 

Theaters  to  Be  Combed 
For  Truants  by  Police 

The  Police  Dept.  and  the  Board  of 
Education,  moving  to  curb  juvenile 
crime,  will  pay  special  attention  to 

IN  IVEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

RUSSELL  ORDWAY,  assistant  manager,  Allyn, 
Hartford,  Conn. 

RAY  THOMPSON,  co-manager,  B  &  K's  Ace, Chicago. 

).  W.  CARNRICK,  RKO  Pathe  business  films,  di- 
rector of  Central  territory,  Chicago. 

CLYDE  CUTTER,  booker  at  20th-Fox,  Min- 
neapolis. 

VERN  EVERROAD,  Publix-Creat  State  city  man- 
ager,  Bloomington,   III. 

LeROY  NICHOLS,  assistant  manager,  Fox,  Sedalia, 

Mo. DR.  ALEXANDER  ELLETT,  research  director, 
Zenith  Corp.,  Chicago. 

CHARLES  FLOHE,  relief  manager,  Butterfield 
circuit,   Grand   Rapids,    Mich. 

HAROLD  WARD,  manager,  State  and  Onslow, 

Jacksonville,  N.  C. 

W.  W.  CUNNINGAM,  district  supervisor,  Stew- 
art and   Everett  Enterprises,  Dunn,  N.  C. 

MPEA  Facing  Money 
Curbs  in  Foe  Lands 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

theater  approval  for  the  assignment 
of    Charles    Mayer   of   20th-Fox   as 
industry  representative  expected 
there  momentarily. 

Individual  operation  by  private 
companies  is  considered  a  long  way 
off,  but  the  State  Department,  which 
has  been  holding  out  against  private 
distribution  of  pix  and  other  private 
business  operations  in  the  enemy 
countries,  is  reported  now  about 
ready  to  relax  its  policy.  The  relaxa- 

tion would  be  to  permit  united  in- 
dustry operation  —  rather  than  ac- 

tivity by  individual  firms — where  the 
Military  Government  indicates  its 
desire  for  such  operation. 

AMG  Anxious  For  Relief 
Military  Governments  in  both 

Japan  and  Germany  have  indicated  a 
strong  desire  to  be  relieved  of  the 
pix  distribution  chore,  and  War  De- 

partment officials  here  have  already 
mapped  out  a  distribution  plan  now 
under  consideration  by  the  officials 
in  Germany  and  Japan. 

Gov.  Carl  Milliken,  MPAA  export 
chief  and  head,  has  already  applied 
to  the  Treasury  for  a  special  license 
to  permit  MPEA  to  trade  in  Ger- 

many without  running  afoul  of  the 
Trading-with-the-Enemy  Act.  But 
no  reply  has  been  received  yet  from 
MPEA  to  the  conditions  tentatively 
outlined  by  the  Government  for 
MPEA  operation  in  the  enemy  coun- tries. 

Chief  among  these  features 
would  be  provisions  that  none  of 
the  reichsmarks  or  yen  accumu- 

lated by  the  pix  distribution 
operation  could  be  converted  into 
dollars,  and  that  none  of  the 
profits  could  be  reinvested  in 
Germany  or  Japan.  In  other 
words,  the  only  thing  the  in- 

dustry could  do  with  its  profits 
would  be  to  hold  on  to  them  for 
an  indefinite  period 

And   it.TOtf    £™y  officer Ion?.,.-  A1Lr    yes 
Althoue-b  hha  „„<-.-.,  I  to  ha 

Higher  Eastman  Sales, 
But  Lower  Net  Seen 
Flemington,  N.  J. — At  the  annual 

stockholders'  meeting  of  Eastman 
Kodak  here  yesterday,  Thomas  J. 

Hargrave,  president,  announced  first 
quarter  consolidated  sales  of  $53,- 
000,000  as  compared  with  about 
$31,000,000  for  corresponding  quar- 

ter in  1941,  the  last  peacetime  year. 
Sales  for  the  quarter  were  approx- 

imately 24  per  cent  less  than  in  the 
first  quarter  of  1945. 

Hargrave  forecast  a  potential  rec- 
ord peactime  year  for  the  organi- 

zation in  sales,  but  asserted  that 
increased  costs  of  labor  and  mater- 

ials are  expected  to  cut  deeply  into 
profits  as  compared  with  pre-war 
years.  He  added  that  color  photog- 

raphy is  only  just  entering  its  golden 
age,  and  that  the  largest  advertis- 

ing budget  in  company  annals  has 
been  approved.  The  opening  of  a 
new  branch  for  sales,  distribution, 
and  color  processing  in  Los  Angeles 
is  scheduled  for  June  1,  and  similar 
branches  are  planned  for  Atlanta 
and  Dallas,  he  disclosed.  An  increase 
in  color  film  processing  capacity  will 
be  _  made    at    the    firm's    Hollywood  i>fugee    Service    and    the    Nation 

UJA  Receives  Half   I 
Of  Industry  Quota 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

New  York,  with  contributions  tots 

ing  $501,900  at  a  dinner  in  Sherr; 

last  night  to  spearhead  the  campai' which  will  reach  the  allied  branch 
of  show  business.  ._ 

Barney    Balaban,    co-era4      ̂ V the    division,    introduce.    i.0:Jrxil 

Billy  Rose  as  toastmarter,   who 
turn  presented  Mrs.  Eeanor  Roos 
velt    and    Robert    E.   Sherwood 

guest  speakers  for  thf  evening's  cai 
paign. Mrs.  Roosevelt  ted  of  her  expei 
ences  on  a  recent  two-day  trip 
displaced  persons  camps  in  Ge 
many,  and  pointfJ  out  that  the  r 
habilitation  of  tie  people  in  the: 

camps,  especial)/  the  homeless  Jev 
who  look  tow^d  Palestine  as 

refuge  and  a  Homeland,  ''should  1 the  concern  c  everyone  in  this  |j 
tion  —  the  citizens  of  a  countr 
spared  so  Hat  it  might  have  z 
opportunity  tJ  deal  with  the  situ; 
tions  that  exist  throughout  if 

world." 

Billy  R?e  spoke  of  his  month 

survey  of.chese  "D.  P.  camps"  an made  a  pirited  appeal  for  the  cut 
rent  IjA's  national  $100,000,00 
Campai"  For  Survival,  of  which  th 
New  Vk  quota  is  $35,000,000 
Am'g  those  seated  at  the  dai 

were  'lalcolm  Kingsberg,  Stanto 

Griffi  Spyros  P.  Skouras,  Nate  I 
Bluryerg.  Jack  Cohn,  Lawrenc 
Lan/ier>  Howard  S.  Cullman,  Mrs 

Ba|fy  Balaban,  Maj.  Albert  War nevMoss  Hart,  George  S.  Kaufmar 
H>y  Brandt  and  Max  A.  Cohen. 
/he  UJA  operates  in  behalf  o 
«  Joint  Distribution  Committee 
/lited    Palestine    Appeal,    Nationa 

unit 
At  the  meeting,  William   G 

stu-y 

fewish  Welfare  Board. 

la 

ber,  Perley  S.  Wilcox,  Raymond  Npentence  Sorrell  May  9 
Ball,    and    Albert    K.    Chapman   Vtevhvest   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAI1 

rJ^t^L^lTt^  Sm     Burbank-Herbert  K.  Sorrell  anc 
seven  other  Conference  of  Studic 
Unions  members  are  scheduled  tc 
appear  May  9  for  sentence,  follow- -ng  their  conviction  by  a  trial  jurj 

for  a  term  of  three  years  each.  St/ 
ber  is  honorary  board  chairm? 
Wilcox  is  chairman,  and  Chapmair 

vice-president  and  general  mana*" 
of  Eastman  Kodak  Co.  Ball  is  pf" 
dent  of  the  Lincoln  Rochester  7=^ 
Co. 

them  in  subject  to  Army  cens, 
Considered  a  Safe  Be; 

The    State    Department    h/ancy yet, e  bet 

word  arri/  from 
has  not  bee"  J-"ially  altei   yet 

aUb-wben^8  *ons,dered  a,fo  bel nem  ior     ,  thp   +F"ln  nr>al  word  arri/   fr°m 

""^ty        SllSthfrtthe   State  D>tment nffi„„-  , ,    U  n°t  block  pnfv,,  -P   n«-/ A     T3~<-v. 

t 

of  charges  of  "refusal  to  disperse'^ Eight    defendants    were    found    no. 
guilty  of  rioting.    Conviction  carries 
a  maximum  penalty  of  six  months  in 
jail  or  $500  fine,  or  both. 

madelt  nla?™?^3     ha7  aIready 

Virginia  Horned  Dies 
Virginia  Harned,  74,  actress  and 

one-time  wife  of  E.  H.  Sothern,  and 
later  of  William  Courtenay,  died  of 
a  heart  attack  yesterday  at  her  home 
here.  She  was  leading  woman  for 
many  of  the  male  stars  and  was  the star  of  a  number  of  plays. 

isrjsa*  *  ■«  ewruaEwa  s 

Edward  Hahn  Dead 
Panora,  la.— Edward  Louis  Hahn, 

73,  widely  known   Iowa  and  Illinois i^  "-[  nims  would  not   th       ■         r 
3d  number  oi 

>r"»S  I  required"^  o^erat™ 

tures 

Z^'l^0  X3}\^  ??"°W  short  illness.    He  one,-. 
'    inen    bring:   remii™^  *.  unuer   wiicn    it    will    be    field    and    Panora    anH     »TOrai    ;« 

Illinois. and    several    in 
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Oth-Fox  in  $5,000,000  Studio  Building  Program 
Reeling  'Round -- 
WASHINGTON 

     Br  ANDREW  H.  OLDER    = 

WASHINGTON 

i   didn't  receive  too  much  publicity,  but 
'Hie  State  Department  last  week  released 

terms   of    an   agreement   which    might 
e  serious   repercussions  in    the    industry 
le    for    free    foreign    markets.    Although 

country   is  recorded    as    against   quota 

arems  to  discriminate  against  imports,  the 

)i  Swiss  watch    agreement  actually   pro- 
es  a  quota  setup  limiting  the  number  of 

ss  watches  which   may   be  brought  into' 
country.  Some  industry  sources  are  ex- 

■nely   worried    that   this   agreement    will 
ke  our  anti-quota   stand    in   pix   negoti- 
•ns  weaker.    ...     9   The    Department 

1  'Justice  has  decided  to  steer  clear  of  any 

^f'olvement    in    Howard    Hughes'    difficul- 
with    MPAA.    Justice    lawyers   looked 

'»  the  case  carefully  to  see  whether  they 
uld  take  any  part — finally  decided  it  is 
risky.  ...     •    Has   Metro  contributed 

300   to    atomic    scientists?.  ..  .That   was 

■  $64  question  here  yesterday.  .  .  .Metro's 
s  ill  offices  said  nothing  was  known  locally, 

I  i  the  report  persisted. 

r  ,HE   annual    report    of    the    House    Un- 
American   Activities  Committee   is  still 

shortly  —  but  is  almost  certain  to  con- 

j  ]i  nothing  very   sensational   about   Holly- 
[jjd.    Actually,    committee    members    are 

id  of  some  of  the  clever  publicity  Hol- 

ood  might  achieve  if  it  were  to  be  cov- 
:■   with   a  dripping  red   brush.  They  re- 

j  Tiber  what  happened  to  a  Senate  and  a 
Kjjuse   committee    in    the    past   when    they 
-   d  to  smear  Hollywood.  ...     •   A  group 

^-Hollywood  biggies  is  interested   in  sub- 
;:   2ing  some   digging  in   the   files   of   the 
Vary    of    Congress    which     has    already 

•  id  up  some  possibly  useful  screen  ma- 
al   —   including   several    early    plays   of 

;ene  O'Neill  forgotten   by   everyone   but 
■Jeill. 

•  • 
J  EXT  month   the    British    Broadcasting 

;'  Company    will    air    its    first    television 
.gram  in  seven  years — with  a  two  and  one- 
f  hour  daily  schedule  to  get  under  way. 

i  addition,  week-day  mornings  will  see  a 
cial    hour    show    designed    primarily    for 
lers  who  wish  to  demonstrate  tele  sets 

potential    buyers. ..  .Plans  call    for    the 

svising  of  the  Victory  Parade  and  cele- 
( Continued  on  Page  2) 

No  New  Financing  Present- 
ly Contemplated  in  Con- 

nection with  Work  on  Coast 

A  studio  building  program  "de- 
signed to  merge  and  consolidate 

many  functions  and  to  bring  about 

important  economies  in  production" 
is  planned  by  20th-Fox,  it  is  divulged 
in  the  company's  annual  report  to 
stockholders.  The  cost  is  "tenta- 

tively" estimated  "in  excess  of  $5,- 

000,000." The  company  reports  that  "if  con 
ditions  permit"  it  intends  "to  replace 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

$1,109,962  Salaries 
For  20lh-Fox  Heads 

Officers  of  20th-Fox  drew  a  total 
of  $1,109,962  in  salaries  in  the  fiscal 
year  ended  Dec.  30,  last,  it  is  dis- 

closed in  the  company's  proxy  state- 
ment to  stockholders.  Fees  paid  to 

directors  during  1945  amounted  to 
$101,275. 

Earnings  of  officers  making  over 

$20,000  a  year,  including  directors' fees  in  the  instance  of  those  serving 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Proposed  $1  Reel  Tax 
Killed  in  Massachusetts 

Boston  —  Proposed    legislation    to 
put  a  tax  of  $1.00  per  reel  on  dis- 

tributors has  been  killed  in  the  State 
legislature.    Petition  by  Louis  Sobel 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Plan  Chicago  Dimout 
For  Coal  Conservation 

Chicago — In  a  move  to  conserve 

Chicago's  dwindling  stock  piles  of 
coal,  authorities  are  planning  dimout 

lighting  regulations  which  will  af- 
fect all  theaters.  Area  is  one  of  the 

hardest  hit  by  the  protracted  strike 
of  coal   miners. 

Franey  Appointed 's  Treasurer 

Appointment  of  James   M.  Franey 
as   treasurer   of  United   World   Pic- 

tures   Co.,    Inc.,    is    announced    by 
Matthew    Fox, 

president.   Fra- 
ney will  make  his 

headquarters  in 
the    New    Yorkj 
office. 

During  the  war; 
Colonel     Franey^ 
was  in  charge  of: 

G-l   for    Gen.; 
Dwight    Eisen-; hower  in  the  ETO. 

A  former  execu- 
tive officer  of  the  L»*  | 

Philadelphia    En-^w 
gineers    District,^ 
he    was    also    an 
economic  and  ad-      james  m.  franey 
ministrative    an- 

alyst for  the  War  Department. 
Coloney  Franey  is  holder  of  the 

DSM,  Legion  of  Honor  from  France, 
and  Order  of  the  British  Empire 
from  Great  Britain. 

Langer  Drafts  'Neely'  Bill 
Outlaw  Block-Booking,  Force  Divorcement 

Atlanta  Theaters  Hit 
By  Transport  Strike 

Atlanta — Box  offices  of  film  the- 
aters, particularly  those  in  the  busi- 

ness area,  went  into  a  sharp  decline 
here  yesterday  as  a  walkout  of  1,350 
street  car  and  bus  operators  began 
early  Wednesday  morning,  three 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington  —  Early  action  on  a 

bill  to  outlaw  block-booking  and  joint 
ownership  of  distribution  and  exhi- bition facilities  will  be  sought  by 
Senator  William  Langef,  R.,  N.  D., 
the  senator  told  The  Film  Daily 

yesterday.  The  bill,  which  will  re- 
semble the  famed  Neely  Bill  but 

will  not  be  identical  with  it,  is  now 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Statements  Going  Out  At 
Once;  $100,000  Minimum 
To  Be  Raised  by  States 

Assessment  statements  totalling 
in  excess  of  $100,000  and  which  may 

equal  $200,000  will  be  sent  out  im- 
mediately by  the  American  Theaters 

Association  to  state  units.  At  a 
meeting  of  the  financial  committee 
yesterday  it  was  decided  to  carry 
out  immediately  the  financing  form- 

ula adopted  at  the  St.  Louis  con- vention. 

At  that  time  it  was  recommended 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Move  for  Settlement 
Of  Detroit  Labor  Row 

Detroit  —  Move  for  settlement  of 
the  film  row  labor  situation  was  seen 
yesterday  in  the  return  of  Frank 
Stickling,  IATSE  international  rep- 

resentative, at  the  request  of  the 
local  union,  which  had  become  impa- 

tient over  the  delay.  Stickling  sug- 
gested to  the  officers  that  a  member- 

ship meeting  be  called  last  night  to 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Cagney  to  20th-Fox 
For  "13  Rue  Madeleine' 

James    Cagney    will    temporarily 
leave   his   own   producing   organiza- 

tion,   William    Cagney    Productions, 
to  head  the  cast  of  "13  Rue  Made- (Continued  on  Page  7) 

Employes'  Twins  Will Receive  Blank  Checks 

Des  Moines — A.  H.  Blank,  head  of 
Tri-States  Theater  Corp.,  has  made 
an  attractive  offer  for  his  employes 

to  have  twins.  He  presented  a  per- 
sonal check  of  $100  to  Clarence  Kite, 

circuit's  chief  accountant,  to  start  a 
bank  account  for  twins  recently  born 
to  Mrs.  Kite.  Blank  also  announced 

that  he  would  give  $100  when  any 

of  his  employes  who  have  been  with 
the  company  at  least  two  years  has 
twins. 
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FINANCIAL 
(.Wed..  May  1) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

Net High     Low     Close      Chg. 
Bell  f>  Howell     33        33        33      —     Vi 
Columbia  Picts   31 V4     31 V4    31%  —    % 
Columbia   Picts.  pfd.. 10134  10134  10134  +     5/g 
East.  Kodak    253       253      253      —6 
do  pfd   206      206      205      —2 
Gen.  Prec.  Eq     37         37         37       +     Vi 

Loew's,  Inc   39'/8     38'/2     39           
Paramount        79'/8     78>/8     79'/8  +     % 
RKO         267/8     265/8     265/g  —     i/4 
Republic  Picts   15%     15%     15%—     Vi 
Republic  Picts.  pfd...    18%     18]/2     18Vi  —     % 
20th  Century-Fox   ...   61%     60>/2     613/8   +     y4 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  77         75%     76</2   +   1 
20th  Century-Fox  ppf.l033/8  1033/8  1 03 3/8  —     % 
Universal  Pict   46%     453/4     46           
Universal   Pict.  pfd...   993/4     991/2     9934   +     Vi 
Warner  Bros     53         52%     52%—     V4 

NEW  YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts   103^     10V4     10V4  +     % 
Radio-Keith  cvs   12        113,4     113,4—     % 
Sonotone  Corp       5%      5%       5%  —     % 
Technicolor          27%     2634     27%  +     % 
Trans-Lux          7%       7%       7%  +     % OVER  THE  COUNTER 

Bid     Asked 

Pathe   Industries       13%     14% 

Wayne  Strong  Dead 
Kingsley,   la. — Wayne   P.    Strong, 

manager  of  the  DeLuxe,  is  dead. 

Attention    Foreign    Buyers    Here   &   Abroad 
For  Sale  Foreign  Rights  2  Sensational  Feature 

Pictures  — "SMASHINC    VICE    TRUST"    & 
"PRIMROSE  PATH"— Both  Talkies 

ALBERT  DEZEL  ROADSHOWS 
WRITE  73 10  CASS— DETROIT#OFFICES  IN 
CLEVELAND  —  CHICAGO  —  CINCINNATI- 

NEW   YORK 

Reception  Marks  Opening 
Of  Shea  Circuit  N.  Y.  Office 

iA  cocktail  reception  marked  the 
opening  of  M.  A.  Shea  Theatrical 
Enterprises  new  offices  in  the  Cen- 

tury Building,  132  W.  43rd  St.,  yes- 
terday. Executives  of  the  organiza- 

tion that  operates  55  theaters  in 
New  York,  Pennsylvania,  Ohio  and 
New  England,  who  acted  as  hosts  for 
the  occasion,  were  Gerald  Shea,  Jack 
Shea,  Morris  A.  Shea,  Jr.,  Billy 
Shea,  Carroll  Lawler,  Paul  Durand, 
A.  J.  Kearney,  George  Goett,  W.  E. 
Barry,  E.  C.  Grainger,  and  Mrs. 
Marion  Anderson,  secretary  to 
Grainger. 

Among  the  huge  gathering  of  in- 
dustryites  who  attended  were  Tom 
J.  Connors,  W.  C.  Gehring,  Andy 
Smith,  Jr.,  Clarence  Hill,  Ray  Moon, 
Morris  Sanders,  Edward  Aaron,  Sam 
Goodman,  Fred  Schwartz,  Frank 
Drumm,  A.  A.  Schubart,  Bill  McShea, 
Emmett  Cashman,  Bill  Murphy,  Har- 

old Rodner,  Bert  Sanf  ord,  E.  K.  "Ted" 
O'Shea,  J.  R.  Springer,  Ed  Wal- 

ton, Hugh  Owen,  Herman  Lorber, 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Hap  Hadley,  John 

O'Connor,  William  Heineman,  Wil- 
liam Erbb,  Oscar  Doob,  John  Mur- 
phy, Eugene  Picker,  Leo  Abrams, 

Charles  E.  "Chick"  Lewis,  Paul 
O'Brien,  Ernest  Mahler,  Arthur  F. 
Driscoll,  Sam  Berns,  and  Al  Steen. 

Chevrolet,  Tele  Sponsor; 
ABC  Show  Over  WABD 

Detroit — Chevrolet  Motor  Division 
of  General  Motors  will  sponsor  a 
series  of  commercial  telecasts  in  co- 

operation with  the  American  Broad- 
casting Co.  —  the  first  automobile 

company  to  employ  live  television  on 
a  network  basis,  and  the  largest 
single  industrial  organization  ever 
to  enter  the  television  field — it  was 
announced  jointly  yesterday  by  T.  H. 
Keating,  general  sales  manager  of 
Chevrolet,  and  Paul  Mowrey,  chief 

of  ABC's  television  operations. 
Four  consecutive  weekly  pro- 

grams, employing  live  talent  and 
films,  will  be  presented  as  a  Tuesday 
evening  feature  from  the  DuMont 
studios  of  Station  WABD  in  New 
York  City. 

Para.  Sells  Shorts  100% 
In  Double  Feature  Area 

Boston — Para.'s  Buffalo  branch  is 
the  first  to  hit  100  per  cent  sales  of 

the  company's  shorts,  Oscar  A.  Mor- 
gan, Para,  shorts  sales  chief,  re- 

vealed at  a  Ritz-Carlton  sales  meet- 
ing here  yesterday.  Branch  is  headed 

by  M.  A.  Brown.  Buffalo  is  figured  as 
double-feature  territory,  adding  to 
what  Brown's  office  accomplished. 
Morgan  ends  his  local  huddle  today, 
moving  on  to  Philly. 

Al  Wood  Dead 
Springfield,  Mass. —  Alfred  L.  S. 

Wood,  69,  retired  motion  picture 
editor  for  the  Springfield  Union,  and 
widely  known  to  the  newspaper  trade 
throughout  New  England,  is  dead. 

Milwaukee  Trades  Council 
Steps  Into  Fox  Dispute 

Milwaukee  —  The  labor  disputes 
committee  of  the  AFL's  Milwaukee 
Federated  Trades  Council  has  de- 

cided to  name  a  committee  to  seek 
a  conference  with  the  management 
of  the  29  Fox-Wisconsin  houses  here 
to  resolve  the  grievances  of  the  man- 

agerial help. 

Stanley  Joers,  general  organizer 
for  the  council,  has  let  it  be  known 
that  if  the  grievances  are  .not  satis- 
factorialy  settled  it  will  support  the 
AFL's  Managers  and  Assistant  Man- 

agers Union  in  strike  action.  The 
union's  activities  are  confined  to  the 
theaters  of  the  Fox- Wisconsin  chain. 

Reeling      'Round- WASHINGTON 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

bration  in  London. ..  .British  homes  i 

about  30,000  tele  receivers  before  the  * 

with  daily  schedules  initiated  by  BBC 

1936.  Cost  of  these  sets  started  at  ab 

$375,  later  went  to  less  than  Mf  tl 
amount.  A  heavy  schedule  of  playj^  ̂ ,p 

sented  —  both  modern  and  clasY^S,  ; 

sports  were  commonly  televised.  Tra 
mission  range  was  between  25  and 
miles,  with  25  pictures  cf  a  405-line  sere 
compared  with  American  black  and  w 
pictures  at  30  per  second  on  525  lines. 

NEW  YORK  THEATERS 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL   
Rockefeller  Center 

"THE  GREEN  YEARS" 
CHARLES  COBURN 

Tom  Drake,  Beverly  Tyler,  Hume  Cronyn 

A  Metro  Coldwyn  Mayer  Picture 
and 

MUSIC  HALL'S 
CREAT  EASTER  STACE  SHOW 

NOW   PLAYING 

Radio  City  Music  Hall 

THEHEW- 

MARCH 

of  TIME? 

"WANTED— 

MORE   HOMES" 

THE  FABULOUS  LOVE  STORY 
OF  A  FLAMING  ERA! 

IN  OLD 
SACRAMENTO 

STARRINC 

WILLIAM  CONSTANCE 

ELLIOTT  MOORE 
With  HANK  DANIELS  •  RUTH  DONNELLY 
EUCENE  PALLETTE   •   LIONEL  STANDER 

and 
Jack  LaRue — Grant  Withers— Bobby  Blake 

A  REPUBLIC  PICTURE BRANDTS  GOTHAM 

B'way  &  47th  St. 

PAULETTE 

GODDARD 

Paramount  present* RAY 

MILL  AND 
In "Kitty" 

A   MITCHELL   LEISEN   PRODUCTION 

R  I  V  O  L  I 
B'way    &    49th    St. 

ON  SCREEN 

RITA  HAYWORTH 

'GILDA' GLENN  FORD 

GEORGE  MACREADY 
JOSEPH  CAllEIA 

IN  PERSON 

Johnnie  'Scat' 

DAVIS 
andORCH. 

featuring 

Carth  Andrews 

Owen  Wister's 
"THE  VIRGINIAN" 

In  Technicolor 

starring 

Joel  Brian  Sonny 
McCREA  DONLEVY  TUFTS 

with   Barbara  Britton 
A  Paramount  Picture 

In  Person— EDDIE  BRACKEN.  BOB  EBERLY 

JOHNNY    LONC    and    his    band 

PARAMOUNT     -    -    -    Times  Squan 

£EIE 

B'WAY 

47th  St 

Joan  Fontaine 
"From  This  Day  Forward" with 
Mark  Stevens  Rosemary   Decamp 

An    RKO    RADIO    PICTURE 

GENE  TIERNEY  in 

["DRAGONWYCK A  20th  Century-Fox  Picture 

PLUS  ON  STAGE -JACKIE  MILES 
LANE  BROS.  Extra!  CONNEE  BOS  WELL 

ANNA  NEACLE 
DEAN  JACCER 

REX  HARRISON 

ROBERT   M0RLE1 

A  YANK  IN  LONDON 
Produced  and  Directed  by  Herbert  Wilcox 

20th  Century-Fox    -    An  ABC  Productior VICTORIA        StTf 

KEEP 

BUYING 

BONDS 



MY,  OH  MY !  EVERY  WEEK  A  NEW 

GREEN  YEARS 

SETS  ALL-TIME 
M-G-M  RECORD 
AT  RADIO  CITY 
MUSIC  HALL  I 
LOOK!  EACH  WEEK  TOPS  THE  PREVIOUS  ONE! 

1st  Week:  NEW  M-G-M  RECORD! 

2d  Tops  it:  NEW  M-G-M  RECORD! 
3d:  ANOTHER  NEW  M-G-M  RECORD! 

(And  on  its  way  to  a  new  long-run  record!) 
* 

You  can  say  it  again:  "The  Green  Years  is  a  wonderful  motion  picture!" 
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Honor  A.  J.  Balaban 

in  Plaque  Dedication 
Chicago — A  plaque  dedicated  to  A. 

J.  Balaban,  general  manager  of  the 
Roxy    Theater,    New    York,    and 
founder  of  the  B 
&  K  circuit,  was 

unveiled  yester- 
day by  the  Roose- 

velt   Road    Busi- 

ness Men's  Asso- 
ciation,   a  local 

commercial 

group,  at  its  Dia- 
mond     Jubilee 
celebration. 

Plaque,  in. 
stalled  on  the  site 
of  the  Little  Ked- 
zie  Theater,  first 
house  operated  by 
Balaban,  fulfilled 
a  stipulation  in 
the    will   of    Sam 
Donian,    who    leased    the    house    to 
Balaban.    Inscription  reads: 

"Thus  here  again  is  a  strikingly 
encouraging  example  of  the  Amer- 

ican way  of  life,  starting  in  a  hum- 
ble manner  yet  reaching  the  heights 

of  success;  a  tribute  to  the  free- 
dom of  opportunity  guaranteed  to 

all  citizens  of  the  United  States 
under  the  instrumentality  of  our 

Constitution  and  Bill  of  Rights." 
Present  at  the  ceremonies  were 

Mayor  Edward  J.  Kelly,  Circuit 
Court  Judge  Eugene  Holland,  State 
Corporation  Counsel  Barnet  Hodes, 
Colonel  Arvey,  vice-president  of  the 
Chicago  Park  district,  and  other  civic 
leaders. 

A.  |.  BALABAN 

25-30  Club  Will  Honor 
Rodner,  Sanford  Monday 

Harold  Rodner,  of  Warners,  and 

Bert  Sanford,  executive  of  Altec 

Service  Corp.,  will  be  jointly-hon- 

ored by  the  25-30  Club,  an  organi- 
zation of  pioneer  projectionists,  at  a 

dinner  Monday  in  the  Grand  Street 

Boys  Club  where  they  will  receive 

the  widow  of  the  club's  organizer 
and  will  present  Rodner  with  a  $500 

Bond  for  silver  honorary  club  mem- 
bership cards. 

Del  Ruth  to  Mahe  Two 

Versions  of  "5th  Ave." 
West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Separate  scripts  and 

two  camera  crews  to  provide  35  mm. 

and  16  mm.  versions  of  "It  Hap- 

pened on  Fifth  Avenue,"  will  be  used 
by  Roy  Del  Ruth,  producer-director, 
in  his  initial  release  for  Monogram. 

Aiming  the  production  at  the  world 

market,  Del  Ruth  will  provide  the 

35  mm.  versions  for  the  established 

market  and  the  narrow  film  nega- 
tive for  use  in  the  growing  16  mm. 

foreign  field. 

****  PHIL  M.  DALY 
A  Reporter's  Report 

•  •      •     THE  PERSONAL  TOUCH:  Take  it  from  Sid  Blumenstock  of 

20th-Fox,  this  is  gonna  be  a  Centennial  Summer   Sid  reports  that 

the  Pennsy  Railroad,  Connecticut  Mutual  Life,  the  City  of  Milwaukee  and 

the  owner  of  the  Hub  department  store,  one  of  Chicago's  largest,  will 
be  marking   centennials   And  that  Cleveland  and  Tennessee   will 

observe  Sesquicentennials   P.  S.  20th-Fox  will  be  releasing  "Cen- 
tennial Summer,"  too.  ...  •  Pat  Powers,  erstwhile  of  20th-Fox  and 

more  recently  with  Cine-Television,  joins  Ross  Federal  Corp.  as  di- 
rector of  the  16  mm.  dept.  planning  division   And  Lt.  Col.  Stillwell 

J.  Conner,  ex-AAF,  joins  Ross  Federal  to  manage  its  Chicago  office.  .  .  . 

•  Herbert  E.  Taylor,  Jr.,  of  Du  Mont  Labs.,  heads  the  banquet  com- 

mittee for  the  TBA's  October  Conference  and  Exhibition.  ...  •  Neal 

Astrin  has  quit  Warners'  distribution  department  hero  to  join  PRC  in  a 
key  distribution  post.  ...  •  lerry  Colonna  plans  to  tour  ballrooms  and 

dance  pavilions  this   Summer   with  a   variety   show,   "Hollywood  Jam- 
boree"   Package    attraction    will    be    a    four-hour    show    featuring 
Colonna,  Tony  Romano,  Bonnie  Lou  Williams,  a  dancing  star,  and  the 

Billy  Butterfield  orchestra.  ...  •  That  Rhode  Island  industry  testi- 
monial dinner  for  Martin  Toohey  has  been  moved  ahead  from  June 

4  to  May  27   

▼  TV 

•  •  •  AHEM!!!  High  value  put  on  FILM  DAILY  Ten  Best  Pic- 

tures'  winners   is   pointed  up   in  the   20th-Fox  annual  financial  report, 
just  issued   Pages  2  and  3  oi  the  printed  reports  are  given  over 

to  listing  the  company's   1945   winners   plus  mention  of  its  Honor 
Roll  films   

▼  ▼  ▼ 

•  •      •     CUFF  NOTES:   Those  special  morning  cartoon  shows  sure 

are  clicking   Loew's  Theaters  in  the  met.   area  staged   20   during 

Easter   vacation   period,    drew  more   than   40,000   kids   So   there'll 

be  a  Loew  encore  on  Memorial  Day   Good  business,   and  what's 
also  important,  keeps  the  youngsters  out  of  mischief.  ...  •  All  New 

York    tele    stations   will    be    operating,    starting    next    Thursday.    .    .    . 

•  Incidentally,  there  are  seven  video  papers  on  the  SMPEs  agenda 

next  week.  ...  •  If  there's  a  friendly  columnist  in  your  home  town, 
you  might  suggest  he  do  a  piece  on  how  a  theater  manager  spends  his 

working  day   Gordon  Gammack  of  the  Des  Moines  Tribune  found 

excellent   material,   sitting   in   with   Harold  Lyon,  manager    of   the   Des 

Moines   Good  public  relations  stunt.  ...     •  Monogram  execs,  all 

excited — and  rightly — over  the  fact  that  "Suspense"  opens  as  a  single 

bill  June  7  at  B  &  K's  ace  Chicago  theater,  with  Belita  also  set  for  a 
two-week    run   It's    a    Chicago    theater    "first"    for    Mono.    .    .    . 

•  Speaking  of  good  public  relations,  Warners'  studios  rates  a  bow  for 
assigning  12  Los  Angeles  high  school  pupils  to  stints  for  a  day  in 

connection  with  Boys  Week.  ...  •  Might  be  a  good  idea  to  tune  in  on 

WMCA  Sunday  at  10:03  p.m.  Dr.  Allan  Fromme  will  discuss  the  influence 

of  films,  radio  and  sports  on  our  daily  lives  from  the  viewpoint  of  a 

clinical   psychologist.  ...     •  Washington  Variety  Club   will  hold   its 

annual  Mothers'  Day  luncheon  on  May  13  at  the  Willard  Hotel   
Another  swell  idea.  ...     •  That  Petrillo  ban  on  tele's  use  of  "live" 

music  dates  back  to  last  February   About  the  only  thing  that's  new 
is  the  fact  that  James  Caesar  now  flatly  says  it  will  stay  until  the  AFM 

determines  how  tele  will  affect  musicians  employment.  ...  •  Mrs. 

William  H.  Hernon  is  the  new  chief  of  the  reviewing  staff  of  Chicago's 
Better  Films  Council.  ...  •  Take  it  from  the  St.  Louis  Star-Times,  the 

Federal  Parole  Board  is  investigating  reports  that  John  P.  Nick  is  at- 
tempting to  regain  control  of  Local  6  IATSE   

COMING  and  GOING 
SPYROS  P.  SKOURAS,  president  of  20th  C 

tury-Fox,  and  WILFRED  J.  EADIE,  comprro 
and  assistant  treasurer,  left  New  York  yester 
for  studio  huddles. 

R.  W.   HADLEY,  JR.,  who  has  joined  Para, 
ternational  as  a  field   rep.   in  the  Far  East, 
yesterday  for  the  Para.   Cleveland  branch,  wh 
he  will   study  supervisory  operations. 
MARIA  ELENA  MARQUES,  Mexican/  J^f 

to  Lisbon  on  Monday  from  New  York.    *■'?    ' CEORCE  T.  SHUPERT  has  arrived  in  KOJ./W. 
from   New   York. 

PAUL  VERDAYNE,  new  Paramount  gem 
manager  in  the  Straits  Settlements,  has  arri 
in   Hollywood. 

ARCHIE  MAYO  will  arrive  in  New  York  ti 
Hollywood  Saturday. 

SAM    N.    BURGER,   regional   director  of  Lat 

America    for    Loew's    International,    will    ret 
today  from  an  extended  tour  of  his  territory 

companied  by  ADOLPH  JUDALL,  Loew's  assist manager  for  Brazil. 
JOSEPH  HAZEN  returned  here  yesterday 

plane  from  England. 
HAL  WALLIS  is  en  route  to  the  Uni 

States  by  boat  from  England. 
JOE  INCBER,  Brandt  circuit  film  buyer,  L 

FISCHLER,  film  buyer  for  Cinema  Circuit,  ; 
MURRAY  LE  BOSS  of  Cinema,  returned  to  tt 
desks  yesterday  from  a  three-week  West  Cc vacation. 

PENNY  SINCLETON  will  arrive  in  New  Y 
from   Hollywood  next  Tuesday. 

E.  T.  COMERSALL,  Universal  assistant  s; 
manager,  leaves  Friday  on  a  trip  to  Cincinn 
Oklahoma  City  and  Dallas,  returning  to  the  he office  on  May  13. 

SIDNEY  LAX,  office  manager  at  Columl 
Minneapolis,  will  fly  to  New  Haven  on  Mai 
for  his  vacation. 

|.  W.  MacFARLANE,  branch  manager,  | 
POWERS,  district  manager,  CORDON  GREE 
and  BILL  HOLISKY,  salesmen,  of  the  Natio 
Screen  Service,  Minneapolis,  arrived  yester 
for  the  NSS  convention. 
GILBERT  NATHANSON  left  New  York  yest 

day  for  his  Minneapolis  headquarters. 
KENT  SMITH  is  in  New  York  from  the  Co: 
JULES  LAPIDUS,  WB  Eastern  division  s: 

manager,  was  a  Philadelphia  visitor  yesterday. 
ED  MAYER,  Western  manager  for  Ca; 

Films,  has  gone  to  Hot  Springs  for  a  vacat from   Chicago. 

TED  TOD,  Warner  publicist,  left  Chicago 
a    vacation   at   Phoenix,    Ariz. 

H.  L.  COSTELLO,  formerly  of  the  Orier 
Theater,  Chicago,  returned  there  from  his  W Coast  trip. 

IRENE    MANNING     is    in    Chicago    with 
"Day  Before  Soring"   company. 

H.  M.  BESSEY,  vice-president  of  Altec  i 
E.  O.  WILSCHKE,  his  assistant,  have  returned 
New  York  from  Detroit  and  Chicago. 

Tack  Warner  Joins  Board 
Of  Motion  Picture  Academ 

West    Coast   Bureau   of   THE   FILM  DAI 
Hollywood — Jack  L.  Warner  joi 

the  board  of  governors  of  the  Aca 

emy  of  Motion  Picture  Arts  a 
Sciences  following  his  unanimo 
election  to  the  office  of  Acader 
treasurer  at  a  board  meeting  he: 
Warner  fills  the  post  left  vacant 
the  recent  death  of  John  LeR 
Johnston,  who  had  been  treasui 
since  last  October. 

Announcement  of  Warner's  eh 
tion  was  made  by  Academy  Pre: 
dent  Jean  Hersholt. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  2 

William  Bakewell  Jack  Gallagher 
Denison  Clift  Jules  Levey 

Walter    Strenge  Brian  Aherne 
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HEY!  HEY! 

DID  YOU  SEE  IT? 

DID  YOU  SEE  IT? 

THE  FIGURE!  THE  FIGURE! 
BETTE  DAVIS  IN  HER 

DOUBLE  ROLE  IN 

"A  STOLEN  LIFE"  YESTERDAY 

HAD  THE  N.Y.  HOLLYWOOD'S 
BIGGEST  OPENING  DAY ! 

DOUBLE  ROLE  FOR  BETTE! 

DOUBLE  WORK  FOR  THE  CASHIER! 

WARNER  WARNER1  »  »  »  bette  davis  m  "a  stolen  life" with  GLENN  FORD  •  DANE  CLARK 
WALTER  BRENNAN  .  CHARLIE  RUGGLES 

Screen  Play  by  Catherine  Turney  •  Adapted  Directed  by 
by  Margaret  Buell  Wilder   •  From  a  Novel     __,_     __         __»._,  .  .__._ 
by  Karel  J.  Benes   •  Music  by  Max  Steiner    CURTIS     BERNHARDT 
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ATA  Assessments 
Collections  Start 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

that  during  the  initial  year  the  as- 
sociation's funds  would  be  raised  by 

assessment  rather  than  dues  and 
that  such  assessments  be  levied  in 
the  same  manner  as  were  those  of 
the  War  Activities  Committee,  ex- 

cept that  instead  of  exchange  districts 
the  assessments  would  be  broken 
down  into  state  allocations.  The  dis- 

tribution percentages  used  by  some 
distributors  will  be  a  guide  in  the 
setting  of  the  assessments,  with 
population  also  being  an  important 
factor. 

Cost  to  Theater  Low 
The  St.  Louis  convention  voted  a 

yearly  budget  of  not  less  than  $100,- 
000,  but  that  figure  will  increase  in 
accordance  with  the  increase  in 
membership.  It  was  pointed  out  yes- 

terday, however,  that  the  cost  to 
individual  theaters  would  be  low. 
State  units  already  organized  will 
be  the  first  to  receive  statements, 
the  amount  to  be  worked  out  equit- 

ably by  the  committee.  It  was  in- 
dicated that  New  York  would  be 

assessed  $30,000  which  probably  will 
be  the  largest  amount  because  of 
population  and  number  of  theaters. 

Incorporation  papers  for  the  as- 
sociation may  be  filed  today.  The 

matter  was  discussed  with  Herbert 
Jacoby  of  the  law  firm  of  Schwartz 
&  Frohlich. 

Attending  yesterday's  meeting 
were  Ted  Gamble,  chairman  of  the 
board;  Si  Fabian,  president;  Sam 
Pinanski,  treasurer;  Robert  Coyne, 
executive  director,  and  Leonard 
Goldenson,  Harry  Brandt,  Walter  T. 
Brown,  William  Skirball,  Gil  Nath- 
anson,  Oscar  Doob,  William  Crockett, 
and  Malcolm  Kingsberg. 

Little  Headlines: 

Hearing  on  Hughes  MPAA 
Restraining  Move  May  17 

Hearing  on  Howard  Hughes'  mo- 
tion for  a  temporary  injunction  to 

restrain  the  MPAA  from  taking 
action  on  "The  Outlaw"  has  been 
postponed  until  May  17.  It  was  to 
have  been  heard  in  Federal  Court 
tomorrow.  Attorneys  said  they 
needed  more  time  to  prepare  their 
case. 

NEW  POSTS 
JOHN  M.  GREENE,  NBC  Television  sales  de- 

partment,   New   York. 
ALEENE  LITTLE,  from  the  Hall  Industries  in 

Beevile,  Tex.,  to  assistant  auditor,  the  Cor- 
pus Christi  Theaters,  Corpus  Christ! ,  Tex. 

EDWARD    NIELSEN,    operator,    Victory,    Detroit. 

J.  J.   MATIS,   exploiteer,   M-C-M,  Omaha. 
KEITH  LYSINCER,  manager,  Grand  Theater, 

Ravenna,   Neb. 

WAYNE  WALLACE,  from  Elk  City,  Okla.,  to 
city  manager  of  the  four  L.  C.  Griffith 
Theaters  in   Pampa,  Tex. 

DAN  O'KEEFE,  from  South  Texas,  salesman  for 
National  Screen  service  to  Texas  salesman 
for  Sack  Amusement  Co.,  Dallas,  Tex. 

U.  S.  FILMS  were  described  as  a  menace  to  the  natives  of  British  colonies  in  Com- 

mons yesterday  by  T.  C.  Skeffington-Lodge,  Laborite  M.  P.,  who  vainly  urged  the 
Colonial  Secretary  to  induce  censors  in  the  colonies  to  ban  them. • 

THE  POLICE  CENSOR  in  Bridgeport,  Conn,  banned  "The  Outlaw"  following  a  private screening. 

• 
ATTORNEY  GENERAL  TOM  CLARK,  addressing  the   U.  S.  C  of  C  convention  at 

Atlanta   yesterday,   charged    that   lobbyists   were    pressing  for   a  construction   monopoly. 
A  board  resolution,  however,  called  for  the  end  of  restrictions  on  private  building  which 
would  include  theaters, 

• 
THE  FBI   at  Baltimore  yesterday  pressed   an   investigation   into  an   attempt  to  extort 

$15,000  from  Dorothy  Lamour. 
• 

THE  ST.  CLOUD  MINN.  CITY  COUNCIL   proposes  to  increase   the   annual  license 
fee  for  theaters  from  $25  to  $250,  placing  theaters  in  the  same  classification  as  carnivals 
and  taverns. 

• 
WHILE  IT  IS  ALWAYS  POSSIBLE  that  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  will  raise  admis- 

sion prices  in  its  circuit,  there  is  no  definite  plan  at  this  time,  John  J.  Friedl,  president, 

told  THE  FILM  DAILY.  Friedl  based  that  possibility  on  the  assumption  "that  it  appears 
that  we  are  heading  for  inflation." • 

COL.   NATHAN   LEVINSON,  head  of  the  sound  department  at  Warners'  studio,  has 
been  awarded  the  War  Department's  Certificate  of  Appreciation  in  recognition  of  "patri- 

otic services  rendered  in  a  positicn  of  trust  and  responsibility  to  the  Government  during 

World  War  II." • 
ATOMIC   BOMB  TESTS  at   Bikini  Atoll   in   the   Pacific   this  Summer  will   be  photo- 

graphed by  60  high-speed   cameras  perfected   by  the   Bell   Telephone   Laboratories   and 
built  by  Western  Electric.   Each  of  the  cameras  is  capable  of  taking  thousands  of  pic- 

tures per  second. 
• 

SHOOTING  ON  "Forever  Amber"  was  suspended  by  20th-Fox  because  film  quality 
was   not  up  to   planned    high    standards,    Darryl    Zanuck    said    in    Hollywood   yesterday. 
Production   resumes  in  the  late  Summer.  Cast  changes,  if  any,  have   not  been  decided 

upon. • 

CHICAGO'S    POLICE  CENSORS   during  April   "pinked"   seven    films,   thus  restricting them  to  adult  audiences. 

$1,109,962  Salaries 
For  201  h-Fox  Heads 

Senator  Longer  Drafts 

New  "Neely"  Measure 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

being  written,  Langer  said,  and  will 
be  offered  within  the  next  two  weeks. 

Langer's  interest  in  the  matter, 
not  surprising  in  view  of  the  tough 
election  fight  he  faces  this  Summer 
and  Fall,  follows  complaints  against 
the  majors  by  North  Dakota  and 
Minnesota  exhibitors. 

"My  bill  will  seek  to  do  by  con- 
gressional action  everything  the  De- 
partment of  Justice  is  trying  to 

accomplish  in  its  law  suit  in  New 
York,"  Langer  said,  "but  this  situa- 

tion is  serious  and  we  can't  wait  for 
the  courts,  which  might  take  years 
before  reaching  their  ultimate  de- 

cision." 
Although  ordinarily  such  legisla- 

tion would  go  to  the  Senate  Inter- 
state Commerce  Committee — a  fairly 

liberal  group —  Langer  says  he  will 
seek  to  have  his  bill  referred  to  the 
Senate  Judiciary  Committee,  of 
which  he  is  a  member.  He  said  that 
even  though  it  is  late  in  session, 
he  will  seek  to  force  hearings  on  the 
bill  —  but  has  no  assurance  from 
Chairman  Pat  McCarran  that  he  will 
get  consideration  for  the  bill  this 
session. 

Hollywood  in  Cambridge 
Cambridge,  Minn.  —  George  and 

Arnold  Crane  will  open  the  new 
Hollywood  here  about  May  8. 

Proposed  $1  Reel  Tax 
Killed  in  Massachusetts 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

has  been  given  leave  to  withdraw  by 
the  committee  on  taxation. 

Other  bills  before  committee  in 
the  State  House  of  interest  to 
Massachusetts  exhibitors  show  little 
activity.  At  present,  the  $1  per  seat 
tax  that  has  been  suggested  to  the 
Boston  City  Council  is  still  under 
consideration.  No  petition  for  legis- 

lation has  been  submitted  to  the 
State  House. 

The  compilation  of  Bonus  Bills, 
one  calling  for  one  cent  per  admis- 

sion per  person,  is  now  before  the 
Ways  and  Means  Committee  and  has 
not  been  dated  for  public  hearing. 

Savini's  Mother  Dies; 
Funeral  in  Atlanta  Sat. 

Mrs.  C.  W.  Savini,  80,  mother  of 
Robert  M.  Savini,  president  of  Astor 
Pictures  Corp.,  died  at  her  home  in 
Atlantic  City  Tuesday  night.  Serv- 

ices and  interment  will  be  held  in 
Atlanta,  Ga.,  on  Saturday  afternoon. 

Mrs.  Savini  is  survived  by  three 
sons,  Robert,  Charles  of  Pearl  River, 
La.,  and  Emile,  Atlanta;  and  three 
daughters,  Mrs.  R.  N.  Campbell, 
Cambridge,  Mass.;  Mrs.  Thomas  Mc- 
Cants,  New  Orleans,  and  Mrs.  Wil- 

liam Burke,  Jr.,  Atlantic  City. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

on  the  board,  are  given  as  follow 
Spyros  P.  Skouras,  president,  §25 
273;    Darryl   F.   Zanuck,   vice-pre 
dent  in  charge  of  production,  ̂ 2& 
000;  Thomas  J.  Connors,  vie/  fan 
dent   in  charge   of   sales,   %^^jI 

William   C.    Michel,   executive '  vi< 
president,  §114,783;   Murray   Silvfi 
stone,    vice-president    in    charge 
foreign  distribution,  $84,950;  Jose; 
H.   Moskowitz,   vice-president,   §7; 
500;  Donald  A.  Henderson,  treasuril 
§57,250;  Fred  L.  Metzler,  assistal 
treasurer,  §52,000;  Wilfred  J.  Eadl 
comptroller  and  assistant  treasuri 
§38,300;  Felix  A.  Jenkins,  secretaii 
§27,000;  George  F.  Wasson,  Jr.,  a] 
sistant  secretary,  §38,550. 

All  members  of  the  board  will 
proposed  for  re-election  at  the  stoc  { 
holders'  meeting  on  May  21  at  : 
company's    home    office.     They    ar 
Skouras,    Zanuck,    Connors,    Mich, 
Silverstone,   Henderson,  Eadie,  Je  ■ 
kins,  L.  Sherman  Adams,  Robert  \ 

Clarkson,  John  R.  Dillon,  Daniel  ■] 
Hastings,   Robert   Lehman,   Willis 
P.  Philip,  and  Seton  Porter. 

Stockholders  also  will  be  asked  i 

pass  upon  the  proposed  pension  pi  : 
for  officers  and  employes  announc, 
by  20th-Fox  on  Tuesday  and  deta 
of  which  appeared  in  yesterday 
Film  Daily. 

Rank's  Martin  Here  for 
Bell  &  Howell  Huddles 

Harry  W.  Martin,  one  of  the  gro-  - of   technical   experts   being   sent 

the  U.  S.  by  the  J.  Arthur  Rank  i 
terests    for    interchange    of    ide 

among   leading   technicians   of  bo 
countries,  has  arrived  here  by  pla 
from  England  en  route  to  Chica; 
to    confer   with   officials    of   Bell 
Howell    regarding    latest    develo 
ments    in    surface    coating    of   no 
reflecting   motion    picture   film.     I 
will  remain  in  the  U.  S.  for  abo: 
three  weeks  and  will  then  return 
his  London  headquarters. 

Martin's   firm,   Taylor,   Taylor 
Robson,    manufactures    the    widel 
known  Cooke  lenses. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Bell-Kennedy 

Denver  —  Suzanne  Bell,  daught 
of  Earl  Bell,  Warners  exchange  ma 

ager,  and  Michael  J.  Kennedy,  J' will  be  married  June  29  in  tl 
Cathedral  of  the  Immaculate  Co: 

ception. 

Tracy-di  Bartolo 
Cleveland,  O.  —  Gertrude  Trac 

manager   of   Loew's    Ohio,   has   a: nounced  her  engagement  to  Lou 
Bartolo  of  this  city. 
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tve  for  Settlement 
Detroit  Labor  Row 

i 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ass  the  situation,  as  he  is  ask- 
for  assurance  that  the  "local  will 
e  by  the  contract  and  the  laws 

|he,  IATSE." 
ng    said    that   "a   producer 
ant  to  open  rooms  unless  he 

oe  assured  he  will  have  the  kind 
service   he  wants   and  contracts 
He  will  want  evidence  that  we 

control  our  local  union."    Ref- 
ice    was    to    the    various    work 
jpages  which  preceded  the  shut- 
,rn  of  shipping  by  six  majors. 
iackroom  employes  who  were  not 
'king   have    been    getting   unem- 
yment  compensation   during  this 
lod,  so  that  they  have  not  been 
illy  without  funds,  Stickling  indi- 
ed. 

"he  meeting  last  night  was  to 
iuss  the  assurance  sought  by 
TSE,  and  was  to  include  both 
se  employes  working  currently 
L  those  in  the  exchanges  that  are 
at  down.  The  next  step  will  be  to 

I  the  producers'  committee  to  come 
and  start  negotiations  for  a  con- 
ict  if  results  are  favorable. 

;\To  indication  of  whether  there  is 
Visibility  of  the  re-opening  of  back 
^ms  pending  contract  negotiations 

"s  forthcoming. 

tlonta  Theaters  Hit 
r  Transport  Strike 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

:prs  after  a  union  vote  rejected 
;ompromise  agreement. 
The  lines  affected  normally  trans- 
rt  of  half  million  persons  daily. 
ux  of  the  dispute  is  the  AF  of  L 

Eion's  insistence  on  a  new  pension 
in,  a  point  which  the  Georgia 
wer  Co.  has  declined  to  submit  to 
oitration. 
Theatermen  throughout  the  city 
;wed  with  frank  alarm  the  pros- 
jjct  of  continuing  low  revenues, 
ice  union  officials  have  said  that 
further  conferences  toward  a 

ttlement  are  planned. 

oldman-Erlanger  Theater 
taring  Off  Till  Monday 

Philadelphia — Settlement  hearings 
connection  with  the  William 

pldman  -  Erlanger  Theater  case, 
heduled  to  be  heard  yesterday, 
ive  been  postponed  until  Monday 
Jscause  the  judge  was  committed 
'  another  case. 

SICK  KEPOHT 

JOHN  FREDRICKSON,  city  manager  of 
jindako  Theaters  in  Virginia,  Minn.,  is  in 
e  hospital  after  breaking  his  arm  in  six 

aces.  He  fell  putting  up  a  sign  on  the 
ate  for  the  reopening. 

«REVIEUIS» 
"A  Stolen  Life" 
with  Bette  Davis,  Glenn  Ford 

Warner  Bros.  107  Mins. 
SWELL  DRAMATIC  ENTERTAINMENT 

IS  PURVEYED  BY  STRONG  BOX  OFFICE 

CONTENDER;  DAVIS  IMPRESSES  IN  DUAL 
ROLE. 

In  "A  Stolen  Life"  Bette  Davis  has  made 
herself  the  gift  of  a  dramatic  gem  that  is 
precisely  cut  to  the  measure  of  her  talent. 
She  is  the  initials  of  the  B.D.,  inc.,  which 

turned  out  the  production  independently  in 
a  fashion  befitting  her  reputation  as  a 
screen  star  of  the  first  caliber. 

In  her  selection  of  this  film  as  a  show- 

window  for  her  histrionic  possessions  the 
actress  has  done  her  public  and  herself 

a  distinct  service,  for  emoooied  in  the  pro- 
duction is  the  kind  of  entertainment  to 

which,  the  great  bcdy  of  filmgoers  is 
easily  susceptiole,  while  the  story  supplies 
the  inspiration  for  a  performance  that 
matches,  if  it  does  not  transcend,  anything 

she  has  done  on  the  screen  and  that  per- 
mits of  a  greater  display  of  versatility  tnan 

any  other  of  her  roles  has  made  possible. 
Audiences  cannot  but  be  held  absorbed 

by  the  potency  of  the  picture's  drama  and 
respond  readily  to  the  emotional  prodding 

of  the  story.  The  account  of  the  rivalry  of 
twin  sisters  of  opposite  temperaments  for 
the  affections  of  a  ycung  dreamer  and 
idealist  represents  diversion  that  will  hit 

the  gentler  sex  with  devastating  force. 
Staging  and  scripting  have  combined  to 

give  the  film  substance  and  unlimited  in- 

terest. In  creating  her  screenplay  from 

Margaret  Buell  Wilder's  adaptation  of  the 
Karel  J.  Benes  novel,  Catherine  Turney 
has  skillfully  reached  under  the  hide  of  her 
two  main  characters  to  show  what  makes 
them  tick. 

Miss  Davis  is  more  convincing  than 

usual  as  the  twin  sisters  perhaps  be- 
cause she  keeps  her  acting  under  restraint. 

She  makes  her  enactment  of  the  decent  and 

repressed  sister  more  than  ordinarily  moving. 
You  cannot  but  feel  deeply  for  her  when 
she  loses  Ford  to  her  evil  twin. 

The  film  builds  to  a  tense  and  gripping 

climax  when  the  respectable  sister,  a  painter, 
assumes  the  identity  of  the  bad  sister  when 

the  latter  is  drowned  off  the  New  England 
coast,  which  is  the  locale  of  the  story.  Her 

subterfuge,  adopted  so  that  she  might  enjoy 

Ford's  love,  serves  her  to  no  avail  when  she 
discovers  that  her  sister  and  the  man  she 

stole  were  not  happily  married  and  were 
planning  to  be  divorced.  The  truth  sets 

her  free  to  find  happiness  again  with  Ford. 

Curtis  Bernhardt's  direction  rates  high, 
drawing  fine  performances  from  the  players. 

Figuring  in  the  good  Miss  Davis'  life  besides 
Ford  is  Dane  Clark,  a  struggling  artist  who 
attempts  to  bully  the  gal  into  life.  Walter 
Brennan  and  Charlie  Ruggles  are  two 
worthies  whose  contribution  to  the  film 
cannot  be  overlooked. 
CAST:  Bette  Davis,  Clenn  Ford,  Dane  Clark, 

Walter  Brennan,  Charles  Ruggles,  Bruce  Ben- 
nett, Peggy  Knudsen,  Esther  Dale,  Joan  Win- 

field,  Clara  Blandick. 

CREDITS:  Director,  Curtis  Bernhardt;  Screen- 
play, Catherine  Turney;  Adaptation,  Margaret 

Buell  Wilder;  Based  on  novel  by  Karel  J. 
Benes;  Cameramen,  Sol  Polito,  Ernest  Haller; 
Art  Director,  Robert  Haas;  Film  Editor,  Rudi 
Fehr;  Sound,  Robert  B.  Lee;  Set  Decorator, 
Fred  M.  MacLean;  Special  Effects,  William  Mc- 
Cann,  E.  Roy  Davidson,  Willard  Van  Enger, 
Russell  Codings;  Musical  Score,  Max  Steiner; 
Musical  Director,   Leo  F.  Forbstein. 

DIRECTION,  Fine.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Fine. 
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Cagney  to  20th-Fox 
For  "13  Rue  Madeleine' 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

leine"  for  20th-Fox,  it  was  announced 
yesterday  by  Darryl  F.  Zanuck,  vice- 
president  in  charge  of  production. 
This  is  the  first  time  that  the  film 
star  has  accepted  an  outside  offer 
since  he  and  his  brother  William  set 
up  their  own  company. 
The  Cagneys,  as  result  of  the 

20th-Fox  deal,  will  postpone  making 
their  feature  "Stray  Lamb"  until mid-August. 

Production  will  commence  on  "13 
Rue  Madeleine"  in  about  two  weeks. 
Louis  de  Rochemont  will  produce  and 
Henry  Hathaway  will  direct.  Cast 
will  also  have  George  Montgomery, 
Anabella,  Richard  Conte  and  Walter 
Abel. 

RKO  Managers  to  Meet 
In  Chicago  Sat.-Sun. 

Robert  Mochrie,  RKO  Radio  vice- 
president  in  charge  of  domestic  dis- 

tribution, yesterday  announced  a 
two-day  business  session  of  the  com- 

pany's division  and  district  man- 
agers, together  with  a  home  office 

delegation,  to  be  held  in  the  Black- 
stone  Hotel,  Chicago,  Saturday  and 
Sunday.  Mochrie  will  preside  at  the 
meeting  which  will  discuss  the  sale, 
distribution,  advertising  and  exploi- 

tation of  current  RKO  Radio  re- 
leases. 

Ned  E.  Depinet,  executive  vice- 
president  of  RKO,  will  head  the 
home  office  contingent  consisting  of 
Nat  Levy,  Walter  Branson,  S.  Bar- 

ret   McCormick,    Harry    Michalson, 
A.  A.  Schubart,  and  Terry  Turner. 

The   district   managers   attending 
will  be  Charles  Boasberg,  Leo  De- 
vaney,  Gus  Schaefer,  R.  J.  Folliard, 
B.  G.  Kranze,  David  Prince,  Ben  Y. 
Cammack,  H.  H.  Greenblatt,  R.  V. 
Nolan,  J.  H.  Maclntyre,  and  L.  S. 
Gruenberg.  Sam  Gorelick,  Chicago 
branch  manager,  will  also  attend. 

Unrestrained  Construction 

Step  to  Monopoly — Clark 
Atlantic  City  —  Removal  of  re- 

straints on  private  construction,  in- 
cluding theaters,  would  be  a  direct 

step  in  fulfilling  the  desire  of  pri- 
vate monopoly  to  regulate  the  great 

building  and  related  industries,  it 
was  asserted  here  yesterday  by  At- 

torney General  Tom  C.  Clark  in  an 
address  before  the  delegates  to  the 
U.  S.  Chamber  of  Commerce  con- vention. 

He  said  that  "as  we  abandon  war- 
time Government  controls,  we  must 

be  certain  we  are  not  surrendering 

control  to  private  monopolists,"  and added  that  the  Government  intends 

to  follow  the  course  that  "will  en- 
courage the  restoration  of  free  com- 
petition and  strengthen  independent 

enterprise." Toledo  Drive-in  Bows  In 
Toledo,  O.  —  The  new  Telegraph 

Drive-In  Theater,  co-owned  by  Jim 
Dempsey  and  Jack  Phillips,  has 

opened. 

$5  Million  Building 

Program  for  20lh-Fox 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

certain  buildings  which  have  been 
completely  amortized  and  under 
present  operating  conditions  are  no 
longer  suitable  for  efficient  opera- 

tion." To  meet  expanded  production 
needs  several  additional  stages  also 

will  be  constructed.  "No  new  financ- 
ing is  presently  contemplated  in  con- 

nection with  the  work,"  the  report says. 

The  company  gives  $5,217,180  as 
the  consolidated  net  profit  for  the 
fourth  quarter  of  1945  after  all 
charges.  This  compares  with  $2,095,- 
927  for  the  third  quarter  of  1945 
and  $2,992,562  for  the  final  quarter 
of  1944. 

The  combined  net  profit  of  20th- Fox  and  its  subsidiaries,  including 

the  Roxy  Theater  and  National  The- 
aters Corp.,  amounted  to  $12,746,467 

after  all  charges  for  the  year  ended 
Dec.  29,  1945.  Federal  taxes  are  es- 

timated at  $21,650,000.  The  previous 
year  profits  were  $12,480,491. 

Current  assets  at  Dec.  29  stood 
at  $94,836,983,  of  which  $32,274,214 
represented  cash  and  $12,882,161  U. 
S.  Government  securities.  Current 
liabilities  were  $41,365,718,  of  which 
the  reserve  for  Federal  taxes  on  in- 

come is  $21,610,295.  Total  assets 
now  amount  to  $148,983,268. 

Combined  gross  income,  which  in- 
cludes the  National  group  of  the- 
aters and  the  Roxy  Theater, 

amounted  to  $185,672,542,  which  is 

the  highest  ever  reached  in  the  his- 
tory of  the  corporation. 

$4,000,000  Mexican  Studio 
Nearly  Ready  at  Tepeyac 

Mexico  City  (By  Wire) — Tepeyac 
Studio,  $4,000,000  plant  under  con- 

struction by  Estudios  Cinematogra- 
ficos  del  Tepeyac,  is  nearing  com- 

pletion and  will  soon  be  available  to 
Hollywood  as  well  as  Mexican  pro- 

ducers. Said  to  be  one  of  the  mod- 
ern studios  in  the  world,  site  in- 

cludes 10  sound  stages  as  well  as 
a  330-foot  long  location  stage  which 
is  expected  to  reduce  costs  of  loca- 

tion trips  and  exterior  shots. 

Enterprise  is  financed  by  Amer- 
ican and  Mexican  capital,  and  is 

headed  by  Ted  Gildred  who  built  the 
Chapultepec  Theater,  Mexican  show 
place.  Construction  is  under  How- 

ard E.  Randall,  director  general  of 
the  organization. 

STORK  REPORTS 

An  eight-pound,  six-ounce  son, 
Richard  Harry,  was  born  to  Mrs. 
Sidney  G.  Alexander,  wife  of  Colum- 

bia's advertising  manager,  at  the 
Jewish  Hospital,  Brooklyn.  The 
Alexanders  are  the  parents  of  two 
other  children,  Gail  Ellen  and  Wendy 
Joy. 

i^ 
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EL  FAMINE  SHUTTERS  CHICAGO  THEATERS 
uip.  Items  Exempt  from  Building  Restrictions 
ARDOUR  ST. 

tailing. ... 
By  "TATLER" 

(Ernest  W.  Fiedmcm) 
LONDON 

EST    news    here    at    the    moment    is 

gnation  of  Maurice  Ostrer,  in  charge 

roduction    for   Gainsborough,    the   corn- 

responsible  for  most  of  the  Rank  Bri- 
fllm  winners.  0:trer,  just  returned  from 
side,    had   differences   with   Rank   and 
came  to  a  head  when  his  resignation 

accepted.  Ostrer  has  been  in  charge  of 

studio    that   has    turned    out    "Wicked 

,"  "They  Were  Sisters,"  "Madonna  of 
Seven    Moons,"    "Fanny    By    Gaslight," 
avan"  and  a  host  of  pictures  that  have 
big  grosses,  and   turned   them  out  at 
reasonable  costs.  Claims  his  work  has 

r    been    appreciated    as     much    as    it 
it  to  have  been,   so  he   is  now  getting 
and  setting  up  as  indie  producer.  John 

s  joins  the  board  of  Gainsborough,   re- 
ing  Ostrer. 

•  • 
RY    hot    rumors    around    concerning    F. 

Del  Giudice  who  used  to  be  white- 
I  boy,  but  is  no  longer  quite  so  favored, 
jble  is,  costs  of  his  pictures  are  soaring 
high  and  Rank  is  determined  to  limit 

iuction  costs.    Del  reported  out  a  day  or 

back,  refutes  story  and  says  has  four- 

-  contract  to  run,  but  contracts  have 
sr  stood  in  the  way  yet,  because  there 
always  be  compensation.  However,  he 

till  in  the  saddle  at  Two  Cities. 
•  • 

R  ALEXANDER  KORDA  back,  not  say- 
ing much,  but  obviously  got  a  pretty 

mg  hand.  Hambro's  big  city  bankers 
king  him.  British-Lion  will  come  out  with 

■  lie  stock  issues  in  a  few  weeks'  time  for 

1 1 1  ion  pounds.  It's  in  the  bag,  and  issue 
tain  to  be  over-subscribed. 

f, main  contender  and  opposition.  Knows 
v  to  make  pictures  too.  Tells  me  he  has 
mula   to   get   British    films   into  America. 

pe  he's  right,  it's  been  a  sticky  problem 
far,  despite  "Seventh  Veil,"  and  "Henry 
the  going  doesn't  seem  to  be  very  easy. 

mors  are  he's  out  to  found  third  circuit 
r  here,   but    I    doubt   them   mvself.    Per- 

nally,    I'm    tired    of    hearing    about    third 
d  fourth  circuits,  because  they  never  ma- 
ialize.   First  picture   from   Korda   will   go 
o   production    at  Sound    City,    which    he 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Installation  of  Machinery 
And  Equipment  Aside 
From  Mechanical  Permitted 

Washington   Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Projection  and  sound 
equipment,  plus  theater  seats  and 
other  important  motion  picture  items 
are  specifically  exempted  from  the 
restrictions  of  the  construction  con- 

trol order,  CPA  ruled  yesterday.  The 
sweeping  exemptions  are  contained 

in  Supplement  1  to  Veterans'  Hous- 
ing Program  Order  1. 

Under  the  building  control  order, 
authorization  is  required  for,  among 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

IATSE  Cashiers  Union 

Signs  Pad  With  RKO 
The  first  union  contract  covering 

theater  cashiers  in  this  area  has  been 
signed  by  the  RKO  circuit  and  Local 
B-52  of  the  IATSE,  it  was  learned 
yesterday.  Signing  of  the  agreement 
climaxed  a  long  organizational  drive 
by  the  union,  which  was  chartered 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

NSS  Dallas  Branch  and 
Denver  Salesman  Cited 

Tribute  was  paid  yesterday  to  F. 
W.  Allen,  Dallas  branch  manager 
and  Sebe  Goodlett,  Denver  salesman 
at  the  first  National  Screen  Service 
international  convention  in  the  Wal- 

dorf-Astoria. Herman  Robbins,  NSS 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

SWEIGERT  HEADS 
PARA.  DIVISION 

Succeeds  Bill  Erbb,  Resigned — 
Branches  Realigned 

Appointment  of  Earle  W.  Swei- 
gert  as  a  Paramount  division  sales 
manager  to  succeed  William  E. 

Erbb,  resigned, 

and  a  new  align- ment  of  the 
branches  in  the 
Eastern,  New 

York  and  South- 
ern and  Central 

divisions  were  an- 
nounced yester- 

day by  Charles  M. 

Reagan,  vice- president  in 

charge  of  domes- tic distribution. 
Sweigert  moves 
to  his  new  post 
from  the  position 

of  district  man- 
ager of  the  Phila- delphia, Washington  and  Pittsburgh areas. 

The  new  designation  of  the  exist- 
ing four  divisions  and  their  respec- 
tive sales  managers  will  be  as  fol- lows: 

The    Northeastern    and    Southern 

division  under  Hugh  Owen's  super- 
vision;    Mid-Eastern     under     Earle 

Sweigert;   Central  division  under  J. 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

E.  W.  SWEIGERT 

See  Tug  ot  War  Over  Aniline 
D  of  J  Drafting  Patents  Disposal  Bill 

V.  C.  Goes  International 
As  Mex.  City  Gets  Tent 

Formation  of  a  Variety  Club  tent 
in  Mexico  City  was  announced  yes- 

terday by  R.  J.  O'Donnell,  national 
chief  barker  of  the  Variety  Clubs  of 
America.  At  the  forthcoming  na- 

tional convention  in  New  York  City, 
the  Mexico  City  unit  will  request 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  A  bitter,  behind- 
the-scenes  battle  over  disposal  of 
the  German-originated  pix  patents 
owned  by  General  Aniline  and  Film 
Corp.,  including  the  Agfa  color  pro- 

cess, is  fast  developing,  with  top 
Government  and  industry  officials 
already  taking  sides,  The  Film 
Daily  learned  yesterday. 

Disposal  of  the  multi-million  dol- 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Can  Open  Until  6  P.M. 
Tonight;  2  to  6  Weekday 
Operation,  Dark  Sundays 

Chicago — Issuance  of  an  order  by 
the  Illinois  Commerce  Commission, 
aimed  at  conservation  of  coal  via 
curtailment  of  electric  power  use- 
age,  and  directing  all  theaters  and 
other  places  of  amusement  in  this 
city  and  adjacent  areas  of  State 
to  suspend  operations  all  day  Sunday 
and  to  remain  open  only  from  2  to  6 
p.m.  on  week-days,  initiated  an  all- 
day  crisis  in  the  local  exhibition field. 

Representatives  of  circuits  and 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Adors  Win  Initial 
Double  Tax  Yidory 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  The  Screen  Actors 
Guild  and  Artists  Managers  Guild 
have  won  an  initial  victory  in  their 
long  struggle  to  have  the  United 
States  Senate  remove  from  a  pro- 

posed reciprocal  tax  treaty  with 
Great  Britain  the  clause  which  ex- 

t  Continued  on  Page  3) 

20%  Dominion  Admissions 
Tax  Seen  as  Continuing 

Toronto — Refusal  of  Federal  Gov- 
ernment officials  attending  the 

Ottawa-Dominion-Provincial  Confer- 
ence of  Ministers  to  give  up  war- 
time taxation  fields  is  considered  bad 

news  for  theater  operators.  Observ- 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Record  Set  by  Loew's In  Cancer  Collections 

Cancer  drive  collections  by  Loew's theaters  totaled  $156,058.66,  a  new 

high  for  drives  of  that  type,  it  was 

revealed  yesterday.  In-town  houses 

collected  $87,558  66,  and  the  out-of- 
town  houses  participating  took  in 

$68  500.  Theater  Cancer  Committee 

commented  that  Loew's  collections 
exceeded  their  highest  expectations. 
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FINANCIAL 
(Thurs.,  May  2) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

High     Low     Cose 
Am.  Seat   31  '/2     31  Vz     31  >/z 
Columbia  Picts   31  V4     31         31 
East.  Kodak     253       251       251 

Gen.  Prec.  Eq     36%     36'/8     36V8  ■ 
Loew's,  Inc   39'/4     38%     38%  ■ 
Paramount          79%     77%     73%- 
RKO        26%     24%     243/4  . 
Republic  Picts      15%     15'/4     153/8  ■ 
Republic  Picts.  pfd...    18%     18V2     I8V2 
20th  Century-Fox   ...   61%     60%     61 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  75%     75%     753,4  ■ 
Universal  Pict   46%     45         45 

Universal    Picts.    pfd..   99-3/4     99%     99%  ■ 
Warner  Bros   523,4     51%     51%- 

NEW  YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts   10%     10         10 

Radio-Keith  cvs   11%     10%     10%- 
Sonotone  Corp       5%       5%       5% 

Technicolor        273/8     26%     26  %-■ 
Trans-Lux          73/g      7%      7% 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 

Bid Pathe  Industries     13% 

Net Chg. 
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% 

1% 
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% 
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% 
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Three  Fox  June  Releases 

"Cluny  Brown,"  "Somewhere  in 
the  Night"  and  "Strange  Triangle" are  scheduled  for  release  in  June 
by  20th-Fox. 

House  G.O.P.  Would  Kill 

State  Department's  IIS 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Opposition  to  the 

State  Department's  International  In- 
formation Service  flared  anew  in  the 

House  yesterday.  The  Republican- 
led  opposition  moved  to  strike  the 
$10,000,000  service  from  a  bill  to 
appropriate  $358,825,758  to  operate 
the  State,  Justice  and  Commerce 
departments  and  Federal  Judiciary 
for  the  year  beginning  July  1. 

Meeting  in  secret  session,  the 
House  Foreign  Affairs  Committee 
late  yesterday  voted  to  bar  the  State 
Department  from  access  to  existing 
newsgathering  facilities  for  its  In- 

ternational Information  Program. 
The  unexpected  action  also  denies 

the  State  Department  the  power  to 
rent  buildings  or  grounds  in  foreign 
countries  for  use  as  U.  S.  libraries 
or  centers  of  information. 

Money  "With  No  Place  to 
Go"  Swells  Maritime  Biz 

Two  Theaters'  Children's 
Licenses  Are  Suspended 

Two  more  theaters  have  been  pen- 
alized with  temporary  suspension  of 

their  children's  admission  licenses, 
License  Commissioner  Benjamin 
Fielding  announced  yesterday.  Mt. 
Eden  Theater,  in  the  Bronx,  was  sus- 

pended for  two  days  for  permitting 
adults  in  the  children's  section,  and 
for  allowing  a  five-year-old  child  in 
the  house  without  an  adult.  Grove 
Theater,  Brooklyn,  will  be  closed  to 
unaccompanied  children  for  three 
days  next  week,  because  of  improper 
supervision  of  children.  Both  houses 
were  warned  that  any  repeated 
offense  will  mean  permanent  revoca- 

tion of  children's  admission  license. 

Para.,  Not  St.  Louis 

Amuse't,  Denied  Delay 
The  Circuit  Court  of  Appeals  in 

St.  Louis  denied  the  request  of  Para- 
mount and  others  for  a  postpone- 

ment in  the  action  brought  by  the 
St.  Louis  Amusement  Co.,  et  al,  in 
its  appeal  from  the  dismissal  of  the 
company's  $285,000  anti-trust  suit. 
The  request  for  the  postponement 
"ame  from  Paramount  and  other  de- 

fendants and  not  from  St.  Louis 
Amusement  Co.  as  stated  errone- 

ously in  a  story  printed  here  on 
Wednesday. 

RKO  Golf  Tournament  Set 

The  10th  annual  RKO  invitation 
golf  tournament  will  be  held  at  the 
Westchester  Country  Club  on  May 
16.  Ned  E.  Depinet  is  honorary 
chairman  of  the  event,  details  of 
which  are  being  handled  by  R.  S. 
"Dick"  Gavin  and  John  Farmer. 

LIVE-WIRE  PUBLICITY 
EXEC  AVAILABLE 

Ex-Army  Capt.  seeks  new  motion  picture 
opportunity.  14  years'  experience.  Newspaper, 
agency,  free-lance,  and  theatre  circuit  back- 
ground. 

Box   No.   31,  THE   FILM    DAILY 
1501   Broadway  New  York  18,   N.  Y. 

The  money  that  is  flowing  into 
film  theater  box  offices  at  the  present 
time  to  give  the  Canadian  Maritime 

Provinces  an  all-time  high  in  "takes" 
is  largely  money  that  has  no  other 
place  to  go,  in  the  opinion  of  Joseph 
M.  Franklin,  president  of  the  Frank. 
lin  &  Herschorn  Theater  Co.  of  St. 
John,  N.  B.,  who  was  in  New  York 
yesterday  en  route  to  his  home  from 
Florida. 

Franklin,  conceding  that  the  high 

quality  of  some  of  today's  product 
was  a  factor  in  pulling  'em  in,  said 
that  with  everything  from  shirts 
to  nylons  and  suits  to  beer  short, 
Canadians,  as  well  as  Americans, 
were  spending  freely  for  films.  That 
condition,  however,  he  pointed  out, 
will  not  prevail  indefinitely,  and 
once  consumer  goods  are  in  stores, 
theater  patronage  will  be  dropping. 
People  who  might  be  motoring,  he 
added,  now  are  regular  movie 
patrons;  once  new  cars  are  available, 
they  will  be  back  on  the  highways. 

The  New  Brunswick  circuit  oper- 
ator voiced  a  warning  against  the- 
ater over-building,  and  said  that  un- 
less extremely  good  judgment  was 

used,  many  of  those  eager  to  enter 
the  theater  field  would  be  clipped, 
and  exhibs.  now  operating  would  find 
themselves  paying  rent  on  closed 
houses. 

Franklin  was  critical  of  both  FPC 
and  Odeon  projected  plans  for  ex- 

pansion in  the  Maritimes,  terming  it 
"representation  building." 

12-Story  Pathe  Building 
Acquired  by  Transfilm 

In  a  move  to  house  all  of  its  de- 
partments in  one  place,  Transfilm, 

Inc.,  has  purchased  the  12-story 
Pathe  Bldg.,  35  W.  45th  St.,  through 
Brown,  Wheelock  &  Stevens.  Some 
of  the  departments  are  currently 
tenants  in  the  building  but  others  are 
scattered  throughout  the  city. 

Erected  in  1915,  the  Pathe  Bldg. 
is  one  of  the  few  structures  in  New 
York  built  especially  for  the  film  in- 

dustry. Equipment  includes  fire- 
proofed  film  vaults  and  numerous 
projection  and  cutting  rooms. 

COMING  and  GOINI 

ANDRE  ULLMANN,  Paramount's  direct; theaters  in  France  and  Belgium,  returned  to 

yesterday  by  plane,  after  six  weeks  of  horr 
fice  and   Coast  executive  conferences. 

VERNON  C.  CALDW'LL,  Walt  Disney  s executive,  returned  to  Hollywood  yesterday 

lowing  a  mcnth's  stay  in  New  York. 
INGRID  BERCMAN  arrives  in  New  York 

Hollywood  today.  fSf 

(AMES    RAMSEY    ULLMAN,    author    [ 

White    Tower,"    has    arrived    in    Hollywooi 
confer   with    producer-director    Edward    Dm 
and     screenwriter    Paul    Jarrico    on     the    s< 
adaptation. 
DOROTHY  STICKNEY  (Mrs.  Howard  Line 

returns  to  New  York  today. 

LAWRENCE  LANCNER,  of  the  Theater  C 
and    ARMINA    MARSHALL,    his    wife,    left 

yesterday  for  the  Coast. 
MAX  CORDON,  producer,  will  leave 

tomorrow  for  the  Coast. 

OLIVIA  DE  HAVILLAND  is  a  New  York 

tor. 
LOUIS  HAYWARD  arrived  from  the  C 

and   is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria. 
LOUIS  SIMON,  manager,  Essex.  Newark, 

leaves  in  late  May  for  a  White  Mountains  v 

tion. 
ALEC  MOSS  is  registered  at  the  Carib 

Hotel,   Miami  Beach. 

SAM   N.   BURGER,   regional  director  for  L:| 
America   for   Loew's   International,   returns  t 
'-om    a    tour   of    his    territory,    accompanied 
ADOLF  JUDALL,  assistant  manager  for  Braz  \ 

IRVING  WORMSER,   Eastern  sa'es  manager 
Film   Classics,   will   return   here   in   10  days  II 
a   business   trip   to    Indianapolis.    Cincinnati, 
troit,  Cleveland,   Pittsburgh  and   Philadelphia 
MOLLY  PICON  and  her  husband,  JA 

KALISCH,  actor,  writer  and  producer,  will  |i 
for  Europe  tomorrow,  to  entertain  the  o< 
pants  of  the  Displaced  Persons  Camps. 

ARTHUR  CREENE  has  returned  to  Chii 
from  Hollywood. 

GEORGE  EVANS,  Frank  Sinatra's  pa.,  is 
Chicago. 

IOYAL    HAUGHT,     and     RAYMOND     SCH 
BERG    of    Paramount,    are    in    Chicaeo    for 
confectioners    convention    as   is    LOUISE   BR; 

LETT  of  Wi'kin  Theaters,  Atlanta. 

ED  HEIBER,  Universalis  Chicago  exchi 
manager,  is  expected  back  at  his  desk  this  v. 
from  a  Miami  vacation. 

STANLEY  KIRK,  novelist,  has  arrived  in  1 
lywood  from  New  Ycrk  to  write  treatments. 
ADRIAN  SCOTT,  producer  of  RKO  Rad 

screen  version  of  lames  Hilton's  "So  Long 
-nembered,"  left  New  York  for  Hollywcod  )  i 
terday. 

ABE  PLATT,  former  8  &  K  district  mana 
leaves  Chicago  Friday  for  New  York. 

IDA  LUPINO  arrives  in  New  York  from 
Coast  on  Mav  11. 

CONSTANCE  COLLIER  will  leave  for  EngC 
upon  comoletion  of  her  current  role  in  Vz 

mount's  "The  Perils  of  Pauline." 
CHARLES    W.     CARPENTER,     of    Technicoi 

has    left    the    Coast    to    assume    charge    of 

company's   New  York  office. - 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion  picture." THE  BOXOFFICE  also  says  it! 

BEATING  EVERY  M-G-M  RECORD  AT  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL 
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I JTSE  Cashiers  Union 
4ns  Pad  With  RKO 
*  r    

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

(the  IATSE  when  the  cashiers 

Le  away  from  the  Motion  Picture 

{later  Operating  Managers  and 

J  jfitant  Managers  Guild,  an  inde- 
Jnt  labor  group. 

J[he  contract,  affecting  some  125 
D  cashiers  and  retroactive  to 

it.  1,  1945,  provides  for  a  40- 

V  week,  time  and  a  half  for  over- 

ly, beginners'  pay  of  $25  for  reg- 
|r  cashiers,  with  a  scale  of  $32 

er  three  years'  employment,  elim- 

jtion  of  split  shifts,  two  weeks' 
jation  with  pay,  paid  sick  leave 

I  closed  shop.  Cashier-secretaries 
1  draw  a  minimum  of  $27  and  a 
iximum  of  $35  after  three  years. 
Cashiers  will  get  retroactive  pay. 
(tits  estimated  at  a  total  of  about 
1,000. 
J:he  contract  with  RKO  represents 

i  J    initial   victory   in   an   intensive 

i  ive  to  organize  the  city's  theater 
(shiers,  according  to  Leona  Sosna, 
W  of  Local  B-52. 
Richard   Scott,   international   rep- 
i  entative  of  the  IA,  who  organized 

"    local,    and    Joseph    D.    Basson, 
'0     an     Alliance     representative, 
ped  to  negotiate  the  contract. 

jl%  Dominion  Admissions 
•ix  Seen  as  Continuing 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

'fe  see  it  as  meaning  the  continua- 
n  of  the  20  per  cent  Federal 
msement  tax  on  top  of  provincial 

'missions  imposts. Conference  was  believed  near  a 
eakdown  as  Finance  Minister  J. 

ij  Ilsley  said  that  the  Federal  trea- 
ry  required  war  taxes  for  peace- 
ne  measures,  including  the  state 
alth  and  old  age  plan,  and  other 

jstly  proposals.  Provincial  pre- iers  raised  strong  objections  to 
ntinued  tax  encroachment  on 
aat  was  their  exclusive  field  prior 

the  war,  but  Federal  officials  re- 
used to  give  ground. 

The  Dominion  has  a  normal  cor- 
date tax  rate  of  40  per  cent  and  a 

)  per  cent  excess  profits  tax  rate. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  3 
Leni  Lynn  Jack   Rieger 

S.    M.   Sacks  Arthur  Gottlieb 
Walter  Slezak 

May  4 
George  Josephs  Howard  Da  Silva 

Paul  Lazarus,  Sr.  Charles  Levy 

May  5 

June  Lang  Charles  C.  Pettijohn 
Tyrone  Power  Alice  Faye 

Harry  J.  Takiff 

Weeh-End  Report 
•  •  ©  CUFF  NOTES:  Reports  current  for  some  time  that  Atlas  Corp. 

would  sell  at  least  part  of  its  RKO  common  holdings  found  substantia- 

tion yesterday  when  the  New  York  Journal-American  quoted  L.  Boyd 
Hatch,  executive  vice-president,  as  saying  it  was  possible  that  a  block 

might   be    sold   by   June   20    or   "it   might   not   be   until    some    time   in 
the     Fall"   The     Journal- American    financial    page     story    further 

quoted  Hatch  as  saying  "eventually  we  are  going  to  sell  our  RKO 
stock  but  we  have  come  to  no  definite  conclusion  as  to  how  large  a  block 

it  will  be."  .  .  .  •  There  are  those  who  are  willing  to  wager 
that  the  decision  in  the  New  York  equity  suit  is  only  a  matter  of  days 

away.  ...     •   Steve  Broidy  and  Norton  Ritchey  will  be   leaving  the 

other  side  in  exactly  one  week   And  if  you'll  scrutinize  the  terms 

of  the  new  deal  with  Pathe  Pictures.  Ltd.,  closely,  you'll  not  need  Phil 

M.  to  tell  you  that  Steve  and  Nort  are  bringing  home  the  English  bacon 

  The  provision  that  Pathe  will  not  extend  its  PRC  distribution  deal, 

of  course,  is  not  exactly  surprising,  what  with  the  close  J.  Arthur  Rank- 

PRC  relationship.  ...  •  If  Goldwyn  and  Republic  are  talking  a 

physical  distribution  deal,  as  you  may  have  read,  they  forgot  to  in- 

form Jim  Mulvey  and  Herb  Yates.  ...  •  The  Astor's  week-end  price 

for  "The  Kid  from  Brooklyn"  is  up  to  $1.80.  ...  •  Monogram's  new 
Albany  branch  manager  is  N.  R.  Dickman,  who  replaces  Gene  Lowe 

  Dickman  recently  legally  changed  his  name  from  Nate  Sodikman 

  He's  a  former  Detroiter.  ...     •  Camden,  N.  J..  Methodists  want 
a  Sunday  movies  referendum.  ...  •  Stanley  Goldberg,  NSS  branch 

manager  for  Philadelphia,  gave  Cy  Seymour,  of  the  special  trailer  ser- 

vice department,  and  Phil  M.  a  glimpse  of  his  "prize  baby"  twins  at  the 
NSS  convention  in  the  Waldorf-Astoria  yesterday   Maybe  Mel  Gold 

can  figger  a  way  to  use  the  pair  on  special  double-feature  trade  an- 

nouncements  All  of  the  165  salesman  got  a  hot-off -the-press  copy 

of  Mel's  impressive  En-Ess-Ess  May  edition,  of  the  house  organ  as  well 

as  June's  Mister  Showman  with  a  new  list  of  Father's  Day  and  Gradu- 
ation Day  trailers.  ...     •  Reported  UA  product  lineup  at  the  Globe, 

following  current  Disney  pic,  goes  like   this   "Diary,"   "Breakfast." 

"Young  Widow."  "Night  in  Casablanca."  "Scandal  in  Paris"   
T  T  T 

•      •      •     THIS  AND  THAT:  Howard  Bay,  ace  Broadway  production 

designer,  has  been   wooed  and   won   by   International   Pictures   

Unique  contract  provides  IP  also  may  use  him  as  co-ordinator  and  super- 

visor of  wardrobe  or  as  a  film  director.  ...  •  That  effective  "En- 
chanted Forest"  trailer  getting  a  lot  of  attention   And  studios  are 

reported  becoming  more  trailer  conscious  these  days.  ...  •  After 

27  years.  Gil  Lubin,  operator  of  the  Martha  Washington  Theater  in 

Hamtramck,  is  calling  it  quits  as  special  officer  at  the  Detroit  Juvenile 

Court.  ...  •  Add  Signs  o'  the  Times:  The  Wall  St.  Journal  is  paying 

more  and  more  attention  to  Hollywood,  logically  a  reflection  of  investors' 
interest  in  what  makes  the  studio  wheels  go  round   Page  One  fea- 

tured story  yesterday  in  the  Journal  pointed  up  the  slugging  match  by 
rival  studio  unions,  asserted  that  the  1945  strike  settlement  was  a  bust 

  .  .However,  a  new  strike  is  deemed  unlikely.  ...     •  If  you  go  for 

mystery  thrillers,  read  "Crime  is  of  the  Essence,"  by  Joe  Csida.  the 
billboard's  general  manager. ....  .It's  just  been  published  by  Five- 

Star  Mysteries   Plenty  of  suspense  and  chills.  ...     •  Universal's 
Joseph  Seidelman  sails  from  England  on  the  Queen  Mary  today.  .  .  . 

•  Multi-star  trend  isn't  exactly  a  joy  to  some  studios.  ...  •  Lenore 
Tobin  has  just  published  a  new  edition  of  that  invaluable  New  York 

theater  guide,  yclept  Stubs.  ...  •  Cooper  Foundation  (Theaters)  has 
turned  over  a  $1,000  check  to  the  Pueblo  (Colo.)  Kiwanis  Club  to  aid 

its  drive  on  juvenile  delinquency   That.  too.  is  swell  public  relations. 

W ARDOUR  ST. 
Calling. ... 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

has  recently  acquired,  within  the  next  five weeks. 

•  • 

DANK  says  he  don't  know  nuffin  about 
"^  Spyros  P.  Skouras'  statement  that  he 
is  making  early  visit  to  America.  Film  chief 

says  no  plans  at  the  moment  for  such  a 

trip  but  probably  will  travel  later  in  the 

year,  so  don't  expect  him  yet  awhile. •  • 

THEATER  business  still  on  the  up  and  up. 
RKO's  "Bells  of  St.  Marys"  a  smash  hit 

at  the  Carlton,  "Captive  Heart,"  Ealing's 
picture  did  fine  business  at  Odeon  and  now 
repeating  success  in  key  spots.  London  full, 
and  despite  recent  spell  of  fine  weather, 
all  houses  doing  nicely. 

•  • 

ARTHUR  JARRATT,  circuit  booker  for 
25  years,  having  shaken  exhibiting  dust 

off  his  feet,  now  fully  fledged  distributor 

and  talks  good  horse-sense  about  distri- 
bution and  production.  Level-headed  ex- 
ecutive who  knows  most  of  the  answers 

and  must  be  invaluable  aid  to  Korda,  for  he 

can  put  him  right  on  signing  of  artists,  some 
of  whom  may  have  big  names,  but  are 

"poison  at  the  box  office."  (Shades  of  Harry 

Brandt!— Ed.).   

Actors  Win  Initial 
Double  Tax  Victory 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

empted  actors  from  benefits  of  the 
treaty. 

A  telegram  from  the  Senate's  For- eign Relations  Committee  said  that 
the  sub-committee  which  had  held 

hearings  on  the  matter,  voted  yes- 
terday "to  report  back  to  the  full 

committee  favorably  to  the  position 

taken  by  the  actors."  Senator  Scott 
Lucas  is  chairman  of  the  sub-com- mittee. 

The  treaty  would  end  double  tax- 
ation on  incomes  of  Americans  work- 

ing in  England  183  days  or  less.  In 
its  present  form,  as  originally  sent 
to  the  floor  of  the  Senate  by  the  For- 

eign Relations  Committee,  the  treaty 
specifically  discriminates  against 
actors  by  exempting  them  from  its benefits. 

Father  of  Dave  Bader  Dead 
Leopold  Bader,  76,  father  of  David 

A.  Bader,  passed  away  Wednesday 

night  after  a  year's  illness.  Besides Dave,  survivors  are  his  widow,  Ida; 
a  daughter,  Mrs.  Jeanette  Corwin, 
and  two  sisters.  Funeral  will  be 
today. 

SICK  IIEPOKT 

COL.  GEORGE  McCOY,  Columbia  sales- 
man at  Detroit  for  several  years,  is  taking 

a  few  months'  sick  leave  because  of  a 
serious  sacroiliac  condition. 



lODAY,  with  the  finest  of  distributor  outlets  available, 

it  is  no  uncalculated  reasoning  that  prompts  England's 
greatest  producer  to  turn  to  United  Artists  for  the 

exploitation  and  distribution  of  a  motion  picture,  so  spec- 

tacular, so  immense  in  scope,  so  assured  of  garnering  the 

greatest  of  financial  return,  that  it  looms  undeniably  as  the 

"must"  show  of  the  year.  Truly,  "Caesar  and  Cleopatra" 
demands  the  best  of  its  producer  and  distributor.  This 

best  it  shall  receive  because,  for  this  momentous  event, 

■  V 

J.  Arthur  Rank  releases  thru  United  Artists. 
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THIS      IS      THE      FIFTH      OF     A      SERIES      OF      UNITED      ARTISTS      ADVERTISEMENTS      TO      THE      TRADE 



C.C.F. PRESENTS 

VIVIEN  LEIGH*  CLAUDE  RAINS 

PRODUCED  AND 

DIRECTED  By 

1  Stewart  Granger  •  Flora  Robson  Francis  L  Sullivan 
It  s  a    I  emptation  in 

TECHNICOLOR 
*By  Arrangement  witfi   DAVID  O.  SEL2NICIC 



OLIVIA  DeHAVILLAND 

in"TO  EACH  HIS  OWN" 
with  Mary  Anderson  •  Roland  Culver  •  Virginia  Welles 

Phillip  Terry  •  Bill  Goodwin  •  and  introducing  John  Lund 

A  MITCHELL    LEISEN  Production 

Produced  by  Charles  Brackett  •  Directed  by  Mitchell  Leisen 
Screen  Play  by  Charles  Brackett  and  Jacques  Thery 

i 

NEW  \\ 

If  It's  a  PARAMOUNT  PICTUP! 
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Fuel  Famine  Shutters 

Chicago  Theaters 
i  Continued  from  Page  1) 

indie  showmen  huddled  throughout 
yesterday  afternoon  to  discuss  how 

they  could  best  meet  the  crisis  im- 
posed by  the  dwindling  fuel  supply 

in  this  area,  resulting  from  the  con- 
tinuing strike  of  the  soft  coal 

miners.  The  theatermen  and  the  ICC 

were  in  constant  contact,  and  it  was 
decided  by  late  afternoon  that  the 
theaters  would  operate  last  night, 
and  run  until  6  p.m.  tonight.  In  the 
meantime,  all  concerned  hoped  that 
events  might  shape  themselves  so  as 
to  permit  screen  entertainment  to 
continue  for  the  public. 

Exhibition  leaders  will  convene 

again  today  "to  see  what  can  be 
worked  out."  All  the  theatermen 
showed  a  full  desire  to  co-operate 
with  the  ICC's  order.  Many  of  them felt  that  it  would  be  better  to  close 
down  their  theaters  entirely  than  to 
operate  for  only  two  hours  each 
week-day  afternoon,  when  business 
is  generally  slow. 
Commonwealth  Edison  officials 

estimate  that  complete  compliance 
with  the  order  will  help  them  reduce 
their  electrical  load  some  40  per  cent. 

No  Measures  Considered 
For  Closing  N.  Y.  C.  Theaters 
No  emergency  measures  which 

would  close  or  even  curtail  the  oper- 
ations of  motion  picture  theaters  in 

New  York  City  as  result  of  the  grow- 
ing coal  shortage  are  being  consid- 

ered by  the  Health  Department, 
channels  close  to  Dr.  Israel  Wein- 
stein,  Acting  Health  Commissioner, 
told  The  Film  Daily  yesterday. 
Even  though  Health  Department 

officials  described  the  fuel  situation 
here  as  very  grave,  they  pointed  out 
that  New  York's  movie  stands  have 
never  been  asked  to  close,  or  to 
slash  playing  time,  even  in  the  most 

critical  war  days.  "There  is  virtually 
no  possibility  that  this  will  happen 
now,"  it  was  asserted.  There  is  still 
a  three-weeks'  supply  of  coal  in  the 
city,  but  officials  are  watching  de- 

velopments closely  to  prevent  its 
being  used  unsparingly. 

Detroit  Council  Asked  to 
Pass  Brownout  Ordinance 

Detroit  —  Proposal  to  close  or 
darken  theaters  as  a  result  of  the 

coal  shoi'tage  was  discussed  yester- 
day at  a  meeting  of  all  Detroit 

business  groups  sponsored  by  the 
Board  of  Commerce  with  Joseph 
Cusick  of  United  Detroit  Theaters 
representing  the  exhibitors.  Decision 
was  to  ask  the  Council  to  pass  an 
ordinance  at  Tuesday's  meeting 
authorizing  or  requiring  a  return  to 
war-time  brownout  conditions  rather 
than  a  complete  shutdown.  This 
would  be  available  for  action  re- 

quired on  Wednesday  following  the 

result  of  the  miners'  negotiations  on Tuesday. 
Sentiment  of  exhibitors  is  entirely 

MacNamaru  Sees  Big  Audience  for  His  Derby 

Exploitation   on   Selznich's   "Duel   in   Sun" 

Louisville,  Ky. — David  0.  Selznick's  "Duel  in  the  Sun"  will  be  well  exploited 
at  tomorrow's  running  of  the  Kentucky  Derby.  Paul  MacNamara,  Vanguard  ad- 

vertising-publicity director,  gunning  for  175,000,000  impressions  for  the  film, 
has  arranged  for  an  airplane  to  tow  a  100-foot  banner  over  the  track  and  the 
Louisville  area.  Plane  will  loose  parachutes  stenciled  with  picture  title  and  race 

programs,  with  some  of  them  carrying  certificates  entitling  the  bearer  to  a  $50 
win  ticket  on  one  of  the  horses  entered.  Someone  is  bound  to  receive  a  ticket 

on  the  winner,  which  MacNamara  hopes  will  be  a  long  shot. 
Vanguard  publicist  estimates  that  56,000,000  people  will  see  the  stunt  in 

newsreels,  50,000,000  will  head  of  it  on  the  radio  broadcast,  65,000,000  will  hear 

of  it  in  newspaper  sports  pages,  and  that  at  least  4,000,000  will  actually  see  the 
stunt  in  operation. 

Name  Sweigert  Head 
Of  Para.  Division 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
J.  Donohue  and  Western  division  un- 

der George  A.  Smith. 
Sweigert  joined  Paramount  in 

Philadelphia  in  1917  as  a  salesman, 
becoming  branch  manager  in  Wilkes 
Barre  in  1922,  New  York  branch 
manager  in  1926,  Philadelphia  branch 
manager  in  1933  and  district  man- 

ager in  1941. 
Owen's  division  will  embrace  New 

York,  Boston,  New  Haven,  Buffalo, 
Albany,  Atlanta,  Chai'lotte,  New Orleans. 

Sweigert's  new  Mid-Eastern  divi- 
sion will  be  composed  of  Philadel- 
phia, Washington,  Pittsburgh,  Cleve- 
land, Cincinnati  and  Detroit. 

Donohue's  Central  division  com- 
prises Chicago,  Mineapolis,  Milwau- 

kee, Indianapolis,  Dallas,  Oklahoma 
City  and  Memphis. 

The  Western  division  under  Smith 
remains  unchanged. 

for  co-operation  along  this  line  with 
no  adverse  comments  from  any. 

MPTO  of  D.  C.  Places  Theas. 
On  Wartime  Restrictions 
Washiyxgton  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Aware  of  the  acute 
power  emergency  confronting  the 
nation's  capital,  the  MPTO  of  the 
District  of  Columbia  yesterday  took 
immediate  steps  to  voluntarily  co- 

operate in  the  crisis.  The  MPTO 
placed  all  downtown  and  neighbor- 

hood theaters  on  "wartime  restric- 
tions," by  eliminating  all  marquee, 

electric  signs,  and  display  lights  in 
front  of  the  theaters.  The  only  light- 

ing will  be  that  required  by  law  for 
the  safety  of  patrons. 

Illinois  Brownout  Order 
Affects  St.  Louis  Area  Theas. 

St.  Louis — The  drastic  save  elec- 
tricity order  of  the  Illinois  Com- 
merce Commission  to  nine  power 

companies  serving  Chicago  and  oper- 
ating in  the  Central  and  Southern 

Illinois  sections  where  film  theaters 
are  served  by  St.  Louis  film  ex- 

changes, will  mean  elimination  of 
motion  picture  shows,  night  baseball 
games  and  other  amusements  includ- 

ing cabarets,  night  clubs,  baseball 
games  and  taverns  after  6  p.m. 

Towns  in  the  St.  Louis  area  which 

Equip,  ttems  Free  of 
Bldg.  Restrictions 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

other  things,  the  installation  of  fix- 
tures   and    "mechanical    equipment" and    alteration    of    structures,    with 

some  exceptions. 

The  order,  however,  does  not  re- 
strict the  installation  of  machinery 

and  equipment  other  than  mechanical 
equipment.  Supplement  1  states  that 
the  following  articles  (among  others) 
are  'never"  considered  to  be  fixtures 
or  mechanical  equipment: 

1.  Projection  and  sound  equip- 
ment; 2.  Theater  seats;  3.  Automatic 

fire  protection  sprinkler  systems;  4. 
Power  generating  or  transmitting 
equipment  such  as  boilers,  genera- 

tors, and  transformers  (except  where 
the  primary  purpose  of  the  equip- 

ment is  to  provide  electricity  or 
steam  for  lighting  or  heating  the 
building  in  which  they  are  in- stalled). 

No  Building  Alterations 
"These  articles  may  be  installed," 

CPA  said,  "without  regard  to  the 
provisions  of  the  order,  as  long  as 
no  alteration  to  the  building  is  re- 

quired, such  as  installing  founda- 
tions, putting  up  partitions  and  the 

like." 

In  addition,  CPA  said,  restrictions 
do  not  apply  to  the  installation  of 
any  kind  of  equipment  outside  of  and 
not  attached  to  a  building.  Included 
in  this  list  is  fueling  equipment  and 
lighting  systems. 
CPA  warned,  however,  that  the 

following  theater  items  are  covered 
by  the  order,  both  regarding  the  in- 

stallation of  the  item  itself  and  any 
alterations  to  a  structure  involved  in 
the  installation:  Signs,  electric  and 
other;  ventilating  equipment;  and 
air  conditioning  equipment. 

Phillips  PRC's  Chi.  Mgr. 
Chicago  —  Clarence  Phillips,  with 

the  Columbia  exchange,  will  be 

named  manager  of  PRC's  exchange 
succeeding  Henri  Elman  who  sold 
his  exchange  to  PRC. 

must  close,  include  Granite  City, 
Belleville,  Freeburg  and  Madison. 
The  acute  coal  shortage  has  forced 
also  the  temporary  dropping  of  six 
passenger  trains  out  of  St.  Louis 
which  may  affect  some  express  ship- 

ments of  film  out  of  St.  Louis  and 
Chicago. 

!; 

See  Tug  of  War  Over 
Aniline  Patents 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
lar   corporation    itself    is    at    stal 
with    the    motion    picture    indus 
vitally  interested  in  the  outcome the  struggle. 

Disclosure  that  the  D  of  J  is  dr? ' 
ing  a  bill  which  would  facilitate 
posal  of  all  German-organized  ^, 
ents  in  this  country  touched  off  t 

tug  of  war. The  Film  Daily  also  is  able 
report  that  a  bill  is  being  prepai 
in    Congress   which  would   give   t 
Alien  Property  Custodian  permissi 
to  sell  the  giant  corporation. 

Swiss  May  File  Objection 
However,  as  soon  as  General  A: 

line  is  put  on  the  block  Swiss  int« 

ests,  who  claim  ownership  of  t' corporation,  are  expected  to  file  si 
to  enjoin  the  Government  agen 
from  making  the  sale. 

The  U.  S.  Government,  which  ow 
about  97  per  cent  of  General  Anili 
admittedly  is  on  a  spot.  If  the  G 
ernment  is  permitted  to  sell 
patents,  it  will  greatly  reduce  ti 
value  of  the  corporation.  If  U 
patents  are  not  disposed  of,  the; 
will  be  criticism  of  allowing  tbe  Ge 
man-originated  patents  to  contin 
on  an  exclusive  basis.  Many  Ame 
ican  companies  are  eager  to  get  t 
film  patents,  particularly  the  Ag 
color  film  process. 

Under  General  Aniline's  Ans division  come  many  important  fil 
patents,  most  of  which  were  Ge. 
man-originated. 

V.  C.  Goes  International 
As  Mex.  City  Gets  Tent 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

that    its    chapter   be    designated    . 
International  Tent  Number  One  ai 
that  the  title  of  International  Te 
Number    Two    be    reserved    for 
planned  unit  in  Havana. 

Officers  of  the  Mexico  City  te 
are  Luis  Montes,  chief  barker;  M^ 
Gomez,  first  assistant  chief  barke 
Juvenal  Urbina,  second  assistan 
Cesar  Santos  Galindo,  treasurer,  ai 
Roberto  Cervantes  Casaus,  proper 
master.  Membership  includes  a  m 
jority  of  the  important  men  of  ti 
Mexican  motion  picture  industry,  i 
eluding  exhibitors,  producers  and  e 
change  managers. 

The    new    international    tent   w 
meet  this  week  to  select  delegates 
the  10th  annual  convention  here  M< 
15-18. 

NSS  Dallas  Branch  and 
Denver  Salesmen  Cited 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

president,  pointed  out  that  Allen  ai 
his  branch  salesmen  achieved  t(! 
honors  in  the  1945  Managers  Test 
monial  Drive,  while  Goodlett  led  tl 
entire  sales  force  in  the  drive. 

Convention  of  NSS  represent, 
tives  from  the  31  U.  S.  branches  ai 

from  National  Screen  Service,  Ltc' of  London,  continues  today  and  t 
morrow. 



Two  Sections — Section  II 

1,000  ATTENDANCE  SEEN  FOR  JMPE  MEET 
Technicolor  Will  Build/To  Double  Plant  Output 
ABOUT  THE 
TRADE 

FHE  $200,000  Midwest  Theater  opens  in 

Denver  today,  with  "Gilda"  as  the  pre- 
miere attraction.  .  .  .  Debut,  which  has  been 

f    stponed    several    times,    will    be    a    gala 
f  f fair.   .   .   .  The   new   house    replaces   the 

I  gyptian   which  was  destroyed   by   fire  last 

Hear.   ...   A   Super-Iconoscope,   described 

s  10  times  more  sensitive  than  the  stand- 

?fird  German  type  of  scanning  tube  for  rev- 
ision,   is   the   subject  of   a    special    study 

■leased   this  week  by   the   Department  of 
l|!ommerce.   .   .   .  The    new   tube,   believed 

ty  apable  of  storing  images  for  several   sec- 
onds, is  said  to  have  its  increased  sensitivity 

•ecause  cf  superior  storage  qualities  in  its 
nosaic  made  of  mica.  .  .  .Survey  of  Miami 

•heaters  shows  that  25  per  cent  of  all  houses 

iperated  throughout  the  area  by  Paramount 

interprises    now    have    candy    and    popcorn 
jooths.  .  .  .  Before  the  war  not  cne  of  these 

louses  made  provision  for  sale  of  candy  or 

e  popcorn.  .  .  .  The  Womerco  chain  has  90 

ser  cent  of  its  houses  equipped  with  con- 
ectknery   units.  .  .  . *  *        * 

^ARCHITECTS  John  and  Drew  Eber- 
jjT*  son  have  been  delegated  by  the 
nlPanama  Canal  Purchasing  Dept.  of  the 
IttJ.  S.  Government  to  render  architec- 
I  rural  services  in  connection  with  the 
nil  ,200-seat  theater  and  club  house  to  be 

[}\built  in  Balboa.  .  .  .  •  C.  H.  Percy,  re- 
leased from  Navy  duty  after  three  years 

mervice  ,  .  .  has  been  re-elected  to  the 
Bell  &  Howell  Co.  board  of  directors 
.  .  .  which  promoted  him  from  as- 

.  dstant  secretary  to  secretary  at  its  first 
\t\meeting. 

*  *        * 

TIEING  in  with  Hennessey,  Okla.'s  youth 
program,  the  Ortman  Theater  opened  its 

inew  Ranch   Room  and  recreation  space,  as 

Jan  annex  to  the  theater.  .  .  T  Pine  panelled 

jRanch   Room  features  a  soda   fountain,  has 
gj-jan    open    log-burning    fireplace,    and     130 
.{•authentic  cattle  brands  burned  on  the  face 
•  -board   of   the   fountain   bar.  .   .   .   Separate 

Ipecreatin  room  is  designed  as  a  "hang  out" For   local  youngsters   after   they   have   seen 
he  show. 

*  *        * 

T)LANS  to  install  new  air  condition- 
ing in  the  Capitol  Theater,  New 

London,  Conn.,  are  announced  by  M  & 
P  Theaters.  .  .  .  Circuit  also  plans  a 
•knotty  pine  lobby  and  new  marquee 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

German  Agfa  Process  Will 

Require  New  Factories  If 

It  Is  To  Compete — Kalmus 

As  soon  as  practicable,  Techni- 
color plans  to  build  additional  plant 

facilities  to  double  present  capacity, 

and,  to  that  end,  planning,  engineer, 
ing  work,  location  of  sites,  and  other 
preliminary  arrangements  are  under 
way,  it  is  declared  by  Dr.  Herbert 

T.  Kalmus,  company's  president  and 
general  manager.  The  progress  of 

this  program  naturally  is  affected 

by  economic  conditions,  including  the 
availability  of  materials. 
Something  between  15  per  cent 

(Continued  en  Page  6) 

Florida  Stands  In 
Pad  With  Carrier 

Soundies  Bares  Two 
New  Panorams  Models 

Chicago — Postwar  Panorams  have 

been  announced  by  the  Soundies  Dis- 

tributing Corp.  and  will  be  in  dis- 
tribution soon.  Manufactured  by  Mills 

Novelty  Co.,  new  models  feature  a 

larger  screen,  refined  cabinet  and  a 

new  horizontal,  continuous  reel  de- 

signed to  reduce  servic  calls  and  film 
wear.  A  slide  projector  model  has 

been   developed   for  advertising  use. 

Syracuse  —  A  $2,000,000  contract 
involving  the  air  conditioning  of  a 
statewide  chain  of  400  Florida  movie 
theaters  is  announced  here  by  Car- 

rier Corp.,  manufacturers  of  air  con- 
ditioning and  refrigeration  equip- 

ment. Pact  with  the  entertainment 
(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Motioqraph  Set  To 

Go  "Under  One  Roof" 

TESMA  Names  Boomer 

Secretary-Treasurer 
Appointment  of  Roy  Boomer  to 

the  post  of  secretary-treasurer  of 
the  Theater  Equipment  and  Supply 

Manufacturers  Association  was  for- 
mally announced  yesterday  by  Oscar 

F.  Neu,  president  of  the  organiza- 
tion. Boomer,  an  industry  veteran 

with  wide  experience  in  virtually  all 
branches  of  the  trade  during  the  past 

35  yefrs,  will  headquarter  at  4356 
Washington  Blvd.,  Chicago. 

Tele,  Theater  Servicing, 
Color,  Are  Lead  Topics 

At  May  6-10  Conference 

An  attendance  of  more  than  1,000, 

setting  an  all-time  record,  is  indi- 
cated for  the  59th  semi-annual  tech- 

Chicago — Motiograph  is  currently 
preparing  to  transfer  activities  of 
its  No.  2  factory  on  West  Lake  St. 
and  its  No.  3  factory  at  Randolph 
and  Green  Sts.  to  the  main  plant  at 
4400  Lake  St.  as  soon  as  the  new 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Atlas  Theater  Supply 

Formed  in  Pittsburgh 

Pittsburgh— Gordon  O.  Gibson,  re- 
centlv  resigned  as  manager  of  A  &  S 

Steinbere  Theater  Supply  Co.,  Vin- 
cent Scully,  an  accountant,  and  G.  D. 

Shrum,  attorney,  have  organized  a 
new  theater  equipment  organization 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

DONALD  E.  HYNDMAN        FRANK  CAHILL,  JR. 

nical   conference   of   the   Society   of 
Motion    Picture    Engineers    opening 

Monday,  in  Hotel  Pennsylvania,  ac- 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Two  Hawaii  Theaters 
Will  Cost  $3,000,000 

Honolulu  (By  Air  Mail)— Plans  for 
two  theaters  and  an  office  structure, 
to  cost  more  than  $3,000,000,  were 
announced  by  Ralph  Davis,  president, 

and  L.  P.  Rosen,  executive  vice- 
president  of  Royal  Amusements,  Ltd. 

Company's  first  project  will  be  a 
(Continued  on  Page  2) 

BOCA  Publishes  Prefab  Code 
Performance  Will  be  Guide  to  Acceptance 

Two  Circuits  Renew  Deals 
For  RCA  Parts  Service 

Two  renewals  of  RCA  service 
plans  are  announced  by  E.  C.  Cahill, 
president  of  RCA  Service  Co.,  Inc. 
Altoona  Publix  Theaters,  Inc.,  has 
renewed  the  replacement  parts  plan 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Prefabricated  theater  construction, 

when  building  restrictions  are  lifted, 
should  benefit  by  the  basic  building 

code  published  by  the  Building  Offi- 
cials Conference  of  America.  Portion 

of  the  code  dealing  with  prefabri- 
cated buildings  has  been  sent  to  offi- 

cials in  all  cities  of  10,000  or  more 

population,  in  a  move  to  assist  local (Continued  on  Page  5) 

Coin  Machine  Makers 
Aim  at  $80,000,000 

Chicago — A  sales  vlume  exceed- 

ing $80,000,000  by  1947  is  antici- 

pated by  Chicago  coin  machine 
manufacturers,  according  to  a  survey 

by  the  Commonwealth  Edison  group. 

Estimates  are  that  60  per  cent  of 

vending  machines  need  replacement, 

80  per  cent  of  juke  boxes  are  worn 

out,  and  amusement  coin  devices  are 

100  per  cent  obsolescent. 
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Florida  Stands  In 
Pad  With  Carrier 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
group  calls  for  installation  of  air 
conditioning-  in  30  of  the  theaters  be- 

fore Jan.  1,  1947,  with  the  rest  to  be 
equipped  by  the  end  of  1948.  Deal  is 
largest  in  history  of  theater  air  con- 

ditioning, company  officials  claimed. 
Frank  Rogers,  head  of  a  combine 

comprising  Fliorida  Theaters,  Inc., 
and  Paramount  Enterprises,  Inc., 
said  that  any  theaters  added  to  the 
chain  before  Jan.  1,  1949,  also  would 
be  air  conditioned.  Initial  order  for 
condensing  units,  evaporative  con- 

densers, dehumidifiers  and  other 
equipment  needed  for  the  first  30 
theaters  have  already  been  placed 
with  Carrier. 

Reveal  Lumite  Fabric 
In  Tele  Studio  Seats 

Initial  use  of  plastic  upholstery 
covering  in  theater-type  seats  is  in 
the  Du  Mont-John  Wanamaker  tele- 

vision studio,  recently  opened.  Wov- 
en Lumite  plastic  fabric,  produced 

by  the  Chicopee  Manufacturing 

Corp.'s  Lumite  division  in  Gaines- 
ville, Ga.,  is  used  for  the  seat  cush- 
ions and  backs  of  the  studio's  350 audience  seats. 

Lumite  upholstery  was  chosen 
because  it  can  be  cleaned  with  a 
damp  cloth,  and  is  said  to  resist 
sagging  or  bulging,  to  retain  its 
color  indefinitely,  and  to  be  resistant 
to  vermin  or  stains  of  any  kind. 
Lumite  utilizes  strands  of  extruded 
vinylidene  chloride,  the  same  base 
used  for  corrosion  and  rust-resistant 
insect  screen  in  the  South  Pacific 
and  other  war  areas. 

ABOUT 
THE  TRADE 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

for  the  Paramount,  New  Haven  . . .  and 
is  contemplating  a  new  marquee  for 
the  Allyn,  Hartford.  .  .  .  •  George 
Lanz,  former  Altec  Service  representa- 

tive in  San  Antonio,  has  joined  Inter- 
state Theaters,  Dallas,  in  an  engineer- 

ing post.  .  .  .  •  Detroit's  Elite  Theater will  be  remodelled,  recarpeted  and  new 
projectors  and  screen  installed  before 
being  opened  as  the  Art  Theater 
around  Sept.  1.  .  .  .  Nick  Forest  has 
taken  over  the  house  and  plans  an  all- 
foreign  film  policy,  with  emphasis  on 
Italian  product. 

Clearer  Tele  Assured 

By  Aluminum  'Skin" 
Schenectady — Researchers  of  the 

General  Electric  Co.  disclosed  that  an 
aluminum  sheet,  about  1,500  times 
thinner  than  paper  is  the  latest  inno- 

vation of  a  cathode  ray  tube,  de- 
veloped by  the  company  for  tele. 

Its  use  is  said  to  produce  three  times 
greater  clarity  and  brilliance  01 
images  on  a  tele  screen.  The  highly 
selective  characteristic  of  this  skin  is 
achieved  through  its  thinness:  it 
passes  electrons,  but  since  it  is  shiny, 
it  reflects  light. 

Slovene  Group  Building 
Reed  Neighborhood  House 

Barberton,  O.  —  A  neighborhood 
theater  in  the  strictest  sense  of  the 
word  is  planned  by  a  Slovene  organi- 

zation for  the  West  Side.  Project,  in 
the  talk  stage  for  more  than  a  year, 
has  materialized  with  the  sale  to 
West  Siders  of  $75,000  in  stock  of  a 
corporation  formed  to  build  and  op- 

erate the  house.  Scheduled  for  com- 
pletion by  September,  theater  will 

seat  800.' 

Para,  to  Use  New  Sound 
Channel  Lineup  on  All  Pix 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DATLY 

Hollywood  —  The  industry's  first 
dial-controlled,  step -by- step  sound 
channel  lineup  and  test  circuit  for 
which  Paramount  received  top  scien- 

tific honors  in  M.  P.  Academy  Awards 
will  be  in  effect  on  all  future  Para- 

mount pictures  the  studio  announced 
last  week.  A  saving  of  as  much  as 
20  minutes  of  shooting  time  per  day 
is  effected  with  the  innovation. 

The  system  was  designed  and  con- 
structed by  Paramount's  sound  and 

engineering  staffs  under  the  super- 
vision of  Loren  L.  Ryder,  head  of 

sound  department,  and  Dr.  Charles 
R.  Daily,  pysicist  and  member  of  the 
engineering   department. 

Telicon  Will  Introduce 

"Intra-Video"  System 

May  Revise  Youngstown  Code 

Youngstown,  O. — Pointing  out  that 
the  local  building  code  has  not  been 
revised  in  more  than  15  years,  two 
City  Council  members  are  urging 
modernization  of  the  ordinance  to 
eliminate  outmoded  practices  per- 

mitted by  current  building  regula- 
tion. Action  on  the  proposal  will 

probably  come  after  revision  of  the 
State  code. 

An  "intra-video"  system  designed 
to  serve  standard  self-contained  tele- 

vision and  FM  sets  in  apartment 
buildings,  thus  solving  the  problem 
of  antenna  installation,  has  been  de- 

veloped by  Dr.  Heinz  E.  Kallmann 
for  Telicon. 

Telicon  is  also  developing  another, 
highly  integrated,  television  distrib- 

ution system,  suitable  for  hotels, 
hospitals,  stores,  etc. 

Two  Hawaii  Theaters 
Will  Cost  $3,000,000 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

$750,000  modern  neighborhood  the- 
ater in  the  Kapahula  area.  Second 

will  be  a  larger  theater,  combined 
with  a  multiple-storied  office  build- 

ing and  subterranean  garage,  to  be 
built  opposite  the  Princess  Theatre 
in  the  downtown  business  district. 
Project  represents  an  investment  of 
several  million  dollars. 

Lt.  Herm  B.  Rosen,  USNR,  son  of 
Rosen,  will  resume  his  post  as  di- 

rector in  charge  of  Royal's  interests 
in  Hawaii  on  completion  of  his  ter- 

minal leave. 

90%  Removal  of  Di 
Claimed  by  Raytheo 
Waltham,  Mass. — A  new  line 

high-efficiency  electronic  dust 
cipitator  equipment,  designed  for 
stallation  in  air-circulating  and 

I  conditioning   systems,    is    annoui 
by     Raytheon     Manufacturing 

I  Manufactured  by  the  Indust 
Electronics  Division,  new  precip; 

tor  is  said  to  remove  90  per  cent 
more  of  all  air-borne  dirt  from  < 
culating  systems. 

Precipitator  is  superior  to  | 
air  cleaner  will  trap  particles 
chanical  filters  because  the  electro 
small  that  it  takes  several  million 
cover  the  head  of  a  pin.  Advantaj 
of  lower  cleaning  and  maintenai  | 
costs  are  claimed. 

Motiograph  Set  To 
Go  "Under  One  Roof 

Atlas  Theater  Supply 
Formed  in  Pittsburgh 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
here  to  be  known  as  Atlas  Theater 

Supply  Co. 
The  new  organization,  temporarily 

located  at  7219  Thomas  Boulevard, 
will  maintain  an  experienced  staff 
for  the  various  lines  which  will  in- 

clude equipment,  auditorium  chairs, 
displays,  fixtures  and  air  condition- 

ing. 

Hunt  Opens  in  L.  A. 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Los  Angeles — Philip  A.  Hunt  Co., 
distributor  of  photographic  mate- 

rials, has  opened  a  branch  at  541 
Ceres  Ave.  Leonard  F.  Eicklor  is 
manager  of  the  office. 

Displays  Are  Target 
Minneapolis — An  ordinance  order- 

ing removal  of  all  advertising  signs, 
photo  display  cabinets,  advertising 
sign  posts  and  marquees  extending 
across  sidewalks  will  be  introduced 
by  Alderman  Jens  Christensen  at  the 
next  session  of  the  City  Council. 

New  RCA  Heatina  Unit 
May  Quick  Dry  Film 

Camden — Application  of  the  new 
radio  frequency  heating  unit,  now 
being  produced  by  RCA,  to  a  quick 
drying  process  for  film,  is  now  under 
research,  it  is  learned  here.  The 
new  process  is  expected  to  reduce 
greatly  the  space  required  as  well 
as  the  time  for  drying. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
addition  to  the  latter  is  completi 
it  is  announced  by  Fred  Matthews 

It  was  also  disclosed  by  Matthe 
that  Service  Theater  Supply  Co., 
J.  Haben  and  A.  L.  Knox,  owne 
Salt  Lake  City,  will  open  a  Denv 
branch  under  Conrad  Krause  ma 
agement.  This  branch  will  hanc 
the  Motiograph  line  for  New  Mexic 
Colorado,  Wyoming,  South  Dakol 
and  Western  Nebraska. 

Aiding  progress  of  Motiograpl 
post-wrar  operations  is  the  labor  su 
ply  which  now  is  becoming  norm; 

Altec  Lansing  Signs 
Non-Theatrical  Dealers 

Miami  Stand  Is  "Town" Miami — The  prize  winning  name 
selected  for  the  Miami  theater  whose 
name  is  to  be  transferred  to  the  new 
Wometco  house  now  under  construc- 

tion, is  "Town."  Wometco  Theaters 
has  been  holding  a  contest  in  order 
to  get  a  name  for  the  outlet.  When 
the  new  de  luxe  theater  is  com- 

pleted it  will  be  known  as  the  Miami, 
while  the  present  Miami  theater  will 
become  the  Town. 

Ten  New  England  firms  have  ber 
signed  to  handle  Altec  Lansing  Cor 
products  as  non-theatrical  dealei 
H.  S.  Morris,  Altec  Lansing  Eastei 
representative,  announced. 

List  includes:  MP  Concert  Insta 
lations,  Fairfield,  Conn.;  R.  G.  Sc« 
&  Co.,  Hartford,  Conn.;  Congre: 
Radio  Co.,  New  Haven;  Radio  Se 
vice  Laboratories,  Bangor,  Me.,  Mai 
Chester,  N.  H.,  and  Portland,  Me 
DeMambro  Radio  Supply  Co.,  Bo 
ton;  Springfield  Radio  Co.,  Sprinj 
field,  Mass.;  Radio  Maintenance  Su] 
ply  Co.,  Worcester,  Mass.;  W.  H.  F* 
wards  Co.,  Providence,  R.  I. 

Three-Day  ANA  Meeting 
Opens  Here  Next  Week 

Allied  Nontheatrical  Association 
annual  convention  will  be  held  Ma 
9-11  in  the  Hotel  New  Yorker,  an 
will  feature  displays  of  post-war  1 
mm.  equipment,  supplies  and  acce: sories. 

Leading  executives  of  16  mm.  pre 
ducing  organizations  have  been  ii 
vited  to  speak  at  the  opening  sessioi 
Separate  forums  will  deal  with  fib 
libraries,  distributors,  producers  an 
professional  consumers. 
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KROEHLER Sfah-rffiiaek SEATS 

THE  NEW  KROEHLER  SEAT  IS  READY  AND  IN  PRODUCTION 

WRITE    FOR    DETAILS 

Kroehler  Public  Seating  Division 

666  Lake  Shore  Drive,  Chicago  11,  Illinois 

2028  S.  Vermont  Avenue,  Los  Angeles  7,  California 

206  Lexington  Avenue,  New  York  16,  New  York 
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Exhibs'  Ardor  for  New  Stands  Keen  In  All  Area; 
Projects  in  28  States 
Indicate  Strength  of 
Construction  Backlog 

ALABAMA 
Gadsden — Bailey  Theaters  will  open   the  600- 

seat  Carver  shortly.   House  cost  $$80,000. 

Huntsville — Fritz  H.  Thomas  and  Walton  Flem- 
ing have  a  City  permit  to  build  a  $20,000  the- 
atre at  Pike  St.  and  Ninth  Ave. 

Montgomery — "Hap"    Barnes   plans   a    Drive-In 
theater  on  Atlanta   Highway.   Les  Weinstein  will 
build  a   Neg:o   theater  on   Monroe  St. 

ARKANSAS 

Fort  Smith — New   Ice  Co.  has  a  permit  for  a 
theater  on  Midland  Bivd. 

Monette — C.  W.  Tipton  is  building  a  $40,000 
theater. 

CALIFORNIA 

Yucaipa — Plans  for  the  theater  to  be  built  by 
Ean   L.   Pierce   have   been   approved. 

CONNECTICUT 

Norwich — Loew's  Pcli  New  England  Theaters 
will  lease  the  2.000-seat  house  to  be  built  at 
Ciiff  and  Main  Sts.   by   Berkman  Bros. 

FLORIDA 

Bunnell — Jim  Camp  has  opened  the  400-seat 
Bunnell  Theater,  although  materials  shortages 
have  delayed  final  touches  on  the  house. 

Miami    Beach — W.metco    Theaters    has    leased 
land  for  a  theater  on  Lincoln  Road. 

Milton — Haywocd  Hann,  Jr.  and  Fred  McLendon 
are   building  a    1,055-seat   theater. 

Ruskin — William    Kniep    and    Ceorge    Buchanon 
plan  a  $20,003  theater  to  seat  500. 

St.  Petersburg — Florida  State  Theaters  plans  a 
712-seat  theater,  the  Carver,  for  Negroes,  at 
22nd   St.   and   Tenth   Ave.   S. 

IDAHO 

Boise — Manmar  Theater  Corp.  plans  two  the- 
aters here.  A  700-seat  house  is  scheduled  for 

Main  St.,  while  a  contemplated  Drive-In  theatre 
will   have  space  for  500  cars. 

ILLINOIS 
Benld — Sam  Komm  has  leased  the  Crand  The- 

ater Bldg.  and  will  spend  $20,000  for  renova- 
tions. 

Elkville — Bill    and    Den    Hope    are    building   a 
400-seat  theater. 

Lansing — Kalafat  Bros,  plan  to  open  their  new 
800-seat  theater  in  July  or  early  August. 

Lawrenceville — Frisina      Amusement     Co.      has 
purchased  a  plot  for  a   future  theater. 

Newton — T.   }.   Price  has  purchased  a  site  for 
his  planned  400-seat  theater. 

Patoka — Homer  S.   Butler  will  open  his  Sand- 
oval Theater  shortly. 

Ramsey — Woodrow     Proffer,     Roxy     operator, 
plans  a   New   Roxy  Theater. 

Ridgway — Clyde  and  Dale  Miner  are  building  a 
new   theater. 

INDIANA 

Criffith — Griffith  Realty  Corp.  plans  a  Drive-In 
theater  here. 

Hartford  City — Erwin  C.  Frederick  is  preparing 
plans  for  a  theater  to  be  built  by  Frank  Walters 
and   M.   H.   Scheidler. 

Syracuse — James  Cregory  will  rebuild  the  400- 
seat   Pickwick   Theater,   destroyed   by   fire. 

LOUISIANA 
Crefna — Elisa    Berenson    has    opened    the    re- 

modeled Hollywood  Theater,  clcsed  for  four  years. 

New  Orleans — Rex  Theaters,  Inc.  plans  a 
1  200-seal  house  at  Carroll  ton  and  Colapissa  Stt. 
Crown  Theaters  Co.  will  build  a  1,500-seat 
theater  on  Almonester  Ave. 

Flow  of  New  Theater  Project  Announcements 
Continues  Despite  CPA  Construction  Crackdown 

Despite  the  Civilian  Production  Administration's  drastic  crackdown  on  theater 
construction,  announcements  of  new  theater  projects  continue  to  come  in  from 

THE  FILM  DAILY  S  field  correspondents.  The  list  on  this  page  is  by  no  means 

complete.  Hjwever,  the  sampling  compiled  from  news  reports  of  the  past  four 

weeks,  is  indicative  of  the  backlog  of  new  theater  plans  being  built  up 

against  the  day  when  unlimited  construction  is  again  permitted. 

Although  some  of  the  projects  will  receive  CPA  authorization  on  a  community 

necessity  basis,  the  great  majority  will  probably  be  held  in  the  planning  stage 

until  such  time  as  the  national  housing  emergency  is  lightened.  Some,  of  course, 

were  well  under  way  when  the  CPA  order  was  issued  on  March  26  and  are  being 

finished,  as  permitted  under  the  order. 

MICHIGAN 
Battle  Creek— Vangei  Vasueff  and  Mayoi 

.oddee  plan  a  theater  to  be  constructed  b. 
j.  O.  Lewis  Co. 

Bay  City — Empire  Recreation  Co.  will  build  a 
heater   designed   by   Bennett  Cr   Straight. 

Crand  Rapids — Reconstruction  work  has  been 
'a  ted  on  the  Family  Theater,  gutted  by  fire 

aarly  this  year. 

Lincoln  Park — Charles  N.  Agree,  Detroit  archi- 
tect, is  taking  bids  on  the  Fort  Theater,  to  be 

juiit  by  Lincoln   Park  Theaters,   Inc. 

Linden — A.  K.  Stears  has  reopened  the  359-seat 
-inden  Theater. 

Perry — A  group  headed  by  Mrs.  Stephen  Paluch 
plans  a  new  theater. 

Rockwood — Flatroc  Theater  Corp.  plans  a  700- 
seat  theater  to  be  built  by  Johnson  Construction 

Co. 

MINNESOTA 
Hibbing — Mindako  Theaters  will  operate  a  new 

'heater  under  construction  to  replace  the  Homer, 
scheduled   to    be   dismantled. 

Hoffman — Richard    Korstad    has    purchased    a 
!ot  for  a  $20,000  theater. 

MISSOURI 

Cape  Cirardeau — Construction  has  been  started 
on  the  $100  000  Esquire  Theater,  being  built  by 
H.  H.  Royce  and  B.  A.  Woolner. 

Fredericktown — L.  A.  Mercier  plans  a  500-seat 
theater. 

Piedmont — A.  B.  Jefferis  will  build  a  400-seat 
theater. 

St.  Louis — Sam  Komm  has  a  permit  to  build  a 
2  000-seat  theater  in  the  Hampton  Village  sec- 
tion. 

Stover — A.  E.  Krull  plans  to  open  this  town's 
first   theater. 

NEW  JERSEY 
Rahway — Irving  Dollinger  plans  a  new  theater 

on  St.  George  Ave. 

NORTH  CAROLINA 
Asheville  —  Publix-Bamford  will  name  their 

S300.000,  1  500-seat  theater,  on  Battery  Park 
Ave.,  the  Carolina. 

Charlotte — H.   B.   Meiselman  plans  a  $100,000 
Drive-In  theater  on  Wilkinson  Blvd. 

-NORTH  DAKOTA 

Bowman — CPA  approval  as  a  "community  ne- 
cessity" is  expected  for  the  theater  planned  by Abe   Bennett. 

OHIO 

Columbus — Fred  Rowlands  is  building  the 
1  000-seat  Drive  Park  Theater,  with  the  struc- 

ture  to   include  apartments. 

Fostoria — State  Theatefr  Co.  plans  a  $250,000 
theater  to  seat  1,400. 

Fremont — Charles     Mosser     plans     a     $65,000 
Drive-ln  theater  on  Routa  20. 

OKLAHOMA 

Drumright — Tower  Theater,  damaged  by  fire 
more  than  a  year  ago,  has  been  rebuilt  at  » 
cost  of  $50,000. 

Duke — W.    0.    and    E.    L.    Peters  have   opened 
their  412-seat  Star  Theater. 

Roosevelt — Ted   Parnell  has  opened   his   Rodeo 
Theater. 

Shattuck — Lee  Wilson  has  purchased  a  site  and 
plans  a  $45,000   theater. 

Shawnee — Adam  Hornbeck  is  planning  a  1,050 
Hornbeck  Theater  and  office  building  to  cost 

^.40,000. OREGON 

Portland — Hamrick-Evergreen  Theaters  has  pur- 
chased a  site  at  N.  E.  44th  Ave.  and  Sandy 

Blvd.,  and  plans  a  1,500-seat  theater  to  cost 

$30,000. PENNSYLVANIA 
Alfoona — Ideal  Amusement  Co.  plans  a  500- 

seat   theater   in   Juniata. 

New  Castle — Monessen  Amusement  Co.  plans 
a   1,600-seat  theater  on  S.  Jefferson  St.,  to  cost 

$300,000. 
Pittsburgh — Dayton  Drive-ln  Theater,  Inc.,  has 

purchased  a  15-acre  plot  on  William  Penn  High- 

way. 

Scottsdale — Victor  A.  Rigaumont  is  architect 
for  the  800-seat  theater  to  be  built  by  John 

Bixler. 

RHODE  ISLAND 
Portsmouth — Orville   Smith   is  building  a   500- 

seat   theater  at   Island    Park. 

SOUTH  CAROLINA 
Eau  Claire — Chamber  of  Commerce  plans  a 

600-seat  Community  Theater  to  be  operated  by 
H.  B.   Meiselman. 

Myrtle     Beach — Tallevast    &    Taylor    plan    a 
$100,000  theater  on  Ninth  Ave. 

SOUTH  DAKOTA 
Webster— B.  J.  Benfield  and  H.  M.  Schenecker 

are    completing    plans    for    a    650-seat    theater. 

TENNESSEE 

Knoxville — Plans  for  a  $1,000,000  theater   are 
announced   by  Wilby-Kincey. 

Memphis— A  $250,000  theater  and  stores 
building  at  Park  and  Highland  Ave.,  is  planned 

by  R.  J.  Lester. 

TEXAS 

Austin — Harry  Joseph  has  been  granted  a  per- 
mit for  a  $35,000  theater  and  stores  building  on 

Guadalupe  St. 

Dallas— M.  S.  White  will  build  the  North  Hill 

Theater   in    the   McKinney-Haskell    neighborhood. 

Denton— W.  S.  Hurst  plans  a  300-seat  theater, 
the  Harlem,  for  Negroes. 

Fort  Worth — Boyd  Milligan  plans  a  850-seat 
house  at  University,  Seventh  and  Camo  Bcwie 
Blvd.  R.  F.  Smith  is  architect  for  the  1, 000-seat 
New  Poly  Theater,  to  be  built  by  Tri-States. 

George    West— W.    D.    Glasscock    has    started 

Only  Small  Percentage 
Of  New  Outlets  Are 
Classed  Replacements 

his    $75,000    theater,    across    from    the    Count 
Court   House. 

Houston — Interstate    Circuit    has    acquired   ' 
site    at    Richmond    and    Dunlavy,    and     plans 
$200,000    theater.    Jack    Corgan    is   architect   fc  , 

the    $250,000,    900-seat   Airline    Theater,    to    b] 
built  by  Fred  V.  Canata  and  B.  C.  Gibson.  L.  C- 
Baxley   plans   a    1, 000-seat  theater  and   bowlin 

alley. 

Port  Lavaca— J.  C.   Long  has  opened  his  nc 
450-seat  Port  Lavaca  Theater. 

Portland — C.    E.    Lee    is    building    a    $35,00C 
500-seat  theater. 

San  Antonio — Gidney  Talley  has  a  constructs 
permit  for  a  $20,000  neighborhood  theater. 

Wichita  Falls — Maurice  C.  Cole  has  purchase, 
a  Drive-ln  theater  site  near  the  Jaeksboro  am 
Archer  City   Highways  junction. 

VIRGINIA 

Lynchburg — J.  Frank  Falls  announced  plans  fo4 
a  1, 000-seat  downtown  theater. 

WASHINGTON 
Vancouver— Clen  E.  and  Harold  Whitfield  plat.! 

a  $100,000,  900-seat  theater  and  business  build  J 
ing  at  Ninth  and  Broadway,  to  be  leased  t<  I Adamson   Theaters  Co. 

WEST  VIRGINIA 

St.  Albans — Plans  are  completed  for  the  690- 
seat  theater  and  office  bui.ding,  planned  by  Car- 
.eton  C.   Pierce,  to  cost  $70,000. 

WISCONSIN 
Walworth — Construction   is  proceeding  on  the  • 

670-seat     theater     being    built     by     Woodstock Amusement  Corp. 

Still  and  Brent  Join 

Lafayette  Television 

William  Still  has  been  named  elec- 
tronics consulting  engineer  of  the  - 

Lafayette  Television  and  Motion  Pic- 
ture Studios  in  Brooklyn,  Harry 

Pedersen,  president,  revealed.  Still 
heads  the  Jamaica  Radio-Television 
Mfg.  Co.,  which  is  installing  radio, 
television  and  sound  equipment  in 
the  plant. 

Rudolph  Brent,  now  with  Americam 
CinoPhoto  Corp.,  will  join  Lafayette 
shortly,  and  will  leave  this  month 
for  Europe  to  make  a  television  and. 
film  production  survey  of  England, 
and  the  Scandinavian  countries. 

: 

Two  Theaters  Projected 
In  Campbellford  Expansion 

Campbellford,  Ont. — Two  new  the- 
aters are  planned  for  this  2,750  popu- 

lation town  as  a  result  of  an  ade- 
quately financed  community  and  in- 
dustrial program,  which  is  expected 

to  result  in  increased  population. 
Theater  Amusement  Co.,  a  Toronto 
circuit,  has  selected  a  site,  while  A. 
Barnes,  operator  of  the  local  Holly- 

wood Theater,  has  taken  out  a  permit 
for  another  house. 

: 

' 
Bristol  House  Remodeled 

Bristol,  Fla. — William  S.  Jenkins 
has  reopened  the  Bristol  Theater, 
closed  for  several  months  for  a  com- 

plete remodeling  and  renovating  pro- 

gram. 
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Jore  Voice  of  Theater 
sfallalions  Reported 
More  than  50  additional  installa- 
(ls  of  Voice  of  the  Theater  equip- 
t  are  reported  by  Altec  Service 

nstallations   include :    Charles, 
ntgomery,  Ala.;  Dallas,  Fordyce, 
k.;  Rialto,  Hope,  Ark.;  Lake,  Lake 
\ Evidence,  La.;  Frances,  Dyersburg, 
3n.;  Levy,  Enterprise,  Ala.;  Para. 
iunt,    Farmville,    N.    C;    Capitol, 
senville,  Tenn.;  Princess,  Morris- 

»,jra,  Tenn.;  Grand,  Conway,  Ark.; 
'  ltral,    Hot    Springs,    Ark.;    Pex, 
(arta,  Ga.;   Star,  Tremont,  N.  C; 
ncess,     Florence,     Ala.;     Melba, 

•mingham,  Ala.;    Capitol,   Miami, 
"i.;  Arde,  Brighton,   Mass.;   Capi- 
[  Allston,  Mass.;  Carleton,  Provi- 

nce,   R.    I.;    Durfee,    Fall    River, 
Jtss.;     St.     George,     Framingham, 
Us.;  Rialto,  Rosindale,  Mass.;  Co- 
ial,    Augusta,    Me.;    Community, 

Gilford,      Me.;      Rivoli,      Roxbury, 
}ss.;   Paramount,   Newton,   Mass.; 
pitol,    Worcester,    Mass.;    Grand, 

.  ookston,     Minn.;     Lake,     Buffalo, 
jjiin.;    Augusta,    Augusta,     Kans.; 
fy-llywood,  Tracy,  Minn. 
Also,  Plymouth,  111.;  Oshkosh,  Osh- 
Bh,    Wise;    Waldo,    Kansas    City; 
ix,  Joplin,   Mo.;    Magic,   Barbour- 

™jle,   Ky.;    State,    Uniontown,    Pa.; tchell,    Barbourville,    Ky.;    May- 
wer,  Troy,  Ohio;   Bleigh,  Owens- 
ro,  Ky.;  Paramount,  Ashland,  Ky.; 

||and,  Latrobe,  Pa.;  Keith,  Burgetts- 
Wn,  Pa.;  Manos,  Vandergrift,  Pa.; 
oerty,   Pittsburgh,  Pa.;   Lynwood, 
lundy,  Va.;  Cactus,  Carlsbad,  New 
sxico;    Zaring,   Indianapolis,   Ind.; 
itler,    Niles,    Ohio;    Ramona,    Los 
igeles,  Cal.;  Roxy,  Meridan,  Idaho; 

-'jrth  Park,  San  Diego,  Cal.;  Savoy, 
"maica,   N.   Y.;    Kisco,   Mt.   Kisco, 
''  Y.;  Parkway,  Mt.  Vernon,  N.  Y.; Ildonial,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.;  Glenwood, 
fdgewood,   L.   I.,   N.   Y.;  Bellevue, 
allevue,  Wash. 

riffith  Has  Four  New 
leaiers  Nearly  Complete 

:pOklahoma   City  — Griffith  Amuse- 
pnt  Co.  has  four  theaters  in  final 
ijages  of  construction  in  this  area 
Id  two  or  three  more  which  may 
t  be  far  enough  along  to  escape 
ovisions  of  the  Wyatt  order. 
C.  B.  Akers,  head  of  the  construc- 

■>n    department,     said     the     three 
uses  under  way  here  have  all  ma- 

Trials  at  the  sites  and  that  the  new 
lighborhood  at  Borger,  Tex.,  is  in 
e  last  stages. 

j  Remodeling  jobs  at  Drumright  and 
jcmulgee  are  well  enough  along, 
jsers  said,  to  escape,  while  new 
'•uses  in  Norman  and  Shawnee  are 
st  getting  under  way. 

alco  Princess  Opens 
Hot  Springs,  Ark. — The  new  $100,- 
0  Malco  Theater  here  has  opened. 
Duse  seats  1,200  and  was  built  on 
e  site  of  the  old  Princess,  which 
irned  several  years  ago.  W.  Clyde 
nith  is  resident  manager. 

Say  Lumber  Drought 
Will  Last  10  Years 

Washington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Government  forestry 
experts  assert  here  that  the  lumber 
shortage  in  the  U.  S.  is  just  in  its 

infancy.  They  estimate  that  it  will 
require  another  10  years  for  builders 
to  get  as  much  lumber  as  they  like 
During  the  impending  construction 
boom,  there  will  be  an  estimated 

deficit  annually  of  about  7,000,000,- 
000  board  feet,  and  an  average  an- 

nual deficit  of  close  to  3,000,000,000 

feet  during  the  decade. 

Two  Circuits  Renew  Deals 
For  RCA  Parts  Service 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

for  both  sound  and  projection  equip- 
ment, covering  1  houses.  Another 

renewal  was  signed  by  Indiana  Illi- 
nois Theaters,  Inc.,  of  Chicago,  cov- 

ering projection  replacements  in  23 
theaters. 

Hawaii's  Consolidated 
To  Build  Five  Theaters 

Honolulu  (By  Air  Mail)  —  After 
unprecedented  wartime  business 
when  hundreds  of  thousands  of  serv- 

ice personnel  swarmed  through  Ha- 
waii, film  houses  in  Hawaii  are  ex- 

periencing a  comparative  lull.  How- 
ever, elaborate  plans  have  been  an- 

nounced for  new  theater  construction 
on  the  basis  of  an  expected  boom 
when  travel  again  becomes  normal. 
Consolidated  Amusement  Co., 

largest  of  the  Hawaii  chains,  will 
oegin  construction  of  five  new  the- 

aters as  soon  as  materials  and  labor 
are  available.  One  will  be  located  in 

Honolulu's  downtown  business  dis- 
trict, another  on  the  road  to  Pearl 

Harbor  and  the  other  three  in  subur- 
oan  areas. 

E.  I.  Parker,  Consolidated  presi- 
dent, told  The  Film  Daily  the  com- 
pany will  expand  its  equipment  and 

supply  business,  and  will  be  in  a 
position  shortly  to  compete  witn 
mainland  firms  who  have  been  sup- 

plying local  exhibitors.  Consolidated 
nas  been  for  some  time  Hawaii  rep- 

resentative for  RCA  equipment. 
Consolidated's  annual  report  shows 

that  after  paying  dividends  of  $1.80 
a  share  or  $450,000,  balance  to  sur- 

plus was  $97,569,  making  undivided 
profits  at  the  close  more  than  one 
million  dollars  and  new  worth  $3,- 
522,981. 

Light  That  Failed 
Tampa,  Fla.  —  Even  though  the 

Drive-In  Theater  on  State  Road  17 
is  willing  to  pay  all  cost  of  installa- 

tion and  purchase  of  a  traffic  light 
in  front  of  the  theater,  the  State 
Road  Department  has  refused  per- 

mission for  the  installation.  Only 
reason  given  is  that  it  is  against  the 
policy  of  the  Department  to  grant 
such  permission. 

Fitzgibbons  Announces 
Large  Winnipeg  Project 

Winnipeg  —  Famous  Players  will 
build  a  new  theater  here  adaptable 
to  television  and  allowing  smoking 
by  its  patrons.  The  announcement 
was  made  by  J.  J.  Fitzgibbons,  presi- 

dent of  Famous  Players  Canadian Corp. 

The  intention  is  to  build  new  thea- 
ters in  all  principal  Canadian  cities 

as  soon  as  building  materials  are 
available.  Fitzgibbons  said  his  com- 

pany would  not  press  its  program  to 
interfere  with  urgent  housing  and 
construction  schemes. 

Television,  he  forecast,  should  ap- 
pear in  American  theaters  in  one  and 

a  half  to  two  years  with  spot  news 
as  its  first  main  feature. 

The  theater  planned  for  Winnipeg 
will  have  a  seating  capacity  of  1,700. 

Prefab  Building  (ode 
Published  by  BOCA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

authorities  in  their  decisions  on  pre- 
fabrication  techniques. 

Representing  more  than  a  year  of 
work  by  a  BOCA  sub-committee, 
code  differs  from  most  existing  ones 

in  allowing  the  use  of  varied  build- 
ing materials  as  long  as  the  com- 

pleted unit  performs  its  function 
satisfactorily.  For  example,  code 
specifies  what  a  wall  or  roof  must 
do,  rather  than  the  materials  of 
which  it  must  be  made,  according  to 
Bernard  A.  Savage,  commissioner  of 
the  New  York  Board  of  Standards 

and  Appeals,  a  member  of  the  sub- 
committee. 

L 

usAIRco  Kooler-aire  Theatre 

Systems,  with  their  advanced  fea- 
tures, sound  design,  and  economical 

operation,  provide  the  most  for  your 
cooling  dollar.  Get  in  touch  with 
your  usAIRco  dealer  today.  Have 
him  show  you  how  usAIRco  Theatre 
Cooling  Systems  can  meet  fully  the 
requirements  of  your  house. 

The  pulse  of  a  box  office  is  counted 

in  dollars  per  season — total  dollars 
taken  in  minus  dollars  paid  out.  So 

the  net  result,  the  box  office's  pulse, 
is  best  determined  with  the  help  of 
the  ledger.  All  experts  agree  that  a 

high  pulse  rate  is  greatly  to  be  de- 
sired. The  higher  the  better!  It's  a 

sure  sign  of  health. 

It's  no  coincidence  that  so  many 
healthy  theatres  with  high  pulse 
Tates  are  usAIRco  cooled.  Over  8000 
houses  from  coast  to  coast  have 
looked  to  the  usAIRco  engineering 
staff  for  better  air  conditioning.  And, 

after  all,  what  could  be  more  impor- 
tant to  summer  box  office  receipts 

than  your  air  conditioning  system? 

PROFITS  IN  COMFORT  COOLING  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR! 

United  States 
Air  Conditioning 

Corporation 
C0M0AVE.  S.E.  AT33RD 

MINNEAPOLIS  14,  MINNESOTA 
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Building  Boom  In 
Eastern  Washington 

By  R.  E.  HAYS 
FILM  DAILY  Staff  Correspondent 
Seattle — Huge  water  power  and  ir- 

rigation developments  in  Eastern 
Washington,  and  the  rapid  industrial 
growth  maae  possible  by  these  proj- 

ects, have  inaugurated  an  unprece- 
dented boom  in  theater  building  in 

that  section  of  the  State.  Locations 
that  until  now  have  been  little  more 
than  whistle  stops,  are  fast  becoming 
towns  and  cities  of  importance  to  the 
picture  industry.  The  only  condition 
.that  can  retard  this  mushroom 
growth  will  be  the  availability  of 
materials. 

Ephrata,  Odessa,  Bridgeport,  Moses 
Lake,  Soap  Lake,  Manson,  and  even 
the  Eastern  Washington  metropolis 
of  Spokane,  are  among  the  situations 
from  which  theater  -  building  an- 

nouncements have  been  pouring  in 
during  recent  weeks. 

One  of  the  hat  spots  is  Ephrata, 
where  John  Lee  has  been  operating 
a  theater  several  years.  He  an- 

nounces plans  for  immediate  con- 
struction of  a  second  house.  He  also 

is  busy  with  plans  for  theaters  in 
Moses  Lake  and  Soap  Lake.  Several 
exhibitors  are  said  to  be  bidding  for 
the  lease  on  a  theater  now  under  con- 

struction by  L.  Maier  at  Moses  Lake. 
William  Voice,  who  already  has 

one  .theater  in  Odessa,  has  plans  com- 
pleted for  another  theater  in  that  lo- 
cation, and  J.  E.  Livingston  is  build- 

ing at  Bridgeport.  Don  Rosskelly  is 
building  at  Manson  and  L.  Gillespie 
at  Oroville.  The  Frank  Aireys  have 
a  new  heater  under  construction  at 
Twisp. 
Among  the  new  Eastern  Washing- 

ton theaters  are  two  Drive-Ins,  both 
near  Spokane.  The  larger  of  the 
two  will  be  built  by  Walter  Seale 
and  Lowell  Thompson,  of  Spokane,  to 
be  situated  not  far  from  the  big 
aluminum  plant  outside  Spokane.  The 
other,  a  few  miles  out  in  another 
direction,  is  being  built  by  R.  L. 
Strawick,  former  RCA  service  engi- 

neer in  this  district. 

Westinghouse  Making 
1,000-Watt  Tubular  Lamp 

Bloomfield,  N.  J. — A  new  lamp,  the 
most  brilliant  ever  developed  for 
general  commercial  use,  is  now  in 
production  at  the  Westinghouse 
Lamp  Division  here.  A  1,000-watt 
tubular  bulb  using  a  mercury  vapor 

arc  as  a  light  source,  the  lamp's  total 
output  is  equivalent  to  the  light  cast 
b-r  a  canopy  of  125  incandescent 
bulbs  of  40-watt  size,  or  three  times 
the  output  of  a  conventional  1,000- 
watt  filament  lamp. 

Rosenbcrum  Plans  Pair 
Florence,  Ala. — Louis  Rosenbaum, 

theater  executive,  announced  plans 
for  spending  $250,000  on  two  new 
motion  picture  houses,  one  in  Flor- 

ence and  the  other  in  Tuscumbia.  The 
first  will  seat  1,400,  the  latter,  800. 

THEATEK 
Thomhiil  Leases  Theater 

Waterville,  Kas.— Dale  Thomhiil, 
veteran  exhibitor,  has  leased  the 
Elite  at  Greenleaf,  Kas.,  from  D.  C 
Parker. 

Cassingham  Buys  Theater 
Little  River,  Kan.  —  Harold  Cas- 

singham, new  to  the  theater  busi- 
ness, has  purchased  the  Ritz  here 

from  M.  O.  Brown. 

Krull  Opens  Town's  First  Theater 
Stover,  Mo. — A.  E.  Krull,  a  re- 

turned veteran,  will  open  the  first 
motion  picture  house  ever  to  operate 
nere. 

Koeppen  Sells  to  Lakey 
Cunningham,  Kas. — W.  I.  Lakey 

has  acquired  the  Cunningham  here 
from  R.  F.  Koeppen,  who  in  turn  has 
purchased  the  Movieland  at  Hope, 
iVas.,  from  Henry  G.  Johnson. 

Rock  Springs  House  Sold 
Rock  Springs,  Tex. — The  Angora 

Theater,  town's  only  house,  has  been 
sold  by  G.  F.  Lee  to  Louis  Babb. 
House  contains  400  seats.  Amount 
of  sale  was  not  disclosed. 

Sells  to  Lone  Star  Theaters 

San  Antonio,  Tex. — C.  A.  Richter 
has  sold  the  South  San  Theater  here 
to  the  Lone  Star  Theaters,  Inc.,  a 
newly  organized  group.  Richter  re- 

cently, in  association  with  Arthur 
Landsman  and  E.  L.  Peck,  opened 
the  Alamo  Drive-in  Theater. 

Frels  Buys  Texas  House 
New  Braunfels,  Tex.— Rubin  Frels 

of  Victoria,  has  purchased  the  Capi- 
tol Theater  from  Emil  Heinan.  Be- 

sides the  690-seat  theater,  the  town's 
largest,  deal  also  included  the  Touild- 
ing  housing  the  theater. 

Albers  Sells  the  Osmond 

Osmond,  Neb.— C.  H.  Albers  has 
sold  the  Osmond  Theater  here  to 
Irvin  Hass,  a  veteran. 

Mahoneys  Buy  Ute  Star 

Ute,  la.— The  Star  theater  at  Ute 
has  been  purchased  by  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Archie  Mahoney  from  A.  L.  Laf- 
rentz  who  built  the  theater  in  1916. 
Mahoney  is  a  war  veteran. 

Behn  Buys  in  lola 
Iola,  la.  —  Albert  Behn  has  pur- 

chased the  Iola  here  from  Charles 
Knutson. 

Browning  Sells  to  Rockwell 

Mapleton,  la.  —  Elmer  J.  Brown- 
ing who  purchased  the  Danbury  the- 

ater last  fall,  has  re-sold  the  house 
to  Henry  Rockwell  of  South  Sioux 
City,  Neb.,  who  is  now  operating  the 
theater. 

Rivers  Buys  in  Apopka 

Apopka,  Fla. — Ben  S.  Rivers  has 
purchased  the  Municipal  theater 
from  Earl  Fain,  of  Lees  burg.  A  new 
schedule  of  prices  will  go  into  effect 
immediately,  and  major  alterations 
are  under  consideration. 

Indianola  Roxy  Sold 
Indianola,  la. — Raymond  H.  Phil- 

lips is  the  new  owner  of  the  Roxy. 

From  "Gas"  to  Films 
Hudson,  Wis.— M.  Z.  Daley  has 

purchased  the  365-seat  Hudson. 
Daley  formerly  operated  a  filling 
station  at  Belle  Plame,  Minn. 

Artesian  Silkey's  Sold 
Artesian,  S.  D. — J.  L.  Anderson 

and  A.  M.  Marler  have  purchased 

the  Silkey's  Theater  here.  Ander- 
son also  owns  houses  at  Plankington 

and  White  Lake. 

Johnson  Buys  in  Garner 
Garner,  la.  —  Harry  A.  Johnson 

has  purchased  the  Avery  from  G.  B. 
Kirchner,  taking  possession  May  1. 
Johnson  recently  sold  the  West- 
brook  at  Westbrook,  to  J.  A.  Melena. 

Otto  Buys  from  Ebert 
Seymour,  Wis. — Frank  Ebert  has 

purchased  the  See-More  from  A.  L. 
Otto. 

Jones  Sells  to  Anderson 
St.  Louis — Earl  Anderson  has  pur- 

chased the  Linn  at  Linn,  from  Ben 
Jones. 

Fairfax  Topic  Acquired 
Fairfax,  Minn.  —  O.  H.  Hochrein 

has  re-opened  his  recently  acquired 
Topic  here. 

Rogness  Sells  in  Hudson 
Hudson,  S.  D.  —  Marvin  Rogness 

has  sold  the  State  to  John  J.  Walker 
of  Centerville,  S.  D.  Wayne  Van 
Demore  of  Hudson  will  manage. 

Sandler  Leases  in  Fairfield 

Fairfield,  la. — Nathan  Sandler  of 
Des  Moines,  has  obtained  a  long- 
term  lease  on  the  Co-Ed  theater  at 
Fairfield  and  is  remodeling  it  to  pro- 

vide an  800-seat  capacity.  He  also 
operates  the  Rex  theater  at  Fair- 

field. 

Westhope  Arcade  Sold 
Westhope,  N.  D.-— Glen  Jensen  has 

purchased  the  Arcade"  from  Leo Weber  who  operated  for  25  years. 

Mitkin  Circuit  Adds  One 

Riverdale,  111. — The  Dale  has  been 
sold  to  the  Mitkin  circuit. 

Buys  Clear  Lake  Majestic 
Clear  Lake,  S.  D. — Donald  Palmer 

is  the  new  owner  of  the  Majestic 
here. 

Technicolor  Plans      I 
intensive  Expansion 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

and  20  per  cent  of  the  footage  of  all 
release  prints  of  feature  pictures 
projected  in  the  theaters  of  the  U.  S. 
during  1945  was  in  Technicolor,  he 
added,  and  pointed  out  that  with  al1 
plant  twice  its  present  capacity,  the 
company  would  still  only  have  in- 

creased its  output  from  15-20  per 
cent  to  30-40  per  cent  of  the  total. 
Thus  from  the  point  of  view  of  de- 

mand, the  policy  of  Technicolor  must 
necessarily  be  one  of  expansion. 

In  discussing  current  aspects  of 
color  films,  Kalmus  said  that  during 
1945  "we  have  seen  a  number  of 
prints  in  color  made  by  the  German 
Agfa  process.  Quality  of  these  prints 
seem  to  us  to  show  considerable 
promise.  We  have  seen  no  commer- 

cial demonstration,  nor  heard  any 
promise  by  those  introducing  this  or 
similar  multi-layer  film  that  it  will 
soon  be  available  in  quality,  price 
and  volume  to  be  of  material  service 
to  the  industry.  However,  we  do 
understand  that  there  will  be  experi- 

mental quantities  available  in  1946 
for  test  purposes,  that  moderate 
quantities  may  be  available  in  1947, 
but  that  important  volume  will  re- 

quire erection  of  new  raw  stock 

manufacturing  plants." 

Parking  Space  Mandatory 
For  New  Detroit  Houses? 

Detroit — Under  the  terms  of  a  pro- 

posed amendment  to  Detroit's  zon- ing ordinance,  exhibs.  will  have  to 
provide  parking  space  for  their 
patrons.  The  projected  ordinance 
amendment  would  be  for  new  con- 

struction only  and  existing  struc- 
tures would  be  exempt. 

Materials  Lack  Stymies 
WB  Exchange  Construction 

Minneapolis  —  Work  has  been 
halted  temporarily  on  the  construc- 

tion of  the  new  Warners'  exchange here  because  of  lack  of  materials. 
Although  it  is  uncertain  when  build- 

ing will  be  resumed,  the  exchange  is 
expected  to  be  completed  by  Fall. 

Henning-Cheadle  Expanding 
Detroit  —  Larger  quarters  have 

been  taken  over  in  the  Book  Build- 
ing by  Henning  and  Cheadle,  Detroit 

producers  of  training  and  promo- 
tional film  programs. 

New  Neches  Theater  Bows 

Port  Neches,  Tex.  —  The  new 
Neches  Theater,  first  to  be  opened 

under  the  Jefferson  Amusement  Co.'s 
post-war  construction  program,  has 
bowed  in. 

Reseat  Panama  City  Ritz 

Panama  City,  Fla. — Bud  Davis  has 
equipped  the  Ritz  Theater  with  700 
new  seats. 
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36  Salient  Technical  Papers  On  SMPE  Agenda 
(Sessions  Will  Provide 
frade  With  a  Resume  of 
Scientific  Advances 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
jjording  to  Col.  Frank  E.  Cahill,  Jr., 
Chairman  of  the  local  arrangements 
ommittee.  Cahill,  who  is  director  of 
.ound  for  Warner  Theaters,  also  is 

hairman  of  the  society's  Atlantic 
]oast  section. 
The  unusual  turnout  in  view  for 

Ihis  year's  session  is  ascribed  in  part 
©  the  widespread  interest  in  the 
•rogress  of  television,  which  is  one 
tf  the  leading  topics  on  the  con- 
erence  agenda.  Another  factor  is 
jhe  greatly  increased  following  at- 
racted  by  the  Society  and  its  activi- 
ies  through  the  series  of  educa- 
ional  programs  launched  this  year 
fy  Cahill  as  a  feature  of  the  Atlantic 

'oast  section's  monthly  meetings, ome  of  which  were  attended  by  750 
Ir  more. 
Another  subject  of  particular  time- 

iness  on  the  conference  schedule 

pill  be  "Post-War  Test  Equipment 
or  Theater  Servicing,"  by  Edward stanko  and  P.  V.  Smith  of  RCA 
Service  Co.,  Camden,  N.  J.  Stanko 
ind  Smith  will  outline  the  under- 
ying  reasons  for  the  need  of  new 
:nd  modern  test  equipment  for 
)roperly  servicing  theatrical  sound 
•eproducing  equipment  with  the 
ninimum  expenditure  of  time.  They 
vill  give  a  detailed  description  of  a 
nodern  test  kit  designed  to  fill  this 
leed. 

Rodgers  Guest  Speaker 
Registration  for  the  conference 

-vill  start  at  9:30  a.m.  Monday  on  the 
18th  floor  of  the  Hotel  Pennsylvania, 
and  at  12:30  noon  there  will  be  a 
?et-together  luncheon  with  William 
F.  Rodgers,  Loew's,  Loew's  vice- 
president  in  charge  of  distribution, 
as  guest  speaker. 

Open  business  session  is  scheduled 
for  2  p.m.  in  the  Salle  Moderne, 
where  all  these  sessions  take  place, 
with  Cahill  as  chairman.  Donald  E. 
Hyndman  of  Eastman  Kodak,  presi- 

dent of  the  SMPE,  will  deliver  a 
short  address  of  welcome,  after 
which  W.  C.  Kunzmann,  vice-presi- 

dent of  the  Society,  will  make  a  re- 
port. Remainder  of  this  session  will 

be  devoted  to  technical  papers  on 
film  developing,  duping  and  process- 
ing. 
Monday  night  at  8  there  will  be 

another  session,  with  Earl  I.  Spon- 
sible as  chairman.  R.  M.  Evans  will 

deliver  an  illustrated  lecture  on 

''Lighting  a  Subject  for  Color  Pho- 
tography." John  L.  Forrest  will  serve  as 
chairman  of  the  Tuesday  morning 
session  on  color,  starting  at  9:30  in 
the  Salle  Moderne. 
An  RCA-NBC  television  demon- 

stration is  scheduled  for  2  p.m.  at 
Radio  City. 

Agfa  Color  to  Fore 
In  the  evening,  a  descussion  on 

'Agfa  Color  Film  Process"  will 
start  at  8  o'clock,  with  Nathan  D. 
Golden  of  the  U.  S.  Department  of 

Acoustical  Society  Meet  and  First  16  mm, 

Trade  Show  Dovetail  With  SMPE's  Conclave 
Coincident  with  the  semi-annual  technical  conference  of  the  Society  of 

Moti  n  Picture  Engineers,  the  Acoustical  Society  of  America  is  holding  its  31st 

national   meeting   in   the    same    location,    Hotel    Pennsylvania,    May    10   and    11. 
Also  of  interest  to  the  SMPE  membership  is  the  fiarst  16  mm.  Industry  Trade 

Show  being  held  May  9-11  at  the  Hotel  New  Yorker  under  auspices  of  the 
Allied    Nontheatrical    Film   Association. 

The  Inter-Society  Coir  Council  of  the  SMPE  will  hold  its  15th  annual  meet- 
ing May  6-7  at  the  Pennsylvania.    These  sessions  will  deal  specially  with  color. 

Commerce,  as  chairman. 
The  DuMont-John  Wanamaker 

Television  Studios  will  be  visited  and 
inspected  at  9:30  a.m.  Wednesday, 
with  D.  R.  White  as  chairman  of 
this  event. 

Starting  at  2  p.m.,  a  session  under 
the  chairmanship  of  Hollis  W. 
Moyse  will  hear  papers  including 
'  Report  of  the  Committee  on  Mo- 

tion Picture  Instruction,"  by  J.  G. 
Frayne,  chairman  of  Electrical  Re- 

search Products  division  of  Western 

Electric,  Hollywood;  "A  Combination 
16  mm.  and  35  mm.  Film  Processing 
Machine  for  Black-and-White  or 
Color,"  by  W.  L.  Prager,  Solar  Air- 

craft Co.,  Fonda  Film  Processing 
Equipment  division,  Hollywood,  and 
discussions  of  zoom  lens,  light  con- 

trol by  polarization,  and  other 
subjects. 

Will  Honor  Armat 

Preceding  the  dinner-dance  there 
will  be  a  social  hour,  with  refresh- 

ments, in  the  foyer  of  the  Georgian 
Room  starting  at  7:15  p.m.  The  din- 

ner will  get  under  way  at  8:30,  pre- 
sided over  by  President  Hyndman, 

who  will  present  a  citation  and  scroll 
:o  Thomas  Armat,  "father  of  the 
projector,"  in  honor  of  the  fiftieth 
anniversary  of  the  first  public  pro- 

jection of  a  motion  picture.  Com- 
mander Brooke  Armat,  son  of  the 

inventor,  will  accept  the  presentation 
on  behalf  of  his  father,  who  is  not 
well  enough  to-  leave  his  home  in 
Washington,  D.  C. 

Following  the  dinner,  there  will 
be  dancing  and  entertainment  until 
1:30  a.m. 
No  business  session  is  scheduled 

for   Thursday   morning,    but   in   the 

SEEKING   A   DEPENDABLE 

SOURCE  OF  SUPPLY  FDR  TDUR 

THEATRE 
TICKETS? 
INTERNATIONAL  OFFERS: 

Dependable  service  .  .  .  Low  cost  .  . 
*8  years'  experience  serving  theatres, 
itadiums,  amusement  parks,  etc. 
We  can  supply  your  needs.  Roll 
machine  folded,  reserve  seats,  etc 
Write  for  samples,  prlees  or  other  Inform*- 
Unn.       Delivery    free     Maine    to    Virginia. 

INTERNATIONAL 
\iHAAm 
52  GRAFTON  AVE.  ;?S5<*     N  EWAR  K  4, 
S»LES   OFFICrs  MEW  TORK  AND  PRINCIPAL  CENTERS 

afternoon,  with  John  G.  Frayne  as 

chairman,  the  papers  will  include  "A New  Professional  16  mm.  Camera 

and  Sound  Recorder,"  by  J.  A. 
Maurer,  Long  Island  City;  "Factors 
Governing  the  Frequency  Response 
of  a  Variable-Area  Film  Recording 
Channel,"  by  Rettinger  and  K. 
Singer,  RCA  Victor,  Hollywood; 
"Modernization  Desires  of  a  Major 
Studio,"  by  L.  L.  Ryder,  Paramount 
Pictures,  Hollywood;  "Post-War 
Test  Equipment  for  Theater  Servic- 

ing," by  Edward  Stanko  and  P.  V. 
Smith,  and  "Dubbing  and  Post-Syn- 

chronization Studios,"  by  W.  A. 
Mueller,   Warner  Bros.,   Burbank. 

Charles  E.  ('  Chick")  Lewis,  pub- 
lisher of  Showman's  Trade  Review, 

will  speak  on  "The  High  Cost  of 
Poor  Projection"  at  the  Thursday 
evening  session,  which  also  will  hear 
papers  by  J.  G.  Frayne  and  T.  B. 
Cunningham  of  Electrical  Research 
Products,  Hollywood;  W.  D.  Buck- 

ingham and  C.  R.  Diebert  of  Western 
Union's  Electronics  division,  and  J. 
L.  Fields  of  Estudios  Churubusco, 
Mexican  producer. 

Final   Day's    Program 
At  the  Friday  morning  session, 

presided  over  by  Frank  E.  Carlson, 

THEATRE  PROJECTORS 
AND  SOUND  SYSTEMS 

. . .  built  to  specifications  that  far  exceed 

generally  accepted  commercial  stand- ards. . . .  Learn  how  you  get  so  much  for 
so  little  when  you  buy  DeVRY   Write 

DeVRY  CORP.,  1111  Armitage 
Avenue,  Chicago  14,  Illinois. 5-TiME  WINNER! 

DeVRY  has  earned  five 
onseeutive  Army  -  Navy E's"  for  excellence  in 

>roduction  of  Morion  Pic 
"•*    ̂ rmnd    Ffjmomen* 

MOTION  PICTURE  SOUND  EQUIPMENT 

Conference's  Social Features,  Curtailed 

By  War,  Are  Reinstated 

papers  will  include  "Foreign  Distri- 
bution of  16  mm.  Feature  Releases," 

by  R.  C.  Maroney  of  RKO  Radio; 
"Report  of  Committee  on  Standards," 
bv  F.  T.  Bowditch,  chairman,  Na- 

tional Carbon  Company,  Cleveland; 
"Report  of  Committee  on  16  mm. 
and  8  mm.  Motion  Pictures,"  by  D. 
F.  Lyman,  Eastman  Kodak,  Roches- 

ter; the  report  of  Engineering  Vice- 
President  J.  A.  Maurer,  and  several 
other  topics. 

Ralph  B.  Austrian  will  preside  as 
chairman  of  the  Friday  afternoon session. 
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WHAT  A  DIFFERENCE 

IfTENSITY  makes! 
•  The  quality  of  Simplified  High  Intensity  Projection  is  so 

clearly  superior,  with  so  little  difference  in  cost,  that,  soon, 

no  theatre  —  large  or  small  —  will  even  consider  operating 
without  it. 

This  is  apparent  when  you  weigh  the  definite  effects,  for 

example,  of  One-Kilowatt  High  Intensity  Projection  on  your 

screen  ...  on  your  audience  .  .  .  and  on  your  box-office  receipts. 
For  further  information,  get  in  touch  with  National  Carbon 

Company,  Inc.  Consult  your  supply  house  about  the  availability 
of  High  Intensity  Lamps. 

ik 

ib in 

NATIONAL  CARBON  COMPANY,  INC. 
Unit   of   Union   Carbide  and   Carbon   Corporation 

The  word   "National"    is  a   registered   trade-mark 
of  National  Carbon  Company,  Inc. 

Jffl 30  East  42nd  Street,  New  York  17,  N.  Y. 
Division   Sales   Offices:   Atlanta,   Chicago,   Dallas, 

Kansas  City,  New  York,  Pittsburgh,  San  Francisco 
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KO  1ST  QUARTER  NET  CLIMBS  $2,534,909 
'PA  Control  Over  16mm.  Equip.  Still  Steady 
pects  of  Marketing 

5.  Booth  Items  In  Japan, 
-many,  Are  Held  Remote 
^ngton  Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 
ashington  —  Price  controls  still 
on  16  mm.  projection  and  sound 
t>ment,  OP  A  officials  assured  The 
i  Daily  at  the  week-end.  There  is 
idication  that  these  controls  will 
amoved  in  the  immediate  future, 
demands  for  the  product  ex- 

ely  high  and,  as  yet,  a  relatively 
1  inventory  available  to  satisfy 
demand. 
>ntrol  was  removed  last  month 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

m  Talent  Vital 
Tele  Production 
lumbus,  O. — Television  presents 
he  broadcaster  and  the  educator 

"largest  opportunity  and  the 
est  challenge"  they  have  faced 
heir  experience  as  partners  in 
:ational  program  production, 
lace  S.  Moreland,  chairman  of 
Television  Broadcasters  Associa- 

( Continued  on  Page  6) 

|nk  Bids  Breen  to  London 
r  Production  Code  Talks 

ondon  (By  Cable)  —  Joseph  I. 
an,  MPAA  vice-prexy,  and  head 
he  PCA,  has  been  invited  by  J. 
ihur  Rank  to  visit  London  to  dis- 

continued on  Page  6) 

XBC,  Zenith  Granted 
Chi.  Tele  Stations 

Washington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  In  a  surprise  move, 

he  FCC  on  Friday  granted  CP's  for 
tew  television  stations  in  Chicago 
o  NBC  and  Zenith.  Because  of  the 
arge  number  of  withdrawals,  the 

"CC  made  the  grants  without  a  hear- 
ng.    Existing   commercial   station    is 
/BKB,  owned  by  B  &  K. 

The  grant  will  give  NBC  a  good 

tart   on    its   projected   nation-wide 
ele  web  plans. 

Chicago  Exhihs.  Have  "Lost  Week-End" 
With  Houses  Closed  Yesterday,  Open  4  Hrs.  Sat. 
Chicago — Film  theaters  here,  as  well  as  in  numerous  other  communities  of 

the  State,  were  closed  all  day  yesterday,  and  open  only  from  2  p.m.  to  6  p.m. 

on  Saturday  in  obedience  to  the  ICC  order  issued  on  Thursday,  aimed  at  con- 

serving electric  current,  and  the  city's  dwindling  coal  supply. 
Compliance  with  the  dictum  represented  a  major  financial  sacrifice  on  the 

part  of  exhibs.  Showmen,  however,  took  a  stoical  attitude  toward  the  slim- 

mest "takes"  in  modern  exhibition  annals,  terming  the  two-day  span  "the 

lost  week-end." ICC  officials  and  film  execs,  will  continue  close  liaison  today  so  that  a  break 

in  the  strike  situation  will  mean  immediate  renewal  of  normal  theater  oper- 
ation. 

B  &  K  will  charge  evening  admissions  for  afternoon  shows.  Other  circuits 

will  probably  follow  suit.  Film  theaters  estimate  their  daily  admission  losses 
at  $200,000.  The  Sunday  loss  will  be  much  greater. 

N.E.  Unit  Calls  ATA 

Independent  Menace 
Boston — In  letters  to  independent 

theater  owners  urging  that  they  re- 
fuse membership  in  American  The- 

aters Association,  New  England's 
Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc.,  asserts 
that  the  ATA  is  a  "definite  menace 
to  independent  exhibitors  until  it 
admits  its  identity  as  an  organiza- 

tion primarily  for  the  purpose  of 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

UA  to  Ask  SYWA  Terms 

For  Rank's  "Cleopatra" 
Chicago — United  Artists'  district 

managers  were  briefed  on  the  sales 

policy  for  "Caesar  and  Cleopatra"  at 
a  two-day  week-end  meeting  con- 

ducted by  J.  J.  Unger,  general  sales 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Service  Budget  Plan 
For  Metro  School  Pix 
M-G-M's  16  mm.  educational  film 

distribution  program  outside  the 
United  States  and  Canada  is  ready 

for  launching  on  a  seven-point  "serv- 
ice budget  plan,"  it  was  announced 

at  the  week-end  by  Arthur  M.  Loew, 
president  of  Loew's  International 
Corp. 

Features  of  the  new  plan  include 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Back  Room  Employes  May 
Return  in  Detroit  Today 

Detroit — The  film  exchange  labor 
situation  may  be  terminated  today 
with  the  expected  return  of  back 
room  employes  in  six  major  com- 

pany branches.  The  development  fol- 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

1945  Net  Up  $830,707, 
With  Dividends  at  $1.59 

First  '46  Quarter  Div.  97  cts. 
RKO's  first  quarter  earnings 

climed  $2,534,909  above  the  net 
profits  for  the  corresponding  1945 
period,  while  the  net  earnings  for 
the  year  ended  Dec.  31,  1945,  showed 
an  increase  of  $830,707  over  the  pre- 

ceding year.  First  quarter  net  was 
$3,675,953  after  taxes  and  all  other 
charges,  compared  with  $1,141,044  in 
the  first  quarter  of  1945.  Net  profit 
for  the  year  was  $6,031,085,  com- 

pared with  $5,206,378  in  1944. 
Per  share  earnings  for  the  first 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

16  mm.  Nabe  House 

Bowing  in  Detroit 
Detroit  —  What  is  believed  to  be 

the  first  16  mm.  regular  theater  in 

any  large  city  outside  of  Los  An- 
geles is  slated  to  6pen  tonight.  The 

Davison,  500-seat  North  End  nabe, 
catering  chiefly  to  colored  patronage, 
is  re-opening  with  narrow  gauge 

RCA  equipment,  using  two  pro- 

jectors. 
House  is  being  opened  by  Albert 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Battle  10%  Philty  Ticket  Tax 
Theaters,  Exchanges  to  March  on  City  Hall 

Swartz,  Executive  Sec'y . Of  North  Central  Allied 

Minneapolis — Donald  Swartz,  vet- 
eran Minneapolis  film  man,  has  been 

appointed  executive  secretary  of 
North  Central  Allied,  President  Ben 
Berger  disclosed.  Formerly  associ- 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Philadelphia  —  A  march  on  City 
Hall  by  all  Philly  theater  operators, 
their  employes,  and  exchange  per- 

sonnel will  register  industry  oppo- 

sition this  week  to  the  City  Council's 
threat  to  jump  the  present  4  per  cent 
city  admission  tax  to  10  per  cent,  it 
was  decided  at  an  all-industry  indig- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Wallis-Para.  Production 

In  Britain  "Up  in  the  Air" 
Hal  Wallis'  British  production 

plans,  as  well  as  those  of  Paramount, 
are  "up  in  the  air"  pending  acquisi- 

tion of  studio  space,  according  to 
Joseph  Hazen,  president  of  Hal  Wal- 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Producers,  Gov't  to Talk  V.  K.  Exports  „ 

London  (By  Cable) — All  aspects 
of  British  film  export  will  be  given 

a  thorough  airing  on  Friday  when  a 

deputation  of  producers  will  meet 
with  the  Board  of  Trade,  headed  by 
Sir  Stafford  Cripps. 

J.  Arthur  Rank  is  president  of  the 
British  Film  Producers  Association. 
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East.    Kodak      

Cen.    Prec.   Eq   

Loew's,    Inc   
Paramount          
RKO        

Republic  Pictures  . . 
Republic  Pictures  pfd. 

20th  Century-Fox  .  .  . 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd. 
Universal   Pict   

Universal  Picts.  pfd.. 
Warner  Bros   

NEW  YORK 
Monogram  Picts.  . . . 
Radio-Keith    cvs.    . . . 
Sonotone    Corp   
Technicolor          
Trans-Lux      
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That  Guy's  In  Again 
Memphis,  Term.  —  The  King  Cole 

Trio  was  banned  from  "Breakfast  in 

Hollywood,"  by  the  Memphis  censor 
Friday. 

FOR  SALE 
NEW  AND  USED  35MM,  16MM  PROJEC- 

TORS AND  EQUIPMENT— HIGH  AND 
LOW  INTENSITY.  INQUIRE  AMERICAN 
NATIONAL  RED  CROSS,  SUPPLY  DE- 

PARTMENT, 44  EAST  23rd  STREET,  NEW 
YORK,  N.  Y. 

Providence,  Other  Cities 
Adopt  Brownout  Plan 

Providence  —  Forestalling  a  pos- 
sible Governmental  move  against 

theaters  during  the  present  coal 
crisis,  downtown  houses  inaugurated 
voluntary  "brownout"  Friday  night 
in  an  action  to  conserve  electrical 
power.  Uprights,  marquees  were 
darkened  with  minor  lighting  per- 

mitted under  marquees. 
Theaters  in  Pawtucket,  Woon- 

socket  and  Newport  also  put  a 
brownout  plan  into  effect. 

Philly  Contemplates  No 
Brownout  at  Present 

Philadelphia — No  brownout  is  con- 
templated at  present  in  the  Phila- 

delphia area  due  to  the  coal  strike 
although  drastic  curtailment  in  the 
use  of  electrical  energy  has  been 
recommended. 

George  Jacoby  Named 
Assistant  to  Franey 

George  Jacoby  has  been  named  as- 
sistant to  James  Franey,  United 

World  treasurer,  in  charge  of  branch 
operators,  it  is  announced  by  William 
J.  Heineman,  vice-president  and  gen- 

eral sales  manager. 
Jacoby  has  been  in  the  industry 

for  more  than  20  years.  Starting 
with  Price  Waterhouse,  in  the  the- 

atrical and  motion  picture  division, 
he  later  was  a  Universal  traveling 
auditor  and  a  home  office  representa- 

tive for  RKO. 

CBS  Tele  Transmitter 
License  To  FT  Labs. 

The  Federal  Telecommunication 
Laboratories,  Inc.,  affiliate  of  the  In- 

ternational Telephone  &  Telegraph 
Corp.,  has  been  licensed  by  CBS  to 
manufacture  television  transmitter 

equipment  based  on  CBS'  ultra-high 
frequency  color  television  inventions. 
Federal  Laboratories  is  the  second 

major  firm  licensed  under  Columbia's 
color  tele  patents,  the  first  having 
been  Westinghouse. 

House  to  Appropriate 
$10,000,000  for  IIS  Program 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — With  State  Depart- 
ment expense  on  its  international 

film  program  still  an  unanswered 
question,  the  House  Friday  agreed  to 
appropriate  $10,000,000  for  the  in. 
ternational  information  program. 
There  was  some  indication  here  that 
the  film  program — calling  for  about 
three  million  in  the  19-million  dollar 
budget  originally  proposed  in  the 
House — might   not   be   cut  sharply. 

HOW  ABOUT   A   "BREAK"???? 
Recently  discharged,  25.  eager,  ambitious, 
terrific  imagination— desires  opportunity 
to  prove  talents  in  publicity  and  promo- 
tion. 

RICHARD    L.    FELMAN 

1746  Andrews  Ave.,  New  York  53,  N.  Y. 

TRemont  2-6387 

Cancels  Derby  Telecast 
Over  Jurisdiction  Row 

Plans  to  televise  pictures  of  Sat- 
urday's Kentucky  Derby  were  can- 

celled on  Friday  by  CBS  as  result  of 
a  controversy  with  the  IATSE  over 
use  of  an  International  Brotherhood 
of  Electrical  Workers  camera  crew 
to  shoot  the  race. 

The  action  was  taken  after  W.  H. 
Strafford,  business  agent  of  Chicago 
cameramen's  Local  666,  threatened 
to  call  off  camera  crews  of  the  five 

newsreels  if  CBS  didn't  withdraw 
the  IBEW  men.  In  taking  the  step 
Strafford  had  the  full  endorsement 
of  Richard  F.  Walsh,  IATSE  head, 
the  latter  disclosed  yesterday  fol- 

lowing his  return  from  Chicago.  The 
film  shot  by  the  IBEW  was  to  have 
been  televised  over  WCBW  here 
yesterday. 

Century  Is  Developing 
Employe  Pension  Plan 

Details  of  a  new  incentive  plan 
for  Century  Circuit  supervisors, 
managers  and  assistant  managers 
were  outlined  by  Fred  J.  Schwartz, 
vice-president.  Under  the  plan  each 
of  the  groups  will  receive  year-end 
bonuses  on  a  basis  of  improved  busi- 

ness. Key  home  office  personnel  also benefits. 

Circuit  is  developing  an  employe 

pension  plan,  in  addition  to  exist- 
ing health  and  insurance  policies  paid 

for  by  the  company.  Century  also 
has  an  employe  welfare  fund. 

Morgan  Reveals  Para. 
Shorts  Package  Plan 

Philadelphia  —  A  short  subjects 
package  plan  has  been  devised  by 
Paramount,  it  was  revealed  here  by 
Oscar  A.  Morgan,  short  subjects 
sales  manager,  at  a  two-day  meet- 

ing of  branch  and  sales  managers. 
The  packages,  Morgan  said,  were 

designed  to  offer  one-hour  short  sub- 
jects programs  for  patrons  of  all 

ages.  Subjects  will  include  cartoons, 
musicals,  sports,  scientific  and  educa- tional films. 

Defer  Monroe  Hearing  Again 
Chicago — Hearing  in  the  Monroe 

Theater  arbitration  case  has  again 

been  postponed  by  Arbitrator  Wil- 
bur Giffon — this  time  to  June  4. 

BETTER  FILM  MUSIC 
For  Distinctive  Produotioni 

New  Compositions  Scored  by  Lire*  SymphoolM 

Original  8""orei  for  Partlnilir  Ptlmi 

•VELAZC0 
•   MCOiroiATID 

t69?  SUcndttutjf,  */?eta  'S/etd  49 

N.  Y.  THEATER! 

FILMACK  TRAILER  CO.  IX£KT?2 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL— 
Rockefeller  Center 

"THE  GREEN  YEARS" CHARLES  COBURN 

Tom  Drake,  Beverly  Tyler,  Hume  Crony 

A  Metro  Coldwyn  Mayer  Picture 

and 

MUSIC  HALL'S 
CREAT  EASTER  STACE  SHO        A 

THE  FABULOUS  LOVE  STORY 

OF  A  FLAMING  ERA! 

IN  OLD 
SACRAMENTO 

STARRING 

WILLIAM  CONSTANCE 

ELLIOTT  MOORE 
With  HANK  DANIELS  .  RUTH  DONNELLY 
EUCENE  PALLETTE  .  LIONEL  STANDEP 

and 
Jack  LaRue — Grant  Withers— Bobby  Blake 

A  REPUBLIC  PICTURE 

BRANDTS  GOTHAM 

B'way  &  47th  St. 

Paramount   pretmnti 
PAULETTE  RAY 

GODDARD        •        MILLANC 

In 

"Kitty" 
A   MITCHELL   LEISEN   PRODUCTION 

R  I  V  O  L  I B'wiy    &    49th    St 

ON  SCREEN 

RITA  HAYWORTH 

'GILDA' GLENN  FORD 

GEORGE  MACREAQY 
JOSEPH  CALLE1A 

IN  PERSON 

Johnnie  'Scat*  5 
DAVIS 
and  ORCH. 

featuring 
Garth  Andrews 

Owen  Wister's 
"THE  VIRGINIAN" 

In  Technicolor 

starring 

Joel  Brian McCREA  DONLEVY 
with   Barbara  Britton 
A  Paramount  Picture 

In  Person— EDDIE  BRACKEN.  BOB  EBERLY, 

JOHNNY    LONG    and    his    band 
PARAMOUNT     -    -    -    Times  Square 

Sonny 

TUFTS 

B'WAY 

47th  St 

loan  Fontaine 
"From  This  Day  Forward" 

with 

Mirk  Stevens  Rosemary  DsCaap 

An    RKO    RADIO    PICTURE 

'WVm&^&L 

GLOBE 
ti3$& 
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IE.  Unit  Calls  ATA 

ependenl  Menace 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Noting   and   protecting   affiliated 

jter  interests." 
le  local  unit  urges  all  indies  not 

,i    ̂ refuse  to  join,  but  also  "mili- 
\..    >  oppose    this     organization's 
-  -esentation  that  it  is  intended  to 

ilfit   the   independent   exhibitor." 
iletter  points  out  that  the  officers 
TA  are  or  have  been  closely  as- 
*ted  with  affiliated  circuits. 

^he  scope  of  ATA's  operations  as 
ned    in   its    published   constitu- 
"  the  letter  says,  "includes  many 

jitions    of    general    interest    now 
j;uately  covered  for  independent 
L-ests  by  the  Allied  States  Associa- 

!  I;  and  by  the  CIEA,  but  specific- 
excludes  matters  pertaining  to 

'b  and  delivery  of  film,  a  subject 
o  great  importance  that  we  will 
c  devote  an  entire  letter  to  this 

j;er.  On  national  matters  ATA's ters  and  duties,  however,  are  not, 

he  opinion  of  Allied's  general 
;isel,  limited  to  taxation  and  legis- 
»n — 'they  extend  to  and  include 
:eedings  growing  out  of  the  Gov- 

llnent  suit.' 
Dur  first  concern,  therefore,  is 
i  the  influence  an  organization 
rolled  by  the  above  officers  and 
the  affiliated  theater  interests 

■  have  with  the  Attorney  General 
->he  United  States  in  connection 
i  the  anti-trust  suit,  and  particu- 
i,  with  the  terms  of  a  possible 
pent  decree  or  court  order  should 
if  be  able  to  convince  the  Attorney 
eral  or  the  court  that  they  are 
f   authorized   to   represent  your 
rests   as  an   independent  exhib- » 

'he  letter  concludes  with  the  ques- 
:  "Do  you  think  it  would  be 
;  to   authorize   producer-distrib- 
•'  controlled  exhibitors  to  plead 
your  welfare  in  the  Government 

artz.  Executive  Sec'y North  Central  Allied 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ill  with  Film  Classics  here,  Swartz 
sold  his  interest  in  the  exchange 

ievote  all  his  time  jto  directing 
\.  Swartz,  who  ovps  the  Loop 
ater  here,  will  carry  out  the 
cies  set  at  the  recent  NCA  con- 
tion  and  will  visit  rural  areas  to 

<tact  theatermen  as  part  of  NCA's 
nbership  drive. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  6 

I.  Airman  Burtus  Bishop 

•liver  H.  P.  Garrett  Kevin  O'Shea 
Orson  Welles  Ross  Hunter 

Elsa  Warnecke 

T  ▼ 

Monday  Morning  Report 
•  •     •     CUFF  NOTES:  Looks  like  L.  Boyd  Hatch  incubated  a  small 
tempest  on  Thursday  when  a  Wall  Street  scribe  got  the  Atlas  executive 

vice-prexy  talking  about  the  investment  trust's  holdings  in  BKO ...... 
Before  you  could  say  "debentures,"  the  Dow  Tones  ticker  was  spreading 
word  that  Atlas  would  eventually  (by  June  30  or  Autumn)  shed  a  large 
block  of  RKO. ....  .The  episode,  Phil  M.  is  told,  was  very  embarrassing 

to  the  other  Atlas  big-wigs,  not  one  of  whom  expected  such  a  pronounce- 
ment.  .   .    .     •  Ralph  Daigh   has   named   Daniel    A.    Jenkins,    former 

Eighth  Army  PRO.  as  assistant  editor  of  Motion  Picture  Magazine.  .  .  . 

•  Davidson  Taylor,  CBS  v.-p.,  former  chief  of  the, Film,  Theater  and 
Music  Control  Section,  Information  Control  Division,  U.  S.  Forces.  Euro- 

pean Theater,  has  been  awarded  the  Medal  of  Freedom  by  the  War 
Dept.  for  exceptionally  meritorious  services.  ...  •  Elizabeth  Taylor 

has  been  invited  to  open  the  National  Children's  Book  Fair  here  on  the 

18th   Duell,  Sloan  and  Pearce  publishes  the  Metro  star's  "Nibbles 
and  Me"  this  month.  ...     •  By  way  of  Jimmie  Raymond,  UA's  Trinidad 

manager,  comes  an  ad  of  the  Trinidad  Country  Club  which  reads,  "Wel- 
come to  the  Officers  of  the  U.  S.  Fleet — Dancing  until  2   a.m. — Lady 

members  are  asked  kindly  to  co-operate  with  the  management" ...... 
In  the  words  of  UA's  Sammy  Cohen.  "Anything  for  our  Navy!"  .  .  . 
•  Credit  Metro's  erudite  Herb  Crooker  with  a  corking  addition  to  the 

Yogi  Mysteries  series   The  intriguing  title  is  "Man  About  Broadway." 
•  Jack  L.  Warner  garners  still  another  honor  tonight  on  the  Coast  when 
the  Latin-American  Consular  Association  bestows  its  El  Diploma  de 
Honor   

▼  T  T 

•  •     •     ODDS  AND  ENDS:   As  the  saying  goes — "20   years  is  a 
long  time  in  motion  pictures"   And  W.   Ray   Johnston   and   Trent 
Carr,  as  of  yesterday,  completed  20  years  of  association. ....  .Carr,  now 
executive   director   in  charge   of   Monogram   production.    Joined    Board 
Chairman  Ray  Johnston  on  May  5,  1926,  when  the  latter  headed  Rayart 

Pictures.   ...     •  Joe  Steele,  returning  to  production  after   a   10-year 

absence,  will  be  associated  with  Dave  Lewis  on  Enterprise's  "Arch  of 
Triumph.".  .  .  •  Du  Mont  is  mailing  out  "The  Truth  About  Color  Tele- 

vision," booklet  by  Thomas  T.  Goldsmith,  Jr   Thousands  of  requests 
in,  'tis  said.  ...  •  Is  Phil  M.  seeing  things,  or  does  Ingrid  Bergman 
in  "Saratoga  Trunk"  apply  a  beauty  mark  on  the  right  side  of  her  face 
only  to  have  it  shift  to  the  left  during  the  rest  of  the  pic?  ...  •  Eric 

A.  Johnston  on  capitalism  (before  the  U.  S.  Chamber  of  Commerce  din- 

ner in  Atlantic  City):  "Capitalism  is  a  human  institution,  vibrant  and 
evolutionary,  capable  constantly  of  adjusting  itself  to  the  new  condi- 

tions"   
▼  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Walter  Mirisch  has  incorporated  Pembroke 

Prods,  to  make  that  million  dollar  production  of  Sir  Walter  Scott's 
"Ivanhoe"  for  Mono,  release  next  season.  ...  •  Shortage  of  seasoning 
rather  than  popcorn  will  be  exhibs.'  biggest  worry  in  the  immediate 
future.  ...  •  Mike  Todd  now  plans  to  send  "Great  Son"  before  the 
cameras  July  15.  .  .  .  •  Didja  know  the  Educational  Film  Library  As- 

sociation has  decided  to  end  distribution  of  commercially  produced  pix? 
  The  Association,  by  the  way,  will  press  for  the  release  of  surplus 
pix  now  held  on  deposit  in  the  Library  of  Congress.  ...  •  And  didja 
know  that  the  Canadian  National  Film  Board  has  dropped  its  trade  union 
film  circuit  developed  by  John  Grierson  when  Film  Commissioner?  .  .  . 

•  Add  Signs  o'  the  Times:  Planet  Pictures,  16  mm.  outfit,  has  taken  over 
the  famed  Bernheimer  Oriental  gardens  estate  overlooking  Hollywood 
as  its  headquarters   . 

T  ▼  ▼ 

COMING  and  GOING 
JOSEPH  BERNhARD  arrives  in  New  York 

from  the  Coast  today  via  Constellation  for  con- 
ferences with  talent  and  writer  representatives. 

NED  E.  DEPINET,  ROBERT  MOCHRIE,  NAT 

LEVY,  WALTER  BRANSON.  HARRY  MICHAL- 
SON,  S.  BARRET  McCORMICK,  and  TERRY 
TURNER  attended  the  RKO  sales  meeting  at 
the  Blackstone  Hotel. 

MORT  BLUMENSTOCK  returns  to  New  York 

today  from  a  month's  stay  at  the  Burbank studio. 

RICHARD  F.  WALSH,  head  of  the  IATSE,  re- 
turned from  Chicago  on  Friday. 

HAL  WALLIS  and  FRANK  FREEMAN  are  du* 
here  this  week  from  London. 
SICMUND  ROMBERG  will  arrive  on  the  Coast 

May  15  from  New  York  to  begin  work  on  the 

score   of  Universale  "Sunny   River." 
MRS.  RODNEY  TOUPS,  wife  of  Loew's  State 

manager,  N'Orleans,  has  returned  from  Louisville and  New  York. 

WLADIMER  POZNER,  general  manager  ot 
M-G-M  International  Films,  leaves  for  Europe 

today  for  a  series  of  conferences  with  M-C-M 
managers  on  the  Continent. 

DAVID  LEWIS,  regional  director  of  Continental 
Europe,  North  Africa  and  the  Middle  East  for 

Loew's  International  Corp.,  flies  to  Europe  to- 
day for  a  tour  of  offices  under  his  supervision. 

SYDNEY  GREENSTREET  arrived  in  New  York 
yesterday. 

RUDY  BERGER,  M-C-M  Southern  sales  mana- 
ger, left  New  Orleans  yesterday  and  will  visit 

Dallas,  Oklahoma  City,  Kansas  City  and  Mem- 
phis exchanges. 

WILLIAM  FADIMAN,  M-G-M  studio  stc-ry 
head  is  due  in  from  the  Coast  today. 
ARTHUR  LAKE,  Columbia  player,  arrives 

from  the  Coast  today,  while  PENNY  SINGLETON 

arrives  tomorrow.  Pair  will  do  a  special  "Blon- die"  broadcast  from  New  York. 

JOEL  LEVY,  out-of-town  booker  for  Loew's, has  returned  to  New  York  after  spending  a  few 

days  in  New  Haven. 
NORMAN  LINZ,  M-C-M  exploiteer,  in 

charge  of  the  company's  Show  Builder  Unit 
No.  2,  now  touring  Ohio,  will  visit  the  towns 
of  Miamaisburg,  Germantown,  Camden,  Eaton, 
West  Alexandria  and   Brookville  this  week. 

RICHARD  QUINE,  M-C-M  featured  play«r, 
has  arrived  on  the  Coast  after  a  visit  to  New 

York. STANLEY  KRAMER,  Story  Productions  pro- 
duction vice-president,  DON  ETTLINGER,  screen 

writer,  and  TAYLOR  CALDWELL,  author  of 

"This  Side  of  Innocence,"  go  to  Washington 
on  May  II  to  attend  a  breakfast  of  the  Na- 

tional League  of  American  Pen  Women.  Story 

plans  a  picture  from   Miss  Caldwell's  novel. 
LUCILLE  BALL,  M-G-M  star,  and  her  hus- 

band, DESI  ARNAZ,  also  under  contract  to 
M-G-M,  have  arrived  from  the  Ccast. 
SIR  CORDON  CRAIG,  general  manager  of 

British   Movietone   News,   is  here   from   England. 
ED  MOREY,  Monogram  vice-president,  planes to  Toronto  today. 

ARTHUR  GREENE  is  due  here  today  from 

Chicago  for  business  conferences  at  the  Hamp- shire Houses. 

JOHNNY  JONES  is  due  back  in  Chicago  from 
the  Coast  on  Wednesday. 

HAROLD  AUTEN,  Rank  rep.  is  in  Chicago  for 

the  world  premiere  of  "So  Goes  My  Love"  at the  RKO  Palace. 

W.  F.  KRUSE,  of  B  &  K,  and  A.  SHAPIRO, 
of  Ampro,  were  here  from  Chicago  for  the SMPE  meeting. 

111.  Allied  June  Releases 

Chicago — Illinois  Allied's  June  re- 
lease list  shows  15  re-issues,  34  reg- 

ular releases,  one  foreign  film,  "The 
Seventh  Veil,"  and  one  Technicolor, 
"The  Harvey  Girls." 

SICK  IIEPOIIT 

FLORENCE  LOW,  Columbia  inspectress 

at  Omaha,  is  back  on  the  job  following  re- 
covery from  an  operation. 

SALVATORE  L'AMONICA,  Hollywood 
writer,  in  serious  condition  at  Charity  Hos- 

pital, New  Orleans,  efter  being  slugged 
and  robbed. 
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RKO  First  Quarter 

NelJumps$2,534,909 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

quarter  were  equivalent  to  approx- 
imately 97  cents  per  share  on  3,791,= 

661  snares  of  common  stock  out- 
standing after  retirement  of  the  six 

per  cent  preferred  stock  by  redemp- 
tion and  conversions.  The  year's  net 

was  equivalent  to  $1.59  per  share  on 
the  same  number  of  shares. 

Most  of  Funded  Debt  Retired 

The  annual  report  to  stockholders 
of  N.  Peter  Rathvon,  president,  dis- 

closes that  at  the  end  of  1945  neither 
the  RKO  parent  company  nor  RKO 
Radio  Pictures,  Inc.,  the  producing 
and  distributing  subsidiary,  had  any 
funded  debt  in  the  hands  of  the  pub- 

lic and  that  the  refinancing  of  the- 
ater subsidiary  debt  in  February  of 

this  year  by  new  three  per  cent 
debentures  of  RKO  Theaters,  Inc., 
resulted  in  the  retirement  of  sub- 

stantially all  previously  existing  the- 
ater funded  debt  and  provided  the 

RKO  enterprise  with  about  $10,000,- 
000  of  additional  working  capital  so 
that  the  aggregate  working  capital 
of  RKO  and  subsidiaries  at  April  30, 
1946  was  approximately  $39,000,000 
as  compared  with  approximately 
$15,000,000  at  the  beginning  of  1940. 

The  six  per  cent  preferred  stock 
was  called  for  redemption  early  thi3 
year,  but  all  except  2,019  shares  was 
converted  into  common  stock  prior 
to  the  redemption  date,  resulting  in 
issuance  upon  conversion  of  903,608 
additional  shares  of  common  stock 
(part  of  which  had  been  issued  prior 
to  the  end  of  1945).  In  this  connec- 

tion the  annual  report  states  that 

such  conversion  "permitted  a  large 
part  of  the  cash  provided  by  the 
financing  plan  to  increase  your  com- 

pany's working  capital,  thus  placing 
it  in  a  strong  capital  position  for 

further  expanding  its  business." 
Financial  Improvement 

Respecting  the  extent  of  the  over- 
all improvement  in  the  financial 

position  as  of  the  date  of  the  report, 
Rathvon  states: 

"Debt  and  preferred  stocks:  The 
aggregate  amount  of  the  outstand- 

ing funded  debt  of  subsidiaries  and 
of  preferred  stocks  of  your  company 
and  subsidiaries  (including  accumu- 

lated dividends  thereon)  at  the  be- 
ginning of  1940  was  approximately 

$39,500,000  as  compared  with  ap- 
proximately $22,200,000  of  debt  cur- 

rently." 
'Annual  prior  charges:  The  aggre- 

gate amount  of  the  annual  charges 
for  interest  on  such  funded  debt  and 
for  dividends  on  such  preferred 
stocks  at  the  beginning  of  1940  was 
approximately  $2,200,000  as  com- 

pared with  approximately  $670,000 
of  interest  currently." 
"Working  capital:  The  aggregate 

amount  of  the  working  capital  of 
your  company  and  its  subsidiaries  at 
the  beginning  of  1940  was  approx- 

imately $15,000,000  as  compared  with 
working  capital  of  approximately 

$39,000,000  at  this  time." 
Dividends  were  recently  initiated 

Rank  Bids  Breen  to  London 
For  Production  Code  Talks 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
cuss    the    Production    Code,   it   was 
learned  Friday. 

Behind  the  invitation,  it  is  under- 
stood, is  the  desire  to  establish 

close  liaison  between  production  on 
this  side  and  the  Hollywood  PCA. 
At  the  present  time,  scripts  are  sent 
over  to  Breen's  office  for  scrutiny 
and  the  same  thing  applies  later  to 
prints.  It  is  felt  that  there  will  be 

fewer  headaches  all  the  way  'round 
if  producers  here  can  be  acquainted 
first  hand  by  Breen  with  the  require- 

ments of  the  PCA. 
It  is  pointed  out,  further,  that  as 

America  becomes  a  primary  rather 
than  a  secondary  market  for  British 
pix  —  which  will  take  place  when 
United  World  and  Eagle-Lion  get  in 
full  operation  —  an  interchange  of 

ideas  is  virtually  a  "must." Rank  met  Breen  during  his  visit 
to  Hollywood  last  year. 

Another  angle  in  the  present  invi- 
tation is  the  fact  that  Eric  A.  John- 

ston of  the  MPAA  is  on  extremely 
friendly  terms  with  Rank. 

Dembow  Introduces  NSS 
Colorart  Posters  at  Meet 

George  F.  Dembow,  NSS  vice-pres- 
ident in  charge  of  sales,  concluded 

the  company's  three-day  interna- 
tional convention  Saturday  at  the 

Waldorf-Astoria  with  a  message 
launching  the  sales  drive  for  1946, 
and  the  introduction  of  the  new 
Colorart  Posters,  recently  added  to 
the  NSS  Specialty  Accessories  group. 

Friday's  session  was  in  the  hands 
of  William  B.  Brenner,  vice-presi- 

dent in  charge  of  operations,  who 
outlined  obligations  to  exhibitor  and 
distributor,  in  the  matter  of  render- 

ing service.  Other  speakers  during 
the  Friday  meeting  were  Arthur  B. 
Krim,  treasurer;  John  R.  McPherson 
and  Arnold  Williams,  joint  managing 
directors  of  National  Screen  Service, 
Ltd.,  of  London. 

Gamble  to  Talk  Up  ATA  to 
Memphis  Area  Exhibs. 

Ted  R.  Gamble,  ATA  board  chair- 
man, today  will  address  exhibitors 

in  the  Memphis  area  on  the  associa- 
tion's objectives  in  the  second  of  a 

series  of  appearances  before  exhib. 
groups.  A  number  of  other  talks  are 
slated  in  a  tour  that  will  take 
Gamble  and  Si  Fabian,  president,  as 
far  West  as  Salt  Lake  City. 

On  May  26  and  27,  Fabian  and 
Gamble  will  speak  at  the  convention 
of  the  ITO  of  Arkansas  in  Little 
Rock  and  on  May  28  will  discuss 
ATA  with  exhibitors  in  the  Dallas 
territory.  They  will  next  address  the 
convention  of  the  Southeastern  TO 
in  Jacksonville,  Fla.,  June  1  and  2. 

on  the  common  stock  at  the  rate  of 
$1.20  per  annum. 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  stock- 
holders of  RKO  will  be  held  at  its 

principal  office  in  Dover,  Del.,  on 
June  5. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Fontcrine-Dozier 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Joan  Fontaine  and 
producer  William  Dozier  were  mar- 

ried May  2  in  Mexico  City,  it  was  an- 
nounced at  the  week-end  by  the  RKO studios. 

Film  Talent  Vital 
To  Tele  Production 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

tion  committee  on  education,  and  as- 
sistant to  the  president  of  Rutgers 

University,  declared  yesterday  at  a 
forum  before  the  Institute  for  Edu- 

cation by  Radio. 
Sponsored   by   the   TBA,    session, 

  MAJOR  ROLE   
Washington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Motion  pictures 
ivill  play  a  major  role  in  build-, 
ing  an  understanding  of  the 
United  Nations,  Benjamin  A. 
Cohen,  UN  Assistant  Secretary 
General  for  Information,  said Saturday. 

Speaking  before  the  annual 
conference  on  education  by  radio 
at  Ohio  State  University,  Cohen 

said  pix  have  a  "tremendous  ap- peal to  large  masses  of  people 

who  aren't  able  to  get  their  in- 
formation from  the  printed  page." 

held  in  the  Deshler-Wallick  Hotel  as 

part  of  the  IER's  16th  annual  con- 
vention, heard  addresses  by  tele  lead- 

ers and  prominent  educators. 
Robert    B.    Child,    of    station 

WGY    and    television    stations 
WRGB,  Schenectady,  noted  that 
not  every  educator  will  have  the 
basic  requirements  to  produce  a 
dramatic  television  program.  He 
suggested  calling  in  specialists 
in  the  audio-visual  field  and  re- 

marked that  the  best  producing, 
directing    and    acting   talent   is 
likely  to  be  found  in  the  motion 
picture  and  theater  fields,  with 
radio  a   poor  third.    Child  also 
pointed   out  that  television   re- 

quires 18  to  20  people  to  put  a 
program   on  the   air,   compared 
with   radio's   minimum   of   five. 
Noran  E.  Kersta,  of  the  NBC  tele- 

vision department,  pointed  out  that 
through    television,    "Learning    and 
living  become  one;  studying  becomes 
experience;    and    teaching    becomes 

performance  and  example." 
In  another  approach  to  the  sub- 

ject, Nathan  M.  Rudich,  production 
manager  of  WNYC,  New  York,  and 
chairman  of  the  New  School  for  So- 

cial Research  radio  and  television 
department,  held  that  education,  to 
succeed  in  television  must  learn  to 

apply  showmanship  in  its  presenta- 
tions. 

Other  speakers   included  Edward 

Service  Budget  Plan 

For  Metro  School  Pix' (Continued  from  Page  1) 

(1)  a  proposal  for  long-term  fins 
ing  of  film  costs  to  schools  and  ot 
organizations;  (2)  assistance  i 
advice  in  obtaining  and  using^^- 
ment;  (3)  film  service  on  an  (  il 
or  longer  leasing  arrangement  Jr. 
cost  adjusted  to  the  number  of  purl 
in  a  school  or  members  in  a  club 
trade  union;  (4)  full  film  service 
any  subject;  (5)  delivery  of  prii  i 
where  needed  and  to  remain  as  lo, 
as  needed;  (6)  sliding  scale  cosj 

and  _  (7)  availability  of  counseli service  on  budgeting. 
Loew  said  that  one  of  the  ch 

purposes  of  the  program  was 
make  classroom,  training,  documei. 

ary  and  fact  films  '  as  readily  ava* 
able  as  the  text  book  is  now,"  r 
only  to  schools  and  colleges  throug' 
out  the  world,  but  also  to  trai 
unions,  farm  groups,  clubs  and 
all  other  organizations  that  at 
potentially  audiences  for  films  of  ci  i 
tural  and  instructional  content."    X 

Under  the  supervision  of  Orton  a 

Hicks,  head  of  Loew's  Internation 
16  mm.  department,  and  R.  Hav. 
Falconer,  chief  of  the  educations 
division,  the  new  program  will  gi 
under  way  with  the  opening  of  tli 
Fall  school  terms. 

Wallis-Para.  Production 

In  Britain  "Up  in  the  Air" (Continued  from  Page  1) 

lis  Productions,  who  returned  fro: 
England  last  week. 

Hazen    said    that   Wallis    and   "3 Frank  Freeman  were  making  an  ej 

tensive    survey   of   studio    space   i: 
England  and  that  a  decision  on  th 

matter  might  be  made  at  talks  whe  f- they  return  here  this  week. 
Hazen  said  that  studios  that  ha 

been  bombed  were  getting  prioritie 

for  re-building,  while  new  construe  : 
tion  must  await  the  availability  o  . 
materials.    He  said  that  Wallis  ha  : 
four  story  properties  for  productio 
in  England  but  that  the  dearth  o 1 

studio  space  was  likely  to  alter  plans-1' 

MPEA  Confirms  Naming  o ; 
Mayer  as  Japan-Korea  Rep n 
The  Motion  Picture  Expor 

Association  on  Friday  confirmed  th< 

appointment  of  Charles  Mayer  a:; representative  of  the  MPEA  in  Japai 
and  Korea.  He  leaves  New  Yorl, 
May  20  to  establish  an  office  ir 
Tokyo  for  the  distribution  of  the 

product  of  the  eight  major  com-1 
panies.  Mayer  formerly  was  a  cap- 

tain in  charge  of  motion  pictures  ir. 

Gen.  Douglas  MacArthur's  command and  prior  to  the  war  was  managing 
director  for  20th-Fox  in  the  Nether- 

lands East  Indies  and  Malaya. 

Stasheff  of  WNYE,  New  York;  Dick 
Hubbell  of  Crosley  and  B.  Ray  Cum- 
mings,  Farnsworth  v.p. 
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A  Holds  Control 

r  16mm.  Equip. 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

some  35  mm.  equipment,  includ- 
-  projectors,  but  ceilings  still  must 

bserved  in  the  sale  of  35  mm. 
d    recording    and    reproduction 

t;  ^nd  parts,  rectifiers,  wire  and 
j=fcviring   devices   and   controls, 
£   and   lighting-  equipment  and 

a  eries. 
Prices  Will  Rise 

is    certain   that   prices    of    all 
ie    various    items    of    equipment 

i  i  rise  sharply  in  the  event  of  OPA 
i  nsion  bill  passed  by  the  House 

month    becomes   law.    At   this 
ing,  it  is  probable  that  a  revised 
.will  be  voted  by  the  Senate,  but 
extent  of  the  revision  cannot  be 
tssed.     In    any    event,    even    the 

^ngest  OPA  supporters  are  unable 
foresee    a    situation    where     a 

siked    rise    in    the    price    of   this 
n;pment  in  July  can   be   averted. 

o  arrangement  for  sale  of  Amer- 
s-made  booth  or  production  equip- 
:t    in    Germany    or    Japan    has 
been  made,  and  no  early  licensing 
American    equipment   companies 

itoreseen,  according  to  officials  of 
5  Treasury  and  War  Departments. 

j  ilacement   of  civilian   pix   equip- 
!  3-t   in   those    countries    is    either 
t  in  the  very  small  inventories  on 
d  at  the  close  of  the  war,  from 
trickle  of  production  now  going 
in    Germany,   or   by   the   Allied 
tary  forces. 

Pattern  of  Marketing 
ctually,  it  was  pointed  out  here, 
resumption  of  American  market- 
in  those  countries — it  was  never 
f  active  in  Germany  before  the 

although    American-made    pix 
ipment  was  used  in  Japan — is  far 
he  future.   If  it  follows  the  pat- 

ji    other   industries   are   expected 
jfollow  as  they  are  permitted  to 
jme  trading,  it  will  go  something 
,  this: 
Military    Government    officials    in 
field  will  have  to  indicate  that 

k  feel  a  need  for  the  importation 
:he  equipment.    This  request  will 
!,  however,  mean  that  individual 
jipanies  can  send  salesmen  over. 
1st  probable  course  will  be  for  the 
r  Department  to   deal  with  the 

l^le    unified    organization    repre- 
"ting  all  the  competing  manufac- 
Cers  or  all  those  interested  in  the 
ort  trade. 

Special  Treasury  License 

'his  group  will  then  apply  to  the 
jiasury  for  a  special  license  ex- 

iting it  from  possible  prosecution 
violation  of  the  Trading-with- 

-Enemy  Act. 
Vhen  distribution  plans  have  been 
rked  out  and  found  mutually 

j'eeable  to  the  industry  and  the 
lr  Department,  a  representative  of 
Export  Association  will  be  per- 

ked into  the  theater.  It  is  prob- 
e  that  among  the  conditions  the 
ir  Department  and  the  State  De- 
•tment  will  insist  upon  will  be Dulations  that  funds  realized  in 
rmany  and  Japan  through  sales 
ther  be  converted  into  dollars  nor 

IN  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

ALFRED  H.  TAMARIN,  special  representative  for 
United  Artists,  handling  the  Laurence 
Olivier  British-made  Technicolor  film, 
"Henry  V." 

NORMAN  MATHEWS,  Princeton's  Film  Center 
director  of  production,   Princeton,   N.  J. 

ALBERT  V.  COLE,  NBC  Television  production 
assistant  in  the  field  program  division, 
New  York. 

FRANK  STANNARD,  buyer  and  booker,  W. 
B.    Cross   theaters,   Juneau,   Alaska. 

ROBERT  SOKOL,  assistant  manager,  Loew's, Harrisburg,  Pa. 

ZEVA  YOVAN,  assistant  manager,  Loew's  In- dianapolis. 

ABE  SUTTON,  PRC  home  sales  staff,  New  York. 

CORDON  WILCOX,  city  salesman,  Paramount, 
Chicago. 

NEAL    ASTRIN,    PRC    home    office    sales    staff, 
New   York. 

RICHARD  2ERAF,  manager,   Empress,   Detroit. 

HARVEY    TRAYLbR,    manager,    Trail,    Colorado 

Springs,  Colo. 
C.    R.    FLOWER,    manager,    Rustic,    Estes    Park, 

Colo. 

HOWARD    ROBB,    service  for   booth   equipment, 
Cooper    Foundation    Theaters    in     Colorado 
and  Nebraska. 

MICHAEL  KNICHT,  house  staff,  Savoy  Theater, 
Newark,  N.  J. 

DAN  LEEDS,  play  department,  Paul  Small  Artists, 
New  York. 

V.  R.  BERTRAM,  manager,  Roxy,  Peru,  Ind. 

ELDON  BRIWA,  assistant  general  manager,  Film 
Service  Corp.,  New  Orleans. 

BRUCE  MARSHALL,  UA  salesman,  Wyoming  ter- 
ritory, Denver. 

16  mm.  Nabe  Theater 
Making  Detroit  Bow 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Broder,  recently  out  of  the  Army, 
whose  brother,  Jack  Broder,  runs 
one  of  the  largest  independent  cir- 

cuits in  the  city.  Opening  features 

are  "One  Night  in  Paris"  and  "A 
Yank  in  Libya,"  booked  by  Charles 
A.  Garner,  indie  exchange  operator. 
Garner  has  booked  features  for  one 
month  ahead  at  the  Davison  already, 
playing  duals,  using  mostly  IT&T 
Library  films,  shipped  direct  from 
Chicago,  together  with  some  of  the 
other  subjects  distributed  by  Garner 
himself. 

House  has  a  union  projectionist 
under  setup,  and  a  new  move  is  be- 

lieved aimed  to  make  profitable  oper- 
ation possible  at  the  theater. 

Back  Room  Employes  May 
Return  in  Detroit  Today 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

lowed  publication  of  a  letter  from 
Fred  E.  Pennell,  general  manager  of 
the  Michigan  Allied  unit,  in  which 
he  advocated  the  closing  of  theaters 
and  a  meeting  Wednesday  of  Local 
B-179  with  IATSE  Representative 
Frank  Stickling. 

Report  of  re-opening  on  a  definite 
date  could  not  be  confirmed  at  union 

headquarters,  but  IATSE  Vice-Pres- 
ident Roger  M.  Kennedy  confirmed 

that  the  backroom  local  agreed  there 
would  be  no  further  unauthorized 
strikes,  which  was  one  of  the  major 
elements  of  contention. 

"Postman"  Rings  the  Bell  v 
"The  Postman  Always  Rings 

Twice,"  starring  Lana  Turner  and 
John  Garfield,  which  opened  at  the 
Capitol  Theater  Thursday,  broke  all 
records  for  opening  day  business  at 
the  theater  under  its  present  policy. 
Stage  bill  is  headed  by  Guy  Lom- 
bardo  and  ork. 

re-invested  in  Germany  or  Japan. 
This  will  mean  that  the  industry  will 
have  to  hold  onto  its  foreign  cur- 

rency until  some  future  and  un- 
specified date. 

UA  to  Ask  SYWA  Terms 

For  Rank's  "Cleopatra" 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

manager.  While  the  terms  were  not 
announced  publicly,  it  was  learned 
that  they  will  be  in  the  top  brackets, 
pegged  at  the  same  terms  as  were 
asked  for  David  0.  Selznick's  "Since 
You  Went  Away." 
Unger  disclosed  that  approxim- 

ately 100  key  city  engagements 
would  launch  the  J.  Arthur  Rank 
Technicolor  production  which  was 
produced  by  Gabriel  Pascal  at  a  cost 
of  $5,000,000.  Current  and  forthcom- 

ing product  also  were  discussed  at 
the  parleys. 

Baffle  10  Per  Cent 

Philly  TickefTax 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

nation    meeting    held    at    Warners 
branch  here  Friday  afternoon. 

Participating  in  the  meeting  Fri- 
day at  which  the  tax  opposition 

strategy  was  mapped  were  reps,  of 
local  Allied,  UMPTO,  unaffiliated 

indies,  S-W  and  Shuberts,  latter  con- 
trolling the  legit,  situation  here. 

Theaters  and  exchanges  will  close 
for  the  march,  it  was  determined. 

Total  Tax  of  30  Per  Cent 

Imposition' of  the  10  per  cent  tax, 
which  was  voted  at  a  Council  caucus 

here  Thursday,  would  mean  local 
theatergoers  would  be  paying  an 

aggregate  tax  of  30  per  cent — the 
city  levy,  of  course,  being  in  addi- 

tion to  the  20  per  cent  Federal 

impost. The  City  Council  is  scheduled  to 
enact  the  new  tax  rate  ordinance  on 
Thursday.  Philly  is  in  search  of 
$4,500,000  new  funds  to  inaugurate 
a  three-platoon  policy  for  the  fire 
dept.  and  to  give  pay  tilts  to  20,000 
city  employes. 

Exhibs.  will  use  their  screens  to 
fight  the  boost,  and  an  aggressive 
publicity  campaign  was  whipped  in- 

to shape  over  the  week-end. 
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HICACO  THEATERS  CLOSED  BY  FUEL  DEARTH 

Science  of  Trade  Team  Play  Needed" — Rodgers Editorial 

Film  Coin 
-  .  .  for  advertising 

By  CHESTER  B.  BAHN- 

ERE    would     appear    to    be    something 

rockeyed  and/or  unfair — to  phrase  it 
y — in  the  Media  Records  compilation 
ilm  company  expenditures  for  news- 
r  advertising. 

if    not    that,     then     in     the     survey, 
d   upon   Media   Records,   which   recently 

jointly  financed  by   Editor  &  Publisher, 

:rtising  Age  and   Printer's   Ink. 
le   survey    purported    to   show    that    five 

rs— Metro,  RKO,  20th-Fox,  United  Ar- 

and     Columbia — together     spent    just 

;,805    in    333    daily    and    Sunday    news- 
rs  in  107  cities  in  1945. 

ist    what    cities    were    included    in    the 

ey,    this    Page    One    columnar    bystander 

not    know,   but   there    are    exactly    92 
S.    cities    with    populations    100,000    or 

and    it    assumed   that   they    would    be 
ng  the    107.   Those  concerned   with    the 

ey    hardly    would    be    expected    to    go 
n     into    the    5,000    population    bracket. 

at   least,    if  a   fair   and    representative 
■  rt  was  desired. 

E    1946    edition    of    the    Year    Book   of 

Motion  Pictures,  just  published  by  THE 
v!  DAILY,  estimates  that  the  aggregate 
industry     expenditures     for     newspaper 

e  in  the  U.  S.  last  year  was  $52,000,- 
A  bit  of  checking,  spurred  by  the  sur- 
under    discussion,    indicated    that    the 

companies  alone   spent  a   figure   closer 
$7,000,000    than     $700,000     for    white 

:ein  daily  and  Sunday  papers, 

or   example,    RKO    Radio    is   credited    in 
survey    with    paying   $87,635    for    such 

te    space.    Actually,     (as     no    doubt    S. 

l-et  McGormick  would  be  glad  to  inform 
:ia    Records,    et   al),    RKO   Radio,    spent 
east  a  million,  and  probably  more, 

v'hat    Media    Records    perhaps    does    not 
w — but    Advertising    Age,_  Printer's    Ink 

Editor    &     Publisher    should — is     that 

re    is    very    extensive    company    use    of 

railed    co-op    advertising,    which    means 
t  over  and  above  a  regular  week  in  and 

^k   out  budget  of  the   theater,  the   pro- 
er  splits  with  the  exhibitor  in  extra  ad- 
rising. 

'he   sum    total   of   this   money   runs   into 
lions    a    year,    but    it    evidently    fails    to 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Must  Be  Re-developed  to 
Insure  Progress,  Metro 
Exec.  Tells  SMPE  Conclave 

While  praising  the  scientific  ad- 
vances of  motion  pictures,  William 

F.  Rodgers  yesterday  pointed  out 

that  the  "science  of  industry  team 
play"  had  not  been  given  the  atten- 

tion it  must  receive  "if  in  the  new 
scientific  world  of  tomorrow,  motion 
pictures  are  to  be  ready  to  march 
side  by  side  with  the  other  great 

businesses  of  the  world." 
Speaking  at  the  opening  luncheon 

of  the  59th  conference  of  the  So- 
(Continued  on  Page  1 1) 

But  One  Collection 

Yearly,  Says  Gamble 
Memphis — There  will  be  no  more 

charity  coin  collection  drives  in  the- 
aters this  year.  The  cancer  fund 

collection  was  the  last  one  and  hence- 
forth there  will  be  only  one  collec- 

tion .each  year,  Ted  Gamble  an- 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

N.  E.  Allied  Affiliate 
Opens  Attack  on  ATA 

Boston  —  Following  up  its  anti- 
ATA  letter,  Independent  Exhibitors, 
Inc.,  is  conducting  an  active  cam- 

paign against  independent  theater 
owners  joining  American  Theaters 
Association. 
Ray  E.  Feeley,  business  manager 

(Continued  en  Page  10) 

Loetv  28-Weeks  Net 
Rises  to  $8,952,067 

Loew's,  Inc.  reports  net  profit, 
after  Federal  taxes,  for  the  28  weeks 

ended  March  14,  subject  to  year- 
end  audit,  of  $8,952,067,  compared 

with  $6,768,469  for  the  28  weeks 
ended  March  15  a  year  ago.  This 
is  equivalent  to  $1.76  per  share  of 
common  stock  against  $1.34  a  year 

ago. 

RKO  Corp,  Officials, 
Dirs.  Paid  $458,765 

Officers  and  directors  of  RKO 
Corp.  drew  $458,765  in  remuneration 
in  1945,  according  to  the  proxy  state- 

ment issued  yesterday  in  advance  of 

the  annual  stockholders'  meeting 
scheduled  for  June  5  in  Dover,  Del. 

The  proxy  statement  shows  that 
Ned  E.  Depinet,  executive  vice-presi- 

dent and  vice-chairman  of  the  board, 
was  paid  $115,800;  Harry  M.  Durn- 
ing,  a  director,  $4,900;  Frederick  L. 
Ehrman,  director,  $4,900;  L.  Law- 

( Continued  on  Page  11) 

Steam  Organizing  Philly 
Booking-Buying  Combine 

Philadelphia  —  Groundwork  for  a 
new  booking  and  buying  organiza- 

tion was  laid  here  last  week  when  22 
exhibitors  representing  80  theaters 
met  with  Bert  Steam,  who  heads  the 
Co-operative  Theater  Service  of 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

File  New  Baltimore  Trust  Suit 

Harford  Thea.  Names  2  Circuits,  8  '   ajors 
GDT  Withdraws  Carmen 

Action  "With  Prejudice" 
Detroit — The  Carmen  Theater  case, 

one  of  Detroit's  most  celebrated  the- 
atrical lawsuits,  has  been  closed  in 

Federal  Court  by  withdrawal  of  the 
case  "with  prejudice."  Case  was 
brought  by  Greater  Detroit  Theaters, 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Washington   Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 
Washington — The  Harford  Theater, 

Baltimore,  yesterday  filed  an  anti- 
trust suit  in  the  District  Court  here 

charging  the  major  distributors  and 
two  exhibitor  circuits  with  unlaw- 

ful use  of  the  clearance  system  and 
claiming  triple   $30,000  damages. 

The  suit,  which  follows  the  gen- 
eral pattern  of  the  Jackson  Park 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

B  &  K,  JL  &  S  Stands  in 
Loop,  McVicker,  LaSalle 
Only  Exceptions  to  Rule 

Chicago — Unable  to  gain  any  ad- 
justments from  the  Illinois  Com- 

merce Commission's  recent  directive 
calling  for  film  theaters  and  all 
amusement  spots  to  operate  only 
fro  2  p.m.  to  6  p.m.  on  week  days 
and  to  shutter  entirely  on  Sundays 
as  a  means  of  conserving  precious 

coal,  this  city's  movie  stands  decided 
yesterday  to  close  for  the  duration 
of  the  fuel  famine.  The  only  excep- 

tions to  the  decision  are  the  B  &  K 
outlets  generally,  the  Jones,  Linick 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

5-Day  Exchange  Wk.; 

Sign  New  B-51  Pad 
Exchanges  throughout  the  country 

have  gone  on  a  five-day  week  in  ac- 
cordance with  the  terms  of  new  con- 

tracts between  the  IiATSE  and  the 

film  companies,  it  was  learned  yes- 
terday simultaneously  with  the  dis- 
closure that  new  agreements  cover- 

ing back-room  workers  in  the  New 
York  area  had  been  signed  between 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Reiner  as  Selznick's South  American  Rep. 

.  Appointment  of  Manny  Reiner  as 
South  American  manager  for  the 
Vanguard  and  David  O.  Selznick  film 
interests  was  announced  yesterday 

by  Neil  Agnew,  vice-president  and 
(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Would  Up  Portland's 
Tax  by  Added  Cent 

Portland,  Ore — An  ordinance  levy- 
ing an  additional  cent  on  theater 

admissions  has  been  introduced  by 

Mayor  Earl  Riley,  in  search  of  $500,- 
000  in  new  revenue.  New  impost 
would  be  on  top  of  present  Federal, 

State  and  City  admission  taxes. 
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FINANCIAL 
(Mon.,  May  6) 

NEW   YORK    STOCK    MARKET 

High 

Am.    Seat     30% 
Bell  &  Howell      32 
Columbia    Picts   30i/2 
Columbia    Picts.    pfd.   100 
do    pfd   203 
Cen.  Prec.  Eq.  36 Vg 

Loew's,    Inc      38'/2 
Paramount              77% 

RKO            25'/2 
Republic    Picts   15  Vs 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..    I8V2 

20th   Century-Fox  60 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.   75 
Universal    Pict   44'/2 
Universal    Piers,    pfd.     99% 
Warner  Bros      50% 

NEW   YORK    CURB 
Monogram    Picts.     .  .  .      9% 
Radio-Keith  cvs      11% 

Low 
30% 

31 

293/4 

100 
203 34'/2 37% 

74 
24% 

14% 

18 58% 

75 
433/4 
993/4 49% 

Close 

30% 

31 30 

100       — 
203       — 

34%  — 
375/8  — 

773/4 25  Vi 

14%  - 
18     -f- 

60  — 

75  — 
44%  - 9934  . 503/4 

+ 

Net 
Chg. 
% 

1% 

i 
1 

1% 

% 

% 

MARKET 

Sonotone   Corp. 
Technicolor 
Trans-Lux 

5% 

26 
7% 

9% 

11 

5 
24% 7% 

9%  — 

11  Vi  + 

5  — 
25 'A  — 

7%  — 

COmiDG  BUD  G01RG 
BARNEY  BALABAN  returned  from  the  Coast 

yesterday.     - HOWARD  DIETZ,  vice-president  and  director 
of  advertising,  publicity  and  exploitation  for 
M-C-M,  plans  to  leave  for  the  Coast  next 
week. 

ROY  HAINES,  Western  and  Southern  division 
sales  manager  for  Warners,  returned  to  New 

York  yesterday  from  a  tour  of  Midwest  ex- 
changes. 

HARRY  GOLDBERG,  director  of  advertising 

and  publicity  for  Warner  Theaters,  was  in  Phil- 
adelphia   yesterday. 

ARTHUR  JONES,  RKO  Detroit  salesman,  goes 

to  Hamilton,  Ont.,  to  celebrate  his  parents' 
golden   wedding   anniversary. 

EDDIE  WESTCOTT,  20th-Fox  salesman,  De- 
troit, has  returned  from  Florida  after  con- 

valescence. 

FRANK  J.  DOWNEY,  Detroit  M-C-M  branch 
manager,  is  leaving  for  a  three-week  vacation 
in  Los  Angeles. 

HARRY  ROSENBLATT,  Metro  manager  in  New 
Haven,    is   in    Boston   for  a    short   stay. 

GEORGE  FREEMAN,  manager  of  the  Loew 
Poli.  Springfield,  Mass.,  is  vacationing  in  New 
Hampshire. 

JERRY  FAIRBANKS  flew  his  new  Beechcraft 
to  New  York  for  series  of  conferences  with 
Paramount   officials. 

RALPH  LEWIS  has  returned  to  Hollywood 

from  New  York,  after  completing  financial  ar- 
rangements for  the  experimental  theater  he 

will   establish    in   San    Fernando   Valley. 

RAYMOND  MASSEY  will  arrive  on  the  Coast 

from  New  York  May  28  to  appear  in  a  new 
Joan    Crawford    film    for    Warner    Bros. 

GEORGE  BRESSLER,  Paramount's  Cleveland 
office  manager,  and  MRS.  BRESSLER  are  va- 

cationing   in    New    York. 

EDDIE  SILVERMAN,  Essaness  president,  is 

expected  to  return  to  Chicago-  this  week  from 
California. 

JOHNNY  JONES,  Film  Classics  franchise  holder, 
will  return  to  Chicago  this  week  from  the  West 

Coast. 

E.  C.  JOHNSON,  Bell  &  Howell  consulting 
engineer,  is  en  route  to  England  from  Chica- 

go to  work  with  British  AcoustiFilms,  Ltd.,  a 
subsidiary  of  the   Rank  organization. 

HERBERT  LYONS,  B.  &  K.  Television  di- 
rector, left  Chicago  for  a  three-week  vacation 

trip   to    California. 

ED  FISHER,  Loew  Theater  publicist  of  Cleve- 
land, will  be  in  New  York  this  week  to  confer 

with  Ernest  Emerling  on  advertising  and  pub- 
licity   policies. 

HOPE  KRAMER,  daughter  of  Abe  Kramer 
of  Associated  Theaters,  is  visiting  her  parents 
in  Cleveland  from  California  where  she  is  known 
professionally  as  Hope  Adams,  under  a  starring 
contract  to  PRC. 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe    Industries         12%     13% 

Show  "Janie"  June  3 
National  tradeshowing  of  "Janie 

Gets  Married"  has  been  set  by  Wari- 
ners  for  Monday,  June  3.  . ,   ,   , 

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,  INC. 

160 )   BROADWAi      N     Y     '.9        Circle   6-6686 

Complete    Film    and 
Disc  Recording  Facilities 

MPAA  Moves  Into  Its 
New  Washington  Offices 

Six  Cleveland  Indie 
Nabes  Tilting  Prices 

Cleveland  —  Following  the  recent 
announcement  of  a  slight  raise  in 
local  downtown  and  affiliated  circuit 
theaters,  six  indie  nabes  report  a 
five  cent  boost.  The  Shore  has  gone 
up  from  40  cents  to  45  cents.  The 
Commodore,  Plaza,  Euclid,  Winda- 
meer  and  Shaw  Hayden  have  gone 
up  from  35  cents  to  40  cents.  Down- 

town top  admission,  remains  at  65 

cents. ! Grcringer  Off  for  Studios 
James  R.  Grainger  left  last  night 

for  Republic's  North  Hollywood  stu- 
dios, where  he  will  remain  through 

May  22,  third  and  last  day  of  the 
first  of  a  series  of  three  sales  con- 

ferences. He  will  then  visit  Chicago 
for  the  second  meeting  in  the  series 

May  24-26. 

JEFFREY  BERNERD,  Monogram  producer,  is 
in  Chicago  and  will  return  to  the  Coast  about 

May  10. 

SOL  A.  SCHWARTZ,  vice-president  and  gen- 
eral manager  of  RKO  Theaters,  and  MRS. 

SCHWARTZ  left  New  York  at  the  week-end 
for  the   West  Coast. 

WLADIMER  POZNER,  general  manager  of 
M-C-M  International  Films,  left  here  yesterday 
for  Europe  for  a  series  of  conferences  with 
M-C-M    managers   on    the    Continent. 

DAVID  LEWIS,  regional  director  of  Conti- 
nental Europe,  Ncrth  Africa,  and  the  Middle 

East  for  Loew's  International,  left  here  by  air 
yesterday  for  Europe  to  visit  his  territorial 
offices. 

EDWIN  W.  AARON,  M-G-M  assistant  general 
sales  manager,  arrived  on  the  Coast  yesterday. 

WARREN  SLEE,  M-C-M  publicity  and  trans- 
portation executive,  has  returned  to  Chicago 

with  MRS.  SLEE.  from  a  vacation  in  the  Ba- 
hamas. 

MAX  WOLFF,  purchasing  head  for  Loew's and  M-G-M,  will  return  Thursday  from  a  trip 

to  Kansas  City,  Minneapolis,  Milwaukee  and Chicago. 

HOWARD  HOYT,  head  of  M-C-M's  play  de- 
partment,   has    returned    from    a    Miami    vacation. 

CHARLES  K.  STERN,  Loew's  assistant  treasur- 
er, and  WILLIAM  G.  BRENNER,  head  of 

M-G-M's  checking  division,  have  returned  from 
Kansas  City. 

ARTHUR  JEFFREY,  International  Pictures' Eastern  publicity  director,  has  returned  from 
an   Atlantic  City  vacation. 

MELVYN  DOUGLAS,  co-producer  of  the 

Broadway  hit.  "Call  Me  Mister."  left  New 
York  Sunday  for  the  Coast  to  appear  in  a  Co- 

lumbia  film   on    loan   from    M-G-M. 

HARRY  REVEL,  songwriter,  will  arrive  in  New 
York    May   15   from   the  West  Coast. 

RUTH  BOLTON,  returned  from  vacation,  is 

back   at  New   Haven's   Poli,   doing   relief  work. 

GEORGE  A.  SMITH,  Paramount  Western  di- 
vision sales  manager,  returned  to  the  home  of- 

fice yesterday  after  visiting  the  Portland,  Se- attle,  San   Francisco   and   Los   Angeles  branch. 

JAMES  J.  DONOHUE.  Paramount  Central  di- vision sales  manager,  returned  to  the  home 
office  yesterday  from  Dallas,  Oklahoma  City 
and    Memphis. 

MORI  KRUSHEN,  UA  exploitation  manager, 

will  leave  New  York  today  for  Rochester,  Syra- 

cuse, Buffalo,  Cleveland  and  Toledo  in  connec- 

tion with  campaigns  in  those  cities  for  "The Outlaw"   and   other   UA  product. 

LEON  BRANDT,  UA  home  office  exoloitation 

rep.,  leaves  today  for  Bridgeport  and  Water- 
bury. 

AL  LOWE,  United  Artists'  division  manager for  the  Far  East,  Australasia  and  South  Africa, 
planed    in    yesterday    from    Paris. 
MARIA  ELENA  MARQUES,  Mexican  star, 

planed  out  of  New  York  yesterday  for   Lisbon. 
MRS.  EDWARD  DMYTRYK,  wife  of  the  RKO 

Radio  director,  has  rejoined  her  husband  in 
Hollywood  after  several  months  in   New  York. 

SIR  CEDRIC  HARDWICKE  leaves  the  cast 
of  the  Katharine  Cornell  play  here  early  in 

lune  to  journey  to  England  to  star  in  Michael 
Balcon's   "Nicholas   Nickleby." 

JULES  LAPIDUS,  Eastern  division  sales  man- 
ager for  Warner  Bros.,  leaves  today  for  Boston. 

LEO  PILOT,  of  Columbia's  special  events  de- 
partment, will  leave  here  by  Diane  today  for 

Denver  to  handle  the  three-theater  world  premi- 
ere of  "Renegades"  May  21  at  the  Denver,  Es- 

quire  and   Webster. 

Y.  FRANK  FREEMAN  and  HAL  WALLIS  ar- 
rived from   London  over  the  week-end. 

D.  JOHN  PHILLIPS,  of  Paramount,  leaves  for 
the  Coast  on  the  16th. 

Washington    Bureau   of   THE   FILM   DAIL 
Washington — MPAA  opened  sho 

yesterday  in  its  new  offices  at  Sis 
teenth    and    I    Sts.,    Northwesi 
Although  some  of  the  divisions  haJI 
not    completed    the    move,    full-tiniff 
operation  in  the  one  building  will  btf 
completed  by  the  end  of  the  weekH 
President  Eric  A.  Johnston,  whet  *  I 
stepped  down  as  U.  S.  Chamb^^  A 
Commerce  prexy,  carried  on  busines 
in  the  new  office  for  the  first  tin 
yesterday.     Press    chief    Ken    Clai 
said  "open  house"  will  be  held  withi 

two  weeks. 

FOR  SALE 
NEW  AND  USED  35MM.  16MM  PROJEC- 

TORS AND  EQUIPMENT— HIGH  AND 
LOW  INTENSITY.  INQUIRE  AMERICAN 
NATIONAL  RED  CROSS,  SUPPLY  DE- 

PARTMENT, 44  EAST  23rd  STREET,  NEW 
YORK,   N.  Y. 

15  New  Producers 

Sign  SAG's  Contracts 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAI 

Hollywood  —  Screen  Actors  Gu 
has  signed  contracts  with  15  ne\^ 
production  companies,  John  Dales,! 
Jr.,  executive  secretary,  announced. 
Pacts  are  with:  Award  Productions,; 
Inc.,  Comet  Productions,  Inc.,  Bingji 
Crosby  Productions,  Inc.,  Carl  Dud-jj 
ley  Productions,  Enterprise  Produc-J 
tions,  Inc.,  Golden  Gate  Pictures! 
Inc.,  Hopalong  Cassidy  Productions! 
Inc.,  International  Pictures  Corp.J 
Las  Palmas  Productions,  Inc.,  NolaJ 

Productions,  Inc.,  Quality  Pictures" Co.,  Skirball-Manning  Productions,! 
Tivoli  Productions,  Inc.,  United 

States  Pictures,  Inc.,  all  of  Holly-j 
wood,  and  Carl  L.  Timin,  New  York.^ 

Mitchell  Heads  Rep/s 
Portland,  Ore.,  Branch 

George  Mitchell  has  been  named 
Republic's  branch  manager  in  Port- J 
land,  Ore.,  it  is  announced  by  James  j 
R.  Grainger,  vice-president  and  gen.j 
eral  sales  manager.  Prior  to  taking! 
over  his  new  duties,  Mitchell  was  as-  ] 

sociated  with  United  Artists  and  was  ' in  the  Seattle  territory  for  many 

years. Report  15%  Pay  Increase 
May  End  Detroit  Strike 

Detroit— Frank  Stickling,  IATSEfl 
international  representative,  returned  I 
here  last  night.  A  report,  uncon-  j 
firmed,  is  that  settlement  is  sought  j 
on  the  basis  of  15  per  cent  increase  U 
for  backroom  employes  as  in  other  i 
cities,  plus  10  per  cent  retroactive  to  i 
DecembeV  1943. 

The    Woman   Who   Loved  So   Vio- 

lently  in   "Leave  Her  to  Heaven" 

GENE  TIERNEY 
RETURNS  TO  THRILL  YOU    IN 

THE 

SHANGHAI  GESTURE 
ALL  U.  S.  TERRITORIES  AVAILABLE 

EMBASSY    PICTURES    CO. 
16     Piedmont    Street,     Boston,     Mass. 

Hubbard   3359 

•J 
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le  New  Baltimore 

iti-Trust  Suit 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ater  case,  was  the  second  filed  by 
altimore    theater    against    sub- 
tially  the  same  defendants. 

,obert   E.    Sher,   counsel   for  the 
p£qr<J  Theater,  also  represents  the 

J  Theater,  which  filed  an  anti- 
suit  several  weeks  ago. 

he  defendant  distributors  include 
entieth-Fox,   Warner  Bros., 
w's,  Paramount,  RKO,  Universal 
pi  Exchange,  United  Artists,  and 
umbia. 

n  addition  to  the  major  distribu- 
defendants  in  the  new  suit  in- 

ie  the  Durkee  Circuit,  operators 
about  26  theaters  in  Maryland, 
[  the  Rome  Circuit,  operators  of 
theaters. 
Charges  Monopoly  Perpetuation 

In  the  city  of  Baltimore,"  the 
t  charges,  "clearance  has  been 
1  is  being  used  as  a  device  to 
fig  about  and  perpetuate  the 
nopoly  of  the  exhibitor  defend- 
s  in  early-run  distribution  of  mo- 

pictures  in  the  neighborhoods 
which  they  operate  theaters  and 
a  means  of  restraining  the  trade 

other  motion  picture  exhibitors." 
According  to  the  suit,  the  two  de- 
ldant  exhibitors  "virtually 
ided"  Baltimore  neighborhoods  be- 
?en  them,  conspired  with  the  dis- 
butors,  and  "have  entered  into  an 
reement  whereby  the  two  circuits 
not  compete  with  one  another  and 
ereby  both  circuits  combine  their 
tchasing  power  to  obtain  from  the 
tributor  defendants  preferences 
i  advantages  over  independent  ex- 
dtors. 

'In  the  few  instances  where  both 
cuits  operate  theaters  in  the 
ne  neighborhood,  the  policy  of 
ration,  prices  of  admission  and 
ision  of  product  between  the  the- 

irs is  mutually  agreed  upon." 
See  Rental  Discrimination 

In  addition  to  the  "arbitrary  and 
reasonable  clearance"  system,  the 
it  charged  the  exhibitor  defend- 
ts  with  discrimination  in  film 
itals,  licensing  arrangements  and 
icellation  privileges. 
As  a  result  of  the  "illegal  and 
scriminatory  acts,"  the  suit 
arged,  the  Harford  has  been  "rele- 
ted  to  a  secondary  and  inferior 
sition  in  the  exhibition  field." 
i:'The  distributor  defendants  fur- 
>r  discriminate  against  plaintiff  by 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  7 

Joseph    Bernhard       George  "Cabby"  Hayes 
Gary  Cooper  Herman  Lorber 

Benjamin   Gazer  L.   Ward  Royalty 
E.   A.    Eschmann  Arturo  de  Cordoba 
Tommy  Goldberg  Anne   Baxter 

Gale  Robbins 

A  Reporter's  Report 
•  •  •  NATIONAL  DISASTER:  The  Office  of  War  Mobilization  and 

Reconversion's  report  calling  the  coal  strike  a  "national  disaster"  stressed 
the  impact  on  assorted  industries,  but  there  was  no  mention  of  films   

Hasn't  anyone  told  the  OWMR  what  has  happened  in  Chicago?   ▼  ▼  T 

•  •  •  THE  PERSONAL  TOUCH:  Ingrid  Bergman  will  be  honored 

by  RKO  Radio  with  a  cocktail  reception  in  Hotel  Plaza's  Terrace  Room 
today.  ...  •  J.  Don  Alexander,  president  of  the  Alexander  Film  Co.. 

is  sending  his  yadht  "Two  Smiles  11,"  to  Jacksonville,  where  C.  O.  Jef- 
fery,  one  of  the  company's  Southern  district  managers,  will  act  as  host 
on  the  yacht  for  exhibs.  attending  the  Southeastern  Theater  Owners 

convention  there  June  2-4.  ...  •  Harry  Popkin  has  set  a  budget  of 

more  than  $1,000,000  for  Cardinal's  "Sheila,"  which  Arthur  Lubin  will 
direct.  ...  •  The  Ferndale  Post  of  the  American  Legion  in  Detroit,  has 

presented  a  citizenship  award  to  Tom  Ealand,  pioneer  owner  of  the  Fern- 
dale    Theater   The    Veterans    of    Foreign    Wars    similarly    honored 
Ealand  last  year.  ...  •  John  L.  Franconi,  of  Screen  Guild  Productions, 

has  filed  to  MPAA's  title  registration  bureau  for  the  screen  story  and 
title  rights  to  the  Alcatraz  attempted  break.  ...     •   Meanwhile,  there 
are   those   in   waiting  for   a   new   picture   to   cash   in   For   instance, 

Eddie  Jacobson,  operating  Detroit's  Forest,  caught  a  first  word  of  the 
Alcatraz  riot  at  noon  when  he  awoke  and  turned  on  the  radio,  and  by 

4  p.m.  had  changed  his  show  to  Astor's  "The  Last  Mile,"  which  was 
heralded  with  a  sign  across  the  theater's  front,  "The  Battle  of  Alcatraz." 
•  Arthur  Greene  in  town  from  Holly-wood  and  Chicago;  he's  reported 
completing  his  own  production  financing  org.  on  the  Coast.  .  .  •  Ameri- 

can Airlines  has  "commissioned"  Ted  Gamble  an  "admiral"   

refusing  to  permit  it  to  arrange  for 
the  exhibition  of  a  picture  until 
after  the  exhibitor  defendants  have 
arranged  for  the  showing  of  such 
picture  in  their  theaters,  regardless 
of  the  length  of  time  that  elapses 
after  completion  of  the  downtown 

run." 

Of  the  approximately  100  neighbor- 
hood theaters  in  Baltimore,  nearly 

40  are  owned  or  controlled  by  the 
two  defendant  circuits. 

Aver  Concessions  to  Circuits 

"By  operating  all  of  the  theaters 
in  each  circuit  as  a  unit  and  pooling 
their  buying  power,"  the  suit  avers, 
"each  of  such  circuits  has  obtained 
what  is  commonly  referred  to  in  the 
industry  as  circuit  buying  power.  By 
reason  of  such  circuit  buying  power, 
defendant  exhibitors  have  been  able 
to  obtain  from  the  defendant  dis- 

tributors many  concessions  and  com- 
petitive advantages  which  have  per- 

mitted them  to  monopolize  and  con- 
trol first  neighborhood  run  exhibi- 
tion in  all  neighborhoods  in  the  city 

of  Baltimore  where  they  operate  the- 
aters and  restrain  the  trade  of  other 

exhibitors  in  such  neighborhoods." 
No  date  for  a  hearing  has  been 

set  yet,  Attorney  Sher  said. 

Tom  Lyons  Dead 
Cleveland  —  Tom  Lyons,  Associ- 

ated Circuit  auditor  before  joining 
the  Navy,  died  suddenly  at  Brecks- 
ville  Veteran's  Hospital. 

Sctnford,  Rodner  Honored 

At  the  25-30  Club  Dinner 

Bert  Sanford,  New  York  district 
manager  for  Altec  Service  Corp., 
and  Harold  Rodner  of  Warner  Bros, 
were  tendered  a  testimonial  dinner 

last  night  by  the  25-30  Club  of  the 

IATSE  at  the  Grand  Street  Boys' Club. 

The  first  was  honored  for  promot- 
ing greater  collaboration  between 

projectionists  and  sound  engineers 
and  for  his  work  as  vice-chairman 
of  the  motion  picture  division  of  the 
Cardinal's  Committee  of  Catholic 
charities.  Rodner  was  recognized 
for  his  charitable  work  in  connection 
with  the  Will  Rogers  Memorial.  Both 
men  received  contributions  to  chari- 

table funds  in  which  they  were 
active. 

Sanford  and  Rodner  were  made 
honorary  members  of  the  25-30  Club 
which  is  made  up  of  pioneer  projec- tionists. 

Harry  Sherman  of  Local  306  was 
toastmaster.  On  the  dais,  beside 
Sherman,  were  Dr.  Alfred  N.  Gold- 

smith, Lester  Isaac,  William  Kunz- 
mann,  Gus  Durkin,  Harold  Williams, 
Maurice  J.  Rotker,  Mike  Berkowitz, 
Bob  Goldblatt  and  Allen  Smith.  Nate 
Golden,  chief  of  the  film  division  of 
the  Department  of  Commerce,  was 
among  those  present. 

Film  Coin 
.  .  .  for  advertising 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

show   up   in    figures   which   might   be   com- 

puted by  Media  Records. 
  o   

IT  might  be  a  good  idea  for  someone  on 

'  the  industry  public  relations  side  as  a 

point  of  information  to  bring  to  news- 

paper publishers'  attention  the  fact  that 
the  producer  -  distributors  are  extremely 
large  spenders  for  white  space.  Too  few 

publishers  realize  that,  and  a  major  Con- 
tributing factor,  of  course,  is  the  fact  that 

the  huge  bulk  of  producer-distributor  ad- 
vertising is  generally  placed  locally  by  the- 

aters and  hence  is  credited  to  local  rather 

than  national  space  on  the  publisher's books. 

Incidentally,  according  to  the  new  Year 

Book  the  industry  spent  a  total  of  $63  000,- 
000  for  advertising  in  the  U.  S.  last  year. 

In  addition  to  the  $52,000,000  for  news- 

papers, $4,500,000  went  for  accessories  and 
direct  mail,  $4,000,000  to  magazines,  $1- 

000,000  to  radio  and  $1,500,000  for  out- door billing  and  posting. 

Goldman  Trial  Opens; 
Dismissal  Move  Fails 

Philadelphia  —  William  Goldman 
spent  $32,244  for  maintenance  of 
the  Erlanger  Theater  during  the 
period  it  was  closed  from  Sept.  1, 
1941,  to  Dec.  7,  1942,  it  was  brought 
out  yesterday  as  the  trial  to  deter- 

mine extent  of  damages  finally  g*ot 
under  way  before  Judge  William 
Kirkpatrick.  Goldman  brought  an 
anti-trust  case  against  the  distrib- 

utors for  alleged  inability  to  get 
product  for  the  Erlanger. 

Joseph  M.  Proskauer,  counsel  for 
the  defendants,  moved  for  a  dis- 

missal on  the  grounds  that  there 

was  no  proof  of  the  Erlanger's  draw- 
ing power  and  that  the  only  valid 

claim  was  "pocket  expenses."  The motion  was  denied. 
The  trial  continues  today. 

Lubin  Funeral  Today 
Funeral  services  will  be  held  today 

at  Park  West  Memorial  Chapel  for 
Mrs.  Etta  Shuman  Lubin,  69,  wife 
of  the  one-time  general  manager  of the  Marcus  Loew  Booking  Agency, 
and  mother  of  Mrs.  Marvin  Schenck, 
wife  of  the  Loew's  vice-president. Mrs.  Lubin  died  Sunday  at  her  home. 

CHARTERED 
Newly  chartered  New  York  corporations  in- clude: 

The  following  amusement  firm  has  been 
chartered    by    the   Secretary    of   State   at   Albany: 
MOTION  PICTURE  AFFILIATES,  INC.,  New 

York  City  with  capital  of  $10,000  in  $100  shares, 
three  shares  subscribed.  By  Benjamin  H.  Chasin 
Israel  C.  Seeger,   Nathan  W.   Math. 

NEW  YORK  MOTION  PICTURES,  INC.,  New 
York  City,  capital  $10,000  in  $100  shares,  all 
subscribed.  By  William  T.  Griffin,  subscriber  of 
33  shares,  John  Shepridge,  subscriber  of  34 
shares,    Eugene   Perry,   subscriber  of  33   shares. 
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"Somewhere  in  the 

Night" 
with  John  Hodiak,  Nancy  Guild 

20th-Fox  100  Mins. 

CHOICE  MELODRAMA  OF  HIGH  QUAL- 
ITY IS  STUFF  OF  GREAT  BOX  OFFICE 

POWER;  HODIAK  EXCELS  HIMSELF. 

Having  the  unmistakable  stamp  of  qual- 

ity upon  it,  "Somewhere  in  the  Night" 
stands  out  as  a  choice  example  of  what 

melodramatic  entertainment  can  really  be 
like  when  determination  and  fervor  are 

brought  to  its  creation.  So  exceptional  a 

job  of  film-making  is  the  offering  that  its 
appeal  extends  far  beyond  the  ranks  of 
those  who  are  partial  to  diversion  of  this 

type.  One  of  the  prize  melodramas  in  20th- 

Fox's  list  of  productions,  the  film  can  be 
freely  booked  by  the  exhibitor  in  the 
knowledge  it  will  prove  itself  one  of  his 
top  grossers  of  the  year. 

On  the  score  of  tenseness  and  suspense, 

the  production  rates  a  special  citation.  If 

the  year  produces  more  gripping,  more  edge- 
of-the-seat  entertainment  it  will  have  to 
be  recorded  as  a  miracle.  It  is  difficult  to 

conceive  of  a  picture  more  calculated  to 

keep  an  audience  wide  awake  every  mo- 
ment of  its  screening  time. 

If  a  criticism  must  be  levelled  at  the 

film  it  is  that  many  patrons  may  find  the 
ramifications  of  the  plot  a  little  confusing. 

The  story  is  one  of  those  complicated  af- 
fairs that  require  constant  alertness  on  the 

part  of  the  average  filmgoer  for  full  en- 
joyment and  proper  appreciation. 

The  plot  has  been  cunningly  worked  out 

in  the  masterly  screenplay  Joseph  L.  <Man- 
kiewicz  and  Howard  Dimsdale  fashioned 

from  Lee  Strasberg's  adaptation  of  a  yarn 
by  Marvin  Borowsky.  Audiences  will  have 
an  engrossing  time  tagging  along  with  the 

leading  character,  an  amnesia-stricken  war 
vet,  as  he  goes  about  the  business  of  es- 

tablishing his  identity.  The  ex-soldier  runs 
into  a  plot  to  kill  a  guy  believed  to  be  in 

possession  of  $2,000,000  originally  sent  to 
this  country  to  pay  off  Nazi  agents.  That 
guy  turns  out  to  be  our  hero.  How  the  vet 
escapes  a  horrible  fate  with  the  help  of  a 
nightclub  singer  in  love  with  him  provides 
an  exciting  climax  that  will  hold  audiences 
breathless. 

Anderson  Lawler  has  accorded  the  script 

a  production  of  distinction,  while  Mankie- 
wicz  has  directed  with  forcefulness  and 

intelligence.  Norbert  Brodine's  photography, 
in  keeping  with  the  mood  of  the  story 

plays  an  important  role  in  the  success  of  the 
production. 

John  Hodiak  as  the  vet  and  Nancy  Guild 
as  the  romantic  interest  head  a  well-rounded 

cast.  There  is  plenty  of  justification  for 

calling  Hodiak's  performance  his  most  im- 
pressive to  date.  His  portrayal  captures  well 

the  sense  of  terror  created  by  the  film. 
Miss  Guild  is  attractive  in  a  role  that 

doesn't  ask  too  much  of  her.  Richard  Conte 
as  the  top  villain  and  Lloyd  Nolan  as  a 
detective  sympathetic  to  the  hero  check 
in  with  fine  enactments  in  the  remaining 

roles  of  top  importance. 
CAST:  John  Hodiak,  Nancy  Guild,  Lloyd 

Nolan,  Richard  Conte,  Josephine  Hutchinson, 
Fritz  Kortner,  Margo  Woode,  Sheldon  Leonard,  Lou 
Nova,  |ohn  Russell,  Housely  Stevenson,  Charles 
Arnt,  Al  Sparlis,  Richard  Benedict,  |ohn  Kel- 

logg, Phil  Van  Zandt,  Whitner  Bissell,  Frank 
Meredith,  Forbes  Murray,  Jeff  Corey,  Polly 
Rose,    Mary    Currier,    Sam    Flint,    Henry    Morgan, 

"Rendezvous  24" 
with    William   Gargan,    Pat   O'Moore,    Maria 

Palmer 
20th-Fox  70   Mins. 
ANOTHER  IN  THE  CYCLE  OF  ATOM 

BOMB  STORIES  IS  GOOD  FARE  FOR  AC- 
TION  HOUSES. 

All  elements  that  go  toward  making  a 

good,  exciting  serial  have  been  injected 

into  this  story  of  a  group  of  fascist  scien- 
tists who  plan  to  destroy  the  Allied  democra- 
cies with  a  new  range  finder  as  soon  as 

David  Leonard,  a  German  scientist  returns 

to  Germany  from  America  with  the  secret 
that  will  help  them  complete  their  atomic 
bomb. 

A  satisfactory  amount  of  suspense  is 

maintained  throughout  by  director  James 

Tinling,  with  William  Gargan  and  Pat  O'- 
Moore presenting  themselves  as  a  couple 

of  likeable  government  agents.  Maria  Pal- 
mer is  an  interesting  type  in  her  role  as  an 

enemy  accomplice. 

In  this  one  Gargan  travels  to  a  little  Ger- 
man village  to  check  on  the  activities  of  a 

German  scientist  who  supposedly  died  in 
an  automcbiie  accident  in  America  but  left 

the  country  with  valuable  atomic  bomb  in- 
formation. 

Both  he  and  a  London  agent,  Pat  O'Moore, 
are  kncwn  to  the  plotters,  and  an  attempt  is 
made  to  kill  them.  However,  some  fast 

team  wrrk  on  the  part  of  Gargan  and 

O'Moore  leads  them  to  some  secret  cham- 
bers buried  in  the  mountains  surrounding 

the  village  in  time  to  prevent  the  enemy 
group  from  using  their  destructive  ma- 
chine. 

CAST:  William  Cargan,  Pat  O'Moore,  David 
Leonard,  Maria  Palmer,  John  Bleifer,  Kurt  Katch, 
Henry  Rowland,  Paul  Kruger,  Herman  Bing,  Ilka 
Gruning,  Boyd  Irwin,  Evan  Thomas,  Leslie  Deni- 
son,  Douglas  Fowley,  Jon  Cilbreath,  Arthur 
Gilmore,  Drew  Allen,  Lorraine  Miller.  Kay  Con- 

nors, Leland  Hodgson,  |ack  Norton.  Aileen  Jans- 
sen,  Marin  Sais,  John  Banner,  Otto  Reichow, 
Arno  Frev.  Clause  Wisberg,  Bettv  Fairfax,  Bert 
Roach,  Frieda  Stoll,  Charles  Kniaht,  Clifford 
Moore,  Jimmy  Aubrey,  Arthur  Cilmore,  John 
Dehner,  Charles  Miller,  George  Carleton,  Ferris 
Taylor,  Emmeft  Vogan,  Bernard  Berg,  Hans 
Tanzler,  Angela  DeWitt,  Ann  Harper,  Gary 
Gray,  Castle  McCall,  Frederic  Brunn. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Sol  M.  Wurtzel;  Direc- 
tor, lames  Tinling;  Storv  and  Screenolay,  Aubrey 

Wisberg;  Cameraman,  Beniamin  Kline;  Art  Di- 

rector, Jerome  Pycha;  Set  Decorator,  Syd  'Moore1' 
Film  Editor.  William  F.  Claxton;  Musical  Di- 

rection, Emil  Newman;  Sound,  lohn  Carter,  As- 
sistant Director,  Rex  Bailey;  Assistant  to  pro- 

ducer. Winifred  Shank. 
DIRECTION,   Fair.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Good. 

'Home  on  the  Range"  "Ding  Dong  Williams 

Rites  for  Mrs.  Leo  laffe 

Funeral  services  were  held  Sunday 
n't.  the  Riverside  Memorial  Chapel 
for  Mrs.  Leo  Jaffe,  wife  of  Colum- 

bia's assistant  treasurer,  who  died 
"nddenly  Friday  following  a  short 
illness.  She  is  survived  by  her  hus- 

band, three  sons,  Howard,  Stanley 
and  Ira,  her  mother,  Mrs.  Fannie 
Bressler,  two  sisters,  Mrs.  Jennie 
Briskin  and  Mrs.  Tillie  Gross,  and  a 
brother,   David   Elissa  Berlin. 

Charles  Marsh.  Clancy  Cooper.  Jack  Davis,  Louis 
Mason.  Henry  De  Soto,   Harry  Tyler. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Anderson  Lawler;  Direc- 
tor, Joseph  L.  Mankiewicz;  Screenplay,  Howard 

Dimsdale,  Joseph  L.  Mankiewicz;  Adaptation, 

Lee  Strasberg;  Based  on  story  by  Marvin  Borow- 
sky; Cameraman,  Norbert  Brodine;  Art  Directors, 

!ames  Basevi,  Maurice  Ransford;  Set  Decorators, 
Thomas  Little.  Ernest  Lansing;  Special  Effects, 
Fred  Sersen;  Sound,  Eugene  Grossman,  Harry  M. 
Leonard. 

DIRECTION,   Fine.     PHOTOGRAPHY,   Excellent. 

with   Monte   Hale 

Republic  55  Mins. 

REFRESHING  WESTERN  ENTERTAIN- 
MENT IS  DELIVERED  BY  PIC  OF  GREAT 

APPEAL  TO  ADULTS  AS  WELL  AS  YOUNG. 

Credibility  and  restraint  conspire  to  set 
this  film  apart  from  the  common  herd  of 

western  attractions.  Photographed  attrac- 

tively in  Magnacolor,  the  picture  is  ex- 
tremely easy  to  accept  by  adults  no  less 

than  youngsters  because  it  has  a  certain 
charm  that  enables  the  production  to  worm 
its  way  into  the  affections  of  those  who  see 
it.  Senseless  action  has  little  place  in  the 

telling  of  the  film's  story,  a  fact  which 
helps  a  lot  in  giving  the  production  a  sense 
of  logic.  A  surprising  amount  of  intelligence 

has  gone  into  the  production  of  the  pic- 
ture. Those  who  have  a  passion  for  outdoor 

scenery  will  be  especially  pleased  with 

"Home  on  the  Range"  since  almost  all  the 
action  transpires  in  the  open.  All  in  all,  the 

picture  is  a  worthy  little  item  for  which 
Associate  Producer  Louis  Gray  may  well  take 
a  bow. 

The  picture,  done  with  a  welcome  air  of 

reality,  relates  simply  and  feelingly  the  tale 
of  a  lover  of  wild  life  (Tom  Chatterton) 

who  fights  every  attempt  to  place  the  blight 
of  civilization  on  the  tract  of  land  which 

he  operates  as  an  animal  preserve.  To  turn 
the  other  ranchers  against  him,  a  villainous 
character  who  wants  to  gain  possession  of 

the  property  uses  a  vicious  bear  for  raids  on 
the  ranches,  making  it  appear  that  one 

of  the  kindly  man's  animals  is  responsible. 
The  villain,  who  is  not  above  murder,  is 
brought  to  boot  by  Monte  Hale,  of  the 
Forestry  Service.  The  action  takes  place 
during  the  Theodore  Roosevelt  administra- 
tion. 

Robert  Springsteen's  direction  of  the  Bet- 
ty Burbridge  script  is  deserving  of  praise;  so 

is  the  camera  work  of  Marcel  LePicard. 

A  number  of  musical  numbers  bolster  the 
entertainment  value  of  the  film. 

Hale  does  some  satisfactory  singing.  Adri- 
an Booth,  Bob  Nolan  and  the  Sons  of  the 

Pioneers,  Chatterton,  Bobby  Blake  and  Le- 
Roy  Mason  handle  their  chores  well. 

CAST:  Monte  Hale,  Adrian  Booth,  Bob  Nolan 
and  Sons  of  Pioneers,  Tom  Chatterton,  Bobby 
Blake,  LeRoy  Mason,  Roy  Barcroft,  Kenne  Dun- 

can,  Budd   Buster,   lack   Kirk,   John  Hamilton. 

CREDITS:  Associate  Producer,  Louis  Gray  Di- 
rector, Robert  Springsteen;  Screenplay,  Betty 

Burbridge;  Based  on  story  by  Betty  Burbridge, 
Bernard  McConville;  Cameraman,  Marcel  Le- 

Picard; Musical  Director,  Morton  Scott;  Musical 
Score,  Dale  Butts;  Film  Editor,  Charles  Craft; 
Sound,  Frank  Dyke;  Art  Director,  Hilyard  Brown; 
Set  Decorators,  lohn  McCarthy,  Jr.,  George 
Milo;  Special  Effects,  Howard  and  Theodore 

Lydecker. 
DIRECTION.    Good.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Good. 

Du  Mont  Showing  Receivers 

Seven  models  of  the  latest  tele- 
sets  will  be  demonstrated  today  and 
tomorrow  at  515  Madison  Ave.,  by 
the  Allen  B.  Du  Mont  Laboratories, 
Inc.  Including-  cabinets  of  mahog- 

any, walnut,  etc.,  the  receivers  are 
all  direct-view  console  types.  On  dis- 

play from  noon  till  10  p.m.,  the  con- 
tinuous tele  program  will  feature  a 

closed  circuit  film  transmission  dur- 

ing the  day  and  WABD's  regular program  from  8  to  10  p.m. 

with    Glenn    Vernon,    Marcy    McGuire,    Fel 
Bressart 

RKO  62  Mir 

THIS    ONE     BIDS    FOR     "TEEN     AGI 
BUSINESS    WITH    MODERN    MUSICS 

TREATMENT   BUT  SUFFERS  FROM  /, ~:Y SCREENPLAY.  ^§j 

RKO  Radio  here  aims  at  luring  'fee. 
age"  business  to  the  box  office  with  a 
attempt  at  modern  musical  treatment  ar 

"jive"  jargon.  The  screenplay,  based  c 

Collier's  magazine  stories  by  Richard  Ens 
lish,  however,  is  weak  and  corny;  and  tr 
direction  does  little  to  pull  it  togethe 

Richard  Korbel,  11-year-old  concert  piani: 
is  given  two  showcase  spots  in  the  filn 
but  the  latter  one  is  ruined  by  a  clarint 

"blues"    obliggato   injected    for    story    valu 
Miscast    in    a    lead    role,    Felix    Bressai 

muggs  his   way   through    a   characterizatioi 
labeled  as  musical  director  of  a  film  studii 

He  is  given  an  ultimatum  to  furnish   musi 
for  a   modern   blues   symphony   or  take   th 
consequences.    His    secretary,     Marcy    Mc 

Guire,  drags  him  out  to  a  "teen-age"  clu  J 
to    listen    to   Ding    Deng   Williams    and    hi 

hot-lick     clarinet.     Ding     "Glenn     Vernon 
Dong    can't    write    a    note    so    Mary    bring  I 
Cliff    "Zing"     Nazarro    and    Tom     "Zang 
Noonan,   two  song  writers  into  the   picture  j 
to  copy  the  music  when  Ding  gets  his  blu 
moods. 

William  Davidson,  the  film  producei 

finally  gets  his  musical  theme  after  Dinj 
crazy  about  westerns  and  western  star; 

is  used  as  a  foil  for  Anne  Jeffreys  to  wii 
her  cowboy  lover  James  Warren. 
CAST:  Glenn  Vernon,  Marcel  McGuire,  Feli 

Bressart,  Anne  Jeffreys,  James  Warren,  Willian 
Davidson,  Tom  Noonan,  Cliff  Nazarro,  Ruth  Lee 
Jason  Robards,  Richard  Korbel,  Bob  Nolan  an 
the  Sons  of  the  Pioneers. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Herman  Schlom;  Direc 
tor,  William  Berke;  Screenplay,  Brenda  Weis 

berg  and  M.  Coates  Webster;  Cameraman,  Franl 
Redman;  Musical  Director,  C.  Bakaleinikoff ;  Ar 

Directors,  Albert  S.  D'Agostino,  Lucius  Croxton 
Set  Decorator,  Darrell  Silvera;  Sound,  John  L 

Cass;  Film  Editor,  Les  Millbrook;  Assistant  Di 
rector,    Clem  iBeauchamp. 

DIRECTION,    Fair.      PHOTOGRAPHY,    Fair. 

Tomasino  Sailing  for  Italy 

For  His  Son's  Marriage 
New  Haven  —  Film  friends  o: 

Michael  Tomasino,  veteran  local  ex 
nib.,  tendered  him  a  bon  voyage  lun- 

cheon at  the  Hotel  Taft  yesterday 
with  Barney  Pitkin  in  charge  oJ 
arrangements.  Tomasino,  operatoi 
if  the  White  Way  and  Victory 
leaves  for  Italy  Thursday,  where,  il 

has  just  been  learned,  he  will  at- 
tend the  wedding  of  his  son.  Lt 

Angelo  Tomasino,  well-known  in  the 
film  territory,  to  Marguerite  Tru- 
den  of  Villa  Del  Greco,  Milan.  Lt 
Tomasino  assisted  his  father  in 
booking  while  attending  the  Yale 
Drama  Department  here,  after  re- 

ceiving his  undergraduate  degree  at 
Wesleyan.  A  second  son,  recently 
discharged,  Lt.  Charles  Tomasino, 
will  take  over  the  theaters  while  his 
father  takes  a  vacation  of  several 
months  abroad. 
"Alibi"  Gets  Class  B 

Legion  of  Decency  has  placed  Re- 
public's "The  Glass  Alibi"  in  its 

Class  B. 



MUSIC  HALL 

RANDOM  HARVEST 

11  WEEKS 

MRS.  MINIVER 

10  WEEKS 

VALLEY  of  DECISION 

9  WEEKS 

DRAGON  SEED 

8  WEEKS 

WHITE  CLIFFS 
OF  DOVER 

7  WEEKS 

"GO/WG- II 

ON  ITS  WAY  10  A  NEW  LONG-RUN  RECORD 

vThe  Green  Years"  is  making  Music  Hall  history!  Already  it  has  set  new  all- 

time  M-G-M  records  with  a  NEW  high  each  successive  week  for  three  weeks 

in  a  row!    And  now  in  full  stride  for  another  long  and  profitable  M-G-M  run! 

You  can  say  it  again:  "THE  GREEN  YEARS  is  a  wonderful  motion  picture!" 
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DAlff 

ft  REVIEW  Of  THE  flEW  f  ILfllS  <x 
"The  Glass  Alibi" 

with     Paul    Kelly,     Douglas     Fowley,     Anne 

Gwynne 
Republic  68  Mins. 

STORY  OFFERS  NOVEL  TWIST  FOR 

CIRCUMSTANTIAL  EVIDENCE  CONVIC- 
TION IN  MURDER  PLOT;  GREAT  FOR 

ACTION  HOUSES. 

Although  many  of  the  situations  in  this 
get-rich-quick  plot  have  a  familiar  ring, 

Minred  Lord's  original  screenplay  offers 
a  novel  climactic  twist  which  will  pro- 

voke the  old  debatable  question  regarding 

the  acceptance  of  circumstantial  evidence 
in  criminal  cases. 

Douglas  Fowley  gets  a  nice  break  in 
this  one  with  an  interesting  portrayal  of 

a  conniving  young  newspaperman  who  falls 
victim  to  his  own  treachery  by  trying  to 

alibi  his  way  out  of  one  murder  scheme  and 
unwittingly  condemning  himself  for  another 

he  didn't  commit. 

Anne  Gwynne  is  plenty  sexy  and  does 

a  nice  job  in  her  two-timing  gangster  moll 
role. 

The  production  warrants  good  program- 
ming and  should  do  better  than  average 

in   the  action  houses. 

To  arrive  at  his  goal  for  wealth,  Fowley 
schemes  and  marries  the  very  attractive 
millionairess  Maris  Wrixon,  reported  by 

her  doctors  as  having  six  months  to  live. 

Fowley  tries  to  "put  up  a  front"  during 
the  waiting  period  by  borrowing  money  from 
Anne  Gwynne  whom  he  has  promised  to 
marry  as  soon  as  Maris  dies.  Gwynne,  afraid 
of  Cy  Kendall,  gangster  who  has  a  crush 
on  her  and  keeps  sending  money  through 
one  of  his  henchmen,  Jack  Conrad,  forces 

the  issue  with  Fowley  when  several  more 
months  than  the  time  expected  had  lapsed. 

Fowley  follows  through  with  a  plan  to 
murder  Maris  by  establishing  an  alibi  that 
he  was  with  Gwynne  at  the  time  of  the 
crime.  Paul  Kelly,  of  the  homicide  squad, 
suspicious  of  Fowley,  receives  information 
that  Maris  died  of  a  heart  attack  before  she 

was  shot,  and  has  no  grounds  for  holding 
Fowley. 

The  punch  is  delivered  when  Kelly  gets 
word  that  Gwynne  was  found  murdered 

and  he  is  forced  to  use  Fowley's  alibi  against 
him,  despite  the  fact  that  Cy  Kendall,  the 
noted  gangster,  had  escaped  from  jail  and 

was  really   responsible   for  Gwynne's  death. 
CAST:  Paul  Kelly,  Douglas  Fowley,  Anne 

Gwynne,  Maris  Wrixon,  Jack  Conrad,  Selmer 
Jackson,  Cyril  Thornton,  Cy  Kendall,  Walter 
Soderling,  Vic  Potel,  George  Chandler,  Phyllis 
Adair,  Ted  Stanhope,  Dick  Scott,  Eula  Guy, 
Forrest  Taylor. 

CREDITS:  Producer-Director,  W.  Lee  Wilder; 
Original  Screenplay,  Minred  Lord;  Cameraman, 
Henry  Sharp;  Editor,  John  F.  Link;  Film  Editor, 
Asa  Clark;  Musical  Director  and  score,  Alex- 

ander Laszlo;  Sound,  Ferrol  Redd;  Set  Dec- 
orator,   Frank   Welch. 

DIRECTION,  Okay.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Good. 

"Out  of  the  Depths" with  Jim  Bannon 

Columbia  60  Mins. 

WAR  FILM  ABOUT  SUBMARINE  SER- 
VICE IS  WEAK  AFFAIR  THAT  COMES 

TOO  LATE  FOR  SERIOUS  CONSIDERA- 
TION. 

"Out  of  the  Depths"  is  a  question  of 
too  little,  too  late.  What  it  has  to  offer 

is  a  production-belt  war  melodrama  of  no 
consequence  that  can  be  of  little  interest 
to  the  large  body  of  entertainment  seekers 

at  this  late  date.  Only  those  who  like  ac- 
tion for  its  own  sake  will  accept  the  pic- 
ture without  squawking  unduly  —  which 

means  that  the  exhibitor  will  have  to  look 

to  the  kids  for  the  film's  chief  support. 
Frankly,  a  darn  strong  companion  film  will 

be  needed  to  make  sitting  through  the  pro- 
duction at  all  bearable. 

Produced  strictly  according  to  formula  by 

Wallace  MacDonald  and  directed  in  rou- 

tine manner  by  D.  Ross  Lederman,  "Out 
of  the  Depths,"  if  it  was  intended  as  a 
tribute  to  those  who  manned  our  sub- 

marines in  the  war  against  Japan,  can 

not  be  said  to  have  accomplished  its  pur- 

pose in  a  way  to  be  proud  of.  America's 
sub  heroes  certainly  deserved  better  treat- 

ment than  they  received  in  this  film,  which 
is  choked  with  phony  heroics  and  retails  a 
brand  of  dramatics  that  can  best  be  de- 

scribed as  synthetic. 
The  film  tells  the  story  of  a  sub  crew 

that  foils  an  attempt  to  destroy  the  Battle- 
ship Missouri  during  the  signing  of  the 

surrender  terms.  The  job  calls  for  sinking 
of  a  Jap  carrier  from  which  the  planes 
seeking  to  sink  the  battlewagon  are 
launched.  Many  members  of  the  sub  crew 
sacrifice  their  lives  in  carrying  out  the 
mission.  The  tale  has  been  told  without 

enough   suspense   to   sustain    the    interest. 
The  cast  names  are  meaningless  for  box 

office  purposes,  although  it  must  be  ad- 
mitted that  the  cast  works  hard  trying  to 

put  the  film  over.  The  fact  the  cast  is  all- 
male  limits  the  appeal. 
CAST:  Jim  Bannon,  Ross  Hunter,  Ken  Curtis, 

Loren  Tindall,  Robert  Scott,  Frank  Sully,  George 
Khan,  Coulter  Irwin,  George  Offerman,  Jr.,  Rod- 
ric  Redwing,  Robert  Williams,  William  Newell, 
Warren    Mills,    John    Tyrrell. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Wallace  MacDonald;  Di- 
rector, D.  Ross  Lederman;  Screenplay,  Martin 

Berkeley,  Ted  Thomas;  Based  on  story  by  Aubrey 
Wisberg;  Cameraman,  Philip  Tannura;  Film  Edi- 

tor, Paul  Borofsky;  Art  Director,  Jerome  Pycha, 
Jr.;  Set  Decorator,  Richard  Mansfield:  Musical 
Director,  Mischa  Bakaleinikoff ;  Sound,  Frank 
Goodwin. 

DIRECTION,    So-So.      PHOTOGRAPHY,    Okay. 

- 

New  Post  for  Haber 

Julius  Haber  has  been  named  ad- 
vertising- and  sales  promotion  man- 

ager of  the  tube  department  of 
RCA's  Victor  Division.  He  has  been 
engaged  in  special  advertising  and 
promotion  assignments  in  the  com- 

pany's public  relations  department. 
His  headquarters  are  in  Harrison, 
N.  J. 

N.  E.  Allied  Affiliate 
Opens  Attack  on  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
of  the  Allied  unit,  said  yesterday  he 
believed  independent  exhibitors  were 
jeopardizing  their  independence  by 
affiliating  with  an  organization 
"whose  officers  are  producer-distrib- 

utor controlled." Feeley  said  he  was  of  the  opinion 
that  there  was  a  duplication  of  effort, 
as  "we  independents  have  a  well  or- 

ganized and  militant  group,"  adding 
that  he  "could  see  no  harm  in  affili- 

ated theater  owners  becoming  or- 
ganized, but  that  there  was  no  logical 

reason  why  independents  should  join 

ATA." 

"In  Fast  Company" 
with  Leo  Gorcey  and  The  Bowery  Boys 

(HOLLYWOOD  PREVIEW) 

Monogram  61  Mins. 
SPEEDY  ACTION  AND  PLENTY  OF 

MERRIMENT  AS  THE  BOWERY  BOYS  DO 
THEIR  STUFF. 

This  time  the  Bowery  Boys,  headed  by 

the  irrepressible  Leo  Gorcey,  come  to  the 

aid  of  an  independent  taxi  operator,  who 
has  been  injured  by  rival  operators.  The 
result  is  much  action  and  considerable 
merriment. 

Del  Lord,  veteran  comedy  director,  has 
guided  the  excitement  and  fun  with  an 

expert  hand.  Lindsley  Parsons  and  Jan  Grip- 
po  share  credit  as  the  producers.  Edmund 
Seward,  Tim  Ryan  and  Victor  Hammond 
wrote  the  screenplay,  based  on  an  original 
story  by  Martin  Mooney. 

Charles  D.  Brown,  a  neighborhood  priest, 

persuades  Leo  Gorcey  to  drive  Frank  Mar- 

lowe's taxi  after  Marlowe  has  been  in- 
jured by  hoodlum  drivers  used  by  Douglas 

Fowley,  who  is  trying  to  run  all  the  indie 
operators   out  of  business. 

Brown  interests  Jane  Randolph,  daughter 

of  Paul  Harvey,  owner  of  the  taxi  com- 

pany Fowley  manages,  in  Marlowe's  plight. 
Jane  also  meets  young  Gorcey,  and  when 

Fowley  and  his  mobsters  come  to  Gorcey's 
shop  to  try  to  wreck  it,  Harvey  who  has 

never  suspected  Fowley's  tactics,  is  an 
eye-witness.  Fowley  and  his  men  are  jailed. 

CAST:  Leo  Gorcey,  Huntz  Hall,  Jane  Randolph, 
|udy  Clark,  Bobby  Jordan.  Billy  Benedict,  David 
Gorcey,  Douglas  Fowley,  Marjorie  Woodworth, 
Charles  D.  Brown,  Paul  Harvey,  Luis  Alberni, 
Mary  Gordon,  Bernard  Gorcey,  George  Eldredge, 
William  Ruhl,  Dick  Wessell,  John  Indrisano, 
Frank  Marlowe,  Marcel  de  la  Brosse,  Stanley 
Price,    Charles  Coleman,   Walter  Soderling. 

CREDITS:  Producers,  Lindsley  Parsons  and  Jan 
Crippo;  Director,  Del  Lord;  Author,  Martin 
Mooney;  Screenplay,  Edmond  Seward,  Tim  Ryan 
and  Victor  Hammond;  Cameraman,  William  Sick- 
ner;  Musical  Director,  Edward  Kay;  Editor,  Wil- 

liam Austin;  Supervising  Film  Editor,  Richard 
Currier;   Technical    Director,    Dave    Milton. 

DIRECTION,   Good.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Good. 

IA  Organizing  Baseball? 
It's  All  News  to  Walsh 

Richard  F.  Walsh,  president  of  the 
IATSE,  said  over  the  week-end  that 
he  had  no  knowledge  of  a  move  in 
Detroit  to  organize  major  league 
baseball  players  under  the  Alliance 
banner.  He  added  that  if  Jerry  Brie, 
business  agent  of  Local  38,  stage- 

hands, was  attempting  to  bring  the 
baseballers  into  the  IA,  as  reported, 
the  Detroiter  was  doing  it  on  his own. 

Brie  Would  Organize  All 
Athletics  Under  I A  Flag 

Detroit  —  Jerry  Brie,  business 
agent  of  Local  38,  Stagehands,  con- 

firmed Friday  that  he  was  starting 
a  campaign  to  organize  baseball 
upon  a  national  scale  and  will  start 
with  both  Major  Leagues.  Move  goes 
far  beyond  baseball,  to  take  in  all 
other  types  of  professional  athletics. 

Brie  contends  that  baseball  and 
athletics  in  general  are  essentially 
part  of  show  business,  and  therefore 
IATSE  is  qualified  to  have  jurisdic- 

tion over  this  field,  as  they  have 
extended  over  films. 

Brie   is    at   present   handling    na- 

$4,000,000  for  Ads. 
On  14  RKO  Films 
Between  $4,000,000  and  $4,50 

will  be  spent  by  RKO  Radio  o 
top-bracket  pictures  to  be  relea 
between  now  and  Jan.  1,  S.  Bai 
MeCormick,  director  of  advertis^ 
and  publicity,  told  the   RKOfe 

manage 
pre  -  convention    district 
meeting    in    Chicago    Saturday    z Sunday. 

The  company's  first  post-war  c< 
vention  will  be  held  in  New  Y< 
July  1  to  3,  it  was  announced  by  R 
ert  Mochrie,  vice-president  in  chai 
of  domestic  distribution. 

The  14  top-bracket  pictures  for 

lease  up  to  Jan.   1   include  'Not ious,"    "The    Kid    from    Brookly 

"From  This  Day  Forward,"  "Hea 
beat,"    "Make    Mine    Music,"    "B 
man's  Territory,"  "Crack-Up,"  "] 
sirable    Woman,"    "The     Strange 
"Lady    Luck,"     'Till    the     End 
Time,"    "Sister    Kenny,"     "Withe 
Reservations"     and     "Sindbad,     t 

Sailor." 

At  the  Chicago  meeting  particu) 
emphasis  was  placed  by  Mochrie 
the  obtaining  of  adequate  playi 
time  and  outlets  in  the  key  cities  i 
this  heavy  schedule  of  imports 
product.  Each  of  the  pictures  is  I 
ing  extensively  advertised  with 
huge  pre-selling  magazine  campai. 
many  months  in  advance  as  well 
through  extensive  use  of  ne\* 
papers,  radio,  and  other  mediums. 

PRC  Owns  25  of  Its  31 
Exchanges  in  the  U.  S. 

With  the  purchase  of  the  St.  Lotj 
exchange,  PRC  now  owns  25  of  1 
31  branch  offices  in  the  United  State 
Purchase  of  the  St.  Louis  bran^ 
was  announced  formally  yesterds 
by  Harry  H.  Thomas,  president, 
the  last  few  months  PRC  has  taki 
over  its  franchised  exchanges 
Indianapolis,  Kansas  City,  Litt. 
Rock,  Milwaukee.  Minneapolis,  Okl 
noma  City  and  Washington. 

In  addition,  the  company  owns  i 
own  branches  in  Albany,  Bosto 
Buffalo,  Cincinnati,  Cleveland,  Da 
las,  Denver,  Des  Moines,  Detroi 
Los  Angeles,  New  Haven,  New  Yor 
Omaha,  Philadelphia,  Pittsburgl 
Salt  Lake  City  and  New  Orleans. 

RKO  Circuit,  Union  Talk  Pact 
RKO  and  the  Motion  Picture  Tht 

ater  Operating  Managers  and  Assis, 
ant  Managers  Guild  are  negotiatin. 
a  contract  on  the  basis  of  a  WL 
directive  calling  for  wage  increase 
and  reduction  of  hours  for  mane 

gerial  help  at  the  circuit's  41  house in  this  area.  Decision  to  negotiat 
an  agreement  eliminated  the  threa 
of  a  strike. 

tional  organization  of  baseball  fiel 
personally,  working  out  of  Detroii 
and  opposing  activity  of  the  Amer 
ican  Baseball  Guild,  indie  union. 
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ndustry  Team  Play 
leeded,  Says  Rodgers 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

py   of   Motion   Picture   Engineers, 
ie  M-G-M  vice-president  and  sales 
lief  said  there  must  have  been  some 
^agreements  over  policy  during  the 

■  f|"*"v"yet    all    interested   faced   the 
\  j| — ^  as  a  team,  one  part  making 
*  j>  idr  the  weakness  of  the  other  to- 

jaid  their  mutual  self-preservation 
M  eventual  victory." 
Regrettable  as  it  may  be,  Rodgers 

Lid,  "we,  too,  will  always  have  our 
ternal  differences.   But  the  import- 
ice  of  a  unified  pride  in  our  busi- 

es, the  vital  necessity  of  an  appre- 
lation    that   the    other   fellow,    too, 

is   problems"   makes    obvious    that 
e  ''science  of  te.am  play  must  be 
leveloped  if  we  are  to  be  able  to 
*e  the  progress  ahead  that  we  can 

<e." Shudders   at   Thoughtlessness 

Rodgers    said    he    shuddered    "at 
iir  thoughtlessness"  when  he  heard 

)    ie  industry  carelessly  referred  to  or 
rifairly    attacked    if    the    industry 
Id  not  rise  in  righteous  indignation 

.  >  defend  an  industry  that  has  done 
much,  '  not  only  for  all  of  us,  but 

liorr  the  world  at  large." 
The   science   of  team   play   and   a 

FLASHES 

; , 
HONOR  WB 

SMPE,  for  the  first  time  in  its 
history,  will  honor  a  motion  pic- 

ture company  when  it  presents  a 
Scroll  of  Achievement  tomorrow 
night  to  Warner  Bros,  for  pi- 

oneering leadership  in  the  de- 
velopment of  sound  motion  pic- 

tures. Bestowal  will  be  a  fea- 
ture of  the  Society's  semi-annual dinner  dance  in  the  Hotel  Penn- 

sylvania, in  commemoration  of 
the  20th  anniversary  of  sound 
films,  which  is  being  observed 
this  year.  Major  Albert  War- 

ner, WB's  vice-president  and 
treasurer,   will   accept   the    scroll. 

I  jlemn  resolve  to  make  an  individual 
rntribution  to  a  better  public  appre. 
ation  of  the  business  "is  a  must  for 
nnorrow,"  Rodgers  said. 
Referring    to    foreign    pictures, 

.odgers  said,  "we  could  not  expect 
|lb    achieve    world    distribution    over 
nere."    He  added  that  any  barriers 

Seattle  Cancer  Funds 

Top  RC  Collections 
Seattle  —  While  the  official  count- 

will  not  be  known  before  the  end 

of  this  month,  indications  are  that 

Washington  has  exceeded  its  $165,- 
000  quota  in  the  recent  Cancer 

Drive.  Seattle  and  King  County  re- 
turns are  more  than  double  those 

of  the  earlier  Red  Cross  collection 

campaign,  with  no  small  part  of 

the  total  coming  from  seven  down- 

to  w  n  Hamrick  -  Evergreen  houses. 
Group  collected  more  than  $20,000 

in  the  fight  against  cancer,  compared 
with  $9,900  for  the  Red  Cross. » 

Aussie   Cameramen  Organize 

Sydney  (By  Air  Mail) — Austral- 
ian Cinematographers  Society  has 

been  formed  here  with  Eric  Bierre 
as  president.  George  Malcolm  is  sec- 

retary of  the  group  which  includes 
nine  cameramen,  each  with  over  20 
years  experience  in  motion  picture 
photography.  Membership  will  be  by 
invitation. 

Solve  Small  Change  Problem 
Caracas,  Venezuela  (By  Air  Mail) 

— The  small  change  problem  bother- 
ing Caracas  operators,  all  admis- 

sions are  now  set  at  one,  two  and 
three  bolivars,  with  super-attrac- 

tions calling  for  four  bolivars.  The 
bolivar  pieces  are  plentiful,  and  one 
bolivar  is  worth  about  30  U.  S.  cents. 

It's  the  5,  10,  25  and  50-cent  pieces 
that  are  hard  to  get. 

Serials  Big  in  Venezuela 
Caracas,  Venezuela  —  Serials  are 

making  a  comeback  in  Venezuela, 
with  second-run  houses  cashing  in 
big.  Five  different  serials  are  run- 

ning in  as  many  theaters,  and  some 
theaters  show  as  many  as  two  and 
three  of  the  episodes  at  one  sitting. 

Russian  Pix  in  P.  R. 

San  Juan,  P.  R.  —  Armando  Mi- 
randa, formerly  owner  of  Caribe 

Films,  is  now  manager  of  Nueva 
Borinquen  Films,  which  is  distribut- 

ing Russian  pictures. 

Melbourne  U  Gets  RAAF  Pix 
Melbourne — RAAF  library  of  vis- 

ual instruction  films  and  equipment 
has  been  torned  over  to  Melbourne 
University  for  study  by  educational 

groups. 
GDT  Withdraws  Carmen 

Action  "With  Prejudice" 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

owner  of  the  house,  chiefly  against 
Co-Operative  Theaters  of  Michigan 
and  most  major  distributors,  charg- 

ing "unlawful  combination"  in  the matter  of  film  booking  and  buying, 
and  seeking  the  dissolution  of  Co-Op. 
Case  was  tried  before  Donald 

Quaife,  Master  in  Chancery,  for  over 
30  days,  in  1942,  with  extended 
written  pleadings  following.  No  de- 

cision of  the  Court  was  ever  handed 

down,  though  the  Master's  opinion 
was  given  in  some  two  years  ago. 
Changes  in  film  booking  condition 
and  theater  ownership  in  the  four 
years  the  case  was  in  Court  have 
made  it  possible  to  close  it  by  what 
amounts  to  an  amicable  settlement. 

Stearn  Organizing  Philly 
Booking-Buying  Combine 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

Pittsburgh.  Progress  was  made  to- 
ward the  establishment  of  the  com- 
bine and  an  announcement  will  be 

made  shortly  of  the  man  who  will 
head  the  group  here  under  Stearn. 

A  committee  of  local  theatermen 
will  go  to  Pittsburgh  to  observe  how 
the  organization  functions  there  and 
will  report  back  to  the  interested 

parties  here. 

Guy  Hardy  Dies 

Chicago — Guy  Hardy,  72,  veteran 
Loop  theater  manager,  is  dead.  He 
retired  two  years  ago.  Burial  was 
from  his  home  in  Hinsdale  yester- 

day to  Oakwood  Cemetery. 

"that  are  erected  because  of  our  re- 
luctance to  give  proper  presentation 

to  good  pictures,  regardless  of  their 
source,  will  only  react  on  the  quality 
of  our  own  production.  There  is  no 
need  for  a  scientific  approach  to  that 

one,  it  is  just  plan  arithmetic." 
Rodgers  told  the  SMPE  that  mo- 

tion pictures  were  receiving  the 
greatest  acceptance  in  the  history  of 
the  business.  That  knowledge,  he 

said,  of  making  pictures  "on  which 
you  and  others  have  burned  so  much 

midnight  oil,  is  paying  its  dividends." Mobilized  of  necessity  during  the 
war,  Rodgers  said  that  the  science  of 
distribution,  coupled  with  the  science 

of  production,  "teamed  well  to  do 
the  greatest  morale  job  in  the  his- 

tory of  the  world." Rodgers  was  introduced  by  Donald 
E.  Hyndman,  SMPE  president. 
Others  on  the  dais  were  H.  M. 
Richey,  Nathan  D.  Golden,  Frank  E. 
Cahill,  Jr.,  Francis  S.  Harmon, 
Loren  Ryder,  Peter  Mole,  Hollis  W. 
Moyse  and  Dr.  John  G.  Frayne. 

Agfa-color  Process  to  be 
Discussed  at  SMPE  Today 

Six  papers  were  presented  yester- 
day at  the  SMPE's  59th  semi-annual 

technical  conference  in  the  Hotel 
Pennsylvania.  Five  of  the  topics 
were  covered  at  the  initial  session 
in  the  afternoon,  and  the  others, 
entitled  "Lighting  a  Subject  for 
Color  Photography,"  by  R.  M.  Evans 
of  Eastman  Kodak  in  the  evening. 

The  afternoon  subjects  were:  "Appli- 
cation of  Methyl  Ethyl  Ketone  to 

the  Analysis  of  Developers  for  Elon 

and  Hydroquinone,"  by  V.  C.  Shaner 
and  M.  R.  Sparks,  Eastman  Kodak, 
Hollywood;  "Senitometric  Control  of 
the  Duping  Process,"  J.  P.  Weiss,  E. 
I.  duPont;  'Rapid  Test  for  Ferri- 
cyanide  Bleach  Exhaustion,"  L.  E. 
Varden  and  E.  G.  Seary,  Pavelle 

Color;  "A  Processing  Control  Sensi- 
tometer,"  G.  A.  Johnson,  Eastman 
Kodak,  and  'An  Improved  Method 
for  the  Determination  of  Hydro- 

quinone and  Metol  in  Photographic 
Developers,"  by  H.  L.  Baumbach, 
Paramount  Pictures,  Hollywood. 

Morning,  afternoon  and  evening 
sessions  will  be  held  today.  Nathan 
D.  Golden,  of  the  Department  of 
Commerce,  will  chairman  the  session 

at  which  "The  Agfacolor  Negative- 
Positive  Method  for  Professional 

Motion  Pictures"  will  be  presented 
by  H.  C.  Harsh  on  behalf  of  the D  of  C. 

RKO  Corp.  Officials, 
Dirs.  Paid  $458,765 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
rence  Green,  director,  $4,800;  L.  Boyd 
Hatch,  director,  $4,910;  Floyd  B. 
Odium,  director,  $340;  Richard  C. 
Patterson,  director  and  vice-chair- 

man of  the  board  until  June  6,  1945, 
$18,000;  N.  Peter  Rathvon,  president 
and  chairman  of  the  board  and  presi- 

dent of  RKO  Radio,  $115,970;  George 
H.  Shaw,  director,  $4,800;  J.  Miller 
Walker,  secretary,  $26,659. 

A.  W.  Dawson,  assistant  treasurer, 
$21,160;  Malcolm  Kingsberg,  vice- 
president,  $55,867;  Garrett  Van 
Wagner,  comptroller,  $22,754;  John 
M.  Whitaker,  vice-president,  $25,961, 
and  Gordon  E.  Youngman,  vice-presi- 

dent and  general  counsel,  $31,944. 
In  addition,  109  'persons,  prin- 

cipally stars,  writers,  directors  and 
producers,  wei'e  paid  a  total  of 
$4,749,333. 

Election  of  directors  is  the  prin- 
cipal action  on  the  agenda  of  the 

stockholders.  Richard  C.  Patterson 
is  not  a  candidate  for  re-election. 
The  others  are  Ned  E.  Depinet, 

Harry  M.  Durning,  Frederick  L.  Ehr- 
man,  L.  Lawrence  Green,  L.  Boyd 
Hatch,  Floyd  B.  Odium,  N.  Peter 
Rathvon,  George  H.  Shaw  and  J. 
Miller  Walker. 

But  One  Collection 

Yearly,  Says  Gamble 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

nounced  at  the  Variety  Club  meeting 
here  yesterday. 

"We"re  going  to  tell  all  the  people 
that  have  had  these  collections  that 
if  they  want  to  get  together  and 
unite  for  one  big  national  health 
week  we'll  be  happy  to  co-operate, 
but  if  they  don't  get  together  there 
probably  won't  be  any  collection  at all. 
"We  are  going  to  try  to  change 

some  of  the  discriminatory  legisla- 
tion against  theaters  which  are 

heavily  overtaxed  and  it's  the  pub- 
lic that  are  paying  the  bills." Gamble  said  the  ATA  is  the  only 

true  movement  serving  theater  own- 
ers. He  added  that  it  fills  a  long- 

felt  need  in  the  industry  and  it  will 
continue  in  peace  time  to  refine  the 
co-operation  in  activities  it  displayed 
during  the  war  years. 

Mexico  Will  Observe 
National  Film  Week 

Mexico  City  (By  Air  Mail)  — 
President  Avila  Comacho  has  de- 

clared May  27  -  June  2  National 
Motion  Picture  Week. 

A  pavilion  will  be  constructed  in 
the  downtown  district  where  se- 

lected Mexican  movies  will  be  shown 

free  daily  from  8-11  p.m.  Leading 

Mexican  stars  will  make  p.a.'s. 
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Chi.  Theaters  Closed 

By  Dearth  of  Fuel 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

&  Schaefer  stands  in  the  Loop,  along 
with  the  McVicker  and  La  Salle. 

Local  Film  Row  evidenced  little 
surprise  when  circuit  and  indie  the- 
atermen  concluded  that  the  best 
thing  to  do  would  be  to  close  en- 

tirely. To  run  a  motion  picture  the- 
ater  for    only   four    hours    per    day 

   ON  WARPATH   
Indianapolis — Warning  that  the 

coal  strike  is  being  felt  by  thea- 
ters in  22  Northern  Indiana  coun- 

ties, and  that  its  reaction  tcill 
soon  be  apparent  in  other  sec- 

tions of  the  State.  Don  R.  Rossi- 
ter,  executive  secretary  of  the  As- 

sociated Theater  Owners  of  Indi- 
ana, has  forwarded  a  letter  urging 

exhibitors  to  ivire  their  Congress- 
men to  demand  that  the  strike 

be  settled.  Letter  also  suggests 
enlisting  the  aid  of  other  business- 

men in  communities  to  get  them 
to  uire   Washington. 

presents  a  problem  with  respect  to 
product,  schedules,  labor  and  finance, 
trade  leaders  point  out.  Many  legit 
houses  in  the  Loop  are  remaining 
open  because  they  use  oil-burning 
units  for  supply  of  current. 

Allied  Houses  Lock  Up 

Among  the  first  theaters  to  lock- 
up were  those  within  the  framework 

of  Allied,  indie  showmen's  organi- zation. 

Spokesmen  for  the  Warner  chain 
said  that  three  of  the  circuit's  houses 
in  Hammond,  Ind.,  are  operating  six 
nights  a  week  and  closing  for  the 
seventh  night.  They  said  that  WB 
houses  in  Wisconsin  are  not  affected 
by  any  conservation  regulations. 

Most  local  night  clubs  are  operat- 
ing on  their  diesel  plants,  but  among 

the  department  stores  only  the  Bos- 
ton Store  enjoys  advantage  of  such 

equipment. 
Opera  Co.  to  Get  Coal  by  Boat 

The  Metropolitan  Opera  Co.,  open- 
ing here  this  week  at  the  Civic 

Opera,  apparently  intends  to  be  as 
skilled  at  controlling  the  coal  situa- 

tion as  Mephistopheles.  The  Opera's 
•'high  command"  chartered  a  6,000- 
ton  lake  boat,  had  two  tugs  bring  it 
into    the    Chicago    River,    and    pre- 

SICK  REPOIIT 

ARTHUR  D.  KNAPP,  Detroit  city  sales- 
man for  20th-Fox,  is  confined  to  his  home 

by    illness. 

MRS.  NETTIE  BLUMENTHAL.  wife  of 

Max  Blumenthal,  owner  of  the  Film  Ex- 
change Projection  Studio,  is  seriously  ill 

in  Harper  Hospital,  Detroit. 

JACK  STEWART,  Universal  state  sales- 
man, and  former  chief  barker  of  Western 

Michigan  Variety  Club,  has  left  on  sick 
leave. 

Hollywood- Vine  Yard 
:  By  RALPH  WILK; 

West   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Studio   news  digest:    Raymond    Massey    will    co-star   with    Joan    Crawford 
in  "The  Secret"  at  Warners'   Ruth   McKenney   and    Richard    Branstein,   who  wrote 

"My  Sister  Eileen"  and  "Abigail  Dear  Heart,"  have  sold  their  latest,  "Life  is  a  Ton   of 

Bricks"  to  Para   Virginia   Keiley,   Britisher,  will   debut   in    RKO's   "Nocturne"   

Hurd    Hatfield    has    been    signed    by    M-G-M    for    "The    Beginning   or   The    End"   
"Ramrod,"    the    Harry    Sherman-Enterprise    pix,    has    added    Donald    Crisp    and    Charles 
Ruggles    to    its    cast   Republic    castings    include:    Charles    Drake    and    Eric     Blore 

into    "Snow   Cinderella,"    and    Andy    Clyde    into    "The    Plainsman    and    the    Lady"   
Bing  Crosby,  Joan  Fontaine,  Charles  Brackett  and   Billy  Wilder  will  all   hit  the  trail   for 

Canada's   Jasper    National    Park    where    the    first    few    weeks    shooting   of    Para.'s    "The 
Emperor  Waltz"   will   take   place   Eddie   Sutherland   has   optioned    Joanne    Dru    and 
Richard   Norris,  "Abie's    Irish   Rose"   romantic    leads,   for   two   more   A   new  series? 

  Andrew  Stone  may  borrow  Jane   Russell  from   Howard   Hughes  for  "Here  We  Go 
Again"   Songs    in    PRC    pix    henceforth    will    be    published    by    the    Southern    Music 

Publishing   Co   20th-Fox  wants  James   Mason,    British   star   of   "The   Seventh   Veil" 
to   come   over   for    "The    Foxes   of   Harrow"   Don    Hartman    will    produce   "A    Lady 
Waits   for   Love"   on    Broadway   after    he    finishes    his   current   Columbia   chore   UA 
may   release  "The   Merry  Wives  of  Windsor"   in   which   Douville  Corp.   will   star  Charles 
Coburn   Harold   Lloyd   will   star   in   "The    Human   Strong   Box"   for   Preston   Sturges. 

Public  More  Dependent 

On  Newsreels — Morgan 

Cleveland — "The  public  has  come  to 
depend  more  than  ever  on  the  news- 
reel  for  a  graphic  view  of  world 
events,"  Oscar  A.  Morgan  told  Para- 

mount district,  branch  and  sales 
managers  at  the  fourth  of  a  series 
of  meetings  in  the  Cleveland  Hotel. 

Morgan,  short  subjects  sales  man- 
ager, said  it  was  the  sales  staff's 

duty,  as  liaison  between  distributors 
and  exhibitors,  not  only  to  sell  Para- 

mount News,  but  to  see  that  it  was 
played  as   edited  in  the  laboratory. 

Para.'s  Move  to  Examine 
Flitter  Under  Advisement 

Supreme  Court  Justice  Ernest 

Hammer  yesterday  took  under  ad- 
visement a  motion  by  Paramount  to 

examine  Walter  Futter  before  trial 

in  the  latter's  $50,000  damage  action 
against  the  film  company.  Futter 
charged  that  Paramount  infringed 
on  his  original  short  subject  idea 
"Odd  Jobs"  after  it  had  been  sub- 

mitted to  the  company  and  that  ulti- 
mately Paramount  came  out  with 

"Unusual  Occupations." 

pared  to  use  its  oil  engines  to  gen- 
erate power  for  the  week-long 

engagement.  The  boat  broke  its 
moorings  and  damaged  property  of 
the  Daily  News  Building.  A  film 

house  in  the  South  Side's  Calumet 
district  is  also  reported  having  made 
a  hook-up  with  a  boat  for  the  latter 
to  supply  current. 
Great  States  Circuit  reports  22 

theaters  closed  by  the  coal  strike 
with  43  operating  at  Quincy,  East  St. 
Louis,  Alton,  Edwardsville,  where 
the  theaters  are  operating  full  time 
as  electricity  comes  from  the  Keo- 

kuk, la.,  water  power  dam. 
The  circuit  is  using  diesel  engine 

operation  for  its  Princess  Theater  in 
Joliet  and  is  trying  to  get  diesel  en- 

gine units  for  other  cities. 
The  Chicago  Loop  theater  crowd 

yesterday  afternoon  was    only  fair. 
Danville,  111.,  theaters  will  keep 

open  only  evenings  during  the  coal 
strike. 

The  Edison  Electric  Institute  is 
meeting  at  the  Edgewater  Beach 
Hotel  this  week,  and  many  electric 
power  questions  affecting  the  amuse- 

ment trade  are  under  discussion. 

Providence  Voluntary 
Brownout  Rebuffed 

Providence — A  move  bv  Providence 
and  other  Rhode  Island  theater  op- 

erators to  voluntarily  black  out 
their  uprights  and  marquees  to  con- 

serve power  during  the  coal  emer- 
gency, has  met  with  rebuffs  by  city 

and  state  officials.  Mayor  Dennis  J. 
Roberts,  recently  defeated  by  local 
showmen  when  he  attempted  a  five 
per  cent  admissions  levy,  noted  that 
"The  Governor's  Advisory  Fuel  Com- 

mission is  still  functioning  and  I 

shall  rely  on  them  for  any  informa- 
tion that  might  necessitate  action." 

Fletcher  P.  Burton,  chairman  of 
the  Commission,  said  the  group  is 
planning  no  move  as  there  is  no 
scarce  situation  locally,  and  the  elec- 

tric company  has  enough  coal  to  last 

for   "quite    a   while." 
D.  C.  Commissioners  May 
Order  Blackout  in  Week 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington — The  District  of  Co- 
lumbia Commissioners  will  probably 

order  a  blackout  on  all  places  of 
amusement  here  within  a  week  or 
10  days  unless  the  coal  situation eases  up. 

Coal  stock  of  the  Potomac  Elec- 
tric Power  Co.,  which  serves  the 

Washington  area,  are  at  the  danger 
point  with  brownout  restrictions 
already  ordered  and  failure  of  all 
local  services  indicated  in  another 
month  unless  the  coal  strike  is 
settled. 

Philly   Theaters  Observing 
Voluntary  Brownout 

Philadelphia  —  City  theaters  and 
many  others  throughout  the  territory 
are  observing  a  voluntary  brown- 

out, started  over  the  week-end. 

5-Day  Exchange  Wk. 

Sign  New  B-51  Pact 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the  eight  majors  and  Local  B-51 
the  Alliance. 
The  exchanges  will  be  closed 

Saturdays  except  for  a  skeleton  st 

in  the  shipping  and  inspection^ ' 
partments.  Employes  will  cont&^ . 
to  work  40  hours  per  week,  with  frni 
worked  on  Saturday  distributed  ove 
ihe  other  days  of  the  week.  Th 
policy  will  be  to  shorten  the  luncheo: 
period  or  have  employes  repor 
earlier  or  remain  later. 

The  new  contracts  covering  back 
room  workers  here  call  for  a  15  pe 
cent  wage  increase  for  the  perk* 

from  Dec.  1,  1945,  to  Nov.  30,  194'i when  the  agreements  will  expire 
Additionally  the  employes  will  ge 
an  increase  of  10  per  cent  for  th< 
period  from  Dec.  1,  1943,  to  Nov.  3(r 
1945.  Payment  of  the  10  per  cent  i 
expected  to  be  made  by  the  film  com 
panies  within  the  next  six  weeks. 

Reiner  as  Selznick's South  American  Rep. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

general  sales  manager  of   Selznick-J 
Vanguard  Films. 

Reiner  will  leave  about  June  1  f oi 
Mexico  City  where  he  will  set  up  a  I 
company  office  and   begin   a   survey 
of    the    current    Latin-American 
market.    His  first  activities  in  Mex- 

ico  will  be  linked  closely   with   the] 

special  sales  campaign  on  Selznick'sj 
"Spellbound"    and    preparations    for 
release  of  "Duel  in  the  Sun." 

Later  in  the  year,  Reiner  will  go 
to  Argentina  and  Brazil  to  establish 
Selznick  headquarters  in  Buenos 
Aires  and  Rio  de  Janeiro,  later  visit- 

ing other  Latin-American  republics. 
Reiner  recently  completed  three 

and  a  half  years  with  the  OWI  as 
Government  motion  picture  repre- 

sentative in  Southern  Europe  and 
Iceland.  He  entered  the  film  industry 
in  1933  and  held  positions  in  the  ad- 

vertising and  publicity  departments 
of  Warner  Bros.,  M-G-M,  Monogram 
and  Paramount.  He  also  launched 
the  national  promotional  campaign 
for  the  Quiz  Kids  radio  show. 

BOUSE  DEALS 

Hass  Buys  from  Albers 

Osmond,  Neb. — Irwin  W.  Hass  has 
purchased  the  Osmond  Theater  from 
C.  H.  Albers. 

Two  Iowa  Houses  Reopen 

Anamosa,  la.  —  The  Circle  the- 
ater, a  war  casualty,  has  been  re- 

opened by  Charles  Niles,  owner,  who 
also  operates  the  Niles. 

Creston,  la. — Uptown  theater  has 
been  re-opened  by  the  Common- 

wealth Theaters;  house  was  shut 

down  four  years. 



Not  a  sour  not e  in  this  merry  Box  Office  melody! . . .  and  for 

a  good  reason! .  .  .  The  PRIZE  BABY  has  composed  a  har- 

monious medley  ...  of  TRAILERS  and  ACCESSORIES  ...  to 

the  tune  of  PROFITS  for  your  theatre  . . .  and  turned  it  into 

a  Hit . . .  with  Showmen  all  over  the  country!  *  *  *  Yes  sir, 
Bach,  Beethoven  and  Berlin  have  nothing  on  the  PRIZE 

BABY  .  .  .  when  it  comes  to  making  delightful  music  at 

your  Box  Office  . . .  because  . . .  he's  practiced  this  tune  for 

Twenty-Five  Years  .  .  .  and  he's  acquired  the  touch  of  the 

masters  . , .  "The  Magic  Touch  of  Showmanship". 
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TOTAL  BLACKOUT  LOOMS  FOR  E.  VA.  HOUSES 

Knutson  Has  Plan  to  Cut  Ticket  Tax  to  '42  Level 
Would  Offer  Concurrent 
Resolution  to  Reduce 
Levy  to  1942  Level 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — A  legislative  short- 
tut — the  only  possible  way  to  obtain 
»ction  this  year  in  view  of  the  ad- 

ministration's unwillingness  to  con- 
sider his  bill  of  last  December — to 

Hit  the  admissions  and  other  excise 
laxes  back  to  their  1942  levels  was 
aroposed  yesterday  by  Rep.  Harold 
inutson  of  Minnesota,  ranking  Re- 

( Continued1  en  Page  3) 

Report  UK  Agreeable 
On  Talent  Tax  Change 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Willingness  of  Brit- 
ain to  accept  the  amendment  to  the 

double  taxation  agreement  placing 
Hollywood  talent  on  the  same  foot- 

ing as  all  other  individuals  will 
arobably  be  expressed  to  the  Senate 
foreign  Relations  Committee  this 
morning,  it  was  learned  here  yester- 

day. Treasury  representatives  are 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

[Para.  25-Year  Club  Will Initiate  175  Members 

Within  the  next  few  weeks,  175 
;  Paramount  employes  will  be  in- 

ducted into  the  company's  25- Year 
Club  in  a  series  of  dinners  through- 

put the  country,  first  of  which  will 
pe  on  May  14  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria 
n  New  York.  Inauguration  of  the 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Shouras  Heads  Drive 
For   New   Yorh   Fund 

Spyros  P.  Skouras  has  agreed  to 
serve  as  chairman  of  the  Manhattan 

Motion  Pictures  Committee  of  the 

Greater  New  York  Fund  campaign 
to  raise  $5,900,000,  which  is  25  per 

cent  in  excess  of  last  year's  con- 
tributions. Appointment  was  an- 

nounced by  N.  Baxter  Jackson,  gen- 
eral chairman. 

LINKS  BIZ  ABROAD  TO  U.  S.  LOANS 
Reconversion  on  Large  Scale  Dependent  on  American 

Coin,  Says  UA's  Lowe  After  Global  Tour 

Theater  business  in  war-affected 
countries  is  getting  back  to  normal 
in  a  small  way  but  reconversion  on 
a  large  scale  will  depend  largely  on 
whether  loans  are  made  to  foreign 
countries,  Al  Lowe,  Far  Eastern 
manager  for  United  Artists,  said 
here  yesterday  following  his  return 
from  a  round-the-world  tour  which 

started  in  December  in  Hollywood. 
While  equipment  is  an  important 
problem,  Lowe  said  that  the  biggest 
problem  is  the  acquisition  of  dollars 
with  which  to  buy  the  needed  equip- ment. 

Although  Lowe  did  not  visit  the 
Dutch  East  Indies,  he  said  he  had 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

24-Hour  Club  Parly 
Off  for  Washington 
A  meeting  with  President  Truman 

at  the  White  House  will  highlight 
tomorrow's  activities  in  Washington 
of  motion  picture  Red  Cross  cam- 

paign officials,  24-Hour  Club  win- 
ners, industry  leaders  and  trade 

press  reps.  Group  leaves  today  for 
the  Capital  to  attend  ceremonies 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Attorneys  Study  New 
AFM-Producer  Contract 

The  draft  of  the  new  agreement 
between  the  APM  and  the  eight  lead- 

ing studios  was  in  the  hands  of 
attorneys  for  both  sides  yesterday 
preparatory  to  its  being  formally 
signed  by  representatives  of  the 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

20th-Fox  Will  Slop 

Making  "B"  Films 
West    Coast   Bureau,  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  With  completion  of 
two  limited-budget  pictures  now  be- 

fore cameras,  20th-Fox  will  not  make 
any  more  "B"  pictures,  Spyros  P. 
Skouras,  president,  said  in  a  press 
interview  here.  It  will  release  lim- 

ited-budget pictures  being  made  by 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Nick's  Ticket  Defeated 
In  St.  Louis  IA  Election 

St.  Louis  —  The  eight-hour,  hotly 
contested  election  by  the  IATSE 

stagehands'  union  here  resulted  in the  defeat  of  all  but  two  of  John 

P.  Nick's  candidates.  The  adminis- 
tration forces  led  by  LeRoy  Upton, 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Schine  in  Realignment  Plan 
Counsel  Terms  it  'Confidential  and  Tentative' 

SMPE  Spotlight  Focussed 
On  Color  Films  and  Tele 

Color  films  and  television  were 
spotlight  topics  yesterday  for  dele- 

gates to  the  current  SMPE  59th 
Semi-Annual  Technical  Conference 
here.  Under  the  chairmanship  of 
Nathan  D.  Golden,  chief,  motion  pic- 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Buffalo  —  A  plan  of  realignment 
which  Counsel  Willard  S.  McKay 
termed  "still  confidential  and  tenta- 

tive" was  submitted  informally  to 
Federal  Judge  John  Knight  yester- 

day by  Schine  Chain  Theaters,  Inc., 

without  divulging  the  plan's  con- tents. 

McKay  said:  'We're  going  to  find 
out  if  we're  on  the  right  track  and 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Effective  Tomorrow  Mid- 
night; Current  Rationing 

Move  On  In  Indiana 

As  the  growing  brown-out  peril 
haunted  theatermen  and  the  film- 
going  public  throughout  the  nation, 
with  settlement  of  the  coal  strike 

still  not  in  sight,  the  State  Corpora- 
tion Commission  in  Virginia  yester- 
day denied  current  to  all  places  of 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Pafhe-Eagle  Lion  to 
Absorb  PRC  Names 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  It  was  reliably 
learned  that  on  June  15  Pathe  Eagle. 
Lion  will  absorb  the  names  of  PRC 
Pictures,  Inc.,  and  PRC  Productions. 
A  president  is  expected  to  be  named 
within  three  weeks.  The  company  is 

(Continued  en  Page  3) 

UA  Will  Elect  Officers 
At  N.  Y.  Meeting  May  21 

Election  of  officers  of  United 
Artists  will  be  a  highlight  of  the  an- 

nual stockholders'  meeting  in  New 
York  May  21,  Mary  Pickford  said 
here  yesterday.  Miss  Pickford  said 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Disney  Given  DSC  for 
Kid  Bond  Certificate 
West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Declaring  that  the 
cartoon-bordered,  colored  certificate 
originated  by  Walt  Disney  for  baby 

Bond-owners  was  one  of  the  great- 
est Bond  sale  stimulants  developed 

during  the  war,  Laurence  M.  Olney, 
assistant  national  director  of  the 

Savings  Bonds  Division,  presented 
a  Distinguished  Service  Certificate 

to  Disney  at  the  Burbank  studios. 
Treasury  officials  give  the  cartoon 

producer  a  lion's  share  of  the  credit 
for  selling  more  than  $50,000,000 

in  Bonds  for  babies  and  small  child- 
ren in  the  past  two  and  a  half  years. 
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NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 
Net 

High     Low     Close      Chg. 
Am.  Seat   30'/4     30        30      —     Vi 
Bell  &  Howell      32'/4     31  Vi     32       +  1 
Columbia    Piers   30'/4    30        30V4  -f-     V* 
Columbia  Picts.  pfd.    .100        99        99—1 
East.  Kodak   248      247      247       +2 
Cen.  Prec.   Eq    35        35        35       +     Vi 

Loew's,    Inc   38%     38         38%   +  l'/8 
Paramount         79'/4     77%     78%  +  1 
RKO        26y4     253/g     26       +     Vi 
Republic    Piers   15%     14%     15%  +     % 

Republic   Picts.    pfd..    18'/i     18y4     18Vi  +     Vi 
20th  Century-Fox  .  .  .   60%     59%     60%   -f-     % 
20th  Century- Fox  pfd.  75         74%     75           
Universal   Pict   45         44 Vs     45       +     Vi 

Universal    Picts.    pfd.  99 Vi     99 Vi     "Vi  —     Vt 
Warner  Bros   51  %     50        51  %  +  1 

NEW  YORK  CURB    MARKET 

Monogram   Picts.    ...    10  9%     10       -f     % 
Radio-Keith  cvs.    ...   12        11  Vi     12       +     Vi 
Sonotone  Corp       5Vs       5  5           
Technicolor       26        25%     25%  +     % 

Putting  Finishing  Touches 

To  RKO-Monagers'  Pact 
Counsel  for  the  union  and  the  com- 

pany yesterday  were  understood  to 
be  putting  the  finishing  touches  to 
the  contract  negotiated  by  the  Mo- 

tion Picture  Theater  Operating  Man- 
agers and  Assistant  Managers  Guild 

and  the  RKO  circuit. 
A  statement  was  expected  to  be 

issued  jointly  by  the  union  and  the 
circuit.  Meanwhile  it  was  reported 
that  the  contract,  the  first  covering 
managerial  help  ever  to  be  negoti- 

ated in  this  country,  reduces  the 
work  week  from  62  to  50  hours,  in- 

creases wages  substantially,  pro- 
vides for  overtime,  contains  a  pro- 

tective clause  prohibiting  discrimin- 
ative practives  and  requires  the  com- 

pany to  make  total  payments  of 
$155,000  retroactive  to  Dec.  8,  1944. 

Lapidus  to  Conduct 
WB  Pittsburgh  Meet 

Warner  Bros,  branch  managers  in 
the  Central  District  will  attend  a 
meeting  to  be  conducted  Saturday  in 
Pittsburgh  by  Jules  Lapidus,  East- 

ern division  sales  manager. 
I.  F.  Dolid,  of  General  Sales  Man- 

ager Ben  Kalmenson's  executive 
staff,  also  will  address  the  session, 
which  will  include  a  discussion  of  the 
20th  anniversary  of  talking  pictures 
and  a  review  of  progress  in  the 
1946  sales  drive,  now  in  its  second month. 

Among  those  attending  the  meet- 
ing will  be  Charles  Rich,  Central  dis- 

trict manager,  and  Branch  Manager 
F.  D.  Moore,  Pittsburgh;  Claude  W. 
McKean,  Indianapolis;  Jerry  M. 
Wechsler,  Cleveland,  and  James  S. 
Abrose,  Cincinnati. 

Lapidus,  who  visited  the  Boston 
exchange  yesterday,  returns  to  New 
York  today  and  leaves  tomorrow  for 
Pittsburgh. 

MPA  to  Pick  Award  Winner 
The  Motion  Picture  Associates  will 

select  its  Beacon  Award  Winner  at 
its  next  luncheon-meeting  May  15  in 

the  Piccadilly  Hotel.  Presentation* will  be  made  in  conjunction  with  the 
organization  annual  dinner -dance 
June  4  at  the  Waldorf  -  Astoria 
Hotel. 

Trans-Lux            7'/8       7%       7%       
OVER  THE  COUNTER 

Bid    Asked 

Pathe  Industries       1214     13V4 

HELPFUL BANK  of  AMERICA  SERVICES 
Checking  Accounts 
Savings  Accounts 
Tenplan  Checking  Accounts 
Christmas  Club  Savings 
Money  Orders 

Business  Loans 
Automobile  Loans 
Personal  Loans 
Real  Estate  Loans 
Escrow  Service 

Motion  Picture  Production  Loans 

The  Bank  of  the  motion  picture  industry... 

23  branches  in  the  Nation's  motion  picture  and  radio  center 

utxk  oi  America 
NATIONAL  I a vSinags  ASSOCIATION 

MEMBER  FEDERAL  DEPOSIT  INSURANCE  CORPORATION 

When  you  travel  carry  Bank  of  America  Travelers   Cheques 

UA  Will  Elect  Officers 
At  N.  Y.  Meeting  May  21 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

she  "presumed"  Edward  Raftery 
would  be  re-elected  president, 
although  she  admitted  that  Raftery 
wanted  to  get  back  to  his  law 

practice. Decision  on  new  producers  in  the 
UA  fold  also  probably  will  come  up 
at  the  meeting,  she  said. 

Miss  Pickford,  who  returned  a 
few  days  ago  from  Europe,  said  that 
UA  was  negotiating  for  another  the- 

ater in  London  but  that  no  deal  had 
been  closed  at  the  time  she  left.  She 
denied  reports  that  she,  personally, 
would  buy  the  Piccadilly  Theater. 

Her  husband,  Buddy  Rogers,  has 
completed  one  streamliner  and  is  in 
the  middle  of  his  second  for  UA 
release.  She  said  he  probably  would 
produce  "The  Bat"  which  she  owns. 
She  said  that  she,  herself,  would 
never  again  appear  in  a  picture  and 
that  her  production  plans  remained 
indefinite.  Her  properties  include 

"One  Touch  of  Venus,"  "Champagne 
for  Everybody"  and  "There  -Goes 

Lona  Henry." Miss  Pickford  said  she  favored  a 
pension  plan  for  UA  employes  and 
that  the  company  hoped  to  put  one 
into  effect. 

Les  Kaufman  Publicity 

Director  for  Internat'l 
West   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — International  Pictures 
has  signed  Les  Kaufman  as  pub- 

licity and  advertising  director.  He 
has  been  a  publicity  director  for  the 
past  20  years  and  is  at  present  direc- 

tor of  publicity  for  Republic. 

Rites  for  Leon  Rosenberg 
Funeral  will  be  held  at  10  tomor- 

row morning  at  the  Park  West  Me- 
morial Chapel  for  Leon  Rosenberg, 

62,  night  proofreader  at  the  Barnes 
Printing  Co.  on  The  Film  Daily  for 
the  past  18  years,  who  died  of  a 
heart  attack  yesterday  morning  at 
6:05.  He  is  survived  by  his  widow 
and  three  sons  one  of  whom,  Arthur, 
is  employed  at  the  Barnes  Printing 
Co.  Burial  will  be  in  Washington 
Cemetery. 

COMING  and  GOING 
OSCAR  DOOB,  general  manager  of  Loev, 

theaters,  returned  here  last  night  from  a  tr 

to   Syracuse,    Rochester,    Boston   and   Providenc 

BERNARD  GOODWIN,  business  manager  ar 
vice-president  of  Paramount  and  Famous  Mus 
Cos.,  arrived  at  the  home  office  yesterd. 
after  a  )0-day  Hollywood  visit.  He  wy  at 
companied  by   ED  WOLPIN. 

ALICE   FAYE    and    PHIL  HARRIS   are    I 
visitors. 

FRED    S.    MEYER,    of    20th-Fox,    one    of    tl ! 
studio  representatives  at  the  conferences  betwet 
the   American    Federation   of   Musicians   and   tf 

film     companies,     headed     back    to     the    Coa 

yesterday  on  doctor's  orders. 
WILLIAM  M.  PIZOR,  of  Capital  Picture 

Corp.,  will  leave  here  today  for  Chicago  t 
attend  the  Screen  Cuild  Productions  conver 
tion  at  the  Blackstone  Hotel  and  will  retu 
Monday. 

LEO  PILLOT,  of  Columbia's  special  events  de 
partment  flew  to  Denver  yesterday  to  hand; 

the  three-theater  world  premiere  of  "Rene 

gades." 

ED  HINCHY,  head  of  the  Warners'  playdat 
department,  flies  to  Cleveland  tonight,  re 
turning  to  New  York  on  Friday. 

IRVING  MACK,  of  Filmack,  left  Chicago  fc 
business  conferences  in  New  York. 

ARCHIE  MAYO,  director  of  UA's  "A  Night  I 
Casablanca,"  arrived  here  at  the  week-end  frot the  West  Coast. 

ARTHUR  LAKE  and  PENNY  SINGLETON,  star 

of  Columbia's  "Blondie"  series,  are  New  Yor 
visitors  from   Hollywood. 

GEORGE    E.     FREEMAN,     manager    of    Loew' Poli,    Springfield,    Mass.,    has    left    for    a    two  ; 
week  vacation   in   the  White   Mountains. 

DOROTHY  LAMOUR  is  at  the  Waldorf -Astori  \ 
from    Baltimore. 

WB  Far  East  Supervisor 
Arrives  for  8- Week  Stay 

Michael  Shathin,  Warners  super 

visor  for  India,  Singapore  and  Java11 arrived  in  New  York  yesterday  by 
plane  from  Singapore.  He  will  re 
main  here  for  eight  weeks,  confer 
ring  with  home  office  executives  ir 
the  foreign  department. 

Streger  Joins  USP  in  East 
Joseph  Bernhard,  president  oi 

United  States  Pictures,  Inc.,  has 
appointed  Paul  Streger  story  anc 
play  rep.  in  New  York  for  the  Bern- 
hard-Sperling  unit,  producing  foi^ 
Warners  release.  Streger  was  form- ; 
erly  associated  with  Leland  Hay- ward. 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion   picture, 
EVERYBODY  says  so! 

STARTING  6th  BIG  M-G-M  WEEK  AT 
RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL 
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Knufson  Has  Plan  To 

=4'uf  Admissions  Tax 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ublican  on  the  House  Ways  and 

[eans  Committee.  Kmitson's  idea, 
:  hich  he  says  he  may  carry  through 

=  ̂ Z\the  end  of  the  month,  is  to 
l  t.  k  concurrent  resolution  for 

assage  by  both  House  and  Senate 
hich  would  provide  for  the  tax  re- 

tion. 
Last   year   Knutson   wrote   a   bill 

ailing  for  the  reversion  of  all  war- 
•    ime  excise  rates  to  their  1942  level, 

ritfa    the   overall   revenue   drop    ex- 
ited to  amount  to  about  $600,000,- 

00.     The    bill    has    not    even    been 

■,,  cheduled  for  hearing  by  the  House 
rays   and   Means    Committee,   with 

"  'hairman   Robert   Doughton   having 
,.;.old  The  Film  Daily  that  "movies 

re  a  luxury — kids  don't  have  to  go 
o    the    movies."     The    House    had 

'■'•■  .assed  such  a  provision  but  the  Sen- 
te  refused  to  accept  it. 

...1    Knutson  said  he  is  not  ready  to 

'  aake  any  public  statement.    "It  is :-  ertain  that  only  through  a  resolu- 
W  ion  like  this  can  we  expect  the  tax 

o  drop  this  year,"  he  said.  "Dough- 
■•;  on  won't  put  it  before  his  commit- 
'*''  ee — and  this  resolution  is  the  sort ..  if  thing  that  would  not  require  hear. 

ng    or    anything    else  —  simply    a 
najority  vote  of  both  the  House  and 
he  Senate." 

Report  UK  Agreeable 
On  Talent  Tax  Change 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

lue  to  appear  before  the  committee 
is  it  decides  whether  to  accept  a 
inanimous  sub-committee  recom- 

mendation that  a  provision  in  the 
-  :reaty  which,  in  effect,  bars  Holly- 
;  rt'ood  talent  from  the  major  benefits 

3t'  the  agreement  be  deleted. 
j  No  formal  word  of  the  British  atti- 

tude has  been  received  at  a  late 
..hour  yesterday  by  Senator  Scott 
..Lucas  of  Illinois,  head  of  the  sub- 

committee, but  he  had  been  in- 
formally advised  that  the  British 

"probably  will  not  object. Lucas  also  felt  fairly  certain  that 
the  full  committee  would  accept  the 
recommendation  of  his  sub-com- 
mittee. 

Dezel  Convention  Opens 
Chicago — Albert  Dezel  Roadshows, 

Inc.,  opens  its  first  annual  conven- 
tion at  the  Blackstone  Hotel  today, 

with  Al  Dezel  presiding.  Reps,  will 
remain  over  for  the  Screen  Guild 
conclave. 

■
W
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A  Reporter's  Report 
•  •  •  LNGRID  BERGMAN  was  tendered  a  cocktail  reception  in 
the  Terrace  Room  of  the  Hotel  Plaza  yesterday  attended  by  reps,  oi 
all  industry  papers,  syndicates,  fan  mags.,  and  metropolitan  New  York 

film  critics  and  editors   Ingrid's  newest  pic,  "Notorious,"  in  which 
she  co-stars  with  Cary  Grant,  plays  the  Radio  City  Music  Hall  some- 

time in  June  or  early  July   Sweden's  gift  to  Hollywood  will  spend 
the  next  week  with  friends  and  cramming  in  all  the  plays  she  can  be- 

fore returning  to  the  West  Coast  to  appear  in  "The  Arch  of  Triumph 
  She  will  return  here  in  the  Fall  to  appear  in  a  Broadway  play 
  Among  the  RKO  executives  and  other  industryites  who  attended 
were   Glen  All  vine,  Bob  Austrian,  Walton  Ament,  Charles  Boas- 

berg,  Louis  Calhern   Ned  E.  Depinet,  Frederick  Ehrman,  lack  Gold- 
stein, Harry  Gittelson,  Harold  Hendee,  Michael  Hoffay   Phil  Hodes, 

Paul  Hollister,   Fred   Lynch,   William   Clark,  S.   Barret   McCormick   and 
Mrs.    McCormick   Maj.    L.    E.    Thompson.    A.    H.    Dawson,    Robert 

Mochrie,  L.  Boyd  Hatch,  Arthur  Willi,  Gordon  Youngman  and  lohn 
Farmer   

Para.  25-Year  Club  Will 
Initiate  175  Members 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

club  was  announced  yesterday  by 
Barney  Balaban,  president,  who  ex- 

plained that  the  club  is  open  to  em- 
ployes who  had  served  the  company 

an  aggregate  of  25  years  or  more. 
At  each  induction  dinner,  members 
will  be  presented  with  certificates, 
specially  prepared  Bulova  wrist 
watches,  membership  pins  and  a 
bound  volume  containing  photo- 

graphs and  biographies  of  members. 
No  rank  will  be  recognized  or 

singled  out  for  special  distinction. 
Induction  ceremonies  will  be  held 
annually  for  members  who  become 
eligible.  A  special  event  for  the 
New  York  dinner  will  be  a  coast-to- 
coast  telephone-public  address  hook- 

up over  which  Cecil  B.  De  Mille, 
Henry  Ginsberg  and  Bing  Crosby 
will  talk  to  the  initiates.  Claude  Lee 
will  act  as  emcee  and  Balaban  will 
make  the  presentations.  Adolph 
Zukor,  company  founder  and  pres- 

ent chairman  of  the  board,  will  re- 
spond as  '  dean"  of  the  initiates  on 

behalf  of  the  members. 

Who's    the    Most    Magnetic    Star 
in  Pictures  Today? 

GENE  TIERNEY 
in  the 

SHANGHAI  GESTURE 
ALL  U.  S.  TERRITORIES  AVAILABLE 

EMBASSY    PICTURES    CO. 
16     Piedmont    Street,    Boston,    Mass. 

Hubbard  3359 

20th-Fox  Creates  News 
Dept.  Headed  by  Wingart 

Creation  of  a  news  copy  and  serv- 
ice department  within  the  20th-Fox 

publicity  organization  was  made 

public  yesterday  by  Charles  Schlai- 

fer,  head  of  the  company's  advertis- 
ing, publicity,  exploitation  and  radio 

departments.  Earl  Wingart  will  be 
manager  of  the  new  department, 
which  will  handle  the  preparation  of 

all  news  copy  and  other  written  ma- 
terial. 

20fh-Fox  Will  Stop 

Making  "B"  Films (Continued  from  Page  1) 

Edward    L.    Alperson    and    Sol    M. 
Wurtzel  and  is  also  negotiating  with 
one  or  two  other  producers. 

Twentieth-Fox  Productions,  Ltd., 
is  trying  to  obtain  a  permit  from  the 
British  Board  of  Trade  to  rebuild 
its  Wembley  studio  and  expects  to 
resume  production  in  1948,  making 
four  important  pictures  annually. 

Twentieth  -  Fox  plans  to  import 
British  players  to  work  at  Fox  Hills, 
popularize  them  with  American 
audiences  and  return  them  to  Eng- 

land to  work  in  its  British  studio. 

Skouras  said  he  favored  the  pro- 
posed loan  to  England,  but  that  a 

strong  commercial  treaty  should  be 
negotiated  for  a  long  period.  He  be- 

lieves it  will  not  be  too  long  before 
normal  distribution  and  exhibition 
will  be  permitted  in  Germany.  He 
made  an  urgent  plea  for  the  indus- 

try's support  of  United  Jewish  Wel- fare fund. 

Palhe-Eagle  Lion  to 
Absorb  PRC  Names 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

to  make  20  high-budgeted  pictures 
under  supervision  of  Bryan  Foy  who 
moves  over  from  20th-Fox  June  15. 
Aubrey  Schenck,  20th-Fox  producer, 
joins  the  company  next  week  as  an 
executive  producer.  Sam  Israel,  vet- 

eran member  of  the  20th-Fox  pub- 
licity department,  will  become  Pathe 

Eagle-Lion  national  advertising  and 
publicity  director  May  20. 

THE  MOST  DECEITFUL  MAN 
A  WOMAN  EVER  LOVED! 
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Total  Blackout  for 
East.  Va.  Theaters 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
amusement  in  the  Eastern  part  of 
the  state,  effective  at  midnight  to- 

morrow. Order  followed  closely  on 
the  partial  eclipse  which  has  already 
struck  Chicago,  Washington,  and 
Philadelphia,  and  brought  Detroit 
and  Cincinnati  to  the  verge  of 
brown-outs. 

The  Indiana  Statewide  Rural  Elec- 
tric Co-operative,  Inc.,  yesterday 

moved  for  current  rationing  in  rural 
sectors  by  petitioning  the  State  Pub- 

lic Service  Commission  for  permis- 
sion. Coincidentally,  the  Illinois  coal 

famine  reached  the  point  where  pre- 
dictions were  made  that  manufactur- 

turing  and  payrolls  would  be  reduced 
by  50  per  cent  because  of  the  dimout. 

B  &  K  to  Close  Houses 

In  Chicago,  where  the  vast  major- 
ity of  film  theaters  previously  had 

determined  upon  closing  for  the  dur- 
ation of  the  fuel  famine  period,  B 

&  K  announced  that  its  49  houses 
which  were  expected  to  operate  under 
the  ICC  schedule,  would  also  shutter. 

Another  meeting  was  held  in  Chi- 
cago yesterday  with  representatives 

of  the  ICC  by  theater  owners  seek- 
ing to  open  four  hours  on  Friday 

and  10  hours  on  Saturday  and  Sun- 
day, keeping  closed  the  rest  of  the 

week.  All  film  theaters  were  closed 
yesterday  except  for  four  small  ones 
in  the  Loop  which  opened  four  hours 
in  the  afternoon. 

It  is  reported  that  Chicago  music- 
ians, operators  and  other  union  em- 

ployes will  demand  full  wages  for 
the  time  the  theaters  are  closed. 
The  New  Jersey  State  Board  of 

Utility  Commissioners  will  ask  Gov- 
ernor Edge  to  proclaim  a  state  of 

emergency  if  the  coal  strike  should 
continue  beyond  May  13.  Utility  com- 

panies have  been  ordered  to  submit 
plans  for  curtailing  the  use  of  coal. 

Prospects  of  a  complete  brown- 
out in  Philadelphia  faded  somewhat 

during  the  day  with  announcement 
by  the  Philadelphia  Electric  Co.  that 
coal  stocks  might  last  four  weeks. 
In  Washington  Secretary  of  the  In- 

terior Krug  said  the  strike  might 
bring  a  return  of  war-time  coal 
rationing,  while  Gov.  Edward  Martin 
of  Pennsylvania  predicted  that  the 
miners  would  help  provide  enough 
coal  to  keep  essential  public  services 
in  operation  despite  the  walkout. 

Water  Power  Keeps  Open 
Twin  Cities  Area  Houses 

Minneapolis — Theaters  in  the  Twin 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 'May  8 

George  Archainbaud         Stanley  Simmons 
C.  E.  Quick 

At  Washington 
R.  Cm  Program 

SPYROS  P.  SKOURAS  H.  J.  FITZGERALD 

Mm 

JACK    KIRSCH  WILLIAM  J.  KUPPER 

CHARLES  SCHLAIFER  SAM   SHAIN 

Cities  area  contemplate  no  closings 
or  curtailment  of  hours  because  of 

the  coal  strike.  Water  power  fur- 
nishes at  least  half  of  the  electricity 

here,  and  no  brown-out  is  forecast. 
Likewise,  river  dams  are  the  source 
of  electricity  in  many  of  the  smaller 
towns  of  Minnesota  and  Wisconsin 
so  most  theaters  in  these  states  plan 
to  remain  open.  Minnesota  Amuse- 

ment Co.  of  Minneapolis,  operating 
Mindako  Theaters  in  North  Dakota 
and  South  Dakota,  does  not  expect 
to  have  to  close  any  of  its  houses 
there  or  in  Minnesota  and  Wisconsin. 

35  Akron  Theaters  Cut 
Lights  50%  During  Strike 

Akron,  O.  —  More  than  35  Akron 
theaters  have  agreed  to  black-out 
all  large  overhead  signs  and  dim 
marquee  lights  as  a  coal  saving 
measure,  during  the  current  mine 
strike.  The  coal  saving  measure  will 
cut  theater  lights  about  50  per  cent. 

Cuban  Station  Lures 
Audiences  With  Pix 

Havana  (By  Air  Mail)  —  Cuban 
radio  stations  evidently  have  trouble 

drawing  studio  audiences  for  their 
broadcasts  as  RHC  Cadena  Azul  is 
offering  film  entertainment  along 

with  radio  programs.  Cuban  exhibitors 

are  particularly  worried  as  the  pro- 
grams are  made  up  of  old  features 

and  short  subjects. 

SMPE  Spotlight  Focussed 
On  Color  Films  and  Tele 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ture  section,  U.  S.  Department  of 
Commerce,  the  evening  session  fea- 

tured "The  Agfacolor  Negative-Posi- 
tive Method  for  Professional  Motion 

Pictures,"  a  paper  presented  by  H. 
C.  Harsh  of  Ansco,  who  augmented 
his  talk  with  explanatory  slides. 

Consensus  of  opinion  as  expressed 
by  industry  scientists  last  night  is 
that  the  Nazi  process  possesses  cer- 

tain advantages,  but  its  intensive 
use  by  the  U.  S.  industry  will  require 
huge  sums  for  the  construction  of 
plants  for  making  the  raw  stock. 

Interest  of  the  delegates  in  tele- 
vision was  so  great  that  the  after- 
noon session  of  the  conference, 

hosted  by  RCA-NBC  so  that  tele 
could  be  demonstrated,  necessitated 
several  "showings"  of  the  video 
science  in  Studio  3-H  in  the  RCA 
Building.  A  strong  impression  was 
created  by  the  relatively  new  Image 
Orthicon,  camera  tube  which  makes 
possible  good  images  under  condi- 

tions of  low  light. 
John  L.  Forest  chairmaned  the 

morning  session  at  which  two  papers 
were  presented,  "Color  for  Producer 
and  Consumer,"  by  I.  H.  Godlove, 
General  Aniline  &  Film  Corp.,  and 

"Light  Sources  and  Colored  Objects," 
by  R.  M.  Evans,  Eastman  Kodak. 

Western  SMPE  Section 
Being  Formed  in  Chi. 

Chicago — A  Western  section  of  the 
SMPE  is  being  organized  here  with 
A.  Shapiro,  Ampro  exec,  as  chair- 

man; Charles  Phillimore  of  B  &  K 
as  vice-prexy,  and  Robert  Lewis  of 
Armour  Tech.,  as  secretary/Another 
meeting  will  be  held  on  May  16. 

Attorneys  Study  New 
AFM-Producer  Contract 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

union  and  the  employers.  The  con- 
tract as  drawn  up  was  reported  to 

have  been  approved  by  both  parties 
except  for  a  disagreement  over 
whether  the  understanding  that  pro- 

ducers would  not  allow  use  of  films 
and  sound  tracks  for  television  should 
be  reduced  to  writing  and  included 
in  the  contract. 

Col.  Chi.  Meet  June  4-6 
Chicago — Columbia  has  set  a  dis- 

trict managers'  meeting  for  Chicago 
at  the  Ambassador  Hotel  for  June 
4-6. 

Links  Biz  Abroad  to 
United  States  Loan 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

been  informed  that  the  Dutch 

ernment  sought  to  take  over  th< ' industry  in  the  islands  for  a  p  i 

of  five  years  and  buy  pr(  I     l 
all  companies  and  do  the  L-<m 
the  pictures,  itself.    United  Ar] 
he  said,  was  not  in  favor  of  the! 
posal   because   it   would    set  a  j 
cedent  for  other  countries  to  fci 

Opens  Manila  Exchange 

Manila,  he  said,  was  almost 
pletely  destroyed.  Four  or  five 
aters  are  operating  there  with 
old  and  new  pictures  and  are  cl 
ing  high  admission  prices.  Ar] 
change  was  opened  in  Manil: 
Lowe  with  two  Filipino  me charge. 

In    Australia,    Lowe   found 
ness  above  normal  in  theaters 
UA    business    far    above    pre 
years.  Fifteen  per  cent  of  a  thes  i 
yearly  footage  must  be  Britis! 
said,  under  the  quota  law.   Free 
strikes  in  the  coal  and  steel  ii 
tries  have  not  affected  theater 
tendance,  he  said. 

Production  in  India  is  progre.i 
so  rapidly,  Lowe  said,  that  the) 
dios  have  a  backlog  of  at  lea:  I 
native  pictures.    Indian  picture:  J 
so  popular  that  producers  are  | 
anteeing  theaters   the   same  p: 
they   make  with  American  pic  J 
to  give  native  product  screen 
One  Indian  picture  in  Calcutta 
in    its    18th    month    as   millions 
persons    who    formerly    could 
afford  to  go  to  a  show  are  now  st 
customers. 

Rank  in  Calcutta? 
Lowe  said  he  had  been  told 

J.  Arthur  Rank  had  bought  in 
distributing  company  in  Calc 
He  could  not  confirm  the  re 
however. 

Lowe  said  the  riots  in  Egypt 

not  affected  theater  biz.  In  S 
Africa  he  found  business  better 
any  place  per  capita  in  the  w 
Called  to  London  for  confere 
with  Walter  Gould,  foreign  man; 
his  chartered  plane  was  forced  ( 
in  the  jungles  of  the  Belgian  C< 
detaining  him  more  than  two  wi 
He  arrived  here  from  Paris  Si 

day. 

Testimonial  for  Kalmine 
The  Bergen  Evening  Record,  H 

ensack,  N.  J.,  yesterday  issu« 
special  front-page  layout  d\ 
nated  "Kalmine  Extra"  in  hone 
Harry  M.  Kalmine,  WB  vice-p 
dent  and  general  manager  of  Y 
ner  Theaters,  who  began  his  ca 
with  WB  20  years  ago  at  the  Ori 
Theater  there.  Extra  was  dev 
to  a  testimonial  luncheon  tend 
the  Warner  exec,  at  the  S  ■ 
Chalet,  attended  by  more  than 

Show  "The  Stronger"  May  21 
RKO  will  tradeshow  Internati 

Pictures'  "The  Stranger"  on  Ma 
throughout  the  country. 
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ong and  Salesmen  in  Red  Cross  "24-Hour  Club" 

LD   MICHAELS        ERNEST   FITZCERALD        ROBERT   E.  CARNI 

;F,"    Denver  Colonial,   Detroit  Para.,   Kansas  City 

FRANCIS  CUEHL "0,"    Pittsburgh WILLIAM    EBERLINE 
New   Fillmore,  Frisco 

FRED  LIND 

Ute,    Rifle,   Colo. 

MAURICE  ARTICUES 

Para.,    N'Orleans 

ERIC    SHINKEL 
Little,    Washington 

our  Club  Party 
lor  Washington 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ing  the  nation's  showmen  for fund  collection  achievement 
recent  drive. 

its  for  the   day   will   be   Basil 
;nor,  national  Red  Cro§s  direc- 
5pyros    P.    Skouras,    industry 
.ittee    chair- 
!land  Harold  m^t-_  • 
Itzgerald,  | 

,'.ign  direc-  J „!kouras  will  1 

^idually  pre-  I 
fhe  "Collect.  \ 
lings"  to  the  1 
j  i  d  en  t   at.  J 

I 

Photos  of  four  other  members  of  the  "24-i/our  Club"  were  not  available 
for  publication.  They  include:  Mack  Jackson,  Alexander  City,  La.;  Al 
Noroff,  New  York  City;  J.  ].  Clark,  Ontonagon,  Mich.;  Otto  Ebert,  In- 
dianapolis. 

CARL    BUERMELE 

ting  will  be 
wed    by    a 
i  e  o  n  with 

_jnnor  and 
I  Red  Cross 
'ials,  and  a 
'mac  cruise 
}.estroyer.  In 
evening, 
IBs  will   host  a  cocktail  party 
[inner. 
;|  Industry  Execs.  Going 
)ng  the  industry  executives  will 
*seph   Bernhard,    Ned   Depinet, 
Kalmine,  Malcolm  Kingsberg, 

an  Robbins,  Francis  S.  Harmo*, 
Brandt,   William   J.   Kupper, 

i.al  campaign  distributor  chair- 
Donald  A.  Henderson,  Irving 

.:,  Bob  Weitman,  Sam  Rinzler, 
■m  White,  Dan  Michalove,  Joe 
,  Sam  Shain,  executive  assist- 

ant to  the  national  chairman  for  the 
drive;  Charles  Schlaifer,  who  was 
national  director  of  publicity  for  the 
campaign;  Rodney  Bush,  Bernie  J. 
Hynes,  Martin  Moskowitz,  Jack 
Kirsch,  associate  national  campaign 
director;  Joseph  Weil,  Roger  Ferri, 
Irving  Kahn,  Don  Velde,  Morris 
Kinzler,  Dan  Polier,  Monte  Salmon, 
Harry  Greenman,  Isadore  Lincer, 
Carter  Barron,  Tony  Muto,  John  J. 
Payette,  Frank  LaFalce,  Howard 
Bonham,  Louis  C.  Boochever,  Glen 
Norris,  Ben  Caplan,  Fred  S.  Kogod, 
Bill  Michaelson,  C.  E.  Peppiatt,  Sol 
Sarkin  and  Frank  Boucher. 

24-Hour  Club  Winners 
The  24-Hour  Club  winners  include 

the  following  exhibitors:  Eric  Shin- 
kel,  Washington,  D.  C;  Mack  Jack- 

son, Alexander  City,  La.;  Ernest 
Fitzgerald,  Brockton,  Mass.;  Hiram 
Parks,  Brownfield,  Tex.;  Fred  Lind, 
Rifle,  Colo.;  William  Eberline,  San 
Francisco;  Willis  Shaffer,  Atchison, 
Kan.;  Carl  Buermele,  Detroit;  Al 
Noroff,  New  York;  J.  J.  Clark,  On- 

tonagon, Mich.;  and  the  following 
salesmen:  Maurice  Artigues,  New 
Orleans;  Robert  E.  Carnie,  Kansas 
City;  Harold  Michaels,  Denver; 
Howard  Levy,  New  York;  James 
Devlin,  Milwaukee;  B.  T.  Burnside, 
Memphis ;  Francis  Guehl,  Pittsburgh ; 
George  Jackson,  Portland;  John  Mc- 
Fadden,  Philadelphia;  Robert  Cla- 
beaux,  Buffalo;  and  Otto  Ebert,  In- 
dianapolis. 

Representatives    of    the    industry 

press  will  include  Chester  B.  Bahn, 
Abel  Green,  Martin  Quigley,  Jr.,  Jay 
Emanuel,  "Chick"  Lewis,  Lionel  Toll, 
Mo  Max,  Pete  Harrison,  Ben  Shlyen, 
Sherwin  Kane  and  Jack  Harrison. 

To  Return  on  Friday 

Group  will  leave  Washington  Fri- 
day morning  for  24-Hour  Club  activ- 

ities in  New  York.  Plans  include  a 
tour  of  Radio  City  Music  Hall,  Roxy 
Theater  and  the  NBC  studios,  fol- 

lowed by  a  cocktail  party  and  din- 
ner hosted  by  the  campaign  commit- 

tee. In  the  evening  Club  members 

will  see  the  musical  show,  "Are  You 

With  It." Nick's  Ticket  Defeated 
In  St.  Louis  IA  Election 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

x-e  -  elected  president,  and  Elmer 
Moran,  re  -  elected  business  agent, 
captured  all  but  one  of  the  major 
offices,  and  all  but  one  place  on  the 
board  of  trustees. 

Joseph  Otterson,  the  Nick  candi- 
date for  financial  secretary,  was 

elected  as  was  his  candidate  for 
trustee,  H.  F.  Welhoelter. 

The  union  re-elected  William  Kos- 
tedt  as  vice-prexy,  L.  Holdman  as 
treasurer.  Elected  to  the  executive 
board  were  John  Steinigger,  Maurice 
Hurley,  Thomas  McCarthy,  Charles 
LeRoy  and  Ben  Bender;  trustees,  W. 
Hoffstetter  and  C.  Becker.  Steinig- 

ger and  Bender  replaced  Joe  Nick, 

Schine  Offers  Own 

Realignment  Plan 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

we  want  to  see  what  Judge  Knight 

thinks  of  our  tentative  plan." McKay  said  a  copy  of  the  plan 

was  given  to  the  court  in  prepara- 
tion for  a  conference  in  chambers 

early  today.  He  said  the  discussion 
will  be  restricted  to  counsel  and  the 

court.  "If  Judge  Knight  concludes 
that  we  are  on  the  right  track,"  said 
McKay,  "he  may  allow  us  additional 
time  in  which  to  complete  the  plan 

and  also  to  get  the  Government's 

views  on  it." Schine's  plan  is  a  counter  proposal 
to  the  reorganization  plan  submitted 
by  the  Government  on  Feb.  25  which 
calls  for  the  divestiture  by  Schine 
of  many  of  its  theater  properties.  As 
outlined  the  plan  would  permit 
Schine  to  remain  in  possession  of  a 
substantial  circuit. 

Movietone  News  Parley  Opens 

Movietone  News'  first  post-war 
conference  went  into  session  yester- 

day at  the  home  office  of  20th-Fox, 
the  parent  company.  The  meeting 
opened  with  a  discussion  of  policy 
and  of  a  proposal  to  make  Movietone 
an  instrument  for  promoting  post- 

war recovery  and  international amity. 

brother  of  John  P.  Nick,  and  Nicho- 
las Polito  on  the  executive  board. 

Polito  also  was  defeated  for  record- 
ing secretary. 
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LUCILLE  BALL  •  CLIFTON  WEBB  -WILLIAM  BENDIX  •  MARK 

STEVENS  in  "THE  DARK  CORNER"  with  Kurt  Kreuger  •  Cathy  Downs 
Reed  Hadley  •   Constance  Collier  •   Eddie  Heywood  and  His  Orchestra 

Directed  by  HENRY  HATHAWAY  •   Produced  by  FRED  KOHLMAR  •   Screen 

Play  by  Jay  Dratler  and  Bernard  Schoenfeld      •     Based  on  a  Story  by  Leo  Rosten 
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lYC  MAY  RECALL  DISASTER  CONTROL  BOARD 
11 

ilm  Industry  Set  Many  New  High  Marks  in  1945 
S.  Pix  Theaters  Gross 
ars  to  $1,500,000,000; 
oduction  Costs  Climb 

New  high   marks  were  set 
the  industry  in  gross,  invest- 
mt,  production  costs,   story 
•chases,  and  virtually  every  phase 
activity  last  year,  it  is  shown  in 
ound-up  of  motion  picture  statis- 
I  in  THE  1946  YEAR  BOOK  OF 
♦TION  PICTURES,  published  yes- 
iday  by  The  Film  Daily.   About 
only  index  showing  a  decrease 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

reenthal  Elected 

W  Vice-President 
st   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Election  of  Monroe 
eenthal  as  a  vice-president  of 
lited  World  Pictures  was  an- 

j^jnced  here  yesterday  by  Matthew 
x,  president,  prior  to  his  depar- 
•e  for  New  York.  Greenthal  is 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

:, 

Y.  Trust  Suit  Opinion 
ay  Have  Been  Written 

Because  Federal  Judge  John 
ight,  one  of  the  three  judges  who 
ard  the  Government's  New  York 
ti-trust  trial,  sat  on  the  bench  this 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Newsreel  Theater 
Kid  Shows  Click, 

Detroit  —  Another  trade  innova- 
tion has  emerged  here  in  the  form 

of  special  children's  shows,  said  to 
be  the  first  ever  presented  by  a 
newsreel  theater.  The  shows,  held 

at  10  a.m.  Saturday  mornings  and 
running  for  an  hour  and  a  quarter, 
are  conducted  by  the  Norwood  Tele- 

news  Theater.  Manager  Claude  Sher- 
idan and  his  assistant,  Norman 

Knapp,  are  sparkplugs  of  the  idea. 
Programs  are  geared  to  the  9  to 

15  age  group  and  are  reported  very 
successful. 

Treasury  Silver  Medal  Award  for  War  Loan 
Distinguished  Service  Presented  Alicoate 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Presentation  of  the  Treasury  Silver  Medal  Award  to  Jack 

Alicoate,  publisher  of  THE  FILM  DAILY  and  THE  RADIO  DAILY,  "for  dis- 
tinguished service  to  the  Treasury"  during  the  period  of  World  War  II  was 

announced  yesterday  by  Vernon  L.  Clark,  national  director,  U.  S.  Savings  Bond 
Division. 

In  making  the  Award  on  behalf  of  Secretary  of  the  Treasury  Fred  M.  Vinson, 

Clark  said,  "It  is  the  wish  of  the  Secretary  that  the  men  and  women  who  gave 
more  than  ordinary  assistance  in  behalf  of  the  several  War  and  Victory  Loan 
campaigns  be  given  a  lasting  token  of  appreciation  for  their  contribution  to  the 

great  national  success  of  the  war  financing  effort." 
Alicoate  during  the  last  war  years  was  chairman  of  the  Trade  Press  Division 

of  the  motion  picture  industry's  WAC. 

SMPE  Hails  Warners 

For  Sound  Pioneering 
Industry  triumphs  whose  roots 

stretched  back  for  two  decades  and 
a  half  -  century  respectively  were 

honored  last  night 
Iby  SMPE  at  a 
dinner-  dance 
which  was  a  fea- 

ture of  the  organ- 
ization's current 

59th  Semi- Annual 
Conference  in  the 
Georgian  Room  of 
the  Hotel  Penn- 
sylvania. 

To    Warner 
Brothers  went  a 

Scroll  of  Achieve- 
ment   for    '  their 

pioneering  cour- 
age and  efforts  in 

MA],  albert  WARNER  the   development 
of   sound   record- 

ing and  sound  reproduction  for  mo- 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Para.  Debt  Reduction 

Completed  Before  '47 Paramount's  debt  reduction  and 
capital  simplification  program  should 
be  completed  this  year,  Barney  Bala- 
ban,  president,  stated  in  his  annual 
report  to  stockholders.  Inaugurated 
10  years  ago,  the  plan  is  expected 
to  provide  by  the  end  of  1946  for  the 
retirement  of  all  company  or  con- 

solidated subsidiaries  interest-bear- 
ing obligations  or  securities  senior  to 

the  common  stock,  other  than  $2,- 
(Continued  on  Page  5) 

"Outlaw"  Wins  and  Loses 
As  Clergy  File  Squawks 

Wilmington,  Del.  —  Loew's  can- 
celled out  "The  Outlaw,"  scheduled 

to  open  today  at  the  Aldine  and  sub- 
stituted "Diary  of  a  Chambermaid," 

following  protests  by  clergymen  of 
the  Catholic,  Protestant  and  Jewish 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Schine  Proposes  3 'Way  Split 
Plan  Would  Forestall  Certain  Divestitures 

French  Constitution  Defeat 
Without  Effect  on  U.  S.  Pix 

Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  The  State  Depart- 
ment  yesterday    discounted    reports 

that    the    French    constitution   vote 
(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Buffalo  —  A  realignment  plan 
which,  if  approved,  would  split  its 
circuit  into  three  separate  corpora- 

tions, but  without  any  change  in 
''beneficial  interest"  or  "stock  owner- 

ship" was  proposed  to  Federal  Judge 
(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Emergency  Move  Reported 
Under  Consideration  as 
Coal  Stockpiles  Lessen 

While  coal  stockpiles  continue  to 
melt  away  and  City  Hall  spokesmen 
predicted  that  the  Disaster  Control 
Board  would  assume  control  of  the 

city  before  the  week-end,  circuits 
and  indie  exhibitors  in  the  local  area 

showed  little  concern' over  the  possi- bility that  their  theaters  might  be 

called  upon  to  co-operate  in  an  emer- 
gency program  which  is  even  now 

reportedly  under  serious  considera- 
tion by  Mayor  O'Dwyer. When  last  contacted  a  few  days 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Detroit  Backroom 
Strike  Settled 

Detroit — The  Film  Building  labor 
situation  cleared  last  night  with  rati- 

fication of  the  first  contract  cover- 
ing backroom  employes  in  two  and  a 

half  years.  Ratification  came  as  a 
result  of  protracted  earlier  confer- 

ences engineered  on  behalf  of  the 
union  by  IATSE  international  repre- 

sentative Frank  Stickling. 

Final  okay  obtained  from  the  dis- 
tributor representatives  —  Clarence 
(Ccntinued  on  Page  6) 

PRC  Said  Unaffected 

By  Pathe-Eagle  Lion 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Absorption  by  Pathe  and  Eagle- 
Lion  of  the  PRC  names  in  no  way 
affects  the  operation  of  PRC,  a 
spokesman  for  Pathe  Industries  said 
yesterday.  Eagle-Lion,  he  said,  will 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Warners  Withdraw 
Tele   Station  Request 
West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Representatives  of 

Warners  confirmed  report  that  War- 
ner Bros.  Broadcasting  Corp.  has 

withdrawn  its  application  for  a  tele- 
vision station  here  but  would  not 

amplify   the  confirmation. 
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FINANCIAL 
(Wed.,  May  8) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK   MARKET 

High     Low  Cose 
Am.  Seat   293,4     29V2  29Vi 
Bell  &  Howell   32'/2     32'/2  32'/2 
Columbia   Picts   32V4     30  31 3/8 
Columbia  Picts.  pfd..l005/s  100%  1005/8 
do    pfd   202      202  202 

Loew's,    Inc   3934     38V8  39% 
Paramount           82y8     78  81  Vi 
RKO       27        25%  25% 
Republic  Picts   161/4     15V8  153,4 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..    18%     18%  18% 
20th  Century-Fox  ...   61 V4     60  61 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  75%     74%  753/4 
Universal   Pict   47%     443,4  46% 
Universal   Picts.   pfd..   99%     99  99 
Warner  Bros     53%     50%  52 

NEW   YORK    CURB    MARKET 

Monogram    Picts.    ...    10%       9%  9% 
Radio-Keith   cvs.    ...    123/8     HS/8  \z 
Sonotone  Corp        5%       5%  5% 
Technicolor          26         25%  253,4 
Trans-Lux    ....... ._.._  73/8       73/8  7% 

Net Chg. 

—  % 

+  % 
+  1% +  1% 

—  1 

+     % 
+  23/4 +  % +  % 
+  % +  % 

+  % 
+  1% 

—  % 

+  % 
—  % 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 

+  % 

—  % 

+     % 

Bid Asked 

Pathe  Industries      12%     13% 

Reopen  Narragansett  Pier  Casino 
Narragansett   Pier,   R.   I.  —  The 

Casino  will  re-open  for  its  Summer 
operation  on  May  29.  The  650-seater 
has  been  completely  reseated. 
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commG  fino  gomg 
CURTIS  MITCHELL,  LEONARD  GOLDENSON, 

and  CEORCE  A.  SMITH,  of  Para.,  left  New  York 

yesterday  to  attend  the  annual  Tri-States  The- 
aters  convention    in    Des    Moines. 

ARNOLD  STOLTZ,  national  director  of  ad- 
vertising, publicity  and  exploitation  for  PRC 

Pictures,  Inc.,  leaves  tomorrow  for  a  two- 
week  vacation  in  Lakewood,  O.,  to  join  his 
family   there. 

JULIAN  BLAUSTEIN,  editorial  supervisor  for 

Vanguard,  left  Hollywood  for  New  York  yes- 
terday by  plane  for  conferences  with  David 

0.  Selznick  and  Vanguard's  Eastern  story  de- 
partment. 
ELMER  WILLOUCHBY,  of  the  Ideal  Co., 

CEORCE  ALLEN,  of  Soundies,  and  W.  F.  KRUSE, 
of  Bell  &  Howell,  will  arrive  in  New  York  from 

Chicago  to  attend  the  Allied  Teachers  Meet- 
ing  to   be   held    tomorrow   through    Saturday. 

SAM  KRELLBERC  will  arrive  in  Chicago  to- 
day from  New  York  to  attend  the  Screen  Guild 

Productions  convention  at  the  Blackstone  Hotel 
and   will   return   Monday. 

FRED  McCONNELL,  distributor  of  Western, 
is  expected  to  arrive  on  the  West  Coast  this 
week  from  New  York  to  confer  with  his  star, 
Cal  Shrum. 

MARTIN  LEVINE  and  OLIVER  A.  UNCER,  of 
Distinguished  Films,  will  arrive  in  Boston  today 

to  arrange  an  advertising  and  publicity  cam- 

paign on  the  French  film,  "Amok,"  which opens  at  the  Old  South  Theater  this  month. 

BERT  KULICK  left  today  for  Chicago  to  attend 
the   Screen   Cuild    meeting. 

Moraenthau  to  Address 
UTA  Dinner  on  Tuesday 

Former  Treasury  Secretary  Henry 
Morgenthau,  Jr.,  will  be  guest 
speaker  at  a  luncheon  to  be  spon- 

sored by  the  radio  and  stage  artists 
-livision  of  the  United  Jewish  Appeal 
of  Greater  New  York,  at  the  Park 
Central  Hotel.  Tuesday.  Affair,  part 
of  TJJA's  $35,000,000  fund  drive, 
will  also  serve  as  a  testimonial  to 
Reuben  Guskin,  president  of  the 
Hebrew  Actors  Union;  George  Hel- 

ler, secretary  of  the  American  Fed- 
eration of  Radio  Artists,  and  Bert 

Lytell,  president  of  Actors'  Equity 
Association. 

Paley  Aids  UJA  Drive 
William  S.  Paley,  CBS  board  chair- 

man, has  been  named  one  of  the  vice- 
chairmen  of  the  Community  Com- 

mittee of  New  York,  Nelson  A. 
Rockefeller,  chairman,  announced 
yesterday.  Committee  is  a  non-sec- 

tarian group  organized  to  aid  the 
United  Jewish  Appeal  drive  to  raise 

$35,000,000. 

GENE 
TIERNEY 

in  THE 
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Victor    Mature    -    Walter    Hustcn 
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AVAILABLE 
EMBASSY    PICTURES    CO. 

16      Piedmont      St.,      Boston,      Mass. 
Hubbard  3359 

BEN  KALMENSON,  WB  vice-president  in 
charge  of  sales,  arrives  in  Chicago  today  from 
the  Coast. 
EDWARD  M.  SCHNITZER,  UA  home  office 

executive,  and  FRED  M.  JACK,  Southern  dis- 
trict  manager,    leave   tonight   for  Charlotte. 

IDA  BELLE  HICKS,  amusements  editor  of  the 
Fort  Worth   Star-Telegram,    is   at  the   Roosevelt. 
DANE  CLARK  arrives  in  New  York  today  by 

plane   from   Hollywood. 
LOUIS  JOURDAN,  French  actor  under  con- 

tract to  David  O.  Selznick,  left  for  the  Coast 

yesterday. 
ROLAND  REED  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria 

from    California. 

BERNARD  J.  GATES,  Latin-America  super- 
visor for  Monogram  International,  returned  to 

New  York  yesterday  from  a  16-day  business  trip 
to  Cuba. 

PAUL  JONES,  Paramount  producer,  returned 
to  Hollywood  yesterday  from   New  York. 
ALFRED  KATZ  has  arrived  in  Havana  from 

New  York. 

JOHN  ROGERS,  son  of  UA  producer  Charles 
A.  Rogers,  arrives  tomorrow  on  The  Chief  from 

Hollywood. 
RUD  LOHRENZ,  UA  Midwest  district  mana- 

ger,   returns    to   Chicago   tomorrow. 
PENNY  SINGLETON  arrived  in  New  York 

yesterday    from    Hollywood. 

Philly  Dinner  Honors 
Walsh,  IATSE's  Toppers 

Philadelphia  —  Local  307,  LAI 

played  host  at  a  dinner  held  at 
Broadwood  Hotel  to  President  E 

ard  F.  Walsh,  national  vice-pi 
dent,  Thomas  J.  Shea,  general  se 

tary,  and  Treasurer  Fred  j^p. 
General  IATSE  Counsel  Franl 
dock  and  40  IATSE  delegates  V 
AF  of  L  state  federation  conven 
being  held  here.  Harry  Abbott,  p 
ident  of  Local  307,  was  toastmas 

Bare  MPA  Welfare  Plan 
At  Annual  Meet  Today 

Present  and  future  welfare  pi; 
aimed  at  aiding  distressed  mem) 
of  the  industry,  will  be  presentee 
the  annual  meeting  of  Motion 
ture  Associates  at  noon  today  in 
penthouse  of  the  Piccadilly  He 
it  was  announced  by  Fred  Schwa 
president. 

NEW  YORK  THEATERS 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL   
Rockefeller  Canter 

"THE  GREEN  YEARS" 
CHARLES  COBURN 

Tom  Drake,  Beverly  Tyler,  Hume  Crenyn 
A  Metro  Goldwyn  Mayer  Picture 

and 

SPECTACULAR 
STAGE   PRESENTATION 

NOW   PLAYING 

Radio  City  Music  Hall 

m "WANTED— 

MORE   HOMES" 

THE  FABULOUS  LOVE  STORY 
OF  A  FLAMING  ERA! 

IN  OLD 
SACRAMENTO 

STARRING 

WILLIAM  CONSTANCE 

ELLIOTT  MOORE 

With  HANK  DANIELS  .  RUTH  DONNELLY 
EUGENE  PALLETTE  .  LIONEL  STANDER 

and 
Jack  LaRue — Grant  Withers — Bobby  Blake 

A  REPUBLIC  PICTURE BRANDT'S  GOTHAM 

B'way  &  47th  St. 

Paramount   pretmnts 

PAULETTE  RAY 

GODDARD        •        MILLAND 
"Kitty" 

A    MITCHELL   LEISEN   PRODUCTION 

R  I  V  O  L  I 
B'way    &    49th    St. 

ALAN LADD VERONICA LAKE 
WILLlAr, 
BENDIX 

"THE   BLUE   DAHLIA' 
A    Paramount   Picture 

In   Person— DUKE    ELLINGTON 
Extra— THE   MILLS  BROTHERS 

PARAMOUNT TIMES   SQUARI 

E23H3 
STARTS       TOMORROW 

GINGER    ROGERS 
"HEARTBEAT" 

with 

JEAN    PiERRE  AUMONT 
An    RKO    RADIO    PICTURE 

ON  SCREEN 

Ingrid  BERGMAN 
Gregory  PECK 

in  ALFRED 

HITCHCOCK'S 
(Onri  i  nniiiim 

WatoVianeqt       -  j™* 

GLOBE 

Lucille 

BALL 
Clifton 
WEBB 

IN  PERSON 
PATRICIA 

BOWMAN 

JIMMY 
EDM0N_S0N 

BUCK  & 

BUBBLES 

William         Mark 

BENDIX     STEVENS 

"The  Dark  Corner" 
A  20th   Century-Fox   Picture 

Plus    On     Stage  — GEORGE    JESSEL 
MERRY  MACS  -  EXTRA!  Rosario  &  Antonio 

Rg\  -mr  -%r  7th    Ave.    & 

Wii       50th  St.       
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THAT'S  M-G-M 
FOR  YOU ! 

■■JJ  tSEtett  27-«AR 

MCORO 

CAP"01 

tHEMRE 
II  \  IA-G-»'»     _ 

X1EGFEL
D R»>»

  FOLLIES 

Leo  just  got  through  hanging  up  a  new  all-time 
record  at  the  Capitol,  N.  Y,  when — 

the  very 

next  M-G-M 
attraction 

tops  it  with 
a  brand  new 
all-time 
HIGH! 

Tlr-OFr:  The  M-G-M  attraction  to  follow"Postman  Always  Rings  Twice"  at  the  Capitol  is  "Two 
Sisters  From  Boston"  and  it's  another  record-breaker.  Watch!  And  with  "The  Green  Years"  setting 

new  M-G-M  records  at  Radio  City  Music  Hall,  isn't  it  the  truth:  The  Big  Ones  Come  From  M-G-M! 
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Schine  Proposes 

3-Way  Splitof  Co. 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

John    Knight   yesterday    by    Schine 
Chain  Theaters,  Inc. 

Although  the  plan's  details  re- 
mained "top  secret"  pending  a  hear- 

ing May  28,  its  general  proposals 
were  outlined  by  Willard  S.  McKay, 
counsel  for  Schine,  during  a  confer- 

ence with  Judge  Knight  in  his  cham- 
bers, and  at  which  the  press  was 

present,  but  not  invited. 
To  Forestall  Divestiture 

As  outlined,  the  plan  would  fore- 
stall the  divestiture  of  certain  the- 
ater properties  as  ordered  by  Judge 

Knight.  The  Judge  indicated,  how- 
ever, that  he  was  aware  of  that  by 

pointing  out  that  "realignment  might 
still  involve  the  divesting  of  theaters 
in  aggravated  situations." 

In  arguing  the  merits  of  the  pro- 
posed plan,  McKay  and  Samuel 

Isseks,  also  counsel  for  Schine,  em- 
phasized that  "it  embodies  the  sep- 

aration of  control  without  abolishing 
the  injunctive  provisions  contained 

in  the  court's  opinion  and  decision." 
Injunctive  Provisions 

As  pointed  out  by  Isseks,  the  in- 
junctive provisions  would  "prevent 

in  the  future  any  action  or  situation 
which  the  court  found  to  be  repre- 
hensible." 

"Our  plan,"  he  said,  "call3  for  the 
organization  of  three  companies, 
each  with  independent  booking,  and 
no  interlocking  management  or  direc- 

tors, no  one  unit  would  be  large." 
The  plan  evisions  three  corpora- 

tions, one  for  New  York,  a  second 
for  Ohio,  and  a  third  for  the  three 
remaining  states  —  Kentucky,  Mary. 
land,  and  Delaware. 

A  copy  of  the  plan  will  be  served 
on  Robert  Wright,  Government  attor- 

ney, in  preparation  for  a  general 
discussion  of  its  merits  on  May  28. 

Fox  Coast,  H.  O.  Pub. 
Execs.  Huddle  on  New  Pix 
A  series  of  conferences  between 

Charles  Schlaifer,  head  of  20th-Fox's 
advertising,  publicity,  exploitation 
and  radio  departments,  and  George 
Weiss  of  the  Coast  publicity  staff  on 
plans  for  the  promotion  of  forthcom- 

ing product  close  at  the  company's 
home  office  today.  Campaigns  for 

"Anna  and  the  King  of  Siam,"  "Cen- 
tennial Summer,"  "The  Shocking 

Miss  Pilgrim,"  "Home  Sweet  Homi- 
cide," "Claudia  and  David,"  "Three 

Little  Girls  in  Blue,"  "Margie"  and 
"The  Razor's  Edge"  are  among  those discussed. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  9 

Richard  BarHielmess  John  McMahon 
Connie  Russell 

PHIL  M.  DALY 
A  Doff  of  the  Chapeau,  Etc. 
•  •  •  HARRY  MANDEL,  who  presides  so  ably  over  the  destinies 

of  RKO  Theaters  publicity  and  advertising,  rates — and  hereby  gets — a 

doff  of  Phil  M.'s  chapeau  for  the  specialized  power  he's  placing  behind 

the  circuit's  selling  campaign  for  "The  Seventh  Veil"   Sensing  in 
the  brilliant  music  of  the  J.  Arthur  Rank  pic  a  signal  opportunity,  Harry 

has  gone  to  town  to  bring  the  British  import  to  the  attention  of  some 

10,000  music  appreciation  teachers  and  the  heads  of  music  departments 

and  schools  in  the  Met.  area   In  the  score,  played  by  the  inspired 

Eileen  Joyce  and  magnificent  London  Symphony,  are  to  be  found  com- 

positions by  Chopin,  by  Greig,  by  Beethoven,  by  Mozart  and  by  Rach- 
maninoff  To  music  educators,   Harry  has   sent   letters   asking  that 

they  advise  their  students  when  the  pic  will  play  RKO  nabes  in  their 

sectors   Along  with  the  letters  go  cards  for  school  bulletin  boards 

  The  response  has  been  all  that  Harry  could  wish,  and  it  well  may 

be  that  RKO  will  find  a  wholly  new  picture  audience  for  "The  Seventh 

Veil"   Incidentally,    some    music   teachers    are   drawing  upon   the 
score  for  assignments  for  their  students   

T  T  T 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Mead-Maddick  have  been  signed  by 

Fawcett's  Motion  Picture  Magazine  to  supply  full-color  cover  material 
for  its  future  issues.  ...  •  Capt.  Bob  Schulberg,  out  of  Army  uniform, 

joins  the  New  Jersey  public  relations  firm  of  Harold  Friedman  and  Asso- 

ciates   Schulberg  is  a  former  Warner  publicist  ...  •  The  Celes- 

tials luncheon  club  is  closing  its  Chicago  branch.  ...  •  RKO's  Leon 

Bamberger  will  discuss  "Showmanship  Tomorrow"  before  the  ITO  of 
Arkansas  convention  in  Little  Rock,  May  26-27.  ...  •  Walter  Reade 
has  booked  Tony  Pastor  and  his  ork,  and  Buster  Crabbe  and  his  water 

show  for  July  dates  at  his  Asbury  Park  Monte  Carlo  PooL.  ...  •  Bette 

Davis'  "A  Stolen  Life"  toppled  all  b.  o.  marks  in  its  first  week  at  War- 

ners' Hollywood  here.  ...  •  "Henry  V"  business  is  so  good  at  the 

Hub's  Esquire  that  the  house  has  added  Thursday  as  a  fourth  matinee 
day.  ...  •  Xavier  Cugat,  who  opens  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  Starlight 

Roof  next  Wednesday,  will  be  off  to  Hollywood  in  mid-June  to  make 

another  picture.  ...  •  Following  Oscar  Hammerstein  II's  return  from 
his  Australia  vacation,  he  will  get  together  with  Sigmund  Romberg  to 

finish  two  new  songs  for  "Sunny  River,"  which  Jack  Skirball  is  pro- 
ducing for  Universal   

▼  T  T 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Transfilm  will  ho'.d  a  studio  warming  party 
for  Kurt  Schelling,  director  of  photography,  tomorrow. . .  .Ed  Jafle  promises 

a  model  hostess  committee.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  a  street  in  Bel- 
grade, Yugoslavia,  has  been  named  after  Charlie  Chaplin?  ...  •  The 

National  Theater  Fund,  which  the  National  Theater  and  Academy  will 

raise  by  public  campaign  in  the  Fall,  is  to  be  a  'lend-lease  bank  for  the- 
ater," a  sponsor  that  will  finance  professional  theater  activities  all  over 

the  country ....  And  don't  forget  that  what  helps  the  professional  theater 
in  the  long  run  helps  Hollywood.  .  .  •  With  all  the  publicity  given  to  Os- 

car Morgan,  short  subjects  chief  of  Para.,  it  was  confusing  to  read  the 

release  from  Paramount  about  Oscar,  a  500-pound  elk,  going  to  Hollywood 

to  appear  in  "The  Emperor  Waltz,"  with  Bing  Crosby  and  Joan  Fontaine 
  The  Morgan  Oscar  isn't  an  elk — he's  a  Mason.  ...     •   Cinema 
Lodge  will  pay  tribute  to  the  Sports  Broadcasters  Association  at  a  Hotel 

Astor  meeting  Tuesday  night  when  Bill  Slater,  SBA  president,  will  re- 

ceive an  Honor  ScrolL  ...  •  Headline  in  Sunday's  Herald-Tribune  on 

a  story  by  Mitchell  Rawson  read  "Duration  of  a  Kiss  in  Movies  Called  a 
Matter  of   Good  Taste"   Are  they   flavoring   lipstick   now.  Mitch? 

T  T  T 

Greenthal  Elected 
UW  Vice-President 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
director  of  advertising  and  publi 
He  was  elected  at  a  special  mee 
of  the  board  of  directors.       ^\ 

Fox  has  been  here  conf  errirl 
William  Goetz.  and  Leo  Spitz  oi 
ternational  Pictures.  Robert  Be 
min,  vice-president  and  ger 
counsel,  is  due  here  today  from Coast. 

French  Constitution  Def 
Without  Effect  on  U.  S.  II 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

would  have  any  effect  "either  fa 
able  or  otherwise"   on  pix  neg< 
dons    between    France    and country. 

The  defeat  of  the  constitution 
the  new  republic  is  believed  to  I 
paved  the  way  for  a  $1,000,000 
ioan  to  France  by  the  U.  S.  an 
was  thought  that  the  loan,  in  t 
might  cause  the  French  to  ret 
from  their  tough  pix  stand. 

State  Department  reps,  antici] 
a  "compromise"  involving  a  sci 
quota  plan  for  American  pix. 

Rodgers  and  Mochrie 
Testify  at  Goldman  Trial 

Philadelphia  —  Robert     Mocl  j 
RKO    general    sales    manager, 
William   F.   Rodgers,   vice-presk  i 
and  general  sales  manager  of  Loe  j 
Inc.,  testified  yesterday  in  the  G  j 
man   case   hearings.    Both   men 
serted  that  pictures  would  not  h 
been    as     profitable    in    Goldm; 
Erlanger  theater  as  in  the  Stan 
Warner  houses  in  the  1941  perio 

The  trial  continues  today. 

Screen  Guild's  Board Meets  In  Chi.  Today 

Chicago  —  Screen  Guild  Proc 
tions  will  hold  its  first  annual  s; 
meeting  of  directors  and  stockhi 
ers  at  the  Blackstone  Hotel  1 
starting  today. 

The  board  of  directors  will  n 

today.  The  next  day  there  > 
be  an  election  of  directors  and 
issuing  of  franchises,  followed  b 
meeting  of  the  new  directors  to  e. 

officers.  Screenings  of  "Death  "\ ley"  and  "Scared  to  Death"  and  s£ 
sessions  will  fill  out  the  rest  of 

agenda. 

SICK  11EPOUT 

TOM  WALLER,  UA  publicity  mana 

returned  to  desk  yesterday  following  an 

jury  suffered  at  his  Long  Beach  ho 

(Twas  the  man's  finger... tip  cut  off automobile  door). 

MARTIN    R.    TOOHEY,   manager,    U 

Theater,  Pawtucker,  R.  I.,  is  home  in with  intestinal  grippe. 
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945  Film  Industry  Payroll  Up  to  $339,737,985 
000,000  Weekly  Average 
endance  Maintained; 
lease  of  Features  Hit  Low 

SEiil    

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Ippfc  number  of  features  released 
distributors. 
iighlights   of   the   statistical   re- 
jr   include : 
1.  A  new  high  gross  of  $1,- 

1)0,000,000  set  by  film  theaters 
.  the  U.  S. 

I  2.  A  top  figure  of  $2,572,576,- 
,  II 06  as  the  industry's  investment t  Jan.  1,  1946. 

3.  Soaring  production  costs, 
.taling  $401,477,800  for  1945. 
4.  Expenditure  of  $6,900,000 

t>r  story  rights  in  the  12-month 
eriod. 
j  5.  A  new  high  total  payroll  for 
fil  industry  branches  of  $339,- 

7,985. 
6.  Maintenance  of  the  95,000,- 
0  weekly  average  attendance 

t  film  theaters. 
7.  Total  of  19,198  motion  pic- 

are  theaters  operating  on  Jan. 
ty,  last. 
%  8.  A  new  low  of  377  features 
i  eleased  during  a  calendar  year. 
Year  Book's  1945  estimated  U. 

gross  of  $1,500,000,000,  exclusive 
i  I  Federal  and  state  admission 
lies,  compares  with  $1,350,000,000 
I ,  1944,  and  is  a  far  cry  from  the 
Ti8,400,000  estimate  for  1933.  World 
i  ss  of  American  motion  pictures 

1C0(put  at  $2,400,000,000,  with  $900,- 
f:,000  coming  from  foreign  mark- 
j.  Comparable  1944  figure  was 
-244,000,000. 

aiIollywood's  production  costs  for %  12  months  ended  in  December 

|  estimated  at  $401,577,800,  an  in- 
Tase  over  1944's  $308,906,000,  and 
re  than  three  times  the  $125,000,- 
expended  in  1935.    Average  fea- 

e  film  cost  $554,386  last  year, 
,  .2,150  in  1944. 

Half  Billion  for  Building 

ti>Sven  in  a  year  when  building  was 
stricted  during  most  months,  half 
trillion  dollars  was  spent  on  the- 
fp:  construction  and  rehabilitation, 

Year  Book  points  out.  Theater 
id   

if 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Dom-Heflin 

-folia  Dorn  has  resigned  as  UA's 
,lio  manager  to  marry  Martin  H. 
Bflin  of  Washington,  D.  C. 
3eflin,  a  public  relations  and  legis- 

;ive  counsel,  is  a  brother  of  Metro's 
n  Heflin,  and  of  Frances  Heflin 

!'the  New  York  stage. 

Buller-Rubins 

'lleveland,  O.  — Betty  Buller,  Na- 
i  nal  Theatre  Supply  Co.  secretary, 
6  3  announced  her  engagement  to 
1 1.  Alex  Rubins,  stationed  at  Fort 
ss,  Tex. 

IN  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

PAUL  HULL,  UA  salesman,  Seattle. 

JOHN  A.  COLEMAN,  formerly  assistant  director 
for  the  Ross  Federal  Research,  to  NBC  as  re- 

search associate. 

JOHN  SOKEY,  city  salesman,  Warner  Bros.,  Chi- 
cago. 

MYRON  STEWART,  theater  staff,  Studebaker, 
Chicago. 

MICKEY  COCHRANE,  theater  service  staff, 
Blackstone,   Chicago. 

EDWARD  JONES,  UA  salesman,  Chicago. 

JACK  SPRINCER,  Alliance  circuit  booking  mana- 
ger, Chicago. 

FRED  KRAFT,  city  manager,  Alliance  circuit, 
Terre   Haute,    Ind. 

NORMAN  CUSTAFSON,  Jam  Handy  account  ex- 
ecutive,  Chicago. 

CORDON  BEYER,  assistant  manager,  Chicago, 
Chicago. 

H.  L.  ALEXANDER,  assistant  manager,  Chicago, 
Chicago. 

DAVE  COULD,  manager,  Essaness  circuit,  Chica- 

go. 

CEORCE  BROWN,  manager  of  the  Strand,  Minot, 
N.  D. 

CORDON  McARDLE,  manager  pro  tern  of  the 
Granada,   Minneapolis. 

C.  O.  DONALDSON,  manager,  the  Palace  in 

Terrell,  Tex.' CEORCE  KACZMAN,  treasurer.  Empire  Thea- 
ter, San  Antonio,  Tex. 

JAMES  BUTLER,  treasurer,  Broadway  Theater, 
San  Antonio,  Tex. 

EDWARD  HALE,  manager.  Highland  Theater, 
San  Antonio,  Tex. 

HAL  NORFLEET,  utility  manager,  Interstate 
Theaters,   Houston,   Tex. 

JAMES  JUASLANO,   manager,    Mode,   Chicago. 

investments  increased  from  $1,907,- 
726,400  in  1944  to  $2,407,726,406  at 
the  end  of  last  year.  Total  industry 
capital  investment,  comprised  also 
of  $127,750,000  in  studios,  $25,100,- 
000  in  distribution,  and  $12,000,000 
in  non-theatrical  phases,  was  $2,572,- 
576,406  at  Dec.  31,  compared  with 
$2,070,326,406  at  the  beginning  of 
the  year. 

While  the  number  of  people  em- 
ployed in  the  industry  was  static  at 

an  estimated  205,000,  payrolls 
jumped  to  $449,737,985  last  year 
against  $382,726,750  in  1944.  Pro- 

duction's 31,000  workers  last  year 
received  $239,488,000  in  Hollywood, 
$7,480,000  outside  of  the  production 
center,  compared  with  $191,590,400 
and  $6,800,000  the  prior  year. 

Some  14,000  distribution  employes 
got  $31,308,750  in  1945,  $28,462,500 
in  1944,  while  an  estimated  160,000 
theater  workers  received  $161,461,- 
235  last  year,  $155,873,850  the  year 
before. 

Last  year's  story  expenditures 
highlighted  by  the  $500,000  paid  by 
Warners  for  John  Van  Druten's 
Broadway  play,  "Voice  of  the 
Turtle,"  were  $6,900,000.  Highest 
price  paid  for  books  was  $250,000 
put  up  by  20th  Century-Fox  for 
Somerset  Maugham's  "The  Razor's 
Edge,"  and  a  like  amount  paid  by 
William  Cagney  Productions  for 
Adria  Locke  Langley's  "A  Lion  in 
the  Street."  Republic  bought  the 
highest  priced  original  story,  "I've 
Always  Loved  You,"  by  Borden Chase. 

Gross  to  $1,500,000,000 
While  film  theater  attendance 

averaged  95  million  weekly  for  both 
1944  and  1945,  last  year's  motion 
picture  gross  increased  to  $1,500,- 
000,000  by  virtue  of  a  higher  aver- 

age admission  price.  Average  is  es- 
timated in  the  Year  Book  at  30.5 

cents,  plus  6.4  cents  tax,  for  an 
average  total  ticket  cost  of  36.9 
cents.  Average  for  the  year  before 
was  27.3,  plus  5.6,  or  32.9  cents 
average  total  ticket  charge. 

Feature  films  released  during  last 
year  dropped  to  377,  of  which  all 
but  27  were  produced  in  the  U.  S. 
The  eight  majors  released  234,  in- 

cluding six  imports,  while  the  indies 
handled  122,  including  21  from  other 
countries.  Imports  came  from  Eng- 

land (15),  Russia  (10),  and  Switzer- land (2). 

More  than  a  statistical  review, 
the  1946  YEAR  BOOK  OF  MOTION 
PICTURES  contains  1,056  pages  of 
reference  material  on  the  complex 
film  industry  which  Jack  Alicoate, 
publisher  of  Film  Daily,  in  his  fore- 

word to  the  Year  Book,  holds  is 
headed  for  "Bright  new  horizons  and 
still  greater  opportunities  for  dis- 

tinguished public  service." Book  includes  its  features  of  other 

years,  including  lists  of  titles,  pro- 
duction credits,  personnel  of  com- 

panies and  organizations,  theaters, 
producers,  distributors,  circuits,  et 
al.,  while  special  emphasis  is  put  on 
newer  phases,  including  the  special 
purposes  film  and  the  possible  effect 
of  television  on  the  motion  picture. 

WE's  Whitmore  Sails 
For  Atomic  Bomb  Tests 

Will  Whitmore  of  Western  Elec- 
tric Co.  sailed  from  San  Francisco 

this  week  aboard  the  USS  Avery 
Island,  en  route  to  Pearl  Harbor  and 
Bikini  Island  where  he  will  partici- 

pate in  electronic  engineering  activi- 
ties in  connection  with  this  Summer's atomic  bomb  tests.  He  is  a  member 

of  the  electronics  staff  of  Capt. 
Christian  L.  Engleman,  Electronics 
Co-ordinating  Officer,  Joint  Army- 
Navy  Task  Force  One.  Group  is  re- 

sponsible for  all  electronics  activi- 
ties connected  with  the  bomb  tests. 

Upon  completion  of  his  assign- 
ment, Whitmore  will  resume  his  con- 

nection with  Western  Electric  as  its 
advertising  manager. 

Gorrell,  Rep.  Cleveland 
Branch  Manager,  Quits 

Cleveland — Sam  Seplowin,  Repub- 
lic district  manager,  yesterday  an- 

nounced resignation  of  local  branch 
manager  Sam  P.  Gorrell  and  sales- 

man Leonard  Mishkind,  effiective 
May  18.  No  successors  have  been 
selected  as  yet. 

Para.  Debt  Reduction 

Completed  Before  '47 (Continued  from  Page  1) 

000,000  of  parent  company  notes  due 
in  1951,  which  are  convertible  into 
common  stock,  Balaban  said. 

Report,  as  of  Dec.  29,  1945,  indi- 
cates notes  payable  to  banks  total- 

ing $5,000,000,  but  since  that  time 
Paramount  has  prepaid  half  of  the 
notes  and  expects  to  pay  off  the  bal- 

ance later  this  year.  Also,  since  the 
end  of  last  year,  Famous  Players 
Canadian  Corp.  has  re-capitalized  and 
sold  375,000  new  shares  to  the  Cana- 

dian public.  Proceeds  of  the  sale  are 
to  be  applied  to  the  payment  of  all 
FPC  funded  debt. 
Paramount's  consolidated  net  earn- 

ings for  1945  were  $15,425,432,  plus 

the  company's  interest  in  undistrib- 
uted net  earnings  of  partially  owned 

affiliated  companies  amounting  to 

$2,527,000.  Total  of  $17,952,432  com- 
pares with  the  company's  April  esti- mate of  $17,821,000. 

Total  income  last  year  was  $162,- 
360,864,  $157,687,106  in  1944.  Earn- 

ings per  share  were  $4.11  on  a  basis 
of  consolidated  earnings,  $4.78  when 
the  undistributed  earnings  of  affil- 

iated companies  is  considered.  Pre- 
vious year's  earnings  per  share  were 

$3.93,  $4.39. 

N.  Y.  Trust  Suit  Opinion 
May  Have  Been  Written 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

week  on  another  case  for  the  first 
time  since  the  motion  picture  trial 
ended  in  January,  there  has  been 
considerable  speculation  as  to 
whether  the  statutory  court  has  com- 

pleted the  writing  of  its  opinion. 
The  judges  have  not  sat  on  any 
other  cases  since  the  start  of  the 
film  trial  and  have  spent  the  inter- 

vening time  in  the  examination  of 
the  evidence. 

It  was  pointed  out  by  some  sources, 
however,  that  Judge  Bright  may  have 
taken  the  bench  on  another  case  be- 

cause of  the  illness  of  Judge  Henry 
W.  Goddard  who  has  been  home  for 
the  last  two  weeks.  Judge  Goddard 
was  a  member  of  the  expediting 
court  which  heard  the  U.  S.  vs. 
Paramount,  et  al,  trial. 

STORK  REPORTS 
Denver — Born  to  Mr.  and  Mr3.  J. 

R.  Lutz  a  baby  daughter,  Pamela 

Sue,  at  St.  Luke's  hospital.  Father 
is  a  National  Theatre  Supply  sales- man. 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Murphy  McHenry, 

publicist,  is  the  father  of  a  baby  boy, 
weighing  8  pounds,  8  ounces.  Baby 
has  been  named  Dennis  Michael. 
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Disaster  Conlrol 
Board  for  New  York! 
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ago  by  officials  of  the  American  The- 
aters Association,  the  president  of 

Consolidated  Edison  declared  that 

even  if  film  theaters'  operations  were 
curtailed,  the  saving  of  electric  cur- 

rent, and  thereby  the  conservation 

of  coal  effectuated,  the  step  "would 

-   DISCOVERY!   

'  Chicago — One  of  the  rapidly 
emerging  by-products  of  the  coal 
famine  here  is  the  conscious- 

ness on  the  part  of  local  citizens 
that  movie  shows  are  of  incalcul- 

able social  worth  to  any  commun- 
ity. Since  the  several  hundred 

film  houses  shuttered  complete- 
ly, virtually  100  per  cent  of  the 

total,  parents  are  finding  out  for 
themselves  that  when  there  are 
no  picture  shows,  there  are  kids 
on  the  loose. 

Youngsters  are  trying  substi- 
tutes for  film  entertainment,  but 

without  much  success.  Observers 

fear  that  if  the  film  stands  re- 
main closed  over  an  extended 

period,  juvenile  delinquency  will 
rise. 

not  make  enough  difference  to 
count."  Theater  operators  conse- 

quently are  not  worrying  much  over 
their  status  even  if  a  brownout  or 
other  corrective  measure  is  taken. 

Would  Affect  Attendance 
This  does  not  mean  that  theaters 

would  not  feel  adverse  pressure  on 
their  box  offices,  for,  as  city  sources 

point  out,  "everyone  will  suffer  eco- 
nomically, and  from  the  standpoint 

of  convenience,  if  strict  conservation 

steps  are  taken."  Subway  transpor- 
tation's curtailment,  always  a  factor 

in  the  public  mind,  would  clearly 
hurt  film  business,  especially  in  the 
mid-town  area  which  depends  very 
largely  on  itinerant  customers. 

In    New    Jersey    yesterday,    the 

  TURN  TO  OIL   
Chicago — B  &  K  and  other  cir- 

cuits are  planning  the  use  of  oil 
equipment  in  a  move  to  reopen 
theaters  before  the  week-end. 
Essaness  executives  said  yesterday 
they  would  acquire  lighting 

equipment  to  permit  the  re- 
opening of  their  theaters  this 

week-end. 

State  Board  of  Public  Utility  Com- 
missioners said  it  would  ask  Gov. 

Walter  E.  Edge  to  decree  a  state  of 
emergency  if  the  coal  strike  con- 

tinues beyond  May  13.  The  commis- 
sion sent  telegrams  to  16  of  the 

largest  public  utilities  companies  in 
the  state  directing  them  to  forward 
their  plans  for  emergency  conser- 
vation. 

Oil  in  Capital  Hard  to  Get 
In    Washington,    the    Solid    Fuels 

Administration   reported   that   even 
oil,,  under  heavier  demand  than  ever, 
was  becoming  hard  to   get  because 
of  transportation  difficulties  as  rail 

REVIEWS  Of  f1€UJ  turns 
"Rainbow  Over 

Texas" 

with  Roy  Rogers,  "Trigger,"  George  "Gabby" 
Hayes,  Dale  Evans 

Republic  65  Mins. 

SOLID,  EXCITING  OUTDOOR  DRAMA 
WHICH  RANKS  WITH  BEST  OF  THE 

ROGERS-STARRING  FILMS. 

Wholesomeness  and  excitement  spring 

from  this  expertly-made  and  appealing  out- 
door drama  which  has  Roy  Rogers  and  a 

fine  battery  of  singable  tunes  to  top  off 

its  merits.  "There's  a  Rainbow  Over  Texas," 
the  key  melody  of  the  lot,  is  one  that  will 
linger  in  the  air  for  some  time  to  come. 

I  he  script,  based  on  a  magazine  story  by 
Max  Brand,  is  a  smooth  affair.  Both  act- 

ing and  technical  side  are  solid  throughout. 
In  brief,  the  attraction  is  among  the  top 
efforts  of  Rogers.  More  than  anything,  the 

picture    is   a    romance   spiked    with    music. 
However,  suspense  is  neatly  added  via 

Sheldon  Leonard's  villainy,  and  a  stirring 
horse  race,  western  style,  which  Hero  Roy 

wins  as  a  preface  to  his  victory  over  Leon- 
ard and  the  heart  of  Dale  Evans,  self-willed 

daughter  of  the  imperious  millionaire  who 
nas  turned  his  back  on  the  Western  town 

for  the  pursuit  of  big  business. 

Frank  McDonald's  direction  is  aces  and 
so  is  the  photography  by  Reggie  Lanning. 
Folks  of  all  ages  and  in  all  sections  of  the 

nation  will  like  "Rainbow  Over  Texas." 
It's  refreshing  stuff. 
CAST:  Roy  Rogers,  George  "Cabby"  Hayes, 

Dale  Evans,  Sheldon  Leonard,  Robert  Emmett 
Keane,  Gerald  Oliver  Smith,  Minerva  Urecal, 
George  J.  Lewis,  Kenne  Duncan,  Pierce  Lyden, 
Dick  Elliott,  Bob  Nolan  and  The  Sons  of  the 
Pioneers. 

CREDITS:  Associate  Producer,  Edward  J. 
White;  Director,  Frank  McDonald;  Screenplay, 
Gerald  Ceraghty;  Based  on  magazine  story  by 
Max  Brand;  Cameraman,  Reggie  Lanning;  Musi- 

cal Director,  Morion  Scott;  Film  Editor,  Charles 
Craft;  Sound,  William  E.  Clark;  Art  Director, 
Hilyard  Brown;  Set  Decorations,  John  McCarthy, 
jr.,  George  Milo. 

DIRECTION,  Aces.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Same. 

roads  slashed  services  requiring  coal- 
burning  locomotives. 
From  Washington  also  came  word 

that  one  of  the  Navy's  big  ships  will 
be  sent  to  the  Norfolk-Portsmouth 
area  of  Virginia  to  supply  electric 
power  during  the  present  shortage. 
According  to  Ray  J.  Dunn,  managing 
director  of  the  Portsmouth  Chamber 
of  Commerce,  he  and  Senator  Byrd, 
along  with  Representative  Doughton, 
had  been  told  by  Secretary  of  the 
Navy  Forrestal  that  a  capital  ship 
would  be  sent  to  the  twin  ports,  an 
announcement  which  last  night 
cheered  theater  operators  in  the 
Norfolk-Portsmouth  sector.  The  ship 
was  not  named. 

in 

Voluntary  Brownout  Rules 
In  Cleveland  and  Akron,  O. 

Cleveland,  O.  —  All  theaters 
Greater  Cleveland  are  observing  a 
voluntary  brownout  to  preserve 
fuel.  Marquee  lights  are  dimmed  to 
half  their  brilliancy  and  all  high 
power  bulbs  are  being  eliminated  for 
the  duration  of  the  emergency. 

Akron,  0. — R.  E.  Paulus,  president 
of  the  Akron   Theater  Owners  and 

Managers  Association,  reports  thatlgoe's  court. 

'Bedlam' with  Boris  Karloff,  Anna  Lee 
RKO  79  Mins. 

ARTISTICALLY  PRODUCED,  WELL- 
ACTED  STORY  OF  AN  18TH  CENTURY 

INSANE  ASYLUM;  OKAY  FOR  BETTER 
CLASS  HOUSES. 

Val  Lewton's  inspiration  for  the  produc- 
tion of  this  adult  film  is  credited  to  a 

painting  by  William  Hogarth,  titled  "Bed- 
lam," which  depicts  the  horrors  of  St. 

Mary's  of  Bethlehem,  a  London  asylum  in the  18th  century. 

Much  significance  can  be  drawn  from 

the  screenplay  which  refers  to  the  era  as 

"the  age  of  reason"  and  preaches  the 
cause  of  intelligent  care  for  those  com- 

mitted to  insane  asylums. 
Boris  Karloff  handles  the  meanness  of 

his  role  with  dignity,  effectively  under- 

playing the  part  of  the  director  of  the  in- 
stitution. Anna  Lee  is  warm  and  attractive 

in  her  dramatic  portrayal  of  a  frivolous 

young  lady  who  incites  Karloff's  revenge 
for  several  face-slapping  incidents,  and 
finds  herself  committed  to  the  infamous 

asylum  at  the  hand  of  her  benefactor,  Billy 
House. 

Mark  Robson  has  mounted  his  direction 

with  interest  and  intrigue,  despite  several 

very  talky  sequences.  Robson  co-authored the  screenplay. 

The  artistically  handled  story  gets  into 
action  when  Anna  Lee  is  committed  to 

Bedlam  for  seeking  comforts  for  its  in- 
mates through  reform  measures  which  would 

require  too  much  money  from  Billy  "Lord 
Mortimer"  House,  limiting  his  extravagant 
pleasures. 
Through  the  aid  of  Richard  Fraser,  a 

young  Quaker,  and  Leland  Hodgson,  a  lib- 
erty-loving politician,  Anna  Lee  is  released 

and  gets  her  wish  to  help  the  "animals 
without  souls,"  so  termed  by  Karloff  who 
suffers  their  revenge  of   his  mistreatment. 

CAST:  Boris  Karloff,  Anna  Lee,  Billy  House, 
Richard  Fraser,  Glenn  Vernon,  Ian  Wolfe,  Jason 
Robards,  Leland  Hodgson,  Joan  Newton,  Eliza- 

beth Russell. 
CREDITS:  Producer,  Val  Lewton;  Director, 

Mark  Robson;  Screenplay,  Carlos  Keith  and 
Mark  Robsorr  Cameraman,  Nicholas  Musuraca; 
Music,  Roy  Webb;  Musical  Director,  C.  Baka- 
leinikoff;  Art  Directors,  Albert  S.  D'Agostino, 
Walter  E.  Keller;  Set  Decorations,  Darrell  Sil- 

vers ;  Sound,  Jean  L.  Speak,  Terry  Kellum;  Film 
Editor,  Lyle  Boyer;  Assistant  Director,  Doran 

Cox. DIRECTION,  Cood.  PHOTOGRAPHY  Very 
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the   brownout   is   being   strictly   ob- 
served by  all  Akron  theaters. 

Brownout  Effective 
In  Detroit  Last  Night 

Detroit— Brown-out  became  effec- 
tive last  night  by  a  new  city  ordin- 
ance returning  .to  essentially  early 

1945  conditions,  with  exterior  light- 
ing banned,  except  for  safety.  In- 

terior lighting  is  not  so  far  affected. 
Local  utility  company  has  assured 

the  public  that  additional  coal  sav- 
ing resulting  from  restriction  of  the- 

ater hours  would  be  negligible  in 
coal  consumption  figures. 

McConnell  Asks  $50,000 

Chicago  —  Thomas  McConnell, 
Jackson  Park  Theater  attorney,  is 

asking  a  fee  of  $50,000.  Fee3  hear- 
ing  is   set  for   tomorrow  in   Judge 

Detroit  Backroom 
Strike  Settled 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Hill,  20th-Fox;  A.  A.  Shubart,  R 
Goodman,  Warner  Bros.,  and  S< 
M-G-M  —  and  taken  to  th^ 

membership  meeting  which  wS 
it  last  evening  with  little  opposi 

Signing  was  scheduled  to  take  r. 
last  night,  at  9  p.m. 

Universal,  United  Artists,  M-d 

RKO,   Columbia   and   Warner  I1 
will  re-open  backrooms  and  retur 
normal  print  shipping  from  Dei 
tomorrow    after   having   the   ro' 
closed  two  months. 

The  new  contract  provides  fo: 
per  cent  retroactive  pay  during 
period  of  the  old  contract  which 
never  completed,  Dec.  1,  1943 

Dec.  1,  1945,  and  15  per  cent  s' then.  This  will  mean  the  paymer 
about  $300  to  employes  in  the  Iot 
wage  bracket  if  employed  stea 
during  this  period. 
New  scale  is  head  shipper,  $5S 

shipper     $39,22;     assistant    shit 

$32.89;    head    poster    clerk    $3£! poster  clerk  $32.89;  head  inspect 
$32.89;  and  inspectress  $29.10. 

No  RKO  Coin  in  Armcmd 
Mexican  Film  Company 

Armando,  Mexican  artist  and  '' vertising  art  director,  well  know  I 
film  circles,  has  announced  the    1 
mation  of  a  production  company 
make  pictures  in  both  Spanish   I 
English   in   Mexico,   starring   La 
American  and  Hollywood  persor 
ties.  Armando  has  extended  an  i 
tation  to  Mrs.  N.  Peter  Rathvot 
serve  in  an  unofficial  and  unpaid 
visory    capacity,    based    on 
familiarity  with  Mexico.    Capita 
stated  to  be  forthcoming  from  I 
ton  investors.  The  announcement 
phasizes  that  RKO  has  no  finan 
interest  whatsoever  in   the   proj 
either  corporately  or  individually 

16  mm.  Threat  in  Detroit 
Ends;  Theater  Shutters 

Detroit — Threat  of  16  mm.  in 
sion  of  the  metropolitan  theater  f 
hei*e  came  to  a  sudden  end  V 
the  closing  of  the  Davison  T 
ater.  The  house  was  opened  on  £ 

urday  by  Albert  Broder  with  a ' mm.  program,  and  bookings  were 
for  a  month  ahead. 

The  house  did  poor  business,  hi. 

ever,  and  three  days  of  it  convin" Broder  the  house  should  be  clos 

Two  More  Exhib.  Membc 
Of  Red  Cross  24-Hour  Cli 
Two  more  exhibitor  members 

the  industry's  Red  Cross  24-Hi 
Club  were  announced  yesterd 
They  are  Ben  Schwartz,  of  Chica 
and  John  Weber,  of  the  Colonial  T 
ater,  Lebanon,  Pa. 
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IPE  Hails  Warners 
Sound  Pioneering 
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pictures;  their  faith  in  the  tech- 
inventions  that  gave  a  new  en- 
^ment  and  educational  medium 
  vorld;  their  leadership  in  the 
/Lion  of  new  technical  creations 
mprovements  in  the  field  of  mo- 

'  pictures,  and  the  encouragement have  thereby  given  to  engineers 
•ing  forth  new  ideas  and  create 
r  standards  in  the  Motion  Pic- 

Art." 
In  presenting  the  scroll  to 
arners,  which  was  accepted  by 
Jij.  Albert  Warner  in  behalf  of 
(  brothers,  himself  and  the 
aipany,  Donald   E.  Hyndman, 
^IIPE  president,  declared  that 

and  pictures  "did  not  just 
me — they  had  to  be  visualized, 
.gineered,  developed,  and  made 
!to  a  practical,  commercial 
tide,"  and  enumerated  those 
lividuals  and  organizations 

♦rking  upon  the  task.  "Then 
mg  came  four  young  men  who 
Jd  more  faith,  more  determin- 
on  and  more  perseverance — 

rDse  four  boys  were  Harry, 
ek,  Albert  and  the  late  Sam 

arner,"  Hyndman  said,  and 
ded  that  "they  not  only  defied 
e  skeptics  who  scoffed  at  the 
u;a  of  talking  motion  pictures, 

they    gambled    everything 

ey  had  on  the  new  invention." 
his   acceptance   speech,   Major 

ner  stressed  the  point  that  "you 
1    perfected     the     machine,     we 
lied  the  showmanship."   He  said 

13  giving  talking  pictures  to  the 
lid  was   not   a   one-man   or   one- 
iimny    proposition.     "Many    tal- 

is!  men,    many   members    of  the 
uty  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers 
are  here  tonight,   and   several 

&  companies    like   Western    Elec- 
fi  Bell  Telephone,  Eastman  Kodak, 
;  »n,    RCA    Victor    and    others, 
lied  a  big  part."  He  declared  that 
;icroll  is  "a  tribute  to  all  of  them 

;    ell  as  to  Warner  Brothers." 
Citation  to  Armat 

st  prior  to  the  scroll  presenta- 
to  Warners,  Hyndman  presented 

i  lluminated   citation   to   Thomas 

^  at,  pioneer  inventor  of  the  mo- 
\l  picture  projector,  on  the  occa- 

IN  CIVVIES 
k  Honorably  Discharged  * 

EflUR  SANFORD,    from    the   Army,    manager, 
lajestic,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 

^HRAKE,  from  the  Navy,  manager,  Garden, 
v*  leveland. 

|j"  LIVINGSTON,  from  the  Army,  to  manager f  the  Joy  Theater,  San  Antonio,  Tex. 

!  ARD  T.   HICHTOWER,   from   the  Army,   to 
•    isistant  city  manager  for  the  Corpus  Christi 
^heaters,   Corpus  Christi,  Tex. 

JJEE  SCHARF  has  rejoined  the  M-G-M  legal 
JjSpartment,  having  just  been  discharged 
;iyom    the    Army.    He   will    work    with    Ben 
'■    elniker. 

Telling  About  Tele 
Based  on  the  belief  that  most  large  firms  have  produced  films  of  an  educational  and 

informational  value,  NBC  tele  station,  WNBT,  inaugurates  a  new  program,  "American 

Business  On  Parade,"  Wednesday  (9  p.m.,  EDT),  to  tell  the  story  of  America's  business 
and  commerce.  ...  •  BBC  has  announced  that  of  119  male  and  female  entries,  Wini- 

fred Shooter,  stage  and  screen  actress,  has  been  chosen  as  announcer  for  BBC's  tele 
service,  resuming  June  7.  .  .  .  •  Sixty-one  feet  of  antenna  has  been  added  to  the 

Empire  State  building  by  NBC,  to  enable  WNBT  to  resume  telecasting,  on  its  new  chan- 
nel, today.  ...  •  WNBT  will  open  its  dramatic  season  Sunday  (8  p.m.,  EDT),  of- 

fering "Blithe   Spirit"   with    Leonora   Corbett  and    many   of   the  original   cast   and 

that  lady,  incidentally  is  Mrs.  John  Royal,  in  private  life.  .  .  .  •  WNBT's  mobile 
unit  and  portable  cameras  will  move  in  to  Fordham  University,  Saturday  (4-5:15  p.m., 
EDT),  to  pick  up  acceptances  of  degrees  by  President  Truman  and  Cardinal  Griffin, 
Westminster,  Eng.  ...  •  Martin  Hoade,  formerly  of  NBC  news  and  special  events 
department,  has  been  made  assistant  to  J.  Harrison  Hartley,  special  features  director  of 

NBC  tele.  ...  •  DuMont's  showing  of  latest  telesets  well  attended.  The  price  range 
is  $600  to  $2400,  with  deliveries  promised  for  late  Summer.  ...  •  Something  new  in 

the  way  of  video  drama  will  be  tried  by  WCBW-CBS  tonight  (8:45-9:00  p.m.,  EDT) 
when  the  Lee  Wallace  Improvisations  Group  will  work  without  scripts  or  memorization 

on  Milton  Bacon's  "Tales  To  Remember"  program.  ...  •  If  television's  technical 

aspects  intrigue  you,  read  "Metal  Lens  Focuses  Microwaves"  by  Winston  E.  Kock  in  the 
third  issue  of  WE's  "Oscillator,"  just  off  the  press.  ...  •  Brig.  Gen.  David  Sarnoff 
says  RCA  will  begin  deliveries  of  tele  receivers  in  the  Fall. 

PRC  Said  Unaffected 

By  Pathe-Eagle  Lion 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

use  the  PRC  exchanges  for  physical 
distribution   but   there   will   be   sep- 

arate sales  organizations. 

"It  would  be  foolish,"  the  spokes- 
man said,  "to  eliminate  PRC  when  it 

is  such  a  good  paying  and  thriving 

organization." 
Reports  that  a  new  president 

would  be  named  for  the  combined 
organizations  were  discounted  here. 
Harry  Thomas,  it  was  said,  will  re- 

main as  president. 

sion  of  the  50th  anniversary  of  the 
first  exhibition  of  motion  pictures  in 
a  theater,  Koster  and  Bial's  Music 
Hall  in  New  York,  April  23,  1896. 
That  evening,  Armat  operated  a  pro- 

jector of  his  own  design  which  was 
the  first  projecting  machine  employ- 

ing a  loop-forming  means  and  giving 
the  film  a  longer  period  of  rest  and 
illumination  than  the  time  required 
for  movement  from  frame  to  frame. 
These  features  so  improved  the  qual- 

ity of  motion  picture  projection  that 
they  were  incorporated  subsequently 
in  most  commercially  successful  pro- 

jectors. The  citation  and  scroll  pre- 
sented to  Thomas  Armat  was  re- 

ceived by  Com.  Brooke  Armat. 
Delegates  to  the  SMPE  meeting 

visited  DuMont's  John  Wanamaker 
Television  studios  in  the  morning  and 
a  session  in  the  Hotel  Pennsylvania 
during  the  afternoon  at  which  five 
technical  papers  were  presented. 

Cuban  President  Mulls 
Minimum  Wage  Demand 

Havana  (By  Air  Mail) — President 
Grau  has  promised  to  study  the  de- 

mand of  film  workers  that  theaters 
and  distributors  be  compelled  to  pay 
a  minimum  wage  of  $4.00  per  day. 
Workers  recently  paraded  to  the 
Presidential  Palace  and  the  Minis- 

try of  Labor  to  present  their  plea. 

"Outlaw"  Wins  and  Loses 
As  Clergy  File  Squawks 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
faiths.    The  clergymen  reviewed  the 
picture  and  went  on  record  opposing 
its  public  showing. 

The  same  group  of  churchmen  also 
approved  a  resolution  calling  on  Gov. 
Walter  W.  Bacon  to  name  a  com- 

mittee to  study  future  regulation  of 
film  showings. 

Andrew  J.  Kavanaugh  notified 
Edgar  J.  Doob,  Aldine  manager,  that 
in  the  opinion  of  David  F.  Anderson, 
city  solicitor,  the  showing  of  the 

picture  would  constitute  a  "criminal 
offense"  under  Delaware's  amended 
statute  of  1941. 

St.  Louis  Protests  Fail 
St.  Louis  —  Despite  requests  by 

Monsignors  John  W.  Warren  and 
Alfred  G.  Thompson  of  the  Catholic 
Church  for  the  withdrawal  of  the 

booking  of  "The  Outlaw"  at  Loew's 
State,  the  pic  will  open  as  scheduled 
today.  Request  was  turned  down 
by  Martin  C.  Burnett,  city  manager 
for  Loew's.  The  clergymen  threat- 

ened police  action  if  they  found  any- 
thing obscene  in  the  picture  after viewing  it. 

Rules  Fielding  Possesses 
License  Revocation  Right 

The  right  of  License  Commissioner 
Benjamin  Fielding  to  use  the  power 
of  his  office  to  revoke  permanently 
the  motion  picture  license  of  the 
Universal  Theater,  91  Bowery,  was 
sustained  by  Supreme  Court  Justice 
Kenneth  O'Brien,  of  the  First  Judi- 

cial District  of  the  State  of  New 
York  in  an  action  brought  by  the 
Sharefkin  Amusement  Corp.,  which 
sought  to  restrain  the  Commissioner 
from  revoking  the  license  and  compel 
its  re-issuance. 

U.  K.  Tax  Easing 

Wins  Senate  Com. 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  As  expected,  the 
Senate  Foreign  Relations  Committee 
yesterday  accepted  the  unanimous 
recommendation  of  its  sub-commit- 

tee and  registered  in  favor  of  plac- 
ing Hollywood  talent  on  the  same 

footing  as  other  individuals  in  the 
double  taxation  treaty  with  the 
United  Kingdom.  The  treaty  itself 
was  approved  for  submission  to  the 
Senate,  with  Senate  ratification  due 
soon.  Substantial  benefits  to  film 
distributors  are  expected. 

Representatives  of  the  Treasury 
were  on  hand  yesterday  to  assure  the 
Senators  that  the  British  have  indi- 

cated that  they  will  agree  to  the 
change.  They  are  now  engaged  in 
negotiating  a  separate  protocol 
which  will  go  before  both  the  Senate 
and  the  British  Parliament  for 

approval. The  treaty  has  already  been 
approved  by  Parliament  with  the  dis- 

criminatory clause.  No  serious  oppo- 
sition to  it  appears  likely  in  the 

Senate,  with  the  agreement  probably 
to  go  through  by  unanimous  consent. 
Best  bet  is  that  the  treaty  itself  will 
go  before  the  Senate  soon,  with  the 
protocol  to  come  up  within  another 
few  weeks  for  separate  action,  that 
the  protocol  will  follow  is  now  a  mat- 

ter of  record,  and  it  is  not  likely 
that  anything  will  block  it. 

PRC  Makes  Purchase  of 
Chi.  Exchange  Official 

Formal  announcement  of  PRC's purchase  of  its  Chicago  exchange 
from  Henri  Elman  was  made  yester- 

day by  Harry  H.  Thomas,  president 
and  general  sales  manager.  The 
Chicago  branch  will  be  managed  by 

Clarence  Phillips,  for  20  years  asso- ciated with  Columbia. 
Purchase  of  the  Chicago  branch 

gives  PRC  26  company-owned  offices. 
Only  remaining  franchised  branches 
are  those  in  Atlanta,  Charlotte,  Port- 

land, Seattle  and  San  Francisco. 

C.  T.  Thum  Joins  Ansco 
Binghamton  —  Charles  T.  Thum, 

who  served  during  the  war  as 
Petroleum  Containers  Co-ordinator 
for  the  Army-Navy  Petroleum  Board, 
Washington,  D.  C,  has  been  named 
chief  industrial  engineer  at  Ansco, 
it  is  announced  by  E.  Allan  WUli- 
ford,  vice-president  of  General  Ani- 

line &  Film  Corp  in  charge  of  the 
Ansco  Division. 

FEMME  TOUCH 

JEAN  LEVY,  branch  manager's  secretary  at 20th-Fox,  Minneapolis. 

SARAH  PICHEY,  utility  clerk  at  20th-Fox,  Min- 
neapolis. 

ELEANOR  BATES,  booking  department,  Affiliated 
Theaters,   Boston. 

ELIZABETH  ROBERTS,  secretary,  Warners,  Oma- 
ha. 
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See- DAVE  WEINSTOCK,  Treasurer  of  the  Banquet  Committee, 
Raybond  Theatres,  Paramount  Building,  Telephone  La  4-4100  FOR  TICKETS! 

The  Dais  will  be  unequalled  in  history  of  Industry  or  National 
Dinners  to  pay  tribute  to  the  Winner  of  the  1945  Award... a 
great  humanitarian  whose  work  of  a  lifetime  will  thrill  you. 

I 
I 

V      \    ' 

THE  HEART  OF  SHOW  BUSINESS 
COMES  TO  THE  CROSSROADS  OF  THE  WORLD 

Be  Present  at  the  Greatest  Event  in  Theatrical  History! 
I     /•    \  I 

/  V      !_L        /         \ '  \    .^^'  \ 
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DON'T  DELAY-BUY  YOUR  TICKETS  TODAY! 
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ATION'S  THEATERS  GIRD  FOR  BROWNOUT 
ruman  Thanks  Industry  for  Red  Cross  Efforts 
ouras  Presents  Trade's 
lal  Red  Cross  Report; 
llections  at  $4,279,120 

tungton   Bureau   of    THE  FILM    DAILY 

7ashington  —  To  the  men  and 
ien  of  the  American  motion  pic- 
industry,  President  Harry  S. 

man  yesterday  expressed  the  na- 
's  thanks  not  only  for  their ;rts  in  behalf  of  the  American  Red 
ss  but  their  other  war  services  to 

country  and  for,  as  well,  "what 
industry  proposes  to  do  in  the 
ire." 
he  occasion  was  the  presentation 

(Continued  on  Page  41 

wings  on  Goldman 
ise  Are  Concluded 
hiladelphia  —  Testimony  in  the 
S.  District  Court  hearing  to  de- 
nine    damages    sustained    by   the 
anger  Theater  while  it  was  closed 
1941-42    was    concluded    yester- 
before  Judge  William  Kirkpat- 

:.    William   Goldman,  plaintiff  in 
]  action,  has  until  June  3  to  file 
jrfs,    while    the    defense    has    two 
ks  after  that  date, 
udge   Kirkpatrick   will   be   ready 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

earing  Held  on  F  &  M 
peal  From  Dismissal 

t.  Paul,  Minn.  —  Hearing  of  the 
eal  filed  by  Fanchon  and  Marco 
the    St.    Louis   Amusement   Co. 

j.inst    the    dismissal    of    its    anti- 

!pt  suit  against  Paramount,  War- 
s,  RKO,  20th  Century-Fox,  Amer- 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Putting  16  mm.  Film 
Shows  in  Mich.  Towns 

Detroit  —  Charles  A.  Garner,  who 
recently  tied  up  with  International 

Theatrical  &  Television  Corp.,  is  ex- 
panding his  16  mm.  operations  into 

theaterless  towns  in  the  territory. 
Some  15  Michigan  towns  have  al- 

ready been  booked  for  one  or  two 

shows  a  week  in  high  school  audi- 
toriums, gymnasiums,  or  local  halls. 

Greets  24-Hour  Club 

Wirephoto  by  International  Nezvs  Photos 

Members  of  the  industry's  24-Hour  Club  and  President  Truman  on  the  White  House 
lawn  yesterday.  In  foreground,  left  to  right,  Sam  Shain,  Martin  Moskowitz,  Ned  E. 

Depinet,  Basil  O'Connor,  Howard  Bonham,  President  Truman,  Louis  Boocher,  Spyros  P. 
Skouras,  Harold  J.  Fitzgerald  and  Bernie  Hynes. 

Eagle-Lion  Status 
With  PRC  Clarified 

Stressing  the  fact  that  Pathe- 
Eagle  Lion  and  PRC  were  merely 
consolidating  operations,  Kenneth 
Young,  president  of  Pathe  Industries, 
yesterday  denied  reports  that  PRC 
was  going  out  of  business  or  in  any 
way  curtailing  activities.  He  em- 

( Continued  on  Page  3) 

MPA  Okays  $102,000 
Charity  Drive  Goal 
Fred  Schwartz,  president  of  Mo- 

tion Picture  Associates  and  head  of 

Century  Circuit,  outlined  an  im- 
portant and  vital  six-point  program 

to  spearhead  an  immediate  two-week 
campaign  for  $102,000,  at  a  special 
luncheon-meeting  of  independent  cir- 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Skouras  Hails  Trade  Press 
Plaques  Awarded  for  Aid  in  R.  C.  Drives 

Fabian's  Letters  Tell 
Government  About  ATA 

S.  H.  Fabian,  president  of  the 
American  Theaters  Association,  has 
written  to  Government  officials  that 

"it  is  hoped  the  ATA  will  be  the 
answer  to  the  nation's  request  that 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

By  MANNING  CLAGGETT 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Hailing  the  industry 
pres3  for  its  "unselfish  leadership  in 
that  tremendous  march  of  accom- 

plishment throughout  the  war 

years,"  Spyros  P.  Skouras,  20th-Fox 
president  and  national  chairman  of 
the  1946  Red  Cross  campaign,  speak- 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

New  York  Cuts  Down  on 
Lights;  More  Stringent 
Measures  on  the  Way 

With  a  dimout  in  the  immediate 
offing,  and  drastic  curtailment  of  sub- 

way service  ordered  for  next  Wed- 
nesday by  the  Board  of  Transporta- 

tion, plus  the  Board  of  Health's 
imminent  declaration  that  a  "state  of 
peril"  exists,  the  soft  coal  tieup 
struck  close  to  New  Yorkers  yester- 

day. 

Anticipating  Mayor  O'Dwyer's orders  for  the  brownout,  the  League 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

3 
At  $11,587, 
Paramount  Pictures,  Inc.,  estim- 

ates its  earnings  for  the  first  quarter 
ended  March  30,  1946,  at  $11,587,- 
000  after  all  charges  including  esti- 

mated provision  for  taxes  on  income. 
This  amount  includes  $3,086,000  rep- 

resenting Paramount's  direct  and  in- (Ccntinued  on  Page  6) 

Alicoate,  Film  Daily 
Cited  for  R.  C.  Role 

Washington  Bur..  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Spyros  P.  Skouras 

read  the  following  FILM  DAILY  ci- 
tation at  the  industry  press  Red  Cross 

dinner  here  last  night: 

"To  Jack  Alicoate,  publisher  of 
THE  FILM  DAILY,  for  his  untiring 

personal  efforts  in  behalf  of  every 
charitable  and  patriotic  cause  of 
the  industry  and  campaigns,  and 

through  him  to  THE  FILM  DAILY 

and  its  staff,  for  their  staunch  sup- 
port of  this  campaign,  I  am  happy 

to  present  this  award  for  unstinted 
service  to  the  great  cause  which  the 
American    Red   Cross   represents. 

"During  the  planning  stage,  the 

preparatory  stage  and  the  campaign 

itself,  Mr.  Alicoate  and  his  indus- 

trious paper  not  only  met  every  re- 
quest of  the  campaign  committee, 

but  went  far  beyond  in  editorial  and 
news  column  backing.  To  you,  Jack 
— and  Chester  Bahn — and  your  fine 

staff — I  say,  well  done!" 
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FINANCIAL 
(Thurs.,  May  9) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK    MARKET 

High     Low     Close 
Bell  &  Howell       34'/2     32'/2     34'/2 
Columbia    Picts   32         32         32 
East.   Kodak     247       247       247 
do  pfd   201       201       201 
Cen.    Prec.    Eq     37         36'/4     37 
Loew's,    Inc   393/4     39'/a     39V2 
Paramount            85         82         84% 

RKO          26%     263/8     26'/2 
Republic   Picts      16V4     15%     15% 

Republic  Picts.  pfd...    18%     I8V2     185/8 
20th  Century-Fox   ...   63         61%     63 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  77 1/2     77         77V2 
Universal   Pict   48V4     47l/4     473/8 
Universal   Picts.   pfd..   99'/2     99i/2     99V2 
Warner  Bros     52'/2     51  %     52l/4 

NEW   YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram    Picts.    ...    10  9%       9% 
Radio-Keith  cvs   12'/4     11  %     11% 
Sonotone    Corp        5%       5  5% 
Technicolor          26%     25 Vi     25% 
Trans-Lux             7%       7  7 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 

Bid Pathe    Industries          12% 

Net Chg. 

+  2 

+     % 

+  2 

+  % 

+  3i/4 

—  Vs —  Vs 

+  2 

+  1% 
+  Vi 
+  Vi +  V* 

—  1/4 
—  % 

Asked 

13% 

B  &  K  Cuts  Tele  Times 
Chicago  —  B  &  K  tele  station 

WBKB  will  cut  daily  station  activity 
to  one  hour  transmission  period  to 
save  electricity. 

LIGHTING  CONTROL 
Our  engineering  staff  will 
gladly  assist  in  designing 
your  dimmer  control  for  in- 

tensity and  color  effects. 
WARD  LEONARD  ELECTRIC  CO. 

Mount   Vernon,    N.    Y. 

WB  Circuit  Collected 
$506,303  or  Dimes  Fund 

Total  collections  in  Warner  Bros. 
theaters  during  the  last  March  of 
Dimes  campaign  amounted  to  $506,- 
303.67,  according  to  the  final  recapi- 

tulation just  completed  by  the  cir- 
cuit. 

Philadelphia  zone  led  the  list  with 
collections  .of  $156,799.49.  Results 
in  other  zones  were: 

Albany,  $18,420.70;  Chicago,  $15,- 
371.17;  Cleveland,  $24,466.63;  Mem- 

phis, $3,458,79;  New  York  Metro- 
politan, $15,192.54;  Milwaukee,  $13,- 

499.34;  Newark,  $57,922.67;  New 
Haven,  $35,454.11;  Oklahoma,  $7,- 
460.39;  Springfield,  $3,974.24;  Pitts- 

burgh, $72,502.71;  Washington,  $53,- 
224.19;  West  Coast,  $28,556.70. 

R.  /.  Houses  Net  $18,438 
For  Red  Cross  in  Drive 

Providence,  R.  I.  —  Rhode  Island 
theaters  accounted  for  $18,438.03  in 
collections  from  audiences  during  the 
recent  Red  Cross  drive,  Edward  M. 

Fay,  Fay's  Theaters,  and  chairman for  charitable  campaigns  in  theaters, 
made  known  yesterday. 

The  five  houses  turning  the  highest 
report  of  over  a  thousand  dollars 
were:  Loew's  State,  $2,831.35; 
Strand,  $1,858.57;  RKO  Albee,  $1,- 
442.88;  Majestic,  $1,108.09;  all  in 
Providence,  while  the  Opera  House 
in  Newport  reported  $1,113,07. 

Sidney  Alexander  Named 
Selznick  East.  Ad.  Head 

Paul  MacNamara,  managing  direc- 
tor of  publicity,  advertising  and  ex- 

ploitation of  the  Selznick  Enter- 
prises, yesterday  announced  the  ap- 

pointment of  Sidney  Alexander  as 
Eastern  publicity  and  advertising 
director  for  Vanguard  Films,  Inc. 
and  the  Selznick  Studio. 
Alexander  has  been  advertising 

manager  for  Columbia  Pictures  in 
New  York  since  1942. 
MacNamara  also  announced  the 

appointment  to  the  Eastern  staff  of 
Jim  Eastman  who  will  work  with 
Ted  Baldwin  in  connection  with  ad- 

vertising tieups  for  "Duel  in  the 

Sun." 

Seguin  Airdrome  Opens 
Seguin,  Tex.— The  650-seat  Palace 

Airdrome  has  been  opened  here  by 
H.  A.  Daniels,  head  of  the  Seguin 
Theaters,  Inc.  . 

EX-GI  WOULD  LIKE  TO  BUY  OR 

LEASE  SMALL  THEATER  ANY- 

WHERE. WRITE  BOX  72. 
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Belgian  Theater  Grosses 
20-25%  Above  Pre-War 

Belgium  film  theater  receipts  are 
running  at  the  rate  of  $50,000,000 
annually,  20  to  25  per  cent  greater 
than  before  the  war,  Joe  van  Cottom, 
editor  of  Cine  Revue,  and  secretary 
of  the  Belgium  Film  Press  Associa- 

tion, said  yesterday.  Between  60 
and  70  per  cent  of  films  shown  in 
that  country  are  U.  S.-made,  with 
250  to  300  films  imported  each  year. 

There  is  no  limit  on  film  imports, 
van  Cottom  stated,  but  representa- 

tives of  the  eight  major  distributors 
have  set  a  voluntary  top  of  25  re- 

cent films  per  company  in  order  to 
keep  from  flooding  the  market. 
Belgium  already  has  a  backlog  of 
500  imported  but  unreleased  films, 
he  noted,  but  many  of  these  are  poor 
quality  subjects  which  are  believed 
unacceptable  in  the  country's  1,200 theaters. 

Van  Cottom  is  in  this  country  on 
behalf  of  the  Belgian  government, 
Cine  Revue,  some  leading  news- 

papers, and  radio  stations.  He  will 
conduct  a  survey  of  the  U.  S.  indus- 

try and  will  attempt  to  acquaint  pro- 
ducers with  the  type  of  product 

sought  by  Belgian  audiences. 
The  Belgian  editor  leaves  tomor- 

row for  Hollywood  where,  in  addi- 
tion to  studio  visits,  interviews  and 

contact  work,  he  will  present  awards 
to  the  winners  of  Cine  Revue's  Inter- 

national Challenge  competition.  Gold 
medals  will  be  given  to  Veronica 
Lake,  Thomas  Mitchell,  Clark  Gable 
and  Greer  Garson.  Miss  Lake  and 
Mitchell  won  a  newspaper  compe- 

tition for  performances  in  a  number 
of  pictures,  while  Gable  and  Miss 
Garson  topped  a  popularity  poll 
among  Cine  Revue  readers. 

Expect  Agreement  Today 
On  AFM-Television  Clause 
An  agreement  is  looked  for  today 

on  the  form  of  the  television  clause 
to  be  included  in  the  new  contract 
between  the  American  Federation  of 
Musicians  and  the  eight  leading  film 
companies  affecting  studio  musical 
personnel.  It  is  disagreement  over 
this  clause  that  has  been  holding  up 
the  signing  of  the  contract. 

COMING  and  GOINl 
JACK  COLDHAR,  Eastern  sales  manage 

UA,  and  Sam  Lefkowitz,  district  manage 
to  Cloversville  tonight  and  will  return  ove 
week-end  following  conferences  with  S 
circuit    executives. 

ARTHUR  SACHSON,  general  sales  mar 
and  AL  SUCHMAN,  Eastern  field  rep. 
Samuel  Coldwyn  Productions,  Inc.,  leaves 

York    today   for   Philadelphia   and   Atlantic 

I.    F.    DOLID,    Warner    Bros.'    sales   i leaves   tonight   for   Pittsburgh. 

MARVIN  SCHENCK,  Loew  vice-president: 
Eastern  studio  rep.,  returns  Monday  fro 
vacation  at  Hot  Springs,   Ark. 

MAX  WOLFF,  purchasing  head  for  Loew's M-C-M,    has    returned    from    Kansas    City, 
neapolis,    Milwaukee   and    Chicago. 

NAT  ROCHLIN,  of  the  M-C-M  sales  de 
ment,   is  back  from   Milwaukee. 

DICK    MORGAN,    Paramount   home   office' 
torney,    who    is    the    liaison    between    the 
tribution    and     legal     departments,     left    Hi 
wood   yesterday   for   New   York   after  a   bus 
visit  at  the  los  Angeles  branch. 

MORI  KRUSHEN,  UA  exploitation  man 
arriving  in  New  York  Monday  after  three 
trip  covering  Toledo,  Rochester  and  Syracuse 

HARRY  COLDBERC,  director  of  advert 
and  publicity  for  Warner  Theaters,  is  in  I 
adelphia    today. 

STUART  R.  HEISLER,  film  director,  is  at 
Waldorf-Astoria    from    the    Universal   studio; 

HAROLD  GROVES,  national  field  director, 
lules  Willing,  manager  of  branch  operation; 
Confidential  Reports,  Inc.,  are  on  a  roui 
the   branches   in   the   Midwest  and   South. 

ED  LEVEN,  vice-prexy  of  Nateco  Projec 
left  Chicago  yesterday  for  New  York  cor 
ences. 

JACK  GLYNN  and  WILLIAM  BISHOP 
M-G-M's  Chicago  offices,  have  gone  to 

Moines  to  attend  Tri-States'  victory  celebra' 
IACK  BENNY  and  MARY  LIVINGSTONE 

Chicago   visitors. 

Loew's  Appoints  O'Brien As  Industrial  Engineer 

Charles  F.   O'Brien  has  been 
pointed   by  Loew's   Inc.   as   Easti industrial    relations    engine 
O'Brien,    a   graduate   of   New   Yi 
University,     has     served     with 
United  Aircraft  Corp.  and  as  lab 
management  director  of  the  Am  i 
ican  Arbitration  Association.  He  v 
work    closely    with    Prof.    John 

Madden,   Loew's   personnel   direct 
Madden  is  convalescing  from  a  n> 
jor  operation  and  is  expected  to 
turn  to  his  desk  soon. - 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion   picture." Isn't  it  the  truth ! 

6th  Record-Breaking  M-G-M  Week  at  Radio  City  Music  Hall 
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arings  on  Goldman 
e  Are  Concluded 
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kys  after  final  briefs  are  filed  to 
\i  a  decision,  or  to  hear  more 
^testimony,  if  necessary.  Antici- 
fe_  an  appeal  to  the  Circuit 
T3he  said  it  could  not  be  heard 
■Kill. 

the  stand  yesterday  were 
lies  M.  Reagan,  Paramount;  Tom 
nors,  20th -Fox;  William  A. 
jy,  Universal;  A.  Montague, 
hibia,  and  Paul  Lazarus,  United 
its.  All  testified  that  in  their 
ons  their  films  would  have  not 
sed  as  much  at  the  Erlanger  in 
-42  as  they  did  in  the  Stanley- 
ner  theaters. 

rnard   G.    Segal,   UA   attorney, 
■npted  to  get  the  company  out 
*e  case  on  the  ground  that  it  was 

a    distributor    and    could    not 
entered    into    contracts    with 

nr  the  Erlanger  or  Stanley- War. 
without  the  consent  of  its  pro- 
jrs.  Judge  Kirkpatrick,  however, 
I  that  he  could  take  no  defendant 

;|of  the  conspiracy  at  this  time. 

Ver  objections   of  the  plaintiff's 
[rney,    William    Gray,    gross   re- 
|s  of  the  Goldman  theaters  for 
1941-42    period   were    given    at 
B6.775.64. 

lly  Exhibs.  to  Protest 
o  Tax  at  Mass  Meeting 
,, iladelphia — A  mass  meeting  of 
ocal  exhibitors  will  be  held  here 
y  at  the  Broadwood  Hotel  in 

•est  to  the  City  Council's  threat 
ump  the  present  four  per  cent 
admission  tax  to  10  per  cent. 
Tax  Protest  Committee  is  print- 
500,000  postal  cards  to  be  dis- 
jted  in  theater  lobbies  for  pat- 
i  to  sign  their  protest  to  the  tax. 
lers  are  also  being  used  in  the 
paign    against   the    tax,    asking 
ons  to  contact  their  councilmen. 

'  letter  has  been  sent  to  all  coun- 
ien    signed    by    theater     owner 
aps;  representatives  of  the  pro- 
Hionists  union,  Local  307;  theater 

rloyes  union,  Local  B-100;  Phila- 
hia  stage  hands,  Local  18;  Phila- 
■hia    musicians,    Local    77;    and 
adelphia    Theater    Engineers, 
al  835,  all  protesting  the  tax. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  10 
Clarence  Brown  William   Thiele 

Mae  Murray  Jan  Kaye 
D.   O.    Selznick  Margo 
Fred  Astaire  Lynne  Baggett 

j.  L.  Franconi 
May  11 

Doodles  Weaver         Johnny  "Scat"  Davis Phil  Silvers 

May  12 
Harry   Foster  Ed  Halperin 

Samuel  D.  Berns  Karl  MacDonald 

Friday  Froth 
•  •  •  THERE  IS  NO  TRUTH  in  the  report  that  James  Petrillo  is 

organizing  the  salesmen  at  I.  Millers,  because  they  use  shoe  horns 

  That  gag  ought  to  spoil  your  day  for  you.  ...  •  The  Brandt- 
operated  Windsor  Theater  in  the  Bronx  will  revert  to  a  motion  picture 

policy  starting  Monday,  the  initial  program  being  two  Italian  films, 

"The  Liie  oi  Verdi"  and  "Madame  Butterfly.".  .  .  •  Irwin  Zeltner.  who 
for  nearly  10  years  handled  newspaper  publicity  for  the  Loew  circuit, 

is  handling  the  Korn  Kobblers,  one  of  the  country's  ace  novelty  bands, 

and  is   grabbing   off   a   lot   of   space   Incidentally,    the   K.K.'s    are 
listening  to  a  couple  of  movie  bids.  ...     •  The  Orpheum  Theater  at 

Springfield,  111.,  has  a  popular  cat  named  Flossie   Well,  the  other 

night  the  official  mice  exterminator  gave  birth  to  a  couple  of  kittens 

in  Manager  M.  E.  Berman's  waste  basket  and  in  a  few  minutes  there 
were  more  patrons  in  his  office  looking  at  the  new  arrivals  than  there 

were  people  looking  at  the  show   The  kittens  appropriately  were 

named  Dimout  and  Brownout.  ...  •  Gov.  John  C.  Vivian  of  Colorado 

has  notified  Danny  Kaye  that  the  state  will  confer  the  General  Rose 

Memorial  Medal  for  1946  for  his  appearances  in  the  Pacific  war  theater 

and  benefits  in  this  country.  ...     •  Paramount  shortly  will  have  live 

pictures  playing  Broadway  at  the  same  time   Odd  angle,  however 

is  the  fact  that  three  of  the  stars  will  be  competing  against  themselves 

  Ray  Milland  is  in  both  "Kitty"  and  "The   Weil-Groomed  Bride" 
  Olivia   DeHavilland    in   "To    Each    His    Own"    will    be    playing 

against  herself  in  "The  Well  Groomed  Bride"   and  Alan  Ladd  is  in 

both    "The    Blue   Dahlia"    and   "O.S.S."   The    press    agents    didn't 
pass  that  one  up.  ...  •  Martin  H.  Newman,  comptroller  for  the 

Century  circuit,  has  Just  been  elected  to  the  Board  of  directors  of  the 

School  of  Nursing  of  the  Jewish  Hospital  in  Brooklyn.  ...  •  Para- 

mount Pep  Club's  25th  anniversary  outing  set  for  June  26  at  Longshore 
Country  Club,  Westport.  Conn   

T  T  T 

•  •  •  COLUMBIA'S  AD  PUBLICITY  department's  softball  team, 

which  hurled  a  challenge  to  United  Artists'  ditto  department,  received 

this  answer:  "We'll  meet  you  anywhere,  anyplace,  anytime  and  re- 
quire but  one  Lindy  bagel  and  a  stale  meat  ball  to  mash  you  into  a 

Serkowich"   Nice  boys.  ...     •  RKO's  11th  annual  outing  will  be 
held  May  20  and  21  on  the  good  ships  Robert  Fulton  and  Claremont 

with   Bear  Mountain   as   the   destination   everybody   in    the   RKO 

family — theaters,  pictures  and  newsreel — will  go  along  on  one  of  the 

two  days.  ...  •  Pre-opening  publicity  on  "Breakfast  in  Hollywood"  at 
the   Grand  Theater,  Macon,   Ga„   boasted  that   the  UA-Golden  picture 

was   heading   for  a   record-breaking   engagement   The   boast   was 

made  good  at  the  expense  of  an  entire  night's  "take"  because  on 
closing  night  a  guy  with  a  gun  took  $1,000  from  the.  till. .... . 

Eagle-Lion  Status 
With  PRC  Clarified 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

phasized  that  Pathe-Eagle  Lion  was 
not  absorbing  PRC. 

Young  said  that  PRC  was  continu- 

ing'its  production  and  distribution 

of  pictures  and  that  P-EL  would 
produce  and  distribute  a  separate 

program.  Each  will  have  its  own 

selling  organization,  but  physical 
distribution  would  be  handled  jointly 

through  the  PRC  exchanges. 

Harry  H.  Thomas,  president  of 

PRC,  is  in  Hollywood  lining  up  the 
1946-47  program,  Young  said,  point- 

ing out  the  great  "strength  of  prog- 
ress" under  Thomas.  He  said  there 

would  be  a  further  increase  in  pro- 
duction budgets,  details  of  which  will 

be  announced  at  a  forthcoming  na- 
tional PRC  convention.  While  Bryan 

Foy  has  been  engaged  as  executive 
production  head  of  Pathe-Eagle  Lion, 
a  sales  executive  for  P-EL  is  yet  to 
be  announced. 

Hearing  Held  on  F  &  M 
Appeal  From  Dismissal 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ican  Arbitration  Association  and  two 
St.  Louis  theaters,  the  Apollo  and 
Princess,  was  held  yesterday  in  the 
United  States  Court  of  Appeals  sit- 

ting here.  Neither  date  nor  place 
was  fixed  for  the  final  decision  at  the 

end  of  the  hearing,  which  was  be- 
fore Judges  John  Sanborn,  of  St. 

Paul,  J.  W.  Woodrough,  of  Omaha, 
and  Walter  G.  Riddick,  of  Little 
Rock,  Ark. 

The  appeal  was  taken  from  the 
court  of  Judge  Richard  Duncan,  of 
St.  Louis. 
Appearing  for  appellants  were 

Russell  Hardy,  Albert  C.  Bickford; 

for  the  arbitrators,  S.  Mayner  Wal- 
lace, of  the  American  Arbitration 

Assn.,  and  Harold  B.  Conner. 

Guttman's  Son  Dies 
Minneapolis  —  Funeral  services 

were  held  in  Los  Angeles  for  Mau- 
rice Guttman,  son  of  Donald  Gutt- 

man,  owner  of  several  Twin  Cities 
theaters.  Mr.  Guttman  died  while 
visiting  in  California. 

Sullivan  Named  20th-Fox 
Manager  for  Argentina 

Murray  Silverstone,  president  of 
20th  -  International,  yesterday  an- 

nounced the  appointment  of  William 
W.  Sullivan  as  managing  director 

of  the  company's  branch  in  Argen- 
tina. Sullivan  has  been  manager  of 

Mexico,  and  succeeds  Sidney  Horn 
who  resigned.  The  appointment,  Sil- 

verstone stated,  was  made  upon  the 
recommendation  of  Edward  D.  Cohen, 
20th  supervisor  of  South  America. 
Sullivan  will  headquarter  in  Buenos 
Aires. 

RKO  RADIO  PICTURES,  Inc. 

CHICAGO  TRADE  SHOWING 
of  WALT  DISNEY'S 

"MAKE  MINE  MUSIC" 
IN  TECHNICOLOR 
will  be  held  at  the 

RKO  PROJECTION  ROOM,  1300  SO.  WABASH  AVENUE 

TUESDAY,  May  14th,  at  2:30  P.M. 
and  not  at  the  Surf  Theatre,  as  previously  advertised. 
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Truman  Thanks  Trade 
For  Red  Cross  Efforts 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
to  the  President  by  Spyros  P. 
Skouras,  20th-Fox  president  and  na- 

tional chairman  of  the  industry's 
1946  Red  Cross  campaign,  of  the 
final  industry  drive  report. 

The  report  shows  12,000  U.  S.  the- 
aters this  year  collected  $4,279,120, 

or  18  per  cent  above  quota,  and  a 
sum  greater  than  that  raised  for  the 
Red  Cross  in  any  peacetime  year. 

To  the  President,  standing  on  the 
South  portico,  with  members  of  the 
24-Hour  Club  —  the  "Collection 
Kings"  — ■  industry  campaign  leaders 
and  publishers  and  editors  of  the 
industry  press  grouped  around  him, 
Skouras  said: 

Skouras'  Presentation  Address 
"On  behalf  of  our  industry,  I  de- 

sire to  express  to  you  that  we  re- 
gard it  a  privilege  to  have  been  able 

once  again  to  render  this  service  and 
express  the  wish  that  you  will  con- 

tinue to  call  upon  us  for  this  and 
other  worthy  causes  and  to  assure 
you  that  they  will  receive  our  utmost 
exertions." As  newsreels  and  still  cameras 
recorded  the  scene,  the  President 
then  expressed  his  thanks  and  appre- 

ciation for  the  industry's  great  ac- 
complishments. 

The  ceremony,  of  about  15  minutes' 
duration,  was  followed  by  the  intro- 

duction of  the  industry  group  to  the 
President  by  Skouras. 

O'Connor's  Tribute  to  Films 
Terming  members  of  the  motion 

picture  industry  "co-workers  in  many 
causes,"  American  Red  Cross  Chair- 

man Basil  O'Connor  said  the  indus- 
try had  achieved  "unbelievable  re- 

sults" in  its  record-breaking  collec- 
tions. At  a  luncheon  following  the 

group's  White  House  visit,  O'Connor 
presented  Skouras  with  a  certificate 
of  honor  citing  the  industry  chair- 

man for  "distinguished  achievement." 
Every  segment  of  the  industry  was 

praised  by  O'Connor  for  its  "spirit 
behind  the  dollars." 

"You  took  on  the  job,"  he  said, 
'when  it  was  not  an  easy  task.  You 
took  it  on  when  the  lag  was  on  and 
in  spite  of  difficulties  you  achieved 
unbelievable  results." 

Taking    note    of    the    "unlimited 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Kane-Theiler 
Omaha — -Kay    Kane,    secretary    to 

Jess     McBride,    Paramount    branch 
manager,    will     marry    Robert    W. 
Theiler  of  this  city  in  June. 

Albers-Walcutt 
Muriel  Albers,  associate  editor  of 

Movie  Story  magazine,  has  an- 
nounced her  engagement  to  Robert 

Walcutt,  an  executive  of  the  Elec- 
trovox  Co.  Wedding  plans  have  been 
set  for  June. 

Skouras  Hails  Trade  Press 
Plaques  Awarded  for  Aid  in  R.  C.  Drives 

(Continued 

ing  at  a  dinner  honoring  its  pub- 
lishers and  editors  at  the  Hotel  Stat. 

ler  last  night,  declared  that  "in  this, 
our  first  peacetime  year,  you  have 

been  as  magnificent  as  always." 
ResuUs  "Awe-Inspiring" 

The  Red  Cross  campaign's  "awe- 
inspiring"  results,  Skouras  said, 
"could  not  have  been  accomplished 
without  the  industry  press'  endeavors 
and  collective  co-operation,"  and  he 
expressed  doubt  that  any  other  divi- 

sion of  the  fourth  estate  had  ex- 
ceeded its  record. 

The  tribute  to  the  trade  press 
immediately  preceded  the  presenta- 

tion to  the  respective  industry  pub- 
lications of  engraved  sterling  silver 

plaques,  with  appropriate  citation. 
The  Film  Daily's  plaque,  given 

Jack  Alicoate,  publisher,  was  re- 
ceived by  Chester  B.  Bahn,  Editor  of 

the  paper. 
The  citation  read: 

"The  American  Red  Cross  1946 
motion  picture  industry  trade  press 
award  in  recognition  of  distinguished 
services  rendered  by  The  Film 

Daily." 
Other  recipients  for  their  respec- 

tive papers  were:  Abel  Green,  Vari- 
ety; Martin  Quigley,  Jr.,  Motion 

Picture  Herald;  Sherwin  Kane,  Mo- 
tion Picture  Daily;  Ben  Shlyen,  Box 

Office;  Jay  Emanuel,  The  Exhibitor; 

Tom  Kennedy,  Showmen's  Trade  Re- view; Lionel  Toll,  The  Independent; 
Mo  Wax,  Film  Bulletin;  P.  S.  Harri- 

son, Harrison's  Reports;  Herman 
Lowe,  Daily  Variety;  Robert  Welsh, 
Boxoffice  Digest,  in  absence;  T.  E. 
Mortensen,  Greater  Amusements,  in 
absence;  Billy  Wilkerson,  Hollywood 
Reporter,  in  absence. 

Films  Influence  the  World 

Emphasizing  that  our  industry 
"can  no  longer  consider  its  sole 
function  as  that  of  producing  a  pic- 

ture and  then  exhibiting  it  in  a 
theater,"  Skouras  said: 

from  Page  1) 

"Our  influence  as  a  public  medium 
of  communication  of  ideas  beyond 
pure  entertainment  has  been  indel- 

ibly impressed  upon  the  world. 
''The  tremendous  utilization  which 

was  made  by  the  various  govern- 
ments at  war,  and  the  armed  forces, 

for  propaganda,  educational  and 
morale  building  purposes,  as  well  as 
entertainment,  has  brought  about  a 
great  universal  interest  in  motion 
pictures  as  never  before. 

"Thus  the  motion  picture  industry 
has  reached  a  maturity  wherein  it 
must  assume  its  direct  responsibility 
as  an  integral,  persuasive  force  for 
good.  This  factor  has  made  us  unde- 

niably responsible  to  the  public.  It 
is  a  responsibility  which  we  cannot 
avoid.  Our  increased  importance  in 
the  community  life  and  welfare  of 
America  and  the  world  has  grown  so 
apace,  that  with  this  realization  of 
motion  pictures'  extension  as  a  social 
and  educational  influence,  we  must 
recognize  in  this  the  challenge  be- 

fore us  of  the  educational  and  organ- 
zational  projects  ahead  —  both  here 

and  abroad." Skouras  said  the  industry  became 
aware  during  the  war  that  it  had  a 
three-fold  position;  public  entertain- 

ment, public  education  and  "public welfare  and  betterment,  wherever 

possible." 

Educate  Film  People 

"The  best  way  we  know  to  meet 
this  challenging  awareness,"  he  said, 
"is  to  make  a  determined  effort  to 
educate  our  own  people  everywhere 
with  a  knowledge  of  conditions  and 

problems  which  affect  our  industry's 
well-being.  I  speak  of  the  lifeline 
which  we  must  uphold,  dependent 
upon  the  understanding  and  active 
co-operation  of  every  single  person 
in  the  field,  both  here  and  throughout 
the  world.  These  representatives  of 
our  great  industry  must  be  equipped 

amount  of  advertising  and  publicity" 
furnished   by   the    picture    industry, 
O'Connor    said   "these    contributions 
cannot  be  measured  in  dollars." 

Put  R.  C.  Drive  Over 
"Without  this  advertising,  this 

publicity  that  reached  into  the  real 
people  of  the  country,  the  drive  would 
not  have  succeeded.  When  the  his- 

tory of  the  motion  picture  industry's 
contributions  to  the  country  is  writ- 

ten— the  War  Bonds  and  the  many 
campaigns — it  will  run  into  figures 
that  history  won't  believe. 
"On  behalf  of  the  American  Red 

Cross  I  thank  you,  very  sincerely,  I 

say,  knowing  the  joys  and  the  en- 
thusiasms you  experienced  in  doing 

the  job." O'Connor  praised  the  industry  for 
doing  its  job  the  "hard  foot  way" 
and  lauded  its  "inspiring  leader- 

ship." 

In  accepting  the  certificate  of 
honor,  which  was  signed  by  Presi- 

dent Truman  and  O'Connor,  Skouras 
said  he  did  it  "not  as  an  individual, 

but  on  the  behalf  of  the  entire  in- 
dustry and  the  people  of  the  United 

States." 

Skouras  Speaks  for  Industry 
"We  are  always  eager,"  he  said, 

"to  promote  the  spirit  of  charity  in 

the  hearts  of  the  world." 
He  termed  the  nation's  theaters 

"communal  institutions"  and  said  the 
drive  was  a  success.  The  real  hearts 
of  the  people  were  reached. 

Sitting  on  the  dais  with  O'Connor and  Skouras  were  William  Kupper, 
Ned  E.  Depinet,  Howard  Bonham, 
Harold  J.  Fitzgerald,  Louis  Booch- 
ever  and  Harry  Kalmine. 

Fitzgerald  gave  the  official  report 
citing  the  record-breaking  $4,279,120 
collected  by  the  industry.  He  ex- 

pressed "great  satisfaction"  with  the 
collection  and  noted  that  it  "exceeded 

by  far  any  peace-time  collection." Following  the  luncheon,  the  in- 
dustry party  cruised  down  the 

Potomac  River  to  Mount  Vernon  on 
the  2,200-ton  Navy  destroyer  George 
McKenzie,  Com.  A.  W.  Slayden  com- manding. 

Arbitration  Demand: 

Up  in  Four  Months 
Arbitration  complaints  filed  d 

ing  the  first  four  months  of  1 
totalled  22  cases,  or  10  more  tl 
were  docketed  during  the  coi 
sponding  period  in  1945.  A  yeaj  ; 
exhibitors  appeared  to  be  wi/ 
ing  complaints  in  the  belief  .  .. 
termination  of  the  New  York  cons 
decree  was  in  the  offing,  or  that  sc 
modification  might  be  forthcoming 

Clearance  complaints  domina 
the  complaints  filed  so  far  this  y< 
the  same  having  held  true  throu 
out  the  life  of  the  decree.  ThJ 
were  16  clearance  cases,  two  sc 
runs,  one  designated  run,  two  cc 
bination  clearance  and  designa  j 
runs  and  one  combination  cleara 
and  some  run. 

In  the  same  period  last  year,  ei. 
clearance  cases  had  been  filed,  1 
some     runs     and     two     combinat  i 
clearance  and  some  runs. 

Sports  Text  Films 
Six  new  text  films  on  football  ; 

basketball  have  been  produced 
Encyclopaedia  Britannica  Films  ; 
will  be  released  to  schools  and  < 
leges  this  Summer.  The  films,  wb 
demonstrate  safety  fundamem 
and  basic  methods  of  playing  the  1 

sports,  were  produced  in  collabc  • 
tion  with  top-ranking  athletic 

perts. to   meet  this   challenge   personal!  I 

"The  war  is  over,"  he  said,  "  t 
that  only  means  the  shooting 
stopoed.  Now  we  face  no  less  a 
challenge  to  our  hearts  and  mir  ;. 
Our  participation  as  a  unified  bodj  a 
all  these  vital,  important,  hums  - 
tarian  causes,  should  not  cease 
cause  the  war  is  over.  Rather  t 
should  grow  and  become  increasin  ? 
adoptive;  for  wherever  there  is  sti  e 

and  suffering,  our  personal  lives  "id interests  are  somehow  involved. 
"I  cannot  stress  too  strongly  t  t 

public  goodwill  and  the  knowlet  z 
and  experience  we  gained  in  hun  i 
relations  is  much  too  valuable  i  i 

too  great  to  be  permitted  to  disk  - 
grate.  The  example  of  unity  wh  i 
we  demonstrated  so  effectively  i  i 
gloriously  during  the  war  years  m  t 

continue." 

Skouras,  who  was  dinner  host,  \  3 
preceded  as  a  speaker  by  Harold  . 
Fitzgerald,  national  campaign  dii  - 
tor,  who  paid  tribute  to  his  as  - ciates  in  the  campaign. 

On  the  dais,  in  addition  to  Skoui  , 
were  Fitzgerald,  Ned  E.  Depir  -, 
Malcolm  Kingsberg,  Harry  Kalmi :, 
William  Kupper,  Donald  A.  Hend  - son  and  Tony  Muto. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Harvard,  Neb.  —  Now  it's  a  1  j 
for  Arthur  Doht,  owner  of  the  H  - 
vard  Theater.  His  first  two  child:  l 
were  girls. 

M 
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MPA  Okays  $102,000 
Charily  Drive  Goal 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
cuit    owners,    film    exchange    execu- 

tives,   and    zone    chairmen    for   this 

year's  MPA  souvenir  journal,  in  the 
Piccadilly  Hotel  yesterday. 

iAn  attempt  to  raise  50  per  cent  of 
this  amount  from  five  major  film 
companies  will  be  made,  with  $10,- 
000  already  pledged  by  20th  Century- 
Fox  for  a  Golden  Page  in  the  jour- 

nal, Schwartz  announced. 
To  meet  the  urgent  requirements 

of  aid  for  the  underprivileged,  needy 
and  sick  in  the  industry,  the  MPA 
board  of  directors  adopted  a  goal  to 
fulfill  a  six-point  program  with  each 
of  its  points  to  be  maintained  in  the 
following  manner: 

Six-Point  Program 
1.  Welfare  Fund:  $25,000  per  year 

is  needed  to  care  properly  for  those 
who  meet  with  misfortune. 

2.  Building  Fund:  $20,000  per  year 
will  be  set  aside  for  five  years  in 
order  to  raise  $100,000  to  purchase 
a  Home  for  the  aged  and  indigent. 

3.  Will  Rogers  Fund:  The  treasury 
of  the  Will  Rogers  Memorial  Hos- 

pital at  Saranac,  N.  Y.,  will  be  de- 
pleted by  Jan.  1947.  It  requires  $150,- 

000  per  year  to  operate  this  insti- 
tution, and  the  MPA  board  of  direc- 

tors designated  20  per  cent  of  this 
amount  ($30,000)  as  its  goal  in  sup- 

porting the  institution. 
4.  Hospital  Bed  Fund:  $12,000  will 

be  set  aside  each  year  for  four  years 
to  obtain  four  hospital  beds  in  per- 

petuity to  guarantee  admittance  into 
crowded  hospitals. 

5.  Children's  Fund:  The  care  for 
underprivileged  children  of  film  em- 

ployes, and  sending  them  to  Summer 
camps  for  two  weeks  out  of  the  year 
will  require  $10,000  per  year. 

6.  Administration  Fund:  To  carry 
out  the  various  activities  and  func- 

tions of  the  organization  MPA  re- 
quires $5,000  per  year  for  its  admin- 

istration program. 
Will  Rogers  Memorial 

Schwartz  introduced  Harold  Rod- 
ner,  of  Warner  Bros.,  and  director 
of  the  Will  Rogers  Memorial  Fund, 
who  spoke  of  MPA's  charitable  work. 

Dr.  George  E.  Wilson,  acting  med- 
ical advisor  of  the  Will  Rogers  Me- 

They  All  Want  to  Get  Into  the  Act;  Hold 
Screenings  for  Layman  Groups  in  W  polls 

Minneapolis — Special  screenings  of  motion  pictures  for  certain  groups  and 

organizations  seems  to  have  increased  lately  here.  Warner  Bros,  has  just 

screened  "Devotion"  for  the  heads  of  high  school  English  departments.  On  May 

16  Metro  will  screen  "Two  Sisters  From  Boston"  for  music  dealers.  "Kitty" 
was  shown  to  beauty  operators  here  to  let  them  observe  the  transformation 

made  in  Paulette  Goddard.  Lowell  Smooths,  of  the  Falls  Theater  at  Little 

Falls,  Minn.,  held  a  special  screening  of  "Bells  of  St.  Mary's"  for  sisters  of  the 
Franciscan  Convent  there  and  Franciscan  Academy  of  Belle  Prairie. 

53  Firms  Display  Wares 
At  Non-Theatrical  Show 

IN  CIVVIES 
it  Honorably  Discharged  * 

HAROLD    LARSON,    from    the   Army,    manager, 
State,  Mendota,  III. 

HOBART  GATES,  owner,   Oarlock,  Custer,  S.   D., 
from  Army. 

JOE  HAWK,  from  the  Army,  shipper  at  Republic, 
Minneapolis. 

CAPT.   ROBERT  W.  STOFFER,  Army,  to  Henning 
and  Cheadle,  Detroit,  working  on  industrial 
film  production. 

DAN   HUDSON,   from  the  Army,  to  manager  of 
Carrick,    Duluth. 
pro  tern  of  Nokomis,  Minneapolis. 

CARL  DORST,  from  Army,  formerly  of  Para- 
mount, Detroit,  to  Monogram,  as  salesman, 

Detroit. 

With  53  firms  exhibiting  their 
products,  and  a  heavy  registration 
testifying  to  the  intense  interest  cur- 

rently in  the  16  mm.  field,  the  Allied 
Non  -  Theatrical  Film  Association 
opened  its  1946  convention  and  16 
mm.  Industry  Trade  Show  yesterday 
morning  in  the  Hotel  New  Yorker. 
Event  will  terminate  tomorrow  night 

with  organization's  banquet  in  the 
hostelry's  Grand  Ballroom. 

Horace  O.  Jones,  ANFA  president, 
delivered  the  address  of  welcome  at 

the  morning  session  which  was  de- 
voted to  business  matters.  The  first 

open  session  took  place  in  the  after- 
noon, and  panel  meetings  last  eve- ning. 

Trade  interest  is  chiefly  centered 
today  on  the  report  of  the  committee 
on  the  proposed  merger  of  ANFA 
and  National  Association  of  Visual 
Education  Dealers. 

Incoming  ANFA  officers  will  be  in- 
ducted at  the  banquet  tomorrow 

night.  Preview  of  28  selected  films 
will  be  held  in  the  morning  and 
afternoon. 

A  total  of  149  firms  are  now  mem- 
bers of  ANFA. 

morial  Hospital,  was  also  introduced 
as  a  guest  speaker. 
Other  speakers  who  cited  the 

urgency  of  the  current  drive  were 
Morris  Sanders,  of  20th-Fox,  and 
vice-president  of  MPA;  and  Harry 
Brandt. 

Subscription  blanks  for  advertise- 
ments in  the  souvenir  journal,  which 

will  be  distributed  at  MPA's  27th  an- 
nual dinner  and  dance  in  the  Wal- 

dorf-Astoria June  4,  were  handed 
out. 

Merit  Award  Next  Week 
The  winner  of  the  second  annual 

award  of  the  MPA  "Beacon"  for 
meritorious  and  patriotic  achieve- 

ment in  the  motion  picture  industry, 
to  be  announced  next  week,  will  be 
presented  with  the  award  at  the 
dinner-dance,  which  Schwartz  pointed 
out  will  be  "informal." 
Among  those  present  at  yester- 

dav's  luncheon  were  Fred  Schwartz, 
Harold  Rodner,  Dr.  George  Wilson, 
Norman  Elson,  Ed  Hyman,  David  E. 
"Skip"  Weshner,  Nat  Harris,  Manny 
Frisch,  Moe  Sanders,  Jack  Ellis, 
Dave  Burkan,  Phil  Hodes,  Arthur 
Mayer,  Edward  Rugoff,  Jules  Lig- 

gett, Ray  Moon,  Seymour  Schussel, 
Max  Cohen,  Jack  J.  Bowen,  Ben 
Abner,  Walter  Waldman,  Eugene 
Picker,  David  Weinstock,  Harry 
Brandt,  and  Eddie  Seider. 

Fabian's  Letters  Tell 
Government  About  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
motion  picture  theatermen  continue 
to  give  the  same  unselfish  and  effec- 

tive aid  during  reconstruction  and 
peace  times  as  they  gave  during  the 

war." 

Fabian's  letter  was  sent  to  more 
than  50  department  heads,  bureau 
chiefs  and  other  agency  leaders. 
President  Truman  received  a  copy 
through  his  secretary,  Matthew  J. Connelly. 

The  letter  follows: 

"This  letter  will  inform  you  that 
recently  there  was  established  the 
American  Theaters  Association,  an 
organization  of  motion  picture  the- 

ater owners  who  desire  to  serve  co- 
operatively in  peace,  their  communi- 

ties, their  country  and  themselves, 
as  they  did  during  the  war. 

"President  Truman  last  November 
asked  the  motion  picture  theatermen 
to  give  the  same  unselfish  and  effec- 

tive help  during  reconstruction  and 
peace  times  as  they  gave  during  the 
war.  The  ATA  it  is  hoped  will  be  the 

answer  to  the  nation's  request  that 
motion  picture  theater  men  continue 
that  aid. 

"This  letter  will  introduce  the  ATA 
and  its  aims  and  ambitions.  I  am 
attaching  an  extract  from  the  Con- 

gressional Record  which  sets  forth 
something  of  a  blueprint  for  the  or- 

ganization's undertaking.  I  hope 
you  will  find  time  to  read  it.  (The 
Congressional  Record  carried  Fa- 

bian's keynote  speech  of  the  St. 
Louis  convention). 

"The  other  national  officers  of  ATA 
are  Ted  R.  Gamble,  chairman  of  the 
board;  Sam  Pinanski,  Boston,  trea- 

surer; William  F.  Crockett,  Virginia 
Beach,  secretary:  Charles  P.  Skouras, 
Los  Angeles,  first  vice-president; 
William  Skirball,  Cleveland,  second 
vice-president  and  Robert  W.  Coyne, 
executive  director. 
"We  can  be  and  we  intend  to  be 

as  helpful  in  restoring  our  country 
to  the  ways  of  peace  as  we  tried  to 
be  in  conditioning  it  for  the  ways  of 

war.   We  are  at  your  service." 

Levins  Celebrate 
The  golden  wedding  anniversary 

of  Benjamin  Levin,  75,  who  entered 
the  motion  picture  industry  in  1912 
as  an  independent  exchange  operator 
in  New  York  with  his  brother  Julius 
Levin,  was  marked  at  a  dinner  in  the 
Hotel  Newton  here  last  night  by  the 
Levin  family  circle.  Levine  is  the 
father  of  Jack  H.  Levin,  vice-presi- 

dent and  general  manager  of  Con- 
fidential Reports,  Inc. 

Para.  3  Mos,  Net 
At  $11,587,1 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

direct  net  interest  as  a  stockhoL ! 
in  the  combined  undistributed  ea 
ings    for    the    quarter    of    partia 
owned  non-consolidated  subsidi»*> 
Earnings     for     the     quarter  ( 

March  31,   1945,  were  estimated' I $4,007,000   including   $839,000   sh; 
of  undistributed  earnings  of  partia 
owned  non-consolidated  subsidiari 

_  The  $11,587,000  of  estimated  co bined  consolidated  and  share  of  i 
distributed  earnings  for  the  quar 
represent    $3.09    per    share    on    <j 
3,752,136    shares   of   common    st( 
outstanding  on  March  30,  1946,  wh 
compares  with  $1.07  per  share 

the  quarter  ended  March  31,  1945' 50-Cent  Dividend 

The  quarterly  dividend  of  50  cei 
per  share  was  declared  on  i 
capital  stock  of  Paramount  Pictur  i 
Inc.,  payable  June  28,  1946  to  sto<j 
holders  of  record  June  7,  1946. 

The    board    of    directors    aJ 
thorized    the    prepayment    on    Ji\ 
15,   1946,  of  $2,500,000  of  the  co  i 
pany's    notes    due    1949-1951.     T) 
final   payment  will    complete   a   j 
year  program  of  debt  retirement  a  1 
after  making  this  payment  neitlj 
the  company  nor  any  of  its  worj 
wide   consolidated   subsidiaries,   til 
ater  and   otherwise,  will  have   o 
standing   any   mortgage    or   func  I 
debt  of  any  kind  other  than  $2,001 
000  parent  company  notes  due  li 
which  are  convertible  into  comm 
stock. 

Stock  Elimination 
The  board  also  approved  for  si 

mission  to  the  stockholders  at  th 
annual    meeting    on    June    18,    1 
elimination  of  all  authorized  but  \ 
issued    first    and    second    preferi 
stock   and   the   elimination   of   1$ 
shares  of  common  stock  held  in  1 
treasury,  and  further  approved  si 
mission  to  the  stockholders  of  a  p:' 
posed  amendment  to  the  certified 
of  incorporation  increasing  the  i^ 
thorized  common  stock  from  4,45 
800  shares  remaining  after  the  eli 
ination    of    the    treasury    stock, 
9,000,000  shares  of  common  stock 

$1  par  value. Subject  to  the  approval  of  stoi 
holders  increasing  the  authori2 
amount  of  common  stock,  the  bo£ 
of  directors  announced  that  i 
stockholders  of  Paramount  Pictur 
Inc.  would  receive  one  additioi 
share  of  common  stock  for  ea 
share  held. 

The  board  of  directors -further  i 
nounced  that  if  the  proposal  to 
crease  the  stock  is  approved,  it 
the  intention  of  the  board  to  estf 
lish  in  the  third  quarter  of  this  ye 
a  regular  quarterly  dividend  rate 
■40  cents  per  share  on  the  stock  th outstanding. 

Crighton,  Architect,  Dead 
Montreal  —  Funeral  services  we 

held  here  for  Daniel  John  Crightc 
77,     retired     architect    for     Unit Amusement  Corp. 
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New   York   Theaters    announced 
t  beginning  last  night  legitimate 
aters  would  reduce  all  illumination 
power  both  within  and  without 
theaters  to  the  limit  consistent 
public  safety. 
TQj League's  action  followed  vol- 
i-afy  current  conservation  by  nu- 

"IMMINENT  PERIL"  — 
A  voluntary  brownout  call  for 

\New  York  City  was  issued  last 

night  by  Mayor  O'Dwyer  who 
'\cited  a  state  of  "imminent  periY' to  the  health  and  safety  of  the  city 
due  to  the  dwindling  stock  of  coal. 
Drastic  cuts  in  the  use  of  gas  and 
electricity  was  also  called  for. 
Board  of  Health  will  take  action 
Monday  on  declaring  a  state  of 

I  L  "imminent  peril." 

"tjrous  film  houses  which  instituted 

4te  helpful   practice   at  the  week's tset. 

'f  To  Give  Advance  Information 
Wayor  O'Dwyer  told  The  Film 
'jpLiLY  that  more  comprehensive  con- 
I  vation  measures  would  be  taken 
i  d  added  that  advance  notice  would 

n  given  the  city's  businesses  so  that 
jy  could  prepare  to  co-operate 

Mlly.  He  did  not  intimate  the  nature 
m  the  measures  or  if  they  would  in- 
ridde  movie  stands,  but  local  Film 
o.w  felt  that  the  Mayor  would  fol- 
I )  v  the  pattern  in  other  cities,  where, 
»  most  instances,  film  theaters 
tflared  the  burden  with  other  com- 

jrcial  enterprises. 

I  [Essential  users  of  coal  will  be  the 
■  st  supplied,  it  was  said,  and  City 
'fall  channels  indicated  that  a  fuel 
•  ministrator  would  be  named,  prob. 
u  ly  Commissioner  of  Purchase  Al- 
■;rt  Pleydell. 

B  &  K  Asks  Night  Hours 
r  Chicago  dispatches  said  that  John 
in(ilaban,  B  &  K  head,  is  asking  per- 

ssion  of  the  Illinois  Commerce 
jjimmission  to  open  those  houses 
dsmi  6  p.m.  to  11  p.m.  tonight,  2 
jjjp.  to  12  p.m.  tomorrow  night,  and 

"p.m.  to  11  p.m.  Sunday.  This,  it 
jfs  pointed  out,  would  absorb  the 
1  hours  per  week  operation  now 
flowed  by  the  Commission  whose 
^atum  provides  that  theaters  can 
derate  from  2  p.m.  to  6  p.m.  each 
[Lsek-day  afternoon.    Other  circuits 
id  indies  are  also  making  a  similar 

J  quest. 
1S  H.  &  E.  Balaban  Circuit  re-opened 

FEMME  TOUCH 

•RRAINE    COETSCH,    city   sales   desk,    Ballan- 
in     tyne  Company,  Omaha. 

'NE  ABBOTT,  secretary  to  city   manager  Sam 
Stokes,    of    the     Corpus     Christi    Theaters, 
Corpus  Christi,  Tex. 

RS.   ANNETTE    BAILEY,    Loew's   Strand    staff, 
Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

JLNET    PRANCHOFER,    assistant   contract   clerk 
at  RKO,  Minneapolis. 

Baltin  Sees  Tele  Aiding 
In  a  Lasting  Peace 

His  conviction  that  international 
television  is  no  illusion  and  that  it 
will  contribute  largely  to  achieving 

a  lasting  peace  among  the  world's 
nations  was  expressed  by  Will  Bal- 

tin, executive  secretary  of  the  Tele- 
vision Broadcasters  Association,  Inc., 

in  an  address  before  the  Kiwanis 
Club  of  Hoboken,  N.  J.,  yesterday. 

Blanketing  of  the  world  by  the 
video  science  is  something,  he  as- 

serted, that  will  come  about  in  the 
not  too  distant  future  as  scientists 
continue  to  probe  into  the  endless 
radio  spectrum  and  visually  link  the 
nations.  He  characterized  the  next 
six  months  as  the  most  important  in 

television  history  because  ''television 
service  at  long  last  will  be  avail- 

able to  a  vast  majority  of  the  people 

of  our  country." 
Baltin  called  attention  to  progres- 

sive tele  network  expansion  and  said 
that  impending  programs  such  as  the 
Louis- Conn  fight  would  be  a  boon 
to  the  sale  of  receiving  sets. 

Warner  Scheduling  Two 
Releases  During  June 

Two  new  productions  have  been 
set  for  national  release  by  Warner 
Bros,  in  June.  In  addition  to  "One 
More  Tomorrow,"  scheduled  for  June 
1,  the  company  has  set  June  22  for 
general  release  of  ''Janie  Gets  Mar- 

ried." Authorize  Kroehler  Strike 
Chicago  —  The  AFL  International 

Upholsterers  Union  has  authorized  a 
strike  in  seven  Kroehler  plants,  in- 

cluding the  seating  factory.  The 
union  claims  the  company  refuses  to 
meet  the  union  security  clause  in  the 
contract  now  under  negotiation. 
Union  also  demands  a  greater  wage 
increase  than  the  five  cents  per  hour 
now  offered  it. 

Algrant  Sailing  Tomorrow 
For  Metro's  Rome  Office 

Leon  Algrant  sails  tomorrow  on 
the  SS  Vulcania  for  Rome,  where  he 
will  take  over  as  comptroller  of  the 
newly  reconstituted  M-G-M  organi- 

zation in  Italy,  Morton  A.  Spring, 

first  vice-president  of  Loew's  Inter- 
national Corporation,  announced  yes- 
terday. Algrant  will  work  with  Ar- 

mando Massimelli,  M-G-M's  terri- torial manager  for  Italy. 
Sailing  on  the  same  ship  will  be 

Maccabi- Attas,  M-G-M's  16  mm.  rep- 
resentative, who  is  returning  to 

Cairo  to  put  M-G-M's  16  mm.  pro- 
gram into  operation  in  Egypt  and 

the  Middle  East. 

Demand  for  Tickets 
For  Sinatra  Light  in  Det. 

Detroit — Frank  Sinatra's  opening 
at  the  Downtown  Theater  yesterday 
appeared  disappointing  in  the  early 
evening  with  seats  going  begging 
even  at  the  early  evening  show  and 
no  box  office  lineup,  despite  stage 
door  crowds.  The  star  was  expected 
to  gross  around  $60,000  on  a  record 
engagement  for  any  vaudeville  date 
of  $25,000  guarantee  on  a  50-50  split 
from  the  first  dollar.  House  is  sched- 

uled to  run  46  shows  in  a  week,  six 
daily  with  eight  on  Saturday  and Sunday. 

"Toby"  Lettch  Dead 
Bremerton,  Wash.  —  Raymond 

(Toby)  Lettch,  53,  retired  actor- 
producer,  died  at  Bremerton  hospital 
after  a  long  illness.  He  operated  the 
Old  Third  Ave.  Theater  in  Seattle 
for  many  years. 

Mrs.  Fred  Gibbons  Dead 
Houston,  Tex.  —  Mrs.  Ruth  Iris 

Gibbons,  36,  died  here  in  a  local  hos- 
pital. Wife  of  Fred  R.  Gibbons, 

former  manager  of  the  Texan,  she 
was  a  daughter  of  the  late  Will 
Horwitz,  circuit  operator. 

its  Esquire  and  Commercial  last 
night,  utilizing  oil  equipment.  Peoria 
stands  of  Great  States  have  been 
operating  two  shows  nightly  at  7  and 
9  p.m. 

Nigel  Campbell,  local  Internal 
Revenue  Collector,  said  that  the  Gov- 

ernment faces  a  $2,000,000  monthly 
tax  revenue  l.oss  from  the  shutting 
of  theaters. 

Power  Rationing  in  Mass. 
The  CPA  last  night  called  on 

Massachusetts  Public  Utilities  Com- 
mission and  other  New  England 

States  to  set  up  an  electric  power 
rationing  program,  prohibiting  elec- 

tricity for  the  advertising  of  amuse- 
ment places.  Display  lighting  would 

also  be  banned.  Only  exceptions  to 
the  proposed  plan  would  be  essential 
community  services  including  those 
devoted  to  safety  and  public  health. 

If  the  coal  strike  lasts  beyond  this 
week,  stringent  measures  are  ex- 

pected to  be  applied  to  all  New  Eng- land. 
Richmond,  Va.,  reported  that  the 

National,  Colonial,  State,  Loew's, 
Grand,  Byrd  and  Venus  are  remain- 

ing open  through  use  of  oil  plants, 

but  all  other  theaters  are  shuttering 
until  the  strike's  end.  The  oil  plants 
for  the  former  were  acquired  by  pur- 

chase from  the  Army.  Several  other 
houses  in  Virginia  held  off  shutter- 

ing by  buying  diesel  power. 

Shutdown  of  Washington 
Theaters  May  Come  Tues. 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Washington  theaters 
will  be  shut  down  next  Tuesday  un- 

less the  coal  strike  is  settled  by  that 
time,  the  District  Commissioners 
warned  yesterday. 

Meanwhile,  more  than  a  score  of 
theaters  in  the  area  close  to  the  cap- 

ital in  Virginia  were  cut  off  from  all 
power  beginning  at  midnight  last 
night. 

Spokesman  for  two  Virginia  movie 
chains  with  12  theaters  in  the  Alex- 

andria -  Arlington  area  said  they 
would  observe  complete  blackouts 
during  the  emergency  period. 
For  the  past  several  days,  all 

Washington  theaters  have  been  oper- 
ating under  a  brownout,  with  most 

of  the  houses  using  kerosene  lamps 
and  other  pick-me-ups  to  save  power. 

«REVJEUIS» 
"Courage  of  Lassie" with   Elizabeth  Taylor,  Frank   Morgan,  Tom 

Drake,  Lassie 
M-G-M  93  Mins. 

NEW  LASSIE  FILM  HAS  SPECIAL  AP- 

PEAL TO  LOVERS  OF  DOGS  AND  SCEN- 
ERY; FINE  RECEPTION  INDICATED. 

This  is  a  picture  with  a  special  ap- 
peal to  dog  lovers  and  those  who  are 

suckers  for  outdoor  scenery.  The  former 
will  find  themselves  irresistibly  held  by 

this  human  story  of  a  girl's  passionate  af- 
fection for  a  collie  dog.  Double  pleasure 

will  be  the  lot  of  those  who  have  developed 

a    fondness    for    that    canine    star,    Lassie. 
The  action  takes  place  in  the  Sierras,  a 

fact  of  importance  to  patrons  who  value 

highly  the  pictorial  in  screen  entertain- 
ment. Filmgoers  who  fall  in  this  group  are 

particularly  fortunate  in  that  Technicolor 

has  been  employed  to  bring  out  all  the  ex- 
citing and  restful  beauty  of  the  Rocky 

Mountains  region  which  is  the  locale  of  the 

tale. 
The  film  has  an  inescapable  charm  that 

will  help  much  to  win  it  the  approbation 
of  audiences  in  general.  There  is  about 

the  production  a  sweetness,  a  tenderness 
and  an  unaffectedness  that  cannot  but  make 
an  impression  on  persons  who  have  had 

too  much  of  harsh  pictures  that  are  un- 
pleasantly realistic.  The  one  false  note  in 

the  film  is  an  overlong  war  sequence  in 
which  the  dog  gains  the  status  of  a  hero 
for  the  purposes  of  the  climax. 

The  story  unfolds  entertainingly  under 
the  direction  of  Fred  M.  Wilcox.  It  has 

Lassie  as  Bill  the  pet  of  Elizabeth  Taylor 
who  with  the  aid  of  Frank  Morgan,  brings 
up  the  animal  to  be  a  sheep  dog  of  great 
intelligence  and  courage.  One  day  the  dog 

gets  lost,  landing  in  the  Army.  On  his  re- 
turn Bill,  a  victim  of  shock,  is  condemned 

to  be  killed  for  raids  on  the  livestock  of 

Miss  Taylor's  neighbors.  At  the  last  moment 

Morgan  produces  the  evidence  of  Bill's 
war  record  and  wins  freedom  for  the  dog, 
now   recovered   from   the   effects  of  shock. 

The  Lionel  Houser  screenplay  has  been 

produced  competently  by  Robert  Sisk.  A 
note  of  thanks  is  due  Leonard  Smith  for 
the  camera  work. 

Miss  Taylor  plays  her  part  with  great 
gentleness  and  sensitiveness.  Morgan  is 

outstanding  in  his  scenes.  Tom  Drake  ap- 
pears as  the  Army  sergeant  to  whom  Lassie 

is  assigned. 
CAST:  Elizabeth  Taylor,  Frank  Morgan,  Tom 

Drake,  Selena  Royle,  Harry  Davenport,  George 
Cleveland,  Catherine  Frances  McLeod.  Morris 
Ankrum,  Mitchell  Lewis,  Jane  Creen,  David  Holt, 
William  Wallace,  Minor  Watson,  Donald  Curtis, 

Clancy  Cooper,  Carl  "Alfalfa"  Switzer,  Conrad 
Binyon,   Lassie   (dog). 
CREDITS:  Producer,  Robert  Sisk;  Director, 

Fred  M.  Wilcox;  Screenplay;  Lionel  Houser; 

Cameraman,  Leonard  Smith;  Film  Editor,  Con- 
rad A.  Nervig;  Musical  Score,  Bronislau  Kaper; 

Sound,  Douglas  Shearer;  Art  Directors,  Cedric 

Gibbons,  Paul  Youngblood'  Set  Decorators,  Ed- 
win   B.   Willis,    Paul   Huldschinsky. 

DIRECTION,   Cood.     PHOTOGRAPHY,   Fine. 

HOUSE  DEALS 

Johnson-Spracher  Lease  Two 
Raymond,  Wash. — Ed.  W.  Johnson 

of  Spokane,  and  Dwight  Sprachev 
have  leased  the  Raymond  and  Tokay 
Theaters  from  A.  G.  Basil,  and  will 
take  over  operation  June  1. 



ON  NEWSREEL  assignments  or  produc- 
tion work,  when  lighting  conditions  are 

extremely  poor,  the  natural  choice  is  the 

high-speed  Eastman  Super-XX  Negative 
Film,  one  of  the  family  of  Eastman  Films, 

industry  favorites  for  more  than  fifty  years. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY,  ROCHESTER  4,  N.  Y. 
J.  E.  BRULATOUR,  INC.,  Distributors 

FORT  LEE,  CHICAGO,  HOLLYWOOD 

EASTMAN 

SUPER-XX.. .when  little  light  is  available 

0 
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iternational   in  Scope 
dependent    in   Thought 
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WANTS  PIX  IN  INT.  COMMUNICATIONS  PARLEY 

■uel  Famine  Costs  Chicago  Exhibitors  $400,000 
indy  City  Hardest 

it  of  Any  Section; 
[any  Theaters  Closing 
At  press  time  Friday  night,  with 
e  coal  mine  operators  having  ac- 

ipted  John  L.  Lewis'  offer  of  a  12- y  truce,  and  with  both  sides  in  a 
Ik  with  President  Truman,  accept- 
g  the  welfare  fund  principle,  the 
rike  appears  to  be  on  the  way  to  a 
•ttlement.  Rail  curbs  will  not  be 
i.tered  for  the  present.  The  miners 
eturn  to  their  jobs  today. 
Chicago  area  continued  to  be  the 

(Continued  en  Page  10) 

'Collection  Kings" 
honored  at  Dinner 
Activities  of  the  24-Hour  Club — 

jhe  "Collection  Kings"  —  were  cli- maxed Friday  night  with  a  dinner 
osted  by  the  campaign  committee  of 
:he  motion  picture  division  of  the 
led  Cross  drive  at  the  St.  Moritz 
lotel.  Members  of  the  club  were 
iresented  with  gold  cuff  links. 
Harold  J.  Fitzgerald,  campaign 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

N.  Cal.  ITO  Nixes  ATA; 
CJal.  Assn.  May  Join  Up 
San  Francisco — Following  a  meet- 

ng  of  the  Independent  Theater  Own- 
ers of  Northern  California,  Rotus 

Harvey  stated  that  the  organization 
would  not  affiliate  with  the  American 

(Continued  en  Page  10) 

"Horses,  Horses" 
As  IA's  Theme  Song? 
Chicago  —  Looks  like  "Horses, 

Horses,  Horses"  as  the  new  IATSE 
theme  song.  International  Photogra- 

phers, Local  666,  IATSE  will  supply 
men  for  the  photo  finish  and  film 
patrol  system  being  introduced  at 
Chicago  Race  Track,  under  terms  of 
a  contract  signed  with  the  track  by 
W.  H.  Strafford,  business  agent  for 
666,  and  Gene  Atkinson  for  IATSE. 

Latter's  operators  will  project  film 
records  for  track  officials. 

SHOWDOWN  ON  BLACK-WHITE  TELE 
Total  Withdrawals   Up  to  50 — More  Than 

Half  of  the  Applicants 

By  MANNING   CLAGETT 
Washington    Bureau   of    THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  A  showdown  on 
black-and-white  television  was  fast 
developing  over  the  week-end,  with 
the  FCC  reported  "seriously  con- 

cerned" over  the  growing  list  of 
withdrawals  from  the  low  frequency 
video  field. 

Eight  more  withdrawals  were  an- 
nounced Friday,  including  20th-Fox, 

bringing  the  total  to  50 — more  than 
half  the  applications  pending  and 
scheduled  for  hearing. 
Although  officially  still  steering 

clear  of  the  dispute  over  color  video, 
the  commission  for  the  first  time  is 
considering  writing  rules  and  regu- 

lations which  would  put  color  tele- 
vision on  a  commercial  basis. 

One  commission  spokesman  ad- 
(Continued  en  Page  10) 

MPAA  Will  Survey 
int.  Film  Situation 
A  complete  survey  of  the  inter- 

national film  situation  will  be  made 
by  the  seven  member  companies  of 
'■he  MPAA  and  four  other  companies 
that  have  been  invited  to  partici- 

pate; namely,  United  Artists,  Repub- 
lic,  Monogram  and  PRC.  This  was 
decided  at  a  meeting  Friday  of  the 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

ANFA  In  Further  Move 
For  Merger  With  NAVED 

Acting  Friday  on  the  report  of  a 
special  committee,   delegates  to  the 
hree-day   convention    of   the    Allied 
Non  -  Theatrical     Film     Association, 
Inc.,  in  the  local  Hotel  New  Yorker, 

(Continued  en  Page  10) 

rr 

Tele  "Day-dreaming 
Assailed  by  Isaac 
Charging  that  some  segments  of 

the  television  field  are  "day-dream- ing and  much  confused  as  to  the 

future  of  television  in  the  theater," 
Lester  B.  Isaac,  director  of  projec- 

tion and  sound  for  Loew's  Theaters, 
emphasizing  that  he  was  speaking  as 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Removes  Restrictions  on 
Film  Processing  Services 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE   FILM  DAILY 

Washington — OPA  announced  over 
the  week-end  that  it  has  removed 
price  control  on  film  processing  serv- 

ices and  all  other  photographic  serv- 
ices with  few  exceptions.  The  excep- 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

License  MPEA  into  Germany? 
Move  on  For  it  to  Distribute  U.  S.  Pix  There 

Scophony,  Ltd.,  Dismissal 
Plea  to  be  Argued  Friday 

Argument  on  a  motion  by  Sco- 
nhony,  Ltd.,  for  a  dismissal  of  the 
Government's  anti-trust  suit  charg- 

ing monopoly  in  television  patents 
will  be  heard  in  Federal  Court  next 
Friday.  Edwin  Foster  Blair,  counsel 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 
Washington — A  license  for  entry 

of  the  MPEA  into  Germany  to  take 
over  all  pix  distribution  from  the 
Army  is  now  on  its  way  for  study 
by  the  State  and  War  Departments, 
it  was  learned  here  Friday,  although 
final  approval  has  not  yet  been 
granted.  All  interested  agencies 
have  made  it  plain  that  they  are 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Film  Role  Should  Be  on 
Same  Status  as  Press, 
Radio,  Says  Johnston 

The  motion  picture  industry- desires  to  participate  in  the 

proposed  international  confer- 
ence on  the  free  flow  of  communica- 

tions, Eric  A.  Johnston,  MPAA  pres- 
ident, said  in  a  letter  sent  Friday  to 

Mrs.  Eleanor  Roosevelt,  chairman  of 
the  Commission  on  Human  Rights 
which  will  report  to  the  Economic 
and  Social  Council  of  the  United 
Nations  on  May  25. 

In  his  letter,  Johnston  said  that 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Film  Row  Parade  Will 

Protest  Philly  Tax 
Philadelphia  —  Plans  for  Wednes- 

day's parade  of  local  film  men  to  the 
City  Council  finance  committee  hear- 

ing on  the  pi-oposed  10  per  cent  ad- missions levy  were  discussed  Friday 
at  a  secret  meeting  of  theater  oper- 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Screen  Guild  Productions 
Elects  Officers,  Directors 

Chicago — At  the  first  day's  session 
of  its  two-day  meeting  here  Screen 
Guild  Productions  elected  officers. 

Johnny  Jones  was  re-elected  presi- 
dent. Other  officers  elected  are:  Rob- 

ert Lippert,  San  Francisco,  vice- 
( Continued  on  Page  7) 

Church  Fed.'s  Prexy 
Hits  Chi.  Censorship 

Chicago  —  George  Gibson,  presi- 
dent of  Chicago  Federation  of 

Churches,  told  members  of  Chicago 
Round  Table  of  Christians  and  Jews, 

that  police  censorship  of  movies  in 
Chicago,  should  be  stopped,  that 
censorship  should  be  voluntary,  and 

that  compulsory  censorship  ultimately 
leads  to  serious  infringement  of  civil 
liberties. 
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FINANCIAL 
(May  10) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

High     Low  Close 
Am.    Seat   30'/4     293/4  30y4 
Bell  &  Howell       35V2     34V2  35V4 
Columbia    Picts   32%     32  32V4 
Columbia  Picts.   pfd..  101        101  101 
East.  Kodak    250      250  250 
Cen.    Prec.    Eq     37         37  37 

Loew's,  Inc     39%     39V4  39% 
Paramount          84y4     80V2  82y2 
RKO          27        26V4  26% 

Republic   Picts      16V8     15%  1534 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..    18%     18V2  18% 
20th  Century-Fox   ...   63V4     62V8  63 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  78V2     773,4  78y2 

Universal   Pict   483'8     47%  48 
Universal   Picts.    pfd..   99         99  99 

Warner  Bros     523,4     51  %  SIVi 
NEW   YORK   CURB    MARKET 

MonogTam    Piers.    ...    10           93/4  9% 
Radio-Keith  cvs      12Vi     11%  12% 
Sonotone  Corp        514       5  5% 
Technicolor         26         253/4  25% 
Trans-Lux            7'A       714  7l/4 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid 

Pafhe   Industries        12% 

Net 
Chg. 

+     % +     % 
+       V<\ +       % 

+  3 
+  "% 

—  2V4 —  % 

+   % 

+  1 
+  % 

—  Vi 

+  1/4 

+       1/4 

+  "% +       1/4 
Asked 

13% 

Bailey  Reacquires  Conda 
Nocona,  Tex.— The  300-seat  Conda 

has  been  sold  by  H.  R.  Heathering- 
ton  to  C.  R.  Bailey,  who  at  one  time 
owned  and  operated  the  house. 

HELP   WANTED 
ARTIST  for  theatre  newspaper  ads 

to  work  in  Chicago.  Write  full  de- 
tails experience  and  salarv  desired. 

Box  No.  88.  Film  Daily,  1501  Broad- 
way, New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

cominG  add  Gome 
STEVE  BROIDY,  president  of  Monogram  In- 

NORTON  V.  RITCHEY,  head  of  Monogram  In- 
ternational, are  expected  to  return  to  their 

desks  today  after  arriving  by  plane  from  Lon- 
don at  the  week-end. 

DAVID  LOEW.  chairman  of  the  board  for 
Enterprise  Productions,  arrived  in  New  York  on 
the  Constellation  last  night,  accompanied  by 
DAVID   TANNENBAUM,   attorney   for   Enterprise. 

JOSEPH  KENNEDY  arrived  in  Chicago  from 
Boston   for  business  conferences. 
WILLIAM  B.  LEVY,  general  sales  manager  of 

Walt  Disney  Productions,  left  New  York  for 
Hollywood  by  plane  yesterday  for  conferences 

with  Disney  executives  on  "Make  Mine  Music" and  forthcoming  products. 
GEORGE  WELTNER,  president  of  Paramount 

International,  returns  today  from  a  five-week 
European  business  trip. 

NICHOLAS  NAPOLI,  president  of  Artkino  Pic- 
tures, Inc.,  leaves  today  for  a  short  trip  to 

Mexico. 

ZELMA  BROOKOV,  talent  scout  for  Warner 
Bros,  in  New  York,  leaves  Thursday  for  the 

Coast. 

Morgan  Sees  Para.  Shorts 
Freeing  South  of  Duals 

Atlanta  —  The  resistance  of  the 
South  to  double  feature  policies  has 

kept  it  from  the  "unenviable  posi- 
tion of  those  exhibitors  who  suc- 

cumbed to  the  double  feature  policy," 
Oscar  A.  Morgan,  Paramount  short 
subjects  and  newsreel  manager,  said 
here  Friday  at  the  fifth  of  a  series 
of  short  subject  regional  meetings. 
Morgan  said  that  the  resistance 

was  made  possible  primarily  because 
short  subjects  of  Paramount^  calibre 
were  available  and  "because  of  the 
skill  and  showmanship  of  the  South- 

ern exhibitors  who  selected  short 
subjects  to  complement  the  features 

being  presented." Morgan  opens  the  sixth  of  the 
series  in  Memphis  today. 

Announce  British  Lion's 
New  Stock  Issue  May  20 

London  (By  Cable) — British  Lion's 
new  capital  issue,  which  may  reach 
$4,000,000,  is  expected  to  be  an- 

nounced at  the  shareholders  annual 
meeting  May  20. 

Houston  Ritz  to  Spanish  Pix 
Houston,  Tex. — The  Ritz,  operated 

here  by  the  Interstate,' will  change 
to  Spanish  language  films.  House 
has  been  showing  double-features 
and  stage  revues. 

BETTER  FILM  MUSIC 
For  Distinctive  Produotlcmi 

Sew  Composition!  Scored  by  Lire*  BymphonlM 
Orlglml  Score!  for  Particular  Fllnu 
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Besanillo  Suits  to  be 
Tried  Next  November 

HOWARD  STRICKLINC,  M-G-M  studio  pub- 
licity head,  returns  to  Culver  City  from  a  vaca- 

tion at  Tucson,   Ariz,  sometime  this  week. 

RICHARD  LLEWELLYN,  British  writer  under 
contract  to  M-G-M,  arrived  from  London  yes- 

terday en   route  to  the  Coast. 

IKE  and  HARRY  KATZ.  PRC  franchise  hold- 
ers for  Atlanta  and  Charlotte,  are  at  the  Astor. 

CAROL  BRANDT,  Eastern,  M-C-M  story  head, 
is  due  back  from  the  Coast  Thursday. 

ALAN  F.  CUMMINCS,  in  charge  of  M-G-M 
exchange  operations  and  maintenance,  will  leave 
for   the   Coast   next   Friday. 

BLANCHE  F.  LIVINGSTON,  RKO  Out  of  Town 

Theaters'  home  office  publicity  contact,  is  on 
a  flying  tour  of  Cleveland,  Columbus,  Dayton, 
and   Cincinnati. 

EMIL  STERN,  Essaness  general  manager,  re- 
turned to  Chicago  from  an   Indiana  vacation. 

MAURY  ORR,  UA  Western  sales  manager,  ar- 
rives on  the  Coast  today  from  New  York. 

LEON  BRANDT,  UA  exploiteer,  returns  to 
N.  Y.  today  from  field  trip  to  Bridgeport  and 
New  Haven. 

Key  West,  Fla.  —  Three  damage 
suits  filed  against  Gonzala  Besanillo 
operating  the  Palace  Theater,  havi 
been  held  over  to  the  November  tern 
of  the  Federal  Court.  Plaintiffs  ar< 
Columbia,  UA  and  Universal.  Besar. 
illo  is  charged  with  having  misrep 
resented  receipts  on  percentage  pic 

tures.  /"" Wallis  Back  from  U.  K. 

Hal  Wallis  returned  from  Englam 
Friday  on  the  Queen  Mary  following 
a  survey  of  British  studio  and  pro 
duction  facilities.  He  will  confe 
with  President  Barney  Balaban  an 
other  company  executives  on  plan 
for  producing  in  England. 

Slater  Resigns  RKO  Post 
Bill  Slater,  RKO  Theaters  publi 

cist  for  the  past  two  and  a  hal 
years,  announces  his  resignation  a 
of  the  end  of  May.  His  future  plan 
will  be  announced  shortly. 

NEW  YORK  TIIEATERS 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL   
Rockefeller  Canter 

THE  GREEN  YEARS" CHARLES  COBURN 

Tom  Drake,  Beverly  Tyltr,  Hum*  Cronyn 
A  Metro  Coldwyn  Mayer  Picture 

and 

SPECTACULAR 
STAGE  PRESENTATION 

NOW   PLAYING 

Radio  City  Music  Hall 

ME  NEW 
MARCH of  TIME 

"WANTED— 

MORE   HOMES" 

GINGER    ROGERS 

HEARTBEAT" 

wltk 

JEAN   PIERRE  AUMONT 
An    RKO    RADIO    PICTURE 

ON  SCREEN 

Ingrid  BERGMAN 
Gregory  PECK in  ALFRED 

HITCHCOCK'S ionn  i  nniuin' 

IN  PERSON 

PATRICIA 
BOWMAN 

JIMMY EDM0N_S0N 

BUCK  & 
BUBBLES 

ALAN LADD VERONICA 

LAKE 

WILLIAM 

BENDIX 

'THE   BLUE   DAHLIA' 
A   Paramount   Picture 

In   Person— DUKE    ELLINGTON 
Extra— THE   MILLS  BROTHERS 

PARAMOUNT 
TIMES  SQUARE 

THE  FABULOUS  LOVE  STORY 

OF  A  FLAMING  ERA! 

IN  OLD 
SACRAMENTO 

STARRING 
WILLIAM  CONSTANCE 

ELLIOTT  MOORE 
With  HANK  DANIELS  •  RUTH  DONNELLY 
EUCENE  PALLETTE  .  LIONEL  STANDER 

and 

Jack  LaRue— Grant  Withers— Bobby  Blake 

A  REPUBLIC  PICTURE 

BRANDT'S  GOTHAM 

B'way  &  47th  St. 

Paramount   preitntt 
PAULETTE  RAY 

GODDARD        •        MILLAND 
"Kitty" 

A    MITCHELL   LEISEN   PRODUCTION 

R  I  V  O  L  I 
B'way    t,    4tth    St. 

KEEP  BUYING 

*   MORE  * 
VICTORY  BONDS 
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WALTER  ABEL- EVE  ARDEN  •  STEVE  COCHRAN 
FAY  BAINTER  •  LIONEL  STANDER 
Directed  by  NORMAN  Z.  McLEOD 
Adapted  by  DON  HARTMAN  and  MELVILLE  SHAVELSON  ■   From  a 

Screenplay  by  GROVER  JONES.  FRANK  BUTLER  and  RICHARD  CONNELL 

Based  on  a  Play  by  LYNN  ROOT  and  HARRY  CLORK 

•>3F" 



Gorgeous  with  bewitching  beauties   Alive  with  the 

spirit  of  fun  and  dancing  and  dazzling  delight   

and  Danny  Kaye  more  lovable  than  ever  as  the  bewildered 

milkman  who  fumbles  his  way  to  fame  and  fortune ! 
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Tele  "Day-dreaming" 
Assailed  by  Isaac 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

im  individual  and  not  reflecting  the 

pinions  of  Loew's,  Inc.,  or  any  of ts  executive  officers,  asserted  in  the 
•oncluding  paper  delivered  at  the 

jF^al  session  of  the  five-day  SMPE 
;-="f£erence  in  the  Hotel  Pennsyl- 
j^Cna  on  Friday  that  "it  is  about 
time  that  something  was  said  to 

(alleviate  their  (exhibitors')  fears" 
as  to  how  television  will  affect  their 
jtheaters. 

Isaac  warned  that  merely  as  a 
novelty,  television  cannot  bring 
patrons  to  the  box-office.   It  must  be 

-TELE  TOWERS - 
Washington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  House  hearings 
on  a  bill  which  would  prohibit 
construction  of  sound  and  televi- 

sion broadcasting  towers  in 
Washington  residential  areas  got 
under  way  Friday,  with  several 
citizen  groups  indorsing  the 
measure.  Appearing  in  opposi- 

tion to  the  legislation  were 
Harry  S.  Wender,  counsel  for  the 
Bamberger  Broadcasting  Service, 
and  William  A.  Roberts,  repre- 

senting TBA. 

entertainment  comparable  to  that 
which  they  have  been  so  long  accus- 

tomed, he  asserted.  "Yet,"  he  con- 
tinued, 'there  are  many  in  the  tele- 

vision field  who  will  not  agree  with 
me,  and,  to  the  contrary,  even  make 
claims  that  the  new  art  will  even- 

tually replace  the  motion  picture.  I 
think,  however,  it  may  be  acknowl- 

edged that  of  all  the  claims  that 
r1  have  been  made  to  date  regarding 
I  the  practical  possibility  of  television 

as  a  form  of  public  entertainment, 
not  one  has  developed  as  an  accom- 

plished fact." 
Handling  of  Programs 

"First,  let  us  assume,"  he  argued, 
"that  television  projection  room 
equipment  is  now  available  for  the- 

ater use.  How  could  such  programs 
be  handled  in  a  practical  manner? 
Particularly  those  on-the-spot  pick- 

ups ?  Certainly  it  would  not  be  prac- 
tical or  desirable  to  break  into  our 

regularly  scheduled  motion  picture 
film  programs.  For  example,  your 
theater  screening  of  the  main  fea- 

ture is  scheduled  for  12  noon,  and  at 
12:50  p.m.  you  receive  a  phone  call 
that  a  fire  and  flood  is  taking  place 
in  one  of  our  large  cities,  and  this 
will  be  telecast  at  12:55  p.m.  Now 
in  order  to  bring  this  television  pro- 

gram to  your  audience,  the  feature 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  13 
Jack  Holt  Joseph  A.  McConville 

Mary  Kenyon 

PRO  AND  CON  OF  THEATRICAL  TELE 

"Engineers  and  manufacturers  have  made  many  statements  regarding 
the  installation  of  television  projectors  in  theaters,"  Lester  B.  Isaac,  direc- 

tor of  projection  and  sound  for  Loew's  Theaters,  told  the  SMPE  Conference 
yesterday,  "therefore,  I  will  first  give  the  claims  as  made,  and  then  give 
the  negative  side": 
CLAIM:  Due  to  limited  projection  distance,  the  television  projector  could  be 

installed  on  the  rear  of  the  stage  and  the  image  projected  through  a  translucent 
screen.  >',  ••     '• 
NEGATIVE:  Most  theaters  throughout  the  U.  S.  have  only  sufficient  room  for  the 

present  horn  system.  If  there  were  sufficient  room  back  of  the  screen,  what  happens  to 
the  motion  picture  screen  and  horn  system?  Most  theaters  are  not  equipped  to  such 
an  extent  that  they  would  permit  the  flying  of  the  screen,  let  alone  the  horns.  In  those 

theaters  which  may  be  equipped  to  fly  the  screen  and  move  the  regular  horns  off 
stage  to  permit  rear  projection  television,  is  there  a  definite  idea  as  to  the  added  cost 

of  labor  required?  The  great  majority  of  theaters  cannot  stand  the  additional  expense. *  *        * 
CLAIM:  Install  a  television  projector  in  the  orchestra  pit. 
NEGATIVE:  Most  theaters  do  not  have  orchestra  pits. *  *        * 
CLAIM:  Install  a  television  projector  in  the  basement  just  in  front  of  present 

picture  screen,  using  either  a  regular  mirror  or  periscope  system  to  project  the 
image  on  the  regular  screen. 
NEGATIVE:  Most  theaters  do  not  have  a  basement  in  the  screen  area.  Basements 

are  usually  under  the  lobbies  and  rear  auditorium  for  heating  and  ventilating  units  and 
for  use  of  stores  which  may  be  part  of  the  project. 

Screen  Guild  Productions 
Elects  Officers,  Directors "Collection  Kings" 

Honored  at  Dinner 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

president  and  general  manager;  John 
L.  Franconi,  Dallas,  secretary;  S.  K. 
Decker,  Los  Angeles,  treasurer;  I. 
H.  Prinzmetal,  assistant  secretary; 
M.  S.  Schulter,  St.  Louis,  assistant 
treasurer. 

The  following  directors  were 
elected:  John  Jones,  Robert  L.  Lip- 
pert,  Arthur  Lockwood,  John  F. 
Franconi,  Jack  Engel,  Bert  Stearn,  J. 
Francis  White,  Jr.  New  directors  S. 
K.  Decker  and  Albert  Dezel  were 
added  to  the  board. 

Executive  committee  is  headed  by 
Robert  Lippert  with  Arthur  Lock- 
wood  and  J.  Francis  White,  Jr. 
Franchise  holders  met  Friday.  The 
sales  meeting  was  held  Saturday  and 
the  directors  met  yesterday. 

Tuttle  New  RCA  Treasurer 
Arthur  Brewster  Tuttle  was 

elected  treasurer  of  RCA  at  Friday's 
board  meeting.  He  succeeds  George 
S.  DeSousa,  who  continues  as  vice- 
president. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

director,  served  as  toastmaster,  .in- 
troducing Spyros  P.  Skouras  who 

praised  the  work  of  the  entire  indus- 
try in  general  and  the  winners  in 

particular  for  their  efforts  in  the  Red 
Cross  fund  drive. 

Mack  Jackson  of  .Alexander  City, 

La.,  on  behalf  of  the  club,  thanked 
the  committee  for  its  hospitality 
while  in  New  York  City. 

Among  industryites  attending,  be- 
sides Skouras  and  Fitzgerald,  were 

Robert  Mochrie,  Murray  Silverstone, 
W.  C.  Michel,  Dan  Michalove,  Charles 
Reagan,  Tom  Connors,  Robert  J. 
O'Donnell,  Joseph  Bernhard,  Walter 
Brown,  Sam  Rinzler,  Morris  Kinzler, 
Irving  Lesser,  William  Scully,  Gus 
Eyssell,  Si  Seadler,  S.  Barret  McCor. 
mick,  Edward  Morey,  Malcolm  Kings- 
berg,  Sam  Shain,  Harry  Buckley  and 
Monty  Salmon. 

picture  must  be  stopped,  after  run- 
ning for  55  minutes — with  35  min- 
utes more  for  completion.  Certainly 

no  one  by  any  stretch  of  the  imagina- 
tion can  believe  that  theater  patrons 

will  cheerfully  put  up  with  any  such 
interruption  of  the  show. 

"It  is  no  doubt  true,"  he  continued, 
"that  when  television  programs  of 
national  interest  are  prepared  in  ad- 

vance, a  schedule  could  be  arranged 
to  meet  the  requirements  of  such 
telecast.  But  this  telecast  must  be 
arranged  at  a  date  which  will  allow 
the  theaters  to  publicize  the  fact  to 
their  patrons.  If,  however,  the  tele- 

cast is  of  wide  national  interest, 
then  why  should  the  public  go  to  the 
theater  and  pay  admission,  when 
such  a  telecast  might  be  seen  on 
their  own  home  receivers?" 

No  Theater  Tele  Projector 
Isaac  said  that  as  far  as  he  knows 

there  is  no  tele  projector  available 
for  practical  use  in  movie  houses, 

and  he  emphasized  "practical  use." 
"Theater  tele  projectors,"  he  said, 

"should  be  designed  and  manufac- 
tured in  such  a  manner  that  same, 

including  the  receiver  and  all  its  con- 
trols, could  be  installed  in  the  pres- 

ent theater  projection  room  along- 
side the  motion  picture  projectors. 

"The  present  film  amplifiers  and 
loudspeaker  equipment  should  be 
utilized  for  the  oral  part  of  such 

tele  programs.  Such  design  and  in- 
stallation is  a  'must'  for  otherwise 

any  attempt  to  install  the  equipment 
in  places  other  than  I  have  mentioned 
will  cause  jurisdictional  labor  dis- 

putes which  will  put  the  exhibitor 
right  in  the  middle  and  further  make 
the  cost  of  operation  so  great  that 
it  will  be  much  more  economical  to 

install  live  stage  shows." 

Wants  Pix  in  Int. 
Communication  Talk 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the  role  of  motion  pictures  should 
be  on  the  same  status  as  that  of 
radio  and  the  press  as  films  are  one 

of  the  three  prime  media  of  com- 
munications. He  pointed  out  that  the 

State  Department  had  declared  that 
motion  pictures  should  be  included 
in  any  conference  which  touched  on 
freedom  of  expression.  He  told  Mrs. 
Roosevelt  that  experience  gained  in 

the  war  had  proved  that  films  "were 
the  most  potent  media  between 

peoples." 

Johnston  further  asserted  that  in 
the  next  decade  the  use  of  motion 
pictures  would  advance  and  that  the 
'right  to  know"  and  the  "right  to 
disseminate"  were  basic  human 
rights  and  that  discrimination  of  the 
instruments  of  information  violated 
human  rights.  He  added  that  motion 
pictures  could  play  an  outstanding 
role  in  peace,  as  films  no  longer  were 
looked  upon  solely  as  a  means  of 
mass  entertainment. 

Edward  Roddan,  assistant  to  John- 
ston in  Washington,  will  give  a  five- 

minute  address  before  the  Commis- 
sion on  Human  Rights  at  the  UN 

parleys  in  Hunter  College  this  morn- 

ing when  he  will  amplify  Johnston's letter  to  Mrs.  Roosevelt. 

Benton  in  Difficulties 
With  Senate  Committee 

Washington  Bureau,  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington — Assistant  Secretary 

of  State  William  Bt  Benton  is  in 
serious  difficulty  with  the  Senate 
Appropriations  Committee,  it  was 
learned  here  Friday.  Benton,  whose 
proposed  budget  was  scaled  from 
more  than  $19,000,000  to  $10,000,000 
by  the  House  two  weeks  ago,  had 
hoped  to  have  some  of  his  funds  re- 

stored by  the  Senate  committee.  His 
reception  has  not  ben  warm. 

Pix  are  not  the  major  issue  here, 
with  the  senatorial  ire  mainly 

aroused  by  Benton's  claims  that  U. 
S.  embassies  have  been  overwhelm- 

ingly enthusiastic  about  U.  S.  short- 
wave broadcasts.  The  Senators  in- 

sist that  some  of  the  comments  from 
our  embassies  have  been  less  than 

enthsiastic. 

Piazza  Offers  to  See 

16  mm.  Screen  Tests 

Hollywood  —  Ben  Piazza,  RKO 

Radio  talent  department  head,  ex- 
pects to  be  the  busiest  man  in  town 

for  the  next  few  months  because  of 

the  screen  test  offer  made  in  a 

radio  interview.  Piazza  urged  screen 

hopefuls  to  make  their  own  tests  on 
16  mm.  color  film  and  to  send  them 

to  him  at  the  studio.  He  promises 

to  personally  view  all  tests  and  to 
mail  reports  to  the  senders. 



r/ISH  "Sacramento  at  Gotham,  New  York,  Tops  "Dakota"  in  Great  First  Wee 
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Fuel  Famine  Costs 

Chi.  Exhibs.  $400,000 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

hardest  hit  by  power  restrictions  as 
paralysis  continued  to  creep  over  the 

nation's  industry  because  of  the  coal 
strike,  week-end  reports  from  Film 
Daily  correspondents  indicated. 

Officials  of  the  Chicago  Association 
of  Commerce  estimated  Friday  that 
the  strike  will  cost  people  of  the  city 
and  nearby  territory  at  least  $10,- 
000,000  weekly,  with  the  loss  to 
amusement  enter-prises  a  large  item 
in  the  total.  Loss  to  Chicago's  film 
theaters  because  of  last  week's  cur- 

tailed operations  was  estimated  by 
circuit  officials  are  nearly  $400,000 
up  to  Friday  when  operation  re- 

sumed on  a  restricted  basis  with 
ICC  approval. 

Trucks  to  Minneapolis 
From  Minneapolis  came  word  that 

many  Chicago  theaters  had  sent 
trucks  to  pick  up  emergency  standby 

   CANCELLED  - 

Late  Friday  New  York's  Mayor 
O'Dwyer  cancelled  his  request  to 
the  Board  of  Health  to  declare 

a  state  of  "imminent  peril"  due to  the  coal  strike.  His  request 
resulted  from  the  12-day  return 
to  work  order  of  John  L.  Lewis, 
UMW  president,  to  the  soft  coal 
miners.  The  railroads  adopted 
a   "wait  and  see"  attitude. 

generators  which  deliver  the  same 
power  as  supplied  by  utility  com- 

panies. Among  houses  reported  on 
gasoline  derived  power  were  the  B 
&  K  Loop  and  Garrick  Theaters, 
with  the  company  expecting  full 
Loop  operation  this  week.  Nabe 
stands  evidently  expect  to  continue 
week-end  operations  only  until  the 
emergency  has  passed. 

Bell  &  Howell,  Ampro,  DeVry 
and  other  theater  equipment 
dealers  shut  down  late  last  week 
because  of  the  order  limiting 
them  to  24  hours  electricity  use 
weekly. 
Request  of  Illinois  and  Missouri 

officials  for  co-operation  in  their 
efforts  to  conserve  electricity,  coal 
and  gas,  resulted  in  the  MPTO  of 
St.  Louis,  Eastern  Missouri  and 
Southern  Illinois  advising  all  mem- 

\rmy  Planes  Carrying 
V.  S.  Prints  to  P.  R. 

San  Juan  (By  Air  Mail)  —  Three 
prints  of  each  new  feature  imported 
from  the  U.  S.  are  flown  to  Puerto 

Rico  by  the  Army,  in  a  mcve  to 
hasten  film  shipments  for  Army  and 

civilian  use.  Two  prints  are  cir- 
culated among  Caribbean  Army  posts, 

with  the  third  going  to  the  distribu- 

tor's  representative.  Subsequent 
prints  came  by  ship,  but  war  delays 
have  been  minimized  with  steamers 

arriving  every  week.  Mexican  and 

Argentine  product  arrives  by  air  ex- 

press. 

American  Legion  National  Commander  Urges 
5%  Amusement  Levy  in  III.  to  Pay  Bonus 

Springfield,  III. — A  five  per  cent  amusement  levy  patterned  after  the  present 
20  per  cent  Federal  tax  was  advocated  here  by  John  Stelle,  national  commander 
of  the  American  Legion  and  member  of  the  Illinois  Veterans  Compensation 
Commission. 

Stelle  said  that  the  proposed  tax  would  bring  in  $4,500,000  annually.  He  was 

speaking  on  the  proposed  veterans'  bonus,  which  would  amount  to  $26,500,- 
000  a  year. 

Appeal  Board  Modifies 
Weymouth,  Mass.,  Award 

Arbitration  appeal  board  has  modi- 
fied the  award  of  the  arbitrator  in 

the  complaint  brought  by  the  Cameo 
Theater,  South  Weymouth,  Mass. 
The  arbitrator  reduced  the  seven-day 
clearance  held  by  the  Weymouth 
Theater  in  Weymouth  Landing  to 
four  days  and  abolished  the  14-day 
clearance  held  by  the  Strand,  Rock- 
land. 

The  appeal  board  eliminated  clear- 
ance to  the  Strand  over  the  Cameo 

on  any  picture  with  respect  to  which 
the  Cameo  is  subject  to  clearance  in 
favor  of  the  Weymouth.  As  to  pic- 

tures on  which  the  Cameo  is  not  sub- 
ject to  such  a  clearance,  the  max- 

imum clearance  shall  be  seven  days 
to  the  Strand  over  the  Cameo.  Clear- 

ance of  the  Weymouth  over  the 
Cameo  was  fixed  at  seven  days. 

KRS  and  CEA  to  Meet 
On  16  mm.  Competition 

London  (By  Cable) — Sixteen  mm. 
competition  will  be  considered  by 
the  KRS  and  CEA  at  a  joint  meet- 

ing Thursday; 

bers  to  comply.  St.  Louis  and  St. 
Louis  County  dimmed  their  exterior 
and  interior  lighting  on  Friday  night 
and  will  continue  browned  out  dur- 

ing the  emergency.  In  a  letter  to 
other  members,  President  Fred  Weh- 
renberg  advised  similar  voluntary 
co-operation.  Letter  is  to  be  fol- 

lowed up  this  week  with  personal 
calls  by  film  salesmen  in  territorial 
theaters. 

Exchange  offices  were  advised 
at     the     week-end     that     some 
houses  have  already  been  closed 
because    of    power    shortages. 
Theaters     in     Athens,     Carlyle, 
New  Berlin  and  Pearl,  111.,  ad- 

vise that  they  have  been  forced  to 
close,  while  film  delivery  truckers 
report  houses  darkened  in  Diver- 
non,  Petersburg,  Rushville,  Ma- 

son City,  Manito,  Edinburg,  Au- 
burn, Waverly,  Carrollton  Bluffs, 

Vermont,  Kane,  Kampsville, 
Girard  and  Palmyra. 
No  Missouri  houses  were  reported 

closed  up  to  Friday  but  utility  com- 
panies have  been   instructed  to  ra- 

tion current  as  soon  as  fuel  supplies 
are  reduced  to  a  30-day  supply. 

Rhode  Island  officials  did  an  about 
face  in  their  attitude  on  power  con- 

sumption. Having  recently  slapped 
Providence  theater  operators  for 
voluntarily  dimming  their  fronts  and 
signs,  officials  last  week  were  asking 
that  the  entire  state  be  voluntarily 
browned  out  to  save  electrical  power. 

Harry  Perlewitz,  business  manager 

N.  Cal.  ITO  Nixes  ATA; 
Cal.  Assn.  May  Join  Up 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Theaters  Association.    "We  are  or- 
ganized for  a  different  purpose  and 

there  would  be  no  point  in  our  join- 
ing the  ATA,"  he  said. 

Harvey  explained,  however,  that 
most  of  the  members  of  the  North- 

ern California  ITO  were  also  mem- 
bers of  the  California  Theater  Own- 
ers Association  and  there  was  a 

strong  possibility  of  this  group  join- 
ing the  ATA  which  would  then  give 

these  ITO  members  membership  in the  ATA. 

Abe  Blumenfeld,  Homer  Tegtmeier 
and  Rotus  Harvey  will  represent  the 
Northern  California  ITO  at  the  Pa- 

cific Coast  ITO  meeting  in  Seattle  in 
June. 

ANFA  In  Further  Move 
For  Merger  With  NAVED 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

decided  favorably  on  continuing  steps 
which  would  result  in  a  merger  of 
ANFA  and  the  National  Association 
of  Visual  Education  Dealers. 

The  ANFA  delegates  approved  the 
plan  which  calls  for  two  officers  from 
each  of  the  organizations  to  meet 
and  jointly  select  a  committee  rep- 

resenting the  respective  interests. 
This  committee  would  attend  the 
NAVED  convention  which  is  sched- 

uled to  be  held  in  Chicago  in  August, 
and  at  that  conclave  it  is  hoped  to 
actually  effect  the  merger.  The  dele- 

gates are  empowered  "to  act  speed- ily" on  the  merger. 

of  the  ITO  of  Wisconsin  and  Upper 
Michigan,  reported  from  Milwaukee 
that  its  190  members  will  co-operate 
with  any  Government  request  to  cur- 

tail use  of  power,  returning  to  war- 
time dimouts  if  necessary.  Similar 

assurance  came  from  William  V. 
Geehan,  assistant  to  Harold  J.  Fitz- 

gerald, president  of  Fox  Wisconsin 
Theaters,  and  Alfred  D.  Kvool,  War- 

ner Theaters  head. 
Meanwhile,  the  Riverside  The- 

ater has  requested  permission 
from  the  Milwaukee  Harbor 

Commission  to  dock  a  generator- 
equipped  barge  near  the  house 
should  the  need  arise,  while  the 
Miller  Theater  seeks  permission 
to  put  a  generator  in  its  alley, 
if  required. 
Only  Wisconsin  communities 

affected  at  the  week-end  were  Fair- 
mont and  six  neighboring  towns. 

Theaters  are  restricted  to  one  per- 
formance a  day  in  Fairmont  and 

earlier  closings  are  the  rule  in  Will- 
mar,  with  floodlights  and  neon  signs 
shut  off. 

Black-and-White 
Tele  in  Showdown 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

mitted  that  the  FCC  may  be  for< 
into  a  decision  soon  because  of  I 

"staggering  total"  of  withdraw 
by  black-and-white  television  apj 

cants.  ,^-n Denny's  Prediction    \ 
Acting  FCC  Chairman  Chan*/ 

Denny  had  predicted  a  total  of  ; 
black-and-white  television  statu 
"on  the  air"  by  the  end  of  next  ye 
It  was  pointed  out,  however,  that 
the  present  pace  of  withdraw 
there  won't  be  100  applications  1 

by  1947. A  total  of  38  applications  are  n 
set  for  hearing  and  another  55  : 
"pending,"  with  every  indication  tl 
both  lists  will  be  further  cut  rapid 
Latest  applications  withdraw! 

from  the  "downstairs"  field  inch 
che  Twentieth  Century-Fox  Fi 
Corp  (from  New  York);  Fox  W 
Coast  Theaters  Corp.  (from  Los  J 

geles);  Consolidated'  Broadcast: Corp.  (from  Los  Angeles) ;  WJ 
Inc., (from  Cleveland); The  Travel 
Broadcasting  Service  Corp.  (fr 
Hartford,  Conn.);  WDEL,  Inc.  (fr 
Wilmington,  Del.) ;  A.  Frank  Katz 
tine  (from  Miami  Beach,  Fla.),  <. 
Thomas  Patrick,  Inc.  (from 
Louis). 

Film  Companies  Withdraw 
Of  interest,  too,  is  the  growing 

of  withdrawals  from  the  black-a 
white  field  by  applicants  with  mo 
connections.  So  far,  M-G-M,  20 
Fox,  Marcus  Loew,  Walt  Disney  j 
others  with  theater  connections  h; 

dropped  out. 
Some  observers  here  believe  t 

back  of  these  movies  is  a  grow 
struggle  between  tele  and  pix.  Tl 
point  to  the  quick  acceptance  by 
industry  of  AFM  President  Jar 
C.  Petrillo's  demands  that  films  us 
music  be  denied  to  television. 

Earlsboro  Royal  Sold 
Earlsboro,   Okla.  — The   Ro? 

which  has  been  operated  by  Mel 
Anderson,  has  been  sold  to  Ra 
Yaden,  who  is  now  operating. 

Odeon  Would  Build 

Next  to  Affiliated  Site 
St.  John,  N.  B. — Observers  are 

speculating  on  whether  the  build- 
ing war  between  Famous  Players 

Canadian  and  Odeon  is  to  be  ex- 

tended against  the  smaller  inde- 
pendent     Canadian    circuits.     Initial  I 
instance  to  indicate  that  it  might, 

is  the  purchase  by  Odeon  of  a  the- 
ater site  in  the  Armdale  section  of 

Halifax,  immediately  next  to  a  lot 
on  which  Affiliated  Theaters  plans 

to  build  an  800-seat  theater  and  of- 
fice structure.  Affiliated,  a  small 

group  owned  and  operated  entirely 
within  the  Maritime  Provinces,  has 

a  permit  for  its  theater,  and  Odeon 
has  asked  for  permission  to  build 

an  800-seater  on  the  adjoining  land. 
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Calling. ... 
■By   "TATLEH" 

LONDON 

JOE  SEIDELMAN  will  be  seeing  you  about 

the  time  this  is  printed.  Been  sitting  in  on 

long  conferences  with  Rank,  not  only  con- 
cerning their  mutual  tie-ups  on  Universal 

product  here  and  Rank's  pictures  in  Ameri- 
ca, but  also  amplifying  details  for  their 

16  mm.  scheme,  which  will  operate  all 
over  the  world,  except  the  U.  S.  Long 

sessions  which  go  on  to  3:00  o'clock  in  the 
morning,  because  Rank's  a  glutton  for  work 
and  apparently  can  get  by  on  about  four 
hours  sleep.  Honestly,  how  the  guy  does  it 

is  something  I  don't  pretend  to  understand 
— it  would  kill  me — and  one  or  two  of  his 
associates  look  a  bit  washed  out  when  they 
come  out  of  these  2:00  a.m.  or  3:00  a.m. 

conferences,  because  they  haven't  got 
Rank's  capacity  for  standing  such  protracted 
sessions.   He   thrives  on   it. 

A  L  DAFF,  Joe's  assistant,  somewhere  on 
**  the  Continent  of  Europe,  alternating 
either  from  Norway  or  Sweden,  or  maybe 

Iran.  These  blokes  take  all  the  con- 
tinental countries  in  their  stride.  Inci- 
dentally, when  Al  returns,  which  I  suppose 

will  be  somewhere  round  about  June,  he'll 
be  wearing  a  new  suit  of  clothes,  in  other 

words,  he's  slated  to  become  President  in 
charge  of  foreign  affairs  for  United  World. 

Universal  are  doing  a  job  of  lend-lease 
— they  are  farming  him  out  to  United 
World  in  the  same  way  as  they  gave  this 

company  Matty  Fox.  Nice  guy,  Al,  and  I 
imagine  Joe  will  miss  him  pretty  badly. 

•  • 

JOE  McCONVILLE  here.  These  foreign 
*  managers  certainly  are  paying  attention 
to  this  market  nowadays,  because  for  one 

thing,  Britain  is  pretty  easy  to  reach,  be- 
ing only  21  hours  distant — flying  time. 

Joe's  gone  into  a  huddle  with  the  Columbia 
boys  down  at  Margate,  one  of  our  badly 

blitzed  seaside  resorts.  Didn't  have  too 
good  a  crossing,  I  gathered,  but  it  would 

take  a  lot  to  upset  McConville  who's  tough, 
or  at  any  rate,  looks  it.  Columbia,  celebrat- 

ing their  Silver  Jubilee,  are  going  great 

guns  on  "Gilda,"  and  the  boys  are  going 
to  town  on  their  other  product,  all  set  with 

big  grosses  to  please  Harry  and  Jack  Cohn. 
•  • 

CIR  ALEXANDER  KORDA  believed  to  have 

*^  Greta  Garbo's  signature  for  a  picture, 
which,  together  with  that  of  Cary  Grant 
Paulette  Goddard  and  one  or  two  others, 

will  give  him  a  nice  hand,  and  he  expects 
to  go  into  production  with  one  of  them  very 

soon,  but  it  won't  be  Grant,  nor  will  it  be 
the  Garbo.  Studio  space  is  still  the  head- 

ache —  they  are  booking  space  right  into 
the  latter  end  of  1947.  ABC  are  spending 

half  a  million  pounds  on  revamping  their 

studio  at  Elstree,  but  that's  not  going  to  be 
ready  for  a  long  time  yet.  Funny  thing  here, 
anybody  with  a  record  of  past  successes, 

plus  a  studio  —  and  the  latter  is  most  im- 
portant —  can  get  unlimited  dough  from 

the  public.  But  the  vultures,  or  shyster 
promoters,  having  neither  a  record  nor, 
more  important  still,  a  studio,  are  gnashing 
their  teeth,  because  they  see  a  lot  of 
easy  money  slipping  out  of  their  grasp. 

That's  refreshing  at  any  rate,  for  a  few 
years  ago,  it  was  all  the  other  way  around. 

License  MPEA  into  Germany?  «  R  F  V  I  F  III  S 
Move  on  For  it  to  Distribute  U-  S.  Pix  There 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

prepared  to  approve  the  suggested 
arrangements. 

Final  word  from  Berlin  has  not 
yet  been  received,  but  Berlin  has 
already  gone  on  record  asking  for 
permission  to  shift  the  news  and  pix 
job  from  the  Army  to  private  organ, 
izations. 

It  is  reported  here  on  good  author- 
ity that  the  industry  will  be  asked 

to  submit  70  features  per  year  for 
showing  in  Germany,  with  that  num- 

ber probably  to  rise  next  year.  These 
features    will    be    screened    and    ap- 

|  proved  by  the  Army  before  they  are 
i  permitted  inside  Germany.  Once 
there,  their  distribution  will  be  by 
MPEA,  which  will,  under  the  terms 
of  the  license,  be  permitted  to  hire 
German  personnel  for  the  job.  Amer- 

ican officials  will,  of  course,  be  on 
hand  to  direct  the  operation. 

Profit   making  will  be   permitted, 
1  but  re-investment  of  the  profits  in 
German  real  estate  or  business  will 

I  not,  nor  will  conversion  of  the  marks 
into  dollars,  be  permitted  for  some 
time. 

z 

MPAA  Will  Survey     Film  Row  Parade  Will 
Int.  Film  Situation      Protest  Philly  Tax 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
top   executives   of  the   international 
departments  of  the  companies,  with 
Eric     A.     Johnston,     president     of 
MPAA,  presiding. 

The  survey  will  embody  a  census 
of  theaters  in  foreign  countries,  seat- 
ting  capacities,  advertising  methods, 
operating  policies  and  other  factors 
about  which  little  is  known.  It  will 
be  conducted  by  the  MPAA  and  not 
by  the  Motion  Picture  Export  Asso- 

ciation. The  companies  also  will 
delve  into  data  on  native  production, 
studio  facilities,  legislation  and 

quotas. An  appropriation,  the  amount  not 
announced,  was  made  for  the  survey 
by  the  participating  companies 
Fridav. 

285  Reservations  Already 
In  for  Variety  Club  Meet 

More  than  300  delegates  and  mem- 
bers of  Variety  Club  tents  in  the 

United  States,  Canada  and  Mexico 
are  expected  to  register  for  the  10th 
annual  convention  which  opens  at 
the  Hotel  Astor  on  Thursday,  follow- 

ing a  meeting  of  the  national  officers 
on  Wednesday.  Reservations  for  285 
had  been  made  as  of  late  Friday  and 
more  were  expected  over  the  week- 

end and  during  the  week. 
Meanwhile,  Dave  Weinstock,  in 

charge  of  arrangements  for  the  an- 
nual Humanitarian  Award  dinner,  re- 

ported a  brisk  call  for  tickets.  The 
award  this  year  goes  to  Gen.  Evan- 

geline Booth  of  the  Salvation  Army. 
Leaders  in  science,  industry,  com- 

merce and  politics,  as  well  as  seven 

top  ranking  personnel  of  the  Salva- 
tion Army,  are  scheduled  to  sit  on 

the  dais.  Tickets  can  be  obtained 
from  Weinstock  at  1501  Broadway, 
New  York,  at  $10  each. 

Drive-in  Restaurant,  Too 
Columbus,  O. — The  new  Eastside 

Drive-In  Auto  theater,  second  local 
drive-in,  has  opened.  New  open- 
air  theater  is  owned  by  Frank 
YassenofF  and  Harold  Schwartz.  A 
drive-in  restaurant  is  operated  in 
conjunction  with  the  theater. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ators  and  distributor  representatives. 

Meeting  was  open  to  anyone  operat- 
ing or  managing  a  theater,  and  dis- tributors. 

Meanwhile  a  local  Councilman 

charged  that  he  had  been  threatened 
with  a  fight  to  defeat  him  politically 
if  he  and  other  Councilmen  go  .ahead 
with  their  plans  to  raise  ■  money 
through  a  straight  amusement  tax. 
Another  Councilman  remarked  that 

the  group  would  decide  for  itself 
whether  ''these  so-called  pressure 

groups  really  represent  the  people." Film  men  favor  a  luxury  tax  or 
any  other  tax  except  an  amusement 
tax. 

Scophony,  Ltd.,  Dismissal 
Plea  to  be  Argued  Friday 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

for  Scophony,  Ltd.,  in  his  notice  for 
dismissal  filed  Friday,  stated  that 
Scophony  was  a  British  company  not 
doing  business  in  the  United  States 
and  that,  therefore,  the  company  was 
not  subject  to  jurisdiction  here. 
W.  E.  Elcock,  representing  the 

English  company,  said  in  an  affidavit 
in  support  of  the  motion  that  he  was 
here  merely  to  adjust  some  of  the 

American  company's  affairs  and  to 
dispose  of  a  limited  stock  interest  in 
Scophony  Corp.  of  America. 

Removes  Restrictions  on 
Film  Processing  Services 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

tions  including  photostatting,  blue- 
printing, microfilming  and  laboratory 

work  on  customer-owned  materials. 
Although  responsible  officials  were 

not  on  hand  when  the  order  was 
announced,  it  was  believed  here  that 

;  this  meant  controls  on  film  labora- 
tories'  printing  and   developing  for 

!  the  pix  industry  are  no  longer  re- 
quired by  law  to  operate  with  fixed 

ceiling  prices. 

"Without 

Reservations" 

with   Claudette  Colbert,  John  Wayne,   Dor 
DeFore 

RKO-Lasky-MacEwen  107  Mins 

FARCE  COMEDY  CHOCKFUL  OF  FUN 

HAS    THE    POPULAR    APPEAL 
SPELLS  BIG  BOX  OFFICE  GROSSES. 

A  Jesse  L.  Lasky-Walter  MacEwen^pTe' sentation,  "Without  Reservations,"  is  r\ 
farce  comedy  that  takes  the  audience  oi  j 

a  most  diverting  jaunt  across  the  coun-i 

try.  Easy-going  and  unrestricted,  the  proJ 
duction  will  be  accepted  unreservedly  b; 

patrons  seeking  hearty  fun  and  relishin: 
a  film  that  appeals  to  the  adult  instincts. 

The    picture    is    made    doubly    delectabl 

by   the  casting  of  Claudette   Colbert,  Johrj 
Wayne    and    Don    DeFore    in    the    leadin: 

roles.    The    trio's   light-hearted    and    devil 
may-care  playing  creates  a  welcome  sense) 
of  informality  that  is  one  of  the  chief  de 

lights    of    the    picture.    The    players'    per  ' 
formances    help    bring    out   the    tongue-in-j 
cheek  quality  that  Andrew  Solt  captured  it 

transferring  the  Jane  Allen-Mae  Livingstoi 
novel  to  the  screen. 

The  film  has  about  it  a  charming  air  o  i 
irresponsibility  that  especially  strikes  the 

fancy  of  the  more  wordly-wise  among  the 

patrons.  Mervyn  LeRoy's  wise  and  light 
handed  direction  never  lets  the  player 

down,  allowing  them  every  possible  chance! 
to  indulge  their  talents  for  comedy. 

"Without    Reservations"    tells    a    by-no 
means    unfamiliar   story   with    a    gusto    ane 

a    flare    for   the    ridiculous    that    impart    t 
the    film    a    touch    of    freshness    and    heM 

turn    it    into    entertainment    of    more    thai1 
ordinary  interest. 

The  highly  titillating  story  has  Miss  Col  i 
bert  as  a   novelist  who  attempts  to  tackle] 

the    problems    of    life    although    her    owi 
wordly    experience     is     limited.    How     sh< ! 
learns   about    life    through    a    romantic    al 
liance  with  Wayne,  an  officer  of  Marines 

comprises    the   burden   of   the   fun.    Whei' 
Wayne  learns   that   he   is  her  selection   fo 
leading  role  in   the  film  version  of  a  nove 

of  hers,   he   feels  she   has   been   making 
sucker    of    him.     However,     the     resultan 
misunderstanding    is    resolved     neatly    ane 
satisfactorily  at  the  finale. 

The    fact    that   the   action    takes    plao 

during    the    course    of    a    trans-continenta-j 
journey    gives    the   film    a    pictorial    variet 

that    will    contribute   a    lot    to    the    show' success. 

No  fault  can  be  found  with  the  wa 

Jesse  L.  Lasky  has  functioned  as  producei 
Anne  Triola  makes  a  vivid  impressio; 

as  a  man-conscious  screwball.  Louella  Par 

sons  appears  briefly  as  herself.  Cary  Grant  I 
Dolores  Moran  and  Jack  Benny,  who  ar 

not  listed  in  the  cast,  make  flash  appear, 
ances  to  the  advantage  of  the  film. 
CAST:  Claudette  Colbert,  John  Wayne,  Do 

DeFore.  Anne  Triola,  Phil  Brown,  Frank  Pugli; 
Thurston  Hall,  Dona  Drake.  Fernando  Alvaradc 
Charles  Arnt,   Louella   Parsons. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Jesse  L.  Lasky;  Directoi 
Mervyn  LeRoy;  Screenplay,  Andrew  Solt;  Base 
on  novel  by  Jane  Allen,  Mae  Livingston;  Cam 
eraman,  Milton  Krasner;  Special  Effects,  Ver 
non  L.  Walker,  Russell  A.  Cully,  Clifford  Stine 
Film  Editor,  Jack  Ruggiero;  Art  Directors,  Al 
bert  S.  D'Agostino,  Ralph  Berger;  Set  Dec 
orators,  Dan-ell  Silvers,  James  Alrwies'  Music* 
Score,  Roy  Webb;  Musical  Director,  C.  Baka 
leinikoff;  Sound,  Clem  Portman,  Frances  V Sarver. 

DIRECTION,   Good.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Good 
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jov't  Insurance  for  Overseas  Pix  Rentals  Looms 
'epper-Murray  Senate  Bill 
•  Include  Protection  for 
.ims,  Sponsors  Declare 

■  ishington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — A  new  foreign  trade 
.-surance  division,   operating  under 
'e  Export-Import  Bank,  was  pro- 

sed yesterday  by  Sen.  Claude  Pep- 
r,  Fla.,  and  James  Murray,  Mont., 
th  Democrats.  Designed  to  protect 

:nerican  exporters  against  defalca- 
m  by  foreign  customers,  the   bill 
;llows  lengthy  study  by  the  Senate 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 
II 

4PT0A  Will  Resume 

're-War  Activities 
Activities  of  the  MPTOA  are  to 
i  resumed  on  a  pre-war  scale,  Ed 

'^uykendall,    president,    declared    at 
ie  week-end  in  an  organization  bul- 
tin.  Asserting  that  the  association 
oks  forward  to  a  renewal   of  its 

,:ogram   of  activities  and  to  a  de- 
trained   effort   to    solve   the   "im- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

singer  Rogers  Signed  by 
interprise  for  Series 

/est  Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

r  Hollywood  —  Ginger  Rogers  has 
[feen  signed  by  Enterprise  Produc- 

'  ons    for    a    series    of    top-bracket (Continued  on  Page  4) 

Priest  Protests  Ban 
Of  "Outlaw"  Pickets 
St.  Louis  —  Msgr.  John  Butler, 

pastor  of  St.  Leo's  Catholic  Church, 
has  written  to  the  president  of  the 

Board  of  Police  Commissioners,  pro- 
testing the  driving  away  from  the 

front  of  Loew's  State  Theater,  six 
teen-age  boys  from  his  parish  who 
were  picketing  the  theater  as  a 

protest  against  the  showing  of  "The 

Outlaw."  Boys  appeared  Friday  night 
carrying  banners  with  such  slogans 

as  "Help  Us  Outlaw  The  Outlaw'." 
Complaint  will  be  heard  at  the  next 

meeting  of  the  Police  Board. 

Cuban  Distributors  Join  Forces  to  Fight 
Exhibitor  Ceiling  of  40  %  on  Film  Rentals 

Havana  (By  Air  Mail) — U.  S.  distributor  representatives  have  allied  with  in- 
dependent distributors  to  fight  the  refusal  by  exhibitors  to  pay  more  than  40 

per  cent  for  film  rentals.  Exhibitors  have  threatened  to  close  their  houses,  but 
distributors  are  determined  to  hike  rentals  on  the  premise  that  exhibs.  have 
raised  admission  prices  and  therefore  can  afford  to  pay  50  per  cent  or  more  for 
class  A  product. 

Power  Crisis  Ends 

For  Nation's  Exhibs. 
Theater  operations  started  the 

climb  to  normalcy  yesterday  as  clos- 
ing orders  necessitated  by  the  elec- 

trical power  emergency  were  modi- 
fied to  brownouts  in  the  hardest  hit 

areas. 

Chicago's  theaters  ran  on  regular 
schedules  yesterday,  but  the  use  of 
outdoor  lighting  is  prohibited  until 
coal  stocks   are   rebuilt.    Houses   in 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Homes'  Per  Capita  Use  of Power  Exceeds  Theaters 

While  the  conservation  of  electric 
power  is  imperative,  the  per  capita 
use  of  electricity  in  the  home  exceeds 
by  far  a  like  part  per  attendant 
consumption  in  theaters,  Si  Fabian, 
president  of  American  Theaters  As- 

sociation, said  in  a  letter  to  John  D. 
Small,  Civilian  Production  Adminis- 

trator. Fabian  told  Small  that  "cur- 
tailment of  theater  operations  in 

some  circumstances  effect  a  saving 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

RKO  Theaters  Signs 
With  Managers  Guild 
The  country's  first  labor  contract 

covering  managerial  help  in  film 
houses  was  signed  yesterday  by  RKO 
Theaters  and  the  Motion  Picture 
Theater  Operating  Managers  and 
Assistant  Managers  Guild. 

Under  the  two-year  agreement  the 
work  week  is  reduced  to  50  hours, 
with  time  and  a  half  for  everything 
over  that,  and  wages  are  increased  to 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Sliding  Scale  Basis  Talks 
May  Resume  in  St.  Louis 

St.  Louis — Victory  of  administra- 
tion forces  of  Stagehands  Local  6, 

IATSE,  over  the  group  headed  by 
John  P.  Nick,  may  pave  the  way  for 
a  resumption  of  negotiations  with 
film  theater  operators  on  the  sliding 
scale  basis  instead  of  the  proposals 
forwarded  by  the  Nick  group. 

Sliding  scale  arrangement  had  a 
range  of  from  $55  to  $85  per  week, 
depending  on  run,  and  called  for  anr 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Mono.  Foreign  Gross  to  Jump 
Broidy  Predicts  100%  Hike  in  1947 

Indiana  Film  Transit 
Granted  Rates  Advance 

Indianapolis — The  Indiana  Public 
Service  Commission  has  granted  per- 

mission for  an  increase  in  rates  to 
Indiana  Film  Transit. 

Rates  for  single  reels,  under  the 
new  schedule,  have  gone  up  from 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Based  on  present  deals,  Mono- 
gram's foreign  income  for  the  year 

ending  June,  1947,  is  expected  to 
increase  100  per  cent  over  that  of 

the  present  year's  business  which  is 
at  least  50  per  cent  above  that  of 
last  year,  it  was  said  yesterday  by 
Steve  Broidy,  president,  and  Norton 
V.  Ritchey,  president  of  Monogram 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Johnston  Calls  for  World- 
wide Distribution  on  "Free 

and  Competitive  Basis" 
By  MANNING  CLAGETT 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  The  motion 

picture  industry  hopes  to  "im- 
press upon  the  world"  that  a permanent  peace  must  be  based  on 

freedom  of  expression,  MPAA  Pres- 
ident Eric  A.  Johnston  said  yester- 

day in  terming  the  opening  of  for- 
eign markets  the  industry's  "tough- 

est problem." 
In  his  first  press  conference  since 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

'Rigid  Enforcement' 
Of  (ode— Johnston 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  MPAA  President 
Eric  A.  Johnston  yesterday  said  that 
the  motion  picture  code  would  be 
"enforced  rigidly"  and  the  organi- 

zation would  continue  to  "discuss" (Continued  on  Page  6) 

Variety  Club  Convention 
Gets  Under  Way  Tomorrow 

The  stage  is  set  for  the  10th  an- 
nual convention  of  the  Variety  Clubs 

of  America  which  gets  under  way 
at  the  Hotel  Astor  tomorrow  for 
four  days  of  business  sessions  and 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

CFPs  Trucolor  Bows 

In  'California  Way9 
Consolidated  Film  Industries'  new 

color  process  will  be  marketed  under 
the  name,  Trucolor,  with  the  initial 

use  of  the  process  expected  to  be 

in  Republic's  "Out  California  Way," 
third  of  the  All-Star  series.  New 

process  was  developed  in  the  Holly- 
wood and  Fort  Lee  plant,  with  the 

latter  now  being  enlarged  to  handle 

a  potential  100,000,000  feet  of  color 

film  per  year.  Equipment  installa- 
tions are  due  for  completion  by  July 

1. 
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High     Low     Close 
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20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  78i/2     78%     78i/2 
20th  Century-Fox  ppf.l05V2    105%   105V2 
Universal    Pict   48%     47%     47% 
Warner    Bros   53%     53         53 
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Jackson  Park  Answer  Due 
Chicago — Film  companies'  answer 

to  new  claims  for  $200,000  additional 
damages  in  the  Jackson  Park  The- 

ater case  is  due  to  be  filed  in  Judge 
Michael  Igoe's  court  today,  Myles Seeley,  attorney,  reported. 

nmrnrn [film   storage  corpII 
if    gg    ■■    HP    I.    flj 

R  WAY,  «.  Y.  C.  -  CIRCLE  6-0081-2-3-4 

NFC  to  Seek  Early  Return 
Of  Pre-war  Film  Delivery 

Suggestions  were  advanced  at  the 
two-day  annual  meeting  of  National 
Film  Carriers,  Inc.,  in  the  Hotel 
Astor,  for  the  return  of  film  delivery 
services  to  a  pre-war  basis  at  the 
earliest  possible  time.  The  general 
membership  participated  in  the 
afternoon  session. 

Organization's  new  officers  will  be 
elected  this  afternoon,  and,  following 
the  morning  session,  a  luncheon  will 

be  held  at  which  distributors'  repre- sentative will  be  present. 
Some  25  members  of  the  organi- 

zation have  come  to  the  meeting 
from  various  sections  of  the  country. 

Expect  Decision  in  F  &  M 
Case  Within  Six  Weeks 

St.  Louis  —  The  Circuit  Court  of 
Appeals  is  expected  to  hand  down 

its  decision  on  Harry  C.  Arthur's 
suit  to  prevent  application  of  the 
New  York  consent  decree  to  his  the- 

aters within  the  next  four  to  six 
weeks.  The  court,  sitting  in  St.  Louis, 
heard  the  appeal  by  Russell  Hardy, 
attorney  for  Fanchon  &  Marco,  last 
week. 

Hardy,  currently  in  St.  Louis,  will 
confer  with  Harry  and  James  Arthur 
on  legal  matters  concerning  the  cir- 

cuit in  addition  to  the  consent  decree 
case. 

14  More  Loew-Metro 
H.  O.  Execs,  to  Parley 

Fourteen  additional  home  office  ex- 
ecutives of  M-G-M  and  Loew's  have 

been  invited  to  attend  the  company's 
four-day  business  meeting  in  Chi- 

cago at  the  Stevens  Hotel  starting 
May  24.  The  new  list,  bringing  the 
total  of  home  office  executives  to  30, 
includes  Arthur  M.  Loew,  Joseph  R. 
Vogel,  Charles  K.  Stern,  Max  Wolff, 
William  G.  Brenner,  William  Glei- 
cher,  Harold  Postman,  Arthur  Lacks, 
Jay  Gove,  Walter  Brooks,  M.  L. 
Simons,  Ben  Melniker,  Herbert  Nus- 
baum,  and  Bill  Ornstein. 

Epidemic  Hits  San  Antonio; 
Close  Theaters  to  Youths 

San  Antonio,  Tex. — All  local  the- 
aters have  been  ordered  closed  to 

children  and  to  adults  up  to  an  in- 
cluding those  21  years  of  age,  in  an 

announcement  made  here  Saturday  by 
the  San  Antonio  Board  of  Health  as 
the  city  countered  a  serious  polio-like 
epidemic.  There  have  been  13  cases 
reported  this  year.  Immediate  clos- 

ing of  all  schools  and  Sunday  schools 
for  two  weeks  was  also  ordered. 

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,   INC. 

1600   BROADWAl      N     Y Circle   6-6686 

Complete    Film    and 
Disc  Recording  Facilities 

Broder  Revives  16  mm. 

In  Detroit's  Davison 
Detroit — Threat  of  16  mm.  opera- 

tion in  an  established  theater  was 
revived  again  with  the  re-opening  of 
the  Davison  Theater  by  Albert 
Broder,  who  had  closed  the  house  and 
pulled  out  the  equipment  after  three 
days'  operation.  He  reversed  his 
policy  again  and  put  equipment  back 
in,  picking  up  film  from  a  three-day 
showing  over  the  week-end.  Broder 
is  expected  to  re-open  again  in  an- 

other week  for  all-week  policy. 

Hearing  on  "Outlaw"  Seal Injunction  on  Friday 

Hearing  on  Howard  Hughes'  mo- tion for  a  temporary  injunction  to 
restrain  the  MPAA  from  withdraw- 

ing the  seal  on  "The  Outlaw"  will  be 
held  Friday  in  Federal  Court  here. 
Meanwhile,  by  agreement  the  MPAA 
has  been  granted  an  extension  until 

May  23  to  file  its  answers  to  Hughes' charges. 

Syracuse  —  Mayor  Frank  J.  Cos- 
tello  has  renewed  his  request  to 

Harold  Morton,  manager  of  Loew's 
Theater,  that  "The  Outlaw"  be  with- 

drawn from  opening  on  Thursday. 
Morton,  however,  declares  that  un- 

less the  city  administration  issues  a 
definite  banning  order  the  picture 
will  open  on  schedule. 

Mort  Goodman  Heading. 
Rep.  Studio  Publicity 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Mort  Goodman,  ad- 
vertising and  publicity  director  of 

Warners  Pacific  Coast  theaters  for 
the  past  nine  years,  has  been  ap- 

pointed Republic  Studio  publicity 
director,  succeeding  Les  Kaufman, 
who  has  joined  International  Pic- 

tures as  advertising  and  publicity 
director. 

Philly's  Exhibs.  Call  Off 
Tax  March  on  City  Hall 

Philadelphia  —  Exhibitors  have 
called  off  their  parade  in  protest 
against  the  proposed  10  per  cent  ad- 

missions tax,  but  will  continue  to 

fight  the  levy  at  tomorrow's  hearing 
of  the  City  Council  finance  com- 
mittee. 

Manheimer  Rites  Today 

Funeral  services  for  David  Man- 
heimer, 50,  pioneer  exhibitor  and 

operator  of  the  Alben,  Brooklyn,  who 
died  of  a  heart  attack  Saturday,  will 

be  held  today  in  Gutterman's  Funeral 
Parlor,  2239  Church  Avenue,  Brook- 

lyn, at  2  p.m. 

Experienced  New  York  Territory  Booker 
Desired.  Excellent  opportunity,  salary 
to  be  discussed.  Write  Box  78. 

THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501  Broadway,      New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

COMING  and  G0IN( 
NICHOLAS  M.  SCHENCK,  president  of  Lc 

Inc.,  will  leave  here  tomorrow  for  the  ' 

Coast. MR.   and   MRS.   STEVE   BROIDY,   and   MR. 
MRS.    SCOTT    DUNLAP    leave   today    for   Be 

for  the  opening  of  "Suspense"  and  will  pro  i to  the  Coast  from   there. 

BEN  KALMENSON,  WB  vice-president- 
general  sales  manager,  returned  to  Ne/^; 
yesterday  from  a   three-week  trip  to   thi^ 

AL  O.  BONDY,  film  distributor  for  Cfe' Electric,  has  returned  to  New  York  froi 

business  trip  •  to  Virginia  and  the  Distric Columbia. 

ROLAND    REED,    producer,    arrived    here 
the  West  Coast  and   is  staying  at  the  Wak 
Astoria. 

JEANETTE  MacDONALD  leaves  for  Lo 
on  June  16  for  a  concert  tour,  plus  a  <nu 
pic  to  be  made  for  J.  Arthur  Rank. 

AL    HORWITS,    of    Universal,    left    last    r| 
for  Brady,  Tex.,  via  Dallas. 

GRACIE  FIELDS  and  MONTY  BANKS  are 

from  a  USO  overseas  tour,  and  leave  for 
Coast  tomorrow. 

JOSEPH    SEIDELMAN    has    returned     to 
York  from   England  and  the   Continent. 

DAVID  L.  LOEW  is  here  from  the  C 

stopping  at   the  Waldorf-Astoria. 
IEANNE    CRAIN    and    PAUL    BRINKMAN  I 

Chicago  visitors. 

EDDIE   SILVERMAN    is   back   in   Chicago the  West   Coast. 

FRANK  SMITH.  RKO  Western  theater  ml 
ger,  was  called  from  Chicago  to  Rochester 
the  serious  illness  of  his  sister,  Alice  Sn Eastman  Kodak  employe. 

IOHN    HODIAK    is   en   route   from   Chicagc^ Burlingame,   Calif. 

COLIN    MILLER,    of    Enterprise    Prods.,    i:| 
New  York  from  the  Coast  for  10  days. 

Vanouard  Names  Erbb  ck 
British  Empire  Manager  $ 

Appointment  of  William  Erbb' British    Empire    manager   for  V1 e-uard  Filmis  and  the  naminer  of  J( 
T.  Howard  as  Western  division  m 
aarer  were   announced   yesterday 
Neil  Agnew,  president  and   gene 
sales   manager.    Howard  will   he. 
quarter  in   Los   Angeles.    Erbb  t 
leave  shortly  for  London  where 
will  establish  headquarters.    He 
cently  resigned  from  Paramount. 

Haning,  SEG  Sec'y.  Quits 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAI 

Hollywood — James  F.  Haning  1 
submitted  his  resignation  as  exe 
tive  secretary  of  the  Screen  Ext: 
Guild.  He  will  continue  on  the 
for  30  days  while  the  board  of  dir 
tors  selects  a  successor. 

Young  discharged  veteran,  willing  to  star 

at  the  bottom  with  film  company.  Now 

enrolled  for  evening  courses  of  film  cut- 
ting, editing,  etc.  Can  also  type  rapidly 

Salary  no  object.  Write  Box  97. 

THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501  Broadway,       New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

EX-GI  WOULD  LIKE  TO  BUY  OR 

LEASE  SMALL  THEATER  ANY- 
WHERE. WRITE  BOX  72. 

THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501  Broadway,    New  York  18,  N.  Y. 
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BETTE  DAVIS  IN  HER 
DOUBLE  ROLE  IN 

A  STOLEN  LIFE 
It 

OUT-GROSSED 
EVERY  BETTE  DAVIS 
PICTURE  EVER  MADE! 

3^  wk  o$  Jo  u/a&Wfcc(  rw^  o£  th  NY.  HOLLY WOO 

^  GLENN  FORD  DANE  CLAR 
uU|      WALTER  BRENNAN  CHARLIE  RUGGLES DIRECTED  BY Screen  Play  by  Catherine   Turney 

Adapted  by  Margaret  Buell  Wilder  nn      , 
From  a  Novel  by  Karel  J.  Benes     •     Music  by  Max  Steiner       CUR  1  lO    BLRNri  ARD  1 
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Delaware  Censorship 
Move  Foreshadowed 
Wilmington,  Del.  —  Efforts  to  es- 

tablish a  film  censor  board  in  Del- 
aware are  foreshadowed  in  a  letter 

which  has  just  been  sent  to  Gov. 

Walter  W.  Bacon  by  the  Very  Rev.  J. 

Francis  Tucker,  representing  the 

Legion  of  Decency  of  the  Catholic 

diocese;  Bishop  Arthur  R.  McKins- 
try,  of  the  Episcopal  Diocese  of 

Delaware,  and  Rabbi  Henry  Tavel, 

representing   Jewish  congregations. 
Text  of  letter  follows: 

"At  a  meeting  of  clergy  held  in 
City  Hall  to  consider  action  with  re- 

gard to  the  showing  of  the  moving 

picture,  The  Outlaw,'  it  was  unani- 
mously decided  to  write  you  and  re- 

quest that  you  appoint  a  committee 
to  study  tne  adequacy  of  current 
functioning  of  control  over  the  ex- 

hibition oi  moving  pictures  and  to 
recommend  to  the  next  session  of 
Legislature  such  action  as  it  may  con- 
siuer  necessary  and  possible  for  plac- 

ing limitations  on  the  showing  of 
pictures  which  may  exalt  crime  or 
criminals  or  present  flagrant  and 
generally  decided  indecencies. 

"We  have  been  authorized  by  the 
above  mentioned  meeting  as  Protes- 

tant, Catholic  and  Jew  to  write  you 

in  this  matter." 

Ginger  Rogers  Signed 
By  Enterprise  for  Series 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
films.    To  be   made   outside  of   her 
RKO  commitment,   pictures  will   be 
produced  over  a  period  of  years. 

Initial  production,  -'Maggi  July," 
by  E.  A.  Ellington,  goes  into  produc- 

tion in  November,  while  the  second 

film  will  be  based  on  Libbie  Block's 
best-seller,  "Wild  Calendar."  Two 
pictures  bring  to  five  the  number  of 
films  definitely  set  for  production  by 
Enterprise.  Miss  Rogers  is  the  fifth 
star  to  sign  with  Enterprise,  others 

being:  Barbara  Stanwyck,  on  a  long- 
term  contract,  Ingrid  Bergman, 
Charles  Boyer,  and  Joel  McCrea. 

No  Free  Seats  for  Kids  in 

Mo.-Kans.  TA  Prexy's  House 
Eldon,  Mo. — Tom  Edwards,  owner 

of  the  Ozark  here  and  president  of 
the  Missouri-Kansas  Theaters  Asso- 

ciation, has  started  charging  admis- 
sion for  all  children  regardless  of 

age  if  they  require  seats. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  14 
Arthur  W.  Eddy  Hester  V.  Browning 

Robert  F.  Benjamin  B.  S.   Pully 

Tuesday's  Tidings 
•  •  •  THE  PERSONAL  TOUCH:  Ralph  Richardson,  currently  ap- 

pearing with  Lawrence  Olivier  in  the  Old  Vic  repertory  program  here, 

has  signed  a  five-year  contract  with  Sir  Alexander  Korda   Agree- 

ment calls  for  a  minimum  of  four  pix,  first  of  which  will  go  into  produc- 
tion at  Sound  City  Studios  in  London  next  year.  ...  •  Stanley  E. 

Kramer,  Story  Prods,  v.-p.,  and  Don  Ettlinger.  screen  writer,  are  in  Wash- 
ington  with  Taylor  Caldwell   today   ..Occasion  is   the   presentation 

of  first  prize  for  the  best  published  novel  of  1945-46  to  Miss  Caldwell  for 

her  current  best-seller  and  future  S.  P.  pic,  "This  Side  of  Innocence."  by 
the  League  of  American  Pen  Women.  ...  •  Fred  J.  Schwartz,  v.-p. 

of  Century  Circuit,  and  Joseph  R.  Vogel,  Loew's  v.-p.,  are  serving  as 
co-chairmen  of  the  features  motion  picture  division  of  the  Greater  New 

York  Fund's  1946  campaign.  ...  •  Jack  L.  Warner  gets  still  another 
award  for  "Hitler  Lives?"  tomorrow  when  the  Southern  California  UN 
Committee  will  present  a  plaque  at  a  Hollywood  luncheon.  ...  •  Dick 

Williams,  former  Cincinnati  Post  columnist,  has  been  appointed  West 

Coast    editor    for    Pic   magazine    by    Editor    Victor   H.   Wagner.    .    .    . 

•  Neil  Astrin,  who  joined  PRC  yesterday  after  a  long  period  of  service 

with  Warners'  playdate  department,  received  a  gold  wrist-watch  as  a 
parting  gift  by  his  former  fellow  workers.  ...  •  Didja  know  De  Luxe 

Records  has  signed  Jean  Hersholt  to  record  a  series  of  children's  albums? 

•  Maj.  Gordon  S.  Mitchell  has  resigned  as  manager  of  the  Academy's 
Research  Council  on  the  Coast.  ...  •  Earl  Hudson,  president  of  United 

Detroit  Theaters,  has  been  elected  v.-p.  of  the  Detroit  Civic  Light  Opera 
Association. ...  •  Walter  B.  Shuttee.  Cherokee  (Okla.)  theater  operator, 

has  been  elected  executive  v.-p.  of  the  Citizens  National  Bank,  founded 

by  his  father  at  El  Reno.  ...  •  Jules  Munshin,  star  of  Broadway's 
GI  revue,  "Call  Me  Mister."  has  been  signed  to  a  Metro  pact   

▼  ▼  ▼ 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  The  will  of  Tony  Sudekum,  late  head  of 

Crescent  Amusement  Company,  gives  all  his  property  to  his  widow.  .  .  . 

•  UN  delegates  will  see  Warners'  "Hitler  Lives?"  at  a  special  home 
office  screening  tomorrow  night.  ...  •  The  part  the  motion  picture 

plays  in  American  life  was  never  better  instanced  perhaps  than  by  the 

fact  the  Chicago  Daily  Tribune  used  as  its  top  banner  last  Friday 

these   words   in   about    90   point,    "Reopen   All   Movies   Tonight.".    .    . 
•  Filippo  Del  Giudice  and  J.  Arthur  Rank,  it  appears,  are  again  seeing 

eye  to  eye   As  managing  director  of  Two  Cities  Films.  Del  Giudice 

has  announced  that  John  Davis  and  Josef  Somlo  are  joining  the  board, 

with  the  latter  becoming  assistant  managing  director.   Just  where 

that  leaves  S.  Galperson  remains  to  be  established.  ...  •  Speaking 

of  J.  Arthur,  "Henry  V"  opens  at  the  Laurel  in  Los  Angeles  on  June  14. 
making  L.  A.  the  second  city  to  see  it   New  York  premiere  is  on 

the  17th.  ...  •  "A  Night  in  Casablanca"  (Loew-UA)  world  premiere 
is  set  for  Oriental  in  Chicago,  Thursday.  ...  •  William  Wang,  oi 

M-G-M's  publicity  dept.,  celebrates  his  20th  anniversary  with  the  company 
today.  ...  •  Martin  Quigley,  Jr.,  has  purchased  a  new  Larchmont 

home.  ...  •  Those  pressbooks,  ads,  etc.,  Al  Zimbalist  is  turning  out  for 

Film  Classics'  Goldwyn  re-issues  are  causing  quite  a  bit  of  favorable 
trade  comment   

Power  Crisis  Ends 

For  Nation's  Exhibs. 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Virginia  also  re-opened  yesterday  o 
a  "trial  basis"  as  the  State  Corpora 
tion  Commission  gave  theaters  tr 
same  part-time  privileges  as  oths 
commercial  enterprises. 

At   the   same   time,   the   Virgjflfl 

   FAST  TIME    ~ Hanging  its  argument  on  the 
power  emergency,  the  Baltimore 
Association  of  Commerce  has 
wired  President  Truman  asking 

him  to  use  his  wartime  emerg- 

ency power  to  order  nation-wide 
daylight  saving  time  as  a  fuel 
conservation  measure. 

Commission  amended  its  order  r 
stricting  use  of  electricity  to  1 
hours  a  week,  and  under  the  modifi< 
order  theaters  and  other  commerci 

establishments  have  the  alternati1  j 
of  limiting  themselves  to  not  mo: 
than  50  per  cent  of  normal  pow 
consumption  in  a  week.  As  a  resulj 
theaters  will  be  able  to  run  two  ev 

ning  shows,  six  days  a  week. 
District  of  Columbia  theaters  co 

tinued    to   operate   under   brownoii 
restrictions    as    a    threat    to    cloi 
houses  was  relaxed  in  the  face  of  tl 

strike   truce.    Baltimore's    propose 
brownout  has  been  deferred  for  ;! 
least  10  days. 

All  brownout  restrictions  with  tli 

exception     of     outdoor     advertisirj 
signs  were  lifted  in  St.  Louis,  whi 
the  Columbus  dimout  was  called 

Saturday.    Philadelphia's   volunta: brownout  continued  in  effect. 

In  New  York  and  in  Newark, 
was  announced  yesterday  that  tl 

brownout  would  stand.  It's  voluntas 
here,  ordered  in  Newark.  Detroil 
theaters  continued  to  observe  tl 
brownout  last  night,  and  repor 
from  other  Michigan  points  inc 
cated  similar  action. 

Dozier  Quitting  RKO 
West   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  William  Dozier  i3 

leaving  RKO  following  a  friendly 

settlement  of  his  contract  yesterday 
with  N.  Peter  Rathvon,  president  of 
RKO.  He  had  served  as  executive 
assistant  to  the  late  Charles  W. 
Koerner,   for   the    past   two   years. 

Herbert  Drake  Joins  Columbia 
West   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Herbert  Drake  has 

joined  Columbia  Pictures'  studio  pub- 
licity department  to  take  charge  of 

a  new  national  newspaper  service 
which  has  been  inaugurated  as  an 
additional  move  to  re-organize  the 
department  along  broader  and  more 
active  lines. 

Breen  to  Visit  Europe 
This  Summer — Johnston 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DA1I 

Washington  —  MPAA  Preside 
Eric  A.  Johnston  announced  yeste 

day  that  Joseph  I.  Breen,  Productic 
Code  administrator,  would  leave  f 

Europe  "this  Summer"  to  confer  < 
motion  picture  problems  in  respon 
to  a  cabled  request  from  J.  Arth 
Rank  on  behalf  of  the  British  Fil 
Producers  Assn. 

SICK  ItfiPOlBT 

CARSON    RODGERS,    general    manager 
the   I.  W.   Rodgers  Theater  circuit,   Cai 
III.,  is  convalescing  at  Barnes  Hospital, Louis. 

A.  H.  KAUFMAN,  who  operates  t 
Fountain  Theater,  Terre  Haute,  Ind.,  I 

entered  Barnes  Hospital,  St.  Louis,  wh< 

he  will  undergo  an  operation  for  a  spii 
condition. 



RKO  RADIO  PICTURES,  i«c 

NEW  YORK  TRADE  SHOWING 

. 

International  pictures 
presentation  of 

Edward  g.  robinson 
loretta  young 
orson  welles 

The  most  deceitful  Man  a  woman  ever  loved  .  , . 

PHILIP  MERIVALE  •  RICHARD  LONG  •  BILLY  HOUSE 

DIRECTED  BY 

PRODUCED  BY  S.  P.  EAGLE 

Story  by  Victor  Trivas  and  Decla  Dunning    •    Screenplay  by  Anthony  Veiller 

AN   INTERNATIONAL   PICTURE 
(The  Haig  Corporation) 

NORMANDIE  THEATRE 
51  EAST  53rd  STREET  at  PARK  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK,  N.Y. 

MONDAY,  MAY  20  at  10:30  A.M.  sharp 
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Gov't  Insurance  (or 
Overseas  Pix  Rentals 

(Continued  from  Page   1)     ■ 
Small  Business  Committee's  Foreign 
Trade  Sub-Committee  of  which  Pep- 

per is  chairman.  Murray  is  chairman 
of  the  full  committee. 

Although  the  bill  does  not  specify 
that  it  shall  offer  protection  for 
rentals  of  films,  Pepper  and  Murray 
both  assured  The  Film  D4.ILY  yes- 

terday that  such  protection  will  be 
offered  by  the  bill.  The  present  lan- 

guage, they  said,  is  only  tentative. 
Bill  to  Cover  Producers 

"I  certainly  intend  that  the  pro- 
ducers should  be  covered  by  the  bill," 

Pepper  said.  "The  fact  that  in  many 
cases  they  do  hot  technically  .sell 

their  films  doesn't  mean  that  they 
should  benefit  any  the  less  by  the 
insurance  coverage  we  hope  to  offer 

all  exporters.  They  certainly  pro- 
vide an  extremely  important  part  of 

our  export  trade." 
The  measure  is  described  by  Pep- 

per as  "a  system  of  insurance  where- 
by the  exporter  may  be  insured 

against  the  risk  of  non-payment  by 
his  foreign  customers,  either  be- 

cause the  customers'  Government 
prohibits  him  from  obtaining  dollars 
to  satisfy  the  account  or  because  the 
customer  is  unable  or  unwilling  to 
pay  the  amount  due  the  American 

exporters." 

'Rigid  Enforcement' 
Of  Code— Johnston 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

censorship    problems   with   local 
groups  as  the  need  arises. 

Johnston  avoided  criticism  of  the 

former  "Hays  Office"  while  pointing 
out  that  none  of  the  current  censor- 

ship problems  have  arisen  from 
films  okayed  by  the  office  since  he 
took  over. 

Declaring  that  the  code  was 
"ample,"  Johnston  said:  "We  will  try 
to  do  a  good  job  of  enforcing  it." 

He  said  the  MPAA  had  no  imme- 
diate plans  of  backing  up  the  anti- 

censorship  program  with  legal 
action,  but  affirmed  his  belief  that 

when  the  organization's  stamp  of 
approval  is  placed  on  a  picture  "we 
maintain  it  is  an  acceptable"  movie. 

Continue  Censorship  Discussions 
He  said  censorship  problems  have 

been  straightened  out  through  dis- 
cussions with  local  and  state  censor- 

ship groups  and  MPAA  would  con- 
tinue this  policy. 

Speaking  at  this  first  press  con- 
ference since  moving  into  the  new 

Washington  office,  Johnston  said  he 
would  defer  a  European  or  a  Western 

trip  until  "we  first  get  organized  in 
the  United  States."  He  said  he 
wanted  to  get  "Hollywood,  New  York 
and  Washington  working  as  a  team" 
before  he  made  any  foreign  commit- 
ments. 

Foreign  Situation  "Tough" 
Blocked  Currency  May  Never  be  of  Value 

(Continued  from  Page   I) 

moving  into  his  new  Washington 
office,  Johnston  said  that  with  "prog- 

ress being  made"  in  the  industry's labor  troubles,  the  foreign  situation 
remained  as  the  No.  1  nut  to  crack. 
Although  generally  cautious  in 

tone,  Johnston's  remarks  left  no 
doubt  that  the  industry  has  rocky 
roads  ahead  in  recouping  its  foreign 
markets. 

Asked  about  MPAA's  policy  to- 
wards the  growing  list  of  foreign 

trade  barriers,  Johnston  commented 

briefly,  '  We  don't  like  it." He  said  about  35  per  cent  of  the 
American  motion  picture  business  is 
derived  from  foreign  markets, 
although  he  admitted  this  included 
millions  of  dollars  in  blocked  for- 

eign currency. 
Doubts  Blocked  Currency  Value 
He  said  he  doubted  that  the 

blocked  currency  in  some  countries, 
including  Germany,  would  ever  be  of 
value. 

Calling  for  world-wide  distribu- 
tion of  pix  on  a  "free  and  competi- 
tive basis,"  Johnston  said  MPEA 

"didn't  like"  dealing  with  "monopo- 
lists" but  would  continue  to  deal 

with  them  as  long  as  that  was  the 
only  way  of  doing  business. 
"MPEA,"  he  said,  "is  now  operat- 

ing in  13  countries.  We  would  like 
to  see  free  trade  in  all  these  coun- 

tries, but  we  will  add  to  the  list,  if 

necessary,  if  the  need  arises." Johnston  backed  away  from 
answering  a  question  concerning  the 
extent  of  co-operation  afforded  the 
motion  picture  industry  by  the  State 

Department.  His  brief  "no  comment" left  unanswered  a  growing  belief  in 
the  industry  that  the  State  Depart- 

ment is  not  backing  the  industry's 
foreign  trade  expansion  program  to 
anything  approaching  the  hilt. 
"Not    Pessimistic"    About    France 
Johnston  also  declined  to  detail 

the  status  of  the  French  negotia- 
tions. He  only  said  he  was  "not 

pessimistic"  about  the  French  situa- 
tion. Some  criticism  has  been  raised 

by  the  neglect  of  the  French  mission 
now  discussing  the  trade  situation 
to  include  anv  pix  representatives. 
Commenting  on  this,  Johnston  said 
members  of  the  mission  were  in 
"communication"  with  the  French 
Minister  of  Communication,  whom 

the  MPAA  chief  discribed  as  "know- 
ing the  film  situation." Included  in  the  countries  in  which 

MPEA  is  now  operating  are  Austria, 
Bulgaria,  Czechoslavakia,  Hungary, 
the  Netherlands,  Netherlands  East 
Indies,  Poland,  Rumania,  Russia, 
Yugoslavia,  Germany,  Japan  and 
Korea. 

Recognizing  the  importance  of  the 
foreign  situation,  Johnston  revealed 
that  he  planned  on  spending  two  or 
three  months  abroad  as  "soon  as  we 
get  organized  in  this  country." 

Eastern  Europe  "Very  Tough" 
While  declining  to  comment  di- 

rectly on  the  situation  in  most  for- 
eign countries,  he  listed  France, 

Italy    and    Denmark    as    presenting 

difficult  problems  and  said  "Eastern 
Europe"  is  "very  tough."  He  ex- 

pressed lack  of  knowledge  that  any 
recent  American  pix  were  being 
shown  in  Russia. 

"We  hope  to  impress  on  the  world," 
he  said,  "that  a  permanent  peace 
must  be  based  on  complete  freedom 

of  expression." 
Johnston  Sees  Expanding  Use 
Of  Pix  as  Info  Agency 

Asserting  that  the  motion  picture, 
as  instrument  for  the  promotion  of 
knowledge  and  understanding  among 
peoples,  stands  on  the  treshhold  of 
a  tremendous  era  of  expansion,  Eric 

A.  Johnston  told  the  United  Nations' 
Commission  of  Human  Rights,  Eco- 

nomic and  Social  Council  that  the 
ideal  of  the  United  Nations  could 
never  be  realized  until  the  peoples 
of  the  earth  came  to  know  and  un- 

derstand each  other. 
In  an  address  read  by  Edward  L. 

Roddan,  Johnston's  assistant,  John- 
ston said  that  the  motion  picture  was 

in  no  sense  a  substitute  for  press  and 
radio.  Rather,  he  said,  it  was  the 
instrument  which  must  be  employed 

for  providing  a  background  of  under- 
standing and  tolerance  for  the  inter- 

pretation of  current  events. 
Johnston  said  that  the  Motion  Pic- 

ture Association  endorsed,  whole- 
heartedly, the  proposal  for  the  ap- 
pointment of  a  sub-commission  to 

consider  the  freedom  of  expression 
and  information  within  the  frame- 

work of  the  principles  suggested  by 
the  association. 

Variety  Club  Convention 
Gets  Under  Way  Tomorrow 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

social  affairs.    Preliminary  registra- 
tion   of    delegates    starts    today    at 

convention      headquarters      on     the 
eighth  floor  of  the  hotel. 

Registration  will  continue  all  day 
tomorrow,  with  a  meeting  of  the  na- 

tional officers  and  canvasmen  sched- 
uled at  10  a.m.  in  the  College  Room, 

followed  by  a  luncheon  for  officers 
and  canvasmen.  These  meetings  will 
continue  in  the  afternoon  and  will 

be  concluded  with  a  dinner  at  "21" Chub. 
First  business  session  starts  at  10 

o'clock  in  the  North  Ballroom,  with 
a  break  at  12:30  for  luncheon  for  all 
registered  representatives.  Meeting 
reconvenes  at  2  p.m.  Same  procedure 
is  scheduled  for  Friday  with  the 
election  of  national  officers  and  can- 

vasmen on  the  agenda  in  the  after- 
noon. 

The  newly  elected  officers  will  meet 
at  11  o'clock  Saturday  morning,  the 
afternoon  being  free  for  sightseeing 

trips,  shopping,  etc.  At  7  o'clock  a cocktail  party  in  the  foyer  adjoin- 
ing the  Grand  Ballroom  will  precede 

the   Humanitarian  Award  banquet. 

An  envelope  containing  all  cre- 
dentials will  be  given  to  each  regis- 

trant. Tickets  for  the  luncheons  on 
Thursday  and   Friday  are  included. 

Predicts  100%  Hike  ii) 
Mono.  Foreign  Gross 

1,   Spa 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
International.     Broidy    and    Ritcr 
returned   yesterday  from   a   trip 

England,  France,  Belgium  and  H 
land. 

Monogram,  they  said,  was 
through  franchises  in  Italy,  spa 

Portugal,  Belgium,  Holland,  D< 
mark,  Czechoslovakia,  Norw; 
Sweden  and  a  deal  is  pending 
France.  Broidy  and  Ritchey  s: 
they  were  interested  in  the  pos 
bilities  of  the  Motion  Picture  E 

port  Assn.  after  they  had  made 

study  of  the  results  of  their  01 
trip  abroad. 

Monogram  has  established  a  sa' 
office  in  London  with  Clifford  "Die Dickinson  as  United  Kingdom  liais 
between  the  company  and  Pathe, 
distributors,  and  William  Satori 
Continental  representative.  T 
company  plans  to  select  carefully  t: 
pictures  it  will  send  overseas  a 
it  also  will  release  carefully  select 
Pathe  product  over  here. 

Ritchey  said  a  new  distributi 
deal  had  been  set  in  Cuba  with  W 
liam  Reich  as  supervisor  and  that 
new  deal  was  in  negotiation  for  d: 
tribution  in  India.  Sale  of  20  Mon 
gram  pictures  for  China  was  al 
announced  yesterday. 

Broidy    said    the    company   won 
send    no    more    dubbed    versions 
Latin  America,  claiming  that  titl 
versions  were  more  profitable. 

Homes'  Per  Capita  Use  of 
Power  Exceeds  Theaters 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

of  resources  that  is  apparent  rath 

than  real." Fabian  previously  wired  Pres- ident Truman  that  members  of 
ATA    stood    ready    to    use    its 
facilities  in  imparting  informa- 
tion  and  guidance  to  the  public 
in  the  present  coal  crisis. 
In  his  letter  to  Small,  Fabian  sa; 

it  was  not  the  aim  of  the  associatic 
to   obtain  preferential  consideratic 
for    theaters,    but    he    pointed    oi 
there  was  an  apparent  tendency  1 
place  the  theaters  in  the  first  cat< 
gory  of  non-essential  business.    B 
said  theaters  were  an  important  ir* formation   medium   in  which   publ: 
emergencies  could  be  explained  an 
that  theaters,  by  diverting  person 
from  enforced  idleness,  had  a  definit 
bearing  on  public  morale  and  in  alle 
viation  of  police  problems  during 
crisis.  He  then  explained  the  greate 
use  of  electricity  in  homes  per  capit 
than  in  theaters. 

"I  hope  you  will  believe  tha 
revenue  losses  are  not  the  prim 

motivation  for  this  thesis,"  he  wrott 
'  The  willingness  of  theatermen  t 
forego  revenue  during  the  war  i. 
deference  to  the  public  good  wa 

eloquent,  I  think,  on  this  point." 
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films  Ill-prepared  on  Taxation,  Says  Kuykendall 
t^TOA  President's  Annual ort  Critical  of  ATA; 

s  If  War  Boom  Ending 

jhere  is  little  to  indicate  that  any 
jiortant  exhibitor  problem  will  be 

by    the    Government's    anti- 
'Gltsuit,  Ed  Kuykendall,  MPTOA feiaent,  said  in  his  annual  report 
ihe  directors  and  members  of  the 
ociation.     Instead   of    offering    a 
ctical  solution  of  exhibitor  griev- 
tes  and  complaints,  he  continued, 
consent  decree  of  1940  artificially 

■3ed  film  costs  to  theaters,  did  not 
:  jrove   the   quality  of  pictures   to 
■  noticeable  extent,  gave  less  selec- 
n  in  booking:  than  ever  before. 
■Now  the  main  reliance  is  placed  on 
eater   divorcement"   which    most 
libitors  believe  will  solve  none  of 
be  problems,  especially  small  the. 
Irs  not  even  in   competition  with 
y    affiliated     circuit,     Kuykendall 
d. 

kuykendall  said  the  industry's 
^cess  in  obtaining  exemptions  from 
ital  and  admission  ceilings  was 

°rth  many  millions  of  dollars  to  the 
iustry  as  a  whole.  He  warned, 
/wever,  that  it  was  questionable 

'w  long  theaters  can  carry  the 
psent  admission  taxes  after  the 
»r  boom  ends. 

Pointing  to  the  number  of  state 
oposals  for  admissions  taxes,  Kuy- 
ndall  said  such  proposals  showed 
,-at  the  industry  was  poorly  or- 
Lnized  and  ill-prepared  to  either 
'tain  the  removal  or  reduction  of 
€  Federal  tax  or  to  protect  the  the- 
ers  against  unfair  state  and  city 
mission  taxes. 

'Kuykendall     wrote     that     the 
PTOA    organizations    refused    to 
pport   the   plan   for   a   permanent 
ganization — the   ATA — to   replace 
<e  War  Activities  Committee,  claim- 
g  that  the  WAC  as  an  agency  to 
present  the  theaters  or  the  indus- 

[y  before  Congress  or  other  Govern- 
ent  agencies  proved  to  be  ineffec- 
ve  and  without  any  important  in- 
ience.  He  contended  that  "perman- 
mt  organizations  with  long  experi- 
Ijice   in    these    matters    were    much 

I  ore  effective  in  every  way." 
.mbrust  Sells  to  Baird 

;'  Payne,  O. — G.  K.  Baird  has  pur- 
,aased  the    Strand  from   Carl   Anti- 
trust. 

Sadler  Signs  Music  for 
Gubernatorial  Drive 
Austin,  Tex.  —  Texas  politics  will 

have  music  again  this  Summer.  Jerry 
Sadler,  veteran  showman,  operator 
of  several  theaters  in  the  state,  and 
candidate  for  governor,  revealed  that 
he  has  signed  Lew  Childre  and  a 
group  of  eight  entertainers  from  the 

"Grand  Old  Op'ry"  radio  program  to 
appear  with  him  in  a  42-day  swing 
t  rough  254  counties.  Sadler  opens 
his  musical  campaign  on  June  15. 

California  Indie  Exhibs.  to  Tour  Continent 
In  Plan  to  Form  an  International  Circuit 

Galveston,  Tex. — Establishment  of  the  first  international  independent  theater 
circuit  may  result  from  the  European  trip  planned  by  A.  Blanco  and  Arlandis 

Bou.  Pair  will  do  a  six-month  survey  of  the  Continent  to  determine  whether  it 
will  be  profitable  to  operate  theaters  showing  U.  S.  films  in  Madrid,  Paris  and 
other  centers.  Natives  of  Spain,  both  are  now  U,  S.  citizens.  Blanco  owns 
Blanco  California  Theaters,  with  headquarters  at  Mountain  View,  while  Arlandis 
operates  a  smalf  circuit  out  of  Mendota,  Calif.  Both  exhibit  Spanish  language 
films  as  well  as  Hollywood  product,  and  hope  to  make  arrangements  to  swap 
product  with  Spanish  companies. 

MPTOA  Will  Resume  j  RKO  Theaters  Signs 

Pre-War  Activities      With  Managers  Guild 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

portant  problems  and  abuses  faced 

by  exhibitors,"  Kuykendall  wrote 
that  "the  whole  field  of  unfair  com- 

petition will  require  organized  effort 
and  restraint  or  it  will  wind  up  in 
Government  regulation  by  statute  or 

by  a  commission." 
"We  believe,"  Kuykendall  added, 

"these  problems  should  be  solved 
within  the  industry  and  we  propose 

to  exert  every  possible  effort  to  de- 
velop the  voluntary  self-regulation 

and  self-discipline  that  is  indispens- 
able in  our  business,  rather  than 

have  the  regulating  done  by  laws  and 
law  suits.  We  hope  the  constructive 
factors  in  the  industry  will  lend  us 

their  support  and  co-operation." 

Indiana  Film  Transits 
Granted  Rates  Advance 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 
nine  cents  to  11  cents;  cases,  from 
six  to  seven  cents;  trailers,  from  10 
cents  to  15  cents,  and  packages,  from 
10  cents  to  15  cents. 

In  commenting  on  the  rise,  Asso- 
ciated Theater  Owners  of  Indiana 

pointed  out  in  a  bulletin  that  the 
transit  company  was  entitled  to 
higher  rates  but  that  a  better  feel- 

ing would  have  been  created  if  the 
transit  company  officials  had  first 
discussed  the  increase  with  the  asso- 
ciation. 

Sliding  Scale  Basis  Talks 
May  Resume  in  St.  Louis 

(Continued  from  Page  1 ) 

nual  pay  increases  of  $100  per  week 
in  each  of  the  next  six  years.  Pro- 

posed contract  was  negotiated  by 
Business  Agent  Moran  and  approved 
by  the  uhion  at  one  meeting  but 
subsequently  rejected  at  a  session  at 
which  Nick's  supporters  had  a  ma- 
jority. 

Nick's  group  advocated  an  imme- 
diate increase  of  from  $75  to  $86.25 

for  all  stagehands,  with  at  least  one 
man  in  each  of  the  110  City  and 
County  film  theaters,  and  two  weeks 
vacation  with  pay  annually. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

$85  to  $140  per  week  for  managers 

and  $40  to  $75  for  assistants.  Pro- 
vision also  is  made  for  severance 

pay  up  to  12  weeks  and  grievance 
machinery.  Company  policy  will  pre- 

vail where  sick  leaves  and  paid  vaca- 
tions are  concerned.  Retroactive 

payments  to  make  up  for  normal  in- 
creases which  were  delayed  because 

of  negotiations  will  go  to  all  em- 
ployes covered  by  the  contract. 

According  to  the  union,  employes 
will  receive  a  total  of  $155,000  in 
retroactive  pay  as  far  back  as  Dec. 
8,  1944,  with  $2,050  to  each  manager 
and  $1,125  to  each  assistant  working 
in  the  circuit's  theaters  in  the  New 
York  metropolitan  and  Westchester 
areas. 

George  Dunn,  chairman  of  the 
union,  voiced  the  hope  that  the  agree- 

ment "will  mark  the  beginning  of 
a  new  era  of  co-operation,  harmony 
and  unity  which  will  result  in  new 
gains  and  benefits  not  only  for  the 
company  but  also  for  all  of  the  em- 

ployes involved." Dunn  said  the  signing  of  the  con- 
tract was  a  signal  to  the  union  to 

proceed  with  the  organization  of 
other  circuits  throughout  the  coun- 
try. 

"Shorts  Sell  Tickets," 
Morgan  Tells  Meeting 

Memphis — Pointing  out  that  mag- 
azines and  newspaper  syndicates  con- 

sistently devote  space  to  the  subject 

matter  and  personalities  in  Para- 
mount short  subjects,  Oscar  A.  Mor- 

gan, short  subject  and  Paramount 
News  sales  manager,  said  yesterday 
that  "shorts  sell  tickets."  Speaking 
at  the  regional  shorts  meeting,  Mor- 

gan held  that  '  Where  there  is  a 
reader  audience  there  is  a  ready- 
made  ticket-buying  audience." 
Among  those  attending  the  meet- 

ins:  were:  M.  R.  Clark,  district  man- 
ager; Fred  Larned,  Dallas  branch 

manager;  Heywood  Simmons,  Dallas 
sales  manager;  C.  H.  Weaver,  Okla- 

homa City  manager,  and  L.  W.  Mc- 
Clintock,  local  manager. 

Adopt  Safety  Film, 
MPTOA  Again  Asks 
Before  theater  construction  gets 

under  way  again,  the  industry 
should  switch  over  to  non-inflam- 

mable film,  in  the  opinion  of  Ed 
Kuykendall,  MPTOA  president. 
Writing  in  a  current  bulletin,  Kuy- 

kendall said  the  switchover  would 
save  exhibitors  many  millions  of 
dollars  in  construction  by  eliminat- 

ing fire  hazards,  fireproof  booths  and 
the  elimination  of  the  extra  projec- 

tionist, plus  allowing  for  the  im- 
provement in  the  design  of  theaters. 

"MPTOA  believes  this  should  be 
done,"  he  wrote,  "because  the  vast 
quantities  of  non-inflammable  film 
made  for  the  armed  forces  during 
the  war  should  be  diverted  to  replace 
the  inflammable  films  now  used. 
The  manufacturing  facilities  are 
now  available  as  established  for  the 
armed  forces. 

"Use  of  non-inflammable  film  for 
an  unlimited  variety  of  war  purposes 
under  the  most  trying  conditions 
showed  its  durability,  adaptability 
and  efficiency  equal  to,  if  not  surpass- 

ing, that  of  inflammable  film.  The 
danger  to  life  and  limb  in  distribu- 

tion, the  hige  saving  in  costs  for  ex- 
change construction  for  film  vaults 

and  for  shipping  cases  should  make 
the  distributors  demand  nothing  but 
non-inflammable  prints  on  all  new 

pictures  at  once." (Eastman  Kodak  in  a  statement 
issued  earlier  in  the  year  pointed  out 
that  laboratory  and  trade  tests  have 
shown  that  the  best  safety  film  is 
not  equal  in  wearing  quality  to 

nitrate,  and  asserted,  "any  attempt 
to  generally  replace  nitrate  film  with 
the  present  safety  would  inevitably 
result  in  substantially  increased 
print  damage  and  much  higher  print 

costs  to  the  industry."  It  added  that 
improvements  in  safety  film  "are 
still  essential  and  certainly  no  spe- 

cific date  for  a  passible  shift  to 

safety  base  can  be  set  at  this  time"). 

J.  A.  Ballantyne,  Sr..  Dead 
Norfolk,  Neb.  —  J.  A.  Ballantyne, 

Sr.,  93,  father  of  Robert  Ballantyne, 
owner  of  the  Ballantyne  Co.  in 
Omaha,  died  here. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Seattle — When  Gordon  and  Doris 
Wallinger  became  the  parents  of  a 

daughter  in  Doctor's  Hospital,  the birth  marked  the  arrival  of  the  first 
girl  in  the  Wallinger  family  in  100 
years.  For  a  full  century  it  has 
been  boys  on  the  Wallinger  side  of 
the  family.  For  that  reason,  Linda 

Lee,  the  new  baby,  was  doubly  wel- come. Her  father  is  booker  at  the 
Paramount  branch  office  in  Seattle. 
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V1ILLIKEN  OPTIMISTIC  OVER  FOREIGN  TRADE 
Para.  Acquiring  100-Acre  British  Studio  Site 
Company  Meanwhile  Con- 
inuing  to  Seek  Studio 
•pace.  Declares  Balaban 

With  20th-Fox  already  committed 
d  the  early  construction  of  a  six- 
tage  studio  at  an  estimated  cost  of 
800,000  in  the  vicinity  of  London, 
lesident  Barney  Balaban  announced 
esterday  that  Paramout  was  pro- 
eeding  to  acquire  approximately  100 
cres  of  land  in  England  for  a  mod- 
!rn  studio  site. 

Balaban's  announcement  followed 
iscussions  with  Hal  Wallis,  Joseph 
lazen,  Y.  Frank  Freeman  and 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

tank  May  Propose 
Aussie  Production 
Sydney  (By  Air  Mail)  —  Current 

eports  hold  that  J.  Arthur  Rank 
vill  submit  a  proposal  to  produce 
iritish  films  in  Australia  to  Prime 
Minister  Ben  Chiffley,  now  in  Eng- 

( Continued  on  Page  9) 

Sudekum  Death  Delays 
Crescent  Divestiture  Action 

Nashville,  Tenn.  —  At  least  two 
courses  are  open  to  Crescent  Amuse- 

ment Co.  counsel  as  a  result  of  the 
leath  on  May  5  of  Tony  Sudekum, 
md  the  inheritance  of  his  holdings 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

170  iVetc  Eng.  Indies 
Express  ATA  Interest 

Three  hundred  and  nineteen  the- 

aters in  New  England,  including 
170  independents,  have  expressed 

"a  great  interest  in  ATA  and  a  de- 
sire for  a  further  detailing  of  its 

aims  and  objectives,"  Martin  J.  Mul- 
lin,  a  director  of  the  American  The- 

aters Association,  has  informed  Pres- 
ident S.  H.  Fabian. 

Mullin  is  making  plans  for  a  lunch- 
eon meeting  in  Boston  at  which 

Fabian,  Ted  R.  Gamble  and  Robert 

W.  Coyne  will  speak  to  the  New 
England  exhibitors. 

MAY  SET  UP  VARIETY  TENT  HERE 
Formation  of  N.  Y.  Variety  Club  May  Result  From 

National  Convention  Which  Opens  Today 

A  Variety  Club  tent  for  New  York 
may  emerge  from  the  national  con- 

vention which  opens  here  today  at 
the  Hotel  Astor,  it  was  reported  yes- 

terday. So  far,  the  idea  for  a  New 
York  tent  is  only  in  the  conversation 
stage  among  Variety  Club  execu- 

tives, but  it  is  understood  that  an 
effort  will  be  made  to  lay  the  ground- 

work during  the  next  few  days. 
While  Motion  Pictures  Associates 

has  set  a  policy  of  remaining  inde- 
pendent, it  is  reported  that  the  MPA 

will  have  an  "observer"  or  two  at  the 
convention  sessions.  The  question 
arises  as  to  whether  the  Associates 
might  be  the  nucleus  for  a  Variety 
tent  or  remain  independent,  with  a 
new  group  springing  up  to  repre- 

sent the  national  organization.  Sev- 
eral attempts  in  the  past  have  been 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Proposes  New  Color 
Television  Standards 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  FCC  Commissioner 
E.  K.  Jett  has  submitted  a  "start- 

ling" proposal  for  new  color  tele- 
vision standards  to  an  industry  com- 
mittee studying  the  subject,  it  was 

learned  yesterday. 
The  proposal  is  now  under  consid- 

( Continued  on  Page  3) 

Chi.  Exhib.  Leaders  Join 
To  Fight  m.  Ticket  Tax 

Chicago — John  Balaban,  Jack 
Kirsch  and  James  Coston  headed  a 
committee  which  went  to  Springfield 
yesterday  to  protest  against  a  pro- 

posed tax  on  admissions.  Group  ap- 
peared before  a  legislative  commit- 

tee which  is  seeking  additional  rev- 
enue for  a  planned  state  veteran's bonus. 

Urges  MPTOA,  Allied 
Take  Active  ATA  Pari 

St.  Louis — The  interests  of  inde- 
pendent exhibitors  would  be  best 

served  if  the  MPTOA  and  Allied 
would  take  an  active  part  in  the 
affairs  of  the  American  Theaters 
Association  and  control  it  from  with- 

in rather  than  to  try  to  break  it 
down  from  without,  in  the  opinion  of 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

State  Dept.  Switches  Pix 
To  Commercial  Policy  Div. 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  The  State  Depart- 
ment's motion  picture  section  was 

moved  yesterday  from  the  telecom- 
munications division  to  the  commer- 

cial policy  division  under  Winthrop 
G.  Brown. 
George  Y.  Canty,  picture  chief, 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Plan  Public  Relations  Drive 

Allied/CIEA  to'Spotlisht  Activities 
UA  Stockholders  Meeting 
Set  for  June  1 1  by  Board 

The  board  of  directors  of  United 
Artists,  which  met  in  New  York  yes- 

terday, fixed  June  11  as  the  date  of 

the  annual  stockholders'  meeting. 

An  extensive  public  l-elations  pro- 
gram to  publicize  the  work  of  na- 
tional Allied  and  the  Conference  of 

Independent  Exhibitors'  Assn.  will 
be  launched  in  Chicago  next  week 
when  the  Allied  board  and  the  CIEA 
convene  at  the  Palmer  House,  it  was 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Sees  France  the  No.  1 

Problem;  Goodman  to  Rep- 
resent MPEA  in  Germany 

Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington  —  Admitting  that  the 

foreign  situation  represented  the 

American  film  industry's  "gravest 
problem,"  Carl  E.  Milliken,  chief  of 
MPAA's  international  department, 
yesterday  said,  however,  that  he  was 
"optimistic"  that  workable  solutions 
would  be  found  'after  hard  work." 

In  Washington  for  a  two-day  con- 
ference with  State  Department  and 

industry  officials,  Milliken  singled 
(Continued  on  Page  9) 

New  Studio  Request 
Denied  by  the  CPA 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Louis  M.  Dreves,  re- 
gional director  of  the  Civilian  Pro- 

duction Administration,  announced 
yesterday  that  requests  of  Sol  Lesser 
Productions,  Rainbow  Productions, 
William  Cagney  Productions,  Pine  & 
Thomas,  Joseph  Bernhard  and  Lester 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

PRC  Atlanta-Charlotte 
Franchise  Repurchased 

Increase  of  PRC's  owned  and  op- 
erated exchanges  to  a  total  of  28 

with  the  company's  purchase  of  its 
Atlanta-Charlotte  franchise  was  an- 

nounced yesterday  by  Harry  H, 
Thomas,  head  of  the  firm.  Acquisi- 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

UA  to  Release  Five 

In  July  and  August 
United  Artists  will  release  five 

features  during  July  and  August,  J. 

J.  Unger,  general  sales  manager,  re- 
vealed yesterday.  Films  are:  Arnold 

Pressburger's  "A  Scandal  in  Paris," 

Andrew  Stone's  "The  Bachelor's 

Daughters,"  Benedict  Bogeaus'  "Mr. 
Ace"  (tentative  title),  Gabriel  Pas- 

cal's "Caesar  and  Cleopatra"  and 

Hunt  Stromberg's  "The  Strange  Wo- 

man." 
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Eileen  O'Brien.  MEXICO  CITY— James  L. Wyatt,  Apartado  91  Bis,  Mexico.  D.  F.  SAN 
JUAN  — E.  Sanchez  Ortis.  MONTREAL— 
Ray  Carmichael,  Room  9,  464  Francis  Xavier 
St.  VANCOUVER  — Jack  Droy,  411  Lyric 
Theater  Bldg.;  SYDNEY,  Bowdin  Fletcher, 
19  Moxon  Ave.,  Punchbowl,  N.  S.  W.  Phone, 
UL  2510.  BRUSSELS  —  Jean  Pierre  Meys, 
110  Rue  des  Paquerettes. 

FINANCIAL 
(Tues.,    May    14) 

NEW  YORK    CURB    MARKET 

High     Low    Close 
Columbia    Picts   33%     33         33 
East.  Kodak    253       253       253 
do  pfd   203       203       203 

Loew's,    Inc   40V4     393/4     39% 
Paramount          82%     82         82 
RKO          26%     25%     25% 
Republic   Picts      15%     15%     15% 
Republic  Picts.  pfd..  18%  I8V4  18% 
20th  Century-Pox  ...  63%  62%  62% 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  78         78         78 
Universal    Pict   47%     47%     47% 
Universal    Picts.    pfd..    99%     99%     99% 
Warner    Bros   53Vi     52%     52% 

NEW   YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts        9%       9%       9% 

Radio-Keith    cvs.     ...    12  113/4     11% 
Sonotone    Corp   5%       5%       5% 
Technicolor          25%     253/8     25% 
Trans-Lux              7%       7  7 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid 

Pathe     Industries          12% 

Net 
Chg. 

—  Vi 

+    Vi 

+  2 
-"%' 

—  % 

+   y4 
+   % 

—  Vs —  Vi —  % 

+  i% 

—  % 
—  % 
—  % 

-"%' 
Asked 

13% 

Smith,  Goldwyn's   Story  Ed. 
West    Coast   Bureau  of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — Bernard  Smith,  man- 
aging editor  and  sales  manager  for 

Alfred  A.  Knopf,  publishers,  has 
been  appointed  Samuel  Goldwyn's 
Eastern  story  editor,  effective  July  1. 

Young  discharged  vet  seeking  connection 

in  film  cutting,  editing.  Some  experience 

in  film  patching.  Salary  nominal.  Enrolled 

in  school  for  course  in  Motion  Pictures. 
Write    Box   68. 

THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501  Broadway,       New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

cominG  niiD  GoinG 
SAM  ECKMAN,  managing  director  for  M-C-M 

in  the  United  Kingdom,  is  due  on  the  Coast 

today  for  a  brief  visit  before  returning  to  Lon- 
don. 

JACK  COLDHAR,  UA  Eastern  sales  manager, 
returns  from  an  overnight  trip  to  Philadelphia 
tomorrow. 

PENNY  SINGLETON  returns  to  the  Coast  to- 
morrow after   New  York  visit. 

JACK  BENNY  arrived  in  New  York  yesterday 
from    the   Coast. 

HOWARD  LANG,  producer,  will  leave  today 
via  Constellation  for  the  West  Coast  to  sign 

players  for  his  Broadway  production,  "Tears 

For  The    Bride." PHIL  SPIEGEL,  Warner  publicist,  will  leave 
New  York  today  for  Boston  to  work  as  assistant 
to  Art  Moger  in  the   New  England  territory. 

MAX  CORDON,  producer,  returned  from  the 
Coast  with  plans  for  a  Fall  revival  of  the  Jerome 

Kern   musical,   "Roberta." 

H.  M.  BESSEY,  Altec's  vice-president,  has 
returned  to  New  York  after  a  10-day  trip  to  the 
Southwest. 

HOWARD  J.  LONDON,  director  of  radio  and 
motion  pictures  for  the  National  Foundation  of 

Infantile  Paralysis,  will  leave  Friday  for  Hol- 
lywood on  a   10-day  business  trip. 

JOSEPH  LUCACHEVITCH,  French  producer 

of  M-G-M  International's  "Stormy  Waters," 
arrived    here   Monday   from    Paris. 

STANLEY  E.  KRAMER  and  TAYLOR  CALD- 
WELL return  to  New  York  tomorrow  from 

Washington  where  the  latter  will  be  tendered 

a  literary-film  reception  today  at  the  Ritz 
Carlton. 
WILLIAM  EYTHE  will  leave  tor  London 

shortly  to  star  in  "Meet  Me  at  Dawn,"  which 
Marcel  Hellman  will  produce  and  direct  for 
20th   Century-Fox   Productions,    Ltd. 

RICHARD  POWERS,  music  co-ordinator  be- 
tween the  M-G-M  studios  and  the  New  York 

publishers  is   in  town  for  a   10-day  visit. 

JEFFREY  BERNERD,  film  producer,  has  re- 
turned to  the  Coast- from  Chicago. 

Sorrell  Draws  $50  Fine 
Or  Five  Days  in  Jail 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Denying-  a  motion  for 
a  new  trial,  Burbank  Police  Judge 
Raymond  L.  Reid  sentenced  Herbert 
K.  Sorrell,  head  of  Conference  of 
Studio  Unions,  and  seven  associates 
to  pay  $50  -fines  or  serve  five  days 
in  jail  because  of  their  conviction  of 
failure  to  disperse  on  orders  of  the 
police  during-  the  Hollywood  film 
strike  at  Warner  Bros,  in  October. 

Counsel  for  Sorrell  filed  notice  of 
appeal  from  the  sentence. 

SEEKING    A    DEPENDABLE 

SOURCE  OF  SUPPLY  FOR  YOUR 

THEATRE 
TICKETS? 
INTERNATIONAL  OFFERS: 

Dependable  service  .  .  .  Low  cost 

48  years'  experience  serving  theatres, 
itodiums,  amusement  parks,  ate. 
We  can  supply  your  needs.  Roll, 
machine  folded,  reserve  seats,  ate, 
Writs  for  tamplH,  prices  or  othor  Informt- 
tlon.       Delivery    tree     Main*    to    Virginia. 

INTERNATIONAL 

TICKET  It- COMPANY 
52  GRAFTON  AVE.  t^^4     NEWARK  4,  N.  J. 

EVA  URDANG.  secretary  to  M.  B.  Horowitz, 
general  manager  of  the  Washington  circuit, 
Cleveland,  left  there  by  plane  for  a  Miami  Beach 
vacation. 

IRVING  MACK,  of  Filmack,  returned  to  Chi- 
cago from   New  York  conferences. 

MERRIMAN  H.  HOLTZ,  president  of  Screen 
Adettes,  is  en  route  to  New  York  via  San  Fran- 

cisco and  Los  Angeles,  and  will  return  to  Port- 
land in  )une. 

LORRAINE  DE  ROME,  GEORGIA  LANGE, 
IRENE  VERNON,  SHIRLEY  PICKERING.  LYNNE 
WALKER  and  MARY  ELLEN  GLEASON,  the  sec- 

ond group  of  Goldwyn  Girls,  will  leave  the 
Coast  today  on  a  30-ciry  tour  eastward,  and 

will  return  there  July  15  to  appear  in  Kaye's 
new  film,  "The  Secret  Life  of  Walter  Mirty." 
JOHN  DE  BENEDETTO,  assistant  manager  of 

Loew's  Poli,  New  Haven,  has  returned  there 
from   a   vacation   in   Atlantic   City. 

HARRY  SHAW,  division  manager  of  Loew- 
Poli  New  England  chain,  has  returned  with 
MRS.  SHAW  from  Miami  Beach 

ABRAHAM  BERNSTEIN,  Columbia's  New  Eng- land exploiteer,  is  in  New  Haven  for  a  few 

week's  campaigning  on  "Cilda"  and  "Tars 

and   Spars." 
W.  H.  STRAFFORD,  IATSE  Local  666  busi- 

ness manager,  Chicago,  is  in  Detroit  for  union conferences. 

Borde  and  Rosenblatt 
Promoted  by  Mochrie 

Seymour  Borde,  RKO  Radio  branch 
manager  in  Des  Moines,  has  been 
appointed  sales  manager  in  Chicago 
by  Robert  Mochrie,  vice-president and  sales  head.  Maxwell  M.  Rosen- 

blatt, salesman  in  the  Omaha  branch, 
has  been  appointed  manager  in  Des Moines. 

Washer  Leaves  Goldwyn 
Ben  Washer  announced  yesterday 

he  had  obtained  release  from  his 
contract  as  Eastern  publicity  and  ad- 

vertising director  for  Samuel  Gold- 
wyn, Inc.  He  will  take  a  vacation  in 

Louisville  before  announcing  future 
plans.  No  successor  has  been  ap- 
pointed. 

TUt  Scale  for  "The  Voice" Chicago — B  &  K  will  hike  daytime 
scales  to  95  cents,  the  same  as  eve- 

ning admission,  for  the  Frank  Sin- 
atra show  starting  Friday.  Sinatra 

will  give  seven  shows  daily,  with 
M-G-M's  "Up  Goes  Maisie"  as  the film  attraction. 

Majors'  Counsel  Refutes 
New  Jackson  Park  Claim 

Chicago  —  Attorney  Miles  Seel  | 
filed  for  Loew's,  RKO,  and  20th  Ce 
tury-Fox    in    Judge    Michael    Igo 
court  yesterday  denial  of  all  claii 
made  by  Attorney  Thomas  McConi 
for  the  Jackson  Park  Theater  in 
supplementary    complaint    aski  | 
$200,000     damages     in    addition 
$360,000  already  awarded.        m     , 

Attorney  Seeley  says  tha  f/d 
ment  entered  March  14,  194<*3*ul 
adjudicated  all  issues  in  the  ca  I 
If  additional  damages  and  attornel 
fees  are  sought  by  the  plaintiffs  th  i 
should  sue  for  them  in  a  new  a 
independent  suit. 

Get  Added  Time  to  Reply 
In  Tele  Cross  Complaint 

An  extension  to  June  4  to  answ| 
the  cross-complaint  of  Scophol 
Corp.  of  America  and  Arthur  Levi 
president,  has  been  granted  to  Gf 
eral  Precision  Equipment  Coil 
Television  Productions,  Inc.,  a  j 
Paramount  Pictures  in  the  Goveii 
ment's  anti-trust  suit  over  the  licell 
ing  of  television  patents. 

Meanwhile,   the   deposition   of 
G.    Elcock,    executive    of    Scophoil 
Ltd.,  is  expected  to  be  filed  in  F^ 
eral  Court  today. 

Kennebeck  Named  UA's Indian  General  Manager 

Frank  V.  Kennebeck  has  be 
named  United  Artists  general  m£ 
ager  in  India,  succeeding  J.  J.  La 
lor,  resigned,  it  was  announced  y< 
terday  by  Walter  Gould,  forei 
manager.  Kennebeck  is  a  veter 
sales  executive  with  experience 
the  U.  S.,  Australasia  and  1; 
Caribbean  area. 

Greeks  Honor  Ganetakos 
Montreal  —  George  Gene  take 

managing  director  of  United  Amu: 
ment  Corp.  and  national  chairm 
of  the  Greek  War  Relief  Fund,  I 
been  awarded  the  silver  medal,  hig 
est  honor  of  the  Greek  Red  Cross  i 
his  work  in  directing  relief  suppl 
in  Greece. 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

M 

motion   picture. 
Week  after  week  they  say  it ! 

STARTING  7th  BIG  M-G-M  WEEK  AT  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL 
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eorge  Weltner,  all  of  whom  recently 

e  turned  from  a  four  weeks'  British 
loduction  survey. 

Paramount's  prexy  said  that  the 
iompany  was  negotiating  for  and 

pi^^iontinue  to  negotiate  for  the 
c  ̂Tition  of  existing  space  to  the 
mathat  there  could  be  an  early 
tart  to  English  production.  The 
rojected  studio,  he  said,  would  be 
rected  "at  the  earliest  moment 

lilding  conditions  will  permit."  No 
stimate  of  cost  was  given. 
Having  purchased  screen  rights  to 

V'oseph  Shearing's  "For  Her  to  See," 
'Vallis  and  Hazen  plan  to  put  this 
nieture  into  production  in  England 

■arly  in  1947  renting  space  in  an 
-stablished  studio.  They  next  will 
»iake  "Whenever  I  Remember." 
Hazen  and  Wallis  reported  a  popu- 
lar demand  for  American  pictures  in 

rpermany  and  France. 

Proposes  New  Color 
-television  Standards 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

aration  by  a  committee  composed  of 
RMA  and  RTPB  representatives  and 

"recommendations  are  expected  to  be 
J  made  soon  to  the  FCC. 

'Jb  Although  details  of  the  plan  are 
^Jacking,  one  industry  spokesman 

Istermed  the  standards  "startling  and 
5a  possible  solution  to  the  present 

ipattle  between  color  and  low  fre- 
quency video  enthusiasts." 

Following  FCC's  request  that  CBS 
^submit  proposals  for  new  color  tele- 

vision standards,  the  net  turned  the 
question  over  to  the  committee  with 
certain   recommendations.     The    dis- 

0  eussions  were  making  little  headway, 
jit  was  learned,  until  Jett  stepped 
[  into  the  picture. 

1  Report  of  the  proposals  came  as 
jthe  commission  announced  another 
;  withdrawal  from  the  black-and- 
[  white  video  field,  bringing  the  total 
to    51 — well    over    one    half    of    all 

J  applications   pending  and   scheduled 
for  hearing. 

Mrs.  Bigelow  Dead 
Mrs.  Elizabeth  MacDonald  Bige- 

low, 58,  prominent  in  theatrical  en- 
terprises, died  here  Monday  after  a 

long  illness.  In  1939  she  was  execu- 
tive director  of  the  Max  Reinhardt 

Workshop  in  Hollywood. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  15 
Irving  Browning  Allen   Davey 

Alvin   Gross 

▼  ▼  T 

Niid-Weeh  Memos 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  National  Allied's  Chicago  dinner-dance 
honoring  Prexy  Jack  Kirsch  a  week  from  Saturday  is  expected  to  at- 

tract upwards  of    1.500   Palmer  House   event   will   draw   industry 

toppers  from  East  and  West.  ...  •  When  Joseph  I.  Breen  goes  to 

London  to  tell  British  producers  how  the  MPAA's  Production  Code 

functions  in  late  June  or  early  July,  he'll  be  dined  by  the  British  Film 
Producers  Association,  with  J.  Arthur  Rank  presiding.  ...  •  Vir- 

tually all  major  air  lines  will  follow  Pan  American  in  installing  pro- 

jection   equipment    in    their    larger    ships.    ...     •  Chicago-Tribune's 
editorial    on   pix   yesterday   was    one    of   those    mixed   blessings   

Along  with  praise  for  Hollywood's  war  record  was  criticism  of  screen 

propaganda.  ...  •  Hawaiian  theaters'  March  of  Dimes  campaign 
this  year  brought  in  $51,984.98,  or  95V2  cents  per  seat.  ...  •At- 

lantic City's  grosses  are  soaring,  thanks  to  a  big  convention  list.  .  .  . 
•  Major  company  and  circuit  adv.  heads  should  find  the  Association 

of  National  Advertisers'  report  on  co-op  advertising  well  worth  perusal. 

•  Scarsdale's  Town  Club  tomorrow  night  will  hear  W.  Stewart  Mc- 
Donald of  Warners  outline  a  plan  for  a  clinic  to  inoculate  dogs  against 

rabies   McDonald    is    chairman    of    the    club's    public    health    and 
safety  committee   

▼  ▼  ▼ 
•  •  •  IT'S  A  TOSS-UP:  USO  is  making  a  special  effort  to  get 
Jack  Benny  and  Bob  Hope  and  their  satellites  for  a  grand  July  4  cele- 

bration overseas   One  for  Tokyo  and  the  other  for  Frankfort,  Ger- 
many   The.  boys  will  have  to  give  up  about  a  month  of  their  time 

for  the  junket;  and  USO  is  going  to  ask  them  to  flip  a  coin  to  decide 

who  goes  to  which  area   

T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Look  for  expansion  of  the  MPAA  staff 

here  as  well  as  in  Washington.  ...     •   Tom  Brady,  back  in  mufti,  is 

resuming    as    the    N.    Y.    Times    Hollywood    staffer   Fred    Stanley 
subbed  whi!e  Tom  was  in  uniform.  ...  •  Frederick  C.  Othman,  of  the 

UP  and  Motion  Picture  magazine,  is  completing  a  humorous  book  about 

his  Hollywood  and  Washington  experiences  for  Whittlesey  House  pub- 

lication, come  FalL  ...  •  Jimmy  Durante's  30th  anniversary  in  show 
biz  will  be  marked  here  the  night  of  June   5   with  a   party  to   end   all 

parties   Scene  will  be  the  old  Silver  Slipper,   now  a  dance   hall, 

where    Jimmy    first    hit    the   big    time   Party    will   see    the    famed 

Durante-Lou   Clayton-Eddie  Jackson   team   revived   You   can   count 
on  virtually  every  star  in  town  to  show  up  for  the  fun  which  will  start 

at  11   p.  m   Jimmy  arrives  from  the  Coast  on  June  4   Credit 

the  party  idea  to  thoughtful  Producer  Joe  Pasternak   Y'see,  "Two 
Sisters  from  Boston"  opens  at  the  Capitol  on  the  6th.  ...  •  Take 

it  from  Eric  A.  Johnston,  leaders  of  "most  of  the  elements"  in  the  in- 

dustry favor  his  Motion  Picture  Institute  plan.  ...  •  If  you  didn't 
catch  the  significance  of  the  proposed  Government  insurance  for  over- 

seas fi!m  rentals,  you  might  consider  the  fact  that  industry  revenues 
from  foreign   showings   represent   35   per   cent  of  the   total   take.   .    .   . 

•  Jacque  Singer,  whose  idea  for  organizing  a  G.  I.  Symphony  Or- 
chestra has  reached  national  recognition  (as  well  as  the  package  deal 

stage  for  a  movie  company),  will  include  many  outstanding  film  scores 

during  his  Summer  concert  programs  when  he  conducts  the  New  Or- 

leans Symphony  Orchestra.  ...  •  Interstate  Circuit  has  set  Screen 

Test,  new  radio  quiz  devoted  entirely  to  the  film  industry,  for  21  weeks 

over  the  Texas  Quality   Shows  will  originate  in  Interstate  houses 
in  Dallas,  San  Antonio,  Houston  and  Fort  Worth   

T  ▼  ▼ 

Para.  25- Year  Club 
Initiates  At  Dinner 
Paramount's  home  office  veterans 

were  inducted  into  the  company's 
25- Year  Club  at  a  dinner  at  the 
Waldorf-Astoria  last  night,  with  cer- 

tificates, wrist  watches,  membership 

pins  and  a  bound  volume  containing 
photos  and  biogs.  of  members  going 
to  the  initiates.  President  Barney 
Balaban  made  the  presentation,  with 
Adolph  Zukor,  board  chairman, 
speaking  for  the  inducted  group. 
Claude  Lee  emceed.  From  the  Coast, 
Cecil  B.  De  Mille,  Henry  Ginsberg 
and  Bing  Crosby  spoke  over  a  closed circuit  hookup. 

Initiates  included: 

G.  Knox  Haddow,  Louis  E.  Fernan- 
dez, Frank  Meyer,  Albert  Dean, 

Montague  F.  Gowthorpe,  William 
Fass,  Martin  Rosenfeld,  David  Cas- 
sidy,  William  J.  Clark,  Walter  Mac- 

intosh, Henry  I.  Goldberg,  Robert 

T.  Young,  J.  Ventura  Sureda,  Austin 
C.  Keough,  William  Basch,  Arthur 
Bell,  Robert  Powers,  Erich  Ericsson, 
Henry  L.  Salsbury,  Charles  M.  Rea- 

gan, Joseph  A.  Walsh,  Fred  A. 
Leroy,  Herman  Lorber,  John  Roper, 
Oscar  Morgan,  Arthur  J.  Dunne, 
Samuel  D.  Palmer,  Adolph  Zukor, 

Edward  O'Connor,  Fred  Mohrhardt, 
James  J.  Speer,  Arthur  J.  Leonard, 
Joseph  R.  Wood,  Allan  Adams, 
Joseph  J.  Doughney,  Paul  Raibourn, 
Clarence  Alexander,  Hopeton  Dock- 

eray,  Guy  McRae,  William  J.  O'Con- 
nell,  James  B.  Reilly,  Percy  Lock- 
wood,  Harry  A.  Nadel,  Daniel  F. 

Hynes,  Henry  Lavaca,  Charles  Stro- 
bel,  Russell  Holman,  Agnes  Mengel 
Grew,  Elizabeth  Scheuer,  Lillian 
Goldsmith,  Ann  J.  LeViness,  Matilda 
Kass  Cohn,  Louise  Eckhardt  Miller, 
Catherine  Hagen,  Evelyn  Ida  Wolf, 
Lenora  Korenstein,  Rose  D.  Sarfaty, 

Rebekah  Shuman,  Mabel  R.  Thomp- 
son, Anna  Ghersan  Vidich,  Irene  F. 

Scott,  Helen  O'Connor  Duffy,  Sara 
Lyons  Danto,  Barbara  Linker, 
Aldyth  Reichenbach,  Isabelle  Peters 
Couyas,  Minnie  Waxelbaum  Treiber, 
Elizabeth  R.  Radigan,  Mary  Spitzer 
Cottlow,  Catherine  Coakley  Wihtol, 
Irene  Sullivan,  Florence  Tiernan, 
Tess  Klausner,  Earle  W.  Sweigert, 
Robert  Allaire,  Frank  Danzeizen, 
Richard  Hoene,  Rudolph  Koubek, 
Frank  LaGrande,  Gilbert  Miller,  Ar- 

thur Richards,  May  Hearne,  Rose 
Hummerstone. 

St.  Louis  Bill  Demands 
Theater  Fire    Alarms 

St.  Louis  —  A  bill  has  been  pre- 
sented to  the  St.  Louis  Board  of 

Aldermen  to  require  theaters  of  200 
to  1500  seating  capacity  to  install 
fire  alarm  boxes  connected  with  the 

city  fire  department's  alarm  sys- tem, in  front  of  the  theaters,  while 
theaters  of  more  than  1500  seats 

will  have  to  install  alarm  boxes  both 
in  the  front  of  the  house  and  on  the 

stage,  if  the  bill  passes  and  is  signed 

by  Mayor  Aloys  P.  Kaufmann. 
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May  Set  Up  Variety 
Tent  in  New  York 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
made   to  form  a  tent  here,  but  the 
time  now  appears  to  be  ripe  for  its 
establishment. 

Registration  started  yesterday, 
with  around  60  delegates  signing  in. 
The  big  rush  is  expected  to  start  to- 

day and  continue  through  tomorrow 
when  the  first  business  session  gets 
under  way.  More  than  300  delegates 
are  expected  to  be  on  hand.  National 
officers  and  canvasmen  huddle  today. 
Convention  ends  Saturday  night  with 
the  Humanitarian  Award  banquet, 
the  award  this  year  going  to  Gen. 
Evangeline  Booth  of  the  Salvation 
Army. 

New  Studio  Request 
Denied  by  the  CPA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Cowan,  to  build  a  $2,600,000  studio 
in  Culver  City  was  denied  because  of 
the  critical  GI  housing  condition. 
Thirty-one  other  applications  were 
also  denied. 

The  studio  was  proposed  for  site 
on  Overland  Ave.,  Culver  City,  with 
cost  of  new  building  to  be  $2,000,000 
and  $400,000  as  cost  of  processing 
equipment,  exclusive  of  re-used 
equipment. 

Shcdndlin  on  Curtis  Film 
Producer-Director  Paul  R.  Thoma 

has  signed  Jack  Shaindlin  to  do  an 

original  music  score  for  "Magazine 
Magic."  Over  a  year  in  production, 
"Magazine  Magic,"  a  feature  length 
film  in  color,  was  made  for  Curtis 
Publications.  Shaindlin  will  super- 

vise the  composition  and  orchestra- 
tion of  the  score  and  conduct  a  large 

■  orchestra  and  chorus.  Recording  will 
take  place  at  RCA  studios  here. 
Tom  Draper  handled  the  photo- 

graphic assignment  and  Edwin  Kas- 
per  the  film  editing.  A  cut  version 
of  the  film  will  be  distributed  the- 
atrically. 

VARIETY  CLUB  TENTS'  DELEGATES 
Delegates  by  tents  to  the  national  convention  of  the  Variety  Clubs  convention, 

opening  today  at  the  Hotel  Astor,  follow: 

HOUSE  DEALS 

Delmar  Theater  Leased 
River  Theater  Corp.  has  leased  the 

Delmar  Theater,  Broadway  near 
138th  •  St.,  in  a  21-year  deal  con- 

summated by  Berk  &  Krumgold. 
House,  which  seats  2,600,  is  to  be 
modernized  as  soon  as  material  is 
available.  Property  was  recently 
purchased  by  Jacob  Freidus. 

Adelman  Regains  Two 
Fort  Worth,  Tex.— I.  B.  Adelman 

has  again  resumed  control  of  the 
Tivoli  following  end  of  a  10-year 
lease  arrangement  with  the  Inter- 

state Theaters.  In  the  same  deal 
Adelman  also  resumed  control  of  the 
Delman  in  Houston. 

Tent  No.  1 

R.  Clifton  Daniel,  W.  J.  O'Brien,  M.  J. 
Gallagher,  Harry  Feinstein,  M.  A.  Silver, 
Or.  Albert  I.  Wise,  Albert  E.  Florig,  J.  J. 
Vaughn,  Jr.,  Francis  Trainer,  Bernard  Lauth, 
6am  Speranza,  Peter  Dana,  Michael  N.  Sha- 

piro, Joe  Hiller,  I.  Elmer  Ecker,  Artemis 
j_esiie,  Andrew  Battiston,  Harry  G.  Feldman, 
Mort  S.  England,  Arthur  F.  Morrone,  Lou 
Goldberg,  Boy  M.  Hawley,  J.  C.  Ackerman, 
Sam  Beichblum,  Leon  Beichblum,  Jerry 
oastelli,  Ike  Sweeney,  Sol  Goldberg,  Victor 
A.  Bigaumont,  Samuel  Chertoil,  Bennett  Am- 
dur,  Bert  Stearn,  Dave  Miller,  David  Law- 

rence, Judge  Blair  Gunther,  F.  D.  Moore,  Jo 
Shapiro,  George  Bung,  Harry  Hendell,  Chas. 
.tsurstein,  I.  Saltz,  Harold  Cohen,  Kasper 
Monahan,  Joe  Misrach,  Dominie  Navarro. 

Tent  No.  2 

George  Anagost,  J.  F.  Luft,  Leo  Yassenoff, 
Leo  Haenlein. 

Tent  No.  3 
Balph  Kinsler,  William  Onie,  Allan  Moritz, 

L.  J.  Bugie,  Noah  Scheehter,  Albert  A. 
Aaron,  J.  G.  Howe. 

Tent  No.  4 
E.  L.  Murphy,  Harry  Crawford,  Sam  Levin, 

Tom    Canavan,    Jas.    Arthur,    Sam    Schucart, 
Jos.   Ansell,   Louis  K.   Ansell,   Joe  Goldstein, 
Fred  Joseph,  Lester  Grand,  Henry  Biegel. 

Tent  No.  5 
Alex.  Schreiber,  Carl  Buermele,  Moe  Dudel- 

son,  Jas.  Sharkey,  Thos.  H.  Ealand,  Bobt. 
Fisher,  Saul  Korman,  Barney  Kilbride,  Ar- 

thur Bobinson,  Dr.  J.  J.  Katzman,  Cem  Mer- 
ritt,  Jack  Zide,  Frank  Wetsman,  Arvid 
Kantor,  Mac  Krim,  Lew  Wisper,  Sam  Barrett, 
Unas.  Homer,  Adolph  Goldberg. 

Tent  No.  6 
M.  S.  Fine,  Nat  Wolf,  M.  A.  Mooney,  Nat 

Lefkowich,  Henry  Greenberger,  Abe  Kramer, 
Wm.  Kunzmann,  M.  B.  Horwitz. 

Tent  No.  7 

C.  J.  Basil,  B.  T.  Murphy,  Elmer  Lux, 
Dewey  Michaels,  Andrew  Gibson,  Geo.  Mac- 
Kenna,  Marvin  Jacobs,  Lou  Appleby,  Irving 
Fried,  Murray  Whiteman,  Peter  Grafiades, 
Max  Orlin,  Lou  Leiser,  Sam  Grossman,  Bobt. 
Boasberg,  Stanley  Kozanowski,  Basil  J.  Basil, 
V.  Spencer  Basil,  Albert  Becker,  Harry  Berk- 
son,  Menno  Dykstra,  Myron  Gross,  Jack  Gold- 

stein, Sam  Goldberg,  Al  Bondy,  Abe  Kessler, 
Buth  Bappaport,  Miss  J.  Siegel,  Mrs.  Sara 
Weil,  Abe  Granitstein,  Sidney  Kuliek,  E.  K. "Ted"   O'Shea. 

Tent  No.  9 

Herman  Bipps,  Chas.  Smakwitz,  C.  J.  Lat- 
ta,  Neil  Hellman,  Harry  Lamont,  Leonard 
Semon.  Eugene  Lowe,  Henry  Seiden,  Eugene 
leper,   Jerry  Atkin. 

Tent  No.  10 
Mannie  Marcus,  Carl  Niesse,  Sam  Switow, 

Sam  Weinberg,  Fred  Sorrells,  Oscar  Kusch- ner. 

Tent  No.  11 
W.  Vincent  Dougherty,  Nathan  Golden, 

J.  E.  Fontaine,  A.  E.  Liehtman,  Oscar  F. 
Neu,  Fred  Kogod,  Sam  Wheeler,  Louis  Bern- 
heimer,  Frank  Storty,  Alvin  Ne-wmyer,  Bob- 
ert  Mittman,  Leonard  Gordon,  Max  Bosen- 
berg,  Dr.  Sylvan  Danzansky,  David  Legum, 
Ned  Bord,  Herbert  Sauber,  John  B.  Wood, 
Jr.,  Irvin  Shapiro,  David  Palfreyman,  Mar- 

tin Hughes,   Frank   Stover,   Bobert  O.  Philip- 

No.    13 

Wm.  Elson,  John  Branton,  Wm.  Volk. Tent  No.  13 

Jack   Beresin,   Al.  J.   Davis,   Michael   Felt, 
Jack  Greenberg,  Earle  Sweigert,  Edgar  Moss, 
Ben  Amsterdam,   P.   D.   Bies,   Ben  Fertel,   El- 

mer Wilsehke,   George  Beattie. 
Tent  No.  15 

A.  H.  Blank,  Balph  Branton,  Myron  Blank. Tent  No.  16 

Sam  Epstein,  M.  G.  Bogers,  E.  I.  Bubin, 
Walter  Green. 

Tent  No.  17 

Wm.  O'Donnell,  E.  I.  Payne,  C.  C.  Ezell, 
J.  O.  Cherry,  Ted  de  Boer,  Julius  Sehepps, 
Harold  Schwarz,  Jo  Jack,  Edw.  Kuehn,  Phil 
Longdon,  Julius  Gordon,  B.  H.  Bickers,  Duke 
Gierke,  Dick  Owen,  Glen  McClain,  J.  G. 
i-ong,  V.  E.  Shugrue,  Bay  Beall. 

Tent  No.  18 

Boy  Wells,  Alex  Gondos,  Paul  Banker, 
Father  Mike  Hinssen,  Fred  Krim,  H.  W. 
Yendes,  Jack  Thompson,  Harry  Condron,  John 
Samu,  Al  Shoup,  Mrs.  Boy  Wells  and  Sister, 
Fred  Sylvan,  Jos.  Candrea,  Biehard  Althopf. 

Tent  No.  19 
Harry  Welch,  Maurice  Hendricks,  Joseph 

Poltilove,  Wm.  Myers,  Wm.  K.  Saxton,  Bod- 
ney  Collier,  Frank  Durkee,  Lauritz  Garman, 
Bernard  Seaman,  Al  Shuger,  Benjamin  Beck, 
Michael  Offit,  Chauncey  Wolf,  Aaron  Coplin, 
Joseph  Walderman,  Fred  Sandy,  H.  Paul 
Borne,  Miss  Alice  Garman,  Barry  Waldman, 
Morris  Oletsky. 

Tent  No.  20 

Herbert  Kohn,  T.  W.  Young. 

Tent  No.  21 
O.  C.  Lam,  C.  D.  Durmeyer,  Carl  Floyd, 

L.  A.  Stein,  Lionel  Keene,  L.  D.  V.  Benton, 
W.  K.  Jenkins,  John  Cunningham,  J.  P. 
Dumestre,  Jr.,  Paul  Wilson,  Willis  Davis, 
Louis  Bosenbaum,  Mack  Jackson,  Paul  King. 

Tent  No.  22 

Balph  Talbot,  Horace  Falls,  M.  W.  Os- borne. 

Tent  No.  23 
M.  M.  Wolf,  John  Dervin,  Don  Alexander, 

Jr.,  Wm.  Mancuso,  Chas.  Israelson,  Leonard 
Biehter,  Jas.  Marshall,  Philip  Bloomberg, 
Leonard  Goldberg,  Theodore  Rosenblatt,  Sam- 

uel Bichmond. 
Tent  No.  24 

F.  H.  Beddingfield,  H.  H.  Everett,  H.  F. 
Kincey,  John  Vickers,  Worth  Steward,  Jay Schrader. 

Tent  No.  25 
W.  H.  Lollier,  Al  Galston,  E.  L.  Giroux. 

Tent  No.  26 

Jack  Kirsch,  Jack  Kose,  Ed.  Brunell,  Irving 
Mack,  Sam  Levinsohn,  Henri  Elman,  David 
Dewey,  Clyde  Elliott. 

Tent  No.  27 

Clive  Waxman,  Jack  Stewart,  George  Samp- son. 

National  Officers 

B.  J.  O'Donnell,  John  Harris,  James  Bal- 
mer.  Marc  Wolf,  Carter  Barron,  A.  K.  Bows- 
well.   Wm.  MoCraw,    "Chick"   Lewis. TORONTO  TENT 

Oscar  Hanson,  Ben  O'Kun,  Sydney  Samson, John  Fitzgibbon. 
FILM  CARRIERS 

Charles  Trampe,   Harold  McKinney. 
MEXICO  TENT 

Luis    Montes. 

Universal  to  Send  a  Star  and  Press  Staff 
For  Premiere  of  First  Texas  Vet  Theater 

Brady,  Tex. — All  the  hoopla  and  glitter  of  a  big  town  theater  premiere  will 

attend  the  opening  of  Bob  Shanks'  new  theater  in  this  5,000-population  town 
on  May  23.  Shanks,  a  war  hero  is  the  first  veteran  to  open  a  theater  under  the 
plan  devised  by  Universal  some  months  ago,  and  Universal  is  backing  the  project 
to  the  hilt. 

Initial  booking  is  the  Yvonne  DeCarlo  starrer,  "Frontier  Gal,"  with  no  less 
an  attraction  than  Miss  DeCarlo  on  the  stage  for  the  opening  day  ceremonies. 

And,  to  make  sure  the  event  is  properly  impressed  upon  this  part  of  Texas, 
Universal  will  send  home  office  representatives,  headed  by  Publicity  Manager 
Al  Horwits  to  arrange  a  big  program  in  advance  of  the  opening. 

Hollywood 
Vine  Yard 
=  By  RALPH  WILK    . 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAIL 

Hollywood — Day's  news  round-up:  Lan 

Turner  will  star  in  Metro's  remake  c 
"Coquette". . .  .20th-Fox  has  assigned  Ann 

Baxter    to    a    leading    role    in    "Thp-Lar 
George  Apley"   Paramount  has      I     re 
Houston  Branch's  original  "The  Bi&  TJair] 
cut"  as  a  vehicle  for  Alan  Ladd....Tonj 
Martin  and  Kathryn  Grayson  get  top  role! 

in   Metro's   musical,    "The   Kissing    Bandit  i 
  New  picture  offers  have  caused  Con  I 
stance    Collier    to   cancel    plans    to    fly    t| 
England...    Warners  have  acquired  Jo 

Laurie  Jr.'s  story  of  early  Frisco  vaudeville 
"Barbary  Host".... Rex  Harrison  has  a  ne»| 
20th-Fox  three-year  pact. 

Anne  Sheridan's  new  Warner  pic  will  bJ 

titled  "Nora  Prentiss"  rather  than  "Th{ 
Sentence,"  and  the  final  title  for  20rh| 

Fox's  new  Technicolor  musical  will  be  "I 

Wonder  Who's  Kissing  Her  Now"  rathe  2 
than  "Hello  My  Baby". .  .Next  starring  vehicll 

for  Ida  Lupino  and  Dane  Clark  will  be  "Deel 
Valley"   Walter    Huston's    first    singi 

ing  role  in  films  will  be  in  Metro's  "Summel 
Holiday"   Betty  Grable  gets  the  starring 
role  in  20rh-Fox's  "No  Wedding  Ring"...! 
"Life  Is  a  Ton  of  Bricks,"  original  screeil 
comedy  by  Ruth  McKenney  and  Richard] 
Branston,  has  been  purchasd  by  Paramount 
and  Danny  Dare  will  produce. 

•         • 
Charles  R.  Rogers  has  set  Al  Green  r< 

direct  "The  Fabulous  Dorseys,"  and  Davie  < 
Sussman  as  production  manager.  ,.  .Shirk; 

Temple  wiH  star  in  David  O.  Selznick'i 
"What  Every  Young  Bride  Should  Know,' 
an    original    scenario    being     prepared     b) 

Marion   Cocktrell   RKO  has  signed   Ros( 

Hobart  for  "Katie  For  Congress".  . . . Colum 
bia  castings  include:  Chester  Morris,  con  J 

tinuing  the  Boston  Blackie  routine  witrl 

"The  Clue  That  Talked,"  George  Macreadyj 

into  "The.  Return  of  Monte  Cristo".. 
"Buzz"  Henry  has  been  Universal-ly  signed] 

for   "Wild    Beauty." 

Joan  Crawford  will  sign  with  Skirball- 
Manning  for  two  pix  for  Universal  release, 

First  is  mystery,  "Portrait  in  Black". Samuel  Goldwyn  has  inked  Cary  Grant  foi 

"The  Bishop's  Wife,"  with  Teresa  Wright 
scheduled  for  femme  honors. ..  .Boris  Kar- 

loff  turns  Injun  for  his  co-starring  role 
with  Gary  Cooper  and  Paulette  Goddard  in 

Para.'s  "Unconquered"   Twentieth  -  Fox 

has  handed  the  lead  in  "The  High  Window" 
to  George  Montgomery. ..  .Para,  has  signed 
"Carousel"  villain,  Murvyn  Vye,  to  a  termer. 

4  Para.  Latin-American 
Reps.  Here  for  Confabs 

Paramount  representatives  from 
Brazil,  Mexico,  Cuba  and  Peru 
arrive  here  today  for  conferences 

with  A.  L.  Pratchett,  Latin-Amer- ican division  manager,  and  George 

Weltner,  president  of  Paramount  In- 
ternational. They  are  Pedro  Ger- 

mano,  Brazil;  Lazaros  ConstantineJ 
Mexico;  Americo  Rosenberger,  Cuba,' 
and  Osvaldo  Urrutia,  Peru. 
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JEAN  PIERRE  AUMONT 
ADOLPHE  MENJOU 
Melville  Cooper  •  Mikhail  Rasumny  •  Mono  Maris 

Eduardo  Ciannelli  *  Henry  Stephenson 
and 

BASIL  RATHBONE 

Produced  by 

Robert  &  Raymond  Hakim 

Directed  by  Sam  Wood 

Wi 

ADAPTATION  BY  MORRIE  RYSKIND 

DIRECTOR  OF  PHOTOGRAPHY,  JOSEPH  VALENTINE,  A.  S.  C. 

Released  by 

R    K    O 
RADIO PICTURES 

V 



<?(//*- 
in  a  blanketing  national  magazine  campaign  reaching  a  total  of 

22,976,270 CIRCULATION 

—  Pre-selling  a  great  attraction  to  the  multiple-million  readers  of 

LIFE  •  McCALL'S  •  LOOK  •  LIBERTY  •  TIME  •  TRUE 

STORY*  FAN  LIST  and  CANADIAN  MAGAZINES 

No  wonder  there'll  be  thousands  waiting  for  YOU  to  announce  the  coming  of 
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liiken  Optimistic 
iter  Foreign  Trade 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
France  and  Spain  as  presenting 

,|of  the  industry's  toughest  prob- 

■  said  France  was  the  No.  1 
Jem  because  of  the  present 
>&mZ  in  trade  negotiations,  but 
;i'  ̂ ^  "serious"  because  of  "fan- 
c"  prices  asked  for  import  per- 
.  He  added,  however,  that  he 
:ipated  a  settlement  in  the 
[ich  situation,  while  admitting 
it  "would  probably  take  some 

xlman  MPEA  Rep.  in  Germany 
illiken  also  revealed  to  The  Film 
,Y  that  Morris  Goodman,  form- 
foreign  manager  for  Republic, 
head  the  MPEA  setup  in  Ger- 
y  as  soon  as  it  receives  the 
al  okay  of  the  Treasury  and 
Departments. 

2  said  the  MPEA  was  "ready  to 
iin  Germany  and  he  said  he  ex- 
sd  no  difficulties  from  either  the 
sury    or   the    military    govern- 
| 
he  military  government,"  he 
,  "has  already  approved  the  plan 
is  anxious  to  get  distribution  out 
s  hands.  MPEA  is  now  ready  to 
;he    minute    official    approval   is 

In."
 

illiken  praised  the  assistance 
n  the  motion  picture  industry  by 
State  Department,  while  admit- 
that  obstacles  are  sometimes 

id  by  individual  American  Ern- 
ies in  some  countries. 

I'he  co-operation  is  different  in 
rent  Embassies,"  he  said,  "but 
whole  the  State  Department  is 

•iding  invaluable  assistance  to 
industry  in  solving  the  many 
>lems  that  lie  ahead." 
Blocked  Currency  Serious 

e  said  the  question  of  blocked 
ency  represents  one  of  the  indus- 
;  toughest  problems.  Although 
verall  estimate  of  the  amount  of 
ency  blocked  in  foreign  countries 
mailable,  the  figure  probably  runs 
the  millions  of  dollars.  He  said 
in  addition  to  the  amount  in- 

ed  in  each  country,  there  is  the 
ition  of  the  foreign  exchange — 
much  the  money  would  be  worth 
iken  out  of  the  country, 
i  China,  for  instance,  about  one 
on  dollars  is  blocked.  At  the 
ent  rate  of  exchange  this  amount 

NEW  POSTS 
ER  JORDAN,  director  of  publicity  and  ad- 
ertising,  Interstate  Theaters  Circuit,  Hous- 

ton, Tex. 

COLD,  manager,  Plaza,  Chicago. 

JOHNSON,    assistant   director  of   publicity 
nd  advertising,  Interstate  Theaters,  Hous- 
K>n,  Tex. 

HARPER,  district  manager,  Bell  &  Howell, 
vt.  Louis. 

MAXWELL,  assistant  manager,  Warner's 
Dhio,  Canton,  O. 

TAMARIN,  UA  special  rep,  for  engage- 

Bent  of  "Henry  V"  at  the  New  York  City Center. 

Little  Headlines: 
PARAMOUNT  NEWS'  current  release  includes  exclusive  pix  of  the  KKK  meeting 

atop  Stone  Mountain,  near  Atlanta,  Ga.,  this  week.  While  Klan  goons  reportedly  seized 

the  camera,  subsequently  returning  it  to  Cameraman  Oscar  Goodman,  they  apparently 

forgot  to  remove  the  film. 
• 

PORTLAND,  ME.,  CITY  COUNCIL  has  upped  all  local  licenses,  the  biggest  being  a 

100  per  cent  up  for  theaters  seating   1,000  or  more,   from  $100.25  to  $250.25.   Houses 

under  1,000  will  pay  $150.25. 
• 

RHODE   ISLAND'S  LARGEST   DAILIES,   the    Providence   Journal,   Evening   Bulletin   and 
the  Pawtucket  Times,   returned   to  a   war-time   standard   of   tight  advertising  space    ra- 

tioning Monday   with   theaters   in   Providence   using   more   than   300   lines  of   advertising 

per  week  cut  one  third.  Cut  in  Pawtucket  was  50  per  cent  until  coal  crisis  is  passed. 
• 

THREE   SPRINGFIELD,    MASS.    downtown    houses— the    Paramount,    Loews    Poli,    and 

the  Capitol — joined   in  a   week-long  campaign   to   save  OPA,  by   permitting   the  setting 
up  of  petition  tables  in  their  lobbies. 

• 
COMPLETE  PREVIEW   FACILITIES  which   will   include   a  theater,   a   working   projec- 

tion room,  a  cutting  room  and  other  conveniences  will  be  built  at  the  Nevada  Biltmore 

Hotel  in  Las  Vegas  as  an  aid  to  film  producers,  it  is  announced  by  Horace  Heidt,  who 

bought  the  Biltmore  for  $500,000  from  G.  E.  Kinsey. 
• 

SPRINGFIELD,  MASS.  POLICE  CENSORS  gave  a  clean  bill  of  health  to  "The  Virgin 

Bride,"  now  showing  at  the  Garden  there,  but  Capt.  Matthew  J.  Meade,  head  of  the 
crime   prevention   bureau,    however,    instructed    the    management    to    withdraw    what   he 

termed  "suggestive"  advertising. • 

HOLLYWOOD'S    ROLE   in    the    world-wide    misconception   of    life    in   the    U.    S.    was 
scored   in   Norman,  Okla.   by   Milton   S.   Eisenhower,   president  of  Kansas   State   college, 

here.   Eisenhower,   brother   of  "Ike,"   spoke   at   the    University   of  Oklahoma   commence- 

ment exercises.  Eisenhower  made  a  plea  for  export  of  films  showing  "the  real  America." • 
SEATTLE    BOARD    OF    CENSORS    has    banned    "The    Outlaw"    in    Seattle.    Pic    was 

booked    for    an    early   showing   at    a    Hamrick-Evergreen    theater.    Film    was   banned    in 

Portland,  but  when  the  producer  agreed  to  one  minor  deletion,  censors  reconsidered  and 

gave  the  feature  a  clearance. 

New  York  SDG  to  Ally 

With  Hollywood's  SDG 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Affiliation  of  the 
Screen  Directors  Guild  of  New  York 
with  the  SDG  of  Hollywood  is  ex- 

pected to  result  from  talks  now  in 
progress.  Bud  Pollard,  president, 
and  Gene  Martel,  treasurer  of  the 
East  Coast  group  are  discussing  the 
affiliation  proposal  with  John  Crom- 

well and  the  board  of  the  local  SDG. 
Move  would  have  to  be  ratified  by 
both  bodies  at  annual  meetings 
scheduled  this  month. 

would  drop  considerably.  The  indus- 
try has  currency  blocked  in  most  of 

the  European  nations,  including 
France,  Italy,  Norway,  Denmark  and 
the  Balkans. 

Confident  of  Solutions 

'At  more  than  first  glance,"  Milli- 
ken  said,  "the  situation  seems  hope- 

less in  many  respects  for  the  Amer- 
ican film  industry.  I  am  confident, 

however,  that  solutions  will  be 

found." His  statement  recalled  a  predic- 
tion by  a  State  Department  official 

that  it  would  take  the  industry  ap- 

proximately three  years  "hard 
struggle"  with  the  "active  assist- 

ance of  the  State  Department"  be- fore the  situation  would  be  cleared 
up. 

He  said  the  industry  was  particu- 
larly desirous  of  getting  new  films 

into  France.  He  said  that  the  French 
people  apparently  are  hungry  for 
American  pix  and  even  old  films,  such 
as  "Ben  Hur"  are  still  being  played 
to  large  audiences. 

State  Dept.  Switches  Pix 
To  Commercial  Policy  Div. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

described  the  move  as  an  '  adminis- 
trative change"  and  said  there  would 

be  no  change  in  Department  policy. 
Canty,  known  as  a  top  expert  in  the 
field,  will  be  faced  with  a  growing 
load  of  business  as  the  American 
motion  picture  industry  attempts  to 
recoup  its  foreign  business. 

The  motion  picture  section  form- 
erly was  under  telecommunications, 

headed  by  Francis  Colt  De  Wolf. 

Sid  Mesibov  on  Tour  in 
Behalf  of  Para.  Publicity 

•  Sid  Mesibov,  Paramount  trade 
paper  contact,  left  for  Chicago  and 
Hollywood.  In  Chicago,  he  will  in- 

terview editors  and  writers  on  trade 
and  technical  publications  which  now 
carry  little  or  no  motion  picture  art 
or  stories  with  the  view  of  opening 
such  columns  to  Paramount  publicity. 
Mesibov  will  then  proceed  to  the 
studio  for  conferences  with  depart- 

ment heads. 

Rank  May  Propose 
Aussie  Production 

Burnett,  Barron's  Aide 
Martin  Burnett,  city  manager  of 

Loew's  St.  Louis  Theaters,  has  been 
named  assistant  to  Carter  Barron, 
Eastern  division  manager,  Joseph  R. 
Vogel,  vice-president  in  charge  of 
theater  operations,  revealed.  Burnett 
will  headquarter  in  Washington.  His 
successor  in  St.  Louis  will  be  Orville 
Crouch,  recently  returned  from service. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
land.  Norman  Bede  Rydge  and  Rank 
have  been  in  conference  on  the  plan 
for  some  time,  and  lack  only  some 
assurance  of  Commonwealth  Gov- ernment support. 

Plan  is  said  to  involve  the  enlarge- 
ment of  the  Pagewood  Studios,  near 

Sydney,  with  Rank  to  supply  a  com- 
plete film  unit  to  staff  the  plant. 

Studio  would  be  re-equipped  if  the 
Prime  Minister  can  give  some  assur- 

ance that  necessai*y  permits  will  be issued. 

Theaters  to  Gamble 

Coos  Bay,  Ore.— Ted  R.  Gamble, 
Portland  circuit  operator  and  ATA 
board  chairman,  has  purchased  the 
Bay  theater  interests  of  Robert 
Marsden  and  D.  M.  Hull,  operating 
the  Coos  Bay  Amusement  Co.,  and 
takes  possession  of  the  Egyptian  and 
Noble  in  Coos  Bay  and  the  Liberty 
in  North  Bend  today. 

The  deal  also  includes  construction 
of  a  new  theater  here  as  soon  as  ma- 

terials are  available. 
Ron  Gamble  will  manage  the  new 

operation  for  his  brother. 

Sudekum  Death  Delays 
Crescent  Divestiture  Action 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

by  his  wife,  Mrs.  Nettie  Elizabeth 
Sudekum.  A  voluntary  continuation 
of  the  divestiture  procedure  ordered 
against  a  deadline  of  July  17  may  be 
followed  with  a  second  request  for 
more  time  as  a  possibility,  or  counsel 

may  ask  the  court  to  clarify  the  situ- 
ation resulting  from  Sudekum's 

death. 
In  Judge  Elmer  D.  Davies'  decision, Mrs.  Sudekum  was  associated  only 

with  the  Muscle  Shoals  Theaters,  but 
a  clarification  may  be  in  order  now 

that  she  owns  her  late  husband's holdings  in  Crescent.  Elmer  Baulch, 
recently  elected  Crescent  president, 
was  dismissed  from  the  Government 
suit  at  the  end  of  the  trial. 

IN  CIVVIES 
if  Honorably  Discharged  tIt 

ALBERT  H.  REYNOLDS,  from  the  Army,  Under- 
wood and   Ezell  circuit  staff,   Dallas. 

JOHN  V.  WALLER,  from  the  Navy,  district 
manager,    Bell    &    Howell,   Washington. 

WALTER  KLINCER,  from  the  Army,  Warner 
Bros,   studio   publicity   department. 

EDWARD  S.  MILLS,  JR.,  from  the  Army,  pro- 
duction division,  NBC  Television,  New  York. 

E.  ROGER  MUIR,  from  the  Army,  production 
division,   NBC  Television,  New  York. 

ORVILLE  CROUCH,  from  the  Army,  city  mana- 

ger,  Loew's  theaters,  St.   Louis. 
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-k  FILfll  DfllLV  REVIEWS  Of  nEUJ  PICTURES 
"O.S.S." 

with    Alan    Ladd,   Geraldine    Fitzgerald 
Paramount  107  Mins. 

FIRST  FILM  ABOUT  O.S.S.  IS  STRONG 

DRAMATIC  ENTERTAINMENT  WITH  EX- 
CEPTIONAL B.  0.  CHANCES. 

This  Richard  Maibaum  production  brings 
Paramount  first  under  the  wire  with  a  film 
based  on  the  activities  of  the  Office  of 

Strategic  Services  during  the  war.  The 

fact  that  "O.S.S."  is  the  screen's  initial  at- 
tempt to  give  the  public  some  idea  of 

what  this  branch  of  our  armed  services  con- 
tributed to  the  job  of  winning  the  victory 

is  of  great  importance  in  evaluating  the 
box  office  prospects  of  the  production. 

Careful  analysis  of  the  contents  of  the 

picture  leads  to  the  conclusion  that,  in 

spite  of  its  being  a  war  subject,  the  offer- 
ing will  draw  heavily  because  it  packs  un- 

usual interest,  remains  well  within  the 
bounds  of  conviction,  generates  terrific 

suspense  and  follows  a  taut  story  line  right 
down  to  the  last  foot. 

With  the  help  of  sharp  direction  by  Irving 

Pichel  that  takes  advantage  of  every  dra- 

matic possibility  of  the  material  in  the 

punchy  screenplay  of  Maibaum  and  that 

lends  emphasis  to  the  crucial  scenes, 

"O.S.S."  registers  strongly  with  its  graphic 
account  of  the  work  of  an  O.S.S.  team  in 

obtaining  vital  information  about  the  enemy 

in  France  and  carrying  out  sabotage  activi- 
ties to  pave  the  way  for  the  Allied  victory. 

Death  in  the  line  of  duty  strikes  the 

members  of  the  team  until  only  two  re- 

main. These  two  are  Alan  Ladd  and  Ger- 

aldine Fitzgerald.  When  they  fall  in  love, 
Ladd  is  torn  by  a  struggle  between  duty 

and  his  feelings  for  Miss  Fitzgerald.  The 

picture  must  be  commended  for  refusing 

to  go  soft  to  achieve  a  happy  and  conven- 

tional ending.  In  the  heart-rending  climax 

the  man  is  forced  to  see  the  woman  he 

loves  sacrificed  to  the  success  of  an  im- 

portant mission.  Audiences  will  find  it  hard 

not  to  be  moved  deeply  by  the  closing 
moments  of  the  film. 

Little  fault  can  be  found  with  the  way 

Maibaum  has  produced  the  film.  Lionel 

Linden's  camera  work  is  deserving  of  con- 
sideration. 

Ladd  and  Miss  Fitzgerald  play  the  lead- 

ing roles  with  force,  getting  excellent  sup- 

port from  players  including  Patric  Knowles, 
their  O.S.S.  commander. 

CAST:  Alan  Ladd,  Geraldine  Fitzgerald, 

Patric  Knowles,  Richard  Benedict,  Richard  Webb, 

Don  Beddoe,  Onslow  Stevens,  Gavin  Muir,  Jo- 
seph Crehan,  Egon  Brecher,  Gloria  Saunders, 

Leslie  Denison,  John  Hoyt,  Harold  Vermilyea, 

Crane  Whitley,   Julia   Dean,   Bobby   Dnscoll. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Richard  Maibaum;  Di- 

rector, Irving  Pichel;  Screenplay,  Richard  Mai- 
baum; Cameraman,  Lionel  Linden;  Art  Di- 
rectors, Hans  Dreier,  Haldane  Douglas;  Special 

Photographic  Effects,  Gordon  Jennings;  Process 
Photography,  Farciot  Edouart;  Set  Decorators, 
Sam  Comer,  Stanley  J.  Sawley;  Musical  Score, 

Daniel  Amfitheatrof,  Heinz  Roemheld-  Film  Edi- 
tor, William  Shea;  Sound,  Harold  Lewis,  John 

Cope. 
DIRECTION,    Good.       PHOTOGRAPHY,    Good. 

From  Miami  to  Studio 
The  Miami  Theater  on  Sixth  Ave. 

and  46th  St.  has  been  acquired  by  the 
directors  of  the  55th  St.  Playhouse 
who  will  operate  it  as  the  Studio 
Theater  with  a  policy  of  first-run 
imported  films.  The  house  will  be 
completely  remodelled  and  redec- 

orated by  early  Autumn. 

"She  Wrote  The  Book" 
with  Joan  Davis,  Jack  Oakie,  Mischa  Auer 
Universal  74  Mins. 
A  VERY  CLEVER  SATIRE  ON  A  VERY 

"HOT''  BOOK  AND  ITS  VERY  FEMALE 

AUTHOR;  DESTINED  FOR  GOOD  GROSSES. 
Joe  Gershenson,  executive  producer,  and 

Warren  Wilson,  producer  and  co-author  of 
the  original  screenplay,  deserve  special 
plaudits  for  hitching  their  idea  to  the 
wealth  of  publicity  on  a  widely  discussed 
novel  and  its  attractive  young  authoress,  and 

coming  out  with  a  very  clever  satire  with 
timely  effect. 

Joan  Davis  delivers  a  remarkable  fine 

job  in  a  dual  personality  role  that  tests 

the  comedienne's  versatility.  Oakie  is  right 
in  there  too,  punching  at  the  continuously 

laughable  situations.  Mischa  Auer  adds  to 

the  humor  by  portraying  a  pseudo-charac- 
ter out  of  the  film's  novel  paradoxically 

titled,  "Always  Lulu." 
The  story  gets  under  way  when  Joan 

Davis,  professor  of  calculus  at  a  small  mid- 
Western  university  (and  looking  the  part), 

arrives  in  New  York  with  a  two-fold  purpose: 

to  deliver  a  lecture;  and  to  collect  a  huge 

royalty  check  for  Gloria  Stuart,  her  close 

friend  and  wife  of  the  dean,  who  prefers 

to  have  her  identiy  as  author  of  the  risque 

book,  "Always  Lulu,"  kept  secret  from  her 

husband,  John  Litel,  and  other  members 
of  the  faculty. 

Jack  Oakie,  press  agent  for  the  popular 

novel,  plans  a  special  welcome  for  the 

"glamorous"  authoress  whom  he  has  never 

seen,  as  an  inducement  to  have  her  begin 

on  a  sequel.  When  Joan  pretends  to  be 

Lulu  Winters,  Oakie  thinks  she  is  travelling 

incognito.  She  tries  to  escape  a  press  in- 
terview and  accidently  loses  her  memory 

through  hurting  her  head  in  a  wild  taxi 

ride.  Oakie  tries  to  help  her  regain  her 

memory  by  telling  her  she's  Lulu  Winters. 

Joan  begins  to  believe  this  and  her  trans- 
formation from  school  teacher  to  glamor 

gal  is  one  for  the  books. 

Oakie  arranges  with  Mischa  Auer  to 

have  him  help  Joan  spend  ail  her  royalty 

money  so  that  she  would  be  forced  to 

write  a  sequel.  In  the  meanwhile,  Joa
n's 

college  is  about  to  close  its  doors  for  lack 

of  funds.  Oakie  gets  a  clue  to  help  Joan'
s 

memory  and  takes  her  back  to  the  campus. 

When  Joan  gets  back  to  herself  she  helps 

the  college  by  securing  a  sizeable  endow
- 

ment from  one  of  her  millionaire  friends 

whom  she  cultivated  while  under  the  in- 
fluence of  amnesia. 

CAST:  Joan  Davis,  Jack  Oakie,  Mischa  Auer, 

Kirby  Grant,  John  Litel,  Jacqueline  de  Wit, 

Gloria  Stuart,  Thurston  Hall,  Lewis  J.  Rus- 
sell, Raymond  Largay,  Victoria  Home,  Verna 

Felton,   Jack   J.   Ford,   Phil   Gams. 
CREDITS:  Producer,  Warren  Wilson;  Original 

Screenplay,  Warren  Wilson  and  Oscar  Brodney; 
Executive  Producer,  Joe  Gershenson;  Director, 

Charles  Lamont;  Cameraman,  George  Robinson; 

Film  Editor,  Fred  R.  Feitchans,  Jr.;  Musical  Di- 
rector, Edgar  Fairchild;  Art  Direction,  Jack 

Otterson  and  Richard  H.  Reidel;  Sound,  Ber- 
nard B.  Brown;  Set  Decorators,  Russell  A.  Caus- 

man  and  Ted  Offenbecker;  Assistant  Director, 
William  Tummell;  Special  Photography,  D.  S. Horsley. 

DIRECTION:  Very  Good.  PHOTOGRAPHY, 
Good. 

Monsieur  Beaucaire"  I  "The  Searching  Wi 

Jackson   Park   Hearing  Friday 
Chicago— Hearing  on  the  Jackson 

Park  Theater's  motion  for  an  in- 
junction against  the  Chicago  clear- 

ance system  will  be  held  Friday,  hav- 
ing been  postponed  from  yesterday. 

with   Bob  Hope 

Paramount  93   Mins. 

HOPE  IS  AT  HIS  FUNNIEST  IN  COS- 
TUME COMEDY  CALCULATED  TO  SEND 

GROSSES  SKYROCKETING. 

Booth  Tarkington's  "Monsieur  Beaucaire," which  once  served  the  talents  of  the  silent 

screen's  Rudolph  Valentino,  has  this  time 
inspired  a  comedy  that  should  prove  as 

good  a  source  of  diversion  as  any  in  which 
Boy  Hope  has  appeared.  The  film  offers 

the  star  as  great  an  opportunity  for  clown- 

ing as  he's  ever  had,  and  Hope  doesn't miss  a  trick  in  making  the  most  of  his 
chances  to  incite  a  riot  of  fun. 

Certain  to  give  exhibitors  some  of  their 

biggest  houses  of  the  year,  the  production, 
which  has  been  turned  out  by  Paul  Jones 

with  physical  embellishments  worthy  of 

note,  places  at  Hope's  disposal  material 
that  suits  his  style  of  comedy  perfectly. 

In  concocting  the  screenplay  Melvin  Frank 
and  Norman  Panama  rarely  let  the  comedian 

down,  having  created  a  number  of  situ- 
ations that  are  as  funny  as  anything  Hope 

has  done  on  the  screen.  The  writers  haven't overlooked  the  possibilities  for  burlesque  by 

the  royal  pomp  of  the  story's  period. 
In  the  new  screen  version  of  the  Tarking- 

ton  novel,  a  marriage  between  a  Spanish 

princess  (Marjorie  Reynolds)  and  a  French 
duke  (Patric  Knowles)  is  arranged  in  the 

interests  of  peace.  Neither  party  to  the 

match  has  seen  the  other.  The  laugh  po- 
tential of  the  film  mounts  when  Hope,  as 

Monsieur  Beaucaire,  Louis  XV  of  France's barber  who  has  to  flee  to  Spain  for  his  life 

after  incurring  the  displeasure  of  his  mon- 

arch, is  prevailed  upon  to  swap  places  with 

the  duke,  who  is  averse  to  the  marriage, 

picturing  the  bride-to-be  as  undesirable 

when  actually  she's  very  delectable.  The 
duke  and  the  princess  meet  and  fall  in  love 

without  being  aware  of  each  other's  identi- 
ty. You  can  imagine  what  a  mixup  results. 

The  situation  is  complicated  for  Hope  by 

the  fact  he's  nuts  about  Joan  Caulfied, 

royal  chambermaid  banished  to  Spain  by  the 

jealous  queen  of  France.  Relief  comes  for 

Hope  at  the  last  minute  when  Knowles  and 

Miss  Reyolds  discover  the  truth  about  each 

other.  The  film  ends  not  only  with  the 

love  birds  properly  paired  but  with  a  plot 

to  prevent  the  royal  marriage  and  seize  the 

Spanish  throne  being  foiled. 

George  Marshall's  direction  allows  the 
action  to  mount  until  it  reaches  riotous 

proportions  at  the  wind-up. 

Hope  should  thank  the  quality  of  his 

support.  Miss  Caulfield,  Knowles,  Miss  Rey- 

nolds, Cecil  Kellaway  as  a  French  diplo- 

mat, Reginald  Owen  as  Louis,  Constance 

Collier  as  the  queen  and  Joseph  Schildkraut 

as  the  plot  leader  are  among  those  who 

back  up  Hope  to  the  hilt. 

CAST:  Bob  Hope,  Joan  Caulfield,  Patric 
Knowles,  Marjorie  Reynolds,  Cecil  Kellaway, 

Joseph  Schildkraut,  Reginald  Owen,  Constance 
Collier  Hillary  Brooke,  Fortunio  Bonanova,  Mary 

Nash,  Leonid  Kinskey,  Howard  Freeman,  Helen Freeman. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Paul  Jones;  Director, 

George  Marshall;  Screenplay,  Melvin  Frank,  Nor- 
man Panama;  Based  on  novel  by  Booth  Tar- 

kingfon;  Cameraman,  Lionel  Linden;  Art  Di- 
rectors, Hans  Dreier,  Earl  Hedrick;  Special  Ef- 

fects, Farciot  Edouart;  Set  Decorators,  Sam 

Comer,  Ross  Dowd;  Musical  Score,  Robert  Em- mett  Dolan;  Film  Editor,  Arthur  Schmidt;  Sound, 
Gene   Merritt,   Don   Johnson. 

DIRECTION,  Good.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Good. 

with  Robert  Young,  Sylvia  Sidney, 
Richards 

Paramount-Wallis  108 

MEANINGFUL    DRAMA    BASE 
H  ELLM  AN    PLAY    IS    CLASS    PK 

SUPERBLY   PRODUCED   BY  W/ 

Sparing  no  efforts  to  give  „! 

to  what  it  has  to  say,  "The  Se; 
Wind"  is  a  film  with  a  missionar 
that  must  look  for  its  full  apprecial 

audiences   in   the  higher  brackets. 

The  mental  attitudes  toward  tren 

events  in  Europe  that  were  a  foresha 
of  the  second  world  conflict  are  ex 

and  analyzed  in  "The  Searching  Wine 
a  good  deal  of  dramatic  forcefulness. 
Hellman,  who  did  the  screen  transc 

of  her  play,  makes  the  most  of  her 
that  compromise  with  moral  princip 
the  sake  of  expediency  betrayed  th 

peoples  of  the  world  and  brought 

war.  In  making  her  point  Miss  f- 
traces  the  course  of  history  from 

Mussolini's  march  on  Rome  to  the  : 
of  Czechoslovakia.  There  is  no  ques 

the  earnestness  and  effectiveness 
which  the  author  unburdens  her  min 
if  what  she  discusses  is  common  kno 

by  now.  Their  failure  to  discover  a 

new  in  "The  Searching  Wind"  will  n 
sen  the  film's  capacity  to  entertain 
signated  audiences. 

The  film  at"  times  becomes  inc< 

and  disorganized  in  the  enthusiasr 
which  it  delivers  its  message.  It  alsc 

towards  repetition  and  suffers  frc 
much  verbosity.  Action  is  conspicuou: 

absence. 

Miss  Hellman's  message  has  been  ( 

presentation  by  Producer  Hal  Wall 
leaves  little  to  be  desired.  The  pro  i 

is  a  classy  and  attractive  one,  its  i 

qual'ty  being  heightened  by  Lee  ( 4 

photographic  treatment.  The  film  4 
additionally  from  the  standout  direc  I 
William  Dieterle. 

The  story  is  told  in  flashback  so  J 
distraught  young  veteran  about  to  1 

leg  may  be  able  to  understand  wl 

happened  to  him.  At  the  end  the  I 
confusion  lifted  from  his  mind,  voi 

hope  that  the  mistakes  that  brought 
war  shall  not  be  repeated. 

The  cast  is  an  inspired  one.  Roberi  0 
scores  heavily  as  an  American  d  W 
who  failed  to  understand  the  co  • 

events  in  Europe.  Ann  Richards  as  h  Q 

placent  wife,  Sylvia  Sidney  as  a  1 
sweetheart  who  saw  how  the  wi  j 

blowing,  Dudley  Digges  as  Young's  1 who  also  suffered  from  shortsigr  4i 

and  Douglas  Dick  as  Young's  wouncui all  are  first-rate.  There  are  man'! 
roles  that  are  outstanding. 

CAST:  Robert  Young,  Sylvia  Sidney,  A  ll 
ards,    Dudley   Digges.   Douglas   Dick,   Alb    i 
serman,     Dan     Seymour,     Ian     Wolfe,      I 
Canty,    Norma    Varden,    Charles    D.    Bro  , 
Castle,   William   Trenk,    Mickey   Kuhn,   f    > 
ter,   Dave  Willock. 

CREDITS:     Producer,     Hal     Wallis; 
William    Dieterle;    Screenplay,     Lillian    A 

Based  on    play   by   Lillian   Hellman;   Car* Lee    Garmes;    Musical    Score,   Victor  Yo  g, 
Directors,    Hans    Dreier,    Franz   Bachelin  if 
Effects,    Farciot    Edouart;    Set    Decorat . 
Comer,   John   McNeil-   Film   Editor,  War  i.  I 
Sound,  Hugo  Grenzbach,  Walter  Oberst. 

DIRECTION,   Fine.      PHOTOGRAPHY 



K now 
C  The  U.  S.  film  industry's  capital  investment 

C  The  world  gross  of  American  motion  pictures 

C  The  film  industry's  expenditures  for  U.  S.  advertising  in  1945 

C  The  number  of  people  employed  in  U.  S.  production  in  1945 

C  Hollywood's  annual  payroll 

C  Hollywood's  production  costs  for  1945 

C  The  average  negative  cost  per  feature  in  the  U,  S. 

C  The  amount  invested  in  story  purchases  by  Hollywood  studios 
last  year 

C  The  top  price  paid  for  an  original  story  by  Hollywood  in  1945 

C  The  number  of  actors  under  term  contracts  to  major  Hollywood 

studios  in  1945 

C  The  number  of  producers  of  features  in  Hollywood 

C  The  number  of  theatrical  shorts  produced  annually 

C  The  number  of  people  employed  in  the  U.  S.  distribution  field 

C  The  estimated  1945  U.  S.  film  rentals 

€1  The  U.  S.  film  theatres  gross  in  1945,  exclusive  of  federal  and 
state  admission  taxes 

C  The  average  U.  S.  film  theatre  admission  price  in  1945 

C  The  total  number  of  seats  in  U.  S.  film  theatres  as  of  Jan.  1, 
1946 

C  The  number  of  drive-in  theatres  in  the  U.  S.  as  of  Jan.  1,  1946 

C  The  average  length  of  American-produced  features 

C  The  number  of  British  film  theatres 

C  The  amount  of  British  film  remittances  to  the  U.  S.  in  1945 

C  The  number  of  Canadian  film  theatres  on  Jan.  1,  1946 

The  ANSWERS 
I  to  these  and 

a  million  and  one 
other  questions  can 

be  found  in— 

THE  1946  YEAR  BOOK  OF  MOTION  PICTURES 
Now  being  distributed  to  all  subscribers 

THE    FILM    DAILY 
1501   BROADWAY NEW  YORK  CITY 
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Allied,  CIEA  Plan 
Publicity  Campaign 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
indicated  yesterday  in  an  Allied  bul- 
letin. 

Steps  are  expected  to  be  taken  to 
acquaint  exhibitors,  Government  offi- 

cials, charitable,  educational  and 
welfare  groups  and  the  public  with 
the  work  of  the  organizations  and 

"to  distinguish  between  these  groups 
and  some  others  which  may  presume 
to  speak  for  the  independent  exhib- 

itors of  the  United  States."  It  is 
presumed  that  the  "other"  groups 
embody  the  recently-formed  Amer- 

ican Theaters  Assn.,  although  the 
ATA  was  not  mentioned  specifically. 

Film  supplies  and  film  rentals  will 
occupy  a  major  portion  of  the  meet- 

ings, it  was  announced.  The  Jack- 
son Park  Theater  case,  it  was  pointed 

out,  again  has  brought  clearance  and 
"the  right  to  buy"  into  the  lime- 

light and  the  groundwork  will  be 
laid  for  future  action  in  these  mat- 
ters. 

Plan  to  Extend  Influence 

The  two  organizations  will  con^ 
sider,  separately,  plans  for  increas- 

ing their  membership  and  extending 
their  influence  and  effectiveness,  it 
was  said.  In  another  veiled  refer- 

ence to  the  ATA,  the  Allied  bulletin 
declares  that  "neither  Allied  nor 
CIEA  has  any  hampering  restric- 

tions on  the  scope  of  its  activity  or 
interest  where  the  welfare  of  the  in- 

dependent exhibitors  is  concerned," 
adding  that  "their  leaders  have  no 
entangling  alliances  which  make  it 
either  embarrassing  or  illegal  for 
them  to  plan  or  act  with  respect  to 
film  rentals,  trade  practices  and  other 
matters  of  real  concern  to  their 

members." 
Because  of  the  heavy  reservations, 

the  two  meetings  "are  taking  on  the 
proportions  of  a  national  conven- 

tion," the  bulletin  reports. 

Independent  Exhibitors 
In  Third  Blast  at  ATA 

Boston  —  A  third  letter  advising 
exhibitors  to  pass  up  membership 
in  ATA  was  sent  out  this  week  by 
Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc.  Theme 
of  the  letter  stresses  the  suggestion 
that  charity  drives  and  collections 
should  be  a  decision  of  the  individ- 

ual exhibitor. 

FEMME  TOUCH 

THURLEY  KING,  inspectress  at  RKO,  Minne- 
apolis. 

MARIAN  FRANKUS,  clerk  at  Warners,  Minne- 

apolis. 
LORETTA  EDELSTEIN,  booking  stenographer  at 

Paramount,  Minneapolis. 

GERTRUDE  MACKINSON,  cashier,  Savoy  Thea- 
ter. 

AUDREY  KUTHE,  Planet  Publicity  Office,  di- 
rector of  all  national  advertising,  publicity 

and  exploitation,   Hollywood. 

PATRICIA  HANIFAN,  secretary  at  M-G-M  ex- 
change,  Minneapolis. 

DOROTHY  LEON,  biller  at  M-G-M  exchange, 
Minneapolis. 

REVIEWS  Of  SHORT  SUBJECTS 
"Don't  Be  a  Sucker" 

Paramount  18  Mins. 

Impressive  Reel 
Paramount,  as  a  public  service,  is 

distributing  this  short  which  the  TJ. 
S.  Army  Signal  Corps  produced  for 
showing  to  our  troops.  It  is  a  well- 
made,  impressive  reel,  pulling  no 
punches  in  the  constructive  message 
it  imparts.  In  the  top  roles  are  Paul 
Lukas  and  Felix  Bressart,  and  com- 

mentary is  spoken  by  Lloyd  Nolan. 
Footage  points  up  how  the  technique 
of  tyranny  is  used  to  divide  and  con- 

quer, setting  minorities  against  one 
another  by  playing  on  their  preju- 

dices. People,  thus  split  into  help- 
less groups,  are  powerless.  Bressart, 

as  the  young  American,  is  ready  to 
believe  what  the  rabble  rouser  says, 
but  Lukas,  as  a  former  German  pro- 

fessor and  now  a  new  U.  S.  citizen, 
shows  him  the  danger  of  so  doing. 
Film  houses  throughout  the  nation 
should  show  this  one.  It  will  be  re- 

leased on  July  4 

"Tomorrow's  Mexico" 
(March  of  Time) 

20th- Fox  20  Mins. 
Mexican  Capsule 

Sprinkled  with  fiestas,  religious 
rites,  night  life  and  the  like,  this 

issue  briefly  unravels  Mexico's history  from  bandit  days  to  this 

year's  elections.  Through  a  numer- 
ous succession  of  leaders,  Mexico  has 

gradually  become  an  independent 
and,  in  later  years,  respected  nation. 
How  her  leaders  have  achieved  this, 
through  an  intensive  campaign 
against  illiteracy,  modernization  of 
railroads,  farming,  etc.,  is  shown  in 
the  footage.  The  subject  further  de- 

picts how  Mexico  has  emerged  as  a 
leader  in  Pan-American  activities 
and  has  earned  her  place  in  the  UN. 
A  timely  subject,  contrasting 

primitive  peasantry  with  modern 
cities  and  a  bountiful  tourist  trade, 
this  subject  is  entertaining  and  in- 

formative. Should  tickle  the  Pan- 
American  palate. 

"Mr.  Noisy" 
Columbia  16  y2  Mins. 

Pretty  Funny 

Shemp  Howard  is  his  usual  noisy 
self  in  this  rendition  of  how  a  wild 
baseball  fan  upsets  the  players  so 
that  some  gamblers  hire  him  to 
heckle  so  they  can  bet  on  the  oppo- 

sition. What  results  and  how  it 
happens  is  slap-stick  and  corn,  but 
still  funny.  Howard  fans  should 
really  go  to  bat  on  this  one. 

"Hush  My  Mouse" 
Warner  Bros.  7  Mins. 

Clever 

Aided  by  sparkling  dialogue  this 
cartoon  should  have  extensive  ap- 

peal. The  scene  is  "Tuffy's  Tavern," 
with  Artie,  the  manager,  (Tuffy  ain't 
here)  speakin.'  Filligan  (d-hhhh)  is 
out  for  some  mouse-knuckles  to  ap- 

pease the  appetite  of  customer,  Ed- 
ward G.  Robbincat.    Natch,  Filligan 

fails  in  his  mission,  which  maddens 
E.  G.,  saddens  Artie,  and  gladdens 
all  others  concerned. 

"The  Navy  at  War" 
Telenews  Productions  10  Mins. 

Thrilling  Stuff 
This  is  the  first  of  a  series  of 

shorts  dealing  with  exploits  of  the 
various  armed  services  in  World  War 
II.  Films  are  a  compilation  of  out- 

standing combat  photography  of  the 
conflict,  selected  by  the  services 
themselves.  Citations  were  awarded 
to  the  cameramen  who  photographed 
the  sequences  shown.  Each  of  the 

reels  is  narrated  by  John  B'eal, edited  by  Robert  Kingsley,  with  Jack 
Tobin  supplying  production  and 
script.  The  material  used  in  this  and 
the  other  subjects  thus  far  com- 

pleted is  stirring  stuff,  particular 
the  view  of  the  Enterprise,  the 
Yorktown,  Franklin  and  Bunker  Hill 
in  action  in  the  Pacific.  Audiences 
will  be  thrilled  at  the  scenes,  and 
particularly  so  will  be  the  fighting 
men  who  have  recently  returned  to 
civilian  life  from  areas  overseas. 

11  Mins. 
"Tall  Tales" 

Brandon  Films 
Excellent 

Here  is  a  musical  short  that  should 
receive  great  response  from  music 
lovers  of  American  folk  songs.  Burl 
Ives,  Josh  White  and  Winston 
O'Keefe,  whose  record  albums  are 
finding  a  place  in  the  American 
home,  sing  three  typical  American 
ballads,  "Strawberry  Roan,"  "Grey 
Goose,"  and  "John  Henry."  Will 
Geer,  known  for  his  Jeeter  Lester 
role  in  "Tobacco  Road,"  is  also  in 
the  film,  as  the  fourth  member  of 
the  group  who  gather  in  the  setting 
of  the  farmhouse  kitchen-yard.  The 
sound  is  very  good  with  only. a  guitar 
accompaniment  supplying  .the  musi- 

cal background. 

"Spain — The  Fight  For  Freedom" (Documentary) 
Brandon  Films  25  Mins. Dated 

Clipped  shots  have  been  pieced  to- 
gether to  form  this  documentary 

story  of  the  background  of  the 
Spanish  Civil  War  and  the  develop- 

ments from  the  end  of  the  monarchy 
rule  to  the  end  of  the  Republic.  The 
film  has  an  amateurish  tinge,  but 
may  be  used  for  historical  reference 
in  the  classroom. 

"In  The  Wilds" 
(Speaking  of  Animals) 

Paramount  9  Mins. 

Oh,  what  you  said! 
These  animals  with  human  voices 

usually  please  an  audience,  and  this 

one's  right  up  to' par.  A  tiger  suffer- ing from  someone  he  ate,  a  bald 
eagle  lamenting  the  hair  tonic  situa- 

tion, an  elephant  with  middle-aged 
spread,  and  a  bored  lioness  comment- 

ing on  her  husband's  roar  (bark 
rather  than  bite)  are  a  few  of  the 
funnier  sequences. 

Urges  MPT0Ar  Allic 
Take  Active  ATA  Pa 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Harry  C.  Arthur,  regional  vice-; 
ident. 

Arthur  said  that  in  spite  of  o 

tions  and  "propaganda"  of  the 
cers  of  other  organizations-jpos 
hi bi  tors    in   this    area  werjfTir.} 

to  back  the  ATA,  contribHeiFfr' cially  to  it  and  take  an  active 
in  its  program.   The  two  leading 
dependent  exhibitor  organization 
ing  on  record  as  opposed  to  ATA 
caused  exhibitors  to  proceed  a  1 
timidly  because  some  doubt  has 
created  by  the  two  associations  ; 
the    character    of   the    independ of  ATA. 

"It  would  seem  to  me,"  At 
said,  "that  if  these  independent1 
hibitor  organizations  were  sincei 
promoting  the  welfare  of  the  i 
pendents  that  they  would,  wit 
reservation,  join  up  with  the  i 
because  the  constitution  and  by- 
specifically  provide  that  ATA  i, 
be  controlled  by  the  independen 

"As  I  observed  at  the  conven 
the  affiliated  theaters  bent 
backward  to  put  the  organizatio 
the  control  of  the  independents 
it  seems  to  me  they  are  missir 
golden  opportunity  not  to  take 

vantage  of  it." 
PRC  Atlanta-Charlotte 
Franchise  Repurchased  X 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
tion  of  the  franchise  leaves  Sea  i 
Portland  and  San  Francisco  as 
sole    remaining    branches    opera 
under  outside  franchises. 

Pizor  SGP's  Foreign  Mgr. 
West    Coast   Bureau  of    THE   FILM  Ds 

Hollywood  —  William    Pizor 
been  named  manager  of  the  fon 
department  of  Screen  Guild  Proi tions. 

3 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Schcrfer-Swing 
Indianapolis — Peggy  Schaf  er,  1 

booker  and  office  manager  at  I, 
Classics,  and  John  R.  Swing,  v 
married  in  Little  Rock,  Ark.        jj 

Palmer-Anderson 
Indianapolis  —  Robert  Ander 

assistant  shipper  at  RKO  brai 
and  Peggy  Palmer,  cadet  nu 
were  married  in  the  Capital  / 
Methodist  Church  here. 

Herndon-Gleaves 
San  Antonio,  Tex.  —  Allene  H< 

don,  secretary  Interstate  Theal 
city  manager,  was  married  to  M 
rice  Gleaves,  manager  of  the  Te 
here. 
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VANISH  FILM  NEGOTIATIONS  SUCCEEDING 

lame  McCraw  Variety  Clubs  Nat'l  Co-ordinator 
-Texas  Attorney  General 
pected  to  Receive  Okay 
the  Convention  Today 

.'illiam  McCraw,  former  attorney eral  of  Texas,  has  been  appointed 
ional  co-ordinator  of  the  Variety 
bs  of  America.  His  appointment 
,  approved  yesterday  by  the  na- 
ial  canvasmen  in  session  at  the 
el  Astor,  prior  to  the  opening  of 
10th  annual  convention  of  the 

,,riety  Clubs  today.  The  appoint- 
( Continued  on  Page  7) 

illy  Protest  Fails 
i  Halt  Tax  Measure 
,'hiladelphia — Despite  protests  by 
;ater  and  exchange  employes 
iinst  the  proposed  10  per  cent  ad- 
sions  tax,  the  finance  committee 
xpected  to  recommend  passage  of 
measure  to  the  City  Council 

ay. 
Assertions  that  the  proposal  would 
?ct  public  welfare  were  countered 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

eeds  of  Destiny"  Will 
:  First  U.  S.  Pix  Via  ATA 
Lmflifon  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — First  film  to  be  dis- 
>uted  under  ATA  auspices  for  the 
Jleral  Government  will  be  the  two. 

i  "Seeds  of  Destiny,"  made  for 
'REA  by  the  U.  S.  Army,  it  was 

Continued  on  Page  6) 

Ban  Soft  CoaVs  Use 

By  Out.,  Que.,  Houses 
Montreal  —  Use  of  bituminous 

.coal  to  heat  "office  buildings,  stores, 
jSchools,  theaters,  public  buildings  or 

any  place  of  business"  in  the  province 
of  Ontario  and  Quebec  is  banned, 
effective  immediately,  under  terms 
of  an  order  effective  issued  yester- 

day by  C.  D.  Howe,  Reconstruction 
(Minister.  The  ban  also  extends  to 
the  use  of  bituminous  coal  for  heat- 

ing water  for  use  in  public  wash- 
rooms, including  theaters. 

Rathe-Eagle  Lion  Seeking  Chief  Executive; 

O'Donnell,  Fabian  Unresponsive  to  Feelers 
Pathe-Eagle  Lion  is  reported  to  be  sifting  the  field  for  a  man  to  head  up  the 

company  which,  while  releasing  through  the  PRC  exchanges,  will  be  separate  and 

apart  from  PRC.  It  is  reported  that  R.  J.  O'Donnell,  Texas  Interstate  general 
manager,  has  been  approached  as  to  "whether  he  would  be  interested"  and 
thaf  a  "feeler"  also  has  gone  out  to  Si  Fabian.  Both  men,  because  of  other 
interests,  are  said  to  have  declined  further  talks  on  the  subject. 

It  is  understood  that  Pathe-Eagle  Lion  will  distribute  British  product  and 

pictures  made  in  Hollywood  by  the  company  under  the  new  set-up,  with  PRC 
continuing  to  produce  and  distribute  its  own  pictures  as  it  does  at  present. 

Mayer  of  State  Dept. 
Named  Milliken  Aide 

In  a  move  seen  as  backing  Eric 
A.  Johnston's  avowed  purpose  to 
crack  industry  foreign  market  prob- 

lems, Gerald  M.  Mayer  yesterday 
joined  the  MPAA  as  associate  man- 

ager to  Carl  E.  Milliken.  Mayer  re- 
signed his  State  Dept.  post  Tuesday 

in  order  to  take  the  new  assignment. 
He  had  been  in  charge  of  the 

Northern  European  section  of  the 
Office  of  Cultural  Relations  and, 
prior  to  joining  the  Government 
in  1942,  was  in  charge  of  public  re- 

lations for  NBC  shortwave  overseas 

program. 
Mayer  holds  the  French  Legion  of 

Honor  in  the  degree  of  Knight,  and 
was  an  important  factor  in  the  dis- 

semination and  publication  of  news 
of  the  Allied  cause  prior  to  the  re- 

cent Hungarian  election.  French 
decoration  came  as  a  result  of 

Mayer's  establishment  of  a  weekly (Continued  on  Page  6) 

"U"  Sales  Conclave 

Opens  Here  June  24 
William  A.  Scully,  Universal  vice- 

prexy  and  general  sales  manager, 
yesterday  announced  that  the  com- 

pany's first  post- war convention 
would  open  June 

24  at  the  Wal- dorf -  Astoria, 
with  sessions  con- 

tinuing four  days. 

Unlike  pre-war conventions,  this 
will  be  one  in 
which  the  dele- 

gates will  actively 
participate  in  the 
entire  convention 

program.  Details will  be  announced 
next  week. 

This  convention 
will  signalize  the 

tenth  anniversary  of  the  present  ad- 
(Ccntinued  on  Page  6) 

W.  A.  SCULLY 

8  Sue  Anderson  on  %  Pix 
Majors  Charge  Fraudulent  Returns  on  Grosses 

Del.  Governor  Fails  to  Act 
In  Pix  Censorship  Move 

Wilmington,  Del. — Gov  Walter  W. 
Bacon  yesterday  suggested  to  Dela- 

ware clergymen,  who  have  been  agi- 
tating for  censorship  of  films,  that 

they  take  the  matter  to  the  state 

legislature.  The  Governor's  letter 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Chicago  —  Eight  suits  charging 
fraudulent  reports  on  percentage 
pictures  were  filed  in  U.  S.  District 
Court  here  yesterday  against  Fred 
W.  Anderson,  doing  business  as  F. 
W.  Anderson,  F.  W.  Anderson  The- 

ater Circuit  and  Anderson  Theater 
Circuit.  Warner  Bros.,  Columbia, 

20th  Century-Fox,  Loew's,  United 
Artists,  Paramount,  RKO  and  Uni- 

( Continued  on  Page  6) 

State  Dept.  Expects  Early 
Settlement  With  Film 
Companies  Okaying  Deal 
Washington    Bureau   of    THE  FILM    DAILY 

Washington — The  State  Dept.  said 

yesterday  it  was  "hopeful"  of  an early  settlement  of  the  Spanish  film 
negotiations,  including  virtual  elim- 

ination of  the  "import  right"  system. 
Approval  by  the  Spanish  Ministry 
of  Commerce  and  Industry  has  been 
held  up  pending  the  return  to  Madrid 
of  a  "high"  Spanish  official,  but  no 
objection  from  this  source  is  antici- 

pated. 

Settlement,  described  as  "fine — but (Continued  on  Page  6) 

Griffith  Brief  Denies 

All  Gov't  Charges 
Oklahoma  City  —  Griffith  Amuse- 

ment Co.  and  three  formerly  related 
circuits  charged  with  Sherman  Act 
violations  yesterday  submitted  their 
final  briefs,  denying  in  detail  every 
charge  brought  by  the  Government in  1939. 

The  briefs  were  filed  with  the 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

New  Mich.  Indie  Unit  to 
Affiliate  With  N.  Y.  ITO 

Detroit  —  Organizational  meeting 
scheduled    yesterday    for    the    new 
Michigan  Independent  Theater  Own- 

ers  was   devoted  almost  entirely  to 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Cobian  Planning  New 
Cuban  Theater  Chain? 

Havana  (By  Air  Mail) — Rumors 
that  Rafael  Ramos  Cobian  is  plan- 

ning a  new  circuit  are  current  along 

Consulado  St.  The  Puerto  Rican  oper- 
ator, who  controlled  the  Smith  chain 

last  year  until  its  acquisition  by  Para- 
mount, is  said  to  be  contemplating  a 

theater  group  to  feature  Spanish 

language  films.  Cobian  is  believed  to 
seek  the  Monserrate  Church,  near 

the  America  Theater  and  the  Loew's 
house  under  construction,  as  his  first 
location. 
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JUAN  — E.    Sanchez    Ortis.     MONTREAI   
Ray  Carmichael,  Room  9,  464  Francis  Xavier 
St.  VANCOUVER  — Jack  Droy,  411  Lyric 
Theater  Bldg.;  SYDNEY,  Bowdin  Fletcher, 
19  Moxon  Ave.,  Punchbowl,  N.  S.  W.  Phone, 
UL  2510.  BRUSSELS  —  Jean  Pierre  Meys, 
110  Rue  des  Paquerettes. 

FINANCIAL 
{Wed.,   May    15) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

High     Low    Close 
Am.    Seat   30         29'/2     30 
Bell    &    Howell     35         35         35 
Columbia    Picts   32V2     32y2     32Vi 
East.   Kodak     253       250       250 
Gen.  Prec.  Eq    36         36         36 

Loew's,    Inc   40         39'/2     39'/2 
Paramount            82'A     81         82y4 
RKO          25%     25'/8     251/a 
Republic   Picts      15%     15Vi     15'/2 
Republic  Picts.  pfd..  183,4  18'/4  18i/4 
20th  Century-Fox  ...  63%  62%  62% 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  79         78         78 
Universal    Pict   47%     47        47 
Universal   Picts.    pfd..   99%     99         993/8 
Warner    Bros   52%     51%     51% 

NEW  YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram    Picts.    ...    10  93^       9% 
Radio-Keith    cvs.    ...    11%     113/8     113/8 
Sonotone  Corp        5%       5Vs       5Vg 
Technicolor          26V4     253,4     2534 
Trans-Lux             7  6%       6% 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid 

Pathe   Industries        12y4 

Net 
Chg. 

—  y4 —  % —  % 
—  3 

—  l'A 
—  % 

+       !/4 

—  % 

—    Vz 

—  % 

+  v* 

-  % 

Asked 

13i/4 

Mrs.  O'Meara  Stricken 
Detroit  — Mrs.  Belle  O'Meara,  46, 

is  dead  following'  a  cerebral  hem- 
orrhage. She  was  an  inspectress  at 

RKO. 

EX-GI  WOULD  LIKE  TO  BUY  OR 

LEASE  SMALL  THEATER  ANY- 

WHERE. WRITE  BOX  72. 

THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501  Broadway,    New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

Screen  Must  Seek  Truth, 
Declares  Jack  L.  Warner 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — To  be  effective  and  ac- 
ceptable to  thinking  peoples  of  the 

world,  films  must  remain  a  medium 
of  entertainment  and  must  care- 

fully shun  distortions  of  propaganda, 
Jack  L.  Warner,  WB  vice-president 
told  representatives  of  51  countries 
at  a  luncheon  given  yesterday  in  his 
honor  by  the  United  Nations  Com- 

mittee of  Southern  California. 
"But  the  screen  also  must  seek 

out  and  present  significant  truths  if 
it  is  to  serve  civilization  and  the 

interests  of  peace,"  declared  the 
Warner  Studio's  executive  producer, 
who  was  presented  with  the  Award 
of  Merit  from  the  international  group 

for  his  documentary  film,  "Hitler 

Lives?" 
MPA  Votes  on  Winner 
Of  Annual  Beacon  Award 

Balloting  for  the  second  annual 
Beacon  Award  of  the  Motion  Pic- 

ture Associates,  bestowed  for  meri- 
torious and  patriotic  industry 

achievement,  was  held  yesterday  in 
the  Piccadilly  Hotel  at  a  luncheon- 
meeting  attended  by  more  than  100 
MPA  members.  Winner  will  be  an- 

nounced at  the  MPA's  annual  dinner- 
dance  in  the  Waldorf-Astoria  June  4. 
Four  nominees  were:  Si  Fabian, 
Arthur  Mayer,  Spyros  P.  Skouras, 
and  Jimmy  Stewart. 

Para,  to  Spend  Peak  Coin 
To  Back  Shorts — Morgan 

St.  Louis — Speaking  at  the  seventh 
Paramount  short  subjects  regional 
yesterday,  Oscar  A.  Morgan,  short 
subjects  and  Paramount  News  sales 
manager,  disclosed  that  an  unprece- 
dentedly  large  ad  budget  will  be 
used  by  the  company  to  promote  its 

new  season's  product.  Trade  and  pub- 
lic interest  in  tab  reels  is  responsible 

for  the  decision,  Morgan  said. 

Metro  Shifts  Chi.  Meet 
From  Stevens  to  Drake 

Because  the  Drake  Hotel  in  Chi- 
cago offers  better  facilities  for  hold- 
ing a  four-day  business  meeting, 

M-G-M  will  hold  is  May  24-27  ses- 
sions at  that  hotel  instead  of  the 

Stevens  as  originally  planned. 

Young  discharged  vet  seeking  connection 

in  film  cutting,  editing.  Some  experience 

in  film  patching.  Salary  nominal.  Enrolled 
in  school  for  course  in  Motion  Pictures. 

Write    Box  68. 

THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501  Broadway,       New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

Young  discharged  veteran,  willing  to  start 

at  the  bottom  with  film  company.  Now 

enrolled  for  evening  courses  of  film  cut- 
ting, editing,  etc.  Can  also  type  rapidly. 

Salary   no  object.  Write  Box  97. 

THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501  Broadway,       New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

RKO  Billings  Record 
Set  in  Depinet  Drive 

A  new,  all-time  record  for  RKO 
Radio  billings  was  set  in  the  final 
weeks  of  the  1946  Ned  Depinet 
Drive,  which  honored  Robert  Mochrie, 
vice-president  in  charge  of  distribu- 

tion. Final  results  are  to  be  an- 
nounced during  the  RKO  annual 

convention,  July  1-3. 

To  Launch  Midwest  SMPE 
Chicago  —  Midwest  section  of  the 

SMPE  will  be  launched  tonight 
at  the  Engineers  Club.  Hugh 
Knowles,  Jansen  Co.  v.-p.,  will  give 
an  address  on  the  equipment  indus- 

try's current  trends.  A.  Shapiro  of 
Ampro  Corp.  will  be  chairman, 
Charles  Phillimore  of  Bell  &  Howell, 
vice-chairman,  and  Robert  Lewis  of 
Armour  Tech.,  secretary-treasurer. 

RKO  Bonus  Plan  Approved 
For  the  first  time  in  the  history 

of  the  company,  RKO  has  approved 
a  bonus  plan  for  its  salesmen  and 
bookers,  effective  as  of  Jan.  1,  last, 
it  was  learned  yesterday. 

Brit.  PRS  Prexy,  Coming 
For  Copyright  Conference 

Leslie    Boosey,    president    of  *■ 
Performing  Right   Society,   Ltd. 
Great  Britain,  and  of  the  Conf ed  i 
tion  of  Authors  Societies,  will  ai 
from  England  to   attend  the   Cij 
right  Conference  to  be  held  in  W  I 
ington,  June   1,  under  the   ausp 
of  the  Pan-American  Union.  £  o< 

Boosey  will   also  attend   athe 
holders  and  directors'  meeting  of 

Composers,  Authors  and  Publis' ! of  Canada,  Ltd.,  in  Toronto  be  I returning  to  England. 

"Desert  Town"  Wallis'  Next 
Hal  Wallis'  next  picture  for  P 

mount  will  be  "Desert  Town"  w  . 
will  be  placed  in  production 
October,  the  producer  said  yestei 
prior  to  his  departure  for  Hollyw  j 
After  "Desert  Town"  he  will  rr 
"Beggars  Are  Coming  to  Town." 
plans  to  return  to  England  in 
Spring  when  he  has  been  assurer studio  space. 

NEW  YORK  TI1EATEIKS 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL   
Rockefeller  Canter 

THE  GREEN  YEARS" 
CHARLES  COBURN 

Tom  Drake,  Beverly  Tyler,  Hume  Crenyn 

A  Metro  Coldwyn  Mayer  Picture 
and 

SPECTACULAR 
STAGE  PRESENTATION 

THE  FABULOUS  LOVE  STORY 
OF  A  FLAMING  ERAI 

IN  OLD 
SACRAMENTO 

STARRINC 

WILLIAM  CONSTANCE 

ELLIOTT  MOORE 
With  HANK  DANIELS  .  RUTH  DONNELLY 
EUCENE  PALLETTE  .  LIONEL  STANDER 

and 
Jack  URue— Grant  Wither*— Bobby  Blake 

A  REPUBLIC  PICTURE BRANDT'S  GOTHAM 

BVay  &  47th  St. 

Paramount  prmfnt$ 

PAULETTE  RAY 

GODDARD        .        MILLAND 
In 

f  9 

"Kitty 

A   MITCHELL   LEISEN   PRODUCTION 

R  I  V  O  L  I 
B'wey    II    4*th    St 

ALAN 

LADD 

VERONICA LAKE 
WILLIAM 

BENOIX 

'THE   BLUE   DAHLIA' 
A   Paramount   Picture 

In   Person— DUKE    ELLINGTON 
Extra— THE   MILLS  BROTHERS 

PARAMOUNT 
TIMES   SQUARE 

GINGER    ROGERS 

"HEARTBEAT" 
JEAN  PIERRE  AUMONT 

An    RKO    RADIO    PICTURE 

Sail?     ONSCREEN 

Paramount's 

'THE  LOST 

WEEKEND' 

with 

RAY  MILLAND 
JANE  WYMAN 

IN  PERSOh 

I       HARRY 

SAVOY 

1         CIRO 

RIMAC 
i  and 

ALZIRA 
CAMARGO 

"FUN,  FANTASY,  BEAUTY! "-Daily  Ne*^ 

WALT  DISNEY'S COMEDY  MUSICAL   FEATURE      J3 

TECHNICOU 
RKO  Release 

;BRANDrMLOBEte' 

n< 

Lucille 

BALL 
Clifton 

WEBB 

William        Mark 

BENDIX     STEVEN: 

"The  Dark  Corner" 
A  20th   Century-Fox   Picture 

Plus    On     Stage  — GEORGE    JESSEL 
MERRY  MACS  -  EXTRA!  Rosario  &  Antoni 

Rft  Y  v  7t
h    Ave.    & 

l»  A.    Y       50th  St. 

KEEP 
BUYING 

BONDS 
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iff  ith  Brief  Denies 

Gov't  Charges 
i  it 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
f  Western  Oklahoma  Federal 

_.t    Court  by    C.    B.    Cochrane, 
:tnse  counsel. 
he  defendants  charge  in  the  docu- 
!.t  that  much  of  the  Government's 
1  brief  had  been  rendered  mean- 
uess  by  lack  of  concise  wording. 
,  brief  summarized  the  testimony 
virtually  every  witness  in  the 
■1  held  before  Judge  Edgar  Vaught 
'I  year. 
;he  Government  charged  that  dur- 
!  the  five-year  period  prior  to  the 
Lg  of  the  suit  the  circuits  had 
ile  contracts  in  restraint  of  trade 
n  the  distributors. 
Licensing  Not  Monopolistic 

The  undisputed  evidence  discloses 
|t,  during  the  period  involved,  all 
;be  distributors  licensed  their  pic. 
fes  in  advance  of  production  and 
.ribution,   and   offered  those  pic- 

es   to    their    regular    customers 
or  to  offering  them  to  any  other 
ibitor  in  the  town,"  the  brief  as- 
ted.    "The  licensing  of  such  pic- 
t«s  as  an  exhibitor  required  for  ex- 
iiition   in   its    theater   was   not   a 
nopolization  of  the  product. 
We  submit  that  the  evidence  fails 
show  that   the   defendants   com- 

[  ed  to  compel  the  distributors  to 
ji  int  to  them  any  privilege  or  that 
fry  exerted  or  attempted  to  exert 
iissure  on  any  distributor  to  obtain 

'  preference." 
The  brief  sought  to  prove  that  the 

I  yernment's     "clearance"    charges 
re  unfounded.   In  this  respect  the 

Jef  said:   "The   evidence   discloses 
it   there   was   no    agreement   be- 

j  $en  any   distributor   and  the  de- 
udants,  or  either  of  them,  which 

„iited  the  terms  on  which  the  dis- 
butor  may  license  films  to  other 

tmpeting  exhibitors." 
Contracts  "Voluntary" 

|"The   undisputed    evidence    estab- 
j'nes  that  the  contracts  between  the 
:endants  and  the  several  distrib- 

utors  were   freely    and   voluntarily 
fcered  into  by  each  distributor  pur- 
I  ant  to    separate  negotiations   be- 
ijeen  the  exhibitor  and  the  distrib- 
!')r;  that  there  was  no  demand  by 
-i  defendants  that  any  distributor 
?e    to    any    defendant    monopoly 
thts    in   towns   where   there    was 
oapetition  or  else  defendants  would 
»t  give  that  distributor  any  busi- 

es in  the  closed  towns  where  they 
d   no    competition.     The    evidence 
:irmatively   establishes   that  there 
Isre  no  similar  demands  made  by 
:e    defendants,    either    jointly    or 
parately." 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  16 

Margaret   Sullavan  A.   John   Mayer 
Rosa  Madell  Lila   Coodin 

Henry  Fonda 

COMING  and  GOING 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Bill  Brown,  manager  of  Loew's  Poli- 
Bijou  in  New  Haven,  and  the  missus  celebrate  their  28th  wedding  anni- 

versary today,  and  on  Sunday,  Bill  takes  off  for  England  and  France 

with  the  Victory  Bond  Drive  winners.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  William 

T.  Fox,  grandson  of  the  founder  of  Fox  Films,  he  re-enlisted  in  the 

Regular  Army  and!  is  now  at  Fort  Dix  awaiting  shipment  to  the  Carib- 
bean? ...  •  Motion  Picture  Magazine  with  its  June  issue  will  inaugu- 

rate a  new  Hollywood  gag  column  by  Andrew  B.  Hecht.  ...  •  Michi- 

gan's Variety  Club's  annual  golf  tournament  has  been  set  for  the  Bir- 
mingham Country  Club  on  June  24.  .  .  .  •  Looks  as  though  Hunt 

Stromberg  is  launching  a  cycle  of  his  own   His  next  three  UA  re- 

leases are  "Young  Widow,"  "Strange  Woman"  and  "Dishonored  Lady." 

•  "Henry  V"  and  "Caesar  and  Cleopatra"  will  get  two  of  the  year's 

biggest  "breaks"  in  Life  Magazine   The  May  20<  issue  on  "Henry" 
runs  four  and  one-half  pages,  two  in  color   "Caesar"  layout  may 
run  to  five  pages — two  color  pages  are  understood  already  approved. 

•  Harriet  Lamm  has  resigned  as  associate  editor  of  This  Month  Maga- 

zine to  serve  as  special  consultant  to  film  companies'  story  departments. 

•  Add  Ain't  It  The  Truth  Dep't.:  Clyde  Moore,  writing  in  the  Ohio  State 

Journal,  observes  that  three-dimensional  movies  "probably  won't  look 
any  better  than  the  old  style  from  the  standpoint  of  the  man  who  hap- 

pens to  be  sitting  behind  a  woman  with  something  on  her  head  that 

looks  like  a  cross  between  a  wigwam  and  a  pigeon  struck  by  lightning." 
•  Bill  Headstream,  manager  of  the  Melba  there,  is  the  new  president  of 

the  Batesville  (Ark.)  Rotary  Club.  ...  •  Native  stars  and  others  whose 

early  professional  careers  had  a  Detroit  setting  will  add  an  old  home- 

week  touch  to  the  Automobile  Golden  Jubilee  and  Detroit  Sesquicenten- 
nial  on  June   1.   .   .   .     •   Gus  Eyssell  hosted   Olivia  De  Havilland   at 

luncheon  in  the  Music  Hall's  studio  apartment  yesterday   Olivia's 

"To  Each  His  Own"  follows  "Green  Years"  there   Pic,  by  the  way. 
will  have  its  world  premiere  aboard  an  American  Airlines  Flagship 

en  route  from  New  York  to  London  Sunday.  ...  •  Enterprise  has 

garnered  another  star;  this  time,  it's  John  Garfield,  who'll  be  seen  in 
"The  Burning  Journey"   

NICHOLAS  M.  SCHENCK,  president  of  Loew's, 
left  by  plane  yesterday  for  the  Coast. 

WILLIAM  F.  RODGERS,  M-C-M  vice-president 
and  general  sales  manager,  will  leave  for  Chi- 

cago next  Tuesday. 

CHARLES  M.  REACAN,  CLAUDE  LEE,  HUGH 
B«ALY,  AL  KANE,  EARL  SWEICERT,  J.  J. 
DONOHUE,  HUCH  OWEN  and  OEORCE  SMITH 
are  in  Boston  for  a   Para,  sales  meeting. 

OSCAR  MORGAN  will  attend  the  Para,  meet- 
ing at  the  Congress  Hotel,  Chicago,  tomorrow and  Saturday. 

EDWARD  MOREY,  Monogram  vice-president 
and  executive  assistant  to  President  Steve 

Broidy,  planed  out  for  Boston  yesterday  to 
attend  tonight's  New  England  premiere  of 
"Suspense." 

WALTER  GOULD,  UA's  foreign  manager,  has 
returned  to  New  York  following  a  two-month 
business  trip  to  England,  France,  Sweden, 
Switzerland,   and   Italy. 

STANTON  GRIFFIS  has  arrived  in  Hollywood 
from   New  York  for  a  visit. 

BARRY  NELSON,  M-C-M  player,  arrived  yes- 
terday  from   the   Coast. 

CAROL  BRANDT,  Eastern  story  head  for 
M-G-M,  returned  yesterday  from  a  week  visit 
to  the   Coast. 

GENE  KELLY,  M-C-M  star,  leaves  on  the 
27th  of  May  by  car  for  California.  His  wife 
and  daughter  will  precede  by  plane,  leaving 
here  on   the  21st. 

JAMES  DONAHUE  will  attend  the  silver  anni- 
versary dinner  at  the  Ambassador  Hotel,  Chi- 

cago, Monday,  for  the  Chicago  members  of  the 
Para.  25-Year  Club. 

LOU  COSTELLO  is  expected  to  arrive  in  New- 
ark and  Paterson,  N.  J.,  next  week  for  in- 

spection tours  of  prospective  sites  for  Lou 
Costello,   Jr.,    Youth    Foundations   in   both   cities. 

EARL  LAWSON,  president  of  Odeon  Theaters 
of  Canada,  arrived  in  Vancouver  from  Toronto 
on  his  first  visit  since  his  appointment,  to  ad- 

dress the  Vancouver  Board  of  Trade. 

JACK  KARP,  of  the  Paramount  studio,  will 
leave  Hollywood  tomorrow  with  MRS.  KARP 
for  a   New  York  vacation. 

George  Jessel  Will  Emcee 
Jack  Kiisch  Allied  Dinner 

George  Jessel  will  emcee  the  Allied 
States  dinner  in  Chicago  a  week  from 
Saturday  honoring  Jack  Kirsch, 
national  ASA  prexy,  it  was  an- 

nounced yesterday  by  Van  A.  Nomi- 
kos,  general  chairman.  Jessel  closes 
his  current  Roxy  stage  engagement 
on  the  23rd  and  flies  to  the  Windy 
City  on  the  25th,  returning  to  20th- 
Fox  studios  on  the  Coast  the  fol- 

lowing day. 

John  Bailey  Dies  in  Fire 

Chicago  —  Chicago  Trade  mourns 
the  passing  of  John  Bailey  of  the 
Bailey  Theater  circuit,  who  was 
burnt  to  death  with  son  and  daugh- 

ter in  a  fire  which  destroyed  his 
home  in  Princeton,  111.  His  wife  was 
seriously  injured  in  jumping  from 
the  flames.  Burial  was  in  Princeton 
yesterday. 

SGP  Opening  Coast  Office 
West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood — Screen   Guild  Produc- 

tions  is   opening   Coast   offices   this 
week  at  346  South  La  Brea  Ave. 

RKO  Tournament,  Dinner 
Calls  550  Industryites 

Approximately  150  industry  .men 

will  tee  off  this  morning  at  RKO's 
annual  golf  tournament  at  the  West- 

chester Country  Club.  More  than 

400  are  expected  at  the  post-tourna- 
ment dinner  tonight  at  which  Ned 

Depinet  will  be  master  of  cere- 
monies. Sixteen  prizes  will  be  given 

to  the  most  proficient  duffers. 
Top  executives  of  the  RKO  organ, 

ization,  as  well  as  those  of  other 
companies  will  be  present  on  the 
links  and  at  the  dinner.  In  addition 
to  those  of  the  trade,  others  who 
have  accepted  invitations  include 
Cary  Grant,  Gene  Tunney,  Gene 
Krupa,  Anatole  Litvak,  Dean  Jagger 
and  Benny  Goodman. 

New  Mich.  Indie  Unit  to 
Affiliate  With  N.  Y.  ITO 

Lee  Kohlmar  Expires 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Lee  Kohlmar,  73,  vet- 
eran stage  actor  and  father  of  Fred 

Kohlmar,  20th-Fox  producer,  died  of 
a  heart  attack.  The  body  is  being 
taken  East  for  interment  in  Mount 
Judah  Cemetery,  New  York. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

vigorous  talk  by  Harry  Brandt,  pres- 
ident of  the  ITO  of  New  York.  By- 
laws were  read  at  the  meeting,  but 

discussion  and  adoption,  and  election 
of  first  officers  were  delayed  until  a 
new  meeting  to  be  held  in  two  weeks, 
with  Sam  Carver  remaining  as  tem- 

porary president. 
President  Carver  said  that  definite 

affiliation  with  the  ITO  of  New 
York  is  expected  at  the  next  meet- 

ing when  the  organization  will  be 
completed.  About  115  theaters  were 

represented  at  yesterday's  meeting 
by  35  individual  exhibitors. 

Brandt  discussed  industry  trade 
practices,  television,  16  mm.,  ATA, 
etc.  He  said  that  new  exhibitor  groups 
of  independents  are  springing  up  all 
over  the  country  and  are  destined  to 
become  new  independent  organiza- 

tion nationally.  Some  steps  along 
the  line  of  new  informal  national 
organization  were  indicated  at  the 
meeting  yesterday,  but  action  is  ex- 

pected to  be  informal. 
Brandt  stressed  that  new  groups 

must  not  become  affiliated  with 
Allied,  and  claimed  Allied  has  never 
done  anything  constructive  for  ex- 

hibitors, ascribing  the  reason  partly 
to  its  being  headed  by  a  man  who 
has  never  been  an  exhibitor. 
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TAKE  A  MESSAGE 
TO  AMERICA,  PLEASE! 
Maybe  the  folks  in  your  town  think  we're  a 

bit  immodest  when  we  use  the  phrase  "Of 
course  it's  M-Q-M"  in  our  advertisements. 

You  see  that  phrase  right  now  on  ads  for 

"The  Green  Years,"  "The  Postman  Always 
Rings  Twice,"  "Ziegfeld  Follies  of  1946"  and 
"Two  Sisters  From  Boston"  will  carry  it. 



(Continued) 

Of  course  it's  M-G-M!  We  say  it  with  justifiable 
pride,  based  on  performance! 

When  "The  Green  Years"-  that  wonderful 
motion  picture -sets  new  records  and  packs 
Radio  City  Music  Hall  week  after  week  {starting 

its  7th  at  press-time)  of  course  it's  M-G-M ! 

When  "The  Postman  Always  Rings  Twice" 
breaks  a  27-year  Capitol,  N.  Y.  record  right 

after  "Ziegfeld  Follies  of  1946"  had  established 
a  new  all-time  high  there,  of  course  it's  M-G-M! 
("Follies"  is  first  in  Variety's  National  Box-office  Survey.) 

We  don't  expect  "The  Postman's"  new  Capitol 
record  to  stand  long  because  next  comes  the 

season's  biggest  musical  romance  "Two  Sisters 
From  Boston."  Of  course  it's  M-G-M! 

Such  an  uninterrupted  flow  of  big  pictures - 
and  more  on  the  way- is  very  unusual  in  the 
industry,  except  for  one  company  which  has 
made  it  a  habit  for  22  years. 

"Of  course  it's  M-G-M!" 
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Spanish  Negotiations 
Reported  Succeeding 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

not  perfect,"  is  expected  to  be  ap- 
proved by  U.  S.  pix  companies,  while 

Spanish  approval  is  anticipated  by 
the  State  Dept.  within  the  next  10 
days  on  the  basis  of  a  process  report 
received  yesterday  from  the  U.  S. 
Embassy  in  Madrid.. 
Proposed  agreement  follows  a 

collapse  of  negotiations  after  the 
Embassy  was  asked  to  assist  in 
reaching  an  agreement  between 
Spain  and  the  U.  S.  companies.  A 
settlement  was  near  some  time  ago 
but  the  Spanish  government  with- 

drew its  offer  when  American  com- 
panies were  slow  in  okaying  the  plan 

because  many  of  their  representa- 
tives were  abroad  and  communica- 
tions necessarily  were  slowed.  How- 
ever, a  few  weeks  ago  the  Spanish 

hinted  they  would  not  be  averse  to 
re-opening  negotiations. 

Situation  has  been  given  added 
importance  because  MPAA  has 
singled  out  Spain  as  one  of  its  tough- 

est foreign   problems. 
Chief  objection  to  the  present  film 

import  system  revolve  around  the 

"import  rights,"  granted  by  the 
Spanish  government  as  a  subsidy  to 
its  producers.  Exporting  countries 
have  to  buy  these  rights  on  the  open 
market  with  prices  running  up  to 
$25,000.  Spanish  producers  average 
about  five  of  these  rights. 

Phiily  Protest  Fails 
To  Halt  Tax  Measure 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

by  committee  members  who  asked 
why  exhibs.  raised  scales  recently  if 
they  were  so  concerned  with  public 
welfare,  and  why  theaters  could  not 
absorb  the  tax.  Mention  also  was 
made  of  statistics  printed  in  the 
trade  press  indicating  that  the  in- 

dustry was  making  plenty  of  money. 
All  film  exchanges  operated  with 

skeleton  staffs  yesterday  so  that  em- 
ployes could  join  theatermen  at  a 

City  Hall  demonstration  which  over- 
flowed the  Council  chambers  into  the 

corridors. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Vcmderlike-Buckman 

Denver  —  Betty  Vanderlike,  RKO 
assistant  cashier,  will  be  married 
Aug.  17  to  Sgt.  Ray  Buckman,  who 
has  just  been  discharged  from  the 
Army.  The  wedding  will  be  in  Miami. 

Sawcrtzki-Laiid 

Omaha — William  Laird,  Universal 
shipper,  was  married  here  to  Alberta 
Sawatzki. 

Telling  About  Tele 
Viewtone  Television  &  Radio  Corp.  has  sent  "token"  shipments  of  sample  video  sets 

to  New  York  dept.  and  radio  stores  to  encourage  purchasers.  They  expect  to  deliver 
2,000  sets  in  the  next  couple  of  months,  with  installations  at  200  a  week,  and  price 

from  $130  to  $279.  ...  •  Patrick  M.  Cunning  is  making  a  series  of  six,  20-minute 
subjects  on  Telecine  (film)  at  his  Hollywood  studio.  George  Cleveland  stars  in  the  first, 

"Boss  in  the  Sky.".  .  .  •  The  American  Optical  Co.  has  invaded  the  video  field  with  a 
glass  optical  system,  consisting  of  a  lens  and  mirror,  for  home  sets,  which  permits  re- 

ception   of   tele    pictures   five    times    larger   than    now   received    in    pre-war   sets.    .    .    . 
•  The  latest  word  on  the  Philadelphia  Record  purchase  of  WCAU  is  that  a  combination 

newspaper-radio-television  center  will  be  built,  when  building  restrictions  ease.  Present 
plans  calling  for  twin  150  by  200-feet  buildings,  to  house  the  newspaper  and  radio 
depts.,  with  a  television  studio,  612-foot  tower,  auditorium,  and  color  rotagravure  plant 

in  between.  ...  •  Joyce  Redmond,  of  the  Old  Vic  troupe,  will  guest  on  WNBT's  "In 
Town   Today,"   tomorrow,   8:00  p.m.,   EDT.   ...     •    Irene  Wicker   scheduled   to   do   a 
series  of  children's  shows  for  WABD  on  Saturday  afternoons   Same  station  readying 
a  Kellogg  show  with  Don  McClure  producing.  ...  •  RCA  Infra-Store  Tele  will  be 

featured  by  Kauffman's  Dept.  Store,  Pittsburgh,  June  17-29,  as  part  of  its  75th  anniver- 

sary jubilation.  ...      •    Bob  Emery's  "What  I  Know  About  Television"     a  blanket 
coverage  of  the  industry?  ...  •  A  magnetron  developed  at  Columbia  University 
during  the  war  may  triple  the  number  of  channels  available  for  television  and  telephone 
microwave   radio   transmission,   being   three   times   as   powerful   as   its   predecessor.   .   .   . 
•  Sidney  K.  Wolf  has  been  appointed  manager  of  the  new  Consumer  Products  Division 

of  the  Federal  Telephone  &  Radio  Corp.,  domestic  manufacturing  affiliate  of  the  Inter- 
national Telephone  &  Telegraph  Corp.  ...  •  Gen.  Alexander  A.  Vandegrift,  com- 
mandant of  the  U.  S.  M.  G,  will  deliver  a  message  to  convalescent  servicemen  in  10 

service  hospitals  equipped  with  video  receivers  in  the  N.  Y.  area,  when  he  guests  on 

WNBT's  "In  Town  Today,"  on  the  24th,  (8:00  p.m.,  EDT).  He  will  be  picked  up  from 

Washington  by  NBC's  image  orthicon  camera.  ...  •  Hear  the  Lafayette  Hotel  has 
become  the  Toots  Shor's  of  television.  Could  be  because  of  its  nearness  to  the  DuMont 
Wanamaker  studios.  ...  •  A  growing  list  of  tele  sponsors  with  new  shows  will  soon 

include  Bristol-Myers,  and  General  Foods.  ...  •  Lou  Sposa's  "Television  Primer"  will 
be  published  shortly. 

"U"  Sales  Conclave 

Opens  Here  June  24 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ministration.  One  of  the  sessions  will 

be  devoted  to  a  review  of  the  com- 

pany's progress  during  this  time. 
All  sales  executives,  district  man- 

agers, branch  managers,  salesmen 
and  head  bookers  from  31  branch 
offices  in  this  country  and  Canada 
will  be  in  attendance. 

In  addition  to  the  sales  organiza- 
tion, production  and  studio  execu- 

tives will  also  attend. 

"Seeds  of  Destiny"  Will 
Be  First  U.  S.  Pix  Via  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
learned  here  yesterday.  A  portrayal 
of  famine  conditions  and  food  needs 
in  Europe,  the  subject  was  screened 
Tuesday  and  yesterday  for  members 
of  the  OWMR  board. 

Arch  Mercey,  OWMR  film  chief, 
talked  Tuesday  night  with  S.  H. 
Fabian,  ATA  head,  and  it  was  ten- 

tatively agreed  that  this  film  will 
be  the  first  ATA  offering.  Fabian 
would  have  preferred  that  ATA  be 
offered  a  one-reel  subject,  but  the 
OWMR  group  was  so  completely 
"sold"  on  this  film  as  a  powerful  aid 
to  the  famine  emergency  campaign 
that  he  agreed  to  recommend  it  to 
ATA  members. 

Details  about  numbers  of  prints, 
who  will  pay  for  the  prints  and  dis- 

tributing agency  were  not  known 
here. 

Mayer  of  State  Dept. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

news  sheet,  Bulletin  of  Information 
for  France,  which  kept  underground 

newspapers  informed  of  war  devel- 
opments during  the  German  occu- 

pation. A  graduate  of  the  University  of 
California,  Mayer  did  post  graduate 
work  at  Harvard  Law  School.  He 
sneaks  French,  German  and  Italian. 
His  background  includes  work  on  the 
staffs  of  the  Los  Angeles  Times  and 
the  New  York  Journal  of  Commerce. 

MPAA  President  Johnston  re- 
ceived many  congratulatory  com- 

ments from  State  Dept.  representa- 
tives and  others  familiar  with 

Mayer's  wartime  services,  when  ar- 
rangements for  the  new  appointment 

were  concluded. 

Family  Club  Dance  May  28 
Twentieth-Fox  Home  Office  Family 

Club  will  have  its  annual  Spring 
dance  at  the  Henry  Hudson  Hotel  on 
May  28.  Lew  Lehr  will  be  emcee,  and 
the  music  will  be  supplied  by  Jules 

Jaffe  and  his  ork.  The  Club's  annual 
boatride  and  outing  will  be  held  on 
June  19  at  Bear  Mountain. 

Hub  25-Year  Club  Initiates 
Boston — Katherine  Schaefer,  Mar- 

garet Gignarelli,  Rose  Godes,  Ed 
Bradley,  Ken  Robinson  and  John 

Gubbins  were  initiated  into  Para.'s 
25- Year  Club  at  a  dinner  at  the 
Copley-Plaza  last  night.  Charles  M. 
Reagan,  Para,  sales  chief,  spoke. 

8  Sue  Anderson  on 
Percentage  Films 

(Continued  from  Page  1)    /  ot« 

versal  filed  separate  suits.   Tithe 
listed    in    the    complaints    were 
Egyptian  and  Fargo  in  DeKalb,  I 
ler  in  Woodstock,  Morris,  Times  e 
State  in  Morris;  Rialto  in  Coal  Ci 
Naper    in     Naperville,    Esquire 
Plainfield,    Wilton    in    Wilmingt 
Barge  in  Seneca,  Darb  in  Monte 
Arcadia  in  St.  Charles  and  the  Ski 
in  Sandwich,  all  in  Illinois. 

Each  of  the  suits  alleges  that  1 
defendant  carried  out  a  plan  to  fi 
nish  false  reports  on  percentage  p 
tures  in  order  to  induce  the  distril 
tor  to  accept  less  percentage  rent 
to  give  lower  terms  on  future  f| 
and  percentage  deals  and,  in  cert; 
cases,  to  grant  reductions  in  ra 
previously  agreed  upon  for  pictu: 
already  shown,  because  of  the  alleg  j 
poor  grosses  of  such  pictures. 

These   suits   are   similar  to  the 
brought  by  the  distributors  in  otr 
parts  of  the  country,  but  is  the  fi 
of  its  kind  to  be  filed  in  the  Chica  I 
area.   Each  complaint  demands  be  j 
actual    and    punitive    damages,     I 
gether   with   an    injunction   agaii  | 
destroying,    concealing    or    alteri 

the  books. 
Miles  G.  Seeley  and  the  law  fill 

of  Mayer,  Meyer,  Austrian  &  Pl:j 
are  the  attorneys  for  the  distribute  i 
in  all  the  suits. 

Warners'  VFW  Broadcast 
On  "Buddy  Poppy  Day" 

As  part  of  the  Buddy  Poppy  D 
observance  by  the  Veterans  of  F( 
eign  Wars  tomorrow  the  ABC  N< 
work  will  broadcast  a  radio  versi 
of  Warners'  "Pride  of  the  Marine: 
with  Robert  Alda,  Joan  Lorrir 
Patricia  White  and  Cliff  Young  pla 
ing  the  top  roles. 

Opens  the  B  in  Beamer 
Beamer,  Neb.  —  Rose  Nebuda  h 

opened  the  entirely  new  B  Theat here. 

'ear  a 

Buddy  Poppy 

Veterans 

»f 

Foreign  Wars 
OF    THE 

United  States A 



I day,  May  16,  1946 Tfflft; 
(Craw  National 

•-ordinator  of  V.C's 
(Continued  from  Page  I) 

it  is  subject  to  the  ratification  of 
convention  today. 

IcCraw  will  be  the  first  full-time 
ried  executive  of  the  clubs  and 
eadquarter  in  Dallas  where  he 
en    a   prominent   lawyer   for 
years.    He  was  state  attorney 

.eral  from   1932-34.    McCraw  re- 
itly     was     discharged    from    the 

.  ny  in  which  he  was  a  colonel  on 
Second    Aircraft    repair    ship, 

ving    at    Saipan,   Iwo    Jima    and 
er  Pacific  war  zones. 

'McCraw  will   co-ordinate  all  club 
Jivities,  handle  expansion  projects i  aid  the  various  tents   in  their 
irity  programs. 
Constitutional  Revision  Up 

A  proposal  to  revise  the  constitu- 
m    and    toy-laws    and    a    plan    to 
inge  the  methods  of  elections  in 
ial  tents  were  submitted  to  a  com- 
ttee  which  will  report  to  the  con- 

l  'rition  this  morning.    The  commit- eonsists  of  William  McCraw,  Sam 
itow,  Irving  Mack,  C.  J.  Latta  and 
Ian  Moritz. 
A  revision  of  the  ritual  also  was 

'bposed  at  the  canvasmen's  meeting 
d   a  report  will  be  made   on  the 
jject  by  a  committee  composed  of 
rl    Sweigert,   Jack   Beresin,    Lau- 
z  Garman  and  James  Balmer. 

Next  year's  convention  city  came 
at  the  meeting  but  no  decision  was 

j*de.   The  possibilities  are  that  Los 
jigeles    will    be    selected    if    hotel 
commodations  can  be  arranged. 
The  charter  for  the  new  tent  in 
axico  City  was  ratified  by  the  can- 
dsmen  and  officers. 

Convention  Opens  Today 
The  convention,  itself,  gets  under 

,-ay  this  morning  in  the  North  Ball- 
om    of   the   hotel.    Approximately 
0  delegates  are  expected  to  be  pres- 
t  when  the  initial  business  session 
called  to  order  by  National  Chief 
u-ker  Bob  O'Donnell. 
The  tent  which  did  the  most  im- 
rtant    charity    work    of    the    year 
.11  be  selected  tomorrow  by  a  team 

i   judges  consisting  of  Jack  Alicoate, 

lEhick"  Lewis  and  Martin  Quigley. 
'  Session  will  continue  tomorrow  and 
ill   toe    climaxed    Saturday    at    the 
iimanitarian  Award  dinner  at  which 
en.   Evangeline  Booth  of  the   Sal- 
ition  Army  will  be  honored. 

IN  CIVVIES 
it  Honorably  Discharged  -& 

''ALLY  J.  BEACH,  from  the  Army,  to  assistant manager,  Court  Square  Theater,  Springfield, Mass. 

AVID  OEDDEF,  from  the  Army,  to  the  Hope 
Theater  in  Providence,  as  assistant  mana- 

ger trainee. 

r.  COM.  LOTHAR  WOLFF  from  Navy  to  re- 
sume as  chief  film  editor  of  The  March 

of   Time. 

r.  COM.  DAVID  RIDCWAY,  from  the  Navy, 
to  Encyclopedia  Brittanica  Films  as  ex- 
ecutive. 

Belo   Caricatures   for 

Variety  Club  Barkers 
M-G-M  is  welcoming  delegates  to 

the  10th  annual  Variety  Club  con- 
vention in  the  Hotel  Astor  Nimrod 

Room  where  Belo,  famed  caricaturist, 

does  personal  sketches  of  the  bar- 

kers. When  the  drawings  are  com- 
pleted, delegates  are  photographed 

in  front  of  a  hand-shaking  figure  of 
Leo  with  the  caricature  appearing 

in  the  background  among  a  gallery 
of  stars. 

Jack  and  Beaton  Named 
To  Film  Carriers  Board 

Only  two  •  changes  were  made  in 
the  administrative  lineup  of  Na- 

tional Film  Carriers,  Inc.,  as  the  or- 
ganization ended  its  two-day  annual 

meeting  in  the  Hotel  Astor. 
Both  shifts  were  in  the  board  of 

managers,  with  Jo  Jack  of  Dallas 
and  L.  V.  D.  Beaton  of  Atlanta  tak- 

ing the  places  respectively  of  Wil- 
liam Larson  of  Detroit  and  Wilfred 

G.  Miller  of  New  Orleans.  Other 
managers  include  A.  C.  Amsler, 
Columbus,  0.;  M.  H.  Brandon,  Mem- 

phis, Tenn.;  S.  J.  Marshall,  Boston; 
H.  E.  McKinney,  Des  Moines;  Harold 
C.  Robinson,  Chicago;  M.  G.  Rogers, 
Omaha;  W.  A.  Slater,  Seattle;  and 
F.  E.  Smith,  Syracuse. 

The  slate  of  officers  and  executive 
committee  members  elected  was 
identical  with  the  incumbent  one. 

Spokesmen  for  NFC  said  that  one 
of  the  most  urgent  topics  discussed 
at  the  meeting  was  the  shortage  of 
transportation  equipment.  The  car- 

riers decided  that  restoration  of  pre- 
war service,  now  that  ODT  has  lifted 

all  bans,  is  of  immediate  necessity. 

Del.  Governor  Fails  to  Act 
In  Pix  Censorship  Move 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
added  that  any  committee  to  study 
the  censorship  problem  should  be 
composed  of  private  individuals 
rather  than  by  the  appointment  of  a 
public  official  to  avoid  attaching  any 
political  motive  to  such  study. 

In  regard  to  showing  of  "The  Out. 
law"  in  Wilmington,  to  which  the 
clergymen  had  protested,  he  stated 

that  the  state's  Attorney  General 
was  the  proper  person  to  prosecute 
any  infraction  of  the  Delaware  law 
prohibiting  indecent  and  obscene  lit- 

erature and  films. 

Power  Rationing  Order 
Ends  in  68  Va.  Counties 

Richmond,  Va. — The  power  ration- 
ing order  has  been  lifted  in  68  Vir- 

ginia counties  and  a  dozen  cities  by 
the  State  Corporation  Commission, 
effective  immediately.  Only  restric- 

tion is  that  there  will  not  be  any 
outside  or  decorative  lighting  for  the 
time  being. 

Greek  Relief  Needs 

Urgent,  Says  Skouras 
Spyros  P.  Skouras,  national  presi- 

dent of  the  Greek  War  Relief  Asso- 
ciation, advised  1,600  GWR  chapters 

in  a  message  yesterday  that  UNRRA 
will  terminate  its  operations  in 

Greece  Dec.  31  and  the  "war-ravaged 
heroic  Greek  people  will  face  starva- 

tion and  economic  ruin  unless  drastic 

measures  of  relief  are  taken." 
Two  immediate  challenges  must  be 

met  and  GWRA  must  be  prepared  to 

take  over  UNRRA's  functions,  Nick 
Matsoukas,  special  field  representa- 

tives of  the  GWRA  who  just  com- 
pleted a  tour  of  37  major  American 

cities  explaining  the  needs,  told 
members  of  the  press  in  an  inter- 

view yesterday  at  the  Astor  Hotel. 
Matsoukas  outlined  the  immediate 
campaign  for  restocking  farms  with 
draft  animals  so  crops  can  be 
planted;  and  two,  to  feed  farmers 
and  others  until  the  havests  can  be 
brought  in. 

St.  Louis  Holds  "Outlaw"; B.  C.  Censors  Pass  Film 

St.  Louis — "The  Outlaw"  opened 
the  second  week  at  Loew's  State 
yesterday.  It  has  been  playing  to 
good  business  despite  adverse  criti- 
cism. 

Victoria,  B.  C— "The  Outlaw"  was 
passed  by  the  British  Columbia  cen- 

sor board  without  any  eliminations, 
and  plays  the  Vogue  shortly. 

Atlantic  City,  N.  J.  —  The  much 

kicked  around  picture  "The  Outlaw" 
came  in  for  a  punch  before  its  show- 

ing is  even  advertised.  The  Minis- 
terial Association  of  Absecon  Island, 

meeting  this  week,  went  on  record 
against  any  contemplated  showing  of 
the  picture  here  this  Summer. 

Bishop  of  Harrisburg 

Assails  "The  Outlaw" 
Harrisburg,  Pa.  —  Claiming  that 

efforts  are  being  made  to  show  "The 
Outlaw"  in  Harrisburg  and  neigh- 

boring communities,  the  Most  Rev. 
Dr.  George  L.  Leech,  Bishop  of  the 
Harrisburg  Catholic  Diocese,  held 

that  such  a  showing  would  "incite  to 
immorality  and  crime."  Speaking  be- 

fore a  group  of  mothers  in  the 
Forum  of  the  State  Education  Bldg., 

Bishop  Leech  said  that  "If  it  ('The  j 
Outlaw')  is  foisted  upon  us  it  will 
be  a  betrayal  of  the  best  interests 

of  our  community  and  our  Nation." 

Newark  Rites  Held  For 

Marvin  Kirsch's  Brother 
Max  Kirsch,  63,  brother  of  Marvin 

Kirsch,  vice-president  and  business 
manager  of  Radio  Daily,  died  at  his 
home  in  Newark,  N.  J.,  from  a  heart 
attack.  Funeral  was  held  at  3  p.m. 

yesterday  from  Philip  Apter's  fun- eral home  in  Newark. 
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Love  scene  intimate ...  but  not  private ...  as  movie 

technicians  crowd  Dorothy  McGuire  and  Guy  Madison. 

GOT  HIS  JOB  BACK.  Rehearsing  a  love  scene  for  RKO's  Till  The  End 
Of  Time  are  DOROTHY  McGUIRE, brilliant  star,  and  GUY  MADISON, 

just  out  of  Uncle  Sam's  Navy.  You  remember  him — the  sailor  in  SinceYou 
Went  Away.  Cast  includes  ROBERT  MITCHUM,  BILL  WILLIAMS. 

SINBAD  IN  BAD?  Sinbad  the  Sailor,  first  film  after  5-year  military 
service,  finds  DOUGLAS  FAIRBANKS,  JR.  seeking  favor  of  lovely,  but 

aloof,  co-star,  MAUREEN  O'HARA.  Sharing  stellar  honors  in  RKO's 
romantic  and  lavish  Technicolor  production  is  WALTER  SLEZAK. 

BING  CROSBY'S  FOUR  SONS  visit  ROSALIND  RUSSELL,  star  of 

RKO's  Sister  Kenny,  and  present  her  with  toy  train  for  youthful  inmates 
of  the  Elizabeth  Kenny  Institute  for  infantile  paralysis  victims.  This 

notable  film  about  the  famous  nurse,  co-stars  ALEXANDER  KNOX. 

SUSPENSE  ON  THE  SET.  Producer-director  ALFRED  HITCHCOCK 

is  held  in  suspense  by  CARY  GRANT  and  INGRID  BERGMAN,  be- 

tween scenes  of  their  forthcoming  picture,  RKO's  Notorious.  Hitchcock 

has  just  made  a  dive  (in  vain)  for  a  piece  of  Grant's  birthday  cake. 

THESE  BIG  RKO  PICTURES  WILL 

SOON  BE  SHOWN  AT  YOUR  THEATRE 

RKO 
RADIO 

""qj^ 

( 

MORE  PRE-SELLING  BY  RKO! . .  .This  full-page  ad  appears  in  LIFE,  May  6th  issue,  WOMAN'S 
HOME  COMPANION,  June  issue,  and  LOOK,  June  11  issue.  Combined  circulation,  9,319,351 ] 
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ULIED,  MPTOA  TO  EXCHANGE  OBSERVERS 

ariety  Clubs7  Financial  Condition  "  Healthy n 
asurer  Says  National 

!ub  in  Good  Shape;  Con- 
itution  Changes  Okayed 

The  Variety  Clubs  of  America  are 

a  "healthy  financial  condition," 
arc  Wolf,  treasurer,  reported  yes- 
Way  at  the  organizations'  10th 
nual  convention  at  the  Hotel 
'.tor.  Two  tents  which  were  in 
'verse  straits  a  year  ago  have 

&de  "comebacks"  and  are  in  good ndition. 

'Wolf's  report  showed  that  in  the 
I  Continued  on   Page  6) 

ining  Joins  MPAA's 
iternational  Staff 
Moving  rapidly  to  further  expand 

e  MPAA's  international  depart- 
ent  staff,  thus  paving  the  way  for 
i  aggressive  campaign  to  iron  out 
dustry  problems  overseas,  Presi- 
nt  Eric  A.  Johnston  yesterday  an- 

(Cmtinued  on  Page  6) 

rould  Establishing  UA 
ervice  Office  in  Paris 

Walter  Gould,  foreign  manager  of 
nited  Artists,  has  established  a 
jropean  Service  Organization  in 
iris  for  the  benefit  of  UA's  offices 
1  the  continent  and  the  Near  East 

(Continued  on  Page  8 1 

France  to  Revive 
Cannes  Film   Festival 
Washington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington  —  The  French  Gov- 

ernment will  renew  the  International 
Film  Festival  this  year,  it  was 
learned  yesterday.  It  will  be  held 
in  Cannes,  beginning  Sept.  20,  with 
nine  nations  already  reported  as 
accepting  invitations  to  participate. 

The  State  Department  is  expected 
to  send  an  observer  to  the  festival, 
with  participation  of  the  American 
picture  industry  dependent  on  the 
outcome  of  film  negotiations  be- 

tween  this  country  and    France. 

W ARDOUR  ST. 

Calling. ... 

By  "TATLER" LONDON 

VA/ELL, '  the  Loan  is  through  the  Senate 
*  and  despite  the  various  opinions  as  to 

whether  it  is  a  good  or  bad  thing  for  this 
country  or  America,  one  thing  very  certain, 
is  that  British  exhibitors  and  the  American 

film  representatives  here  will  give  a  big 

sigh  of  relief.  Had  the  Loan  not  gone 
through,  it  would  have  been  a  very  serious 
thing,  for  while  plans  were  ready  to  ensure 
a  supply  of  films  to  our  theaters,  at  the 
same  time,  imports  would  have  had  to  have 
been  drastically  curtailed  and  films  coming 
into  this  country  would  have  been  nothing 
like  on  the  scale  hitherto.  Happily,  that 
looks  to  be  a  menace  that  has  receded  into 

the  distance,  because  the  Loan  is  appar- 
ently not  likely  to  suffer  rejection  at  the 

hands  of  the  House  of  Representatives,  so 

that's  one  more  worry  out  of  the  way,  but 
oh  boy,  what  a  headache  it  would  have  been, 
not  only  for  America,  but  ourselves,  had  it 
been  rejected. 

KIO  other  sensations  here  up  to  the 

"  moment,  at  least,  of  sending  these 
notes.  Arthur  Rank  on  holiday,  so  there's 
nothing  striking  emanating  from  his  head- 

quarters. Two  Cities  Films  have  just  an- 
nounced that  John  Davis  has  joined  the 

Board,  which  is  no  news  to  me,  because 

Davis,  who  is  Rank's  head  man,  was  ap- 
pointed to  the  board  a  couple  of  weeks  ago. 

And  there's  an  assistant  managing  director 
appointed,  one  Josef  Somlo,  which  rather 

seems  to  indicate  that  Rank  is  turning  his 
particular  attention  to  this  company.  Make 
no  mistake  about  it,  John  Davis  is  the  head 

guy  in  all  Rank's  enterprises.  Not  many 
years  ago,  he  joined  Odeon  as  an  account- 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Wehrenberg,  MPTOA  Board  Head,  to  Attend  CIEA  Chi. 
Meeting;  Kuykendall  Bids  Myers  to  Columbus  Parley, 
But  Allied  Expected  to  Designate  Another  Leader 

Allied  and  MPTOA  will  exchange  "'observers"  at  forthcoming meetings  of  the  respective  organizations  in  one  of  the  first 
reciprocal  arrangements  in  the  history  of  the  two  associations, 
   outside  of  war  emergency  moves  and 

DAI%     Ia  Rara  I  IhA    lin       lthe  attempt  to  set  up  a  unity  pro- 
rvCy.  IU  Ddl"  LIIIC"l!|l       igram  under   United   Motion   Picture 
M  Industry  (UMPI)  several  years  ago. 

At  Did  ft  If!  It  .3 1  MAnnSIf  Fred  Wehrenberg,  chairman  of  the 
Ml  lwyiUIIO.1  riUIIUay  board  of  MPTOA  and  president  of  the 

   j  MPTO  of  St.  Louis,  Eastern  Missouri 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  the  film  daily  and   Southern  Illinois,  has   accepted 

Hollywood  —  Republic's    1946  -  47  |  an    invitation    of    Jack    Kirsch,    na- 
program  will  be  outlined  Monday  as  j  tional  Allied  president,  to  attend   a 
the  first  of  three  regional  sales  con-    meeting  of  the   Conference  of  Inde 

ferences  opens  at  company's  North Hollywood  studios.  Herbert  J.  Yates, 

Si'.,  president,  and  James  R.  Grain- 
ger, executive  vice-president  and 

general  sales  manager,  will  present 
the  program  to  delegates  from  the 
Western  division,  the  studio  and 
home  office. 

Discussion  at  the  three-day  meet- 
(Continued  on  Page  12) 

pendent    Exhibitors'    Association    in 
Chicago  next  Thursday.    At  the  same 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Sam  Wood  to  Produce 
For  International  Picts. 

West    Coast    Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 

Hollywood — Sam  Wood  has  made 
a  deal  to  produce  for  International 
Pictures  for  United  World  release. 
Wood  will  make  and  direct  only  top- 
budget  pictures  with  important  star names. 

Although  he  did  not  reveal  his 
first  production  under  this  new  ar- 

rangement, Wood  owns  numerous 
film  story  properties,  including  the 
Edna  Ferber  -  George  S.  Kaufman 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Para,  and  RKO  End 
Rochester  Pooling 

The  RKO-Paramount  theater  pool- 
ing arrangement  in  Rochester  ex- 

pires on  Aug.  31  and  will  not  be  re- 
newed, it  was  learned  yesterday.  The 

pool  comprised  five  theaters,  oper- 
ated jointly  by  RKO  and  Monroe 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Lester  Cowan  to  Make 

Four  Pix  for  1946-47 

Feature  Clips  Go  in  Shorts 
Unused  Sequences  Being  Salvaged  by  Studios 

Case  of  Dunn  for  Showing 
"Outlaw"  Goes  to  Jury 

San  Francisco  —  A  jury  of  seven 
women  and  five  men  is  deliberating 

whether  Howard  Hughes'  "The  Out- 
law," is  "lewd  and  obscene  and  so 

suggestive  as  to  be  offensive  to  the 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

West    Coast   Bureau   of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — Better  quality  shorts 
at  lower  cost  is  being  made  possible 
under  a  new  policy  adopted  by  sev- 

eral studios  whereby  unused  se- 
quences originally  filmed  for  feature 

pictures  are  being  salvaged  for  in- 
corporation in  short  subjects.  Musi- 

cal numbers,  big  mob  scenes,  western 
(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Lester  Cowan's  production  pro- 
gram for  1946  and  1947  gets  under 

way  in  August  when  he  puts  F.  Scott 

Fitzgerald's  '  Babylon  Revisited"  be- 
fore the  cameras.  This  will  be  fol- 

lowed by  "The  President's  Husband," (Continued  on  Page  12) 

Planet  Increases 
Capital  to  $800,000 

West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Planet  Pictures,  Inc., 
has  increased  its  capitalization  to 

$800,000  of  which  a  half  million 
has  been  authorized  for  issuance. 

Planet  is  a  closed  California  corpora- 
tion. No  stock  is  available  for  public 

sale. 
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B  &  K  Reopens  Tele  Station 

Chicago  —  B  &  K  yesterday  re- 
opened its  television  station  WBKB 

with  a  full  program. 

SOMETHING  SPECIAL 
COMING  UP? 

0^ 
132  J  S.WABASH  I 
CHICAGO  5,  IU.1 

FOR 

SPECIAL 

TRAILERS 

RKO  Golf  Tourney  Attracts 
Big  Crowd;  Prize  Winners 

A  large  and  enthusiastic  crowd  es- 
timated at  150  was  drawn  to  West- 
chester Country  Club  yesterday  by 

RKO  Radio's  annual  golf  tourna- 
ment. The  dinner  last  night  at  which 

Ned  E.  Depinet  served  as  master  of 
ceremonies,  attracted  a  still  larger crowd. 

Here  are  the  prize  winners: 
Kickers'  handicap  for  RKO  em- 

ployes, $25  Spalding  gift  certificate, 
A.  F.  Martin,  L.  Miller. 

Kickers'  handicap  for  guests,  $25 
Spalding  gift  certificate,  A.  J.  Moran, 
E.  Detwyler. 

Low  gross  for  RKO  employes,  $20 
gift  certificate,  J.  Walsh,  F.  Ehrman; 
runners-up,  Eversharp  four-year  pen, 
G.  Ronan,  W.  Branson. 

Low  gross  for  guests,  $20  gift  cer- 
tificate, H.  Scott,  Mel  Farrington; 

runners-up,  Eversharp  four-year 
pen,  L.  Hill,  J.  Murphy. 

Nearest-the-pin  contest,  $20  gift 
certificate,  E.  J.  McGuire,  Ed  Sulli- 

van, Gene  Tunny. 

Aussie  Ready  to  Splurge 
On  Tele  in  12  Months 

Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 

Washington — Australia  should  be 
ready  to  "splurge"  on  television 
within  12  months,  Alfred  C.  Paddi- 
son,  president  of  the  Australian  Fed- 

eration of  Commercial  Broadcast 

Stations,  told  The  Film  Daily  yes- terday. 

Paddison,  here  to  study  the  latest 
developments  in  television  and  FM, 
termed  the  full  development  of  tele 

and  FM  an  "economic  question"  but 
said  television  and  FM  represented 
the  only  means  whereby  broadcast- 

ing could  be  expanded  in  Australia. 
Paddison  will  visit  NAB  and  FCC 

officials  during  his  visit  here.  While 
in  New  York  he  viewed  DuMont 
tele  demonstrations  and  said  he  was 

"anxious"  to  see  CB'S  color  tele- vision. 

Court  Okays  2  WB  Leases 
On  the  Savoy,  Wilmington 

Wilmington,  Del.  —  Chancellor  W. 
W.  Harrington  in  the  Court  of  Chan- 

cery handed  down  an  order  approv- 
ing two  Warner  Bros,  leases  on  the 

Savoy  Theater. 
One  lease  runs  through  1948,  the 

other  continues  through  June  24, 
1973.  Warners  are  required  to  de- 

molish the  present  theater  on  or  be- 
fore June  25,  1948,  and  build  a  new 

one  at  a  cost  of  "at  least  $65,000." 
Lease  expiring  in  1948  calls  for  an 
annual  rental  of  $6,300  and  for  the 
subsequent  25  years  $6,750  annually. 

AMPA  Gala  Luncheon  May  28 
Rutgers  Neilson,  president  of 

Ampa,  announces  that  the  next  open 
meeting  will  be  held  on  Tuesday, 
May  28,  in  the  North  Ballroom  of  the 
Hotel  Astor.  The  principal  speaker, 
a  figure  of  world-wide  importance, 
will  be  announced  next  week. 

Bond  to  Start  Filming 
Bible  Stories  in  June 

A  program  in  which  the  American 
Bible  Society  will  be  associated  with 
the  Anson  Bond  Production  Co.  of 
Hollywood  in  the  transference  of  the 
Holy  Scriptures  to  the  screen  was 
disclosed  here  yesterday.  Produc- 

tion is  scheduled  to  get  under  way 
early  in  June. 

Henry  Harris  Ragatz,  spokesman 
for  the  society,  estimated  that  a  total 
of  150  20-minute  films,  all  of  them 
in  color,  would  be  needed  to  do  the 
job.  The  nativity,  the  parable  of  the 
sower  and  the  woman  of  Samaria 
will  make  up  the  first  three  episodes. 
Non  -  denominational,  the  films  will 
be.  offered  in  16  mm.  and  35  mm.  For 
use  abroad  the  pictures  will  be  pro- 

vided with  foreign  sound  tracks,  it 
was  said. 

Distribution  will  be  handled  by  the 
society.  The  project  will  be  operated 
on  a  non-profit  basis. 
Richard  LeStrange  will  be  in 

charge  of  production,  while  William 
Rousseau  will  serve  as  director  and 
Ragatz  as  production  consultant. 

COMING  and  GOING 

Connors  Drive  Winners 
Hop  for  London  on  Sunday 

Winners  in  20th-Fox's  Tom  Con- 
nors sales  di*ive  who  drew  trips  to 

Europe  as  prizes  will  enplane  for 
London  on  Sunday.  From  the  British 
capital  the  party  will  go  on  to  Paris 
and  Rome. 

The  group  will  include  Harry  G. 
Ballance,  Paul  S.  Wilson,  Phil  Long- 
don,  George  T.  Landis,  Fred  R.  Dod- 
son,  Tom  W.  Young,  Ernest  V.  Lan- 
daiche,  Marion  W.  Osborne,  Tom  R. 
Gilliam,  Frank  Warren,  Harry  Han- 

cock, George  Pabst,  H.  P.  Shallcross 
and  E.  Bois  Clair.  Stanley  Mayer 
will   be   missing   because   of   illness. 

RKO  Signs  Frank  Lloyd 
West    Coast   Bureau    of    THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Frank  Lloyd  has  been 
signed  by  RKO  Radio  to  direct  "That 
Girl  from  Memphis."  Adapted  from 
Wilbur  Daniel  Steele's  best  -  seller 
novel  by  Hei'man  J.  Mankiewicz,  this will  be  produced  by  John  Houseman 
as  his  first  production  for  RKO. 

C.    L.     CARRINCTON,     president    of    Altec    , 
on    his   way    East   from    Hollywood    for   a    confer*! 
ence    with    officials    of    the    IATSE    in    referencl 
to    new    union    contracts    for    the    Altec    Serv  : 
Inspectors. 

MEYER  BECK,  David  L.  Loew  publicity  re( 
in  the  East,  will  return  to  New  York  tomorroi 

after  attending  "Night  in  Casablanca"  prerri ere   at  Oriental    in    Chicago. 

DAVID  D.  HORNE,  assistant  trel 

Monogram  International,  will  leave  herjfc<(vlo.i 

day  by  plane  for  Panama  on  a  three-week  busi 
ness  trip,  stopping  over  at  Mexico  City  upo his    return. 

JOHN  DAVIS  sails  from  England  for  Canad 
on   May  24. 

GEORCE  J.  RONY  will  be  in  Springfield,  Mas! 

Monday  to  address  the  Executives'  Club  ol 
"Europe   Reorganizes." 
JAMES  MONTGOMERY  FLAGC  has  return 

to  New  York  from   Hollywood. 

|OHN  MOCK,  story  editor  for  Hal  Wall 
Prods.,  will  arrive  in  Hollywood  studio  tod 
from    New   York. 

JOAN     FONTAINE    will    arrive    in     New    Yoij 
today    via    Constellation     with     her     bridegroon 
WILLIAM    DOZIER,    RKO    exec,    for    a    four-d 
visit. 
MAURY  ORR,  UA  Western  sales  manage 

leaves  Los  Angeles  on  Monday  for  San  FraH Cisco. 

MOE  DUDELSON,  UA  Central  district  mana 
ger,  has  arrived  in  New  York  and  will  retur 
to    his    Detroit    headquarters    on    Monday. 

F.  D.  MOORE,  Pittsburgh  branch  manager  c 
Warner   Bros.,   is   a    New  York  visitor. 

LISETTE  VEREA  was  in  Chicago  at  the  week 

end  for  the  premiere  of  "Night  in  Casablanca 
in   which   she  co-stars. 

'I 

- 

126  French  Pix  Imported 
Into  Canada  Since  Peace 

Montreal  —  Since  the  end  of  th  I 
war,  France  Film  Co.  has  importe 
no  fewer  than  126  French  film.' 
it  is  announced  by  M.  De  Roussj 
Pre-war  stars,  he  said,  have  main 
tained  their  popularity,  but  ther 
are  many  talented  new  recruits  t 
the  French  cinema.  France  Film  ha 

re-opened  the  Cinema  De  Pai'is,  55C 
seat  house  here. 

Hosie  Joins  Disney  in  N.  Y.  C. 
William  A.  Hosie  has  been  trans 

ferred  from  the  Walt  Disney  studi 

to  handle  publicity  in  Disney's  East ern  office  where  he  will  work  wit Charles  Levy. 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion  picture." Say  it  again  and  again ! 

7th  Record-Breaking  M-G-M  Week  At  Radio  City  Music  Hall 



CENTURY-FOX 

From  Seattle  to  New  York, 

great  business  launches  a 

great  20th  Century-Fox 

picture!  And  a  great 

picture  launches  a 

great  new  star... 
Mark  Stevens! 

The  trade  critics  say: 

"20th  Century- Fox  has  a 

winner!"  —  Boxoff/'ce 

"Will  cash  in!" 
— Motion  Picture  Daily 

"Stevens  clicks!" 
—  The  Exhibitor 

"Tense  and  absorbing!" 
— Motion  Picture  Herald 

"Will  thrill  any  type  of  aud 

ence !  — Showmen's  Trade  Review 

"So  pulsating  it  belongs 

among  the  rare  attractions 

of  its  type!"  —Film  Daily 

LUCILLE  BALL  •  CLIFTON  WEBB  •  WILLIAM  BENDIX  •  MARK  STEVENS  in  "THE  DARK  CORNER"  with  Kurt  Kreuger 

Cathy  Downs  •  Reed  Hadley  •  Constance  Collier  •  Eddie  Heywood  and  His  Orchestra  •  Directed  by  HENRY  HATHAWAY 

Produced  by  FRED  KOHLMAR  •  Screen  Play  by  Jay  Dratler  and  Bernard  Schoenfeld  •  Based  on  a_Story  by  Leo  Rosten 
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Stevens  Honor  Award 
Given  to  Cowdin 
Universal  Board  Chairman  J. 

Che aver  Cowdin  was  honored  yester- 
day by  Stevens  Institute  of  Tech- 

nology with  the 
presentation  of 
Stevens  Honor 
Award  Medallion 
for  notable 
achievement  in  in-, 
dustrial  finance 
and  management. 
Cowdin  was 
selected  for  the 
award  by  the 
Stevens  Alumni 

Association  ex- 
ecutive commit- 

tee, and  the  board 
of  t™stees. 

Citation  high- 
lighted Univer- 

sal's  improved 
position  during  Cowdin's  tenure,  and 
his  foresight  in  co-operating  with 
British  interests  in  the  post-war  era. 

Presentation  was  made  at  the 
University  Club  by  Dr.  Harvey  N. 
Davis,  president  of  Stevens,  in  cere- 

monies presided  over  by  Robert  C. 
Stanley,  chairman  of  the  Stevens 
board,  and  president  of  International 
Nickel  Co.  of  Canada,  Ltd. 
Universal  execs,  present  at  the 

presentation  yesterday  embraced 
Nate  Blumberg,  Charles  Prutzman, 
John  J.  O'Connor  and  Adolph 
Schimel. 

CHEEVER   COWDIN 

New  Comet  AFP  Will 
Make  Industrial  Films 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM-  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Comet  Associated 
Film  Producers,  Inc.,  has  been  or- 

ganized to  film  higher-budget  com- 
mercial and  educational  films  for  a 

national  associated  group  of  inde- 
pendent industrial  film  producers,  it 

is  announced  by  Charles  Buddy 

Rogers,  president,  and  George  Caril- 
lon, vice-president. 

Company  is  separate  from  Comet 
Productions,  Inc.,  but  will  utilize  the 
same  executive  and  production  per- 

sonnel. Ralph  Cohn,  co-producer  of 
Comet  Production's.  United  Artists 
releases,  is  secretary-treasurer  of 
the  new  company,  while  Selmer  L. 
Chalif  is  chairman  of  the  board. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  17 
Ruth    Donnelly  Malcolm  St.  Clair 

Bruce   Bennett  Maureen    O'Sullivan 
May  18 

Perry  Como  John    Shelton 
May  19 

N.    Brewster   Morse  Frank  R.  Capra 
Louis   Litton  Lothar    Mendes 

William    Waldholz  Carey    Wilson 
George    A.    Derrick  Anthony   Bushell 

ALONG  A 

Weeh-End  Chronicle 
•  •  •  THE  ORDER  OF  APPLAUSE  (with  Two  Palms),  which  is 

Phil  M.'s  own  award,  today  goes  to  Universal  for  what  it  is  doing  to 

insure  that  the   first  ex-GI  exhib.  under   its  veterans'  plan  starts  off  on 

the  right   foot   You've  read   in   the   news  oolumns,   of   course,   how 
Universal  is  sending  Yvonne  De  Carlo  from  Hollywood  to  Brady,  Tex., 

pop.,   5,000,  to  make  a  stellar  p. a.  at  the  opening  of  Bob  Shanks'  new 
house  there  'with  "U's"  "Frontier  Gal"  next  Thursday  night   How, 
too,   Al  Horwits    and   special   events   boys    have    been   dispatched   from 

New   York    to    beat   the    drums    for    the    opening   But    what    hasn't 

been  reported  is  that  this  plan  to  give  Shank's  house  an  inaugural  with 
typical  Hollywood  and  New  York  fanfare  was  conceived  months  ago  by 

Maurice  Bergman,  Universal's  astute — and  sympathetic — Eastern  ad- 

publicity  director,  who  has  been  following  Shanks'  project  with  keenest 

interest   Many's  the  letter  that  has  passed  between  Brady  and  New 

York    and   vice   versa   And    Shanks'    colorful    premiere    next    week 

is    just    one    manifestation    of    Universal's    intent   "A    unique    and 

practical    answer   to   the   veterans'    problem,"   says    Universal   And 
with  excellent  reason    . 

▼  ▼  ▼ 
•  6      •      THE  EINFELD-LOEW  ENTERPRISE  PRODS,  has  the  answer 

to  the  Bard's  "What's  in  a  name?"   The  day  that  fails  to  bring  the 
announcement  of  the  signing  by  Enterprise  of  an  important  personality 

is  as  rare  as  butter  and/or  sugar  in  a  Times  Square  dining  place   

Today,    it's    Anatole    Litvak    who    has    signed    up    as    producer-director 
  And    he   takes    with    him    to    Enterprise    the    French    best    seller, 

"Coup   de    Grace,"   by   Joseph   Kessel   A    story   of   today's   France, 
it  has  been  written  for  two  top  male  stars,  one  top   femme  star   

Litvak  is  now  in  New  York  closing  deals  for  translation  into  English 
and  publication  on  this  side   

▼  T  T 

•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  The  Literary  Guild  is  hosting  a  luncheon 

reception  at  Garden  City  today  for  Taylor  Caldwell,  whose  current 

best-seller,  "This  Side  of  Innocence,"  will  be  filmed  by  Story  Produc- 
tions. .  .  .  •  Trans-Lux  circuit  Cancer  Drive  collections  totaled 

56,701.75.  ...  •  Until  they  can  build  that  new  5150,000  home  on  the 

St.  Lucie  River  just  outside  of  Stuart,  Fla.,  Jon  Hall  and  Frances  Lang- 

ford  will  occupy  a  garage  apartment  on  the  property.  ...  •  RKO 
Radio  will  host  a  reception  for  the  William  Doziers  (the  Missus  is 

Joan  Fontaine,  of  course)  in  the  Hampshire  House's  Cottage  on  Monday. 

•  Warners'  remake  of  "Lady  Windermere's  Fan"  will  star  Bette 
Davis.  ...  •  New1  York  City  Center  already  has  a  510,000  advance 

sale  for  "Henry  V"  despite  the  fact  its  opening  there  is  a  month  dis- 
tant. ...  •  George  Pal  will  film  the  story  of  the  Virgin  of  Macarenas 

as  a  Puppetoon  "special.".  .  .  •  Today's  chuckle  is  provided  by 

the  text  of  Darryl  Zanuck's  wire  calling  George  Jessel  back  to  the  studio 
for  his  next  chore   Wired  the  20th-Fox  production  chief  to  Georgie, 

now    filling    a   Roxy   p.a.:   "Hope    these    two    weeks'    vacation    of 

five  shows  a  day  have  rested  you  and  that  you  have  sung  'My  Mother's 

Eyes'  enough  to  get  it  out  of  your  system  stop  Leave  immediately  after 
second  week  stop  Will  arrange  for  you  to  sing  on  plane  stop  Your  new 

production  'I  Wonder  Who's  Kissing  Her  Now'  starts  shooting  in  two 

weeks  stop  It  would  be  nice  to  have  you  here.  Regards.".  .  .  •  Fron- 
tier Films'  "Native  Land,"  feature  length  documentary  which  is  being 

released  by  Brandon  Films,  opens  at  the  Stanley  on  Memorial  Day.  .  .  . 

•  Boston  industryites  have  chartered  a  bus  for  a  trip  to  Providence  for 

the  Martin  R.  Toohey  testimonial  a  week  from  Monday   
▼  ▼  T 

Up  Greater  New  York 
Fund  Goal  by  25  P.  C. 
A  25  per  cent  increase  over  la- 

year's  contributions  is  the  1946  got 

of  the  Greater  New  York  Fund".  j was-  assorted  yesterday  by  Sp 
Skouras,  film  industry  chairman  ft 

the  drive,  on  the  eve .  of  today', meeting  which  will  chart 'the /5<Krs  < 
for  raising  some  $5,90(7,0.00  ifll 
charitable  campaign. 

Officials  who  will  meet-  with  th< 
film  executives  include  N>  Baxte: 
Jackson,  president  of  the  Cheniica 
Bank  &  Trust  Co.,  general  campaigi 
chairman;  Edward  F.  McGinley,  vice 
president  of  the  Chemical  Bank  &• 
Trust  Co.,  vice-chairman  of  the  cam 
paign,  and  Douglas  Gibbons,  presi 
dent  of  Douglas  Gibbons  &,  Co. 
chairman  of  the  publishing,  enter 
tainment  and  professional  group 

committee  of  the  New  York  Fund' ninth  annual  drive. 
Slated  to  attend  the  meeting  ai 

Barney  Balaban,  J.  Robert  Rubir 
Tom  Connors,  James  R.  Graingei ; 
Jules  Brulatour,  Jack  Cohn,  Leonar* 
Goldenson,  Gus  S.  Eyssell,  Fre< 
Schwartz,  Martin  Quigley,  Abe 
Green  and  Jack  Alicoate. 

Others  at  the  session  will  be  Sar 
Rinzler,  Malcolm  Kingsberg,  Wll 
Ham  White,  Dan  Michalove,  Irvin 
Lesser,  Harry  D.  Buckley,  Leon  Bam 
berger,  Joseph  Higgins,  Jesse  Milk 
Jack  Kopfstein,  Arthur  Isreal,  Jr 

William  Brenner,  Maj.  Leslie  IJ Thompson,  Charles  Schlaifer,  Sar 

Shain,  Charles  "Chick"  Lewis,  Ches ter  B.  Bahn,  Sherwin  Kane,  Spyro 
Skouras,  Lionel  Toll,  John  Kane  an 
Ben  Shlyen. 

RKO    Outing   Monday-Tuesdcr} 
RKO  will  stage  its  annual  em 

ployes  outing  and  boat  ride  nes 
Monday  and  Tuesday,  with  half  th 
office  and  exchange  force  alternatin 
on  those  days.  The  trip  will  be  mad  i 
on  the  "S.S.  Robert  Fulton"  and  th 
'  S.S.  Claremont"  dayline  steamboat 
to  Bear  Mountain. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Bobb-Coy 

Johnny  Coy  and  Dorothy  Bab1 under  contract  to  Para.,  will  be  ma: 
ried  today  at  the  Little  Churc 
Around  The  Corner.  After  the  cert 
mony,  the  newlyweds  will  leave  fc 
Montreal  to  visit  the  family  of  tl , 

bridegroom. 

Tracy-Di  Bartolo 
Cleveland,  O.— Gertrude  L.  Trac; 

manager  of  Loew's  Ohio,  was  ma: ried  to  Lou  di  Bartolo  at  Old  Stor 
Church. 

Ecme-Theiler 
Omaha  —  Kay  Kane,  secretary  1 

Branch    Manager    Jess    McBride    <i 
Paramount,     will    wed     Robert    V| 
Theiler  in  June. 
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.V  film  DfllLV  REVIEWS  OF  DEUI  PICTURES  -V 
'One  More  Tomorrow" 

jrith  Ann   Sheridan,   Dennis   Morgan,   Alexis 
Smith,  Jack  Carson 

Varner  Bros.  88  Mins. 

PHILIP    BARRY    PLAY    TURNED    INTO 
ILM     WITH     SOCIAL    CONSCIOUSNESS 
HAT  IS  ASSURED  OF  SUCCESS  BY  CAST 

T.-«k  new  screen  version  of  Philip  Bar- 

y's  play  "The  Animal  Kingdom,"  which  was 
irsr  filmed  by  RKO  Radio  in  1932  under 
s  original  title,  leans  heavily  on  its  cast. 
Vith  such  bright  names  as  those  of  Ann 
heridan,  Dennis  Morgan,  Alexis  Smith,  and 
ack  Carson  to  place  patrons  in  a  receptive 

lood,  it's  no  small  wonder  that  the  pro- 
uction  can  be  depended  upon  to  give  a 
jiccessful  account  of  itself.  The  combined 

'fforts  of  the  players  carry  the  film  ex- 
ertly  over  the  bumps  and  make  it  possible 
o  find  enjoyment  in   the  footage. 
In  its  second  trip  to  the  screen  the  Barry 

lay  has  been  altered  out  of  all  recognition 

y  Charles  Hoffman  and  Catherine  Turney. 

"he  original,  a  comedy  marked  by  smart  talk 
nd  touches  of  quiet  and  highly  civilized 

iumor,  has  had  most  of  its  content  re- 
laced  by  a  yarn  with  social  significance 

tiat  has  a  strangely  self-conscious  air  about 

-.  For  plot  purposes  the  time  of  the  play 
as  been  changed  to  the  World  War  II 
eriod. 

"One  More  Tomorrow"  is  the  story  of  a 
wealthy  playboy  who  acquires  social  con- 
ciousness  when  he  falls  in  love  with  a 

lember  of  the  staff  of  a  totterng  liberal 

lagazine,  which  he  immediately  proceeds 
o  place  on  a  sound  financial  basis.  When 
he  gal  turns  him  down,  the  guy  allows 

imself  to  be  hooked  by  a  socialite  inter- 
sted  solely  in  his  money.  The  marriage 
■roves  a  fiasco,  matters  being  made  worse 

y  the  liberal  chick's  discovery  that  she's 
•een  in  love  with  the  chump  all  along.  A 
iivorce  is  in  the  offing  at  the  finale  and 
appmess  awaits  the  two  liberals. 

H  Peter  Godfrey's  direction  overcomes  many 
f  the  story's  handicaps,  while  Producer 
lenry   Blanke   showed   sense    in    assembling 

1    cast  with  drawing  power. 
i  The  two  liberal  hearts  beating  as  one 

elong  to  Ann  Sheridan  and  Dennis  Morgan. 
„*lexis  Smith   as  the  wife  and   Jack  Carson 

~rs  Morgan's  comedy  butler  capture  the 
cting  honors,  the  latter  stealing  the  film 
ime  and  again.  Of  great  help  in  smaller 

oles  are  Jane  Wyman  and  Reginald  Gar- 
iner. 

■    CAST:    Ann    Sheridan,    Dennis    Morgan,    Alexis 
1  imith,  jack  Carson,  John  Loder,  Jane  Wyman, 

hurston  Hall,  Reginald  Gardiner. 

.  CREDITS:  Producer,  Henry  Blanke;  Director, 
erer     Godfrey;     Screenplay,      Charles     Hoffman, 

.Catherine    Turney;     Based     on     play     by     Philip 

.'any;  Cameraman,  Bert  Clennon;  Art  Director, 
.nton  Grot;  Film  Editor.  David  Weisbart;  Sound, 
■olph  Thomas. 

1    DIRECTION,    Good.       PHOTOGRAPHY,    Good. 

31att  Circuit  Accepts 
3R's  Local  Checkers 
*  Pittsburgh — Blatt  Bros,  circuit  has 
igreed  to  accept  local  checkers  after 
i  controversy  which  has  been  in  ex- 
stence  for  several  months.  Three 
ompanies  which  had  withdrawn  pro- 

'  luct  when  the  circuit  refused  to  ac- 
cept local  Confidential  Reports 

heckers  again  are  servicing  the  cir- 
uit,  following  a  resultant  product 
;hortage. 

"Renegades" 
with    Evelyn    Keyes,    Willard    Parker,    Larry 

Parks 
Columbia  88  Mins. 

SUPERIOR  BRAND  OF  WESTERN  EN- 
TERTAINMENT IN  TECHNICOLOR  IS 

MANNA   FOR  ACTION    FANS. 

Set  in  the  early  days  of  the  West,  "Rene- 
gades" is  a  savory  morsel  for  those  who 

follow  the  hellbent-for-leather  school  of 
entertainment.  This  western  omelette  has 

been  served  up  with  trimmings  calculated 
to  excite  the  eye  as  well  as  the  taste  buds 

of  the  action-picture  gourmet. 

Outspeeding  its  field,  the  film  is  the 
sort  of  stuff  that  stirs  an  audience  to  life 

and  keeps  its  interest  engaged  even  though 
the  story  is  strictly  stock.  The  yarn  ha 
been  presented  with  every  regard  for  the 

western  fans'  likes  and  dislikes,  and  it  al- 
lows the  thinking  apparatus  to  take  a  rest 

since  every  turn  of  the  plot  can  be  readily 
foreseen.  What  the  story  lacks  in  new- 

ness it  more  than  makes  up  in  tempo, 
with  every  opportunity  for  exciting  action 
having  been  taken  advantage  of.  The  pic- 

ture owes  a  lot  to  the  Technicolor  in 
which  it  has  been  dressed.  The  use  of  color 

reduces  the  offering's  faults  to  a  minimum 
that  can  be  disregarded  by  all  but  the  most 
critical  of  patrons. 

The  screenplay  Melvin  Levy  and  Francis 
Edwards  Faragoh  fashioned  from  the  Harold 

Shumate  story  makes  little  attempt  at  origi- 

nality, contending  itself  with  re-working 
material  and  situations  that  have  proved 
favorites  of  western  devotees. 

Evelyn  Keyes  plays  a  gal  who  jilts  Wil- 
lard Parker,  a  dust-eating  doctor,  to  be- 
come the  bride  of  Larry  Parks,  who  throws 

in  his  lot  with  his  outlaw  brothers  and 

father  (Edgar  Buchanan)  when  he  believes 

he  is  to  be  hanged  simply  because  he  is 
a  kin  of  the  brigands.  Miss  Keyes,  who 
comes  to  regret  her  choice,  turns  to  Parker 
for  help  in  her  desperation.  When  Parks 
meets  a  violent  end,  the  doctor  and  the 

girl,  who  is  about  to  become  a  mother,  are 
reunited.. 

The  film  has  received  a  worthy  pro- 
duction at  the  hands  of  Michel  Kraike, 

while  George  Sherman's  direction  has 
touches  of  intelligence  to  it. 

The  picture  is  rewarded  with  better 

acting  than  is  customarily  the  due  of  a 
western  exhibit. 

CAST:  Evelyn  Keyes,  Willard  Parker,  Larry 
Parks,  Edgar  Buchanan,  Jim  Bannon,  Forrest 
Tucker,  Ludwig  Donath,  Frank  Sully,  Willard 
Robertson,  Paul  E.  Burns,  Eddy  Waller,  Vernon 
Dent,  Francis  Ford,  Hermine  Sterler,  Virginia 
Srissac,  Addison   Richards. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Michel  Kraike;  Director, 
George  Sherman;  Screenplay,  Melvin  Levy,  Fran- 

cis Edwards  Faragoh;  Based  on  story  by  Harold 
Shumate;  Cameraman,  William  Snyder;  Film 
Editor,  Charles  Nelson;  Art  Directors,  Stephen 
Goosson,  Walter  Holscher,  Perry  Smith;  Set 
Decorator,  Albert  'Rickerd;  Sound,  Lambert  Day; 
Musical  Score,  Paul  Sawtell;  Musical  Director, 
M.  W.  Stoloff. 

DIRECTION,  Good.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Good. 

Film  Classics  'Encore  Week' 
Film  Classics  is  promoting  a  spe- 

cial Summer  package  under  the  name, 
Encore  Week,  Irving  Wormser, 
Eastern  sales  manager,  announced. 
Plan  comprises  a  group  of  seven 
Goldwyn  or  Selznick  re-releases,  one 
for  each  day  of  the  week,  with  special 
accessories  prepared  by  Al  Zimba- 
list,  national  advertising  head. 

"Strange  Alibi" with    Signe    Hasso,    Preston    Foster 
20rh-Fox  65  Mins. 

FAST -MOVING  BLACKMAIL  YARN 

TOLD  IN  ABSORBING  FASHION;  MAKES 
600J  PROoRAM   FILLER. 

Here  is  a  fast-moving  vehicle,  told  with 
sufficient  interest  to  make  it  a  good  pro- 

gram filler.  Preston  Foster  and  Signe  Hasso 

are  well-teamed  for  the  opposite  ends  of 
the  love  triangle,  with  John  Shepperd,  mar- 

ried to  Hasso,  dangling  at  the  other  end  of 
tnis  geometric  figure. 

The  story  is  told  in  flash-back  fashion 
in  a  courthouse  cell  where  Foster,  a  bank 
examiner,  is  relating  to  Roy  Roberts,  his 
best  friend  and  chief  examiner  of  a  bank 

chain,  the  incidents  leading  up  to  the 
shooting  of  Hasso: 

It  all  began  when  Foster,  just  out  of  the 

Army,  takes  a  vacation  before  assuming  his 
job  for  Roberts.  He  meets  the  attractive 
Hasso  at  a  bar  and  finds  himself  taking  her 
to  the  opera  and  other  places.  Foster,  madly 
in  love  with  her,  loses  contact  when  she 

leaves  town,  since  she  preferred  to  with- 
hold her  identity.  However,  he  meets  her 

again  when  visiting  one  of  the  company's 

branches,  managed  by  Shepperd,  Robert's 
brother.  They  spend  the  evening  together 
when  Shepperd  leaves  to  attend  a  civic 
meeting. 

Foster,  realizing  she's  married  to  his  best 
friend's  brother,  wants  to  forget  her  but, 
Hasso  now  becomes  the  aggressor  and 
hounds  him  in  towns  where  the  other  bank 

branches  are  located.  Her  extravagances 

force  Shepperd  to  gamble  with  the  bank's 
funds.  Foster,  advised  by  Anabel  Shaw,  sec- 

retary to  Shepperd,  that  there  may  be  a 
scandal,  attempts  to  cover  up  by  giving 
Hasso  part  of  the  money. 

Foster  secures  records  from  the  FBI 

proving  Hasso  to  be  a  blackmailer  and 

hastens  to  Shepperd's  home  in  time  to 
prevent  him  from  running  away  with  a 
huge  sum,  which  Hasso  suggested  he  take 

since  he  couldn't  get  into  any  more  hot 
water.  Hasso  tricks  Foster  and  Shepperd 

by  switching  the  money  from  one  bag  to 

another  and  tries  to  shoot  it  out  when  dis- 
covered. Foster  claims  he  fired  the  fatal 

shot  in  self  defense,  tut  Shepperd  appears 

in  the  final  sequence  to  admit  to  the 

shooting  and  is  ready  to  take  the  conse- 
quences for  his  behavior. 

CAST:  Signe  Hasso,  Preston  Foster,  John 
Shepperd,  Roy  Roberts,  Anabel  Shaw,  Emory 
Parnell,  Nancy  Evans,  Gladys  Blake,  Frank 
Pershing,  Robert  Malcolm,  Jack  Davis,  Frank 
Wilcox,    George   Melford. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Aubrey  Schenck;  Di- 
rector, Ray  McCarey.  Screenplay,  Mortimer 

Braus;  Adaptation,  Charles  G.  Booth;  Story, 
Jack  Andrews;  Cameraman,  Harry  Jackson;  Art 
Direction,  James  Basevi,  Albert  Hogsett;  Set 
Decorators,  Thomas  Little,  Fred  J.  Rode;  Film 
Editor,  Norman  Colbert;  Music,  David  Buttolph; 
Musical  Direction,  Emil  Newman;  Music  Ar- 

rangements, Arthur  Morton;  Sound,  George  Lev- 
erett,    Harry    M.    Leonard. 

DIRECTION,  Good.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Good. 

William  W.  Cole  Dead 

Omaha  —  William  W.  Cole,  one- 
time manager  of  Cole  Brothers  Cir- 

cus and  former  owner  of  the  W.  W. 
Cole  Circus,  died  here.  Cole  also 
formerly  managed  the  Trocadero 
Theater  here. 

New   Albuquerque    Theater 
Albuquerque,  N.  M. — Martin  But- 

ler has  opened  his  new  775-seat 
theater. 

"House  of  Horrors" 
with    Rondo    Hatton,    Bill    Goodwin,    Robert 

Lowery,  Virginia  Grey 

Universal  65  Mins. 

HORROR  YARN  OF  SUFFICIENT  QUALI- 
TY TO  PROFIT  HOUSES  WHOSE  PATRONS 

RELISH  CHILLS. 

An  orgy  of  spine-snapping  at  the  hands 
of  The  Creeper  is  a  condensed  descrip- 

tion of  "The  House  of  Horrors."  The 
Creeper  is  Rondo  Hatton,  whose  features 

are  his  fortune  in  Hollywood's  chiller-diller 
circles.  Whenever  there  is  the  least  sus- 

picion that  action  may  be  slowing  down  to 
a  somewhat  normal  pace,  The  Creeper  takes 
to  the  path  of  murder.  The  victims  are 

fairly  legion  by  the  time  the  scenarist  has 
written  finis.  There  is  nothing  particularly 

outstanding  about  this  offering.  Theaters 

purveying  this  type  of  entertainment  can 
use  it  profitably,  however. 

Cast,  which  in  addition  to  Hatton  in- 
cludes Bill  Goodwin,  Robert  Lowery,  Vir- 

ginia Grey,  Martin  Kosleck,  Alan  Napier, 
and  Joan  Fulton,  is  capable.  Direction  and 

photography  are  likewise  up  to  snuff.  Kos- 
leck, a  surrealist  sculptor,  pulls  The  Creeper 

out  of  the  river,  and  it  looks  like  a  good 

friendship  as  the  rescued  man-of-horror 

shares  board  and  even  puts  Kosleck's  worst 
enemy   out   of  the   way. 

The  enemy  is  Alan  Napier,  the  art  critic 

who  has  ridiculed  Kosleck's  sculptured  mas- 
terpiece. Before  much  more  footage  has 

passed  through  the  gate,  The  Creeper 
finishes  off  Kosleck.  There  is  some  love 

interest  between  Robert  Lowery  and  Vir- 

ginia Grey,  but  it  doesn't  matter  much  since 
the  script  makes  death  decidedly  stronger than   love. 

CAST:  Bill  Goodwin,  Robert  Lowery,  Virginia 
Grey,  Rondo  Hatton,  Martin  Kosleck,  Alan 
Napier,     Howard     Freeman,    Joan     Fulton. 
CREDITS:  Director,  Jean  Yarbrough;  Screen- 

play, George  Bricker;  Original  Story,  Dwight 
V.  Babcock;  Cameraman,  Maury  Certsman;  Film 
editor,  Philip  Cahn;  Musical  Direction,  H.  J. 
Salter;  Art  Direction,  John  B.  Goodman,  Abra- 

ham Grossman;  Director  of  Sound,  Bernard  'B. 
Brown;  Set  Decorations,  Russell  A.  Gausman, 
Ralph  Warrington. 

DIRECTION,    Okay.        PHOTOGRAPHY,     Ditto. 

Dallas  Dinner  for  De  Carlo 
Dallas — Yvonne  De  Carlo,  star  of 

Universale  "Frontier  Gal"  which 
has  its  world  premiere  in  Bob 
Shanks'  theater  in  Brady,  Tex.,  May 
23,  arrives  here  tomorrow  en  route  to 
Brady.  She  will  be  the  guest  of 
honor  at  a  dinner  given  by  the  Met- 

ropolitan Opera  Co.,  currently  here. 
Charles  Kullman,  who  recently  com- 

pleted Universal's  "Shahrazad"  with Miss  De  Carlo,  will  sing  with  the 
Met  in  Dallas. 

Barnes  Sells  Circuit  Interest 
Chicago — Interest  of  Frank  Barnes 

in  Turner-Farrar  Theaters  has  been 
purchased  by  0.  L.  Turner  and  S.  M. 
Farrar.  Circuit  operates  16  theaters 
in  11  Southern  Illinois  towns.  Barnes 
retains  his  holdings  in  five  theaters 
located  in  Albino,  Fairfield  and  Nor- ris   City. 

Name  Buchanan  &  Co. 
Bing  Crosby  Producers,  Inc.,  has 

appointed  Buchanan  &  Co.  to  handle 
its  advertising.  The  first  picture  to 

be  released  will  be  Anne  Nichols' "Abie's  Irish  Rose,"  produced  by 
Eddie  Sutherland. 
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Variety  in  "Healthy" Financial  Condition 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

18-month  period  from  Nov.  15,  1944, 
to  May  15,  1946,  the  national  organi- 

zation had  cash  receipts  of  $67,054 
and  made  disbursements  of  $59,220, 
leaving  a  cash  balance  of  $7,833. 
The  delegates  yesterday  ratified 

the  appointment  of  William  McCraw 
as  executive  director  of  the  clubs 
at  a  salary  of  $12,000  plus  $8,000  a 
vear  traveling  expenses.  McCraw,  a 
former  attorney  general  of  Texas 
and  a  former  law  partner  of  Tom  C 
Clark,  U.  S.  Attorney  General,  will 
carry  out  all  administrative  or  ex- 

ecutive functions  of  the  club.  Salary 
and  expenses  will  be  derived  from 
the  advertising  in  the  annual  con- 

vention journals. 

Against  Women's  Auxiliaries 
The  subject  of  "women's  auxili- 

aries" was  brought  up  at  yesterday's 
sessions.  Some  of  the  tents  have  in- 

augurated such  auxiliaries  with  "bar- 
kerettes,"  but  Chief  Barker  R.  J. 
O'Donnell  declared  that  such  groups were  in  violation  of  the  constitution 
and  that  they  must  be  disbanded.  He 
said  the  clubs  wanted  to  maintain  a 

"stag"  organization. 
Los  Angeles  appeared  to  be  the 

Number  One  choice  for  next  year's 
convention,  subject  to  the  availability 
of  hotel  accommodations.  It  was  de- 

cided that  a  canvass  should  be  made 
of  the  hotel  situation  in  Los  Angeles 
and  that  if  it  was  found  impossible 
to  hold  the  convention  there  next 
May,  the  conclave  should  be  held  in 
Miami  under  the  auspices  of  Atlanta 
Tent  No.  21. 

The  entire  afternoon  session  was 
given  over  to  the  proposed  changes 
in  the  constitution.  Changes  prin- 

cipally were  in  wordage,  with  some 
revisions  in  regard  to  elections,  suc- 

cessors to  office  and  the  inclusion  of 
the  duties  of  an  executive  director. 

250  Requested;  More  Expected 
Approximately  250  delegates  and 

members  had  registered  by  mid- 
afternoon  yesterday.  More  are  ex- 

pected today  and  tomorrow.  Reser- 
vations for  1,200  have  been  made  for 

the  Humanitarian  Award  banquet  to- 
morrow night  when  leaders  in  politi- 

cal, industrial  and  civic  life  will  be 
on  hand.  Fred  Allen  and  Jack  Benny 
will  be  among  those  present. 

The  national  officers  and  canvas- 
men  were  entertained  Wednesday 
night  at  a  dinner  at  21  Club. 
M-G-M  has  a  novel  stunt  on  the 

convention  floor  of  the  hotel.  A  cari- 
cature of  each  representative  or 

visitor  is  made  and  then  a  photo  is 
taken  of  the  representative  shaking 
hands  with  a  large  cutout  of  Leo  the 

Lion.  The  room  drew  heavy  "busi- 
ness" all  day  yesterday.  Alexander 

Film  Co.  has  a  reception  room  where 
guests  are  entertained.  A  recreation 
room  where  guests  can  play  cards 
and  visit  has  been  set  aside  on  the 
eighth  floor. 

The  convention  will  continue  its 
business  sessions  today,  which  will 
include  election  of  officers. 

IN  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

WILL  DeVANEY,  city  salesman,  M-C-M,  Chi- 
cago. 

HERBERT  REPEY,  assistant  manager,  Oriental, 
Chicago. 

LOUIS  LAMM,  assistant  manager,  Devon,  Chi- 

cago. 
LAWRENCE  BOSI,  assistant  manager,  Byrd,  Chi- 

cago. 
VINCENT  ).  HELLINC,  manager,  Henry  Holloway 

theaters,    St.    Louis   County. 

GEORGE  WATSON,  city  manager,  Interstate 
Theaters,  San  Antonio,  Tex. 

MALV.N  ROSENBLATT,  secretary  to  Warner 
zone   manager  Nat  Wolf,  Cleveland. 

BOB   QLhNN,    Paramount  publicist,    Denver. 

CHET  CHECRALLAH,  student  assistant  mana- 

ger at  Loew's  State  Theater,  Providence, R.   I. 

GORDON  NORD,  acting  manager,  B  &  K  Park, 
LaGrange,  III. 

GORDON  BYER,  assistant  manager,  Chicago, Chicago. 

EDWARD  GILMARTIN,  assistant  manager,  Roose- 
velt, Chicago. 

Vining  Joins  MPAA's International  Staff 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

nounced     Capt.    Robert    E.    Vining, 
USNR,   had    joined   as   an   associate 
of  Gov.  Carl  E.  Milliken. 
The  announcement  followed  by 

just  24  hours  the  disclosure  that  the 
MPAA  also  had  signed  Gerald 
Mayer,  who  until  Tuesday  was  in 
charge  of  the  Northern  European 

section  of  the  State  Department's Office  of  Cultural  Relations. 
A  pioneer  in  visual  education  and 

identified  with  Western  Electric  at 

the  time  that  the  "talkies"  were  in- 
troduced, Captain  Vining  was  called 

to  active  Navy  duty  in  September, 
1941,  and  assigned  to  London  as  a 
member  of  the  staff  of  Vice-Adm. 
Robert  Lee  Ghormley,  Special  Naval 
Observer. 
He  remained  in  London  on  the 

personal  staff  of  Adm.  Harold  R. 
Stark,  Commander,  U.  S.  Naval 
Forces  in  Europe,  until  December, 
1943,  when  he  was  assigned  to  the 
Southwest  Pacific.  Vining  served  on 

General  Douglas  MacArthur's  Naval Staff  in  Australia,  New  Guinea  and 
the  Philippines. 

Captain  Vining  was  Naval  aide  to 
Mrs.  Eleanor  Roosevelt  during  her 
tour  of  Britain  in  the  Fall  of  1942, 
and  special  aide  to  former  Secretary 
of  the  Navy  Frank  Knox  on  his  visit 
to  London  in  1943. 
Resident  of  Baltimore  for  12 

years,  he  formerly  was  a  member  of 
the  Maryland  State  Board  of  Edu- 
cation. 

Film  Headlines  at  Chi. 

"I  Am  An  American"  Day 
Chicago  —  Herald  American's  "I 

Am  an  American"  program  at  Sol- 
diers Field  Sunday  will  be  headed 

by  Wayne  Morris,  Carole  Landis, 
Frances  Langford,  Roy  Rogers,  Mar- 

tha Raye,  Hilda  Simms  and  Gil 
Lamb.  Gen.  Jonathan  Wainwright 
will  headline  the  speakers  followed 
bv  Gov.  Dwight  Green  and  Mayor 
Edward  Kelly.  An  attendance  of 
100,000  is  expected. 

Tradeshow  Kaye  Pic  May  27 
RKO  Radio  will  hold  tradeshow- 

ings  of  "The  Kid  From  Brooklyn"  on 
May  27,  in  all  exchange  centers  ex- 

cept New  York  and  Salt  Lake  City. 
Screening  in  SLC  will  be  held  June  5, 
in  the  Studio  Theater. 

Para,  and  RKO  End 
Rochester  Pooling 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Amusement  Corp.,  the  latter  a  Para- 
mount subsidiary. 

After  the  pool  split-up  in  August, 
RKO  will  operate  the  Palace  and 
Temple  Theaters,  while  Monroe  will 
operate  the  Century,  Regent  and 

Capitol. 

Ampa  to  Meet  May  28; 
Committees  Appointed 

Next  open  meeting  of  AMPA  will 
be  held  in  the  Hotel  Astor  on  May 

28,  Rutgers  Neilson,  president  an- 
nounced. Guest  speaker  for  the  occa- 

sion will  be  revealed  next  week. 

AMPA  board  has  approved  com- 
mittees appointed  by  the  president, 

as  follows:  Planning  and  Program — 
Phil  Williams,  Dave  Bader,  co-chair- 

men; Charles  A.  Alicoate,  Jerome  Pick- 
man,  Blanche  Livingston,  John  Ger- 

ard; Publicity — Harry  Blair,  chair- 
man; Sid  Gross,  Lou  Barasch,  Paula 

Gould,  Phil  Laufer;  Membership — 
Mel  Gold,  chairman;  Robert  S.  Fer- 

guson, Herman  Schleier;  Relief  — 
Charles  A.  Alicoate,  chairman;  Vin- 

cent Trotta,  Martin  Quigley,  Jr., 
Dave  Bader,  James  Jerauld,  Ray 

Gallagher,  Dave  O'Malley,  Jacques 
Kopfstein,  Tom  Kennedy,  James 
Cunningham,  Paul  Greenhalgh,  Herb 
Golden,  Herman  Schleier,  Jack  Har- 

rison, Bruce  Gallup,  Arnold  Stoltz, 
M.  D.  Howe. 

Advisory  council,  elected  by  the 
board,  includes  Howard  Dietz,  S. 
Barret  McCormick,  Vincent  Trotta, 
Mort  Blumenstock,  Hal  Home,  Gor- 

don White,  Leon  Bamberger,  Ben 
Serkowitz,  Maurice  Bergman,  Steve 
Edwards,  Paul  Lazarus,  Jr.,  Martin 
Starr,  Glenn  Allvine. 

Sam  Wood  to  Produce 
For  International  Pictures 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

stage  hit,  "The  Land  is  Bright"; 
Marie  Belloc-Lowndes'  novel,  "Ivy"; 
Rachel  Maddux's  "Turnip's  Blood"; 
and  "Tatiana,"  an  original  by  Imgard 

Von  Cube,  authoress  of  "Mayerling." Wood  will  immediately  establish 
his  production  headquarters  at  Inter- 

national. 

Allied,  MPTOA  to 

Exchange  Observers 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

time,  Ed  Kuykendall,  MPTOA  pre 
ident,  has  issued  an  invitation  1 

Abram  F.  Myers,  general  coun.-< and  board  chairman  of  Allied,  to  a 
tend  the  MPTOA  board  meeting  i 
Columbus,  Miss.,  on  June  10 fSltL 

"Official  Observers"  *5? 

Myers  told  The  Film  Daily  ye: 
terday  that  he  would  be  unable  i 
attend  but  that  another  nation! 
Allied  leader  probably  would  be  deb 
gated  to  go  to  the  Mississippi  se. 
sions.  That  issue  will  be  decided  < 
the  Allied  board  meeting  in  Chicag 
next  Friday  and  Saturday.  Bot 
Wehrenberg  and  the  Allied  repr< 
sentative  will  be  on  hand  at  the  riv; 

organizations'  meetings  as  "offici; 

observers." The   exchange    of   "observers"    1: the  two  national  associations  was 
development    that,    while    somewht 
startling,  did  not  take  some  industi 
observers  entirely  by  surprise.  Sine! 
the  formation  of  American  Theate) 
Association  and  its  announced  polic 
of  steering  clear  of  trade  practice 
certain  independent  elements  in  tl  i 

MPTOA  and  Allied  have  been  mo' 

ing  closer  together.   There  even  ha'*, been  reports  that  predominantly  ii  ] 
dependent  state  units  of  the  MPTO 
might  affiliate  with  Allied  if  a  de: 
inite  stand  were  taken  against  AT-- 

CIEA  Meet  Calls  Indies 
Meanwhile,  the  CIEA  meeting  i( 

Chicago  is  beginning  to  loom  as  or  j 

of  the  largest  "non-convention  coi 
ventions"  of  independents  since  tr 
organization  was  formed.  In  add 
tion  to  the  associations  affiliated  wit 
the  CIEA  other  unaffiliated  grourj 
are  sending  representatives,  it  we] 
learned  yesterday. 

Clarence  Severson  and  J.  H.  Mora 
of  the  Montana  Theater  Owners  A: 
sociation  will  be  present,  while  tt 
West  Virginia  Managers  Assocu 
tion  will  be  represented  by  its  pres 
dent,  E.  R.  Custer.  Ben  Berger  < 
North- Central  Allied  and  Leo  Wo 
cott  of  Allied  Independent  Theate 
Owners  of  Iowa  and  Nebraska  ha\ 
made  reservations,  while  the  Pacif 
Coast  Conference  will  be  represente 
by  Robert  Poole  of  Los  Angeles  an 
L.  O.  Lukan  of  Seattle. 

Schlatter  to  Attend 
Loew  N.  E.  Mgrs.  Meeting 

Charles  Schlaifer,  head  of  20t 
Century-Fox  advertising,  publicit; 
exploitation  and  radio  department: 
and  members  of  his  staff  will  go  t 
New  Haven  Monday  for  a  meeting  c 
Loew's  New  England  theater  mar 

agers.  Harry  Shaw,  Loew's  divisio manager,  and  Lou  Brown,  publicit 
director  for  Loew's  Poli  theaters,  wi 
conduct  round  table  discussions  o 
promotion  campaigns  for  fort! 
coming  20th-Fox  pix. 
Accompanying  Schlaifer  will  b 

Stirling  Silliphant,  Rodney  Bush,  Si 
Blumenstock,  Christy  Wilbert,  Ir\ 
ing  Kahn  and  Earl  Wingart. 
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•  fILm  DRILV  REVIEWS  Of  REUJ  PICTURES  * 

"Swamp  Fire" 
with    Johnny   Weissmuller,   Virginia    Grey, 

Buster  Crabbe  and  Carol  Thurston 
Paramount  69   Mins. 

i HOLLYWOOD  PREVIEW) 

PLENTY  OF  ACTION  AND  SUSPENSE 
MARKS  TALE  OF  LOUISIANA  BAYOU 

COUNTRY;  CAROL  THURSTON  IS  A 
STANDOUT. 

This  offering  introduces  Johnny  Weiss- 
muller in  a  straight  role  and  also  has  the 

Louisiana  bayou  country  as  a  background. 

It  has  been  given  good  direction  by  Wil- 
liam H.  Pine,  who  also  gets  a  producer 

credit  with  William  Thomas. 

Carol  Thurston  is  a  standout  as  a  native 

of  the  bayou  district,  who  fights  Virginia 
Grey,  daughter  of  wealthy  Pierre  Watkin, 
literally  and  figuratively,  for  the  affections 
of  Weissmuller.  Buster  Crabbe  does  good 
work  in  the  role  of  a  native  trapper,  who 

is  a  rival  of  Johnny's  for  Carol's  hand. 
One  of  the  picture's  highlights  is  Weiss- 
muller's  battle  with  an  alligator  that  has 
endangered  Carol. 

Weissmuller,  who  had  lost  a  ship  in  the 
U.  S.  Coast  Guard,  regains  his  confidence 
and  is  reinstated  as  a  bar  pilot,  guiding 
boats  to  the  Mississippi  River.  He  is  love 
with  Carol,  but  meets  Virginia,  whose 

father  owns  marsh  and  swamp  land,  here- 
tofore used  by  the  natives  for  trapping 

purposes. 

When  Weissmuller  is  injured  in  a  traf- 
fic accident,  Virginia  has  him  cared  for  at 

her  home  and  prevents  Carol  from  seeing 
him.  When  he  recovers,  Watkin  gives  him 

a  job,  but  when  he  sees  that  his  old  friends 
are  forbidden  from  using  the  swamp  land, 
he  sides  with  the  natives  and  returns  to 
Carol. 

L.  B.  Merman  functioned  as  associate 

producer. 

CAST:  Johnny  Weissmuller,  Virginia  Grey, 
Buster  Crabbe,  Carol  Thurston,  Pedro  DeCor- 
doba,  Marcelle  Corday,  William  Edmunds,  Ed- 

win Maxwell,  Pierre  Watkin,  Charles  Cordon, 
Frank    Fenton. 

CREDITS:  Producers,  William  Pine  and  Wil- . 
Mam  Thomas;  Director,  William  H.  Pine;  Asso- 

ciate Producer,  L.  B.  Merman;  Author,  Geof- 
frey Homes'  Screenplay,  same;  Cameraman,  Fred 

lackman,  Jr.;  Supervising  Editor,  Howard  Smith; 
Henry  Adams;  Art  Director,  F.  Paul  Sylos;  Music 
Score.    Rudy  Schrager. 

DIRECTION,   Good.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Good. 

Houston  Boycott  Asked 

For  Playing  of  "Outlaw" 
Houston,  Tex. — Opening  of  "The 

Outlaw"  at  Loew's  State  here  yes- 
terday was  in  the  face  of  a  request 

by  Bishop  C.  E.  Byrne  of  Galveston 

"that  no  Catholic,  for  the  next  year, 
patronize  the  theater,  or  until  the 
theater  makes  a  public  apology  for 
flaunting  a  reasonable  request  based 
on  self-respect  and  a  desire  for 
clean  enjoyment."  Bishop's  action 
was  unprecedented. 

Theater  management  told  a  pro- 
testing Catholic  delegation  that  the 

house  was  under  contract  to  UA  to 
play  the  pic. 

Syracuse — Faced  with  the  threat 
of  police  action  against  the  theater, 
"The  Outlaw"  booking  was  cancelled 
at  Lcew's  State  yesterday,  the  cur- 

rent bill  being  held  until  tomorrow 

when  -'Whistle  Stop"  and  "Phantom 
Thief"  will  start. 

"Terrors  on 

Horseback" 
with  Buster  Crabbe,  Al  St.  John 
PRC  55  Mins. 

STANDARD  WESTERN  DIVERSION  HAS 
THE  STUFF  TO  KEEP  THE  KIDS  IN  A 
HIGH   STATE  OF  TENSION. 

Buster  Crabbe  and  Ai  St.  John  continue 

to  serve  the  ends  of  justice  in  two-fisted 
fashion  in  the  latest  of  their  series  of 

westerns.  Living  up  to  the  description  of 

them  in  the  title,  the  two  go  all-out  in 
the  interests  of  their  admirers,  placing  the 

production  on  a  par  with  their  other  ef- 
forts as  sagebrush  heroes.  The  picture  is 

filled  with  enough  old-fashioned  violence 
to  please  the  greediest  kid. 
What  sets  Crabbe  and  St.  John  off  on 

a  manhunt  this  time  is  the  murder  of  the 

latter's  niece  in  a  stagecoach  robbery.  Re- 
lentlessly the  fellows  follow  clue  after 

clue  in  search  of  the  villain.  As  they  pro- 
gress toward  a  solution  of  the  crime,  plenty 

of  excitement  is  generated  for  the  young- 

sters by  a  variety  of  means.  After  the  ex- 
penditure of  no  end  of  rough-and-tumble 

tactics  a  sheriff's  deputy  is  uncovered  as 
the  culprit  by  a  trick  dear  to  the  heart  of 
the  western  scrivener. 

Sam  Newfield's  direction  doesn't  allow 
the  actors  to  dawdle  for  a  moment.  Sig- 
mund  Neufeld  has  produced  the  offering 
just  about  as  well  as  so  modest  an  item 
could   demand. 

The  melodramatics  are  interrupted  here 
and  there  to  enable  St.  John  to  give  out 
with  a  bit  of  comedy  of  the  sort  that  young 
western  fans  relish. 

CAST:  Buster  Crabbe,  Al  St.  John,  Patti 
McCarty,  I.  Stanford  Jolley,  Kermit  Maynard. 
Henry  Hall,  Karl  Hackett,  Marin  Sais,  Budd 
Buster,    Steve    Darrell,    Steve   Clark. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Sigmund  Neufeld;  Di- 
rector, Sam  Newfield;  Screenplay,  George  Mil- 

ton, Cameraman,  Jack  Greenhalgh;  Sound,  Lyle 
Willey  Musical  Director,  Lee  Zahler;  Film 
Editor,    Holbrook    N.    Todd. 

DIRECTION,  Okay.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Okay. 

SHORTS 

"Hawaiian  Memories" 
Warner  Bros.  20  Mins. 

Tropical  Tour 
A  complete  tour  of  Hawaii  is  in- 

cluded   in    this    parcel    wrapped    in 
pineapple,  sugar  cane  and  lush  blos- 

soms. Scenic  wonders,  volcanos,  surf, 
board    riding,    native    feasts,    spear 

'■  fishing,    ti    leaf    sliding,    and    body 
surfing  are  a  few  of  the  activities 
recorded.      Plantations,     and     urban 
points  of  the  island  are  covered.  The 

1  footage  is  a  Technicolor  tribute  to  an 
island  paradise,  wreathed  in  flowers, 
where   visitors   lose   touch   with   the 

J  rest    of   the    world.     Audiences   will 
I  find  this  restful,  relaxing  and  very 
i  pleasant  —  travel     bureaus     should 

prosper. 

"The  Marines  at  War" 
Telenews  Productions  8  Mins. 

Full  of  Action 

Many  splendid  and  awe-inspiring 
episodes  of  the  long  march  which 
the  Marines  took  to  Tokyo  via  the 

i  death-filled  isles  of  the  Pacific  are 
disclosed  in  this  second  of  the  Tele- 

I  news  series.  Like  its  several  com- 
panion  productions    it    is    first   rate 

j  box  office  fare  and  highly  exploitable 
I  in  every  community  in  the  land.  The 
material  is  presented  in  rapid-fire 
fashion  from  the  Solomons  campaign 
to  Okinawa. 

Case  of  Dunn  for  Showing 
"Outlaw"  Goes  to  Jury 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

moral    senses"    as    charged    by    the 
police,  or  is  just  another  picture  be- 

ing promoted  by  sensational  adver- tising. 

Defense  Attorney  J.  W.  Ehrlich 
claimed  the  picture  a  work  of  art. 
He  exhibited  such  art  works  as  The 
Three  Graces,  September  Morn, 
Rafael's  nudes,  and  works  of  Picasso 
and  Cezanne  and  declared  that  these 
old  masters  should  be  suppressed  if 
"The  Outlaw"  isn't  legal.  Ehrlich 
pointed  out  that  a  haystack  is  more 
artistic  than  a  sleeping  bag  but  no- 

body stopped  "For  Whom  the  Bell 
Tolls,"  also  that  "Shanghai  Gesture," 
"Strange  Interlude"  and  "An  Amer- 

ican Tragedy"  were  permitted  to 
run  here  and  they  had  "more  goings- 
on  than  the  comparatively  pastoral 

happenings"  in  "The  Outlaw." 
Presiding  Municipal  Judge  Twain 

Michelsen,  presiding  at  the  trial  of 
Al  Dunn,  manager  of  United  Artists 
Theater,  permitted  the  jury  to  view 

a  private  showing  of  "The  Outlaw" 
yesterday  before  hearing  final  argu- 

"Klondike  Casanova" 
Paramount  8  Mins. 

Yukonever-tell 
When  Dangerous  Dan  McBluto 

takes  a  fancy  to  Olive  Oyl,  enter- 
tainer and  part  owner  of  the  Klon- 

dike Cafe,  trouble  ensues.  Popeye, 

the  other  owner  of  the  cafe,  doesn't 
care  for  D.  D.  McB.,  especially  when 
said  bear  trapper  carries  Olive  to  his 

mountain-top  hideout.  But  Popeye's 
the  sailor  man,  and  manages  to  save 
Olive  by  the  energy  derived  from  his 
usual  can  of  spinach.  Special  dish  for 
Popeye  fans;  is  amusing  and  pleas- ant. 

"Oh,  Professor  Behave" 
(No.  3 — Leon  Errol  Comedies) 
RKO  18  Mins. 

Fast  Paced 
Mrs.  Errol  threatens  to  divorce 

Leon,  as  usual,  when  she  returns  un- 
expectedly and  finds  him  dancing 

with  a  blonde.  Things  get  consist- 
ently worse,  for  Leon  that  is,  when  a 

college  professor  with  a  letter  of  in- 
troduction arrives  at  the  house  for 

a   few   days,    and    after   discovering 

the  prof,  is  a  she,  tries  to  smugg' 
her  out  of  the  house.    In   the  cof' 
fusion,    a    stranger,    who    Leon   hi 
asked  to  portray  the  professor,  h; 

j  ransacked  the  house  and  is  leavin 
:  with  all  the  silver.    But  things  g< 
i  straightened  out,   to   a  degree,   ar 
:  all  is  peaceful  again  till   ̂ >£\  do 
walks  in  with  a  slip  the  rear^Srjfei 
sor  has  left.    A  handy  vase  clutch* 

1  firmly  in  Mrs.  Errol's  hand  is  soc 
cracked  over  Leon's  skull.  This  one 
main  claim  to  fame  is  its  fast  pai 

J  of  amusing  sequences,  enhanced  b 
I  a   strong   sympathy  for  hen-pecke 
Leon. 

ments  from  prosecution  and  defense actorneys. 

Hearing  on  Howard  Hughes'  mo- 
tion for  a  temporary  writ  to  re- 

strain the  MPAA  from  withdrawing 

the  seal  on  "The  Outlaw,"  scheduled 
for  Federal  Court  here  today,  will  be 

postponed. 

"Community  Sing" 
No.  7— Series  10) 

Columbia  10    Mir 

Okay 

A  variety  of  popular  songs  ai 
featured  by  Dick  Leibert,  his  orga. 

and  the  Song  Spinners.  "You  Cam 
Along,"  "Chickery- Chick,"  "Dor. 
Forget  Tonight  Tomorrow,"  "Com 
To  Baby  Do"  and  "It's  Been  A  Lonj 
Long  Time"  are  the  vocal-inspirin 
tunes.  A  good  selection  of  songs,  i 
should  be  well  received. 

"Community  Sing" 
No.  8— Series  10) 

Columbia  8l/2   Mins! 
Tuneful-tidbit 

Featuring  Don  Baker  at  the  Oi'gar with  vocal  assistance  by  the  Sor. 

Spinners,  "Symphony,"  "Put  Tha 
Ring  On  My  Finger,"  "Down  Bv  Th River,"  '  Walking  With  My  Honey , 
and  "In  The  Middle  of  May"  ar; 
heard.  A  good  selection  makes  thi 
easy  on  the  ears. 

Gould  Establishing  UA 
Service  Office  in  Paris 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

and  to  implement  the  company's  pro 
gram  of  development  and  expansioi 
in  Europe.  The  office  will  be  oper 
ated  by  Alfredo  Ayulo  and  Raymon<. 
Leforgeais  of  the  home  office  staff 

The  ESO,  Gould  emphasized,  wil 
be  separate  and  apart  from  the  LL- 
sales  organization  in  Paris  and  wil 
function  as  a  central  agency  for  tb> 
dubbing,  processing  and  shipping  o: 
prints,  the  printing  of  accessories  ii 
diverse  languages  and  the  develop 
ment  of  standardized  methods  fo: 
the  more  efficient  psysical  operatioi 
of  the  exchanges.  In  addition,  it  wil 
serve  as  a  technical  research  bureau 

on  the  Continent  for  UA's  producers Ayulo  has  been  in  the  foreign  pub 
licity  department  for  the  last  fivt 
years.  Leforgeais  joined  UA  severa 
months  ago,  having  come  from  th< 
foreign  tourist  and  transportation 
fields. 

Gould  previously  announced  th< 
appointment  of  Frank  Kennebeck  a: 
general  manager  in  India,  succeed 
ing  J.  J.  Lawlor,  resigned. 

Close  Clayton  Cabin 
Clayton,  111.— The  Cabin  Theater 

210-seater,  has  been  closed  and  Mr 
and  Mrs.  Edwin  Knapp  have  movec 
the  equipment  to  Witt. 
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PKADE  INTEREST  CENTERS  ON  ALLIED  SHOW 
   .   .    . 

Stents  on  17  Photo  Devices  Cleared  by  A  PC 
ABOUT  THE 
TRADE 

LEXANDER  SMITH-MASLAND  is  in- 

*  augurating  a  new  weekly  sales  letter 
der  the  title  of  "Round  Table"  to  sup- 
int  its  predecessor  publication,  the  Wash- 
jton   News   Letter   The  new  Liberty 
eater  in  Ridgefield,  Wash.,  built  at  a 
st  of  $35,000  by  Mr.  and  Mrs.  J.  R.  Hicks, 
s  been  dedicated  to  the  memory  of  their 
n  Ensign  Frank  D.  Hicks,  who  was  killed 

1  a  naval  patrol   The  Colonial,  Albany, 
Y.,  has  received  the  okay  of  the  Build- 

?  Dept.  there  for  necessary  repairs  fol- 
•ving  the  recent  fire   Charles  Hughes 
the  FortaCide  Co.  is  appointing  sales 

;ents  throughout  the  country  for  his  line 
theater  deodorants   M.  Agostini  & 

[t>.  of  Rio  de  Janeiro  has  been  named  sales 
presentatives  for  DeVry  equipment,  it  is 
mounced  by  Sales  Manager  Engel  who  is 

ick  at  Chicago  headquarters  after  an  ex- 

•nsive   business   trip   

*  *         * 

JARVEY   TULLO   has  resigned  his 

'  post  at  Zenith  Corp.,  where  he  was 
purchasing   manager,    to    organize   his 
un  company  to  manufacture  plastics 
  Fox  Midwest  recently  re-opened 
■>e  320-seat  Eagle  Theater  in  Lexing- 

I  m,  Mo.,  which  had  been  shuttered  for 
bout  three  years   Kroehler  Push- 

'ack  theater  chairs  are  going  into  the 50-seat  Wilshire  which  is  now  under 
instruction  by  Interstate  Theaters  in 
Dallas   Frank  Ryan  has  been 
arned  assistant  general  superintendent 
f  Bell  &  Howell's  Lincolnwood  plant 
  Martin  James  and  August  TJtro- 

"ka  have  retired  from  B  &  H  after  20 
hears  of  service  with  the  company' s  en- 
■  ineering  department   
I *  *         * 

IliANAGEER  Phil  Phomasson  has  in- 

!▼■  stalled  Altec's  "Voice  of  the  Theater" 
ound  in  his  Levy  Theater,  Enterprise,  Ala., 

md    ditto    for    Charles    Rook's    Charles    in 
Montgomery   Cape  Amusement  Co., 
fee.,  is  the  official  name  of  the  organiza- 
ion    that    will    own    and    operate    the    new 
■  100,000  film  theater  under  construction  in 
-ape  Girardeau,  Mo.,  which  has  been  chris- 

iened    Esquire   Ed    Leven,    vice-presi- 
lent  and  sales  manager  of  Natco  projector 
•rganization  recently  arrived  in  New  York 
Tom  Chicago  for  trade  confabs. ... 

Group  Includes  Camera 
Diaphragm  and  Exposure 
Meters  of  Several  Kinds 

Washington    Bureau   of    THE   FILM    DAILY 

Washington — Alien  Property  Cus- 
todian James  E.  Markham  announced 

here  that  17  patents  on  photographic 
exposure  meters  and  related  devices 
are  now  available  for  licensing  to 
American  citizens.  The  licensing  has 
been  delayed  until  now  pending  re- 

lease of  claims  of  exclusive  rights  to 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Big  Gain  In  Altec 
Loudspeaker  Jobs 

Altec  Service  Corp.  reports  a  con- 
tinuously increasing  number  of  in- 

stallations of  "Voice  of  the  Theater" 
loudspeaker  systems.  During  the 
past  month  more  than  75  such  instal- 

lations have  been  completed  through, 
out  the  country  in  the  following 
locations:  American,  Chattanooga, 
Tenn.;  Hoo-Hoo,  Gurdon,  Ark.; 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Three  Macon  Theaters 
Get  Intensive  Improvement 

Macon,  Ga.  —  A  $75,000  improve- 
ment program  is  now  in  progress  at 

three  local  movie  houses  operated  by 
the  Georgia  Theaters  Co. 

Officials  said  biggest  amount  of 
money,  approximately  $50,000,  is 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

New  Wall  Covering 
Poised  for  Theaters 
Chicago  —  Varlon,  Inc.,  United 

Wallpaper  subsidiary,  expects  to  be 
able  to  fill  orders  this  Summer  for 

the  newly-developed  stainproof  wall 
covering  which  the  B  &  K  chain 

has  been  testing  in  the  Grenada  The- 
ater. New  paper  is  said  to  be  mil- 

dew-proof, fire  resistant,  and  cli- 
mate-proof, among  other  advantages. 

DeVry  Announces 
Three  New  Dealers 

Chicago  —  List  of  DeVry  theater 
supply  distributors  was  further  in- 

creased this  week  with  announcement 
by  the  company  that  the  following 
have  signed  to  handle  the  complete 
line  of  DeVry  Theater  Equipment: 
Quality  Theater  Supply  Co.,  Omaha, 
operated  by  Carl  White;  Stanley 
Theater  Supply  Co.,  on  local  Film 
Row,  operated  by  Reuben  and  Stan- 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Hayes  to  Head  Buying 

For  Bigelow-Sanford 

Bigelow-Sanford  Carpet  Co.,  Inc., 
has  named  F.  Albert  Hayes  to  fill 
the  newly-created  post  of  director  of 
purchasing.  He  was  formerly  pro- 

duction manager  of  American  Hide 
&  Leather  Co.,  and  is  a  former  pres- 

ident of  the  National  Association  of 
Purchasing  Agents. 

Pix  Aloft  Soon  Commonplace 
B  &  H  Working  on  New  Installations 

New  Theater  Supply 
House  Is  Established 

Jefferson  City,  Mo. — The  Secx-etary 
of  State's  office  has  issued  a  certifi- 

cate of  incorporation  to  the  Missouri 
Theater  Supply  Co.,  115  West  18th 
St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  Incorporators 
were  J.  Eldon  Peek,  James  D.  Fel- 

lers and  Maxine  Lea  Peek,  all  of 
Oklahoma  City,  Okla. 

Chicago— Sound  motion  pictures  in 
flight  will  shortly  become  a  matter 
of  course  on  major  airlines,  accord- 

ing to  spokesmen  for  Bell  &  Howell. 
Projection  equipment  such  as  that 
already  in  use  on  Pan-American 
World  Airways  planes  is  now  being 
prepared  by  B  &  H  engineers  for  in- 

stallation on  other  lines.  Each  in- 
stallation consists  of  a  16  mm.  pro- 

( Continued  on  Page  11) 

Rush  for  Space  Indicates 
Heavy  Concentration  of 
Equip,  at  Atlantic  City 

More  than  a  score  of  leading  film 
equipment  manufacturers  are  pre- 

paring their  exhibits  for  the  Motion 
Picture  Theater  Equipment  Trade 
Show  which  will  be  held  in  the  Hotel 
Chelsea,  Atlantic  City,  June  19-21, 
inclusive,  under  the  sponsorship  of 
Allied  Theater  Owners  of  New  Jer- 

sey, Inc.,  spokesmen  for  the  exhibitor 
organization  declared  yesterday. 
Many  other  manufacturers  are  cur- 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

GE  Issues  Treatise 

On  Theater  Lightin 
Cleveland  —  General  Electric' s 

Lamp  Department  at  Nela  Park  has 
just  announced  publication  of  its 
first  post-war  brochure  dealing  with 
the  subject  of  film  theater  illumina- 
tion. 

Titled  "Modernizing  the  Theater 
with  Light,"  the  new  booklet  con- 

tains the  ideas  of  C.  M.  Cutler,  Nela 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Ontario  Theater  Gets 
Municipal  Green  Light 

Montreal — A  municipal  permit  has 
been  granted  and  construction  is  to 
start  as  soon  as  possible  at  Preston, 
Ont.,  for  a  750-seat  fireproof  theater 
by  Theater  Holding  Corp.  of  Toronto. 
The  new  house,  which  will  include 
latest  features  in  construction,  equip- 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

LaVezzi  To  Occupy 
I\ew   Plant   Shortly 

Chicago — LaVezzi  Machine  Works, 
makers  of  intermittent  movements, 

sprockets,  special  projector  parts  as 

well  as  those  for  replacement,  ex- 
pects to  occupy  its  new  plant  at 

4635  West  Lake  St.  by  the  middle 

of  Summer,  it  is  learned  here.  Com- 
pany has  been  located  for  many 

years   at    180    North    Wacker    Drive. 
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GE  Issues  Treatise 

On  Theater  Lighting 
(Continued  from  Page  9) 

Park  lighting  expert  and  widely 

known  among  exhibitors  of  the  na- 
tion, for  creating  an  inviting,  pleas- 

ant and  comfortable  atmosphere  for 

all  the  basic  areas  of  a  typical  the- 
ater. It  shows  how  to  produce  a 

great  variety  of  wall  and  ceiling  pat- 
terns by  simply  arranging  the  same 

standard  fixtures  in  different  com- 
binations— ideas  so  simple  and  prac- 

tical that  the  alert  theater  operator 
can  often  make  use  of  them  without 
closing  his  theater  for  alterations  or 
changing  existing  structural  forms. 

In  addition  to  dealing  with  the 
marquee,  outer  and  inner  lobbies, 
foyer  and  promenade,  and  the  audi- 

torium, the  book  includes  helpful 
hints  on  lighted  signs,  ideas  for  ger- 

micidal lamps,  and  decorative  the- 
atrical effects  that  can  be  produced 

by  "black  light"  sources. 

Three  Macon  Theaters 
Get  Intensive  Improvement 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 
being  spent  in  air  conditioning  and 
otherwise  improving  the  Rialto  and 
Capitol  Theaters.  The  Rialto,  besides 
the  air-conditioning,  is  being  re-dec- 

orated for  opening  about  June  1. 
Although  improvements  for  the 

Capitol  have  not  been  released,  the 
air-conditioning-  system  to  be  in- 

stalled will  be  the  largest  item,  it  is 
stated. 

IF  YOU    BUY 
STADIUM.    AMUSEMENT    PARK    OR 

Q3I5HJHH3IE CONTACT  INTERNATIONAL  TICKET! 

Your    needs    supplied    ef- 
ficiently with  Roll,  Machine 

Folded,  Reserve  Seats,  etc. 

Samples,    prices    on    re- 

quest. 

international  Ticket  co. 
52  GRAFTON  AVE.      NEWARK  4,  N.  J. 

Safes  offices  in  New  York  and 

Principal  Cities 

Big  Gain  In  Altec 
Loudspeaker  Jobs 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 
Georgia,  Statesboro,  Ga.;  Paramount, 
Kingston,  N.  C;  Capitol,  Memphis, 
Tenn.;  Lyric,  Rockwood,  Tenn.;  Ace, 
Memphis,  Tenn.;  Kingston,  Daytona 
Beach,  Fla.;  Joy,  Smackover,  Ark.; 

Flagler,  Miami,  Fla.;  Littleton,  Lit- 
tleton, N.  C;  Princess,  Gadsden, 

Ala.;  Park,  McKenzie,  Tenn.;  Folly, 
Marks,  Miss.;  Rosetta,  Miami,  Fla.; 

Logan,  Paris,  Ark.;  Rex,  St.  Martins- 
ville, La.;  May  veil,  Sandersville, 

Miss.;  Jamaica,  Jamaica  Plains, 
Mass.;  Brockton,  Brockton,  Mass. 

Strand,  Oldtown,  Me.;  Rex,  Man- 
chester, N.  H.;  Empire,  Manchester, 

N.  H.;  Newton,  West  Newton,  Mass.; 
Oriental,  Mattapan,  Mass.;  Orpheum, 
Foxboro,  Mass.;  Capitol,  Arlington, 
Mass.;  Franklin  Park,  Dorchester, 
Mass.;  Playhouse,  Ayer,  Mass.;  Cap- 

itol, New  London,  Conn.;  Strand, 
Pawtucket,  R.  I.;  Salem,  Salem,  111.; 
Astor,  Milwaukee,  Wise;  Portage, 
Portage,  Wise;  Pearl,  Milwaukee, 
Wise;  Salisbury,  St.  Louis,  Mo.; 
Grand,  Mohall,  N.  D.;  Palace,  Lu- 
verne,  Minn.;  Orpheum,  Harrisburg, 
111.;  Upton,  Creston,  Iowa;  Plymouth, 
Plymouth,  111.;  Pantages,  Minneapo- 

lis, Minn.;  Strand,  Fairfield,  111. 
Miners,  Collinsville,  111.;  Newman, 

Kansas  City,  Mo.;  Broadway,  Albert 
Lea,  Minn.;  Arbor,  Nebraska  City, 
Neb.;  Tremont,  Galveston,  Texas; 
Roxy,  Munday,  Texas;  Grand,  Tulia, 
Texas;  Ritz,  Floydada,  Texas;  Pic- 
torium,  Vernon,  Texas;  State,  Gal- 

veston, Texas;  Family,  Monroe, 
Mich.;  Ohio,  Loraine,  Ohio;  Euclid, 
Cleveland,  Ohio;  Grand,  Grandhaven, 
Mich.;  Iris,  Detroit,  Mich.;  Circle, 
Dearborn,  Mich.;  Regent,  Grand 
Rapids,  Mich.;  Grand,  Terre  Haute, 
Ind.;  Liberty,  Terre  Haute,  Ind.;  El 
Ray,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.;  Fox,  Wat- 
sonville,  Calif.;  Ebell,  Long  Beach, 
Calif.;  Optic,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.; 
Park,  Los  Angeles,  Calif. 

United  Artists,  Pasadena,  Calif.; 
Iris,  Hollywood,  Calif.;  Strand,  Gil- 
roy,  Calif.;  Los  Angeles,  Los  An- 

geles, Calif.;  Filmarte,  Los  Angeles, 
Calif.;  Fox  Ritz,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.; 
Larchmont,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.; 
Vogue,  Salinas,  Calif.;  Burley,  Bur- 
ley,  Idaho;  Layton,  Seaford,  Del.; 
Dushore,  Dushore,  Pa.;  Campus, 
Lewisburg,  Pa.;  Circle,  Washington, 
D.  C;  Lyric,  Havre,  Mont. 

Ebersons  Will  Design 
West  Point  Extensions 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — John  and  Drew  Eber- 
son,  prominent  New  York  architects, 
among  whose  activities  have  been  the 
designing  of  many  outstanding  film 
theaters,  have  been  selected  by  the 
Government  to  enlarge  buildings  at 
the  U.  S.  Military  Academy,  West 
Point,  N.  Y.  The  work  pertains  to  an 
extension  to  the  gymnasium,  the  field 
office,  and  an  infantry  recreation building. 

McGreal  in  13th  Year 
As  WB  Camera  Head 

West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Mike  McGreal,  who 
recently  started  his  13th  year  as 
head  of  the  Warner  Studio  camera 

department,  has  quite  a  record  for 
his  first  dozen  years.  Department 

was  enlarged  to  include  the  still 
division,  and  its  personnel  to  include 

over  100  people.  Improvements  in- 
augurated include  the  development 

of  the  automatic  slating  device;  the 

camera  trailer;  a  complete  unit  hous- 
ing all  motion  picture  and  still  equip- 

ment, and  staffing  the  studio  with 
the  latest  Mitchell  35  mm.  cameras. 

DeVry  Announces 
Three  New  Dealers 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 

ley  Levine,  and  the  Dayton  Film,  Inc., 

Dayton,  0.,  operated  by  R.  F.  Poor- 
man  and  Stewart  Sheldon. 

Coincident  with  disclosure  of  its 

distributor  setup,  the  company  re- 
vealed that  commitments  to  the 

armed  forces  have  been  completed, 
and  civilian  deliveries  to  theaters  of 

DeVry  35  mm.  projectors,  amplifiers, 
and  speakers,  are  going  forward  in 
ever  increasing  volume. 

Love,  Munson  Named  to 
New  Posts  at  Ansco 

Birmingham,  N.  Y. — ^Appointment 
of  Robert  F.  LoVe  to  the  newly- 
created  post  of  merchandising  super- 

visor for  cameras  and  accessories  is 
announced  by  E.  Allen  Williford, 
vice-president  of  General  Aniline 
and  Film  Corp.  in  charge  of  the 

Ansco  Division.  Love  recently  re- 
turned from  four  years'  service  with 

the  Army  in  which  he  was  a  Major. 
It  was  also  disclosed  by  Williford 

that  Harry  Munson,  until  recently 
district  manager  for  Ansco  in  Chi- 

cago, has  been  named  to  the  new 
post  of  special  advisor  on  trade  rela- 

tions in  that  area. 

Gen'l  Service  Studios 
In  $500,000  Expansion 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  More  than  $500,000 
will  be  spent  during  the  next  nine 
months  in  an  extensive  expansion 
program  planned  for  General  Service 
Studios,  Inc.  In  a  program  designed 
to  provide  studio  space  and  facili- 

ties for  three  independent  produc- 
tions shooting  simultaneously,  Pres- 
ident C.  J.  Texlin  announced  that 

two  new  sound  stages  of  the  latest 
modern  type  and  to  be  ready  on 
June  1,  are  now  being  erected  on  the 
lot  —  bringing  to  a  total  of  seven 
stages  which  will  be  available  at  one time. 

Patents  Cleared  On 
17  Photo  Devices 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 

the  patents  by  an  American  man facturer. 

Patents  are  based  on  use  of  th 
Photoelectric  cell  which  indicate 

amount  of  light  available  for  takin; 

a  photograph.  Markham  ex^k'ne that  some  of  the  meters  can^S?  at 
tached  to  a  camera  so  that  it  wii 
automatically  adjust  diaphragm  o 
shutter  speed.  Other  meters  can  b 

used  separately  or  attached  to  stil 
or  motion  picture  cameras. 

In  addition  to  the  photographic  ex 
posure  meter  patents,  patents  on  a; 
automatic  camera  diaphragm  and  a 
electric  measuring  instrument  are  in 
eluded  in  the  group.  Licenses  ar 
available  on  a  royalty-free,  non-ex 
elusive  basis  for  the  remaining  lif 
of  the  patent.  An  administrative  fe 
of  $15  is  charged  for  each  patent Markham  said. 

Griffith's  McKenna  Joins 
Manley  Popcorn  as  G.  M.  | 

Kansas  City  —  B.  J.  McKenna 
former  general  manager  of  the  Grif  j 
nth  circuit  in  Oklahoma  and  Texas 
has  assumed  the  position  of  ex' 
ecutive  vice-president  and  genera  i 
manager  of  Manley,  Inc.,  manufac  1 

turer  and  distributor  of  popcon' machines  and  supplies. 

His  appointment  follows  the  deatl 
four  months  ago  of  Charles  T.  Man  j 

ley,  "millionaire  popcorn  king"  wh<j 
founded  the  company  in  1924.  Th«, 
widow  is  president.  Company  oper 

ates  one  of  the  country's  largest  pop 
corn  processing  plants  at  Tarkio,  Mo 
McKenna  served  18  years  with  the 

Griffith  circuit,  since  1939  as  gen 
eral  manager. 

U.  S.  Businessmen  Teams 

Digging  Out  Nazi  Data 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM   DAIL} 

Washington — Teams  of  Americai 
businessmen,  organized  by  the  Com- 

merce Dept.  Office  of  the  Publicatior 
Board,  are  working  in  British,  Rus- 

sian and  French  zones  of  occupatioi 
in  Germany,  seeking  information  or 

motion  picture  film,  chemical  pro-' 
cesses,  optical  products  and  other 
subjects,  according  to  John  C.  Green, 
OPB  executive  secretary.  Green 
stated  that  the  Office  is  not  in  format 
negotiations  but  is  simply  trading^ 
information  for  information,  as  Brit- 

ish, Russian  and  French  teams  are 
welcomed  into  the  American  zone. 

CPA  Okays  Ohio  Job 

Columbus,  O- — Reconditioning  of- 

the  cooling  system  at  the  RKO  Grand' at  a  cost  of  approximately  $18,500 
was  among  13  industrial  and  com-, 
mercial  construction  projects  ap-> 
proved  last  week  by  Louis  W.  Geh- 
ring,  district  manager  of  the  Civil- 

ian  Production   Administration. 
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Hied  Equip.  Show 
(trading  Trade 
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jntly  negotiating-  for  space,  assur- 
g  the  show  of  meeting  the  spon- 
t's  expectations  of  front  rank  to 
He  among  post-war  equipment  ex- 
kitions. 
In   Mition  to  equipment  displays, 
|rti«^  ,  all  major  and  indie  film 
ImpTBnes  will  be  represented  with 
j-oths. 
A  partial  list  of  equipment-makers 
Bo  have  contracted  for  space  in- 
lades  RCA,  DeVry  Corp.,  Westing- 
puse  Electric  Corp.,  International 
t;at  Corp.,  Mohawk  Carpet  Mills, 

;ntury-Roth  "Motor  Generators, jidiant  Screen,  The  Ballantyne  Co., 
ternational  Projector  Corp.,  Wal- 
•v  American  Corp.,  American  Seat- 

rig  Co.,  Altec  Service  Corp.,  Bren- 
fert  Light  Projection  Co.,  Baldor 
tlectric  Co.,  Confectionate  Cabinet 
).,  Alexander  Smith  &  Sons,  Crown 
anufacturing  Co.,  and  others. 
Some  of  the  companies  will  be 
•presented  with  more  than  one 
both,  so  that  individual  products 
ay  be   stressed. 

Ontario  Theater  Gets 
lunicipal  Green  Light 

(Continued  from  Page  9) 

j-ent  and  furnishings,  will  be  located 
i  the  heart  of  the  retail  district, 
nmediately  adjacent  to  Central 

,|ark  and  to  their  present  theater 
thich  will  continue  operation  until 
jtte  new  structure  is  completed.  Site 
!»  the  new  film  house  was  pur- 
, lased  more  than  a  year  ago. 

THEATRE  PROJECTORS 
AND  SOUND  SYSTEMS 

ji. .  built  to  specifications  that  far  exceed 
:eaerally  accepted  commercial  stand- 
jds. . . .  Learn  how  you  get  so  much  fof 
to  little  when  you  buy  DeVRY   Write 

DeVRY  CORP.,  1111  Armitage 
Avenue,  Chicago  14,  Illinois. 

5-TIME  WINNER! 
DeVRY  has  earned  five 
consecutive  Army  -  Navy 
"E's"  for  excellence  in 
production  of  Motion  Pic- 

ture Sound  Equipment. 

MOTION  PICTURE  SOUND  EQUIPMENT 

THEATER  PROJECTS 

Green  Light  For  New  Thecrl. 
Columbus,  O.  —  Permit  has  been 

granted  for  construction  of  a  $55,000 
one-story  brick  motion  picture  the- 

ater at  1980  No.  High  St.,  here,  to 
be  known  as  the  University  because 
of  its  proximity  to  the  Ohio  State 
University  campus.  The  1,150-seat 
house,  which  is  being  built  by  F.  & 
Y.  Building  Service,  Columbus,  will 
be  air-conditioned  and  modern 
throughout.  Terra  cotta  to  be  used 
on  the  front  elevation  will  be  of 
scarlet  and  gray,  with  both  interior 
and  exterior  decorations  reflecting 
the  Ohio  State  spirit. 

Amer.  Legion  To  Seat  475 
New  Buffalo,  Ind. — The  American 

Legion  Theater  is  being  constructed 
here,  with  Michael  C.  Spadafore,  of 
Watervliet,  who  owns  and  operates 
a  number  of  Michigan  theaters,  be- 

hind the  construction  of  the  modern 
brick,  air-conditioned  building  which 
will  seat  475  persons  comfortably. 

Riverside  Drive-In  Opened 

Columbus,  O. — Improved  and  reno- 
vated, including  installation  of  new 

entrances  and  exits,  the  Riverside 
Drive-In,  pioneer  auto  theater  of  this 
area,  has  been  opened  for  the  new 
season.  New  individual  speakers 
were  installed. 

Chertcoff  Tries  Welded  Frame 

Harrisburg,  Pa. — First  all-welded 
theater  frame  in  this  part  of  Penn- 

sylvania is  being  assembled  for  the 
Camp  Hill  Theater  under  construc- 

tion for  Harry  Chertcoff.  Goetze 
Welding  Co.,  which  is  doing-  the 
work,  believes  that  welding  is  as 
good,  if  not  better,  than  riveting. 
and  that  their  method  permits  using 
lighter  and  cheaper  structural  steel. 

Another  For  B.  C. 

Duncan,  B.  C. — A  motion  picture 
theater  which  will  seat  400  will  be 
built  at  Lake  Cowichan  on  Vancouver 
Island  by  Whittingham  &  Proteau, 
operators  of  the  Woodland  Theater, 
Youbou,  B.  C.  Lake  Cowichan  is  near 
Duncan,  Vancouver  Island. 

Montreal  Theater  Permit 

Montreal  —  The  city  building  in- 
spector's department  has  issued 

a  permit,  for  construction  of  a 
cinema  to  cost  $65,000  on  Kelly  St., 
Ahuntsic,  in  the  North  end  of  Mon- 

treal. The  department  had  already 
authorized  erection  of  a  theater  to 
cost  $85,000  on  St.  Denis  St.  in 
Villerav  Ward. 

Minn.  Theat.  Planned 

Slayton,  Minn.  —  George  Rauen- 
hourst  and  son  have  drawn  plans  for 
a  new  theater  here. 
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jector,  sound  equipment  and  screen, 
each  designed  for  the  limited  space 
of  airplane  interiors. 

"It  is  expected  that  before  long, 
flight  passengers  will  take  their 
sound  movies  en  route  as  a  matter 

of  course,"  B  &  H  officials  stated. 

Chicago  Sign  Orders  Placed 
Chicago* — New  signs  are  planned 

for  a  number  of  theaters  this  Spring. 
Order  have  been  placed  for  the  B  &  K 
Chicago1,  State  Lake  and  Roosevelt 
Theater,  for  the  RKO  Grand  and 
the  Essaness  Sheridan,  as  well  as  for 

a  number  of  Warners'  Southside houses. 

DESIGNED  &  PRODUCED  ijljg BY       .-;  !=!• 
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116,  N.  Vine  St.,  Hol
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Clips  from  Features 
To  Go  Into  Shorts 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
action,   and   spectacular  incidents   of 
various   kinds   are  among   the   prin- 

cipal items  being  rescued  from  the 
cutting  room  floor  in  the  new  move. 

In  the  case  of  musical  features,  it 
is  pointed  out  that  directors  make 
a  practice  of  shooting  from  three 
to  a  dozen  singing,  dancing  and 
other  production  numbers  that  must 
be  eliminated  in  the  final  cutting 
of  the  print  because  of  excessive 
length  despite  the  high  quality  of 
the  material.  Short  subject  pro- 

ducers, restricted  in  their  budgets 
by  continued  low  rentals  on  their 
product,  cannot  splurge  with  such 
elaborate  numbers,  but  in  being  able 
to  obtain  these  clips  free  from  the 
excess  footage  of  features  they  can 
inject  feature  production  values  into 
their  one-  and  two-reelers.  Some  of 
the  salvaged  production  numbers 
were  staged  at  a  cost  of  $100,000  or 
more. 
A  typical  case  in  shorts  already 

released  is  "Forest  Commandos," 
dealing  with  the  forest  fire  menace 
in  the  Canadian  woods,  utilizing 

scenes  originally  made  for  "Cap- 
tains of  the  Clouds,"  which  cost  over 

two  million  dollars.  Another  is  "Ca- 
valcade of  Archery,"  containing  clips 

from  "Robin  Hood." 

W ARDOUR  ST. 
Calling. ... 

RKO  Opens  Office  in  Norway 

Phil  Reisman,  RKO  Radio  vice- 
president  in  charge  of  foreign  opera- 

tions, announces  the  opening  of  a 
branch  office  in  Oslo,  with  H.  Rik- 
heim  as  manager.  Carl  -  Gerhard 
Wallman,  manager  for  Sweden,  su- 

pervised the  establishment  of  the 
new  office  with  "The  Hunchback  of 
Notre  Dame"  the  initial  booking  for 
opening  on  Monday  at  the  Centrum, 
Oslo's  newest  theater. 

Ask  Dallas  Clearance  Cut 

Dallas  —  B.  Forrest  White  and 
Moran  K.  McDaniel,  operators  of  the 
Maple  Theater,  have  filed  a  clearance 
complaint  naming  all  five  N.  Y.  con- 

sent decree  signers.  Operators  ask 
that  clearance  be  reduced  to  45  days 
after  first  run  Dallas. 

(Continued 

ant-secretary  and  is  now  managing  director 
of  the  J.  Arthur  Rank  Organization,  and 

whatever  he  says  goes.  He's  particularly 
directing  his  attention,  at  the  moment,  to 

production,  and  he  will  eliminate  much  of 
the  high  costs  that  have  hitherto  been  the 

feature  of  some  of  Rank's  producing  com- 
panies. Two  Cities  have  been  an  offender 

in  this  respect,  because  three  or  four  of 
their  pictures,  costing  round  about  a  million 
and  a  half  pounds,  have  not  yet  seen  the 

light  of  day,  but  they  cost  plenty. 
•  • 

MAJOR  BAKER,  more  particularly  known 
as  Reggie  to  his  friends,  and  well 

known  on  your  side  of  the  ocean,  con- 
tinues for  a  fourth  year  as  KRS  president. 

Suave,  dignified  and  with  shrewd  common 
sense,  Reggie  has  done  a  good  job  of  work 
in  the  preceding  three  years,  and  has  earned 
the  appreciation  of  all  the  members,  both 
American   and   British. 

•  • 
SIR  PHILIP  WARTER  chairman  of  the 

Associated  British  Picture  Corporation, 

or  ABC  as  it's  more  familiarly  known,  is 
nominated  as  exhibitor  representative  on 
the  Films  Council,  not,  let  me  add,  that 

this  means  a  great  deal,  because  even 
when  they  meet,  which  is  rarely,  I  would 
not  say  that  their  advice  is  taken  greatly 
to  heart  by  the  government  departments. 

They  produced  a  monopoly  report  last  year 
and  no  one  can  say  that  it  exactly  set  the 
Board  of  Trade  on  fire  with  its  recommen- 

dations, only  a  few  of  which  have  been 
given  consideration  by  Sir  Stafford  Cripps. 

•  • 
THE  British  Broadcasting  Company  is 

'  going  ahead  with  its  television  program 
and  open  up  the  beginning  of  next  month. 
Some  people  think  the  British  film  trade  is 
particularly  apathetic  towards  what  the 
BBC  are  doing,  but  what  is  there  to  get 
excited  about?  There  are  only  a  few  sets  in 

operation  and  it's  not  likely  to  affect 
cinema  attendances  for  a  long  time  to  come, 

if  at  all,  and  while,  of  course,  it's  being 
watched,  and  should  be  watched  with  the 

closest  attention,  there's  certainly  nobody 
losing  any   sleep  at  night.  There   is  a  com- 

from  Page  1) 

mittee  dealing  with  this  matter  called 

R.E.P.  (Renters,  Exhibitors,  Producers)  — 

they  haven't  met  for  months,  in  fact,  I 
can't  remember  the  last  time  they  did,  so 
it  just  goes  to  show  that  over  here,  at  any 
rate,  while  the  BBC  may  be  making  a  stir, 
the  film  industry  is  not  worrying. 

•  • 
DRITISH-LION  issue  will  be  made  within 

"  a  fortnight.  They've  just  issued  their 
accounts,  which  show  a  profit  of  £59,000. 

I  don't  think  Korda  has  quite  made  up  his 
mind  whether  to  go  for  one  or  two  million, 

but  it  doesn't  matter  much,  because  he'll 

get  it  anyway,  although  it  won't  go  very 
far,  for  what's  an  odd  million  among  friends? 
Paulette  Goddard  in  to  make  a  film  for 
them. 

•  • 
UITCHCOCK  is  here.  Always  a  colorful 

'  '  personality — taking  a  few  background 
shots  for  his  next  picture,  and  in  his  quiet, 
unobtrusive  manner,  taking  a  look  around 

to  see  what's  on.  Only  stopping  three  weeks 
anyway.  Says  his  picture  with  la  Bergman, 
made  in  association  with  Sidney  Bernstein, 

will  go  into  production  round  about  this 
time    next  year. 

•  • 
BRITISH  films  still  cleaning  up.  Latest 

"  is  "Caravan" — breaking  records — doing 

even  greater  business  in  spots  than  "Sev- 
enth Veil"  or  "Wicked  Lady."  "Captive 

Heart"  is  another  that's  doing  very  nicely 
indeed. 

•  • 

FXHIBITORS  squawking  because  no  con- 
™  cession  was  made  to  them  on  enter- 

taining tax,  but  one  was  given  to  the  foot- 
ball clubs,  with  a  hint  from  Chancellor 

Hugh  Dalton  that  it  should  be  passed  on  to 

the  public,  but  the  said  football  clubs  with 
cold  calculated  greed,  decided  to  stick  to 

the  extra  boblets  themselves,  which  didn't 
go  down  with  the  Chancellor  at  all  well. 

"So,"  sez  Mr.  Dalton,  "I  don't  think  I'll 

give  you  any  concession,"  and  that  sent  the 
Football  Clubs  into  a  panic-stricken  huddle. 

Exhibs.  are  still  hoping  for  a  slight  conces- 

sion, but  I'm  afraid  it's  mostly  wishful hoping. 

Napa  Suing  Blumenfelds 
For  Tax  Under  Former  Law 

IN  CIVVIES 
ir  Honorably  Discharged  -£ 

GEORGE    R.    CHASE,    from    the    Army,    assistant 
manager,    Rialto,    Newark,   N.    |. 

TONY  ABROMOV1CH,    from   the   Army,    manager, 
Hiland,    Des    Moines. 

DeeWIGHT    BENSON,    from    the    Army,    manager, 
Eastown,    Des    Moines. 

FRANK     WARREN,     from     the    Army,     salesman, 
King   Enterprises,    Des    Moines. 

CARL    OLSON,    from    the    Army,    PRC    salesman, 
Des    Moines. 

HAROLD     BROWN,     Army,     returning    to     United 
Detroit  Theaters,  booking  department. 

PETER  KAVEL.  Navy,  former  manager  of  the  Ace 
Theater,  Detroit. 

Napa,  Calif. — This  city  has  filed 
two  suits  against  Napa  Theaters, 
Inc.,  to  collect  tax  money  allegedly 
due  under  the  terms  of  an  amuse- 

ment tax  ordinance  since  dropped 

from  the  city's  books.  The  two  suits 
are  for  $8,000  and  $12,000.  They 
name  A.  Blumenfeld  and  J.  Blumen- 
feld,  circuit  operators,  as  defendants. 

The  tax  law,  which  called  for  a 
two  cent  admission  tax,  was  in  effect 
from  January  to  August  last  year. 
Payment  or  collection  of  the  tax 
was  refused  by  the  theaters  on  the 
ground  the  law  was  unconstitutional. 
It  was  later  revoked  by  a  new  ad- 

ministration. The  new  officials,  how- 
ever, authorized  the  city  attorney  to 

proceed  with  the  suit.  Other  amuse- 
ment concerns  had  paid  the  tax. 

RKO  in  Deal  with  Guild 

To  Film  O'Neill  Play 

The  Theater  Guild  has  become  as- 
sociated with  RKO  Radio  in  the  pro. 

duction  of  the  film  version  of  Eugene 
O'Neill's  play  "Mourning  Becomes 
Electra,"  in  which  Rosalind  Russell 
will  be  starred.  This  marks  the  first 
time  in  its  history  that  the  stage 
organization  has  become  identified 
with  the  production  of  a  picture. 

Dudley  Nichols  will  produce,  direct 
and  write  the  screenplay.  Acting  as 

advisor  to  him  will  be  O'Neill. 

Sells   14  Roach  Re-issues 
Grace  Rosenfield,  Eastern  rep.  of 

the  Hal  Roach  Studios,  announces 
the  sale  of  the  14  Hal  Roach  feature 
motion  pictures  to  Favorite  Film 
Corp.  for  re-issue  purposes  through- 

out the  United   States  and  Canada. 

***<' 

Rep.  to  Bare  Line-up 
At  Regional  Monday 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ing  will  also  center  about  a  numb<i 

of  forthcoming  deluxe  production1 
including  "Rendezvous  With  Annie, 

"Earl  Carroll  Sketchbook,"  "Thl 
Plainsman  and  the  Lady,"  and  "Tha 

Brennan  Girl." Home  office  representati 
include  Edward  L.  Walton,  vice-pre- 
ident  and  assistant  general  sale 
manager,  and  Walter  L.  Titus,  Jr* 
vice-president  in  charge  of  branen; 
operations.  Studio  executives  at 
tending  will  include  Allen  Wilson 
vice-president;  Robert  V.  Newman 
executive  assistant  to  Wilson;  Wil 
liam  Saal,  executive  assistant  t< 
Yates;  Hy  J.  Glick,  comptroller;  j] 
E.  Baker,  production  manager,  Dar. 
iel  J.  Bloomberg,  chief  engineer;  Des 
mond  Marquette,  and  Mort  Goodman, 
studio  publicity  director.  All  brand 
managers  and  salesmen  in  the  West 
em  division  are  scheduled  to  par 
ticipate. 

Following  the  North  Hollywooc 
sessions,  Yates,  Grainger,  Waltoi 
and  Titus  will  leave  for  Chicago  t< 
conduct  a  conference  for  the  Mid 
western  district,  May  24-26,  and  ; 
final  meeting  will  be  held  in  Nev 
York  on  May  27-29. 

Lester  Cowan  to  Make 

Four  Pix  in  1946-47 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

after  which  he  will  produce  a  stor; 
of  Sun  Yat-sen,  founder  of  the 

Chinese  Republic.  "Free  Press"  wil be  the  fourth  on  the  list.  Two  other: 
will  be  made  the  following  year 
Distribution  probably  will  be  through 
United  Artists. 

Wysong  Heads  East  Sales 
For  Alexander  Film  Co. 

Les  Wysong,  former  traveling  rep 
for  Alexander  Film,  has  been  namec 
Eastern  sales  manager  in  charge  o: 
the  New  York  office  and  will  superj 
vise  New  England  operations. 

"Mom  and  Dad"  Over  Borders 
Cleveland,  O.  —  Hygenie  Prods, 

distributing  "Mom  and  Dad,"  wil 
open  Toronto  and  Mexico  City  offices^ 
Pic  is  being  dubbed  into  SpanishJ 
Ontario  censors  passed  it  with  tw< 
cuts  and  provisions  for  showing  o:| 
one  reel  to  segregated  audiences. 

HOUSE  DEALS 

Acquires  Valley  Falls  House 

Boston  —  Stanley  Moskwa's  lease, on  the  Roosevelt,  Valley  Falls,  R.  I. 
has  expired  and  has  been  taken  ovei 
by  the  Levenson  Circuit,  to  be  man- 

aged by  Walter  Fisher,  brother  ol 
Harry  Fisher  of  the  Fairlawn,  Paw- 
tucket.  Walter  was  formerly  assist- 

ant to  his  brother  Harry  at  the 
Fairlawn. 
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MEXICAN  EXHIBS.  MAY  AFFILIATE  WITH  ATA 

FCC  Grants  9  Television  Applications  in  9  Cities 
'aramount  May  Be  in  Line 
^or  Grants  in  4  Cities; 
j6  Applications  Pending 

Bi oi  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington— The  FCC  on  Friday 
•ranted  nine  television  applications 
n  as  many  cities  and  indicated  that 
paramount  interests  may  be  in  line 
lor  grants  in  four  communities  with- 

out hearings. 
;  Grants  went  to  NBC  in  Cleveland; 
Yoreester  Telegram,  Worcester, 
Mass.;  Raytheon  Manufacturing  Co., 
Yaltham,  Mass.;  Outlet  Co.,  Provi- 

I  Continued  on  Page  14) 

O'Donnell  Heads  Nal'l 
Variety  Clubs  Again 

R.  J.  O'Donnell  of  Dallas  was  re- 
elected national  chief  barker  of  the 

•Variety  Clubs  of  America  at  the 
Friday  afternoon 
session  of  the 
10th  annual  con- 

vention in  the 
Hotel  Astor.  Car- 

ter Barron  of 
Washington  was 
re-elected  first 
assistant  national 
chief  barker  and 
C.  J.  Latta  of  Al- 

bany was  elected 
second  assistant, 
succeeding  Earl 
Sweigert.  Wil- 

liam Jenkins  of 
Atlanta  as  prop- 

erty master  and 
Marc  Wolf  of  In- 

hanapolis  as  national  dough  guy 
i  Continued  on  Page  7) 

V.  C.  CHARITY  CITATION  TO  0.  C.  TENT 
Tents  Spent  $1,500,000  in  Charities  Last  Year; 

Pledge  $1,351,300  for  Next  12  Months 

Variety  Clubs'  Charity  Citation 
Award  for  1945  was  voted  unani- 

mously to  Oklahoma  City's  Tent  No. 
22  at  Friday's  session  of  the  10th 
annual  convention,  by  a  three-judge 
panel  consisting  of  Jack  Alicoate, 
publisher  of  The  Film  Daily;  Mar- 

tin Quigley,  publisher  of  Motion  Pic- 

ture Daily  and  Motion  Picture  Her- 
ald, and  Abel  Green,  editor  of  Va- riety.. 

While  two  or  three  other  tents 
were  close  on  the  heels  of  Tent  22, 
it  is  reported  that  the  judges  felt 
that  the  Oklahomans  cinched  the  top 
spot  through  their  efforts  to  combine 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Ontario  Censors  Will 

Classify  All  Pictures 
Toronto — 0.  J.  Silverthorne,  chair- 

man of  the  Ontario  Board  of  Moving 
Picture  Censors,  announced  today 
that  a  policy  of  film  classification  for 
adult  and  family  entertainment  had 
been  adopted  by  the  board  effective 
June  1  and  theater  proprietors  are 
directed  to  indicate  in  all  advertising 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

O'DONNELL 

10%  City  Ticket  Tax 
Proposed   in    Chicago 

Chicago — The  City  Council  Com- 
mittee has  recommended  a  10  per 

cent  amusement  tax,  to  raise  more 

city  revenue.  Theaters  will  fight  the 
proposal.  This  tax  would  be  in  addi- 

tion to  the  state  amusement  tax, 
proposed  last  week  to  finance  sol- 

diers' bonus  payments. 

Rep.  Names  Earl  Collins 
Coast  District  Sales  Mgr. 

Mexico  to  Campaign 
For  U.  S.  Producers 

A  campaign  by  Mexican  film  stu- 
dios to  attract  American  independ- 
ent and  major  producers  is  being 

launched,  according  to  Luis  Montes, 
president  of  the  Mexican  Motion  Pic- 

ture Chamber  of  Commerce,  who 
was  here  last  week  as  a  delegate  to 

the  Variety  Clubs'  convention. 
Three  large  studios  are  in  the 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

West    Coast    Bureau    of    THE    FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Earl  R.  Collins  has 
been  named  Pacific  Coast  district 
sales  manager  for  Republic,  James 
R.  Grainger,  executive  vice-president 
and  general  sales  manager,  an- 

nounced prior  to  the  opening  today 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Acquittal  Ordered  in 

Frisco  "Outlaw"  Trial 
San  Francisco  —  Allister  Dunn, 

manager  of  the  United  Artists  the- 
ater was  cleared  on  Friday  of 

charges  of  exhibiting  an  indecent 
film  when  Judge  Twain  Michelson 
ordered  the  jury  to  acquit  him.  Dunn 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Col.  16  MM.  Pix  for  Britain 
Will  Be  Distributed  by  Wigmore  Films,  Ltd. 

Screen-Book  Mutual  Aid 
Cited  by  Home,  Sutliff 

Motion  pictures  and  book  pub- 
lishers have  aided  each  other  in  the 

development  of  viewing  and  read- 
ing audiences,  Milo  J.  Sutliff,  presi- 

dent of  the  Literary  Guild,  said  Fri- 
day at  a  luncheon  paying  tribute  to 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

London  (By  Cable) — Columbia's entry  into  the  narrow  gauge  film 
field  overseas  is  imminent,  it  was 
disclosed  here  over  the  week-end 
with  the  announcement  that  Wig- 
more  Films,  Ltd.,  has  been  organized 
by  British  interests  to  distribute 
Columbia  16  mm.  versions. 

Wigmore  also  will  distribute  re- 
(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Luis  Montes,  Conferring 
Here  with  Si  Fabian, 
Will  Recommend  It 

Mexico's  national  exhibitors'  or- 
ganization may  seek  to  become  affil- 

iated with  the  American  Theaters 
Association,  it  was  reported  at  the 
week-end.  Luis  Montes,  president 
of  the  Motion  Picture  Chamber  of 
Commerce  in  Mexico  City  and  promi- 

nent in  exhibition  affairs  there,  said 
he  would  recommend  ATA  affiliation 
to  the  Associacion  Nacional  de  Em- 
presarios  de  Cines  when  he  returned 
to  Mexico.  Montes  was  here  as  a 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Film  Salesmen  May 
Form  a  Labor  Union 
A  move  toward  the  unionization 

of  film  salesmen  has  been  launched 
in  Chicago,  it  was  reported  at  the 
week-end.  The  Coliseum  of  Motion 
Picture  Salesmen  of  Chicago  has 
been  formed  as  an  outgrowth  of  the 
Reel  Fellows  Club,  a  welfare  group. 

The  members,  it  was  learned,  will 
ask  for  increases  to  conform  with 
present  standards  of  living  and  if 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

National  Headliners 
Award  to  Pathe  News 

Atlantic  City  —  Pathe  News  has 
bsen  awarded  the  National  Head- 
liners  plaque  for  the  best  single  cover- 

age of  a  news  story  during  the  year. 
The  shots  and  coverage  winning  the 
coveted  award  was  that  of  Gromy- 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

16mtn.  Distrib.  Pact 
Reached  hy  KRS,  CEA 

London  (By  Cable)  —  Agreement 
that  16  mm.  theatrical  distribution 
be  confined  to  areas  not  served  by 
35  mm.  theaters  was  reached  at  a 

joint  meeting  of  KRS  and  CEA. 
Session  recommended  that  estab- 

lished theaters  be  given  preference 
in   the  allotment  ol   locations. 
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Heller  Subs  for  Mesibov 

Leo  Heller,  of  Paramount's  press 
book  department,  has  been  assigned 
acting  trade  paper  contact,  during 
the  absence  of  Sid  Mesibov,  who  is 
on  a  trip  to  Chicago  and  Hollywood. 

WHENEVfR     SPECIAL 

YOU  WANT  TRAILERS 

SfiMeb&t/tfSTS/'ecIcJfyffitf/} 
send  your  r/exr  order  to. 

FILMACK 
1325   S.WABASH  CHICAGO   5,  ILl 

COmiHG  ADD  GOIRG 
GEORGE  SANDERS,  operator,  Capitol  Theater, 

Utica,   Mich.,  goes  to  California. 

LOUIS  ).  KAUFMAN,  Warner  Theaters'  execu- tive,   will    be    in    Cleveland    tomorrow. 

HENRY  CAULFIELD,  JR.,  father  of  Joan  Caul- 
field,  accompanied  by  another  daughter,  BETTY, 
are  in  Hollywood  from  New  York  for  a  three- 
week   visit  with   Joan  and   Mrs.   Caulfield. 

ARTHUR  SHEEKMAN,  Paramount  writer,  will 
return  to  Hollywood  today  from  New  York 
where  he  has  been  combining  a  vacation  with 

work    on    the    screenplay    of     'Dear    Ruth.'' 
MELVIN  BAER  and  EDWIN  T.  LUCKEY,  RKO 

Radio   film   editors,    have   returned   to  the  studio. 

SUSAN  HAYWARD  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria 
from    the    Coast. 

MAURICE  KING,  Monogram  producer,  is  here 
from   the  Coast  in  search  of  talent. 

ALFRED  CROWN,  special  foreign  rep.  for 
Samuel  Goldwyn  Productions,  is  back  from  a 
tour    of    South    America. 

|EFF  LIVINGSTON  has  been  recalled  from 

"Henry  V"  duties  in  Boston  to  lend  assistance 
to  forthcoming  engagement  at  New  York  City 
Center. 

S.  J.  GREGORY,  general  manager  of  Alliance 
circuit,  has  returned  to  Chicago  with  MRS. 
GREGORY   from   their  Hot  Springs   vacation    trip. 

HARRY  MARTIN.  J.  Arthur  Rank  technical 

expert,  left  Chicago  for  Canada  after  a  week's 
visit    at    the    Bell    &    Howell    factories. 

JOSEPH  LEVINE,  of  Embassy  Pictures,  has 
returned    to    Boston    from    Chicago. 

Bond  Contest  Winners 
Off  to  London,  Paris 

Theater  manager  winners  of  the 
Victory  Bond  contest  left  yesterday 
for  London  via  American  Airlines 
Flagship,  accompanied  by  Raymond 
A.  Beall,  national  publicity  chairman 
for  the  WAC  drive.  Group  will  spend 
10  days  in  London  and  Paris. 

Exhibitor  winners  on  the  trip  are 
Thomas  S.  Maine,  Roxy  Theater, 
Lafayette,  La.;  George  Passas,  Cir- 

cle, Indianapolis;  Joseph  Goldstein, 
Capitol,  St.  Louis;  William  Brown, 
Loew's  Poli- Bijou,  New  Haven; 
Lewen  Pizor,  Mayfair,  Philadelphia, 
and  Elmer  M.  Jackson,  Orpheum, 
Plentywood,  Mont. 

1,014  British  Exhibitors 
Default  on  1945  Quota 

London  (By  Cable)— Official  Board 
of  Trade  quota  figures  indicate  that 

1,014  exhibitors'  defaulted  on  their 
requirements  last  year.  Total  de- 

faults in  1944  was  977. 

Alec  Moss  Returns  to  Desk 

Alec  Moss,  exploitation  manager 
for  Paramount,  will  return  to  his 
desk  today  following  a  prolonged 
illness,  Curtis  Mitchell,  advertising 
and  publicity  director,  announced. 
Moss  has  spent  the  past  several 
weeks  recuperating  at  Miami. 

BETTER  FILM  MUSIC 
For  Distinctly*  Productions 

New  Compositions  Scored  by  Ltrge  Symphonies 
Orlelnil  Scores  for  Particular  Films 

<S#ELAZC0 
•NCO*PO«ATSSt 

DR.  JOSE  FORNS,  secretary  of  the  Spanish 
performing  right  society,  SCAE,  has  arrived  here 
by  plane  from   Madrid  as  guest  of  ASCAP. 

FRANK  SINATRA  will  appear  with  the  Mil- 
waukee Symphony  Orchestra  May  25,  on  the 

occasion  of  the  Milwaukee  centennial  celebra- 

tion. 
PINCUS  SOBER,  of  the  M-C-M  legal  depart- 

ment,  is  back  from  a  trip  to  Detroit. 

LESLIE  ALLEN,  co-producer  with  Cordon 
Hilker  of  the  Vancouver  Jubilee  Show,  is  on 
the  Coast  completing  arrangements  to  bring 

film  stars  to  Canada  to  take  part  in  the  city's celebration. 

WAYNE  MORRIS  was  in  Chicago  yesterday 

to  emcee  the  "I  Am  An  American  Day"  pro- 

gram in  Soldier's  Field. 
ROD  GEIGER,  who  brought  the  Italian-made 

film  "Open  City"  to  the  United  States,  arrived 
on  the  Coast  from  New  York  for  conferences. 

DON  AMECHE  is  in   from  the  Coast. 

ANN    SHERIDAN    is    at    the    Waldorf-Astoria. 

FRED  NEWMAN,  operator.  Courtesy  Theater 
Detroit,  left  for  Buffalo  and  Atlantic  City,  yes- 
terday. 

D.  JOHN  PHILLIPS,  head  of  short  subjects 
and  Paramount  News  advertising  and  publicity, 
left  for  Hollywood  Friday  for  studio  confer- 
ences. 

ARLEEN  WHELAN  has  returned  to  Hollywood 
fiom    New   York. 

SHERIDAN  GIBNEY  will  leave  Hollywood 
May  27  with   MRS.   GIBNEY  for  New  York. 

Paramount  Shorts  Costs 

High,  Morgan  Tells  Meet 

Chicago  —  Production  costs  of 
Paramount's  two-reel  musical  fea- 
turettes  exceed  the  costs  of  many 

features  on  a  per  reel  basis,  'Oscar 
A.  Morgan,  short  subject  and  Para- 

mount News  sales  manager,  told  the 
eight  Paramount  regional  shorts 
sales  meeting.  Morgan  called  the 
series,  "a  triple  threat  to  double 

bills." 

Attending  the  meeting  were:  Allen 
Usher,  district  manager;  J.  H.  Stev- 

ens, local  branch  manager,  and  Sam 
Stoll,  sales  manager;  Harold  Wirth- 
wein,  Milwaukee  manager;  Ben 
Blotcky,  Minneapolis  manager,  and 
Norman  R.  Scheinbaum,  Minneapolis 
sales  manager.  Morgan  conducts  a 
meeting  in  Denver  today  and  to- 
morrow. 

Mccuro  Dinner  on  May  27 
New  Haven  —  A  testimonial  din- 

ner will  be  given  on  May  27  for 
Ralph  J.  Mauro,  sound  engineer  of 
Altec  Service  here.  Mauro  is  being 
transferred  to  the  Boston  office. 

MITCHELL  MAY,  Jr. 
CO.,  INC. 

INSURANCE 

Specializing 

in  requirements  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Industry 

75  Maiden  Lane,  New  York 
510  W.  6th  St.  Los  Angeles 

Friedman  on  UK  Board 
Of  Columbia  Pictures 

London  (By  Cable)— Joheph  Fri?c 
man,  managing  director,  has  bee 
added  to  the  board  of  directors  r. 
Columbia  Pictures  Corp.,  Ltd. 

Wolie  Cohen  Back 
Wolfe  Cohen,  vice-president  < 

Warner  International,  returns 
New  York  today  from  a  thre< 
month's  inspection  tour  of  th/^*Ts 
East.  On  his  way  back,  -prefe 

stopped  off  in  Bur-bank  last  week'fc conferences  with  Jack  L.  Warne 
executive  producer. 

IV.  Y.  THEATERS 
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  RADIO   CITY    MUSIC    HALL   Rockefeller   Canter 

"THE  GREEN  YEARS' CHARLES  COBURN 

Tom   Drake,   Beverly  Tyltr,   Hum*  Cronyr, 
A  Metro  Coldwyn  Mayer  Picture and 

SPECTACULAR 
STAGE   PRESENTATION 

f    ON  SCREEN 
RITA  HAYWORTH 

'GILDA' GLENN  FORD 

GEORGE  MACREAQY 
JOSEPH  CAUEIA 

IN  PERSON 

Johnnie  'Scat" 

DAVIS 
and  ORCH. 

featuring 

Carth  Andrews 

ALAN 

LADO 

VERONICA 

LAKE 

WILLIAM 

BENDIX 

'THE   BLUE   DAHLIA' 
A   Paramount  Picture 

In    Person— DUKE    ELLINGTON 
Extra— THE   MILLS  BROTHERS 

PARAMOUNT 

TIMES   SQUARE 

Paramount   prinnli 
PAULETTE  RAY 

GODDARD       .       MILLAND 
"Kitty" 

A    MITCHELL   LEI8EN   PBODCCTION 

R  I  V  O  L  I 
B'way    £    4tth    8L 

"FUN,  FANTASY,  BEAUTY!  -Daily  News 

WALT  DISNEY'S 
COMEDY  MUSICAL   FEATURE         P  g      / 

.brandt'S-GlOBEI'S 
TECHNICOIO! RKO  Release 

Hi 
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What  ShortS  Shall 

'     11 

I  Buy  For  1946-47?" 
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aramount's  64  Shorts 

m$$i 

MUSICAL  PARADE 

FEATURETTES 
In  Technicolor 

Admittedly  the  finest  shorts  on  the  market 

today  —  made  that  way  by  feature  names, 
feature  production,  feature  stories,  feature  music 

and  glorious  Technicolor! 

Into  each  go  the  production  skill  and  resources 

that  have  made  Paramount  the  industry's  top 
musical  makers.  Casts  include  real  star  names 

of  feature  calibre  to  sell  on  your  front. 

Produced  by  LOU  HARRIS 

PARAMOUNT 
PACEMAKERS 

Something  new  has  been  added  to  Paramount's 
great  lineup.  An  outstanding  new  series  that 
will  add  prestige  and  variety  to  any  program. 
Each  subject  will  be  different  —  each  hand- 

picked  to  meet  high  standards  of  entertain- 
ment and  quality. 



or  1946  -'47 WILL  ANSWER  EVERY 
REQUIREMENT  OF  SMART  PROGRAMMING  WITH 

11  FAMOUS  SERIES  THAT  EMBRACE  ALL  THE  MOST 

POPULAR  TYPES  OF  SHORT  SUBJECT  ENTERTAINMENT 

w 

6  LITTLE  LULU  CARTOONS 
"Always  IN  and  out  of  trouble,  but  mostly  always  IN" 

JjC       O  paramount 

PICTURES  INC 

6  POPEYE  CARTOONS 
I  For  15  years  the  'Strong  Man'  of  the  business. 
■i  and  what  business! 

// * 

i  FEATURES 

NO.  INC V. 

6  NOVELTOONS 
That  Bouncing  Ball  is  terrific! 

Everybody  wants  to  get  in  on  the  act ! 

*  All  In  Technicolor 
Produced  by  FAMOUS  STUDIOS 

6  GEORGE  PAL  PUPPETOONS 
In  Technicolor 

Produced  by  GEORGE  PAL 

The  magic  touch  when  a  program  needs  a  Pal ! 
• 

6  SPEAKING  OF  ANIMALS 
Produced  by  JERRY  FAIRBANKS 

Two-time  winner  of  Academy  Awards 
for  best  1-reel  shorts 

eAV 
X 

"fj 

CONTINUED  ON  NEXT  PAGE 



0 22  SUBJECTS  THAT  BRING  VIVIDLY  TO  YOUR  SCREeA 
THE  MOST  FASCINATING  ASPECTS  OF  TOD  A  TS  NEWt 

NtWb  of  the  amazing  new  world  of  SCIENCE 

6  POPULAR  SCIENCE 
In  Magnacolor 

Produced  by  JERRY  FAIRBANKS 

& 

9? NtWd  of  the  world's  most  interesting  PEOPLE 

6  UNUSUAL  OCCUPATIONS 
In  Magnacolor 

Produced  by  JERRY  FAIRBANKS 

RtWo  of  the  nation's  most  popular  subject  —  SPORTS 

10  GRANTLAND  RICE 
SPORTLIGHTS 
Produced  by  JACK  EATON 

NtnO  of  the  world's  front-page 
CURRENT  EVENTS 

104  ISSUES  of 
The  Biggest  News  of  All! 

PARAMOUNT 

i  NEWS The  Eyes  and  Ears 
of  the  World 

IF  ITS  A 

Paramount! 
Short 

ITS  THE  BEST 

SHOW-BUILDER 
IN  TOJVN! 
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resent  V.  C.  Award 

o  Evangeline  Booth 
!  More  than  1,100  persons,  repre- 
,  nting  the  industry,  Washington, 
Vic  affairs  and  the  amusement 

pild  paid  homage  to  Gen.  Evange- 
ne  Booth,  former  head  of  the  Sal- 
iition  Army,  at  the  Humanitarian 
jward  banquet,  tendered  by  the 

Jfwiety  Clubs  of  America,  at  the 
'mm\  Astor  Saturday  night. funeral  Booth  was  presented  with 
jsilver  plaque  and  a  check  for  $1,000 
r   her    humanitarian    work    which 
ie   carried    on  from   the   time   she 
las  a  small  girl.  Because  she  wanted 
use  the  money  for  certain  chari- 

es  and  at  the  same  time  needed  it 
repair   her  Hartsdale   home   and 
remodel  it  into  a  shrine,  the  Vari- 

i,y  Club  agreed  to  repair  the  home, 
ie  work  to  be  done  by  the  Fabian 
rcuit's  maintenance  department. 
Approximately  75  persons  sat  on 
ie  dais  —  Congressmen,  senators, 
lucators,  clergymen,  business  lead- 
■s,  film  industry  leaders  and  mem- 
ers  of  the  Salvation  Army  advisory 
iard.  They  included  Mayor  William 

'Dwyer  of  New  York  City,  Mayor avid  Lawrence  of  Pittsburgh,  Sen. 
laude  Pepper,  Fred  Allen,  Jack 
enny,  George  Jessel,  Cary  Grant, 
ishop  G.  Bromley  Oxnam,  Father 
ilbert  Hartke,  Gen  Charles  E. 
homas,  Admiral  Joseph  F.  Farley 
id  Benjamin  Cohen,  general  counsel 

!•*  the  United  Nations. 
Industryites    on    Dais 

The  film  industry  was  represented 
v  Joseph  R.  Vogel,  Charles  Mos- 
jwitz,  Ned  E.  Depinet,  Robert 

".ochrie,  Malcolm  Kingsberg,  Barney alaban,  Claude  Lee,  Charles  Rea_ 
an,  Leonard  Goldenson,  Harry  Kal- 
ine,  Spyros  P.  Skouras,  William, 
upper,  Tom  Connors,  Dan  Micha- 
ive,  Jack  Cohn,  Abe  Montague, 
/llliam  A.  Scully,  Robert  Coyne, 
.  H.  Fabian,  Sam  Rosen,  David 
/einstock,  Harry  Brandt,  Max  A. 
ohen,  Samuel  Rinzler,  Fred  A. 
chwartz,  Arthur  L.  Mayer,  John 
itsgibbons,  Gus  Eyssell,  Irving 
esser,  Francis  S.  Harmon,  Jack 
licoate,  Martin  Quigley,  Abel 
reen,  Ben  Shlyen  and  Jay  Emanuel, 
ariety  Club  executives  on  the  dais 
ere  A.  K.  Rowswell,  James  Balmer, 

hick  Lewis,  R.  J.  O'Donnell,  Carter 
arron,  Earl  Sweigert,  Marc  Wolf, 
fan.  K.  Jenkins  and  Wm.  McCraw. 
The  presentation  to  Miss  Booth 

as  made  by  O'Donnell,  National 
hief  Barker,  who  was  introduced 
7  A.  K.  Rowswell,  chairman  of  the 
umanitarian    Award    committee. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  20 
H.   Lee   Hugunin  Leon   Sthlesinger 

E.  iB.   Derr  James  Stewart 
Johnny  Arthur  Mitchell   Rawson 
Virginia    Sale  Harry  Goldberg 

Gail   5  i  I  leg 

Admission  Taxes.  Candy  Receipts  Not  Part 
of  Gross  When  Percentage  Rent  is  Figured 

Eastern,  Pa. — In  a  decision  of  wide  interest  to  theater  operators,  the  Court  of 
Common  Pleas  of  Northampton  County  held  that  Federal  admission  taxes  and 
receipts  from  the  sale  of  candy  and  similar  items  should  not  be  included  in 
computations  of  gross  annual  receipts  in  figuring  percentage  rent. 

Action  was  brought  by  Easton  Transit  Theater  Co.  against  Pomfret  Realty 

Co.,  in  connection  with  the  plaintiff's  lease  on  the  Transit  Theater,  now  the 
Easton.  Court  held1  that  the  petitioner  has  a  right  to  relief  under  the  declara- 

tory judgment  act. 

V.C.  CHARITY  CITATION  TO  0.C.TENT 
Tents  Spent  $1,500,000  in  Charities  Last  Year; 

Pledge  $1,351,300  for  Next  12  Months 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

humanitarianism  and  Americanism. 
The  Health  Center  in  Oklahoma  City 
where  under-privileged  children  are 
given  expert  attention  to  various  ail- 

ments stood  out  prominently  in  the 
reports,  as  well  as  a  similar  clinic 
in  Tulsa  for  colored  children,  thereby 
fostering  more  harmonious  racial 

relations.  Award  was  made"  Satur- 
day night  at  the  humanitarian  award 

banquet. 
The  various  tents   of  the  Variety 

Club  spent  a  combined  total  of  nearly 

$1,500,000  on  charity  activities  dur- 
ing the  last  year  and  they  pledged  a 

combined  total  of  $1,351,300  for  the 
next  12  months.  When  an  announced 
total  fell  a  trifle  short  of  the  antici- 

pated amount,  a  large  number  of 
tents  boosted  their  pledges  by  as 

much  as  $25,000,  with  the  Los  An- 
geles tent  raising  its  pledge  by  $60,- 

000  for  a  total  of  $210,000. 

Film  Salesmen  May 
Form  a  Labor  Union 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
the  demands  are  not  met,  they  will 
form  a  union  and  change  its  name. 
The  salesmen  claim  that  their  sal- 

aries have  been  stationary  for  the 
past  five  years  and  that  bookers 
benefit  from  their  front  office  unions. 

If  the  union  materializes,  +he 
leaders  plan  to  expand  the  organi- 

zation on  a  national  basis. 

Rep.  Names  Earl  Collins 
Coast  District  Sales  Mgr. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

of  a  three-day  sales  meet.  Collins 
succeeds  Francis  A.  Bateman,  who 
resigned  last  month  as  of  June  1. 
Recently  discharged  from  the  Navy, 
he  is  a  former  United  Artists  branch 
manager. 

Collins  will  attend  today's  sales 
session,  along  with  studio  and  home 
office  executives  and  the  following 
branch  managers:  Paul  McElhinney, 
Seattle;  Gene  Gerbase,  Denver; 
Thomas  A.  McMahon,  Salt  Lake 
City;  George  Mitchell,  Portland;  S. 
C.  Martenstein,  San  Francisco,  and 
L.  W.  Marriett,  Los  Angeles. 

Salesmen  due  at  the  meeting  in- 
clude: James  L.  Walsh,  Jr.,  Seattle; 

James  Ecker,  Richard  E.  Fulham, 
Denver;  Arthur  M.  Jolley,  Lawrence 
F.  Hazelwood,  Salt  Lake  City;  Ross 
P.  Jamison,  Portland;  Joseph  Kane, 
Harry  Irvine,  San  Francisco,  and 
Clifford  L.  Harris  and  Roy  J.  Bas- 
sett,  Los  Angeles. 

Mex,  Exhibs,  May  Seek 
Affiliation  with  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

delegate  to  the  Variety  Clubs'  con- vention. 
Montes  conferred  with  S.  H.  Fa- 

bian, president  of  the  ATA,  during 
his  stay  here  and  Fabian  is  reported 
to  have  agreed  to  supply  Montes 

with  all  necessary  information,  in- 
cluding a  transcript  of  the  St.  Louis 

organizational  convention  and  other 
data. 

It  is  presumed  that  affiliation 
would  be  subject  to  ratification  by 
the  ATA  membership. 

MPAA  Discusses  Procedure 
For  International  Survey 

Operating  procedures  to  be  em- 
ployed in  the  projected  survey  of 

the  international  film  situation  were 
discussed  at  a  meeting  of  a  foreign 
department  reps,  at  the  MPAA  Fri- 

day, but  action  was  deferred  until  a 
further  session. 

As  now  shaping  up,  the  survey 
will  be  made  in  part  by  the  MPEA 
and  in  part  by  the  various  companies. 

Jim  Boyle  With  Globe 
Jimmy  Boyle,  former  RKO  pub- 

licist and  recent  member  of  the 

Army's  American  Forces  Network 
newsroom  staff  in  Europe,  has  joined 
the  sales  staff  of  the  New  York 

Globe  Ticket  Company.' 

Fifth  Week  for  "Music" 
Walt  Disney's  RKO  release,  "Make 

Mine  Music,"  started  its  fifth  week 
at  the  Globe  Saturday. 

O'Donnell  Heads  Naf'l 
Variety  Clubs  Again 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

were    re-elected.     John    H.    Harris, 
founder    of    the    clubs,    was    again 
named  big  boss. 
Appointments  included  that  of 

Charles  E.  "Chick"  Lewis  of  New 
York  as  publicity  director;  James 
Balmer  of  Pittsburgh  as  ceremonial 
director,  and  J.  J.  Maloney  chairman 
of  the  "Heart"  committee  in  charge 
of  charity  awards. 

In  his  acceptance  speech,  O'Don- nell reminded  the  officers  that  the 
appointment  of  William  McCraw  as 
executive  director  did  not  relieve 
them  of  the  many  duties  they  must 
continue  to  perform.  He  said  there 
were  no  tents  now  in  serious  distress 
and  that  he  looked  forward  to  a 

"great  year"  for  the  clubs.  O'Don- nell expressed  the  hope  that  the 
Kansas  City  and  Milwaukee  tents 
would  be  re-instated  before  the  next 
convention.  He  said  the  clubs  now 
had  a  combined  membership  of  6,000 
in  25  American  cities  and  in  Toronto 
and  Mexico  City. 

Rites  for  E.  S.  Gaylor, 

Morgan  Lithograph  V.-P. 
Funeral  services  were  held  here 

yesterday  for  Edward  S.  Gaylor, 
vice  president  of  Morgan  Lithograph 
Co.,  who  died  of  a  heart  attack  Fri- 

day afternoon  at  Doctors'  Hospital. He  had  been  ill  about  a  week.  Burial 
will  be  today  at  West  Southbridge, 

Mass. Gaylor,  who  was  65,  had  been  with 
Morgan  Lithograph  since  1917  and 
was  well  known  in  the  motion  pic- ture industry. 

Survivors  are  his  widow,  Mrs. 
Helen  Gaylor,  and  a  son,  Edward,  Jr. 

Grant  Scophony  Delay  on 
Dismissal  Move  to  May  29 

Scophony,  Ltd.,  asked  for  and  re- 
ceived an  adjournment  to  May  29 

for  the  hearing  on  its  motion  to  be 
dismissed  from  the  Government's 
television  anti-trust  suit  on  the 
grounds  that  U.  S.  courts  had  no 
jurisdiction  over  a  British  company 
that  did  not  operate  in  this  country. 

On  the  same  date,  the  British  com- 
pany's motion  to  be  dismissed  from 

the  cross  complaint  of  Scophony 
Corp.  of  America  and  its  president, 
Arthur  Levey,  will  be  heard. 

Rritish  Ticket  Tax 
Revision  is  Advanced 

London  (By  Cable) — A  proposed 
amendment  to  the  budget  to  revise 

the  entertainment  tax  will  be  ad- 
vanced to  the  committee  stage  in 

Parliament.  New  rate  would  start  at 

a  halfpenny  tax  on  threepenny  ad- 
missions, scaling  upwards. 
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"Dressed  to  Kill" 

with    Basil    Rathbone,   Nigel    Bruce,    Patricia 
M  orison 

Universal  72  Mins. 

LATEST  OF  THE  SHERLOCK  HOLMES 

PRODUCTIONS  CALCULATED  TO  STIR 

THE  MILLER  FANS. 

"Dressed  to  Kill"  has  gone  to  Sir  Arthur 
Conan  Doyle  for  another  Sherlock  Holmes 

adventure  certain  to  bring  joy  to  those  who 

have  a  soft  spot  in  their  hearts  for  the 

famous  character  of  fiction.  The  picture 

manages  to  work  up  a  good  amount  of  sus- 
pense as  it  goes  about  the  business  of 

solving  a  crime  in  which  three  music  boxes 

figure.  Again  our  star  sleuth  is  thrown 

into  tight  spots  and  taken  out  of  them  in 
a  fashion  that  will  excite  the  melodrama 

lovers  to  a  high  degree.  Produced  by  Roy 
William  Neill  no  better  and  no  worse  than 

the  others  in  the  series,  the  picture  has 

direction  by  Neill  that  never  permits  a 

lag  in  the  action  at  any  time. 

Holmes,  with  the  bumbling  help  of  Dr. 

Watson,  occupies  himself  with  the  task  of 

locating  the  hiding  place  of  a  stolen  set  of 

Bank  of  England  plates  sought  by  a  gang 

for  counterfeiting  purposes.  The  sleuth 

solves  the  secret  by  decoding  a  message 

contained  in  the  music-box  tunes. 

The  acting  is  par  for  the  series.  Rath- 
bone  is  as  assured  as  ever  as  Holmes,  while 

Bruce  is  humorous  as  the  extremely  warm 

and  human  Dr.  Watson.  Heading  the  vil- 
lains is  Patricia  Morison,  who  proves  as 

mean  as  any  person  with  whom  Holmes  has 

had  to  contend.  Edmond  Breon  and  Fred- 

eric Worlock  stand  out  among  the  other 

performers. 

CAST:  Basil  Rathbone,  Nigel  Bruce,  Patricia 
Morison,  Edmond  Breon,  Frederic  Worlock,  Carl 
Harbord,  Patricia  Cameron,  Tom  P.  Dillon,  Harry 
Cording,   Topsy   Clyn. 

CREDITS:  Executive  Producer,  Howard  Bene- 
dict; Producer,  Roy  William  Neill;  Director,  Roy 

William  Neill;  Screenplay,  Leonard  Lee;  Adap- 
tation, Frank  Cruber;  Based  on  story  by  Sir 

Arthur  Conan  Doyle;  Cameraman,  Maury  Certs- 
man;  Film  Editor,  Saul  A.  Goodkind;  Musical 
Director,  Milton  Rosen;  Art  Directors,  )ack 
Otterson,  Martin  Obzina;  Sound  Director,  Ber- 

nard B.  Brown;  Set  Decorators,  Russell  A. 
Causman,    Edward    R.    Robinson. 

DIRECTION,   Cood.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Cood. 

1  %  Municipal  Income  Tax 
Proposed  for  Minneapolis 

Minneapolis — Establishment  of  a 
one  per  cent  municipal  tax  on  the 
total  income  of  all  salary  and  wage 
earners  here  and  on  the  net  profits 
of  all  businesses  in  this  city  was  pro- 

posed to  the  Mayor's  Tax  Commis- 
sion by  its  revenue  sub-committee. 

Taxes  proposed  for  secondary  con- 
sideration included  an  admissions  tax 

to  be  levied  by  the  state  of  Minne- 
sota if  and  when  the  Federal  tax  is 

reduced  or  eliminated.  A  portion  of 
this  tax  would  supposedly  revert 
back  to  local  communities. 

The  proposed  income  tax  would  hit 
all  incomes  at  the  same  rate — a 
straight  $10  per  $1,000  earned  re- 

gardless of  family  status.  It  is  esti- 
mated that  the  tax  would  bring  in 

$5,000,000  to  the  city's  treasury.  The 
same  assessment  principle  would 
apply  to  businesses,  large  and  small, 
on  the  net  profits  provision. 

"Specter  of  the  Rose" with    Judith    Anderson,    Michael    Chekhov, 

Ivan  Kirov,  Viola  Essen 

Republic  90  Mins. 

BEN  HECHT  DRAMA  WITH  A  BROOD- 

ING QUALITY  WILL  PROVE  A  HIT  WITH 
SPECIAL  AUDIENCES. 

"Specter  of  the  Rose"  registers  as  an 
oddity  catering  primarily  to  special  audi- 

ences— the  Ben  Hccht  faithfuls,  the  ballet 

fans  and  the  arty  crowd. 

Following  no  recognizable  pattern  of 

film-making,  the  film  itself  is  arty  to  the 

point  of  self-consciousness;  it  has  a  slim 

plot;  it  talks  more  than  is  good  for  it.  If 

Hecht's  aim  was  to  create  and  sustain  a 
mood,  in  that  he  has  succeeded  more  than 

well.  He  depends  primarily  on  dialogue  to 

incite  interest.  Although  the  word  con- 

tent hits  a  note  of  artificiality  in  its  strug- 
gle to  be  brilliant  and  devastating,  Hecht 

does  come  up  time  and  again  with  gems 

that  are  typical  of  his  style  of  writing  and 

with  scenes  that  leave  a  strong  impression. 

In  any  event,  the  weight  of  the  Hecht 

name  as  an  attraction  cannot  be  slighted 

in  offering  the  film  to  the  public.  The  pro- 
duction cannot  but  profit  from  the  prestige 

brought  to  it  by  Hecht's  association  with 
it. 

Judith  Anderson,  Michael  Chekhov  and 

Lionel  Stander  are  the  only  players  whose 

names  are  able  to  exercise  any  pull  at  the 

box  office.  But  several  of  the  other  per- 
formers, notably  Ivan  Kirov,  who  plays  the 

leading  role,  give  fine  accounts  of  them- 
selves. Kirov  should  click  heavily  with  the 

femmes,  and  sizes  up  as  a  screen  "find." 
He  has  that  certain  something  that  clicks. 

The  film  tells  of  a  gentle  ballerina  (Viola 
Essen)  who  is  married  to  a  fellow  artist 

(Kirov)  suspected  of  murdering  his  first 

wife.  The  girl  takes  the  step  in  spite  of  the 

warning  of  Miss  Anderson,  ballet  teacher, 

that  Kirov,  a  half-mad  genius,  will  kill 
her  too.  After  resisting  an  urge  to  slay 

Miss  Essen,  Kirov  plunges  to  his  death  from 

the  window  of  the  hotel  where  the  girl 

is  trying  to  nurse  him  back  to  health.  What 

is  essentially  lacking  is  action. 
The  main  lure  for  the  ballet  addicts  are 

several  numbers  in  which  Kirov  and  Miss 

Essen,  accomplished  artists  in  this  field, 

participate. 

Chekhov  appears  as  a  voluble  ballet  im- 
presario, while  Stander  plays  a  struggling 

poet  who  recites  verse  at  the  slightest 

provocation. 

Hecht  has  given  the  film  excellent  at- 
mospheric production.  His  direction  makes 

for  an  impressive  sense  of  realism.  The  pho- 
tography of  Lee  Garmes  helps  to  build  up 

the  mood  of  the  film. 

CAST:  Judith  Anderson,  Michael  Chekhov, 
Ivan  Kirov,  Viola  Essen,  Lionel  Stander,  Charles 
"Red"  Marshall,  George  Shdanoff,  Billy  Gray, 
luan  Panalle,  Lou  Hearn,  Ferike  Boros,  Con- 
stantine,  Ferdinand  Pollina.  Polly  Rose,  Jim 
Moran,   Modern   Ballet,  Classical  Ballet. 
CREDITS:  Producer,  Ben  Hecht;  Director,  Ben 

Hecht;  Screenplay,  Ben  Hecht;  Cameraman,  Lee 

Garmes;  Musical  Score,  George  Antheil;  Produc- 
tion Designer,  Ernst  Fegte;  Choreographer, 

Tamara  Ceva;  Musical  Director,  Morton  Scott; 
Film  Editor,  Harry  Keller;  Sound,  Ferrol  Reddt; 
Set  Decorators,    John  McCarthy,   Jr.,   Otto   Siegel. 

DIRECTION,   Good.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Cood. 

"Song  of  Mexico" with  Adele  Mara,  Edgar  Barrier 

Republic  57  Mins. 

ROMANTIC  STORY  IN  TRAVELOGUE 

SETTING  IS  REFRESHING  ENTERTAIN- 
MENT WITH  MUCH  ALLURE. 

James  A.  FitzPatrick,  an  old  hand  in  the 

field  of  the  travel  short,  invades  the  domain 

of  the  feature  with  creditable  results  in 

"Song  of  Mexico,"  which  combines  travel- 
ogue and  fiction  entertainingly  in  a  film 

that  is  refreshingly  unaffected.  Possessing 

an  air  of  spontaneity  and  informality,  the 

production  captures  some  of  the  charm  of 

Mexico  to  the  delight  of  the  romantic- 
minded  and  the  lover  of  pictorial  items.  As 

a  means  of  relaxation  the  footage  is  ideal. 

FitzPatrick  has  concocted  an  extremely 

simple  story  which,  besides  serving  the  purposes 

of  the  film  well,  strengthens  the  picture's 
appeal  to  the  femmes.  The  story  is  about 

a  gal  (Adele  Mara)  who  takes  a  trip  to 

Mexico  to  get  away  from  a  fiance  so  en- 

slaved by  his  business  he  can't  find  time  to 
relax.  She  is  taken  on  a  tour  of  the  coun- 

try by  Mexican  friends,  in  the  process  at- 
tracting the  attention  of  a  dashing  and 

romantic  singer.  The  boy  friend  (Edgar 

Barrier)  follows  her  to  Mexico  and  wins 

her  back,  after  arousing  her  jealousy  via 

his  friendship  for  a  seductive  native.  In 

an  attempt  to  induce  Miss  Mara  to  return  to 

the  States,  Barrier  makes  a  pretense  of  al- 
lowing his  business  to  go  to  the  dogs  while 

he  and  the  gal  are  busy  seeing  the  sights  of 
Mexico. 

The  picture  is  rich  in  Latin-American 

strains,  among  them  La  Cucaracha,"  "Ci- 
elito  Undo,"  "Acapulco,"  "La  Golondrina," 
"Xochimilco,"  "Andalusia"  and  "Song  of 

Mexico." 

The  photography  is  authentic  and  of 

high  quality.  FitzPatrick  proves  a  far  bet- 
ter associate  producer  than  director. 

The  film  puts  little  strain  upon  the 

players. 
CAST:  Adele  Mara,  Edgar  Barrier,  George 

Lewis,  Jacqueline  Dalya,  Jose  Pulido,  Raquel  de 
Alva,  Margaret  Falkenberg,  Elizabeth  Waldo, 
Carmen    Molina,    Tipica   Orchestra. 

CREDITS:  Associate  Producer,  James  A.  Fitz- 
Patrick; Director,  James  A.  FitzPatrick;  Screen- 

play, James  A.  FitzPatrick;  Cameramen,  John 
Alton,  George  Stahl;  Musical  Directors,  Manuel 
Esperon,  Richard  Cherwin;  Film  Editor,  Harry 
Keller;  Sound,  Jesus  Ganzales  Gancy,  Jose  de 
Perez;  Art  Director,  Jesus  Bracho. 

DIRECTION,    Fair.      PHOTOGRAPHY,    Fine. 

Denies  Rank  Seeks  His  Theater 
Chicago — iA  report  in  the  Chicago 

Sun  that  J.  Arthur  Rank  was  nego- 
tiating for  Herb  Ellisburg's  Studio 

theater  as  a  Chicago  outlet,  was  de- 
nied by  Art  Stueber,  the  theater 

manager. 

Third  Flint  House  Goes 
To  Associated  Theaters 

Detroit — Associated  Theaters,  now 
one  of  the  largest  indie  circuits  in 
Michigan,  has  taken  over  the  Ritz 
Theater  at  Flint,  from  Harold  G. 
Bernstein.  This  makes  three  houses 
for  Associated  in  Flint,  including  the 
previously  purchased  Rialto  and  Nor. 
town.  Bernstein  retains  his  theater 
interests  in  other  Michigan  cities. 

Levy  Receives  Treasury  Medal 
New  Haven — Herman  M.  Levy,  ex- 

ecutive secretary  of  the  MPTO  of 
Connecticut,  and  general  counsel  of 
the  MPTOA,  has  been  given  the 
Treasury  Silver  Medal  Award,  for 
"distinguished  service  to  our  coun- 

try." Levy  was  active  in  all  War Bond  drives. 

"Larceny  in  Her 

Heart" 

with  Hugh  Beaumont,  Cheryl  Walker 

PRC  68  Mu 

NEW  DETECTIVE  SHAYNE  ADVENTUl 

HAS  ENOUGH  TO  SATISFY  THE  AVE 

AGE  MELODRAMA  GOURMAND. 

This,  the  second  in  the  PRC  serieSJ 

ing  with  the  adventures  of  the  Brett  rial 

day  character,  Detective  Michael  Shayr 

should  satisfy  the  average  melodrama  hou 

if  he's  willing  to  maintain  an  open  mi 
about  the  picture.  The  film  bears  furth 

witness  to  the  improved  quality  of  t 

physical  assets  of  the  studio's  product, 
this  instance  a  nod  should  go  to  Produc 

Sigmund  Neufeld  for  giving  the  offering 

production  that  makes  the  story  seem  be 
ter  than  it  is. 

The  Raymond  L.  Schrock  screenplay  d 

rived  from  a  Halliday  yarn  suffers  primar 

from  confusion  in  plot  development.  This 

unfortunate  because  the  story  has  its  meri 

The  film  is  played  in  the  light  vein  cha 
acteristic  of  many  screen  yarns  abo 

private  sleuths  who  get  into  entanglemen 

with  the  coppers.  The  performances 

Hugh  Beaumont  as  Shayne  and  of  Pa 

Bryar  as  a  newspaper  man  who  aids  tl 
hero  in  solving  the  crime  help  to  strengthi 

this    impression. 

Shayne's  job  is  to  foil  a  man  plotting 
seize   an   inheritance   due   his   stepdaught: 

To   gain   his   ends,   the   villain    has   had   tl 

girl   secretly  confined   to   a   sanitarium   an 

then    has    hired    a    double   to    pose    as   he 

When  he  kills  the  double  to  prevent  dang 

of  his  exposure  he  presents  Shayne  with 

mighty   puzzling   case   to  solve.   Shayne, 

if   you    didn't   suspect    it,    delivers    in    th 
brilliant  way  common  to  all  private  sleut 
on  the  screen. 

Director  Sam  Newfield  rarely  allows  r 

players  to  mark  time.  Beaumont  is  a 

ceptable  enough  as  Shayne.  Most  of  r 

support  comes  from  Bryar.  Cheryl  Walk 

appears  off  and  on  as  Shayne's  gal  friend. 
CAST:  Hugh  Beaumont,  Cheryl  Walker,  Ral 

Dunn,  Paul  Bryar,  Charles  Wilson,  Douglas  Fo\ 
ley,  Gordon  Richards,  Charles  Quigley,  Ju 
McMillan,  Marie  Harmon,  Lee  Bennett,  Hen 
Hall,   Milton   Kibbee. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Sigmund  Neufeld;  Pr 
duction  Manager,  Bert  Sternbach;  Director,  Si 
Newfield;  Screenplay,  Raymond  L.  Schroc 
Based  on  story  by  Brett  Halliday;  Camerama 
Jack  Greenhalgh;  Musical  Director,  Leo  Erdod 
Sound,  Earl  Sitar;  Film  Editor,  Holbrook  N.  Tod 
Art  Director,  Edward  C.  Jewell;  Set  Decoraft Elias   H.   Reif. 

DIRECTION,  Okay.      PHOTOGRAPHY,  Okay.. 

Fielding's  Miami  Action 

Assailed  as  'Censorship' 
Holding  that  License  Commi, 

sioner  Benjamin  Fielding's  action  i> 
suspending  the  license  of  the  Mian 
theater  for  showing  a  film  with  par 
not  passed  by  the  State  censor  boai 
constitutes  censorship,  the  America 
Civil  Liberties  Union  protested  tl 
move  in  a  telegram  signed  by  Rog« 
N.  Baldwin,  director,  and  Elmer  Ric 
chairman  of  the  council  on  censo: 

ship. 

ACLU  holds  that  the  Commission* 
should  have  referred  the  matter  i 
the  public  prosecutor  for  crimini 
proceedings,  instead  of  withdrawin 
the  theater's  license. 
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p  N.  Y.  Film  Quota 
ir  GNYF  to  $78,600 
fhe   metropolitan    motion    picture 
■ustry's  quota  for  the  1946  Greater 
w  York  Fund  campaign  was  an- 
imced   as   $78,600    as   against   the 
l;,000  raised  last  year  at  a  meet- 
of  trade  leaders  held  Friday  at 
20th-Fox  home  office. 
^th  Spyros  P.  Skouras,  industry 
(•^chairman  presiding,  the  execs. 
SSing,  representing  all  arms  of 
New  York  film  field,  pledged  full 

>port   to   the   city-wide    campaign 
ich  has  the  over-all  goal  of  $5,900,- 
t.     Officers    of   the    Fund    present 
med  the  meeting  one  of  the  most 
:husiastic    held    this    year. 

s*.    Baxter   Jackson,    president    of 
■  Chemical  Bank  &  Trust  Co.,  and 
iieral  chairman  of  the  Fund's  1946 
mpaign,    cited     reasons    for    the 
nd's    25   per   cent   increased   goal 
i;h  as  the  rise  in  over-all  costs  of 
per  cent,  the  population  increase 
4.2  per  cent  in   New  York  City, 

s   return    of    600,000    veterans    to 
:    city   and   the   need   for   repairs 
i    replacements    confronting    the 

=iencies.  Edward  F.  McGinley,  vice- 
isident   of  the   Chemical  Bank  & 

ust  Co.,  campaign   vice-chairman, 
o  spoke  for  the  Fund. 
Industry    speakers   who    spoke 
;  efly  were   Barney  Balaban,    Sam 
inzler,    Martin    Quigley    and    Fred 
hwartz.    "Every  possible  aid   and 
distance"  to  the  campaign  organi- 
tion    was    pledged    by    the    trade 
3SS. 

arl  Herzog  Resigns 
*om  PRC  Productions 
■it    Coast   Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 

.Hollywood  —  Karl  Herzog,  vice- 
esident  of  PRC  Productions,  Inc., 
s  resigned  from  company.  Herzog 

'.  11  shortly  return  to  New  York 
iere  he  will   announce   his  future 

oew's  Buys  Robbins 
terest  in  Big  3  Music  Co. 

^Loew's,  Inc.,  on  Friday  purchased 
]e  28  per  cent  interest  held  by  Jack 
■)bbins  in  the  Big  Three  Music  Co. 
j»ew's  now  owns  79  per  cent  of  the jsic  firms. 

Drive  On  to  Seek  Jobs 
For  Disabled  Vets 

Detroit  —  A  national  campaign  to 
provide  disabled  veterans  with  sit- 
down  jobs  in  show  business  has  been 

launched  by  the  Joey  Moss  Michi- 

t  gan  Showmen's  Post  422  of  the 
'  American  Legion,  under  the  leader- 

ship of  Maj.  Earl  Bender,  commander. 
In  a  message  addressed  to  all 
branches  of  outdoor  and  indoor  show 

business,  Major  Bender  urged  that 

jobs  that  can  be  done  by  physically 
handicapped  vets  be  sought  out  and 
reported  to  local  U.  S.  Employment 
Services  or  veterans  organizations. 

- 

REVIEWS  Of  SHORT  SUBJECTS 
"Hiss  and  Yell" 

Columbia  18  Mins. 
Okay 

Starring  Vera  Vague,  this  footage 
is  a  series  of  jabber,  shrieks,  howls 
and  amiwaving  incidents,  which  la 
Vague  is  famous  for,  which  most 
audiences  will  probably  find  amus- 

ing. She  involves  herself  with  a 
magician  whose  specialty  is  sawing 
a  women's  head  off.  When  Vera  sees 
one  of  the  dummy  heads  she  mis- 

takes him  for  an  escaped  murderer, 
and  so  starts  a  series  of  antics  which 
result  in  her  final  realization  of  the 
truth.  Should  go  well  with  Vague 
fans. 

"Hair  Raising  Hare" Warner  Bros.  7  Mins. 
Excellent 

All  sorts  of  weird  goings-on  result 
when  a  scientist  lures  batty  Bugs 
Bunny  to  his  laboratory  to  feed  him 
to  a  monster.  In  his  own  inimitable 
fashion,  Bugs,  leads  them  both  a 
merry  chase.  Heaping  laugh  upon 
laugh,  this  cartoon  is  a  good  item  for 
anv  bill. 

"Old  MacDonald  Had  a  Farm" 
Paramount  7   Mins. 

Ee-yi,  ee-yi,  o-oh! 
Farmer  MacDonald  rouses  his 

barnyard  chorus  to  a  symphonic  ar- 
rangement of  "Mary  Had  a  Little 

Lamb."  Then  the  audience  is  invited 
to  sing  along  on  "Old  MacDonald 
Had  a  Farm,"  following  the  bouncing 
ball.  Cleverly  animated,  it  has  com- 

edy and  audience  participation,  which 
in  this   case,   should  really  pay  off. 

20th-Fox  Hosts  Winners 
In  Connors  Sales  Drive 

"The  Coast  Guard  at  War" 
Telenews  Productions  6'/2  Mins. 

Unusually  Interesting 
Subject  traces  the  varied  activities 

1  of  the   Coast  Guard   in  many  areas 
i  of  the  world  during  the  recent  con- 

flict,  making   this   third  reel  in   the 
Telenews  parade  of  war  exploits  by 

I  the  American   armed   forces   unusu- 
I  ally    interesting.     Especially   so    are 
the  views  of  the  Sicilian  campaign, 

J  D-Day,  Iwo  Jima,  and  the  intensive 
hunts  for  enemy   submarines  under 

every  sort  of  weather  condition.  It's film  fare  worthy  of  any  screen. 

"Warsaw  Rebuilds" 
(Documentary) 

Brandon  Films  11  Mins. Inspiring 

This  documentary  should  serve  to 
show  the  courage  of  a  people  who 
return  to  their  bomb  shattered  city 
and  homes  with  a  will  to  re-build 
and  start  life  anew.  The  film  shows 
scenes  of  pre-war  Poland,  the  de- 

struction when  the  Nazis  reigned 
their  terror,  and  the  plans  drawn  by 
the  Poles  for  re-building. 

"Night  Watchman" Warner  Bros.  7  Mins. 
Cat  or  Mouse? 

When  Tommy  Cat  falls  ill  he  en- 
trusts the  job  of  watching  the  kit- 

chen to  his  son.  The  mice  completely 
ignore  Tommy,  Jr.,  and  start  on  a 
rampage  of  the  place.  Jr.  finally  as- 

serts himself,  in  fine  feline  tradition, 
and  the  mice  menace  no  longer. 
Appealing  to  eye  and  ear,  this  car- 

toon is  good  fun. 

Winners  in  the  Tom  Connors  sales 
drive  whose  prizes  were  trips  to 
Europe  were  entertained  by  20th- 
Fox  at  a  bon-voyage  luncheon  at 
"21"  on  Friday.  They  enplaned  for 
London   yesterday. 

The  host  was  Connors,  the  com- 
pany's sales  chief.  Among  others 

present  from  the  home  office  were 
Spyros  P.  Skouras,  Murray  Silver- 
stone,  Irving  Maas,  Sydney  Samson, 
L.  Bugie,  William  Eadie,  A.  W. 
Smith,  Jr.,  William  Gehring,  Wil- 

liam Kupper,  Donald  Henderson,  Ed- 
mund Reek,  William  Clark,  Lem 

Jones,  Jack  Sichelman,  Martin  Mos- 
kowitz,  Charles  Schlaifer,  Clarence 
Hill,  Jack  Bloom,  Rodney  Bush, 
Roger  Ferri,  Edwin  Collins,  M.  Chi- 
kofsky,  Sam  Shain,  William  Powers, 
Peter  Levathes,  Christy  Wilbert,  Sid 
Blumenstock,  Irving  Kahn,  Jonas 
Rosenfield  and  Otto  Koegel. 

Guests  were:  Harry  G.  Ballance, 
Atlanta;  Edward  Bois  Clair,  New 
Orleans;  Fred  R.  Dodson,  Atlanta; 
Tom  R.  Gilliam,  Chicago;  Harry  L. 
Hancock,  Indianapolis;  George  T. 
Landis,  Indianapolis;  Alexander  P. 
Longdon,  Dallas;  M.  W.  Osborne, 
Oklahoma  City;  George  R.  Pabst, 
New  Orleans;  H.  Paul  Shallcross, 
New  Orleans;  Frank  H.  Warren,  In- 

dianapolis; Paul  S.  Wilson,  Atlanta, 
and  Thomas  W.  Young,  Memphis. 

Argue  Chicago  Clearance 
Injunction  Move  June  7 

Chicago — Whether  the  defense  at- 
torneys in  the  Jackson  Park  case 

should  have  the  right  to  submit  new 

briefs  on  the  request  of  plaintiff's attorney,  Thomas  McConnell,  for  an 
injunction  against  the  Chicago  clear- 

ance system  will  be  argued  before 
Judge  Michael  Igoe  on  June  7.  Mc- 
Connell's  claim  for  an  additional 
$200,000  damages  also  will  be  argued 
at  that  time. 

Meanwhile,  it  was  learned  that 
the  payment  of  $350,000  to  the  Jack- 

son Park  Theater,  as  well  as  $30,000 
for  attorney  fees,  is  expected  to  be 
made  by  the  film  companies  this week. 

Deny  Production  Code  Will 
Limit  Crime  Pix  Cycles 

West    Coast   Bureau   of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Representatives  of 
Eric  A.  Johnston's  office  branded  as 
"utterly  groundless"  a  published  re- 

port that  a  move  is  under  way  by 
which  the  MPAA  production  code 
would  be  used  to  limit  cycles  in  film 
production  through  co-operative  ra- 

tioning. The  report  said  rationing 
would  apply  to  gangster  pictures, 
prison-break  films  and  others,  an 
abundance  of  any  one  of  which  might 
bring  undue  criticism  of  the  industry. 

Ontario  Censors  Will 

Classify  All  Pictures 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

such  category  as  the  board  may  de- 
cide. 

Silverthorne  asserted  producers 
had  shown  no  inclination  to  limit  the 
number  of  crime  and  terror  features 
which  represented  15  per  cent  of 

the  output  yearly  and  the  board  de- 
cided to  protect  juveniles  and  ado- 

lescents "from  the  harmful  influence 
to  be  found  in  certain  types  of  en- 

tertainment". The  new  policy  is  effective  for  12 
months  after  which  the  situation  will 
be  surveyed  with  interested  groups, 
he  announced. 

Attacks  Drinking  Scenes 
Silverthorne  also  took  exception 

to  repeated  references  to  the  use  of 
alcoholic  beverages  in  pictures  which 
he  said  can  be  harmful  to  adolescents 
and  claimed  British  and  foreign  films 
are  comparatively  free  of  material 
for  which  Hollywood  pictures  are 
criticized. 

In  his  statistical  review,  Silver- 
thorne reported  1,807  films,  seven 

more  than  the  previous  year,  were 
examined,  of  which  1,715  were  from 
the  U.  S.,  54  from  the  United  King- 

dom, 21  from  Russia  and  two  from 
Mexico.  The  number  of  features 
was  470,  and  deletions  were  made  in 
94  before  approval.  One  feature 
was  withdrawn  after  limited  engage- 
ments. 

( The  board  condemned  five  short 
subjects  while  one  of  134  comedies 
was  revised. 

Approve   25   New  Theaters 
Plans  for  25  new  theaters  were 

approved,  but  no  new  theater  was 
opened  this  past  year. 

Ontario  censors  examined  36,899 
advertising  accessories,  of  which  629 
were  rejected  and  250  altered  be- 

cause of  crime  and  sex  scenes.  Li- 
censes were  issued  415  theaters, 

1,055  projectionists  and  apprentices 
as  well  as  36  Soundies  with  coin- 
operated-film  film  machines  were 
regulated  by  the  Government  for  the 
first  time  past  year. 

Only  four  minor  fires  were  re- 
ported, three  of  them  involving  films. 

Stars  to  Amuse  G.f.'s In  Germ any,  Japan 
West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Two  flying  troupes 

of  Hollywood  stars  will  visit  Ameri- 
can occupation  forces  in  Japan  and 

Germany  this  Summer  in  response  to 
invitations  from  Gen.  D  w  i  g  h  t  D. 

Eisenhower  and  Gen.  Douglas  Mac- 
Arthur.  Hollywood  Co  -  ordinating 
Committee  and  USO-Camp  Shows 
have  started  organization  of  the 
troupes  which  plan  to  open  in  Tokyo 
and  Nuremburg  on  July  4,  and  to 
continue  the  tours  through  the 
month. 
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Columbia  16mm.  Pix 
For  Great  Britain 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

leases   of  George  Hirliman's   Inter, national     Theatrical     &     Television 
Corp.,  it  was  said. 

Efforts  to  reach  Joseph  McCon- 
ville,  Columbia's  foreign  distribution 
chief,  were  unavailing  at  the  week- 

end. When  McConville  was  in  Lon- 
don late  last  year,  he  disclosed  that 

the  company  was  seriously  eyeing 
the  16  mm.  field,  and  that  a  survey 
had  been  authorized. 

On  Feb.  1,  The  Film  Daily  re- 
ported that  Columbia's  16  mm.  op- 

erational plans  were  jelling,  with  the 
company  expected  to  spend  $750,000 
on  the  project. 

Start  Construction  Soon 

On  Earl  Carroll's  Theater 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Earl  Carroll  expects 
soon  to  have  construction  started  on 
his  new  7,000-seat  theater  which  will 
have  a  film  and  stage  policy  and  will 
take  a  year  to  build.  It  will  cost 
$5,000,000  and  will  have  three  re- 

volving stages.  One  stage  will  be 
used  for  stage  shows,  one  for  skat- 

ing, and  one  for  aquacades.  Its 
turn-table  stage  will  be  150  feet  in 
diameter  and  building  will  include  a 
subterranean  garage,  with  a  capacity 
of  one  thousand  cars. 
Kaufman,  Mann,  Lippincott  and 

Eggers  are  the  architects. 
For  his  stage  show  Carroll  plans 

to  use  an  orchestra  of  110  men  aad 
a  choral  group  of  36.  It  is  likely  he 
will  make  a  tie-up  with  National 
Theaters. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Finkelstein-Weiss 
Sonia  Finkelstein,  daughter  of  the 

Ruben  Finkelsteins,  owner  of  several 
neighborhood  theaters  at  Kansas 
City,  is  engaged  to  Harvey  Weiss, 
son  of  the  Samuel  Weisses  of  Miami 
Beach  and  New  York.  Marriage  will 
take  place  in  the  Fall. 

McGinnis-Martin 
Springfield,  Mass.  —  Annamae  B. 

McGinnis,  secretary  to  the  treasurer 
of  Western  Massachusetts  Theaters, 
Inc.,  was  married  to  Leonard  L. 
Martin. 

Bennett-Coulter 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Riverside,  Cal.  —  Constance  Ben- 
nett will  be  married  here  June  22  at 

the  Mission  Inn  to  Col.  John  Theron 
Coulter. 

Robb-Turner 
Providence,  R.  I.  —  Dortha  Robb, 

cashier  at  the  Strand,  is  leaving  to 
be  married  to  Charles  Turner,  sports 
editor  of  the  Atlanta  Times. 

THEATER  DEALS 
Corwell  Sells  to  Kaufman 

Bridgeport,  Conn. — After  15  years, 
Joe  Corwell  is  disposing  of  the  Lib- 

erty, 500-seater,  to  Murray  Kauf- 
man, former  manager  of  the  Rialto, 

to  enter  the  lumber  business. 

Porter  Leasing  Campus  House 
Fort  Worth,  Tex.— Clifford  Porter, 

who  operates  several  houses,  is  re- 
ported to  have  leased  the  TCU  The- 

ater, being  built  on  the  campus  of 
Texas  Christian  University,  from  W. 
V.  Adwell  and  A.  J.  Wylie. 

Porter  Sells  Orpheum 
Nelsonville,  O.  —  The  Orpheum, 

owned  by  M.  S.  Porter,  has  been  sold 
to  the  Majestic  Amusement  Co., 
operator  of  the  Majestic. 

Lathrop  Joy  to  Weldon 
Lathrop,  Mo.  —  George  Whitcomb, 

administrator  for  the  estate  of  Mrs. 
Anna  Lowry,  who  died  last  January, 
has  sold  the  Joy,  300-seater,  and  an 
adjoining  building  to  Mrs.  Lowry's 
nephew,  W.  W.  Weldon,  who  will 
operate. 

Attleboro  Twain  to  B  &  Q 
Boston  —  The  B  &  Q  Circuit, 

headed  by  Don  Jacocks,  has  pur- 
chased two  houses  in  Attleboro,  the 

Union  and  the  Bates.  The  houses 
were  formerly  owned  by  Albert McAvoy. 

Freidus  Buys  Empire 
Empire  Theater,  Broadway  at  40th 

St.,  has  been  purchased  by  Jacob 
Freidus  for  $1,000,000  in  a  deal  con- 

summated by  Berk  &  Krumgold,  in 
conjunction  with  Joseph  Milner. 

Booker's  Wife  Turns  Exhib. 
Denver — Jene  H.  Sombar,  wife  of 

the  Paramount  head  booker,  has 
bought  the  Isis,  Vistor,  Colo.,  from 
M.  W.  Kessey. 

Acquire  Baltimore   Cameo 
Baltimore  —  Having  been  pur- 

chased by  two  returning  GI's,  the 
Cameo  will  re-open  today.  Under 
the  aegis  of  Henry  Sauber  and  Ber- 

nard Manekin,  the  building  has  been 
remodeled,  completely  re-decorated 
and  new  sound  installed. 

Screen-Book  Mutual  Aid 
Cited  by  Home,  Sutliff 

National  Headliners 
Award  to  Pathe  News 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Taylor  Caldwell,  author  of  "This 
Side  of  Innocence."  Motion  picture, 
publishing  and  book  club  executives 
attended  the  affair,  held  at  Country 
Life  Press,  Garden  City,  L.  I. 
Hal  Home,  board  chairman  of 

Story  Productions,  producers  of  the 
film  version  of  the  book,  described 

the  pre-selling  of  "Innocence"  by  the 
combined  forces  of  Scribner's,  the 
Literary  Guild  and  Story,  stating 

that  the  job  put  the  book  in  the  num- 
ber one  spot  among  best-sellers 

within  two  weeks  after  publication. 
Release  of  the  picture  version  of 

"Innocence"  is  about  a  year  away, 
Home  pointed  out,  but  the  promotion 
will  be  accelerated  to  reach  its  peak 
as  the  film  is  released.  , 

Hays  Presides  at  Church 
Restoration  Fund  Parley 

Will  H.  Hays,  former  president  of 
MPAA,  presided  at  the  Breakfast 
Conference  of  the  Presbyterian  Re- 

storation Fund  in  the  Astor  Hotel 
Saturday,  which  was  attended  by 
approximately  200  leading  laymen, 
women  and  ministers  of  the  Presby- 

terian Church. 
Reports  on  the  progress  toward 

the  $27,000,000  Restoration  Fund 
were  made;  and  a  message  was  form- 

ulated to  be  sent  to  the  General 
Assembly,  whose  purpose  is  to  re- 

store and  revitalize  the  destroyed 
churches  and  Christian  ministry 
throughout  the  world,  when  the 
group  meets  in  Atlantic  City  Friday. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ko's  walkout  on  UN  conference. 
While  other  newsreel  services  had 
some  of  the  same  story  on  their  re- 

leases, Headliner  A-ward  judges 
meeting  here  over  the  week-end  felt 
that  Pathe  did  the  most  perfect  job 
of  editing  and  commentary  on  the 
story.  Branton  Gardner,  Penn  State 
College,  presided  at  the  meeting. 

The  award  will  be  presented  at  the 
Headliners  banquet  at  the  Traymore 
Hotel  on  June  22. 

The  judges  were  Branton  Gardner, 
Penn  State  College;  Jack  Haney,  Fox 
Movietone  News;  Walter  Bredin, 
News  of  the  Day;  George  Wells, 
Newsweek;  Jack  Oestreicher,  INS; 
Phil  Newsom,  UP;  Tom  Paprocki, 
AP;  Stanley  Richardson,  NBC;  Mil- 

ton Burgh,  Mutual  Broadcasting; 
John  Madigan,  American  Broadcast- 

ing; Bruce  Robertson,  Broadcasting 
Magazine;  Joe  Costa,  president,  Na- 

tional Press  Photographers  Ass'n; 
Andrew  Bernhardt,  managing  editor, 
Pittsburgh  Post  Gazette;  Richard 
Crandall,  photo  editor,  N.  Y.  Herald- Tribune. 

Correction 

The  review  of  the  new  20th-Fox 

film,  "Strange  Triangle,"  was  erron- 
eously published  in  the  May  17  issue 

of  The  Film  Daily  under  the  title 

'Strange  Alibi." 

Show  "Stranger"  Today 

International's  "The  Stranger" will  be  tradeshown  nationally  today. 
The  New  York  screening  will  be  at 
the  Normandie  Theater  at  10:30  a.m. 

It  is  RKO's  final  release  for  Inter- national. 

Acquittal  Ordered  in 
5F  "Outlaw"  Trial 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

was   brought  to  trial  in  connecri 

with  the  showing  of  ''The  Outlaw" the  United  Artists. 
Distributor  representatives  sa 

that  the  engagement  of  "The  Or 
law"  would  be  resumed  at  the  Unit Artists. 

Ban  of  "Outlaw"  Asked 
In  St.  Louis  by  BFC 

St.  Louis — Mrs.  Arretus  F.  Bu: 
founder  and  honorary  president  I 
the  Better  Films  Council  of  Great 
St.  Louis,  announced  at  a  meeting 
the  Congress  Hotel  Friday  that  t 
council,  representing  some  35  am 
ated  groups  with  a  total  membersh 
of  some  250,000,  would  ask  theat 
owners  and  managers  of  the  i 
Louis  area  not  to  show  "The  Outlaw 
under  any  circumstances. 

Mrs.  Burt  also  expressed  the  ho 
that  UA  would  not  attempt  to  tie- 
the  picture  with  any  particular  bloc 

Mrs.  Burt's  announcement  follow 
a  talk  by  Jack  Balch,  critic  of  5 

Louis  Post-Dispatch,  who  gave  "T. 
Outlaw"  a  favorable  review.  Bal 
expressed  the  belief  that  the  MPA 

and  others  who  had  opposed  "T 
Outlaw"  did  not  make  sense  in  mm 
of  their  opposition. 

Fred  Wehrenberg,  who  had  ask 
Balch's  view  about  showing  the  pi 

ture  in  the  nabes,  said:  "'The  Ou 
law'  is  a  money-maker  and  w 
make  us  money  if  we  show  it,  b 
we  are  vitally  interested  in  wh 
we  show  on  our  screens  from  tl 
viewpoint  of  the  effect  on  the  mora 
of  the  community,  especially  on  :i 

youth  of  the  community." 
MPRF  Application  for 
$300,000  Hospital  Denied 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAII 

Hollywood — An  application  fro 
the  Motion  Picture  Relief  Fund,  In< 
for  a  $300,000  home  and  hospital  f< 
indigent  members  of  the  film  indu; 
try  was  denied  because  its  impa* 
upon  the  supply  of  critical  materia 
would  be  too  great.  This  proje< 
would  provide  living  quarters  for 
persons  plus  18  hospital  beds. 

Monogram  Signs  Boxer 
Monogram  has  signed  Jimmy  Mi 

Grath,  Brooklyn  boxer  and  ex-Mi 
rine,  to  a  contract.  He  leaves  fc the  Coast  July  15. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Minneapolis  —  Edward  C.  Benji 
min,  exploiteer  for  Warners  here, 
the  father  of  a  seven  and  one-ha 
pound  boy.  Baby  has  been  named  J 

Detroit — A  son  was  born  to  Mr 
Peter   Kavel,   wife   of  Peter   Kave 
theater    manager    for  Wisper    aD 
Wetsman  circuit. 



BEN  HECHT'S 
SPECTER  of  the  ROSE 

// 

GETS  SMASH  OPENING 

IN  SPECIAL  PREMIERE 
(THURSDAY,  MAY  16th) 

EMPIRE  THEATRE 

NEW  BEDFORD,  MASS. 
BEN  HECHT'S 

"SPECTER  of  the  ROSE" with 

JUDITH  ANDERSON       •       IVAN  KIROV 
MICHAEL  CHEKHOV     •      VIOLA  ESSEN LIONEL  STANDER 

Produced,  Wriften  and  Directed  h 

BENHECHT     'recfedbV 

C°-Produ A     REPUBLIC     PICTURE cer-Direct 

J*         Mus.ca/    Score     r      b°'oar°Phy, 
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9  Tele  Applications 
Granted  Friday  by  FCC 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
dence,  R.  I.;  KSTP,  St.  Paul;  Havens 
and  Martin,  Richmond,  Va.;  Inter- 
mountain  Broadcasting  Co.,  Salt 
Lake  City;  Oregonian  Publishing  Co., 
Portland,  Ore.,  and  A.  S.  Abell  Co., 
Baltimore. 

Paramount    Release   Quashed 
There  was,  however,  a  significant 

hitch  to  the  Paramount  applications. 
The  FCC  first  issued  a  release  in 
which  Paramount  was  singled  out  in 
a  list  of  cities  in  which  grants 
might  be  made  without  a  hearing.  A 
quick  stop  was  put  on  the  commis- 

sion release  and  another  release  put 
out  in  which  the  mention  of  "Para- 

mount interests"  was  deleted.  It  is 
known  that  the  commission  has  been 
wondering  what  to  do  about  appli- 

cants with  Paramount  connections, 
since  the  organization  is  party  to  an 
anti-trust  suit. 

Including  the  latest  grants  there 
are  now  15  cities  in  the  United  States 
where  television  stations  are  either 

in  operation  or  have  been  authoi'ized. 
Other  cities  represented  include  New 
York  City,  Philadelphia,  Washington, 
Schenectady,  Chicago  and  Detroit. 

Grants  Without  Hearing 

A  breakdown  of  remaining  appli- 
cations show  a  total  of  79  on  file.  Of 

these,  41  have  been  set  for  hearing 
as  follows:  New  York,  eight  appli- 

cants for  four  channels;  Los  Angeles, 
eight  for  seven;  Philadelphia,  six  for 
three;  San  Francisco,  seven  for  six; 
Pittsburgh,  two  for  four;  Cleveland, 
four-  for  five;  Baltimore,  two  for 
three;  Lancaster,  two  for  one; 
Toledo,  two  for  one. 

As  a  result  of  withdrawals,  Pitts- 
burgh, Cleveland  and  Baltimore  now 

have  a  sufficient  number  of  channels 
for  all  applicants  and  hearings  may 
not  be  necessary,  the  FCC  said. 

Hearing  on  N.  Y.  C.  June  3 
Hearing  in  one  of  the  cities  (Los 

Angeles)  begins  today  and  hearing 
for  New  York,  Philadelphia  and  San 
Francisco  have  been  scheduled  for 
June  3,  June  17  and  July  15,  re- 
spectively. 

This  would  leave  a  total  of  46  ap- 

IN  CIVVIES 
-£■  Honorably  Discharged  it 

M.  A.  OTTO,  owner  of  the  Linn  Theater,  «t 
Pleasanton,  Kans.,  before  entering  the  Army 
in    1942. 

ARTHUR  ZUELCH,  from  the  Army,  office  mana- 
ger,   M-C-M    exchange,    Minneapolis. 

DORSEY  BROWN,  from  the  Army,  M-C-M  of- 
fice  manager,   Cleveland. 

PHILIP  COWAN,  from  the  Army,  UA  sales 

promotion,  advertising  and  publicity  depart- 
ment.   New  York. 

MILTON  HOFFMAN,  from  the  Army,  Paramount 
press   book   department.    New  York. 

SHELBY  McCALLUM,  from  the  Army,  manager, 
Benton,    Benton,    Ky. 

CUS  DAVIS,  from  the  Army,  booking  staff,  Co- 
operative Theaters  of  Ohio,   Cleveland. 

IN  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

RICHARD  MISCH,  assistant  manager,  United 
Artists  Theater,  Chicago. 

NORTON  SCHWARTZ,  assistant  manager.  State 
Lake,   Chicago. 

ELMER  VRANEY,  assistant  manager,  Paradise, 
Chicago. 

AARON  FOOSNER,  Variety  weekly  staff,  Chi- 
cago. 

ARCHIE  HERZOFF,  Columbia  Studios,  Holly- 
wood. 

HARRY  ALEXANDER,  20th-Fox  salesman,  Buf- 

falo. 
RUSSELL  DREW,  manager,  Edinburg,  Edinburg, 

III. 

MALCOLM  ROSE,  relief  manager,  United  Detroit 
Theaters. 

STANDLEY  DUDELSON,  Film  Classics  State  Sales- 
man,  Detroit. 

ROY  ESHELMAN,  manager,  Rex,  Crown  Point, 
Ind. 

DON    McGREGOR,    RKO    publicist,    Chicago. 

HAROLD  CORMAN,  NSS  sales  department,  Chi- 
cago. 

MARK  LARKIN,  advertising  and  publicity  di- 

rector, UA's  "Henry  V,"  for  Los  Angeles 
engagement. 

SIDNEY  ALEXANDER,  Eastern  publicity  and  ad- 
vertising director.  Vanguard  Films  and  Selz- 

nick  Enterprises. 

LOUIS   MELAMED,  radio  manager,   UA. 

GEORGE    REIF,    Universal    salesman,    New    Haven. 

|ACK  BUCKNER,  Columbia  salesman,  Cleve- 

land. 
RUDOLFO  L.  DAVILA,  from  the  Cuadalupe  The- 

ater, to  manager  of  the  National  and  Zara- 
gosa,   San   Antonio,   Tex. 

,'ACK  KAHN,  Warner  publicist,  temporarily  as- 
signed to  work  with  George  Fishman,  Phila- 

delphia. 
MAX    McCOY,    booker.    Paramount.    Omaha. 

PAT   JOLLY,    salesman,    Columbia,    Omaha. 

STANLEY  McSWAIN,  city  manager,  Griffith 
Theaters,    Nebraska    City. 

WILLIAM  H.  HEATH,  salesman.  Republic, 

Omaha. 
WILLIAM    HALLER,    house   staff,    Lyric,    Newark, 

N.  J. 

CEORCE     LANG,     house     staff,     Lyric,     Newark, 
N.    J. 

(AMES     MOONEY,      office     manager     and      head 
booker.    Universal    exchange,    Denver. 

BOB  FRASER,  manager,   Dunbar,  Vancouver,  B.  C. 

First  GE  Tele  Sets  to 
Be  Ready  in  Aug.,  Sept. 

Goldberg-Sack  to  Make 
Seven  Negro  Cast  Pix 

Syracuse  —  General  Electric  ex- 
pects to  have  its  initial  television 

receivers  available  in  August  or  Sep- 
tember, company  revealed  in  a  letter 

to  distributors  and  broadcasters. 
First  model  will  use  an  18  -  inch 
direct-view  screen,  and  will  incor- 

porate the  standard  broadcast  band. 
No  price  was  revealed  for  the  set 

but  it  is  expected  to  sell  for  around 
$300.  GE  will  follow  through  with 
other  tele  receiver  models,  includ- 

ing projection  as  well  as  direct-view 
types,  and  expects  to  begin  delivery 
of  television  transmitters  early  next 

year. Receivers  are  to  be  made  at  the 
Bridgeport,  Conn,  plant,  while  trans- 

mitters and  related  radio  equipment 
is  being  produced  in  the  Syracuse 
factory. 

plications  which  it  might  be  possible 
to  grant  without  a  hearing.  How- 

ever, the  FCC  said,  it  is  known  that 
a  number  of  applications  are  so  in- 

complete that  it  would  be  impossible 
for  the  commission  to  take  action 
on  them. 

Antenna  Heights  "Inadequate" 
In  addition,  antenna  heights  below 

350  feet  as  proposed  by  some  appli- 
cants have  been  found  to  be  "grossly 

inadequate"  In  cases  where  the  pro- 
posed height  exceeds  350  feet  but 

does  not  fully  comply  with  the  com- 
mission's standards,  grants  are  be- 

ing made  upon  the  condition  that 
appropriate  steps  are  taken  to  com- 
ly  with  the  standards  of  good  engi- 

neering practice. 
Paramount  interests  may  receive 

grants  in  four  of  these  cities — Bos- 
ton, Cleveland,  Dallas  and  Pitts- 

burgh. The  grant  of  NBC's  applica- 
tion in  Cleveland  gives  the  net  sta- 

tions in  four  cities — Chicago,  New 
York,  Washington  and  Cleveland — 
well  on  its  way  to  its  proposed  tele- 

vision network. 

Dallas  —  Seven  new  Negro  cast 
films  will  be  produced  and  distributed 

this  year,  according  to  plans  an- 
nounced by  Bert  Goldberg,  of  New 

York,  and  Alfred  N.  Sack,  head  of 

Sack  Amusement  Enterprises.  Gold- 
berg will  head  production,  while  Sack 

will  distribute  the  films.  Goldberg 

will  produce  at  independent  studios 
in  Hollywood  and  New  York,  with 
process  and  editing  work  scheduled 

for  Sack's  new  Harlemwood  Studios, 

Key-City  Exchanges  May 
Face  Tie-up  of  Prints 

Mexico  to  Campaign 

For  U.  S.  Producers 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

course  of  construction,  in  additi 
to  the  Churubusco  studio  in  whi 
RKO  owns  a  50  per  cent  intere 
One  studio  with  12  stages  is  beii 
built  by  Tepeyac  Studios,  headed  i 
Ted  Gildred.  General  Cinemagrafi 

j  is  building  another  studio  witi    . 
I  stages,   while    a   third   studio  Ce,  | 
;  will  have  eight  stages  is  being-<fo 
'  structed  by  George  Stahl. 

Montes      said     it     was     doubtf, 
,  whether    Mexican    production   coal 
,  utilize  all  the  stage  space  availab 

although     sufficient     space    to    ul"| 
[  mately  take  care  of  200  pictures  t year  was  in  prospect.    Eighty  pi] 

I  tures  are  scheduled  for  productiJ 
in  Mexico  this  year,  Montes  said.  M 

:  of  the  studios  are  in  the  immedia? 
I  vicinity  of  Mexico  City. 

The    Motion    Picture    Chamber    J 
,'  Commerce  is  similar  in  scope  to  £1 
Motion  Picture  Association  of  AmeJ 

j  ica,  Montes  said,  although  its  actrJ ties  extend  to  exhibition  as  well! 
production  and   distribution. 

Montes  said  that  theater  businel 
had  gone  up  about  15  per  cent  sinl 
the  war  and  that  15  new  theaters  | 
and   near   Mexico    City   were    und 
construction. 

Hawaiian  Troops  Squaw 
As  Cut  Rate  Tickets  End 

Honolulu  (By  Air  Mail)— Trooj 
stationed  on  Hawaii  have  bitter  j 
criticized  the  cancellation  of  t 

policy  of  low-priced  theater  tickcl 
for  service  personnel  which  has  bel 
in  effect  throughout  the  war. 

The  change  of  policy,  the  trooj 
say,  adds  19  cents  to  their  price  I 
admission. 

Exchanges  throughout  the  country 

at  the  week-end  were  much  con- 
cerned over  a  possible  cut-off  of  ex- 

press shipments  of  films  due  to  the 
expected  strike  of  railroad  employes. 
Measures  were  under  consideration 
to  offset  as  far  as  possible  any  such 
tieup.  These  included  shipping  by 
mail  or  by  bus. 

The  news  late  Friday  night  that 
President  Truman  had  ordered  the 
seizure  of  the  railroads  did  not  end 
anxieties  on  the  matter  as  it  was  not 
known  how  the  rail  unions  would  re- 

act to  the  seizure. 

Sinatra  Misses  Chi.  Show 
Chicago  —  Frank  Sinatra  missj 

the  morning  shows  at  the  B  &  j 
Chicago  theater  Friday  when  bj 
plane  was  delayed  because  of  bJ weather  conditions. 

Li  Com.  Ridgway  to  EBF 

Chicago — Lt.  Com.  David  W.  Ridg- 
way has  been  named  administrative 

assistant  to  Dr.  V.  C.  Arnspiger, 
executive  vice-president  of  Encyclo- 

paedia Britannica  Films,  Inc.,  it  is 
announced  by  Dr.  Arnspiger.  During 
the  war  Ridgway  served  in  the  office 
of  the  Chief  of  the  Navy  Photo- 

graphic Seiwice,  as  assistant  head  of 
the  training  film  and  motion  picture 
branch.  Prior  to  joining  the  Navy, 
he  was  with  the  RKO  Studios  and  a 
film  industry  specialist  with  the  War 
Production  Board. 

VETERANS  OF  FOREIGN  WARS  of  th 
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When  it  comes  to  painting  a  true-to-fife  picture 

of  PROFITS. ..you  can  depend  off  The  PRIZE  BABY 

...to  DRAW  patrons  to  your  Box  Office... and  keep 

them  coming... day  in  and  day  out... For  Twenty 

Five  Years... he's  been  fitting  patrons  into  YOUR 
picture. ..for  Bigger  Grosses. ..and  hell  go  on  doing 

it... for  many  years  to  come... because  he  knows 

that  TRAILERS  and  ACCESSORIES  impart  that 

special  "touch".. .to  the  selling  of  your  show.. .the 

"touch"  that  turns  advertising  Into  CASH  L..  He 

calls  it  "The  Magic  Touch  of  Showmanship"  #  #  # flATIOIIQL SERVICE 
of  r/te /fiDusT/ty 
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CHAEFER  WILL  BUILD  EQUITY  STUDIOS 

CC  to  Probe  Para.'s  Widespread  Tele  Interests nies  DuMont  Petition 
:t  Its  Para.  Connection 
Dropped  in  L.A.  Hearing 

ington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

jishington  —  Paramount' s    wide- lid    television    interests    will    be 
uglily  aired  before  the  FCC  in 
rington,  the  commission  ordered 

!rday  in  "denying"  Allen  B.  Du- 
Lab.'s  petition  that  its  connec- 
with    Paramount    be    dropped 
the  Los  Angeles  video  hearing. 
:hough    it    was    not    generally 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

llreyman's  MPAA 
pi.  in  D.  C.  Shift 
.ngton  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

ashington — First  transfer  of  a 
r  MPAA  official  from  the  New 
.  to  the  new  Washington  head- 

"ters  of  the  association  will  be 
d  Palfreyman,  head  of  the 

theater  service  department, 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

A 

!umbia  39  Weeks  Net 

Nearly  a  Million 

lumbia  Pictures  reports  a  net 
t  for  39  weeks  ended  March  30, 
of  $2,315,000  equal  to  $3.62  a 

non  share,  compared  with  $1,- 
00,  or  $2.06  a  share,  in  the  cor- 
)nding  period  ended  March  31, 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

ent  Amusement  Tax 
Proposed  for  Canton 
Canton,  O.  —  A  resolution  to  levy 
one-cent  amusement   tax    on    all 

aces    which    charge    admission    for 
tertainment,  has  been  submitted  to 

ty  Council  here  by  Councilman  Joe 

jiariol.  He  urged  that  revenue  from 
e  tax  be  set  aside  for  maintenance 

the  public  park  systems,  including 
e    establishment    of    an    adequate 

Mice     system.      Mariol     estimated 

at    such    a    tax    would    yield    from 
5,000  to  $100,000  a  year.  The  re- 

vest  was   referred    to   the    finance 
'mmittee. 

Brylawshi  Ashs  D.  C.  Commissioners 
To  Abandon  Plan  to  Shut  Theaters  to  Save  Coal 

Washington   Bureau   of   THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington — W.  Julian  Brylawski,  head  of  the  local  MPTO,  yesterday  called 
upon   the   District  of   Columbia   Commissioners   to   abandon    their   plan    to   shut 

theaters  as  an  early   fuel-saving  measure   if  the   coal   strike   appears  certain   to 
continue. 

Washington   theaters   are   still   on   notice   that  they   will   be    among   the   first 
services  to  feel  the  ban  unless  there  is  improvement   in   the  fuel  situation   for 
local  power. 

Price  Boost  Sends 

Technicolor  Net  Up 
Increase  by  Technicolor  of  one- 

half  cent  per  foot  on  all  35  mm.  film 
except  negatives,  which  was  effective 

April  1,  has  jumped  the  company's 
net  for  April,  before  taxes  and  be- 

fore retroactive  wage  adjustments, 
to  approximately  $209,000,  it  was 
asserted  yesterday  by  Dr.  Herbert 
T.  Kalmus  in  a  letter  dispatched  by 

him  to  yesterday's  annual  meeting 
of  Technicolor,  Inc.,  stockholders. 

The  Technicolor  president,  unable 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Gamble,  Fabian  &  Coyne 
To  Address  Ark.  ITO 

Little  Rock,  Ark.  —  The  annual 
convention  of  the  ITO  of  Arkansas, 
first  held  by  the  organization  since 
1944,  will  open  a  two-day  session  at 
the  Hotel  Marion  here  Sunday,  with 
registration  of  delegates  at  10:30 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Warners  Sales  Meet 

At  A.  C.  Aug.  5-7 
As  part  of  Warners'  participation 

in  the  twentieth  anniversary  of 
sound's  advent,  the  company  will 
hold  a  three-day 
sales  convention 

at  the  Ambas- 
sador Hotel,  At- lantic City,  Aug. 

5-7,  it  was  an- 
nounced yester- 

day by  Ben  Kal- 
menson, vice- 

president  and 
general  sales 
manager.  It  will 
be  the  first  War- ners  national 
sales  convention 
in  four  years. 

Home  office  ex- 
ecutives attend-       ben  kalmenson 

ing  the   sessions, 
in   addition   to    Kalmenson,   will   in- 

clude  Samuel   Schneider,   vice-presi- 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Fraud  Suits  Name  Geo,  Manos 
Eight  Majors  File  Actions  in  Columbus,  O. 

Levey  to  Build  Canadian 
Circuit  in  Odeon  Tieup? 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Producer  Jules  Levey 
planed  to  Montreal  over  the  week- 

end to  finalize  arrangements  for  a 
new  theater  circuit  he  will  construct 
in  Canada.  The  new  theaters  will 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Columbus,  O.  —  Eight  percentage 
fraud  suits  were  filed  yesterday  in 
Federal  Court  for  the  Southern  dis- 

trict of  Ohio,  similar  to  those  re- 
cently filed  in  the  Northern  district 

against  other  Ohio  exhibitors.  The 
defendants  are  George  A.  Manos; 
Manos  Amusement,  Inc.,  and  Roxy 
Amusement  Co.,  Inc.  A  separate 
suit  was  filed  by  Universal,  Para- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Hollywood  Site  Acquired; 

Jack  Schwarz  Named  Vice- 
President  of  New  Company 

By  RALPH  WILK West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Organization  of 
Equity  Studios,  Inc.,  and  acquisition 
of  a  site  at  Cahuenga  Blvd.  and 
Lillian  Way  for  the  erection  of  new 
studios  was  disclosed  here  yester- 

day. 

The  new  company  is  headed  by 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

O'Donnell  Answers 

Indies'  ATA  Attacks 
Attacks  on  the  American  Theaters 

Association  by  Independent  Exhib- 
itors, Inc.,  of  New  England  in  a 

series  of  letters  and  cartoons  were 

answered  yesterday  by  R.  J.  O'Don- nell who  said  the  letters  were  either 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Will  Step  Up  Goldwyn 
Adv.  in  Latin  America 

Intensification  of  its  publicity,  ad- 
vertising and  exploitation  efforts  in 

Latin-America,  where  first-run  deals 
have  been  closed  for  "The  Princess 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Polio  Booms  Drive-ins 
As  SA  Business  Drops 

San  Antonio,  Tex.  —  Drive-In 
theaters  are  the  only  beneficiaries 

of  the  city  ban  on  theater  attendance 

by  persons  under  21  years  of  age. 
Week-end  reports  indicate  a  50  per 

cent  drop  in  attendance  at  other 
theaters  because  of  the  ban  insti- 

tuted Saturday  as  a  result  of  the 

polio  epidemic.  However,  entire  fam- 
ilies may  sit  in  their  cars  in  the 

two  Drive  -  Ins,  and  local  military 
personnel,  included  in  the  ban,  are 

also  allowed  to  attend  the  auto  the- 
aters. All  patrons  are  warned  to  stay 

in  their  cars  while  parked  in  the  the- 
aters. 
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Emrich  Funeral  Rites 
In  Framingham  Today 

Framingham,  Mass. — Funeral  ser- 
vices will  be  held  at  Grace  Congre- 

gational Church  here  today  for  Mrs. 
Jeannette  W.  Emrich,  long  identi- 

fied -with  the  community  service 
dept.  of  the  MPAA  in  New  York, 
who  died  at  the  home  of  her  son,  the 
Rev.  Richard  S.  M.  Emrich,  Cam- 

bridge, on  Saturday. 
Mrs.  Emrich  had  been  a  member 

of  the  staff  of  the  MPAA  and  its 
predecessor  since  1931  as  liaison  be- 

tween the  industry  and  national 
women's  organizations.  She  also 
conducted  courses  on  "The  History 
and  Art  of  Motion  Pictures"  at  Hun- 

ter College  where  she  was  faculty 
advisor  to  the  Motion  Picture  Club. 
In  1941  she  prepared  a  comprehen- 

sive outline  of  "Motion  Pictures  in 

a  Democracy." She  is  survived  by  two  sons,  the 
Rev.  Richard,  new  Suffragan  Bishop 
of  the  Episcopal  Diocese  of  Michi- 

gan; Duncan  Emrich,  chief  of  the 
Archives  of  American  Folklore  in  the 
Library  of  Congress;  and  two  sis- 

ters, Mrs.  William  E.  Leland  of 
Berkeley,  and  Mrs.  William  E.  Clarke 
of  El  Cerrito. 

FINANCIAL 
(.Mon.,  May  20) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

High     Low  Close 

Am.   Seat   293/4     29  29 
Bell   &    Howell   34         33y4  33'/4 
Columbia  Picts.  ......   355/g     35  353/8 
Columbia   Picts.   pfd..  101 '/2  101  Vz  lOlVi 
East.    Kodak      252       252  252 
do   pfd   203       203  203 
Gen.    Prec.    Eq     36         36  36 

Loew's,    Inc   40        393/g  393/i 
Paramount        813/4     81  81 
RKO          251/2     25  Vs  251/2 
Republic   Picts      15%     15'/8  15V4 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..    18 1/2     18%  I8V2 
20th  Century-Fox   .  .  .   62V2     62  62 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  77i/4     77 Vi  77  V4 
Universal   Pict   47         45 Vi  47 

Universal   Picts.   pfd..   993/8     993/8  993/8 
Warner  Bros     51  %     51  51  Vs 

NEW  YORK    CURB    MARKET 
Monogram  Picts      10           9%  10 
Radio-Keith  cvs      11%     11 1/4  11% 
Sonotone    Corp        514       5  5 

Technicolor          25 Vi     25  Va  25'/2 
Trans-Lux              7           6%  6% 

Net Chg. 

—  3/4 —  1% 

+  2% 
+  y4 

—  1 

+     Vs 

+    % —    i/g 

+       % 

+  2 

+  14 
+  Vs 

+  Vs 
+  Vs 

—  Vs 

+  % 

—  Vs 

United  Newsreel  Dissolves 

Albany — United  Newsreel  Corp., 
New  York  City,  has  filed  a  certifi- 

cate of  voluntary  dissolution. 

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,  INC. 

1600   BROADWAf.    N     Y. Circle  6-6686 

Complete    Film    and 
Disc  Recording  Facilities 

Metro  Chicago  Sessions 
Prolonged  for  Fourth  Day 

M-G-M  has  extended  its  business 
meetings,  to  be  held  in  Chicago 
starting  May  24,  an  extra  day,  mak- 

ing a  total  of  five  days  in  all.  The 
extra  day  will  be  given  over  to  in- 

dividual meetings  among  the  five 
sales  managers  with  their  district 
and  branch  managers.  These  sessions 
are  to  be  held  at  the  Sherman  Hotel, 
the  delegates  moving  over  from  the 
Drake  for  the  extra  day. 

At  least  two  branch  managers  and 
possibly  a  third  will  be  unable  to  at- 

tend the  various  Windy  City  meet- 
ings. They  are  Frank  C.  Willingham, 

St.  Louis  manager,  and  Harry  Rosen- 
blatt, New  Haven  head.  Willingham 

is  in  a  St.  Louis  hospital  and  Rosen- 
blatt in  the  Baker  Memorial  Hospi- 

tal, Boston.  Gerald  McGlynn,  Omaha 
manager,  has  been  in  a  Des  Moines 
hospital  for  observation. 

George  Heads  Liaison 
Office  for  Pix,  VA 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Los  Angeles  —  Appointment  of 
Douglas  F.  George  to  head  a  newly- 
created  office  which  will  serve  as 
liaison  between  the  motion  picture 
industry  and  the  Veterans  Adminis- 

tration is  announced  here.  The  new 
motion  picture  services  office,  estab- 

lished to  provide  factual  information 
and  technical  assistance  concerning 
veterans  and  their  activities  to  the 
film  industry,  will  headquarter  at 
the  local  Veterans  Administration 
Regional  Public  Relations  Office, 
1041  South  Broadway. 

Services  of  the  film  office  will  be 
extended  to  16  mm.  industrial  and 
educational  producers  as  well  as  the 
major  studios. 

Col.  Names  Schaefer  Dir. 
Of  Media  &  Printed  Advtg. 

Sidney  Schaefer  becomes  director 
of  media  and  printed  advertising  at 
Columbia  June  17,  replacing  Sidney 
G.  Alexander,  who  har-  taken  the 
position  of  Eastern  director  of  pub- 

licity and  advertising  for  David  O. 
Selznick. 

Schaefer  has  been  director  of 
media  with  Buchanan  and  prior  to 
that  with  Hanff-Metzger.  His  depart- 

ment at  Columbia  will  be  supervised 
b-  Benj.  H.  Serkowich. 

Gins,  PRC  District  Head 
Joe  Gins,  former  PRC  branch 

manager  in  Philadelphia,  has  been 
named  district  manager  for  the  re- 

cently acquired  Atlanta  and  Char- 
lotte exchanges.  Fred  Sande,  former 

assistant  manager  of  PRC's  Wash- ington exchange  has  been  appointed 
branch  manager  in  Philadelphia. 

Spigelgass  to  New  York 
On  MPAA's  Educationals 
Leonard  Spigelgass,  Hollywood 

writer,  has  arrived  in  New  York  on 
a  leave  of  absence  from  Hal  Wallis 
Prods.,  to  work  in  collabozation  with 
Arthur  Mayer  on  the  MPAA  educa- 

tional film  project.  This  is  in  line 

with  Eric  A.  Johnston's  plan  to  use 
top-flight  talent  on  the  program. 
Production  plans  at  present  are 

for  six  films  on  subjects  which  aca- 
demic authorities  and  teachers  re- 

port serve  as  stumbling  blocks  in 
the  educational  process. 

Spigelgass  recently  completed  the 

screen  play  for  "Perfect  Marriage." 
"U's"  De  Carlo  and  Shanks 
On  Headline  Edition  Show 

Dallas  —  Yvonne  De  Carlo,  Uni- 
versal star,  making  a  p.a.  in  Brady, 

Thursday  to  help  ex-serviceman  war 
hero  Bob  Shanks  open  his  new  Texas 
Theater,  will  appear  on  the  air  with 
Shanks  tonight  on  the  Taylor  Grant 
Headline  Edition  program,  7  p.m. 

(EDT)  over  the  American  Broad- 
casting hook-up.  Miss  De  Carlo  will 

interview  Shanks  about  his  long 

jump  from  Jap  prison  camp  to  ex- hibitor. 

Miss  De  Carlo  yesterday  met  the 
press  from  Dallas  and  Fort  Worth 
and  a  group  of  exhibs.  at  a  recep- 

tion in  the  Baker  Hotel. 

Only  3  Theaters  Carry 
Ads  in  Philly  Papers 

Philadelphia  —  Goldman's  Karlton 
and  Keith  and  the  Fox  Theaters  are 
the  only  film  houses  advertising  in 
Philadelphia  papers,  as  deliveries  are 
restricted  due  to  a  strike  of  paper 
carriers.  All  Warner  and  Independ- 

ent nabe  houses  have  pulled  their copy. 

COMING  and  GOIN 

Washer  Back  to  Goldwyn 
Ben  Washer,  who  resigned  last 

week  as  Eastern  advertising  and 
publicity  director  of  Samuel  Gold- 

wyn, has  returned  to  that  post  and 
will  continue  with  the  company. 

i 

STEVE  BROIDY,  president  of  Monogr= 
rived  in  Los  Angeles  yesterday,  following  5 
week  business  trip  to  European  countries.  I 
accompanied  by  MRS.  BROIDY  and  MRS.  ! 

R.  DUNLAP. 
S.  BARRET  McCORMICK,  RKO  Radio  ad 

ing-publicity  director,  flew  to  the  Coas 

the  week-end. 
LEON   J.    BAMBERGER,    RKO   Radio( 

motion    manager,    will    attend    the 
Theater  Owners  Association  convention 
sonville,  Fla.,  June  2  to  4. 

RUDOLPH  WEISS,  head  of  Warners'  re 
tate  department,   is  in   Philadelphia   today 

HUNT  STROMBERC,  JR.,  producer,  will 
Baltimore  for  a  week's  vacation  in  Florid 
lowing  the  opening  of  his  stage  versi "Laura." 

S.  K.  DECKER,  treasurer  of  Screen  Cuil 
ductions,  flew  to  the  Coast  at  the  we from   Detroit. 

JERRY  FAIRBANKS,  production  head  0 
entific  Films,  piloted  his  new  Beechcraf 
New  York  to  the  Coast  Sunday,  accompan 
MRS.  FAIRBANKS,  and  RUSS  JOHNSTON, 
president  of  McCann-Erickson  advertising  a 

PHIL  L.  RYAN,  independent  producer  1 
lumbia's  "Perilous  Holiday,"  returned  1 
Coast  after  New  York  huddles  in  conji 
with  the  distribution  of  the  film  which  st; 

O'Brien. 

Gamble,  Fabian  &  Coyi 
To  Address  Ark.  ITO 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

a.m.  and  inspection  of  new  the. 
in  Greater  Little  Rock.  A  lunc 

will  be  given  at  noon,  "a  car 
jamboree"  in  the  hotel  ballroo 2:30  p.m.,  and  an  open  range barbecue  at  6  p.m. 

A  closed  business  session  for  1 
bers  only  will  be  held  at  10  a.m. 
day  with  committee  reports 
election  of  officers.  Ted  R.  Ga 
of  Portland,  Ore.,  ATA  board  c 
men,  will  speak. 
At  1:30  p.m.  a  general  bus 

session  for  all  members  of  th 
dustry   will    be    held    with   Sai 
Kirby,  Little  Rock  independent, 

ter   Brooks   of   Loew's,   New  1; Leon  Bamberger  of  RKO,  New  ] 
Bob  Coyne,  executive  director  0 
ATA,  B.  F.  Busby,  New  York 
exhibitor,  and  Si  Fabian,  pres 
of  the   ATA,   as    speakers.    Ga 
will  speak  again  at  a  dinner  ii 
Hotel  Marion  ballroom  at  7:30 
and   the   evening  will   be   cone] with  dancing. 

Claude  C.  Mundo  of  Little  Re 
association  president. 

Theaters  to  be  inspected  01 
Sunday  tour  are  the  Juroy,  comp 
in  March,  by  Roy  Cochran; 
Heights,  opened  May  1,  by  RoblJ 
Rowley;  the  Kirby,  nearing  coi 

tion  by  Sam  Kirby;  and  the  ' under  construction. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  21 Jed   Buell  Lola  Lane 
Sam  Jaffe  Armida 

Robert   Montgomery  Jeanne    Bates 
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To  Ask  Top  Priority 
For  Pix  in  Rail  Strike 

Philadelphia  —  Emergency  mea- 
sures which  have  been  evolved  by 

the  National  Film  Carriers,  Inc.,  and 
are  designed  to  expedite  deliveries 
of  motion  pictures  to  theaters  in  the 
event  of  a  nation-wide  rail  tie-up, 
will  be  invoked  as  soon  as  it  be- 

comes apparent  that  the  strike  is  on, 
officials  of  the  association  asserted 
yesterday. 

Core  of  the  plan  is  prompt  appli- 
cation to  ODT  for  a  high  priority  on 

film  shipments,  enabling  the  carriers 
to  abridge  prevailing  ICC  regula- 

tions. The  ICC  will  not  at  present 
permit  trucking  film  into  designated 

areas  and  then  "passing  the  shipment 
like  a  baton  in  a  relay  race  to  an- 

other firm."  With  ODT  permission, 
however,  this  could  be  done. 
A  hypothetical  instance  cited  would 

be  a  pick-up  in  New  York,  with  film 
carried  to  Richmond  or  Norfolk, 
where  another  firm  would  come  in 

and  pick  up  the  shipment,  then  re- 
laying it,  for  example,  to  Greensboro, 

N.  C,  and  so  on. 
Open  Spots  in  the  West 

Most  of  the  country  could  be 
serviced  by  circumventing  via  an 
ODT  permit  the  ICC  regulations, 
and  such  sectors  would  be  the  East, 
some  of  the  South,  a  good  part  of 
the  Central  West  and  the  Pacific 
Coast.  Some  of  the  open  spots  would 
be  Denver,  Salt  Lake  City  and  the 
area  West  of  Phoenix. 

Discussion  of  the  film  transport 
situation  with  the  distributors  was 

high  on  the  agenda  at  the  recent  an- 
nual conclave  of  the  National  Film 

Carriers  in  New  York.  At  that  "time 
it  was  pointed  out  that  certain  sec- 

tors should  be  reached  by  film-carry- 
ing planes  which  could  be  obtained 

on  spot  charter. 

Chicago  Carriers  Can 
Expand  With  50  Trucks 

Chicago — Five  film  truck  services 
which  radiate  from  Chicago  —  the 
Allen,  the  Koerner,  Lavin,  Mc- 
Ilwaney  and  Film  Delivery  —  can 
muster  about  50  trucks  for  expansion 
of  the  film  deliveries  in  the  Chicago 
exchange  territory,  if  the  services 
are  co-ordinated  in  event  of  a  rail- 

road strike.  These  lines  can  service, 
practically  all  the  cities  and  towns 
in  the  area,  with  the  exception  of  a 
few  small  spots,  whose  theater 
owners  could  use  their  own  autos  to 

pick  up  films  from  nearby  towns. 

Show  "A  Stolen  Liie"  June  17 
"A  Stolen  Life"  will  be  nationally 

tradeshown  by  Warners  on  June  17. 

FEMME  TOUCH 

ROSELYNN  HENDERSON,  information  girl,  Para- 
mount, Omaha. 

BERNICE   MORAN,    biller,    Republic,  Omaha. 

ROSEMARY  V.  CORDON,  assistant  to  Made- 

leine White,  Monogram's  Eastern  publicity 
representative,    New  York. 

PHIL  M.  DALY 
Tuesday's  Tidings 
•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  Gus  S.  Eyssell.  Radio  City  Music  Hall's 
very  able  chief,  has  been  elected  to  the  board  of  Williamsburg  Restora- 

tion, Inc.,  the  company  set  up  by  John  D.  Rockefeller,  Jr.,  to  operate  the 

revenue-producing  units  of  the  organization  that  is  carrying  forward  the 

restoration  of  this  historic  capital  of  the  Virginia  colony  to  its  18th  cen- 
tury appearance,  ...     •   Has  the  Des  Moines  Theater  in  Des  Moines 

found  a  new  way  of  saying  For  Adults  Only?   House's  newspaper 

copy  for  "The  Postman  Always  Rings  Twice"  employs  the  phrase,  "Best 
suited  for  adult  minds.".  .  .  •  With  the  use  of  theater  screens  for 
campaigns  a  subject  of  current  industry  debate,  it  is  interesting  to 

note  that  all  Rhode  Island  theaters  currently  are  using  trailers  backing 

the  Catholic  Charities  Drive.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  Walt  Disney 

received  the  Silver  Buffalo,  Scoutdom's  highest  honor,  from  the  National 
Council  of  the  Boy  Scouts  of  America  aver  the  week-end?  ...  •  Bill 
Vogel,  responsible  for  not  a  few  technical  developments  including  the 

Flexible   Lacquer  Screen  for  rear  projection,  has   joined  Transfilm  here. 

T  ▼  T 
•  •  •  KONSTANTIN  MIKHAILOVICH  SIMONOV,  Soviet  screen 

writer,  novelist,  poet  and  member  of  the  editorial  staff  of  the  Red  Star,  the 

Russian  Army  newspaper,  who  is  in  Hollywood  for  studio  tours  and 

conferences,  is  quoted  by  the  industry's  Coast  PIC  as  feeling  Russian 
audiences  like  American  motion  pictures  and  would  welcome  a  chance 

to  see  more   As  Eric  A.  Johnston  wrote  in  his  first  annual  MPAA 

presidential  report:    "...   Free  trade   and   free   communication  cannot 

be    separated    in    the    case    of    motion    pictures"   "The    American 
motion  picture  seeks  no  subsidy  or  special  privilege,  but  only  free  access 

to    foreign    markets"   "In    countries    within    the    sphere    of    Soviet 
influence  motion  pictures  which  present  other  forms  of  Government  in 

a  favorable  light  are  rejected"   ▼  ▼  ▼ 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Mrs.  William  Randolph  Hearst  considers 

"Caesar  and  Cleopatra'  "the  most  beautiful  picture  I  have  yet  seen" 
and  thinks  that  Vivien  Leigh  is  the  most  beautiful  Cleopatra  who  could 

have  been   selected,   and  that   "the   costumes    and   scenery   are   beyond 

words"   Mrs.  Hearst's  critique   was  penned   to  United  Artists'   Tom 
Waller,   and  followed  a  private  screening  of  the  picture   

T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  TAMBOURINE  TALLY:  Bill  Berns,  reported  to  Station  WNEW 

listeners  on  his  "Sunday  in  Hollywood"  broadcast  the  impressive  cere- 

monies  at  Variety's  Humanitarian   Award   Banquet,   held   at   the   Astor 
Hotel  the  night  before   Bill  suggested  a  film  be  made  on  the  life  of 

Gen.  Evangeline  Booth,  of  the  Salvation  Army,   recipient  of  this  year's 
award   He   also   asked  his   listeners   to  help   cast   her  role   for   the 

producer  who  might  be  interested   The  votes  poured  in  yesterday 
for  Greer  Garson   

▼  ▼  ▼ 
•  •      •     COCKTAILS    IN   THE    COTTAGE:    Mr.    and    Mrs.    William 

Dozier  (Joan  Fontaine)  wejre  tendered  a  reception  in  the  Cottage  Suite t 
of  the   Hampshire  House  yesterday  by  RKO   Radio   Pictures   The 

newlyweds  were  introduced  to  representatives  of  the  press,  with  many 

of  the  home  office  executives  also  in  attendance   Among  those  who 

greeted  the  pair  were   Olivia  de  Havilland,  Alfred  and  Constance 

Wolf,  DeWitt  Bodine,  Mr.  and  Mrs,  Michael  Arlen,  Leon  Bamberger, 

Leda  Bauer,  Ned  E.  Depinet,  Robert  Goldstein,  Harry  Mandel,  Robert 

Edmund  Jones,  Harlan  Logan,  Arthur  Willi,  Paul  Hollister,  Gordon  Young- 

man,   Harold   Hendee,    Oscar   Serlin,    Anatole   Litvak,   John   Byran   and 
Glen  All  vine   

T  ▼  ▼ 

Mill  Strike  Newspr 
Pinch  Cuts  Adv.  Sp 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM 

Hollywood — Strike  of  Britis 
lumbia  logging  and  sawmill  w< 
threatens  its  effect  on  West 
theaters  as  newspapers  are  1 

the  worst  shortage  of  newspr 
many  years.  Strikers  went, 
15  leaving  many  Coast  par 
less  than  maximum  newsprinFi 
tories,  with  resulting  cancel 
of  advertising  display  space  by 

papers. Paper  situation  is  aggravat 
the  soft  coal  strike  and  the  tl 
ened  walkout  of  railroad  men. 

Texas  Ad  Space  Hit 
Dallas  —  British  Columbia 

mills  supply  40  per  cent  of  ' newsprint  requirements  and 
strike  of  Powell  River  Co.  wc 
will  force  immediate  curtailmen 
consequent  reduction  of  adverl 
space,  newspaper  represen stated. 

Ads  Out  in  Tulsa  Dailies 
Tulsa,  Okla.  —  Both  Local 

newspapers  have  been  cut  to 
page  editions,  devoid  of  advert 
a  joint  announcement  by  the  ̂  

and   the  World   &   Tribune,  re' Papers  will  publish  weekly  abl 
ated    classified    advertising   col 

"as  a  public  necessity  and  ser< 
while  theater,  railroad  and  utilit 
nouncements  will  be  included 
without  cost  in  a  highly  brief 

One  Inch  Ad  Limit  in  Seat 
Seattle — Theatrical  advertiser 

in  the  Times  were  restricted  to 
inch,  as  of  yesterday,  in  a  mo 
conserve  dwindling  newsprint 
plies.  Star,  which  also  buys  ] 
from  the  struck  Powell  River  ] 
has  enough  paper  to  continue  n< 
operations  for  another  10  days. 
Intelligencer  is  not  yet  affected 

buys  from  a  Port  Angeles,  "\ 

company. 

Other  Puget  Sound  papers  aff 

by  the  paper  shortage  includi 
Tacoma  News-Tribune,  Ta 
Times,  Bremerton  Sun,  Bellin. 
Herald,  and  the  Seattle  Bt 

Guide. 

WEDDING  BELL! 

Johnson-Brown New  Haven — Jack  Brown,  ; 
man  at  the  Para,  exchange,  vr 

married  today  in  Boston  to 
Johnson  of  the  Albany  Paran 
office.  The  couple  will  be  at  hoi 
Indian  Neck,  Conn.,  for  the  Sun 

Heston-Norton 
Omaha  —  Dorothy  Heston,  U 

Artists'  assistant  cashier,  was 
ried  here  to  Hilton  Norton  of  r 

Carolina.    The  couple  will  resii Kansas  City. 
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O'Donnell  Answers 
Indies'  ATA  Attacks 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

"deliberately     misleading"     or     the 
writer   was   misinformed    as   to  the 

purposes  of  the  ATA. 
The  letters  were  signed  by  Walter 

E.  Mitchell,  president  of  the  New 

England  Allied  unit.  O'Donnell,  a 
leader  in  the  ATA  and  general  man- 

ager of  the  Texas  Interstate  Circuit, 
took  exception  to  one  of  the  letters 
which  said  that  the  ATA  planned  a 

charity  campaign  to  raise  $20,000,- 
000.  O'Donnell  said  no  such  cam- 

paign had  ever  been  discussed  and 
that  the  figure  must  have  been 
"picked  out  of  thin  air."  He  pointed 
out  that  at  the  St.  Louis  convention 
th-  delegates  voted  for  only  one  the- 

ater collection  a  year  and  that  a 
majority  wanted  to  have  no  theater 
collections. 

Combine  Several  Charities 
The  single  yearly  collection,  if 

held,  would  combine  several  chari- 
ties, with  90  per  cent  of  the  money 

distributed  to  various  organizations 
and  10  per  cent  held  for  a  national 
emergency.  No  such  figure  as  $20,- 
000,000  was  ever  advanced  or  con- 

sidered, O'Donnell  said. 
Another  accusation  made  by  the 

New  England  association  was  that 
ATA's  officers  were  controlled  by  the 
producers  and  affiliated  theaters  and 
that  Ted  Gamble  formerly  was  gen- 

eral manager  of  Fox  West  Coast. 
Robert  Coyne,  executive  director  of 
the  ATA  and  Gamble's  assistant  in 
the  War  Finance  Committee,  said 
that  Gamble  for  a  brief  time  was 
general  manager  of  a  company  that 
was  affiliated  with  Fox  West  Coast 
about  13  years  ago  and  that  Gamble 
was  an  independent  exhibitor  in 
Portland,  Ore.  Allegations  that  Wil- 

liam Crockett,  an  officer  in  the  ATA, 
derived  most  of  the  revenue  for  the 

MPTO  of  Virginia  are  false,  O'Don- 
nell said.  O'Donnell  said  that  Crock- 

ett has  told  him  that  85  per  cent  of 
association  dues  came  from  inde- 

pendent exhibitors. 
Sees  ATA  as  Allied  Competition 
The  New  Englanders  have  an  idea 

that  the  ATA  is  competitive  with 

Allied,  O'Donnell  said.  ATA  is  not 
competitive  with  any  existing  asso- 

HOUSE  DEALS 

Manny  Glick  Turns  Exhib. 
Cleveland,  O.  —  Manny  Glick,  vet. 

eran  local  Columbia  salesman,  has 
resigned  to  enter  the  exhibition  field. 
In  association  with  Peter  Wellman, 
circuit  owner  of  Girard,  he  has  leased 
the  Harbor  Theater,  Ashtabula  Har- 

bor, from  Louis  Frisch,  owner. 

Brown  Sells  Ritz  Interest 
Cumberland,  Ky. — Ray  Brown  has 

sold  his  interest  in  the  Ritz  to  his 
partner,  Lyle  H.  Webb. 

Telling  About  Tele 
Take  it  from  the  TBA,  the  FCC's  action  Friday  in  granting  nine  more  station 

construction  permits  means  an  additional  9,046,974  persons  will  be  receiving 

tele  service  as  soon  as  the  new  stations  are  operating.  ...  •  WABD-DuMont 
will  debut  a  new  group  known  as  the  Television  Repertory  Players 

Friday  (9:00  p.m.,  EDT).  Aiming  to  style  plays  and  players  especially  for  video,  new- 
comers will  be  afforded  an  opportunity  to  work  with  the  group,  as  well  as  established 

actors,  writers  and  directors.  First  play  is  "Angels  Don't  Marry.".  .  .  •  Expansion 
of  activities  of  the  American  Institute  of  Television  (Chicago)  has  forced  it  to  lease 

an  entire  new  building  for  additional  office  space.  ...  •  WNBT-NBC  Television 

Theater  Sunday  (8:00  p.m.,  EDT)  presented  Owen  Davis'  "Mr.  and  Mrs.  North,"  pro- 
duced on  B'way  in  '41,  and  aired  over  NBC  every  Wednesday.  Maxine  Stewart  and 

Jon  McQuade  starred  as  Pam  and  Jerry  North.  ...  •  When  the  Metropolitan  Museum 

of  Art  completes  its  current  rehabilitation  program  (seeking  $7,500,000  for  future  con- 
struction), a  television  studio  will  be  among  the  additions.  ...  •  Stating  that  prior 

commitments  necessitated  removal  of  the  equipment,  RCA  has  taken  its  10  television 
sets  and  a  tele  camera  from  the  United  Nations  conference  rooms  at  Hunter  College. 

The  equipment,  needed  for  the  Louis-Conn  fight  and  other  scheduled  events,  may  be 
replaced  at  Hunter  when  other  sets  are  available.  ...  •  William  A.  Garden  has 

been  made  a  production  assistant  in  the  NBC  Television  department,  reporting  to 

Burke  Crotty.  ...  •  WCBW-CBS  picked  up  over  200  people  in  its  audience  par- 

ticipation show,  "It's  A  Gift,"  Saturday,  (8:45-9:15  p.m.,  EDT)  John  Reed  King 
emcee-ing.    ...      •   Same    studio    featured    "Carousel"    dancer,    Bambi    Lynn,    on    its 
dance  program,  Sunday,    (9:00-9:20)   and   has  added   Phil   Booth,  Gil   Fates,   Steve 
Marvin  and  Bob  Wood  to  its  tele  program  and  operations  staff.  ...  •  Hear  NBC- 
Columbia  University  Radio  and  Television  courses  are  really  paying 
dividends,  with  application  far  in  excess  of  admittance,  and  results  which  are  making 
definite  contributions  to  the  air  and  telecasting  waves.  ...  •  With  the  co-operation 
of  the  New  York  Board  of  Education,  WNBT-NBC  initiated  its  new  educational  series, 

'Your  World,"  Tuesday,  (2:00-3:00).  with  Prof.  John  R.  Dunning,  Dept.  of  Physics, 
Columbia  University,  as  guest  speaker.  .  .  .  •  Margie  Hart,  Francis  Lederer  and 

Toots  Shor  will  guest  on  WCBW-CBS  "See  What  You  Know,"  Thursday  (8:45-9:15 
p.m.,  EDT),  with  Bennett  Cerf  emceeing.  ...  •  Paul  Whittlig  has  been  named 
Manager  of  Technical  Operations  of  that  station. 

Levey  to  Build  Canadian 
Circuit  in  Odeon  Tieup? 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

function  as  part  of  the  Odeon  cir- 
cuit, according  to  Levey. 

Montreal — Gordon  Jahn,  Montreal 
rep.  of  Odeon  Theaters  and  General 
Theaters,  has  heard  nothing  of  a 
prospective  visit  to  this  city  by  Jules 
Levey,  and  knows  nothing  of  plans 
for  Levey  to  build  theaters  in  Can- 

ada in  conjunction  with  Odeon. 
Levey  is  a  brother  of  Mrs.  Herman 
B.  Miller,  wife  of  a  Regal  Films 
salesman. 

Columbia  39  Weeks  Net 
Up  Nearly  a  Million 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

1945.  Harry  Cohn,  president,  said 
recent  earnings  represent  a  high  in 

company's  history.  Calculations  were 
on  the  basis  of  595,447  common 
shares  outstanding  as  of  March  31, 
1946.  Shares  outstanding  on  March 
31,  1945,  totaled  383,401. 

Company's  operating  profit  in- 
creased to  $4,275,000  from  $2,885,- 

000.  Deductions  for  taxes  were  $1,- 
960,000  in  39  weeks  ended  March  30, 
1946,  against  $1,505,000  in  preced- 

ing like  period. 

ciation,  he  declared,  and  Allied's  men should  work  shoulder  -  to  -  shoulder 
with  ATA.  The  thinking  on  the  part 
of  the  New  England  unit  leaders 
appears  to  be  unsound,  he  added. 
O'Donnell  said  that  Nathan  Yamins, 
a  leader  in  Independent  Exhibitors, 
Inc.,  was  familiar  with  the  ATA 
setup  through  his  association  with 
War  Activities  Committee  and  that 
Yamins  should  enlighten  Mitchell  as 
to  the  truth. 

Allied  should  join  with  ATA  for 
the  good  of  the  industry,  he  said, 
indicating  that  the  Allied  leaders  had 
been  misinformed  and  were  making 
accusations  for  which  there  was  no 

basis.  O'Donnell  said  he'd  be  glad 
to  debate  the  issues  with  any  oppon- 

ent of  the  ATA. 

ATA  Affiliation  Coming 
Up  Before  D.  C.  MPTO 
Washington  Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Issue  of  co-operation 
or  affiliation  with  ATA  will  be  pre- 

sented    the     District     of     Columbia 

MPTO  following  ATA's  New  York 
board  meeting-,  President  Julian 
Brylawski  said  yesterday.  The  local 
MPTO  discussed  the  question  of  co- 

operation with  ATA,  as  well  as  the 
serious  power  crisis  in  Washington. 

Fred  Kogod,  Kogod-Burka  circuit 
head  and  MPTO  vice-president,  and 
Carter  Barron,  Loew's  division  head 
here  and  a  member  of  the  MPTO 
board,  were  directed  to  report  to  the 
membership  following  the  ATA 
meeting.  Both  are  members  of  the 
ATA  board. 

Ricketson  Urges  Support 
Of  ATA  at  NT  Meeting 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Support  of  the  Amer- 
ican Theaters  Association  was  urged 

by  Rick  Ricketson  of  Denver,  presi- 
dent of  Fox  Intermountain  Circuit, 

at  the  opening  day  session  of  the 
semi-annual  meeting  of  National 
Theaters  division  presidents,  film 
buyers,  purchasing  agents  and  heads 
of  candy  departments. 

Schaefer  Will  Build 

New  Equity  Studios 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

George   J.    Schaefer,   president 
board     chairman     of     the     rece 
launched  Equity  Capital  Corp., 
Jack  Schwarz,  exhibitor  turned 
ducer,    as    vice-president    and^ surer.  \ 

The  site  for  the  plant  was  \i 
on  a  long-term  lease. 

It  is  expected  that  the  first 
ducers  to  be  housed  at  Equity  , 
dios  will  be  among  those  with  w 
Schaefer  is  now  negotiating  final  I 
and    distribution    deals.     Annou 
ment  of  a  number  of  completed  d  | 
with    independent   producers   an 
whom  will  be  several  of  the  in 

try's  foremost  film  makers  wil 
made  within  the  next  few  days 

Wurtzel  in  Deal  for  Use  ol 
Morey-Sutherland  Studios 
West   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  D. 

Hollywood   —    Sol   M.    Wurl] 
Prods.,   Inc.,   has   signed  a  cont 
with  Morey  and  Sutherland  Pro 
tions,    Inc.,    whereby    Wurtzel 
have  complete  possession  every  o 
month  at  the  studio  at  201  N.  C 
dental  Blvd.  According  to  the  ag 
ment  Wurtzel  will  have  stage  s]i 
for  six  months,  with   an   optioi  j 
extend    the    agreement    another  ! months. 

Wurtzel  will  install  equipment 
needs  at  the  studio  at  his  own 
pense.  Extensive  alterations  wil  i 
made  and  a  lumber  mill,  paint  sj 

scene  dock,  property  departm1 and  other  facilities  will  be  insta immediately. 

Business  of  Sol  M.  Wurtzel  Pr< 
Inc.,  will  be  maintained  at  the  W 
ern  Ave.  studio  of  20th-Fox. 

Para.  25-Year  Club  Initiates 
New  Haven — Henry  Germaine 

De  Chantel  Smith  were  inith 
into  Paramount's  25-Year  Club 
a  dinner  at  the  Hotel  Taft  last  ni 
attended  by  personnel  of  the  c 
pany's  New  Haven  branch,  H 
Owen,  Eastern  division  manager, 
Albert  M.  Kane,  New  England 
trict  manager. 

The  Contract  Offer 

Is  Way  'Down  Under- 
Screen  tests  sent  recently  frorr 

Hollywood  to  Australia  for  viewing 

by  T.  E.  Pade,  movie  exec,  there 

resulted  in  bids  for  services  of  sev- 
eral American  actors.  One  test,  No 

19,  brought  an  offer  of  $150  weekly 

salary,  a  16-week  guarantee  and  trans- 
portation both  ways  for  a  promising 

comedian.  Finally  traced  to  RKC 
Radio  studios,  it  proved  to  be  i 
make-up  test  of  a  man  who  playec 

an  unimportant  bit  in  the  Mervyr 

LeRoy  opus,  "Without  Reservations,1 starring  Claudette  Colbert  and  John 

Wayne.  The  actor  couldn't  be  had 
for  $150.  He  is  Producer-Directoi 

LeRoy. 
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t e  Boost  Sends 

hnkolor  Net  Up 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

leside  at  the  session  because  of 
kpse  from  an  attack  of  influenza 
|i  keeps  him  confined  to  his  home 
Eg  England,  pointed  out  that  if 
j^rre  for  April  is  typical  of  the 
IUJ  the  year,  "our  earnings  for 
|  will  be  substantially  in  excess 
H5."  He  warned,  however,  that 
jes  and  the  magnitude  of  labor 
;;  scales  now  in  negotiation  may 
pit  the  figure  from  being  typical. 
Impany's  net  for  the  first  quarter 
946  is  approximately  $440,000 
(re  deduction,  as  against  some 
000  for  the  corresponding  quar- 
f  last  year. 
| $4,000,000   Expansion   Plan 
fclmus  declared  that  the  reward 
,he  conservation  dividend  policy 

'jh  has  prevailed  is  evidenced  in 
company's    extremely    sound 

,<i  position,  and  that  the  expan- 
program  which  is  planned,  and 

jives  about  $4,000,000,  can  prob- 
i  be  undertaken  without  further 
kcing,  and  that  regular  dividends 
;ontinue  as  in  recent  years  on  a 
;nt  per  share  basis,  barring  con- 
jncies. 
forward  the  expansion  program, 

Jjaus  said  that  he  and  Gerald  F. 
Lett,  vice-president  and  assist- 
manager  of  Technicolor  Motion 
pre    Corp.,  who   is   coming  here 
■li  Hollywood,  will  meet  with  Kay 
rison,  managing  director  of  Tech- 
i.or,  Ltd.,  who  is  arriving  from 
Hand  where  demand  for  Techni- 

:   is    "enormously   in    excess    of 
Jt  Technicolor,  Ltd.,  has  capacity 
fandle." 
jring  the  first  quarter  of  1946, 
micolor  has  expended  $50,000  for 
3arch,  and   a  like   sum  has   been 
orized  for  the  second  quarter. 
lopes  For  Color  Competition 
iialmus  again  expressed  the  hope 

competition     for     Technicolor 
)\d  arise,  as  this  would  be  healthy 
ijthe  trade.    He  repeated  his  pre- 
|s    declaration   that    a    large    in- 
:ment  is   necessary  before  Agfa 
|r  can  compete  with  Technicolor. 
ysorge  F.  Lewis,  Technicolor  vice- 
ident,  general  counsel  and  secre- 
,  presided  at  the   meeting  yes- 

IN  CIVVIES 
-k  Honorably  Discharged  ̂  

Morul:  If  You  Mtist  Indulge  in  Bank  Night, 

Do  It  While  You're  Comparatively  Young! 
Des  Moines — Winning  $1,000  at  a  theater  bank  night  can  complicate  life. 

Wiiness  one  Herman  A.  Walther,  78,  local  citizen  who  was  getting  $44.50 
a  month  in  old  age  assistance!  until  one  day  in  December,  1945,  his  wife  won 

$1,000  at  bank  night.  As  a  result,  his  old  age  assistance  payments  were  sus- 
pended until  he  should  be  in  need  again.  Trouble  now  is  that  Walther  and  the 

old  age  officials  can't  agree  whether  he  should  get  back  on  the  relief  rolls 
yet.  He  claims  he  has  only  $320  of  the  $1,000  left,  and  that  the  State  law  says 
he  should  be  back  on  when  he  has  less  than  $450,  and  that  the  $200  he  loaned  his 

son  shouldn't  be  included  as  cash  since  it  paid  off  a  debt,  and  that  if  he  had 
to  do  it  over  again  he  might  as  well  stay  on  relief! 

WAS  J.  AYERS,  from  the  Navy,  motion  pic- 

j-ure  division,   Florez,   Inc.,   Detroit. 
R    S.     MYERS,     from    the    :RCAF,     Warner 

I    alesman,   Toronto,   Canada. 

pON    CLAYCOMBE,    from    the    Army,    vice- 
toresident     and      general     manager,      George 
iVlann's  circuit,   San   Francisco. 

fi'RT  S.   MERCHANT,   from   the  Army,   Altec L>ervice,    Cincinnati. 

!,1K    COSTA,   from  Army,    to   operator,    Lyric 
f  Theater,   Newark,   N.  J. 

:  *LES  E.  SKINNER,  from  the  Army,  director, 
„*KO  Pathe,   Inc.,  New  York. 

Fraud  Suits  Name  Geo,  Manos 
Eight  Majors  File  Actions  in  Columbus,  O. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

mount,  20th-Fox,  UA,  Loew's,  RKO, Columbia  and  Warners. 
Theaters  in  the  George  Manos 

Circuit  involved  in  the  various  suits 
are  all  located  in  Ohio,  and  include: 
Globe,  Columbiana;  American,  Lee- 
tonia;  Manos,  Lisbon;  Rex,  Lisbon; 
Roxy,  Minerva;  Carol,  Newton  Falls; 
Manos,  Newton  Falls;  St.  Clair,  St. 
Clairsville;  Manos,  Toronto;  Rex, 
Toronto;  Uptown  and  Mahoning, 
Youngstown. 

The  complaint  asks  judgment  for 
the  damages;  exemplary  damages  in 
whatever  amount  the  court  may  con- 

sider adequate;  injunction  against 
destruction  of  the  books,  and  other 
relief. 

Complaints  all  allege  a  fraudulent 
scheme  on  the  part  of  the  defendants 
to  submit  to  the  plaintiff  distributor 
false  statements  of  grosses  on  vari- 

our  of  its  pictures  as,  a  result  of 
which  the  distributor  failed  to  collect 

the  proper  rental  on  certain  percent- 
age pictures,  granted  reductions  on 

pictures  already  exhibited,  and  gave 
lower  rental  terms  on  subsequent 
deals. 

Prior  to  the  beginning  of  suit,  ac- 
cording to  the  complaints,  the  de- 

fendants had  refused  to  furnish 

records  from  which  the  plaintiff's  at- 
torneys could  verify  the  box  office 

reports  previously  submitted  to  the 
respective  distributors. 
Each  complaint  was  signed  by 

Luther  Day,  Thomas  M.  Harman  and 
John  S.  Pyke  of  the  Cleveland  law 
firm,  Jones,  Day,  Cockley  &  Beavis, 
and  by  Freeman  T.  Eagleson  of  the 
Columbus  law  firm  of  Eagleson  & 
Laylin,  as  attorneys  for  the  plaintiff 
distributors. 

IA  Parleys  Thurs.  on  New 
Engineer,  Inspector  Pacts 

Conferences  will  be  held  on  Thurs- 

day morning  at  10  o'clock  between 
officials  of  IATSE  and  representa- 

tives of  service  organizations,  as  well 
as  circuits  which  employ  engineers directly. 

Talks  will  have  as  their  objective 
new  union  contracts  for  both  engi- 

neers and  inspectors. 

George  L.  Carrington,  Altec's 
president,  arrived  in  New  York  yes- 

terday from  Hollywood  to  partici- 
pate in  the  huddles  in  the  interests 

of  his  organization's  inspectors. 

terday,  at  which  Albert  W.  Hawkes, 
J.  H.  Hayes  and  H.  K.  McCann  were 
re-elected  to  the  directorate,  and  C. 
L.  MacDonald  was  elected  to  fill  a 
vacancy. 

Lewis  said  that  a  railroad  strike 
would  paralyze  Technicolor  opera- 

tions at  the  Coast  plant  because  it 
would  cut  off  film  shipments,  and  the 
company  has  therefore  provided  for 
planes  to  fly  between  Rochester  and 
Hollywood  to  keep  supplies  from 
dwindling:. 

Radiant  Appoints  Two 

Chicago  —  Radiant  Manufacturing 
Corp.  has  named  C.  F.  Block  as  its 
chief  engineer  and  Early  Haffley,  Jr., 
as  sales  promotion  manager. 

Warner  Sales  Meet 

Af  A.  C.  Aug.  5-7 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

dent;  Mort  Blumenstock,  vice-presi- 
dent in  charge  of  advertising  and 

publicity;  Roy  Haines,  Southern  and 
Western  division  sales  manager; 
Jules  Lapidus,  Eastern  division  sales 
manager;  I.  F.  Dolid,  assistant  to 
Kalmenson;  Norman  H.  Moray,  short 
subjects  sales  manager;  Bernard  R. 
Goodman,  supervisor  of  exchanges, 
Ed  Hinchy,  head  of  the  playdate  de- 

partment; Gil  Golden,  national  ad- 
vertising manager;  Larry  Golob, 

Eastern  publicity  director;  Bill  Blum- 
berg,  manager  of  the  field  exploita- tion staff. 

The  meeting  also  will  be  attended 
by  all  nine  district  managers  in- 

cluding Norman  Ayers,  Eastern; 
Robert  Smeltzer,  Mid-Atlantic; 
Charles  Rich,  Central;  Harry  A. 
Seed,  Midwest;  Hall  Walsh,  Prairie; 
Ralph  L.  McCoy,  Southeastern;  Doak 
Roberts,  Southwestern;  Henry  Her- 
bel,  West  Coast,  and  Haskell  Mas- 

ters, Canadian. 
The  37  Warner  branch  managers 

in  the  U.  S.  and  Canada  likewise 
will  attend. 

Tarkington  Funeral  Today 
Indianapolis  —  Funeral  services 

will  be  held  here  today  for  Booth 
Tarkington,  76,  author  and  play- 

wright, many  of  whose  brainchildren 
were  filmed.  He  had  been  confined 
to  bed  for  about  two  months.  Tar- 
kington's  "Monsieur  Beaucaire"  has 
just  been  refilmed  by  Paramount  as 
a  Bob  Hope  starrer. 

Edward  Olszeski  Dead 

Dillonvale,  O.  —  Edward  Olszeski, 
owner  of  the  Rex  Theater,  died  sud- 
denly. 

Mexican  Film  Week  to  Open 

Mexico  City  (By  Air  Mail) — Pres- 
ident Avila  Camacho  has  set  May 

25  as  the  opening  date  of  National 
Motion  Picture  Week. 
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Dominion  Prods,  to 

Make  8  $100,000  Pix 
Toronto— First  of  eight  $100,000- 

budget  features  to  be  made  in  Can- 
ada by  Dominion  Productions  goes 

into  production  at  Lake  Rosseau, 

Ont.,  early  in  June.  Titled  "Bush 
Pilot,"  film  will  be  directed  by  Ster- 

ling Campbell  and  star  Rochelle  Hud. 
son,  the  only  non-Canadian  in  the 
cast.  Producer  Larry  Cromien  has 

options  on  Miss  Hudson's  services 
for  the  other  seven  features  sched- 
uled. 

Dominion  is  Canadian  financed 
through  a  group  headed  by  Geoffrey 
H.  Wood,  of  G.  H.  Wood  &  Co.,  Ltd., 
who  is  president.  L.  L.  Cromien  is 
secretary-treasurer,  while  vice-presi- 

dents include  Austin  Willis,  radio 
star  who  will  play  opposite  Miss 
Hudson,  and  Campbell. 

Will  Step  Up  Goldwyn 
Adv.  in  Latin  America 

To  Air  Para.'s  Tele  interests 
FCC  May  Deny  Its  Pending  Applications 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

and  the  Pirate"  and  "Wonder  Man," 
is  planned  by  Samuel  Goldwyn  Pro- 

ductions, it  was  divulged  yesterday 

by  Alfred  Crown,  the  company's 
special  foreign  rep.  just  back  from 
a  three-and-a-half-month  tour  of 
the  countries  to  the  South  of  us. 

The  deals  on  the  two  films  were 
closed  by  Crown  in  conjunction  with 
RKO  reps,  in  the  various  countries 
H  visited.  RKO  releases  the  Gold- 

wyn product. 
Crown  said  that  the  company  will 

follow  a  publicity  and  exploitation 
policy  in  Latin-America  of  giving 
each  of  its  pictures  the  individual 
treatment  it  deserves. 

Due  to  the  greater  playing  time 
devoted  to  national,  as  well  as  Span- 

ish-language product  in  general,  in 
Latin  America  there  is  more  of  a 
tendency  on  the  part  of  showmen 
there  to  practice  selectivity  in  their 
selection  of  films  from  the  United 
States,  Crown  reported.  He  added 
that  this  fact  had  the  effect  of  giv- 

ing the  independent  Hollywood  pro- 
ducer a  better  break  in  Latin- Amer- 

ican countries. 

"The  Outlaw"  Now  Playing In  Three  Frisco  Houses 

San  Francisco — With  the  lifting  of 

the  police  ban  on  "The  Outlaw,"  the 
film  plays  simultaneously  in  three 
theaters,  the  United  AJrtists,  the 
Tivoli  and  the  Esquire.  It  was  play- 

ing originally  only  at  the  first  named. 

NEW  POSTS 
THELMA     EVANS,     assistant     manager,     Vogue, 

Vancouver,    B.   C. 

BOB  ORME,  assistant  manager,  Plaza,  Vancouver, 
B.    C. 

DAVE   SOUTAR,    booker,    Empire-Universal   Films, 
Vancouver,  B.  C. 

JOHN  ALLISTON,  booker,  Eagle-Lion,  Vancouver, 
B.   C. 

JIMMY  RAE,   RKO  salesman,  Calgary,  Alta. 

(Continued 

known  at  the  time,  the  FCC  on  May 
2  ordered  that  "Paramount  inter- 

ests" be  made  an  additional  issue  in 
the  Los  Angeles  heaving. 

In  addition  to  Paramount's  major- 
ity interest  in  at  least  five  television 

applications,  the  film  company  is 
known  to  have  minority  interests  in 
several  other  applications,  including 
Allen  B.  DuMont  Lab. 

FCC's    Paramount   Order 
In  a  move  which  a  commission 

spokesman  described  as  giving  Du- 
Mont "99  per  cent  of  what  it  wanted," 

the  FCC  ordered  that  "no  testimony 
be  taken  at  the  Los  Angeles  hearing 
regarding  the  interests  of  Paramount 
in  the  Allen  B.  DuMont  Labs." 
The  commission  further  ordered, 

however,  that  the  Los  Angeles  hear- 
ing "record  be  held  open  for  fur- 
ther hearing  in  Washington,  at  which 

time  testimony  regarding  the  addi- 
tional issue  will  be  heard." 

A  subsidiary  of  Paramount,  Tele- 
vision Productions,  is  an  applicant 

for  a  tele  station  in  Los  Angeles  and 
the  issue  was  expected  to  be  raised. 

No  date  for  the  Washington  hear- 
ing has  been  set,  but  the  commission 

left  no  doubt  that  the  question  would 
be  fully  aired.  In  addition  to  Para- 

mount's television  interests,  it  is  ex- 
pected that  Paramount's  tiein  with 

Scophony  will  be  discussed. 
Could  Cancel  Existing  Licenses 

Experts  say  it  is  within  the  com- 
mission's power  to  deny  all  pending 

Paramount  applications,  as  well  as 
cancel  existing  licenses.  It  is  not 
expected,  however,  that  such  drastic 
action  will  be  taken,  although  the 
entire  question  will  be  made  a  part 
of  the  record.  Under  existing  rules, 
no  licensee  can  own  more  than  five 
television  stations.  It  is  a  moot  ques- 

tion whether  this  includes  substantial 
minority  interests. 

The  commission's  move  explains, 
in  part,  its  action  last  week  when  it 

singled  out  "Paramount  interests" for  mention  in  a  list  of  cities  where 
applications  may  be  granted  without a  hearing. 

from  Page  1) 

No  other  applicants  were  men- 
tioned. The  FCC  quickly  withdrew  a 

release  mentioning  the  Paramount 
interests  and  issued  one  in  which 
mention  of  Paramount  was  deleted. 

DuMont's  Petition 

DuMont's  petition  had  called  for 
(1)  modification  of  the  issues  in  re 
consolidated  hearing  on  applications 
in  Los  Angeles,  and  striking  out  of 
all  reference  to  DuMont  and  (2)  that 
no  evidence  be  received  at  Los  An- 

geles hearing  with  respect  to  any 
stock  ownership  or  management  in- 

terest the  Paramount  Pictures,  Inc. 
may  have  in  the  Allen  B.  DuMont Labs.,  Inc. 

During  the  Washington  hearing  on 
television,  in  which  DuMont  was  an 
applicant,  the  issue  was  not  raised 
and  only  passing  mention  was  made 

pi  Paramount's  interest  in  DuMont. Some  Companies  Involved 
The  commission,  in  its  May  2 

order,  called  for  the  following  "addi- 
tional issue"  in  the  Los  Angeles hearing: 

''To  determine  the  stock  owner- 
ship and  management  interests  of 

the  Paramount  Pictures,  Inc.,  in  the 
following  applicant  companies  among 
others:  Television  Productions,  Inc., 
for  stations  in  Los  Angeles  and  in 
San  Francisco,  Calif.;  Allen  B.  Du- 

Mont Lab.,  Inc.,  for  stations  in  Cleve- 
land, Ohio,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  and  Cin- 

cinnati, Ohio;  United  Detroit  The- 
aters Corp.  for  station  in  Detroit; 

New  England  Theaters,  Inc.,  for  sta- 
tion in  Boston;  Comerford  Publix 

Theaters  Corp.  for  station  in  Scran- 
ton,  Pa.;  Interstate  Circuit,  Inc.,  for 
station  in  Dallas,  Texas;  and  Maison 
Blanche  Co.,  for  station  in  New 

Orleans." 

In  addition,  the  FCC  yesterday 
approved  the  withdrawals  of  three 
more  applicants  from  black-and- 
white  television  ■ —  Warner  Bros. 
Broadcasting  Co.,  from  Hollywood; 
Hearst  Publications,  from  San  Fran- 

cisco, and  Palmer  K.  and  Lois  C. 
Leberman,  from  New  York  City, 
bringing  the  total  withdrawals  to  57. 

MPEA  Operation  Authority 
In  Germany,  Japan  Held  Up 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — With  MPEA  insist- 
ing upon  full  information  regarding 

all  details  of  proposed  operation  in 
Germany  and  Japan,  the  granting  of 
final  authority  for  them  to  begin 
distribution  of  pix  in  these  countries 
is  being  held  up  it  was  learned  here 
yesterday.  Although  agreement  has 
been  reached  in  principle  among-  the 
three  agencies  involved — State,  War 
and  Treasury — the  final  okay  is  be- 

ing delayed  both  for  reasons  of 
MPEA  hesitancy  and  administrative 
details. 

The    MPEA    has    been    insisting 
upon  a  good  deal  of  detailed  infor- 

mation about  such  things  as  trans- 
portation,   housing,    materials,    etc., 

because    as    a    practical    matter 

Goldstein  and  Krupka 
In  Para.  25- Year  Club 

Cleveland,  O.  —  Harry  H.  Gold- 
stein, Paramount  district  manager 

and  Jerry  Krupka,  head  booker  will 
be  initiated  into  the  Paramount  25- 
Year  Club  at  a  Paramount  meeting 
to  be  held  at  the  Statler  Hotel  May 
29-31.  Al  Kane,  Boston  district  man- 

ager, will  attend. 

20th-Fox  Stockholders 
Will  Re-elect  Today 

Twentieth  -  Fox   stockholders 
hold    their    annual    meeting    at 
home  office  today,  with  re-election  of 
present  directors  indicated. 

will 

the 
operation  in  Germany  and  Japan  will 
not  be   productive    of  anything  but 

thepaper  profits  for  an  indefinite  time. 

Palfreyman's  MPA/1 
Depl.mDX  Shift 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
President   Eric    A.    Johnston 

nounced  yesterday.  Palfreyman's  \ 
partment  will  hereafter  be  knowi 
the    trade    relations    depart  me 
Johnston  further  revealed.      /\ 

This   shift  is  merely  the  ̂  
several,  Johnston  said,  revealing 
intention   to    "concentrate   as   m 
activities  as   possible  in  the  Wi 

ington  headquarters." Before  coming  to  Washing'i 
Palfreyman  will  first  attend  ex 
conferences  in  Chicago,  Jacksoni 
and  Columbus,  Miss. 
A  native  of  Indiana,  Palfreyi 

has  been  with  the  association  s" 
1929  after  seven  years  in  the  in<i 
try  with  Kunsky  theaters,  Det) 
Goldwyn  Distributing  Corp.,  Fd 
National  Pictures,  the  Detroit  I 
Board  of  Trade  and  other  organ} 
tions. 

Morgan's  Tour  Confirms 
Public's  Desire  for  Single 

Denver  —  The  nation-wide  tou: 
Oscar  A.  Morgan,  sales  manager 
Paramount  short  subjects  and  n( 
reel,   has   confirmed   recent  polls 

public    preference    for    single    t' 
Morgan    told    district,    branch 
sales    managers    at  the   ninth 
series    of    meetings    that   the   tr 
away  from  the  double  feature  pc 
had  been  recognized  by  his  dep 
ment,  particularly  with  the  closi 
the    1945-46    season   which   was 
biggest  sales  year  in  the  histor; 
the  organization. 

"It  is  axiomatic,"  he  said,  " with  the  double  feature  policy  on 
wane,  the  demand  for  quality  s 
subjects  will  be  highly  acceler: 
and  Paramount  has  geared  its 

duct  to  meet  this  demand." 

Texarkana  Theater  Biz 
Kayoed  by  Five  Murder 

Texarkana,  Tex. — Five  brutal 
slayings,  with  the  phantom  killer 
caught  and  no  clues  to  his  iden 
have  left  this  town  terror-strk 
and  theater  business  after  sund 

has  become  practically  non-exisl 

CHARTERE] 
FILM  GRAPHICS,   INC.,  New  York  City, 

ufacture     of    educational,     commercial,     pi : 
films,    capital    100   shares    no    par   value 
three    shares     subscribed.     By     Lee    Blair, 
nard  Rubin,  David  L.  Quaid.  Incorporated  a 
bany. 

COUISINO  VISUAL  EDUCATION  SER 

INC.,  Toledo,  O.,  has  been  incorporate 
Ohio  with  250  shares  of  no  par  value  by  N 
Cousino,  Margaret  Cousino.  and  Wayne  St 
ker. 
OPEN  CITY,  INC.,  New  York  City,  to  di 

motion  picture  films,  etc.,  capital  100  .' 
no  par  value  stock,  three  shares  subscribe' 
Paul  M.  Coonrod,  Catherine  La  Galamita,  j 
na   Starr. 

THE  AQUIN  FILM  CORP.,  New  York  Cit)  j 
tion  picture  films,  capital  100  shares  no  par  j 
stock,     three    shares     subscribed.    By     Catl 
M.  Smith,   Eddy   Copper^Royer,   Francis  J.  S| 
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6,241,953  20TH-F0X  QUARTERLY  PROFIT 
choenstadts  Now  Suing  Majors  for  $6,750,000 
Reeling  'Round-- 
WASHINGTON 
—    By  ANDREW  H.  OLDER    = 

WASHINGTON 

i    struggle    over    Assistant    Secretary 

f    State     Bill     Benton's     Interna- 
I    Information    Service    has    now 

ed  a  point  where  the  pix  operation  is 
iliy  assured  of  congressional  approval. 

ibig  fight  is  over  short-wave  broadcast- 
with  a   strong   likelihood    that   it   may 
to  be  given  up  entirely  unless  more 

;  than   the  $10,000,000  voted  by  the 
e    are    provided. ..  .The    rest    of    the 
>n    plans    will    have    to    be    curtailed 

but  will  not  have  to  be  dropped.  Pres- 
. indications  are  that  the  bulk  of  the  pix 

'lam  outlined  will  be  followed. 

HJSTRY  circles  here  are  wondering  how 

uch  to  read  into  Eric  Johnston's  re- 

I  of  comment  on  the  State  Department's 
n  the  drive  to  reopen  foreign  markets 

pix.  In  his  first  press  meeting  in  the 
.and  soon-to-be-very-attractive  home  of 
mIPAA,  Johnston  parried  more  than  one 
ion  thrown  at  him — but  in  each  case 

;one  he  had  an  obvious  reason.  For  in- 

e,  he  was  able  with  justification  to  re- 

jj  to  discuss  MPAA's  fracas  with  Howard 
;es  because  of  the  pending  court  ac- 
-  .  ..But  when  invited  to  comment  upon 

l»tate  Department's  help  to  the  indus- 

y>s  "no  comment"  left  industry  circles 
'led.  Here  obviously  was  a  clear  spot 
Jiim  to  discuss  the  co-operation  the  in- 
y  is  receiving  from  the  Department, 
silence  was  made  doubly  interesting 

'ew  of  the  very  open  praise  for  State 
Ttment  co-operation  given  this  paper 

1  later  by  Gov.  Carl  .Milliken,  MPAA's 
gn  department  head. 

:    commercial    industry     will     not     be 

ailed  upon  for  any  great  effort  in  the 

jcoming  Savings  Bond  Drive,  which 
j  under   way  June  6.   Treasury   promo- 

incidentally,  don't  even  use  the  word 
ie"  —    because    of    the    comparatively 

scale  of  their  effort   they   prefer  to 

n  of  it  as  a  "promotion". ..  .They  are 
•Using  the  possibility  of  offering  a  seal 
ive  or  six-second  screening,  but  even 

s  is  not  definite.  There  is  also  some 

ight  being  given   the   idea  of  enlisting 
ly    exhib.    committees    to   help    in    the 
motion   A  seal  is  definitely  scheduled 

ihe  16  mm.  group,  with  a  strong  pos- 

( Continued  on  Page  4) 

File  Amended  Complaint 
Asking  Triple  Damages  in 
Suit  Dormant  Three  Years 

Chicago  —  Dormant  for  nearly 
three  years,  the  Piccadilly  theater 
anti-trust  suit  against  the  eight 
majors,  B  &  K,  Federal  Theaters  Co. 
and  Warners  circuit,  filed  in  Sep- 

tember, 1943,  by  H.  Schoenstadt  & 
Sons  took  on  new  life  here  yesterday 
with  service  of  notice  of  an  amended 
complaint. 

The  new  legal  maneuver,  accepted 
by  the  local  industry  as  an  after- 

math of  the  Jackson  Park  theater's 
Supreme  Court  victory  this  year, 
transforms  the  case  from  one  ask- 

ing no  monetary  balm  to  a  triple 
(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Enterprise  Distrib. 

Deal  in  30-40  Days 
Enterprise  Productions'  distribu- 

tion outlet  is  expected  to  be  determ- 
ined within  the  next  30  or  40  days, 

it  was  learned  yesterday  following 
the  arrival  here  of  Charles  Einfeld, 
president  of  the  new  producing  cor- 

( Continued  on  Page  6) 

CIEA,  Allied  Meetings 
Attract  73  to  Chicago 

Seventy-three  out-of-town  mem- 
bers of  Allied  and  five  regional  asso- 

ciations are  registered  for  the  three- 
day  meetings  in  Chicago  of  the  Con- 

ference of  Independent  Exhibitors' 
Associations  and  Allied  States  board 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

RENAME  20-FOX 
BOARD,  OFFICERS 
Retirement  Plan  for  Em- 

ployes Approved 

All  officers  of  20th-Fox,  headed 
by  President  Spyros  P.  Skouras, 
were  re-elected  yesterday  after  all directors  had 

been  re-named  at 

the  company's  an- 
nual stockholders' meeting  at  the 

home  office. 
Re-elected 

along  with 
Skouras  were: 
William  C.Michel, 
executive  vice, 
president;  Darryl 
F.  Zanuck,  vice- 
president  in 
charge  of  produc- 

tion; Thomas  J. 
Connors,  vice- 
president  in 
charge  of  sales; 

Murray  Silverstone,  vice-president; 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

SPYROS  P.  SKOURAS 

To  Invite  Allied's Conclave  to  Boston 
Boston  — -  Independent  Exhibitors, 

Inc.,  will  invite  national  Allied  to 
hold  its  next  convention  in  Boston 
early  next  Fall.  The  Boston  delega- 

tion leaves  today  for  Chicago  to  at- 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Latin-Amer.  Film  Biz  Climbs 
Four  Para.  Reps.  Report  Increase  of  20-32% 

Atlanta  Drops  Ticket 
Tax  for  Liquor  Levy 

Atlanta  —  A  proposed  ordinance 
calling  for  a  ticket  tax  of  one  cent 
on  each  50  cents,  or  fraction  of  50 
cents,  was  abandoned  by  the  City 
Council.  Annual  city  collections  from 
business  licenses  has  averaged  about 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Increasing  film  business  prosperity 
in  their  individual  Latin-American 
territories  was  reported  yesterday  by 

four  of  Paramount  International's 
representatives  from  Brazil,  Cuba, 
Mexico  and  Peru.  A.  L.  Pratchett, 
Latin  -  American  division  manager, 
said  the  four  men  were  here  to 

make  a  study  of  the  company's  ex- 
panding world-wide  distribution  op- ( Continued  on  Page  7) 

More  Than  Double  Net  for 
Comparable  1945  Period; 
Equals  $2.53  Per  Share 

Consolidated  net  profit  of  $6,241,- 
953  after  all  charges  for  the  first 
quarter  of  1946  was  reported  yester- 

day by  20th-Fox  and  all  subsidiaries, 
including  National  Theaters  Corp. 
and  Roxy  Theater.  This  represents 
an  increase  of  $3,386,468  over  earn- 

ings of  $2,855,458  for  the  similar 
period  of  1945  and  compares  with 
$5,217,180  for  the  last  quarter  of  last 

year. 

This  year's  first-quarter  profits 
were  equivalent  to  $2.53  per  share 
on  the  2,365,477  shares  of  common 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Gov't  Officials  React 
Favorably  to  ATA 

High  Government  officials  have  ex- 
pressed favorable  reaction  to  the 

formation  of  American  Theaters 
Association,  as  indicated  by  letters 
received  by  the  ATA  in  reply  to  let- 

ters sent  by  President  S.  H.  Fabian 
who  outlined  the  purposes  of  the 
association. 
Among  those  who  expressed  their 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Authorize  Film  and  Tele 
Studio  for  Consolidated 
West   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Construction  of  a  film 
and  television  studio  sound  stage  for 
Consolidated    Studios    and    Nassour, 
Inc.,  was  authorized  by  the  Civilian 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Aldermen  May  Consider 
St,  Louis  Bill  Friday 

St.  Louis — A  series  of  tax  bills, 
including  the  proposed  five  per  cent 
tax  on  amusement  tickets,  may  be 

presented  to  the  Board  of  Alder- 
men at  the  session  scheduled  for 

Friday.  Other  levies  to  be  consid- 
ered are  a  municipal  income  tax  of 

one-half  of  one  per  cent,  and  a  25 

per  cent  hike  in  the  merchants  and 
manufacturers  tax  rate. 
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FINANCIAL 
^j_       (Tues.,  May  21)  s 

MEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

High     tow     Close 

Bell  &  Howell     33 'A     33 V4     33V4 
Columbia  Picts.  vtc.  363,4  34%  343^ 
Columbia   Picts.   pfd..l02'/2   101        101 Vz 
East.  Kodak    253       251  Vl  251  Vz 
do  pfd   205      205      205 

Loew's,  Inc     39%     39>/2     39i/2 
Paramount          81  Vs     78i/4     79 
RKO          255/8     25         25 

Republic   Picts      15y2     15'/8     15V8 
Republic  Picts.  pfd..  .  18%  1814  18'/4 
20th  Century-Fox  .  .  .  621/2  60'/2  60% 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  76%     75%     75% 
Universal  iPict   4734     45%     45% 
Universal   Picts.    pfd..   993/8     9814     98% 
Warner    Bros   51  %     50%     505/8 

NEW   YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram    Picts.     .  .  .      9%       93,4       93,4 
Radio-Keith  cvs      1134     U%      11%  - 
Sonotone    Corp        5%       5  5% 
Technicolor          253/8     25         25 
Trans-Lux              6%       6%       6% 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid 

Pathe    Industries         12% 

Net 

Chg. 

— "% 

+   1 

—  Vz 

+  2 

—  y4 —  2 
—  Vz 
—  Vs —  Va 
—  1% —  1% 
—  VA —  Vz —  Vz 

—  y4 —  Va 

+    Vb 

—  Vz 

Asked 

13% 

Ted  Tod  Resigns 

Chicago  —  Ted  Tod,  Warner  pub- 
licity director  here,  has  resigned. 

00  R'WAY,  H.Y.C.  -CIRCLE  6-0081-2-3  4 

PCC  Trustees  to  Consider 
ATA  at  Annual  Meet 

San  Francisco  —  Annual  trustees 
meeting  of  the  Pacific  Coast  Confer- 

ence June  3-5  in  Seattle  will  be 
highlighted  by  discussions  of  trade 
practices,  film  rentals,  taxes,  the- 

ater collections,  American  Theaters 
Association  and  the  annual  election 
of  officers. 

Trustees  to  be  present  are  L.  O. 
Lukan  and  Leroy  Johnson,  Seattle; 
M.  W.  Mattecheck  and  William 
Graeper,  Jr.,  Portland;  Rotus  Har- 

vey, San  Francisco;  Hugh  Bruen  and 
George  Diamos,  Los  Angeles,  and  R. 
H.  Poole,  executive  secretary,  also 
of  Los  Angeles.  Ben  Levin  trustee 
of  the  ITO  of  Northern  California, 
will  be  represented  by  Abe  Blumen- 
feld. 

Poe  Leaves  Stone  Post 
Due  to  Lesser  Demands 

After  a  three-year  affiliation  with 
Andrew  Stone  as  his  Eastern  rep., 
Seymour  Poe  announced  yesterday 
the  termination  of  his  arrangement 
with  the  UA  producer  to  become 

effective  June  1.  Poe's  move  is  at- 
tributed to  the  increased  future  pro- 
duction schedule  of  Sol  Lesser,  UA 

and  RKO  producer,  whom  he  also 
represents,  which  will  demand  all  of 
his  time. 

In  addition  to  his  sales  activities, 
Poe  has  been  acting  as  liaison  for 
Lesser  in  securing  talent  and  literary 
material. 

Stone  is  expected  to  name  Poe's 
successor  in  about  a  week,  Coast  ad- 

vices stated. 

Zoltan  Korda  Signs  to 
Join  Sir  Alexander 

Zoltan  Korda  will  join  Sir  Alex- 
ander Korda  next  Summer  as  a  pro- 

ducer-director, on  a  two-picture  deal 
with  London  Film  Productions.  Cur- 

rently directing  Ernest  Heming- 
way's "The  Short  Happy  Life  of 

Francis  McComber"  for  UA  release, 
Zoltan  Korda  will  produce  and  direct 

"The  Magic  Mountain"  and  "Hun- 
garian Rhapsody"  for  London. 

New  Constellation  Corp. 

Albany  —  A  new  corporation  re- 
taining the  Constellation  Film  Corp. 

name  has  applied  for  a  certificate  to 
do  business  in  New  York  State  with 
temporary  offices  at  150  Broadway, 
New  York  City.  Chartered  under 
Delaware  laws,  the  company  has  a 
capital  of  $100,000  in  $1  shares.  J. 
O.  Straus  is  vice-president.  The 
company  will  announce  its  plans shortly. 

Simons  Rites  in  Paris 

Paris,  111.  —  Funeral  services  will 
be  held  here  today  for  Abraham  Lin- 

coln Simons,  84,  father  of  Mike 

Simons,  editor  of  M-G-M's  the  Dis- 
tributor, who  died  following  a  sev- 

eral months'  illness.  The  Metro 
editor  is  here  for  the  rites. 

New  York  Variety  Club 
Decision  Said  Up  to  MPA 

The  question  of  whether  a  Variety 
Club  tent  will  be  set  up  in  New  York 

is  "in  the  laps  of  Motion  Picture 
Associates,"  R.  J.  O'Donnell,  national 
chief  barker,  said  here  yesterday. 

O'Donnell  said  he  didn't  believe  there 
was  room  in  New  York  for  two  or- 

ganizations with  the  same  purpose, 
and  that  if  MPA  ultimately  rejected 
affiliation  with  Variety,  the  entire 
project  would  be  dropped,  for  the 
time  being,  at  least. 
Members  of  MPA  were  on  hand 

during  the  Variety  Club  convention 

here  last  week  as  "observers,"  but 
no  decision  on  affiliation  is  expected 
to  be  made  for  another  month. 

Notables  in  Appeal 
For  Jewish  Survivors 

Governor  Dewey,  Mayor  O'Dwyer, 
Henry  Ford  II,  Nelson  A.  Rockefeller 
and  Edward  M.  M.  Warburg  last 
night  appealed  for  aid  from  New 
Yorkers  of  all  faiths  for  the  1,400,- 
000  Jewish  survivors  of  Nazi  perse- 

cution. They  addressed  more  than 
1,000  notables  at  the  dinner  at  the 

Waldorf-Astoria,  opening  the  cam- 
paign of  the  non-sectarian  Com- 
munity Committee  of  New  York  on 

behalf  of  the  United  Jewish  Appeal. 
Guests  of  honor  at  the  dinner  in- 

cluded J.  Cheever  Cowdin,  Spyros  P. 
Skouras  and  John  Hay  Whitney. 

Fighting  Illinois  Film  Tax 
Chicago  —  Mrs.  Joseph  Cheeser, 

president  of  the  Film  Councils  of 
Chicago,  has  sent  a  special  letter  to 
all  members  urging  them  to  contact 
Illinois  legislators  and  ask  them  to 
vote  against  any  state  tax  on  films. 
A  tax  measure  was  to  have  come  up 
before  the  special  session  of  the  Illi- 

nois legislature  this  week. 

Seek  NAPM  Secretary 
James  H.  Booth,  vice-prexy  of 

Bell  &  Howell,  is  here  to  meet  with 
James  McGheen  of  Eastman  Kodak, 
and  James  Farrer  of  Ansco  to  inter- 

view applicants  for  the  position  of 
secretary  of  the  recently  organized 
National  Assn.  of  Photograph  Manu- facturers. 
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WILLIAM  F.  RODCERS,  vice-president 
general  sales  manager  for  M-C-M  leaves  t 
for  Chicago. 

H.  M.  RICHEY,  in  charge  of  exhibitor  l\ 
tions  and  sales  promotion  manager,  will  |< 

by  plane  tomorrow  for  Chicago. 
RICHARD    F.    WALSH,    IATSE    prexy^ 

New    Kensington,     Pa.,    June    9    to    at| 
Tri-State   Association    convention;   WIL_ 
RAOUL   and   THOMAS   J.    SHEA   will   accon 

him. 

JOHN   BYRAM,   head  of  Paramount's  play partment,    will     leave     New     York     with     M 
BYRAM     on    the    Queen     Mary    June     1     fc month's  trip  abroad. 

I  NCR  ID    BERGMAN    will    leave    here    ! 
for    the    Coast    with    JOSEPH    C.    STEELE, 
duction     associate     on     the     forthcoming    E> 

Lewis  film,   "Arch  of  Triumph,"  which  will  i 
Miss  Bergman  and  Charles  Boyer. 

BUDD  ROGERS,  Eastern  rep.  for  his  bro  I 
Charles  R.  Rogers,  is  scheduled  to  arrive] 
New  York  tomorrow  following  a  three-\ 
visit  to  Hollywood. 

WILLIAM    B.    LEVY,     Disney's     general 
manager,    has    arrived    in    New    York    from 
Coast  where    he   conferred    with   Walt   and 

Disney  on   distribution   of   "Make   Mine  Mu 
DANE  CLARK  leaves  New  York  today  for 

Coast. 

WILLIAM  FADIMAN,  studio  story  ihead  ' 
M-G-M,  has  returned  to  Hollywood  aft<. three-week  stay  here. 

LUICI;  LURASCHI,  head  of  the  Param 

Studio,  foreign  dep't,  has  arrived  in  Rome, 
goes   to   Paris  late  this  week. 

LEROY  B'RAUER,  Universal's  Cleveland  br 
manager,  and  MRS.  BRAUER  will  leave  I 
next  Tuesday  for  a  Texas  vacation. 

BERNARD  KRANZE,  RKO  district  manage' spending  the  week  in  Louisville,  Ky.,  on  a  ( 
uct  deal  with   Fred   Dolle. 

SAM  LEFKO,  RKO  salesman,  will  retun 
Saranac,  N.  Y.  today  after  a  brief  visit  to 
home  office. 

MAX  FACTER,  short  subjects'  booker 
Alliance  Circuit,  Chicago,  is  visiting  rela 
on  the  West  Coast. 

DR.  LEE  DeFORlREST  is  in  Chicago  for  a 
at  the  American  Television  Laboratories  off 
for  whom  he  is  consultant. 

GEORGE  A.  DELIS,  district  manager  for 
A.  C.  Constant  Circuit,  will  leave  Canton, 

Monday,  by  plane,  to  his  birthplace  in  Atl, 
Creece,   for  his  first  visit  in  21   years. 

TYREE  DI1LARD,  JR.,  liaison  between  M- 
sales  and  legal  departments,  has  arrived! 
the   Coast. 

JOEL  LEVY,  out-of-town  booker  for  Loi 

is  on  a  tour  of  the  circuit's  Ohio  theaters. 
O.  C.  STRATTON,   Paramount  studio  pro[ 

department  head,  will  return  to  Hollywood 
New  York   late  this  week. 
MARY  PICKFORD  has   returned   to  the  C 

JACK  LEWIS,  of  the  RKO  publicity  staf 
back  from  an  upstate  vacation. 

JEAN  ARTHUR  has  arrived  at  the  Walq 
Astoria   from   California. 

- 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful 

motion   picture 
Promoted  in  the  M-G-M  manner! 

•)•) 

MAKE  YOUR  PROMOTION  CAMPAIGN  WONDERFUL  TOO! 
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Evelyn  KEYES  •  Hard  PARKER 
Larry  PARKS  Edgar  BUCHANAN 

Screenplay  by  Melvin  Levy  and  Francis  Edwards  Faragoh 

ft***  MICHEL  KRA1KE  •  ii,MMhi  GEORGE  SHERMAN 
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Reeve  Favors  One 

Big  Exhibitor  Unit 
Menard,  Tex. — Claiming'  that  im- 

portant industry  issues  cannot  be 
approached  by  exhibitors  as  a  divided 
team,  Henry  Reeve,  president  of 
Texas  Theater  Owners,  Inc.,  has 

expressed  the  hope  that  the  exhib- 
itors of  America  could  be  welded  in- 

to one  big-  organization  to  work  with 
the  American  Theaters  Association. 

Reeve,  in  an  associated  bulletin, 

declared  that  the  organization's 
board  of  directors  was  in  favor  of 
what  the  ATA  stood  for  and  that  the 

unit  was  for  "every  good  move  re- 
gardless of  who  sponsors  it."  A stand  on  the  ATA  will  be  taken  after 

ATA  officers,  including  Ted  Gamble, 
Si  Fabian,  Arthur  Mayer  and  Robert. 
Coyne,  address  the  Texas  Theater 
Owners  and  other  exhibitors  in  Dal- 

las on  May  28. 

"Sincere  Joining  of  Minds" 
One  thing  stands  out,  Reeve  said 

in  his  bulletin,  and  that  is  the  St. 

Louis  ATA  meeting^  "was  truly worthy  of  the  finest  elements  of  our 
motion  picture  industry,  the  most 
sincere  joining  of  minds,  hopes  and 
efforts  we  have  seen  within  the 

ranks."  Reeve  said  it  was  to  be 
wondered  why  those  who  opposed  the 
ATA  did  not  bother  to  be  in  _  St. 
Louis  and  to  express  their  opinions 
and  ask  questions. 
From  the  criticisms  so  far  ex- 

pressed, Reeve  said  little  was  indi- 
cated of  constructive  action  in  the 

best  interests  of  the  individual  ex- 
hibitor and  no  indication  of  a  desire 

to  pull  together  "which  we  so  sorely 
need."  He  said  the  objectives  of  the 
ATA  were  understandable  to  all  and 

that  it  wouldn't  try  to  do  "every- 
thing all  at  once." There  is  no  intrusion  by  the  ATA, 

he  said,  on  "our  personal  theater 
operation  nor  upon  our  home  or 

regional  theater  organization."  The 
warring  factions,  he  said,  "seem  to 
be  the  ones  who  fear  for  their  own 
personal  and  organizational  futures 
when  no  such  directive  has  been  in- 

timated." 
Reeve  contended  that  exhibitors 

cannot  be  benefitted  by  the  existence 
of  four  separate  and  distinct  organi- 

zations; such  as  MPTOA,  Allied, 
ATA  and  CIEA.  He  indicated  that 
the  success  of  the  future  depended 
on  getting  together  into  one  unified 
association. 

Baca  Sells  to  Fidel 

Bernalillo,  N.  M.— Philip  Fidel  has 
bought  the  Sandia  from  Dennis 
Baca. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  22 

Benjamin  Abner 

.4  Reporter's  Report 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Mrs.  Virginia  Spies  is  Liberty  Magazine's 
new  movie  reviewer.  ...  •  Carole  Landis,  20th-Fox  star,  is  the  latest 

addition  to  the  roster  oi  those  who  will  grace  the  dinner-dance  in  Chi- 

cago   Saturday   night    for    Jack    Kirsch,    National    Allied    prexy.    .   .    . 

•  With  many  from  the  industry  present,  the  annual  dinner  oi  the 

National  Conference  of  Christians  and  Jews,  honoring  Edward  R.  Stet- 

tinius,  U.  S.  delegate  to  the  UN  Security  Council,  was  held  last  night 

at  the  Concourse  Plaza.  ...  •  Art  Moger,  Warners'  field  rep.  in  the 
New  England  area,  is  treasuring  an  autographed  portrait  from  Arch- 

bishop Richard  J.  Cushing  in  recognition  of  services  rendered  to  the 

Diocese.  ...  •  Ed  "Archie"  Gardner  proposes  to  finance  and  pro- 

duce  as  well   as  star  in   a  subsequent   "Duffy's  Tavern"   series.   .   .   . 
•  David  O.  Selznick  is  reported  seeking  Donald  Buka  for  the  male 

lead  in  his  remake  of  "Little  Women.".  .  .  •  Rochester  is  a  smash 
hit  in  his  first  cafe  appearance  at  the  Zanzibar.  ...  •  Prof.  Frederic 

M.  Thrasher  of  New  York  University  is  editing  "Okay  for  Sound,"  a 
comprehensive  history   of  the   development  of  sound   pix  which  DuelL 

Sloan  and  Pearce  will  publish  in  late  July  or  early  August   Tome 

of  300  pages  and  profusely  illustrated  is  timed  for  publication  coin- 

cident with  the  Warner  celebration  of  sound's  20th   anniversary.  .  .  . 

•  Stanton  Griffis  of  Para,  is  a  new  member  of  Memorial  Hospital's 

board  of  managers,  .  .  •  The  Para.-Wallis  "Strange  Love  of  Martha 

Ivers"  will  be  world  premiered  aboard  a  Constellation,  L.  A.  to  N.  Y., 
Friday.  ...  •  The  first  Metro  film  to  play  the  independent  Oriental 

in  Chicago  for  some  time,  "The  Hooded  Saint,"  opens  on  Memorial  Day. 
T  T  T 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Leo  is  a  smart  lion.  Witness  the  fact 

that  Metro  is  releasing  a  Carey  Wilson  Special  Miniature,  "Bikini — 
the  Atom  Island,"  on  June   15,  before  the  atomic  bomb  test  scheduled 
for  early  July   Metro  is  increasing  the  print  order  to  300,  twice  the 

usual  number.  ...  •  Com.  Larry  (Fabian)  Cowen,  USNR,  has  been 

named  chairman  of  the  Memorial  Day  Parade   in  Rensselaer   County. 
•  Three  additional  Youth  Cinema  Clubs  will  be  launched  in  St.  Louis 

shortly   Clubs  sponsored  by  the  Better  Film  Council  and  St.  Louis 

exhibs.    are    receiving    the   fullest    co-op    of    school    authorities.    .    .    . 

•  Jack  Walsh,  Cleveland  Metro  sales  manager,  has  on  display  an  in- 
scribed bowling  pin  to  prove  he  is  a  member  of  the  Lakewood  Knights 

of  Columbus  champion  bowling  team.  . ,«  .     •   Errol  Flynn's  adventure 

novel,  "Showdown,"  has  gone  into  its  sixth  printing   GI's  of  Brooke 
Army  Medical  Center  at  Fort  Sam  Houston,  name  musical  comedies  as 

top  favorites,  heavy  dramas  running  a  close  second.  ...  •  Noel 

Meadow  has  acquired  the  screen  rights  to  the  life  of  Fortune  Gallo, 

whose  San  Carlo  Opera  Company  concluded  an  engagement  at  the 

Radio  City  Center  Theater  Sunday.  ...  •  Jackie  Harvey,  dancing 

daughter  of  George  (Paramount)  Harvey,  opens  at  Ruby  Foo's  Trade 
Winds,  Washington,  for  a  repeat  engagement  today.  ...  •  After 

his  next  picture  for  Warners,  Jack  Benny  will  produce  on  his  own.  .  .  . 

•  George  Pal  wants  Duke  Ellington  and  his  band  for  a  Para.  Techni- 

color Puppetoon.  ...  •  Dave  Selznick's  "Spellbound"  played  to  SRO 
at  its   dual  London  opening  Sunday  at  the  Tivoli  and   Pavilion.   .   .  . 

•  Para.'s  Choral  Society  gives  its  Spring  concert  as  a  Lighthouse 
benefit  Friday  at  the  Plaza.  ...  •  Jack  Robbins  received  about  a  mil- 

lion from  Loew's  for  his  interest  in  the  Big  Three  Music  Co   

Col/s  "Smithy"  in  June  Bow 

Sydney  (By  Air  Mail)— "Smithy," 
Columbia's  Australian-produced  fea- 

ture, will  be  premiered  at  the  State 
Theater  early  in  June,  following  the 

run  of  "Kiss  and  Tell." 

Chi.  Tax  Action  Deferred 

Chicago  —  The  City  Council  has 

postponed  consideration  of  the  pro- 
posed 10  per  cent  theater  tax  until 

its  June  meeting. 

Reeling       Bound 
WASHINGTON 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

sibility    that  one    or   two   special    reels  I 

16  mm.  showings  may  also  be  offered. 

its  business^*  ■ during    th 4  , 

opulation   to^ii  ' 

CTILL  hanging  on  in  the  Commerce  A 

**  propriation  Bill  are  funds  to  permit  t 
Census  Bureau  to  resume  its  business, 
suses  and  to  undertake 
fiscal  year  a  check  on  popula 
vide  authoritative  figures  on  the  wartii 

shift  of  population.  Speaker  Rayburn  h 
to  step  in  with  a  tying  vote  to  prevent  t 
striking  of  this  money  and  other  mom 
from  the  bill  by  the  House,  but  the  chanc 
are  it  will  be  safe  in  the  Senate. 

Schoenstadts  File 
Suit  for  $6750,000 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

damage  action  under  the  Clayton  _A 
for  $6,750,000. 

In    the     original     suit,    chargh 

monopoly  of  pictures  in  the  pre-i) 
lease  period  following  the  T_<oop  fiq 
runs,    the    Schoenstadt   circuit   co 
tended  that  five  theaters  were  giv, 

unfair    advantages    over   the    Pice1) 
dilly,  its  ace  house.    The  suit  ask  j 
for  free   and   open   competition,  ( I 

pecially    on    Chicago's    South    Sic 
sought  pre-release   engagements 
"A"    pix    and    demanded    that    e 
changes    be    required    to    negotis 
separate    contracts   for    South    Si 
pre-release  dates.  The  Piccadilly  h "B"  week  clearance. 

In  the  amended  complaint,  filed 
Federal  Judge  Philip  Sullivai 
court,  Schoenstadt  asks  $1,500,0 
for  claimed  loss  of  profits  during 
five-year  period,  and  $750,000  ad 
tional  for  alleged  damage  to  pre 

erty,  with  trebling  boosting  the  tol 
to  $6,750,000. 

Rosenberg,  Stein  and  Rosenbe 
filed  for  Schoenstadt,  and  the  app 
cation  to  the  Court  also  asks  for  t 
addition  of  Rubin  Feldman  to  t 

array  of  plaintiff's  counsel. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Columbus,  O. — Darley  Thompsc 

manager  of  Neth's  Bexley,  is  t 
father  of  a  new  daughter,  Darle 

Kay. 

Austin,  Tex. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  Tomi 
Craig  have  a  new  son.  Father  is 
the  art  department  of  Interstate  Tl 

aters  here. 

Minneapolis  —  E.  C.  Benjam 
Warners  field  rep.  in  the  Minneapo 
territory,  is  the  father  of  a  b 
weighing  eight-and-a-half  pounds. 

Samuel  R.  Schlein,  producti 
manager  at  DeLuxe  Laboratori 
became  the  father  of  a  baby  b Sunday. 
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20th-Fox  Quarterly 
Profit  $6,241,953 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
outstanding  after  deductions  for 
dividends  on  prior  preferred  and  con- 

vertible preferred  stock.  The  1945 

quarter's  earnings  amounted  to  $1.53 
a  share  on  the  1,824,711  shares  of 
common  then  outstanding. 

Gross  Income  $46,390,305 
Gross  income  from  sales  and 

rentals  and  theater  receipts  hit  $46,- 
390,305  the  first  three  months  of 
1946,  as  against  $42,028,729  for  the 
corresponding  period  of  1945.  Fed- 

eral income  taxes  amounted  to  $5,- 
250,000  in  the  1946  quarter  as  com- 

pared with  $5,135,000  in  the  same 
quarter  of  last  year.  Dividends 
totalled  $170,538. 

There  is  presently  outstanding  a 
minority  interest  in  National  The- 

aters represented  by  40  shares  of 
class  B  stock  convertible  into  400 
shares  of  class  A  (20  per  cent  of  the 
total  capitalization)  upon  payment 
of  $5,085,000.  Had  the  conversion 
been  made  at  March  30,  1946,  the 
consolidated  earned  surplus  would 
have  been  reduced  by  $998,429,  ac- 
coi-ding  to  the  financial  statement. 

Three  Cash  Dividends 
After  the  annual  meeting  of  its 

board  of  directors  20th-Fox  declared 
three  quarterly  cash  dividends.  The 
first  of  $1.12%  per  share  was  on  the 
outstanding  prior  preferred  stock.  It 
is  payable  June  15  to  stockholders  of 
record  on  June  7.  The  second,  37% 
cents  on  the  outstanding  convertible 
preferred  stock,  is  payable  June  28 
to  stockholders  of  record  on  June  7. 
The  third,  payable  June  28  to  stock- 

holders of  record  on  June  7,  is  75 
cents    on   the   outstanding    common. 

Royce  Rites  in  Pontiac 
Pontiac,  Mich.  —  Funeral  services 

for  James  Stanley  Royce,  65,  better 
known  as  J.  R.  Shannon,  composer  of 
"Too-ra-loo-ra-loo-ral,  That's  An 
Irish  Lullaby,"  were  held  here  yes- 

terday at  the  Karky  Funeral  Home. 
Shannon,  who  died  Sunday,  was  co- 

author of  "The  Missouri  Waltz,"  "In 
The  Hills  of  Old  Kentucky,"  and 
"Aloha." 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Sorenson-Doran 
Claire  Sorenson,  daughter  of  Ar- 

thur A.  Sorenson,  make-up  editor 
of  20th-Fox  Movietone  News,  has 
become  engaged  to  Lee  G.  Doran, 
Universal  Newsreel  cameraman  of 
Chicago. 
Doran  is  a  nephew  of  George 

Doran,  news  editor  of  Universal 
Newsreel. 

Bell-Kennedy 
Chicago — Michael  J.  Kennedy,  Jr., 

will  marry   Suzanne  Bell,  daughter 
of  Earl  Bell  of  the  Denver  Warner 
exchange,  on  June  29. 

Army  Transport  Plane 
Crashes  in  Odium  Office 

Interest  of  Film  Row  in  the  dis- 
aster of  Monday  night  which  saw  an 

Army  C-45  Beechcraft  transport 
plunge  into  the  Bank  of  Manhattan 
Co.  Building  at  40  Wall  St.,  killing 
all  five  officers  aboard,  was  height- 

ened because  the  victims  were 

rocketed  into  the  Atlas  Corp.  private 
offices  of  Floyd  B.  Odium,  who  is 
also  board  chairman  of  RKO  Corp. 
Odium  is  currently  in  California. 

Strange  twist  is  that  Odium  is  one 

of  aviation's  most  prominent  pion- 
eers, while  Mrs.  Odium  is  the  former 

Jacqueline  Cochrane,  most  noted  of 
today's  women  pilots. 
Another  circumstantial  twist  is 

that  another  aeronautical  pioneer  is 
Harry  A.  Bruno,  head  of  H.  A. 
Bruno  &  Associates,  public  relations 
reps,  for  Atlas  Corp.  Bruno  is  a 
veteran  pilot  of  World  War  I. 
"Manhattan  peaks  are  becoming 

like  reefs  in  the  sea  to  air  men,"  is 
part  of  the  editorial  comment  on  the 
Army  plane  crash  into  the  Wall  St. 
building  Monday  night  used  by  Fox 
Movietone  News  for  the  newsreel 
issue  to  be  released  locally  tomor. row. 

All  of  the  newsreel  companies  were 
at  the  scene  in  record  time  after  the 
accident  to  include  the  subject  in 

their  makeup  for  tomorrow's  issue. The  Universal  newsreel  cameraman 
waited  for  morning  to  capture  the 
Wall  St.  crowds  that  gathered  at  the 
scene.  M-G-M's  News  of  the  Day  is 
using  comparison  shots  of  this  crash 
with  the  Empire  State  Building  inci- 

dent which  occurred  last  July. 

Reel  Cameramen  Leave 
For  Atom  Tests  by  May  30 

Disposition  of  newsreel  forces, 
which  will  cover  the  atomic  bomb 
tests  on  and  about  Bikini  Atoll  at 

July's  outset,  became  further  clari- 
fied yesterday  as  Edward  Genock, 

co-ordinator  of  the  photographic 
pool,  consisting  of  one  cameraman 
from  each  of  the  newsreel  companies 
and  the  March  of  Time,  prepared  to 
leave  New  York  by  May  30. 

The  alignment  of  expert  cinema- 
tographers  upon  whom  the  industry 
will  depend  for  a  photographic  rec- 

ord of  the  unprecedented  event-  dis- 
closed Victor  Jergen  representing 

M  of  T,  selected  because  of  his  out- 
standing work  in,  and  knowledge  of, 

the  Pacific  and  the  Far  East;  San- 
ford  Greenwald,  of  Paramount,  who 
will  be  with  the  B-29  formations; 
Arthur  Gaskill,  News  of  the  Day, 
now  in  Honolulu;  Thomas  Priestley, 
Universal  Newsreel;  Irby  Koverman, 
of  the  Los  Angeles  office  of  Movie- 

tone News,  who  is  understood  to 
have  been  assigned  to  the  U.S.S. 
Pennsylvania;  and  Robert  E.  Dono- 
hue,  Sr.,  of  Pathe.  The  latter  has 
already  made  one  trip  to  the  general 
area  of  the  tests  and  is  now  back  in 
New  York.  He  will  return  to  the 
Pacific  shortly  for  on-the-spot  cover- 
age. 

CIEA,  Allied  Meetings 
Attract  73  to  Chicago 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

of  directors.   The  CIEA  meeting  will 
be  held  tomorrow  and  Allied's  board 
convenes  Friday  and  Saturday. 

Allied  members  from  outside  the 
Chicago  territory  who  will  be  pres- 

ent are  as  follows: 
Connecticut:    Maxwell   Alderman. 
Indiana:  T.  C.  Baker,  Oscar  Pine,  A.  H. 

Borkenstein,  Roy  E.  Harrold,  Earl  Herndon, 
Trueman  Rembuseh  and  Peter  Mailers. 

Massachusetts:  Ray  Peeley,  Arthur  How- 
ard, Walter  Littlefield,  Nathan  Yamins  and 

Walter  Mitchell. 
Michigan:  O.  R.  Beechler,  William  Cassidy, 

Glenn  A.  Cross,  Ray  Branch,  J.  R.  Denniston, 
T.  H.  Ea.land,  Fred  Pennell,  P.  C.  Schram, 
Jack  Stewart  and  Joseph  Uvick. 

Minnesota:  Al  Steffes. 
Ohio:  Edward  Bifgio,  Maurice  A.  Chase, 

Herman  Hunt,  Leo  T.  Jones,  Walter  P.  Miles, 
C.  F.  Phister,  Martin  G.  Smith,  Richard  Wil- 

liams, P.  J.  Wood.  Leo  Tassenofl  and  Milton 
Yassenoff. 
New  Jersey:  Irving'  Dollinger,  E.  Thorn- ton Kelley  and  Harry  Lowenstein. 
Pennsylvania:  Morris  Pinkel,  George  L. 

Ickes,  M.  A.  Rosenberg  and  Sidney  Samuel- 
son. 

Maryland:   Meyer  Leventhal. 
Washington,  D.  C:  Abram  F.  Myers. 
Texas:  Col.  H.  A.  Cole. 
Wisconsin:  John  Adler,  William  Ainsworth, 

George  Fischer,  Russell  Leddy,  F.  J.  McWil- 
liams,  Harry  Perlewitz  and  Mrs.  Louis 
Scheiber. 

Representatives   of  unaffiliated  units    are: 
North  Central  Allied:  Ben  Berger,  Martin 

Lebedoff.  Theodore  Mann,  Charles  Ruben- 
stein,  Donald  Swartz,  Max  Torodor,  Sidney 
Volk,  William  Volk  and  James  Zein,  all  of Minnesota. 

Allied  Independent  Theater  Owners  of  Iowa- 
Nebraska:  Ludy  Bosten,  N.  L.  Dickson,  Harry 
Rehfield,  Nate  Rosenthal,  Harry  Savereide 
and  Leo  Wolcott,  all  of  Iowa. 

Montana  Association:  J.  H.  Moran  and 
Clarence  Severson. 

West  Virginia  Managers  Association:  E.  R. 
Custer. 

Unaffiliated  Independent  Exhibitors:  Jesse 
L.  Stern,  New  York. 

Pacific  Coast  Conference:  Robert  H.  Poole, 
California;  L.  O.  Lukan,  Washington. 
MPTOA:  Fred  Wehrenberg,  Missouri. 
Twenty  of  the  delegates  are  being  accom- 

panied by  their  wives. 

Authorize  Film  and  Tele 
Studio  for  Consolidated 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Production  Administration.  Nearly 
$150,000  had  been  committed  to  the 
studio  project  when  commercial  and 
industrial  construction  was  placed 
under  control  on  March  26  to  curb 
non-essential  building  from  divert- 

ing critical  materials  from  the  vet- 
erans' housing  program. 

The  studio  sound  stage  will  cost 
$300,000  and  will  be  erected  at  5746 
Sunset  Blvd. 

Long-Park  Case  Set 
Suite  of  Long  -  Park  Theaters 

against  RKO  Theaters  to  have  the 
board  of  directors  operate  the  Tren- 

ton-New Brunswick  Theater  Co.  has 

been  placed  on  the  New  York  Su- 
preme Court  calendar  and  is  now 

awaiting  a  free  judge.  Trenton-New 
Brunswick  has  been  operated  by  two 
directors  of  RKO  and  Long-Park 
which  holds  an  interest  in  the  circuit 
seeks  to  have  the  board  of  directors 
in  charge. 

Party  for  Litvak,  Bel  Geddes 
RKO  will  host  a  cocktail  recep- 

tion at  "21"  Friday  for  Anatole  Lit- 
vak and  Barbara  Bel  Geddes,  direc- 

tor and  star  of  the  forthcoming  "A 

Time  to  Kill." 

Enterprise  Distrib.    j 
Deal  in  30-40  Days 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

poration,    to    join    David    L.    Loe^ 
board  chairman,  for  conferences 
major  company  heads. 

Einfeld,  who  arrived  Saturjj 

night  by  plane  and  train — his/ could  not  land  at  LaGuardia  dt 
weather  conditions  and  was  rot; 
to  Philadelphia,  where  the  rail  stril 
situation  added  complications  - 
plunged  into  a  series  of  meeting 
almost  immediately.  Loew,  his  par 
ner  in  Enterprise,  had  arrived  : 
New  York  from  the  Coast  almost 
week  earlier. 

The  rapid  progress  Enterprise  h«' 
made   since  the  first  of  the  year- 
its    acquisition    of    a    going    studi 
talent  in  all  categories  and  prope 
ties — has   served  to  focus  conside 
able  major  company  interest  on  tH 
Einfeld-Loew  program,  and  an  arn ! 
of  propositions  and  offers  are  beiij 
discussed    at    the    meetings    now 

progress. Informed  quarters  name  as  son 
of  the  distributors  with  which  co 
versations  are  taking  place  as  Uniti ; 
Artists,    United    World,    Paramou  I 
and  Columbia.   There  have  also  bei 
discussions  with  Sam   Goldwyn  ai 
others,  and  when  Einfeld  returns 
the    Coast,    huddles    with    David 
Selznick  are  likely. 

Meanwhile,  other  deals  involvi) 
still  more  stars  of  the  first  magi 
tude  and  important  directors,  pi 
ducers  and  writers  are  in  work,  it 
understood. 

Einfeld     tentatively     expects 
leave  for  the   Coast   tomorrow, 

the  plans  now  stand,  he  will  retui 
to  New  York  about  June  16  or  17 
which  time  the   distribution  deal 

expected  to  be  closed. 

Katsh  Services  Held 
Funeral  services  for  Hyman  Sa: 

uel  Katsh,  81,  father  of  Joseph 
Katsh,  executive  of  Kaybern  Tl 
aters  and  theater  insurance  brok 
were  held  yesterday  in  the  Riversi; 
Memorial  Chapel.  The  elder  Kat 
who  died  after  a  long  illness  ■ 
survived  by  two  other  sons,  Hen 
Harold    and    Chauncey    Jack   Kat;- 

GPs  In  Germany  See 

Twice  as  Many  JU.  S.  Ph* 
Twice  as  many  Hollywood  films 

are  being  shown  for  GIs  in  the 
European  area  as  were  available  a 

year  ago,  Maj.  Gen.  A.  R.  Boiling, 
special  services  theater  chief  in 
Frankfort,  Germany,  revealed.  An 

average  of  seven  and  one-half  films 
were  screened  each  month  as  of  last 

July,  but  by  February  of  this  year, 

15  pictures  were  available  each 
month.  Biggest  factor  in  the  increase 

is  the  replacement  of  16  mm.  equip- 
ment with  35  mm.  projectors,  with 

40  per  cent  of  servicemen  having 
the   larger  equipment  available. 
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tions     under     President     George 
ltner. 

'edro  Germano,  assistant  general 
^o-er  for  Brazil,  said  yesterday 
T"llian  film  audiences  had  doubled 
The  past  10  years  and  that  the 
jde  and  public  were  clamoring  for 
fi  theaters.  High  costs  of  land  and 
struction  were  holding  back  the 
ired  expansion,  he  said.  Germano 
jd  cost  of  living  had  gone  up  150 

cent  in  the  past  three  years, 
iough  admission  prices  had  re- 

ined stationary,  although  exhib- 
its were  trying  to  bring  about  an 

Irease.  Hollywood  product  is  the 
rorite  of  the  Brazilians,  he  said. 
Mr  Paramount  pictures  have  been 
standingly  successful  recently, 
y  being  "For  Whom  the  Bell 
Is,"  "Love  Letters,"  "The  Story 
Dr.  Wassell"  and  "Lady  in  the 
rk,"  whose  grosses  ranged  from 
!  per  cent  to  150  per  cent  over 
rage. 

Cuba  Biz  Up  30  P.  C. 

QLmerico    Rosenberger,    general 
nager  for  Cuba,  reported  that  film 
iness  in  his  territory  was  30  per 

|t  better  than  last  year.   Pointing 
that  the   Cuban  public   prefers 

iierican    films,    Rosenberger    said 
>  t   250    Hollywood  features    were 
jsased   there   as    compared   to   70 
:&nish-language   films.     The    same 
itures     that     were     standouts     in 
Ezil  did  corresponding  grosses  in 
a,  with  the  addition  of  "And  Now 
norrow." 

jL  S.  Constantine,  manager  for 
xico,  reported  a  32  per  cent  in- 
-iase  in  film  business  generally, 
ijth  a  prospering  industry,  theater 
struction  is  ahead  of  that  of 
aiy  other  Latin-American  coun- 

ts. Admissions  range  from  five 
its  to  $1.  There  were  250  Holly- 
Ipd  features  released  in  Mexico  last 
|r,  Constantine  said.  National 
I  duction  and  other  Spanish-lan- 
jige  features  from  Argentina  ac- 
Tnted  for  approximately  75  re- 

uses. Three  Russian,  two  British 
|l  one  French  picture  have  been 
leased  there  this  year. 
y)svaldo  Urrutia,  Paramount  man- 

SICK  REPORT 

PB  HOWSE,  of  the  Argus  Co.,  Ann  Ar- 
is    in    hospital    following    an    airplane 

dent. 

IILTON  WOODWARD,  RKO  publicity 
f  in  Chicago,  has  been  discharged  from 

>ital  and  is  expected  back  at  his  desk 
week. 

tETE  MALLERS,  of  the  Mailers  circuit, 
jWayne,  Ind.,  suffered  three  broken  ribs 
bodily  injuries,  when  his  car  was  struck 

ill  truck  at  an  intersection. 

3LARK  FIELD,  manager  of  the  Cinderel- 
3etroit,  is  suffering  a  relapse  of  leg  in- 

ks received  in  the  war,  and  has  taken 
:xrended  leave  of  absence. 

Hollywood-  Vine  Yard 
;By  RALPH  WILK; 

West    Coast   Bureau,   of    THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Day's  studio  news  digest:  Margaret  O'Brien,  Claude  Jarman,  Jr.  and  Dean 
Stockwell   have  been   set   by   Metro   for  "The   Secret  Garden"   to  be    produced    and  di- 

rected  by   Clarence    Brown   in   Technicolor   Warners   has   bought   two   screen   orig- 

inals, "And  All  For  One,"  and  "Capetown,"  planning  tal  star  Dennis  Morgan  and  Alexis 

Smith    in    the    former   Mark    Stevens    goes   "I    Wonder   Who's    Kissing    Her    Now" 
opposite  June  Haver,  at  20th-Fox   Burt  Kelly  will  produce  "No  Place  For  A  Lady," 
a    story    by    Boyce    DeGaw   and    Jerry    Horwin,    at    Columbia   Jerry    Wald    will    do 

likewise  with  "Rebel  Without  Cause"  at  Warners   Monogram  has  cast  Leon  Errol, 

Guy  Kibbee,  Elyse  Knox  and  Joe  Kirkwood  in  "That  Guy,  Joe  Palooka"   A  Tech- 
nicolor musical  which  will  bring  to  the  screen  in  a  single  production  six  of  the  coun- 

try's most  popular  band  leaders  and  their  orks  will  be  the  second  pic  for  the  new  indie 
unit   organized    by    Maurice    M.    Cohen,    and    Joseph    McDonough   '"The    Innocent 
Mrs.  Duff,"  new  novel  by  Elizabeth  Sanxay  Holding,  has  been  purchased  by  Paramount 
  Walt  Disney  will  make  two  features  combining  animation  and  live  action.  Ed- 

gar Bergen,  Charlie  McCarthy  and  Mortimer  Snerd  will  appear  in  "Mickey  and  the 
Beanstalk,"  and  Beulah  Bondi,  Bobby  Driscoll  and  Burl  Ives  will  appear  in  the  second, 
"How  Dear  To  My  Heart"   Walter  Wanger  has  set  Susan  Hayward  in  "So  Gal- 

lantly  Gleaming,"   his   remaining   Technicolor   commitment   to  "U"    for   this   year   
PRC's  musical,  "Missouri  Hayride,"  is  now  "Down  Missouri  Way." 

Rename  20lh-Fox 
Board  and  Officers 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Joseph  H.  Moskowitz,  vice-president; 
Donald  A.  Henderson,  treasurer; 
Wilfred  J.  Eadie,  comptroller  and 
assistant  treasurer;  Felix  A.  Jen- 

kins, secretary;  Read  B.  Simonson 
and  Fred  L.  Metzler,  assistant  trea- 

surers; C.  Elwood  McCartney,  assist- 
ant comptroller;  J.  Harold  Lang, 

George  F.  Wasson,  Jr.,  and  William 
Werner,  assistant  secretaries. 

The  re-elected  directors:  Skouras, 
Zanuck,  L.  Sherman  Adams,  Robert 
L.  Clarkson,  Connors,  John  R.  Dil- 

lon, Eadie,  Daniel  O.  Hastings,  Hen- 
derson, Jenkins,  Robert  Lehman, 

Michel,  William  P.  Philips,  Seton 
Porter  and  Silverstone. 

The  company's  proposed  pension 
plan  was  approved  after  considerable 
discussion  set  off  by  one  stockholder 
who  offered  four  amendments  to  the 
proposal  that  were  defeated  when 
submitted  to  a  vote.  The  plan  will  be 
effective  as  of  Jan.  1,  1946,  subject 
to  a  ruling  of  the  Commissioner  of 
Internal  Revenue  on  whether  it  will 

qualify  as  a  tax-exempt  trust. 

ager  in  Peru,  reported  a  20  per  cent 
increase  in  film  business  in  his  terri- 

tory during  the  past  year.  Eight 
new  theaters  are  now  operating  in 
Peru  and  four  others  are  under  con- 

struction. Urrutia  said  film  audiences 
had  increased  50  per  cent  during  the 
last  10  years  and  were  still  going  up. 

To  Invite  Allied's Conclave  to  Boston 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

tend  the  Allied  board  meeting  at 
the  Palmer  House  and  Nathan 
Yamins,  chairman  of  the  executive 
committee  of  the  New  England  unit, 

has  been  delegated  to  issue  the  con- 
vention invitation  to  the  national 

directors. 

If  the  invitation  is  accepted,  it  will 
be  the  first  time  that  the  national 
organization  has  held  its  convention 
in  New  England. 

The  Boston  delegation  to  Chicago 
includes  Yamins,  Walter  E.  Mitchell, 

president  of  Independent  Exhibitors, 
Inc.,  Ray  Feeley,  Walter  Littlefield, 
and  Arthur  Howard.  The  group  also 
will  attend  the  meeting  of  the  Con- 

ference of  Independent  Exhibitors, 
Inc.,  which  is  scheduled  for  tomor- 

row. The  Allied  board  meeting  is 
slated  for  Friday  and  Saturday  and 

will  be  climaxed  by 'the  testimonial dinner  to  Jack  Kirsch,  president  of 
the  national  association. 

Dinner  for  De  Carlo  Tonight 

Brady,  Tex.  —  Yvonne  De  Carlo, 
here  for  a  p. a.  at  the  opening  tomor- 

row night  of  the  new  Texas  Theater, 
first  house  to  be  built  by  a  GI  under 
Universal's  offer,  will  be  tendered 
a  dinner  tonight.  Mayor  Earl  Rud- 

der and  R.  G.  Whitten,  school  sup't 
for  the  Texas  cattle  town  with  5,000 
population,  will  be  principal  speak- 

ers. House  bows  in  tomorrow  with 

Universal's  "Frontier  Gal,"  starring 
Miss  De  Carlo. 

Atlanta  Drops  Ticket 
Tax  for  Liquor  Levy 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
$800,000  in  the  past,  and  the  Council 
seeks  to  build  the  figure  to  $2,000,- 000. 

A  proposal  to  tax  liquor,  beer  and 
wine  was  substituted  for  the  amuse- 

ment measure. 

Rites  for  Jacob  Cohen 
Funeral  services  were  held  Sunday 

at  the  Riverside  Chapel  for  Jacob 
Cohen,  76,  father  of  Anna  Cohen,  as- 

sistant publicist  for  21  years  at  the 
Capitol  Theater.  In  addition  to  Miss 
Cohen  he  is  survived  by  two  other 
daughters,  Sadie  Cohen  of  Uni- 

versal's New  York  exchange,  and 
Mrs.  Mary  Murphy. 

Gov't  Officials  React 
Favorably  to  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

pleasure  over  the  ATA  aims  were 
Tom  C.  Clark,  U.  S.  Attorney  Gen- 

eral; John  Snyder,  head  of  War 
Mobilization  and  Reconversion;  J. 
Edgar  Hoover,  director  of  the  FBI, 
and  J.  D.  Small,  administrator  of  the 
Civilian   Production   Administration. 

Snyder  said  he  was  "delighted" over  the  ATA  formation  and  that  he 

knew  President  Truman  "will  be 
pleased  that  the  ATA  is  moving 
toward  establishing  a  method  of  co- 

operation with  the  Government  dur- 
ing reconstruction  and  peace  on  a 

similar  basis  to  the  unselfish  work 

the  industry  did  during  war." Hoover  said  he  was  confident  that 
the  theaters  would  more  than  fulfill 

their  plans  during"  peace.  Small  said 
he  was  pleased  to  learn  that  the  "co- operative service  which  yielded  such 
good  results  during  war  is  now  to  be 

continued  through  the  ATA." 

Limit  Film  Plant  Machine 
Work  to  Cine  Technicians 

West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  The  Los  Angeles 
Central  Council  has  notified  major 
studios  that  Cine  Technicians  Union 
23968  is  the  only  AFL  organiza- 

tion authorized  to  do  machine  work 
in  film  plants  and  that  AFL  members 
will  not  be  allowed  to  handle  equip- 

ment which  has  been  worked  upon 
b-o-  members  of  Lodge  1185,  Inter- 

national Association  of  Machinists, 
which  organization  dropped  its 
membership  in  AFL  several  weeks 

ago. 
Harold  Munz  Elected 
Mich.  Co-op.  President 

Detroit — Harold  Munz,  owner  of 
the  Century  Theater,  was  elected 
president  of  Co-operative  Theaters 
of  Michigan  yesterday.  Delano  A. 
Ritter,  of  the  Rialto  and  Rivola 
Theaters,  was  elected  vice-president. 
Fred  Delodder,  Jr.,  was  elected  sec- 
retary-treasurer. 

Palisade  Elberta  Sold 
Palisade,  Colo.  —  Harold  Johnson 

has  bought  the  Elberta  from  C  J. 

Stephens. 
MOTION    PICTURE   SHOW   BUS 

Protected  by  U.  S.  Letters  Patent 
EXCLUSIVE 

STATE  FRANCHISES 

Now  Being  Sold  for  1   to  5  Year  Periods — 
One  or  More  States 

• 
Write    or   Contact 

RICHARD   (DICK)   CUMMINS 

King    Cole's    Sound    Service,    Inc. 
340  Third  Ave.  New  York  10,  N.  Y. 



She's  right  in  the  swing!  And  so  is      ̂ 1L 

IDEAL — the  one  to  watch  as  the  ^ 

fastest-moving  women's  magazine  group    \, 

in  the  field!  IDEAL's  Movies,  Movie 

Life  and  Movie  Stars  Parade — each  magazine 

smartly  different  from  any  other— put 

Hollywood's  best  foot  forward  ...  do 

an  important  public. relations  job  for  the 

studios.  Hollywood  executives  have 

welcomed  IDEAL's  cooperation  with  the 

industry,  while  America's  women  readers 

have  boosted  IDEAL  GROUP'S  circulation 

to  2,000,000  .  .  .  new  thousands  every  month! 

Which  proves  IDEAL's  editorial 

approach  is  "box  office"  for  you. > 

W.  M.  COTTON'S 

mFJAL 

MOVIE    LIFE     •     PERSONAL     ROMANCES 

MOVIES    •    MOVJE    STARS    PARADE 

NEW  YORK       0      CHICAGO      •      HOLLYWOOD 
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SKS  MORE  FAVORABLE  TERMS  IN  GERMANY 
E A  to  Elect  Permanent  Officers  at  Chi.  Today 

:  Editorial 

Beds  Plan 
.  .  .  for  5  Years 

-By  CHESTER  B.  BAHN^^- 

llywood  just  the  other  day  Konstan- 
Mikhailovich  Simonov,  who  among 

ungs  is  a  member  of  the  editorial 

the  Red  Star,  Soviet  Army  news- 
n  Moscow,  was  saying  that  he  be- 
way  could  be  worked  out  to  increase 
ber  of  American  films  shown  in  Rus- 

time  Soviet  film  production  was  di- 

-hiefly  at  military  training  pictures 
wsreels.  Now  that  production  of 

'films  and  even  musicals  has  resumed, 
e  an  exchange  plan  could  be  ar- 
50  that  more  of  your  pictures  could 

n  in  Russia,"  Simonov,  also  a  screen 
novelist  and  poet,  was  quoted  as 

ii  an  industry  PIC  press  release, 
n  is  made  something  more  than  just 

interesting  by  a  UP  Moscow  dis- 
jblished  yesterday  by  the  New  York 

isclosing  the  Soviet's  five-year  plan 
production — a  plan  which  calls  for 

lilding  of  Moscow  studios  to  permit 
. ing   of  40   films   annually    and   the 
of  new  studios  in  Minsk,  Baku, 

linn  and  Vilna. 

;tT  are  the  themes  to  be  stressed  in 

iv:et  films  under  the  new  five-year 
ie  list,  as  published   in   the  Times, 
lor  itself,  and  here  it  is: 

advantage   of   the   Soviet   regime   over 

role  of  the  Communist  party, 
darity   and   friendship  of   the   many   na- 
i  composing  the  Soviet  Union. 

peop'e's    vigilance,     patriotism     and the  state. 
memoration   of  outstanding  war  heroes 
mes. 

'  Soviet  way  of  life. 
[  family. 
her    heroines     (mothers    who     have    10 

dren  and  youth. 
*'ems  facing  the  Soviet  Union. 
'tumentaries  of  the  five-year  plan, 
ustrv,    agriculture   and    life    in    the    16 
publics. 
lulariration  of  achievements  in  science, 
»g  and  technical  progress. 
  O   

G  with  the  UP  story  in  the  Times, 

another  Moscow  dispatch  by  the 
too,  was  of  more  than  passing  in- 

pr  it  reported  that  Simonov's  paper, Star,    accused    Hollywood    studios 

sing    Czechoslovakia's    request    for 
i  films   until  the   nationalized  mo- 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Definite  Action  on  Vari- 
ety of  Trade  Practice  Pro- 

posals Also  on  Program 

By  AL  STEEN 
Associate  Editor,  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Chicago  —  Two  important  issues 

will  face  the  Conference  of  Inde- 
pendent Exhibitors'  Association 

which  meets  here  today  at  the  Pal- 
mer House  as  a  prologue  to  the 

Spring-  meeting  of  Allied's  board  of directors. 

The  issues,  as  envisioned  by  Chair- 
man Jesse  L.  Stern  of  New  York,  are 

(1)    the    establishment    of    an    ex- 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Rep.  to  Double  Ad 
Budget  Next  Year 
(Vest    Coast   Bureau   of   THE   FILM   DAILY 
Hollywood — Climaxing  a  three-day 

regional  meeting  of  Republic's  West- 
ern sales  executives,  Wednesday, 

Herbert  J.  Yates,  president,  an- 
nounced that  Republic  pictures  plan 

to  double  its  expenditures  in  news- 
paper advertising  during  the  forth- 

coming year. 
With  many  high-budgeted  pictures 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Tests  of  Stratovision 
To  be  Carried  to  Public 

Tests  of  Stratovision,  the  airborne 
television     and      FM      broadcasting 
method,  have  developed  to  the  point 
where  FM  receiver  owners  are  to  be 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Tri-States  Managers 
Warn  On  Risque  Films 
Des  Moines  —  A  resolution  ad- 

vising  against  the  production  of 

risque  and  salacious  pictures,  creat- 

ing a  problem  with  children's  ad- missions, was  passed  at  a  recent 

meeting  of  Tri-States  Theaters  Corp. 

managers  and  forwarded  to  Holly- 
wood. Managers  felt  that  advertis- 

ing should  warn  parents  of  doubtful 
films,  but  decided  not  to  remove  the 

children's  admission  prices  while  the 
pictures  are  playing. 

Mono.  42-Week  Gross 
For  U\S.  $4,990,732 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Monogram's  domestic 
gross  for  its  first  42-week  period, 
starting  July  1,  1945,  was  $4,990,- 
732,  an  increase  of  more  than  $71,- 
000  for  the  same  period  starting 
July  1,  1944,  President  Steve  Broidy 
told  a  press  conference  yesterday. 

He  disclosed  that  the  company's (Continued  on  Page  8) 

Partlow  Named  Atlanta 
"U"Mgr.;  Martin  in  O.C. 

Promotion  of  J.  R.  Partlow,  Uni- 
versal branch  manager  in  Oklahoma 

City,  to  branch  manager  in  Atlanta 
was  announced  yesterday  by  Wil- 

liam A.  Scully,  vice-president  and 
general  sales  manager.  Partlow 
joined  Universal  as  a  salesman  in 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

D  off  Denounces  Schine  Plan 

Submitted  ''Simply  to  Secure  Further  Delay" 
Uniform  Checker  Test 
Case  Weighed  by  ATO 

Indianapolis — Associated  Theater 
Owners  of  Indiana  is  considering  a 

Lest  case  against  the  placing  of  the 
uniform  checker  clause  in  contracts. 
Views  of  members  are  sought  in  a 
recent  edition  of  Theater  Facts, 
ATOI  bulletin. 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington  —  The  Department  of 

Justice  denounced  Schine's  "alleged" 
reorganization  plan  as  a  "further 
delay"  in  the  entry  of  a  final  judg- 
ment. 

The  Schine  plan,  the  Department 
said,  "is  so  simple  that  it  obviously 
could    have    been    submitted    many 
months   ago   if  the   defendents  had 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

MPEA  Does  Not  "Dare"  Dis- tribute Pix  in  Germany 
Under  State  Dept.  Ruling 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington    —    The    European 
markets  situation  was  thrown  into 
further  confusion  yesterday  when  it 
was  learned  here  that  the  MPEA 
has,  for  the  present  at  least,  made 
it  quite  plain  that  it  does  not  dare  to 
take  over  the  distribution  of  films 
in  Germany  under  the  terms  offered 
bv  the  Federal  Government.  At  the 
same  time  MPAA  President  Eric  A. 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

MITO  Adopts  By-Laws; 
Election  Deferred 
Detroit— Meeting  of  Michigan  ITO 

yesterday  was  devoted  entirely  to 
adoption  of  by-laws  following  de- 

tailed discussion,  with  election  of 
officers  postponed  another  two  weeks. 

Membership  is  to  be  thrown  open 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Field  Joins  London  Film 
Here  as  Exec  Vice-Prexy 

Arthur  Field,  until  recently  a  pro- 
ducer with  Metro,  has  been  named 

executive  vice-president  of  London 
Film  Productions,  Inc.,  American 
affiliate  of  Sir  Alexander  Korda. 

"17"  in  Press  Mop  Up 

As  VeVs  House  Bows 

Brady,  Tex.  —  This  small  Texas 
cattle  town  today  observed  Yvonne 

de  Carlo  Day,  honoring  the  Univer- 
sal star  of  "Frontier  Gal"  here  for 

a  p.a.  at  the  opening  tonight  of 

Bob  Shanks'  Texas  Theater,  first 
erected  in  the  Southwest  under  Uni- 

versal^ plan  devised  to  put  war  vets 
in  theater  biz.  Shanks  is  a  former 

AAF  captain  and  J?p  war  prisoner. 

Bally  today  includes  a  public  recep- 
tion in  the  town  square  and  parade. 

Local  weeklies  w-nt  overboard  in 

coverage.  Texas  dailies  general'y  °ave 
the  event  a  generous  play.  Al  Hor- 
wits'  presence  in  town  may  have  had 
something  to  do  with  that. 
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FINANCIAL 
(.Wed.,  May  22) 

NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 

High     Low     Close 
Am.    Seat   29 V4     29         29 
Bell   &   Howell    34        34        34 
Columbia   Picts   35V2    35 'A    35'A 
Columbia   Picts.  pfd..l025/8  1025/8  1025/g 
East.  Kodak    250       250       250 

do  pfd   205V2  205V2  205'/2 
Cen.    Prec.    Eq     37y4     36         36 

Loew's,  Inc     393/8     39%     39i/4 
Paramount         80         79i/4     79y2 
RKO        25V4     25         25 
Republic  Picts      15V4     15         1514 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..    I8V2     18V4     18V4 

20th  Century-Fox   ...   63         613/8     62% 
Universal   Pict   46 Vi     4514     45% 

Universal   Picts.  pfd..   993/8     99         993/8 
Warner  Bros        505/8     50i/4     50i/2 

NEW  YORK    CURB    MARKET 
Monogram  Picts       9%       9%       9% 

Radio-Keith  cvs   liy2     11 1/4     11 1/4 
Sonotone  Corp        514       5  5% 
Technicolor          25%     25%     25% 
Trans-Lux          6%       6%       6% 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid 

Pathe  Industries       1214 

Net Chg. 

+  "% 
+     Vi 
+   % 
+ Vi 

+ 
y4 

V2 

+ 
+ 

1% 

% 
Vi 

% 
% 

+ % 
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13y4 

Ralcoci  Buys  in  Kenmore 
Kenmore,  O.  —  Tony  Rakoci  has 

purchased  the  Rialto  from  B.  Rafus. 

W*£l~ m  EOR.  AJVFRTISING 

MIS  WES/  4»r.  (T.  N.Y.C.  PII&-.  BR....  3-4153-4 

Transfilm  to  Produce 
Young  America  Films 

Transfilm,  Inc.  and  Young  lAmer- 
ica  Films,  Inc.,  has  concluded  a  con- 

tract under  which  Transfilm  will  be 
exclusive  producer  of  the  Young 
America  educational  films.  Schedule 
for  the  first  year  includes  40  16  mm. 
sound  films  and  100  slidefilms,  in  a 
curriculum  designed  for  all  age 
groups,  first  grade  through  high 
school.  Scripts  will  be  supplied  by 
Young  America  for  production  by 
Transfilm. 

Heart  Attack  Fatal  to 
Lou  Anger  on  Coast 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Lou  Anger,  65,  vice- 
president  of  United  Artists  Theaters, 
died  of  a  heart  attack  following  a 
month-long  illness.  A  former  vaude- 

ville and  musical  comedy  actor,  An- 
ger came  to  Hollywood  in  1916.  He 

produced  a  series  of  Fatty  Arbuckle 
pictures,  developed  Buster  Keaton, 
and  became  associated  with  Joseph 
M.  Schenck  in  1920. 

Newspaper  Strike  Fails 

To  Affect  Philly's  Biz 
Philadelphia — Theater  attendance 

has  not  been  affected  by  the  lack  of 
advertising  backing  as  the  strike  of 
newspaper  carriers  continues  here. 
Most  theaters  have  pulled  their  copy 
as  paper  sales  are  restricted  to  over- 
the-counter  sales,  but  observers  spec- 

ulate that  theaters  may  reinstate 
their  ads  as  a  goodwill  gesture,  prob- 

ably at  a  cut  rate. 

Mindako  Cancels  Because 

Of  L  of  D  "Outlaw"  Ban 
Minneapolis — Because  it  has  been 

banned  by  the  Legion  of  Decency, 

bookings  of  "The  Outlaw,"  sched- 
uled to  show  in  Mindako-operated 

theaters  in  the  Twin  Cities,  have 
been  cancelled.  The  picture  will  not 
be  shown  in  any  Mindako  theater 
in  Minnesota,  Wisconsin,  North  Da- 

kota or  South  Dakota  unless  the 
ban  is  removed,  according  to  John  J. Friedl. 

M  P  Charities  Fund  Will 
Meet  on  Rogers  Memorial 

A  meeting  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Charities  Fund  will  be  held  at  the 
Astor  Hotel,  June  19,  11  a.m.,  to  dis- 

cuss the  industry's  maintenance  of 
the  Will  Rogers  Memorial  Founda- 

tion. The  meeting  will  be  attended 
by  the  heads  of  the  major  companies, 
as  well  as  leading  exhibs. 

Brandt,  Brecher  Will 
Address  NYU  Grads 

Harry  Brandt  and  Leo  Brecher 
will  discuss  exhibitor  problems,  the 
future  of  exhibition  and  the  need  for 
specialized  training  in  the  field,  at 
the  graduating  exercises  tonight  for 
students  of  the  NYU  motion  picture 
theater  management  course. 

Metro  Home  Office  Group 
Off  Today  for  Chi.  Meet 

M-G-M's  h.  o.  exec,  group  of  25 
leaves  today  for  Chicago  to  attend 
the  five-day  business  meetings  open- 

ing tomorrow  and  continuing  for  the 
next  three  days  at  the  Drake  Hotel 
and  the  fifth  day  at  the  Sherman 
Hotel. 

William  F.  Rodgers,  vice-president 
and  general  sales  manager,  who  will 
preside,  will  discuss  coming  pix,  an- 

nounce the  company's  next  block — 
the  17th — and  releases  planned  for 
the  Summer  months,  and  reveal  plans 
for  the  new  short  subjects  lineup. 
Among  films  Rodgers  will  discuss 

are  "The  Green  Years,"  "Easy  To 
Wed,"  "Holiday  in  Mexico,"  "Boys' 
Ranch,"  "Courage  of  Lassie,"  "Faith- 

ful in  My  Fashion,"  "Three  Wise 
Fools,"  "Little  Mr.  Jim,"  "Two 
Smart  People,"  "Fiesta,"  "But  Not 
Goodbye"  (tentative  title),  "No 
Leave,  No  Love,"  "The  Show-Off," 
"Tenth  Avenue  Angel,"  "Undercur- 

rent," "The  Yearling,"  "Star  from 
Heaven"  (title  subject  to  change), 
and  such  pictures  now  in  production 

as  "Till  the  Clouds  Roll  By,"  "My 
Brother  Who  Talked  to  Horses,"  "A 
Woman  of  My  Own,"  "Uncle  Andy 
Hardy,"  "The  Mighty  McGurk,"  "The 
Beginning  or  the  End,"  "Lady  in  the 
Lake,"  and  "High  Barbaree." 

Six  of  the  pictures  are  in  color. 
All  phases  of  the  company's  opera- 

tions will  be  gone  into  before  the 
sessions  wind  up. 

Sweigert  Testimonial 
In  Philadelphia  June  24 

Philadelphia  —  The  local  Variety 
Club  and  Motion  Picture  Associates 
will  join  to  sponsor  a  testimonial  din- 

ner for  Earle  Sweigert,  Paramount 
Midwestern  division  chief,  June  24 
at  the  Bellevue-Stratford. 

ATA  Sees  "Destiny"  Today 
Washington  Bureau,  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Arch  M.  Mercey, 
OWMR  picture  chief,  will  screen 
"Seeds  of  Destiny"  today  for  Si  H. 
Fabian,  ATA  head,  and  other  in- 

dustry leaders.  If  the  ATA  approves 
the  film,  it  will  be  the  first  Govern- 

ment film  shown  under  its  auspices. 

IF  YOU    BUY 
P    STADIUM,    AMUSEMENT    PARK    OR 

flUHESBSSE 
CONTACT  INTERNATIONAL  TICKET! 

Your    needs    supplied    ef- 
ficiently with  Roll,  Machine 

Folded,  Reserve  Seats,  etc. 

Samples,    prices    on    re- 

quest. 
international  Ticket  co. 

52  GRAFTON  AVE.      NEWARK  4.  N.  J. 

Sales  offices  in  New  York  and 

Principal  Cities 

HWM  Sponsors  Russ  Pic  Bo\ 
West    Coast   Bureau  of   THE   FILM  D 

Hollywood  —  Hollywood   Wi 
Mobilization  will  sponsor  the 
Coast  premiere  of  the  Russiar. 
"Days    and    Nights,"    tonight, 
Konstantine  Simonov,  author  o 
book  and  writer  of  the  screenpla 

guest  of  honor. 

IV.  Y.  THEATHJ 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL- 
Rockefeller  Center 

OLIVIA    De    HAVILLAND 

"TO  EACH   HIS  OWN" 
introducing  JOHN   LUND 

A    Paramount   Picture 
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MPEA  Seeks  More 
Favorable  Terms 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Johnston,  addressing-  a  secret  session 
of  a  group  of  Republican  congress- 

men, said  the  industry  is  so  anxious 
to  re-establish  its  foreign  markets 
that  in  some  cases — he  mentioned 
Jugoslavia — it  might  be  willing  to 
provide  pictures  free. 

It  was  learned  also  that  a  break  in 
the  Czechoslovakia  situation  might 
be  in  the  making,  with  our  ambas- 

sador now  discussing  with  the  Czech 
Government  the  possibility  of  early 
release  in  that  country  of  the  40 
Hollywood  features  brought  in  there 
last  year  by  the  OWI  but  never  re- 

leased. These  films  have  already 
been  titled  for  Czech  showing. 

Wants  More  Favorable  Terms 

Although  the  War  Department  is 
still  hoping  that  MPEA  will  agree 
to  take  over  the  pix  distribution  job 
in  Germany,  MPEA  is  holding  out 
for  more  favorable  terms  and  has, 
for  the  moment,  given  a  negative 
answer.  At  the  same  time,  instruc- 

tions are  going  to  the  Treasury  from 
the  State  Department  for  the  issu- 

ance of  a  license  to  MPEA,  which 
will  supposedly  force  a  flat  decision 
from  the  association. 

Present  terms  forbid  MPEA  to 
convert  any  profits  it  might  make  in 
Germany  into  dollars,  and  also  to 
re-invest  these  profits  in  German  in- 

dustry. Francis  S.  Harmon  of  the 
MPAA  New  York  office  is  reported 
to  have  told  the  War  Department 
last  week  via  long-distance  that  the 
industry  is  not  interested  in  going 
into  Germany  for  love  alone,  and  to 
have  demanded  the  right  to  re-invest 
profits  in  the  German  pix  industry. 

State  Dept.  May  Yield 
That  his  strong  position,  which  is 

contrary  to  the  over-all  policy  direc- 
tive on  Germany  and  to  existing 

military  law,  has  a  chance  of  suc- 
ceeding was  indicated  here  yesterday 

by  reliable  reports  that  State  De- 
partment officials,  including  Occupa- 

tion Policy-Maker  General  Hilldring, 
might  yield.  It  is  known  that  the 
Army  is  very  anxious  to  have  the 
industry  take  over. 

Unconfirmed  but  coming  from  a 
reliable  source,  it  was  learned  also 
that  the  Czech  Government  has  pro- 

posed sending  a  trade  officer  to  New 
York  to  discuss  with  our  industry 
the  possible  re-opening  of  film  trade 
between  the  two  countries.  Since 
our  position  has  been  right  along 
that  the  important  thing  is  not 
whether  a  monopoly  exists  in  a  cer- 

COfllMG  ADD  GOIEIG 
MRS.  SAMUEL  GOLDWYN  planes  to  England 

Saturday. 

'  At  STEEN,  FILM  DAILY  associate  editor,  is in   Chicago 

RUDOLPH  WEISS,  head  of  the  Warner  The- 

aters' real  estate  dep't,  and  ABEL  VIGARD 
theater  department  executive,  are  in  Mansfield, 
0.,   today. 

ELMER  RICE  is  on  a  month's  vacation  in  Ber- 
muda to  put  the  finishing  touches  to  a  musical 

libretto  for  the  musical  version  of  "Street 

Scene." 

MILLARD  MITCHELL  will  leave  here  next 
month  for  the  Coast  to  appear  in  a  film  for 
Mark  Hellinger. 

THOMAS  JOB,  author  of  "Uncle  Harry,"  ar- 
rived here  yesterday  from  the  Coast  to  begin 

casting  for  his  new  play,  "Dawn  in  Lyonesse." 

BOB  HOPE  has  made  arrangements  for  a  Coast- 
to-Coast  personal  appearance  tour  starting  Satur- 

day, and  following  the  completion  of  his  role 

in   Paramount's  "Where  There's  Life." 

PAUL  N.  LAZARUS,  JR.,  advertising  and  pub- 
licity director  for  UA,  returns  tomorrow  from 

Philadelphia. 

JOHN  DORED,  Paramount  News  cameraman, 
leaves  New  York  by  boat  Saturday  to  cover  the 
U.   S.  Army  zone  in   Germany. 

SAM  HANDLESMAN  of  New  York,  general 
manager  for  the  new  play  producing  firm  of 

Elliott  Nugent  and  Robert  Montgomery  'has  ar- 
rived  in   Hollywood   for  conferences. 

JACK  GOLDSMITH,  of  M-C-M,  has  arrived 
on  the  Coast  by  plane  from  New  York. 

HORACE  KELLAND,  of  M-C-M,  will  head  for 
the  Coast  about  June  1. 

USMS  Awards  Certificate 
To  USO  Camp-Shows 
A  Certificate  of  Appreciation  ex- 

pressing the  gratitude  of  the  United 
States  Maritime  Service  for  the  work 
of  the  USO  Camp-Shows  in  provid- 

ing entertainment  for  servicemen 
during  the  past  five  years  was 
handed  to  Jack  Benny  by  Capt. 
Gardner  A.  Coas,  USMS,  in  a  public 
ceremony  aboard  the  training  ship 
American  Seaman  yesterday. 
Benny,  in  his  acceptance  of  the 

award  for  USO,  paid  tribute  to  the 
thousands  of  entertainers  who  were 
not  so  well  known  and  spent  so  much 
of  their  time  entertaining  the  men 
overseas. 

In  an  interview  following  the  Na- 
tional Maritime  Day  ceremony,  the 

comedian  said  that  Barbara  Stan- 
wyck, Robert  Taylor,  Mary  Livings- 

ton and  he  were  planning  to  head  a 
USO  unit  to  the  ETO  this  Summer  if 
the  shooting  schedule  on  his  final 
commitment  for  Warners,  "Always 
Leave  Them  Laughing,"  which  Jerry 
Wald  is  producing  and  Mike  Curtiz 
directing,  does  not  interfere. 

Prynne  Funeral  Held 
Hollywood  —  Rites  for  William 

Prynne,  Cinecolor  director  and  secre- 
tary, were  held  here  yesterday. 

Prynne  was  stricken  with  a  heart 
attack  at  the  studio. 

London  House  Records  Set 

In  "Spellbound"  Premiere 
House  records  were  broken  at 

London's  Pavilion  and  Tivoli  The- 

aters when  David  0.  Selznick's 
"Spellbound"  had  its  dual  premiere 
Sunday,  Vanguard  Films  reported 
yesterday.  Lines  of  patrons  en- 

circled the  theater  blocks  for  both 

afternoon  and  evening  shows  and  an 
estimated  6,000  persons  were  turned 
away.  Tivoli  did  £618  Monday, 
Pavilion,  £667. 

Hosts  UN  Delegates 
Richard  de  Rochemont,  March  of 

Time  producer,  hosted  a  private  din- 
ner in  honor  of  United  Nations  dele- 

gates on  Tuesday  evening  in  the 
Waldorf  Astoria.  Among  those  at- 

tending were  Alexandre  Parodi, 
Security  Council  President  and  Per- 

manent Delegate  for  France;  Prof. 

Henri  Langier,  UN's  Assistant  Sec- 
retary General;  Jean  Benoit-Levy, 

Director  of  UN's  Cinema  Division; 
and  Guerin  de  Beaumont,  French 
Consul  General.  Also  present  were 
Henry  R.  Luce,  Time,  Inc.;  Murray 
Silverstone,  20th-Fox  International; 
C.  D.  Jackson,  Time  and  Life  Inter- 

national; Jo  Davidson  and  Elsa  Max- well. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  23 
James  Cleason  Ben  Silvey 

George   E.  Stone  Loren  Tyndall 
Dorothy   Lee  Stephanie  Bachelor 

tain  country  but  whether  we  are 
permitted  to  handle  our  own  distribu- 

tion, there  is  hope  that  some  sort  of 
agreement  might  be  reached.  If  the 
Czechs  will  agree  to  MPEA  opera- 

tion there,  the  chance  for  agreement 
is  very  real. 

Talks  to  Congressmen 
Johnston  had  little  to  say  about 

films  when  he  addressed  the  con- 
gressmen at  a  private  dinner — and 

several  members  present  were  dis- 
appointed, having  come  mainly  to 

hear  him  discuss  the  pix  business. 
Instead  he  talked  about  his  Russian trip. 

Asked  about  the  world  film  market, 
however,  Johnston  said  MPAA  is 
making  every  effort  to  regain  its 
pre-war  position,  and  is  prepared  to 
make  many  concessions.  Although 
he  said  the  industry  might  even  be 
willing  to  provide  films  free  to  Jugo- 

slavia, it  was  believed  here  by  for- 
eign trade  experts  that  he  might 

have  meant  to  say  Czechoslovakia. 
At  the  same  time  it  was  pointed 

out  that  the  negotiations  for  release 

of  the  40  OWI-sponsored  films  in 
Czechoslovakia  do  not  contemplate 
free  showing  —  that  our  industry 
would  be  paid  for  the  films. 

Supporting  the  theory  that  he 
meant  Jugoslavia,  however,  is  the 
fact  that  our  Ambassador  to  that 
country — former  RKO  Board  Chair- 

man Richard  Patterson — has  been  in 
Washington  recently  and  may  have 
talked  the  situation  over  with  John- 

ston. Patterson,  it  was  thought  here, 
might  have  suggested  to  Johnston 
that  some  extremely  generous  offer 
be  made  in  an  effort  to  break  into 

the  Jugoslav  market  —  now  domin- 
ated by  Russia. 

Beds  Plan 
.  .  .  for  S  Years 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

tion  picture  business  of  Czechoslovak i, 

returned  to  its  former  owners." 
And,    significantly,    one    P.   Troyant 

who  wrote  the  article,  said — quoting  tr 

— "this  was  an  example  of  'the  hei 

abroad'  given  Czechoslovak  reaction 
the  eve  of  the  legislative  assembly  elf  | 

in  that  country  next  Sunday." 
On  all  of  which  you  are  inviu 

write  your  own  comment. 

Partlow  Named  Atlanta 
U"Mgr.;  Martin  in  O.C 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Oklahoma  City  in  1942  and  in 

was    appointed    manager.     He 
ceeds  Nick  Lamantia,  who  resi. 

to  go  into  business  for  himself. 
H.  H.  Martin  has  been  appoi 

Oklahoma   City  branch  manage 
replace  Partlow.   Martin  joined 
versal  in  1935  as  a  booker,  late) 
ing  made  a  salesman.   He  joinec 
armed  services  in  1943  and  retu 
to  Oklahoma  City  as  a  salesma 
February  of  this  year. 

Mich.  ITO  Affiliation 
With  ITOA  Up  to  Unit 

Affiliation  of  the  recently  f oi 
Michigan  Independent  Theater  ( 
ers  with  the  ITOA  of  New  ] 
rests  with  the  Michigan  organ 
tion,  although  acceptance  of  the 
into  its  fold  must  be  ratified  by 
New  York  body,  it  was  reported  i 
terday. 

Approximately  115  theaters 
represented  at  the  organizati 
meeting  in  Detroit  on  May  15  v 
Harry  Brandt,  ITOA  president,  i 
dressed  the  group.  Sam  Carve  j 

temporary  president  of  the  Mich  i ITO. 

111.  Solons  Act  Friday 
On  Bonus  Legislation 

Chicago — Gov.  Dwight  Green 
terday  called  a  special  session  of 
Illinois  State  Legislature  for  tor 
row  to  pass  bonus  legislation.  A 
per  cent  tax  on  amusements  is 
method  proposed  to  raise  funds 
quired  for  bonus  payments.  1 
aters  are  fighting  the  proposal. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Newcomer-Crawford 
Columbus,  O.  —  Engagement 

Mary  Byrd  Newcomer,  film  revif 
on  the  staff  of  the  Dispatch, 
Robert  Stuart  Crawford,  son  of  I 
G.  C.  Crawford  of  East  Orange 
J.,  has  been  announced.  Miss  .J 
comer  has  resigned. 
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If  J  Denounces 
ine  Circuit  Plan 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

had  any  genuine  belief  that  it 

y'n  fact  a  plan  to  effectuate  the 
's  judgment. 
»e  plan  submitted  is,  on  its  face, 
N  simply  to  secure  further  delay 

ie  entry  of  a  final  judgment." 
I  e  D  of  J  said  the  Schine  plan 
iides  for  a  "realignment  of  the 
idants'  existing  monopoly  into 
;  regional  monopolies  controlled 
tie  two  present  individual  owners 
id  to  have  violated  the  act,  and 
•  wives.  There  is  no  claim  that 
plan  restores,  maintains  or  cre- 
competition  of  any  kind." 

Ustigating  the    Schine   plan,   the 
artment   of  Justice   accuses   the 
ndants   of  treating  the  case  as 
ugh   they    had    not    been   found 
jty  of  violating  Section  2  of  the s 

Preserves  Illegal  Monopoly 
udgment  which  simply  preserves 
status  quo  of  the  defendants 

ii-  they  have  been  found  to  possess 
Monopoly  which  violates  Section  2 
the  act,  simply  preserves  an 
-al  monopoly  by  judicial  decree. 
The  primary  purpose  of  the  trial 
ihis  case,"  the  D  of  J  said,  "was 
determine  the  extent  to  which 
iitional  divestiture  relief  of  that 
racter  was  obtainable. 
In  filing  their  so-called  tentative 
i  of  May  7,  the  defendants  have 
•  formally  announced  that  they 

;;)ard  this  adjudication  as  meaning- 

:The  defendants'  plan  goes  further 
|i  merely  nullifying  Section  3  of 
Judgment.  It  also  suggests  that 
ie    of    the    injunctive    provisions 

j;  now  before  the  court  should  be 
;her  weakened  or  nullified.  It  is 
>>  in  effect  a  plea  that  defendants 
r.uld  be  dismissed  from  the  suit 
:ead  of  made  to  face  consequences 
finally  accruing  from  repeated  and 
sistent  violation  of  the  law. 

Seeks  Compelling  Measures 
This  court  is  thus  faced  with  the 
blem  of  devising  some  means  of 
spelling  the  defendants  to  respect 
.  the  consent  order  of  1942  and  (2) 

judgment     of     last     Fall,     as 
ended    on    March    11,    1946.     The 
y  reason  for  not  respecting  the 
J  sent  order  now  advanced  by  the 
endants  is  the  one  that  was  re- 
ted  by  the  court  at  the  hearing  in 
4. 
There   is   no   dispute   that   there 
re  six  of  these  theaters  undisposed 
at   the    end    of    the    six   months 

•iod  although  they  now  inform  us, 

STORK  REPORTS 

\ow  It's  Peep  Holes 
St.  John,  N,  B. — H.  Kerwin,  man- 

ager of  the  Regent,  is  facing  a  series 
of  attacks  by  vandals  who  specialize 
in  damaging  rest  room  facilities.  In 
a  move  to  halt  the  incidents,  Kerwin 

has  cut  peep  holes  in  the  wall  allow- 

ing views  of  the  men's  lavatory  from 
an  adjoining  room,  so  that  the  Re- 

gent staff  can  keep  tabs  on  vandals. 

Discuss  New  Pacts  Today 
For  Engineers,  Inspectors 

Representatives  of  the  I  AT  SE  and 
service  organizations  headed  by 
Altec  and  RCA  will  meet  at  the 

Alliance's  offices  here  this  morning 
to  initiate  talks  on  new  contracts 
covering  sound  engineers  and  inspec- 

tors employed  by  the  companies. 
The  service  men  belong  to  the  vari- 

ous operators'  locals  of  the  IATSE, 
those  in  New  York  being  members 
of  Local  306.  Circuits  employing  en- 

gineers directly  also  are  scheduled  to 
participate  in  the  conferences. 
Wage  increases  commensurate 

with  the  jump  in  the  cost  of  living 
are  understood  to  top  the  list  of 
concessions  sought  by  the  IATSE.  It 
was  learned  yesterday  that  the  Alli- 

ance and  the  companies  had  agreed 
at  a  preliminary  conference  that  any 
wage  adjustments  won  by  the  union 
should  be  retroactive  to  May  1.  The 
old  agreements  expired  on  April  30. 

George  L.  Carrington,  Altec  head, 
is  here  from  Hollywood  to  participate 
in  the  negotiations  in  the  interests 
of  his  company. 

A  daughter,  Carlyn,  was  born  to 
V.   and  Mrs.  Jonas   Rosenfield   on 
■nday,  at  the  Sloan  Hospital, 
isenfield    is    assistant    advertising 
nager  of  20th-Fox. 

for  the  first  time,  that  one  of  the 
theaters,  the  Memorial,  at  Mt.  Ver- 

non, Ohio,  was  disposed  of  a  month 
later  by  non-renewal  of  their  lease. 
It  is  plain  from  the  defendants'  pres- 

ent position  that  they  regard  the 
formal  consent  to  the  extension  filed 
June  15,  1944,  as  no  more  binding 
upon  them  than  their  consent  to  the 
temporary  order  of  May,  1942. 
"Upon  this  record  how  can  any- 

thing less  than  the  appointment  of  a 
trustee  to  sell  these  theaters  com- 

mand the  defendants'  respect  for this  order? 

No  Competition  in  Plan 

"The  defendants'  memorandum 
suggests  that  because  innocent 
stockholders  of  publicly-owned  cor- 

porations found  to  have  violated  the 
Sherman  Act  have  been  permitted  to 
own  the  shares  of  new  corporations 

arrowing  out  of  decrees  dissolving* 
the  old,  Meyer  and  Louis  Schine  and 
their  wives  should  own  such  new 
corporations  as  might  grow  out  of 
the  judgment  of  this  court. 

"Even  if  the  defendants'  plan  con- 
templated the  creation  of  new  cor- 
porations actually  competing  with 

each  other,  rather  than  a  non-com- 
petitive territorial  division  of  the 

existing  monopoly,  it  would  be  ab- 
surd to  suppose  that  sole  control  of 

such  corporations  by  the  two  euilty 
brothers  and  their  wives  would  dis- 

sipate the  effects  of  the  monopoly." 
The  D  of  J  called  on  the  court  to 

enter  an  order  within  30  days. 

REVIEWS* 
"The  Stranger" 

with    Edward    G.    Robinson,    Loretta    Young, 
Orson  Welles 

International-RKO  95  Mins. 

POWERFUL  DRAMATIC  ENTERTAIN- 
MENT IS  DELIVERED  BY  SUPERBLY  PRO- 
DUCED FILM;  CAST  EXCELS. 

Pitiless  in  its  dramatic  drive,  "The 
Stranger"  is  entertainment  dark  in  mood 
that  sticks  steadfastly  to  its  purpose,  scorn- 

ing the  more  commercial  aspects  of  screen 
diversion.  While  the  picture  may  not  be 
amusement  in  the  popular  vein,  it  cannot 
be  denied  that  in  its  appeal  to  those  who 
like  their  entertainment  strong  and  straight 

it  will  prove  itself  a  success  of  proportions. 
The  picture  permits  Orson  Welles  to 

continue  to  indulge  his  passion  for  the 
somber  and  the  macabre  in  film  making. 
Admirers  of  the  Welles  technique  are  the 

ones  who  will  get  the  most  out  of  "The 
Stranger."  For  others  the  names  of  Ed- 

ward G.  Robinson  and  Loretta  Young  will 

exercise  a  strong  enough  lure  to  add  im- 

measurably to  the  film's  fortunes. 
For  tautness  the  production  could  scarcely 

be  excelled.  The  Anthony  Veiller  screen- 
play drawn  from  the  Victor  Trivas-Decla 

Dunning  original  has  been  placed  on  the 
screen  with  an  effectiveness  that  is  often 

startling.  Under  Welles'  directorial  guidance, 
the  story  unfolds  grippingly  with  many  ar- 

resting touches  that  enhance  the  film's 
feeling  of  realism. 

The  interesting  story  is  one  that  provides 

cause  for  speculation.  It  deals  with  the 
tracking  down  of  an  important  Nazi  war 
criminal  who  has  fled  to  a  small  American 

town  where  he's  assumed  the  guise  of  a 
school  teacher  while  dreaming  of  the  day 

of  revenge.  Pressing  the  relentless  hunt 
for  him  is  a  member  of  the  allied  war 

crimes  commission.  The  various  steps  lead- 

ing to  the  villain's  doom  have  been  man- 
aged in  a  manner  that  will, spellbind  patrons 

who  have  a  relish  for  the  dramatic.  Used 

as  an  instrument  in  the  Nazi's  undoing  is 
his  bride,  the  daughter  of  a  high-ranking 

jurist.  Poetic  justice  disposes  of  the  vil- 
lain in  an  ending  that  will  bring  gasps. 

S.  P.  Eagle  has  accorded  the  International 

Pictures  offering  a  production  that  could 

not  have  been  improved  upon.  Veiller's 
screenplay  displays  uncommon  skill,  making 

the  most  of  dramatic  devices.  Low-keyed 
photography  by  Russell  Metry  that  adds  to 
the  dramatic  force  of  the  story  is  a  con- 

tribution of   no   mean   proportion. 

The  picture  has  been  acted  with  a  wal- 
lop. Robinson  is  forceful  as  the  bloodhound. 

As  the  wife  who  is  almost  killed  when  her 

husband  fears  she  will  betray  him,  Miss 

Young  gives  one  of  her  better  performances. 

Welles  misses  no  trick  to  make  his  per- 
formance as  the  villain  stand  out.  Billy 

House  as  a  drug-store  proprietor  contri- 

butes the  film's  few  light  moments.  Richard 
Long,  Philip  Merivale  and  Konstantin  Shayne 
are  others  whose  portrayals  deserve  praise. 
CAST:  Edward  C.  Robinson,  Loretta  Young, 

Orson  Welles,  Plhilip  (Merivale,  Richard  Long, 
Byron  Keith,  Konstantin  Shayne,  Billy  House, 
Martha  Wenrworth,  Theodore  Gottlieb,  Pietro 
Sosso. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  S.  P.  Eagle;  Production 
Manager,  Bernard  F.  McEveety;  Director,  Orson 
Welles;  Screenplay,  Anthony  Veiller;  Based  on 
story  by  Victor  Trivas,  Decla  Dunning;  Camera- 

man, Russell  Merry;  Musical  Score,  iBronislaw 

Kaper;  Production  'Designer,  Perry  Ferguson' 
Sound,  Corson  |owetf,  Arthur  Johns;  Film  Edi- 

tor, Ernest  Nims;  Editorial  Supervisor,  Paul Weatherwax. 

DIRECTION,  Cood.      PHOTOGRAPHY,  Cood. 
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CIEA  Tackling  Two 
Major  Issues  Today 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
panded  permanent  organization  and 
(2)  the  taking  of  definite  action  on 
a  variety  of  trade  practice  proposals. 

The  CIEA,  which  is  made  up  of  21 
exhibitor  organizations,  is  expected 
to  devise  ways  and  means  for  the 
permanent  organization  and  to  name 
a  committee  to  work  out  the  details. 
A  panel  of  permanent  officers  will  be 

elected  at  today's  meeting. 
Less  Talk,  More  Action 

Less  talk  about  trade  practice  re- 
forms and  more  action  on  them  also 

  "ON  AND  ON?"   
Chicago — The  allied  board 

meeting  "may  go  on  and  on"  if the  railroad  strike,  scheduled  to 
start  at  4:30  this  afternoon,  ma- 

terializes. Approximately  75  out- 
of-town  delegates  to  the  CIEA  and 
Allied  sessions  are  here  and  may 
be  stranded  here  unless  the  strike 
is  called  off  or  air  accommoda- 

tions can  be  made  to  get  them 
home. 

will  highlight  the  CIEA  meeting,  ac- 
cording to  Stern.  IA  definite  plan  of 

procedure  is  expected  to  develop 
from  the  sessions.  Other  topics  on 
the  agenda  are  film  supply,  Amer- 

ican Theaters  Association,  legisla- 
tion and  taxation. 

The  Allied  board  which  goes  into 
action  tomorrow  has  an  equally  im- 

portant set  of  items  on  its  agenda. 
For  the  first  time,  an  MPTOA  "ob- 

server" will  be  on  hand — Fred  Weh- 
renberg,  chairman  of  MPTOA' s board  and  head  of  the  MPTO  of 
St.  Louis,  Eastern  Missouri  and 
Southern  Illinois.  That,  in  itself,  is 
regarded  as  history-making  because 
of  the  breach  which  has  existed 
since  Allied  was  formed,  following 
the  MPTOA  convention  in  Toronto 
in  1928  when  MPTOA  opened  its 
membership  to  affiliated  theaters. 

While  Allied's  directors  are  ex- 
pected to  take  up  the  issue  of  ATA, 

any  possibility  of  Allied  becoming 
associated  with  the  new  association 
is  regarded  as  being  extremely  re- 

mote. There  is  some  reason  to  be- 
lieve that  one  or  two  Allied  units,  or 

individual  members  thereof,  may 
press  for  affiliation,  but  from  all  in- 

dications the  executive  leaders  of 
Allied  are  opposed  to  any  alignment 
and  will  put  thumbs  down  on  any 
proposal  for  co-operation  with,  or 
participation  in,  the  ATA. 

North-Central  Allied  of  Minneapo- 
lis, which  is  unaffiliated,  has  with- 

held action  on  ATA  affiliation  until 
after  the  CIEA  and  Allied  board 
meeting  here.  Likewise,  a  committee 

NEW  POSTS 
HARRY  PACE,  booker,   UA  exchange,  Vancouver, 

B     C 

WILLIAM'  KERWIN,  manager,  Plaza,  Detroit. 
/AMES    POWERS,    operator,    East    Side    Drive-ln, 

Crosse  Pointe,  Mich. 

Dubuque  High  School  Kids  to  Move  to  Curb 
Theater  Vandalism  by  Their  Contemporaries 

Dubuque,  la. — A  movement  started  by  a  group  of  junior  high  school  students, 
seeks  to  put  an  end  to  theater  vandalism  by  youngsters.  Kids  have  formed  a 
committee  to  appeal  for  better  manners  among  youthful  theatergoers,  with  one 
of  the  first  moves  to  be  a  radio  broadcast  featuring  a  discussion  of  ways  and 
means  to  prevent  destruction  of  theater  property.  Radio  forum  will  consider 

asking  the  industry  to  provide  a  film  asking  for  better  co-operation  of  the 
younger  patrons,  whether  a  city  curfew  should  be  established,  whether  an 

adult  advisory  committee  be  established,  and  whether  a  trophy  should  be  of- 
fered to  the  school  whose  students  set  the  best  behavior  record. 

MITO  Adopts  By-Laws; 
Election  Deferred 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

to  any  exhibitor  who  is  not  affiliated 
with  distributors.  Circuit  operators 
are  eligible,  but  must  bring  in  every 
house  in  the  circuit  if  they  join.  Dues 
are  set  $2.50  per  month  per  theater. 
New  by-laws  indicate  MITO  will 

be  especially  active  in  seeking  equit- 
able settlement  for  the  small  exhib- 
itor who  does  not  (belong  to  any 

booking  combine,  whether  in  city  or 
state.  Objective  is  to  give  smaller 
and  neighborhood  theaters  a  break 
on  film  deals,  with  much  emphasis 
to  be  placed  on  reduced  rentals  in 
individual  situations. 

Strong  move  is  to  be  made  against 
any  further  increase  of  number  of 
percentage  pictures  offered,  accord- 

ing to  President  Samuel  Carver. 
However,  he  made  it  clear  that  ITO 
will  under  no  circumstances  go  into 
the  booking  business. 

Legislative  activity  will  be  im- 
portant with  MITO,  with  any  move 

for  either  city  or  state  amusement 
tax  to  be  strongly  opposed. 

Urge  Exhib.  Legionnaires 
Oppose  Steele  Tax  Plan 

Indianapolis  —  American  Legion 
members  of  the  Associated  Theater 
Owners  of  Indiana  are  urged  to  pro- 

test to  the  Legion's  national  head- 
quarters against  the  recent  recom- 

mendation of  National  Commander 
John  Stelle  for  a  five  per  cent  am- 

usement levy.  ATOI's  bulletin  points out  that  theaters  reduced  admissions 
for  soldiers  during  the  war,  and  that 
the  industry  supplied  free  prints  for 
overseas  use,  as  well  as  arranging 
for  stars  to  entertain  servicemen. 

of  Pennsylvania  exhibitors  has  with- 
held ATA  action  until  after  the  cur- 
rent sessions. 
Public  Relations  to  Fore 

Allied  plans  an  extensive  public 
relations  program  to  publicize  the 
work  of  the  organization,  its  affili- 

ates and  the  CIEA.  This  is  regarded 
by  many  as  a  definite  move  to  offset 
the  public  relations  campaign  of  the 
ATA  which  has  been  placed  in  the 
hands  of  Arthur  L.  Mayer  of  New 
York. 

The  Allied  sessions  will  come  to  a 
close  Saturday  afternoon  and  will  be 
followed  by  a  testimonial  dinner  to 
Jack  Kirsch,  Allied's  president. 

Rep.  to  Double  Ad 
Budget  Next  Year 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

either  in  production  or  ready  for  re- 
lease, Yates  pointed  out  that  increas. 

ing  advertising  efforts  would  be 
necessary.  He  lauded  the  results 
obtained  in  the  past  through  the 
use  of  this  media  and  predicted  that 
1946  would  mark  an  impressive 
milestone  in  the  progress  of  Repub- 

lic pictures. 
Sales  representatives  from  ex- 

change areas  of  Portland,  Seattle, 
San  Francisco,  Los  Angeles,  Denver 
and  Salt  Lake  City  were  present  at 
a  three-day  meeting  which  was  pre- 

sided over  by  James  R.  Grainger, 
Republic  executive  vice-president  in 
charge  of  sales. 

Studio  and  sales  officials  plane  out 
today  for  Chicago  and  New  York 
for  similar  sales  meetings  in  these areas. 

Tests  of  Stratovision 
To  be  Carried  to  Public 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

asked,  starting  Monday,  to  listen 
and  report  on  reception  from  the 
high-flying  planes,  John  A.  Holman, 
business  manager  for  Stratovision, 
said  yesterday  at  a  luncheon  of  the 
Radio  Executives  Club  of  New  York. 

Stratovision  tests,  conducted  along 
the  Eastern  seaboard  since  Decem- 

ber, have  been  encouraging,  Holman 
noted.  Signals  have  been  trans- 

mitted over  a  distance  of  240  airline 
miles,  using  only  250  watts  of  power, 
with  results  agreeing  almost  exactly 
with  estimates  published  when  the 
system  was  announced  last  August. 
Test  broadcasts  will  be  on  a  fre- 

quency of  107.5  megacycles,  with  a 
regular  schedule  to  be  announced shortly. 

Ampa  Board  to  Meet 
Rutgers  Neilson,  president  of 

Ampa,  has  called  a  meeting  of 
the  officers,  board  of  directors  and 
planning  and  program  committee  in 
the  Hotel  Edison  tomorrow  noon  to 
discuss  the  luncheon  on  Tuesday  in 
the  Hotel  Astor,  at  which  Benjamin 
A.  Cohen  of  the  United  Nations  will 
be  the  principal  speaker.  Tickets  to 
the  affair  may  be  obtained  from 

Charles  AHcoate  at  The  Film  Daily. 

Mono.  42-Week  Grt 
For  U.S.  $4,990,732 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

gross  for  the  13-week  period  Fe 
to   May  3,  1946,  was   $1,592,995 
compared    with    $1,151,005    for 
same  period  last  year.  *V Broidy  said  that  I.ionogranwl 
mestic  all-time  high  was  establi: 
the  week  ending  May  3,  last, 
collections  totaling  $175,957,  mj 
the  nearest  previous  week  high 
$141,000.  He  said  Monogram  exp 
to  have  8,500  exhibitor  deals  cl<i 
by  the  end  of  the  current  sel 
season. 
Monogram  will  release  32  picti 

for  1946-1947  season  including 

$1,000,000  pictures  —  "It  Happe; 
on   Fifth   Avenue,"    which   Roy 
Ruth  will  place  in  production  in  J 
"The  Hunted"  and  'I  Wouldn't  B I 
Your   Shoes,"  to   be  made  by  E  | 
Bros.,  and  "Mr.  Gideon,"  to  be 
duced  by  Del  Ruth.    The  "Shad series  will  not  be  continued.    Br< 
believes  the  new  story  trend  will  ■ 

away  from  "sex  dramas"  and  ot  | material   that   could    be    censora 
and  said  that  Monogram  will  cone  i 
trate     on    healthy     down  -  to  -  eg 
stories,  not  overlooking  action. 

Broidy  said  that  he  learned  on 
European  trip  that  Russian  prodi 
that  a  few  years  ago  was  populai 
France  and  other  European  coj 
tries,  has  lost  its  popularity  and 
not  being  accepted  by  the  film-go 
public  abroad.  He  said  that  Mo 
gram's  distribution  deal  with  Pa 
in  England  had  been  extended 1954. 

CPA  Nixes  Enterprise 
$100,000  Sound  Stage 

West  Coast  Bureau,  of  THE  FILM  DA, 

Hollywood — Enterprise  Prods.' quest  to  erect  a  $100,000  sound  sM 
at  its  studios  has  been  turned  do 
by  the  CPA,  but  the  latter 
okayed  a  $26,000  planning  plant  . 
Monogram. 

Album  for  WB  Sound  Fete 

A  specially  designed  album 
Cole  Porter  music,  dedicated  to  W; 
ners'  twentieth  anniversary  of  sou 
pix,  will  be  put  out  by  RCA  Vict 
Included  with  each  album  will  M 
four-page  insert  devoted  to  the  fi 
and  containing  stills  from  W! 
"Night  and  Day."  RCA  is  one 
the  co-sponsors  of  the  anniversa 

IN  CIVVIES 
■jfc  Honorably  Discharged  if 

LT.  C.  E.  HEPPBERGER,  from  the  Navy,  back 

National  Carbon  Co. 
SAMUEL    H  A  BE  R  MAN,    from    Army,    to    assist: 

manager,     Lakewood    Theater,     Detroit, 
Associated  circuit. 

HAROLD  ©ROMEL,  Army,   scenic  artist,   form 
ly  with  Bromel  and  Sons,  Detroit. 
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HEATERS  TO  GET  PIX  DESPITE  RAIL  STRIKE 
IE  A  to  Fight  Any  ATA  Units  in  Its  Territories 
W ARDOUR  ST. 

Calling. ... 
;By  "TAT1ER" 

(Ernest  W.  Fredman) 
LONDON 

ARESAY  you  will  have  wondered  when 
til  read  the  news  from  here  that  a 
sand  exhibitors  had  defaulted  on  their 

3  obligations  last  year  and  that  there 

a  further  decline  in  British  film  pro- 
fon. 

le  actual  percentage  of  British  feature 
.  declined  from  17.53  per  cent  in  1944 
i6.99.  The  total  length  of  British   films 
ijited  amounts  to  19.73  per  cent  of  the 
i|e,   as   against   20.69    per   cent    in    the 
ious  year,  but  in  actual  figures  we  are 

ling    about   40   to    50    feature    films    in 

;sar,    plus    30    or   40    three-reelers,    the 
|r  of  which,  of  course,  count  for  quota, 
the  figures  will  give  you  some   indica- 
of    the    lack    of    studio    space    under 

!:h  our  producers  are  working. 
II    those   studios    that    have    been    de- 
isitioned    will    be    a    long    time    before 
will  be   completely   functioning.   Take 

■dated    British    Corp.    studios,    for    ex- 
le.  The  big   plant  at   Elstrec   has  been 

,11    back,    but   will    want   entire    re-con- 

ning with   equipment   and   won't  be   in 
sing  order  for  at  least  a  year — probably 

jier.    It's   the   same    with    others.    Takes 
It  to  get  these  going  again,  and  mean- 

lie  it's  pretty  miraculous  what  we  do  in 
■ing  40  to  50  films  which  I  have  men- 
sd. 

15  for  the  exhibitors  being  prosecuted 

not  fulfilling  their  quota  obligations — 
jould  say  it  was  very  doubtful.  What  are 
-  going  to  do  if  the  pictures  are  not 
«? 

•  • 

~ON'T   be   surprised   to   hear   one   of 
our    prominent    companies    making 
s  in  Canada,  because  if  they  count 

quota    it's    one    way   out,    although 
'  ada  hasn't  got  much  in  the  way  of 
\lios,  but  they  probably  can  get  going 
f^ker  than  we  can,  because  here  pri- 
y  is  being  given  to  the  housing  prob- 
,  which  is  terribly  acute. 

•  • 
:IHN  DAVIS  off  to  Canada  this  week  and 

probably  be  there  by  the  time  you  read 
se  notes.  Conferring  with  the  Odeon 
:utive  there,  and  this  will  be  the  fore- 
ler  of  frequent  visits  throughout  the 

.  And  you'll  see  Bob  Wolff,  RKO's  rep. 
jp,  on  Broadway  within  the  next  few 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

23  Member  Organizations 
Voted  Unanimously;  CIEA 
Becomes  Clearing  House 

By  AL  STEEN 
Associate  Editor,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Chicago  —  Expressing  oppo- 
sition to  the  American  Theaters 

Association  as  a  spokesman  for 
independent  exhibitors,  the  Confer- 

ence of  Independent  Exhibitors  Asso- 
ciations yesterday  moved  to  resist 

all  efforts  to  organize  ATA  units  in 
the  respective  territories  of  the  CIEA 
member  associations. 

This  concerted  move  against  ATA 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Philly  Council  Passes 
10%  Amusement  Tax 
Philadelphia — The  10  per  cent  tax 

on  amusements  was  passed  yester- 
day by  the  city  council  after  a  vig- 

orous fight  by  the  industry  here  to 
have  the  measure  defeated.  The  levy 
takes  effect  on  July  1. 

The  protestants,  among  the  the- 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Yates  to  Address  Rep. 
Chi.  Sales  Meet  Today 

Chicago  —  Sales  personnel  from 
Republic's  Midwestern,  Prairie, 
Southern  and  Southwestern  districts 
are  due  to  meet  today  with  home 
office  and  studio  executives  in  the  sec- 

( Continued  on  Page  8) 

Pay  $432,740  fit 
Jachson  Parh  Case 

Chicago  —  Film  distributors  yes- 
terday paid  $432,740  in  satisfaction 

of  the  judgment  rendered  against 
them  in  the  Jackson  Park  Theater 

anti-trust  triple-damage  suit,  Thomas 

McConnell,  attorney  for  the  plain- 
tiffs, announced  here. 

Theater  Shutdown 

In  East  Monday! 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Theaters  in  the 
Eastern  states  "probably"  will  be 
closed  next  Monday  if  the  railroad 
and  coal  strikes  are  in  effect  then, 
CPA  warned  yesterday. 

Following  a  day-long  series  of 
conferences  called  when  the  rail- 

road strike  was  impending,  Edward 
Folck,  CPA  official,  said  it  was  almost 
certain  that  theaters  would  be  closed 
by  Monday  if  the  strikes  continued. 
Theaters  and  other  places  of 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

MPAA  Asks  Dismissal 
Of  "Outlaw"  Action 

Dismissal  of  Howard  Hughes' 
damage  action  involving  "The  Out- 

law" was  sought  in  New  York  Fed- 
eral Court  yesterday  by  the  MPAA 

in  the  association's  answer  to  the 
suit.  The  MPAA  entered  a  general 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Maas  MPEA  Operating  Head 
20th-Fox  Loans  Its  Asst.  Foreign  Director 

King  Bros,  in  Market  for 
Best  Sellers  at  Top  Prices 

That  he  and  his  brother,  Frank, 
are  preparing  to  step  out  boldly 
with  a  program  of  bigger  and  better 
films  designed  to  put  the  Monogram 
producers  in  the  big-time  was  dis- 

closed yesterday  by  Maurice  King, 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Irving  A.  Maas,  assistant  director 
of  foreign  distribution  for  20th-Fox, 
will  be  loaned  by  that  company  to 
serve  as  operating  head  of  the 
MPEA,  it  was  learned  yesterday. 
The  arrangement  will  run .  three 

years. 
Designation  of  Maas  for  this  key 

post  dovetailed  into  the  expanding 
pattern  of  MPEA  organization  which 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Distribs.  and  Carriers 

To  Set  Up  Five  Major  Con- 
trol Points  Across  Nation 

America's  film  theaters  will 
get  product  during  the  current 
railroad  strike  within  the 
framework  of  a  plan  which  the  dis- 

tributors and  the  National  Film  Car- 
riers Association  uncorked  last  night, 

after  having  formulated  its  general 
provisions  prior  to  the  strike  truce 
which  expired  yesterday  at  5  p.m. 

Briefly  stated,  the  plan  calls  for 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Schine  Circuit  Asks 

For  Special  Master 
Buffalo — Notice  was  filed  in  Fed- 

eral Court  here  yesterday  by  Schine 
Chain  Theaters,  Inc.,  that  it  will 
move  on  May  28  for  the  appointment 
of  a  master  to  take  testimony  on  the 
operations  of  the  circuit  in  the  light 
of  present  day  conditions. 
At  the  same  time,  Schine  will  ask 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

New  Eng.  Indies  Attack 
ATA  Local  Problem  Policy 

Boston  —  Independent  Exhibitors, 
Inc.,  New  England  Allied  affiliate, 
has  let  go  a  sixth  blast  against  the 
ATA  via  a  letter  addressed  to  area 

indies  by  President  Walter  E.  Mit- 
( Continued  on  Page  5) 

Detroit  Mgrs.  School 
Graduates  First  Class 
Detroit — Initial  group  of  studentsof 

the  Highland  Park  Public  Library  the- 
ater managers  school  graduated  last 

night,  after  completing  a  14-week 
course  inaugurated  by  Samuel  Car- 

ver, temporary  president  of  the  Mich- 
igan Independent  Theater  Owners. 

No  promises  of  jobs  have  been  made 

but  a  number  of  graduates  are  ex- 

pected to  find  work  in  local  thea- ters. 
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FINANCIAL 
(Thurs.,  May  23) 

NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 
Net 

Am.  Seat   
Bell  &  Howell   
Columbia    Picts.    .  .  . 
East.  Kodak     
Cen.    Prec.    Eq   

Loew's,    Inc   
Paramount        
RKO       

20th   Century-Fox    .  .  . 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd 
Universal    Pict   
Universal    Picts.    pfd. 
Warner  Bros   

High 29  Vs 
33y4 35% 

25234 37V4 
391/s 

793'8 
25 
6234 

78 
47 993/8 
501/s 

Low 2834 
331/4 
3434 

252 371/4 

381/2 

78 

245/8 
615-8 
767/g 

46 
99 
4934 

Close       Chg. 

283,4  — 
331/4  — 
343,4  — 
252  + 
371/4  + 
38% 

78 1/2  —  1 
2434  —  1/4 
61 34  —  7/8 
77  +  U/s 
46  +  % 

99  —  3/8 
493,4  —  % 

NEW  YORK    CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Piers       9%       91/2       95/8       
Radio-Keith    cvs.    ...   113/8     11          11  —14 
Sonotone  Corp        51/s       5  5l/s        
Technicolor          25Vs     24Vi     24 1/2  —     % 
Trans-Lux       7           634       7  +     Va 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid  Asked 

Pathe    Industries         123^     13% 

Nassau-Fulton  Dissolves 
Albany  - —  Nassau-Fulton  Theater 

Corp.  of  New  York  City,  has  filed  a 
certificate  of  voluntary  dissolution. 

WHATEVER  TOU  WANT  WHENEVER  YOU  WANT  ITI 

SPECIAL  TRAILERS 
PDQ  AND   PERFECT,  TOO 

FUMACK 

cominG  ono  goihg 
Appoint  W.  P.  N.  Edwar 
BIS  Director  General 

CHARLES  EINFELD,  president  of  Enterprise 

Prods.,  and  JOSEPH  ROSENBERG,  vice-president 
of  the  Bank  of  America,  returned  to  the  Coast 
yesterday  from   New  York. 

DAVID  LOEW  and  DAVID  TANN'ENBAUM  ar- 
rived on  the  Coast  yesterday  from  Washington 

and   New  York. 
HARRY  COHN  returned  to  the  Coast  last 

night. 

RAY  NOLAN,  St.  Louis  district  manager  for 
RKO  Radio,  and  MRS.  NOLAN  are  spending  a 
two-week  vacation  at  French  Lick,  Ind. 

DICK  POWERS,  music  co-ordinator  for  the 
M-C-M  studios  and  music  publishers,  has  re- 

turned  to  the  Coast  after  a   10-day  visit  here. 

HENDERSON  M.  RICHEY,  in  charge  of  ex- 
hibitor relations  for  M-C-M,  flew  to  Chicago 

yesterday. 

)OHN  ELDREDCE  flew  from  Hollywood  to 
San  Francisco  to  be  at  the  bedside  of  his 
mother,   who  is  ill. 

NICK  TRONOLONE,  vice-president  of  Pathe 
Laboratories,  who  went  to  Mexico  last  Satur- 

day,  is  due  back  early   next  week. 

PHIL  REISMAN,  RKO  Radio  vice-president  in 
charge  of  foreign  distribution,  leaves  by  plane 
today  for  Mexico  City  on  a  brief  inspection 
tour. 

SIDNEY  LANFIELD  will  leave  Hollywood  for 
a  short  vacation  in  New  York  upon  completion 

of  Para.'s  "Where  There's  Life." 

A.  J.  O'KEEFE,  Universale  Western  sales 
manager,  flies  to  Chicago  tonight,  to  be  gone 
until   the  first  of  the   month. 

MAXWELL  HAMILTON,  newly-appointed  edi- 

tor of  Fawcett  Publications'  Motion  Picture 
Magazine,  leaves  New  York  Sunday  for  Holly- 

wood where  he  will  spend  several  weeks  visiting 
studios  and  screen  executives. 

PRODUCER  HERMAN  MILLAKOWSKY  leaves 
Hollywood  Sunday  for  New  York  to  line  up  stage 

talent,  plus  a  composer,  for  "Fear,"  which  he will  make. 

BUDD  ROGERS,  producers'  representative,  re- 
turned to  New  York  yesterday  from  the  West 

Coast  where  he  conferred  on  the  camoaign  for 

the  Char'es  R.  Rogers  film,  "Angel  Over  My 

Shoulder." 

Real  Fellows  Has  Not 
Formed  a  Labor  Union 

Chicago  —  Reel  Fellows  Club  of 
Illinois  has  not  formed  a  labor  union 
nor  are  any  demands  being  made 
qs  reported  in  The  Film  Daily  of 

May  20.  At  its  regular  monthly- meeting  held  on  Sunday,  May  19, 
Reel  Fellows  Club  voted  to  affiliate 
with  the  Coliseum  of  Motion  Picture 
Salesmen. 

Reel  Fellows  Club  will  continue  to 
function  and  maintain  its  identity 
for  the  purposes  as  originally 
formed. 

Spectorsky  of  Chi.  Sun 
loins  Bloch  at  20th-Fox 
August  C.  Spectorsky,  recently 

book  editor  for  the  Chicago  Sun, 
has  joined  20th-Fox  as  associate 
story  editor  to  Bert  Bloch  in  the 
home  office. 

Leczer  Rites  Tomorrow 
Funeral  services  will  be  held  to- 

morrow for  Mrs.  Elizabeth  Leczer, 
75,  mother  of  Margaret  Leczer  Blaha, 
secretary  to  William  F.  Rodgers, 
vice-president  and  general  sales  man- 

ager of  M-G-M.  The  services  will 
take  place  at  St.  Catherine  of  Sienna 
Church,  St.  Albans,  L.  I.,  at  10  a.m. 
Mrs.  Leczer  is  survived  by  four  other 
children. 

SPYROS  P.  SKOURAS  will  attend  the  Chicago 
dinner   for  Jack    Kirsch    tomorrow    night. 

CHESTER  MORRIS  and  wife  are  visiting  in Chicago. 

BRYAN  FOY,  production  chief  of  the  re- 
cently-formed Pathe  Eagle-Lion  Co.,  will  fly 

to  New  York  over  the  week-end  from  the  West 
Coast  to  set  up  the  new  organization. 

WALLY  WESTMORE,  head  of  Paramount's 
make-up  department,  and  BILLY  DANIELS, 
dance  director,  will  leave  Hollywood  tomorrow 
for  Alberta,  Canada,  together  with  a  location 

troupe  of  135  persons,  for  the  filming  of  Tech- 

nicolor scenes  for  "The  Emperor  Waltz." 

L  I  Z  A  B  E  T  H  SCOTT,  star  of  Paramount's 
"Strange  Love  of  Martha  Ivers,"  will  leave  the 
Coast  today  for  New  York  aboard  the  Constella- 

tion for  the  world  premiere  of  the  film,  a  Hal 
Wallis  production. 

CAROLE  LANDIS  will  attend  the  Jack  Kirsch 
dinner   in    Chicago    tomorrow    night. 

STEPHEN  BOSUTOW,  general  manager  of 
United  Productions,  is  here  from  Hollywood  to 

complete  negotiations  with  United  Nations  of- 
ficials for  production  of  a  film  dealing  with 

the    workings    of    the    UN    Security    Council. 

IRVING  WORMSER,  Eastern  sales  manager  for 
Film  Classics,  Inc.,  is  on  a  business  trip  to  Ok- 

lahoma, Dallas,  New  Orleans,  Charlotte  and 
Washington. 

BILL  TREADWELL,  author,  will  leave  here 
for  the  West  Coast  today  to  check  material 
for  a   new  book  he   is  writing  on  comedians. 

WLADIMIR  LISSIM.  European  general  mana- 
ger for  RKO  Radio,  returns  to  his  headquarters 

in   Paris  today  via  the  S.  S.   Brazil. 

E.  WACNER,  of  the  Wagner  Sign  Service, 
Chicago,  and  CAPT.  BUD  HUTTO.  are  in  Los 
Angeles  to  obtain  a  Grauman  amphibian  plane 
in   which   they  will   fly  back   to   Chicago. 

WILL  SCRANTON,  Ampro  ad  director  and 
S.  J.  GREGORY  of  Alliance  circuit  and  his 
wife,  have  returned  to  Chicago  from  Hot  Springs. 

CEORCE  E.  FREEMAN,  manager  of  Loew's 
Poli,  Springfield,  Mass.,  has  returned  there  from 
a  two-week  auto  trip  through  New  Hampshire 
and   Maine. 

ARTHUR  LUBIN  arrived  in  Covert,  Mich.,  by 
plane  yesterday  from  the  Coast  to  scout  loca- 

tions for  Harry  M.  Popkin's  forthcoming  Car- 
dinal   Pictures    production,    "Sheila." 

EARL  CARROLL  has  arrived  in  New  York  from 
the  Coast. 

FRED  HUTCHINSON,  Paramount's  general  sales 
manager  in  Great  Britain,  arrived  in  New  York 

by  plane  from  London  yesterday  for  a  six-week 
stay. 

PAUL  VERDAYNE,  Paramount's  general  man- 
ager for  the  Straits  Settlements,  has  left  New 

York  for  London  by  plane  en   route  to  Singapore. 

COLIN  MILLER,  of  Enterprise  Prods.,  is  ex- 
pected  to  leave  for  Paris  shortly. 

AL  LOWENTHAL,  of  Famous  Artists  Syndicate, 
is  due  here  from  Chicago  for  business  confer- 
ences. 

Washington    Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DA,' 

Washington  —  W.  P.  N.  Edwa  1 
has  been  appointed  director  gene 
of  the  British  Information  Serv 
succeeding  Harold  Butler,  it  t 
announced  yesterday.  Edwards,  n 
known  to  Washington,  served  3/- 

rector  of  the  information  d?  ' ' of  the  British  Supply  Council 
director  of  the  Overseas  Informat 
Division. 

As  director  general  of  the  BIS  1 
wards  will  supervise  distribution 
British  Government  -  made  films 
this  country. 

St.  Louis  Exhibs.  to  Carry 

City  Tax  Fight  to  Public 

St.  Louis — A  special  committee 
St.  Louis  showmen  is  consider] 
plans  to  fight  the  proposed  five  ] 
cent  levy  on  amusement  ticke 
Group  plans  a  campaign  to  info 
patrons  of  the  additional  costs 
movie-going  if  the  measure  is  pass 
Among  methods  being  mulled  by  1 
committee  is  one  calling  for  40  by 
lobby  displays  in  each  theater,  w 
booths  to  be  set  up  in  lobbies  so  tl 
patrons  can  sign  petitions  agaii 
the  tax.  Trailers  are  to  be  used 
the  anti-tax  fight. 

111.  UTO  Asks  Letters 
Protesting  Proposed  Tax 

Chicago — In  a  move  to  fight 
proposed  10  per  cent  State  tax 
motion  picture  admissions,  Unr 
Theater  Owners  of  Illinois  has  issi 
a  service  bulletin  outlining  methc 
to  combat  the  measure.  Calling  t 
proposal  unfair,  discriminatory  a 
unnecessary,  UTOI  urges  exhibitc 
to  write  to  their  district  Represen 
tives  and  Senators  protesting  t 
levy,  and  to  get  their  patrons 
take  similar  steps. 

William  S.  Wilder  Dead 
Norfolk,  Va.— William  S.  Wild 

president    of    Wilder    Theaters, 
dead.     Circuit    operated    seven   tl 
aters  in  Virginia. 

"The  Green  Years 
is  a  wonderful  I 

motion   picture." We're  telling  the  nation ! 

M-G-Ms    WONDERFUL    PROMOTION     CAMPAIGN    LAUNCHES    IT! 



.-» 

I 

announces that  th 

all- 

motion  picture  destined  for 

surpassing  boxoffice  results 

is  now  in  production 

  personally  produced  by 



20th  Century-Fox  predicts  that 

the  unequalled  boxoffice  greatness 

of  this  distinguished  attraction  will 

be  unmistakably  established  by  its 

300  pre-release  Christmas 

engagements! 

Q{ 

W .  Somerset  Maugham,  author  of  "The  Razor's 

Edge,''  in   conference  with   Dorryl  F.   Zanuck 

TYRONE  POWER     . .     .     .     as  Larry  Darrell 

GENE  TIERNEY    .     . 

JOHN  PAYNE      .     . 

ANNE  BAXTER    .     . .     as  Sophie  MacDonald 
CLIFTON  WEBB  .     . .     .    as  Elliott  Templeton 
HERBERT  MARSHALL as  W.  Somerset  Maugham 

20th    Century- Fox    presents   TYRONE   POWER,   GENE   TIERNEY,   JOHN    PAYNE,  ANNE   BAXTER,   CLIFTON   WEBB, 

HERBERT  MARSHALL  in  Darryl  F.  Zanuck's  Production  of  W.  Somerset  Maugham's  "THE  RAZOR'S  EDGE"    •    Directed  by 
EDMUND  GOULDING    •    Screenplay  by  LAMAR  TROTTI 
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I 
laas  fo  be  MPEA 

perating  Head 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

eady  finds  the  Association  nego- 
ting  for  office  space  in  the  imme- 
te  area  of  the  Johnston  office. 

fs,  when  he  takes  over  the  new 
formally,  will  be  given  the 

.e  of  operations  export  manager, 
substantially  that  title. 
!t  was  also  learned  yesterday  that 
ensive  plans  have  been  discussed 

•  staffing  MPEA,  and  the  most 
ely  proposal  is  for  each  of  the 
.jor  companies  to  allocate  to 
3EA  the  services  of  a  trained  ex- 

it in  foreign  film  commerce. 
Persistent  reports  along  local 
m  Row  were  that  high  industry 
cials  were  considering  naming  a 

called  "national  business  figure" 
operate  MPEA,  but  this  was  be- 
•e  Eric  A.  Johnston  decided  to  de- 
;e  the  bulk  of  his  time  to  both 
DAA  and  MPEA. 

fitu 
DAILY 

PAA  Asks  Dismissal 

f  "Outlaw"  Action 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

rial   of   all    allegations   made   by 
ighes  and  held  that  the  complaint 
led  to  state  a  claim  against  the 
;ociation. 

Hughes,  who  produced  "The  Out- 
is  seeking  a  temporary  in- 

lction  to  restrain  the  MPAA  from 

shdrawing  its  seal  of  approval  on 

s  ground  that  the  association's  ad- 
vising code  was  violated  by  him 

exploiting  the  production.  The 
^AA  said  that  Hughes,  a  member 
good  standing,  was  bound  by  the 

;ociation's  constitution,  by  -  laws 
i  regulations. 

Hughes'  request  for  an  injunction 
scheduled  for  a  hearing  today  in 
deral  Court. 

rs.  Herman  Goldberg  Dies 

Chicago  —  Mrs.  Anna  Goldberg, 
Ee  of   Herman  Goldberg,  Warner 
'vice    executive,    died    here.     Her 
sband,  son  and  daughter  survive. 

ntig  Heads  Zenith  Sales 

Chicago — H.  C.  Bonfig  has  been 
ned  director  of  sales  by  the  Zenith 
rp.  J.  E.  Anderson  was  named 

•chasing  agent. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  24 
Robert  Sinclair  Al  Feinman 

Ira  Genet  Robert  Mochrie 

Creighton    Hale  Peter  Whitney 

May  25 
Morris   Kutinsky  Sammy  Blum 

Marshall  Neilan,  Jr.  Jeanne  Crain 
May  26 

Al  Jolson  Viola  Brothers  Shore 
Paul  Lukas  John  Wayne 

Norma  Talmadge  Andy  M.  Roy 

ALONG 

T  T 

As  the  Week  Fades  Out 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Those  reports  that  Sam  Goldwyn  eventually 

will    establish    his    own   distribution    system,    possibly    in    alliance    with 

others,  simply  will  not  down   Heard  again  yesterday  were  rumors 

that  there  might  be  a  meeting  of  the  minds  between  Goldwyn  and  Sir 
Alexander  Korda,  who  has  his  British  Lion  in  the  United  Kingdom  and 

Regina  Films  in  France,  Belgium  and  the  French  Colonies  as  distri- 

bution agencies   Also   heard — and   it   was   quickly   scotched — was 
a  rumor  that  Walt  Disney  might   be  a  party   Both   Goldwyn   and 

Disney  have  been  releasing  thru  RKO  Radio   From  sources   close 

to  Disney  came  expressions  of  annoyance  over  the  rumors,  termed 
modified  revivals  of  others  in  circulation  weeks  back,  and  emphatic 

assurances  that  Walt  and  Roy  were  very  happy  in  the  RKO  fold,  so 
much  so  that  a  new  deal  has  been  signed   It  was  suggested  that  the 

fact  Roy  has  been  planning  a  trip  to  England  after  the  RKO  Radio 

convention  here  in  early  July  might  have  been  used  as  a  peg  on  which 

to  hang   the   rumor   The   Disneys,  incidentally,    are    mighty   proud 

of  their  own  foreign  setup   As  for  a  Korda-Goldwyn  get  together, 

write  your  awn  ticket   But  Sir  Alexander  has  overseas  distribu- 
tion   plans   Witness   the    fact    that   Laudy   Lawrence,    president   of 

London  Film  Prods.,  Inc.,  is  now  in  Mexico,  en  route  to  Latin  America, 

for  a  look-see   
T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  KING'S  ROYAL  GIFT:  Maurice  King,  who  with  his  brother. 

Frank,  produced  Monogram's  melodramatic  corker,  "Suspense,"  displayed 
plenty  of  horse  sense  when  it  came,  to  picking  gifts  for  Belita  and  Barry 
Sullivan   in   appreciation    of   their    work    in   the   film   He   bought    a 

nag  for  each  of  the   players   while   on  his   visit   in  the   East  in  search 

of  talent   Together  with  one  the  producer  acquired  for  himself,  the 

three  animals  will  be  flown  to  the  Coast  tomorrow  in  what  may  well  be 

the  first  transcontinental  shipment  of  horses  via  air  freight   

T  T  T 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  A  luncheon  was  tendered  loan  Curtis 

and  Miriam  Nadel,  former  editor  and  associate  editor,  respectively,  of 

Motion  Picture  Magazine,   by   the   publicity  women   of   the   industry,    at 

Sardi's   Both  have  left  their  jobs  to  await  Sir  Stork   Those  who 
attended  the  luncheon  and  presented  the  pair  with  silver  baby  mugs  for 

the  two  prospective  citizens  were  Eileen  Brennan,  Dorothy  Day,  Evelyn 

Koleman,  Bernice  Gobel,  Marion  Orford,  Eve  Siegel,  Madeleine  White, 

Marjorie  Kane,  and  Tess  Michael.  ...  •  With  the  railroad  strike  in 

effect,  Rhode  Island  theatermen  can  expect  the  Providence  Journal- 
Evening  Bulletin  to  go  down  to  eight  pages   Theater  columns,  movie 

reviews,  and  display  advertising  will  be  dropped*  ...  •  Sam  Berns, 

member  of  THE  FILM  DAILY  editorial  staff,  will  pinch  hit  for  his  brother 

Bill,  conductor  of  Station  WNEW's  "Sunday  in  Hollywood"  program 
when  the  latter  leaves  on  a  two-week  vacation  trip  next   week.   .  .  . 

•  Monogram  too  appears   to  be  building   a  backlog   of   product   

Steve  Broidy's  company  now  has  12  features  ready  for  release  or  in 
the  editing  stage.  ...  •  Albert  J.  Clarke,  manager  of  Providence's 

Majestic,  has  been  appointed  to  the  city's  Emergency  Famine  Committee. 

•  Illinois  theaters'  March  of  Dimes  Drive  this  year  brought  in  $284.- 
681.63.  ...  •  Henry  D.  Matcher,  general  manager  of  the  Rivoli  and 

Embassy  in  Baltimore,  is  celebrating  his  29th  anniversary  with  the  two 
houses   He  began  as  an  usher  at  the  Rivoli  in  1916.  ...     •   Will 

Yolen  tips  that  Byer  Rolnick,  the  Texas  hat  manufacturer,  has  been 
committed  to  make  all  the  hats  for  Warners  male  stars,  as  well  as  a 
few  for  some  of  their  f emme  names   

T  T  T 

W ARDOUR  ST. 
Calling. ... 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

days.  Bcb's  been  gonna  make  the  journey 
for  the  past  six  weeks,  but  at  last  has  got 

pretty  well  everything  set,  and  will  be  glad- 

handing  all  the  boys  he's  known  for  years 

within  a  day  or  two.  Don't  be  at  all  sur- 
prised if  you  find  him  gone  all-British  and 

may  even  talk  with  a  Piccadilly  accent. 
•  • 

I  OT  of  speculation  about  Maurice 
*—  Ostrer's  future.  He  leaves  Gains- 

borough in  September.  Story  is  that 
he'll  make  Columbia  British  films.  Joe 
Friedman  here  denies,  but  Ostrer  was 
talking  very  seriously  with  Harry  and 
Jack  Cohn  in  New  York  and  everybody 
believes  there's  something  doing. •  • 

COURTEEN  of  the  20th-Fox  sales  mana- 

gers wandering  round   town  and  having 
the  time  of  their  lives,  although  1  im- 

agine they  find  the  "eats"  and  a  few 
other  things  different  from  America,  be- 

cause we're  not  so  well  fixed  in  that  di- 
rection. And  as  for  steaks  of  which  we 

hear  such  glowing  reports  from  your  side 
-—there  ain't  nothing  doing  here  in  that 
line,  or  in  a  few  others  either!  Still,  the 
boys  are  making  do  all  right,  and  that  goes 
for  the  Columbia  six  winners  of  the  Bond 
Drive,  who  are  being  entertained  publicly 
to  lunch  on  Wednesday  by  Joe  Friedman, 
with  a  lot  of  execs,  from  the  industry  there 
to  acclaim  their  prowess.  Should  be  good. 

New  Eng.  Indies  Attack 
ATA  Local  Problem  Policy 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

chell.  New  attack  concerns  the  ATA's 
"hands  off"  policy  on  local  problems 
unless  it  is  requested  to  step  in 
through  its  committee. 

Writes  Mitchell: 

'Let's  suppose  a  bill  is  introduced 
in  the  legislature  in  Boston,  or  Mont- 
pelier,  or  Providence  to  tax  each 
theater  five  dollars  a  reel.  The  hear. 
ing  will  take  place  within  a  month 
and  it  will  be  up  for  vote  inside  of 
two  months — maybe  less. 

"How  many  people  must  call  on 
the  ATA? 
How  will  a  committee  of  100  be 

assembled  ? 

"How  long  will  it  take  them  to  de- 
cide on  what  to  do? 

"What  will  happen  if  calls  come 
simultaneously  from  New  England, 
California,  and  Illinois? 

"Where  will  who  meet  when  to 
listen  to  whom? 

"For  once  the  ATA  is  correct;  it 
almost  certainly  will  NOT  deal  with 

local  problems." 

STORK  REPORTS 

Baltimore — Gilbert  Kanour,  critic 
for  the  Evening  Sun,  is  the  father 
of  a  six-pound  daughter  born  to  Mrs. 
Kanour  through  Caeserian  opera- 

tion, at  the  Union  Memorial  Hos- 

pital. 
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CIEA  Will  Resist 

Forming  of  ATA  Units 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

invasion  of  CIEA  areas  was  adopted 
yesterday  at  the  organization's  meet- 

ing in  the  Palmer  House.  The  vote 
was  unanimous  among  representa- 

tives of  23  organizations  which  com- 
pose the  CIEA  in  28  states. 

In  a  separate  resolution  which 
veiledly  struck  at  ATA  activities, 
it  was  voted  to  establish  CIEA  as  a 
clearing  house  and  agency,  separate 
and  distinct  from  the  organizations 
composing  it,  and,  in  order  to  pro- 

tect the  autonomy  of  the  member  or- 
ganizations, CIEA  should  support 

only  those  measures  and  engage  in 
only  those  activities  which  may  be 
approved  by  the  members  from  time 
to  time. 

To  Draft  Constitution,  By-Laws 
In  its  decision  to  place  the  CIEA 

on  a  permanent  basis,  Jesse  Stern, 
chairman,  was  authorized  to  name  a 
committee  to  draft  a  constitution  and 
by-laws. 

It  was  pointed  out  that  with  the 
foregoing  safeguards,  the  scope  of 
CIEA  may  be  broadly  defined  to  in- 

clude all  matters  of  general  interest 
to  independent  exhibitors  as  to  which 
co-operative  activities  may  be  desir- 

able and  effective,  including  Federal 
taxation  and  legislation  and  industry 
readjustments  growing  out  of  court 
orders  and  especially  matters  of  con- 

cern to  exhibitors  in  the  every  day 
operation  of  their  theaters. 

This  committee  consists  of  Col.  H. 
A.  Cole,  L.  0.  Lukan,  Ben  Berger, 
Leo  Wolcott,  Al  Steffes,  Nathan 
Yamins  and,  serving  as  ex-officio 
members,  Jesse  Stern  and  Abram  F. 
Myers. 
The  resolution  pointed  out  that 

while  the  CIEA  and  its  members  will 
continue  to  co-operate  with  the  other 
branches  of  the  industry  in  matters 
of  common  interest,  they  strongly 
feel  that  independent  exhibitors 
should  be  represented  in  legislative 
matters  and  public  affairs  by  their 
own  organizations.  For  that  reason, 
the  CIEA  went  on  record  as  re- 

pudiating all  organizations  and  indi- 
viduals "who  presume  to  speak  for 

or  represent  such  exhibitors  without 

their  authority  or  consent." 
To  Inform  Public  Officials 

In  a  move  toward  acquainting  pub. 
lie  officials  with  the  organization,  it 
was  voted  that  they  should  be  in- 

IN  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

HARRY  HAYDEN,  manager,   Ritz,   Flint,   Mich. 
CHARLES    KILLINGER,    night    manager,     Rialto, 

Flint,  Mich. 

DOROTHY    McCORMICK,    day    manager,    Rialto, 
Flint,    Mich. 

MAXIE  CEALER,  city  manager,  Associated  The- 
aters, Flint,  Mich. 

TED  IBAUMAN,   operator,  Atlas,   Detroit. 

JOHN   RADZICKI,   manager,  Oliver,   Detroit. 

NORMAN  WRIGHT,  operator,  Jefferson,  Detroit. 

HUGH    HAMILTON,   manager,   Jefferson,   Detroit. 

AL  COH'EN,   assistant  manager,   Plaza,   Detroit. 

F.  B.  (BILL)  AREiNDELL,  operator,  Plaza,  De- 

troit. 
JOHN  WATKINS,   manager,    East    End,   Detroit. 

PETER  BURKE,   operator,   Lakewood,   Detroit. 

BARNEY  CHAUVIN,  manager  at  the  East  De- 
troit Theater,   East  Detroit,  Mich. 

GEORGE  HEMP,  operator,  Capitol,  Utica. 

KARL  B'ROMEL,  manager,  convention  department, 
Motion    Picture   Engineering   Co.,    Detroit. 

CHARLES    CALL,    manager,    Bliss,   Brooklyn. 

SiDNEY  BAKER,  manager,  43rd  Street,  Brooklyn. 

HARRY  GILBERT,  assistant  manager,  Sunnyside, 
Brooklyn. 

WILLIAM  WHITE,  assistant  manager,  Kingsway, Brooklyn. 

ROBERT  ALBINO,    manager,    Quentin,    Brooklyn. 

SIDNEY    NELSON,   manager,    Parkside,    Brooklyn. 

EDGAR    CONNOR,    manager,    Savoy,    Glace    Bay, 
N.    S. 

ALLAN     PLATT, 

N.  Y. 

JOHN  COYNE,  M-G-M  office  manager,  San  Fran- 
cisco. 

MALCOLM  ROSE,  manager,  Palms-State,  Detroit. 

manager,     Fleetwood,     Bronx, 

SICK  REPORT 

L.  J.  "JELLY"  LANGLOIS,  JR.,  owner  of 
St.  Francisvilie  Theater,  St.  Francisville,  La., 
is  recovering  from  snake  bite. 

JOHN  McDONOGHUE  of  the  Chicago 

Variety  Club  staff  is  at  the  St.  Francis 
Hospital,  Evanston,  recovering  from  an 
operation. 

MRS.  JOSEPH  CHESSER,  president  of  the 

Chicago  Better  Films  Council,  is  convales- 
cing following  a  major  surgery. 

Metro's  Chi.  Meeting Deferred  to  Tomorrow 

The  Metro  sales  meeting  sched- 
uled for  today  in  Chicago  will  be 

postponed  until  tomorrow,  it  was 
said  here  late  last  night  at  the  Metro 
offices.  Thirty  Metro  executives  and 
others  who  expected  to  leave  for  the 
Windy  City  last  night  on  the 
Twentieth  Century  Limited  waited  at 
the  Grand  Central  Station  for  two 
and  a  half  hours  for  the  train  to 
appear  and  then  had  to  abandon  the 
trip.  It  is  hoped  that  transportation 
may  be  arranged  for  today. 

In  Chicago  William  F.  Rodgers, 
vice-president  in  charge  of  sales,  has 
announced  that  the  meeting  would 
get  under  way  today  despite  the 
non-arrival,  due  to  the  rail  strike, 
of  many  persons  expected  to  attend. 

formed  of  the  existence,  membership 
and  aims  of  CIEA  and  that  such  offi- 

cials be  further  informed  that  the 
vast  membership  of  the  organiza- 

tions composing  that  body  are  rep- 
resented by  CIEA  and  its  associa- 

tions and  by  no  others. 
At  a  late  hour  last  night  the  CIEA 

was  delving  into  general  trade  prac- 
tices upon  which  action  is  to  be 

taken.  The  meetings  yesterday  were 
interrupted  by  the  announcement  of 
the  railroad  strike  which  created  a 
scarcity  of  hotel  rooms,  due  to  guests 
who  intended  leaving  the  city  being 

held  here.  That  forced  "doubling  up" 
of  CIEA  and  Allied  members  in 
single  rooms. 

Allied's  board  goes  into  session this  morning. 
The  rail  strike  is  expected  to  cut 

down  the  attendance  at  the  Jack 
Kirsch  testimonial  dinner  tomorrow 
night  inasmuch  as  a  large  number  of 
out-of-towners,  including  distribu- 

tion executives  from  New  York,  were 
scheduled  to  appear. 

The  CIEA  meeting  last  night  was 
forced  to  find  new  quarters  as  its 
meeting  room  was  filled  with  30  cots 
to  accommodate  guests  who  were 
stranded  here.  CIEA  and  Allied 
members  were  obliged  to  sleep  three 
and  four  in  a  room.  Because  of  the 
strike  situation  the  meeting  may  be 
continued  through  Sunday. 

Screen  Publicists  to  Draw 
$150,000  Retroactive  Pay 
West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Screen  Publicists 

Guild  membership  has  accepted  the 
proposal  of  producers  covering  retro- 

active pay  from  Oct.  9,  1943  to  Jan. 
1,  1946,  amounting  to  about  $150,000. 
Any  new  contract  between  the  Guild 
and  producers  will  be  retroactive 
to  Jan.  1. 

Senior  scale  is  upped  from  $109.80 
to  $125.05;  three  classifications  of 
juniors  A,  B  and  C  move  up  to  $63.44, 
$68.93  and  $74.41  respectively  from 
former  rate  of  $54.90,  $60.00  and 
$65.00.  Two  new  junior  classifica- 

tions also  are  created  D  and  E. 
First  will  draw  $79.91  while  the  sec- 

ond's minimum  should  be  $84.50. 
Apprentices  will  be  put  on  a  one- 

year  basis  instead  of  three  and  be 
paid  $1  and  hour  for  a  40-hour  week, 
plus  time-and-a-half  for  overtime. 
Under  the  three-year  rating  they 
were  paid  an  hourly  rate  of  66  cents, 
77  cents  and  88  cents  for  first,  second 
and  third  years. 

Public  Snaps  Up  De  Mont 
425,000-Share  Offering 
A  public  offering  of  425,000  shares 

of  Allen  B.  DuMont  Laboratories 
class  A  common  stock,  placed  on 
the  market  by  a  syndicate  of  58 
securities  firms,  was  snapped  up  in 
short  order  yesterday.  The  price  was 

$11  per  share. 
The  new  financing  will  enable  the 

company  to  launch  an  expansion  pro- 
gram, principally  in  the  fields  of 

television  broadcasting  and  produc- 
tion, assembly  and  distribution  of 

video  receiving  sets  and  transmitting 

apparatus. 
Alan  N.  Steyne  Dead 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 
Washington  —  Alan  Nathaniel 

Steyne,  47,  wealthy  State  Dept.  offi- 
cial, known  to  the  U.  S.  film  industry 

for  his  work  in  pix  negotiations  with 
England  several  years  ago,  died  here 
late  Wednesday.  Police  said  the  dip- 

lomat died  from  a  self-inflicted  gun- 
shot wound.  Steyne,  as  First  Secre- 
tary of  the  U.  S.  Embassy  in  Lon- 
don, worked  with  F.  W.  Allport  in 

the  U.  S.-Great  Britain  pix  negotia- tions. 

Theater  Shutdown 

In  East  Monday!      j 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

amusement  faced  a  complete  shu 
down,  Folck  said,  and  power  in  mo; 
commercial  establishments  will  1 
cut  15  to  20  per  cent. 

CPA,  Folck  said,  has  nearly^, 
pleted  drafting  the  drastic  restri 
tions  and  stood  ready  to  enfor< 
them  by  Monday  unless  the  strife 
are  called  off. 

Philly  Council  Passes 
10%  Amusement  Tax 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ater  and  exchange  employes,  ha 
fought  the  measure  on  the  grour. 
that  it  was  against  the  public  we 
fare.  The  answer  of  the  finance  con- 
mittee,  which  recommended  the  let 
to  the  city  council,  was  that  the  th< 
aters  would  be  able  to  absorb  tl1 
tax  because  of  the  heavy  increase  i 
box-office  grosses. 

Brandt,  All  Officers 
Re-elected  by  the  ITOA 

Headed  by  President  Harry  Brand 
all  officers  of  the  ITOA  were  n 
elected  yesterday  at  a  meeting  i 
the  Hotel  Astor.  Besides  Brain 
those  named  to  continue  in  offic 
were:  David  Weinstock,  first  vici 
president;  Max  A.  Cohen,  secor 
vice  -president;  Leon  Rosenblat 
treasurer;  J.  J.  Goldberg,  secretary 
John  C.  Bolte,  sergeant-at-arms. 

Weinstock  was  named  chairman 
the  board,  to  which  the  followir 
directors  were  re-elected:  Irvir 
Renner,  Charles  Steiner,  Ray  Rhoi 
heimer,  Henry  Siegel,  Leo  Breche 
A.  H.  Eisenstadt,  Samuel  Freedma: 
Isidore  Gottlieb,  Emanuel  Hertzi] 
Abraham  Leff,  Rudolph  Sander 
Abraham  Shenk.  Besides  Weinstoci 
replacements  on  the  board  are  I 
Margulies,  Lou  Mazze,  Lou  Fel 
Isidore  Goldmark  and  Murray  I 

Boss. 

IN  CIVVIES 
-Ar  Honorably  Discharged  ir 

WILLIAM  GATES,  from  the  Canadian  Army,  a 
sistant  manager,  Capital,  St.  John,  N.  B. 

JAMES  PARSONS,   from   the   Marines,   NSS  sale 

man,    Des   Moines. 
JOHN  CAMPBELL,  from  the  Army,  assistant  mai 

ager,   Branford,   Newark,   N.  J. 

HAROLD  WIEDENHORN,   from  the  Army,  man, 
ger,   Branford,  Newark,  N.  J. 

GEORGE    REICH,    from    the   Army,    student   a 

sistant  manager,  Fabian's  Paramount,  Stati Island. 

MURRAY  SCHATTEN,   from   the  Army,  manage , 
iBeach,    Bronx,   iN.   Y. 

CHARLES  €.  KENNEDY,  from  Army,  to  assistai , 
manager,  Loew's  Ohio,  Columbus. 
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MOTIOGRAPH,  INC. 

4431  WEST  LAKE  STREET,   CHICAGO,   ILLINOIS 

otiograph  Projector  &  Motiograph  Mirropbonic 

Sound  Systems 

AMPRO  CORPORATION 
5  NORTHWESTERN  AVENUE,  CHICAGO   18,  ILLINOIS 

Manufacturers  and  Distributors 

Precision  Cine  Equipment 

>ldE  MANUFACTURING  COMPANY 

Designers  and  Manufacturers  of  Light 

Projection  Equipment \ 

4-1222  WEST  MADISON   STREET,  CHICAGO,  ILLINOIS 

WAGNER  SIGN  SERVICE,  INC. 

-224  SOUTH  HOYNE  AVENUE,  CHICAGO  12,  ILLINOIS 

Wagner  Silhouette — Attractive  Letters 

The  following  firms  extend  their  greet- 
ings to  the  members  of  the  Allied  States 

Association  board  and  those  attending 
the  C.  I.  E.  A.  meeting  at  the  Palmer 
House,  Chicago,  May  23,  24,  25,  and 
extend  as  well  their  wishes  for  the 
success  of  both  organizations  during 
the  year. 

WHITE  WAY 

Electric  Sign  &  Maintenance  Co. 

315-17   W.    WALTON  STREET,   CHICAGO,   ILLINOIS 

Manufacturing  and  Maintenance  Service 

HOLMES  PROJECTOR  COMPANY 

1850  ORCHARD  STREET 

CHICAGO  14,  ILLINOIS 

CHICAGO  THEATER  SUPPLY  CO. 

1255-1257  SOUTH  WABASH  AVENUE 

CHICAGO  5,  ILLINOIS 

DeVRY  CORPORATION 

1111  ARMITAGE  AVENUE,  CHICAGO  14,  ILLINOIS 

Originators  and  Developers,  Motion  Picture 

Equipment  Since  1913 
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Friday,  May  24 

Theaters  to  Gel  Pix 

Despite  Rail  Strike 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the  setting  up  of  five  major  control 
points  across  the  country  —  Pitts- 

burgh, Indianapolis,  Kansas  City, 
Denver  and  Los  Angeles  —  and  to 
these  points  where  shipments  will  be 
cached,  carrier  facilities  will  radiate 
to  the  North  and  South,  thus  blanket- 

ing  the   nation.    These  feeder  lines 

  SKELETONIZED   
Several  hours  before  the  5  p.m. 

deadline  set  for  either  truce  or 
launching  of  the  railroad  strike 
yesterday,  offices  along  local 
Film  Row  were  operating  with 
skeleton  staffs,  as  the  result  of 
front  office  decisions  to  permit 
commuter-workers  to  get  home 
before  trains   ceased  operating. 
Exodus  from  offices  started  in 

a  number  of  instances  just  before 
the  lunch  hour,  and  included  the 
departure  of  many  executives  liv- 

ing in  suburban  areas  reached 
only  by  train.  As  the  afternoon 
advanced,  slightly  more  than  50 
per  cent  of  employes  were  at  their 
desks. 

are  expected  to  provide  by  far  the 
bulk  of  U.  S.  outlets  with  their  film 
programs  during  the  life  of  the 
strike,  although  as  spokesmen  for 
both  the  distributors  and  carriers 

declared  last  night  "No  distribution 
plan,  especially  of  an  emergency  na- 

ture, is  perfect." 
Chicago  May  Be  a  Focal  Point 

The  plan  was  characterized,  how- 
ever, as  "being  the  best  which  could 

be  evolved  under  stress  of  the  time 

element."  It  was  pointed  out  that 
once  the  plan  is  in  operation,  the  dis- 

tributors and  the  carriers  can  de- 
termine the  efficacy  of  the  selected 

control  points.  "Perhaps  we  will 
have  to  include  Chicago,  for  ex- 

ample," it  was  asserted.  It  will  de- 
pend, spokesmen  said,  on  how  the 

truckers  react. 
Arthur  S.  Dickinson,  director  of 

MPAA's  conservation  department, 
and  James  P.  Clark,  president  and 
treasurer  of  the  National  Film  Car- 

riers Association,  were  in  constant 
communication  yesterday  in  antici- 

pation of  the  strike's  commencement. 
While  it  has  been  reported  previ- 

ously by  both  distributor  and  truck- 
ing sources  that  application  will  be 

made  by  the  former  to  ODT  once  the 
strike  occurs,  seeking  abridgement  of 

FEMME  TOUCH 

BONNIE  SMITH,  cashier  at  Loew's.  Ohio,  Co- 
lumbus. 

MYRTLE  HALLMAN,  stenographer  at  20th-Fox, 
Minneapolis. 

SHIRLEY  ZIPPERMAN,  stenographer  at  20th- 
Fox,    Minneapolis. 

PATTIE  SPLEISS.  office  clerk  a>  M-C-M,  Min- 
neapolis. 

JANET  HUGHES,  secretary  to  Nate  Piatt,  B  &  K 
executive,    Chicago. 

King  Bros,  in  Market  for 
Best  Sellers  at  Top  Prices 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

who  has   been  in  town   looking  for 
new  talent  and  story  material. 
King  announced  that  the  future 

policy  of  him  and  his  brother  will  be 
to  get  away  from  originals  and  con- 

centrate on  best-selling  books,  re- 
gardless of  cost.  He  said  that  the 

two  were  "ready  to  go  as  high  as 
§200,000"  to  obtain  the  screen  rights 
to  a  best-seller. 

The  producer  divulged  that  he  had 
closed  deals  for  two  best-sellers,  the 
titles  of  which  he  said  he  would  not 
be  in  a  position  to  make  public  until 
his  return  to  the  Coast. 

Harmon  to  Introduce 
Cohen  at  Anapa  Meet 

Francis  S.  Harmon,  MPAA  vice- 
president,  will  introduce  Benjamin 
A  Cohen,  assistant  secretary  gen- 

eral of  the  United  Nations,  when  the 
latter  addresses  the  Ampa  luncheon 
meeting  in  the  Hotel  Astor  next 
Tuesday.  Ampa  officials  announced 
yesterday  that  reservations  received 
:o  date  have  reached  the  200  mark. 
Charles  A.  Alicoate,  of  The  Film 
Daily,  is  ticket  chairman. 

Interstate  Commerce  Commission 
regulations  to  expedite  delivery  of 
film  via  a  high  priority,  no  applica- 

tion is  now  intended. 

Sidestep  Technicalities 
Authoritative  channels  both  here 

and  in  Washington  indicated  last 
night  that  any  emergency  measures 
which  are  adopted  will  be  so  consid- 

ered by  ODT,  and  that  agency  will 
not  stand  on  technicalities. 

The  "Five  Points  Plan"  as  orig- 
inally envisioned  would  have  pro- 

vided for  charter  planes  to  co-ordin- 
ate with  the  main  control  points,  thus 

assuring  greater  mobility  to  ship- 
ments, as  well  as  providing  supply 

channels  for  more  theaters.  "If  we 
could  get  the  planes,  we  would  use 
them,"  officials  told  The  Film  Daily last  night. 

ODT  Creates  Transportation 
Command;  Trucks  Deliver  Pix 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  The  Office  of  De- 
fense Transportation  yesterday  cre- 

ated a  four-man  transportation  com- 
mand to  mobilize  air,  highway,  water 

and  rail  hauling  of  essential  freight 
following  the  start  of  the  railroad 
strike.  Up  to  late  last  night,  how- 

ever, the  ODT  had  issued  no  orders 
taking  over  trucking  lines  which 
carry  motion  pictures  to  distribution 
points.  Most  film  traffic  is  carried  by 
trucks  and  firms  throughout  the  na- 

tion put  into  effect  emergency  help 
and  trucks  in  an  effort  to  keep  dis- 

tribution of  pix  moving. 
Officials  of  highway  express  lines 

serving  the  Eastern  Seaboard  and 
the  Southeastern  States,  said  emer- 

gency crews  had  been  put  on  and  the 
line  was  prepared  to  carry  normal 
pix  freight  and  would  also  handle 
motion  picture  parcel  post  accounts. 

Yates  to  Address  Rep. 
Chi.  Sales  Meet  Today 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ond  of  the  company's  regional  sales 
sessions.  Herbert  J.  Yates,  Repub- 

lic president,  will  address  the  meet- 
ing, called  by  James  R.  Grainger, 

executive  vice-president  and  general 
sales  manager. 

Topics  to  be  discussed  in  the  three- 
day  conference  in  the  Blackstone 
Hotel  include  forthcoming  current 
product,  the  1946-47  lineup  and  the 
three-point  expansion  program. 

Among  those  expected  at  the  meet- 
ing are  District  Managers  Will 

Baker,  Nat  Steinberg,  Merritt  Davis 
and  Norman  J.  Colquhoun;  William 
Saal,  executive  assistant  to  Yates; 
Edward  L.  Walton,  vice-president 
and  assistant  general  sales  manager; 
Walter  L.  Titus,  Jr.,  vice-president 
in  charge  of  branch  operations;  Carl 
Ponedel,  Mexico  City  manager;  A. 
W.  Perry,  president  and  general  sales 
manager  of  Empire  Universal  Films, 

Ltd.,  Republic's  Canadian  distrib- 
utor; M.  J.  Isman,  assistant  sales 

manager,  and  F.  L.  Vaughan,  Toronto 
manager. 

Branch  managers  due  to  attend  in- 
clude Max  Mazur,  Chicago;  E.  H. 

Brauer,  Indianapolis;  Jack  G.  Frack- 
man,  Milwaukee;  William  M.  Grant, 
Minneapolis;  Robert  F.  Withers, 
Kansas  City;  Harry  Lefholtz, 
Omaha;  Dave  Nelson,  Des  Moines; 
John  J.  Houllihan,  St.  Louis;  Wil- 

liam C.  Talley,  Atlanta;  J.  H.  Dillon, 
Charlotte;  Leo  V.  Seicshnaydre,  New 
Orleans;  Harold  Laird,  Tampa; 
Thomas  Burton  Kirk,  Memphis;  Rus- 

sell Brown,  Dallas,  and  Glen  Alt, 
Oklahoma  City,  with  each  manager 
accompanied  by  his  salesmen. 

Officials  said  the  pix  would  be  taken 
to  distribution  points  as  close  as 
possible  to  exhibitors  and  arrange- 

ments were  being  made  for  pick  up 
films  at  these  spots. 
ODT  officials  said  there  were  no 

immediate  plans  to  take  over  the 
trucking  lines  used  mostly  for  pix 
distribution,  but  left  no  doubt  that 
if  the  situation  demanded,  ODT 
would  move  in. 
Washington  theaters  and  other 

commercial  establishments  will  be 
faced  with  more  drastic  power  re- 

strictions as  a  result  of  the  railroad 
strike  and  with  coal  pits  shut  down. 

The  District  Commissioners  sched- 
uled an  emergency  meeting  for  this 

morning  with  power  company  offi- 
cials to  "re-examine"  the  present 

dimout  order  due  to  coal  shortages. 

Schine  Circuit  Asks 

For  Special  Master 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Judge  John  Knight  to  postpone 
proval  and  adoption  of  any  p.i 
reorganization  or  realignment.  { 

ing  outcome  of  the  propo^' ings,  according  to  the  noticed* 
Willard  S.  McKay,  Schine  atto 
An  accompanying  affidavit  by  Ai 
Garfield  Hays,  senior  member  o: 
firm  of  Hays,  St.  John,  Abrams 
Schulman,  which  was  retainei 
Schine  on  May  19  states: 

"The  Government  has  submit! 
plan  which  would  completely  c 
the  destruction  of  a  business 
has  been  built  up  by  painsta 
effort  over  a  period  of  30  years, 
defendants  are  likewise  submi 

a  plan. 
"It  is  submitted  that  a  presi 

tion  of  the  facts  as  to  the  S<  | 
business  in  the  year  1946  and  o: 
industry  in  general  is  necessar; 
fore  proper  consideration  cai 

given  to  any  plan." 
Schine  Counsel  Turns  Gun 
On  D  of  J  Attack  on  Plan 

Denunciation  by  the  D  of  J  o: 
reorganization  plan  submitted 
Schine  Chain  Theaters,  Inc.,  e 
was  scored  yesterday  by  Willai 
McKay,  vice-president  and  ge> 
counsel  for  the  circuit,  as  presei 
"nothing  germane  to  the  iss 
The  Government's  criticism,  he 
ded,  shows  in  no  way  what  is  w 
with  the  plan,  and  that  it  is  ai 
ent  that  the  prosecution  does 
want  to  go  to  court  on  May  28. 

"We'll  be  there,"  McKay  asse 
'  and  we  will  submit  a  plan.  We 
done  everything  to  meet  the  i 

Judge  Knight  has  expressed." "The  Schine  interests  cannot 

cept,"  McKay  insisted,  "the  pla 
the  plaintiff's,  which  is  an  impos 

one." 

Goldwyn  Music  Corp.  in  Asc 
The  Samuel  Goldwyn  Music 

lishing  Corp.  was  elected  to  A 
membership  at  the  last  meetin 
the  board  of  directors. 

St.  Louis  Express  Companies 
Put  Embargo  on  Pix  Shipping 

St.  Louis  —  Express  companies  in 
anticipation  of  a  national  railroad 
strike  early  yesterday  placed  an  em- 

bargo on  all  film  shipments.  How- 
ever, it  should  have  little  effect  as 

less  than  50  of  the  more  than  400 
theaters  served  by  St.  Louis  ex- 

changes depend  upon  express  or  par- 
cel post  for  film  deliveries.  Even 

these  houses  with  only  a  slight  in- 
convenience can  pick  up  truck  ship- 

ments at  points  convenient  to  their 
towns. 

Sinatra  Chi.  "Take"  $93,000 
Chicago— Will  Hollander,  B  • 

publicity  director,  estimates 
Frank  Sinatra  week  totals  at  §9! 
for  45  shows.  Sinatra  missed 
first  two  shows  owing  to  bad  wea 
delaying  his  plane.  This  break 
previous  records  by  $20,000. 

CHARTERE1 
ALLEGHANY  THEATERS,  INC.,  of  State 

N.  C.  to  operate  theaters.  Authorized  capit 
tion,  SI 00,000.  Incorporators:  Carleton  H. 
ter,  Willie  B.  Sams  and  Mrs.  Jean  K.  Mea 
Incorporated   in   North   Carolina. 

SWITOW,  BROS.,  INC.,  New  Albany,  In 

operate  theaters  and  other  amusement  ■ 
prises.  Capital  stock  300  shares  with  n> 
value.  Incorporators:  Sam  J.  Switow,  Hai 
Switow  and  Fred  T.  Switow.  Incorporated  i 
diana. 
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"A  performance  unequalled  in  our  day." Variety 

"Richardson  defies  description." 
New  York  Herald-Tribune 

"He  gives  the  most  rewarding  performance  seen  this 
season  or  a  good  many  other  seasons.  One  of  the  finest 

players  of  our  time."  New  York  Post 

Mr.  Richardson  is  now  appearing  with  the  Old  Vic  re- 
pertory company  in  New  York  and  is  under  contract 

for  films  to 

ALEXANDER  KORDA 



ON  NEWSREEL  assignments  or  produc- 
tion work,  when  lighting  conditions  are 

extremely  poor,  the  natural  choice  is  the 

high-speed  Eastman  Super-XX  Negative 
Film,  one  of  the  family  of  Eastman  Films, 

industry  favorites  for  more  than  fifty  years. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY,  ROCHESTER  4,  N.  Y. 
J.  E.  BRULATOUR,  INC.,  Distributors 

FORT  LEE,  CHICAGO,  HOLLYWOOD 

EASTMAN 

SUPER-XX.. .when  little  light  is  available 
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timate  in  Character 
ternational  in  Scope 
dependent   in   Thought 

The  Dally  Newspaper 

Of  Motion  Pictures 

Twenty-Eight  Years  Old 

-1FDAIIY 
IL.  89.  NO.  102 NEW  YORK,  MONDAY,  MAY  27,  1946 TEN  CENTS 

AIL  STRIKE  ENDS;  PIX  BACK  TO  NORMAL 
idie  Unit  May  Produce  12  Pix  a  Year  for  Allied 
ady  to  Go  Ahead  When 

led  Gives  'Green  Light'; 
3rd  to  Survey  Rentals 

ihicago  —  Another  independent 
iluction  unit,  as  yet  unidentified, 
•ady  to  produce  12  pictures  a  year 
.Allied  theaters  if  the  association 

give  the  "green  light,"  it  was 
losed  Friday  following  the  initial 
ting  of  the  Allied  board  of  direc- 
here  at  the  Palmer  house. 

I.  was  agreed  that  each  unit  would 
;e   a   survey   of  the   film    rental 
mtialities  in  Allied  areas.    Each 

will   poll   its   exhibitors   to   see 
(Continued  on  Page  12) 

dies  Look  Askance 
r 

s 
hicago  —  Principal  objections  to 
ATA  by  indie  exhibs.  attending 
CIEA  and  Allied  meetings  here 
|ng  the  week-end  is  the  member- 
of  affiliated  theater  interests  in 

i  ATA,  according  to  a  consensus. 
ie  indies  take  the  position  that 

[affiliated  interests  will  support  a 
liect  only  if  it  will  benefit  them- 

es and  that  support  of  a  project 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

serve  Decision  on 

utlaw"  Seal  Writ 
jderal  Judge  John  Bright  re- 

ed decision  on  Friday  on  a  mo- 
by  counsel  for  Howard  Hughes 
a  temporary  injunction  to  re- 

jin  the  MPAA  from  revoking  the 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

9ewey9s  Order  Bans 
All  Display  Lights 

Albany  —  Governor  Dewey  Friday 
;:nt  telegrams  to  mayors  of  all  New 

ork  cities  and  first-class  villages 
recting  termination  of  the  use  of 

I  display  lighting  of  every  kind.  A 
irvey  had  indicated  state  utilities 

ave  an  average  of  only  15  days  sup- 
y  of  coal  for  the  generation  of 
ectric  current. 

KIRSCH  URGES  DIVISIONAL  SETUP 
Every  Division  of  Interest  in  Industry  Should 

Have  Own  Trade  Association,  Says  Allied  Prexy 

Chicago — Every  division  of  inter- 
est in  the  industry  should  be  repre- 

sented by  its  own  trade  association, 
Jack  Kirsch  said 
Saturday  night  in 
his  inaugural  ad- 

dress at  the  Pal- mer  House. 
Kirsch,  newly 
elected  president 
of  Allied  States 
Association  was 
the  guest  of  honor 
at  a  testimonial 
dinner  given  by 
the  Chicago  film 
industry. 

No  organiza- tion, Kirsch  said, 
should  presume  to 
speak  for  the  in- 

dependent exhib- 
reference    to    film    prices, 

JACK   KIRSCH 

itors    in 

trade  practices  or  industry  readjust- 
ments made  necessary  by  law,  if  to 

do  so  would  put  its  leaders  in  a  false 
position  due  to  their  affiliation  with 
other  branches  of  the  industry. 

Allied  Ready  to  Co-op. 
In  matters  of  mutual  concern,  in 

which  these  different  organizations 
can  see  eye-to-eye,  they  should  co- 

operate freely  for  the  common  good, 
he  continued.  Allied  stands  ready 
now,  as  it  always  has,  to  co-operate 
with  the  representatives  of  other 
branches  in  such  matters,  he  said, 
adding  that  if  such  co-operation  has 
broken  down  in  some  cases,  inter- 

ested parties  are  asked  to  investigate 
thoroughly  before  reaching  any  con- 

clusions as  to  the  cause. 

Kirsch  said  it  was  "absurd"  to  say 
that  Allied's  insistence  on  the  main- 

tenance of  separate  organizations  for 
(Continued  on  Page  9) 

sr rr 

Years"  and  "Wed 
As  Metro  Specials 

Chicago  —  Announcement  by  Wil- 
liam F.  Rodgers,  M-G-M  vice-presi- 

dent and  general  sales  manager,  that 
"The  Green  Years"  and  "Easy  to 
Wed"  will  be  sold  as  specials  shortly, 
and  the  titles  of  the  four  films  to  be 

included  in  the  company's  17th  block, 
highlighted  yesterday's  session  of (Continued  on  Page  8) 

Brit.  Circuits  Short 

From  20-40 'A' Pix British  circuits  have  been  from 

20  to  40  "A"  pictures  short  of  their 
requirements  for  the  past  several 
years,  according  to  F.  E.  Hutchinson, 
Paramount  general  sales  manager 
for  Great  Britain,  Northern  Ireland 
and  Eire,  who  arrived  from  London 
late  last  week.  Hollywood,  together 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Warns  U.S.  Pix With  Swiss 

Lesser  Product  Said  Costing  Biz,  Prestige 

KMTA  to  Battle  16mm. 
Shows  in  Public  Schools 

Kansas   City  — -  Action   aimed   at 
halting  the  showing  of  16  mm.  films 
on   a   commercial  basis   in  tax-sup- 

ported buildings  was  taken  by  the 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

American  pix,  which  once  enjoyed 
top  position  in  audience  appeal 
throughout  Europe,  are  on  the  point 
of  losing  their  last  organized  Euro- 

pean market  in  Switzerland,  through 
the  disinterestedness  of  American 
exporters  according  to  Daniel  T. 
Brigham,  veteran  newsman,  who  has 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Trade  Met  Unprecedented 
Situation  Arising  from  the 
Strike  Quickly,  Efficiently 

Termination  of  the  two-day 
rail  strike  on  Saturday  as  Presi- 

dent Truman  was  appearing  be- 
fore Congress  to  ask  for  drastic 

labor  legislation  today  enabled 
the  U.  S.  film  industry  to  re- 

sume normal  operations,  except 
for  restrictions  growing  out  of 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Opposed  to  ATA 
By  AL  STEEN 

Associate  Editor,  The  Film  Daily 
Chicago — Because    the    ATA    ap- 

pears to  have  been  formed  for  the 
purpose   of   supplanting   Allied   and 
other  associations,  and  because  it  al- 

legedly tried  to  represent  all  theater 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Grainger  Ups  Dervin 
And  Duane  With  Rep. 

Frank  P.  Dervin  has  been  named 
New  England  district  manager  for 
Republic,  it  was  announced  at  the 
week-end  by  James  R.  Grainger,  ex- 

ecutive vice-president  and  general 
sales  manager.  Dervin,  who  joined 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Southern  Calif.  TO  A 
Votes  ATA  Affiliation 
West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Los  Angeles  —  The  Southern  Cali- 
fornia TOA  at  its  annual  membership 

meeting  voted  unanimous!/  for  ATA 
affiliation.  The  association  member- 

ship represents  more  than  300  the- aters. 

ATA  received  a  telegram  Friday 

from  the  Coast  unit  advising  of  the 

action.  "All  happy  to  be  identified 

with  ATA  and  its  high  purpose," 
wired  Paul  Williams,  general  coun- 

sel. 
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FINANCIAL 
{May  24)    STOCK   MARKET 

Net High     Low  Close       Chg. 
347/8     347/8  34%   +     Vs 

102       102  102      —     % 
250       250  250       —  2 
37         37  37       —     V4 
387/8     38  3834   +     i/4 
793/4     78i/g  791/4  +     3/4 
247/8     243/8     243/4       
15         1434  14%  —     % 
18         18  18       —     1/2 
62'A     61 1/4  62       +     1/4 
771/4     771/4  771/4  +     1/4 
47         461/4  46%   +     1/4 
99%     981/4  98%  —     % 
50        49  49%  —     1/4 

NEW  YORK 

Columbia  Picts   
Columbia    Picts.    pfd.. 
East.  Kodak      
Cen.  Prec.  Eq   

Loew's,  Inc   
Paramount        
RKO       

Republic   Picts   
Republic  Picts.  pfd.. 
20th  Century-Fox  . . . 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd 
Universal    Pict   

Universal  Picts.  pfd. 
Warner  Bros   

NEW   YORK    CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts       9%       9%       9%  —     3/8 
Radio-Keith  cvs   11  1034     11    
Sonotone  Corp        5%       5  5       —     Vs 
Technicolor        24%     24         24l/2       
Trans-Lux             7  6%       7           

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe   Industries        13         14 

Morgan  Buys  in  Bishop 
Bishop,  Tex.  —  The  Eio  has  been 

purchased  by  William  Morgan,  from 
L.  C.  Dennis  of  Gainsville. 

FOR  SAME  DAY 
SPECIAL  TRAILER  SERVICE 

FILMACK 
PDQ  and  PERFECT,  too 

FILMACK    TRAILER    CO. 

□ 

□ 

a 

commG  ano  gomg 
HAROLD  HARRIS,  general  manager  of  the 

H.  J.  Griffith  Theaters,  has  returned  to  Kansas 
City  after  a  visit  on  the  West  Coast. 

ARNOLD  STOLTZ,  national  director  of  ad- 
vertising, publicity  and  exploitation  for  PRC 

Pictures,  Inc.,  returns  today  from  a  two-week 
vacation    in  iLakewood,    Ohio. 

PAUL  PARRY,  industry  photographer,  re- 
turned to  the  Coast  on  the  Constellation  yes- terday. 

EDDIE  ALBERT,  the  film  actor,  is  at  the  Wal- 
dorf-Astoria  from   Hollywood. 

MAURICE  KING,  the  Monogram  producer,  has 
returned  to  the  Coast  after  a  search  here  for 
talent  and  story  material. 

M.  1.  SIMONS,  editor  of  Metro's  Distributor, 
arrived  in  Chicago  Friday  from  Paris,  III.,  where 
he   attended    funeral   services   for   his   father. 

LESTER  COWAN  returned  to  the  Coast  over 
the   week-end. 

Rites  for  Arthur  James, 
Industry  Veteran,  Held 

Baltimore — Arthur  James,  67,  in- 
dustry veteran  who  died  last  week, 

was  cremated  Saturday  following 
private  services  for  his  immediate family. 

Recently  financial  editor  of  the 
News-Post  and  Sunday  American, 
James'  motion  picture  industry  ex- 

perience started  on  the  New  York 
Morning  Telegraph  where  he  signed 
his  column  Beau  Broadway.  Later 
he  was  advertising-publicity  director 
of  Mutual,  and  was  with  Metro  and 
Fox.  He  was  connected  with  various 
industry  papers  including  Moving 
Picture  World,  Motion  Pictures  To- 

day and  Exhibitors  Daily  Review. 
Survivors  include  his  widow,  Mrs. 

Pamela  James,  and  two  adopted 
daughters,  Mrs.  Eugene  Guenard  and 
Mrs.  Harold  Moore. 

Resolutions  paying  tribute  to 
James  were  adopted  Friday  by 
Ampa's  directors.  James  was  a 
founder  and  first  president  of  Ampa. 

111.  State  Ticket  Tax 

Called  "Discriminatory' 
Chicago  —  Holding  that  the  pro- 

posed 10  per  cent  State  tax  on  the- 
ater admissions  would  be  discrimina- 
tory and  confiscatory  in  view  of  the 

existing  20  per  cent  Federal  levy, 
theatermen  have  wired  Gov.  Dwight 
Green  protesting  the  levy.  Message 
was  signed  by  John  Balaban,  James 
Coston,  Edwin  Silverman,  Frank 
Smith,  Arthur  Schoenstadt,  Morris 
Leonard,  Jack  Kirsch  and  Edward 
Zorn.  Group  favors  the  State 
soldiers'  bonus  but  holds  that  the- 

ater-goers should  not  be  forced  to 
pay  the  costs. 

Sydney  Weill  Handling 
PRC  Advertising  Material 

Sydney  Weill  has  been  named  to 
handle  distribution  of  all  advertis- 

ing accessories  for  PRC  Pictures, 
company  announced.  Material  form- 

erly was  handled  by  Harold  J.  Fla- 
vin, Inc. 

Ads  Back  In  Philly  Dailies 
Philadelphia  —  Although  news- 

papers driver's  strike  continued,  all 
Stanley  -  Warner  and  independent 
downtown  and  neighborhood  motion 
picture  theaters  resumed  their  ad- 

vertising Friday.  The  tabloid  Daily 
News,  unaffected  by  the  strike,  had 
carried  the  usual  ads  right  along. 

Morgan  Sees  Need  for  Hike 
In  Para.  Shorts  Rentals 

San  Francisco  —  The  heavy  in- 
crease in  production  and  distribution 

costs  of  Paramount  shorts  and  the 

company's  determination  not  to  re- 
duce the  quality  of  its  product  make 

necessary  higher  rentals,  it  was 

said  by  Oscar  A.  Morgan,  short  sub- 
jects sales  manager,  at  the  10th  and 

final  regional  meeting  of  the  firm's 
short  subjects  department  attended 
by  district,  branch  and  sales  mana- 

gers in  this  city. 

Among  those  who  heard  Morgan 

were  Del  Goodman,  Alfred  R.  Tay- 
lor, Ish  White,  H.  Neal  East,  Tom 

Bridge,  Herbert  Kaufman  and  Henry 
Haustein. 
Morgan  left  for  Los  Angeles  on 

Friday  for  Paramount  studio  con- ferences. 

WB  to  Release  Six  Pix 
June  Through  August 

Warners  has  set  six  productions 
for  general  release  in  June,  July  and 
August,  the  period  marking  the  com- 

pany's celebration  of  the  twentieth anniversary  of  sound  pictures,  Ben 
Kalmenson,  vice-president  and  gen- 

eral sales  manager,  announced.  Re- 
lease dates  and  titles  are:  June  1, 

"One  More  Tomorrow";  June  22, 
"Janie  Gets  Married";  July  6,  "A 
Stolen  Life";  July  20,  "Of  Human 
Bondage";  August  3,  "Night  and 
Day,"  and  August  17,  "Two  Guys 
from  Milwaukee." 

"One  World-Or  None"  to  UPA 
United  Productions  of  America 

has  acquired  the  film  rights  to  the 
best  seller  "One  World — Or  None," 
a  report  to  the  public  on  the  full 
meaning  of  the  atomic  bomb,  ap- 

proved by  the  federation  of  Ameri- 
can scientists,  with  plans  to  produce 

it  in  one  or  two  animated  reels  in 
color.  A  distribution  deal  is  cur- 

rently being  negotiated  by  Max  E. 
Youngstein,  director  of  sales  and 

promotion. 

BETTER  FILM  MUSIC 
For  Dlstlnctlre  Produotloni 

New  Composition*  Scored  by  Large  Symphonies 
Original  Scores  for  Particular  Films 

hdVELAZCC 

National  Audio-Visual 

Conference  on  June  14-1* 
Washington    Bureau   of    THE  FILM   D/ 

Washington  —  A  national  au 
visual     conference    to     discuss 

forthcoming  program   and  worl 
UNESCO  has  been  called  for  . 
14-15  in  Washington  by  th 
ican  Council  on  Education 

Film  Council  of  America,  acco: 

to  a  joint  statement  issued  Frid; 
Dr.  George  F.  Zook  and  C.  R.  Re; 

It  is  expected  that  about 
leading  American  educators  and 
tion  picture  and  recording  specia 
will  join  with  representatives  of 
State  Department  and  deleg 
from  major  civic  organization 
formulating  recommendations  tj 
presented  to  the  UNESCO  prep 
tory  commission  which  meet 
London  in  July.  Observers  J 
other  Governments  of  the  Ui 
Nations  are  being  invited  to  at 
the  conference. 

i\.  Y.  THEATER 
3 

  RADIO  CITY   MUSIC   HALL-* 
Rockefeller  Canter 

OLIVIA    De    HAVILLAND 

"TO  EACH  HIS  OWN" 
introducing  JOHN   LUND 

A   Paramount   Picture 

SPECTACULAR    STAGE    PRESENTATIC 

H  J.UJAM 
GINGER    ROGERS 

"HEARTBEAT" 
with 

JEAN   PIERRE  AUMONT 
An    RKO    RADIO    PICTURE 

ON  SCREEN 

M-G-M's 

TECHNICOLOR  HIT! 

'ZIEGFELD 

FOLLIES 

OF  1946', 

with  13 

TOP  ST A  ft S! 

IN  PERSO 

WILLIE 

HOWARD 

Extra! LARRY 
STEVENS 

ALAN 

LADD 

VERONICA 

LAKE WILLI. 

bend: 
"THE   BLUE   DAHLIA 

A    Paramount   Picture 

In   Person— DUKE    ELLINGTON 
Extra— THE   MILLS  BROTHERS 

PARAMOUNT 
TIMES   SQU/ 

"FUN,  FANTASY,  BEAUTY!  -Daily  to 

WALT  DISNEY'S      a 
COMEDY  MUSICAL   FEATURE      J3 

■  NcoaroiAtii 
BRANDfsJSLOBEl'^h 

TECHNIC0 
RKO  Rele; 



United  Artists 

proudly  presents 

the  motion  picture  that 

will  establish  itself  as 

the  greatest  spectacle 

in  the  history  of 

the  industry 





G.  C.  F. presents 

Stewart  GRANGER -Flora  Rota- Francis  LSu 
Basil  Sydney  •  Cecil  Parker  •  Ernest  Thesiger  •  Michael  Rennie 

Antony  Eustrel  •  Robert  Adams 

m 

/r    "7eeKfitet(iatt. 

TECHNICOLOR 



The  American  Premiere  of  "Caesar  and  Cleopatra" 
will  take  place  simultaneously  from  coast  to 

coast  in  a  multi-engagement  on  August  15th! 
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GEORGE   DEMBOW 

\\  Distribution 

Ian  "Big"-Dembow 
Establishment  of  six  warehouses, 
h  of  which  will  he   co-ordinated 
h     five     branches     of     National 

-  %    Service, 
=3  core   of   a 

^and    unpre-  g lented    plan 
ich  that  com-  I  f 
ty  is  about  to 
iate,   with    an 
to  full  oper- 

5n  in  the  late 

jnmer  or  early 
'tumn,  it  is  dis- 
ced. 
devious  trade 
oorts  of  the 
n  tem  p  lated 

!S  move  pic- 
ed  the  plan  as 
.med  toward  servicing  exhibitors 
;h  advertising  accessories  on  the 
er  motion  pictures,  but  the  or- 

lization's  step  is  far  more  im- 
•tant  and  greater  in  scope  than 
It,  George  Dembow,  vice  -  presi- 
lt  in  charge  of  sales,  pointed  out 
Friday. 

'It  is  a  big  plan,"  he  asserted,  and 
d  that  the  principal  function  of  it 
U  be  to  (1)  provide  auxiliary  serv- 
to  all  30  NSS  branches;    (2)  en- 

;.e  the  latter  to  more  quickly  and 
iciently    provide    theater     outlets 
;h  needed  accessories;    (3)   afford 
ich  finer  service  generally  to  these 
;aters;  and  (4)  put  the  entire  total 
manufactured  advertising  mater- 
out  in  the  field  where  it  belongs, 

Lis  benefiting  the  producer,  distrib- 
br  and  exhibitor. 

Not  only  will  the  material  be  avail- 
le  in  each  warehouse  for  the  older 
:tures,  but  also  the  latest  attrac- 
ins  setting  out  on  their  release  life. 
Exhibitors  can  have  their  needs 
etyped  to  the  nearest  of  the  six 
\v  warehouses  and  save  enor- 
nisly  on  both  time  and  trouble, 
mbow  said. 

ATKE  Awarded  Right 
d  Negotiate  With  KRS 

London  (By  Cable)— The  TUC  has 
'arded  the  NATKE  undisputed 
fht  to  negotiate  with  the  KRS,  it 
us  announced  Friday.  The  ACT 
us  is  barred  from  accepting  as 

mibers  the  distribs.'  repair  and 
qjatch  workers. 

[The  TUC  decision  is  a  sequel  to 
e  recent  strike  originated  by  the 
3T. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  27 

Vincent    Price  Joseph  von  Sternberg 

Ray  Montgomery  E.  Lloyd  Sheldon 

Richard  Waring 

Montlay  Morning  Memos 
•  •      •     CUFF  NOTES:  The  French  situation  could  be   cleaned   up 

by  the  time   this  reaches   your   eye   If  so,   score   a  homer   for  Eric 
A.  Johnston.  ...  •  Paramount  is  hosting  a  cocktail  party  for  George 

Pal,  Puppettoon's  producer,  in  the  Hotel  Astor's  Yacht  Room  tomorrow 
afternoon.  ...  •  William  Dozier,  who  leaves  RKO  Radio  on  June  1, 

is  considering  four  offers  for  top  production  berths.  ...  •  RKO  The- 

aters' John  Cassidy  will  be  on  the  jump  this  week — tomorrows  daughter 
Sheila,  10,  will  be  confirmed,  and  on  Thursday  daughter  Joan,  six,  will 

receive  her  first  communion  in  St.  Joan  of  Arc's  Church  in  Jackson 
Heights.   ...      •   Exhibs.  who  have   been  worrying  that   popcorn   may 

be  drained   off   the  market   by   distillers   face   still   another   threat   

25  per  cent  popcorn  flour  is  now  finding  a  ready  market.  ...  •In- 

stead of  doing  another  film  this  year,  Danny*.  Kaye  may  elect  to  return 

to  Broadway  in  a  musical  version  of  "The  Royal  Family.".  .  .  •  Metro 
has  booked  "The  Green  Years"  into  seven  Loew  situations  starting  June 

20,  following  the  pic's  seven-week  run  at  the  Music  Hall.  ...  •  The 

Para.-Wallis  plan  to  stage  the  premiere  of  "The  Strange  Love  of  Martha 
Ivers"  aboard  the  Constellation  en  route  from  the  Coast  to  New  York  was 

a  rail  strike  casualty.  ...  •  Strike  or  no  strike,  Paramount's  Choral 

Society's  Spring  Concert  and  Country  Fair  at  the  Plaza  Hotel  Friday 
night  as  a  benefit  for  the  Lighthouse  drew  SRO  biz.  ...  •  New  re- 

versible projection  machine  perfected  by  Robert  Hansard  and  James 

Stewart,  Selznick  studio  engineers,  is  credited  with  eliminating  one- 
third  of  the  time  involved  in  cutting  and  editing.  ...  •  Is  Bing  Crosby 

tying  up  with  Sir  Alexander  Korda?   
T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Sydney  Harris,  Chicago  Daily  News 

columnist,  is  beating  the  drums  for  single  features.  ...  •  The  Wash- 

ington Diplomatic  Corps  and  top-ranking  Government  officials  will  see 

"Open  City"  at  a  special  screening  tonight  at  the  Italian  Embassy.  .  .  . 
•  Like  combining  good  picture  making  with  good  citizenship,  the  War- 

ner soft-ball  team  combined  good  pitching  with   good  hitting   and  won 

its  first  m.p.  league  game   over  Paramount  by  a   11-2  score   Bob 
Young   pitched   for    Warners,    and   Bob   McKeown   for   Paramount.    .    .    . 

•  Fred  R.  Sammis,  editorial  director  of  Photoplay  Magazine,  has  signed 

Mme.  Margaret  Mamlok  to  analyze  the  hands  of  Hollywood  stars.  .  .,  . 

•  William  Goldman  is  now  asking  distributors  for  product  for  his  15th 

Street  Theater  now  under  construction  in  Philadelphia.  ...  •  Rhode 

Island  theater  audiences  contributed  $14,044.15  in  the  recent  industry 

Cancer  Drive,  Ed  Fay  reports   
T  ▼  T 

•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  Tri-States  Circuit  is  working  on  a  pension 

plan.  ...  •  Cut-off  rope  situation  is  so  tight  that  General  Motors  had 

to  borrow  'em  from  the  Rialto  Theater  in  Flint  to  be  used  in  handling 
crowds  for  the  Detroit  Automotive  Golden  Jubilee  exhibit  of  ancient 

jalopies.  ...  •  It's  Pare  Lorenz's  view  that  documentaries  depicting 

America  have  been  "caught  between  the  Government  and  Hollywood" 
  Lorenz  is  planning  to  form  his  own  documentary  producing  com- 

pany. ...  •  Film  Classics!  has  set  up  a  group  insurance  hospitaliza- 
tion plan  for  employes  and  those  of  affiliated  and  associated  companies. 

•  Peggy  Wood  has  been  signed  to  play  Dolly  Madison  in  "Magnificent 
Doll,"    which   Skirball-Manning   will   make  for   Universal   A   swell 
choice,  that.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  Harold  J.  Fitzgerald,  president  of 

the  Fox  Wisconsin  circuit,  has  just  patented  a  new  popcorn  container? 

•  20th-Fox  will  screen-test  Marguerite  McClelland,  Louisiana  State  co-ed 
next  month.  ...  •  Maybe  you  have  an  answer  to  the  plaintive  inquiry 

appearing  in  the  mail  column  of  the  Columbus  (Ohio)  Citizen:  "The  pur- 
pose of  this  letter  is  to  inquire  of  the  general  public  whether  they  at- 

tend the  theater  to  grab  and,  eat  popcorn,  or  to  enjoy  the  movie?"   

National  Allied 

Opposed  to  ATA 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

owners,  National  Allied  in  a  board 
resolution  Saturday  declared  it  was 

opposed  to  ATA  and  advised  exhibi- 
tors it  was  contrary  to  their  best  in- 

terests to  join  the  new  organization. 
The  resolution  further  declared  Al- 

lied was  not  opposed  to  ATA  as  long 

as  it  openly  admitted  it  was  an  asso- 
ciation of  affiliated  theaters  and  as 

such  Allied  would  cooperate  in  mat- 
ters of  mutual  interest. 

Spyros  P.  Skouras,  20th-Fox 
prexy,  at  the  Allied  installation  ban- 

quet Saturday  night,  urged  President 

Jack  Kirsch's  administration  to  co- 
operate in  every  worth  while  move- 

ment in  the  industry,  asked  for  an 
effective  program  of  compromise, 
conciliation,  and  arbitration  as  to 
trade  practice  disputes  and  urged 
Allied  to  refrain  from  being  a  nega- 

tive opposition  organization  and  to 
recognize  the  problems  of  the  pro- 

ducer and  distributor  as  well  as  ex- hibitor. 

Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  former  National 
Allied  president  and  president  of  the 
Texas  ITOA  will  be  the  Allied  ob- 

server at  the  forthcoming  MPTOA 
board  meeting  called  by  President  Ed 
Kuykendall  at  Columbus,  Miss. 

Canadian  Rural  Theater 
Deals  on  the  Increase 

Toronto  —  Unusual  activity  in 
small  house  operational  changes  us 

reported.  A  survey  of  part  time  sit- 
uations and  rural  theaters  seating 

under  300  indicates  that  17  hare 
changed  ownership  since  the  first  of 
the  year,  while  another  20  have 
either  re-opened  or  switched  from  16 
mm.  to  35  mm.  operation.  AH  are  In 
the  Western  territories. 

Jeep  and  Sergeant 
Have  "Banner"  Day 
Trains  didn't  come  through  on 

Friday,  but  the  Army  did,  —  and 
splendidly.  It  seems  that  M/Sgt. 
John  Gildee,  Jr.,  who  rose  to  the 
rank  of  Lt.  Colonel  during  the  war, 

won  the  Baltimore  edition  of  an  es- 

say contest  on  "Why  I  Re-enlisted 
in  the  Army,"  and  received  as  the 
prize  a  week  of  gala  entertainment 
in  New  York  as  guest  of  Merle 

Oberon  and  Turhan  Bey  in  connec- 
tion with  their  Technicolor  opus, 

"Night  in   Paradise." 

Wham-o!  came  the  rail  strike,  in- 
sulating the  unfortunate  Sergeant  in 

Baltimore.  Then  Uncle  Sam  entered 
the  situation,  via  the  Army  providing 

the  stranded  Gildee  with  a  Jeep, 

which  brought  him  to  New  York, 
where  he  was  received  at  City  Hall 

by  Mayor  O'Dwyer.  The  Jeep  breezed into  town  with  a  banner  on  its  front: 

"Night  in  Paradise  Special,"  Univer- 

sal^ promotional  solons  can't  under- stand how  it  got  on  the  vehicle. 
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Indies  Look  Askance 

At  ATA's  Affiliates 
(Continued  from  Page  1)    ' 

that   will   help   the   independents   is 
almost  an  impossibility. 
The  independents  expressed  the 

opinion  that  the  affiliated  circuits 
should  organize  their  own  associa- 

tion and  that  Allied  and  the  CIEA 
would  support  the  affiliates  on  any 
measure  that  would  be  of  benefit  to 
all  theater  interests.  However,  the 
indies  declared  that  it  would  not  be 
possible  to  "live  under  the  same 
roof." 

It  was  stated  by  several  independ- 
ent operators  that  producer  -  con- 

trolled circuits  have  no  autonomy 
and  that  when  assistance  might  be 
needed  on  an  emergency  enterprise, 
the  circuits  could  not  act  until  and 
unless  ''New  York  gave  its  ap- 

proval." Because  the  affiliated  the- 
aters appear  to  be  supporting  the 

ATA,  the  independents  refuse  to  give 
their  blessing  to  the  new  association. 

Member-associations  of  the  CIEA 
have  not  yet  decided  how  they  will 
resist  an  invasion  into  their  terri- 

tories by  the  ATA  but  a  few  of  the 
delegates  said  they  probably  would 
do  it  at  the  beginning  at  least 
through  bulletins  and  letters  to  the- 

ater owners  in  their  territories.  Most 
of  them  rejected  the  use  of  cartoons 
as  was  done  by  the  New  England 
unit  of  Allied. 

Schoenstadt  Asks  Jury 
Hear  Piccadilly  Action 

Chicago  —  A  jury  trial  of  H. 
Schoenstadt  &  Sons'  Piccadilly  The- 

ater anti-trust  action  against  the 
eight  majors  and  B  &  K  has  been 
asked  by  Rosenberg,  Stein  &  Rosen- 

berg. Attorneys  requested  Federal 
Judge  Phillip  Sullivan  for  such  a 
trial,  except  for  the  issue  of  the 

plaintiff's  right  to  injunctive  or  other 
equitable  relief. 

Judge  Sullivan  is  expected  to  rule 
on  the  application  today. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Didier-Stuart 
Detroit  —  Walter  Stuart,  son  of 

Frank  Stuart,  manager  of  the  Mid- 
way Theater  of  Dearborn,  was  mar- 
ried in  New  York  City  Saturday 

to  Ginette  Didier,  whom  he  met  over- 
seas, and  is  flying  over  from  France 

for  the  event. 

Brust-Brummer 
Sue  Brust,  an  assistant  to  Russell 

Holman,  head  of  Paramount  Eastern 
production,  will  be  married  June  4 
tn  Bertram  F.  Brummer,  a  partner 
in  the  banking  firm  of  Salomon  Bros. 
&  Hutzler. 

Metro  to  Sell  Two  Specials 
"Green  Years",  "Easy  to  Wed"  Set  Apart 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the    M-G-M    sales    meeting    in    the 
Drake  Hotel. 

Conference  opened  Saturday,  fol- 
lowing a  one-day  delay  because  of 

the  rail  strike,  with  all  the  delegates 
scheduled  to  attend  able  to  get  trans- 

portation by  plane  or  on  one  of  the 
few  trains  operating  after  the  strike 
call. 

(New     York     delegation     of     20 
finally  got  away  via  the  New  York 

Central's   Pace- maker on  Friday. 

They    were    pre- 
ceded    by    two 
exec,     groups     of 
five    each    who 
flew   via   Amer- 

ican Airlines.) 
Four  Pix  in  Block 
Block  17  will 

include  "Boys' Ranch,"  "Courage 

of  Lassie," "Faithful  in  My 

Fashion"  and "Three  Wise 

Fools,"  Rogers 
said.  "Green 

Years"  is  sched,  w.  F.  RODCERS  _ 
uled  for  release  about  mid-July,  with 
"Boys'  Ranch"  to  be  released  the 
first  week  in  August,  followed  by 

"Easy  to  Wed"  the  next  week,  "Cour- 
age of  Lassie"  the  third  week  in 

August,  "Faithful  in  My  Fashion" the  last  week  of  that  month,  and 
"Three  Wise  Fools"  in  the  first  week 
of  September. 

Rodgers  welcomed  the  home  office 
and  field  men  Saturday  with  a  talk 
on  The  Road  Ahead,  theme  of  the 
meetings.  As  the  first  order  of  busi- 

ness, M-G-M  sales  head  re-stated 
the  company's  19-point  policy,  going 
over  each  of  the  points  carefully.  He 
added  that  "everything  stems  from 
this  policy"  and  it  should  be  adhered 
to  in  all  respects. 

Other  speakers  included  Edwin  W. 
Aaron,  assistant  general  sales  man- 

ager; Tyree  Dillard,  Jr.,  legal-sales 
liaison;  E.  K.  O'Shea,  Eastern  sales 
manager;  John  H.  Flynn,  Midwest 
sales  manager,  and  Mike  Clofine, 
Charles  Mathieu  and  John  B.  Ken- 

nedy of  News  of  the  Day. 
Dietz,  Seadler  Heard 

Howard  Dietz,  vice-president  and 
director  of  advertising,  spoke,  as  did 
Si  Seadler,  advertising  manager,  and 
William  R.  Ferguson,  exploitation 
head.  Other  speakers  included  Joseph 
R.  Vogel,  vice-president  in  charge 
of  Loew's  theater  operations;  John 
J.  Maloney,  Central  sales  manager; 
Rudy  Berger,  Southern  sales  man- 

ager; H.  M.  Richey,  in  charge  of  ex- 
hibitor relations  and  sales  promo- 

tion; Albert  Singlinger,  vice-presi- 
dent of  Audience  Research;  George 

A.  Hickey,  West  Coast  sales  man- 
ager, and  District  Managers  John  R. 

Byrne  and  Charles  E.  Kessnich. 
Six  Series  of  Shorts 

Another  highlight  of  the  sessions 
was  the  announcement  of  the  M-G-M 

short  subjects  program.  Company 
will  release  six  series  of  shorts  total- 

ing 58  reels,  exclusive  of  the  twice- 
weekly  issues  of  News  of  the  Day. 
All  will  be  one-reelers  except  a  series 
of  four  Two-Reel  Specials.  Schedule 
includes  12  FitzPatrick  Traveltalks, 
16  M-G-M  Cartoons,  10  Pete  Smith 
Specialties,  six  John  Nesbitt  Passing 
Parades,  and  six  M-G-M  Shorts. 

Drake  meetings  featured  a  two- 
row  dais.  At  the  main  dais,  flanking 
Rodgers,  were  Aaron,  Berger;  Alan 
F.  Cummings,  in  charge  of  exchange 
maintenance;  Dietz,  Dillard,  Flynn; 
George  A.  Hickey,  West  Coast  sales 
manager;  Maloney,  O'Shea,  Richey; 
Edward  M.  Saunders,  assistant  gen- 

eral sales  manager,  and  Vogel.  On 
the  second  dais  were  Joel  Bezahler, 
assistant  to  Flynn;  William  G. 
Brenner,  head  of  M-G-M  theater 
checking;  Charles  F.  Deesen,  assist- 

ant to  -Maloney;  William  R.  Fergu- 
son, exploitation  director;  William 

Gleicher,  head  of  theater  auditing; 
Jay  Gove,  head  of  sales  development; 
Irving  Helfont,  assistant  to  Hickey; 
Leonard  Hirsch,  assistant  to  Berger; 
Arthur  Lack,  newsreel  sales;  Paul  J. 

Richrath,  assistant  to  O'Shea;  Sead- 
ler, and  Max  Wolff,  M-G-M  and 

Loew's  purchasing  head. 
For  Delegates  Libraries 

Copies  of  five  books  to  play  parts 
in  future  M-G-M  programs  were  dis- 

tributed by  Ferguson.  Gifts  in- 
cluded '  Green  Dolphin  Street,"  by 

Elizabeth  Goudge;  "Before  the  Sun 
Goes  Down,"  Elizabeth  Metzger 
Howard;  "Atomic  Energy,"  H.  D. 
Smyth;  "Sea  of  Grass,"  Conrad 
Ricnter"  and  "Nibbles  and  Me,"  by 
Elizabeth  Taylor. 

Reception  for  Litvak 
And  Barbara  Bel  Geddes 

Anatole  Litvak,  producer  and  di- 
rector, and  Barbara  Bel  Geddes,  star 

of  the  Broadwray  hit  "Deep  Are  The 
Roots,"  were  tendered  a  cocktail  re- 

ception in  the  Hunt  Room  of  the 
"21"  Club  Friday  to  celebrate  the 
signing  of  a  deal  for  their  forthcom- 

ing film  "No  Time  To  Kill." 
Among  those  present  were  DeWitt 

Bodeen,  Charles  Bcasberg,  Ned  E. 
Depinet,  Michael  Hoffay,  Maynard 
Morris,  L.  L.  Stevenson,  Maj.  Leslie 
Thompson,  Paul  Hollister,  Harold 
Hendee,  Monroe  Greenthal,  Jack 
Goldstein,  Harry  Mandel,  Rutgers 
Nielson,  Sol  Schwartz,  and  represen- 

tatives of  the  metropolitan  and  trade 

press. Resume  Pact  Talks  Today 

Preliminary  discussions  on  new 
contracts  for  sound  engineers  and 
inspectors  between  reps,  of  the 
IATSE  and  serve  organizations 
headed  by  Altec  and  RCA  will  be 

resumed  today  at  the  Alliance's offices. 

Reserve  Decision  on 
'Outlaw'  Seal  Writ 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

seal  of  approval  granted  "The  0 

law." 

Counsel  for  both  sides  agre^ii 
there  was  no  objection  t^^^ 
MPAA's  telling  the  public  that  t| 

producer's  exploitation  material  i 
the  film  was  "false  and  indecenj 
Agreement  to  this  effect  will  be  eH 
mitted  to  the  court  in  the  form  c: 

stipulation. 
Charles    Poletti,   arguing   for   t] 

motion     as     counsel     for     Hughi 
charged    that    the    MPAA    was 
illegal    combination    in    restraint 
trade  and  represented  an  attempt 
imprison  the  members  of  the  orga 
zation.    He  said  that  withdrawal 

the  MPAA's  seal  of  approval  wc 
ruin  "The  Outlaw,"  pointing  out  tr 

without  a  seal  "you  could  not  d1 
tribute   a   picture   in  this   countr; 
He  asserted  that  if  the  seal  were  : 
voked  Hughes  stood  to  lose  $2JCJ 
000,    the    cost    of    the    products 
Poletti  said  that  Hughes  would  wit 
draw  his  motion  for  an  injunction 
the  MPAA  agreed  to  let  the  seal  i main  on  the  film. 

Upholding  of  MPAA  Rules 
Samuel  I.  Rosenman,  counsel  i 

the  MPAA,  argued  that  the  questi 
at  stake  was  whether  the  assoc: 
tion  had  the  right  to  uphold  its  ru) 
and  regulations,  which  Hughes  h 
agreed  to  abide  by.  He  asserted  th 
Hughes  not  only  had  failed  to  coi 
ply  with  the  terms  and  conditions 
the  advertising  code  authority 
using  the  exploitation  material  o 
jected  to  but  the  rejected  mater: 
did  not  tell  a  true  story  of  the  p: 
ture.  He  maintained  that  if  the  i 
junction  were  denied  the  damage 
Hughes  would  be  slight,  while  if 
were  granted  irreparable  harm  wou 
be  suffered  by  the  MPAA. 

UA  Set  to  Challenge 

Censors  on  "Outlaw" Seattle  —  Censors  or  no  censo! 
"The  Outlaw"  will  be  shown 
Seattle.  The  Seattle  Censor  Boai 
which  banned  the  film,  will  be  ask 

by  UA  to  re-consider.  If  it  refusf 
the  distributors  will  release  the  p: 
ture  anyway  and  take  a  chance  on 
court  trial. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Springfield,  HI.— It's  No.  Three  f M.  E.  Berman,  manager  of  the  0 
preum.  A  girl,  Margaret  Ann,  bo: 

to  Mrs.  Berman  in  St.  John's  Ho 

pital. 

Wichita,  Kan.  —  Howard  Buse 
manager  of  the  Orpheum,  is  tl 
father  of  a  baby  boy,  named  Phill Lee. 
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(visional  Setup  For 

lade,  Kirsch's  Plan 
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impendent  exhibitors  reflected  a 
co-operative  attitude. 

•^triving  to  do  the  best  we 
TVfor  our  members  does  not 

lean  war  to  the  knife,"  Kirsch 
aid.  "We  in  Chicago  have  bat- 
led  the  exchanges  and  the 
igher-ups  as  well  over  the 
errns  and  conditions  for  film; 

ind  if  you  don't  think  those  bat- 
les  were  tough,  ask  anybody 
.ho  had  a  ringside  seat.  But  in 
hose  encounters  neither  side 
ost  its  respect  or  its  regard  for 
he  other.  In  the  course  of  our 
ealings  I  have  formed  cherished 
riendships  among  the  distrib- 
itor  leaders  and  I  am  gratified 
nd  honored  by  the  presence  of 

.many  of  them  here  tonight.  That 
3  my  attitude  and  as  president 
f  Allied  I  shall  strive  to  make  it 

.  national  policy." 
|!Cirsch  said  he  was  anxious   that 
Jed's  policy  would  be  made  known 
the  independent  exhibitors  "who 

me  become  confused  by  recent  de- 
Dpments     and     who     are     being 
koned  by  many  hands  to  follows 

|ange   leaders."    He   said   that  in 
period    of    readjustment    which 

.    ahead    the    exhibitors    need    a 
bng    organization,    with    no    en- 

;  gling  alliances  of  crippling  reser- 
jions,   to   deal  with  the   problems 
;h  which  many  exhibitors  are  most 
icerned.     The    effectiveness    of 

jied's    moves    to    solve    exhibitor 
blems,  Kirsch  said,  was  in  pro- 
tion  to  the  number  of  exhibitors 

0  participate.  Therefore,  he  ad- 
,  Allied  extends  a  cordial  invita- 
i   to    all    independent    exhibitors 
good  will  to  join  in  these  under- 
ings." Calls  on  Indies  to  Rally 
kirsch  said  that  "seeds  of  sus- 
ion  that  have  .been  sown  by  those 
o  follow  a  policy  of  divide  _  and 
quer  cannot  be  eradicated  in  a 
v."  In  the  meantime,  he  continued, 
ire  is  an  urgent  need  for  co-opera- 
•■>  by  independent  exhibitors  on  a 
ional  scale  with  respect  to  those 
tters  with  which  only  independent 
anizations  can  deal. 
Secause  the  Chicago  unit  of  Allied 
.  been  successful  in  organization 
>rts,  Kirsch  said  he  intends  to 
oly  to  national  Allied  some  of  the 
nciples  "that  have  served  us  well 
Chicago."  Allied  leaders,  Kirsch 
1,  have  no  embarrassing  alliances 
prevent  them  from  speaking  out 
their  members  on  issues  affecting 

jier  branches  of  the  industry.  There 
1  "no  hampering  restrictions  when 

welfare  of  the  exhibitors  is  at 

fee." 

iLpproximately   1,500    persons    at- 
:ded  the  banquet  which  was  one 
the   most    elaborate    in    Chicago 

ji   history.    The    keynote    of    the 
eches  was  a  plea  for  a  return  to 
unity    program   within    the   in- 

itry. 
•ieorge  Jessel  was  emcee  and  the 

Theater  Could  Use 

An  Air-Cooled  Safe 
Detroit — On  a  warm  night  this 

week,  Gil  Green,  assistant  supervisor 
for  United  Detroit  Theaters,  on 

duty  at  the  Michigan  Theater,  was 

approached  by  a  femme  customer 
who  insisted  on  'his  taking  a  pound 
of  butter  for  safekeeping.  He  solved 
the  problem  of  the  melting  gold  by 

hiking  down  to  a  neighborhood  bar 

whose  proprietor  was  sufficiently  co- 
operative as  to  keep  the  prize  in  the 

icebox  until  the  patron  emerged  from 
the  show. 

Grainger  Ups  Dervin 
And  Duane  With  Rep. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Republic  last  year  after  a  number 

of  years  with  Universal,  will  be  pres- 
ent today  at  the  opering  of  the  com- 

pany's three-day  sales  conference  at 
the  New  York  A.  C.  Grainger  also 
announced  that  Thomas  Duane  had 

been  made  the  company's  branch 
sales  manager  at  Boston. 

Republic's  Chicago  sales  meeting 
was  concluded  yesterday  and  those 

due  at  today's  session  were  enroute 
either  by  plane  or  car.  Due  at  the 
meeting  are  Herbert  J.  Yates,  Jr., 
president;  Grainger;  Allen  Wilson, 
studio  vice-president;  William  Saal, 
executive  assistant  to  Yates;  Edward 
L.  Walton,  vice-president  and  as- 

sistant general  sales  manager;  Wal- 
ter L.  Titus,  Jr.,  vice-president  in 

charge  of  branch  operations;  Max- 
well Gilles,  Eastern,  and  Sam  Sep- 

lowin  Central  district  sales  manager. 

Also,  William  Elliott,  co-star  of 
"In  Old  Sacramento";  Allen  Lane, 
who  is  taking  over  the  title  role  in 
the  Red  Ryder  westerns;  A.  W. 
Perry,  president  of  Empire  Republic 
Films,  Ltd.,  JVI.  J.  Isman,  assistant 
sales  manager,  and  F.  L.  Vaughan, 
branch  manager. 

Home  office  reps,  will  include  Herb- 
ert J.  Yates,  Jr.,  Richard  W.  Altschu- 

ler,  Steve  Edwards,  Douglas  T. 
Yates,  John  Petrauskas,  Jr.,  Edward 
Seifer,  Albert  E.  Schiller,  John  Cur- 
tin,  Stephen  Dorsey,  Fred  Franke, 
David  O'Connell,  William  Nesbit  and 
Henry  Owens. 

Today's  session  will  be  devoted 
primarily  to  screenings  of  forth- 

coming product,  with  a  luncheon  at 
the  NYAC. 

speakers  were  Spyros  P.  Skouras, 
William  F.  Rodgers,  Richard  F. 
Wals'h  and  Al  Steffes. 

Every  past  president  of  Allied  was 
present  at  the  dinner,  and  among 
the  guests  were  Carole  Landis  and 
Yvonne  De  Carlo. 
Van  Nomikos,  chairman  of  the 

banquet  arrangements,  presented 
Kirsch,  on  behalf  of  Allied,  with  a 
travel  set.  M.  A.  Rosenberg  admin- 

istered thhe  oath  of  office. 

AMPA'S  SALUTE 
TO  THE 

UNITED  NATIONS! 

MA  LUNCHEON 
TUESDAY,  MAY  28 

NORTH  BALLROOM,  HOTEL  ASTOR 

12:15  SHARP 

GUEST  OF  HONOR 

HON.  BENJAMIN  A.  COHEN 
ASSISTANT  SECRETARY  GENERAL 

OF  THE  UNITED  NATIONS 

Who  Will  Speak  on  the  Subject  of : 

"WORLD  GOOD  WILL 

THROUGH  MOTION  PICTURES" 

PRESENTATION  BY  FRANCIS  S.  HARMON 

Vice  President,  Motion  Picture  Association  of  America 

Academy  Award  Winner 

INGRID  BERGMAN 
W  ill  Grace  the  Dais 

EXTRA  ADDED  ATTRACTION:  ELSA  MIRANDA, 

The  "Chiquita  Banana"  of  Radio  Fame 

TICKETS:  $3.50  PER  PERSON 

CHARLES   ALICOATE,    FILM    DAILY,   TICKET    CHAIRMAN. 

TICKETS  MAY  BE  PURCHASED  AT  THE  DOOR  BUT  YOUR  PHONE 

RESERVATION    IN   ADVANCE  WOULD  BE   APPRECIATED. 

PROMINENT  STARS  WILL  GRACE  THE  DAIS 

• 
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*  flLfll  DfllLV  REVIEWS  Of  IIEUJ  PICTURES  - 
"The  Walls  Came 

Tumbling  Down" with  Lee  Bowman,  Marguerite  Chapman 
Columbia  82  Mins. 
SMARTLY  TURNED  OUT  MELODRAMA 

WITH  ABOVE-AVERAGE  DIRECTION  AND 
ACTING. 

Albert  J.  Cohen  has  expended  a  smart 

production  on  the  Wilfred  H.  Pettitt  tran- 
scription of  the  Jo  Eisinger  novel.  The  di- 

rection of  Lothar  Mendes  and  the  acting 

are  in  keeping  with  the  high  level  of  the 

production  assets.  The  offering's  air  of 
sophistication,  too,  should  assure  a  much 

wider  audience  than  the  average  melo- 
drama attracts. 

Although  the  plot  often  gets  slightly 
tangled,  there  is  no  questioning  the  ability 

of  the  story  to  bid  for  interest  and  to  cre- 
ate suspense  and  sustain  it  with  virtually 

no  letdown.  A  number  of  times  the  ac- 
tion attains  a  state  of  violence,  with  Lee 

Bowman,  leading  the  masculine  players, 

required  to  take  a  couple  of  goings-over 

that  will  lift  the  auditor's  blood  pressure. 
The  plot,  to  which  Pettitt  has  given  some 

commendable  twists,  treats  of  the  attempt 
of  a  New  York  columnist  to  run  down  the 

murderer  of  a  priest  close  to  his  heart.  At 
the  bottom  of  the  villainy  are  two  Bibles 
which  contain  the  secret  to  the  Where- 

abouts of  a  long-lost  Leonardo  da  Vinci 
painting.  The  struggle  between  the  hero 
and  the  villains  to  locate  the  Bibles  is  a 

ding-dong  affair  that  keeps  the  audience 
constantly  alert.  In  the  course  of  the  pro- 

ceedings three  murders  are  committed  by 
the  villains.  Mixed  up  in  the  fracas  is  a 

mysterious  gal  who  eventually  turns  out  to 
be  the  granddaughter  of  the  deceased 

owner  of  the  priceless  work  of  art.  Un- 
certainty as  to  where  the  gal  stands  baffles 

the  hero,  who  has  fallen  for  her.  When 

she  learns  that  the  guy's  motive  in  locating 
the  picture  is  honest  she  co-operates  with 
him  in  the  search. 

Bowman  as  the  columnist  and  Miss  Chap- 
man as  the  gal  acquit  themselves  worthily. 

Edgar  Buchanan,  George  Macready,  Lee 
Patrick  and  J.  Edward  Bromberg  are  a  few 

whose  work  helps  to  set  the  picture  above 
its  class. 
CAST:  Lee  Bowman,  Marguerite  Chapman, 

Edgar  Buchanan,  George  Macready,  Lee  Patrick, 
Jonathan  Hale,  J.  Edward  Bromberg,  Elisabeth 
Risdon,  Miles  Mander,  Moroni  Olsen,  Katherine 
Emery,   Noel   Cravat,   Bob   Ryan,   Charles   LaTorre. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Albert  ).  Cohen;  Director, 
Lothar  Mendes,  Screenplay,  Wilfrid  H.  Pettitt; 
Based  on  novel  by  jo  Eisinger;  Cameraman, 
Charles  Lawton,  Jr.;  Film  Editor,  Gene  Havlick; 
Art  Directors,  Stephen  Coosson,  A.  Leslie 
Thomas;  Set  Decorator,  Robert  Priestley;  Sound, 
Jack  Goodrich;  Musical  Score,  Marlin  Skiles; 
Musical   Director,   M.  W.   Stoloff. 

DIRECTION,   Good.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Good. 

Release  Set  on  'Teamwork' Pic  on  Negro  Soldiers 

"Teamwork,"  a  two-reeler  pro- 
duced by  the  Army  Signal  Corps  for 

the  War  Department,  depicting  the 
major  contribution  of  the  Negro  sol- 

dier in  every  phase  of  modern  land 
and  aerial  warfare,  will  be  released 
nationally  by  Mayer-Burstyn,  Inc., 
it  was  announced  Friday. 

Scheduled  for  release  the  latter 

part  of  June,  "Teamwork"  will  be 
presented  as  a  War  Department  film, 
opening  simultaneously  in  several 
Met.  theaters,  with  nation-wide  dis- 

tribution following. 

"The  French  Key" with  Albert  Dekker,  Evelyn  Ankers 

Republic  67  Mins. 

SIMPLY  PRODUCED  PICTURE  IS  AC- 
CEPTABLE BRAND  OF  ENTERTAINMENT 

FOR  MELODRAMA  FANS. 

Frank  Gruber's  novel  "The  French  Key" is  the  source  of  a  screen  melodrama  that 

will  win  the  approval  of  those  who  go  for 

this  type  of  diversion,  notwithstanding  the 

tact  that  the  film  is  lightweight  and  rou- 
tine. The  picture  is  marked  by  suspense  of 

an  elementary  sort.  In  preparing  the  screen- 
play of  his  novel  Gruber  has  stripped  the 

plot  of  everything  but  its  bare  essentials, 
tnus  helping  to  create  an  air  of  simplicity 
which  the  direction  of  Walter  Colmes  em- 

phasizes. 
With  the  aid  of  dramatic  photography 

by  Jockey  Feindel,  "The  French  Key"  de- 
tails the  quest  of  a  detective  of  sorts  (Al- 
bert Dekker)  for  the  murderer  of  a  man 

tound  dead  in  the  hotel  room  occupied  by 

him  and  his  strong-arm  man  (Mike  Mazur- 
ki).  The  sole  clue  to  the  killer  is  an  old 

gold  coin  found  on  the  slain  man.  Spur- 
ring Dekker  and  Mazurki  on  in  their  ef- 

forts to  solve  the  case  is  the  fear  they  will 
be  accused  of  the  crime.  The  trail  un- 

covers a  plot  by  two  business  partners  to 
hoard  gold  coins  and  then  melt  them  down 

to  deceive  the  government  into  believing 
the  precious  metal  has  been  coming  from 
a  mine.  It  seems  that  one  of  the  partners 
did  the  killing  for  reasons  that  are  not 
too  lucidly  explained. 

Colmes,  who  has  produced  the  film  ably 
enough,  has  assembled  a  cast  that  gives 
its  utmost  to  the  film.  Dekker,  who  has  to 
take  plenty  of  physical  punishment  for  his 
determination  to  find  the  slayer,  performs 
with  ease.  Mazurki  does  well  in  a  role  that 

gives  him  a  chance  to  prove  how  tough  he 
is.  Evelyn  Ankers  figures  in  the  plot  as  a 
gal  who  helps  Dekker  solve  the  crime  after 
he  takes  a  shine  to  her. 

CAST:  Albert  Dekker,  Mike  Mazurki,  Evelyn 
Ankers,  John  Eldredge,  Frank  Fenton,  Selmer 
Jackson,  iByron  Foulger,  Joe  DeRita,  Marjorie 
Manners,  David  Corcey,  Michael  Branden,  Sam- 

my Stein,  Alan  Ward,  Walter  Soderling,  Emmett 
Vogan. 

CREDITS:  Associate  Producer,  Walter  Colmes; 
Director,  Walter  Colmes;  Production  Manager, 
Bartlett  A.  Carre;  Screenplay,  Frank  Gruber; 
Based  on  novel  by  Frank  Gruber;  Cameraman, 
Jockey  Feindel;  Musical  Score,  Alexander  Las- 
zlo;  Film  Editor,  Robert  Jahns;  Sound,  Frank 
Dyke;  Set  Decorator,  Syd  Moore. 

DIRECTION,   Good.     PHOTOGRAPHY,   Cood. 

On  Toohey  Dinner  Dais 

Providence,  R.  I. — Industry  people 
on  the  dais  at  the  Martin  Toohey 
testimonial  tonight  will  include 
Archibald  Silverman,  Abe  A.  Spitz, 
Ed  Fay,  Fred  Green,  Jack  Toohey 
and  Meyer  Stanzler,  in  addition  to 
distinguished  guests  from  Govern- 

ment and  educational  institutions. 
Dinner  will  be  held  at  the  Narragan- 
sett  Hotel. 

"Frontier  Gal"  SRO  in  Brady 
Brady,  Tex.  —  Universal's  "Fron- 

tier Gal"  opened  to  capacity  business 
at  Bob  Shanks'  new  Texas  theater, 
and  after  the  first  hour  of  opera- 

tion, the  SRO  sign  was  put  up,  and 
remained  so  throughout  the  entire 
first  day.  Yvonne  De  Carlo,  star  of 
the  pic,  made  two  p.  a.'s  on  opening day. 

"It  Shouldn't  Happen 

To  A  Dog" 
with  Carole  Landis,  Allyn  Joslyn 

20th-Fox  70  Mins. 

MILDLY  DIVERTING  OFFERING  WHICH 

COUPLES  COMEDY  AND  MELODRAMA- 
TICS  WITH   FAIR   RESULTS. 

It  is  difficult  to  decide  whether  this  is 

a  gangster  film  spiked  with  comedy  or  a 

comedy  spiked  with  the  doings  of  gang- 
land. At  any  rate,  it  is  alternately  light 

and  heavy  stuff  which  should  do  well 

enough  as  entertainment  for  not-too-dis- 
criminating audiences. 

Allyn  Joslyn  plays  the  back-from-war 

crime  reporter  who  doesn't  like  his  assign- 
ment of  writing  yarns  on  atomic  energy, 

and  goes  back  to  running  down  underworld 

stories.  In  the  process  of  solving  a  perplex- 
ing mystery,  he  meets  the  comely  Carole 

Landis,  policewoman,  who  is  on  the  same 
mission.  At  this  point,  the  footage  takes 
on  the  hue  of  a  full  blown  dog  story,  for 

the  blonde  lady  of  the  law  owns  an  ex- 
ceedingly astute  Doberman  who  steps  right 

up  to  steal  the  picture,  even  if  the 

scenarist  didn't  make  sure  it  would  be  thus. 
The  dog  makes  such  a  good  center  of  at- 

traction that  his  ownership  changes  with 
at  least  every  reel. 

At  the  finale,  Journalist  Joslyn  and  Po- 
licewoman Landis  triumph  over  an  evil 

gang  leader,  with  the  Doberman  and  a 

Brooklyn  cop  arriving  in  time  to  consoli- 
date the  victory.  There  are  a  number  of 

laughs  in  the  film,  and  some  mild  excite- 

ment,— but  not  enough  of  either  to  warrant 
tagging  it  as  a  really  solid  offering. 
CAST:  Carole  Landis,  Allyn  Joslyn,  Margo 

Woode,  Henry  Morgan,  Reed  Hadley,  Jean  Wal- 
lace, Roy  Roberts,  John  Ireland,  John  Alexander, 

Charles  Tannen,  Katheryn  Card,  Ralph  Sanford, 
Jeff  Corey,  Charles  Cane,  Clancy  Cooper,  James 
Flavin,  Lee  Tung  Foo,  Whitner  Bissell,  Tom 
Dugan,   Pat  Flaherty. 

CREDITS:  Director,  Herbert  I.  Leeds;  Pro- 
ducer, William  Girard;  Screenplay,  Eugene  Ling, 

Frank  Gabrielson;  Based  on  story  by  Edwin 
Lanham;  Cameraman,  Glen  MacWilliams;  Art 
Direction,  James  Basevi,  Chester  Gore;  Film 
Editor,  Robert  Fritch;  Music,  David  Buttolph; 
Musical  Direction,  Emil  Newman;  Special  Ef- 

fects, Fred  Sersen;  Sound,  Winston  H.  Leverett, 
Harry  M.  Leonard. 

DIRECTION,  Okay.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Ditto. 

Warners  Circuit  Ad  Men 
To  Meet  in  N.  Y.  Today 

A  special  meeting  of  Warner  The- 
aters zone  advertising  and  publicity 

heads  will  be  held  at  the  home  office 
today  to  discuss  activities  of  the 
circuit  in  connection  with  Warners 
celebration  of  the  20th  anniversary 
of  sound  pix.  Harry  Goldberg,  the 
circuit's  director  of  advertising  and 
publicity,  will  preside. 

Harry  M.  Kalmine,  Ben  Kalmen- 
son  and  Mort  Blumenstock  also  will 
address  the  ad  men.  Warner  the- 

aters will  spearhead  the  nation-wide 
exhib.  participation. 

Due  to  the  disrupted  rail  situation, 
there  was  a  possibility  over  the  week- 

end that  some  of  the  ad  men  from 
distant  points  might  not  be  able  to 
attend  the  meeting.  All  zones  were 
advised  Friday  by  Goldberg  to  stand 
by  for  final  instructions  late  Satur- 
day. 

'Don't  Gamble  Wit! 

Strangers" 

'£t 

with  Kane  Richmond,  Bernadene  Hayes 
Peter  Cookson 

(HOLLYWOOD  P  REV  IE' Monogram 
GAMBLING    MELODRAMA    NICI 

PACED  AND  WELL  PLAYED  SHOULD 

GOOD  BIZ. 
This  offering  is  nicely  paced  and  she 

give  a  good  account  at  the  box  office, 

rector  William  Beaudine  has  effect' 
guided  the  proceedings,  and  Bernad 
Hayes  makes  her  return  to  the  screen  nc 
worthy.  To  Jeffrey  Bernerd  goes  credit 

the  producer. 
Kane  Richmond  does  excellent  work 

a  card  shark  and  gambler,  while  Gl 
Warren  is  appealing  as  a  small  town 
with  whom  he  plans  to  elope.  Peter  Co 
son,  Frank  Dae,  Charles  Trowbridge, 
Van  Zandt  and  Addison  Richards  are  am 

the  members  of  the  splendid  cast. 

Bernadene  Hayes,  a  card  shark,  nn 
Kane,  a  nationally  known  card  manipula 

and  they  decide  to  team  up.  Bernad1 
falls  in  love  with  him,  although  he  w; 

her  their  pairing  up  is  strictly  business. 
Bernadene  and  Kane  meet  Frank  I 

a  small  town  clubman,  who  likes  to  gam  i 
Kane  takes  over  a  gambling  joint,  wh 

Dae  becomes  indebted  to  the  tune  of  $■ 
000. 

Dae's  son,  Peter  Cookson,  is  an  assisl 
district  attorney,  and  is  in  love  with  Gl 
Warren,  his  childhood  sweetheart.  She  h 
ever,  becomes  interested  in  Kane,  but  t 
planned  elopement  is  stopped  by  bul 
fired  at  Kane  by  Phil  Zandt,  who 

lost  his  gambling  joint  to  him. 
CAST:     Kane      Richmond,      Bernadene     H; 

Peter    Cookson,    Gloria    Warren,     Charles    Ti 

bridge,    Frank    Dae,    Addison    Richards,   'Phil 
Zandt,   Tony   Caruso,    Bill   Kennedy. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Jeffrey  Bernerd;  Dire< 
William  Beaudine;  Screenplay,  Harvey  C 
and  Caryl  Coleman;  Cameraman,  William  Sick 
Musical  Director,  Edward  J.  Kay;  Editor,  Wil Austin. 

DIRECTION,   Good.      PHOTOGRAPHY,  Coo 

Ark.  ITO  Opens  First 
Convention  Since  1944 

Little  Rock,  Ark.  —  First  ann 
meeting  of  the  ITO  of  Arkan 
since  1944  opened  at  the  Hotel  M 
ion  yesterday.  Registration  of  d' 
gates  and  a  social  program  took 
the  day  with  business  meetir 
including  election  of  officers,  sch 
uled  for  today.  Ted  R.  Gamble,  A 
board  chairman,  is  scheduled  to 
dress  the  session,  before  proceed 
to  Dallas  to  talk  at  an  exhibi 
meeting  set  for  tomorrow. 

Sheridan  to  Manage 
20th-Fox  N.  O.  Branch 

Appointment  of  Mark  Sheric 
Jr.,  as  manager  of  the  20th-Fox  > 
Orleans  exchange  as  successor  to 
V.  Landaiche,  who  has  resigned 
enter  business  for  himself,  is 
nounced  by  William  J.  Kupper, 

company's  general  sales  manaj 
Sheridan  was  formerly  a  salesmai 
the  Atlanta  exchange  of  the  ci 

pany. 
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Varns  U.  S.  That  Pix 

lip  With  the  Swiss 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

It  returned  from  Berne  by  TWA 
;er  spending  nearly  six  years  there. 

|     r-9m,  in  an  interview  with  The 
B=^Daily,   attributed    this   situa- 
jn'to  an  "apparent  tendency  on  the 
jrt    of    American    distributors    to 

'D,'  'E,'  'F,'  and  'G'  category 
ll5 — if    such    exist — to    audiences 
cry  bit  as  discerning  and  discrim- 
liting  as  the  best  American  audi- 
■|ces." 
iThe  result  of  this  trend,  Brigham 

has  been  that  the  average 

riss  audience,  which  once  "took 
nerican  films  on  faith  that  they 
mid  always  be  entertaining  what- 

the  subject"  today  shies  away 
>om  all  but  the  most  publicized  pix 
'itil  their  favorite  reviewer  has  giv- 
li  it  briefing. 

British,  French  Competing 

-  This  in  its  turn,  has  led  to  a  situa- 
m  where  British  and  French  films 
both   now  doing   their   utmost   to 

,-ack    the    American    supremacy 
lalitatively  if  not  quantitatively — 
»    concentrating     on  ■  simple     but 
rood"    films    are    now    rightly    or 
rongly  getting  a  reputation  of  be- 
g    consistently    entertaining,    and 
rough    word-of-mouth    advertising 
hieving  a  new  high  in  popularity. 

;  "I've  talked  with  Swiss  audiences 
om  all  walks  of  life,  peasant  and 
ntoerat,    throughout    the    country, 
■fore  and  after  American  showings, 
id     everywhere     encountered     the 

lime  reaction,   'Are   American   pro- 
bers trying  to  'talk  down'  to  us?" 

rig-ham  continued.   "  'It's  beginning 
i  look,'  they  say  Tike  we're  getting 

.  ras  over  here  which  couldn't  be  dis- 
used of  otherwise'." 

Asked  what  corrective  steps  might 
3  taken  to   remedy   this   situation, 
righam  was  of  the  opinion  nothing 
ore  was  needed  than  more  frequent 
id    fuller    reference    to    returning 
mericans  with  personal  knowledge 
what  films  stand  the  best  chance 

;'    maintaining    American    prestige. 
Nazis  Used  U.  S.  Pix 

Brigham  in  this  connection  pointed 
it  that  the  German  press  attache  in 
erne  had  given  away  free  tickets 
iroughout  Switzerland  for  such  pix 
s  "Tobacco  Road"  and  "Grapes  of 
'rath,"  the  Annie  Oakleys  being  ac- 
nnpanied  by  mimeo  handouts  as- 
erting  that  these  films  best  depicted 
pat  against  which  the  Nazis  were 
jghting  "to  save  the  world." Here  for  another  three  weeks, 
righam  is  trying  to  see  as  many 
[1ms  as  possible,  at  the  request  of 
jsveral  Swiss  exhibitors  who  are 
bout  to  sign  new  contracts  with  im- 
orting  firms  and  are  seeking  the 
ighest  batting  average  possible. 

Little  Headlines: 

Jabbed  for  Film  Theft 
Chicago  —  Arthur  Johnson,  a  pa- 

lled convict,  and  three  others  were 
rrested  by  police,  charged  with 
tealing  $16,000  worth  of  film  from 
parked  truck. 

MPAA  PRESIDENT  Eric  A.  Johnston  was  expected  to  announce  completion  of  the 

French  pix  negotiations  over  the  week-end.  The  announcement  followed  a  conference 
between  President  Truman  and  the  former  French  Premier  Leon  Blum.  Although  details 

of  the  trade  agreement  were  net  immediately  available,  the  announcement  was  described 

as  "very  important."  The  pix  agreement  was  expected  to  be  included  in  a  general  an- 
nouncement of  the  loan  to  France  by  the  Government. • 

FIVE  PER  CENT  ADMISSION  TAX  BILL,  fathered  by  Mayor  Kaufman,  was  pre- 
sented to  the  St.  Louis  Board  of  Aldermen  Friday.  Measure  carries  an  emergency  clause, 

making  it  immediately  effective  if  passed. 
• 

UNITED  PRODUCTIONS  OF  AMERICA  is  experimenting  with  a  new  color  process  to 

be  known  as  Upachrome — black  and  white  and  one  color — with  which  it  hopes  to 
bridge  the  gap  between  an  all  color  process  and  black  and  white. 

• 
MAYOR  BERNARD  J.  DOWD,  of  Buffalo,  was  asked  Friday  by  the  Legion  of  Decency 

to  use  police  force,  if  necessary  to  prevent  a  local  showing  of  the  UA  feature,  "The 

Outlaw." 

• 
SOUTHERN  CALIFORNIA  TOA  at  its  annual  meeting  late  last  week  re-elected  these 

directors:  George  Bowser,  Marco  Wolff,  Mike  Rosenberg,  Harry  Vinnicof,  Ned  Calvi, 
Gus  Metzger,  Bernard  Leavitt. 

KMTA  to  Battle  16mm. 
Shows  in  Public  Schools 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Kansas^Missouri  Theaters  Associa- 

tion last  week,  which  authorized  its 
legal  committee  to  take  steps  in 
situations  where  such  practices  are 
in  evidence. 

The  KMTA  procedure  is  intended 
to  take  the  pressure  off  association 
members  who  might  be  embarrassed 
in  making  a  direct  protest,  George 
Baker,  secretary,  said.  He  declared 
exhibitors  should  adopt  restrictive 
measures  before  the  commercial  use 
of  16  mm.  equipment  gets  out  of 
hand. 

Baker  urged  members  in  a  recent 

KMTA  bulletin  to  notify  him  "in 
event  your  local  school  or  clubs  use 
school  property  or  public  auditor- 

iums for  which  expenses  are  financed 

by  taxes"  so  that  a  protest  could  be made. 

"Centennial  Summer" 
To  Premiere  in  Philly 

Philadelphia — The  world  premiere 
of  Jerome  Kern's  "Centennial  Sum- 

mer" will  be  held  here  between  July 
9  and  12  at  the  invitation  of  the 
Convention  Bureau  and  through  a 
personal  request  from  Mayor  Sam- 

uel to  Spyros  P.  Skouras,  president 
of  20th-Fox. 
Mayor  Samuel  appointed  Albert 

M.  Greenfield  head  of  the  Citizen's 
Committee  in  preparation  for  the 
premiere  of  the  Technicolor  musical, 
which  has  Philadelphia  as  its  locale 
and  background  at  the  time  of  the 
Centennial  Exposition  in  1876. 

Sid  Blumenstock,  assistant  exploi- 
tation manager,  represented  20th- 

Fox  at  the  preliminary  discussions 
with  the  Mayor  and  his  committee  at 
the  week-end. 

More  Tele  Withdrawals 

Washington  —  Two  more  with- 
drawals from  black-and-white  tele- 

vision were  okayed  over  the  week- 
end by  the  FCC.  Latest  were  by 

WDAS,  Philadelphia,  Pa.,  and  West- 
inghouse,  Pittsburgh.  The  with- 

drawals brings  the  total  to  59. 

Wants  Ohio  Censor  Ban 
On  Arson  Theme  Films 

Columbus,  O. — Banning  of  movies 
with  an  arson  theme  will  be  asked 
of  the  State  Censor  Board  by  Mayor 

James  A.  Rhodes  as  a  step  to  re- 
duce the  number  of  false  alarms  and 

fires  set  by  juveniles  here. 
Fire  Chief  Welch  and  Fire  Pre- 

vention Chief  Jordan  told  the  Mayor 

that  13  children  have  been  appre- 
hended so  far  this  year  for  turning 

in  false  alarms  and  26  have  admitted 
setting  fires.  Five,  the  Mayor  said, 
asserted  they  got  their  ideas  for 
setting  fires  from  films  and  radio 

programs. One  local  downtown  first-run  the- 
ater was  forced  to  move  a  fire  alarm 

box  from  the  mezzanine  to  one  of 
the  theater  offices  after  youths  had 
turned  in  several  false  alarms. 

Brit.  Circuits  Short 

From  20-40 'A' Pix (Continued  from  Page  1) 

with  the  British  film  industry,  Hut- 
chinson stated,  has  not  been  able  to 

supply   the   needs    of   "156    pictures 

that  really  matter." Hutchinson  noted  that  these  re- 
quirements will  increase  during  the 

next  five  years  if  allowance  is  made 
for  anticipated  increase  in  British 

audiences,  plus  the  increase  in  the- 
ater construction  when  restrictions 

are  lifted.  During  the  past  year  the 
three  major  circuits  have  had  to  fill 
in  their  requirements  with  re-issues 
in  what  the  British  refer  to  as  "half- 
top"  bookings. 

Attendance  Beyond  Pre- War 
Weekly  audiences  are  millions 

greater  than  pre-war  British  film 
audiences,  Hutchinson  stated,  but  he 
noted  that  it  remains  to  be  seen 

what  sports  and  other  outdoor  rec- 
reations will  occupy  the  time  of  the 

British  people  in  the  months  ahead. 

Due  to  what  Hutchinson  terms  "an 
intensive  post-war  shuffling  period," 
film  attendance  in  provincial  sections 
of  England  has  dropped  recently  by 
some  15  to  20  per  cent.  However, 
attendance  in  London  is  20  per  cent 
better  than  during  the  war.  He 

noted  that  film-goers  are  "a  little 
more  finicky"  than  they  were  a  few 
months  ago,  and  seem  to  shop  around 
for  picture  attractions. 

The  Paramount  British  sales  man- 
ager is  in  this  country  for  the  first 

time  since  the  end  of  the  war  for 
home  office  conferences  with  George 
Weltner,  Paramount  International 
president,  and  Paramount  top  offi- 

cials. He  will  visit  Hollywood  during 
his  six-week  stay. 
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Break77  Points  Set  for  Transference  of  Print: 
Normally  Visited  Cities 

Fixed  as  "Break"  Points 
For  Transferring  Prints 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the  coal  strike.  Continuation  of 
the  latter,  however,  brought 
the  threat  of  new  power  curbs 
in  22  Eastern  states.  The  rail- 

roads were  returned  to  their 

owners  by  the  government  yes- 
terday. How  the  industry  pre- 

pared speedily  and  efficiently  to 
cope  with  the  strike  conditions 
is  described  in  earlier  des- 

patches which  follow. 

Philadelphia  —  Film  carriers 
at  the  week-end  had  quickly  or- 

ganized a  national  truck  distri- 
bution setup  designed  to  get  prints 

to  theaters  as  well  as  from  one  ex- 
change center  to  another,  James  P. 

Clark,  president  of  the  National  Film 
Carriers,  told  The  Film  Daily.  With 

flexibility  the  watchword,  group's 
plans,  finalized  in  a  series  of  tele- 

phone conversations,  were  complete 
and  the  carriers  were  waiting  for 
the  distributors  "to  tell  us  what  they 

want." Cross-country   tieup    arranged   by 

  NOT  UNESSENTIAL   

Ted  R.  Gamble,  ATA  board 
chairman,  and  Si  Fabian,  presi- 

dent were  schduled  to  meet  Sat- 
urday with  Edward  Folck,  CPA 

official,  to  protest  Folck's  warn- ing that  Eastern  theaters  may  be 
shut  down  if  the  rail  and  coal 
strikes  continue.  ATA  officials 
planned  to  stress  that  theaters 
should  not  be  bracketed  with  non- 

essential businesses  and  should 
be  subject  only  to  the  same  re- 

strictions as  are  other  general 
businesses.  No  preference  is 
sought  for  film  houses,  but  the 
ATA  wants  an  equitable  share  in 
the  distribution  of  coal,  elec- 

tricity and  gas. 

Clark  is  ready  to  use  all  of  the  cities 

normally  visited  by  carrier's  trucks 
as  "break  points,"  where  prints  can 
be  transferred  from  truck  to  truck 
for  shipment  to  other  film  centers. 
System  will  embrace  the  five  major 
control  points  set  up  Thursday,  but 
will  be  flexible  enough  to  take  ad- 

vantage of  any  truck  run  to  get 
prints  to  their  destinations. 

So.  Calif. -Ariz.  Exhibs. 
Getting  Films  by  Truck 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Despite  the  rail  strike, 
exhibitors  in  the  Southern  Califor- 

nia-Arizona area  will  receive  100 
per  cent  service  on  film  deliveries. 
Under  normal  conditions  95  per  cent 
of  the  exhibitors  in  this  section  re- 

ceive their  films  by  truck  delivery 
and  arrangements  have  been  made  to 

IN  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

LARRY  STEIN,  formerly  with  Warner  theaters, 

advertising  manager,  Congress  Hotel,  Chi- 

cago. 
LOUIS  STEIN,  manager,   Regent,   Elizabeth,   N.  J. 

WARD  WILSEY,  assistant  manager,  Capitol, 
Newark,    N.   J. 

FRANK    UPTON,    manager,    Michigan,    Detroit, 

CIL  CREEN,  assistant  supervisor,  United  De- 
troit theaters. 

WILLIAM  KOZAREN,  manager,  Cinderella,  De- 

troit. 
MELVIN  REYNOLDS,  former  assistant  manager 

of  Neth's  Eastern,  Columbus,  0.,  to  mana- 

ger  of   Neth's   Cameo. 
WILLIAM  DORSEY  BLAKE,  formerly  head  of 

"U's"  story-talent  dept.,  to  Lev  Cleason 
Publications  as  editor. 

H.  E.  HAMMERTON,  art  director,  Florez,  Inc., Detroit. 

(AMES  F.  (ACKSON,  production  manager,  Florez, 
Inc.,    Detroit. 

NEC    OCLESBY,    Michigan    rep.,    Heywood-Wake- 
field   Seating   Co. 

DON    McGREGOR,    RKO  publicist,    Portland. 

A.     C.     SPECTORSKY,     associate     story    editor, 
20th-Fox,   New  York. 

BERT  THOMAS,   Columbia  salesman,   Des  Moines. 

GORDON    HALLORAN.    assistant   manager,    20th- 
Fox   exchange,    Des   Moines. 

MORRIE    EDGAR,    20th-Fox    salesman,    St.    Louis. 

DAVID    SCHILLER,    manager,     Loew's    Dyckman, 
New  York. 

ROBERT   ROSEN,    manager,    Loew's   167th   Street, 
New   York. 

WALTER    SELIGMAN,     Loews,     Sheridan,     New 
York. 

LEON    SIDOSKY,    manager,     Loew's    Post    Road, 
New   York. 

IRVING     SCHWARTZ,     manager,     Loew's     Fair- mount,  New  York. 

STANLEY   MORRIS,    PRC   publicity   staff,    Holly- wood. 

serve    the   five   per    cent   who    have 
been  getting  their  films  by  train. 

Prints  for  Northern  Arizona  will 
be  taken  by  truck  to  Wickenburg, 
Ariz.,  and  Exkenburg  for  pick-up. 
Exhibitors  in  the  Victorville-Barstow 
area  will  arrange  a  car  pool  to  go 
to  San  Bernadino  where  their  films 
will  be  brought  by  truck  delivery. 

Emergency  Film  Distrib. 
Plan  Clicking  in  K.  C. 

Kansas  City — National  emergency 
film  distribution  plan  was  clicking 
here  as  soon  as  the  rail  strike  went 
into  effect.  Earl  Jameson  of  Exhib- 

itors Film  Delivery  said  his  trucks 
were  picking  up  film  at  Chicago  for 
St.  Louis,  Kansas  City,  Denver  and 
Salt  Lake  City.  Interchange  of  film 
was_  made  at  Salt  Lake  City  for  the 
Pacific  Coast.  Local  trucks  also  in- 

terchange at  Oklahoma  City.  The 
latter  are  hooked  up  with  Charlotte 
and  services  Memphis,  Dallas,  New 
Orleans,  etc. 

Des  Moines  is  picking  up  in  Chi- 
cago for  Omaha  and  Minneapolis, 

"servicing  all  theaters  in  this  terri- 

tory." 

Local  National  Screen  Service 
warehouse  is  servicing  Salt  Lake 
City,  Denver,  Des  Moines,  Omaha 
and  Minneapolis.  This  week  trucks 
will  go  to  Seattle,  San  Francisco, 
Oklahoma  City,  Dallas  and  Los  An- 

geles if  the  Government  doesn't 
seize  the  trucks.  Trucks  are  on  the 
way  here  from  New  York,  a  three- 
and-one-half-days'  trip. 

Newsreels  to  Get  Priority 
For  Air  Transportation 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM    DAILY 
Washington  —  Newsreels  will  be 

given  a  high  priority  for  air  trans- 
portation, Arch  M.  Mercey,  OWMR 

pix  chief,  told  The  Film  Daily  after 
a  conference  with  ODT  officials  and 
representatives  of  the  newsreel  com- 

panies. Mercey  said  emergency  ap- 
proval had  been  given  to  air  ship- 

ment of  Newsreel  product  on  Satur- 
day. This  represented  the  Friday 

makeup  of  newsreels. 
Mercey   said  conferences  would 

continue  over  the  week-end  in  an  at- 
tempt to  clear  the  way  for  a  top 

priority  for  the  newsreels  as  long  as 
the  strike  continues. 

Circuit  Trucks  at  Denver 
Hauling  for  Other  Towns 

Denver  —  Circuits  are  hauling  to 
their  own  towns  as  well  as  for  ex- 

hibitors in  towns  between  which  are 
not  served  by  film  delivering  truck 
lines.  Exchange  managers  arranged 
for  an  additional  truck  line  to  haul 
film  into  New  Mexico  starting  last 
Saturday.  Exhibitors  impossible  to 
reach  by  delivery  will  be  notified  to 
pick  up  film  at  the  nearest  point  of 
contact. 
The  New  Mexico  truck  line  will 

haul  to  Albuquerque  and  turn  over 
to  truck  lines  hauling  within  the 
state.  Film  delivery  companies  are 
co-operating  to  the  fullest  extent. 
Film  was  piling  up  at  numerous 
points  in  transit  to  Denver,  but  most 
was  expected  to  be  in  Denver  last Saturday. 

H.  O.  Manpower  Effect 
Of  Strike  Only  Mild 

A  check  of  home  offices  on  Friday 
revealed  that  the  railroad  strike  had 
only  a  mild  adverse  effect  on  the 
manpower  situation  in  the  New  York industry. 

Absenteeism  as  result  of  the  strike 
ranged  from  zero  in  the  cases  of 
Universal,  Vanguard  and  PRC  to 
"about  10  per  cent"  in  the  instance 
of  Warners.  Columbia  reported  that 
three  per  cent  of  the  personnel  was 

unable  to  show  up  for  work;  Loew's, 
"less  than  five  per  cent";  Monogram, 
one  person;  Paramount,  "less  than 
10  per  cent";  RKO  Radio,  three  per 
cent;  Republic,  one  person;  20th- 
Fox,  four  per  cent;  United  Artists, 
four  per  cent. 

Confusion  in  Detroit 

In  Shipping  of  Prints 
Detroit — Handling  of  prints  here 

under  rail  strike  conditions  is  already 
causing  confusion,  but  there  are  no 
reported  missouts.  Some  prints  have 
disappeared,  chiefly  en  route  to  De- 

Indie  Unit  Ready  to 
Produce  for  Allied 

(Continued  from  Page  1)%£*- 

whether  enough  rentals  can  be  m 
shalled  to  authorize  certain  pari 
to  go  ahead  with  the  production 
the  pictures. 

The  Allied  board  of  directors  vo 
to  make  a  survey  of  the  current 
uation    in    each    territory   with 
view  of  a  possible  revamping  of 
current  system  as  an  outgrowth 
the  Jackson  Park  Theater  case.  1 
board  also  compared  notes  on  rent 
in  different  parts  of  the  country 
an  effort  to  show  alledged  discr 
ancies  in  price  demands. 
The  board  continued  its  meet 

Saturday  as  most  of  the  items  on 
agenda  were  not  reached  on  Frid 

Machinists  Local  1185 
Defies  AFL  Directive 

Hollywood  —  Representatives 
the  Studio  Machinists  Local  1185 
clare   that    none    of   their    memb 

will  join  the  recently-chartered  1 
tion    Picture    Cinetechnicians    L: 
23968  despite   notice   served   on 
producers  bv  the  Los  Angeles  C 
tral  Labor  Council  that  no  memb; 
of  AF  of  L  will  be  permitted  to  w 
with  them  after  May  29. 

Studio  Machinists  Local  has 
members  and  is  a  member  of  the 
ternational  Association  of  Macl 
ists  which  was  organized  58  ye 
ago,  and  which  was  recently  s 
pended  by  AF  of  L. 
The  Los  Angeles  Labor  Cou 

had  notified  producers  that  A 
members  would  not  be  permitted 
work  with  International  Assn. 
Machinists  members  after  Wedr 

day  unless  the  members  of  the  a; 
ciation  are  discharged  from  tl 

jobs. 

troit  from  other  cities.  It  is  belie 
Midwest  inter-exchange  handling 

be  facilitated  by  water  shipm' 
over-night  to  Buffalo  and  Clevela 
with  possible  two-day  water  haul 
Chicago  if  necessary. 

Film  truck  service  is  extending 
handling    of   films    to    theaters 
regularly  serviced,   as   far  as  tr 
routes  cover.   Air  express  is  not 
centing  films  here,  and  exchanges 
anticipating    embargo    on    shipnT 
of  film  by  bus.    Special  pickups 

individual  exhibitors   or  represer" fives  from  theater  to  theater  is 
ing  resorted  to  in  an  effort  to  b 
all  bookings  intact. 

St.  Louis  Exchanges  Ready 
With  Prints  for  Weeks 

St.  Louis  —  Exchanges  here  at 
week-end    were    reported    genera 
well  prepared  for  the  rail  strike  s 
uation,   with   a  supply   of  prints 
hand  sufficient  for  several  weeks, 
the  event  of  a  prolonged  strike, 
peat  programs  were  on  tap. 
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tENCH  PACT  IS  U.  S.  INDUSTRY  VICTORY 
lutdown  Threat  from  Fuel  Shortage  Still  Grave 
j  Order  "May  Be  More 
tic"  Than  Restric- 
;  Weighed  Last  Week 

Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Islington — Threat  of  a  complete 
>wn  of  theaters  in  New  York 
nore  than  a  score  of  other 

is  still  "very  real"  CPA 
d  yesterday.  With  a  fuel  short- 
apidly  taking  the  place  of  the 
iortation  breakdown,  CPA  said 
7  issue  a  drastic  order  forcing 
pulsory  brownout  in  22  East- 
id  Midwestern  states  and  the 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

lporary  Deal  Gives 
khs  Some  U.  S.  Pix 
ember  of  American-made  fea- 

lms,  which  during  OWI's  exist, 
were  equipped  with  flash-in 
in  the  Czech  language  for  pro- 
distribution  in  Czechoslovakia, 

'hose  release  has  been  "hang- 
•e"  for  many  months,  will  now 
screens  in  that  country  as  the 
of  a  direct  request  made  by 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

sen  Years"  Campaign 
k>'s  Greatest — Seadler 

,:ago —  Advertising  on  Metro's 
Green  Years"  has  been  stepped 
reach  every  potential  reader 

istener    in    the    greatest    cam- 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

John  Davis,  John  Wool!'.  Filipuo  Del  Giudice 
And  Gabriel  Pascal  to  Arrive  Memorial  Day 

Three  top  Rank  execs.,  plus  Gabriel  Pascal,  producer-director  of  "Caesar  and 
Cleopatra,"  will  arrive  in  New  York  on  Memorial  Day.  John  Davis,  managing 
director  of  the  J.  Arthur  Rank  Organization,  Ltd.,  will  come  on  from  Toronto 
where  he  arrived  late  last  week.  Flying  over  Thursday  are  John  Woolf,  joint 
managing  director  of  GFD,  major  Rank  British  distrib.,  and  Filippo  Del  Giudice, 
head  of  Two  Cities  Films. 

Pascal  wll  confer  with  UA  on  plans  for  "Caesar's"  release  and  discuss  with 
Leland  Hay  ward  Broadway  production  plans  for  next  season;  he  returns  to 
London  June  20.  Woolf,  and  Del  Giudice  will  go  to  Hollywood  for  a  short 

visit,  returning  for  the  opening  here  of  "Henry  the  Fifth." 

?st  of  Feature  Pix 

?or  Tele  Prohibitive 
Hollywood  —  Paul  Raibourn,  pres- 
it  of  Television  Productions,  tes- 

!  ing  here  in  the  FCC's  tele 
mnel  hearing,  stated  that  the 

r  of  important  feature  pictures 
make  their  use  for  television 

hibirive.  He  also  stated  that  he 

s  not  expect  tele  to  be  competi- 
i  to  theaters.  He  estimated  the 

r  of  the  first  year's  operation 
Television    Productions   at  $896,- 

LS.Schlesinger  Heads 
Warner  Service  Corp. 
At  a  meeting  yesterday  of  the 

Warner  Bros.  Service  Corp.,  a  WOB 
subsidiary,  Leonard  S.  Schlesinger 

was  elected  presi- 
dent and  general 

manager,  Harold 
Rodner  was 

elected  vice-pres- ident. 

Warner    Serv- 
ice  Corp.  super- 

vises and  operates 
all    concessions 
for    the    vending 
of  confections  and 
beverages    in   the 
circuit's  theaters. 

Schlesinger  has 

been  with  War- 
ners as  a  theater 

executive    for    18 

years,    in    St. 
Louis,  Milwaukee,  Indianapolis,  Okla- 

( Continued  on  Page  6) 

L.  S.   SCHLESINGER 

Trans-Lux  to  Enter 
Latin-American  Field 

Trans-Lux  Pan  American  Corp.,  a 
subsidiary  of  Trans-Lux  Corp.,  has 
just  been  formed  to  embrace  the 
company's  business  in  all  of  Central 
and  South  America,  it  was  learned  in 
an  interview  yesterday  with  Nor- 

man Elson,  vice-president  in  charge 
of  operations. 

To  spearhead  a  proposed  circuit  of 
Trans-Lux  operated  theaters 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Ark.  ITO  Votes  to  Join 
ATA;  Mundo  Again  Prexy 

Little  Rock  —  Approximately  175 
delegates  to  the  annual  convention 
of  the  Independent  Theater  Owners 
of  Arkansas  voted  unanimously  to 
become  a  corporate  member  of  the 
American  Theaters  Association. 

Robb  &  Rowley  and  Malco  The- 
( Continued  on  Page  6) 

Details  Expected  to  be  Re- 
vealed Today;  Quota  Will 

Be  Ended  Over  a  Set  Period 

Allied  Favors  Affiliated  Ass'n 
Envisions  the  Indie  Field  as  Own  Domain 

Two  national  exhibitor  organiza- 
tions— one  to  represent  affiliated  the- 
ater interests  and  the  other  to  be 

Allied,  representing  independent  in- 
terests, would  be  the  answer  to  ex- 
hibition unity,  according  to  Allied 

leaders  who  were  questioned  follow- 
ing the  association's  board  meeting 

in  Chicago  last  week. 
Allied  men,  speaking  personally, 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

250  "Night  and  Day"  Spots 
On  20th  Anniversary 

"Night  and  Day,"  Technicolor 
musical  based  on  the  life  and  music 
compositions  of  Cole  Porter,  has  been 
selected  by  Warners  as  the  attrac- 

tion for  about  250  nation-wide  gala 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 
Washington  —  Representing  an 

"overwhelming   victory"    for    the 
American  industry,  the  picture  trade 

  PROVISIONS   
Washington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  The  film  agree- 
ment with  France  provides  that 

for  four  weeks  in  each  quarter 
(16  weeks  in  the  year)  the  French 
exhibitor  can  show  only  French 
films.  For  the  other  36  weeks 
(nine  weeks  in  each  quarter)  he 
can  show  any  film  he  wishes  — 
from  the  U.  S.  or  any  other  source. 

agreement  with  France  is  expected 
to  be   announced   by  the   State   De- 

partment   today,   following    smooth- 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Skouras  Unity  Plea 
Gets  Mixed  Reaction 

Appeal  by  Spyros  P.  Skouras  for 
industry  unity  was  met  with  mixed 
reactions  yesterday,  following  his 
speech  at  the  Jack  Kirsch  testimonial 
dinner  in  Chicago  Saturday  night. 
The  20th  Century-Fox  president  said 
that  no  organization  of  producers, 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Yates  to  Address  Rep. 
Sales  Meet  Here  Today 

Republic's  current  three-day  sales 
conference  in  the  New  York  Athletic 
Club    will    be    addressed    today    by 
Herbert    J.    Yates,    Sr.,    company's 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Distribs.   Argentine 
Net  50%  of  Rentals 
Buenos  Aires  (By  Cable) — Fifty 

per  cent  of  film  rentals  will  be  con- 
sidered the  net  income  of  foreign 

distributors  in  the  computation  of 

income  taxes  under  the  new  Ar- 

gentine income  tax  decree. 
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Brierley  in  NEF  Post 
Wallace  H.  Brierley  has  been 

named  Northeastern  regional  direc- 
tor of  National  Educational  Films, 

Inc.,  W.  French  Githens,  president, 
announced. 

POSITION  DESIRED 
Young  lady,  expert  spotter,  knowledge 
assist  editing  and  cutting  film,  excellent 
stenographer,  intelligent,  salary  optional. 
Write   Box  89, 

THE    FILM     DAILY 
1501    Broadway  New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

commG  (mo  coinG 
HARRY  THOMAS  leaves  Hollywood  for  New 

York  today,  stopping  en  route  in  Chicago  and 
arriving  here  early  next  week. 

HOWARD  'DIETZ  and  HOWARD  STRICKLINC 
arrived  in  Chicago  yesterday  by  plane  from  the 
Coast. 
WALTER  COULD,  UA  foreign  manager,  planed 

to  Paris  over  the  week-end  on  company  busi- 
ness. He  expects  to  return  in  about  a  week  or 

10  days. 

OTTO  W.  BOLL'E,  20tti-Fox  International's 
supervisor  for  Australasia,  South  Africa  and  the 
Far   East,    is   in   New  York   from   Sydney. 

.GEORGE  FISHMAN  and  ED  MAILLARD,  field 
representatives  for  Warner  Bros,  in  Philadelphia 
and   Pittsburgh,  respectively,  are  in  town. 

JAMES  DONOHUE,  of  Paramount,  planed  out 
of   Chicago   yesterday   for   New  York. 

JACK  KELLMAN,  Natco  Projector  sales  mana- 
ger, back  in  Chicago  after  a  three-week  West- 

ern trip,  left  there  yesterday  for  New  York. 

WILLIAM  C.  GEH'RINC,  20th-Fox  Central 
sales   manager,   was   in   Chicago   yesterday. 

OLIVIA  DE  HAVILLAND  planed  into  Chicago 
yesterday  en    route    to   Hollywood. 

WILLIAM  PINE  arrived  in  New  York  by  Con- 
stellation over  the  week-end  on  a  combination 

business-vacation  trip. 

SAM  J.  GARDNER,  Los  Angeles  M-C-M  man- 
ager, arrives  in  Philadelphia  tomorrow  to  visit 

his  father  who  is  ill,  and  will  head  back  for  the 
Coast  the  end  of  the  week. 
GEORGE  A.  MICKEY,  Coast  sales  manager  for 

M-C-M,  was  compelled  to  cancel  his  trip  to 
the   M-C-M  business  meetings  in  Chicago. 

TYREE  DILLARD,  JR.  arrived  yesterday  in  Chi- 
cago by  train  from   the  Coast. 

MRS.  SAM  SHIRLEY,  wife  of  M-C-M's  Chi- 
cago district  manager,  will  leave  for  the  Coast 

June  4  to  join   her  family  there. 

WILLIAM  C.  BRENNER,  in  charge  of  M-G-M's 
checking  department,  left  Chicago  for  Los  An- 

geles and  San  Francisco. 

WALTER  BROOKS  arrives  in  Memphis  today 
from  Little  Rock,  and  will  be  there  for  two  days 
before  proceeding  to  Atlanta  and  Washington 
and  then  back  to  New  York. 

TOM  ASPELL,  JR.,  Seattle  manager,  M-C-M, 
arrives  in  Detroit  today  for  a  visit  with  his family. 

ROY  and  JOHN  BOULTING,  twin  British  pro- 
ducer-directors, have  arrived  in  New  York  from 

a  month's  stay  in  Hollywood.  They  are  at  the 
Essex  House,  leaving  for  England  on  the  Queen 
Mary,   June  1. 

H.  H.  MacDONALD,  of  Chicago  FILM  DAILY 
staff,  is  on  a  Spring  vacation,  taking  a  Mis- 

sissippi  River  steamboat  trip. 

Thomas  Arthur  Named 

Sunkissed  Candy's  V.-P. 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Thomas  G.  Arthur, 
son  of  Harry  C.  Arthur,  Jr.,  has  been 
named  vice-president  of  Sunkissed 
Candy  Service  Corp.,  recently  organ- 

ized to  serve  theaters  and  other 
places  of  amusement  in  California. 
Manuel  Smerling,  of  Confection  Cab- 

inet Corp.,  Newark,  N.  J.,  is  presi- 
dent of  Sunkissed. 

McDonald's  Father-in-Law  Dies 
Funeral  services  for  Harry  Hayes 

Cleaveland,  father  -  in  -  law  of  W. 
Stewart  McDonald,  WB  assistant 
treasurer  and  vice-president  of  War- 

ner Theaters,  were  held  yesterday 
in  Rock  Island,  111.,  with  McDonald 
attending  from  New  York.  Cleave- 

land, who  was  chairman  and 
president  of  the  Bituminous  Casualty 
Co.  of  Rock  Island,  died  Friday  at  his 
Winter  home  in  Coral  Gables,  Fla. 
McDonald  returns  to  New  York  to- morrow. 

DAVID  O.  SELZNICK  will  leave  here  today 

for  the  West  Coast. 

BRYAN  FOY,  production  head  of  Eagle-Lion 
Film  Co.,  and  AUBREY  SCHENCK,  executive  pro- 

ducer, are  due  today  by  motor  from  the  Coast 
for  a  series  of  conferences  with  Kenneth  Young 
and  J.  Arthur  Rank  interests. 

HAL  HORNE,  chairman  of  the  board  of  Story 

Productions,  left  here  by  plane  over  the  week- 
end for  Hollywood. 

AL  KOLITZ,  RKO  Cleveland  branch  mana- 
ger, wearing  a  heavy  coat  of  tan,  is  back  from 

his  vacation   in  Texas. 

HAROLD  RAIVES,  Schine  Ohio  zone  booking 

manager,  has  returned  to  Cleveland  from  a  vaca- 
tion in  Florida. 

SAM  WOLOWITZ,  of  the  Warners'  accounting 
department,  returns  to  civvies  this  week  after 
26  months  in  the  Army,  serving  most  of  the 
time  in  Germany. 

BORIS  MORROS  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria 
from  California. 

■LOUIS  DE  ROCHEMONT  is  here  from  the 

Coast. EUOENIO  DE  LUCAS,  Spanish  film  man,  is  in 
New  York  from  Madrid. 

HERMAN  MILLAKOWSKY,  producer,  will  ar- 
rive here  from  the  Coast  today  to  line  up  talent 

for  "Fear,"  his  next  film. 

HENRY  H.  RAGATZ,  secretary  of  visual  ma- 
terials for  the  American  Bible  Society,  will  ar- 

rive on  the  Coast  Saturday  by  plane  from  New 
York,  to  be  present  during  the  filming  of  the 

first  episodes  of  Anson  Bond's  Bible  pictures. 
■PAUL  KEARNEY,  operator  of  the  Newsreel 

Theater,  Newark,  N.  J.,  left  for  Hot  Springs, 

Ark.,    to   attend   his   son's   wedding. 
FRED  DICKELY,  Altec  rep.,  is  in  Cleveland 

from   Detroit. 

CHESTER  L.  ROGERS,  operator  of  the  Colum- 
bia Theater,  'Detroit,  and  'MRS.  ROGERS,  leave 

for  Texas  and  Oklahoma,  June  1,  for  about  a 
month. 

ROY  RUBEN,  financial  secretary  of  Local  199, 
IATSE,  Detroit,  goes  to  the  West  Coast  for  two 
weeks. 

FRED  NEWMAN,  operator,  Courtesy  Theater, 
Detroit,  goes  to  Florida  for  about  a  month. 

RUDY  BERGER,  CHARLES  >E.  KESSNICH,  WIL- 
LIAM ZOCLLNER,  H.  M.  RICHEY,  and  C.  F. 

TOMLIN,  of  Metro,  will  attend  the  Southeast- 
ern TO  convention  in  Jacksonville  Sunday,  Mon- 
day and  Tuesday. 

JOHN  DALL  flew  to  New  York  from  the 
Coast  to  confer  with   David  O.  Selznick. 

SAM  SEIDELMAN,  UA's  division  manager  for 
La  tin -America,  has  arrived  from  Mexico  for 
h.o.  conferences. 

J.  E.  PERKINS,  of  Paramount  International, 
will  leave  today  for  a  three-month  territorial 
survey  of  Manila,  Shanghai,  Hongkong,  Saigon, 
Bangkok,   and   possibly  Batavia. 

Opposition  Mounts  to  HI. 
Proposal  for  Theater  Tax 

Springfield,  HI. — Mounting  opposi- 
tion at  public  hearings  during  the 

Illinois  Legislature  special  session 
on  the  veterans'  bonus  is  expected 
to  be  directed  against  the  Governor's 
plan  to  place  a  special  tax  on  mo- 

tion picture  theaters.  Session  will  be 
opened  today. 

Opponents  point  out  that "  the measure  will  mean  higher  ticket 
costs  and  thus  be  a  hardship  on 
people  in  small  towns,  who  depend 
on  movies  for  entertainment. 

BILLING  AND  SHIPPING  CLERK 

Bi-linguist  Spanish-English,  experienced  in 

film  shipping.  Good  opportunity.  Write 
fully  to  Box  57, 

THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501   ©ROADWAY,   NEW  YORK   18,   N.  Y. 

Henry  Green,  Jr.,  Heads 
Twin  Cities  Buying  Co-O] 

Minneapolis — Several  Twin  Ci 
independent  exhibitors  are  comj; 

ing  plans  for  a  proposed  new  bus 
and  booking  combine.    Selecting 
temporary    title,    Independent    I 
aters  Association,  the  new  coml 
has  chosen  Henry  Green,  J  jtfor < 
president  of  North  Central)  ̂ £ed 
president.     Other    officers    are 
Mann  and  Charles  Rubenstein,  v 
presidents;  M.  E.  Montgomery,  t , 
surer;   and   Lyle  Carrish,  secret 
These  officers  also  make  up  the  b< 
of  directors. 

Rockefeller  Speaks  for 
Coast  UJWF  Campaign 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  Si\ 

Hollywood — Honor  guest  and  p 

cipal  speaker  at  yesterday's  opei 
of  the  industry  division  United  J 
ish  Welfare  Fund's  campaign 
Nelson  A.  Rockefeller,  chairmai 
the  non-sectarian  Community  C 
mittee  of  New  York.  Industry  c 
paign  is  headed  by  Walter  Wan 
chairman,  and  Joseph  M.  Sche 
president  of  the  Los  Angeles  Jex 
Welfare  Fund. 

NCA  Signs  With  St.  Pau 
Operators  For  All  Indies 

Minneapolis — North  Central  A! 
has  signed  a  new  three-year  cont 
with  the  St.  Paul  projectionists  u) 
on  behalf  of  all  independent  thea 
in  that  city.  The  salary  incre 
which  has  already  gone  into  efl 
amounts  to  "about  10  per  cent  of 
cost  of  house  operations,"  Ben  ] 
ger,  NCA  president,  disclosed. 

UA  Names  T.  E.  Laird 
Dallas  Branch  Manager 

T.  E.  Laird,  traveling  assistan 
Fred  M.  Jack,  Southern  district  n 
ager  for  United  Artists,  has  I 
appointed  Dallas  branch  mana 
succeeding  Forest  F.  Nine,  resig 
it  was  announced  yesterday  by  J 

Unger,  general  sales  manager.  L 
joined  the  company  as  a  bookei 
Dallas  in  1938  and  a  year  later 
promoted  to  salesman. 

WANTED  BY  MOTION  PICTURES 

EXPORT  COMPANY 

MANAGER-EXPEDITER,  qualified  to  U\ 
full  charge,  good  organizer,  thorough 
familiar  with  motion  picture  busines 
preferably  with  knowledge  of  Spanisi 
State  experience,  references,  and  salai 

expected.  Reply  to  Box  37,  The  Film  Dail' 
1501    Broadway,    New   York   18,   N.  Y. 

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,   INC. 

.    bKOfiOWAi      N     V      !9         Cl'de  <-6' 

Complete    Film    and 
Disc  Recording  Facilities 
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F  R  E  Y 
SCREEN  PLAY  BY  CHARLES  HOFFMAN  &  CATHERINE  TURNEY  •  ADDITIONAL 
DIALOGUE   BY  JULIUS  J.   AND  PHILIP  G.  EPSTEIN   •  BASED  ON  THE   PlAY 

BY  PHILIP  BARRY  •  MUSIC  BY  MAX  STEINER 

PROOUCtD    8T 

BENJAMIN  GLAZE 
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Temporary  Deal  Gives 
Czechs  Some  U.  S.  Pix 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Czech    officialdom    and    the    ensuing 

approval  by  U.  S.  producer-distribu- 
tor interests. 

While  this  means  that  Hollywood 
films  will  be  seen  commercially  in 
Czechoslovakia  for  the  first  time 

since  that  nation  was  overrun  by  the 

Nazis  —  except  for  some  "ancient" 
product — the  arrangement  is  a  tem- 

porary one,  and  does  not  indicate 
that  U.  S.  companies  are  in  the  least 
modifying  their  stand  toward  the 
Czech     film     monopoly     which     the 
American  interests  have  opposed  in 
principle.  Neither  does  it  mean  that 
the  Czech  Government  has  decided  to 

"give  ground"  in  any  way. 

Ass'n  of  Affiliates 
Finds  Allied  Favor 

= 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

said  the  affiliated  interests  should 
organize,  but  that  independent  ex- 

hibitors should  not  be  included  in 
their  ranks.  It  was  suggested  by  one 
leader  that,  if  the  producer-con- 

trolled theaters  should  set  up  a 

strong  organization,  an  "intermedi- 
ary" committee  representing  the 

affiliates  and  the  independents  Should 
be  established  as  a  co-ordinating 
group  on  matters  of  interest  and 
importance  to  all  theaters. 

The  board  passed  a  resolution  in 
which  it  said  that  Allied  would  not 
be  opposed  to  ATA  as  long  as  it  ad- 

mitted openly  that  it  was  an  asso- 
ciation of  affiliated  theaters.  When 

and  if  ATA  admits  that,  Allied  is 
ready  to  co-operate  on  matters  of 
mutual  concern,  Allied  men  said. 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Byron  Price,  MPAA  vice-president,  comes 
East  next  week-end  to  receive  an  honorary  degree  from  Harvard.  .  .  . 
•  Take  it  from  the  Wall  St.  Journal,  some  selling  in  film  shares  is 

said  to  result  from  an  advisory  service's  profit-taking  suggestions.  .  .  . 
•  Tri-States  Circuit  managers  feel  that  "A"  and  "B"  house  posters  and 
accessories  should  be  of  the  same  quality.  ...  •  Manny  Glick,  who 

resigned  from  Columbia's  (Cleveland)  sales  force  to  turn  exhibitor,  was 
guest   of  honor    at   a    Cleveland    Film   Salesmen's   Club    dinner.    .    .    . 
•  Dr.  I.  Q.  will  be  emcee  at  the  June  dinner-meeting  of  Boston  Tub  No. 
1  of  the  Tub  Thumpers  of  America.  ...  •  Vernon  Pope,  continuing  as 

editor  of  Hillman  Periodicals'  Pageant  Magazine,  now  doubles  as  edi- 
torial director  of  Movieland   Kay  Sullivan,  for  three  years  an  editor 

of  OWI  overseas  picture  magazines,  and  erstwhile  magazine  writer  and 
producer,  joins  Movieland  as  managing  editor  inj  the  East   Conrad 

Wienk  is  Movieland's  new  art  director.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  sev- 
eral manufacturers  of  projection  equipment  are  designing  heavy  type 

16  mm.  projectors  for  permanent  theater  installation?   

Monogram  Opens 
Branch  in  Panama 

250  "Night  and  Day"  Spots 
On  20th  Anniversary 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
premieres  on  Aug.  6,  in  celebration 

of  the  company's  20th  anniversary 
of  sound,  it  was  announced  yester- 

day by  Ben  Kalmenson,  vice-presi- 
dent and  general  sales  manager,  at 

the  special  meeting  of  the  Warner 
circuit's  advertising  and  publicity 
heads  held  at  the  home  office-  to  dis- 

cuss the  anniversary  plan's.    . 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  28 
).  S.  Berkson  Scott   W.    Darling 

William  R.  Ferguson  Minna  Combel 
John   Payne  Martha    MacVicar 

Steven   Perrin 

Monogram  International  Corp.  an- 
nounces the  formation  of  Monogram 

Pictures  of  Panama,  Inc.,  with  offi- 
ces being  opened  today  in  Panama City. 

Richard  Spierman  has  been  named 
branch  manager  by  Norton  V.  Rit- 
chey,  president  of  Monogram  Inter- 

national, for  the  Panama  territory 
which  was  formerly  operated  on  an 
agency  basis. 

David  Home,  assistant  treasurer 
of  Monogram  International,  is  in 
Panama  City  completing  arrange- 

ments for  the  new  corporation,  and 
will  leave  there  shortly  for  New 
York  with  a  stopover  in  Mexico  City 
to  confer  with  Jack  Lamont,  man- 

ager of  the  company's  branch  there. 

Ark.  ITO  Votes  to  Join 
ATA;  Mundo  Again  Prexy 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

aters,  operating  in  Arkansas,  were 
admitted  as  associate  members  to 
ATA,  upon  request  of  the  two  groups. 

C.  C.  Mundo,  Little  Rock,  was  re- 
elected president  of  the  ITOA  at  the 

close  of  the  organization's  morning 
session  in  the  Hotel  Marion  yester- 

day. Other  officers  elected  were:  W. 
D.  Mitchell,  Dumas,  vice-president, 
and  Sam  B.  Kirby,  Little  Rock,  sec- 

retary-treasurer. New  Board  mem- 
bers are  0.  G.  Wren,  Little  Rock; 

K.  K.  King,  Seai-cy;  Paul  T.  Myers, 
McCrory;  B.  F.  Busby,  Little  Rock; 
W.  E.  Malm,  Augusta,  and  Henry 
Haven,  Forest  City. 

Delegates  heard  Ted  R.  Gamble, 
Portland,  Ore.,  chairman  of  the 
board  of  directors  of  ATA,  report  on 
activities  of  that  organization. 

L.  S.  Schlesinger  Heads 
Warner  Service  Corp. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

homa  City,  Cleveland,  Philadelphia 
and  New  York.  He  started  his  film 
industry  career  25  years  ago  as  an 
usher  in  the  Missouri  Theater,  St. 
Louis,  while  under  the  Famous 
Players  Missouri  Corp.  From  June, 
1943,  to  January  of  this  year,  he  was 
in  the  U.  S.  Navy,  enlisting  as  a  CPO 
in  the  Seabees  and  being  promoted 
to  Senior  Grade  Lieutenant. 

Other  officers  of  Warner  Service 
Corp.  are  Samuel  Carlisle,  T.  J.  Mar- 

tin and  Robert  W.  Perkins.  Head- 
quarters will  be  maintained  at  the 

Warner  home  offices  in  New  York. 

Seek  Separate  5th  Ave. 
Offices  to  House  MPEA 

Motion  Picture  Export  Associa- 
tion may  be  housed  in  a  Fifth  Ave. 

headquarters,  if  negotiations  now 
under  way  are  completed.  This  was 
announced  yesterday  by  Eric  John- 

ston, president,  who  confirmed  The 
Film  Daily  report  of  Friday  that 
Irving  Maas  would  serve  as  opera- 

tions officer  of  the  export  associa- 
tion with  the  title  of  vice-president 

and  general  manager.  Maas  is  on  a 
three-year  loan  from  20th-Fox. 
Capt.  Robert  E.  Vini.ng,  who  or- 

ganized U.  S.  Naval  Intelligence  in 
Europe,  has  been  appointed  assist- 

ant to  the  president  of  the  export 
association.  Other  officers  of  MPEA 
are  Francis  S.  Harmon,  vice-presi- 

dent; Morris  Goodman,  vice-presi- 
dent and  representative  in  Germany; 

Gordon  E.  Youngman,  of  RKO,  sec- 
retary, and  George  Borthwick,  trea- surer.   , 

.11 
Fuel  Shortage  Still 
A  Shutdown  Threat 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
District  of  Columbia,  with  a  i 

down  of  all  amusement  places 
eluding  theaters.  CPA 

Film  Daily  that  the  orde1^ 
more  drastic"  than  the  restric 
contemplated  last  week,  while 
rail  strike  was  still  in  progress. 

Although  the  emergency  conti 
on  an  hour  to  hour  basis,  witl: 
body  willing  to  predict  the  out( 
Government  officials  pointed 
however,  that  the  situation  is  ah 
so  critical,  especially  with  a  shij 
strike  in  the  offing,  that  a  di, 
of  theaters  will  continue  for  ij 
weeks  to  come. 

States  in  the  Order 
States  included  in  the  order 

pared  by  CPA  last  week  were 
York,  Connecticut,  Maine,  Ver; 
Massachusetts,  New  Hampshire, 
Jersey,  Rhode  Island,  Vir;< 
Maryland,  Kentucky,  Ohio,  I 
sylvania,  West  Virginia,  111 
Indiana,  Iowa,  Michigan,  Minn* 
Missouri  and  Wisconsin,  as  we  I 
the  District  of  Columbia. 

Meanwhile,  the  District  Con' 
sioners  prepared  to  meet  with  p 

officials  and  others  today  with  a  - 
towards  issuing  further  lightin  i 
strictions  here.  It  appeared 
that  theaters  in  the  Washington  | 
may  close  if  the  CPA  order  il 
immediately  put  into  effect. 

Dais  of  Notables  At 

Today's  Ampa  Meeting 

Among  those  who  will  be  9 

at  the  dais  for  today's  Ampa  li eon-meeting  in  the  Hotel  A 
which  will  feature  an  addres 
"World  Good-Will  Through  M 

Pictures,"  by  Benjamin  A.  G 
assistant  secretary  general  of  U 
Nations'  department  of  public  i 
mation,  will  be  Ingrid  Berg, 
Francis  S.  Harmon,  Ned  E.  Dei 
Malcolm  Kingsberg,  John  Mui, 
Jack  Cohn,  Rutgers  Neilson,  ffl 

Williams,  Max  Stein,  Arnold  SJ and  Elsa  Miranda. 
More  than  200  industryites  ar 

pected  to  attend  the  luncheon. 

Levey  Partnerships 
To  Build  in  Canad 

Toronto  —  Jules  Levey  is  assoc 
ated    in    a    partnership   arrangemei 
with  Morris  Weiss  and  Harry  Davii 
son,   both   of  Toronto,  on  a  theat 
construction  project  which  is  tied 
with   Odeon  Theaters  of  Canada, 

was  reported  here  yesterday.  Deal 
said  to  be  a  limited  number  of  thi 

aters,   first  of  which   is   under  coi 

struction  in  Toronto's  North  End  ai 
will  be  called  the  Snowdon  Theate 

Levey  is  a  producer  for  United  A tists. 
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mras  Unity  Plea 
is  Mixed  Reaction 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
butors  or  exhibitors  should  pre- 
the  equitable  distribution  of  the 

dollar.  He  appealed  to 
ut  its  own  house  in  order 

pCSffe  to  it  that  each  member 
icted    himself    so    that    "never 
will  one  of  them  be  embar- 

\  because  a  distributor  asked 

n  explanation." )uras  said  the  distributors 
ed  percentage  terms  as  the 
equitable  plan  and  that  he  was 
lent  that  "by  sitting  down  to. 
r  and  frankly  discussing  mu- 
problems,  a  proper  percentage 
for  every  type  of  theater  can 

;>rked  out."  All  other  difficulties 
fade  quickly  when  that  problem 
een  solved,  he  said. 

difficult  problems  of  run, 
jmce  and  other  questions  cannot 
lved  by  denouncing  the  major 
anies  which,  after  all,  produce 
pictures   by  which   "you   and   I The  answer  is  for  exhibitors 

t  up  their  own  arbitration  ma- 
ry,  Skouras  said,  adding  that 
he  arbitration  system  main- 
d  by  the  distributors  is  not  ade- 

you  will  have  to  supplement 

^dd  to  it." >uras  urged  Kirsch  to  provide 

adership  "so  that  all  of  us  may 
Drward  together  prosperously, 

phantly." 

- 

:t  Gordon  Mitchell 
Scope  President 
oast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

llywood  —  Gordon  S.  Mitchell, 
ii*  manager  of  the  Academy  Re- 
h  Council,  has  been  elected 
iiient  of  All-Scope  Pictures,  Inc., 
;d  to  produce  educational  and 
•trial  films.  Bernard  F.  Mc- 
y  was  named  vice-president  in 
re  of  production,  while  E.  Z. 
firs  is  vice-president  and  trea- 
,  and  Ernest  Maples,  secretary. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Smith-Healy 
Hliam  J.  Healy,  executive  assist- 

->  Austin  C.  Keough,  vice-presi- 
s  and  general  counsel  of  Para- 
itt,  will  be  married  to  Ethel  Rose 
1i  on  Saturday,  at  the  Church  of 
Lady  of  Victory  in  the  Bronx. 

Sultan-Loventhal 
pis  -Sultan,  a  member  of  the  Box 
j  editorial  staff,  and  Dan  Loven- 
jof  RKO's  home  office  legal  de- 
jnent,  have  become  engaged  and 

'announce    their    wedding    date iy. 

Clark-Dupont 
|shington — .Col.  Kenneth  Clark, 
A  public  relations  director,  was 
ed    here    Saturday    to    Violet 

Fnt. 

Industry  Wins  in  French  Pact 
Quota  to  be  Ended  Over  a  Definite  Period 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ing  out  of  last  minute  hitches  in  the 
United  States  loan  to  France. 

The  agreement  was    scheduled  to 
be  announced  over  the  week-end  as 
predicted   in   The  Film   Daily,   but 
minor  difficulties  stemming  from  dis- 

posal of  surplus  property  in  France 
held    up    the    formal     signing    and 
forced  former  French  Premier  Leon 
Blum  to  delay  his  return  to  Paris. 

Although    details    of   the    pic- 
ture   agreement    cannot    be   re- 

vealed at  this  time,  it  can  be  said 
that  it  tops  any  previous  agree- 

ment   with    France    and    points 
towards  a  gradual  elimination  of 
virtually    all    restrictions    upon 
American  product.   Indicative  of 
the  Government  backing  is  the 
decision   to   release   the    picture 
trade    clauses    as    part    of    the 
general  loan  to  France. 
MP AA    President    Eric    Johnston 

conferred    in    a    last-minute    session 
with     Secretary     of     -State     James 
Byrnes     on     Saturday.      Previously, 
Johnston  had  been  host  to  Blum  at 
a  dinner  attended,  among  others,  by 
Secretary  of  the  Treasury  Fred  Vin- 

son,    Reconversion     Director     John 
Snyder,    Secretary   of    Labor    Lewis 
Schwellenbach  in  what  was,  in  effect, 
a  "victory"  dinner. 

As  predicted  in  The  Film  Daily, 
the  agreement  with  France  will  be 
in  the  form  of  a  screen  quota — but  a 
quota  considerably  better  than  that 
under  the  old  agreement.  This  plus 
the  fact  that  the  quota  will  be  elim- 

inated over  a  set  period. 

Expected  To  Set  Pattern 
The  French  situation  has  been 

singled  out  as  one  of  the  industry's 
toughest  foreign  problems  and  con- 

clusion of  the  agreement  with  France 
is  expected  to  assist  in  breaking 
down  picture  barriers  in  other  coun- tries. 

While  Government  officials  were 
hesitant  to  comment  on  the  picture 
agreement  until  its  formal  announce- 

ment, there  was  little  doubt  that  top 
credit  would  be  given  to  Johnston. 
Up  to  as  short  a  period  as  two 

weeks  ago,  the  negotiations  had 
reached  an  impasse,  with  the  State 
Department  and  the  picture  industry 
seriously  concerned  over  the  outcome. 

Although  the  new  agreement  is 

essentially  a  "protection"  for  French 
interests,  it  represents  a  victory  for 
the  United  States  industry  and  is 
expected  to  be  a  model  agreement 
for  the  post-war  world,  with  many 
of  the  foreign  picture  industries 
close  to  collapse. 

Yates  to  Address  Rep. 
Sales  Meet  Here  Today 

(Continued  from  Page  1 ) 

president.  Yesterday,  which  was  the 
opening  day  of  the  meeting,  was  de- 

voted to  screening  forthcoming  pro- 
duct. 

It  is  expected  that  Yates'  message 
will  highlight  top-budget  product  to 
be  released  soon;  the  company's  three- 
point  expansion  program  covering 
studio  construction,  development  of 
personalities,  and  quality  of  produc- 

tion; and  the  reaction  of  Republic 
personnel  at  the  Coast  and  Chicago 
meetings  to  the  proposed  1946-1947 
program.  Announcement  of  the  line- 

up will  be  made  shortly  after  the 
close  of  the  present  meeting,  and 
will  embrace  suggestions  made  by 
the  sales  force. 

James  R.  Grainger,  executive  vice- 
president  and  general  sales  manager, 
is  presiding  at  the  current  confabs. 

R.  I.  and  Mass.  Showmen 
Honor  Martin  R.  Toohey 

Providence — More  than  400  rep- 
resentatives of  the  film  industry 

from  Rhode  Island  and  Massachus- 
etts last  night  joined  in  paying 

tribute  to  Martin  R.  Toohey,  man- 
ager of  the  Leroy  Theater,  Paw- 

tucket,  and  a  veteran  of  45  years  of 
show  business,  in  a  testimonial  din- 

ner staged  by  the  Independent  Ex- 
hibitors of  Rhode  Island  at  the  Nar_ 

ragansett  Hotel.  Archibald  Silver- 
man, owner  of  the  Strand  Theater, 

acting  on  behalf  of  the  IE's,  pre- 
sented Toohey  with  a  diamond- 

studded  wrist  watch. 

"Green  Years"  Campaign 
Metro's  Greatest — Seadler 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

paign  of  its  kind,  Silas  F.  Seadler, 
advertising  manager,  told  approx- 

imately 75  men  attending  the  four- 
day  business  meetings  here  yester- 

day at  the  Drake  Hotel. 

The  Lion's  Roar  column  in  maga- 
zines starting  April  19  will  appear 

for  four  consecutive  months  in  22 

national  and  fan  magazines  having  a 

total  circulation  of'  6,807,993,  while 
the  Picture  of  the  Month  column  was 

scheduled  for  eight  magazines  with 
a  combined  circulation  of  22,364,670. 
Full  pages  were  placed  in  22  May 
issues  of  magazines.  In  addition, 
teaser  ads  were  placed  in  80  key 

city  newspapers. 
Famous  names  and  their  en- 

dorsements are  being  used  in  4,137 
transcriptions,  live  announcements 
and  shows  on  the  air,  giving  100  air- 
hours  a  month.  Posters  are  used  on 
7,125  Railway  Express  trucks  in 
1,505  cities. 

William  R.  Ferguson,  exploitation 

director,  said  "showmanship  is  find- 
ing out  what  people  want  and  doing 

more  of  it  and  what  they  don't  like 
and  doing  less  of  it."  He  said  it 
was  the  duty  of  every  man  in  the 
sales  department  to  see  that  exhib- 

itors promote  Metro  pictures  consist- 
ently and  intelligently.  Another 

Showbuilder  truck,  making  three  in 
all,  probably  will  be  used  on  the  West 
Coast,  Ferguson  said.    

Trans-Lux  to  Enter 
Latin-American  Field 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
throughout  Latin  -  America,  a  deal 
was  recently  completed  with  a  group 
of  Mexican  nationals,  who  have 
taken  a  lease  on  the  soon-to-be- 
opened  850-seat  theater,  already  con- 

structed and  fully  equipped,  in  the 
new  Alameda  Hotel,  located  in  the 
heart  of  Mexico  City  in  Avenida 
Juarez,  whereby  Trans-Lux  will  buy 
and  book  films  as  well  as  operate 
the  house  for  the  group. 

The  theater,  reported  to  be  "the last  word"  in  theater  construction, 
will  feature  Trans-Lux  rear  screen 
projection  and  screen,  and  will  main- 

tain a  policy  of  newsreels  and  short 
subjects  only. 

Elson,  who  made  a  recent  survey 
of  proposed  theater  sites  in  several 
Mexican  cities  will  return  there 

again  about  June  15  to  complete  ar- 
rangements for  the  opening  of  the 

house,  tentatively  named  Trans-Lux 
Alameda. 

The  admission  price  has  been  con- 
templated at  two  pesos  (40  cents) 

and  the  cost  of  operation  has  been 
placed  on  a  par  with  domestic  costs, 
Elson  further  pointed  out. 

Plans  for  the  policy  of  future 
houses .  in  the  Latin-American  coun- 

tries— newsreels  and  shorts  or  single 
feature  and  shorts — will  depend  upon 
location. 

Officers  of  the  new  corporation  are 
P.  N.  Furber,  chairman  of  the  board; 
P.  E.  Furber,  president;  Norman 
Elson,  vice-president;  and  A.  D. 
Erickson,  secretary-treasurer. 

Le  Maire  Joins  IP 
West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood — Rufus  Le  Maire,  who 

resigned  early  in  the  week  as  talent 
chief  at  20th-Fox,  has  joined  Inter- 

national Pictures  as  executive  assist- 
ant to  William  Goetz.  Le  Maire,  who 

is  a  talent  expert,  was  close  to 
Goetz  when  the  latter  was  at  20th- 
Fox,  and  will  be  active  in  Interna- 

tional's expansion  plans  in  its  setup 
with  United  World  Pictures. 

Honigburg  on  His  Own 

Chicago  —  Sam  Honigburg  has 
opened  public  relations  offices  at  203 
N.  Wabash  Ave. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Gil  Golden,  Warners'  national  ad- 
vertising manager  and  executive  as- 

sistant to  Mort  Blumenstock,  is  the 
father  of  a  girl  born  to  Mrs.  Golden 
on  Saturday  in  Norwalk  Hospital, 
Norwalk,  Conn.  New-comer,  the  sec- 

ond for  the  Goldens,  has  been  named 
Marjorie  Jane  after  her  mother. 

A  seven  -  pound,  one  -  ounce  son, 
Robert  Frank,  was  born  to  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Richard  Lederer  at  Lenox  Hill 
Hospital  Sunday.  Lederer  is  a 

member  of  Columbia's  pressbook dept. 
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BENCH  PIX  PACT  MODEL  FOR  OTHER  NATIONS 
ates  Sees  Peak  Pix  Prosperity  in  Next  12  Mos. 
ss  Prediction  on 

*  of  "Opposition"  from 
ds,  Luxury  Items 

.k  of  prosperity  for  the  film  in- 
V  in  the  next   12  months,   ex- 
ig    business    levels    established 
Hi  g  the  war, 
forecast  yes- 
y    by    Herb- 
Yates,  Sr., 

olic  prexy,  in  i 
essing  the  I  1^ 
York  sales  |*M|  i 
erence  con.  %i* 
by  James 

rainger,  ex- 
re  v.-p.  and 
;ral  sales 
ger. 
;es  based  his 
rtion  on  the 

that  "oppo- 
"  from  autos 
ther  luxury 
s  calculated 
:ract  from   theater  attendance 
not  be  felt  until  the  Fall  of 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

HERBERT  ).   YATES 

i  Floods  Hinder 

ivery  of  Films 
ii  deliveries  faced  new  threats 
day  as  flash  floods  in  South- 
•n  New  York,  North-Central 
ydvania  and  parts  of  Connec- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

udent  Com.  Fights 
Theater  Rowdyism 

ubuque,  la. — A  central  committee 
prising  one  student  delegate  from 

of  Dubuque's  public  and  paro- 
I  schools  will  meet  to  consider 

t   of   six   proposals   designed    to 
theater  rowdyism,  it  was  de- 

d  at  a  mass  meeting  of  school 
Iren  held  at  the  Avon  Theater, 

tols  will  then  vote  on  the  pro- 
Is.  Move  is  believed  to  be  the 

al  instance  of  students  setting 

notion  a  campaign  of  self  iniri- 
to  end  rowdyism  in  theaters. 

UA  SALES  MEET 

FOR  AUG.  12-15 
International  Conference 
To  Fortify  Sales  Fronts 

First   general   meeting   of   United 
Artists  sales  reps,  since  the  war,  and 

the    company's    initial    international 
conference,    is 
slated  for   the 
Waldorf  Astoria 

Hotel,  Aug.  12-15. 
Gradwell      L. 

Sears,   vice-presi- 
dent in  charge  of 

world-wide  distri- 
bution,  and  J.  J. 

Unger,  general 
sales  manager, 
will  preside. 
Walter  Gould, 

foreign  manager, 
will  preside  over 
foreign  sales 
phases  of  the 
sessions,  which 
will  be  attended 
by  a  contingent  headed  by 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

GRADWELL  L.  SEARS 

David 

Says  Reels  Neglect 
Vital  UN  Aspects 

While    asserting    that    of    all    the 
media,  motion  pictures  could  do  more 
toward    the    establishment    of    per- 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

While  Calling  for  a  Screen  Quota,  the  Agreement 
Aims  Towards  Complete  Elimination  of  All  Restric- 

tions on  U.  S.  Pix;  Full  Co-op.  on  Economic  Objectives 
By  MANNING  CLAGETT  Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Secretary  of  State  James  Byrnes  and  former 
French  Premier  Leon  Blum  yesterday  signed  the  history-mak- 

ing French-U.  S.  pix  agreement. 
The  agreement,  which  is  expected 

to  serve  as  a  model  for  subsequent 
pix  treaties  with  other  countries, 
calls  for  a  screen  quota  but  aims  to- 

wards a  complete  elimination  of  all 
restrictions  on  American  films. 
Emphasizing  the  importance  placed 

on  motion  pictures,  the  pix  agree- 
ment was  signed  as  a  part  of  a  gen- 
eral trade  agreement  with  France. 

Attending  the  ceremonies  in  the 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Name  Reeve,  Louis 
Texas  ATA  Directors 

Dallas  —  Henry  Reeve,  president 
of  the  Texas  Theater  Owners  Asso- 

ciation, and  Leon  Louis,  owner  of 
the  Liberty  Theater,  Ft.  Worth,  both 
independents,  were  named  directors 
of  the  Texas  chapter  of  the  ATA. 
Sam  Landrum  of  Jefferson  Amuse- 

ment Co.,  Dallas,  was  designated  to 
represent  affiliated  theaters  on  the 
board  of  the  newly-formed  chapter. 

Si  Fabian,  Ted  Gamble  and  Robert 
Coyne  explained  ATA  objectives  to 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Rochester  Theaters  Closed 

In  Labor  "Demonstration" 
Rochester— Doors  of  motion  pic- 

ture theaters  in  Rochester  were 
closed  and  locked  yesterday  as  part 

of  a  city-wide  labor  "demonstration'* 
in  protest  of  the  city  administration's 
refusal  to  recognize  organized  pub- 

lic works  department  employes. 
Affected  by  the  general  walkout 

were  newspapers,  all  public  services, 
and  many  industries.  Restaurant 

(Continued  on  Page  "> 

Plans  Aim  at  Re-Trial? 
Judge  Knight  Reserves  Decision  on  Motion 

CLC  Denies  AFL  Unions 
Plan  Jurisdictional  Strike 
West    Coast   Bureau   of    THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — The  Los  Angeles  Cen- 
tral Labor  Council  has  issued  a 

statement  denying  the  charge  of 
Machinists  Lodge  1185  that  AF  of  L 
unions  in  film  studios  are  planning 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Buffalo  —  Federal  Judge  John 
Knight  yesterday  reserved  decision 
on  a  motion  by  Schine  Chain  The- 

aters, Inc.,  seeking  the  appointment 
of  a  special  master  to  take  additional 
testimony  on  the  operations  of  the 
circuit  in  the  light  of  present  day 
conditions. 

In  reserving  decision  Judge  Knight 
(Continued  on  Page  2) 

10-Mo.  Tax  Receipts 
Total  $542,913,284 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — The  national  admis- 
sions tax  collection  showed  a  slight 

rise  in  April  over  the  booming  $36,- 
374,651  collected  in  March,  the 
Bureau  of  Internal  Revenue  revealed 
this  morning.  The  April  total  on 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Movietone  News  in  More 
Tongues;  New  Trademark 

Movietone  News  will  be  produced 
in  many  more  languages  than  here- 

tofore, delegates  to  the  first  post-war 
convention  of  the  reel  learned  yes- 

terday. Meeting  was  called  to  estab- 
lish a  new  policy  of  expansion, 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Allied  Convention 
In  Boston  in  Oct. 

Allied's  first  national  convention 

since  Sptember,  1941,  in  Philadel- 
phia has  been  scheduled  tentatively 

for  mid-October  in  Boston.  It  will 
be  the  first  time  that  the  Boston 

unit  has  played  host  to  the  national 

organization. 
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FINANCIAL 
(Tues.,  May  28) 

NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 

Am.  Seat   
Bell  &  Howell      
Columbia    Picts   
Columbia    Picts.    pfd 
East.  Kodak     
do  pfd   
Gen.  Prec.  Eq. ...... . 

Loew's,    Inc   
RKO        

Republic    Picts   
Republic  Picts.  pfd.. 
20th  Century-Fox  .  .  . 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd 
20th  Century-Fox  ppf 
Universal    Pict   
Universal   Pfd   
Warner  Bros   

High     Low    Close 
293/4     29l/2     29y2 
34        34        34 

345/8     33 
1021/2  102 
254  254 
205  205 

33 
102 
254 205 

Net Chg. —  1% 

+  3 

—    Vi 

371/z  371/2  371/2 
39%  39  39  1/4 
253/g  24  24      —  % 
15  143/4  143/4  _  1/4 
183/8  18 1/4  18 1/4  —  1/4 
62  603,4  603/4  —  % 
771/4  77  77       —  y4 
105  105  105       —  1/2 
481/s  47i/2  47i/2  +  y4 

98%  987/8  937/8       
501/2  491/2  491/2  —  1/4 

To  Show  Foreign  Pix  Plus 
Foreign  Stage  Shows 

NEW   YORK  CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts        9%       93/8       9%   +      % 
Radio-Keith  cvs      11%     IOV2     10%—     % 
Sonotone   Corp        53/8       5  5%   +      % 
Technicolor          24i/2     24%     24i/4  —     l/4 
Trans-Lux             7  6%       7           

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe   Industries       13         14 

Htf^P- ARI  tOU  AJJ.VFRTISING 
us  wet;  4t»  ti.  N.T.C  par.  i«,„,  mum 

An  international  policy  of  foreign 
films  and  complementary  stage 
shows,  styled  in  the  language  of  the 
attraction,  will  be  inaugurated  at  the 
1,200-seat  Ambassador  theater,  49th 
St.,  West  of  Broadway,  it  was 
learned  in  an  interview  with  Leon 
Siritsky,  president  of  Eastern  The- 

aters Corp.,  operator  of  the  house. 
Siritsky  and  his  two  sons,  Joseph 

and  Sam  Siritsky,  who  also  own  the 
U.  S.  distribution  rights  to  several 
French  films,  plan  to  alternate  the 
policy  of  Italian,  Swedish  and  other 
films  and  stage  shows  with  their  own 
French  films,  which  includes  Marcel 

Pagnol's  "The  Well  Digger's  Daugh- 
ter," scheduled  as  the  first  attraction 

of  the  Fall  season. 

The  Siritskys  are  also  negotiating 
for  houses  in  other  cities  which  can 
maintain  this  policy  on  a  circuit basis. 

Massce-Barnett  Adds 
Quarters  in  Varick  St. 

The  steadily  increasing  volume  of 
business  from  the  foreign  fields,  now 
being  handled  by  the  industry,  has 
prompted  Massce-Barnett,  Inc.,  film 
forwarding  and  shipping  agents,  to 
acquire  additional  facilities  located 
at  150  Varick  St.  for  the  receiving, 
packing  and  shipping  of  all  motion 
picture  advertising  matter,  acces- 

sories and  equipment,  it  was  an- 
nounced yesterday  by  William  Bar- 

nett,  vice-president.  All  film  'con- 
signments will  continue  to  be  handled 

from  the  company's  present  head- 
quarters, 723  Seventh  Ave. 

Automatic  Theaters  Being 
Organized  in  Chicago 

Chicago — A  new  company  is  being 
organized  here  to  handle  the  opera- 

tion of  automatic  theaters,  it  was 
stated  by  Edward  Leven  of  the  Natco 
projector  company.  The  new  con- 

cern is  to  be  named  Automatic  The- 
aters, Inc. 

The  theaters,  it  is  stated,  will 
show  4,000  feet  of  film,  featuring 
news,  cartoons  and  short  subjects. 
Locations  will  be  sought  in  116  key 
spots  throughout  the  country. 

The  company  will  operate  the  the- 
aters in  co-operation  with  the  man- 
agers who  will  share  in  the  theater 

profits. 

Best  Named  WE  V.-P. 
George  L.  Best,  who  has  been  as- 

sistant vice-president  of  the  AT  &  T, 
yesterday  was  elected  vice-president 
of  Western  Electric.  Best  will  have 

charge  of  securing  necessary  license's under  patents  of  others  for  use  by 
the  Bell  System,  and  for  licensing 
others  to  use  Bell  System  inventions. 

GPE  Dividend  of  25  Cents 
General  Precision  Equipment  Corp. 

yesterday  announced  a  dividend  of 
25  cents  per  share  payable  June  15 
to  stockholders  of  record  June  7. 

Sees  Schine  Plans 

Tending  to  Re-Trial 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

indicated  that  the  granting  of  the 
motion  would  tend  toward  the  re- 

trial of  the  issues  as  of  today. 
At  the  same  time  Willard  S.  Mc- 

Kay, Schine  counsel,  formally  sub- 
mitted to  the  court  the  defendant's 

proposed  plan  for  realigning  the 
chain  as  opposed  to  the  Government 
plan  which  calls  for  the  divestiture 
of  approximately  80  of  160  theaters 
owned  by  Schine  in  five  Eastern 
states. 

Three   Alternate   Plans 

Schine's  proposal  sets  up  three 
alternate  plans,  essentially  the  same 
as  tentatively  outlined  to  Judge 
Knight  and  made  public  here  earlier 
in  the  month.  Each  plan,  as  sug- 

gested, would  split  the  circuit  into 
three  corporations,  one  for  New 
York  theaters,  the  second  for  Ohio 
theaters  except  those  booked  out  of 
Cincinnati  exchanges,  and  the  third 
for  theaters  in  Kentucky,  Delaware, 
Maryland,  and  those  booked  out  of 
Cincinnati. 
Under  the  three  plans,  J.  Myer 

Schine  would  have  control  of  the 
New  York  theaters;  Louis  W.  Schine 
of  the  Ohio  theaters  and  Mrs.  J.  M. 
Schine  and  Mrs.  L.  W.  Schine, 
jointly  would  control  theaters  in  the 
three  remaining  states. 

Although  plans  I  and  II  propose  no 
change  in  the  present  beneficial  own- 

ers, plan  III  does.  Under  this  plan 
each  of  the  respective  parties  will 
own  all  the  stock  of  the  respective 
corporations. 

Says  Not  Interstate  Commerce 
In  submitting  the  plans,  McKay 

pointed  out  that  the  operation  of 
New  York  state  theaters  by  the  New 
York  corporation  as  provided  in  each 
of  the  three  plans,  does  not  consti- 

tute interstate  commerce  and  there- 
fore would  remove  these  theaters 

from  any  alleged  violation  of  the 
Sherman  Anti-Trust  Act. 

In  arguing  for  the  appointment  of 
a  special  master,  attorney  Arthur 
Garfield  Hays  told  Judge  Knight 
that  the  issues  tried  involved  opera- 

tions of  the  circuit  up  to  May  19, 
1942.  The  question  of  what  plan 
would  best  meet  the  terms  of  the 
judgment  presents  entirely  different 
considerations  and  is  based  on  con- 

ditions of  today,  he  said. 

Loew's  Closed  on  Fridccy 

Only  one  home  office,  Loew's,  yes- 
terday had  committed  itself  to  re- 

main closed  .  on  Friday.  Columbia, 
Paramount,  RKO,  20th-Fox,  United 
Artists,  Universal,  Vanguard  and 
Warner  Bros,  will  be  open  all  day, 
with  PRC  and  Republic  still  un- 
decided. 

Joseph  Johctnn  Dead 
Detroit  —  Joseph  Johann  is  dead 

following  an  operation  for  gallstones. 
He  was  a  partner  in  the  Midway 
Theater  of  Dearborn. 

COMING  and  GOIr 
ERNEST  EMERLINC,  Loew  director  of 

tising  and  publicity,  has  completed  a  t 
Connecticut    theaters,    his    first   in    several 

GERTRUDE     DEMBROFF,     UA    booker    i 
local    exchange,     and    SOPHIE     PRINCE, 

tary    to    Sam    Lefkowitz,    UA's    Eastern    d 
manager,    will    leave    here    Friday    for   aT 

vacation  of  the  West  Coast.  * ANATOLE  LITVAK,  RKO  director  o 

forthcoming  film  "A  Time  To  Kill,"  ; 
in  Paris  yesterday  by  plane  from  New 
and  flew  immediately  to  London  to  int< 
several  players  for  the  Henry  Fonda-Barba 
Ceddes  co-starrer. 

ANNE  TRIOLA,  featured  in  RKO's  "W Reservation,"  will  leave  the  Coast  by  plai 
morrow  for  a  four-week  engagement  in 
York  at  the   Blue  Angel. 

MANNY  REINER,  South  American  m. 
for  Selznick-Vanguard,  left  on  the  Conste 
for  the  Coast  yesterday  for  conferences 
which   he  will  depart  for  Mexico  City. 

CONSTANCE  BENNETT  has  arrived  fro, 
West    Coast    and     is    staying    at    the    W: 
Astoria. 

LEO  F.  SAMUELS,  assistant  to  William  B. 
general    sales   manager   for  Walt    Disney   P 
tions,    has    returned    to    the    New     York 
after     six     weeks      of      conferences      in 

America   with   RKO   branch   managers   on  ' . 

Mine   Music." 
WILLIAM  PINE,  producer  for  Parar 

flew  back  to  the  Coast  from  New  York  > 

day. 

Propose  Eventual  Merq 
Of  New  York,  Coast  SDC 

A  plan  calling  for  its  affili; 
with  the  Hollywood  Screen  Dire, 
Guild  has  been  approved  by 

Screen  Directors  Guild  of  New  "5 which  at  the  same  time  has 
structed  Bud  Pollard,  its  presi 
and  Gene  Martel,  its  treasurer, 
are  on  the  Coast,  to  propose 
eventual  merger  of  the  two  g 

into  one  national  body."  Pollard Martel  are  due  back  this  week 
a  plan  of  affiliation. 

Cinema  Circuit  Election  Set 

A    bargaining    election    for  i 
agerial  help  employed  by  the  Cii 
Circuit,  which  operates  11  hous< 
the  metropolitan  area,  will  be 
on  June  4  at  the  office  of  the  i 
Labor    Relations    Board.     The 
tioner  was  the  Motion  Picture 
ater    Operating   Managers    and 
sistant  Managers  Guild. 

Metro  Abolishes  Play  Dept. 

Metro  yesterday  was  reporte 
having    abolished    its    play    dej 
ment.    Decision  is  reported  to 
been  made  at  the  Hollywood  sti 

yesterday. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  29 
Douglas   Rothacker  Paul  Kohner 
Warner  Baxter  Hugh   F.   Herbet 

May  30 
Wm.  C.  Brennan  Frank  C.  Walke 
Chester  J.   Bell  Jimmy   Lydon 

Mel  Blanc 



ZIEGFELD  FOLLIES  OF  1946" 

TALKING 
PICTURES! 

"THE  POSTMAN  ALWAYS  RINGS  TWICE" 

"THE  GREEN  YEARS 
» 

"TWO  SISTERS  FROM  BOSTON 

>» 

"M-G-M  OF  COURSE!" 



MORE  THAN  ONE-THIRD  OF  NEM 

YORK'S  FIRST-RUN  THEATRES  ARI 
NOW  PLAYING  PARAMOUNT  PICTURES. 

ALAN"  LADD  and  GERALDINE 
FITZGERALD  in  "0.  S.  S."  with 
Patric  Knowles  •  John  Hoyt 
Written  and  Produced  by 
Richard  Maibaum  •  Directed 

by  Irving  Pichel 

PAULETTE  GODDARD  and  RAY 

.  MILLAND  in  "KITTY"  with  Patric 
Knowles  •  Cecil  Kellaway  •  Reginald 
Owen  -  Constance  Collier  •  A 
MITCHELL  LEISEN  Production. 

Produced  by  Karl  Tunberg  and 
Darrell  Ware  •  Directed  by  Mitchell 

Leisen  •  Screen  Play  by  Darrell  Ware 
and  Karl  Tunberg 

OLIVIA  DeHAVILLAND  in  "TO 
EACH  HIS  OWN"  with  Mary 
Anderson  •  Roland  Culver 

Virginia  Welles  •  Phillip  Terry 
Bill  Goodwin  and  introducing  John 

Lund  •  A  MITCHELL  LEISEN 

Production  •  Produced  by 
Charles  Bracken  ■  Directed  by 
Mitchell  Leisen  ■  Screen  Play  by 
Charles  Brackett,  Jacques  Thery 

ALAN  LADD  •  VERONICA  LAKE 

WILLIAM  BENDLX  in  "THE 
BLUE  DAHLIA",  •  A  George 
Marshall  Production  with  Howard 

da  Silva  •  Doris  Dowling  •  Tom 

Powers  •  Frank  Faylen  ■  Pro- 

duced by  John  Houseman  -  Di- 
rected by  George  Marshall 

Written  by  Raymond   Chandler 

OLIVIA  DeHAVILLAND 

MILLAND  •  SONNY  TUT "THE  WELL  GROO 

BRIDE"  with  James  G 

Constance  Dowling  •  Percy  1 

Jean  Heather  •  Produc 
Fred  Kohlmar  •  Direct 

Sidney  Lanfield  •  Screen 
by  Claude  Binyon,  Robert  f 



"  THE  BEST 
SHOWS  IN  TOWN " 
y^  are  these 
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"Kitty- 
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"The  Blue  Dahlia" 
starring 
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WILLIAM  BENDIX 
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starring 

ALAN  LADD 
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Wednesday,  May  29,  li 

Metro's  So,  American 
Hgrs.  to  Assemble 
Important  phases  of  Loew's  ex- 

pansion plans  in  Central  and  South 
America  are  to  be  discussed  and  co- 

ordinated on  June  3  when  M-G-M's 
first  post-war  conference  of  man- 

agers abroad  opens  in  New  York.  The 
representatives  will  spend  a  week 
here  and  two  weeks  at  the  Culver 
City  studios. 
Emphasis  will  be  placed  on  famil- 

iarizing the  Latin-American  repre- 
sentatives with  the  most  recent  ad- 

vances in  distribution  and  exploita- 
tion in  the  United  States.  Confer- 

ences' will  be  held  with  Arthur  M. 
Loew,  president  of  Loew's  Interna- 

tional; Sam  N.  Burger,  Latin-Amer- 
ican regional  director,  and  Richard 

Brenner,  assistant  regional  director, 
plus  16  mm.  sessions  with  Orton  H. 
Hicks,  Dave  Blum  and  William  Mel- 
niker. 
Attending  the  sessions  will  be 

Elias  Barberia,  Chile;  Stuart  Dunlap, 
Argentina;  Dean  Banker,  Colombia; 
Carlos  E.  Niebla,  Mexico;  W.  L. 
Simpson,  Panama;  Luis  A.  Sarmi- 
ento,  Peru;  Adolph  Wallfisch,  Uru- 

guay; Eugene  Coen,  recently  pro- 
moted to  Puerto  Rico  from  British 

West  Indies;  Harry  Bryman,  recently 
promoted  to  the  home  office  from 
Cuba;  Carl  Heumann,  who  took  over 
Venezuela  after  serving  in  Columbia, 
and  Robert  Schoham,  who  moved  up 
to  Cuba  from  Puerto  Rico. 

UA  Calls  Sales  Reps. 

To  N.  Y.Aug.  12-15 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Coplan,  managing  director  in  Great 
Britain,  and  Georges  Rouvier,  man- 

aging director  in  France,  in  addition 
to  domestic  sales  rep. 

Conference,  Sears  said  yesterday, 
will  enable  the  company  to  fortify 
both  the  domestic  and  foreign  sales 
fronts  to  a  point  consistent  with  en- 

larged operations  and  expanding  biz. 

William  Sullivan  Dead 
Great  Neck,  L.  I.— William  Sulli- 

van, 55,  one  of  Pearl  White's  leading 
men  in  "The  Perils  of  Pauline,"  died 
here  at  his  home.  Sullivan,  who 
appeared  in  a  number  of  silent  films 
including  "Billy  The  Kid"  and  "The 
Leather  Pusher,"  also  directed  and 
wrote  scripts  for  Universal  Films 
until  his  retirement  in  1939. 

NEW  POSTS 
BERN  ICE  PRETTS,  manager  of  the  Lyric,  Fer- 

gus Falls,   Minn. 

NORMAN  SCHWARTZ,  manager,  Aztec  Theater, 
San  Antonio,  Tex. 

HENRY  BERGMAN,  from  the  Aztec,  to  mana- 
ger  Empire,   San   Antonio,   Tex. 

HERMAN   COUSTON,    PRC   salesman,   Chicago. 

FRED  SANDE,  PRC  branch  manager,  Philadelphia. 

French  Screen  Quota  to  Fade  Rodgers  Ups  Zoellr 
Gradual  Elimination  Aim  of  Pact  with  U.  S.      TQ  Special  SaleS  Re| (Continued  from  Page  1) 

State  Department  were  the  French 
Ambassador,  Secretary  of  the  Treas- 

ury Fred  M.  Vinson  and  Assistant 
Secretary  of  State  Will  Clayton. 

In  a  joint  declaration  by  President 
Truman  and  the  President  of  France, 
which   was  included   in  the   historic 
document,  the  two  state  heads  said: 

Full  Agreement  on  Co-op 
"The  discussions  have  brought  out 

clearly  the  full  agreement  of  the 
two  governments  on  co-operation  in 
the  fulfillment  of  the  economic  ob- 

jectives which  both  governments  rec- 
ognize as  essential  to  world  peace 

and  prosperity.  The  well-being  of 
the  people  of  all  nations  can  be  ad- 

vanced through  a  full  flow  of  trade 

  BACK  IN  ITALY   
American  films  are  finally  and 

firmly  back  in  the  Italian  market 
as  result  of  a  pact  just  signed  by 
the  Italian  Ministry  of  Foreign 
Trade  and  reps,  of  Paramount, 
Warners,  M-G-M,  RKO,  20th-Fox, 
Columbia,  Universal  and  UA.  The 
distribs.,  reportedly,  can  each 
send  in  16  features  this  year  mak- 

ing an  aggregate  of  128  pix.  MPEA 
spokesmen  said  full  details  of  the 
pact  cannot  be  issued  at  this  time. 

The  Italian  deal  calls  for  the 
investment  of  all  profits  from  the 

films'  distribution  and  exhibition 
in  the  film  industry  inside  Italy, 
Rome  reports  said. 

which  enables  each  country  to  main- 
tain higher  levels  of  production  and 

better  standards  of  living.  These 
benefits  of  world  trade  can  be  real- 

ized only  as  the  markets  of  the  world 
are  opened  to  all  countries  on  fair 

and  equal  terms." 
Described  by  observers  as  a  "tre- 

mendous victory"  for  the  American 
motion  picture  industry,  the  pix 
agreement  calls  for  complete  elim- 

ination of  all  import  quotas  and  the 
screen  quota  included  tops  previous 
agreements  and  points  towards  elim- 

ination of  even  this  restriction  as 
soon  as  the  French  film  industry  hits 
its  stride. 

Screen  Time  for  French  Pix 
Beginning  July  1  of  this  year,  the 

screen  quota  reserved  for  French 
films  will  not  be  more  than  four 
weeks  per  quarter.  This,  it  was  esti- 

mated, is  roughly  30  per  cent.  This 
compared  favorably  with  1939,  when 
French  screens  were  showing  about 
40  per  cent  French  films. 

In  addition,  however,  the  agree- 
ment calls  for  an  automatic  formula 

which  points  towards  gradual  elimi- 
nation of  even  the  screen  quota.  The 

screen  quota  will  continue  at  the 
level  of  four  weeks  per  quarter  un- 

less reduced  to  three  weeks  per 
quarter  by  the  operation  of  the  fol- 

lowing formula: 

"If  in  any  two-year  period  ending 
on  June  30,  1948,  or  on  June  30  of 
any  subsequent  year,  feature  films 
produced  by  France  should  obtain 
total  playing  time  in  French  theaters 
equal  to  or  greater  than  an  average 
of  five  weeks  per  quarter,  the  screen 

quota  will  automatically  be  reduced 
to  three  weeks  per  quarter  effective 
Oct.  1  following  the  expiration  of 

such  two-year  periods." Operating  under  this  formula,  if 
the  screen  quota  is  reduced  to  three 
weeks  per  quarter,  it  will  continue 
at  this  level  unless  "terminated  en- 

tirely" by  the  following  formula: 
"If,  in  any  two-year  period  ending 

on  Sept.  30,.  during  the  whole  of 
which  a  screen  quota  of  three  weeks 
per  quarter  is  in  effect,  feature  films 
produced  in  France  should  obtain 
total  playing  time  in  French  theaters 
equal  to  or  greater  than  an  average 
of  five  weeks  per  quarter,  the  screen 
quota  shall  be  entirely  abolished  ef- 

fective Jan.  1  following  the  expira- 
tion of  such  two-year  period." 
No  Restrictions  on  U.  S.  Pix 

In  a  clause  which  officials  pointed 
out  as  a  real  victory  for  American 
interests,  France  agreed  "it  will  im- 

pose no  restrictions  whatever  on  the 
importation  of  American  films  into 
France  and  no  restrictions  other  than 
the  screen  quota  on  the  exhibition  of 
American  films  in  France,  except 
such  restrictions  as  are  also  applied 

to  French  films." In  commenting  on  the  agreement, 
the  U.  S.  Government  "noted  with 
satisfaction"  that  the  new  measures 
to  be  taken  by  the  French  govern- 

ment "contemplate  the  complete 
elimination  of  protection  when  the 
French  producing  industry  has  re- 

gained its  competitive  strength." 
The  agreement,  predicted  exclu- 

sively in  The  Film  Daily,  is  indica- 
tive of  the  top-level  Government 

backing  to  the  American  pix  indus- 
try's foreign  trade  program.  Inclu- 

sion of  the  pix  clauses  in  the  general 
agreement  had  the  official  okay  of 
President  Truman  and  Secretary 
Byrnes. 
Byrnes  hailed  the  agreement  as 

"furthering  the  common  interests" 
of  France  and  the  U.  S.  and  termed 

the  joint  declaration  as  a  "solid 
basis  for  an  enduring  peace." 

Hughes-MP AA  Stipulation 
Order  Signed  by  Court 

Formal  order  embodying  the  stipu- 
lations agreed  to  by  attorneys  for 

Howard  Hughes  and  the  MPAA  was 
signed  yesterday  by  Federal  Judge 
John  Bright,  pending  decision  on 
Hughes'  motion  for  a  preliminary 
injunction  to  restrain  the  MPAA 
from  withholding  a  PCA  seal  for 
"The  Outlaw." 

Under  yesterday's  order,  the 
MPAA  is  restrained  from  taking  any 
action  in  respect  to  advertising  used 
by  Hughes  for  the  picture,  but  the 
Association  is  not  restrained  from 
publicizing  its  views  with  respect  to 

such  of  Hughes'  advertisements  as 
it  has  not  approved. 

'Masque  Ball'  Para.  Featurette 
First  two-reel  Technicolor  Musical 

Parade  Featurette  on  Paramount's 
1947  program  will  be  "Masque  Ball." 

Chicago  —  Promotion  of  Wil 
Zoellner  from  Atlanta  manage 
special  sales  rep.,  to  work  ou 
Metro's  h.  o.  on  special  assignm 
was  announced  yesterday  by  \\ 
Rodgers,    sales    chief,    as    thf 

  GREAT  ERA   — 
Chicago   —    "We   are    on    thl 

threshold  of  a  great  era  and  o 
the  verge  of  a  rebirth  of  accon 
plishment,"  Howard  Dietz,  Loew 
v.-p.,  speaking  for  Louis  B.  Maye 
told  the  Metro  business  conclai ' 

here.  Hailing  "The  Yearling"  pi] 
tentialities     as     greater     tha 
GWTW,  Dietz  said  that  whethi 
released   this    year    or    next,    th 

year  would  be  known  as  "the  yet ! 
of  'The  Yearling'."  The  Metro  at 
publicity  chief  said  the  compan 
is  leveling  its  publicity  on  sue 
younger  players  as   Tom  Drab 
Peter  Lawford,  Jane  Powell,  Be 
erly    Tyler,    Butch    Jenkins,    Sy 
Charisse,   and   Audrey   Totter 
Blimp  adv.  will  be  used  on  bot 
Coasts,  it  was  disclosed;   Easter' debut  will  be  in  July. 

pany's  business  meeting  termini 
Zoellner,  who  has  been  with  M! 
since  1925,  takes  over  his  new  di 

July  1.  He  attends  the  SE:1 convention  in  Jacksonville  next  -w then  vacations  in  Florida. 

No  successor  to  Zoellner  in  Atl. 
has    been   designated,   but   one 
be    during  the   next  month,   it said. 

Rodgers,  at  a  banquet  in  his  hfl 
at  the  Drake,  was  presented  wi ! 
leather  art  work  book  containing 
signatures  of  all  members  of  Mel 
distribution  forces  in  the  U.  S. 
Canada. 
Howard  Dietz  and  Howard  Sti 

ling,  who  attended  the  business 
sions,  returned  to  the  Coast  by  p 
last  night.  The  former  is  due  1 
at  the  home  office  June  15. 

Wood  McLean  Dead 

Miami,  Fla.  —  Wood  McLean, 
president  of  the  United  Sct 
Artists  of  America  in  1940-41,  < 
in  a  Miami  hospital  after  a  short: 
ness.  He  came  from  New  York 
months  ago  and  has  been  livin| 
Miami  Springs. 

: 

CI1ARTEREI 

JOHN    BABB    ASSOCIATES,    INC.,    New 
City,   radio,   television  and  motion  picture, 
ness,    with   capital   of  200   shares    no  par 
stock,     three    shares    subscribed.    Louis    Fie 
Philip  Steinman,   Sally  Armstrong,    incorpori 
PHOENIX  FILMS,    INC.,   New  York  City, 

tion     picture    films,    100    shares    no    par 

stock,   three  shares   subscribed.    Ralph    Piles 
Joseph   Miarshi,   Elias  I.   Castel,   incorporator 

RUDOLPH     CARLSON     PRODUCTIONS,    I 
New   York  City,    motion   picture   business, 

000    in    $100    shares,     three    shares    subs:. 
Ceorge  Etkin,   Etta  Levitt,   Henry  Gale,  incoi 
ators. 
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centennial  Summer" Jeanne  Crain,  Cornel  Wilde,  Linda 

III,  William  Eythe,  Constance  Bennett 
fox  102  Mins. 

CHNICOLOR  ROMANTIC  MUSICAL'S 
ERFUL  POPULAR  APPEAL  MEANS 

|]  ̂NTY  OF  BIG  GROSSES. 
itors  can  look  forward  to  high  box 

'  readings  when  "Centennial  Summer" 
around.  Possessing  many  of  the  quali- 

-hat  made  the  same  studio's  "State 
such  a  popular  hit,  there  is  no  reason 

the  film  cannot  duplicate,  if  not  ex- 
rhe  record  chalked  up  by  its  prede- 

r.  The  public  always  is  a  pushover  for 
ype  of  entertainment  represented  by 
jroduction. 

entennial  Summer"  has  names  of  sig- 
ince  to  which  to  tie  its  fortunes.  The 

if  principals  contains  players  that  ap- 
to  both  men  and  femmes  with  equal 

cy.  Wielding  great  influence  as  an  at- 
fon  is  the  fact  that  the  film  contains 
inal  work  of  the  late  Jerome  Kern, 

;  name  alone  guarantees  the  success  of 

ijhow. 
e  picture  is  an  ideal  coupling  of  music 
romance.  In  the  informal  vein  so 

■cteristic  of  20th-Fox  musicals,  the 

displays  a  good  deal  of  charm,  and  its 
of  two  sisters  of  opposite  dispositions 
are  interested  in  the  same  man  has 

presented  with  much  warmth  and  good 

Otto  Preminger's  direction  of  the 
nplay  Michael  Kanin  derived  from  the 

t  E.  Idell  novel  inspired  by  the  Phila- 
ia  Centennial  Exposition  of  1876  con- 
-es  an  air  of  sensitiveness  to  the  film 

an  undercurrent  of  gayety  that  en- 

is  the  offering's  standing  as  popular 
tainment. 

;nne  Crain   and   Linda   Darnell  are   the 
sisters  after  the  same   man,   said   man 

;  Cornel  Wilde,  a  Frenchman  in  Ameri- 

i  prepare  his  country's  exhibit   at  the 
Nition.   Miss  Crain   is  gentle   and   self- 

ing;  Miss  Darnell,  aggressive   and  un- 
ulous,   a  certain   five-letter  word   best 
ibing  her.  Miss  Darnell  is  betrothed  to 

am  Eythe,  fledgling  doctor,  but  there's imor  to  the   Frenchman  that  gets  the 
r  of  her.   In   the   battle  of  love   Miss 

,  who  honestly  loves  the  visitor,  comes 
ihe  victor  after  a  series  of  amusing  and 

touching  complications, 

subsidiary   plot  deals   with   the   efforts 

alter  Brennan,  the  girls'  father,  a  rail- 
employe,   to   interest   the   company   in 

»olutionary    type    of   clock.   The   fellow 

?eds  with  the  help  of  Constance  Ben- 
his  sister-in-law,  a  sophisticate  visit- 

(he  family  from  the  Continent. 
e  film   has  been  handsomely   produced 

,reminger  in  Technicolor. 
Be  picture  is  endowed  with  no  less  than 

\ 

SICK  REPORT 

S.  BESS  SCHULTER,  St.  Louis  exhib., 
wife   of  Matt  Schulter,    F   &    M    head 

er,    is    convalescing    at   the    Deaconess 

ital  from  an  operation. 

!ANK    J.    WILLINGHAM,     Metro    St. 
manager,   will   be   hospitalized   at   De 

Hospital  for  about  three  weeks. 

MIL  ROGERS,  manager  of  Loew's  Broad, 
mbus,  0.,   is  recovering  in  Grant  Hos- 

following    an    emergency     appendec- 

Little  Headlines: 
WARNERS  WILL  INCREASE  its  short  subject  release  schedule  during  the  celebration 

of  the  20th  anniversary  of  sound  pix  to  25  releases,  including  22  in  Technicolor,  Norman 

H.  Moray,  short  subject  sales  manager,  revealed.  Five  of  the  June-August  releases  will 
be  specials. 

• 
WALTER  PIDGEON  has  been  named  chairman  of  the  industry  committee  for  the 

Emergency  Food  Collection,  Henry  A.  Wallace,  national  chairman,  announced.  Pidgeon 
will  appeal  to  all  branches  of  the  industry  for  money  and  canned  food  gifts  to  relieve 
starvation  and  hunger  overseas  on  behalf  of  UNRRA. 

• 
FIRST  FOUR  COUNTRIES  to  sign  for  exhibitions  of  16  mm.  versions  of  M-G-M  films 

are  the  Philippines,  Cuba,  France  and  Panama,  Orton  H.  Hicks,  head  of  Loew's  Inter- 
national 16  mm.  department,  and  Seymour  Mayer,  head  of  16  mm.  sales  promotion,  an- 
nounced yesterday. 

• 
A  PANEL  DISCUSSION  on  the  role  of  the  educational  film  in  the  UN  educational, 

scientific  and  cultural  organization  programs  will  be  conducted  today  at  a  luncheon 

meeting  of  the  New  York  Film  Council,  at  the  Hotel  Sheraton.  James  Marshall,  com- 
missioner of  education  for  New  York,  will  head  the  discussion. 

• 
EXPERIMENTS  IN  THE  USE  OF  WIRE  RECORDING  for  motion  pictures  have  been 

started  at  Warners'  studios  under  the  supervision  of  Col.  Nathan  Levinson,  head  of  the 
sound  department.  Still  in  the  experimental  stage,  successful  tests  of  wire  equipment 

were  used  on  sound  effects  recording  in  connection  with  "Life  With  Father." • 
ST.  LOUIS'  PROPOSED  FIVE  PER  CENT  TAX  is  believed  to  have  no  better  than  an 

outside  chance  of  passing,  and  may  be  eliminated  in  a  revenue  revision  schedule.  Mayor's 
Clean  Up  Committee  has  recommended  submission  to  voters  of  a  $4,000,000  bond  issue 
to  finance  his  rubbish  disposal  program,  and  there  is  a  strong  possibility  that  Mayor 
Kaufmann    will    scale    downward    his    estimate    of    $7,200,000   additional    revenue    to   be 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Movietone  News  in  More      CLC  Denies  AFL  Unions 
Tongues;  New  Trademark  Plan  Jurisdictional  Strike 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Edmund  H.  Reek,  vice-president  and 
producer,  told  representatives  from 
U.  S.  and  foreign  offices. 

Movietone  aims  to  insure  complete 
world  coverage  through  the  opening 
of  many  new  frontiers,  Reek  said, 
with  its  program  designed  to  take 
advance  of  fast  air  schedules,  and 
predicated  on  closer  co-ordination  of 
the  many  centers  of  Movie.tone  pro- duction. 

Delegates  were  told  that  a  new 
world  trade-mark  is  being  designed 
for  the  reel,  to  be  used  universally 
in  the  interests  of  global  uniformity, 
and  as  a  seal  for  release  in  every 
country  where  20th-Fox  operates. 
Speakers  included  Spyros  Skouras, 
Murray  Silverstone,  Francis  L.  Har- 
ley,  Russell  A.  Muth,  Sir  Gordon 
Craig  and  Harry  Guinness. 

10  Kern  tunes,  several  of  them  certain  to 
become  hit  numbers.  Oscar  Hammerstein, 

II,  Leo  Robin  and  E.  Y.  Harburg  comprise 
a  formidable  battery  of  lyricists. 
The  players  take  their  roles  in  stride. 

The  presence  of  Dorothy  Gish  in  the  cast 

will  be  of  special  interest  to  the  old-timers. 
CAST:  Jeanne  Crain,  Cornel  Wilde,  Linda 

Darnell,  William  Eythe,  Walter  Brennan,  Con- 
stance Bennett,  Dorothy  Cish,  Barbara  Whiting, 

Larry  Stevens,  Kathleen  Howard,  Buddy  Swan, 
Charles  Dingle,  Avon  Long,  Gavin  Cordon,  Ed- 

die Dunn,  Lois  Austin,  Olin  Howlin,  Harry 
Strang,  Frances  Morris,  Reginald  Sheffield,  Wil- 

liam Frambes,  Paul  Everton,  James  Metcalfe, 
John  Farrell,  Billy  Wayne,  Robert  Malcolm,  Ed- 

na Holland,  Ferris  Taylor,  Winifred  Harris, 
Clancy  Cooper. 
CREDITS:  Producer,  Otto  Preminger;  Director, 

Otto  Preminger;  Screenplay,  Michael  Kanin: 
Based  on  novel  by  Albert  E.  Idell;  Cameraman, 
Ernest  Palmer;  Musical  Score,  Jerome  Kern; 
Lyrics,  Oscar  Hammerstein,  II,  Leo  Robin,  E. 
Y.  Harburg;  Musical  Director,  Alfred  Newman; 
Art  Directors,  lyle  Wheeler,  Lee  Fuller;  Set 
Decorator,  Thomas  Little;  Film  Editor,  Harry 
Reynolds;  Special  Effects,  Fred  Sersen;  Sound, 
W.  D.  Flick,  Roger  Heman;  Dance  Director, 
Dorothy  Fox. 

DIRECTION,  Good.    PHOTOGRAPHY,  Good. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

to  engage  in  a  jurisdictional  strike. 

'  Central  Labor  Council,"  the 

statement  says  in  part,  "has  voted 
unanimously  to  support  the  duly- 
chartered  AF  of  L  Federal  Local 

23968,  which  is  the  only  union  of 
machinists  in  the  studios  recognized 
by  the  AF  of  L.  Members  of  AF  of 
L  unions  in  the  studios  will  continue 
to  report  to  work  and  perform  their 
duties  as  usual,  except  that  on  and 
after  Wednesday,  May  29  (today) 
they  reserve  the  right  to  refuse  to 
perform  operations  requiring  them 
to  handle  any  products  going  to  or 
coming  from  machinists  who  are  not 

members  of  the  AF  of  L." Motion  Picture  Stewards  Council, 
affiliated  with  CSU,  has  sent  a  pro- 

test to  William  Green,  president  of 
AF  of  L  over  notice  issued  by  the 
Los  Angeles  Central  Labor  Council 
forbidding  AF  of  L  machinists  from 
working  with  non-union  machinists. 
The  stewards  contend  the  action  was 
taken  without  the  approval  of  the 
presidents  of  the  international  unions 
involved  and  without  strike  votes  in 
the  union  concerned. 

Representatives  of  Cinema  Lodge 
1185  of  International  Association  of 
Machinists  announced  their  members 
will  report  for  work  today  despite 
demands  that  they  become  affiliated 
with  AF  of  L. 

Levy  Heads  MPA  Welfare 
Dave  Levy  has  been  appointed 

chairman  of  the  Motion  Picture  Asso- 
ciates welfare  committee,  Fred 

Schwartz,  president,  revealed.  Com- 
mittee includes  Maurey  Miller, 

Charles  Penzer,  Harry  Furst  and 
Larry  Morris. 

Flash  Floods  Hinder 

Delivery  of  Films 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ticut  inundated  roads  and  tied  up 
transportation.  Business  section  of 

Elmira,  N.  Y.,  was  under  water  with 
a  state  of  emergency  declared  by 

Mayor  Strachen.  New  York  com- 
munities    were     isolated     by     high 

waters  while  the  Susquehanna  River 
overflowed  to  cause  property  dam- 

age, and  the  Connecticut  River  was 
within  two  inches  of  flood  stage. 

Philadelphia — Film  Carriers  noti- 
fied local  exchanges  yesterday  they 

were  unable  to  get  through  many 
spots  upstate  due  to  Susquehanna 
River  floods  isolating  at  least  50 
towns  from  Towanda  to  Williams- 
port  and  suggesting  that  shipments 
be  made  by  way  of  American  Ex- 

press. Trains  were  reported  moving 
cautiously  through  the  Wyoming 
Valley.  State  police  have  prohibited 
traffic  on  highways  and  secondary 
roads  of  the  river. 
At  Williamsport,  the  bridges  in  the 

city  were  blocked  off.  Towanda  is 
under  10  feet  of  water.  Wilkes-Barre 
and  other  communities  report  the 
river  rising  dangerously. 

Caribbean  Exhibs.  Meet 
In  San  Juan  Tomorrow 

San  Juan,  P.  R.  (By  Cable)— Ex- 
hibitors of  four  Spanish  -  speaking 

American  Republics  will  meet  here 
tomorrow  and  Thursday  with  Puerto 
Rican  showmen. 

This  first  Caribbean  film  exhibitors' 
convention,  under  the  auspices  of 
the  Union  of  Motion  Picture  Exhib- 

itors of  Puerto  Rico,  "will  study 
prpposals  aimed  at  a  permanent 
Caribbean  exhibitors  association." In  addition  to  the  Puerto  Ricans, 
trade  reps,  from  Mexico,  Cuba,  Ven- 

ezuela and  the  Dominican  Republic 
will  attend. 

Canning  Presented  Auto 
Fall  River,  Mass. — Will  Canning, 

manager  of  the  Empire,  and  general 
manager  of  the  Yamins  houses  here, 
was  presented  with  a  new  Lincoln 
sedan  at  a  testimonial  dinner.  Can- 

ning was  War  Bond  finance  chair- 
man, and  headed  the  local  Red  Cross 

drives. 

IVEW  THEATERS 

Milforo',  Tex.  — The  Milford  The- 
ater, the  first  this  town  has  had  in 

many  years,  has  been  opened  here 
by  Mr.  and  Mrs.  B.  R.  Hughes.  The 
duo  formerly  operated  the  Worth  at 
Wortham. 

Tingley,  la. — M.  H.  Obermeier  has 
opened  the  Tingley. 

Lamberton,  Minn. — O.  B.  Dahlgren 
and  R.  C.  Soil  have  opened  the  new Berton. 
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Peak  Pix  Prosperity 
In  Next  12  Months 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
1947  at  the  earliest.  Use  of  this  in- 

terim period  by  exhibs.  to  merchan- 
dise their  pix  was  urged  to  add  new 

patrons.  Local  campaigns  utilizing 
every  possible  form  of  media  were 
termed  an  absolute  essential  to  the 
continuance  of  theater  prosperity. 

Asks  Exhib.  Co-operation 
Calling  upon  exhibs.  to  also  co- 

operate with  distribs.  in  the  crea- 
tion of  new  stars,  Yates  cited  the 

recent  campaign  which  Republic  had 
instituted  on  behalf  of  William 
Elliott,  who  graduated  from  the 
medium-priced  western  field  to  de- 

luxe productions. 
Praising  exhib.  co-op.  received  in 

behalf  of  Elliott's  "In  Old  Sacra- 
mento" from  Harry  Brandt,  Harry 

C.  Arthur,  FWC,  Interstate  and 
Griffith  circuits,  Yates  said  that 
continuance  of  such  co-op.  would 
permit  the  industry  to  build  50  new 
b.  o.  names  in  a  year. 

The  Rep.  prexy  said  that  circuits 
had  pledged  Class  l'A"  bookings  in 
keys  for  Roy  Rogers  special,  "My 
Pal  Trigger,"  and  said  exhib.  back- 

ing was  also  coming  for  Borzage's 
"I've  Always  Loved  You." 

"One  great  weakness  in  the  ex- 
hibitor-producer relationship  lies  in 

the  fact  that  exhibitors  are  classify- 
ing all  product  other  than  that  which 

plays  Class  'A'  houses  as  'B'  pro- 
duct," Yates  stated. 

Asks  Support  for  "B"  Pix 
Adding  that  exhibs.  had  thus  cre- 

ated price  formulas  which  were  mak- 
ing it  impossible  for  producers  to 

even  recoup  their  costs  on  this  type 
of  product,  Yates  asserted  if  exhibs. 
failed  to  support  such  product,  the 
very  cornerstone  of  the  country  the- 

ater structure  would  be  in  danger. 
He  expressed  the  hope  that  exhib- 

itors would  recognize  the  importance 

of  supporting  "B"  product  as  well, at  the  increased  rentals  which  are 
necessary. 

Grainger  will  address  today's  ses- 
sion, highlighting  the  1946-47  lineup. 

Following  a  business  session,  a  ban- 
quet will  be  held  at  the  New  York 

Athletic  Club. 
Addresses  were  also  made  yester- 

day by  studio  vice-president  Allen 
Wilson  and  by  Steve  Edwards,  direc- 

tor of  advertising  and  publicity,  the 
latter  reporting  that  Republic  would 
have  a  greatly  expanded  budget. 

IN  CIVVIES 
it  Honorably  Discharged  + 

HAROLD  SINER,  from  the  AAF,  to  student  as- 
sistant manager  of  the  Strand,  M  &  p 

Circuit,   Pawtucket,   R.   I. 

HOWARD  SKELTON,  from  Army,  to  manager  of 
the   Village   Theater,    Houston,    Tex. 

ARTHUR  ZULCH,  from  the  Army,  M-C-M  of- 
fice manager,   Minneapolis. 

EDDIE  MORRISON,  from  Coast  Guard,  formerly 
with  Atlas  Theater,   Detroit. 

Little  Headlines: 
(Continued   from   Page  7) 

raised  from  new  taxation.  Fred  Wehrenberg,  MPTO  of  St.  Louis,  president,  has  asked 

theaters  to  stop  showing  trailers  opposing  the  proposed  tax,  but  the  F.  &  M.  St.  Louis 
Amusement  Co.  houses  will  continue  their  campaign. 

• 

GANGSTER  AND  HORROR  FILMS  are  definitely  out  for  Ontario  juveniles,  0.  J.  Sil- 
verthorne,  head  of  the  censor  board,  said  in  a  meeting  with  Canadian  distributors,  to 

draw  up  detailed  arrangements  for  the  grading  of  feature  films,  starting  Saturday.  Sil- 

ver t-h o r n e  intimated  that  he  sees  no  harm  in  westerns,  although  they  have  considerable 
shooting.  All  advertising  must  be  marked  to  designate  film  audience  classifications. 

• 

MOTION  PICTURE  ASSOCIATES  has  set  aside  $10,000  to  send  underprivileged 

children  to  Summer  camp  for  two-week  periods,  with  the  probability  that  many  children 
of  industry  employes  will  now  be  able  to  spend  some  time  in  the  country. 

• 

A  UNIQUE  INTER-FAMILY  ENTERPRISE,  involving  Merle  Oberon  and  her  camera- 
man-husband, Lucien  Ballard,  and  Veronica  Lake  and  her  director-husband  Andre  De 

Toth  has  been  organized.  Company  plans  to  make  a  film  starring  the  wives,  with  Bal- 
lard to  be  cinematographer  and  De  Toth  director. 

• 

APPOINTMENT  OF  HENRY  SAZIN  to  head  Astor  Pictures'  16  mm.  sales  and  dis- 
tribution is  announced  by  Jacques  Kopfstein,  executive  vice-president.  Sazin  will  func- 

tion as  Kopfstein's  assistant. • 

NARCO-SYNTHESIS,  a  psychiatric  treatment  in  which  a  drug  is  used  to  enable 

patients  to  speak  out  their  innermost  thoughts,  is  dealt  with  in  Arthur  Laurents'  play, 
"Home  of  the  Brave,"  which  has  been  purchased  for  filmization  by  Story  Productions, 
Hal  Home,  board  chairman,  said.  Laurents  will  work  on  the  screen  adaptation. 

• 

FIVE  HUNDRED  PATRONS  at  the  early  show  at  the  Capitol  Theater  yesterday  were 
not  disturbed  when  fire  broke  out  in  an  unused  ticket  booth.  A  painter  working  inside 
the  booth  with  varnish  ran  from  the  booth  with  his  hat,  gloves  and  trousers  ablaze  when 
a  short  circuit  started  the  fire.  All  midtown  fire  companies  answered  the  alarm. 

• 

MONTREAL  POLICE  prompted  by  Roman  Catholic  church  authorities  yesterday 
launched  a  campaign  to  clean  up  suggestive  pictures  and  posters  and  ordered  strict 
censorship  of  all  exhibition  advertising.  Posters  not  previously  approved  by  Fernand 
Defresne,  director  of  police,  may  not  be  used. 

Name  Reeve,  Louis 
Texas  ATA  Directors 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
90  Texas  exhibitors  at  the  Hotel 
Adolphus  meeting  of  the  Texas  TOA 
yesterday  afternoon.  All  emphasized 
the  need  of  a  united  front  in  meet- 

ing the  problems  of  labor  relations, 
taxation,  censorship  and  maintaining 
the  status  of  the  theater  in  the  com- 
munity.  They 
were  introduced  i 

by  R.  J.  O'Don- nell,  vice-presi- 
dent of  Inter- 

state Theaters. 
Speakers  said 

ATA  would  not 
be  concerned  with 
trade  practices 
but  would  offer  a 
united  front 
against  showing 
propaganda  films, 
etc.,  and  resisting 
unbearable  taxa- 
tion. 
Karl  Hoblitzelle, 

Interstate  presi- 
dent, urged  acceptance  of  the  ATA 

plan  and  sees  movie  houses  as  the 
objective  of  economic  and  political 
forces  which  would  destroy  them. 
Unanimous  vote  of  the  group  favored 
the  organization  of  the  ATA  chapter. 

HENRY   REEVE 

10-Mo.  Tax  Receipts 
Total  $342,913,284 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

March  business,  was  $36,472,413, 
compared  with  only  $29,076,970  a 
year  earlier. 

The  10-month  total  for  the  current 
fiscal  year  now  tops  $342,913,284 
which  is  $45,528,508  better  than  the 
10-month  total  of  $297,384,777  regis- 

tered last  fiscal  year.  That  the  12- 
month  collection  will  top  $400,000,- 
000  seems  assured. 

In  the  meantime,  moves  toward 
lowering  the  admissions  tax  back  to 
its  1942  level  continue  to  be  stymied 
by  the  administration.  A  bill  which 
would  lower  all  excise  taxes  to  their 
1942  rates  gathers  dust  in  the  House 
Ways  and  Means  Committee.  While 
the  administration  has  marshalled 
its  big  guns  to  defeat  legislation 
which  would  rule  out  the  War  Power 
Acts  and  lead  to  declaration  of  the 
end  of  the  war  period,  the  tax  would 
automatically  revert  to  the  10  per 
cent  rate  six  months  from  the  official 
end  of  the  war. 

The  theaters  collection  from  the 
third  New  York  (Broadway)  area 
was  $5,286,937  compared  with  $6,- 
008,504  a  month  earlier  and  with 
$4,774,235  a  year  earlier.  Total 
Broadway  collection  $5,606,509  a  year 
earlier. 

Says  Reels  Neglect 
Vital  UN  Aspects    : 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
ment  good-will  among  the  u] 

Nations,  Benjamin  Cohen  yeste' indicated  that  the  newsreels  wer 
offering  enough  of  the  vital  &y 
of  the  conferences.  i 
The  UN  assistant  general^  . 

tary  in  charge  of  the  departmei 
public  information,  speaking  at 
terday's  Ampa  luncheon  at  the  1 1 
Astor,  expressed  the  belief  that 
newsreels  were  playing  up  the 
sational    side    of    the    UN    pai 
rather    than    the    international , 

portance. Publicity,  Cohen  said,  must, 
pointed  toward  the  creation  of  g 
will,  of  which  films  were  car 
and  a  vital  part. 

(In   a  later  comment  on   Col 
views,  one  of  the  newsreel  execui 

opined  that  Cohen  didn't  know  I limitations  of  a  newsreel  and  t 

was    "newsreel    worthy."     He    j 
challenged  Cohen  to  write  a  seer] 
of   what  he   expected   to   be   sb] 
within   the   900   feet   allotted  fcJ newsreel  issue). 

The  Ampa  luncheon-meeting 
the  last  of  the  current  season 
the  first  at  which  Rutgers  NeOJ 
newly    elected    president,    presi 
More  than  200  persons  were  presi 
On   the    dais   were    Neilson,   Ar] 
Stoltz,    Phil    Williams,    Chai' 
Schlaifer,   Elsa   Miranda,   Ned  Ii 
inet,  Francis  S.  Harmon,  Jack  C  i 
Malcolm    Kingsberg,    John    Mui 
and   Max    Stein.     Cohen   was   in] 
duced    by    Harmon.     Elsa    Mira  j 
who    sings    the    banana    commei  | 
song  on  the  radio,  entertained  ^ 
her  air  rendition,  plus  two  paro 
written  by  Harry  Blair. 

Rochester  Theaters  Closr 

In  Labor  "Demonstration 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

workers     and     bartenders     may 
called    out.     Unaffected    directly 
the    work    stoppage    were    Eastr 
Kodak  and  Bausch  &  Lomb. 

Closing  of  the  theaters  follow 
early-morning  picketing  of  theati 
with  stagehands  and  projection  or. 
ators  refusing  to  pass  picket  lh 
One  or  two  small,  owner-operal 
neighborhood  houses  were  repor 
ready  and  open. 

The  "demonstration"  is  the  clin 
of  a  13-day  dispute  precipitated 

the  city  administration's  abolish 489  jobs  in  the  public  works  depa 
ment. 

Kerman  Heads  Favorite 
Executive  set  of  Favorite  Fil 

has  been  re-aligned  with  Moe  K 
man  as  president;  Jerrold  T.  Bran 
board  chairman;  Joseph  Felder,  vi 
president;  Leo  Seligman,  treasur 
and  Max  Galfund,  secretary.  Co 

pany  plans  a  national  distributi 
organization  for  re-issues  and  in 
product.  Favorite  recently  acquii 
re-issue  rights  for  14  Hal  Roach  f< tures. 
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PA  in  New  Crackdown  on  Theater  Construction Editorial 

Names 
. . .  invite  comment 

By  CHESTER  B.  BAHN- 

Eric  A.  Johnston  today  goes  THE  FILM 

AILY'S  Order  of  Applause    (with  Two 
|)  for  the  new  U.  S. -French  film  agree- 
|   A  clean-cut  victory  of  the  first  mag- 
:  for  the  American  industry,  it  is  also 
jr  achievement  by  the  MPAA  Johnston 

istration.  The  agreement's  significance 
i   apparent    to    require    comment,    but 

■oint  will  bear  stressing:  It  was  signed 
;iart  of  a  general  trade  agreement  be- 

the   two   countries.  Thus  was  cut  a 
n  for  the  future. 

IBERT  J.  YATES,  SR.,  than  whom 

|here  is  no  more  astute  business 

!t  in  the  industry,  sees  the  next  12 

s  bringing  still  greater  prosperity  for 

because    automotive    "opposition"    and 
item  "competition"  will  not  materi- 

iintil  late  1947.  Few  will  disagree.  As 

■ter  of  fact,  high  b.o.  levels  could  be 
lined  well  beyond  1947.  One  reason: 
jloyment  due  to  labor  unrest  is  cut- 

mto    war-time    savings    of    thousands, 
means  that  there  will  be  many  who 

ave  to  wait  beyond  next  year  to  ac- 
new  autos,  refrigerators,  the  more 

;ive  types  of  radios  and  other  luxury 
s.  However,  they  will  have  money  for 

i.    And    they'll    spend    it    at   the    box 

Rigid  Supervision  of 
Maintenance,  Repairs  In- 

cluded; Extends  45  Days 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE  FILM    DAILY 

Washington— CPA  late  Wed- 
nesday ordered  a  new  crack- 

down on  theater  and  other 
"non-essential"  construction,  includ- 

ing rigid  supervision  of  even  main- 
tenance and  repairs. 

Although  construction  already  be- 
gun apparently  is  not  affected  by  the 

new  restrictions,  CPA  ordered  all  its 
field  offices  to  reduce  the  dollar  value 
of  their  construction  authorizations 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Settlement  Nearing 
in  Scophony  Action! 
Federal  Judge  John  Bright  on 

Wednesday  granted  Scophony,  Ltd., 
an  adjournment  until  June  11  for  a 
hearing  on  its  motion  for  dismissal 
from  the  Government's  anti-trust 
suit  charging  monopoly  and  restraint 
of  trade  in  connection  with  tele- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

LATE  NEWS 
BULLETINS 

IE  dollar  which  the  patron  pays  must 

support  the  entire  industry,  and, 
3re,  belongs  to  the  entire  industry.  It 
rned  by  our  mutual  efforts  and  should 
ired  fairly  by  all  who  made  its  col- 

possible."  So  said  Spyros  P.  Skouras, 
ox  prexy,  at  the  Jack  Kirsch  dinner 

"ago.  It  will  bear  repeating.  ..  .again 
d  again      and  AGAIN. 

  o   

|D  B.  ODLUM,  who  doubles  as  presi- 

nt  of  Atlas  Corp.  and  RKO  Corp. 
^chairman,  in  announcing  the  sale  of 

!  the  former's  holdings  in  a  New  York 
sbserved  that  "eventually  in  all  cases, 
must  reduce  or  sell  its  holdings,  or 
ise  its  capital  would  become  immo- 

in  comparatively  few  situations  and, 

onsequence,  the  ability  to  carry  on 
ive  functions  would  cease.  Atlas  is 

holding  company,   but  an    investment 

<y"
 

,    too,    a    course    is    brought    sharply 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Rep.  Will  Set  Program, 
Sales  Policy  Next  Week 

In  his  concluding  address  at  the 
sales  meeting  of  Eastern,  New  Eng- 

land and  Central  district  reps,  which 
closed  on  Wednesday  at  the  New 
York  AC,  James  R.  Grainger,  exec- 
v.-p.  and  general  sales  manager  for 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

CFI  SELLS  PHOTO-STILLS 
CFI  has  sold  its  Photo-Stills  Division  to 

the  newly-formed  Film  Fotos,  Inc.,  which 
will  continue  operation.  Harold  Berla,  who 
has  headed  the  Consolidated  division,  is 
president  of  Film  Fotos,  which  will  continue 
to  service   the   Republic  account. 

RANK  PIX  AFOUL  PCA 

Changes  in  the  J.  Arthur  Rank  films, 

"Wicked  Lady"  and  "Notorious  Gentleman" 

(formerly  called  "Rogue's  Progress"),  to 
remove  objections  raised  by  the  MPAA  will 
be  discussed  by  Joseph  I.  Breen,  PCA  head, 
on  his  visit  to  England  next  month,  it  was 
reported  on  Wednesday.  Breen  is  scheduled 
to  leave  for  England  on  June  20.  The  two 

British  pix  are  to  be  released  in  this  country 

by  Universal. 

JOHNSTON  TO  COAST  TALKS 
Eric   A.   Johnston,   MPAA    president,    will 

leave    for    Hollywood    within    the    next    few 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Capital  Changes  Go 
To  Para/s  Owners 
Proposals  for  the  simplification  of 

Paramount's  capital  structure  will  be 
presented  to  the  stockholders  for 
ratification  at  their  annual  meeting 
here  June  18,  it  is  pointed  out  in  the 
company's  proxy  statement  mailed 
Wednesday.  In  addition  to  the  plans 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Asks  JV.  Y.  Scale  Hike  Inquiry 
Connolly  of  City  Council  Assails  Advances 

Lawler,  Strassberg  Join 
20th-Fox  N.  Y.  Talent  Dept. 

Addition  of  Anderson  Lawler  and 
Lee  Strassberg  to  the  New  York  tal- 

ent department  of  20th-Fox  was 
made  known  on  Wednesday  by 
Joseph  Pincus,  head  of  the  depart- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Terming  prevailing  high  box-office 
scales  at  local  film  houses  a  type  of 
"black  marketing,"  Councilman  Eu- 

gene P.  Connolly  called  on  the  City 
Council  on  Wednesday  to  initiate  an 
investigation  into  the  hiked  admis- 

sion prices. 

He  assei-ted  that  scales  have  ad- 
vanced as  much  as  200  per  cent,  and 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Truman  is  Convinced  Films 
Strongest  Media  for  Free 
Exchange  of  World  Ideas 

By  MANNING  CLAGETT 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington — The  American 

motion  picture  industry  stands 
at  the  threshold  of  its  most  iiri- 

portant  era 
abroad,  assured  of 

"top  level"  Gov- ernment backing 

extending  to  the White  House. 

This  flat  asser- tion was  made  to 
The  Film  Daily 

by    a    high    Gov- ernment official, 

who    said    "never 
before  in  its  his- 
tory    has    the 
American  film  in- 

dustry   had    such 

top  level  interest 
the  president        in    its    foreign 

program." 

It  can  be  stated  on  good  au- (Continued  on  Page  7) 

NCA  Board  Against 
Affiliation  With  ATA 
Minneapolis — A  resolution  against 

affiliation   with   the    American    The- 
aters Assn.  was  unanimously  passed (Continued  on  Page  6) 

Detroit  Film  Truch 
Drivers  Win  Pay  Hike 

Detroit — Film  truck  drivers,  who 

have  been  negotiating  over  con- 
tract renewal  for  several  months, 

and  had  a  one-day  stoppage  of  de- 
liveries four  months  back  before  the 

case  went  to  the  State  Conciliation 

Service,  have  signed  with  the  car- riers. 

New  contracts  give  city  drivers 
five  dollars  per  week  raise,  while 
state  truck  drivers  get  15  per  cent 
raise  with  10  hours  overtime  at  time 

and  half.  New  contract  specifies  a 
40-hour  basic  work  week. 
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Morby,  Mastersamuelsg  25.  HONOLULU— 
Eileen  O'Brien.  MEXICO  CITY— James  L. 
Wyatt,  Apartado  91  Bis,  Mexico,  D.  F.  SAN 
JUAN  — E.  Sanchez  Ortis.  MONTREAL— 
Ray  Carmichael,  Room  9,  464  Francis  Xavier 
St.  VANCOUVER  —  Jack  Droy,  411  Lyric 
Theater  Bldg.;  SYDNEY,  Bowdin  Fletcher, 
19  Moxon  Ave.,  Punchbowl,  N.  S.  W.  Phone, 
UL  2510.  BRUSSELS  —  Jean  Pierre  Meys, 
110  Rue  des  Paquerettes. 

Mendelssohn  Named  "U" Manager  in  Indianapolis 

Appointment  of  T.  L.  Mendelssohn 
as  Indianapolis  branch  manager  for 
Universal  was  announced  Wednesday 
by  William  A.  Scully,  vice-president 
and  general  sales  manager.  Men- 

delssohn succeeds  L.  J.  McGinley  who 
has  been  transferred  to  the  home 
office  for  special  duties. 

Mendelssohn  joined  Universal  as  a 
salesman  in  Indianapolis  in  1941  and 
was  named  branch  manager  in  De- 

troit in  June,  1943.  He  joined  the 
Army  in  October  of  that  year  and 
upon  his  discharge  last  January  was 
named  special  representative  at  the 
Universal  Chicago  exchange. 
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Proposes  Newsreel  Pool 
Cover  UN  Conferences 

A  newsreel  pool  for  the  coverage 
of  the  United  Nations  conferences 
has  been  proposed  by  Rutgers  Neil- 
son,  president  of  Ampa,  who  will 
ask  his  board  of  directors  to  recom- 

mend the  pool  to  the  newsreels  and 
to  the  MPAA.  The  pool  would  oper- 

ate similar  to  that  used  by  the  news- 
reels  to  cover  the  fronts  during  the war. 

Neilson's  proposal  followed  the  re- 
marks made  by  Benjamin  Cohen,  as- 
sistant general  secretary  of  the  UN. 

at  Tuesday's  Ampa  luncheon  where 
he  said  that  the  newsreels  were  not 
covering  the  important  aspects  of 
the  parleys.  It  will  be  suggested  that 
each  newsreel  cover  a  particular 
phase  of  the  conferences  and  the 
footage  then  pooled. 

Enterprise  May  Delay 
Distribution  Deal  30  Days 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM _  DAILY 
Hollywood  — -  Representatives  of 

Enterprise  Productions  said  Charles 
Einfeld  and  David  Loew  were  not 
leaving  last  Friday  for  New  York 
and  declared  a  distribution  deal  may 
not  be  set  for  30  days. 

Enterprise  has  retained  Haskins  & 
Sells,  New  York  certified  public  ac- 

countants to  study  the  tax  laws  of 
various  states  and  countries  and  com- 

pile statistics  potentials  that  can  be 
expected  from  each  of  several  dis- 

tributing companies  interested  in 
handling  Enterprise  product.  They 
point  out  that  Enterprise  is  in  a 
strategic  position  having  its  own  stu- 

dios and  definite  plans  to  make  six 
pictures  in  its  first  production  year 
at  a  cost  of  $13,000,000. 

Mass.  Suit  Tests  City's Right  to  Tax  Equipment 

Boston — Outcome  of  the  Brockton 

Olympia  Realty  Co.'s  test  case 
against  taxes  levied  by  Brock- 

ton on  sound  and  projection  equip- 
ment is  eagerly  awaited  by  exhibs. 

throughout  the  state.  Hearings  be- 
fore the  State  Appellate  Tax  Board 

were  completed  last  week  but  the 
Board's  decision  is  not  expected  until 
some  time  after  final  briefs  are  sub- 

mitted in  two  weeks. 
Action  involves  the  City  of  Brock- 

ton's 1944  assessment  on  projectors 
and  sound  equipment  in  the  Brock- 

ton and  Rialto  Theaters,  owned  by 
Brockton  Olympia.  Plaintiff  argued 
that  the  $11,500  assessment  should 
be  eliminated,  claiming  the  equip- 

ment is  exempt  from  taxation  by 
statute.  Kaplan  and  Whittemore  are 
counsel  for  the  realty  company. 

CBS  Constructing  Coast 
Color  Tele  Buildings 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Columbia  Broadcast- 
ing System  will  commence  imme- 

diately the  construction  of  buildings 
to  house  experimental  color  tele 
equipment,  it  is  announced  by  D.  W. 
Thornburgh,  CBS  vice-prexy  in 
charge  of  the  Western  division. 
Authority  to  construct  the  necessary 
buildings  was  granted  by  the  Civilian 
Production  Administration. 

Cost  of  the  project  is  estimated  at 
$25,000.  Larger  of  the  two  buildings, 
40  by  60  feet,  will  house  tele  trans- 

mitter, scanners  and  projection 
equipment.  The  smaller  structure, 
20  by  20  feet,  will  contain  diesel  gen- 

erators to  provide  power. 

MGMTRADESHOWS 
New  York-New  Jersey  Territories  Only 

"STORMY  WATERS" Starring 

JEAN  GABIN  —  MICHELE  MORGAN 

An  M-G-M  International  Release 

WEDNESDAY,  JUNE  5th 
AT  1 :30  P.  M. 

M-G-M   SCREEN    ROOM 
630  Ninth  Avenue,  N.Y.C. 

I\.  Y.  THEATER 
a 

  RADIO  CITY   MUSIC   HALL- 
Rockifellt*  Cairttr 

OLIVIA    De    HAVILLAND 

"TO  EACH  HIS  OWN" 
introducing  JOHN   LUND 
A   Paramount  Picture 

SPECTACULAR    STACE    PRESENTAI1 

ALAN 
LADD 

VERONICA 

LAKE 

WILLI; 

BENDI 

"THE   BLUE   DAHLIA 
A   Paramount   Picture 

In   Person— DUKE    ELLINGTON 
Extra— THE   MILLS  BROTHERS 

PARAMOUNT 
TIMES   SQUA 

^JiltiTH^ffl 
GINGER    ROGERS 

"HEARTBEAT" with 

JEAN   PIERRE  AUMONT 
Al    RKO    RADIO    PICTURE 

ON  SCREEN 

Bing  CROSBY 
Bob  HOPE 

Dorothy  LAM0UR 

in  Paramount'; 

'ROAD  TO 

UTOPIA' 

IN  PERSC 

FRAN* PARKE 

THE  D'lVOI 
SPECIAL! 

SLATE 
brother; 

"FUN,  FANTASY,  BEAUTY! "-Daily  Ne* 

WALT  DISNEY'S       a COMEDY  MUSICAL   FEATURE         fl  g 

J3L0BE  n TECHNICOl 
RKO  Releas 

Maureen  Dick  Harry 
O'HARA  HAYMES  JAMES 

"Do  Yon  Love  Me?'1 A  20th  Century-Fox  Picture  in  Technic< 

Plus  On  Stage— COUNT  BASIE  &  ORJ 
PETERS  SISTERS   -   Extra!   GENE   SHELD 

Rn  Y  -«,•  7th   Ave. 
  & 

V  A.  X      50th  St.    _ 

2nd  WEEK 

ROXY  THEATRE -THE  HEN 

MARCH of  TIME "TOMORROW'S 

MEXICO" 

victory  I  RANDOLPH  SC01 
—  iT»""-  ANN  RICHARDS u..?"'-'»"-'M  1  GEORGE  Gabby  HAYi 
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E WITH  THE  STAR-TEAM  OF  A  LIFETIME!!!!! 1 

HARLES  --BUYER  --  J NES 

with PETER  LAWFORD 
Helen  Walker  •  Reginald  Gardiner  •  Reginald  Owen 
Sir  C.  Aubrey  Smith  •  Richard  Haydn  •  Margaret  Bannerman 

Sara  Allgood  •  Ernest  Cossart  •  Florence  Bates  •  Una  O'Connor 
Produced  and  Directed  by  ERNST  LUBITSCH 

Screen  Play  by  Samuel  Hoffenslein  and  Elizabeth  Reinhardt   •    Based  on  the  Novel  by  Margery  Sharp 

1AT  BEST-SELLER! THAT  LUBITSCH  TOUCH!  THAT  WONDERFUL 

m 
m 

CENTURY-FOX, 

MB 



GERALDINE 

FITZGER 

with  Patric  Knowles  •  John  Ho) 
Written  and  Produced  by  Richard  Maib 

Directed  by  Irving  Pichel 



smashed  every  house 

record  in  the  Gotham  Theatre's  1 3-year 

history-by  thousands  and  thousands  of  dollars-in 

the  first  weekend'  of  its  Broadway  world  premiere! 

PARAMOUNT 

°Py^^f^[  scoops  the  field  with 

t&^"^  "the  first  picture  of  a  new  cycle"! 
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Names 
invite  comment 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

into   focus,   bearing  in   mind   recent  reports 
that    Atlas    contemplated    the    sale    of    at 
least  part  of  its  extensive  RKO  holdings. 

DEN  J  AM  IN  COHEN,  UN  assistant  gen- 

"  eral  secretary  in  charge  of  the  depart- 
ment of  public  information,  was  saying  the 

other  day  (before  an  Ampa  audience)  that 
the  U.  S.  newsreels  were  playing  up  the 
sensational  side  of  the  UN  parleys  rather 
than  the  international  importance.  Publicity, 
added  Cohen,  must  be  pointed  toward  the 
creation  of  good  will,  of  which  films  were 
capable  and  a  vital  part. 

The  UN  official  appears  to  be  somewhat 

confused  as  to  the  province  of  the  news- 
reel,  which  is  to  report  the  news  pictorially 

as  it  happens,  without  relation  to  "public- 
ity," "good  will"  or  —  one  suspects  —  the 

synonymous  propaganda. 
The  desired  free  flow  of  film  around  the 

globe  surely  does  not  contemplate  that  the 
content  of  that  film  shall  be  determined  by 
a  UN  secretariat. 

NCA  Board  Against 
Affiliation  With  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

here  by  the  board  of  directors  of 
North  Central  Allied  on  behalf  of 

the  entire  organization.  NCA  is  in- 
forming all  its  members  and  all 

other  independent  exhibitors  in  this 
territory  not  to  align  themselves 
with  the  ATA. 

"It  is  clear  that  ATA  is  a  pro- 
ducer-distributor inspired  organiza- 

tion and  we  don't  want  to  have  any- 
thing to  do  with  it,"  said  Ben  Berger, 

NCA  president.  'Our  organization 
determines  the  policies  for  its  mem- 

bers and  we  will  not  be  directed 

from  a  New  York  office  of  the  ATA." 
North  Central  Allied  also  has 

asked  Eric  A.  Johnston  to  take 

"drastic  action"  against  films  being 
milked  dry  in  Loop  first-runs  here. 
This  situation  is  a  serious  handicap 
to  the  independent,  according  to 

Berger.  NCA  also  urged  that  con- 
tracts provide  cancellation  privilege 

on  films  that  have  been  milked  by 
first-runs. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

May  31 
Edward  C.  Ryan 

Fred   Allen  Ben   Morris 
Ann  Christy  Ralph  W.  Maw 

Lou    Pelegrine  Don  Ameche 
Erhylleen  Coffman 

June   1 Frank   Morgan  Clive  Brooke 
Eric   Rolf  William   A.    Seiter 

Jane   Levinsohn 

June  2 Johnny  Weissmuller  Benjamin   Coetz 
Joseph  H.   Nadel  Hedda   Hopper 
Robert   Cillham  Harry  C.  Arthur,  Jr. 

Fred  Graff  Frank  Melford 
Ellen   M.    Ryan 

ALONG 

MIiE   
•  •      •     CUFF    NOTES:    There's    no    Enterprise-Universal    deal — at 
least   yet   Enterprise   Productions,    talking   with    many   distributors, 

probably  will  be  set  next  week,  .  .  .  •  Polly  Craus,  script  girl 

on  the  USP-WB  "Cloak  and  Dagger,"  in  town  from  the  Coast  to 
represent  the  Pacific  Coast  in  the  National  Fencing  Championships 

to  be  held  next  month  at  the  New  York  A.  C.  .  .  .  •  Metro's  new  ver- 
sion of  "Slide.  Kelly,  Slide"  will  team  Red  Skelton,  Butch  Jenkins   

It  was  first  filmed  in  1927.  ...     •  Hedda  Hopper  in  her  syndicated 

Hollywood  column  this  week  wrote   "The  story  of  the   great  film, 
'Henry  V.'  is  one  of  the  strangest  ever  to  hit  this  town   The  The- 

ater Guild,  which  deals  in  plays,  has  never  made  a  picture,  but  it's  re- 

leasing this  one"   Which  will  be  news  of  sorts  to  Grad  Sears.  .  .  . 
•  And  you  can  take  it  from  a  spokesman  for  Walter  Wanger  that  Hed- 

da's  report  of  a  split  with  "U"  and  a  deal  elsewhere  is  a  phoney.  .  .  . 
•  Century  Theaters,  one  of  the  few  circuits  continuing  to  mail  programs, 

has  launched  an  extensive  campaign  to  secure  new  names  for  its 

mailing  list.  ...  •  Many  of  the  London  sequences  for  "13  Rue  Made- 

leine" will  be  shot  in  Boston  and  at  the  Fenno  estate  in  South  Byfield, 
Mass   Quebec  will  be  the  locale  for  some  of  the  Parisian  scenes. 

•  Is  Howard  Hughes  ready  to  resume  active  production  via  Clayton 

Bright'*  new  novel,  "Here  I  Was  Bora"?  ...  •  Those  who  feel  tele- 

vision spells  the  doom  of  film  theaters  might  ponder  this:   Radio's 
advent  was  seen  as  killing  th«|  talking  machine  industry   Yet  this 

year's  output  of  phonograph  records  in  the  United  States  is  expected  to 
hit  300,000,000,  and  manufacturers  are  predicting  that  figure  will  be 

doubled  in  1947-48.  ...     •   You  hear  so  many  interesting  things  on  the 
radio   For  instance,  Maurice  Dreicer  was  heard  to  say  over  WWRI 

(Woodside,  L.  I.):  "Within  five  years  Hollywood  will  lose  Its  place  as 
the  film  capital  because  of  competition  from  New  York  and  foreign 

countries.".  .  .  •  The  Premium  Advertising  Association  of  America, 
which  has  just  held  its  first  post-war  convention  in  Chicago,  expects  to 
see  items  valued  from  one  to  two  billion  dollars  at  wholesale  prices  for 

use  as  sales  stimulants  in   1947   How  is  your  supply   of  dishes? 

NT  Considers  Lobby  Sale  of 
Records,  Music,  Soda  Pop 
West   Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Officials  of  National 

Theaters  are  seriously  considering 

the  selling  of  records,  sheet  music, 

ice  cream  and  soda  pop  at  its  houses, 

in  addition  to  popcorn  and  candy. 
National  is  reported  dickering  with 
RCA  for  records.  Representatives 
of  National  declined  to  comment  on 
a  report  that  the  circuit  grossed 
approximately  $8,500,000  from  pop- 

corn and  candy  last  year. 

James  R.  Shannon  Dead 
m 

Pontiac,  Mich.  —  James  Royce 
Shannon,  63,  is  dead,  as  the  result  of 
a  fall  under  the  wheels  of  a  train 
at  Pontiac.  A  former  composer  and 
ork  conductor,  he  at  one  time 
directed  the  orchestra  at  the  Majes- 

tic, Detroit. 

Marie  Crochetiere  Dead 

Holyoke,  Mass. — Marie  Ann  Cro- 
chetiere of  Willimansett,  for  many 

years  cashier  at  the  Bijou  here,  died 
after  a  brief  illness. 

Report  No  Goldwyn  Deal 
On  Release  of  Future  Pix 

COMING  and  GOir 
WILLIAM  F.  RODGERS,  SI  SEADLER,  and 

LIAM  R.  FERGUSON  have  returned  to  New 
from  the  Chicago  Metro  meetings. 

BYRON  PRICE  will  fly  from  the  Cea 

Cambridge,  Mass.,  where  he  will  address  H 
Phi  Betta  Kappa.  He  will  also  visit  Wash 
and  New  York  on  MPAA  business  befcr 
turning  to  Hollywood.  ^ 

PAT  CASEY  entrained  from  Hollywo<| 
nesday  for  New  York  City,  where  he  wHfc 

10  days  on  personal  business. 

JAMES  BOOTH,  Essaness  film  buyer,  h; 
rived  here  from   Chicago  for  conferences. 

ART  STEACALL,  Essaness  theater  supe 
has  returned  to  Chicago  from  a  California tion. 

CRAD  SEARS  leaves  for  the  Coast  Mom 

CHARLES  MARQUIS  WARREN,  novelis 
magazine  writer  has  signed  a  writing  co 
with  Paramount  and  will  arrive  in  Hollywo 

June   17,   from   his   home   in   Baltimore. 
ALEX  SCHREIBER.  head  of  Associated  The 

Detroit,  has  left  for  Tucson,  to  pick  u 
family  who  have  been  wintering  there,  prio 
vacation  in  California. 

MARLENE  DIETRICH  will  arrive  in  New 
from  abroad  between  July  25  and  Aug.  1. 

DOUGLAS  DICK,  screenplayer,  is  at  the 
dorf-Astoria   from   the  Coast. 

WILLIAM  BRENNER,  head  of  Metro  cht 
department,  will  spend  the  next  week  or  K 

on  the  Coast. 
WILLIAM  McCORMICK,  of  the  Metro  h.o. 

liciry  dept.,  is  in  Chattanooga,  Tenn. 

JOHN  ALLEN,  district  manager  for  M- 
with  headquarters  in  Washington,  will  spend 
week  in  Pittsburgh  and  then  move  on  to  Ci 
nati  and  Norfolk. 

SAM  ECKMAN,  M-G-M  managingr  direc 
the  United  Kingdom,  is  spending  an  overdue 
tion  at  Lake  Arrowhead. 

FRANK  HENSLER,  Kansas  City  branch  r 
ger,  stopped  off  at  Milwaukee  on  his  way 
from  the  M-G-M  meetings. 

MOLLY  STICKERS,  manager  of  Loew's Meriden,  Conn.,  has  returned  there  fron vacation. 

RAM  GOCTAY,  former  secretary  of  th< 
dian  Motion  Picture  Producers  Assoc 

left  New  York  Wednesday  for  Hollywood.;  h< 
from  Frisco  on  June  11   for  Bombay. 

(Vest   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Representatives  of 

Samuel  Goldwyn  said  he  has  not 
made  any  decision  as  to  the  future 
release  of  his  product.  It  is  reported 
he  is  seriously  considering  a  one- 
year  releasing  deal  with  RKO  and 
that  if  he  does  renew  with  RKO  for 

that  period,  it  will  not  mean  that  he 
is  dropping  the  idea  of  developing 
his  own  releasing  company  later. 

Navy  Recalls  Capt.  Eddy 

Chicago— Capt.  Will  Eddy,  direc- 
tor of  B  &  K's  tele  station  WBKB, 

has  been  recalled  by  the  Navy  for 

temporary  duty  as  civilian  consultant 
in  connection  with  the  rebuilding 
of  the  naval  electronics  television 

program.  B&K  is  loaning  his  serv- 
ices to  the  Navy  for  several  months. 

"Outlaw"  in  St.  L.  Move-over 

St.  Louis— "The  Outlaw"  ended  a 
three-week  run  at  Loew's  State 
Tuesday  and  on  Wednesday  opened 

an  engagement  at  Loew's  Orpheum 
as  a  move-over. 

Machinists  Lodge  Files 
Unfair  Practices  Complc 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  Ds 

Hollywood  —  Newest  move  in 
Los  Angeles  Central  Labor  Cou: 
Machinists  Lodge  1185  dispute 

veloped  Wednesday  when  J.  R.  ! 
representative  of  the  machin 
filed  an  unfair  labor  practice 
plaint  with  the  National  Labor  E 
tions  Board  declaring  one  of  his 

ganization  members  had  been 
charged  by  Warner  Bros,  becaus 
the  ultimatum  from  the  Council  i 

ing  upon  all  major  studios  to 
charge  1185  members  on  groi 
they  do  not  belong  to  AF  of  L. 

Ster  said  that  as  other  mem; 
are  discharged  additional  compla 
will  be  filed.  He  also  disclosd 
his  local  will  not  establish  pi 
lines  and  that  no  member  of  his 

ganization  will  join  the  rece- 
chartered  AF  of  L  Federation  L 

23968  which  was  the  alterna 
offered  1185  by  the  Council 

wrote  producers  stating  it  has  alv. 
been  considered  the  sole  bargaii 

agent  for  studio  machinists.  All 
dios  were  closed  Thursday,  Dec' 
tion  Day,  and  any  real  work  s 
page  is  not  expected  to  develop  ju 

next  week. 

1 
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lite  House  Backing 
t.  Films  Abroad 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
irity   that  President  Truman 
ronvinced    that    motion    pic- 

^s  represent  the  nation's  most 
rnt  informational  weapon  and 

■    trongest   media  for  a   free 
flange  of  ideas  between  the 

ntries  of  the  world. 
11  aware  that  the  picture  indus- 
aces  critical  struggles,  Govern- 
leaders  are  determined  Amer- 
story  shall  be  told  to  the  world 
igh  motion  pictures, 
addition  to  President  Truman, 

"top    level"    Government    offi- 
'  vitally  interested  in  the  motion 
re  problem  include  Secretary  of 
James  Byrnes,  Assistant  Sec- 

(y  of  State  Will  Clayton,  Secre- 
of    Commerce    Henry    Wallace 
•econversion  director  John  Sny- 
The  Film  Daily  was  told.  This 

level"  interest  is  due  in  no  small 
set    to    MPAA    President    Eric 
ston,    who     confers     constantly 
Government  leaders, 
ition    pictures    are    expected    to 

J  a  major  role  in  the  forthcom- 
'  nternational  trade  conferences, 
i   Film    Daily's    source    pointed 
however,  that  this  Government 

it  so  much  interested  in  Amer- 
1  motion  pictures  as   a  commer- 
venture    or    the    "vanguard    of 

,  ed  States  trade"  as  it  is  in  the 
3  of  pictures  as  an  informational 
)on. 

"'This  country  is  convinced," 
is  source  said,  "that  the  peace 
J  the  world  depends  on  a  free 
change  of  ideas  and  culture, 
otion  pictures  get  the  story 
toss  as  does  no  other  media. 

s  almost  as  simple  at  that." 

|.  Rosa  Dratkin  Dead 
etroit — Mrs.  Rosa  Dratkin,  68, 
e;ad.  She  was  the  mother  of  Sally 
lids,  booker  with  the  Larry  Law- 
-  e  Agency  of  Detroit  and  grand- 

er of  R.  A.  (Artie)  Fields, 
se  band  is  currently  appearing 

Lee    'N'    Eddie's,    Detroit    night 

3ent  Republic  Dividend 
epublic's  board  of  directors  has 
■ared  a  quarterly  dividend  of  25 

on    preferred    stock,    payable 
1,    1946, 

ad  June  10. 
to    stockholders    of 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Balabcm-Scully 
jhicago — Marriage  of  Ida  Balaban, 
ghter  of  John  Balaban,  to  Capt. 
awin    Scully   will    take   place    at 
Drake  Hotel  Sept.  2. 

Beers-Weiss 

liami,  Fla.— Alfred  F.  'Weiss,  Jr., 
nager    of    the    Olympia    Theater, 
1  Sadie  Beers  were  married. 

Little  Headlines: 
OWNERS  OF  UNITED  ARTISTS  are  reported  to  be  considering  a  plan  whereby  a 

three-man  committee  will  supervise  the  affairs  of  the  company,  in  the  event  that  Edward 
Rafrery  resigns  as  president.  A  representative  of  each  of  the  owners  would  serve  on 

the  committee.  Representatives  of  the  owners,  were  not  available  over  Memorial  Day  for 
comment. 

• 
FOR  ORGANIZING  AND  SUPERVISING  a  world-wide  clandestine  communications 

system,  by  which  vital  information  was  transmitted  from  within  enemy  countries  to 

Allied  headquarters,  Lawrence  W.  Lowman,  CBS  v.-p.  in  charge  of  television,  was 
awarded  the  Legion  of  Merit  in  New  York  by  Maj.  Gen.  William  J.  Donovan,  OSS  di- 
rector. 

• 
JACK  COHN,  HARRY  BRANDT,  SAM  RINZLER,  AND  ROBERT  M.  WEITMAN,  hold- 

ers of  the  Cinema  Lodge  "Honor  Scroll,"  will  formally  induct  several  hundred  new  mem- 
bers into  the  lodge  at  the  Hotel  Astor  next  Wednesday  evening. 

• 
A  PROGRAM  OF  SPECIAL  EVENTS  has  been  arranged  by  Warners  in  connection  with 

the  celebration  of  the  20th  anniversary  of  sound.  Initial  event  in  the  June-August  cele- 
bration will  be  a  screening  of  early  sound  newsreels  of  sports  events  and  personalities 

for  newspaper  sports  writers,  Wednesday  at  the  home  office.  On  June  10,  the  Traphagen 

Institute  and  the  Society  of  Models  will  co-operate  in  a  20  Years  of  Fashion  show  at  the 
Embassy  Club,  with  models  displaying  costumes  worn  in  outstanding  Warner  films  in 
each  of  the  past  20  years.  Starting  July  31,  music  from  Warner  pictures  will  be  featured 
for  a  week  by  Muzak. 

• 
SPONSORED  BY  THE  NATIONAL  FILM  BOARD  of  the  Canadian  Government,  a  Com- 

munity Film  Committee  has  been  set  up  in  Toronto  for  the  rental  of  films  and  projectors 
for  screen  shows  in  places  other  than  theaters. 

• 
UNITED  ARTISTS  will  develop  a  television   and    16  mm.   circulation  service   in   con- 

nection with  its  distribution  of  a  new  group  of  39  shorts  to  be  produced  by  The  World 

Today,  Inc.,  headed  by  John  Grierson,  Stuart  Legg  and  Basil  Wright.  Shorts  will  be  split 

into  three  series — "Worldwise,"  "Wonderfact"  and  "Venture." • 
WASHINGTON   THEATER  OWNERS   joined    with   other  businessmen    in    asking   the 

District  Commissioners  to  relax  the  dim-out  rules  on  air  conditioning  "in  justifiable  cases." 
Under   the   present  order,    theaters   and    other   establishments    are    allowed    to   use    the 

blowers  in  air-conditioning  devices  but  not  the  coiling  devices. 
• 

DETROIT'S    SESQUICENTENNIAL    and    the    Automotive    Golden    Jubilee    Wednesday 

brought  the  city's  theaters  temporary   relief  from   the  brownout.   Lights   may  burn   thru Saturday. 

• 
GEORGE  PAL'S  PUPPETOON  plans  for  1947  call  for  the  inclusion  of  subjects  dealing 

with  American  folklore;  Already  set;  "John  Henry  and  the  Inky-Pooh,"  "Johnny  Apple- 
seed"  and  "Davy  Crockett." • 
THE  GOVERNMENT-MADE  FILM  "Seeds  of  Destiny"  is  now  being  shown  to  various 

ATA  committees  throughout  the  country  after  the  rail  strike  held  up  delivery  of  prints 
for  screening.   If  ATA  okays  the  film,  it  will  be  the  first  Government  film   shown   in 
theaters  under  ATA  auspices. 

• 
WITH  GREENFIELD,  MASS.,  PAPERS  dropping  Saturday  publication  and  limiting  dis- 

play ads  due  to  lack  of  newsprint,  local  theaters  are  increasing  radio  time. 

NYFC  Will  Recommend 
Film  Program  to  UNESCO 

Thomas  Brandon,  chairman  of  the 
New  York  Film  Council,  will  forward 
recommendations  for  a  UNESCO 

film  program  to  the  special  confer- 
ence called  by  the  American  Council 

on  Education  and  The  Film  Council 
of  America,  which  will  be  held  in 
Washington,  June  14-15,  as  the  re- 

sult of  a  panel  discussion  on  the  role 
of  the  educational  film  in  UNESCO 
at  a  luncheon-meeting  of  the  NYFC 
in  the  Hotel  Sheraton  yesterday. 
James  Marshall,  commissioner  of 

education  of  New  York  City,  was  the 
principal  speaker;  and  supplement- 

ary suggestions  and  discusions  came 
from  Willard  Van  Dyke,  document- 

ary producer;  Eric  Haight,  president 
of  Films,  Inc.;  and  Charles  A.  Siep- 
mann,  professor  of  education  and 
director  of  the  film  library  of  NYU. 

The  Washington  conference  is  be- 
ing organized  with  the  co-operation 

of  the  State  Department. 

Lawler,  Strassberg  Join 
20th-Fox  N.  Y.  Talent  Dept. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ment.  Lawler  produced  the  soon-to- 
be-released  "Somewhere  in  the 
Night"  for  20th-Fox,  while  Strass- 

berg is  a  former  director  of  the  The- 
ater Guild  and  the  Group  Theater. 

The  latter  will  act  as  coach  and  test 
director  in  association  with  Burk 

Symon.  Lawler's  duties  are  still  to 
be  defined. 

Lawler  and  Strassberg  will  aug- 
ment a  staff  consisting  at  present  of 

Joseph  Ho  It  on,  Meyer  Mishkin, 
Frank  Gregory  and  Symon. 

Rites  for  Herb  Berg's  Mother 
Last  rites  for  Mrs.  Bertha  Berg, 

64,  mother  of  Herbert  S.  Berg  of  the 
Vanguard  Films  exploitation  depart- 

ment, were  held  on  Wednesday  at 
the  Riverside  Memorial  Chapel,  with 
interment  in  Mt.  Hebron  Cemetery 
in  Flushing.  Mrs.  Berg  died  of  a 
heart  attack  on  Monday. 

Settlement  Hearing 

In  Scophony  Action! 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

vision  patents.  The  Department  of 
Justice  told  the  court  it  would  not 
oppose  the  adjournment  if  it  could 
be  assured  that  there  would  be  no 
further  postponements. 

It  was  rumored  that  the  British 
company  was  seeking  the  postpone- 

ment because  the  defendants  in  the 
case  were  nearing  an  agreement  for 
the  settlement  of  the  action  out  of 
court.  Defendants  include  Scophony 

Corp.  of  America,  Paramount  Pic- 
tures, Television  Productions,  Inc., 

and  General  Precision  Equipment Corp. 

The  Government  charges  that  the 
defendants  withheld  Scophony  pat- 

ents from  prospective  licensees. 

Rep.  Will  Set  Program, 
Sales  Policy  Next  Week 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Republic,  announced  that  a  series  of 
meetings  of  district  sales  managers 
will  be  held  all  next  week  at  the 
home  office,  and  at  that  time  the 
final  1946-47  schedule  and  sales 
policy  will  be  determined  on  the  basis 
of  reports  from  men  who  attended 
the  studio,  Chicago  and  New  York 
sales  conferences. 

Grainger  asserted  that  the  con- 
tribution of  men  in  the  field  to  Re- 

public's next  program  was  the  most 
important  in  the  company's  history, 
with  many  valuable  suggestions  com- 

ing from  the  field  forces. 
Discussion  of  the  "B"  picture  was 

also  highlighted  in  Grainger's  talk, 
and  he  put  it  up  to  the  men  whether 
or  not  Republic  should  maintain  its 
current  "B"  picture  policy.  He 
pointed  out  that  it  was  impossible  to 
maintain  company's  high  quality  of 
"B"  product  unless  exhibitors  would 
increase  their  rentals. 

Addresses  were  also  delivered  by 
Edward  L.  Walton,  vice-president 
and  assistant  general  sales  manager; 
Walter  L.  Titus,  Jr.,  vice-president 
in  charge  of  branch  operations;  and 
Richard  W.  Altschuler. 

Following  are  the  district  sales 
managers  who  will  attend  next 
week's  huddles:  Maxwell  Gillis,  East- 

ern; Frank  P.  Dervin,  New  England; 
Sam  iSeplowin,  Central;  Merritt 
Davis,  Southern;  Nat  E.  Steinberg, 
Prairie;  Norman  J.  Colquhoun, 
Southwestern;  and  Earl  R.  Collins, 
Western. 

Ivanhoe  Gem  Sold 

Ivanhoe,  Minn.  —  Charles  Fleah- 
man  is  the  new  owner  of  the  Gem. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Newark,  N.  J. — Al  Valentine,  op- 
erator at  the  Newsreel  theater  here, 

became  the  father  of  a  baby  girl, 
born  at  the  Presbyterian  Hospital. 

■am 
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New  CPA  Crackdown 

On  Theater  Building 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

by  two-thirds  "for  at  least  the  next 

45  days." CPA  Chief  John  Small  said  the 
action  was  taken  because  of  strikes 
and  the  large  volume  of  construction 
already  under  way. 

Small,  however,  turned  a  firm 
thumbs  down  on  a  request  by  Hous- 

ing- Administrator  Wilson  Wyatt  to 
recall  authorizations  already  made, 
including-  some  theaters. 

May  Extend  Beyond  45  Days 
There  was  no  positive  assurance 

that  the  new  rigid  rules  would  be 
relaxed  even  after  the  45-day  period. 
CPA  only  would  say  that  it  would 
"review"  the  situation  at  the  end  of 
that  period  to  see  whether  the  re- 

strictions would  be  continued. 
CPA  told  The  Film  Daily  that 

"under  no  circumstances"  would  new 
theaters  be  okayed  during  this  per- 

iod and  even  for  essential  repairs 
and  maintenance  materials  will  be 

"tough"  to  get.  It  has  been  assumed 
under  existing  orders  that  there  were 
a  few  "outs"  for  new  theater  con- 

struction, such  as  theaters  in  a  new 
community  development. 

Classification  of  Approvals 

In  the  absence  of  "unusual  cir- 
cumstances" involving  exceedingly 

severe  hardships,  only  projects  which 
fall  within  the  following  conditions 
may  be  aproved,  CPA  said: 

1.  Projects  vitally  necessary  to 
public  health  and  safety; 

2.  Projects  which  will  increase  pro- 
duction of  critical  products  listed 

on  Schedule  I  of  Priorities  Regula- 
tion 28; 

3.  Projects  which  are  essential  to 
increased  food  production  or  preser- 
vation; 

4.  Projects  which  will  provide 
minimum  community  facilities  abso- 

lutely necessary  for  new  residential 
areas  developed  as  part  of  the  vet- 

erans' housing  program; 
5.  Projects  which  will  provide 

urgently  needed  veterans'  educa- 
tional facilities; 

6.  Essential  and  non-deferrable 
maintenance  and  repairs; 

7.  Projects  which  will  have  no 
impact  whatsoever  on  the  housing 
program. 

Must  Establish  Essentiality 
Essentially  and  non-deferrability 

of  projects  must  be  clearly  estab- 
lished, CPA  stated,  before  a  project 

can  be  approved.  Individual  and 
community  hardship  also  must  be 
clearly  established  and  must  be  sub- 

stantial. In  every  case  it  will  be 
assumed  that  the  project  would  have 
an  impact  on  housing,  until  the  con- 

trary is  definitely  shown. 
"The  slow-down  on  authorizations 

generally  will  benefit  construction 
labor,  not  harm  it,"  Small  explains. 
"By  holding  construction  'starts'  to 
the  rate  of  availability  of  materials, 
more  continuous  work  opportunities 

should  result.  'Stop  and  go'  con- 
struction, which  has  prevailed  in 

some   sections   because   of  delays   in 

LATE  NEWS 
BULLETINS 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

weeks  for  a  series  of  conferences  with  in- 

dustry officials  designed  to  getting  "Hol- 
lywood, New  York,  and  Washington  work- 

ing together  as  a  team."  Johnston  said  he 
would  defer  a  contemplated  European  trip 

until  this  "mission"  was  accomplished. 
While  in  Los  Angeles,  Johnston  will  speak 
at  exercises  at  the  USC. 

DIMOUT  RESTRICTIONS  STAY 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — With  the  ending  of  the 
coal  strike,  CPA  put  its  theater-closing 
order  on  the  shelf  but  cautioned  that  dim- 
out  restrictions  would  remain  in  effect  for 
several  weeks  to  come. 

Asks  Inquiry  Into 
N.Y.C.  Scale  Hike 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
the  rise  has  been  received  unfavor- 

ably by  both  New  Yorkers  and  vist 
itors  to  the  city.  The  municipal 
authorities,  he  said,  have  the  power 
to  curb  the  scale  hikes  through 
licensing  facilities. 
Consensus  of  those  who  attended 

the  City  Council  session  can  be 
summed  up  in  the  words  of  a  news- 

man covering  Council  activities:  "It 
(the  Connolly  resolution)  is  nothing 
for  the  theatermen  to  worry  about. 

It  won't  get  anywhere." 
(Marshall  Field's  PM  in  March 

published  the  results  of  a  survey  of 
film  theater  price  increases  in  the 
metropolitan  area,  and  made  similar 
charges  of  200  per  cent  price  jump, 

but  whether  Connolly's  legislative move  stemmed  from  it  was  not 
ascertainable  Wednesday). 

Stanley  Mayer  on  Leave; 
Halloran  to  Fill  In 

Stanley  Mayer,  veteran  manager 
of  20th  Century-Fox  exchange  at 
Des  Moines,  is  relinquishing  the 
reins  of  the  exchange  to  Gordon  Hal- 

loran, former  salesman  at  Omaha, 
who  will  be  in  charge  until  Sept.  1 

upon  Mayer's  return.  Halloran  will 
hold  the  title  of  assistant  manager. 

Mayer,  who  was  forced  to  decline 
a  trip  to  London  and  Europe  awarded 
recently  by  his  company  because  of 
ill  health,  leaves  Des  Moines  shortly 
on  a  three-month  trip  to  Canada 
and   Northern  Minnesota. 

Joseph  Cuddohy  Dead 
Jackson,  Mich. — Joseph  G.  Cud- 

dohy, former  sales  manager  of  the 
Michigan  Seating  Co.,  is  dead. 

securing    materials,    is    as    bad    for 
labor  as  it  is  for  contractors." 
"Even  with  this  temporary  slow- 

down on  construction  authorizations, 
I  foresee,  during  the  next  two  years, 
the  highest  level  of  non-housing  con- 

struction in  the  history  of  American 

industry." 

Expect  500  to  Attend 
Southeastern  TOA  Meet 

Jacksonville,  Fla. — An  attendance 
of  more  than  500  is  expected  at  the 
annual  convention  of  the  Southeast- 

ern Theater  Owners  Association 
which  opens  here  on  Sunday  for 
three  days  of  sessions.  It  had  not 
been  determined  up  to  late  yester- 

day whether  Allied  would  be  repre- 
sented at  the  meetings,  although  an 

invitation  to  Jack  Kirsch,  Allied 
president,  had  been  extended. 

(Jack  Kirsch  told  The  Film  Daily 
in  Chicago  last  week  that  it  was 
doubtful  that  he  would  be  present 
in  Jacksonville  for  the  STOA  con- vention). 

Si  Fabian,  president  of  American 
Theaters  Association,  and  Ted  Gam- 

ble, chairman  of  the  board,  are  slated 
to  address  the  convention  on  the  sub- 

ject of  ATA.  Mitchell  Wolfson  will 
represent  the  MPTOA  and  will  dis- 

cuss the  future  of  that  organization. 
Other  speakers  include  Francis  S. 

Harmon,  vice-president  of  the  MPAA, 

whose  subject  will  be  "The  Organi- 
zation Nobody  Knows";  Arch  Mer- 

cey,  who  is  scheduled  to  talk  on  the 
Government's  need  for  messages 
through  theater  screens;  Fred  Kent, 
E.  H.  Geissler,  Oscar  Lam  and  Terry 
Ramsaye. 

Nat  Williams,  president  of  the  as- 
sociation, said  he  hoped  Allied  would 

be  represented  because  members  of 
his  association  wanted  to  hear  from 
all  groups  with  which  it  might  co- 

operate to  the  advantage  of  individ- 
ual exhibitors. 

"We'll  work  with  anybody,"  he 
said,  "but  we  don't  want  to  join  any 
more  civil  wars.  We  learned  about 

those  a  long  time  ago." 

Will  Ask  St.  Louis  Com. 
To  Kill  5%  Tax  Bill 

St.  Louis — Louis  A.  Lange,  chair- 
man of  the  aldermanic  legislation 

committee,  said  he  would  ask  the 

committee  to  kill  the  Mayor's  five 
per  cent  amusement  tax  bill.  Peti- 

tions and  letters  carrying  25,000 
names  protesting  this  tax  have  been 
sent  to  the  aldermen  by  major  the- 

ater circuits. 

RKO  Promotes  Kramer  to 
Asst.  Shorts  Sales  Mgr. 

Sidney  Kramer,  manager  of  RKO 
Radio's  print  department,  has  been 
promoted  to  the  newly  created  post 
of  assistant  to  Harry  Michalson, 
short  subjects  sales  manager.  David 
Heend  replaces  Kramer  in  the  print 
department  with  Milton  Altholz  ad- 

vanced to  assistant.  Lew  Wolfe, 
with  expanded  duties,  continues  as 
office  manager  of  the  short  subjects division. 

Emde's  Daughter  Graduates 
Washington    Bureau,  of    THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Peggy  Gloria  Emde, 
daughter  of  RKO  zone  manager  and 
Mrs.  H.  Russell  Emde,  will  be  grad- 

uated today  from  Chevey  Chase  Col- 
lege, with  a  dinner  party  following 

at   the    Shoreham    Hotel. 

Capital  Changes  Go 

To  Para.'s  Owners 
(Continued  from  Page  D 

for  tidying  up  the  capital  strud 
the    stockholders    will    be    askac 
elect  16  directors. 

Capital     structure     proposals 

elude    (a)    increasing  of  the  /^ ized    common    stock   from    4j£4 
shares,   if    1,349   shares   arc 
ated,  to  9,0000,000  shares  at  $1 
value,  or,  in  the  alternative,  tf 

  CR  COLLECTS   
Paramount  paid  Confident^ 

Reports,  Inc.,  §454,913  from  Ma 
6  to  Dec.  29,  1945,  according  i 

the  annual  stockholders'  pr  ox- statement.  The  statement  show\ 
that  Paramount  paid  Ross  Fed' 
eral  $185,203  from  Jan.  1  to  Ma 

5,  1945. 

'; 

crease  the  authorized  common  f 
4,457,149  to  9,000,000  shares  at 
par  value;  (b)  splitting  the  stocl 
a  two-for-one  basis,  by  issuing 
ditional  common  share  for  each  s 
held,  and  (c)  transferring  of 
752,136  from  capital  surplus  to  c  j 
mon  capital  stock  account,  represi  j 
ing  $1  per  share  on  the  3,752. 
shares  of  additional  common  stoc! 
be  issued. 

The     proposal     to     increase 

authorized  capital  stock  to  $13.4  ' 
290  and  to  issue  4,542,851  new  shs  ' of  common  will  be  voted  upon  c 
if  the  first  proposal  is   not  autl ized. 

Fix  Board  at  16  Directors 
While  the  board  has  consisted 

16  members  since  1935,  the  by-Is  i 
specified  that  there  should  be  not  1 
than  16  nor  more  than  18.   It  is  i  j 
proposed   to   fix   the   number  at  j directors. 

Nominees  for  re-election  to 
board  are  Barney  Balaban,  Step! 
Callaghan,  Y.  Frank  Freeman,  H 
vey  D.  Gibson,  Leonard  H.  Gold 
son,  A.  Conger  Goodyear,  Stan 
Griffis,  Duncan  G.  Harris,  John 
Hertz,  Austin  C.  Keough,  Earl  1. 3 
Clintock,  Maurice  Newton,  Char 
M.  Reagan,  E.  V.  Richards,  Edwin 
Weisl  and  Adolph  Zukor. 
The  provy  statement  lists  tj 

officers  and  directors  whose  re 
neration  totalled  more  than  $20, 
for  the  last  fiscal  year  as  follow 

Barney  Balaban,  president,  $1 

000,  plus  expense  allowances  of  $ 
800;  Norman  Collyer,  assistant 
retary,  $24,  969,  plus  $12,480  acci 
for  previous  fiscal  year;  Y.  Fr 
Freeman,  vice  -  president,  $130,0 
Henry  Ginsberg,  $189,083,  plus 
766  accrued  for  previous  fiscal  yffl 

Leonard  Goldenson,  vice  -  presid 
$55,250,  plus  $11,050  accrued;  Ja 
Karp,  assistant  secretary,  $52,' 
plus  $5,800  accrued;  Austin 
Keough,  vice-president,  chief  coun. 
and  secretary,  $78,000;  Fred  Mo 
hardt,  comptroller,  $32,130,  plus 
140  accrued;  Charles  M.  Reag 
vice-president  in  charge  of  sa 

$81,735,  plus  $4,243  acrued, 
Adolph  Zukor,  chairman  of  the  boa 
$159,400.  plus  $50,400  accrued. 
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ICE  SHOWDOWN  ON  MPTOA  CONTINUATION 

KO-Soong  Family  in  Chinese  Theater  Project 
VARDOUR  ST. 

Calling. ... 
i By  "TATLER" ; 

(Ernest  W.  Redman) 
LONDON 

/E  are  taking  16  mm.  film  exploitation 

pretty    seriously.    Exhibitors   and    d  is  - 
tors  working  in  unison  one  with  the 

',  have  issued  a  lengthy  and  compre- 
ve  document  which  has  been  fully 
ssed  and  will  be  worked  upon.  The 

t  is  divided  into  10  paragraphs  cov- 
the    two    sections    of    non-theatrical 

theatrical  films, 

e  crux  of  the  report  really  is  contained 

  NOTE   

]  With  the  16  mm.  theatrical  film 
subject  of  increasing  concern  to 
xhibitors  generally  —  it  is  in- 
luded  on  the  agendas  of  virtually 
11  exhibitor  units  as  they  meet 
his  year— THE  FILM  DAILY  be- 
ieves  that  the  approach  to  the 
<Toblem  in  Great  Britain,  out- 
ined  in  "Tatler's"  column  today, 
vill  be  of  wide  trade  interest  on 
t.his  side— THE  EDITOR. 

}   ;   . aragraph    4    wherein    the    necessity    is 

id  "to  have  an  agreed  trade  pronounce- 
that,  by  voluntary  agreement  between 

KRS   as  owners  of  films,   and  CEA  as 

[,  having  interests  to  protect  in  a  legi- 
re  manner,  no  theatrical   16  mm.  films 

be    available    for   exhibition    in    areas 

d    by    cinemas    with    35    mm.    equip- 

."   As    the   report   acknowledges,    cer- 
exceptions  may  arise,  but,  fortunately, 
nave   a  Joint   Committee  of   CEA  and 

in  being  to  iron  out  any  such  cases. 

put  the   thing  on  a    proper  business 

ng — that    is,    to    maintain    control    of 
b ution    of    16   mm.    films   by   the   two 

!■  Societies — it  will  be  desirable,  as  the 
ft    realizes,    to    include    distributors   of 
standard    product   within    the   KRS   and 
exhibitors    of    same    within    the    CEA. 

would    give   the    responsible    bodies   a 

ite  hold  on  both  sections,  and  provide 

ans  of  "discouraging  departure  from  the 
ated    standards    of    integrity    operating 

lis  trade." 

ibtless  many  restrictions  will  have  to 

■nposed  on  the  exploitation  of  the  16 
variety  as  time  goes  on.  Questions  of 
sing,  seating  and  safety  conditions  will 
to  be  carefully  watched,  and  unfair 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

2,000  Theaters  Said  To 
Be  Involved;  Atlas  Corp. 
May  Finance  Construction 

Negotiations  are  reported  under 
way  between  RKO  and  the  Soong 
family  in  China  for  the  construction 
and  operation  of  close  to  2,000  the- 

aters in  China's  outlying  areas,  for 
mass  education  and  entertainment, 
it  was  learned  here  at  the  week-end. 

Axsel    Bothner-by,    representative 
of    RKO    foreign    department,    has 
been  in  China  for  more  than  a  month 

on  the  plan,  which  calls  for  a  ma- 
(Continued  on  Page   15) 

Film  Producers  Assn. 
Is  Formed  in  Canada 
Toronto — Formation  of  Film  Pro- 

ducers Association  of  Canada  under 
a  pending  Federal  incorporation 
charter  as  a  mutual  benefit  federa- 

tion of  Dominion  producing  com- 
panies was  announced  Friday.  Frank 

O'Byrne,  head  of  J.  Arthur  Rank's 
Canadian  producing  unit,  Queensway 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

SAM  SEIDELMAN 
JOINING  PRC 

Leaving  United  Artists  to 
Head  Foreign  Department 

Sam  L.  Seidelman  has  been  named 
foreign  manager  of  PRC  Pictures, 
Inc.,  it  was  announced  on  Friday  by 

Harry  H.  Thomas,  company's  presi- dent and  general  sales  manager. 
Seidelman  takes  up  his  new  post 

today  and  comes  to  PRC  after  15 
years  with  United  Artists.  He  has 
been  manager  of  the  Latin-American 
Division  for  UA  since  1940  and  pre- 

viously handled  supervision  of  Cen- 
tral America  and  Northern  South 

America,  including  the  Caribbean, 
with  headquarters  in  Mexico. 

Before  joining  UA  in  1931,  he  was 
with  Paramount  in  various  capacities 
in  both  the  domestic  and  foreign 
fields. 

Film  Highlights  Acquires 

16  mm.  Rights  to  "U"  Pix 
Film  Highlights,  Inc.,  has  acquired 

16  mm.  rights  to  50  Universal  fea- 
tures, four  serials  and  a  large  num- 

ber of  short  subjects  for  distribution 
in  the  United  States.  Product  was 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Mrs.  Dawson  to  MPAA 
As  Associate  of  DeBra 

Mrs.  Marjorie  Granger  Dawson 
joins  the  Motion  Picture  Association 
this  week  as  associate  to  Arthur 
DeBra,  director  of  the  department  of 
community  relations. 

She  will  succeed  to  the  duties  of 
the  late  Mrs.  Jeanette  Emrich,  who 
died  May  18,  as  liaison  representa- 

tive between  the  Association  and  the 
various  national  previewing  commit- 

( Continued  on  Page  8) 

Public  Lists  Preferences 
Companion  Poll  Shows  Theater-going  Trends 

Paul  Nathanson  Stays 
On  Canadian  Odeon  Board 

Toronto — Paul  Nathanson  remains 
on  the  board  of  directors  of  the  Ca- 

nadian Odeon  circuit,  following  a 
board  meeting  here  last  week.  Na- 
fhanson's  place  on  the  board  ap- 

peared to  have  dispelled  reports  that 
(Continued  on  Page  15) 

Readers  of  the  Woman's  Home 
Companion  rate  Bing  Crosby  their 
favorite  male  star,  Greer  Garson, 

the  favorite  femme  star,  and  "Going 
My  Way"  the  top  release  of  last 
year,  according  to  a  survey  con- 

ducted by  the  magazine  among  its 
reader-reporters.  Latter  are  a  group 
of  readers  of  varying  ages  and  in- 

comes who  function  as  advisors  to 
(Continued  on  Page  15) 

Report  Efforts  Will  Be 
Made  to  Consolidate  It 
With  ATA;  To  Be  Opposed 

Despite  reports  that  efforts  may 
be  made  by  certain  MPTOA  members 
to  consolidate  the  organization  with 
the  American  Theaters  Association, 
other  MPTOA  leaders  have  indi- 

cated to  The  Film  Daily  that  they 
will  press  for  a  strong  revitalization 
program  and  will  resist  any  attempt 
to  suspend  MPTQA  as  a  national body. 

The  showdown  on  the  matter,  how- 
ever, is  expected  to  come  next  Mon- 

day and  Tuesday  when  MPTOA's (Continued  on  Page  8) 

Report  Story  Close 
To  Deal  With  UW 

Story  Productions,  Inc.,  is  reported 
to  be  moving  closer  to  a  releasing 
arrangement  with  United  World 
which  is  owned  jointly  by  Interna- 

tional, Universal  and  J.  Artb 
Rank.  It  is  understood  that  Story 

will  use  International's  studios  for 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

$2,000,000  to  8,000  Houses 
For  Alexander  Ad  Films 

Alexander  Film  Co.,  producers  of 
advertising  films,  last  year  paid  $2,- 
000,000  to  8,000  theaters  using  the 
service,  according  to  Don  Alexander, 
Jr.,  vice-president.  Alexander  said 

(Continued  en  Page  15) 

May  Set  Enterprise 
Release  This  Week 

Distribution  outlet  for  Enterprise 

Productions  is  expected  to  be  de- 
termined today  at  a  meeting  of 

the  board  of  directors  in  Hollywood. 

A.  Pam  Blumenthal,  vice-president, 

flies  to  the  Coast  tonight  for  the  par- 
leys. Universal  has  been  mentioned 

frequently  as  the  possible  distributor, 
although  negotiations  have  been  held 
with  several  other  companies. 
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High  Low  Close 

Am.  Seat   29V2  29y2  29i/2 

Bell  &  Howell       34%  34V4  347/8 
Columbia    Picts   33  32  33 

East.  Kodak     259  258  258 

Cen.   free.    Eq     37i/2  37'/2  371/2 

Loew's,  Inc     38'/4  36'/2  38'/4 
Paramount          761/2  75  76 

RKO          233/4  23l/4  233/4 

Republic   Picts      14V2  14l/4  14y4 

Republic  Picts.  pfd...    18%  17%  17% 

20th  Century-Fox   .  .  .   58V2  57i/2  58V2 

20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  72V4  72  72V4 
Universal   Pict   47'A  46'/2  46% 
Warner  Bros   483,4  48  48V4 

NEW  YORK  CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts       9V2       9l/4       93/B 
Radio-Keith    cvs.     ...    10%     10V2     103/4 
Sonotone  Corp        5'/7       5%       5% 
Technicolor          243/8     24%     24V8 
Trans-Lux             7  6%       6% 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid 

Pathe   Industries        13 

Net Chg. 

—  V2 

+  % 
+  % 

+  3 

—     % 

—  y4 
—  1 

—  1% 

—  3/8 
—  % 

—  % 
—  % 

+      Vb 
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FLLMACK  TRAILER  CO.  \Tc£?T£ 

COM. AG  flllD  GOinG 
JOSEPH  BERNHARD,  president  of  United 

States  Pictures,  arrived  back  on  the  Coast 
over  the  week-end  from  conferences  at  the  War- 

ner  Bros.'   home  offices 

S.  BARRET  McCORMICK,  RKO  Radio  advertis- 
ing-publicity director,  returns  today  from  a 

three-week    Hollywood   visit. 

LEON  J.  BAMBERGER,  sales  promotion  direc- 
tor for  RKO,  left  yesterday  for  Jacksonville  to 

attend  the  Southeastern  Theater  Owners  con- 
vention. 

CLAUDE  LEE,  Paramount's  director  of  public 
relations,  left  New  York  Saturday  for  Jackson- 

ville, Fla.,  to  attend  the  Southeastern  Theater 
Owners'  convention. 

ROBERT  L.  GRAHAM,  assistant  to  Para- 
mount's Latin-American  Division  Manager  A. 

L.  Pratchett,  drove  in  from  his  headquarters  in 

Mexico  City  for  New  York  home  office  meet- 
ings with  Pratchett  and  George  Weltner,  presi- 
dent of   Paramount   International   Films,    Inc. 

ROY  HAINES,  Western  and  Southern  division 
sales  manager  for  Warner  Bros.,  left  New  York 
over  the  week-end  for  a  Western  tour. 

INGRID  BERGMAN  and  her  personal  press 
representative,  JOE  STEELE,  returned  to  the 
Coast  from  New  York  at  the  week-end. 

PHIL  REISMAN,  RKO  Radio  vice-president, 
has   returned   here   from    Mexico   City. 

ANDRE  LITCHE,  manager  of  the  Little  The- 
ater, Newark,  N.  ).,  will  leave  June  7  for  a 

vacation   in   the    Catskills. 

SOL  KRIM,  Detroit  circuit  owner,  has  re- 
turned home  from  a  business  trip  to  New  York. 

NORMAN  D.  OLSEN,  DeVry  eXDort  manager, 

is  scheduled  to  return  to  his  Chicago  head- 
ouarters  shortly,  following  attendance  at  the 
Union  of  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors  Convention 
in  San  Juan,  P.  R. 

LAZAROS  CONSTANTINE.  Paramount's  branch 
manager  for  Mexico,  and  OSVALDO  URRUTIA. 

Paramount's  branch  manager  for  Peru,  left  New 
York  over  the  week-end  for  their  respective  ter- 
ritories. 

Carlton  Named  Aide 
To  M.  L.  Gold  at  NSS 

Melvin  L.  Gold,  National  Screen 

Service's  advertising  and  publicity- 
director,  announced  on  Friday  the 
appointment,  effective  as  of  last 
Monday,  of  Richard  Carlton  as  his 

assistant.  Latter  has  been  in  Gold's 
department  for  the  past  two  months 
as  a  writer,  devotinar  his  time  largely 
to  preparation  of  Mister  Showman, 
NSS  trailer  publication.  A  veteran 
of  three-and-a-half  years  in  the 
Army,  Carlton,  formerly  with  Block 
International  Corp.  and  Columbia 
Pictures,  served  in  the  American. 
European  and  Pacific  theaters  of 
operation. 

Davis  Here  for  Confabs 
With  John  Woolf  of  GFD 

John  Davis,  managing  director  of 
•T.  Arthur  Rank  Organization,  Ltd., 
is  in  New  York  for  conferences  with 

John  "Woolf  of  General  Film  Dis- tributors. Davis  arrived  in  Toronto 
last  week  from  London  for  parleys 
witb  Canadian  Odeon  officials  and 
had  not  planned  the  New  York  trip, 
but  he  reportedly  found  the  Odeon 
situation  in  such  good  shape  that  he 
was  able  to  come  here  for  a  brief stay. 

HARRY  M.  POPKIN,  president  and  executive 
producer  of  Cardinal  Pictures,  will  arrive  here 
this  week  from  the  Coast  for  conferences  on 
a  releasing  deal  of  his  forthcoming  film, 
'Sheila." 

HARRY  H.  THOMAS,  president  and  general 

sales  manager  of  PRC  Pictures,  Inc.,  has  re- 
turned  to  the  home  office  from   Hollywood. 

DAVID  COULD,  UA  manager  in  Puerto  Rico, 
has  arrived  in  New  York  for  home  office  con- 

ferences. 

MAURY  ORR,  UA  Western  sales  manager,  is 
en  route  to  Salt  Lake  City  from  Los  Angeles. 

ADRIAN  SCOTT,  screenplay  writer,  and  his 
wife,  ANNE  SHIRLEY,  have  arrived  in  New  York 
from  the  Coast  and  will  leave  here  June  12  for 

England  in  connection  with  Scott's  RKO  pro- 
duction,   "So   Well    Remembered." 

EDWARD  DMYTRYK,  director,  and  his  pro- 
duction assistant,  RUBY  ROSENBERG,  are  en 

route  to  England  by  plane  from  the  West  Coast. 

OLIVIA  DeHAVILLAND  has  arrived  in  Holly- 
wood  following  a   New  York  visit. 

DOROTHY  LAMOUR  and  her  husband,  MAJOR 
WILLIAM  ROSS  HOWARD  II,  returned  to  Holly- 

wood Friday  from  New  York  and  Baltimore. 

BETTY  HUTTON,  Paramount  star,  is  visiting 
in  Chicago  with  her  husband,  TED  BRISKIN. 

FRANCES  LANGFORD  leaves  Hollywood  to- 
morrow for  New  York. 

FREDDIE  BARTHOLOMEW,  accompanied  by  his 
wife,  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  from  the 

Coast. 
WILLIAM  CASTLE  was  due  to  leave  the 

Coast  yesterday  by  Constellation  for  New  York 
to  confer  with  Orson  Welles  on  the  untitled 
original  which  Welles  will  direct,  and  in  which 
he  will  star,  for  Columbia. 

GORDON  KNOX,  executive  director  of  the 
Princeton  Film  Center,  is  currently  on  the  West 
Coast  to  make   production   arrangements. 

JACK  GOLDHAR,  UA  Eastern  sales  manager, 
left   New   York   for   Detroit  Friday. 

WILLIAM  SATORI,  Continental  European  rep- 
resentative for  Monogram  International,  is  in 

Vienna,  and  will  return  to  London  shortly  via 
Zurich   and   Paris. 

SAM  LEFKOWITZ.  UA's  Eastern  district  man- 
ager, left  here  last  night  for  Buffalo,  Syracuse 

and  Binghamton,  N.  Y.,  and  will  return  the 
latter   part   of   the  week. 

BARRY  FITZGERALD  was  a  week-end  visitor 
in  Chicago,  stopping  there  en  route  to  Ireland 
to  visit  relatives. 

BEN  BLOOMFIELD,  former  B  K  exec,  is  a 
Chicago  visitor  from   Hollywood. 

Providence  Theaters  Get 
Green  Light  on  Cooling 

Providence,  R.  I.— Officials  of  the 
Narragansett  Electric  Co.  told  man- 

agers of  local  film  theaters  that  a 
very  ample  supply  of  coal  makes  it 
possible  for  the  movie  outlets  t< 
start  their  air  conditioning  plant 
whenever  desired. 
The  managers,  meeting  in  Ed 

Fay's  office,  also  ended  their  volun- 
tary brownout  by  returning  their 

exterior  signs  and  marquees  to  full 
illumination. 

NEW  FILM  MUSIC 
Library  of  Highest  Professional  Quality 

Scored  by  Large  Symphonies 
Original  Scores  for  Distinctive  Films 
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Jules  Levey's  Mother  Dies 
Mrs.     Sarah    Jacobs,     mothei 

Jules  Levey,  Warners  real  estate 
partment    executive,    died    Thursi 
in  the  French  Hospital,  New  Yo 
She  was  buried  yesterday  in  Rocb ter. 
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(Continued  from  Page  1) 

nods  of  competition   with   35  mm.   halls 

ously  repressed. 

ie  joint  report  has  all  these  problems 

n  mind,  and,  in  fact,  a  thoroughly 

I  start  has  been  made  to  grip  the  siru- 

K£  \a  manner  conducive  to  the  inter- 
nters  and  exhibitors  alike. 

nday  Films  in  S.  Car. 
locked  Out  by  Ruling 

.partanburg,  S.  C. — Sunday  mov- 
became  illegal  in  South  Carolina 

;n  Attorney  General  J.  M.  Dan- 
Is  opinion  that  the  war  ended  last 
tember  was  made  at  the  request 

the  Greenville  City  Council.  Under 

ruling,  the  wartime  measure  per- 
ting  Sabbath  shows  expired  about 
>rch  1. 

n  Greenville,  Circuit  Court  Judge 

ijobert  Martin,  Jr.,  has  signed  an 

er  temporarily  restraining  law 
orcement    officials    of    Greenville 
and  county  from  interfering  with 

jday  movies  or  baseball,  but 
yor  Leon  Moore,  of  Spartanburg, 
1  that  a  Sunday  movie  referen- 
,n  scheduled  by  the  City  Council 
Aug.  13,  probably  will  not  be 

± 
•layor  Moore  pointed  out  that 

raid  the  attorney  general's  ruling 
,ome  effective  throughout  the 
Be,  it  would  automatically  abolish 
:iday  shows  and  a  referendum 

laid  not  be  necessary.  The  Spar- 
burg  Council  recently  voted  to 
m  local  theaters  to  remain  open 
Sunday  until  June  1. 

cal  1185  Members 
id  Off  at  3  Studios 

it  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
iollywood — With  the  discharge  at 
iversal  of  two  members  of 
chinists  Local  1185  Friday  when 
mbers  of  the  Teamsters  Local  re- 
ied  to  work  with  them,  1185  filed 

"air  labor  practice  charges  with ,RB. 
Universal  is  the  third  studio 
ere  1185  members  have  been  laid 
since  the  Los  Angeles  Central 

oor  Council  issued  its  ultimatum 
t  A  F  of  L  members  would  not 
rk  with  1185  machinists. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June   3 
Ted  Tetzlaff 
John   S.   Allen 
Alan  LeMay 

Anne  Harkavy 
Harvey   Aulbach 

William  Shirley 

Francis  E.  Ziesse 
E.  M.  Orowitz 
Dick  Prirchard 
).  H.  Hoffberg 
Sylvia  Sanders 

PHIL  M.  DALY 
Lashian  Showmanship 
•  •      •     A  YEAR  AGO   the  date.  May   10.   1945   pioneer 

Jesse  L.  Lasky  formed  Jesse  L.  Lasky  Prods,  and  consummated  a  deal 

for  the  making  of  his  pictures  at  the  RKO  Radio  studio  and  their  release 

with  the  same  outfit   First  crop  of  this  deal  is  now  "Without  Reser- 

vations"   Made  in  the  comedy  vein  for  special  Laskian  showman- 
ship   reasons,    the    pic   has    Claudette    Colbert,    comedienne    de    luxe, 

opposite  stalwart  John  Wayne   It  bears  the  imprimatur  of  Mervyn 

LeRoy's  expert  direction   
▼  T  ▼ 

•  •      •     THIS  PICTURE  marks  a  new  era  of  autonomy  for  filmaestro 

Lasky   Studio   policy   in   the   past  has   fettered   more    or    less, 

we  can't  say   the  Lasky  functions  as  producer   Now  he's  on 
his  own;  however,  and  launching  his  first  one  in  comedy  because  he 

believes   war's   aftermath  brings  a  need  for  light,  happy-go-lucky  film 

fare   Says  Lasky  frankly   "I   prefer  to   make   serious    pictures 
  But  the  whole  aspect  of  the  world  today  is  so  solemn   so 

fraught  with  what  H.  G.  Wells  describes  as  a  'frightful  queerness'   

that  I  believe  the  public  is  hungry  for  laughs"   
▼  ▼  T 

•  •      •     LASKY  FORESEES  a   six-month   trend   With   "Without 

Reservations"  in  the  can,  Lasky  may  do  another  romantic  comedy  before 

starting  his   "Caruso"  project   This   latter   will   treat   of   the    tenor's 
more  personal  and  professional  triumphs  after  meeting  at  the  height  of 

his  fame  Dorothy  Park  Benjamin,  whom  he  married,  and  whose  book  is 

the  film's   springboard   Incidentally,   this  is  a  fitting   place   to  cite 
Lasky  in  a  previous   Caruso  venture   Twenty-seven  years   ago  he 

produced   the   first    and   only  picture   in   'which   Caruso   appeared   
Meanwhile,  Lasky  is  interested  in  following  the  perfection  of  a  new 

process  by  which  the  tenor's  voice  can  be  "recovered"  in  full  tone 
from  his  records  and  re-recorded  with  a  new  orchestral  background  for 
motion   picture    purposes   This    is    well    under   way   and    Phil 

M.'s  waiting  to  say  "bon  voyage"  and  "ship  ahoy"  when  this  venture 
gets  under  way   

T  T  T 

•  •      •     COMING    BACK    TO    "Without    Reservations"   Lasky 
considers  it  one  of  his  shrewdest  and  luckiest   of  any  famous  movie 
material  purchases   An  instant  decision  brought  him  in  just  ahead 

of  practically  every  major  studio   and  independent  producer   

with  an  option  on  the  Jane  ("I  Lost  My  Girlish  Laughter")  Allen  and  Mae 

Livingston  story,  originally  written  as  "Thanks,  God,  I'll  Take  It  From 

Here"   Teaming  Miss  Colbert  and  Wayne  was  Lasky 's  idea  of  a 

strong  acting-personality  romantic  team   The  producer's   interest  in 

Wayne   goes  back  to  "Stagecoach"   when  the  former  visu- 
alized the  latter's  possibilities  as  a  fine  actor  and  box-office  personality 

  and  was  he  right!   

Obtains  McDowell's  Release 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — After  several  months 
of  negotiating  Wynn  Rocamora  has 

obtained  the  release  of  Roddy  Mc- 
Dowall  from  his  20th-Fox  contract 
which  still  had  several  months  to 

run.  Already  two  bids  for  his  serv- 
ices have  come  from  England  and  he 

will  probably  do  "Young  Woodley" 
on  the  stage  in  Westport,  Conn.,  in 
July. 

Para.  Drops  Frisco  Tele  Plans 
San  Francisco — Television  Produc- 

tions has  withdrawn  its  application 

for  a  tele  station  permit  here,  plan- 
ning to  concentrate  its  California 

activities  in  Hollywood. 

Farewell  Fete  for  Herzoff 
Chicago — Archie  Herzoff,  who  has 

resigned  as  B  &  K  assistant  publicity 
director  to  take  a  Columbia  studio 

post,  will  be  feted  by  associates  at 
the  Variety  Club  June  14. 

Film  Producers  Assn. 
Is  Formed  in  Canada 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Studios,  is  president  of  the  new  asso- ciation. 

Marked  expansion  in  the  Canadian 

producing  field  led  to  the  establish- 
ment of  the  association  to  regulate 

various  matters  of  common  interest. 

It  will  be  similar  to  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Association  in  the  United 

States. 

The  organization  is  starting  with 
12  member-companies  from  Montreal 
to  Vancouver,  not  including  the  Ca- 

nadian Government's  National  Film 
Board  which,  however,  will  be  affil- 

iated for  co-operative  purposes.  The 
FPA  will  follow  regulatory  codes 
for  the  general  administration  and 
operation  of  the  production  industry 
and  will  represent  members  in  nego- 

tiations with  Government  control 
boards  and  advertising  agencies. 
Member  companies  are  engaged  in 

bofh  35  mm.  and  16  mm.  film  produc- 
tion for  theater  and  non-theatrical release. 

Glass  Named  Planet  Met. 
N.  Y.  Franchise  Holder 

Wilbur  Glass,  recently  released 

from  the  Army,  was  made  a  fran- 
chise holder  for  the  New  York  Met- 

ropolitan area  for  the  distribution  of 
Planet  Productions,  it  was  announced 
Friday  by  Sam  Nathanson,  general 
sales  manager. 

Nathanson,  who  leaves  here  today 
for  the  West  Coast  said  that  Planet 
has  all  of  Canada  and  60  per  cent 
of  the  United  States  now  represented 
by  franchise  holders  for  the  16  mm. 
entertainment  features  and  shorts, 
produced  in  color  expressly  for  the 
16  mm.  market. 

Navy  Recalls  Capt.  Eddy 
Chicago— Capt.  W.  C.  Eddy,  direc- 

tor of  B  &  K's  tele  station,  WBKB, 
has  been  recalled  by  the  Navy  De- 

partment for  temporary  duty  as 
civilian  consultant  in  connection  with 

rebuilding  the  Naval  Electronics 
Television  program.  His  return  to 
service  is  expected  to  be  for  several 

months. 

Du  Mont  Orders  front 
Dealers,  $2,000,000 

Orders  for  DuMont  television  re- 
ceiving sets  from  New  York  area 

dealers  now  total  more  than  $2,- 
000,000,  it  is  disclosed  by  S.  B. 
Levaur,  sales  manager  for  the  receiver 
sales  division  of  Allen  B.  DuMont 

Laboratories.  Company,  he  said,  ex- 
pects to  deliver  $7,000,000  worth  of 

receivers  by  the  year's  end.  Survey 

among  company's  dealers  disclosed 
that  90  per  cent  of  the  5,000  owners 

of  pre-war  receivers  plan  to  turn 

them  in  for  new  sets,  Levaur  de- 
cleared. 
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Columbia  Sales  Meet 

In  Chicago  Tomorrow 
Columbia's  district  managers  and 

the    managers    of   branches   without 
district  supervision  will  meet  at  the 
Ambassador  East 
Hotel,    Chicago, 
tomorrow  for  a 
three-day   confer- 

ence   with    home 
office   executives. 
A.    Montague, 
general   sales 
manager,    will 
preside. 
The  meeting 

will  be  devoted  to 
a  complete  review 
of  the  current 

season's  sales  and 
liquidations  prob- 

lems, as  well  as 
to  a  discussion  of 
those  films  still  to 
be  released  under 
schedule. 
Home  office  executives,  depart- 

ment heads  and  top  sales  personnel 
scheduled  to  attend  the  sessions  are: 
A.  Montague,  general  sales  manager; 
Rube  Jackter,  assistant  general  sales 
manager;  Louis  Astor  and  Louis 
Weinberg,  circuit  sales  executives; 
Maurice  Grad,  short  subject  sales 
manager;  Leo  Jaffe,  assistant  treas- 

urer; George  Josephs,  assistant  to 
Montague;  H.  C.  Kaufman,  manager, 
exchange  operations;  Joseph  Frei- 

berg, manager,  sales  accounting; 
Seth  Raisler,  manager,  contract  de- 

partment; Irving  Sherman,  assistant 
to  manager,  exchange  operations  and 
Vincent  Borelli,  assistant  to  circuit 
sales  executives. 

District  and  branch  managers  who 
will  be  present  include:  New  York 
Division  Manager  Nat  Cohn;  Mid- 

east Division  Manager  S.  A.  Galanty; 
Western  Division  Manager  Jerome 
Safron;  Central  Division  Manager 
Carl  Shalit;  Mid-west  Division  Man. 
ager  B.  C.  Marcus;  Southeastern 
Division  Manager  R.  J.  Ingram; 
Southwestern  Division  Manager  J. 
Underwood;  Division  Manager  for 
Northern  Pennsylvania  and  Southern 
New  Jersey,  H.  E.  Weiner;  New 
England  Division  Manager  I.  H.  Ro- 
govin;  Chicago  Branch  Manager  Ben 
Lourie;  and  Milwaukee  Branch  Man- 

ager Oscar  Ruby. 

10th  for  Rcrybond  Circuit 
The  19th  link  in  the  Raybond  the- 

ater chain  was  added  when  David 
Weinstock  opened  the  new  Globe  at 
Pelham  Parkway  and  White  Plains 
Road  in  the  Bronx.  The  house  seats 
600. 

SICK  REPORT 

MARGARET  STUDEBAKER.  Republic 
booker,  is  in  Harper  Hospital,  Detroit,  with 
an  undetermined  illness. 

JULIAN  H.  KING,  manager  of  the  King 
Enterprises  in  Des  Moines  and  Kansas  City, 
is  recovering  from  an  appendectomy  in  a 
Des  Moines  hospital. 

Mrs.  Dawson  to  MPAA 
As  Associate  of  DeBra 

(Continued  from  Page  1' 
tees    of    national     organizations    of women. 

Mrs.  Dawson  is  the  widow  of  the 
late  Dr.  M.  Henry  Dawson,  associate 
professor  of  Medicine  at  Columbia 
University  and  a  pioneer  in  the  re- 

search of  penicillin. 
For  the  past  six  years  she  has 

been  assistant  headmistress  at  the 
Riverdale  Country  School,  and  was 
previously  a  teacher  at  the  Lennox 
School  and  at  the  Spence  School, 
specializing  in  psychological  counsel- 

ing and  in  English  and  American 
literature  and  drama. 

Film  Highlights  Acquires 

16mm.  Rights  to  "U"  Pix 
(Continued  from  Page  II 

released  between  1941  and  1945.  Mar. 
tin  Ross,  president  of  Film  High- 

lights said  that  Jacques  Kopfstein 
had  been  retained  as  a  consultant  for 
the  distribution  of  the  pictures. 

Ross,  who  was  a  sales  executive 
for  10  years  with  Films,  Inc.,  said 
that  35  mm.  exhibitors  would  be  pro- 

tected from  competition  in  the  re- 
lease of  the  16  mm.  product. 

Among  the  50  features,  eight  are 

in  Technicolor,  including  "Arabian 
Nights"  and  "Phantom  of  the 

Opera." 
South-American  Boom 
Reported  by  Samuels 

That  South  America  offers  un- 
limited sales  opportunities  for  films 

is  the  opinion  of  Leo  F.  Samuels, 
assistant  general  sales  manager  for 
Walt  Disney  Prods.,  who  has  just 
returned  from  a  six-week  trip  to 
Argentina,  Brazil,  Colombia,  Chile, 
Peru,  Mexico  and  Panama  to  confer 
with  RKO  Radio  representatives  in 
these  countries  on  the  South-Amer- 

ican premiere  of  "Make  Mine  Music" at  Buenos  Aires  with  other  cities  to 
follow.  Special  version  to  be  shown 
will  use  well-known  Latin-American 
stars. 

Samuels  reports  that  theater  busi- 
ness is  still  booming  with  admissions 

generally  low  in  proportion  to  other 
commodities.  There  is  much  discus- 

sion of  new  theater  building  through- 
out all  of  South  America,  he  added. 

Medal  for  Col.  Keighley 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Col.  William  Keighley 
will  be  given  the  Legion  of  Merit 
citation  and  medal  Wednesday  in 
recognition  of  his  service  in  making 

training  films,  including  "Target  for 
Today,"  on  both  European  and 
Asiatic  war  fronts  and  on  occasion 
under  enemy  fire. 

Nabe  Circuit  Upping  Scales 
Minneapolis  —  The  Guttman-Mann 

circuit  with  six  nabes  in  the  Twin 
Cities  plans  to  raise  admission  prices 
a  nickel  to  40  cents.  Admission  at 
the  Durand  at  Durand,  also  owned 
by  the  circuit,  has  been  hiked already. 

Cuban  Flesh  Decree 
Not  Constitutional 

Havana  (By  Cable) — An  exhibitor 
appeal  against  the  legality  of  the 
Presidential  decree  requiring  flesh 

shows  at  film  theaters  was  success- 
ful. At  a  second  hearing,  the  Cuban 

Supreme  Court  declared  the  decree 
unconstitutional. 

Showdown  on  MPTOA 
Seen  al  Miss.  Meet 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

board  of  directors  meets  in  Colum- 
bus, Miss.,  with  President  Ed  Kuy- 

kendall.  It  is  known  that  at  least 
one  MPTOA  director  will  propose 
the  dissolution  of  the  association  and 
its  affiliation  with  ATA.  It  is  said 
that  he  has  some  support  in  the 

proposal. Affiliation  with  ATA,  it  was 

pointed  out,  might  mean  withdrawal 
of  independent  elements  of  the 
MPTOA.  Whether  such  elements 
would  remain  unaffiliated  or  join  up 
with  Allied  could  be  determined  only 
by  the  individual  units. 

Approximately  35  persons  are  ex- 
pected at  the  Mississippi  meeting. 

Report  Story  Close 
To  Deal  With  UW 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the  shooting  of  its  first  picture,  "This 
Side  of  Innocence." Armand  S.  Deutsch,  president  of 
Story  Productions,  left  over  the 
week-end  for  conferences  with  Hal 
Home,  chairman  of  the  board,  who 
has  been  negotiating  for  studio 
space  and  Hollywood  offices  and  facil- 

ities. Stanley  Kramer,  vice-presi- 
dent, is  slated  to  produce  "This  Side 

of  Innocence"  from  Don  Ettlinger's 
screen  play  of  Taylor  Caldwell's novel. 

To  Meet  on  Engineers'  Pact Representatives  of  the  IATSE  and 
the  sound  service  organizations 
headed  by  Altec,  RCA  and  Warner 
Bros.,  will  meet  again  on  Wednes- 

day at  the  Alliance  offices  here  in 
their  efforts  to  negotiate  a  new 
agreement  covering  engineers  and 
inspectors  employed  by  the  com- 

panies. 
Ritter  Forming  Own  Set-up 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Tex  Ritter  is  forming 
his  own  independent  set-up  for  pro- 

duction of  "The  Parson  of  Cripple 
Creek,"  an  original  by  Albert  Van 
Antwerp,  in  which  Ritter  will  star. 
He  is  expected  back  from  his  tour 
on  June  27.  Van  Antwerp  currently 

is  writing  the  "Red  Ryder"  series. 

Inler-Amer.  Exhibs. 

Votes  Reorganization 
San  Juan,  P.  R.  (By  Cable)— Th 

Inter  -  American  Exhibitors  Acs 
adopted  a  resolution  for  a  re-organ 
zation  as  the  Latin-American  Ej 
hibitors  Assn.  with  delegates  froi 
Cuba,  Venezuela,  Santo  Doming 

and  Mexico  attending.  The/f"  -pit tions  committee  submitted  \^_  Jde 
for  the  formation  of  a  movie  pre 
ducing  company,  but  no  action  wa 
taken,  the  assembly  postponing  . 
till  the  next  Inter-American  Exhit 
itors'  meeting  when  all  Pan-Amei 
ican  countries  are  to  be  invited. 

The  proposal  to  establish  a  produ( 
ing  company  owned  by  the  exhil 
itors  would  function  through  th 
collection  of  first  tickets  sale  at  eac 
movie  house  on  each  run  presuir 
ably  to  raise  a  large  sum  in  a  shoi 
time.  A  resolution  requesting 
Government  reduction  in  taxes  wa 
voted. 

The  Mexican  delegate  brought 
silver  tray  gift  dedicated  to  th 
Puerto  Rican  Assn.  as  a  token  c 
friendship.  Board  of  the  Puert 
Rican  directors  were  re-electec 
Quinones  Rivera  was  re-elected  pre; 
ident.  Norman  Olson,  DeVry's  expo: 
manager,  was  present.  Isidro  Sai 
chez,  Peliculas  Mexicanas  vice-pres 
dent  and  resident  manager,  gave 
banquet  as  did  Columbia  on  accoui 
of  the  silver  anniversary  celebn 
tion.  Puerto  Rican  exhibitors  an 
directors  will  consult  other  countrk 
on  the  site  and  date  of  the  nej 
conclave. 

Again  Hear  Majors,  CPA 
To  End  Crime  Pix  Cycles 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAIL 

Hollywood — The  report  has  agai 
cropped  up  that  major  producers  an 
Joseph  I.  Breen,  Production  Coc 
administrator,  have  reached  a 
agreement  to  abolish  cycles  of  s( 
called  censorable  subjects,  but  sue 
action  is  denied  by  representative 
of  Eric  A.  Johnston's  office. 

Report  is  that  immediately  aftc- the  Alcatraz  prizon  break,  six  pre 
ducers  submitted  story  ideas  dealin 
with  prison  escapes  and  were  ii 
formed  that  only  two  pictures  ( 
this  nature  would  be  approved. 

NEW  THEATERS 

Baltimore  —  The  Homewood  Th 
ater,  newest  local  uptown  movie,  ha 
opened  as  a  subsequent-run  hous 
under  general  management  of  V 
Brizendine  and  Milton  Schwabe 
both  of  whom  are  connected  with  tl Linden. 

Chadwick,  111.  —  The  Communit 
theater  here  will  be  opened  short! 
with  merchants  as  backers. 

Upland,  Neb. — Don  Lewis,  who 
opening    a   theater   at    Bladen,   ak 
plans  to  open  a  300-seater  here. 

■*l. 
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HIS  COAT-OF-ARMS  WAS 

y  It  looked  (jood( A  WOLF  AND  A  CHISEL 

Universal  Presents 

GEORGE  BRENT  LUCILLE  BALL  VERA 

A  FESSIER-PAGANO  PRODUCTION 

with  CHARLES  WINNINGER CARL  ESMOND     RAYMOND  WALBURN    ELISABETH  RISDON 

LOUISE  BEAVERS    WALLACE  FORD    FRANKLIN  PANGBORN 

Original  Screenplay  Written  and  Produced  by  Michael  Fessier  and  Ernest  Pagano 

Directed  by  WILLIAM  A.  SEITER  Executive  Producer:  HOWARD  BENEDICT  A  UNIVERSAL  PICTURE 
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ft  flLffl  DfllLV  REVIEWS  Of  DEW  PICTURES  $ 
"Anna  and  the  King 

of  Siam" with  Irene  Dunne,  Rex  Harrison,  Linda 
Darnell 

20th  -Fox  128  Mins. 
2ANUCK  DELIVERS  ONE  OF  GREATEST 

PRODUCTIONS    IN   20TH-FOX   HISTORY; 
SMASHING  GROSSES  ARE  ASSURED. 

Designation  of  "Anna  and  the  King  of 

Siam"  as  a  Darryl  F.  Zanuck  production  is 
a  tipoff  on  the  quality  of  the  screen  tran- 

scription of  the  Margaret  Landon  book,  it 

being  an  accepted  fact  in  the  industry  by 
now  that  only  the  cream  of  the  20th-Fox 

product  carries  the  imprimatur  of  the  com- 

pany's head  of  production. 
In  this  film  Zanuck  once  more  presents 

a  candidate  for  the  year's  top  honors.  By 
every  possible  test  a  superior  picture,  "Anna 
and  the  King  of  Siam"  emerges  under  his 
loving  guidance  as  one  of  the  finest  of- 

ferings in  the  company's  history.  Verily  a 
blue-ribbon  film,  it  should  win  the  recog- 

nition of  being  one  of  the  smash  grossers 
of  the  industry. 

Representing  incomparable  entertain- 
ment, the  picture  has  the  power  to  fas- 
cinate any  audience  with  its  charm,  the 

unusualness  of  its  story,  its  spectacle,  its 
amazing  opulence  and  its  exotic  appeal.  The 
studio  has  been  sparing  of  nothing  to  make 
the  production  something  to  set  the  public 
talking. 

The  picture,  produced  painstakingly  with 
a  wealth  of  detail  that  beggars  description 
and  set  in  a  frame  of  great  pictorial  beauty, 

relates  the  intriguing  tale  of  an  English- 
woman and  the  influence  exerted  by  her 

on  the  King  of  Siam  to  get  him  interested 
in  the  modernization  and  progress  of  his 
country.  Much  warmth  and  feeling  have 
gone  into  the  telling  of  an  arresting  story 

that  is  absolutely  oft  the  beaten  path.  The 

woman's  battle  of  wits  with  the  king  is 
productive  of  delicious  moments  of  humor 

besides  a  display  of  drama  that  is  ex- 
traordinary. No  emotional  facet  is  left  un- 

touched as  the  tale  unfurls  under  the 

superb  and  knowing  direction  of  John 
Cromwell. 

The  story  picks  up  our  heroine  in  the 
1860s  when  she  arrives  in  Siam  to  serve 

as  teacher  to  the  many  children  of  the 

polygamous  king  and  leaves  her  at  the  en- 

thronement of  the  ruler's  eldest  son  upon 
the  death  of  the  monarch.  In  between  the 

superlative  screenplay  of  Talbot  Jennings 
and  Sally  Benson  crowds  a  tremendous 
amount  of  material,  all  of  it  of  a  high 
and  interesting  order. 

The  emotional  force  of  the  story  mounts 

to  a  point  at  the  end  where  the  easily  af- 
fected will  find  it  impossible  to  contain 

their  tears. 

Audiences  will  be  impressed  by  the  size 
of  the  production.  A  person  could  indeed 
wax  ecstatic  over  the  physical  excellences 
of  the  film,  for  which  great  credit  goes  to 
the  camera  work  of  Arthur  Miller,  the  art 
direction  of  Lyle  Wheeler  and  William 
Darling  and  the  set  decorations  of  Thomas 
Little  and  Frank  E.  Hughes,  all  of  whom 

have  helped  to  make  the  picture  an  ar- 
tistic triumph.  Another  notable  attribute 

of  the  production  is  the  score  of  Bernard 

Herrmann.  The  film  is  the  supreme  achieve- 
ment of  Louis  D.  Lighton  as  a  producer. 

The  film  has  been  loaded  with  a  ticket- 

selling  cast  of  high  caliber.  Irene  Dunne  ex- 

"Texas  Panhandle" 
with    Charles    Starrett,    Tex    Harding,    Dub 

Taylor,  Nanette  Parks 
Columbia  55  Mins. 

WESTERN  WHICH  WILL  PLEASE  OUT- 
DOOR DRAMA  FANS  GENERALLY  VIA  ITS 

ACTION. 

Charles  Starrett  does  double  duty  in  this 

offering,  appearing  as  a  member  of  For- 
rest Taylors  land-grabbing  gang  and  also 

as  the  Durango  Kid, — the  latter  a  black- 
garbed  Robin  Hood  of  the  range  who 

eventually  sets  matters  right  for  the  vic- 
timized settlers  of  the  Texas  Panhandle. 

The  film  runs  true  to  pattern,  offering  no 
new  twists  or  turns  in  contrast  to  countless 

predecessor  cactus  dramas.  There  is  plenty 
of  action,  however,  and  since  that  is  what 
western  fans  demand,  the  picture  should 

please  them.  Ray  Nazarro's  direction  is 
lively,  and  the  photography  by  George  Kel- 
ley  is  consistently  good. 

Nanette  Parks  is  the  femme  appeal,  and 

most  of  the  comedy  situations  are  built 

around  Walter  "Dub'  Taylor.  In  contrast 
to  the  swift  tempo  of  barking  six-shooters, 
pounding   hooves  and   fisticuffs  are  several 
songs. 

CAST:  Charles  Starrett,  Tex  Harding,  Wal- 
ter "Dub"  Taylor,  Nanette  Harks,  torrest  Taylor, 

George  Chesebro,  Ted  Mapes,  Ed  M.  Howard, 
Jody  Gilbert,  William  Gould,  Jack  Kirk,  Budd 
buster,  Hugh  Hooker,  Carolina  Cotton,  and 
Spade   Cooley. 
CREDITS:  Director,  Ray  Nazarro;  Original 

Screenplay,  Ed.  Earl  Repp;  Cameraman,  George 
Kelley;  hilm  Editor,  Paul  Borotsky;  Art  Di- 

rector, Charles  Clague;  Sound,  Jack  Goodrich; 
Producer,   Colbert  Clark. 

DIRECTION,  Lively.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Okay. 

Anderson  Circuit  Asks 
for  %  Suit  Particulars 

Chicago — Anderson  circuit,  which 
was  named  in  suits  charging  fraud- 

ulent reports  on  percentage  pictures 
by  major  companies,  has  filed  a  mo- 

tion for  hills  of  particulars  and  the 
motions  will  be  heard  this  week. 

Anderson  has  retained  the  law  firm 
of  Kirkland,  Fleming,  Green,  Martin 
&  Ellis.  -'Tommy"  Thomas  will 
handle  the  case  for  Anderson.  Miles 
Seeley  is  the  counsel  for  the  film 
companies. 

Motions  in  each  suit  will  be  heard 
on  different  days  before  different 

judges. 

"Freddie  Steps  Out" with  Freddie  Stewart,  June  Preisser  and  Ann 

Rooney 

(HOLLYWOOD  PREVIEW) 

Monogram  75  Mins. 

SECOND  OF  THE  "TEEN  AGERS"  SERIES 
MAINTAINS  STANDARD  SET  AND 

SHOULD  PLEASE. 

The  second  offering  in  Sam  Katzman's 
"Teen  Agers"  series  is  a  pleasing  affair. 
Director  Arthur  Dreifuss,  who  guided  the 

first  subject,  has  also  done  well  by  the  new film. 

Freddie  Stewart,  Warren  Mills,  June 
Preisser,  Noel  Neill,  Jackie  Moran,  and 
Frankie  Darro,  who  played  the  leads  in  the 

initial  subject,  are  again  present,  with  Ann 
Rooney  an   important  addition   to  the  cast. 

Chuy  Reyes  and  his  orchestra  furnish 
one  number,  while  Charlie  Barnet  and  his 

men  also  make  with  the  music.  "Patience 

And  Fortitude,"  written  by  Blackie  Warren 
and  Billy  Moore,  and  sung  by  Freddie  Stew- 

art, is  the  most  catchy  number  offered. 

Stewart,  a  high  school  student,  is  a  sing- 
er, who  bears  a  strong  resemblance  to  a 

very  popular  radio  swoon  crooner.  When  the 
latter  disappears,  Warren  Mills,  one  of 

Freddie's  fellow  students,  persuades  Doug- 

las Fowley,  the  missing  singer's  agent,  that 
Freddie  is  his  client.  Claire  James,  wife  of 
the  crooner,  also  believes  that  Stewart  is  her 
husband. 

Many  complications  develop  before  Fred- 
die is  able  to  convince  everyone  that  he  is 

not  the  crooner.  Maurice  Duke  functioned  as 
associate  producer. 

CAST:  hreddie  Stewart,  June  Preisser,  Ann 
Rooney,  Warren  Mills,  Noel  Neill,  Jackie  Moran, 
Frankie  Darro,  Milt  Kibbee,  Belle  Mitchell, 
Edyrhe  Elliott,  Murray  Davis,  Claire  James, 
Douglas  Fowley,  Charlie  Barnet,  Emmett  Vogan, 
Terry   Lee  Carlson,   Neta   Ceddes,  Chuy  Reyes. 
CREDITS:  Producer,  Sam  Katzman;  Associ- 

ate Producer,  Maurice  Duke;  Director,  Arthur 

Dreifuss;  Author,  Hal  Collins",  Screenplay,  same; 
Cameraman,  Ira  Morgan;  Art  Director,  Paul 
Palmentola;  Musical  Director,  tee  Zahler;  Dance 
Director,  jack  Boyle;  'Editor,  Ace  Herman; 
Musical  Arrangements,  Joe  Sanns  and  Herschel 
Gilbert. 

DIRECTION,  Good.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Good. 

eels  herself  as  Anna,  with  Rex  Harrison 

rising  to  the  heights  as  the  King  of  Siam. 
Linda  Darnell  as  a  favorite  of  the  king  who 

pays  with  her  life  for  rebelling  against  her 
fate  and  Lee  J.  Cobb  as  the  prime  minister 
stand  out  among  the  other  players. 

CAST:  Irene  Dunne,  Rex  Harrison,  Linda  Dar- 
nell, Lee  J.  Cobb,  Gale  Sondergaard,  Mikhail 

Rasumny,  Dennis  Hoey,  Tito  Renaldo,  Richard 
'Lyon,  William  Edmunds,  John  Abbott,  Leonard 
Strong,  Mickey  Roth,  Connie  Leon,  Diana  Van 
den  Ecker,  Si-tan  Chen,  Marjorie  Eaton,  Helena 
Grant,  Stanley  Mann,  Addison  Richards,  Neyle 
Morrow,  Julian  Rivero,  Chet  Voravan,  Dorothy 
Chung,  Jean  Wong. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Louis  D.  Lighton;  Di- 
rector, John  Cromwell;  Screenplay,  Talbot  Jen- 

nings, Sally  Benson;  Based  on  book  by  Margaret 
Landon;  Cameraman,  Arthur  Miller;  Musical 
Score,  Bernard  Herrmann;  Art  Directors,  Lyle 
Wheeler,  William  Darling;  Set  Decorators,  Thomas 
Little,  Frank  E.  Hughes;  Film  Editor,  Harmon 

Jones;  Special  Effects,  Fred  Sersen;  Sound,  Ber- 
nard Freericks,  'Roger  Heman. 

DIRCCTION,    Fine.       PHOTOGRAPHY,    Superb. 
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"Behind  the  Mask" with  Kane  Richmond,  Barbara  Reed 

Monogram  67  Mm; 
POTENTIALLY  SOLID  MURDER  MYS 

TERY  FAILS  TO  SCORE  BECAUSE  OF  IT 

WEAK  COMEDY. 

What  might  have  been  a  lively  and 

teresting  murder  mystery  is  almc/^^om 
pletely  nullified  by  the  injection ' is  supposed  to  be  comedy,  but 
far  short  of  that  very  acceptable  form  o 
entertainment.  Consequently,  this  poten 

tially  solid  program  offering  is  flat,  and,  a 
times,  irritating. 

The  film's  fashioners  apparently  feel  tha 
loud  dialogue  is  amusing  dialogue,  and  tha 

puerile  horseplay, — such  as  that  displaye 
by  four  principals  comprising  Kane  Rich 
mond,  Barbara  Reed,  George  Chandler  an 
Dorothea  Kent — ,  is  enough  to  keep  audi 
ences  interested.  There  is  no  real  romanti 

note  because  the  relationships  between  th 

said  principals  are  too  implausible. 
Initial  sequences  which  show  the  black 

mailing  of  racketeers  by  James  Cardwel 
cast  as  a  newspaper  columnist,  are  so  we 

done  that  subsequent  devolution  of  the  stoi 
is  even  more  regrettable.  Richmond,  th 
real  Shadow  of  the  plot,  finally  runs  dow 
the  murderer  who  is  impersonating  hin 

Cast  does  the  best  it  can  with  the  generall 

sketchy  material.  Tag  this  one  for  the  lei 
discriminating  stands. 

CAST:  Kane  'Richmond,  Barbara  Reed,  Georf 
Chandler,  Joe  Crehan,  Pierre  Watkin,  Dorothi 

Kent,  Joyce  Compton,  Marjorie  Hoshelle  Jur 
Clyde,  Lou  Crosby,  Edward  Gargan,  Bill  Christ 
James  Cardwell,  Christine  Mclnryre,  Nam 
Brinckman,  Dewey  Robinson,  Marie  Harmon,  Rui 
Cherrington,   Robert  Shayne. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Joe  Kaufman;  Associa 
Producer,  Lou  Brock;  Director,  Phil  Karlsoi 
Cameraman,  William  A.  Sickner;  Original  stor 
Arthur  Hoerl;  Screenplay,  George  Callahan;  A 
Director,  Dave  Milton;  Film  Editor,  Ace  He 

man. 
DIRECTION,    Okay.      PHOTOC-RAPY,   Capabl 

RCA  Campaign  Will  Back 
WB  Sound  Anniversary 

A  special  promotional  campaign 
in  connection  with  the  20th  anni- 

versary of  sound  pictures  is  planned 
by  RCA  Victor,  one  of  the  co-spon- 

sors with  Warners  in  the  June-Aug- 
ust celebration.  Highlights  of  the 

RCA  publicity  drive  will  be  a  con- 
test in  connection  with  a  special 

album  of  Cole  Porter  music  from 

'Night  and  Day,"  articles  in  music 
publications,  and  a  radio  promotion 
on  the  RCA  Hour  of  August  4. 

Details  of  the  contest,  winner  of 
which  gets  a  trip  to  Hollywood  and 
a  visit  to  the  Warner  studios,  is 
published  in  the  June  issue  of  Victor 
Record  News.  Anniversary  will  be 
plugged  in  a  four-page  insert  to  be 
enclosed  with  each  copy  of  the  Por- 

ter album,  and  anniversary  material 
will  be  published  in  Record  News, 
Victor  Record  Review,  Record  Retail- 

ing, and  similar  music  trade  publica- 
tions. Advertising  backing  by  ROA 

will  be  carried  in  national  educational 
magazines,  as  well  as  dealer  ads  tie- 
in°-  in  the  album  and  the  film. 

PCC  Trustees  to  Act 
On  ATA  at  Seattle 

Seattle — Discussion  of  the  ATA  i 
high  on  the  agenda  of  the  annu; 
three-day  trustees'  meeting  of  th 
Pacific  Coast  Conference  which  open 
today.  Other  matters  to  come  be 
fore  the  trustees  include  trade  pra( 
tices,  film  rentals,  taxes,  theater  co 
lections  and  the  annual  election 
officers. 

Expected  at  the  meeting  are  L.  ( 
Lukan,  Leroy  Johnson,  Seattle;  1 
W.  Mattecheck,  William  Graeper,  Jr 
Portland;  Rotus  Harvey,  San  Frar 
cisco;  Hugh  Bruen,  George  Diamo 
Los  Angeles,  and  R.  H.  Poole,  PC 
executive  secretary.  Ben  Levin,  < 
the  ITO  of  Northern  California,  wi 
be  represented   by  Abe  BlumenfeL 

Mindctko  Convention  Opens 
Minneapolis — Outdoor  sports  wi 

be  mixed  with  business  at  the  coi  i 
vention  of  all  theater  manager  j 
home  office  officials  and  departmeif 
heads  of  Mindako  Theaters,  affilial 
of  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.,  whic 
opens  today  at  Breezy  Point  Lodg 
at  Pelican  Lake.  Sessions  will  coi 

tinue  through  Thursday.  Mindah' 
Theaters  operates  houses  in  Minm 
sota,  Wisconsin,  North  Dakota  air South  Dakota. 
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flLfll  DfllLV  REVIEWS  Of  NEW  SHORTS  A 
"College  Queen" amount  20  Mins. 
Good  Numbers 

A  Para.  Musical  Parade  Featur- 
je  in  Technicolor,  it  has  a  cute 
It  which  has  been  tampered  with 
bring  it  down  to  the  all-right-but- 
p-sp^5ot  level.  In  order  to  win  the 
M  >ming  Queen  contest,  Tom 

n~77i  picks  Cindy  Harris,  having 
eady  been  double-crossed  by  Fran 
leod,   the    pride    of   the    campus, 
0  has  done  him  dirt  for  the  ork 
j.der.  Since  both  can  sing  and 
nee,  and  with  a  little  help  from  the 
1  janitor  and  the  prexy  of  the  col- 
j;e,  they  win.  The  numbers  are 

!*3sented  well,  but  the  direction  has 
'pped  badly  in  places.    Pat  Phelan, 
,el  Neill  and  Audrey  Young  do  well 
the  talented  competitors. 

"Equestrian  Quiz" G-M  10  Mins. 
Horses,  Horses,  Horses 

IPete  Smith  throws  a  series  of 
zzlers  at  the  audience,  who  after 

seconds,  catch  the  answer.  In- 
rmative,  it  should  a-track-t  the 
rsey  set,  who  flock  to  the  tracks 
tead  of  the  theater. 

"Community  Sing" No.  6— Series   10) 
lumbia  9  Mins. 

Relax  and  Sing 

Featuring  Don  Baker,  his  organ, 
id  the  Song  Spinners,  this  footage 

ghlights  "I'm  Gonna  Love  That 
iv,"  "Did  You  Ever  Get  That  Feel- 

sj  in  the  Moonlight,"  "Waitin'  For 
le  Train  To  Come  In,"  "Honey" 
fd  "Tampico."  Hit  songs  will  pro- 
jte  this  with  songsters. 

"Girls  and  Flowers" 
arner  Bros.  10  Mine. 

Techni-colorful 

The  camera  visits  Holland,  Michi- 
.n,  where  tulip  time  is  celebrated 
finest  Dutch  tradition,  and  color- 

iil  costumes  are  donned  for  the  f es- 
al.    Cypress   Gardens,   Florida,  is 
xt,  with  sun-kissed  lovelies  hiding 
hind  every  tropical  bloom.    Color 
ns  rampant  resulting  in  good  foot- 

le, which  should  please  nature-lov- 
\g  audiences. 

i1
 

"Treasures  from  Trash" 
-G-M  10  Mins. 

Madeover  Magic 

:  When  Pete  Smith  takes  his  audi- 
tce  on  a  tour  of  Harry  Lachman's 

NEW  POSTS 
iT  HERNS,  relief  assistant,  Capitol,  Union  City, 

N,  J. 

ANCIS  PEERING,  recently  relief  manager  of 

Loew-Poli  in  New  England,  now  business 
manager  Houston  Symphony  Orchestra,  Hou- 

ston, Tex. 

*WARD  ACKER,    NSS  staff,    New   Haven. 

•WARD  CUITZBACH,    NSS   staff,    New   Haven. 

ANK  MANANTE,  assistant  manager,  Loew- 
College,  New  Haven. 

Beverly  Hills  "Patio  Shop,"  where  he 
makes  objects,  ready  for  the  ash-can, 
into  useful  and  ornamental  things, 
they  will  really  sit  up  and  take  note. 
They  would  probably  all  go  home  and 
try  the  same  thing  except  for  the 
recorded  experiences  of  Pete  Smith 

veteran,  Dave  O'Brien,  who  tries  his 
hand  at  rejuvenation,  and  only  man- 

ages to  put  his  foot  in  it.  Very  in- 
teresting sequences,  when  the  serious 

processes  of  remodeling  are  shown. 

"Film-Vodvil" 
(No.  5 — Series  3) 

Columbia  11  Mins. 
Name  Band  Musical 

Art  Mooney,  the  boys,  and  his 
vocalists,  Dean  Martin  and  Janie 
Ford,  are  featured.  Martin  singa 

"San  Fernando  Valley"  and  "Temp- 
tation," Miss  Ford  vocalizes  on 

"Stranger  in  Town,"  and  the  ork 
swings  out  with  an  original  version 
of  "I've  Been  Workin'  On  the  Rail- 

road." Pleasant  entertainment,  it  i3 
good  fare  for  jive  hounds. 

"Jasper's  Derby" Paramount  8  Mins. 
Ride  'em  Cowboy! 

Jasper  befriends  an  old  nag,  Hi- 
Octane,  and  learns  that  he  once  was 
a  great  race  horse.  He  learns  also 
that  his  violin  playing  inspires  the 
horse  to  great  bursts  of  speed.  Jas- 

per persuades  the  horse  to  enter  the 
Derby,  which  they  win,  despite  the 
fact  the  going  gets  a  little  rough 
when  Jasper's  violin  string  breaks  at 
the  crucial  moment.  Po'  Lil  ol'  Jas- 

per is  sure  to  soften  the  hardest 
heart  as  he  and  H-0  ride  to  victory. 

"A  Knight  For  A  Day" RKO  7   Mins. 
Hilarious 

When  The  Blue  Knight,  who  is 
about  to  fight  Sir  Cumf erence  for  the 
joustling  championship  of  England, 
keels  ovei',  Goofy,  his  Squire,  is 
forced  to  take  his  place.  The  first 
rounds,  natch,  go  to  Mr.  5  by  5,  but 
Goofy  carries  on  and  wins  by  sheer 
endurance,  as  Sir  C.  drops  over  in 
exhaustion.  Hilarious  humor 
throughout  is  bound  to  make  this 

a  dilly  in  anybody's  theater. 

"Script  Teas" 
(Variety  View) 

Universal  9  Mins. 
Amusing. 

This  one  deals  with  an  ambitious 
young  playwright  just  out  of  the 
Army,  still  in  uniform,  attempting 
to  gain  the  interest  of  Henry  Hull, 
Broadway  and  screen  actor,  who  has 
a  pull  with  the  Theater  Guild,  in  a 
new  play  he  has  just  written.  The 
locale  is  Henry  Hull's  farm  in  Con- necticut where  the  playwright  gets 

an  O.  K.  from  Hull  after  "sweating 
through"  approximately  10  glasses 
of  iced  tea. 

"Katnip  College" 
Warner  Bros.  7  Mins. 

Swing  and  Sway 

As  a  hep-cat  Johnny  just  doesn't 

rate.  In  fact  he's  so  out  of  the 
groove  when  attending  classes  in 
"swing-ology,"  that  his  dolly  thinks 
he's  an  icky  and  trucks  on  down  to 
meet  a  solid  sender.  But  Johnny's 
two  left  feet  finally  got  rhythm- 
bound,  he's  the  king  o'  swing,  and  his 
dolly  thinks  he's  a  killer.  Should 
provide  chuckles  for  those  who  like 
color  and  noise. 

"The  Milky  Waif" 
M-G-M  7  Mins. 

Mouse-pecked 
Jerry,  aided  and  abetted  by  a 

homeless  mouse  he  has  adopted, 
makes  life  twice  as  difficult  for  Tom, 
the  cat.  Trying  to  appease  the  home- 

less one's  hunger,  they  run  all  sorts 
of  risks,  but  always  manage  to  out- 

wit be-whiskered  and  bewildered 
Tom.  Most  enjoyable,  it  makes  the 
best  of  many  situations.  Detailed, 
it  has  that  certain  touch  which  dis- 

tinguish the  best. 

"Kingdom   of  Plastics" 
(Excursion  in  Science) 

Al  O.  Bondy  10  Mins. 
Fascinating  Subject 

Presented  by  General  Electric, 
this  fascinating  reel  in  Technicolor 
clearly  and  effectively  tells  the  basic 
story  of  plastics  —  a  topic  in  which 
public  interest  is  unusually  high. 
Beamed  at  entertaining  theater  audi- 

ences, G-E  has  diluted  the  technical 
strongly  with  the  dramatic  and  ro- 

mantic. The  result  is  a  swift-moving 
and  informative  short  suited  to  every 

type  of  outlet  from  the  most  dis- 
criminating first-run  to  the  smallest 

subsequent. 

Footage  portrays  plastics  as  'the 
fourth  kingdom,"  incorporating  the 
realms  of  animal,  mineral  and  vege- 

table. Highpoints  in  the  picture  are 
the  human-interest  introduction,  the 
shots  depicting  the  structure  of  typi- 

cal plastics,  and  finally  the  various 
articles  made  of  such  material  to 
serve   post-war  needs. 

"Dog  Tale" (Variety  View) 
Universal  9  Mins. 

Just  Fair 
Story  of  a  dog  named  Shorty,  a 

mascot  at  an  Army  camp,  who  would 
act  as  assistant  to  the  boys  on  guard 
duty.  The  plot  bids  for  the  cute  and 
the  sentimental  with  Shorty  put  in 
his  own  little  guard  house  by  an 
M.  P.  after  going  A.  W.  O.  L.;  and 
then  leaving  a  large  family  behind 
him  as  the  result  of  an  automobile 
accident. 

"Dumb-Bell  of  the  Yukon" 
RKO  8  Mins. 

D.D.T.* 
In  the  Winter  a  young  girl's  fancy 

turns  to  thoughts  of  fur  coats.  "Love 
and  kisses,  Daisy."  To  this  end, 
Donald  dressed  as  an  Arctic  trapper, 
goes  in  search  of  something  that 
might  appeal,  as  a  fur  coat,  to  Daisy. 
He  kidnaps  a  bear  cub,  and  is  en- 

visioning a  way  to  execute  him  when 

its  rather  gross  mother  appears.  A 
great  many  funny  things  happen 
while  Donald  is  trying  to  make  him- 

self scarce.  Thoroughly  entertain- 

ing, with  plenty  of  laughs.  *Donald Duck  is  Terrific. 

"Facing  Your  Danger" Warner  Bros.  10  Mins. 

Very  Good 
A  Technicolor  trip  down  the  Colo- 

rado from  the  peaks  of  Arizona  to 
Boulder  Dam  and  Lake  Mead,  with 
Norman  Nevills,  nine  men  and  three 
boats.  Much  of  the  footage  is  de- 

voted to  dangerous  rapids,  of  which 
there  are  233,  and  how  they  must 
each  be  charted  and  planned.  A 
thriller  for  the  sportsman,  the  theme 
and  photography  will  carry  it  for 
most  audiences. 

"No  Place  Like  Home"     . 
(This  is  America) 

RKO  16  Mins. 
National   Problem 

Although  people  seem  to  be  ac- 
cutely  aware  of  the  present  housing 
shortage  which  has  thrown  rentals 
and  sales  prices  all  out  of  proportion, 
this  footage  capsules  the  whys  and 
wherefores  of  the  situation.  The 
futilities  of  search,  the  bribes  and 
the  black  market  are  all  here;  evils 
which  have  grown  out  of  this 
troublesome  situation.  It  offers  a 
clearer  understanding  of  the  short- 

age; a  picturization  of  its  cause  and 
effect;  but  no  immediate  solution.  A 
forceful  and  interesting  expose  of 

one  of  the  country's  vital  problems, 
it  should  find  a  large,  responsive 
audience. 

"Looking  at  London" 
(Fitzpatrick  Traveltalk) 

M-G-M  10  Mins. 
Post-war  Tour 

Piccadilly  Circus,  Trafalgar 
Square,  Buckingham  Palace  and  St. 
Paul's  Cathedral  are  a  few  of  the 
spots  recorded  on  this  Technicolor 
footage.  One  of  the  best  of  these 
traveltalks,  it  pictures  London  dig- 

ging itself  out  of  its  war  scars,  and 
life  functioning  normally  again.  It 
should  rate  a  high  niche  among 
travel  pix. 

IN  CIVVIES 
if  Honorably  Discharged  ̂  

JOSEPH  MISKINIS,  JR.,  from!  Army,  son  of  Hie 
Detroit  circuit  operator,  and  former  mana- 

ger of  the  Civic  Theater,   Detroit. 

F.  C.  DONEY,  from  the  Canadian  Army,  as- 
sistant   manager,    Capitol,    Halifax,    N.    S. 

NEIL  ADAIR,  from  the  Army,  booker,  Central 
States  Theater  Corp.,   Des   Moines. 

DUDLEY  QRAVETTlE,  from  the  Army,  Roshon 
Films,    Chicago. 

AL  CRUM,  from  the  Army,  Palace  staff,  Orange, 

iN.  J. 

EDWARD  FORCE,  from  the  Army,  assistant 

manager,  iRKO  Proctor's,   Newark,   N.  J. 
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Feature  Attraction 

365  Days  a  Year 

The  World's  Finest  Theater  Chair 
for  the  World's  Finer  Theaters 

c/V 

KROE  HLER 

Now  in  Production! 
INSTALLATIONS    BEING   MADE. 

FOR    DETAILS.  .  .  WRITE   OR    WIRE 

KROEHLER    PUBLIC    SEATING    DIVISION 

666  Lake  Shore  Drive,  Chicago  11.  Illinois 

2028  So.  Vermont  Ave.,  Los  Angeles  7,  Calif. 

206  Lexington   Ave.,  New  York  16,  New  York 

SEATS 
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NEW  YORK,  MONDAY,  JUNE  3,  1946 *      • 

AIR  CARPET  SUPPLY  SEEN  BY  YEAR'S  END 
\mer.  Seating  Announces  New  Bodiform  Chair 
ABOUT  THE 
TRADE 

LL  theaters  in  Connecticut  have  com- 

k  pleted    essential    fireproofing    require- 
nrs    as    prescribed    by    State    law   
eph  Bancroft  &  Sons  Co.,  Chicago,  have 
eloped  a  new  kind  of  flameproof  finish 
textiles  and  are  marketing  it  under  trade 

ne,  Ban-Flame   Bell  &  Howell  have 
en  over  distribution  of  Pierce  Wire  Re- 
der  of   Evanston,   III   Bill  Scranton, 

apro's  advertising  manager,  has  returned 
his  desk  following  three-weeks  vacation 

Hot   Springs,   Ark   Basil    L.    Fogel- 
i,  formerly  of  Kirksville,  Mo.,  where  he 

crated  the   Family  Theater  before  enter- 
the  armed  forces,  is  opening  his  new 

leon,    Green    City,    Mo.,    early    in    June. 

*E  VRY  CORP.  reports  work  started 

■  on  the  third  floor  addition  to  its 
•mitage  Ave.  plant,  Chicago,  and  the 
provement  will  give  the  organization 
large    amount    of    urgently-needed 
•or  space   Holyoke  Enterprises, 
c,  operators  of  the  Suffolk  Theater, 
olyoke,  Mass.,  have  ordered  Hey- 
wd-W akefield  opera  chairs  for  that 
use  at  a  cost  of  $8,541.32   Serv- 
'■  Theater  Supply  Co.,  owned  by  K. 
.  Krause  and  T.  M.  Knox,  have 

ught  a  building  on  Denver's  Film 
ow  and  have  established  a  theater 
pply  store,  augmenting  their  Salt 
ike  City  business  which  has  been  in 
istence  for  a  number  of  years   

'•sociated  Theaters  Circuit  is  installing 
•  iv  Kroehler  Push-Back  chairs  in  the 
ftz  at  Flint,  Mich   

*         *        * 

WO  plants  will  be  built  in  Sedalia,  Mo. 

by  Pittsburgh  Corning  Corp.  for  produc- 
<n  of  glass  blocks  and  foamglas,  a  cellu- 

•  glass  insulating  material   The  com- 
jiny    is    owned    jointly    by    Corning    Glass 
pries  and  Pittsburgh  Plate  Glass  Co   
leaters  can  use  both  lines  in  their  build  - 
!g  plans,  according  to  J.  P.  Staples,  general 
anager  of  Pittsburgh  Corning   Abbott 

eater  Supply  Co.  has  taken  the  agency 
r  SunRoc  water  coolers  in  the  Chicago 

rritory,  and  deliveries  are  now  being  made 
theaters   Herb    Ellisburg,   owner  of 

■e  Studio  Theater,  Chicago,  will  return  to 
lat  city  from  his  extended  Florida  vacation 

i  June  8,  and  intends  to  go  ahead  with  his 
w  Miami  Beach  theater  as  soon  as  ma- 
rials  are  available   

End  Standard  Innovation; 
Seat  Folds  Automatically 
When  the  Occupant  Rises 

Grand  Rapids,  Mich. — A  newly  de- 
signed Bodiform  Theater  Chair, 

whose  streamlined  No.  118  end  stand- 
ard is  a  striking  innovation,  is  an- 

nounced by  the  American  Seating  Co. 

here.  The  chair  gives  an  ultra-mod- 
ern flair  to  the  well-known  Bodiform 

construction,  with  arch-springs,  con- 
cealed hinges  and  practically  inde- 

structible frame.  Seat  and  back  are 
contoured  to  follow  the  human  body. 
Like  all  previous  Bodiform  Chairs, 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Odeon  Plans  64  New 
Theaters  in  Canada 

Toronto  —  Canadian  Odeon's  con- 
struction program  calls  for  64  the- 

aters across  the  Dominion,  it  was  re- 
vealed here  by  J.  E.  Lawson,  presi- 

dent. The  most  important  new  the- 
ater will  be  the  Odeon  in  Toronto,  a 

3,000-seater,  which  will  start  when 
labor  and  materials  become  available. 

Lawson  has  just  returned  from  an 
(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Walker  Develops  Audience 
Response  Recorder 

An  audience  response  recorder  has 
been    developed    by    Ernie    Walker, 
Inc.     According    to    Ernie    Walker, 
president,   the   device   permits   mea- 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Boat  Bottom  Veneer 
Adapted  to  Screen 

Spokane,  Wash.  —  Application  of 
war-time  developments  to  peace- 

time commerce  has  often  been  ex- 

aggerated, but  not  in  the  instance  of 

the  new  Outdoor  Theater's  screen 
here.  So  that  the  screen  could  be 

impervious  to  weather,  it  was  de- 
cided to  cover  it  with  a  veneer 

evolved  during  the  war  for  use  on 
boat  bottoms.  The  theater  will  open 
tomorrow. 

Upstate  Drive-In To  Bow  Next  Week 
Albany  —  Formal  opening  of  the 

Mohawk  Drive-In  Theater,  deluxe 
Fabian-Hellman  project  at  Stop  21 
on  the  Albany-Schenectady  Road, 
will  be  held  Wednesday  evening. 
Debut  was  to  have  been  held  last 
Wednesday)  but  inclement  weather, 
which  interfered  with  certain  stages 
of  construction,  caused  postpone- 
ment. 

The  new  Drive-In,  planned  for 
(Continued  on  Page  14) 

"H'wood  in  Miniature"  May 
Show  in  N.  Y.  C.  First 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  "Hollywood  in  Min- 
iature," a  group  of  exhibits  with 

marvelous  lighting  effects  which  re- 
quired eight  years  to  build  and  which 

represents  an  investment  of  more 
(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Exhibition  Field  Lures  Vets 
Interest  in  Equip.  Furnishes  Barometer 

16  mm.  Processing  Service 
Via  Ansco  Coast  Office 

Binghamton  —  A  new  processing 
service  for  Ansco  16  mm.  Color  Film 

has  been  established  at  company's 
Los  Angeles  office,  and  is  designed 
as  a  service  to  West  Coast  ama- 

teurs. Company  is  also  -  planning  a 
(Continued  on  Page  14) 

More  and  more  war  veterans  are 
invading  the  film  exhibition  field  as 
their  channel  of  permanent  careers 

in  peacetime,  a  survey  of  the  situa- 
tion reveals.  Principal  barometers 

are  (1)  the  number  of  incipient  deals 
aimed  at  acquiring  for  operation, 

largely  by  lease,  many  of  the  shut- 
tered houses  in  key  and  other  large 

communities,,  and  (2)  the  recent  in- 
(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Wool  Imports  Increasing; 
'46  Output  Is  Expected 
To  Reach  $148,400,000 

Thus  far  in  1946,  carpet  mills  have 

been  able  to  make  only  minor  in- 
roads in  the  enormous  demand  for 

this  type  of  floor  covering,  and  it 

will  not  be  until  close  to  the  year's 
end  that  the  supply  will  be  "fair," channels  close  to  the  manufacturers 
asserted  on  Wednesday. 

Stocks    of    carpet   wool,    normally 
imported     from     Australia,      South 
America  and  Near  East  areas,  are 
increasing  as  civilian  shipping  picks 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

'46  TESMA  Meeting 
Set  For  Chicago 

Chicago — This  city  will  again  be 
the  venue  of  the  annual  convention  of 
the  Theater  Equipment  and  Supply 
Manufacturers  Association,  it  was 

learned  through  Roy  Boomer,  or- 

ganization's new  secretary.  Meet- 
ing this  year  will  be  Sept.  30-Oct.  3, 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Studio  Improvements 
Under  Way  for  Wurtzel 
West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood — Remodeling  crews  are 

working    on    the     additional    space 
which  will  be  occupied  on  the  20th- 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Badio  Aids  Shooting 
Of  New  SelznicU  Pic 
Chicago — High  enthusiasm  for  the 

future  of  two-way  FM  radiotelephony 

in  motion  picture  production  is  ex- 
pressed by  technicians  for  David  O. 

Selznick  and  engineers  of  the  Moto- 
rola Co.  here,  following  use  of  two 

stations  which  the  latter  installed 

for  the  filming  of  sequences  in  "Duel 
in  the  Sun."  Savings  to  producers, 
amounting  to  thousands  of  dollars  in 

time  heretofore  devoted  to  co-ordin- 

ating movements  of  trains,  automo- 
biles, tanks  and  airplanes,  are  fore- 

cast. 
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A  Section  of  THE  FILM  DAILY  compre- 
hensively covering  the  equipment  field,  pub- 

lished every  second  week  by  Wid's  Films  and 
Film  Folks,  Inc.,  1501  Broadway,  New  York 
City.  John  W.  Alicoate,  Pnbliiher;  Donald 
M.  Mersereau,  General  Manager;  Chester  B. 
Bahn,  Editor;  George  H.  Morris,  Equipment 
Editor;  West  Coast  Bureau,  6425  Hollywood 
Boulevard,  Hollywood,  Cal.,  Ralph  Wilk, 
Bureau  Chief. 

Amer.  Sealing  Has 
New  Bodiform  Chair 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 

the  new  model  is  made  entirely  with- 
out tracks,  or  bolts,  and  with  no  ex- 

posed screws. 
The  seat  is  formed  from  a  single 

steel  sheet,  with  no  protruding 
corners  or  edges,  and  folds  automat- 

ically to  a  "%,  fold"  when  the  occu- 
pant rises.  Seat  and  back  are  de- 

signed for  quick  removal  when  neces- 
sary to  permit  replacement  of  cover- 

ing material  in  a  few  minutes'  time. 

Odeon  Plans  64  New 
Theaters  in  Canada 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 

inspection     tour     through     Western 
Canada. 

Odeon  executives  have  been  out  of 
town  checking  up  on  a  number  of 
theater  projects  prior  to  the  arrival 
here  of  John  Davis,  head  of  J.  Arthur 

Rank's  theater  interests,  from  Eng- land. 

Studio  Improvements 
Under  Way  for  Wurtzel 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 

Fox  lot  by  Sol  M.  Wurtzel  Produc- 
tions, Inc.,  and  the  improvements 

which  include  structural  changes, 
painting.,  carpeting  and  electrical 
outlets  are  scheduled  for  completion 
this  week-end  when  the  Wurtzel 
company  moves  to  the  quarters  form- 
early  occupied  by  the  Armed  Forces 
Film  Unit. 

A  private  projection  room,  cutting 
room  and  communication  system 
with  all  new  equipment  are  also  be- 

ing installed  as  part  of  the  project. 

Firms  in  Merger 

Cleveland — B.  W.  Payne,  Jr.,  an- 
nounces the  merger  of  Modern  Talk- 

ing Pictures  for  which  he  is  licensee 
in  Cleveland  and  Columbus,  with 
Visual  Communications,  Inc.,  distrib- 

utors of  RCA  16  mm.  projectors,  wire 
recorders  and  p.a.  systems.  Visual 
Communications,  Inc.,  has  its  main 
office  in  the  Film  Building  here.  As- 

sociated with  Payne  are  John  Urban- 
sky,  Sr.,  president;  John  Urbansky, 
Jr.,  secretary,  and  Harry  Urbansky, 
treasurer. 

Theater  Business 

Attracting  Veterans 
(Continued  from  Page  13) 

crease    in    the    number   of   inquiries 
being  received  from  veterans  by  both 
supply  dealers  and  manufacturers. 

While  quite  a  number  of  the  vet- 
erans are  eyeing  the  dark  houses  of 

cities,  most  of  the  interest  is  re- 
ported centered  upon  the  large  towns, 

along  with  those  of  less  population 
and  enjoying  no  theater  facilities. 

Manufacturers  and  dealers  cater- 
ing to  the  16  mm.  field  say  that  vet- 

erans' interest  in  full-time  and  part- 
time  film  exhibition,  and  in  carrying 
on  itinerant  shows,  is  on  the  increase. 

Upstate  Drive-In 
To  Bow  Next  Week 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 
1,000  cars,  has  many  innovations,  in- 

cluding a  dance  platform  in  front  of 
the  screen.  Sound  equipment  is  RCA 
in-car  speakers.  Screen  is  so  set 
that  occupants  of  all  cars  can  plainly 
view  the  film  program. 

"H'wood  in  Miniature"  May 
Show  in  N.  Y.  C.  First 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 
than  $250,000,  is  to  be  taken  on  tour, 
with  the  first  exhibit  probably  in 
New  York  City,  according  to  an  an- 

nouncement by  Don  Hartman,  screen 
writer  and  producer;  Nat  Goldstone, 
chairman  of  the  board;  John  Arthur, 
vice-president;  George  Seeberg,  sec- 

retary and  treasurer. 
Exhibit  is  under  the  management 

of  John  Arthur  Productions  and 

Mack  Millar  is  director  of  exploita- 
tion and  advertising.  Don  Hartman 

is  president  of  the  organization. 
Exhibits  show  a  general  view  of 

Hollywood,  covering  40  city  blocks 
with  every  building  in  exact  detail 
and  at  exact  scale,  with  Hollywood 
and  Vine  being  the  central  spot. 

16  mm.  Processing  Service 
Via  Ansco  Coast  Office 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 
similar  service  this  year  in  Chicago 
for  benefit  of  Mid- West  users  of  this 
color  product. 

Before  the  Los  Angeles  center  was 
opened,  all  processing  was  carried 
out  in  the  laboratories  here. 

Used  Upholstered  Opera  Chairs 

Any  Quantity 

We  have  the  Cream  of  the  Crop 

Write  or  wire  for  exact  photo 

CHICAGO  USED  CHAIR 

MART 

Sam  Levinsohn,  Owner 

829  So.  State  Street,  Chicago  5 

Admission  Free  To 
Kids  at  Drive-In 

Toronto — R.  H.  Manley,  of  Geneva, 
O.,  who  has  jumped  the  gun  on 
Canadian  theatermen  by  developing 

the  Dominion's  first  open-air  stand 
near  Hamilton,  Ont.,  wants  young 

couples  to  bring  their  offspring  to 

the  Drive-In  when  it  bows  shortly. 
So  the  children  in  each  auto  will  be 
admitted  free.  Their  parents  will  pay 

42  cents  each,  plus  the  tax. 

'46  TESMA  Meeting 
Set  For  Chicago 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 

inclusive — four  days  instead  of  three 
as  was  the  case  last  year. 

While  no  official  announcement  has 
come  thus  far  from  Ray  G.  Colvin, 
head  of  the  Theater  Equipment 
Dealers  Protective  Asociation,  as  to 

that  organization's  1946  convention 
plans,  it  is  virtually  certain  that 
TEDPA  will  have  its  meeting  coin- 

cide with  TESMA,  as  the  interests 
of  the  two  organizations  dovetail closely. 

Boomer  said  that  TESMA  is  ar- 
ranging for  its  conclave  to  be  held 

in  the  LaSalle  Hotel.  Last  year 
TEDPA  and  TESMA  met  in  the 
Edgewater  Beach  Hotel  here,  and  a 
feature  of  the  event  was  an  equip- 

ment trade  show  at  which  several 
of  the  manufacturers  unveiled  their 
post-war  products.  A  similar  equip- 

ment exposition  will  be  held  in  con- 
junction with  the  '46  meeting. 

Walker  Develops  Audience 
Response  Recorder 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 
surement    of    audience    appreciation 
of  a  radio  show,  theatrical  or  film 
performance. 
The  instrument  translates  the 

sound  level  from  the  audience  on  a 
"laugh  graph"  which  is  measured  off 
in  time  units  vertically  and  sound 
volume  horizontally. 

IF  YOU    BUY 
STADIUM.    AMUSEMENT    PARK    OR 

HIH3EQBH3iB 
CONTACT  INTERNATIONAL  TICKET! 

Your    needs    supplied    ef- 
ficiently with  Roll,  Machine 

Folded,  Reserve  Seats,  etc. 

Samples,    prices    on    re- 

quest. international  Ticket  co. 
52  GRAFTON  AVE.      NEWARK  4,  N.  J. 

Soles  offices  in  New  York  and 

Principal  Cities 

Carpet  Supply  Seen , 

Fair  by  Year's  End (Continued  from  Page  13) 

un  and  at  present  are  almost  meet: 
the  immediate  demand. 

According  to  informing  sourc 
the  1946  manufacturing  total  v 
amount  to  about  $148,400,00^,^ 

per  cent  of  the  1941  figure.  (yV. 
ages  of  materials  and  the  difficult 
attendant  upon  acquisition  of  n 
machinery  are  the  reasons  for  t 
smaller  1946  figure. 

Carpets  for  film  theaters,  it  w 
said,  "will  form  a  very  large  a 
important  increment  of  the  li 
sales,  and  should  hold  to  that  le 

for  at  least  two  additional  years.' 
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ublic  Film  Trends 
lown  in  New  Poll 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

mag  by  means  of  a  special  sys- 
i  of  questionnaires, 
highlights  from  the  1,288  reader- 
orter  answers  to  a  questionnaire 

...tout  in  mid-February  include  the 
I       )g: 

t'TTTT  a  third  of  the   Companion's 
Lders  go  to  the  movies  once  a  week 
more  often,  while  the  majority 
ends  twice  a  month  or  more  often, 
mpared  to  a  poll  conducted  a  year 
'•lier,  the  percentage  of  readers 
ending  at  least  once  a  month 
>pped  from  78  to  73  per  cent,  with 
endance  of  all  age  groups  drop- 

[kg  off  slightly.  Twelve  per  cent 
ported  more  frequent  attendance, 
per  cent  go  less  often,  and  55  per 
it  have  not  changed  their  movie- 
l.ng  habits. 

Duals  Unpopular 
Double  features  became  increas- 
fly  unpopular  with  readers  during 
t  year,  with  18  per  cent  voting 
two  features,  compared  with  22 

!:  cent  the  prior  year, 

'deal  program  time,  readers  said, s  two  hours,  cutting  off  35  minutes 
hm  the  average  95-minute  pro- 
ams  they  have  been  seeing.  The 
al  feature  advocates,  however, 
im  three  hours  is  the  ideal  pro- 
im  time. 

iVhile  "Going  My  Way"  was  the 
.-orite  of  all  women  surveyed, 
>se  under  25  years  of  age  selected 

pellbound"  as  the  number  one 
in,  putting  the  Crosby  starrer  in 
ith  place.  Second  in  total  votes 
s  "The  Bells  of  St.  Mary's,"  fol- 

ded by  "Valley  of  Decision,"  "A 
ng  to  Remember,"  "Our  Vines 
we  Tender  Grapes,"  and  "Leave 
r  to  Heaven." 
favorite  male  stars  are  Crosby, 
alter  Pidgeon,  Clark  Gable,  Greg- 
lb  Peck,  Spencer  Tracy,  Gary 
oper,  Van  Johnson,  Joseph  Cotten, 
cry  Grant,  and  Ronald  Colman. 
Rowing  Miss  Garson  in  the  favor- 
female  stars  list  were:  Ingrid 

irgman,  Bette  Davis,  Claudette 
lbert,    Irene    Dunne,    Margaret 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Hanley-Feldman 
Richard  Feldman,  manager  of 
10  -  Schine  -  Paramount  theater  in 
racuse,  was  married  here  in 
mple  Emanu-El  to  Mrs.  Virginia 
inley. 

Pucker-Kalikow 
Kansas  City — Bettye  Pucker,  cash- 
•  at  the  M-G-M  exchange,  was 
arried  to  Al  Kalikow  of  Lynn, 
ass. 

Jusseck-Bonior 
Chicago — Max  Bonior  of  the  20th- 
'X  exchange  will  be  married  next 
mth,  to  Jean  Jusseck. 

There  Was  Nobody  Home  at  Loew's,  Inc., 
Except  the  Police,  Firemen  and  Rescuers 

Alt-hough  the  personnel  at  Loew's  home  office  had  a  holiday  Friday,  the 
building  had  visitors  in  the  persons  of  the  police,  firemen,  ambulance  drivers 
and  rescue  squads.  It  seems  somebody  in  the  building  called  the  police.  The 
police  called  the  fire  department  and  the  fire  department  called  the  emergency 
car.  They  all  dashed  through  the  building  but  could  find  nothing  amiss.  It  was 
rather  a  warm  day  for  a  false  alarm. 

Paul  Nathanson  Stays 
On  Canadian  Odeon  Board 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Nathanson  had  sold  his  50  per  cent 
interest  in  the  circuit. 

The  board  confirmed  J.  E.  Lawson's 
election  as  president  and  it  elected 
T.  J.  Bragg  as  vice-president.  No 
important  changes  in  personnel  or 
policy  were  announced  as  the  result 
of  the  visit  here  of  John  Davis,  man. 
ag-ing  director  of  J.  Arthur  Rank 
Organization,  Ltd. 

It  was  revealed,  subsequent  to  the 
meeting,  that  Lawson  had  also  been 
named  general  manager  of  the  cir- 

cuit, a  post  which  had  been  vacant 
for  some  months. 

Glastonbury,  Ct.,  House 
Seeks  Cut  in  Clearance 

Chi.  Arbitration  Dates 

Chicago — The  Monroe  Theater  ar- 
bitration case  has  been  postponed  to 

June  25  at  the  request  of  M.  A. 
Abrams  of  the  Trinz  Circuit.  It  is 
reported  that  the  Oriental  Theater 
is  withdrawing  from  the  case. 
Hearing  in  the  Vision  Theater  ar- 

bitration case  has  been  set  for 
July  9. 

O'Brien,  June  Allyson,  Joan  Craw- 
ford, Judy  Garland,  and  Rosalind 

Russell.  Ages  of  readers  had  little 
influence  in  the  selection  of  fem- 

inine stars  but  had  a  major  effect  in 
their  selections  of  men.  Those  un- 

der 25  chose  Gregory  Peck  to  head 
the  list,  while  those  over  45  picked 
Walter  Pidgeon.  Bing  Crosby  headed 
the  25-34  and  35-44  age  groun  lists, 
as  well  as  the  total  vote  selections. 

Romantic  Drama  Liked 

Romantic  dramas  are  the  readers' 
favorite  picture  type  preference. 
Fifty-four  per  cent  chose  that  type, 
followed  by  musical  48  per  cent; 
musical  comedy,  42  per  cent;  his- 

torical, 42  per  cent;  light  romance, 
39  per  cent;  light  comedy,  35  per 
cent;  news  reels,  34  per  cent;  docu- 

mentary, 30  per  cent;  mystery,  29 
per  cent  and  religious  drama,  24  per 
cent. 

Factors  preventing  film  theater 
attendance  varied  little  in  the  two 
years,  holding  at  54  per  cent  for 
"Not  enough  pictures  of  my  prefer- 

ence," and  increasing  from  54  to  57 
per  cent  for  "lack  of  time."  Cost  of 
admission  deterred  31  per  cent  last 
year,  compared  to  27  per  cent  the 
year  before. 

A  third  of  Companion  readers  pre- 
fer first-run  houses,  with  56  per  cent 

attending  nabe  houses  and  eight  per 
cent  going  to  either  type. 

Reviews  in  magazines  was  listed 
as  the  top  factor  influencing  readers 
to  see  pictures.  Stars  in  pictures 
took  second  place,  followed  by  re- 

views in  newspapers  and  trailers. 

Charging  that  it  is  subject  to 
double  clearance,  Morris  Keppner, 

operating  the  Glastonbury  Theater, 

Glastonbury,  Conn.,  has  filed  a  de- 
mand for  arbitration  against  the  five 

consenting  companies.  Theater  now 
follows  Hartford  by  30  days  and 
Middletown  by  14  days.  Middletown 

is  subject  to  one  day's  clearance  in 
favor  of  Hartford  first-runs.  Com- 

plainant asks  that  Middletown  have 

only  one  day's  clearance  over  Glas- 
tonbury and  that  Hartford  first-runs 

have  not  more  than  14  days  over 
Glastonbury. 

Dallas  Theater  Charges 
Distribs.  Nix  Clearance 
A  complaint  filed  by  the  Maple 

Theater,  Dallas,  charges  that  the 

five  consenting  companies  have  re- 
fused to  grant  it  availability  of  45 

days  after  first-run. 

Boston  Theater  Granted 
Reduction  in  Clearance 
An  arbitrator's  award  has  fixed 

a  10-day  clearance  to  the  Brookline 
and  Egyptian  Theaters  in  the  Alls- 
ton-Brighton-Brookline  area  of  Bos- 

ton over  the  Kenmore  Theater. 
Clearance  of  the  Capitol,  Coolidge 
and  Circle  Theaters  over  the  Ken- 
more  was  fixed  at  21  days. 

Revamp  Chorak  Decision 
Arbitrator's  award  in  the  clear- 

ance action  filed  by  Steve  Chorak, 
operator  of  the  San  Clemente  The- 

ater, San  Clemente,  Calif.,  has  been 
affirmed  in  part  and  reversed  in  part 
bv  the  Appeal  Board.  Under  the  re- 

vised finding,  maximum  clearance  of 
Laguna  Beach  houses  over  the  San 
Clemente  will  be  seven  days,  while 
no  clearance  will  be  granted  Ocean- 
side  theaters. 

Louis-Conn  Fight  via 
W3XWT  in  Washington 

DuMont's  Washington  station 
W3XWT  will  telecast  the  Joe  Louis. 
Billy  Conn  heavyweight  champion- 

ship bout  from  the  Yankee  Stadium 
in  New  York  on  June  19.  Arrange- 

ments for  the  telecast  were  con- 
cluded last  week.  NBC  has  exclu- 

sive rights  to  the  television  broad- 
casts and  will  present  the  bout  in 

New  York  over  station  WNBT.  AT 
&  T's  coaxial  cable  will  transmit  the 
program  to  Washington. 
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RKO-Soong  Family 
In  Chinese  Project 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

jority    of    the    theaters    to    be    con- 
structed for  16  mm.  operation. 

When  the  theater  question  has 
been  settled,  it  is  believed  the  Soong 
representatives  will  negotiate  with 
the  Atlas  Corporation  for  the  financ- 

ing of  the  project. 
The  operation  will  be  handled  on 

a  strictly  theatrical  basis,  and  will 

consider  all  of  the  major  companies' 
product  available  for  that  area  as  its main  source  of  supply. 

A  scouting  job  for  the  securing  of 
American  equipment  to  cover  the 
huge  undertaking  has  been  in  process 
for  several  months. 

$2,000,000  to  8,000  Houses 
For  Alexander  Ad  Films 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

that   1945  was  the  company's  peak 
year,  having  grossed  $4,500,000  and 
that  business  this  year  was  running 
25  per  cent  ahead  of  last  year. 

The  company  services  42  lines  of 
business  totalling  14,500  local  ac- 

counts, including  automobile  dealers, 
bottling  works,  jewelry  stores,  banks, 
dairies  and  bakeries. 

Using  its  own  color  process,  Alex- 
ander is  serving  20  lines  of  business 

with  color  films  and  plans  for  this 
year  and  next  Fall  for  an  increased 
use  of  color.  Alexander  pointed  out 
that  one-half  the  theaters  in  the  48 
states  were  showing  Alexander  ad- 

vertising films  which  run  about  45 
seconds  each. 

Don  Alexander  returns  shortly  to 
the  studio  in  Colorado  Springs,  hav- 

ing served  here  as  Eastern  sales 
manager.  He  is  being  succeeded  in 
the  sales  post  by  Les  Wysong. 

$2,000,000  Budget  for 

"They  Passed  This  Way" 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Harry  Sherman's  sec- 
ond Enterprise  production  will  be  a 

Joel  McCrea  starrer,  "They  Passed 
This  Way,"  story  of  New  Mexico  at 
the  turn  of  the  century  by  Eugene 
Manlove  Rhodes.  Budget  will  be 

$2,000,000. 

STORK  REPORTS 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Wayne  Morris,  film 
actor,  and  his  wife  are  celebrating 
advent  of  a  baby  boy.  New  arrival 
was  born  in  Burbank  Hospital. 

A  seven-pound,  five-and-one-half- 
ounce  son,  Ray  Irwin,  was  born  to 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Leonard  Beier  at  the 
Middlesex  Hospital,  New  Brunswick. 

Beier  is  a  member  of  Columbia's 
press-book  department. 
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M-G-M  has  an 
absorbing 
Short  Subject 
for  Sure-fire 
Extra  Revenue! 
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The  eyes  of  the  world  are  on  Bikini.  The  most  publicized  event  of  years 

is  of  highest  interest  to  your  patrons.  M-G-M's  film  shows  the  dramatic 
preliminaries.  BOOK  IT  NOW! 

Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer  presents  , 

A  CAREY  WILSON  SPECIAL  miniature 
« 

BIKINI-THE  ATOM  ISLAND 
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timate  in  Character 
.ternational  in  Scope 
dependent   in   Thought 
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iSKS  INJUNCTION  ON  CHICAGO  CLEARANCE 
Samble  Charges  Film  Theaters  Unfairly  Taxed 
commends  at  SETOA 
set  That  All  Exhib.  Units 
i  m  a  Common  Affiliation 

By  CARLYLE  WRIGHT 

acksonville,  Fla. — Strong  charges 
discriminatory  taxation  of  motion 
:ure  theaters  were  made  yester- 
■  by  Ted  Gamble,  board  chairman 
ATA,  in  an  adrdess  before  the 
vention  of  the  SETOA  at  the 

jsevelt  Hotel  here.  Gamble,  cred- 
i  with  spark-plugging  War  Loan 
yes  in  theaters  throughout  the 

•ntry,  loosed  a  verbal  blast  dur- 
yesterday's  opening  business  ses- 
l  in  an  omnibus  speech  dealing 
h  taxes,  labor,  censorship,  chari- 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

linese  Gov't  Plans 
tegrated  Industry 
*.  carefully  devised  "blueprint," 
ted  at  the  establishment  of  an  fil- 

iated native  film  industry,  has 
n  fashioned  by  the  Chinese  Gov- 
ment,  it  is  disclosed  here  by 
rro  Zeppelin,  manager  of  the 
na  branch  of  Western  Electric 
of  Asia  and  Western  Electric 

,  Ltd.,  of  the  Orient,  who  recently 
(Continued  on  Page  4) 

sveland  First-Runs' 
ales  Up  to  70  Cents 

'leveland  —  First-run  admission 
:es  went  up  five  cents  last  week 
a  new  70-cent  top.  Loew  circuit 
le  is  50  cents  matinees,  70  cents 
nings.  Warner  and  RKO  circuit 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

8  &  K-Grea t  States 
Order  50  Generators 
Chicago — B  &  K  and  Publix  Great 

States  are  reported  taking  steps  to 
avoid  the  pinch  of  any  future  power 
shortage.  Circuits  are  said  to  have 

ordered  50  generators  to  be  used 
during  power  emergencies,  with  the 
:ost  of  the  equipment  estimated  at 
5200,000. 

WB  IN  16MM.  FIELD  IN  LAT.-AMER. 
Far  East  Will  be  Included;  Decision  Follows  Survey 

by  Wolfe  Cohen;  Sees  Big  Equip.  Market 

Warners  yesterday  revealed  its 
ntry  into  the  16  mm.  field  abroad 

with  the  announcement  that  the  com- 

pany's product  will  be  distributed  in 
the  narrow  gauge  in  Latin  America 
and  the  Far  East.  Move  came  after 
a  series  of  conferences  between 
Harry  M.  Warner,  president;  Jack 
L.  Warner,  executive  producer,  and 

Wolfe  Cohen,  vice-president  of  War- 
ner International  following  the  lat- 

ter's  return  from  a  four-month  in- 

spection trip  to  India,  Burma,  China 
and  other  parts   of  the  Orient. 

Distribution  will  be  handled  by 
regular  Warner  branch  personnel  in 
these  countries,  with  releases  se- 

lected with  an  eye  to  their  suitability 
for  the  respective  markets.  Prints 
are  being  prepared  so  that  the  16 
mm.  service  will  be  available  during 

Warner's  20th  anniversary  of  sound 
celebration,  with  all  countries  to  get 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Price  Asks  Courage 
In  Writing  of  Plays 
Cambridge,  Mass.  —  A  revival  of 

courage  in  the  writing  of  books  and 
plays  was  called  for  yesterday  by 
Byron  Price,  vice-president  of  the 
MPAA,  in  his  Phi  Beta  Kappa  ad- 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Detroit  Brownout  Law 
To  be  Repealed  Today 

Detroit  —  Local  brownout  ordi- 

nance, a  by-product  of  the  coal  short- 
age, is  slated  to  come  to  an  end  to- 
day when  the  Council  has  indicated 

it  will  repeal  the  law  entirely.  In 
the  meantime,  the  Council  gave  in- 

structions over  the  week-end  to  Police 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

No  Propaganda  Films, 

Gov't  Pledges  Trade 
Jacksonville,  Fla.  —  The  Govern- 

ment will  not  offer  films  of  a  "parti- 
san or  propagandists  nature"  to  the industry,  Arch  A.  Mercey,  OWMR 

picture  chief,  assured  delegates  to 
the  annual  convention  of  the  South- 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

111.  UTO  Carries  Fight 
On  Ticket  Tax  to  Public 

Springfield,  111. — Full  page  newspa- 
per ads  sponsored  by  the  United  The- 
ater Owners  of  Illinois,  carrying  en- 

dorsement of  the  Illinois  Taxpayers 
Federation  and  other  tax  experts, 
carried  to  the  people  of  Illinois  the 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Double  Tax  Treaty  Okayed 
British  Can  Take  Out  All  Coin  Earned  Here 

4-Day  Holiday  Grosses 
Cut  By  Rainy  Weather 

Because  of  the  moist  Saturday 

and  Sunday,  business  done  by  the 

Broadway  houses  during  the  four- 
day  Memorial  Day  holiday,  was 

below  expectations,  although  in  one 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

A  bitter  monetary  controversy, 
which  had  involved  film  commerce 
between  the  U.  S.  and  Britain  since 

1923,  was  finally  resolved  as  of  Sat- 
urday night  when  the  so-called 

"Double  Tax  Treaty"  received  the 
Senate's  okay  without  objection,  it 
was  disclosed  yesterday  by  Carl  E. 
Milliken,  director  of  the  Motion  Pic- 

ture Association's  International  De- 
( Continued  on  Page  6) 

Jackson  Park  Counsel  Asks 
Price  Fixed  by  Competition 
And  Elimination  of  Duals 

By  JOE  ESLER FILM  DAILY  Staff  Correspondent 

Chicago — A  brief  asking  an  in- 

junction against  the  Chicago  clear- 
ance system  which  allegedly  pre- 
vents the  Jackson  Park  Theater  from 

bidding  for  pix  against  B  &  K  and 
Warner  Circuit  theaters  owned  by 
distributors  in  the  Chicago  section, 
was  filed  yesterday  in  Judge  Michael 

Igoe's  Court  by  Thomas  McConnell, 
attorney  for  the  Jackson  Park  The- 
ater. 

The  brief  further  asks  that  the 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Italian  Theaters  For 
U.  S,  Cos.  Under  Pact 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington  —  The  Italian  picture 

agreement  contains  a  precedent- 

making  clause  which  "permits" American  companies  to  purchase  or 
rent  motion  picture  theaters  in  Italy, 
it  was  learned  yesterday. 

Although   American   picture   com- 
(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Would  Apply  Chain  Store 
Tax  to  Theaters  in  La. 

Baton  Rouge,  La. — Representative 
Lottinger  has  introduced  a  bill  (H.B. 
421)  to  include  theaters  and  hotels 
in  the  chain  store  tax  act. 

Rumor  Flash:  Equity 

Opinion  Written?  ?  ? 
The  "rumor  factory"  was  operat- 

ing yesterday  in  connection  with  the 
long-awaited  opinion  of  the  court  in 

the  Government's  anti-trust  case. 
The  latest  story  is  that  Judge  John 

Bright  has  written  his  opinion  and 

has  sent  copies  to  Judge  Augus- 

tus Hand  and  Judge  Henry  W.  God- 
dard  who  will  either  concur  or  write 

dissenting  opinions.   But  it's  all  still 

_ 
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W.  1.  HAVANA— Mary  Louise  Blanco,  Vir- 
tudes  214.  BOMBAY — Ram  L.  Gogtay,  Sand- 

hurst Bldg.  ALGIERS— Paul  Saffar,  Filma- 
fric,  8  Rue  Charras.  STOCKHOLM — Annas 
Morby,  Mastersamuelsg  25.  HONOLULU— 
Eileen  O'Brien.  MEXICO  CITY— James  L. 
Wyatt,  Apartado  91   Bis,  Mexico,  D.  F.  SAN 
JUAN  — E.    Sanchez    Ortis.     MONTREAI   
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St.  VANCOUVER  — Jack  Droy,  411  Lyric 
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UL  2510.  BRUSSELS  —  Jean  Pierre  Meys, 
110  Rue  des  Paquerettes. 

FINANCIAL 
(Mon.,  June  3) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK   MARKET 

Net High     low     Close       Chg. 

Am.  Seat     293/8     293/8     29%  —     Vs 
Bell    &    Howell     34        34        34      —     % 
Columbia  Picts     33'/4     33         33'/4  +     % 
East.  Kodak     257'/2  257V2  2571/2  —     Vl 
do    pfd   205       205       205           

Loew's,    Inc   39        38         38 '/8  —     Vs 
Paramount          76%     7434     76           
Republic   Picts      14'/2     14l/4     14l/4        
Republic  Picts.  pfd...  173/4  175/g  173/4  —  i/8 
20th  Century-Fox  ...  60'/8  585/8  60  +  l'/2 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  75'/8     73         75'/g  +  IVs 
Universal    Pict   463,4     46V4     463,4  —     i/8 
Universal   Picts.    pfd..   98y4     98         98 V4  —  1% 
Warner  Bros   48y2     47%     483/8   +      y8 

NEW   YORK  CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts        9'/2       9%       9%  —     '/8 
Radio-Keith  cvs      10%     103/8     10y2  —     V4 
Sonotone  Corp        5'/2       5'A       514       
Technicolor          24'/4     23%     233/4  —     3/8 
Trans-Lux             7  6%       6%  —     Vs 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe   Industries       12y2     13'/2 

Washington    Bureau   of    THE   FILM   DAILY 
Washington — Although  more  than 

a  fortnight  has  elapsed  since  State 
Department  officials  expressed  the 
view  that  an  early  settlement  of  the 
negotiations  between  the  U.  S.  and 
Spain  was  expected,  looking  to  entry 
of  American  movies  into  the  latter 
country  on  a  mutually  satisfactory 
basis,  there  was  no  decline  of  opti- 

mism in  the  Department. 
Spokesmen  declared  yesterday  that 

the  delay  has  little  if  any  signifi- 
cance, and  it  is  probable  that  the 

Spanish  Ministry  of  Commerce  and 
Industry  is  weighing  details  with 
administrative  superiors. 

With  June  advancing,  a  seasonal 
"slow-down"  is  not  unusual  in  inter- 

national negotiations,  since  many 
key  officials  in  the  deliberations  are 
absent  from  official  duties. 

There  is  a  strong  possibility  that 
if  the  Spanish  film  situation  is  not 
settled  within  the  next  few  days  that 
the  matter  will  ride  over  until  Sep- 

tember or  thereabouts. 

Greek  War  Relief  Assn. 
To  Honor  Geo.  P.  Skouras 

Exercises  Option  on  Schlom 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — RKO  radio  has  taken 
up  its  option  on  Producer  Herman 
Schlom,  who  is  a  member  of  the 
Sid  Rogell  unit. 

pniinrn 
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Metro  Latin-American 
Heads  to  Open  Session 

M-G-M's  selling  and  exploitation 
achievements  in  the  U.  S.  and  their 

application  throughout  Latin  Amer- 
ica will  be  discussed  at  the  opening 

day's  session  of  a  week  of  business 
conferences  with  the  company's  Latin- 
American  managers  from  11  coun- 

tries. The  Metro  guests,  awarded 
the  tour  for  outstanding  sales  pro- 

motion in  their  zones,  alternated 
round-table  parleys  with  visits  to 
popular  New  York  sights. 

The  visitors  were  welcomed  yester- 
day by  Arthur  M.  Loew,  president 

of  Loew's  International;  Morton  A. 
Spring,  first  vice-president;  George 
Muchnic,  vice-president,  and  Sam  N. 
Burger,  regional  director,  and  there 
was  an  informal  visit  with  Nicholas 

M.  Schenck,  president  of  Loew's,  Inc. 
Speakers  today  will  be  Loew, 

Burger  and  Spring.  Following  the 
New  York  convention,  the  territorial 
managers  will  fly  to  Culver  City  for 
additional  meetings. 

MPA  to  Bestow  Award 
An  announcement  of  the  winner, 

and  presentation  of  the  second  an- 
nual Beacon  Award  of  the  Motion 

Picture  Associates  of  New  York,  will 
be  made  tonight  at  the  charitable  or- 

ganization's annual  dinner-dance  in 
the  Waldorf-Astoria.  Si  Fabian, 
Arthur  Mayer,  Spyros  P.  Skouras, 
and  Jimmy  Stewart  were  nominated 
for  the  award,  bestowed  for  meri- 

torious and  patriotic  industry 
achievement. 

20th-Fox  Calls  Ben  Lyon 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Ben  Lyon,  former 
screen  star,  will  return  here  from 
London  to  take  up  his  new  duties  as 
executive  talent  director  at  the  20th- 
Fox  studios.  Bebe  Daniels,  his  ac- 

tress-wife, is  a  production  executive 
here  for  the  Hal  Roach  studios. 

A  luncheon  and  press  conference 
will  be  tendered  to  George  P. 

Skouras,  national  vice-president  of 
the  Greek  War  Relief  Assn.,  in  the 
East  Ballroom  on  the  eighth  floor 
of  the  Hotel  Astor  tomorrow  at 

12:30  p.m.  Skouras  has  just  com- 
pleted his  39-city  national  tour  on 

behalf  of  the  association's  "give  an 
animal  to  Greece"  campaign. 

A  mass  meeting  and  rally  will  be 
held  ih  the  Grand  Ballroom  of  Hotel 

Astor  tomorrow  evening  at  8  o'clock when  Skouras  and  other  leaders  will 

report  on  the  association's  program. 

COMING  and  GOINC 

Equipment  Lack  Stymies 
Rank  Queensway  Studios 

Toronto — Arthur  Rank's  produc- 
ing company,  Queensway  Studios, 

Ltd.,  has  moved  into  its  permanent 
headoffice  at  1193  Bay  St.,  Toronto, 
after  being  located  for  some  months 
at  431  Yonge  Street.  The  company, 
of  which  J.  E.  Lawson  is  president 

as  well  as  being  head  of  the  Cana- 
dian Odeon  circuit,  has  not  yet 

started  production  on  a  full  scale  at 
•its  studio  building  in  the  Toronto 
outskirts  because  of  inability  to  se- 

cure important  equipment  from  the 
United  States.  None  is  manufactured 
in  Canada,  it  is  pointed  out. 

Theater  Listings,  No  Ads 
In  Montgomery  Dailies 

Montgomery,  Ala.  —  Both  local 
daily  newspapers  have  been  cut  to 
six-page  editions,  devoid  of  anything 
but  political  advertising  in  the  forth- 

coming election,  the  Advertiser  Co., 
Inc.,  publisher  of  both,  announced. 
Abbreviated  classified  ad  columns 

are  used  as  a  "public  service"  and theater  announcements  limited  to  the 
name  of  the  theater  and  the  picture 
there  are  published  without  cost  as 
"a  service  to  readers." 

"The  Outlaw"  Shatters 
Frisco  Return  Records 

San  Francisco — Playing  a  three- 
theater  repeat  run  at  the  United 

Artists,  Rialto  and  Tivoli,  "The  Out- 
law" has  shattered  all  records  for 

return  engagements,  it  was  reported 
yesterday.  The  theaters,  having  a 
combined  seating  capacity  of  3,300, 
grossed  a  total  of  $35,811  in  three 
days — Wednesday    through    Friday. 

Morris  Infant  Dead 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — The  four-pound  elev- 
en-ounce son  of  Wayne  Morris  and 

his  wife,  the  former  Patsy  O'Rourke, 
born  after  a  Caesarian  operation, 
died  10  hours  later. 

HOWARD  DIETZ,  vice-president  and  direcl 
ot  advertising,  publicity  and  exploitation  I 
M-C-M,    is   due   to   return   from    the   Coast  Ju 

EARL  LAWSON,  president  of  Odeon  lT  h 
of  Canada,  is  here  from  Toronto  on  v%*a 

matters. 
HOWARD  STRICKLINC,  M-C-M  studio  pu 

licity  head,  is  scheduled  to  arrive  from  t 
Coast  in  three  weeks. 

WALTER  COULD,  UA  foreign  manager,  i 

turned    yesterday    from    Paris. 

JOHN    DAVIS,   managing  director  of  J.  Artr 
Rank    Organization,    Ltd.,    returned    yesterday 
Canada,   en  route  to  London. 

RALPH  WILK,  chief  of  THE  FILM  DAIL1 
West  Coast  bureau,  arrives  in  New  York  tod 

from  Hollywood. 

ALAN  F.  CUM  MINGS,  in  charge  of  M-C- 
exchange  operations,  has  returned  from  Ca 
fornia. 

ROY  HAINES,  Western  and  Southern  divisi 
sales  manager  for  Warner  Bros.,  arrived 

Denver  yesterday  for  a  two-day  meeting 

connection  with  the  sales  department's  acti 
ties  in  Warners'  20th  anniversary  of  soui 
Haines  will  hold  a  similar  conference  tomorr 
and  Thursday  in  Salt  Lake  City,  after  wfr 
he   goes   to   Kansas  City. 
CAREY  WILSON,  M-C-M  producer  and  i 

rector,   arrives   from    Hollywood   Saturday. 
DICK  WRIGHT,  Warner  assistant  zone  mar 

ger,  will  leave  Cleveland  this  week  for  a  u. 
week  vacation  in  Tennessee. 

HERB  NUSBAUM,  of  M-C-M's  legal  depa 
ment,  is  due  tomorrow  from  a  trip  to  Chicai 
Minneapolis,  St.   Paul   and   Milwaukee. 
HENRY  A.  FRIEDEL,  M-C-M  district  mar 

ger  with  headquarters  in  Denver,  leaves  the  e 
of  the  week  for  a  trip  to  Salt  Lake  City. 

WILLIAM   ZOELLNER,    former  Atlanta   mar 
ger  and  now  special  home  office  sales  rep.,  i 
leave    the    end   of   the   week   for   a    vacation 
Miami. 

EVELYN  FRIEDL,  Community  circuit  seci 
tary,  returned  to  Cleveland  from  a  motor  trip 
Washington    and   Williamsburg,   Va. 

ED  FISHER,  Loew  theater  publicity  direc 
in  Cleveland,  has  taken  his  wife  and  daugh 

to   Deal   Beach,   N.  ).,   for  a   two-week  vacatii 
JAMES    BOOTH,    Essaness    circuit    b  o  o  k  i  I 

supervisor,    returned   to  Chicago   from   a   visit 
New   York   City,   where   his   son   is  stationed 
the  aircraft  carrier  Franklin  D.  Roosevelt. 

ADRIAN  SCOTT,  producer,  and  JOHN  PA 

TON,  scenarist  of  RKO's  screen  version  of  1 
John  Hilton  novel,  "So  Well  Rememberet 
sailed  Saturday  on  the  Queen  Mary  for  Englai 
ANNE  SHIRLEY,  actress-wife  of  the  produc 
accompanied   her  husband. 

EDWARD    DMYTRYK,    RKO    director,    will 

to  England  this  week  from   New  York. 
BARRY  FITZGERALD  is  expected  to  arrive 

Ireland  today  by  plane  following  completion 
his  co-starring  role  with  Bing  Crosby  and  Jo 

Caulfield   in    Paramount's   "Welcome   Stranger. 
IRVING   MACK  is  here  from  Chicago. 
RALPH  GOLDBERG,  Omaha  theater  exec, 

a    Chicago    visitor. 
W.  F.  KRUSE,  of  Bell  &  Howell,  Chicago, 

a   New  York  visitor  on  company  business. 
DON  FILL,  booker,  PRC,  Detroit,  is  in  C 

Moines,  called  there  by  illness  of  an  aunt. 

CORDON  HALES,  film  editor  of  "The  Seven 
Veil,"   leaves  today   for   Hollywood. 

FILIPPO  DEL  CIUDICE  is  here  from  London. 
MARGARET  FURSE,  head  costume  desigr 

for  J.  Arthur  Rank,  arrived  in  Hollywood  y< 
terday. 

JOHN  WOOLF  leaves  for  Hollywood  late  tl 
week. 

PAUL  MacNAMARA,  advertising-publicity  < 
rector  of  the  Selznick  studio  and  Vangu; 
Films,  ihas   returned  to  the  Coast. 

FREDDIE  lEIDELSBERG  has  returned  to  her  d« 
at  Vanguard  Films  after  a   Florida  vacation. 
DAVID  H.  COPLAN,  UA  managing  director 

Great  Britain,  has  arrived  in  New  York  fri 
London  for  home  office  conferences. 

POSITION  DESIRED 
Young  lady,  expert  spotter,  knowledge 
assist  editing  and  cutting  film,  excellent 
stenographer,  intelligent,  salary  optional. Write   Box  89, 

THE    FILM    DAILY 
1501   Broadway  New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,   INC. 

600    HKOADWAl       N      Y 

Complete    Film    and 
Disc  Recording  Facilities 
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Chinese  Gov't  Plans 
Integrated  Industry 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

returned  to  New  York  after  several 
years  in  Tokyo  and  Shanghai,  four 
of  which  he  spent  as  a  nominal  pris- 

oner of  the  Japanese. 
Fundamental  purpose  of  the  plan 

i3  educational,  but  it  is  expected  that 
the  Government  will  tie  it  in  with  the 
entertainment  product  so  that  maxi- 

mum audience  acceptance  will  be  at- 
tained. Principal  target  of  the  plan 

at  its  outset  will  be  the  small  com- 
munities of  the  country,  for  in  these 

tradition  is  held  to  be  a  stronger 
factor  than  in  the  cities. 

(The  Film  Daily  yesterday  ex- 
clusively disclosed  negotiations  be- 

tween RKO  and  the  Soong  family 
for  the  erection  and  operation  of 

close  to  2,000  theaters  in  China's 
outlying  areas.) 
The  Government,  Zeppelin  points 

out,  hopes  not  only  to  build  and  equip 
theaters,  but  also  produce  films 
stressing  scientific  agriculture,  hy- 

giene and  Chinese  history.  The  pro- 
gram faces  enormous  difficulties, 

however,  due  chiefly  to  the  lack  of 
electric  power  facilities  in  the  rural 
areas.  Films  will  be  produced  with 
native  casts,  for  in  this  way  the  pro- 

ductions will,  it  is  asserted,  most 
deeply  and  realistically  impress  the 
people.  "Dragon  Seed,"  the  U.  S. 
film  starring  Katharine  Hepburn,  was 
a  smash  success  because  of  its  Chi- 

nese background. 
Capacity  Biz  in  Shanghai 

Currently,  the  70  movie  stands  in 
Shanghai  are  doing  capacity  busi- 

ness, notwithstanding  obsolescent 
booth  equipment  and  product  of  an- 

cient vintage.  Box  office  scales  are 
incredibly  inflated,  an  admission 
ticket  selling  for  $1,800  in  Chinese 
money,  or  90  cents  in  U.  S.  funds. 

Opportunities  for  U.  S.  film  equip- 
ment and  films  is,  in  common  with 

other  American  merchandise, 
greater  than  at  any  previous  time, 
Zeppelin  said. 
During  the  occupation  of  large 

areas  of  China  by  the  Japs,  the  Japs 
operated  the  motion  picture  industry 
as  "The  China  Film  Co.,"  and  sur- 

feited the  people  with  old  Chinese 
and  Japanese  films  made  in  Manchu- 
kuo  years  ago.  American  pictures 
were  banned  as  far  as  the  public  was 
concerned,  but  the  Jap  war  lords 
favored  them  for  their  private  shows. 

Reception  for  Vera  Ralston 
Republic  will  hold  a  reception  for 

Vera  Ralston  Friday  afternoon  in 
the  Sherry  Netherlands  Fable  Grill. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  4 Lane    Chandler  Marvin  Kirsch 
Jack  Arnold  Rosalind   Russell 

Richard   Tucker  Arthur  Sachson 

Jess  Barker 

Little  Headlines: 
THE  IATSE  GENERAL  EXECUTIVE  BOARD  is  scheduled  to  convene  at  the  Hotel 

Stevens,  Chicago,  on  July  15  in  advance  of  the  Alliance's  'biennial  conclave  which  gets 
under  way  there  on  July  22. 

• 

TWENTY-ONE    LEADING    NATIONAL    PUBLICATIONS,    with   an    aggregate    reader 

circulation  of  150495,560,  will  be  used  by  Warners  as  part  of  the  ad  campaign  to  bring 

the  company's  20th  anniversary1  of  sound   to  the  attention  of  the   public,  according  to 

Mort  Blumenstock.This  will  be  the  biggest  single  ad  schedule  in  WB's  history. • 

AFTER  OFFERING  REDUCED  ADMISSIONS  to  service  men  and  women   for  the  past 

four  years,  Columbus,  Ohio,  theaters  have  discontinued  the  special  service  tickets. 
• 

"STRIKE"  OF  MANY  COLUMBUS,  OHIO,  nabe  and  subsequent-runs  against  increased 
advertising  rate  placed  in  force  April  1  by  the  Columbus  Citizen  is  just  about  over.  All 
but  eight  of  the  theaters  which  withdrew  when  the  rate  was  upped  from  $1.87  to  $2.25 

per  inch  have  returned,  but  most  have  trimmed  space  to  stay  within  pre-raise  budgets. 
• 

DOMINION    PRODUCTIONS    LTD.,    new   Toronto    producing    enterprise    headed    by 

G.  H.  Wood,  local  industrialist,  starts  exterior  sequences  on  "Bush  Pilot,"  first  of  eight 
planned  features,  tomorrow  at  Lake  Rosseau  in  the  Muskoka  Lakes  region  with  Rochelle 
Hudson  in  the  feminine  lead. 

• 

BEN  KALMENSON  has  promoted  Mickey  Komar,  salesman  in  the  WB  Winnipeg  ex- 
change, to  branch  manager  in  St.  John.  Komar  succeeds  L.  McKenzie,  resigned. 

• 

ALTHOUGH    CANADIAN    GOVERNMENT    BUILDINGS    in    Ottawa    are    outside    the 

authority  of  the  Province  of  Ontario  because  of  Crown  property  rights,   Inspector  J.  A. 

Larocque  of  the  Ontario  Labor  Department  has  verbally  condemned   the   National   Film 
Board  building  as  failing  to  meet  requirements  of  Provincial  regulations. 

Gamble  Makes  Unfair 

Theater  Tax  Charge 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ties,  Government  films,  Government 

problems  and  theater  owners'  rela- tion with   distributors. 
"Theaters  face  more  taxation  dis- 

criminations than  any  other  business 

in  America,"  he  said. 
"Theaters  are  the  first  industry 

hit  when  new  sources  of  revenue  are 
sought  by  local,  state  anl  national 
governments.  In  some  instances,  as 
much  as  70  cents  of  every  incoming 
boxoffice  dollar  is  paid  out  in  tax- 

ation." 
Gamble  recommended  all  es- 

tablished theater  associations  to 
form  a  common  affiliation  to 
combat  the  manifold  problems 
to  be  encountered  in  the  next 

few  years.  "The  best  course  for 
exhibitors  is  to  organize  them- 

selves tightly  and  intelligently 
at  local  levels  to  work  out  com- 

mon problems." Gamble  stated  he  expected  no 
widespread  labor  problems,  based  on 
past  satisfactory  labor  experience, 
but  said  the  current  inflationary 
trend  will  bring  increased  wage  de- 

mands from  labor  to  exhibitors. 
Gamble,  in  objection  to  national  cen- 

sorship, said:  "The  local  exhibitor 
is  the  man  best  qualified  to  judge 
the  matter  of  censorship  for  his  com- 

munity." Gamble  suggested  that  all  chari- 
table activities  of  theaters  be  cen- 

tralized in  one  week  yearly  by  com- 
bining all  charitable  appeals  in  an 

intensive  drive.  He  said  exhibitors' 
present  co-operation  is  causing  char- 

ities to  lean  on  this  crutch  and  not 
take  full  advantage  of  their  own  op- 
portunities. 

Gamble's     closing     statement 

Italian  Theaters  For 

U.  S.  Cos.  Under  Pact 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

panies  may  not  take  advantage  of 
this  clause  in  Italy,  the_  move  is 
viewed  here  as  setting  an  important 
precedent  for  use  in  other  countries, 
particularly  in  France. 

The  agreement  is  now  in  operation, 
although  no  official  word  has  been 
received  by  the  State  Department 
concerning  the  actual  signing  of  the 
document. 
Under  the  agreement,  American 

companies  are  allowed  to  use  blocked 
money  on  any  item  peculiar  to  the 
industry,  with  no  time  limit,  as  was 
demanded  by  the  Italian  Government. 
As  one  State  Department  spokes- 

man put  it,  the  agreement  "wipes all  restrictions  against  American 

films  off  the  books."  American  com- 
panies are  not  even  required  to  dub 

their  films  in  Italy,  although  for  eco- 
nomical reasons  "on-the-spot"  dub- bine  will  continue. 

With  the  Italian  agreement  as  a 
nrecedent,  an  American  drive  to  per- 

mit United  States  interests  to  pur- 
chase or  rent  theaters  is  expected  to 

spread  to  other  European  countries. 

urged  the  establishment  of  a 
code  of  ethics  to  improve  the 
relationship  of  distributor  to  ex- hibitor. 

Other  speakers  at  the  business 
sessions  were  Mitchell  Wolfson,  of 
Miami;  David  Palfreyman;  Arch 

Mercey,  and  Terry  Ramsaye.  Con- 
cluding session  today  schedules 

speeches  bv  E.  H.  Geissler,  Fred 
Kent  and  Oscar  Lam.  The  conven- 

tion closes  with  a  bancmet  tonieht 
at  which  the  sneakers  will  be  Fuller 
Warren  and  Claude  Lee,  with  Nat 
M,  Williams  as  emcee. 

Price  Asks  Courage 
In  Writing  of  Plays 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

dress    at    Harvard's    commencemer 
exercises. 

Challenging  writers  of  fictj  jT 
break  the  bonds  of  custom  Vac 
have  reduced  so  many  current  novei 
to  stereotype,"  Price  suggested  thz 
authors  "let  us  hear  something  c 
the  dignity  of  man.  Let  us  speak  c 
humankind,  not  with  contempt,  bi 

with  a  new  appreciation  and  a  ne< 

respect." 

Speaking  on  the  theme,  "We  Mus 
Recapture  Valour,"  Price  recalle 
that  a  year  ago  the  dream  of  worl 
understanding  seemed  to  approac 

reality,  but  added,  "In  spite  of  a! 
our  good  intentions  .  .  .  the  grea 
ideal  of  world  unity  still  is  beyon 
our  grasp.  At  the  gateway  of  e\ 
ery  powerful  nation,  including  ou 
own,"  he  continued,  "the  barriers  c 
isolation  are  rebuilding." Holding  that  we  have  lost  valov 
at  the  very  moment  of  our  greates 

need,  Price  said:  "Of  all  the  nation; our  own  was  best  equipped  in  194 
to  point  the  way  for  the  aspirin 
world.  How  shall  we  characteriz 
the  state  of  the  union  today:  Ca 
we  in  good  conscience  hold  aloft  a 
an  example  a  national  scene  of  coi 
fusion,  hesitation  and  reviving  big 
otry;  of  legislative  lethargy,  timidit 
and  neglect;  of  economic  stranguk 
tion  at  the  ruthless  hands  of  mai 

plots;  of  furtive  operations  in  th 
black  market;  of  increasing  juvenilj 
delinquency;  of  padded  relief  rolb 
while  work  waits  for  millions;  c 
waste  and  profligacy  in  a  world  i 
dire  need?  To  this  we  have  com 
in  so  short  a  time  since  the  valoui 

ous  days  of  1945." Arguing  that  public  opinion  is  th 
one  great  human  force  left  in  th 

world,  Price  commented,  "Shorn  o 
popular  patronage,  bad  books,  bai 
newspapers,  bad  motion  pictures,  bai 

radio  would  disappear  with  the  day' 

sunset." 

"The  very  universality  of  our  fail 
ing  is  cause  for  hope,"  Price  con 
tinued,  "for  we  are  the  selfsame  in 
dividuals  we  were  a  year  ago.  ...  I' is  not  too  late  to  come  to  ourselves 

There  is  yet  time  for  valour." 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Maloney-Dunn 
John  J.  Maloney's  daughtei 

Blanche  Florian  will  be  married  Fri- 

day to  James  A.  Dunn  at  St.  Paul's Cathedral,  Pittsburgh.  Maloney  i; 

sales  manager  for  M-G-M  with  head- 
quarters in  Pittsburgh. 

Schultz-Carmean 
Kansas  City  —  Patricia  Schultz 

daughter  of  Clarence  A.  Schultz 
president  of  the  Commonwealth  The. 
aters  circuit,  will  marry  Richarc 
Carmean  of  Carthage,  at  the  Schult2 
home  here  June  15. 
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Universal  Presents 

GEORGE  BRENT  LUCILLE  BALL  VERA  ZORINA 

A  FESSIER-PAGANO  PRODUCTION 

with  CHARLES  WINNINGER  carl  Esmond   Raymond  walburn   Elisabeth  risdon 
LOUISE  BEAVERS    WALLACE  FORD     FRANKLIN  PANGBORN 

Original  Screenplay  Written  and  Produced  by  Michael  Fessier  and  Ernest  Pagano 

Directed  by  WILLIAM  A.  SEITER  Executive  Producer:  HOWARD  BENEDICT  A  UNIVERSAL  PICTURE 
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DAILY 

Asks  Injunction 
On  Chi.  Clearance 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Jackson  Park  Theater  have  playing 

time  ahead  of  B  &  K's  Maryland 
Theater  and  day-and-date  with  War- 

ner's Jeffrey  Theater.  It  also  asks 
that  price  fixing  be  enjoined  and 
that  the  use  of  double  features  under 
the  system  be  eliminated. 

It  is  also  urged  that  admission 
prices  be  fixed  by  competition  rather 
than  by  combination  and  agreement. 

Right  is  asked  for  earlier  showing 
than  that  caused  by  artificial  re- 

strictions of  the  Loop  and  successive 
runs  setup  of  the  present  system  of 
releases.  The  right  is  also  asked  for 
the  exhibitor  to  negotiate  for  earlier 
runs  without  being  faced  by  dis- 

tributor combination  with  the  intent 
of  denying  this  right  in  order  to 
protect  their  own  theaters  from  com- 
petition. 

WB  in  16  mm  Field 

In  Lat.-Amer.,  Far  East 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the  anniversary  release,  "Night  and 

Day." Cohen  surveyed  South  America 
prior  to  his  Far  East  trip,  and  re- 

ported that  16  mm.  equipment  is 
comparatively  scai'ce  in  all  these 
countries.  India  needs  at  least  1,000 
projectors,  he  said,  while  Ceylon 
requires  more  than  100. 

Canadian  Odeon  Names 
Fisher  Western  Div.  Mgr. 

Toronto — Odeon  Theaters  of  Can- 
ada yesterday  announced  the  ap- 

pointment of  Frank  Fisher,  former 
chief  booker  and  buyer,  to  be  West- 

ern division  manager,  which  post 
had  previously  been  unfilled.  Harvey 
Hunt,  in  the  headoffiee  booking  de- 

partment, is  promoted  to  the  posi- 
tion vacated  by  Fisher,  who  will  re- 
main here  except  for  occasional  trips 

through  the  Western  provinces. 
Untid  a  year  ago,  Fisher  was  ex- 

ecutive assistant  to  President  A.  W. 
Perry,  of  Empire-Universal  Films 
and  Hunt  had  been  with  Famous 

Players'  headquarters  booking  de- 
partment until  last  year. 

It  is  also  announced  that  President 
Earl  Lawson,  of  Canadian  Odeon, 
had  gone  to  New  York  to  deal  fur- 

ther with  developments  arising  from 
the  recent  Toronto  conference  with 
John  Davis  of  London  representing 
J.  Arthur  Rank. 

SICK  REPORT 

TOM  McCLEASTER,  20th-Fox  salesman 

was  rushed  to  St.  Vincent's  Hospital,  In- 
dianapolis, for  an  emergency  appendectomy. 

H.  T.  LONG,  general  manager  of  Hanson 
16  mm.  Movies  Ltd..  Toronto,  has  been  re- 

moved from  the  danger  list  following  a  se- 
rious operation   in  a  Toronto  hospital. 

VFW  Post  Named  For 
Ushers  Slain  in  Action 

Detroit — The  new  Martin  -  Robert 

Bulger  Post  of  the  Veterans  of 

Foreign  Wars  has  been  named  after 
two  former  ushers  at  the  De  Luxe 
Theater,  East  side  house  operated  by 
Adrian  D.  Rosen  and  Elliott  Fine. 

Both  boys  were  killed  in  action  dur- 
ing the  war. 

New  unit  is  composed  of  nabe 

veterans.  Rosen  himself  is  adjutant 

of  the  new  post,  for  which  he  is  stag- 
ing a  special  midnight  benefit  on 

July  20,  to  establish  a  fund  to  pro- 
vide a  permanent  headquarters  build- 

ing. 

No  Propaganda  Films, 

Gov't  Pledges  Trade 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

eastern  Theater  Owners  Association 

yesterday. 
Speaking  as  the  first  Government 

representative  to  address  such  a 
gathering  in  peacetime,  Mercey  said: 

"The  Government's  approach  to 
the  use  of  films  in  the  public  theater 
will  be  made  with  great  care  and 

through  the  co-operation  and  in  con- 
cert with  theater  men  and  show  peo- 
ple themselves.  No  film  will  be  of- 

fered for  exhibition  unless  the  sub- 
ject is  of  the  utmost  importance.  No 

film  will  run  in  length  any  longer 
than  the  subject  itself  justifies.  No 
films  will  be  offered  which  are  of 
partisan  or  propagandists  nature. 

"The  demands  will,  therefore,  be 
modest  in  terms  of  playing  time.  But 
the  few  subjects  which  will  be  of- 

fered will  be  of  very  substantial  im- 
portance. And  knowing  of  their  im- 

portance, we  trust  they  will  receive 
the  consideration  from  exhibitors 
which  the  subject  matter  they  repre- 

sent justifies." Praising  the  industry  for  its  war 

record,  Mercey  said:  "It  is  interest- 
ing to  point  out  that  of  all  the  mass 

communications  media  which  par- 
ticipated in  the  titanic  job  of  inform- 

ing the  American  people  on  the  is- 
sues of  the  war  program,  the  motion 

picture  industry  was  the  first  to 
volunteer  its  complete  facilities. 

"The  theater  is  not  only  a  symbol 
of  public  service,  it  has  become  an 

adjunct    of    community   action." 

111.  UTO  Carries  Fight 
On  Ticket  Tax  to  Public 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
campaign  to  avoid  a  10  per  cent  state 
tax  on  movie  admissions  to  support 

the  proposed  veterans'  bonus. The  UTO  maintains  that  the  bonus 
can  be  paid  from  the  huge  surplus 
now  in  the  State  Treasury  and  the 
ever  increasing  state  income  with- 

out burdening  the  public  with  addi- tional tax. 

4-Day  Holiday  Grosses 
Cut  By  Rainy  Weather 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
or      two     instances     records     were 
claimed. 

"The  Kid  From  Brooklyn"  pulled 
in  about  $27,000  at  the  Astor  for  the 

four  days.  "A  Stolen  Life"  was 
good  for  about  $22,000  at  the  Holly- 

wood, while  "One  More  Tomorrow" accounted  for  about  $27,000  at  the 

Strand.  "To  Each  His  Own"  gave 
the  Music  Hall  a  "take"  of  about 

$88,000. The  Paramount,  playing  "The  Blue 
Dahlia,"  did  what  was  referred  to  as 
a  "good"  $51,000  for  the  four  days. 
The  Roxy  reported  a  gross  of  $65,000 
for  "Do  You  Love  Me"  for  the  period. 
"Make  Mine  Music!"  did  business  to 
the  tune  of  about  $13,000  at  the 
Globe,  with  a  similar  figure  reported 

by  the  Gotham,  where  "O.S.S."  is 
showing.  "Badman's  Territory"  was 
credited  with  setting  a  new  four- 
day  high  for  the  Victoria  with  a 
"take"  of  $24,384.  Business  chalked 
up  by  "Without  Reservations"  at  the 
Palace  was  termed  "about  normal" for  a  fourth  week. 

"Kitty"  did  no  more  than  $4,600 
on  Thursday  and  Friday,  its  last  two 
days  at  the  Rivoli.  Its  successor, 
"Cluny  Brown,"  was  given  credit 
for  turning  in  the  best  Saturday- 
Sunday  or  any  two-day  showing  of 
any  20th-Fox  picture  to  play  the house. 

Cleveland  First-Runs' Scales  Up  to  70  Cents 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

scale  is  55  cents  matinee  and  70  cents evenings. 

Four  nabes  have  boosted  their 
admission  prices  five  cents,  to  a  new 
top  of  35  cents.  They  are  the  Lex- 

ington. Knickerbocker.  Hough-79th 
and  Astor. 

Tilt  Chi.  Plaza  Prices 
Chicago — Essaness  Circuit,  which 

recently  took  over  the  Plaza  Theater 
from  the  Golson  interests,  is  advanc- 

ing admissions  from  35  cents  to  40 
cents,  evenings. 

Columbus  Prices  Jumped 
Columbus,  O. — Neighborhood  and 

subsequent-run  theaters  here,  with 
few  exceptions,  have  upped  their 
adult  admissions  five  cents.  Chil- 

dren's prices  have  been  increased 
from  16  cents  to  20  cents  by  many 
of  these  theaters.  Top  admission 
now  charged  by  neighborhoods  is  45 
cents,  20  cents  below  the  highest  ad- 

mission  charged  bv   first-runs. 

Detroit  Brownout  Law 
To  Be  Repealed  Today 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Commissioner    John     F.     Ballenger, 
that  the  oridnance  should  not  be  en- 

forced, allowing  theaters  to  light  up 
for  the  first  time  in  many  weeks. 

A  spot  check  of  upstate  towns  indi- 
cates that  they  have  generally  been 

allowing  theaters  or  other  business 
enterprises  regular  display  lighting, 
while  the  city  was  browned  out. 

Anglo-U.  S.  Doubli 
Tax  Treaty  Okayed 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

partment.  The  step  provides 
British  remittances,  sent 
U.  S.  as  result  of  revenuy 
in  the  latter  country,  will  not 

ject  to  tax.  Thus  the  two  cou 
are  now  on  an  equal  plane  ir 
respect,  and  more  than  two  de 
of  friction  has  been  removed. 

Treaty  Gets  Praise 
Trade  channels  both  here  al 

Britain  praised  the  enactment  ( 
treaty,  and  London  sources  wen 
ticularly  jubilant,  hailing  the 
as  an  invaluable  and  just  aid  1 
British  film  position  in  the  Ann 
market,  and  at  a  time  when  th; 
sition  shows  record  promise  i 
suit  of  the  efforts  of  J.  Arthur 
and  other  UK  interests. 

The  treaty  was  approved  in 
land  a  year  ago  but  was  held 
Washington  by  the  demand  of 
in  Hollywood  that  film  players 
not  be  exempted  from  the  provi 
Hotly  contesting  this  point, 
representatives  appeared  befc 
Senate  committee  and  presented 
views.  As  matters  now  stanc 

player  controversy  will  be  ha 
as  a  separate  issue  in  conn< 
with  the  treaty,  probably  a 
amendment,  or  protocol.  MPA 
not  appear  at  this  hearing 
Treasury  representatives  did. 

Remittance   Not   Income 
About  1923,  the  author  of  a  B 

tax  measure  called  remittance: 
come,"  and,  therefore,  subject  1 
British  income  tax.  This  issui 
fought  out  in  the  courts  there 
it  was  finally  decided  that  they 
not  income  in  the  sense  of  p 
Since  then,  our  remittances 
Britain  have  not  been  subject  t 
there.  Nevertheless,  the  opposit 
true  with  respect  to  British  i 
tances  from  the  U.  S.,  since  w 
Internal  Revenue  provisions  as 
tained  in  the  latest  bill,  the  situ 
which  could  subject  British  i 
tances  to  taxation  here.  On  a 
ber  of  occasions,  spokesmen  in 
liament,  conscious  of  the  ine 
which  they  claimed  existed,  w. 
that  there  would  be  trouble  if  : 
thing  were  not  done  about  it. 

The  Double  Tax  agreement  1c 
as    a    definite    probability    in 
when  MPAA  entered  the  negoth 
and    succeeded    in    getting   the 
remittance  provision  into  the 
ment,  conscious  of  the  fact  tl 
Britain  were  to  retaliate,  the 
interests    would    suffer    heavil: 
cause  of  the  verv  high  Britisr 

Westermann  Heads  Sa 

For  Morey  and  Sutherl 
West   Coast  Bureau   of   THE   FILM 

Hollywood — T.  H.  Westerman 
been  named  sales  manager  for  } 
&  Sutherland  Productions.  A  f( 
Dartner  in  charge  of  sales  for  W 
Pictures,  Westermann  will 
quarter  in  New  York. 



=RKO  RADIO  = 
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NEW  YORK  TRADE  SHOWING 

Starring 

Dorothy  McGuire  and  Guy  Madison 
Robert  Mitchum   •    Bill  Williams 

with  Tom  Tully      •      William  Gargan      •      Jean  Porter 

Johnny  Sands     •     Loren  Tindall 

A  Dore  Schary  Production  •  Directed  by  Edward  Dmytryk 
Screen  Play  by  Allen  Rivkin 

NORMANDIE  THEATRE 
51  East  53rd  Street,  at  Park  Avenue,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

TUESDAY,  JUNE  11,  at  10:30  A.  M.  SHARP 
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. . .  But  really  .  .  .  being  of  service  to  the 

exhibitor  is  just  part  of  the  days'  work  to 
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V.    F.    Production  Dist. 
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ijtimate    in    Character 
international   in  Scope 
Lependent   in   Thought 
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NTERPRISE  PIX  VIA  "U"  IN  LONG  DEAL 
l ETOA  Hits  Out  at  Rising  16mm.  Competition 

Editorial 

Enterprise 
...  a  precedent 

=  B7   CHESTER  B.   BAHN  — 

AKE  no  mistake  about  it,  the  distribu- 
tion deal  with  Universal  announced 

erday  on  both  Coasts  by  Enterprise  Pro- 
ions,  with  a  complementing  statement 

'U,"  is  one  of  the  most  important  to  hit 
:  One  of  your  favorite  industry  news- 

;r  in  the  proverbial  month  o'  Sundays, 
i  one  respect,  certainly,  the  deal  is 

edent-setting.  The  departure  from  the 
entional  is  found  in  the  Enterprise 
£ment  that  the  distribution  agreement 
otiated  with  Universal  had  been  ratified 

the  five  stars  under  contract — Ingrid 
{man,  Ginger  Rogers,  Barbara  Stanwyck, 
B  Garfield  and  Joel  McCrea. 

at   this    may    have   been    made    neces- 

by  the  fact  the  quintet's  individual 
imirments  call  for  profit-sharing  detracts 

one  iota  from  the  pattern's  import. 
Srprise  has  added  something  new  —  at 
*  in  bulk  —  to  the  Hollywood  scheme 
ihings,  and  the  impact  is  most  certainly 
oe  felt  there  and  in  New  York  as  well 

a  long,  long  time  to  come. 

  o   

HARLES    EINFELD,    Enterprise's    prexy, 
speaking  over  the  long  distance  tele- 

ne  from   Hollywood    yesterday,    naturally 
in  a  jubilant  mood  as  he  discussed  the 
.  It  safely  may  be  assumed  that  the 

e  jubilant  mood  extended  to  his  Enter- 
e  associates,  headed  by  David  L.  Loew, 

to  President  Nate  Blumberg  of  Uni- 

al  and  all  others  in  the  "U"   executive 

is  a  fact  that  Enterprise  was  wooed  by 

:r  majors  and  that  Einfeld-Loew  could 

s  made  a  deal  with  virtually  any  com- 
y.  And  on  exceedingly  attractive  terms. 
they  found  Blumberg  most  persuasive, 

w  folks  can  be  more  so,  as  J.  Arthur 

ik,  et  al,  undoubtedly  would  tell  you,  if 
2d).  Thus,  instead  of  waiting  30  days 

finalize,  the  closing  came  in  just  about 
iird  of  that  time. 

ESCRIBED  as  a  "long-term"  contract, 
the  minimum -period  spanned  presum- 
is  three  years,  but  it  may  run  well  be- 

d  that;  provisions  so  contemplate.  En- 
•rise  will  deliver  six  top-budget  pix  the 
r  year,  probably  will  step  up  the  number 
:r  that. 

Ihe    deal    announcement    speaks    of    an- 
pating  a  world  gross  of  $30,000,000  for 

first   six   features,    budgeted    at    $13,- 
,000.   Universal   has  a  way  of  delivering 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Palfreyman  Suggests  Two 
Controlling  Measures; 
Jackson  Elected  Prexy 

Jacksonville,  Fla.  —  The  rising 
threat  of  16  mm.  competition  to  es- 

tablished exhibitors  occupied  much 
of  the  time  and  attention  of  the  dele- 

gates to  the  annual  convention  of 
the  Southeastern  Theater  Owners 
Assn.  here  yesterday. 

Oscar  C.  Lam,  of  Rome,  Ga.,  called 
16  mm.  films  a  rising  threat  to  film 
theaters  of  the  country.  He  said  their 
progress  was  due  to  the  widespread 
use  made  of  them  in  educational 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

2,026,000  Pix  Coin 
or  Plays  in  Year 
Film  companies  paid  an  estimated 

$2,026,000  for  rights  to  plays,  both 
produced  and  unproduced,  in  the  the- 

atrical season  ended  May  31,  it  is 
reported  by  the  New  York  Times. 
Figure  compares  with  an  estimate  of 
$3,740,000  during  the  previous  year, 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Goldwyn  Gains  Control  of 
50%  of  Studio  Property 

Samuel  Goldwyn  has  concluded 
with  Lady  Sylvia  Stanley,  formerly 
Mrs.  Douglas  Fairbanks,  a  lease  giv- 

ing him  control  of  a  full  50  per  cent 
of  the  property  now  occupied  by  the 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

FABIAN  GETS  MPA 
BEACON  AWARD 

Schwartz  Pays  Tribute  to  His 
Patriotic  Achievement 

Simon  H.  Fabian,  head  of  the  Fa- 
bian circuit,  and  formerly  chairman 

of  the  WAC's  Theater  Division,  re- ceived the  second  annual  Beacon 
Award  of  the  Motion  Picture  Associ- 

ates of  New  York  for  meritorious 
and  patriotic  industry  achievement 
at  Mpa's  27th  annual  dinner-dance 
in  the  Waldorf-Astoria  last  night. 

Over  800  industryites  in  atten- 
dance heard  Fred  Schwartz,  presi- 

dent of  Mpa,  and  executive  of  the 
Century  circuit,  in  his  presentation 
of  the  award,  pay  tribute  to  Fabian 
for  being  a  diplomat  and  an  organ- 

( Continued  on  Page  4) 

First  RK0  Brit.  Pic 
Will  Start  in  July 

First  picture  to  be  made  in  Eng- 
land under  the  RKO-J.  Arthur  Rank 

joint  production  venture  gets  started 
at  Denham  July  15  or  16,  it  was  re- 

ported yesterday  by  Robert  "Wolff, RKO  managing  director  for  the 
United  Kingdom  who  is  here  for  a 
five-week  stay.  The  picture  is  "So 
Well  Remembered"  and  will  be  pro- 

duced by  Adrian  Scott,  now  en  route 
(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Lean  on  Pix  for  Tele  Use 

'Make  Own  Films  if  We  Have  to'-- ABC  Prexy 
Propose  Own  Bargaining 
Unit  for  Tele  Directors 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Swift  action  by  the 
NLRB  to  permit  the  June  14  collec- 

tive bargaining  election  by  CBS  tele- 
vision employes  to  serve  as  a  pattern 

for  further  unionization  of  the  tele 
industry  was  promised  yesterday  by 
board  member  Gerald  D.  Reilly. 

Representatives  of  CBS  and  four 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

By  MANNING  CLAGETT 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — American  Broadcast- 
ing Co.  will  lean  heavily  on  motion 

pictures  for  television  use,  Mark 
Woods,  president,  yesterday  told  the 
FCC,  and  is  confident  that  the  net- 

work can  get  films  for  its  contem- 
plated television  circuit.  "If  we  have 

to,"  he  declared,  "we'll  make  our 

own  films." Woods  said  ABC  will  operate  as  a 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Minimum  of  Six  a  Year  to 
Be  Sold  Singly;  Sales 
Manager  to  be  Appointed 

Consummation  of  a  long  term  deal 
whereby  Enterprise  Productions  will 
release  globally  through  Universal 
was  announced  simultaneously  in 
New  York  and  Hollywood  yesterday 
following  a  special  coast  meeting  of 
Enterprise's  board  of  directors  and 
ratification  by  its  stars,  Ingrid  Berg- 

man, Ginger  Rogers,  Barbara  Stan- 
wyck, John  Garfield  and  Joel  McCrea. 

It  is  understood  that  the  deal  is  for 
a  period  in  excess  of  three  years. 

A  minimum  of  six  top-budget  pic- 
tures a  year,  each  to  cost  not  less 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

20th-Fox  Ups  Harley, 
Contract  Extended 

As  a  step  in  its  program  to  "reopen 
many  former  film  frontiers,"  20th- 
Fox  Inter  national-Inter- America 
Corps,  have  named  Francis  L.  Harley 
managing  director  for  the  entire 
continent  of  Europe,  the  Middle  East 
and  Africa  as  far  south  as  the 
Equator,  it  was  disclosed  yesterday 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Johnston  Sees  U.  K.  Treaty 
Fostering  U.  S.  Pix  Marts 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Testifying  before 
the  House  Banking  and  Currency 
Committee  in  favor  of  the  British 

loan,  MPAA  President  Eric  A.  John- 
ston yesterday  said  adoption  of  the 

agreement  would  "tend  to  foster  and 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Allied's  Convention 
In  Boston  Sept.  16- IS 

Boston  —  Allied's  first  post-war 
national  convention  will  be  held  at 

the  Copley  Plaza  Hotel  here  Sept. 
16-18.  Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc., 

of  New  England  will  be  the  host.  Al- 
lied's last  national  convention  was 

held  in  Philadelphia  in  September, 

1941. 
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FINANCIAL 
{Tues.,  June  4) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK   MARKET 

High     Low     Close 
Am.    Seat   29%     29%     29% 
'Bell   &   Howell        33/2     33y2     33 Vi 
Columbia    Picts   33         32         32 

East.    Kodak      256'/2  254i/2  254l/2 
do  pfd   203       203       203 
Gen.    Prec.    Eq     37         37         37 

Loew's,    Inc   373/s     36%     373/8 
Paramount          76         75         75% 
RK.0          23%     23%     23% 

Republic   Picts      14%     14'/4     14% 
Reoublic  Picts.  pfd..  17%  17%  17% 

20th  Century-Fox  .  .  .  60%  59%  60V4 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  75%     74         75V4 
Universal    Pict   46%     46         46% 
Univarsal    Picts.    pfd..    99         99         99 
Warner  Bros      48%     47%     47% 

NEW  YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts        9%       9%       9% 
Radio-Keith  cvs      10%     10%     10% 
Sonotone  Corp        5%       5%       5% 
Technicolor            23%     23         23*4 
Trans-Lux              6%       6V,       6% 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid 

Pathe   Industries         12% 

Net Chg. 
— "% -  1% -  1% 
-  Vi 
-  Vi -  % 
-  % 

+      Vs +   % 

-  % 

+       V4 
+     Vs 

-  % 

+   % 

-  % 

-  % 

+   % 
-f  "  % 

Asked 

13% 

"Jamie"  at  Strand  June  14 
Warners'  "Janie  Gets  Married" 

starts  at  the  New  York  Strand  on 
June  14. 

SITUATION  WANTED 
Veteran,  married,  10  years  theatre  manager 
and  distribution  experience,  energetic, 
conscientious,  seeks  position  with  good 
opportunity.  New  York  City  area  de- 

sired.     Box   41 

THE    FILM    DAILY 

1501    Broadway  New   York    18,    N.    Y. 

comma  ADD  Gomo 
HARRY  M.  KALMINE,  general  manager  of 

Warner  Theaters,  left  New  York  yesterday  for 
Chicago  and  Milwaukee,  where  he  will  confer 

on  theater  department  plans  for  Warners' 20th   anniversary   of   talking   pictures. 

MAURICE  BERGMAN  returns  to  New  York 
from   the  Coast  tomorrow  or  Friday  by  plane. 

ARTHUR  S.  DICKINSON,  director  of  MPAA's 
conservation  department,  has  returned  to  New 
York   from   Boston. 

AL.  O.  BONDY,  film  distributor  for  General 
Electric,  left  New  York  yesterday  for  Cleveland, 
Detroit  and  Chicago,  and  will  continue  to  the 
Coast,  returning  in  about  six  weeks. 

JOE  SHEA,  who  has  been  in  advance  of 

"Harvey,"  has  returned  to  New  York  for  a  few 
weeks. 

GABRIEL  PASCAL  is  here  from  England. 

CAREY  WILSON  will  arrive  in  New  York  from 
the  Coast  tomorrow. 

W.  H.  FAWCETT,  JR.,  president  of  Fawcett 

Publications,  Inc.,  ALLEN  STEARN,  public  rela- 
tions director,  and  BILL  TREADWELL,  publicity 

manager  of  True  Magazine,  are  West  Coast 
visitors   from    New   York. 

KATHERINE  SERGAVA,  former  ballerina  of 

"Oklahoma,"  will  arrive  on  the  Coast  from  New 
York  today,   for  vacation. 

NINON  TALLON,  of  This  Month  magazine, 

will  leave  here  today  to  join  her  actor-husband, 
Oscar   Karlweiss,   on   the  West  Coast. 

RALPH  PEARL,  West  Coast  editor  of  This 

Month  magazine,  is  in  New  York  for  confer- 
ences with  Ada  Siegel,  editor-in-chief. 

RUDY  BEiRCER,  M-G-M  Southern  sales  man- 

ager, leaves  Jacksonville,  Fla.,  today  for  At- 
lanta. He  will  remain  there  until  Sunday,  when 

he  will   head   for  Charlotte. 

TYREE  DILLARD,  JR.,  liaison  "between  M-G-M 
legal  and  sales,  has  gone  to  Maine  for  a  vaca- 
tion. 

PINCUS  SOBER,  of  M-C-M's  legal  depart- 
ment  is  back  from   a   trip   to  Baltimore. 

FRANK  DOWNEY,  Detroit  M-C-M  manager, 
is  back  at  his  office  following  a  vacation  on  the 
Coast. 

CHARLES  E.  KESSNICH,  M-G-M  district  man- 
ager,  has  returned  to  Atlanta  from   Jacksonville. 

JIMMY  DURANTE  arrived  yesterday  from 
Cleveland. 

LUICI     LURASCHI,     head    of     the    Paramount 

Cinema  Circuit  Managers 
Reject  MPTOMG  as  Agent 

Managerial  help  of  the  Cinema 
Circuit  Corp.,  which  operates  11 
houses  in  the  metropolitan  area,  re- 

jected the  Motion  Picture  Theater 
Operating  Managers  and  Assistant 
Managers  Guild  as  their  collective 
bargaining  agent  in  an  election  held 
at  the  local  offices  of  the  State  Labor 
Relations  Board.  The  circuit  was 
charged  by  the  union  with  resorting 
to  unfair  labor  practices.  A  hear- 

ing on  similar  charges,  filed  in  No- 
vember, is  scheduled  before  the 

board. 

studio  foreign  department,  has  returned  to 
Paris  from  Rome  and  will  start  late  this  week 
for  the  Scandinavian  countries  to  continue  his survey. 

LEONARD  GOLDENSON  is  on  a  business  trip 
to  Chicago  and   Minneapolis. 

EDWARD  L.  HYMAN,  JOSEPH  DEITCH,  and 
JERRY  ZIGMOND,  executives  of  Paramount 
Theaters  Service  Corporation,  are  on  an  ex- 

tended business  trip  to  Los  Angeles,  Phoenix, 
Salt  Lake  City  and  Kansas  City. 

CECIL  B.  DeMILLE  and  JACK  BENNY  are 
Chicago  visitors. 

IBELITA  is  in  Chicago  for  p.a.'s  at  the  Chi- 
cago Theater. 

DOUGLAS  SHEARER  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria 
from   the  M-G-M  studios. 

J.  T.  SHEFFIELD,  former  owner  of  several 

Republic  franchises,  spent  several  days  in  Den- 
ver en  route  to  Seattle  aft^r  undergoing  a 

successful   ear  operation   in   New  York. 

Ferguson  Quits  SPG  Post, 
Moves  Up  at  Columbia 

Robert  S.  Ferguson  has  resigned 
as  head  of  the  Screen  Publicists 
Guild  of  New  York,  CIO,  to  take  a 
supervisory  post  with  Columbia.  The 
vacancy  will  be  filled  by  Roger  Lew- 

is, first  vice-president  of  the  SPG, 
until  a  new  president  is  chosen  at  a 
special  election  at  the  next  regular 
meeting  of  the  union. 

At  Columbia,  Ferguson  moves  up 
from  the  adv.  copy  dept.  to  succeed 
Sylvia  Kossack,  resigned,  as  head  of 
the  pressbook  dept.  Miss  Kossack, 
with  the  company  since  1929,  is  re- 

tiring.   Ferguson  joined  Col.  in  1940. 

Goldsmith  Arrives  With 
"Bedelia"  for  Breen  O-O 

Isadore  Goldsmith,  associate  pro- 
ducer of  the  John  Corfield-J.  Arthur- 

Rank  production,  "Bedelia,"  has  ar- 
rived from  England  with  prints  of 

the  pix  which  he  will  take  with  him 
to  the  Coast  to  be  shown  to  Joseph 
I.  Breen,  PCA. 

In  New  York,  Goldsmith  is  con- 
ferring with  Vera  Caspary,  author 

of  "Bedelia." 

Roberts  Joins  Enterprise 
W est  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood— R.  T.  Roberts,  for- 
merly business  manager  for  stars 

and  talent  personalities,  has  joined 
Enterprise  as  a  producer.  His  initial 
assignment  will  be  the  life  story  of 

Barney  Ross,  "The  Burning  Jour- 
ney," starring  John  Garfield. 

BANK  OF  AMERICA  invites  the  accounts  of  all 

in  the  entertainment  industry — workers,  actors, 
stars,  technicians,  producers  and  business  concerns 
THE    BANK    OF    THE    MOTION    PICTURE    INDUSTRY 

ISmtk  of  Ktntvxtn 
NATIONAL  IXvSiTngs  ASSOCIATION 

MEMBER  FEDERAL  DEPOSIT  INSURANCE  CORPORATION 

•  California's  statewide  bank  ...  23  conveniently  located     A 
branches  in  the  nation's  motion  picture  and  radio  center    ̂  

When  you   travel   carry  Bank   of  America    Travelers    Cheques 

Wall  St.  Discounting 

Film  Shares  Sell-off 

Recent  sell-off  in  some  film  shj 
has  failed  to  disturb  industry  fi  j 
cial  observers,  the  Wall  St.  Jouj 
reports.  Paper  points  out  that 

spite  perennial  labor  trouble- 
Hollywood,  attendance  conti  { 

high,  and  the  quality  of  released  ' tures  is  good.  ^d 
Journal  does  not  see  any  a^ 

to  film  issues  even  if  the  Governs  i 
anti-trust  suit  results  in  theatei 
yorcement,  although  industry  ex! 
tives  are  said  to  be  not  expectm;1 unfavorable  decision. 

ALP  Club  Wants  City 
To  Build  10  Theaters 

A  campaign  for  theater  legisla  j 
in  the  New  York  City  Council  to 
propriate  $425,000  for  the  const 
tion  of  10  theaters  with  provis  j 
to    employ    10    theater    staffs    o 
yearly  contract  basis,  will  be  on ' 
the   objectives  at   an   organizati! 
meeting  of  the  Broadway  Club  of  I 
American  Labor  Party  at  the  Cr  ] 
Hotel  tonight. 

The  theaters,  under  the  propc ; 

will   be   designed   along   "little    ' ater"  lines  with  a  seating  capa 
of  200,  and  a  policy  devoted  to 
presentation  of  both  plays  and  fi 

224,781  lA  Mono.  Shares 
To  Be  Offered  to  Public 

Emanuel,  Deetjen  &  Co.  will  o 
224,781  V±   shares  of  Monogram    j 
tures  Corp.  at  a  price  to  be  filed 
amendment  with  the   SEC.     Of  I 
proceeds,  $35,000  will  be  used  to  I 
off  notes,  while  $200,000  is  schedi 
for  plant  expansion  and  the  bala 
added  to  working  capital. 

Scophony  Answers  July  8 
Answers  to  cross  claims  of  Sco 

ony  Corp.  of  America  and  its  pr 
dent,  Arthur  Levey,  by  Paramoi 
General  Precision  Equipment  C< 
and  Television  Productions,  I 
have  been  extended  to  July  8.  Cf 
claims  grew  out  of  the  Governme 
television  patents  suit  in  which 
the  parties  were  named  as  defe 
ants. 

IF  YOU   BUY 
STADIUM,    AMUSEMENT    PARK    OR 

CONTACT  INTERNATIONAL  TICKET! 

Your    needs    supplied    ef- 
ficiently with  Roll,  Machine 

Folded,  Reserve  Seats,  etc. 

Samples,    prices    on    re- 

quest. 

international  Ticket  co 
52  GRAFTON  AVE.      NEWARK  4,  N.  J. 

Sales  offices  in  New  York  and 

Principal  Cities 

Mi 
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LONDON 

CRY  is  going  around  that  J.  Arthur 

»:k  has  appointed  an  industrial  psychi- 

*)LiP  enquire  into  what  makes  pictures 

Apensive.  I  don't  wonder  it  puzzles  the 
'film  chief — it's  been  a  problem  ever 
:  talkies  came  into  being,  but  nobody 

ever    solved    it    yet — and    nobody    ever 

)RDA  is  still  very  much  in  the  news.  In 

a  'phone  conversation  I  had  with  him, 
eemed  quite  unable  to  understand  what 

happening  with  regard  to  Goldwyn  and 

ey,  who  were  reported  in  a  tie-up  with 
ion  a  more  or  less  scientific  distribution 

.;.  Frances  Goldwyn  is  just  in  and  ap- 

ntly  has  not  quite  clarified  the  situ- 

1,  which  has  arisen  after  Disney's  denial 
iny  tie-up  and  a  report  that  Walt  had 
sd  a  contract  with  RKO  for  another  five 

s.  Korda  says  he  is  puzzled.  I  believe 
iias  signed  a  contract  with  Bing  Crosby 
one  picture,  and  rumor  associates  many 

r  stars'  names  with  him,  but  rumor  can 
i   lying  jade. 

•  • 
ULETTE    GODDARD    takes    the    head- 

lines here — seen  around  at  all  the  swell 

•ies  and   theatrical    premieres    in    white 
ne  coat  and  looking  very  a  la.  Paulette 

certainly  made  an  excellent  impression, 
Korda — shrewd   showman   that  he   is — 
that  she  is  well  publicized,  because  she 

oing  to   appear   in    one  of  his   pictures 

year. 
•  • 

:|BOR  troubles  gradually  getting  out  of 
ihe  way.  Big  union  dispute  here  was 
t  which  of  the  two  unions  should  repre- 
some  dispatch  workers  (only  300  out 

trike  and  threatening  to  hold  up  mat- 
.  It  had  nothing  to  do  with  the  trade 

ily — it  was  just  a  quarrel  between  union 

:s,  but  it  was  settled  by  the  Trades 
n  Disputes  Committee  when  they  gave 

ing,  so  thank  goodness  that's  out  of  the 

nk,  Korda  and  Mickey  Balcon  were  in 

erence,   meeting  the   A.   C.  T.   to   dis- 
the  question  of  the  employment  of 

gn  technicians  in  studios.  They  repre- 
;d  the  producers,  and  a  very  strong  team 
were. 

MS  COUNCIL  appointed  by  the  Board 

f  Trade  having  a  meeting  to  decide  on 

many, — and  whom — they  shall  prose- 
for  quota  defaults.  There  are  over 

)  names  in  front  of  them  and  it's  going 
e  a  pretty  ticklish   problem   to  decide, 

Buse  it's  idle  to  disguise  the  fact  that 

aven't  got  enough  pictures  to  go  round, 
«igh  the  producers  say  that  some  of 
i  exhibs.  could  have  shown  more  than 

{quota  they  have  defaulted  on.  I  would 
know  until  I  learned  the  individual 
(instances  in  front  of  them,  but  the 
mittee  which  delves  into  these  things 

ains  some  very  shrewd  exhibitors  among 

lumber,  so  you  can  rely  on  justice  being 

Sets  15c  Dividend 
oronto — FPC  have  declared  regu- 
quarterly  dividend  of  15  cents  a 
re,  payable  June  22,  to  holders  of 
»rd  June  8. 

Men  in  Today's  industry  News 

CHARLES  EINFELD DAVID    L    LOEW NATE  J.   BLUMBERG FRANCIS  L.   HARLEY SI    H.    FABIAN 
ROBERT  S.  WOLFF 

Enterprise's  distribution  via  Universal  was  set  by  Einfeld,  Loeiv  and  Blumberg;  Harley  becomes  a  20lh-Fox  Int.  vice-prexy, 
gets  added  territory  and  an  extended  contract;  Fabian  is  the  recipient  of  the  MPA's  annual  Beacon  Award;  Wolff,  RKO 
Radio  British  head,  is  a  home  office  visitor. 

Enterprise  Pix  Via  Universal 
Distribution  Deal  Ratified  by  Five  Stars 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

than  $1,000,000,  is  planned  by  the 
company.  Production  budget  for  the 
first  year  will  be  at  least  $13,000,000 
in  anticipation  of  a  $30,000,000  world 
gross,  it  was  announced. 

To  Name  Sales  Manager 
A  sales  manager  will  be  selected 

by  Universal  to  function  as  a  liaison 
among    Universal    sales    force,    the 
exhibitors    and    the    Enterprise    or- 

"U's"  SEXTET- 

With  the  completion  of  the  En- 
terprise deal,  Universal  now  has 

six  independent  units  releasing 
through  its  channel.  They  are 
Walter  Wanger,  Jack  Skirball- 
Bruce  Manning,  Mark  Hellinger, 
Mike  Todd,  Diana  Productions 
and  Enterprise. 

ganization.  Post  is  expected  to  be 

filled  following  Einfeld's  arrival  in New  York  for  conferences  in  about 
two  weeks.  Each  picture  will  be 
presented  to  exhibitors  on  an  indi- 

vidual basis  and  apart  from  Univer- 
sale own  product. 

The  first  of  Enterprise's  1946-47 
program,  "Arch  of  Triumph"  (In- 
grid  Bergman-Charles  Boyer),  goes 
into  production  on  July  24.  Harry 

Sherman's  production  of  "Ramrod" 
(Joel  McCrea-Veronica  Lake)  is  now 
on  location  in  Utah.  "The  Other 
Love"    (Barbara    Stanwyck)    starts 

about  Sept.  1.  Others  on  the  sched- 
ule are  "The  Burning  Journey" 

(John  Garfield),  "Maggi  July"  (Gin- 
ger Rogers)   and  "Coup  De  Grace." A  second  group  of  productions  now 

in  preparation  include  "Wild  Calen- 
dar" (Ginger  Rogers),  "They  Passed 

This  Way"  (Joel  McCrea),  "The 
Snake  Pit"  and  originals  by  Chris- 

topher Isherwood,  British  novelist, 
and  Max  Trell,  Broadway  dramatist. 

1,600  on  Enterprise  Payroll 
Enterprise,  which  now  has  1,600 

on  its  payroll,  is  headed  by  Charles 
Einfeld  and  David  Loew,  respectively 

president  and  board  chairman.  Stu- 
dios were  acquired  on  March  1. 

Commenting  on  the  Enterprise 
deal,  N.  J.  Blumberg,  president  of 

Universal,  said  that  "U"  was  adding 
a  progressive  and  vital  producing 
organization  to  its  family  and  that 

the  men  who  head  Enterprise  "have proven  their  ability  in  every  phase 
of  the  industry  through  their  long 

years  of  experience." Enterprise's  announcement  said 
te  deal  with  "U"  was  predicated  on 
its  belief  that  "the  company  has  an 
outstanding  conception  of  our  aim 
in  projecting  American  pictures  in 
the  world  market,"  and  added  "the alliances  and  organization  they  have 

perfected  promise  us  maximum  avail- 
ability of  our  pictures  to  the  great- 

est number  of  exhibitors  in  every 

quarter  of  the  globe." 

ICSACP's  1st  U.  S.  Annual 
Congress  in  Capital  in  Oct. 

The  first  annual  congress  of  the 
International  Confederation  of  So- 

cieties of  Authors,  Composers  and 
Publishers  ever  to  be  held  in  the 
United  States  is  scheduled  to  con- 

vene in  Washington  the  last  week  in 
October,  it  was  disclosed  by  Leslie 
Boosey,  head  of  the  organization, 
who  is  here  from  England  to  attend 
the  Copyright  Conference  being  held 
in  the  nation's  capital. 

Boosey,  who   also  is  president  of 

W.  A.  Glass  Appointed 
Planet's  Eastern  Distrib. 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Wilbur  A.  Glass  has 
been  appointed  as  New  York  dis- 

tributor by  Planet  Pictures  for  his 
16  mm.  pictures.  Glass  will  operate 
under  the  firm  name  of  Planet  Pic- 

tures'   Metropolitan    Officers. 

the  Performing  Rights  Society,  Ltd., 
of  Great  Britain,  will  motor  to  Wash- 

ington today  with  John  G.  Paine, 

.general  manager  of  Ascap.  He's  due 
to  return  to  England  on  June  25. 

Enterprise 
...  a  precedent 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

globally,  it  may  be  observed.  There  will  be 

no  exception  in  the  instance  of  Enterprise's 

product. "Names"  make  more  than  news  .  .  . 

they  make  profits  not  only  for  producer 

and  distributor,  but  for  the  exhibitor.  Es- 

pecially such  "names"  as  Bergman,  Rogers, 
Stanwyck,  Garfield,  McCrea  .  .  .  and  the 
others  still  to  come. 

No  Story  Releasing  Deal 
With  UWP  Consummated 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood — Rumors  to  the  con- 

trary notwithstanding,  no  deal  has 
been  consummated  between  Story 
Productions  and  United  World  Pic- 

tures for  release  of  the  former's  prop- 
erty, "This  Side  of  Innocence,"  it 

was  announced  by  Hal  Home,  chair- 
man of  board  of  Story  Productions. 

Home  stated  that  he  came  to  Holly- 
wood on  the  invitation  of  William 

Goetz  to  discuss  the  possibility  of  a 
United  World  releasing  arrange- 

ment. These  preliminary  discussions 
anticipated  the  return  to  Hollywood 
of  Leo  Spitz  of  United  World  and 
Armand  Deutsch,  president  of  Story, 
and  since  both  of  these  are  now  in 
town,  discussions  will  be  resumed 
this  week  according  to  Home,  with 
all  four  principals  participating. 

Philly  Area  Com.  to 
Meet  on  ATA  Friday 

Philadelphia  —  The  rise  or  fall  of 
American  Theaters  Association  in 

this  territory  may  be  determined  on 
Friday  when  the  area  committee 
meets  under  the  chairmanship  of  Jay 

Emanuel.  Slated  to  attend  the  session 

are  Abe  Sablosky  and  Lewen  Pizor, 

UMPTO;  Ted  Schlanger  and  Fred 

Osterstock,  Affiliated  Theaters;  Mor- 
ris Wax,  'Mike  Felt  and  Ben  Fertel, 

Allied,  and  David  Milgrim,  unaffili- 
ated independent. 
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Rank,  Balcon  Will 

Produce  'Down  Under' 
London  (By  Air  Mail) — Humors 

that  British  producers  would  send 
units  to  Australia  to  make  films  have 
been  confirmed  by  announcements 
from  the  J.  Arthur  Rank  organiza- 

tion and  by  Michael  Balcon,  Ealing 
Studios  head.  While  the  Rank  plans 
are  still  in  the  talking  stage,  Balcon 
has  recently  completed  a  film  in  the 
Commonwealth,  and  will  visit  Aus- 

tralia shortly  to  amplify  his  further 
plans  to  produce  there. 

Rank's  Australian  plans  include  a 
series  of  films  to  be  made  in  associa- 

tion with  Norman  Rydge,  chairman  of 
Greater  Union  Theaters,  in  which 
Rank  has  a  partnership  interest. 
Both  Rank  and  Balcon  plan  to  pro- 

duce at  the  Pagewood  Studios,  Syd- 
ney, which  are  due  to  be  enlarged. 

Balcon's  initial  Australian  film, 
"The  Overlanders,"  was  directed  by 
Harry  Watt,  and  will  be  available 
for  showings  in  London  later  in  June. 

Metro  Will  Still  Listen 
To  Allied  Checking  Plan 

Although  all  companies  reportedly 

rejected  Allied's  proposed  checking 
system,  whereby  theaters  would  be 
bonded  and  audited,  Metro  is  still 
ready  to  listen  and  consider  further 
details,  it  was  reported  yesterday. 

Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  who  headed  Al- 

lied's checking  committee,  reported 
at  the  board  of  directors'  meeting  in 
Chicago  that  all  companies,  except 
Metro,  had  either  nixed  the  plan  or 
had  failed  to  give  it  consideration. 
Metro,  however,  reportedly  informed 
Col.  Cole  that  it  would  be  glad  to 
discuss  the  matter  further  with  his 
committee. 

Metro,  nevertheless,  has  found  its 
own  system  to  be  successful,  using 
salaried  checkers  and  Willmark  Ser- 
vice. 

Metro  Sets  National 
Release  Dates  for  Six 

National  release  dates  on  six 

M-G-M  pictures  for  July  and  August 
were  announced  yesterday.  Pictures 
will  be  made  available  at  the  rate  of 
three  a  month. 

First  on  the  list  is  "The  Green 
Years,"  which  will  be  released  as  a 
special  on  July  4.  It  will  be  followed 

by  "Boys'  Ranch,"  July  18;  "Easy  to 
Wed,"  July  25;  "Courage  of  Lassie," 
Aug.  8;  "Faithful  in  My  Fashion," 
Aug.  22,  and  "Three  Wise  Fools," 
which  is  to  be  tradeshown  in  most 
exchanges  Aug.  29. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  5 
Garrett  Fort  Frank   N.   Phelps 

Marjorie  Woodworrh  Peggy  Stewart 
Harry  J.   Takiff 

Mid-Weeh  Memos 
•  •      •     CUFF  NOTES:  National  theater  circuits  expect  a  minimum 

of  Summer  closings   Houses  which  usually  closed  prior  to  the  war, 

generally  report  business  holding  and  do  not   anticipate   serious   dips. 

•  Jimmy  B riant,  Metro's  New  Orleans  head,  celebrates  his  31st  anni- 
versary with  the  company  Friday.  ...  •  Walter  Hampden  is  the  new 

president  of  The  Players.  ...  •  Didja  know  there  is  a  theater  in  Kana- 
wha called  the  Tall  Corn?   Write  your  own  wisecrack.  ...     •   Tip 

to  talent  scouts:  Take  a  look  at  Carol  Page,  vocalist  with  Poncho's  band 

at  the  Essex  House.  ...  •  "Stormy  Waters,"  Metro's  second  Gallic  re- 
lease and  the  first  Jean  Gabin  film  to  be  shown  since  the  war,  opens  at 

the  55th  St.  Playhouse  on  the  15th.  ...  •  Today's  Helpful  Hint:  Unable 

to  buy  a  new  car,  John  Reid,  manager  of  St.  Paul's  Riviera,  finally  took 
the  discarded  bicycle  of  his  son,  bought  a  one-cylinder  motor,  -and  now 
races  to  and  from  the  theater.  ...  •  The  clock  turns  backward  on 

Broadway  tonight  when  Jimmy  Durante  celebrates  his  30th  anniversary 
on  the  Main  Stem   The  scene  will  be  the  Golden  Slipper  ballroom 

which,  for  the  night,  will  become  the  Club  Durante   In  the  tur- 

bulent 20's,  the  Golden  Slipper  was  the  Silver  Slipper,  where  the  famed 

team  of  Clayton,  Jackson  and  Durante  wowed  'em.  ...  •  Elliot 

Roosevelt  will  speak  at  the  inaugural  of  Chicago's  new  Cinema  Lodge 
on  the  19th.  ...  •  The  New  York  and  national  publicity  build-up  en- 

gineered by  UA's  publicity  department  for  "Henry  V"  is  exciting  no 
little  comment  in  trade  circles   

▼  TV 

•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  Ending  New  York's  voluntary  dimout. 

Mayor  O'Dwyer  expressed  his  "deep  appreciation"  to  the  city's  theaters 
for  their  co-operation.  ...  •  Jack  Sogg,  who  heads  Metro's  Cleve- 

land branch,  celebrates  hid  26th  wedding  anniversary  next  month.  .  .  . 

•  Life  is  getting  to  be  one  award  after  another  for  Jack  L.  Warner 

  Latest  acquisitions  are  the  Treasury's  silver  medal  and  the  Cine- 
Revue  Grand  Prix  for  Production,  Belgian  equivalent  of  the  Irving  Thal- 

berg  award.  ...  •  Didja  know  Atlantic  City  has  designated  "On  the 
Boardwalk"  from  the  20th-Fox  pic,  "Three  Girls  in  Blue,"  as  the  resort's 
official  song  of  the  season?  ...  •  Helmut  Dantine,  back  from  a  10- 

week  tour  of  Europe  as  an  accredited  American  correspondent,  will  re- . 
turn  to  Hollywood  to  free  lance  and  direct.  ...  •  Republic  will  film 

Roy  Rogers'  "Home  in  Oklahoma"  on  Bill  Likens'  Flying  L  ranch  in 
Sulphur,  Okla.  ...  •  New  England  industryites  who  attended  the 

Martin  Toohey  testimonial  dinner  in  Providence  recently  are  still  chuck- 

ling over  what  Providence's  Mayor  Dennis  J.  Roberts  had  to  say   
His  Honor  recalled  that  as  a  boy  he  tried  to  sneak  into  a  theater  but 

was  nabbed  by  Toohey,  and  then  went  on  to  say  that  he  has   since 

learned  how  well  theater  managers  protect  their  doors   The  Mayor, 

it  appears,  had  not  forgotten  that  local  managers  defeated  his  proposed 

five  per  cent  admission  tax.  ...  •  Sic  Transit  Gloria  Mundi  Dep't.: 
Steve  Fitzgibbon  has  sold  the  Garden  Theater  in  Springfield,  Mass.,  and 

it  will  be  converted  into  a  de-luxe  meat  market   

▼  ▼  ▼ 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Edward  L.  Alperson's  production  of 

"Black  Beauty"  for  20th-Fox  will  have  its  New  York  premiere  at  the 
Victoria  on  Labor  Day.  ...  •  There  will  be  no  heating  problems  for 

the   Lincoln,  Grand,   Lincoln,   111.,   and  Freeport   (111.)   Freeport,   theaters 

next   Winter   Owner   Steve   Bennis    happens   to    operate   the    Deer 

Creek  Colliery  as  welL  ...  •  Kaskel  Heppner  of  Metropolitan  Photo 

Service  and  Henry  Rapisarda  of  Cosmo-Sileo  have  been  elected  secre- 

tary and  assistant  secretary,  respectively,  by  the  Press  Photographers 

Association  of  New  York.  ...  A  Tommy  Lyman  says  that  if  Lindy's 

runs   out  of  cheesecake  it'll  be  Hollywood's   fault   

MPA's  Second  Bead 
Award  to  Fabian 
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izer  with  the  ability  and  personal 

to  hold  a  volunteer  nation-wide  [ 
dustry  organization  together 
the  war  years. 

Accepts  for  the  Industry1 
In  accepting  the  award,  Fan 

pointed  out  that  he  did  so,  not! 
himself,  but  for  the  thousands  of I 
hibitors,  as  well  as  producers  1 
distributors  of  the  industry,  wl 

unity  and  devotion  to  their  counj 
made  them  give  whole-heartedljj 
their  time,  effort,  facilities  andl 
nance  for  the  furtherance  of  vici 

and  peace  in  the  war  just  ended.  1 
Fabian  envisioned  a  greater  I 

tion  picture  industry  in  the  yJ 
ahead  because  of  the  unity  of  J 

pose  which,  stemming  from  the  cl 
bined  war  effort,  would  and  could] 
transferred  into  beneficial  unit^ 
thought  and  action  regarding  I 
problems  of  the  industry  itself.  I 

Mrs.  Fabian  was  also  honoredl 

Mpa  with  an  embossed  "certifidj 

of  gratitude." 
Among  those  on  the  dais,  in! 

duced  by  Jack  Ellis  were:  Spyrol 
Skouras,  Morris  Sanders,  Jack  El 
Eddie  Bracken,  License  Commissi 
er  Benjamin  Fielding,  James  A.  Hi 
vey,  Malcolm  Kingsberg,  Wm.  He! 
man,  Harry  Brandt,  A.  W.  Smith,! 
Arthur  Sachson,  Sam  Rosen,  Willi 
White,  A.  W.  Schwalberg,  D J 
Weinstock,  Arthur  Mayer, 
Emanuel  and  Louis  Frisch. 

Entertainment  was  under  the  gJ 

ing  hand  of  Bob  Weitman. 

Chi.  Censors  Make  21  Cuts  I 
Chicago  —  The  Chicago  cer 

board  made  21  cuts  in  the  112  fi 
of  424,000  feet  examined  durJ 

May.  Three  pictures  were  "pink 
for  adults — "The  Big  Ranch,"  "L; 
of  the  House"  and  "Sin  of  the  Mc 
er."     The    censors   withheld   per 
for  the   Casa  film, 

Harbor." 

'Woman   of 

Finn  Heads  N.  Y.  Photogs. 
William  V.  Finn,  of  the  Jourr 

American,  is  the  new  president  of ' Press  Photographers  Association 
New  York. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Des  Moines,  la. — It's  G.  Ra 
(Grandpappy)  Branton  now  for 
general  manager  of  Tri-States  T 
aters  Corp.  of  Des  Moines.  The  g 
eral  manager  became  a  grandfat 

when  his  daughter,  Mrs.  Vincent' Fennelly,  had  a  baby  daughter 
Mercy  Hospital.  The  husband,  a  v 
veteran,  is  now  taking  a  stud' 
manager  course  at  Tri-States. 

David  Weiner,  comptroller  of  F. 
Classics,  Inc.,  became  the  father  o 
six-pound  fourteen-ounce  son,  P 
Bennett,  born  Sunday  at  the  Br< 
Maternity  Hospital. 
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tTOA  Hits  Out  al 

t  mm.  Competition 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

lining  for  the  armed  forces  during 
e  war. 
The  16  mms.  are  now  being  used 
?4y  in  rural  areas  and  smaller 

'Ws,  he  said,  exhibited  in  school- 
uses,  churches,  community  audi- 
iriums,  tents  and  temporary  struc- 
res,  paying  no  taxes  and  having  no 
rmanent  financial  stake  in  a  corn- 
unity,  in  contrast  to  the  established 
use  with  its  heavy  tax  load  and 
rge  investments,  causing  unfair 
mpetition  to  exhibitors.  Lam  pre- 
:ted  a  troubled  future  for  16  mm. 
ms  because  of  poor  film  service,  in- 
lcient  distribution,  bad  prints,  li- 
nse  difficulties  and  old  pictures. 
A  heated  discussion  was  touched 

:  by  Lam's  request  for  remarks 
om  the  floor.  Members  reported 
.rying  experiences  with  16  mm. 
mpetition.  The  majority  agreed 
at  the  competition  is  no  serious 
reat  if  the  major  producers  agree 
it  to  release  films  for  16  mm.  use 
itil  five  years  after  their  regular 
lease. 

Palfreyman  Proposes  Plan 
Dave  Palyfreyman,  of  the  MPAA, 
iggested  two  means  of  controlling 
mm.  competition  from  the  pro- 

icer  level.  First,  producers  would 
>t  make  16  mm.  prints.  Second, 
ntrol  distribution  so  that  new  films 
'  not  go  into  competitive  situations. 
SETOA  passed  and  referred  to  a 
mmittee  a  resolution  to  investigate 
e  16  mm.  situation,  querying  all 
ajor  producers  on  their  future  dis- 
ibution  policies.  One  exhibitor 
ared  heavy  competition  if  the 
rmy  and  Navy  release  to  veterans 
e  thousands  of  16  mm.  projectors 
»w  on  hand.  Most  exhibitors  agreed 
i  mm.  competition  might  become 
■vy  injurious  in  a  few  years  if  the- 
er  groups  do  not  take  steps  now 
control  the  situation. 

Officers  Elected 

The  following  officers  were  elected : 
resident,  Mack  Jackson,  Alexander 
ty,  La.;  Four  vice-presidents,  J.  H. 
lompson,  Hawkinsville,  Ga.;  M.  C. 
oore,  Jacksonville;  Kermit  Stengel, 
ashville;  William  R.  Griffin,  Coll- 
an,  Ala.;  Secretary,  J.  H.  Harrison, 
riffin,  Ga.;  Treasurer,  Tom  Orr, 
Ibertville,  Ala.  Twenty-eight  di- 
ctors  were  elected. 
The  convention  closed  last  night 
ith  a  banquet  at  the  George  Wash- 
igton  Hotel.  Speakers  were  Fuller 
arren,  a  politically  active  Jackson- 
lle  attorney,  and  Claude  Lee  of 
iramount. 
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WEDDING  BELLS 

Powell-Dougherty 
Lenox,  Mass. — Phyllis  Best  Powell, 
mghter  of  William  T.  Powell,  man- 

ner of  the  Capitol  Theater,  Pitts- 
ild,  and  Wilson  H.  Dougherty,  Jr., 
ere  married. 

Little  Headlines: 
CAMERAMEN'S  UNION  666,  IATSE,  Chicago,  took  a  strike  vote  Monday  night 

against  the  five  newsreel  companies,  W.  H.  Strafford,  business  agent  for  the  union, 
stated  there.  The  cameramen  voted  to  refuse  service  after  June  14  for  both  staff  and  in- 

dependent cameramen  to  Paramount,  Pathe,  Universal,  20th -Fox  (Movietone  News), 
and  M-G-M  (News  of  the  Day),  unless  they  sign  the  contracts  agreed  upon  last  January 
at  the  New  York  meeting.  Strafford  wired  Richard  F.  Walsh,  IATSE  president,  in  New 

York  of  the  union's  action. • 

SEVERAL  HUNDRED  NEW  MEMBERS  of  Cinema  Lodge,  B'nai  B'rith,  will  be  in- 
ducted tonight  at  ceremonies  in  the  Hotel  Astor.  Participating  in  the  induction  rites  will 

be  Jack  Cohn,  Harry  Brandt,  Sam  Rinzler,  and  Bob  Weitman. 
• 

VICTOR  MOORE  was  injured  slightly  and  his  son,  Robert  Emmet  Moore,  was  burned 
seriously  in  an  explosion  aboard  the  Moore  cabin  cruiser  yesterday  at  a  fueling  dock  at 

Greenport,  L.  I. 
• 

ALL  THE  RESOURCES  and  technical  experience  gained  in  the  U.  S.  for  selling  and 

exploiting  M-G-M  pictures  will  be  applied  to  the  rapidly  expanding  market  in  Spanish- 

speaking  countries,  Arthur  M.  Loew,  president  of  Loew's  International,  told  the  Latin- 
American  managers  in  session  here  yesterday.  Sam  N.  Burger,  also  spoke.  M-G-M's 
guests  today  will  hear  Orton  H.  Hicks,  head  of  Loew's  Int.  16  mm.  dept. • 

PAUL  NORD,  of  National  Theaters,  Greek  playwright  and  poet,  has  just  completed 

a  drama  with  psychological  implications,  "Haven  in  the  Dark,"  which  is  expected  to  go 
into  production  soon.  Nord's  "God  Strikes  Back,"  was  presented  on  Broadway  about  three 
years  ago. • 

ERIC  A.  JOHNSTON,  MPAA-MPEA  prexy,  calling  for  support  of  the  UJA  $100,000,- 

000  campaign,  declared  "the  ruthless,  cold-blooded  attempt  to  exterminate  the  Jewish 

race  in  Europe  has  no  parallel  in  recent  history." • 
UTILIZING  160  RECORDINGS  of  Cole  Porter  music  released  or  about  to  be  released, 

Warners  has  arranged  one  of  the  heaviest  musical  promotions  ever  accorded  a  film  as 

part  of  the  national  campaign  on  "Night  and  Day,"  chosen1  to  keynote  the  company's 
20th  anniversary  of  talkies. 

• 

MANAGERS  OF  ALL  WARNERS'  THEATERS  in  the  Washington  zone  will  meet  at 

the  Capital  today  and  tomorrow  to  discuss  campaign  plans  for  the  company's  20th 
anniversary  of  sound.  John  J.  Payette  will  preside;  Frank  LaFalce  also  will  speak. 

• 
A  MAN  IDENTIFYING  himself  as  W.  P.  Somet,  New  York  City,  is  under  arrest  in 

Oklahoma  City  following  a  holdup  of  the  Warner  Theater  there.  Somet  was  wounded  as 
was  a  detective  in  a  gun  battle.  • 

"SENSELESS  RESTRICTIONS"  on  films  were  criticized  by  Dr.  Esther  C.  Brunauer, 

U.  S.  rep.  on  the  UNESCO  Preparatory  Commission,  who  declared,  "It's  up  to  UNESCO 
to  free  the  movies,  the  press  and  radio  of  senseless  restrictions." 

First  RKO  Brit.  Pic 

Will  SlarNnJuly 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

to  London,  and  directed  by  Edward 
Dmytryk,  who  leaves  today  by  plane, 
accompanied  by  a  staff  consisting  of 
Ruby  Rosenberg,  William  Watts  and 
Paul  Jarrico. 
RKO  will  distribute  the  picture  in 

the  UK  and  in  North  and  South 
America,  excluding  Canada.  Rank 
will  distribute  in  British  common- 

wealths and  in  other  territories  to 
be  agreed  upon  mutually.  A  mini- 

mum of  two  pictures  will  be  made 
under  the  Rank-RKO  agreement. 

Wolff  said  that  RKO's  business  in 
England  for  the  first  six  months  of 
this  year  was  between  50  and  60  per 
cent  ahead  of  the  first  six  months 
of  1945.  Theater  busines  in  London 
remains  at  a  high  level,  he  said,  al- 

though attendance  has  dropped  off 
slightly  in  the  provinces.  Wolff  ex- 

pressed the  belief  that  no  new  the- 
ater construction  could  get  under 

way  in  England  for  at  least  five 
years,  although  a  few  of  the  blitzed 
houses  may  be  able  to  get  enough 
material  to  do  some  remodeling. 

In  recognition  of  his  25  years  with 
the  company,  the  British  sales  staff 

20th-Fox  Ups  Harley, 
Contract  Extended 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

by   Murray    Silverstone,    20th's   for- 
eign head. 

At  the  same  time,  Harley,  who  for 
the  past  10  years  has  been  function- 

ing as  the  company's  managing  di- rector for  Great  Britain,  has  been 
"invited"  to  become  a  vice-president 
of  20th-International.  His  unexpired 
contract  with  20th-Fox  has  been  ex- 

tended to  cover  a  period  of  seven 

years. Harley,  at  present  in  the  U.  S.  for 
heme  office  conferences,  will  make 

his  headquarters  at  the  company's 
recently  re-occupied  offices  in  Paris. 
According  to  Silverstone,  this  step 
was  prompted  by  the  fact  that  Paris 
will  be  the  pivotal  center  of  activi- 

ties resulting  from  the  arrangement 
entered  into  by  the  U.  S.  and  France 
for  the  reopening  of  the  French  film 
market  to  the  American  industry. 

is  in  the  midst  of  a  Bob  Wolff  Silver 
Jubilee  Drive.  Wolff  leaves  for  the 
studies  next  week  to  see  new  prod- 

uct and  will  return  to  New  York  to 
attend  the  international  convention in  July. 

SEC  Reports  Execs, 
in  Pic  Stock  Deals 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Considerable  activ- 
ity in  Columbia  and  Republic  issues 

featured  the  month's  stock  tradings 
by  pix  executives,  according  to  the 
SEC  summary  released  yesterday. 
Unloading  of  3,900  shares  of  Re- 

public 50-cent  common  by  Onsrud, 
Inc.,  was  reported  in  an  amendment 
to  the  March  tally,  with  Onsrud  re- 

taining 140,750  shares  and  the  An- 
tonsen  Realty  Corp.  holding  14,685. 
Both  companies  are  controlled  by 
Herbert  J.  Yates  who  also  holds  3,000 
shares  in  his  own  name. 

During  the  month,  Albert  W.  Lind 
dropped  his  200  shares  of  the  stock, 
while  Joseph  McMahon  purchased  30 
— all  he  holds.  Lind  holds  100  shares 
of  the  dollar  cumulative  preferred, 
McMahon  the  15  he  just  picked  up, 

and  Yates  15,400  through  the  An- tonsen  Realty  Corp. 

Columbia  Stock  Dividend 
A  Columbia  stock  dividend  late  in 

April  brought  1,207  shares  of  Colum- 
bia common  to  Jack  Cohn;  224  to 

Abraham  Montague;  54  to  Abraham 
Schneider,  and  391  to  Nate  Spingold 
through  a  holding  company  as  well 
as  three  shares  through  a  joint  own- 

ership. Donald  Stralem  also  bene- 
fitted by  23  shares,  and  the  Ralph, 

Joseph,  Jeanette  and  Robert  Cohn 
trusts  by  189,  159,  40  and  260  shares 
respectively — swelling  the  total  hold- 

ing of  the  trusts  to  7764,  6562,  1647 
and  10,680  shares  each. 

Jack  Cohn  gave  away  200  shares 
during  the  month,  leaving  him  with 

49,391.  Montague's  holdings  were 
listed  as  9,107  and  Schneider's  at 
2,216  following  a  transfer  of  50 

shares  a  month  earlier.  Spingold's holding  through  his  holding  company 
were  raised  by  a  dividend  of  5,216 
shares  in  December,  just  now  report- 

ed, and  presently  stands  at  16,039 
shares,  along  with  156  through  joint 
ownership.  Stralem  reports  holding 
945  shares  of  the  stock.  Schneider 
reported  receiving  303  warrants  for 
common  as  a  dividend,  and  now  holds 
12,418  warrants. 

Preston  Davie  added  100  shares  of 
Universal  common,  bringing  his  total 
holding  to  5,509  shares.  J.  Cheever 
Cowdin  was  reported  to  hold  11,637 
shares  personally  as  well  as  577 
through  the  Cheever  Corp.  and  1,413 
through  the  Whitehall  Securities  Co. 

NEW  POSTS 

FLOYD  LEWIS,  general  manager,  Hygienic  Pro- 

ductions. 
GEORGE  ALTMAN,  general  manager,  Hygienic 

Productions   of   Canada. 
RICHARD  BRILL,  WB  field  rep.,  Chicago. 
R.  KERR,  manager,  theater  supply  department, 

Royal  Metal  Manufacturing  Co.,  Chicago. 
CHARLES  M.  DACUS,  assistant  manager,  Beach, 

Miami  Beach,  Fla. 

HUMBERT  iRODOMISTA,  assistant  manager, 
Loew's  State,  Newark,  N.  J. 

AL  KEITH,  manager,  Colony,  Detroit, 
EDGAR  BiROWN,  manager,  Casino,  Detroit. 
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"Janie  Gets  Married" 
with    Joan    Leslie,    Robert    Hutton,    Edward 

Arnold,  Ann  Harding 

Warner  Bros.  89  Mins. 

FAMILY  TRADE  WILL  GET  MOST  EN- 

JOYMENT OUT  OF  "JANIE"  SEQUEL 
CARRYING  YOUTHFUL  APPEAL. 

Filled  with  the  spirit  of  youth,  "Janie 

Gets  Married,"  a  sequel  to  "Janie,"  which 
was  based  on  the  play  by  Josephine  Ben- 

tham  and  Herschel  V.  Williams,  Jr.,  repre- 
sents the  sort  of  entertainment  that  is 

best  suited  for  the  family  trade.  Maturity 

was  cast  out  the  window  in  the  creation 

of  this  picture,  with  the  result  that  the 

show  will  make  an  especially  strong  appeal 

to  adolescent  filmgoers.  The  picture  pre- 

sents the  young  people  in  it  as  so  irre- 
pressible in  their  actions  and  so  silly  in 

everything  they  do  that  the  sophisticated 

person,  or  any  discerning  adult  for  that 

matter,  is  likely  as  not  to  sqHirm  at  the 

goings-on. 

The  story,  produced  in  a  manner  that 

will  bring  laughs  aplenty  from  those  who 

don't  tire  of  youthful  shenanigans,  has 
been  directed  by  Vincent  Sherman  at  the 

dizzy  pace  that  is  common  to  the  existence 

of  our  present-day  youth. 

In  view  of  its  subject,  it  isn't  surprising 

that  the  film  doesn't  attempt  to  make  too 
much  sense.  The  story  can  best  be  described 

as  a  lot  of  nonsense  about  amusing  misun- 

derstandings that  arise  to  plague  the  mar- 

riage of  two  young  people,  said  young 

people  being  Joan  Leslie  and  Robert  Hut- 

ton,  who  play  almost  similar  roles  they  had 

in  "Too  Young  to  Know." 
Hutton  and  Miss  Leslie  get  married  when 

the  former  is  mustered  out  of  the  service. 

Thereafter  one  misunderstanding  after 

another  keeps  the  marriage  rocking  back 

and  forth,  but,  as  is  usual  in  stories  of 

this  sort,  the  young  couple  sees  the  light 

at  the  finale  and  all's  lovey-dovey. 

Produced  capably  enough  by  Alex  Gott- 

lieb, from  a  script  by  Agnes  Christine 

Johnston,  the  picture  has  been  acted  with 

a  world  of  zest  by  a  cast  that  tries  to  do 

the  most  with  the  material  at  hand.  Miss 

i  Leslie  and  Hutton  make  an  appropriately 

I  silly  couple.  Edward  Arnold  and  Ann  Harding 

are  good  as  Miss  Leslie's  parents.  The 

comedy  is  added  to  by  the  late  Robert 

Benchley   as   Hutton's   stepfather. 

CAST:  Joan  Leslie,  Robert  Hutton,  Edward 

Arnold,  Ann  Harding,  Robert  Benchley.  Doro- 

thy Malone,  Hattie  McDaniel,  Dick  Erdman, 

Clare  Foley.  Donald  Meek,  Barbara  Brown,  Mar- 

garet Hamilton,  Anne  Cillis,  Ruth  Tobey,  Wil- 
liam Frambes,  Mel  Torme,  John  Sheridan,  Art 

Kassel,   John   Miles. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Alex  Gottlieb;  Director, 
Vincent  Sherman;  Screenplay,  Agnes  Christine 

Johnston;  Based  on  characters  created  by  Jo- 
sephine Bentham,  Herschel  V.  Williams,  Jr.; 

Cameraman,    Carl    Guthrie;    Musical   Score,    Fred- 

Ierick  Hollander;  Art  Director,  Robert
  M.  Haas; 

Film  Editor,  Christian  Nyby;  Sound,  Charles 

Lang;  Set  Decorator,  Lyle  Reifsnider;  Musical 
Director,    Leo   F.    Forbstein. 

DIRECTION,    Good.        PHOTOGRAPHY,    Good. 

Parsons  Gets  Release 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Lindsley  Parsons  has 
obtained  a  release  from  his  co-pro- 

ducer's spot  with  Jan  Grippo  on 
the  "Bowery  Boys"  series.  Parsons 
and  Grippo  produced  three  of  the 
films  as  a  team.  Grippo  will  pro- 

duce the  remainder  of  the  series 
alone,  and  Parsons  will  produce  pix 
for  Monogram  independently. 

'Valley  of  the  Zombies' 
with    Robert    Livingston,   Adrian    Booth,    Ian 

Keith 

Republic  56  Mins. 

HORROR  STORY  EVIDENTLY  HASTILY 

FLUNG  TOGETHER  RATES  AS  A  MINOR 
ITEM. 

"Valley  of  the  Zombies"  is  a  minor  hor- 
ror item,  betraying  every  evidence  of  having 

been  flung  together  hastily  by  Dorrell  and 
Stuart  McGowan. 

The  "zombie"  with  whom  the  picture 
deals,  is  of  a  peculiar  breed,  looking  more 

like  the  personification  of  demon  rum  in 

the  old  mellers.  It  seems  he  has  brought 

himself  out  of  the  grave  through  the  magic 

of  a  secret  potion.  To  prevent  himself  from 

relapsing  into  a  state  of  inanimation  he 

must  keep  himself  supplied  with  blood,  to 

get  which  he  commits  one  murder  after 

another.  The  guy's  bloody  binges  finally  are 
halted  by  the  young  assistant  of  a  doctor 

killed  by  the  villain.  The  young  doctor  and 

his  sweetheart,  his  nurse,  barely  escape 

joining  the  other  victims.  The  zombie  is  dis- 

posed of  by  having  him  fall  off  a  roof  while 

being  pursued  by  our  hero. 

The  screenplay,  credited  to  the  Mc- 

Gowans,  doesn't  profit  much  from  the  di- 
rection of  Philip  Ford.  At  no  time,  too,  do 

the  players  overextend  themselves.  Robert 

Livingston  is  the  hero;  Adrian  Booth,  his 

girl  friend;  Ian  Keith,  the  mosquito  that 
walks  like  a  man. 

CAST:  Robert  Livingston,  Adrian  Booth,  Ian 
Keith,  Thomas  Jackson,  Charles  Trowbridge, 
Earle  Hodgins,  LeRoy  Mason,  William  Haade, 
Wilton  Graff,  Charles  Cane,  Russ  Clark,  Charles 
Hamilton. 
CREDITS:  Associate  Producers,  Dorrell  and 

Stuart  McGowan;  Director,  Philip  Ford;  Screen- 
play, Dorrell  and  Stuart  McGowan:  Based  on 

story  by  Royal  K.  Cole,  Sherman  L.  Lowe;  Cam- 
eraman, Reggie  Lanning;  Film  Editor,  William 

P.  Thompson;  Musical  Director,  Richard  Cher- 
win;  Sound,  Fred  Stahl;  Art  Director,  Hilyard 
Brown;  Set  Decorators,  John  McCarthy,  Jr.,  Allen 
Alperin;  Special  Effects,  Howard  and  Theodore 
Lydecker. 

DIRECTION,    So-So.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Okay. 

Aboaf  to  Universal  Int. 
To  Fill  Executive  Post 

Appointment  of  Americo  Aboaf 
to  an  executive  post  with  Universal 
International  in  New  York  was  an- 

nounced yesterday  by  Joseph  H.  Sei- 
delman,  president. 
From  1925  to  1936,  Aboaf  was 

managing-  director  for  Paramount  in 
Italy  where  he  opened  11  branches. 
During  this  period  he  also  supervised 
Paramount's  activities  in  Bulgaria, 
Turkey  and  Greece.  From  1930  to 
1940,  Aboaf  served  as  special  repre- 

sentative for  Universal  in  Italy, 
Spain  and  Portugal. 

"The  Notorious  Lone 

Wolf" 

with   Gerald   Mohr,  Janis  Carter,   Eric   Blore 
Columbia  64  Mins. 

MYSTERY  IS  MADE  UP  OF  FAMILIAR 

INGREDIENTS  THAT  ARE  FAVORITES 

WITH  MELODRAMA  BUGS. 

The  adventures  of  the  Lone  Wolf  are  re- 

sumed in  this  film,  with  the  portrayal  of 

the  character  being  taken  over  by  Gerald 

Mohr.  The  newest  of  the  series  is  a  cut- 

and-dried  mystery  that  unfurls  rapidly  under 
the  direction  of  D.  Ross  Lederman. 

The  screenplay  of  Martin  Berkeley  and 

Edward  Dein,  is  based  on  an  adaptation  of 

a  story  founded  on  an  unspecified  some- 
thing   by    Louis    Joseph    Vance.    The    Lone 

;  Wolf,  continuing  his  course  along  the 

straight-and-narrow     after    service     in     the 

[  armed  forces,  is  rudely  jolted  by  the  rob- 
bery   of  a    priceless    jewel    filched    from    a 

j  museum.  His  past  record  as  a  jewel  thief 
immediately  makes  him  suspect.  To  clear 

himself,  he  has  to  solve  the  theft — a  mat- 

I  ter  which  he  accomplishes  deftly  and  ef- 
fectively.   Murder    plays   an    important    part 

1  in  the  development  of  the  story. 

The  part  of  the  Lone  Wolf  is  one  that 

makes  not-too-great  demands  on  the  acting 
resources  of  Mohr.  Janis  Carter  is  an 

attractive  bauble  as  our  hero's  sweetheart, 

who  proves  that  the  war  hasn't  altered  her 
feelings  for  him.  Eric  Blore  goes  his  amus- 

ing way  as  the  Lone  Wolf's  fiercely  loyal valet  who  aids  his  master  in  establishing 

his  innocence.  John  Abbott,  William  David- 
son, Don  Beddoe,  Adelle  Roberts,  Robert 

Scott  and  Peter  Whitney  are  some  of  the 

others  who  participate  prominently  in  the 

proceedings. 

CAST:  Gerald  Mohr,  Janis  Carter,  Eric  Blore, 
John  Abbott,  William  Davidson,  Don  Beddoe, 
Adelle  Roberts,  Robert  Scott,  Peter  Whitney, 

Olaf  Hytten,  Ian  Wolfe,  Edith  Evanson,  Maurice 
Cass,    Eddie   Acuff,    Virginia    Hunter. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Ted  Richmond;  Director, 
D.  Ross  Lederman;  Screenplay,  Martin  Berkeley, 
Edward  Dein;  Adaptation,  Garrett  Graham; 
Story,  William  J.  Bowers;  Based  on  a  Louis 

Joseph  Vance  work;  Cameraman,  Burnett  Guf- 
fey;  Film  Editor,  Richard  Fantl;  Art  Director, 
Perry  Smith;  Set  Decorator,  Frank  Kramer;  Sound, 

Jack  Goodrich;  Musical  Director,  Mischa  Baka- leinikoff. 

DIRECTION,    Routine.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Okay. 

'Ghost  of  Hidden 
Valley 

}i   rvnn 

§ 

Filmack  Will  Open 
Office  in  New  York 

Irving  Mack,  president  of  Filmack 
Corp.  of  Chicago,  said  here  yester- 

day that  his  organization  will  defi- 
nitely open  a  New  York  office. 

His  current  business  visit  here  is 
also  linked  to  a  survey  of  the  East- 

ern territory  with  an  eye  to  expand- 
ing his  organization's  activities  be- 

yond the  trailer  field. 

PCC  Trustees  to  Elect 
Slate  at  Seattle  Today 

Seattle  —  Officers  of  the  Pacific 
Coast  Conference  wall  be  elected  to- 

day at  the  final  session  of  the  PCC 
trustees  three-day  meeting.  An 
agenda  including  all  phases  of  trade 
practices  and  exhibitor  organization 
activities  has  been  prepared. 
Attending  the  sessions  are  L.  0. 

Lukan  and  Leroy  Johnson,  Seattle; 
M.  W.  Mattecheck  and  William  Gae- 
per;  Jr.,  Portland;  Rotus  Harvey, 
San  Francisco;  Hugh  Bruen,  George 
Diamos  and  Robert  H.  Poole,  Los 
Angeles;  James  Hone,  secretary  of 
the  ITO  of  Washington,  Northern 
Idaho  and  Alaska;  0.  J.  Miller,  ex- 

ecutive secretary  of  the  ITO  of  Ore- 
gon; Homer  Tegtmeier,  secretary  of 

the  ITO  of  California,  and  Abe 
Blumenfeld,  representing  Ben  Levin, 
San  Francisco. 

with   Buster  Crabbe,  Al  St.  John 

PRC  57  Mi 

WESTERN   WITH   MORE  THAN 

INTEREST  IS  SURE  TO  GET  THE  A( 

FANS  PLENTY  STIRRED  UP. 

"Ghost  of  Hidden  Valley"  gives  new  ir 
terest  to  an  ancient  plot  by  casting  th 

main  victim  of  the  villains  as  an  Englis 

blueblood  come  to  the  West  to  restore 

dilapidated  ranch  inherited  from  his  pate 

In  other  respects  the  picture  follows  th 

pattern  with  little  deviation,  with  all  th 

tried-and-true  stuff  that  never  fails  to  los 

its  pull  with  the  average  western  enthu 

siast.  The  action  is  generous  and  the  v 
olence  is  of  the  sort  that  sends  the  young 
sters  into  ecstasies. 

As  usual,  Buster  Crabbe  and  his  clownin 

pal,  Al  St.  John,  use  their  efforts  to  rescu 

the  good  and  confound  the  evil.  Their  jo 

in  this  case  is  to  prevent  a  gang  of  rustler 

from  interfering  with  the  Englishman's  plan 
to  put  the  ranch  back  in  shape  after  its  us 

by  the  villains  as  their  headquarters.  T 
serve  their  ends  the  villains  have  circulate! 

the  story  that  a  "ghost"  is  responsible  fo 
the  depredations  against  the  ranchers 

Crabbe  and  St.  John  reveal  the  "ghost"  ti 
be  a  live-and-kicking  gent — much  too  live 

and-kicking  for  the  good  of  the  community 

Charles  King,  the  boss  of  the  rustlers,  is  the 

uncle  of  a  cowgal  (Jean  Carlin)  who  ha 

fallen  for  the  Englishman  (John  Meredith 

and  who  has  been  helpful  to  Crabbe  ant 

his  pal  in  tracking  down  the  villains.  Kin; 

redeems  himself  by  dying  to  prevent  hi; 

boys  from  killing  the  Englishman. 

Sigmund  Neufeld  functioned  as  producer 

with  Sam  Newfield  supplying  fast  direction 

The  screenplay  is  credited  to  Ellen  Coyle. 

CAST:  Buster  Crabbe,  Al  St.  John,  Jean  Car- 
lin, John  Meredith,  Charles  King,  Jimmy  Aubrey, 

Karl  Hackett,  John  L.  Cason,  Silver  Harr,  Zon 
Murray,    George    Morrell,    Burt   Dillard. 
CREDITS:  Producer,  Sigmund  Neufeld;  Di- 

rector, Sam  Newfield;  Screenplay,  Ellen  Coyle; 

Cameraman,  Art  Reed;  Sound,  Glen  Clenn;  Musi- 
cal Director,  Lee  Zahler;  Film  Editor,  Holbrook 

N.  Todd. 
DIRECTION,   Okay.      PHOTOGRAPHY,  Okay. 

11  Countries  to  Support 
Films  of  the  Nations 

Eleven  countries  so  far  have 

pledged  support  and  are  making  pic- 
tures available  to  Films  of  the  Na- 

tions, Inc.,  non-profit  membership 
corporation  set  up  to  distribute  16 

mm.  subjects  in  the  U.  S.  and  Can- 
ada. Group  is  now  compiling  a  mas- 

ter mailing  list  and  will  start  ex- 
tensive distribution  with  the  begin- 

ning of  the  new  school  term  in  Sep- tember. 

Countries  pledged  include  Canada, 
Czechoslovakia,  Denmark,  Great 
Britain,  India,  Netherlands,  New 
Zealand,  Norway,  South  Africa,  Swe- ; 
den  and  Switzerland,  with  a  number 
of  nations,  including  some  South 
American  countries,  indicating  their 

desire  to  join  when  films  are  avail- able. 
Officers  include:  Maurice  T.  Groen, 

president;  H.  M.  Moolman  and  B. 
Nordholm,  vice-presidents;  H.  Van 
Weeren-Griek,  treasurer,  and  Wil- 

liam Rosenfield,  secretary.  Organi- 
zation has  offices  at  18  W.  55th  St. 
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ABC  To  Lean  on  Pix 
For  Television  Use 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
clearing  house  and  booking  agent  for 
the  purpose   of   obtaining   films  for 
its  affiliated  stations.    "This  service," 

Khe^Tjemarked,  "will  automatically  de- 

(qt  '  e  the  cost  of  individual  station 
p_  0  ramming." 
Another  phase   of  ABC's   affiliate 

"  film  service  will  be  the  shooting  of 
1 1  film  records  of  large  and  important 

tele  programs  that  originate  in  key 
production   points,   for   shipment  to 

i  affiliated  stations. 
Special  Events  Services 

Third  section  of  the  service  will  be 
the  photographing  of  special  events 
films,   editing   and    adding   commen- 

1  tary,   thereby   giving   affiliated    sta- 

'  tions  the  advantage  of  key  city  spe- cial events  service. 

The  ABC  president  told  the  FCC 

I  that  the  network  plans  to  "plough" 
;!  more  than  $10;000,000  into  television development  within  the  next  one  to 
:,  three  years,  including  an  estimated 
i'  $2,000,000  earmarked  for  New  York, 
j  Latter  city  was  described  by  Wood 

as  the  "top  key  city"  in  a  proposed 
network  of  ABC-owned  tele  stations 
to  embrace  Los  Angeles,  San  Fran- 

i  cisco,  Chicago  and  Detroit. 

Woods  told  the  Commission's  hear- 
ing on  New  York  tele  channels  that 

he  anticipated  no  fear  of  competi- 
tion on  the  part  of  the  motion  picture 

industry.  "The  movie  people  will  get 
into  television,"  he  commented. 

First  Link  in  Tele  Chain 

ABC  plans  first  to  link  New  York, 
Philadelphia,  Washington,  Schenec- 

tady and  Boston  as  soon  as  possible. 
These  would  form  the  nucleus  for 
national  service  when  facilities  are 
made  available.  Network  is  pre- 

pared to  utilize  the  best  available 
means  for  linking  together  its  sta- 

tions, whether  it  be  by  coaxial  cable, 
radio  relay,  or  Stratovision.  ABC 
plans  to  expand  its  personnel  to  in- 

clude specialists  in  the  new  art, 
which  Woods  holds  is  "the  greatest 
medium  of  mass  communication  ever 

devised  by  man." 

B  &  K  Disclose  Plans  for 
Large  FM-Tele  Tower 

Chicago — John  Balaban,  secretary- 
treasurer  of  the  B  &  K  Corp.  yester- 

■'  day  revealed   plans    for   large-scale .   construction  of  FM  and  tele  studios 

IN  CIVVIES 
if  Honorably  Discharged  * 

RANDOLPH  HALL,  from  the  Armed  Forces,  to 
manager  of  the  Aztec  Theater,  Van  Alystyne, 
Tex. 

CHARLES  RICHARDS,  from  the  Army,  to  stu- 

dent assistant,  Loew's  Ohio,  Columbus,  Ohio. 
AUDREY  COUCH,  from  the  Navy,  to  manager, 

Riviera,  Knoxville,  Tenn. 

CECIL  COX,  Army,  to  operator.  Colony  Theater, 
Detroit. 

JAMES  STAVRON,  Army,  new  assistant  manager, 
Cameo   Theater,   South   Orange. 

Holly  wood-  Vine  Yard 
;By  RALPH  WILK; 

West   Coast   Bureau   of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Day's  news  digest:   Edward  Small,   now   making  "Bella   Donna"  for  Inter- 
national-United  World,    is   expected   to   sign    a    new    UA    distribution    deal    within    the 

month   Mike  Todd's  first  Universal  production  will  be  "Great  Son,"  rights  to  which 
he  has  held  since  November,  1944   Para.'s  pic  inspired  by  the  Variety  Clubs  will  be 
titled    "Variety   Girl";    format    will    be    that   of   a    musical    review   Mark    Hellinger 
will    make    Don    Tracy's    novel,    "Criss-Cross"    for    Universal    release   Donald    Crisp 

gets  a  starring  role   in  20th-Fox's  "Bob,  Son  of   Battle"   Johnny.  Johnston   will   be 

opposite   Esther  Williams  in   Metro's  "This  Time  for  Keeps"   Danial  Taradash  will 

do  the  screenplay  for  Vanguard's  "Intimate  Notes"   If  the  L.  A.  C  of  C  is  smart, 
it'll  quickly  adopt  Sam  Wood's  proposal   for  the   establishment  of  an   international   film 
festival,    modelled    after    those    held    annually    in   Venice,    Brussells   and    Cannes   

RKO  has  purchased  the  screen  rights  to  Jerome  Chodorov  play  "Barnaby  and  Mr. 
CTMalley,"  which  is  based  on  the  Crockett  Johnson  PM  comic  strip,  and  will  back 
Barney  Josephson  and  James  Proctor  in  a  legit  presentation  of  the  piece.  The  deal  is 

said  to  involve  a  down  payment  of  $100,000  by  RKO  with  a  graduating  increase  that 

may  reach  $200,000  according  to  the  number  of  Broadway  performances   Enter- 
prise  has   signed   Faye    Emerson    Roosevelt   for   the    much    sought   after   role   of   Kate    in 

"Arch  of  Triumph"   Eagle-Lion  Films,  planning  a  pic  on  the  life  of  Mother  Cabrini, 
would   like   Irene   Dunne   for   the   title    role   Sam   Wood    wants    Barbara  White    for 

"Ivy,"  his   United   World   endeavor   Gene   Markey   will    do   "The   Night   the   World 
Shook"  for  Twentieth-Fox   Monogram   has   inked   Ann    Harding   and   Victor    Moore 

for  "It  Happened  On  Fifth  Ave.,"  with  Roy  Del  Ruth  producing. 

Johnston  Sees  U.  K.  Treaty 
Fostering  U.  S.  Pix  Marts 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

develop"  the  overseas  markets  of  the 
American  pix  industry. 

"But  we  realize,"  he  said,  "that 
the  direct  interest  of  one  business 
should  not  be  the  controlling  factor 
in  determining  national  policy.  The 
only  yardstick  for  measuring  the 
worth  of  this  proposed  agreement  is 
the  overall  effect  on  the  national 
economy. 

"It  is  my  considered  belief  that 
the  restoration  of  world  trade  is 

vitally  necessary  to  America's  ex- 
panding economy.  Because  of  Great 

Britain's  unique  and  historic  posi- 
tion as  a  focal  point  for  international 

trade,  this  proposed  agreement  is, 
in  the  truest  sense,  the  keystone  of 

America's  foreign  trade  policies." 

and  transmitter  tower  at  the  FCC's 
Chicago  hearing  on  FM  applications. 
Plans  include  studios  on  the  11th 
floor  of  the  State  Lake  Bldg.,  and  a 
joint  FM  and  tele  transmitting  tower 
situated  across  the  street  on  the 
north  side  of  Lake  St.  where  B  &  K 
has  already  announced  plans  for  the 
construction  of  a  theater. 

Tower  will  be  a  decided  departure 
from  normal  broadcast  design.  It 
will  be  a  tapered  steel  shaft  600 
feet  high  and  extending  90  feet  be- 

low ground  to  bedrock.  It  will  be 
approximately  15  feet  in  diameter  at 
the  base,  tapering  to  five  feet  at  the 
top  where  an  80-foot  pole  will  sup- 

port the  FM  and  tele  antennas.  Both 
FM  and  tele  transmitters  will  be  in 
the  basement. 

Milton  Searle  Carstens  is  the  arch- 
itect. Cost  is  estimated  at  about 

$150,000. 

Louis-Conn  Fight  Tele 
Coverage  is  Extended 

Television  coverage  of  the  Louis- 
Conn  fight  at  the  Yankee  Stadium 
on  June  '19  will  be  extended  to  in- 

clude video  audiences  in  Washington 

Propose  Own  Bargaining 
Unit  for  Tele  Directors 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
interested  unions  met  yesterday  with 
the  Board  to  argue  concerning  in- 

clusion of  tele  directors  and  assistant 
directors,  assistant  casting  directors, 
floor  managers,  visualizers,  film  cut- 

ters, supervisors  of  operations  and 
studio  attendants  in  a  single  bar- 

gaining unit. 
Arguing  for  inclusion  in  a  unit  by 

themselves  was  Judge  Matthew  Levy 
for  IATSE.  Generally  supporting 
the  idea  of  separate  organization 
for  directors  and  assistant  directors 
were  Henry  Howard  for  CBS,  Ber- 

nard Cahn  of  Silver  and  Saperstein 

for  the  Radio  Director's  Guild,  Ed- 
ward C.  Harley  for  IBEW  and  the 

UOPWA-CIO  radio  guild. 

Goldwyn  Gains  Control  of 
50%  of  Studio  Property 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

stucfio.  Lease  is  to  cover  a  period 
of  20  years  from  November,  1948, 
when  the  current  lease  expires. 

Lady  Stanley  was  represented  by 
Basil  Black  and  the  lease  was  drawn 
by  the  Formosa  Realty  Co.  which 
is  controlled  by  Goldwyn  who  some 
time  ago  purchased  from  Douglas 
Fairbanks,  Jr.,  his  entire  interest 
in  the  property. 

Goldwyn  has  occupied  the  studio 
since  1934,  erecting  many  sound 
stages  and  other  buildings,  equip- 

ping and  staffing  them,  maintaining 
all  departments  and  producing  all  of 
his  films  there  during  that  time. 

Mary  Pickford  retains  her  inter- 
est of  50  per  cent  of  the  ground  on 

which  the  studio  is  built. 

and  Philadelphia,  NBC  disclosed  yes- 
terday. The  network,  which  has  ex- 

clusive tele  rights  to  the  fight,  is  al- 
lowing the  DuMont  station  in  Wash- 
ington and  the  Philco  station  in 

Philadelphia  to  carry  the  event. 

$2,026,000  Pix  (oin 
For  Plays  in  Year 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
and  does  not  include  prices  that  were 
not  made  known. 
Play  purchases,  by  companies, 

with  prices  when  known,  include: 
Paramount:  "State  of  the  Union," 

$300,000,  plus  50  per  cent  of  gross 
after  production  costs;  "Dream 
Girl,"  $300,000;  "Oh,  Brother,"  $76,- 
000. 

M-G-M:  "The  Day  Before  Spring," 

$275,000;  ;'The  Rich  Full  Life,"  $75,- 000  deposit  against  ceiling  of  $225,- 
000;  "The  Birds  and  the  Bees"  (un- 
produced),  $50,000;  "A  Place  in  the 
Sun,"  "How  Now,  Hecate?" 

Twentieth-Fox:  "The  Late  George 

Apley,"  $275,000. 
Sam  Bischoff:  "Are  You  With  It?", 

$200,000. Universal:  "Up  in  Central  Park," 
$100,000;  "Mexican  Hayride,"  $50,- 

000. 
Jack  Skirball-Bruce  Manning: 

"Portrait  in  Black,"  $100,000  plus 
percentage  of  gross. 
Hal  Wallis:  "The  Beggars  Are 

Coming  to  Town,"  $100,000. 
RKO:  "The  Lawyer"  (unproduced), 

$25,000. Jesse  Lasky:  "Silk  Hat  Harry" (unproduced),  $50,000. 
International  Pictures :  "Bloomer 

Girl,"  percentage  of  profits. 
Mary    Pickford:    "Champagne  for- 

Everybody." Robert  and  Raymond  Hakim: 
"Heartbreak." 

Walter  Wanger:  "If  I  Love  You" (unpublished),  $50,000. 
A.  Pam  Blumenthal:  "The  Secret 

Room." 

Alfred  Hitchcock:  "Under  Capri- corn" (unproduced). 

Mark  Hellinger:  "The  Hero." 
Story  Productions:  "Home  of  the 

Brave." 

Donate  "Lion"  for  Braille 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Adria  Locke  Langley, 

author  of  "A  Lion  Is  in  the  Street," 
and  William  Cagney,  who  purchased 
it  for  filming  at  a  record  price  of 
$250,000,  are  donating  the  rights  to 
adapt  the  book  into  braille  for  use 
of  the  blind.  The  picture  will  star 
James  Cagney.  It  will  be  the  costli- 

est production  undertaken  by  Wil- liam Cagney. 

SICK  REPORT 

LARRY  LAPIDUS,  son  of  Jules  Lapidus, 

WB  Eastern  division  sales  manager,  will  un- 
dergo an  operation  for  a  leg  condition  today 

at  the  Hospital  for  Joint  Diseases.  The  com- 
plication became  serious  following  young 

Lapidus'   discharge   from   the   Navy. 
ELIZABETH  RICHTER,  office  manager  of 

the  J.  Real  Neth  theaters,  Columbus,  O.,  is 

back  at  her  desk  following  recovery  from 

a  major  operation. 

MARYLEE  BAKER,  Atlas  Theaters'  booker, 
is  ill  in  St.  Luke's  Hospital,  Denver,  with 

pneumonia. 



He  claimed  men 'Till  sk  went  IWlF/t 
on  fde  Townf 

Universal  Presents 

GEORGE  BRENT  LUCILLE  BALL  VERA 

A  FESSIER-PAGANO  PRODUCTION 

with CHARLES  W1NNINGER CARL  ESMOND     RAYMOND  WALBURN    ELISABETH  RISDON 

LOUISE  BEAVERS    WALLACE  FORD     FRANKLIN  PANGBORN 

Original  ScYeenplay  Written  and  Produced  by  Michael   Fessier  and  Ernest  Pagano 

Directed  by  WILLIAM  A.  SEITER  Executive  Producer;   HOWARD  BENEDICT  A    UNIVERSAL  PICTURE 



*m 
M.    F.    Production  Dist. 
28  W.    44th   St.    21st   floor 
New  York      N.    Y. 

intimate  in  Character 
International  in  Scope 
independent  in  Thought 
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MA  AIDING  FIGHT  ON  ILLINOIS  TICKET  TAX 

Metro's  " Narrative  Versions"  for  Foreign  Lands 
Reeling  'Round '-- 
WASHINGTON 

Br  ANDREW  H.  OLDER 

WASHINGTON 

•EN.  WILLIAM  LANGER,  the  erratic 

'  North  Dakota  Republican,  tells  us  he 
ill  introduce  his  anti-block-booking  bill 

ithin  the  next  few  days.  It's  on  his  desk, 
2  says,  and  just  about  ready  for  filing  in 

le  Senate.  .  .  .Not  even  Langer,  we're  sure, 
xpects  anything  to  happen  with  it  this 

jar — and,  of  course,  it  will  be  dead  by 

ext  year. . .  .He  hasn't  let  us  have  a  peek 
'  it  yet,  but  he  assures  us  that  it  car- 

es "the  works,"  net  only  booking  restric- 
ons  but  also  a  ban  on  circuit  ownership 

i  distribs.  and  a  few  other  things.  He'd 
ven  like  to  include  a  limitation  on  rentals 

-but  our  guess  is  that  will  not  be  in  the 
ill ...  .  Langer,  you  see,  is  up  for  re-elec- 
on  this  Fall.  His  state  is  quite  a  distance 

•om  New  York  or  L"s  Angeles — there 

ren't  many  film  distributors  in  North  Da- 
ota — but  there  are  a  fairish  number  of  ex- 
ibitors. 

•  e 
JARE  LORENTZ,  the  documentary  pro- 

ducer whose  films  "The  River"  and 
The  Plow  that  Broke  the  Plains"  are  land- 
tarks  in  the  art  for  this  country,  was 
warded  a  Legion  or  Merit  this  week  for 

is  work  in  directing  a  huge  camera  project 
or  the  ATC.  Only  a  portion  of  the  job 

■as  the  remarkable  series  of  subjects  on 

ne  "hump"  crossings  in  the  Himalayas. •  • 
iiPAA  estimates  that  the  United  States 

y*  pix  industry  was  saved  35  or  40  mil- 
lion dollars  directly  when  the  Senate  last 

hursday  quietly  passed  the  double  taxa- 
on  agreement  with  the  British.  Had  the 
greement  not  been  ratified,  there  is  reascn 
3  believe  the  British  would  have  refused 

o  turn  over  that  amount  in  rentals.  . .  .In- 

dentally,  there  is  no  reason  to  suspect 
lat  the  Senate  Foreign  Relations  Commit- 
ee  has  broken  faith  with  the  Hollywooders 

rho  came  in  this  Spring  to  plead  for  omis- 

'fon  of  the  clause  exempting  them  from  the 
enefit  of  the  act.  There  is  nothing  un- 
sual  in  passing  an  agreement  with  an  un- 

derstanding that  some  portion  of  it  is 
iter  to  be  stricken  or  amended.  That  is 

he  case  here,  with  the  committee  definitely 
scorded  in  favor  of  giving  talent  the  same 

ireak  from  the  agreement  that  everyone 
Use  gets. . .  .Chairman  Tom  C  o  n  n  a  1 1  y 
ailed  upon  Sen.  Bob  LaFollette  to  explain 
3  the  Senate  that  the  Hollywood  protest 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Type  of  Presentation  is 

Offshoot  of  "Ben  Shee" 
Introduced  by  Japanese 

Bridging  the  entertainment  value 
and  productive  costs  of  synchronized 
versions  of  American  films  for  the 
foreign  markets,  for  areas  where 
only  titled  versions  could  be  profit- 

ably employed,  M-G-M  will  pioneer 
in  the  possibilities  of  "narrative  ver- 

sions," it  was  learned  here  yesterday. 
This  new  type  of  presentation  is 

said  to  be  an  offshoot  of  the  old 
(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Kahn  Bringing  Dutch 
Film  Proposition! 

Following  yesterday's  meeting  of 
the  MPEA,  Eric  A.  Johnston  an- 

nounced that  Henry  Kahn,  first  of 

the  Association's  representatives  to 
be  sent  overseas,  will  arrive  in  New 
York  by  air  this  week  for  conferences 
dealing  with  the  film  situation  in 
the  Netherlands. 

(Reports  from  Washington  last 
(Continued  on  Page  9) 

United  States  Pictures 
Sets  6  for  WB  Release 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Six  productions  to  be 
released  through  Warners  in  1946-47 
were  announced  yesterday  by  Joseph 
Bernhard,  president,  and  Milton 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

DuPont  Post  Theater 
iVou?  Civilian   House 

Wilmington,  Del.  —  The  Post  The- 
ater, located  at  Fort  DuPont,  Dela- 
ware City,  is  now  open  to  the  public 

under  the  same  management  as  the 
Earle  Theater,  New  Castle. 

Fort  DuPont  closed  recently  as  an 
Army  base. 

So  far  as  is  known,  this  is  the 

first  Army  theater  to  be  converted 
for  civilian  operation. 

Newsreels  on  Tele 

Opposed  in  Britain 
London  (By  Cable) — Strong  oppo- 

sition to  the  request  by  the  BBC  for 
permission  to  use  newsreels  on  tele- 

vision programs  developed  at  yester- 
day's joint  meeting  of  distributors, 

exhibitors  and  producers,  called  to 
discuss  the  proposal.  No  decision 
was  reached,  the  meeting  adjourning 
for  talks  with  the  BBC. 

Max  Milder,  managing  director  of 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Authors  Guild  Discusses 
Leasing  of  Film  Rights 

The  proposal  that  the  method  of 
acquiring  screen  properties  be  al- 

tered to  eliminate  the  outright  sale 
of  material  by  authors,  with  the 
substitution  of  a  system  under  which 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

PCC  Thumbs  Down  on  ATA 
Will  Resist  ATA  Encroachment  in  Its  Area 

Mich.  Indies  Organize 
And  Elect  Carver  Prexy 

Detroit  —  Michigan  Independent 
Theater  Owners  completed  its  or- 

ganization yesterday  by  electing 
Sam  Carver,  first  organizer  of  the 
group,  as  its  first  president.  Carver 
is  manager  of  the  Belmont  and 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Seattle — Trustees  of  the  Pacific 
Coast  Conference  of  Independent 
Theater  Owners  in  session  here  since 
Monday  adopted  a  resolution  against 
participation  in  the  American  The- 

ater's Association  and  to  actively 
resist  the  extension  of  ATA  mem- 

bership among  the  independent  ex- hibitors. 

The  trustees  also  ratified  the  action 
of  the  Conference  of  the  Independent 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Coyne  Ordered  to  Spring- 
field to  Join  in  Hearings 

Held  by  State  Legislature 

First  call  to  the  American  The- 
aters Association  for  assistance  on 

a  tax  situation  has  come  from  United 
Theater  Owners  of  Illinois. 

Faced  with  a  10  per  cent  state  ad- 
mission tax,  exhibitors  in  the  South- 

ern part  of  the  state  appealed  to 
ATA  to  send  a  representative  to 
Springfield,  the  capital,  to  aid  in  op- (Continued  on  Page  9) 

South  Solid  for  ATA 
Si  Fabian  Reports 

The  "solid  South  is  solid  for  ATA," 
Si  Fabian,  president  of  American 
Theaters  Association,  said  yesterday, 
following  his  return  from  meetings 
with  regional  associations  in  three 
Southern  cities.  Fabian  said  that 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Bikini  Atomic  Pix  to  be 
Televised  in  Four  Cities 

Arrangements  to  televise  films  of 
the  atomic  bomb  test  in  Bikini  La- 

goon within  two  or  three  days  after 
the  event  have  been  completed  by 
six  telecasters  in  four  cities.  LeRoy 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Allied  Questionnaire 

Asks  "Toughest"  Cos. 
Members  of  all  national  Allied 

units  are  being  asked  to  "register 
their  experiences"  with  the  eight 
major  companies  through  question- 

naires. Seeking  to  ascertain  treatment 

by  the  companies,  the  questionnaires 
ask  which  companies  (a)  gives  the 
fairest  deals,  (b)  which  is  the 

toughest,  (c)  which  companies  refuse 

to  sell  "repeat"  pictures,  and  (d) 
which  of  the  companies  now  service 

the  recipient  of  the  questionnaire. 

The  questionnaire  points  out  that 
the  replies  will  be  summarized  and 

copies  sent  to  each  member.  The  ex- 
hibitor was  told  that  he  need  not 

sign  his  name. 
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b  months,  $5.00;  3  months,  $3.00.  Foreign, 
$15.00.  Subscribers  should  remit  with  order. 
Address  all  communications  to  THE  FILM 
DAILY,  1501  Broadway,  New  York  18,  N.  Y. 
Phone  BKyant  9-7117,  9-7118,  9-7119,  9-7120, 
W121.     Cable   address:    Filmday,   New    York. 

Representatives:  HOLLYWOOJP,  28,  Calif. 
—Ralph  Wilk,  6425  Hollywood  Blvd.,  Phone 
Granite  6607.  WASHINGTON— Andrew  H. 
Ulder,  6417  Dahlonega  Road,  Wash.  16,  D.  C. 
Phone  Wisconsin  3271.  CHICAGO,  45,  Ill- 
Joseph  Esler,  6241  N.  Oakley  Ave.,  Phone 
bnargate  7441.  LONDON— Ernest  W.  Fred- 
man,  The  Film  Renter,  127-133  Wardour  St., 
W.  1.  HAVANA— Mary  Louise  Blanco,  Vir- 
tudes  214.  BOMBAY— Ram  L.  Gogtay,  Sand- 

hurst Bldg.  ALGIERS— Paul  Saltar,  Filma- 
fnc,  8  Rue  Charras.  STOCKHOLM — Armas 
Morby,  Mastersamuelsg  25.  HONOLULU— 
Eileen  O'Brien.  MEXICO  CITY— James  L. 
Wyatt,  Apartado  91  Bis,  Mexico,  D.  F.  SAN 
JUAN  — E.  Sanchez  Ortis.  MONTREAL— 
Ray  Carmichael,  Room  9,  464  Francis  Xavier 
St.  VANCOUVER  — Jack  Droy,  411  Lyric 
Theater  Bldg.;  SYDNEY,  Bowdin  Fletcher, 
19  Moxon  Ave.,  Punchbowl,  N.  S.  W.  Phone, 
UL  2510.  BRUSSELS  —  Jean  Pierre  Meys, 
110  Rue  des  Paquerettes. 

FINANCIAL 
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NEW  YORK  STOCK   MARKET 

High     Low     Close 
Bell   &   Howell   pfd. .  .  109!/2   109Vi   109y2 

Columbia    Picts   32'/2     31%     31% 
Columbia   Picts.   pfd.,10O7/8   100%  100% 
East.  Kodak     256       255       255 

do    pfd   203       203       203 
Cen.    Prec.   'Eq     36%     36%     36% 

Loew's,    Inc   37 '/4     36'/2     36% 
Paramount          75%     74y4     74i/2 
RKO          243/4     23%     24% 
Republic    Picts   14%     14         14 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..    17%     17%     17% 
20th  Century-Fox    .  .  .   60%     59%     60 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.   75%     74%     74% 
Universal    Pict   46%     45%     45% 
Universal   Picts.   pfd..   99%     99         99% 
Warner    Bros   48%     473A     473/4 

NEW   YORK   CURB    MARKET 
Monogram    Picts.    .  . .     9%       9  9% 

Radio-Keith    cvs.    ...    11  10%     10% 
Sonotone    Corp        5%       5%       5% 
Technicolor          23%     23         23 

Trans-Lux             6%       6%       6% 
OVER  THE  COUNTER 

Bid 

Pathe   Industries         12fj 

Net Chg. 

—  % 

—  'A —  1% 

+     % 
—  % —  % 

1% 

+ 

+       V* 

—  % 
—  % 

Asked 

13% 

Wesley  Heads  Atlas  Educatl 

Chicago  —  Robert  Wesley  was 
elected  president  of  Atlas  Educa- 

tional Film  Co.,  Oak  Park. 

COMPLETE,  16  i  35m/ 

CAM€RA<,R€CORD€R 
R6NTAL  •  S€RVfC€ 
"Uklvcwe.  what  you  need." 
cineTecHs 36w.25» 

WA  9-4747 

RKO  Corp.  Directors 
Are  All  Re-elected 

Dover,  Del.— All  directors  of  RKO 
Corp.  were  re-ejected  at  a  routine 
meeting  of  the  stockholders  here  yes- 

terday. Board  members  re-named 
were  Ned  E.  Depinet,  Harry  M. 
Durning,  Frederick  L.  Ehrman,  L. 
Lawrence  Green,  L.  Boyd  Hatch, 
Floyd  B.  Odium,  N.  Peter  Rathvon, 
George  H.  Shaw  and  J.  Miller 
Walker. 

The  stockholders  again  designated 
Price,  Waterhouse  &  Co.  as  the  com- 

pany's certified  public  accountants. 

Matsoukas  Heads  Skouras 

Circuit's  Combined  Depts. 
Effective  Monday,  the  Skouras  cir- 

cuit is  combining  its  community  ser- 
vice department  with  the  advertising 

department,  with  Nick  John  Matsou- 
kas in  charge.  Move  follows  the 

resignation  of  Janice  Rentchler,  ad- 
vertising director,  who  leaves  the 

organization  tomorrow  to  marry  Joe 
Shea,  well-known  publicist. 

The  department  will  include  Harry 
Fuchs,  formerly  of  the  war  effort 
and  community  service  department, 
and  Andrew  Karabet,  recently  dis- 

charged from  the  Army. 

U.  S.  Equipment  in  New 
Salama  Studio  at  Cairo 

A  three-stage  modern  studio  is  un- 
der construction  in  Cairo,  Egypt,  by 

Salomon  Salama,  it  is  revealed  by 
Teca  Corp.,  American  representative 
of  Salama.  Equipment  includes  a 
Mitchell  camera,  Blue  Seal  recording 
system,  Mole-Richardson  spotlights, 
Houston  developing  equipment  and 
Moviola  editing  machines.  Salama 
intends  to  employ  American  trained 
personnel  when  possible. 

Barbee  Leaves  Circuit 
For  Construction  Field 

H.  Graham  Barbee,  Jr.,  resigned 
his  post  as  managing  director  of  the 
District  Theaters  Corp.  of  Washing- 

ton, after  completing  11  years  with 
the  circuit  formerly  known  as  Licht- 
man  Theaters,  to  become  president 
of  the  Tuckman-Barbee  Construction 
Co.  Also  interested  in  the  new  gen- 

eral contracting  and  building  firm  is 
A.  E.  Lichtman,  vice-president,  for- 

mer owner  of  the  theater  circuit  that 
bore  his  name. 

Navy  Medal  to  Glennan 
Washington   Bureau   of    THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  T.  Keith  Glennan, 
manager,  administrative  services  of 
the  Ansco  Division  of  General  Ani- 

line and  Film  Corp.,  was  awarded  the 
Navy  medal  for  merit  as  a  result  of 
his  services  as  resident  director  of 
the  New  London  Laboratory  of  Col- 

umbia University,  Division  of  War 
Research. 

Stricter  Chi.  Inspection 
Chicago— The  Hotel  LaSalle  fire 

Tuesday  night,  with  loss  of  58  lives, 
has  brought  stricter  supervision  and 
inspection  of  theaters  and  other  pub- 

lic places. 
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Mich.  Indies  Organize 
And  Elect  Carver  Prexy 

'Continued  from  Page  1) 

Grand  Theaters  in  Highland  Park. 
Other  officers  are:  First  vice-presi- 

dent, William  Schulte,  circuit  op- 
erator; Second,  Sam  Ackerman,  East 

Side  Theater;  Secretary,  Irving 
Katcher,  Russell  Theater;  Treasurer, 
Clare  Winnie,  Dale  Theater. 

Directors  are:  Adrian  D.  Rosen, 
Deluxe  Theater;  Oscar  Gorelick,  Car- 

men Theater,  Dearborn;  Joseph  Mis- 
kinis,  Civic  and  Alden  Theaters;  John 
Tatu,  Nortown  and  Casino  Theaters; 
Vincent  Pope,  manager,  Circle  The- 

ater, Dearborn;  Jeff  Williams,  East 
Detroit  and  Roseville  Theaters;  Nick 
George,  Allen  Theater,  Allen  Park; 
H.  O.  Koch,  Dox  Theater;  and  Ray- 

mond Schreiber,  Midwest  Circuit. 
Dues  were  reduced  from  $130  per 

year  to  $25  in  an  effort  to  bring  in 
all  smaller  theaters  throughout  the 
state.  On  independent  circuits,  the 
dues  for  houses  over  five  will  be  $10 

per  year. Carver  said  arrangements  were 
made  to  work  with  Co-operative  The- 

aters of  Michigan  to  exchange  infor- 
mation on  film  rental  problems,  par- 

ticularly when  excessive  rentals  are 
sought,  and  indicated  that  objective 
was  to  make  more  effective  the  de- 

cision of  exhibitors  in  such  instances 
not  to  buy  particular  product. 
Some  discussion  of  opposition  to 

any  projected  municipal  seat  tax,  as 
sought  elsewhere,  took  place. 

The  association  will  establish  head- 

quarters, probably  in  a  central  down- town location,  soon. 

Cinecolor  Doubles  Output 
Within  Last  Three  Months 

Hollywood — Utilizing  the  present 
plant  and  equipment,  Cinecolor  has 
more  than  doubled  its  output  of 
processed  film  within  the  past  three 
months,  according  to  William  Loss, 
general  manager. 

With  the  arrival  of  additional  ma- 
chinery, expected  this  month,  the 

plant  will  be  able  to  make  further 
commitments  that  should  total  ap- 

proximately 100  million  feet  by  1947. 
Cinecolor's  annual  report  for  the 

fiscal  year  ending  Sept.  30  last  shows 
a  net  loss  of  $25,606.61  after  provi- 

sion for  depreciation,  amortization 
and  bad  debts  of  $22,103.24;  and  in- 

terest and  reorganization  charges  of 

$12,312.42. 
The  loss  suffered  was  principally 

due  to  a  shut-down  of  the  plant  for 
five  months  because  of  a  fire  of  un- 

known origin  in  the  processiong  divi- 
sion. Ample  insurance  was  carried 

and  the  company  collected  in  full  for 
damage  suffered,  but  during  the 
period  of  re-construction  the  com- 

pany had  no  earnings. 
April  gave  Cinecolor  the  highest 

volume  of  dollar  sales  and  film  foot- 

age for  any  month  in  the  company's 
history. 

Cinecolor's  annual  stockholders' 
meeting  will  be  held  Monday. 

"Bondage"  Tradeshow  July  1 
WB    will   tradeshow    "Of   Human 

Bondage,"  on  Monday,  July  1. 

\.  Y.  THEATERS 

  RADIO   CITY    MUSIC   HALL   
Rockefeller   Center 

OLIVIA    De    HAVILLAND 

"TO  EACH   HIS  OWN" 
introducing   JOHN   LUND 

A   Paramount   Picture  » 

SPECTACULAR    STAGE    PRESENTATION 

Barbara 

STANWYCK 

Robert 

CUMMINCS Diana LYNN 

"THE    BRIDE    WORE    BOOTS" 
In   Person 

CLEN   GRAY  AND  HIS  CASA  LOMA  ORK. 
Extra!    LOUIS   JORDAN    AND    HIS 

TYMPANY    FIVE 

PARAMOUNT  TIMES  SQUARE 

B  WAY  & 
47th  St. 

Starts   Tomorrow 
CLAUDETTE  COLBERT        JOHN  WAYNE 
""WITHOUT    RESERVATIONS" with 

Don    DeFore 
An  RKO  Radio  Picture 

ON  SCREEN 
FIRST  N.Y.  SHOWING 

'TANGIER' 
STARRING 

MARIA  M0NTEZ R0BT.  PAIGE 

SABU 

IN  PERSON 

LES  ELGART 
and  ORCH. 

GENEJSAYL0S 
DOCTORMARCUS 
EXTRA  I 

PAT  ROONEY 

"FUN,  FANTASY,  BEAUTY ! -Dc%  New* 

WALT  DISNEY'S       .. COMEDY  MUSICAL   FEATURE        fi  0      i sJ3L0B£ 

TECHNICOLOR RKO  Release 

Maureen  Dick  Harry 
O'HARA  HAYMES  JAMES 

"Do  Yon  Love  Me?" 
A  20th  Century-Fox  Picture  in  Technicolor 

Plus  On  Stage— COUNT  BASIE  &  ORCH. 
PETERS  SISTERS  -  Extra!  GENE  SHELDON 

ROXY 
7th    Ave.   & 50th  St.     . 

CHARLES 

BOYER JENNIFER JONES 

in    Ernst    Lubitsch's iSCluny  Brown" 

20th  Century-Fox- R  I  V  O  L  I 

'way  &  49th  St.  -  Doors  Open  9:30  A.M. 

Badman'sTemwfy 
vicTOBia    RANDOLPH  SCOTT 

UK 

ANN  RICHARDS 

GEORGE  Gabby  HAYES 
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GREAT  BOOKS 
MAKE  GREAT 
HITS! 



Seven 

Great 

Weeks! 

(The  1st, 
2nd  and 
3rd  sef 
new 

all-time 

highs!) 

And 

after  a 

giant  M-G-M 
nationwide 

campaign 

including 

press, 

magazines, 
radio, 

if  comes 
to  your 
eagerly 
waiting 

Potrons. 

"IT  IS  A 

WONDERFUL 
MOTION  PICTURED 
Said  Kate  Cameron  in  N.  Y.  Daily  News, 

echoing  unanimous  praise  or 

Broadways  critics. 

^  <?*«*»  w  i-         ■-■■  ̂  

M-G-M 

A.  J.  CRONIN  S "THE  GREEN 

YEARS" 

J  ft**r*t*a 

CHARLES  COBURN 

TOM  BEVERLY  HUME 

DRAKE  -TYLER  •  CRONYN 
Gladys  COOPER  •  Dean  STOCKWELL 

RICHARD  HAYDN 
Screen  Play  by  Robert  Ardrey  and  Sonya  Levien 

Directed  by  VICTOR  SAVILLE 
Produced   by    LEON    GORDON 

A  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Picture 
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ieo.  Skouras  Reports 
In  Greek  Aid  Drive 

i  More  than  3,500  horses,  cows  and 
lules,  valued  at  $448,672  were  de 
v  d  to  needy  Greek  farmers  dur- 

i_^yS  39-city  tour  of  George  Skour- 
s.  national  vice-president  of  the 
ireek  War  Relief  Association,  in  be- 
alf  of  the  Give  an  Animal  Cam- 

paign. Figures  were  cited  last  night 

n  Skouras'  report  to  over  3,000  mem- 
ers  of  New  York's  Greek-American 
ommunity,  at  a  mass  meeting  and 
ally  in  the  Hotel  Astor. 

Skouras  pointed  out  that  "these 
,500  animals  represent  only  the  be- 
•inning  of  the  Greek  War  Relief 
rogram  .  .  .  we  will  ship  more  than 
0,000  cattle  before  the  end  of  this 
iummer,  and  we  will  continue  to 
eep  a  steady  stream  of  animals 
iioving  to  Greece  until  herds  have 

een  completely  replenished."  Re- 
ief  group  also  will  solicit  donations 
f  farming  implements  to  help  out 
he  war-devastated  country,  where 
JNRRA  will  terminate  its  activities 
n  December. 

A  War  Dept.  film,  "Seeds  of  Des- 
iny,"  released  for  the  first  time  in 
\ew  York  City,  was  shown  at  the 
ally. 
Earlier  in  the  day,  the  Associa- 

ion  tendered  a  luncheon  and  press 
onference  to  Skouras. 

Jnited  States  Pictures 
Sets  6  for  WB  Release 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Sperling,  vice-president  of  United 
'States  Pictures.  Initial  release  will 
>e  the  Gary  Cooper- Lili  Palmer-Rob- 

•rt  Alda  starrer,  "Cloak  and- Dag- 
ger," now  nearing  completion. 

"Pursued,"  starring  Teresa  Wright, 
toes  into  production  about  July  15, 

o  be  followed  by  "So  Goes  the  Na- 
ion,"  "Distant  Drums,"  "Golden 
:ity"  and  "Gentle  Sin." 

Dominion  Films  Sets 
Program  of  20  Pix 

Toronto — Dominion  Films,  Ltd.,  a 
iiew  production  company,  has  been 

"ormed  here  to  produce  20  pictures  a 
'ear.  Backed  by  local  capital,  the 
ompany  plans  to  make  moderately 
tudgeted  films.  First  picture  on  the 

•rogram  will  be  "Bush  Pilot"  and 
vill  be  shot  in  Northern  Ontario  with 
ocal   talent. 

Finances  came  from  private  sourc- 
s  after  the  Province  of  Ontario  re- 
•ortedly  turned  down  a  request  to 
iack  the  new  enterprise. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  6 
Tyler   Brooke  Zac  Freedman 

Maurice   Hanline  Harry  Rosenquesf 
Frank    D.    Ferrone  Richard   Crane 

Dorris  Merrick 

PHIL  M.  DALY 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  The  first  annual  Electronic  Television  and 

Radio  Exposition  will  be  held  at  Grand  Central  Palace,  Oct.  14-19.  .  .  . 

•  Although  "Henry  V"  will  not  have  its  City  Center  opening  until  the 
17th,  the  Laurence  Olivier  pic  already  has  rolled  up  an  advance  sale  of 

$50,000  via  mail  orders.  ...  •  The  temporary  State  Commission,  cre- 
ated to  study  plans  for  improving  the  New  York  State  Fair  at  Syracuse, 

is  giving  some  thought  to  the  erection  of  a  combination  theater  and 

convention  hall.  ...  •  Kurt  Singer  will  handle  negotiations  for  the  sale 

of  film  rights  to  the  three  winning  short  stories  in  This  Month  magazine's 
fiction  contest  which  drew  more  than  2,500  entries.  ...  •  A  new  the- 

ater, the  Parkway,  opens  today  in  Spring  Valley   The  entire  re- 

ceipts for  the  first  three  days  are  being  donated  to  the  Rockland  Emer- 
gency Fund  of  the  Spring  Valley  Fire  Department.  ...  •  Tyrone 

Power  will  star  in  20th-Fox's  $4,000,000  film  version  of  "Captain  From 

Castille,"   with   Henry   King  directing   Pic    will   be   shot   largely   on 

location  in  Mexico,  and  will  be  in  Technicolor.  ...  •  UA's  ad-publicity 
staff  will  make  a  foray  into  the  wilds  of  Pennsylvania  this  coming  week- 

end to  unlimber  their  muscles  in  such  strenuous  athletic  feats  as  ping- 

pong,   gin   rummy   and   hop-scotch   Leaving   Friday   for   Tyler   Hill 
will  be  Paul  N.  Lazarus,  Jr.,  Howard  LeSieur,  Francis  Winikus,  Lew 

Barasch,  Nat  Lax,  Simon  Wolf,  Bernie  Kamber,  Joe  Clair,  Phil  Cowan, 

and  Leon  Brandt.  ...  •  Claiming  that  ideas  pay  off,  Loew's  is  offer- 
ing cash  awards  to  its  personnel  who  come  up  with  good  ideas  for  in- 

creasing efficiency  and  reducing  expense,  time  and  waste   First  to 

cop  off  the  awards  were  Wiley  Padan,  head  of  the  art  department; 
Helen  Lilienfeld,  purchaser  of  tickets;  Leonard  Pollack,  Mike  Peskin, 

George  Berry  and  Irving  Schlossberg   
▼  ▼  ▼ 

•  •  •  AL  ACKERMAN,  manager  of  the  East  Side  Theater,  oper- 
ated by  his  father,  Samuel  Ackerman,  for  nearly  40  years,  appeared  as 

a  star  performer  in  Detroit's  current   Automotive   Golden  Jubilee   

Ackerman,  whose  mother  appeared  on  "People  Are  Funny"  on  the  West 
Coast  recently,  decided  to  compels  with  her  record  when  Art  Linkletter 

brought  his  show  to  town   Result — Ackerman  split  a  pair  of  dress 

suit  trousers  trying  to  get  into  them  for  the  show,  was  stranded  down- 
town in  a  car  with  a  stuck  horn — minus  his  own  trousers — and  con- 

demned to  ride  in  a  special  float  in  the  Jubilee  parade,  likewise  minus 

pants,  but  in  a  tuxedo  and  top  hat   He  did  it!   
T  T  T 

•  •  •  "WATTS"  ON  FIRST— WHO'S  ON  SECOND!:  Universal's 

home  office  baseball  team  has  been  challenged  by  Station  WNEW's 
team  to  a  game  Friday,  at  six  p.m.  on  the  diamond  at  Riverside  Drive 
and  76th  Street   

First  Prize  in  Reisman 
Drive  Taken  by  China 

At  the  end  of  the  first  13  weeks  of 
the  initial  half  of  the  Phil  Reisman 
Drive  for  1946,  now  being  conducted 
throughout  the  world  by  RKO  Ra- 

dio's foreign  division,  first  prize  was 
taken  by  China  which  Arno  F.  Ker- 
ske  manages.  Switzerland,  managed 
by  -Armand  Palivoda,  took  second 
place  with  Straits  Settlements,  head- 

ed by  acting  manager  H.  L.  Chow 
capturing  third  position.  The  prizes 
consisted  of  extra  weeks  salaries, 
distributed  according  to  the  position 
of  the  winners,  with  every  employe, 
including  the  manager  of  each  of- 

fice, participating. 
The  drive  ends  Aug.  31. 

RKO  Will  Produce  Series 
Of  Pictures  in  France 

Hollywood — A  series  of  pictures 
will  be  made  in  Paris  by  RKO  in 
conjunction  with  Pathe  Cinema,  a 
French  producing  company,  it  was 
stated  here  at  the  studio  yesterday. 

The  deal  with  Pathe  specifies  no  par- 
ticular number  of  films.  The  pix 

will  be  produced  with  French  dia- 
logue, with  English  titles  added  for 

the  American  market. 
The  first  of  the  series  will  be 

"Golden  Silence"  in  which  the  French 
star,  Raimu,  will  play  the  lead.  Rene 
Clair,  French  producer  now  in  Holly- 

wood, will  produce  and  direct  the 
film.  He  will  sail  for  France  on June  29, 

COMING  and  GOING 

JOHNSTON     leaves    for    the    Coast 
ERIC    A. Monday. 

NICHOLAS    M.    SCHENCK    is    back    from 
Coast. the 

NATE  J.  BLUMlBERG  i 
for  the  Coast  tomorrow, 
24th. 

scheduled    to    leave 

returning    about    the 

DAVID   O.    SELZNICK   has   gone    back    to   the 

Coast. 
SKOURAS   is   in   New   York   from CHARLES    P. 

the   Coast. 

MORT  BLUMENSTOCK,  vice  -  president  in 
charge  of  Warner  Bros,  advertising  and  publicity, 
was  in  Philadelphia  yesterday  to  discuss  ar- 

rangements for  the  company's  20th  Anniversary 
of  Talking  Pictures  sales  convention  in  Atlantic 

City,    August    5-7. 

HERBERT  GREENBLATT,  RKO  district  mana- 

ger,   is  visiting  the   Minneapolis  exchange. 

DELORES  LARSON,  office  manager's  secre- 
tary at  the  RKO  exchange,  Minneapolis,  is  va- 

cationing in   Duluth. 

ISABELL  JOHNSON,  assistant  cashier  at  the 
RKO  exchange,  Minneapolis,  is  spending  her 
vacation   in   Peoria,   III. 

ROY  MILLER,  branch  manager  of  the  Uni- 
versal exchange,  Minneapolis,  is  on  a  two-week 

fishing   trip    in    northern    Minnesota. 

WALTER  BROOKS  returns  tomorrow  from  a 

10-day  trip  to  several   Southern   cities. 

WILLIAM  C.  BRENNER,  head  of  M-G-M's checking  department,  returns  from  the  Coast 
Monday. 

CAREY  WILSON,  M-C-M  producer  and  di- 
rector, arrives  from  the  Coast  today  to  spend 

two  weeks  here. 

PETE  S.  HARRISON,  accompanied  by  CADET 
CHARLES  P.  SKOURAS,  JR.,  leaves  for  an  ex- 

tended Coast  stay  via  the  Constellation  on  Mon- 

day. 

HERB  BLAAS,  salesman,  CENE  MEREDITH, 
cashier,  and  AL  LUTZ,  maintenance  engineer, 
all  of  the  Warner  exchange,  Minneapolis,  have 
returned  from  a  fishing  trip  to  Lake  Winibi- 

goshish. 
EDiTH  HEAD  has  returned  to  Hollywood  fol- 

lowing fashion  research  in  New  York  for  RKO 

Radio's    "Katie    for   Congress." 
MICHAEL  WOULFE  leaves  New  York  for  Hol- 

lywood  on  Tuesday. 

SIDNEY  LANFIELD  will  arrive  in  New  York 
from  Hollywood  on  June  14  for  a  vacation  and 
a  round  of  the  Broadway  shows.  He  will  be  ac- 

companied   by   MRS.    LANFIELD. 
AUBREY  SCHENCK  flew  back  to  the  Coast 

yesterday. 

ED  THOMAS,  of  Monogram's  West  Coast  pub- 
licity staff,  is  spending  a  two-week  vacation 

in  New  York. 

HOWARD  MINSKY,  20th-Fox's  Buffalo  branch 
manager,  was  a  recent  visitor  to  Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

MRS.  KEN  PRICKETT,  wife  of  the  M-C-M 
publicity  representative  in  New  Orleans,  left 
there  for  a  trip  to  the  West  Coast. 

CHARTERED 
KAY  FILM  EXCHANGE,  Charlotte,  N.  C,  in- 

corporated in  North  Carolina,  to  deal  in  motion 
picture  film.  Authorized  capital,  $1,000,  fully 
subscribed.  Incorporators:  Harry  Katz,  Marcus 
S.  Katz  and  Ike  Katz,  all  of  Charlotte. 

TOPICAL  PRODUCTIONS,  INC.,  New  York 

City,  200  shares  no  par  value  stock,  three 
shares  subscribed,  incorporated  in  New  York  to 

produce  and  present  motion  pictures,  deal  in 
projection  machines  etc.  Incorporators:  Carl 
Freeber,   William   Klinger,    Robert   Fields. 

BAGLO  THEATERS  CORP.,  New  York  City,  in- 
corporated in  New  York  to  operate  motion  pic- 

ture theaters.  Capital  100  shares  no  par  value 
stock,  three  shares  subscribed.  Incorporators: 
Abe  Septimus,   Sarah   Silverstein,    Blanche  Weiss. 

SOUND  ON  FILM,  INC.,  New  York  City,  in- 
corporated in  New  York,  200  shares  no  par  value 

stock,  three  shares,  subscribed,  to  deal  in  mo- 
tion picture  sound  equipment.  Incorporators: 

Selif  Lenefsky,  Norman  Handel,  Samuel  W.  Alt- 

man. 
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South  Solid  for  ATA 

Si  Fabian  Reports 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

there  was  no  opposition  to  ATA  after 
exhibitors  had  heard  its  leaders  ex- 

plain the  association's  aims  and  ob- 
jectives. 

Practically  every  theater  in  Ar- 
kansas is  now  affiliated  with  ATA, 

Fabian  said.  The  ITO  of  Arkansas 

prohibits  membership  by  affiliated 
theaters  but  allows  them  associate 
memberships.  Both  the  independent 
and  affiliated  theaters  voted  to  line 
up  with  the  ATA  following  their 
meeting  with  Ted  Gamble,  Robert 
Coyne  and  Fabian,  he  said. 

Texas  Theater  Owners,  Inc.,  voted 
unanimously  for  ATA,  including  two 
directors  of  the  Allied  unit,  Fabian 
stated.  Theater  Owners  of  North 
and  South  Carolina,  Inc.,  Southern 
California  Exhibitors  Assn.,  South- 

eastern Theater  Owners  Assn.,  and, 
in  the  North,  the  exhibitors  of  the 
New  York  City  area  are  now  af- 

filiated with  ATA.  Exhibitors  of 
the  Tri-States  association  have  not 
yet  held  a  meeting  on  the  issue.  This 
group  includes  Mississippi,  Louisiana 
and  part  of  Tennessee. 

Fabian  said  yesterday  he  was  en- 
couraged over  the  reception  given  to 

ATA  by  independent  exhibitors  at 
the  various  meetings,  declaring  that 
its  success  appeared  assured. 

SETOA  Affiliation  to  Join 
ATA  is  Up  to  State  Units 

Jacksonville,  Fla.  —  While  the 
Southeastern  Theater  Owners  As- 

sociation voted,  as  a  body,  to  line  up 
with  the  American  Theaters  Associa- 

tion, ratification  by  the  four  state 
units  must  be  achieved  before  full 
affiliation  can  be  a  reality,  it  was 
reported  yesterday  following  ad- 

journment of  the  three-day  SETOA 
convention. 

Units  in  Florida,  Georgia,  Ala- 
bama and  Tennessee  will  hold  con- 

ventions in  July  to  take  action  on 
ATA  membership  and  yesterday 
there  appeared  to  be  some  doubt  as 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Scanlon-Seibert 
Detroit  —  June  Scanlon,  secretary 

to  the   branch   manager  of   M-G-M, 
was  married  to  Frederick  Seibert  of 
the  Kelvinator  Co. 

Winokur-Zimmerman 
Detroit — Milton  Zimmerman,  Uni- 

versal salesman,  has  announced  his 
engagement  to  Molly  Anne  Winokur. 

Scully-Burke 
Boston — Marriage  of  Molly  Scully, 

daughter  of  John  J.  Scully,  Universal 
district  manager,  to  Francis  B. 
Burke  of  Buffalo,  N.  Y.,  took  place 
at  St.  Mary's,  Winchester. 

Little  Headlines: 
RHODE  ISLAND'S  LARGEST  DAILIES— the  Providence  Journal,  Evening  Bulletin  and 

the  Pawtucket  Times — returned  to  near  normal  advertising  yesterday,  notifying  theaters 

that  they  could  buy  space  on  pre-strike  basis. 
• 

ASSERTING  THAT  LATIN  AMERICA  has  the  opportunity  to  become  the  first  large 

world  area  to  fully  develop  the  16mm.  market  for  M-G-M  films,  Orton  H.  Hicks,  head 

of  the  16  mm.  dep't.  of  Loew's  International,  addressed  the  morning  session  of  the  meet- 
ing of  Latin-American  managers.  Hicks  said  there  were  two  reasons  for  the  potential 

leadership;  first,  the  uniformity  of  language  and,  second,  the  trained  reps. 
• 

A  SPECIAL  LEADER  with  copy  reading,  "Twenty  years  ago  Warner  Bros,  made  the 
first  motion  pictures  to  talk  and  sing.  This  is  a  20th  anniversary  presentati:n,"  will  be 
attached  to  all  Warner  releases  during  the  sound  anniversary  celebration  ending  in  August. 

Company  also  plans  a  series  of  lobby  displays  featuring  a  blowup  of  the  anniversary  ad- 
vertisement to  appear  in  21  national  magazines  in  July  and  August. 

• 
LT.  CHESTER  W.  DUDLEY,  JR.,  USNR,  has  been  named  sales  manager  of  Willard 

Pictures.  Prior  to  his  Navy  service,  Dudley  was  associated  with  Benton  b  Bowles,  Inc. 

He  is  a  director  and  treasurer  of  the  Capitol  Theater  Corp.,  and  director  of  the  More- 
dall  Realty  Co.  and  Interurban  Airlines,  Inc. 

• 
BEN  BRODIE,  owner  of  the  Miami  Theater  on  Sixth  Ave.  near  46th  St.,  pleaded 

guilty  to  the  showing  of  indecent  and  immoral  films  at  his  house  before  Special  Sessions 
Judge  Bernard  Kozicki  yesterday,  and  will  appear  for  sentencing  June  10. 

Newsreels  on  Tele 

Opposed  in  Britain 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ABC,  and  president  of  Warner  Bros. 
International  Corp.,  speaking  for  the 
major  British  circuit,  assailed  the 
BBC  plan,  declaring  it  would  be  in- 

imical to  the  film  industry's  best  in- terests. 
Exhibitor  opposition  generally  was 

voiced,  the  theater  operators  con- 
tending that  if  newsreels  are  tele- 

vised, they  will  be  "killed"  for  all 
subsequent-runs   after  the  first-run. 

J.  Arthur  Rank,  with  a  foot  in 
both  theater  and  television  camps, 
was  cautious  in  his  attitude  at  yes- 

terday's conference. 
Baird  Television,  controlled  by 

Rank's  Cinema-Television,  Ltd.,  is 
holding  a  demonstration  of  its  large 
screen  tele  in  the  London  theater  to- 

morrow, and  on  Saturday  will  tele- 
vise V-Day  scenes. 

to  a  full  swing  to  the  ATA  ranks. 
The  SETOA  adopted  a  resolution 

calling  for  the  appointment  of  a 
committee  to  ATA,  two  directors 
each  from  Florida,  Georgia  and  Ala- 

bama and  one  from  Tennessee.  A 
committee  also  is  to  be  appointed  for 
the  formulation  of  a  financing  plan. 

Leaders  in  the  SETOA  said  they 
had  no  intentions  of  withdrawing 
from  the  MPTOA. 

Jackson  Park  Hearing 
Chicago — The  Jackson  Park  The- 

ater injunction  hearing  against  the 
Chicago  clearance  system  will  be 
held  tomorrow  in  Judge  Michael 

Igoe's  court.  Louis  Phillips,  Para- 
mount attorney,  is  expected  here 

for  the  hearing. 

Show  RKO  Block  on  11-13 
RKD  Radio's  sixth  block  will  be 

trade  shown  June  11-13.  Group  in- 
cludes "The  Falcon's  Alibi,"  "Till 

the  End  of  Time,"  "Bedlam,"  "Crack- 
Up"  and  "The  Bamboo  Blonde." 
"The  Falcon's  Alibi"  will  not  be 
shown  in  New  York. 

PCC  Turns  Thumbs 
Down  on  Joining  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Exhibitors  Assn.,  taken  at  the  lat- 
ter's  meeting  in  Chicago,  May  20,  in 
which  the  CIEA  unanimously  voted 
to  enlarge  its  scope  by  becoming  a 

permanent  organization  with  consti- 
tution, by-laws  and  officers.  The  PCC 

trustees  unanimously  ratified  the 
CIEA  constitution. 

Donald  Nelson  a  Speaker 
Donald  M.  Nelson,  president  of 

the  Society  of  Independent  Motion 
Picture  Producers,  came  in  Tuesday 
night  from  Los  Angeles  early  enough 
to  attend  a  dinner  at  the  Olympic 
Hotel  given  by  B.  F.  Shearer  for 
the  trustees,  executive  secretaries, 
observers  and  their  wives.  He  at- 

tended yesterday's  sessions  of  the trustees  and  discussed  with  them  the 
common  bond  of  interest  as  existing 
between  the  independent  exhibitors 
and  independent  producers.  Nelson 
also  attended,  as  guest  of  honor,  the 
luncheon  of  the  ITOA  of  Washington, 
Northern  Idaho  and  Alaska  at  the 
Benjamin  Franklin  Hotel. 

Nelson  spoke  to  the  exhibitors  on 
the  part  they  must  play  in  the  fu- 

ture to  further  the  expansion  of 
America's  world  trade,  influence  and 
leadership.  He  told  them  of  his  ex- 

perience in  Russia,  where  he  made 
two  trips  as  representative  of  Presi- 

dent Roosevelt,  and  outlined  the  im- 
portance with  which  Russia  regards 

motion  pictures  in  world  expansion. 
He  pointed  also  to  the  vast  oppor- 

tunity for  the  expansion  of  Amer- 
ica's trade  and  relations  with  China. 

Motion  pictures,  he  said,  were  the 
greatest  factor  in  such  expansion. 

Resolution  Against  Joining  ATA 
The  text  of  the  resolution  adopted 

by  the  board  of  trustees  on  the  ATA 
is   as  follows: 

Whereas  the  PCCITO  was  formed 
to  further  and  maintain  the  inter- 

ests of  independent  exhibitors  and 
their  organizations  and,  whereas,  the 
PCCITO  has  functioned  in  this  ca- 

pacity   and    has   consistently   repre- 

Reeiing       Round- 
WASHINGTON 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

had   been   heard  sympathetically.  "I   believ 
that   since   we    have    worked    out   what   w 

believe   will  be   a   procedure   to   rectify   th 

discrimination  which  the  actors  and  mf'    » 
picture  producers  contend  they  were  L      >' 
ing  under,  and    if   the   protocols   are   acte 

upon   subsequent  to   cur  ratification   of  th 
treaty,  the  situation  of  the   motion   pictur 

people   will   have    been    corrected,"    LaFol lette  assured  his  colleagues. 

•  • 

ABC  President  Mark  Woods  yesterda' told  THE  FILM  DAILY  that  the  filn 

industry  should  have  no  "fear"  of  compe tition  from  television.  Radio,  he  said,  wa 
lambasted  from  all  sides  during  its  earl; 

stages.  Television  will  have  the  same  grow 

ing  pains — but  it  will  be  so  big  nobody  car 
stop  it.  For  whatever  reason,  he  said,  th< 

motion  picture  industry  will  get  into  tele-  j 
vision  —  there's  little  else  it  can  do. 
Woods  reiterated  his  stand  that  tele-  \ 

vision's  ultimate  spot  is  in  the  higher  fre- 
quencies but  said  this  made  little  differ 

ence  in  ABC's  plan  to  go  ahead  in  tele- 
vision now.  He  said  the  present  tele  banc 

should  be  considerably  wider  and  pointed 

out  that  a  jump  to  the  higher  frequencies 
did  not  necessarily  mean  a  jump  to  color, 
since  both  color  and  black  and  white  video 

is  possible  in  the  higher  frequencies. 

sented  the  independent  exhibitors  ot  i 
the  Pacific  Coast  in  a  progressive 
manner,  and  whereas:  the  trustees  I 
of  the  PCCITO  are  convinced  that  it 
is  to  the  best  interest  of  their  mem- 

bers that  the  PCCITO  refrain  from 
participating  in  the  ATA  and  now 
be  it  resolved:  that  the  PCCITO  shall 
not  participate  in  the  ATA  and  shall 
actively  resist  the  extension  of  ATA 
membership  among  the  independent 
exhibitors  of  the  territories  repre- 

sented by  the  individual  unit  mem- bers of  PCCITO. 

STORK  REPORTS 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Kay  Kayser  and  his 
wife,  Georgia  Carroll,  became  the 
parents  of  a  daughter,  Kimberly 
Ann,  born  here  Monday. 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Richard  Morean  of 

M-G-M's  International  publicity 
staff,  became  the  father  of  a  daugh- 

ter born  here  Sunday  at  the  Good 
Samaritan  Hospital. 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Santa  Monica  —  A  six-pound 
daughter,  Kathleen  Bridget,  was 

born  to  Pat  O'Brien  and  Mrs.  O'Brien, 
the  former  actress  Eloise  Taylor,  in 

St.  John's  Hospital.  The  O'Briens, 
married  15  years  ago,  also  have  three 
adopted  children. 

Luise  Rainer,  twice  winner  of  the 
Academy  Award,  gave  birth  to  an 
eight-pound  five-ounce  baby  girl  at  i 
the  New  York  Hospital.  Father  is 
Robert  Knittel,  New  York  publisher, 
and  the  baby  will  be  named  Fran- cesca. 
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They're  getting  their  lips 

together  for  the  GAYEST 

KISS  OF  THE  YEAR! 

Universal  Presents 

GEORGE  BRENT  LUCILLE  BALL  VERA 

A  FESSIER-PAGANO  PRODUCTION 

with  InARLhS  WlNNINuta  carl  Esmond   Raymond  walburn  Elisabeth  risdon 

LOUISE  BEAVERS    WALLACE  FORD     FRANKLIN  PANGBORN 

Original  Screenplay  Written  and   Produced   by  Michael   Fessier  and  Ernest  Pagano 

Directed  by  WILLIAM  A.  SEITER  Executive  Producer:  HOWARD  BENEDICT  A   UNIVERSAL  PICTURE 
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*  flLfll  DRILV  REVIEWS  Of  flEUJ  PICTURES  -k 
"Two  Smart  People" with  Lucille  Ball,  John  Hodiak,  Lloyd  Nolan 
M-G-M  93  Mins. 

ROMANTIC  MELODRAMA  TEAMS  HO- 
DIAK AND  BALL  IN  PRODUCTION  OF 

EQUAL  APPEAL  TO  MEN  AND  WOMEN. 

"Two  Smart  People"  is  romantic  melo- 
drama with  elements  that  will  capture  the 

favor  of  men  and  women  equally.  In  Lucille 

Ball  and  John  Hodiak  the  film  has  a  com- 
bination that  will  do  the  film  plenty  of 

good  at  the  box  office,  the  one  being  strong 
bait  for  the  boys  and  the  other  for  the  gals. 
This  should  make  for  satisfaction  all  around. 

The  film  has  a  casual  quality  and  an 

easy-going  air  that  make  it  pleasant  to  take. 
For  the  melodrama  die-hards  there  are  a 

number  of  moments  of  unadulterated  vi- 
ciousness  that  should  win  their  whole-heart- 

ed approval.  For  the  critical-minded  there 
is  a  little  too  much  urbanity  in  the  rela- 

tionship between  John  Hodiak,  the  law- 
breaker, and  Lloyd  Nolan,  the  detective 

who  has  made  the  swindler  his  special 

business.  This  is  in  keeping  with  the  pic- 

ture's  tendency  toward   lightness  of  touch. 
Accorded  a  handsome  production  by 

Ralph  Wheelwright,  who  collaborated  with 
Allan  Kenward  on  the  story  from  which 
Ethel  Hill  and  Leslie  Charteris  derived  their 

screenplay,  "Two  Smart  People"  has  Hodiak 
as  a  suave,  charming  swindler  who  has  a 

number  of  persons  on  his  trail,  their  inter- 
est in  him  being  $500,000  in  Government 

Bonds  hidden  by  him  in  the  cover  of  a  cook 
book.  Miss  Ball  and  Nolan  are  two  of  these. 

The  motive  of  Miss  Ball,  who  also  is  wanted 

by  the  law,  is  dishonest.  Nolan's  is  to  get 
the  evidence  that  will  land  his  man  in  Sing- 
Sing.  Hodiak  and  Nolan  carry  on  a  running 
battle  of  wits  on  a  journey  that  takes  them 
by  easy  stages  from  Los  Angeles  to  New 

Orleans.  It  isn't  until  the  film  is  well  on 
its  way  that  Miss  Ball  finds  out  that  Hodiak 

is  jail-bound  and  that  the  latter  gets  wise 

to  what  she's  after.  At  the  end  their  paths 
separate  as  the  gal  sets  out  to  keep  a  jail 
date  in  Little  Rock. 

Jules  Dassin,  who  directed  well,  obtained 
capable  performances  from  his  players. 

CAST:  Lucille  Ball,  John  Hodiak,  Lloyd  Nolan, 
Hugo  Haas,  Lenore  Ulric,  Elisha  Cook,  Jr.,  Lloyd 
Corrigan,  Vladimir  Sokoloff,  David  Cota,  Clar- 

ence   Muse. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Ralph  Wheelwright;  Di- 
rector, Jules  Dassin;  Screenplay,  Ethel  Hill,  Les- 

lie Charteris;  Based  on  story  by  Ralph  Wheel- 
wright, Allan  Kenward;  Cameraman,  Karl  Freund; 

Film  Editor,  Chester  W.  Schaeffer;  Musical  Score, 
George  Bassman;  Recording  Director,  Douglas 
Shearer;  Art  Directors,  Cedric  Gibbons,  Wade 
Rubottom;  Set  Decorators,  Edwin  B.  Willis, 
Keogh  Gleason. 

DIRECTION,   Good.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Cood. 

FWTBT  Prize  Winners 
Prize  winners  in  Paramount's 

FWTBT  contest  were  announced  by 
Curtis  Mitchell.  They  are:  First, 
Margaret  Goyette,  Denham,  Denver; 
second,  Lige  Brien,  Enright,  Pitts- 

burgh; third,  Charles  B.  Taylor, 
Great  Lakes,  Buffalo;  fourth  M.  E. 
Berman,  Orpheum,  Springfield,  111.; 
fifth,  George  Pappas,  Circle,  Indian- 

apolis; sixth,  A.  G.  Pickett,  Orpheum, 
Phoenix.  Prizes  ranged  from  $500 
to   $50. 

"The  Gentleman 

Misbehaves" with    Robert    Stanton,    Osa    Massen,   Hillary 
Brooke 

Columbia  70  Mins. 

A  GAY  LIGHT-HEARTED  FARCE  WITH 
MUSIC;  WILL  WIN  ALL  AUDIENCES 

WITH  ITS  NATURAL  COMEDY  AND  LIKE- 
ABLE CAST. 

The  dialogue  is  crisp.  The  situations  are 

funny.  George  Sherman's  direction  is  alive. 
And  to  top  it  all  off  Robert  Stanton  presents 
himself  as  a  new  leading  man  with  good 

looks,  a  good  voice  and  an  ingratiating 
player.  Osa  Massen,  Hillary  Brooke  and 
Dusty  Anderson  project  their  talents  to  a 

good  advantage  in  the  glamour  depart- 
ment. Even  Frank  Sully,  whose  usual  role  as 

a  taxi  driver  is  generally  lost  in  the  shuffle, 

gets  a  nice  break  to  affect  the  comedy 

tempo  throughout. 
The  story  deals  with  a  pact  made  between 

Stanton  and  Massen,  whereby  Stanton  mar- 
ries her  for  $5,000  in  order  that  she  will 

not  be  deported  to  France.  Stanton's  girl 
friend,  Hillary  Brooke,  who  walked  out  on 
our  leading  man  when  his  show  closed,  is 
surprised  at  the  unexpected  marriage,  but 
Massen  assures  her  that  the  marriage  will 
remain  one  in  name  only  providing  she 

consents  to  be  the  leading  lady  in  Stanton's new  show. 

Stanton  takes  advantage  of  a  "bundle  of 
cash"  hidden  in  his  hotel  room  by  racketeer 

Sheldon  Leonard's  henchman,  Shemp  How- 

ard, and  starts  rehearsals  on  the  show. 

Leonard,  entranced  by  Brooke's  beauty,  de- 
clares himself  in  as  a  partner.  Stanton  and 

Massen  fall  in  love  with  each  other.  Brooke 

marries  Leonard,  and  the  film  has  a  happy 

ending  with  the  show  a  hit. 
CAS l':  Robert  Stanton,  Osa  Massen,  Hillary 

Brooke,  Frank  Sully,  Dusty  Anderson,  Shemp 

Howard,  Sheldon  Leonard,  Jimmy  Lloyd,  Chester Clute.  _     . 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Alexis  Thurn-Taxis;  Di- 

rector, George  Sherman;  Screenplay,  Robert 

Wyler,  Richard  Weil;  Story,  Robert  Wyler,  John 

B  Clymer;  Cameraman,  Philip  Tannura;  Film 

Editor,  Gene  Havlick;  Art  Director,  Jerome  Pycha 

Jr.;  Set  Decorator,  James  Crowe;  Sound,  Frank 

Goodwin;  Musical  Director,  Mario  Silva;  As- sistant Director,  Chris  Beute. 

DIRECTION,   Cood.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Cood. 

Mrs.  Clare  Berger  Dead 
Detroit — Mrs.  Clare  Berger  is  dead 

following  a  long  illness.  She  was 
the  wife  of  George  S.  Berger,  treas- 

urer of  Butterfield  Theaters. 

Authors  Guild  Discusses 
Leasing  of  Film  Rights 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

literary  works  would  be  leased  to  a 
company  for  a  limited  period  was 
discussed  yesterday  at  a  meeting  of 
the  Authors'  Guild,  which  is  affili- 

ated with  the  Authors'  League  of 
America.  The  idea  has  the  backing 

of  all  writers'  groups. 

Alexander  Realigns  Staff 

Realignment  of  David  O.  Selznick's Eastern  publicity  staff,  effected  by 
Sid  Alexander,  puts  Ted  Baldwin  in 
charge  of  promotion-exploitation, 
with  Joe  Roberts  continuing  as  pub- 

licity   manager. 

IA  Service  Talks  Resumed 
Negotiations  for  new  contracts  be- 

tween the  IATSE  and  service  organi- 
zations headed  by  Altec,  RCA  and 

Warner  Bros,  were  resumed  yester- 
day at  the  Alliance  offices  here. 

"Portrait  of  Maria" 
with  Dolores  Del  Rio,  Pedro  Armendariz 
M-G-M  77  Mins. 

AN  ENCHANTING  MEXICAN  FILM 
IMPORTATION  DUBBED  IN  ENGLISH; 
HAS  MANY  CULTURAL  ASPECTS. 

Tastefully  produced  and  directed,  the 
film  offers  much  to  help  us  appreciate  the 
life  of  the  farmer  below  the  Rio  Grande. 

The  dubbing  in  English  is  expertly  handled 
with  a  perfect  synchronization  job  pointing 

up  the  entertainment  value  of  the  film. 
Told  as  a  flashback  by  Alberto  Galan,  an 

artist,  the  simple  story  deals  with  the  suf- 
ferings of  a  very  poor,  but  beautiful,  Mexi- 

can Indian  girl,  Dolores  Del  Rio,  because  of 

her  dead  mother's  bad  reputation. 
Her  love  for  Pedro  Armendariz  is  a  bone 

of  contention  with  Miguel  Inclan,  the  vil- 
lage merchant,  who  also  had  his  heart  set 

for  her. 

In  order  to  earn  money  to  pay  Inclan 
rent  for  her  land,  Del  Rio  poses  for  Galan, 

but  runs  away  when  he  suggests  that  the 

portrait  be  finished  as  a  nude.  Galan  com- 
pletes his  work  by  using  another  model  for 

Del  Rio's  body  in  the  painting.  One  of  the 
villagers  catches  a  glimpse  of  the  finished 

painting  and  incites  the  wrath  of  the  vil- 
lagers who  chase  and  stone  her  to  death. 

The  film  ends  sadly  with  Armendariz  guid- 

ing the  small  river  boat  bearing  the  beau- tiful Del  Rio  to  her  grave. 

CAST:  Dolores  Del  Rio,  Pedro  Armendariz, 
Alberto  Galan,  Rafael  Icardo,  Miguel  Inclan, 

Marita  Cortes,  Julio  Ahuet,  Beatriz  Ramos, 
Guadalupe   Del   Castillo. 
CREDITS:  Producer,  Felipe  Subervielle  for 

Producer  Films  Mundiales;  Director,  Emilio 
Fernandez;  Original  story,  Emilio  Fernandez; 
Screen  adaptation,  Mauricio  Magdaleno,  Emilio 

Fernandez;  Music,  Francisco  Dominguez;  Cam- eraman,  Cabriel   Figueroa. 

DIRECTION,  Cood.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Expert. 

Bikini  Atomic  Pix  to  be 
Televised  in  Four  Cities 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

G.  Phelps,  veteran  cameraman,  has 
been  named  as  the  television  pool 
cameraman  to  film  the  test,  and  ar- 

rangements have  been  made  to  fly 
negatives  to  the  U.  S. 

Pool  comprises  Allen  B.  DuMont 
Laboratories,  (WABD,  New  York); 
the  American  Broadcasting  Co.;  Bal- 
aban  &  Katz,  (WBKB,  Chicago); 
Columbia  Broadcasting  System, 
(WCBW,  New  York);  National 
Broadcasting  Co.,  (WNBT,  New 
York),  and  the  Philco  Radio  and 
Television  Co.,  (WPTZ,  Philadel- 
phia). 

Rites  for  Wm.  H.  Priess 

Funeral  of  William  H.  Priess,  pi- 
oneer radio  and  television  expert  and 

inventor-engineer,  was  held  at  8:30 
this  morning  at  the  Stephen  Merritt 
Memorial  Chapel,  8th  Ave.  at  22nd 
St.  Priess,  who  was  the  founder  of 
the  International  Television  Radio 
Corp.,  died  Saturday  at  his  home 
here.  He  served  in  the  Signal  Corps 
in  World  War  I,  and  will  be  buried 
in  the  Arlington  National  Cemetery. 
Just  prior  to  World  War  II  he  was 
working  on  a  television  system  based 
on  a  resonant  vibrator  mirror  scan- ner. 

SHORTS 
V 

"Scientifically  Stung" 
(Person-Oddity) 

Universal  9  Min.< 
Very  Interesting 

Feature  of  this  combination  of  in 
teresting  people  is  the  bee-stinj 
therapy  practiced  by  Dr.  Raymon 
L.  Carey  of  Los  Angeles.  Dr.  Care; 
illustrates  his  method  as  a  means  t 
alleviate  rheumatism.  Others  in  thi 
short  are  Paul  Willy  and  his  collec 
tion  of  2,000  assorted  piggy  banks 
Thomas  Sherbloom,  a  sculptor  wh 
chisels  figures  out  of  ice;  and  Pete 
Zarzoli,  a  mounted  policeman  whos 
horse  is  trained  to  take  food  held  be 

tween  his  master's  lips. 

"Bored  of  Education" 
Paramount  7  Mins 

Novel  Idea 
When  Little  Lulu,  tricked  by  he 

erstwhile  pal  Tubby  into  giving  ; 
wrong  answer,  is  forced  to  sit  in  th 
dunce  corner,  she  falls  asleep.  Whil 
asleep  she  fancies  she  and  Tubby  a 
all  the  principal  characters  in  Amer 
ican  history.  This  novel  idea  is  wel 
presented,  with  lovable  Lu  providing 
many  a  laugh. 

"Studio  Visit" 
M-G-M Below  Standard 

A  Pete  Smith  Specialty,  this  isn' 
up  to  standard.  Supposedly  "behinc 
the  scenes,"  it  looks  more  like  a  col 
lection  of  three  sequences  tha 
couldn't  be  used  elsewhere  so  wer< 
slapped  together.  Lena  Home,  Luis 
Zingone  and  Helen  Sue  Goldy  ar< 
the  performers,  whose  work  is  good 
but  who  have  been  lost  in  th< shuffling. 

"Swingin'  Down  The  Scale" 
(Name  Band  Musical) 

Universal  15  Mins 

Very  Good 
Alvino  Rey  and  his  orchestra,  and 

the  harmonious  four  King  Sisters 
hold  the  spotlight  throughout  with 
modern  arrangements  on  a  group  oi 
reliable  standards  which  include 

"Somewhere  Over  The  Rainbow," 
"Whispering,"  "Farewell  Blues,"  and 
"The  Isle  of  Capri."  The  numbers 
are  delivered  in  two  sets — first  at  the 
El  Rey  Night  Club,  and  then  at  the 
home  of  the  King  Sisters  where  the 
boys  have  been  invited  for  a  late 
snack  after  the  club  routine. 

To  Reassign  Anderson  Case 
Chicago — Judge    E.    R.    Shaw   re- 

ferred Paramount  and  Warners'  suit 
against  the  Anderson  Circuit  of  Mor- 

ris,   111.,    for    balances    claimed    due 
them  on  percentage  films  to  the  ex- j 
ecutive  committee   of   Chicago  Fed- 

eral Judges  for  reassignment.    Eight 
distributing  companies  are  involved 
in  the  suit  against  the  Anderson  Cir-  j 
cuit.  Early  hearing  in  Federal  Court  I 
here  is  expected  to  be  set. 
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I A  Aiding  Fight 
n  III.  Ticket  Tax 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

fcing  the  proposed  levy.  Robert 
executive  director  of  the 

—  ̂ 'ho  was  en  route  to  Salt  Lake 
y  ior  an  exhibitors'  meeting,  dou- 
H  back  to  Springfield  and  joined 
I  the  tax  heai'ings  Tuesday  and 
feterday. 

ATA  leaders  pointed  out  yester- 
y  that  service  and  assistance  on 
such  matters  as  taxation  and 

,'islation  would  be  available 
rough  the  new  organization,  even 
ough  the  machinery  for  handling 
1  issues  had  not  yet  been  perfected. 
i:tensive  plans  for  giving  aid  to  ex- 
oitors  faced  with  emergency  meas- 

les are  being  formulated,  it  was 
lid. 

THEATER  DEALS 
Akron's  Nixon  Sold 

Akron,  O. — Mrs.  Joseph  Cole,  who 
has  been  operating  the  Nixon  since 
the  death  of  her  husband  last  July, 
has  sold  the  house  to  Anton  Amstadt. 

Oak  Bay  Building  Sold 
Victoria,  B.  C.— Sale  of  the  Oak 

Bay  theater  building  to  Somerville 
Holdings,  Ltd.,  has  been  announced 
bv  Ray  Castle,  who  built  the  the- 

ater in  1936.  House  is  under  lease  to 
Odeon  Circuit. 

Willys  Sells  Brazil  Fox 
Brazil,  Ind. — The  Fox,  operated  by 

Fred  Willys,  was  sold  to  Paige  and 
Wright,  who  took  immediate  posses- 

Oneida,  111.  State  Sold 
Oneida,  111.  — The  175-seat  State 

here  has  been  purchased  by  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Dwaine  Schieferdeckner  of 
Cambridge.    They  plan  to  remodel. 

Acquire  Stratton  Moon 
Stratton,  Colo. — E.  G.  Jeppe  has 

bought  the  Moon  from  Mrs.  Fred 
Flanagan.  Fred  Flanagan,  who  had 
operated  the  house  for  years,  died recently. 

Velaise  Leases  Terminal  House 
Cincinnati  —  Robert  Velaise  has 

leased  the  theater  in  the  Cincinnati 
Terminal  in  a  long  term  deal  with 
the  Cincinnati  Terminal  Co. 

'Narrative  Versions/ 

Metro's  Foreign  Plan 
(Continued  from  Page.l) 

Japanese  "Ben  Shee"  method,  where- 
in a  live  narrator  was  used  to  de- 

scribe the  action  and  inject  the  rea- 
soning and  dialogue  of  silent  films. 

In  applying  this  technique  to  sound 
films,  the  volume  of  sound  of  the 

original  film  recording  will  be  low- 
ered to  allow  the  narrator  the  podi- 

um for  his  voice  and  explanatory  re- 
marks, it  was  further  reported. 

M-G-M  plans  to  try  "narrative 
versions"  in  Brazilian-Portuguese 
for  Brazil,  Hindustani  for  India, 
Arabic  for  the  Middle  East,  and  in Chinese. 

linois  Exhibitors 
ontinue  Fight  on  Tax 
Springfield,  111. — Charging  that  the 

1  oposed  10  per  cent  tax  on  movie 
missions  would  discriminate  un- 
stly  against  film  houses,  nearly  a 
zen  theater  operators  appeared  be- 
re  the  Illinois  Legislature  to  pro- 

test the  State  soldier  bonus  levy. 
;ieatermen  argued  that  Gov. 
ivvight  H.    Green's   proposal   would 
:4t    into    effect    the    only    type    of 
iiusement  tax  in  the  State.  With 
ight  clubs  and  other  forms  of  re- 
eation  going  fx-ee,  levy  would  be, 
fact,  a  fee  charged  for  going  to 

iovies.  Adler  J.  Klein,  of  LaSalle, 

presenting  the  Alger"  Theater  Cir- 
rit,  told  lawmakers  that  "power 
olitics  has  singled  out  movies  for  a 

'■■  onstrous  tax." 
He  was  supported  at  public  hear- 

"  gs  by  other  theater  spokesmen ho  said  the  tax  would  hit  children, 
'aterans  and  "all  those  least  able  to 
ay."  Among  those  appearing  were 
dward  G.  Zorn,  Pontiac,  represent- 
g  the  United  Theaters  of  Illinois; 
red  Shoup,  Bloomington;  George 
arber,  Villa  Grove;  William  J. 
ynch,  Chicago,  and  Sam  Pirtle,  Jer- 
seyville. 

Joining  the  plea  were  representa- 
'ves  of  the  operator's  union  who 
lid  a  survey  of  their  own  ex-service 
Members  showed  that  the  proposed 
ix   was    not   considered   favorably. 
Jhey  suggested  that  taxes  for  the 
'onus  be  spread  over  other  types  of usinesses. 

Issue   assumes   more  political  as- 
ects  all  the  time,  with  Democrats 

'emanding  the  inclusion  of  housing 
,;n  the  agenda.  There  is  even  out- 
poken  opposition  to  a  bonus,  with  all 

Kahn  Bringing  Dutch 
Film  Proposition! 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
night  indicated  that  a  solution  of  the 
industry's  Dutch  problem,  a  head- 

ache for  months,  was  nearing.  Be- 
lief was  expressed  that  Kahn  was 

bringing  over  a  concrete  proposition 
for  MPEA  consideration.) 

Johnston  also  disclosed  that  Lewis 
Kanturek  has  been  designated  to 
represent  MPEA  in  Czechoslovakia. 
He  is  currently  in  New  York  and  will 
leave  for  Prague  as  soon  as  trans- 

portation arrangements  can  be  made. 
Both  Kahn  and  Kanturek  have  been 
associated  with  the  foreign  depart- 

ment of  20th-Fox. 
Irving  Maas,  recently  appointed 

operating  head  of  MPEA,  was  pre- 
sent at  yesterday's  meeting — his  first 

general  huddle  with  Johnston  and 
the  representatives  of  the  eight 
member  companies. 

Johnston  has  tentatively  selected 
Monday  or  Tuesday  of  next  week 
for  his  trip  to  the  Coast  where  the 
first  matter  on  his  industry  agenda 
is  a  meeting  with  trade  leaders  and 
his  attendance  at  Commencement  ex- 

ercises at  the  University  of  Southern 
California  where  he  will  receive  an 

honorary  degree  and  deliver  an  ad- 
dress. 

SICK  REPORT 

AL  CARLSON,  shipper  at  the  Universal 

'.change,  Minneapolis,  for  22  years,  is  se- 
ously  ill  at  his  home. 

DELORES  LARSON,  office  manager's  sec- 
Btary  at  the  Columbia  exchange,  Minne- 
polis,  is  in  the  hospital  with  an  infected 

We- 

Republicans    siding    in    with    Demo- 
crats. 

Illinois  Club  Women 
Oppose  Theater  Tax 

Chicago — Dorothy  Dohrman,  vice- 
chairman  of  the  Illinois  Federation 

of  Women's  Clubs,  has  come  out  in 
opposition  to  the  proposed  Illinois 
tax  on  theater  admissions.  She  says 
the  tax  will  increase  juvenile  delin- 

quency, being  a  hardship  on  the 
poorer  families  who  are  unable  to 
afford  other  entertainment. 

Mrs.  C.  L.  Duax,  treasurer  of  the 
Films  Council,  will  go  to  Springfield 
to  oppose  the  tax.  She  will  represent 
several  thousand  members  of  Chi- 
cagoland. 

was  a  record 
Year  for  changes 

in  The  Motion 
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Every  high  set  by  20th's  boxoff ice  history  hits  at 

the  Rivoli,  ̂ ^^^^^----  New  York  City,  is  being  topped 

by  the  magnetic  draw  of  Charles  Boyer  and  Jennifer  Jones 

making  Lubitsch  love  in  "CLUNY  BROWN." 

Right  now  —  right  at  the  top  of  famous  Hit 

Parade  on  C.B.S.,  ̂ m/^  fwo  of  the  great  songs  from 

"CENTENNIAL  SUMMER,"  20th's  next  gross-glorifying  Techni- 
color musical! 

DRAGONWYCK"    parallels    performance 

wonders  of  "Leave  Her  to  Heaven"  as  M.  P.  Herald 
acclaims  it  Boxoffice  Champion !  5^    i 

"SENTIMENTAL  JOURNEY"  ^§3#^  takes  its 

place  with  20th's  biggest  grossers  as  engagement  after 
engagement  reports  on  its  great  boxoffice  journey! 

IT'S  A 

;  (_£Q)\  CENTURY-FOX 

/s/inY 



M.    F.    Production  Dist 
28  W.    44th   St.    21 

itimate  in  Character 
iternational  in  Scope 
adependent  in  Thought 

1 

The  Daily  Newspaper 
Oi  Motion  Pictures 

Twenty-Eight  Years  Old 
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HB  6-MONTH  NET  DOUBLES  TO  $9,125,532 
4yers  Defends  Allied's  Stand  on  Trade  Practices 

eplies  to  Remarks  Made 
<i  Spyros  Skouras  at  Jack 
irsch  Dinner  in  Chicago 

Although   expressing  appreciation 
Spyros  P.   Skouras  for  his  pres- 

ice   at  the   Jack   Kirsch   dinner  in 
lieago    and  for  his   speech,  which 
*s  termed  important  and  deserving 

attention,     Allied,     nevertheless, 
kes  exception  to  a  few  of  the  20th 

■ntury-Fox  president's  remarks.  In 
julletin  issued  yesterday  by  Abram 
Myers,  Allied  general  counsel  and 

'Continued  on  Page  8) 

.  I.  Indies  Reject 
TA  Affiliation 
Providence,  R.  I. — The  Independent 
rhibitors  Association  of  Rhode  Is- 
nd  yesterday  endorsed  the  CIEA 
and  at  Chicago  against  the  ATA  at 
monthly  luncheon  meeting  at  the 
arragansett  Hotel.  Action  was 
thout  any  discussion  and  with 
erely  a  voice  vote. 
The  meeting  was  presided  over  by 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Dwenstein  Testimonial 
t  N.  J.  Allied  Conclave 

|A   testimonial    banquet    to    Harry 
Lowenstein,   who    is    retiring   as 

iesident  of  Allied  Theater  Owners 

New  Jersey  and  an  "open  forum" 
which  company  heads  have  been 

^ked  to  participate,  will  highlight 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Harvey  to  "Observe" 
For   PCC   at  MPTOA 
Seattle    —    Rotus    Harvey    of    San 

j  Francisco  has  been  delegated  as  the 

PCC  "observer"  at  the  MPTOA  board 

of    directors'    meeting    in    Columbus, 
Miss.,  next  Monday  and  Tuesday. 

The  PCC  trustees  re-elected  Hugh 
Bruen,  Whittier,  Cal.,  to  the  post  of 
treasurer  and  Robert  H.  Poole  was 

re-elected  executive  secretary.  L. 
0.  Lukan,  Seattle,  was  elected  rep- 

resentative to  the  meetings  of  the 

CIEA  for  the  coming  year. 

COLUMBIA  HALTS  1946-47  SELLING 
Decision  Reached  at  Executives'  Chicago  Meeting — 

Action  Said  Unprecedented;  Explanation  Later 

Chicago  —  In  an  unprecedented 
step,  Columbia  Pictures,  following  a 
three-day  meeting  of  executives 
which  concluded  here  yesterday,  noti- 

fied its  sales  forces  in  all  sections  of 
the  country  to  stop  selling  the  com- 

pany's 1946-47  product  until  further notice. 

Telegrams  to  this  effect  were  dis- 
patched personally  by  A.  Montague, 

general  sales  manager,  to  all 
branches. 

Reason  for  the  action  will  be  given 
at  a  later  date,  officials  said  in  re- 

sponse to  inquiries. 

Columbia's  home  office  yesterday 
had  nothing  to  add  to  the  Chicago 
dispatch,  but  it  was  expected  the 
situation  would  be  clarified  follow- 

ing the  return  to  New  York  of 
Montague,  probably  today.  The 
Windy  City  parley  closed  late  yes- terday. 

FCC's  Para.  Hearing 
At  Capital  June  20 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE    FILM    DAILY 

Washington  —  The  FCC's  Para- 
mount probe  this  month  will  be  "all- 

inclusive,"  it  was  learned  on  high 
authority  yesterday. 
With  top  Paramount  execs,  ex- 

pected to  be  called  to  appear  before 
the  commission,  the  probe  will  in- 

clude close  quizzing  into  the  organi- 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Program  of  UNESCO 
Before  NAVC  Conference 

Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 

Washington — Program  plans  have 
been    completed    for    the    National 
Audio-Visual   Conference  to   discuss 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Film  Council  Forms 
Screen  Freedom  Com, 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 

Washington — C.  R.  Reagan,  presi- 
dent of  the  Film  Council  of  America, 

yesterday  announced  the  formation 
of  a  Freedom  of  the  Screen  Commit- 

tee, headed  by  Richard  Griffith,  ex- 
ecutive secretary  of  the  National 

Board  of  Review. 
Committee  members  include  Ted 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Technicolor  Cameras  Raise 
New  Coast  Labor  Problem 

West    Coast   Bureau    of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Starting     yesterday, 

all  major  studios  using  Technicolor 
cameras,    instead    of    sending    these 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

100%  Metro  Spanish  Dubbing 
Titled  Versions  Dropped  for  Latin  America 

Service  Cos.  At  Impasse 
With  IATSE  on  New  Pacts 

Representatives  of  the  service  or- 
ganizations headed  by  Altec,  RCA 

and  Warner  Bros,  yesterday  were 
reported  to  have  reached  an  impasse 
in  their  negotiations  with  the  IATSE 
for  new  contracts  covering  sound 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Finding  all-Spanish  dialogue  ver- 
sions more  profitable  than  titled  ver- 

sions in  Latin  America,  Loew's  In- 
ternational will  dispense  entirely 

with  the  latter  and  distribute  only 
films  spoken  entirely  in  Spanish. 
This  decision  was  announced  yester- 

day following  an  all-day  conference 
of  the  company's  Latin-American (Continued  on  Page  10) 

Equals  $2.46  Per  Share; 
First  1945  Six-Month 
Net  Was  $4,605,088 

Warner  Bros,  and  subsidiaries  yes- 
terday reported  a  net  profit  of 

$9,125,532,  or  $2.46  per  share  of 
common,  for  the  six  months  ended 
March  2  of  this  year  after  provid- 

ing for  Federal  income  taxes  of 
$8,630,000  and  for  contingencies  of 
$900,000.  This  showing  is  virtually 
100  per  cent  better  than  earnings  of 
$4,605,088,  or  $1.24  per  share,  re- 

corded for  the  six  months  ended  Feb. 
24,  1945,  after  deductions  of  $8,200,- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Sees  III.  Tax  Victory 
As  Model  for  Industry 

The  exhibitors'  victory  in  Illinois 
in  having  the  proposed  10  per  cent 
admission  tax  set  aside  "can  be  used 
as  a  model  to  inspire  united  exhib- 

itor action  elsewhere,"  Ted  Gamble, 
chairman  of  the  board  of  American 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Treaty  Protocol  Exempts 
Actors  from  Double  Tax 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 
Washington — Acting  speedily  fol- 

lowing approval  by  the  Senate,  Sec- 
retary  of   State  James   Byrnes   and (Continued  on  Page  7) 

Schaefer  Entering 
Production    Field 

West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  George  J.  Schaefer, 
leading  industry  figure  and  for  30 

years  prominent  in  film  distribution, 
has  entered  the  production  field,  it 

was  announced  yesterday.  In  associ- 
ation with  William  Stephens,  he  will 

produce  "Miracle  at  Midnight"  fea- 
ture in  color,  starring  Rin  Tin  Tin  the 

Third  and  "A  Shady  Angel"  with 
William  Bendix  set  for  the  cast  and 

Brian   Donlevy  in   negotiation. 

Both  pictures  will  be  financed  by 

Equity  Capital  Corp.,  of  which  Schae- 
fer is  president  and  chairman  of board. 
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E.  R.  Toerpe  Dies 
Chicago — E.  R.  Toerpe,  59,  man- 

ager of  Great  States'  Orpheum  The- 
ater, Galesburg,  111.,  is  dead  after  a 

short   illness. 

LIGHTING  CONTROL 
Our  engineering  staff  will 
gladly  assist  in  designing 
your  dimmer  control  for  in- 

tensity and  color  effects. 

WARD  LEONARD  ELECTRIC  CO. 
Mount  Vernon,   N.   Y. 

COmmG  ADD  GOiilG 
CHARLES  M.  REAGAN,  Paramount  vice-presi- 

dent in  charge  of  distribution,  has  left  for  an 

extended  business  swing  of  the  company's  four 
West  Coast  exchanges,  Portland,  Seattle,  San 
Francisco  and  Los  Angeles. 

CAPT.  HAROLD  AUTEN,  flies  to  the  Coast 

Tuesday  for  the  opening  there  of  "Henry  V." 
HERMAN  MILLAKOWSKY,  producer,  will  re- 

turn to  the   Coast  Monday  from   New  York. 

)ACK  HEGARTY,  manager  of  the  Embassy 
Theater,  Orange,  N.  J.,  has  returned  from  a  trip 
through    the    Southern    states. 

LEONARD  CAREY  will  fly  to  the  West  Coast 
this  week  to  fulfill  acting  commitments  to  20th- 
Fox. 

HARRY  FEINSTEIN,  assistant  to  Moe  Silver, 
Pittsburgh  zone  manager  for  Warner  Theaters, 
is   in   New   York. 

R.  P.  HACEN,  manager  of  the  Warners'  film 
checking  service,  left  yesterday  for  Chicago, 
Denver   and   other  Western    branch    offices. 

LOUIS  J.  KAUFMAN,  Warner  Theaters'  ex- ecutive,  returns  today  from   Cleveland. 

WALTER  WINCHELL,  ANDY  RUSSELL  and 
JEANETTE  MacDONALD  were  Chicago  visitors 
yesterday. 

JAMES  J.  DONOHUE,  Paramount  central  di- 

vision sales  manager,  has  left  for  the  company's Detroit  branch  office.  He  will  be  joined  there  by 
EARLE  SWEICERT,  mid-Eastern  division  mana- 

ger. 

LEON  ).  BAMBERGER,  RKO  Radio  sales  pro- 
motion  manager,   has  returned   from  Jacksonville. 

PEDRO  GERMANO,  Paramount's  assistant  gen- 
eral manager  for  Brazil,  has  left  New  York  for 

his  headquarters  in  Sao  Paulo,  following  three 
weeks  of  executive  conferences  at  the  home  of- 
fice. 

A.  L.  PRATCHETT,  Paramount's  division  man- 
ager for  Latin  America,  left  for  Cuba  yester- 
day, accompanied  by  his  assistant,  ROBERT  L. 

GRAHAM,  and  AMERICO  ROSENBERCER,  branch 
manager  for  Cuba.  Pratchett  expects  to  return 
to    New    York    on    the    24th. 

WILLIAM  J.  KUPPER,  JR.,  Terrytoon  rep.  at 
the  20th-Fox  home  office,  is  in  San  Francisco, 

a  stop  on  a  sales  tour  through  the  Western  ter- 
ritory.   He  will   be   gone   for  about   three   weeks. 

BYRON  PRICE  was  in  Cambridge,  Mass.,  yes- 

terday, to  receive  an  honorary  degree  from  Har- 
vard. 

Televise  ATS  Induction 
Of  Officers  and  Awards 

The  annual  awards  of  the  Ameri- 
can Television  Society  and  the  in- 

duction of  its  new  officers  will  be 
made  before  the  full  membership  and 
televised  Wednesday  from  the  Bar- 
bizon  Plaza  Hotel  through  the  fa- 

cilities of  Station  WABD,  from  8:30 
p.m.  to  9  p.m.,  it  was  announced  yes- 

terday by  Richard  Manville,  chair- 
man of  the  awards  committee. 

George  T.  Shupert  heads  the  ATS 
list  of  officers  for  the  1946-47  term 
as  president.  The  others  include 
Ralph  Rockafellow,  vice-president; 
Dian  Dincin,  secretary,  and  Archi- 

bald U.  Rraunfield,  treasurer.  Mem- 
bers of  the  new  board  of  directors 

are  Charles  Alicoate,  Richard  Man- 
ville, Edward  C.  Cole,  David  Hale 

Halpern,  Frederick  A.  Kugel,  Don 
McClure  and  Alice  Pentlarge. 

Olympic  MPC  Resuming 
Distribution  of  Greek  Pix 

Olympic  Motion  Picture  Corp., 
which  handles  Greek  pictures  in  the 
U.  S.,  will  resume  the  distribution 
of  feature  product  after  more  than 

five  years  with  the  release  of  "Greece 
Lives  Again,"  a  documentary  which 
will  have  its  American  premiere  at 
the  Fifth  Avenue  Playhouse  tomor- 

row. Not  since  Greece  entered  the 
war  on  Oct.  28,  1940,  has  a  feature 
from  that  country  been  exhibited 
by   the   company  here. 

The  company  is  preparing  another 
Greek  feature  for  release  soon  in  the 
United  States.  To  this  it  plans  to 
add  six  more  which  it  expects  to  re- 

ceive from  Greece  in  the  near  future, 
it  was  said  on  Friday  by  Don  Avion, 
its  president. 

The  firm  has  moved  its  offices  from 
1658  to  1697  Broadwav. 

"Night"  at  Roxy  Wednesday 
Twentieth-Fox's  "Somewhere  in 

the  Night"  will  open  at  the  Roxy  on Wednesday. 

Norman  Moray  Touring 
New  England,  Canada 

Norman  H.  Moray,  WB  short  sub- 
ject sales  manager,  will  be  in  Buffalo 

today  and  tomorrow  for  a  local 
branch  meeting  in  connection  with 
the  release  schedule  for  the  com- 

pany's Twentieth  Anniversary  of 
Talking  Pictures. 
From  Buffalo,  Moray  goes  to  To- 

ronto, Montreal  and  Boston  for  sim- 
ilar meetings.  He  already  has  cov- 

ered Albany  and  will  visit  other 
branches  before  returning  to  New- York  in  two  weeks. 

Johnston  Commencement 
Orator  at  Calif.  U. 
West    Coast   Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Eric  A.   Johnston   is 
scheduled  to  arrive  in  Hollywood  by 
place  from  Washington  on  Sunday 
for  a  two-week  visit.  In  addition  to 
meeting  with  industry  production 
heads,  Johnston  will  deliver  the  com- 

mencement address  at  University  of 
California  June  15.  He  will  leave 
here  for  Spokane  before  returning 
East. 

Johnston  will  be  accompanied  by 
his  executive  assistant,  Jovce 
O'Hara. 

Theaters  Will  Appeal 
Greenville  Sunday  Ban 

Greenville,  S.  C.  —  Local  amuse- 
ment interests,  it  is  reported,  will 

appeal  to  the  South  Carolina  Su- 
preme Court,  Judge  J.  Robert  Mar- 

tin's ruling  that  is  preventing  Sun- 
day movies  and  baseball  here. 

Judge  Martin's  ruling  denied  a 
permanent  injunction  restraining  law 
enforcement  officers  from  interfer- 

ing with  movies  or  baseball  on  Sun- 
day. 

"Smoky"  Tradeshow  June  13 
Twentieth-Fox  will  tradeshow 

"Smoky"  in  all  exchange  centers  on 
June  13,  with  the  exception  of  St. 
Louis,  where  the  film  will  be  screened 
on  June  14. 

Program  of  UNESCO 
Before  NAYC  Parley 

(Continued  from  Page  ll 

the  forthcoming  program  and  w< 
of  UNESCO  on  June  14-15  in  Wa 
ington,  it  was  announced  yestowi* 
Leading  American  educators  ac- 

tion picture  and  recording  speCiwn 
will  join  with  representatives  of  1 
State     Department     and     delega 
from    major    civic    organizations 
formulating  recommendations  to 
presented  to  the  UNESCO  Prepa 
tory    Commission    which    meets London  in  July. 

Observers  from  other  governmei 
of  the  United  Nations  have  been 
vited  to  attend. 

Dr.  George  F.  Zook  will  open  i 
two-day  session  and  will  be  follow 
by   Charles   A.   Thomson,   State  I 
partment,   who  will  outline  the  < 1 
velopment  of  UNESCO  to  date. 

Discussions  will  be  led  off  by 
ports    presented    in    specific    fiel including: 

Information  —  James    W.    Brov 
State  Supervisor,  Bureau  of  Tea< 
ing    Materials,    Virginia    State    i! 
partment  of  Education. 

Distribution — Thomas  J.  Brand' 
Chairman,  Committee  on  Natioi 
and  International  Government  Re 
tions,  Film  Council  of  America. 

Production  —  William  H.  Wei 
Chief,  Visual  Media  Bram 

UNRRA. Utilization — Francis  Noel,  Chi! 
Division  of  Audio-Visual  Educatk 
California  State  Department  of  Ed 
cation. 

Evaluation — Charles  F.  Hoban,  J 

Division  of  Visual  Education,  Phi'. delphia  Public  Schools. 
Certification — L.  C.  Larson,  B 

reau  of  Visual  Instruction,  India University. 

Research — Floyd  Brooker,  U. 
Office  of  Education,  and  Chairma 
Committee  on  Surveys  and  Researc 
Film  Council  of  America. 

Exchange  of  personnel  —  Norm: 
Woelfel,  Teaching  Materials  Dh 
sion,  Ohio  State  University. 
Among  other  organizations  to 

represented  are  the  General  Fedei 
tion  of  Women's  Clubs,  Internation 
Film  Foundation,  Independent  Cil 
zens  Committee  or  the  Arts  and  Sc 
ences,  American  Assn.  of  Universi 
Women,  American  Unitarian  Ass 
and  Carnegie  Endowment  for  Inte 
national  Peace. 

Blumield  Books  Mono.  Pix 
West    Coast  Bureau    of   THE   FILM  DAIl 

Hollywood — The  Blumfeld  Circa 
of  36  theaters  in  California  has  coi 
tracted  for  the  entire  Monogram  ou 

put  for  the  1945-46  season,  it  ws 
announced  by  President  Ste^ 
Broidy. 
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CLAUDETTE  COLBERT 
JOHN  WAYNE 

in 

MERWN  LeROY'S 
production  of 

with  DON  DeFORE 
ANNE  TRIOLA  and  Miss  LOUELLA  PARSONS 

Produced  by  JESSE  L.  LASKY 
Screen  Play  by  ANDREW  SOLT 
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—  and  the  warmest  romantic 

comedy  ever  to  delight  record  crowds!  The  startling 

adventures  of  a  girt  in  a  Pullman  predicament 

—  and  of  her  two-man  rescue  party,  including  the 

handsome  stranger  of  such  amazing 

amatory  action! 
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iVould  Use  Pix  as  Half  of  New  York  Tele  Program 
Its.  Thackrey  Emphasizes 
iop  Role  Films  Will 
^ay  in  Television  Field 

^muton  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

^Zhington — Motion  picture's  top .icT.,1  television  was  again  accented 

Issterday  when  Mrs.  Dorothy 
 Thack- 

y,  owner  of  the  New  York  Post 
VLIB),  revealed  to  the  FCC,  that 
x  would  be   shown   a   total   of  14 
urs  weekly  during  the  first  period 

I  the  contemplated  New  York  video 
Utlet. 

Although  admittedly  on  an  experi- 
ental   basis,   this    would   represent 
le-half  of  the  total  tele  time. 
Mrs.  Thackrey  testified  before  the 

'  CC,  during  the  hearing  on  New 
fork's  four  remaining  tele  channels. he  told  the  commission  she  was 
enthusiastic"  over  the  "limitless  fu- 

,|ire"  of  video. 
In  the  most  complete  round-up  of 
hns  available  for  television  ever 
resented  to  the  commission  during 

tele  hearing,  Mrs.  Thackrey's  wit- 
esses  listed  hundreds  of  such  pix, 
jgether  with  their  prices,  running 
me  and  assurances  from  distribu- 
dis  that  television  and  music-rights 
ave  been  "cleared." 
Mrs.  Thackrey,  who  also  owns 

IYA,  and  KLAC,  left  no  doubt  that 
he  contemplated  station  in  New 

"ork,  as  well  as  those  in  Los  An- eles  and  San  Francisco,  would  lean 
ery  heavily  on  use  of  film  in  tele. 
N.  Y.  Demand  for  Tele  Sets 

Witnesses  for  Mrs.  Thackrey  also 
ook  off  the  wraps  from  the  New 
rork  area  which  shows  that  more 
han  51  per  cent  of  New  Yorkers 

expect"  to  buy  a  television  set.  The 
urvey  also  shows  that  7  per  cent  of 
Sew  Yorkers  expect  to  buy  tele  sets 

in  the  next  few  months";  17.5  per 
ent  expect  to  purchase  video  sets 
/ithin  the  next  year,  and  23.7  per 
ent  expect  to  buy  sets  "in  the  next 
wo  years." 
Other  highlights  of  the  survey, 

vhich  was  conducted  by  Surveys, 
nc,  New  York  City: 

"About  what  price  would  you  ex- 
»ect  to  pay  for  a  television  set?" 
Jnder  $100,  5  per  cent;  $100  to  $199, 
50.2  per  cent;  $200  to  $249,  15.2 
>er  cent;  over  $250,  23.6  per  cent; 
'don't  know,"  24.2  per  cent. 
"Have  you  (or  any  member  of 

7our  family)  seen  a  television  set  in 

STORK  REPORTS 
Test  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — An  eight-pound  boy, 
:>orn  at  the  Cedars  of  Lebanon  Hos- 
Dital  to  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Al  Westen,  has 
oeen  christened  Jeffrey  Robert.  Fa- 
:her  is  an  assistant  director. 

Denver — Born  to  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
>aul  Allmeyer,  at  St.  Luke's  Hos- 

pital, a  6% -pound  girl,  Susan  Carole. 
3e  is  a  Paramount  exchange  booker. 

Little  Headlines: 
JAMES  C.  PETRILLO  was  unanimously  re-elected  president  of  the  AFM  at  the  an- 

nual convention  at  St.  Petersburg,  Fla.,  yesterday.  At  the  same  time  C.  I.  Bagley  and 

Lou  Cluesman  of  Newark,  N.  J.,  were  renamed  vice-president  and  secretary  respectively. 

The  convention  by  resolution  endorsed  "each  and  every  action"  taken  by  Petrillo  in  be- 
half of  the  AFM. 

• 

BYRON    PRICE,    MPAA   vice-president,    received    the    honorary    degree    of    Master    of 

Arts  at  Harvard's  annual  commencement  yesterday.  The  citation  termed  Price,  who  was 
the  wartime  head  of  the  Office  of  Censorship,  "a  wise  censor  who   preserved   freedom 

while  guarding  with  vigilance  the  security  of  the   embattled   nation." • 

JOCK  LAWRENCE,  U.  S.  public  relations  rep.  for  the  J.  Arthur  Rank  film  interests, 
plans  a  trip  to  England  this  month.  Among  other  things,  he  will  check  on  exploitation 

material  on  a  number  of  Rank  pix  to  be  released  here,  among  them  "Stairway  to 
Heaven"  and  "London  Town,"  the  first  two  productions  to  be  distributed  by  United 
World  Pictures.  Lawrence  expects  to  be  gone  about  six  weeks. 

• 

WARNER    BROS,    yesterday    paid    its    regular    mid-year    bonus    to    its    employes.    Fol- 
lowing a  custom  of  several  years,  the  company  pays  the  bonus  at  Christmas  and  in  June. 

• 

WARNERS'  SOFTBALL  TEAM   defeated   the   M-G-M   aggregation,    13-2,   in   the  first 

game  of  the  newly-formed  Sportsman's  Softball  League  played  Wednesday  night.  WB  and 
Universal  play  next  Wednesday. 

• 

ALL  THEATERS  OF  THE   M   &   P  circuit  will   incorporate  a   salute   to  Warners'  20th 
anniversary  of  talkies  in  their  advertising  and  promotion  starting  immediately. 

• 

A   SCROLL  hailing   Screen    Snapshots    No.    10,   "Famous    Fathers   And    Sons,"   as    "the 
outstanding   Father's   Day   short  of   the   year,"   was   presented   to   Columbia   by   the    Na- 

tional   Father's    Day    Committee    at    a    luncheon    yesterday    at    the    Hotel    Pennsylvania. 
Lucille  Ball  accepted  for  Columbia. 

• 

RKO'S  "TALL  IN  THE  SADDLE,"  John  Wayne  starrer,  is  the  outstanding  b.o.  grosser 
among  14  U.  S.  pix  shown  in  Japan  since  March  1,  the  AP  reported  from  Tokyo. 

Bassler  to  Have  Four  Pix 
Shooting  at  Same  Time 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Producer  Robert  Bass- 
les  expects  to  set  something  of  a  rec- 

ord in  the  next  six  weeks  when  he 

will  have  four  20th-Fox  pictures  shoot- 

ing at  the  same  time.  "The  Home- 
stretch" goes  before  the  cameras 

June  24,  to  be  followed  on  July  1 

by  "The  High  Window"  and  "Bob, 
Son  of  Battle,"  while  "Party  Line" 
goes  into  production  August  5. 
"Homestretch"  and  "Bob"  will  be 
shot  in  Technicolor. 

operation?"  Yes,  55.3  per  cent;  no, 
41,3  per  cent;  don't  know,  3.4  per 
cent. 

Mrs.  Thackrey  indicated  that  more 
money  would  be  spent  on  the  New 
York  television  station  than  in  any 

other  city  "(she  has  applications pending  in  San  Francisco  and  Los 
Angeles  as  well  as  New  York).  Cost 
of  equipment  and  installation  for 
the  New  York  station  were  estimated 
at  $299,415  and  operating  expenses 
for  the  first  year  were  estimated  at 
$416,730. 

This  latter  figure  is  considerably 
less  than  the  $1,000,000  plus  which 
ABC  said  it  would  splurge  on  a  New 
York  video  outlet. 

With  only  one  more  applicant  to 
be  heard,  there  is  a  good  chance  that 
the  hearing  will  wind  up  today.  Debs 
Memorial  Fund,  Inc.,  (WEVD)  will 
close  the  hearing. 

Treaty  Protocol  Exempts 
Actors  from  Double  Tax 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

British  Minister  John  Balfour  yes- 
terday signed  the  amendment  to  the 

Anglo-American  income  tax  conven- 
tion exempting  actors  from  double 

taxation. 
The  amendment  took  the  form  of  a 

supplementary  protocol  to  the  con- 
vention signed  by  the  U.  S.  and 

Great  Britain  in  April,  1945. 
The  proposal  to  include  actors  and 

other  entertainers  in  the  exemptions 
was  backed  by  several  actor  groups. 

Canadian  V.  C.  Installs 
Officers  and  Inducts  140 

Toronto  —  Col.  William  McCraw, 
national  co-ordinating  officer  of  the 
Variety  Clubs  of  America,  officiated 
at  installation  of  officers  and  in- 

duction of  140  members  at  inaugural 
dinner  of  Tent  No.  28  in  King  Ed- 

ward Hotel.  Affair  was  attended  by 
more  than  150  film,  radio  and  stage men. 

Because  the  local  tent  is  the  first 
in  the  Dominion  it  has  been  granted 
special  status  as  a  Canadian  branch 
for  which  the  membership  limit  has 
been  raised  from  100  to  175  to  take 
care  of  candidates  from  Montreal  to 
Calgary.  J.  J.  Fitzgibbons  is  chief 
barker,  Paul  Nathanson  and  Leo  De- 
vaney  first-  and  second-assistant 
chief  barkers,  Oscar  Hanson,  prop- 

erty-master and  B.  S.  Okun,  dough- 
boy.    At  the  next  meeting,  on  July 

WB  Six-Month  Net 

Double  That  in  '45 (Continued  from  Page  1) 

000  for  taxes  and  $170,000  for  con- 
tingencies. 

After  eliminating  inter-company 
transactions  for  the  six  months 

ended  March  2,  1946,  the  gross  in- 
come for  the  period  amounted  to 

$79,458,584,  which  compares  with 
$68,228,262  for  the  six  months  ended 
Feb.  24,  1945. 

Current  and  working  assets  were 
$66,747,370  on  March  2  of  this  year, 
while  current  liabilities  stood  at  $28,- 

327,361. 
Reduces  Term  Bank  Loan 

Since  March  2,  1946,  the  company 
has  reduced  its  term  bank  loan  by 
paying  the  installment  due  May  1, 
1946,  and  by  prepaying  the  install- 

ments due  Nov.  1,  1946,  Nov.  1,  1954, 

and  May  1,  1955,  each  in  the  princi- 
pal amount  of  $1,591,000.  These  pay- 

ments have  reduced  the  term  bank 
loan  to  $23,865,000.  The  interest 
rates  which  formerly  were  two  per 
cent  per  annum  to  Nov.  1,  1952,  and 
two  and  one-half  per  cent  thereafter 
have  been  reduced  to  two  per  cent 
per  annum  for  the  entire  term  of  the 
loan. 

A  formal  call  will  go  out  shortly 
to  .  the  stockholders  for  a  special 
meeting  to  be  held  on  Aug.  1.  The 
meeting  will  consider  proposals  to 
cancel  treasury  stock,  to  increase 
the  authorized  capital  stock  and  to 
split  the  stock  on  a  two-for-one  basis. 
The  board  of  directors  has  not  com- 

pleted its  study  of  an  employe  pen- 
sion plan  and  consequently  no  such 

plan  will  be  submitted  at  the  meet- 

ing. 

August  A.  Klug  Dead 
Zumbrota,  Minn. — August  A.  Klug, 

owner  of  the  Zumbrota,  is  dead  at  83. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Schdalski-Olerud 
Minneapolis  —  Charlotte  Schdal- 

ski,  formerly  head  booker  at  Nation- 
al Screen  Service  here,  is  being  mar- 

ried in  Chicago  June  15  to  Conrad 
Olerud.  She  has  been  transferred 
to  the  Chicago  office  of  NSS. 

Niciol-Sprague 

Minneapolis — Veronica  Niciol,  bill- 
er  at  National  Screen  Service  here, 
will  marry  Lincoln  Sprague  on  June 
29. 

Gardner-Gross 
Cleveland,  O. — Richard  Gross,  son 

of  Louis  Gross,  president  of  the  Ohio 
Association  of  Film  Carriers,  and 
Arveta  Gardner  will  be  married  June 
22  in  North  Olmsted.  Gross  is  as- 

sociated with  his  father. 
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Allied  Defends  Its 
Stand  on  Practices 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

board  chairman,  certain   allegations 
of  Skouras  are  answered. 

First,  Myers  replied  to  that  por- 

tion of  Skouras'  address  which  said: 

"We  hear  too  often  of  the  things 
which  Allied  is  against.  We  hear 

that  Allied  is  against  percentage  pic- 
tures.    Allied   is    against   preferred 

  WB  IN  CR— 
Warner  Bros,  has  become  a 

member  -  owner  of  Confidential 
Reports,  Inc.,  making  the  seventh 
of  the  major  companies  to  join 
the  checking  service  according  to 

Allied's  bulletin.  Loew's  will  con- 
tinue to  operate  its  oun  checking 

system. 

playing  time.  Allied  is  against  local 

checkers.  I  urge  upon  you  that  Al- 
lied should  not  be  simply  a  negative 

opposition  organization." 
To  this,  Myers  declared  that  in 

its  17  years  of  existence,  Allied  "has 
initiated  more  movements  calculated 

to  bring  about  harmonious  relations 

than  any  other  element  in  the  indus- 

try." He  cited  the  5-5-5  conference, 
the  United  Motion  Picture  Industry 

and  a  proposed  substitute  for  pres- 
ent checking  methods. 

"At  all  those  meetings  Allied  did 
the  'proposing'  and  the  distributors 
did  the  'opposing',"  Myers  wrote, 
adding  that  those  movements  "with- 

ered on  the  vine"  due  to  the  negative 
attitude  of  the  distributors.  He  fur- 

ther charged  that  the  checking  pro- 
posal was  rejected  without  any  dis- 

cussion with  the  Allied  committee 

and  the  "reason  most  often  cited  was 
that  the  plan  was  not  complete." 

Checking  Complaints  Rejected 

As  to  opposition  to  local  checkers, 
such  opposition  reflects  the  feeling 
of  exhibitors,  Myers  contended,  and 

that  "the  distributors  have  flatly  re- 
jected all  complaints  against  the  use 

of  such  checkers."  No  attempt,  he 
said,  had  been  made  to  understand 

the  exhibitors'  point  of  view. 
"Since  Mr.  Skouras  raised  the 

question,"  Myers  continued,  "it  be- 
comes   necessary   to   tarn   back   the 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  7 William   F.   Rodgers  Jacob    Wilk 

June  8 Michael    Berger  Ernest  B.  Schoedsack 
Sheila    Ryan  Meyer  P.   Beck 
Alexis  Smith  J.    F.    Kirby 

June  9 George  W.   Gorman         Julius  Jacques  Hess 
Ben    Criefer  Harry   Gribbon 

Ed    Heiber 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  David  O.  Selznick's  ambitious  plans  for  the 

Texas  Autumn  premiere  of  his  equally  ambitious  "Duel  in  the  Sun"  call 
for  the  attendance  of  all  the  pic's  stars — Jennifer  Jones,  Joseph  Cotten, 
Gregory  Peck,  Lionel  Barrymore,  Herbert  Marshall,  Lillian  Gish,  Walter 

Huston,  and  Charles  Bickford   Incidentally,  DOS  proposes  to  pur- 

chase either  a  Constellation  or  a  DC-4  to  be  used  in  the  company's  busi- 

ness,   and   the    plane's   inaugural   flight   may  be   to   the    premiere.    .    .    . 

•  Irrespective  of  the  length  of  the  Louis-Conn  fight,  RKO  Radio's  film 
chronicle  of  it  will  not  be  less  than  two  reels.  ...  •  Para.'s  "To  Each 

His  Own"  biz  climbing  steadily  at  Radio  City  Music  Hall;  second  week 
ran  14  per  cent  ahead  of  the  first.  ...  •  Joseph  C.  Martin  will  edit 

Song  Lyrics  publications,  including  Movie  Songs  magazine,  stepping  up 

from  promotion  manager   For  the  present,  he'll  continue  promotion 
supervision.  ...  •  Send  Congrats,  to  Harry  Sherman,  this  week  start- 

ing his  30th  year  as  a  producer   "Ramrod,"  'which  Harry  is  cur- 
rently shooting  for  Enterprise,  is  his  156th  pix.  ...  •  Greater  New 

York  Councils,  Boy  Scouts  of  America,  has  bestowed  its  certificate  of 

appreciation  on  Para.'s  Alec  Moss  for  his  work  on  behalf  of  the  recent 
campaign.  ...  •  Frances  Longford  was  one  of  the  judges  yesterday 

for  Popular  Science  magazine's  Veterans  Handicraft  contest  at  the  Hotel 

St.  Regis.  ...  •  Charles  B.  McDonald,  RKO  Theaters'  zone  manager, 
leaves  for  Miami  on  the  Champion  today  and  will  visit  J.  E.  Williamson, 

the  deep-sea  cinematographer  who  recently  found  that  submerged 
Spanish  Galleon  100  miles  off  Key  West.  ...      •   Marie  McCarthy,  RKO 

Theaters'  film  booking  office  assistant  leaves  for  the  Coast  today   
Marie,  who  is  a  ringer  for  Nancy  Carroll,  is  not  in  quest  of  a  screen 

test — but  just  to  see  how  the  pictures  she  helps  book  are  made   

pages  of  history.  At  the  5-5-5  con- 
ference, a  few  provisions  favorable 

to  the  exhibitors  were  included  in 
the  optional  license  agreement. 
Among  those  were  (1)  a  provision 
against  the  use  of  local  checkers  and 

(2)  a  provision  that  information  ob- 
tained by  checking  or  auditing  would 

be  kept  confidential.  Those  provi- 
sions remained  in  the  exhibition  con- 

tracts for  about  10  years." 
Myers  pointed  out,  however,  that 

a  few  years  ago  nearly  all  the  dis- 
tributors dropped  those  provisions 

from  their  contract  forms  without 

notice  to  or  consultation  with  repre- 
sentatives of  the  exhibitors. 

"If  Allied's  attitude  on  local  check- 

ers amounts  to  'negation',"  Myers 
asked,  "what  can  be  said  of  the  sur- 

reptitious elimination  of  the  provi- 
sions agreed  to  at  joint  distributor- 

exhibitor  conferences  in  the  early 

'30s?" 
Cites  Court's  Decision 

Pointing  out  that  Confidential  Re- 
ports can  cause  the  discontinuance 

of  film  service  if  an  exhibitor  re- 
fuses to  accept  a  local  checker, 

Myers  cited  the  Supreme  Court  de- 
cision in  the  First  National  case 

whereby  the  court  enjoined  the  dis- 
tributors from  refusing  to  license  a 

new  exhibitor  who  would  not  assume 
the  contracts  of  his  predecessor. 
Myers  said  the  facts  were  not  identi- 

cal but  that  the  principle  was  the 
same. 

"It  seems  inevitable  that  Confi- 
dential Reports  will  take  a  trip  to 

the  court  house  unless  the  distribu- ' 

tors  who  own,  operate  and  control  it 

institute  some  voluntary  reforms," 
Myers  wrote.  "C.  R.,  Inc.,  is  a  house 
which  urgently  needs  to  be  put  in 

order." 

Offered  Arbitration  Changes 

As  to  Skouras'  suggestion  that 
Allied  make  suggestions  for  changes 
in  arbitration,  Myers  said  that  while 
the  consent  decree  was  under  negoti- 

ation Allied  offered  many  sugges- 
tions for  improving  the  system  to 

the  Attorney  General. 

"We  have  reason  to  believe,"  he 
said,  "that  most  of  those  proposals 
were  presented  to  and  rejected  by 

the  distributors.  Additional  pro- 
posals were  submitted  to  the  At- 
torney General  in  1944  looking  to  a 

revised  consent  decree,  but  the  dis- 
tributors and  the  Department  of 

Justice  could  not  reach  an  agree- 

ment." 

Myers  pointed  out  that  an  effort 
was  made  to  set  up  conciliation  and 
arbitration  in  UMPI  but  neither 
Paramount  nor  Warner  Bros,  would 

go  for  it.  He  said  if  the  court's decision  in  the  anti-trust  case  should 
open  the  way  for  amending  or 
strengthening  the  system,  Allied  will 
have  suggestions  to  offer. 
Lauding  Skouras  and  William  F. 

Rodgers  for  their  willingness  "to 
mingle  with  their  independent  cus- 

tomers," Myers  said  he  hoped  the 
heads  of  the  other  comnanies  "would 
follow  their  example  and  become 

personally  acquainted  with  the  inde- 
pendent exhibitors  and  their  prob- 

lems." 

Sees  III.  Tax  Victory 
As  Model  for  Industry 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Theaters  Association,  said  yesterda;. 

Gamble  said  it  proved  the  need  fo 

an  ATA  to  represent  all  segme£.>\ the  exhibition  industry  on  mattV^/i, 
which  they  have  a  joint  interest. 

The  ATA  was  represented  at  th 

tax  hearings  in  Springfield  by  Rob 

ert  W.  Coyne,  executive  directoi 

who  spoke  before  both  legislative 
bodies  and  who  emphasized  the  the 

aters'  value  in  public  service  durinj 
the  war  and  the  vital  necessity  fo 
the  theaters  to  be  permitted  to  gc 

ahead  unhampered  by  "emasculating 
tax  legislation  to  do  further  public 

service  in  peacetime,"  Gamble  said 
Gamble  paid  high  tribute  to  Ed 

wax'd  G.  Zorn,  president  of  Unitec 
Theater  Owners  of  Illinois  and  AT.A 

regional  vice-president,  and  the  ex- 
hibitors who  joined  him  in  present- 

ing their  case.  Zorn  marshalled  ar 
effective  publicity  campaign  in  sup- 

port of  the  theaters'  point  of  view Gamble  said. 

ATA  Help  on  Invitation 

Gamble  explained  that  Coyne's  ap- 
pearance at  Springfield  was  on  invi- 

tation of  exhibitors  in  that  area  and 
that  ATA  national  officers  would  in- 

tervene to  assist  in  local  activities 

only  on  such  specific  invitation. 
The  controversial  Illinois  admis- 

sions tax  proposal  was  abandoned 

suddenly  Wednesday  at  the  gov- 
ernor's suggestion.  The  tax  was  ex- 

pected to  produce  $5,000,000  a  year 
as  part  of  the  $385,000,000  bonus 
program.  Spokesmen  for  the  film 
industry  told  legislators  that  the  pro- 

posal was  discriminatory  and  would 
boost  admission  prices,  thus  hitting 

at  children,  veterans  and  the  "poor 
man's  recreation." 

The  chief  executive  said  the  tax 
had  met  considerable  criticism  and 

that  many  legislators  felt  its  enact- 
ment might  endanger  the  whole 

bonus  program  at  a  referendum  in 
November. 

Rank  Loans  Court  to  Fox 
London  (By  Cable) — Hazel  Court, 

under  contract  to  the  J.  Arthur  Rank 
organization,  has  been  borrowed  by 

20th-Fox  to  play  opposite  William 
Eythe  in  the  Marcel  Hellman  produc- 

tion, "Meet  Me  at  Dawn,"  which  is 
scheduled  to  get  under  way  at  Den- 
ham  early  next  month. 

Dan  Debaugh  Dies 

Chicago — Dan  Debaugh,  Ringling 
Bros,  executive  here,  a  33rd  degree 
Mason  and  veteran  theaterman,  is 
dead  here.    His  widow  and  a  son  sur- 

SICK  REPORT 

GEORGE  RAMSDELL,  head  of  Middlesex 

circuit,  suffered  a  severe  stroke  in  his  the- 
ater and  was  rushed  to  Maiden,  Mass.  hos- 

pital. His  condition  is  only  fair. 



EVER  ADD  UP 

THE  REQUIREMENTS  FOR 
A  PROFESSIONAL  FILM? 

1  It  must  have  high  speed,  but  speed  must  be 
combined  with  .  .  . 

2  Fine  grain.  Ansco  Supreme  Negative  has 

both. 

3  It  must  have  a  long,  smooth  gradation  scale, 

but  gradation  must  be  accompanied  by  .  .  . 

4  Pleasing  panchromatic  color  response.  Ansco 

Supreme  Negative  has  both. 

5  And  the  Ansco  Supreme  Negative  emulsion 

also  has  the  high  resolving  power  required  for 

crisp,  sharp  professional  motion  picture  film 
images. 

All  five  points  add  up  to  negatives  of  truly  out- 

standing printing  quality.  You  couldn't  choose  a 
better  film  for  your  next  production  than  Ansco 

Supreme  Negative. 

Ansco 
A    DIVISION    OF    GENERAL   ANILINE 

&   FILM   CORPORATION 

BINGHAMTON  •  HOLLYWOOD  •  NEW  YORK 

KEEP  YOUR  EYE  ON  ANSCO— FIRST  WITH  THE  FINEST 
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Film  Council  Forms 
Screen  Freedom  Com. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
R.  Gamble,  board  chairman  of  ATA, 
and  Roger  Albright,  head  of  Teach- 

ing Film  Custodians,  MPAA. 
Other  committee  members  are 

George  Addes,  secretary-treasurer, 
UAW-CIO;  John  Connors,  Workers 
Education  Bureau;  Bosley  Crowther, 
New  York  Times  critic  and  chairman 
of  the  film  division  of  the  Indepen- 

dent Citizens  Committee;  Edgar 
Dale,  chairman  of  the  Audio-Visual 
Committee,  National  Congress  of 
Parents  and  Teachers;  Paul  Howard, 
director,  National  Relations  Board, 
American  Library  Association;  Wil- 

liam F.  Kruse,  secretary,  Allied  Non- 
Theatrical  Film  Association;  L.  C. 
Larson,  Educational  Film  Library 
Association,  and  John  McDonald, 
Fortune  Magazine. 

Service  Cos.  At  Impasse 
With  IATSE  on  New  Pacts 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
engineers  and  inspectors  employed 
by  the  companies.  The  RCA  spokes- 

man, E.  C.  Cahill,  was  understood 
to  have  returned  to  Camden,  N.  J., 
while  George  L.  Carrington,  Altec 
head,  was  preparing  to  go  back  to 
Hollywood  today. 
While  a  spokesman  for  the  em- 

ployers said  that  no  further  meet- 
ings with  IA  officials  had  been  sched- 

uled, Richard  F.  Walsh,  Alliance 
president,  said  that  a  huddle  was  on 

tap  for  today.  He  wasn't  certain 
whether  the  service  organizations 
would  have  representatives  at  the 
meeting. 
Demands  made  upon  the  compa- 

nies by  the  IATSE  include  a  wage 
boost  from  $92  to  $126.50  weekly  and 
a  reduction  in  the  work  week  from 
54  to  40  hours.  The  old  contracts 
expired  on  April  30.  Negotiations 
were  started  on  May  23. 

Rogers-Lewis  Starting  First  Pic 
West    Coast  Bureau    of    THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — John  W.  Rogers  and 
Arthur  Lewis,  who  have  formed  their 
own  producing  company,  Modern 
Film  Productions,  have  started  prep- 

arations for  their  initial  picture, 

"Night  After  Night,"  which  they  co- 
produce.  John  is  the  son  of  Charles 
R.  Rogers. 

Salesmen's  Coliseum 
Chapter   in  Detroit 

Detroit  —  The  Coliseum  of  Mo- 
tion Picture  Salesmen  of  America  is 

establishing  a  local  chapter  with 

Michigan  salesmen  strongly  repre- 
sented. Since  the  Reel  Fellows  be- 

came inactive  some  time  ago,  the 
salesmen   have  had   no  formal   setup. 
The  following  officers  have  been 

elected:  president,  Floyd  Chrysler, 

M-G-M;  vice-president,  Jack  Stew- 
art, Universal  and  secretary-treasurer, 

Eddie  Loye,  RKO. 

100%  Metro  Spanish  Dubbing 
Titled  Versions  Dropped  for  Latin  America 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

managers    who    have    been    meeting  had  been  an  experiment  was  now  a 
this  week  at  the  Hotel  Astor.  fact    and    that    the    public    had    en- 

The  test  was  made  through  com-  dorsed  it  at  the  box  office, 
parative    grosses    in    two    17-month  It  was  admitted  that  in  some  situ- 
periods  and  it  was  found  that  in  at  ations   there  had  been  initial  oppo- 
least  two  situations  the  rise  was  as  sition    to    hearing    American    stars 
much  as  300  per  cent  over  revenue  speak  Spanish,  but  that  criticism  had 
produced    by    M-G-M    pictures    with  been  stopped  by  the  quality  of  the 
English    tracks    and    Spanish    sub-  pictures  themselves, 
titles.  The    accompanying    chart    reveals 

Arthur     M.     Loew,    president    of  the  difference  in  grosses  realized  by 
Loew's  International,  said  that  what  the  two  versions: 

M-G-M  AVERAGE FILM  RENTAL 
WEEKLY GROSS 

per  M-G-M  PICTURE 
Spanish 

Titled 
Spanish 

Titled 

COUNTRY 
CITY 

CURRENCY' 

Version 
Version Version Version 

Argentine Buenos  Aires 
Pesos 20.079 

20,334 17,374 15,780 
Chile Santiago Pesos 127,  B16 90,772 

178,604 63.213 

Colombia Bogota 
Pesos 

4.894 3,224 5,506 

1,915 

Cuba Havana Pesos 

5,752 
4,404 

3,143 

2.170 
Mexico Mexico  City 

Pesos 
39.705 32.899 48,542 22,594 

Peru Lima Soles 11.730 
9,157 

15,802 
6,004 Uruguay Montevideo 

Pesos 

5.072 3,826 
7,787 1.833 

Venezuela Caracas Bolivares 13,630 9.323 
8.180 

3.584 

Lowenstein  Testimonial 
At  N.  J.  Allied  Conclave 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
the  27th  annual  convention  of  New 
Jersey  Allied  and  its  trade  equip- 

ment show  in  Atlantic  City  June 
19-21.  Lowenstein  has  been  presi- 

dent of  the  unit  for  the  last  five 

years. The  testimonial  dinner  will  close 
the  convention  on  the  night  of  June 
21,  while  the  forum  will  be  held  the 
preceding  day  when  there  also  will 
be  speakers  on  television,  electronics 
and  glass  fabrics  for  fireproof  deco- rations. 
Theater  owners  from  24  states 

have  registered  for  the  sessions  and 
manufacturers  of  all  types  of  motion 
picture  theater  equipment  will  be 
represented  with  elaborate  booth  dis- 

plays. Meetings  and  displays  will 
be  held  in  the  Chelsea  Hotel. 
Alexander  Film  Co.  will  have  its 

yacht,  "Two  Smiles,"  docked  near 
the  hotel  to  entertain  the  delegates. 
Hosts  will  be  Les  Wysong,  assistant 
to  the  president,  and  Harry  Cotten, 
district  manager.  Arrangements 
have  been  made  by  E.  Thornton 
Kelley,  convention  manager,  and  Ed- 

ward Lachman,  chairman  of  the  con- 
vention committee,  for  parties  on 

this  "oasis  of  good  will." 
Program  Is  Varied 

First  day's  program  includes  reg- 
istration, reviewing  of  exhibits,  New- 

Jersey  Allied's  directors'  meeting, 
open  session,  committee  reports,  se- 

lection of  a  nominating  committee 
and  a  social  get-together  in  Conven- 

tion Hall.  A  golf  tournament  will 
open  the  second  day  of  the  conven- 

tion. The  open  forum  is  scheduled 
for  2:30  p.m.  This  will  be  followed 
by  a  closed  business  session  and 
election  of  officers.  Night  program 
includes  a  "cabaret  night"  entertain- ment in  Convention  Hall. 

The  Eastern  regional  directors  will 
meet  the  morning  of  the  third  day. 
In  the  afternoon  there  will  be  a  gen- 

eral   discussion    of    trade    practices, 

R.  I.  Indie  Exhibs.  Vote 
Against  Joining  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Meyer  Stanzler,  president  of  the 
IEARI,  and  he  introduced  Ray  Feely, 
business  manager  of  the  IEANE,  and 
Arthur  Howard,  president  of  the 
Affiliated  Theaters,  both  of  whom 
had  attended  the  Chicago  meeting. 

They  reported  on  the  progress  made 
at  Chicago. 

The  IEARI  made  plans  to  attend 

Allied's  convention  in  Boston  in  Sep- 
tember at  which  time  it  plans  to 

have  Jack  Kirsch,  Nation'al  Allied 
prexy,  as  a-  meeting  speaker. 

I nter mountain  Ass'n Favor  ATA  Affiliation 
Salt  Lake  City  —  Affiliation  with 

the  American  Theaters  Association 
by  the  Intermountain  Theaters  As- 

sociation appeared  assured  here  yes- 
terday as  more  than  300  exhibitors 

of  Utah,  Idaho,  Montana,  Wyoming, 
Colorado  and  Nevada  joined  in  their 
fourth  annual  convention.  Affiliation 
with  ATA  hinges  on  action  by  the 
individual  state  associations,  but  an 
informal  survey  showed  increasing 
favor  of  the  move. 

Robert  J.  O'Donnell,  vice-president 
and  general  manager  of  the  Texas 
Interstate  circuit,  reviewed  the  ob- 

jectives of  ATA  and  urged  exhibitors 
not  to  lose  their  identity  gained  dur- 

ing the  wTar.  He  warned  against 
cluttering  screens  with  unnecessary 

propaganda. 
A  golf  tournament  yesterday  and 

a  banquet  last  night  concluded  the 
convention. 

legislation,  film  rentals,  checking,  16 
mm.  competition  and  other  problems. 
Paramount  will  host  a  cocktail  party 

at  7  o'clock,  to  be  followed  by  the Lowenstein  dinner. 
Special  events  have  been  arranged 

for  the  ladies. 

FCC's  Para.  Hearing 

At  Capital  June  20    '■ 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

zation's    Scophony    connections — nc 
matter  what  the  outcome  of  the  De- 

partment of  Justice's  anti-trust£.*N* Commission  spokesmen  rev^^ed] 

the  hearing  will  be  held  in  Washing- 
ton on  June  20  and  will  continue  foi 

several  days.  The  question  of  Para- 
mount's  television  interests  was  not 
brought  up  at  the  Los  Angeles  videc 
hearing  when  it  was  decided  to  gc 
into  the  situation  thoroughly  at  a 
later  date. 

In  addition,  the  FCC  will  also  heai 
testimony  of  Howard  Hughes,  and 
Thomas  Lee,  owner  of  the  Don  Lee 
Broadcasting  Co.,  both  of  whom  have 
television  applications  in  Los  An- 

geles. Lee  and  Hughes  will  not 
testify  during  the  Paramount  probe, 
however. 

This  was  learned  as  the  commis- 
sion indicated  a  precedent  for  future 

television  hearings  was  set  in  Los 
Angeles.  Under  this  policy,  the  top 
execs,  of  organizations  seeking  tele 
licenses  will  be  called  in  an  effort  to 

get  programming  policies  "on  the 

record." 

Under  the  communications  act, 
the  FCC  has  the  power  to  cancel  Par- 
amount's  existing  licenses  and  deny 
further  applications,  because  of  the 

company's  connection  with  a  Govern- ment anti-trust  suit. 
Also  expected  to  be  decided  at  the 

Paramount  probe  is  the  question  of 
whether  an  organization's  minority 
interest  in  television  applications 

come  under  the  commission's  multiple 
ownership  rules — and  if  so  how  ex- 

tensive does  the  minority  interests 
have  to  be.  Paramount  has  at  least 
a  minority  interest  in  more  than  a 
dozen  tele  applications.  Also  fig- 

uring in  the  probe  is  the  Allen  B. 
DuMont  Labs,  partially  owned  by 
Paramount.  DuMont  asked  that  its 
connection  with  Paramount  be 
dropped  as  an  issue  from  the  Los 
Angeles  hearing. 
Hearing  the  Paramount  case  will 

be  Harry  Plotkin,  assistant  general 
counsel  of  the  FCC,  who  presided 
at  the  Los  Angeles  video  hearing. 

Technicolor  Cameras  Raise 
New  Coast  Labor  Wrinkle 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

cameras  to  the  Technicolor  plant 
every  night  for  servicing,  will  be 
compelled  to  keep  them  at  the  stu- 

dios because  AFL  craftsmen  of  the 
Teamsters  Union  refuse  to  work  with 
members  of  Machinists  Local  1185 1AM. 

CHARTERED 
OXFORD  FILMS,  INC.,  New  York  City,  in- 

corporated in  New  York  to  distribute  motion 
pictures,  200  shares  no  par  value  stock,  threi 
shares  subscribed.  Incorporators:  F  r  a  n  k  •-  P 
Creenberg,    Rose   Creenberg,    Pauline  Sealowe. 
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affllESE  GOV'T  AGREES  ON  REMITTANCES 
VlPEA  Top  Exec,  to  Holland  to  End  Pix  Impasse? 

Editorial 

Pre-selling 
.  .  .  RKO  specialty 

By  CHESTER  B.  BAHN- 

KahnHere  for  Conferences; 
72  Cases  of  U.  S.  Pix  Tied 
Up  at  Rotterdam  by  Strike 

"HUMB  through  the  national  maga- 
zines which  hit  the  news  stands  these 

jys — and  you  can  easily  verify  this  by 

erely  checking  those  within   reaching  dis- 
r,:e  in  home  or  office,  as  the  case  may 

_• — and  you'll  find  that  there's  hardly  one 
hich  does  not  present  advertising  copy  for 
forthcoming  RKO  Radio  attraction. 

The  pre-selling  technique  initialed  and 

;veloped  by  RKO  has  some  extremely  in- 
vesting facets.  Not  only  does  RKO  sell 

s  product  to  the  theater-going  public 
onths  in  advance  of  exhibition,  but  the 

>mpany  appears  to  have  the  knack  of  dis- 
:vering  and  exploring  new  markets  for 
ach   picture. 
The  country  actually  has  two  great  classes 

f  theatergoers.  One,  the  regular  movie 
Bn  (millions  of  him,  and  may  his  tribe 

icrease!),  the  second,  the  scientifically- 

;rmed  "infrequent"  pix  patron.  Just  how 
umerous  he  may  be.  no  one  knows.  But 

-and  this  is  important — he  has  money  to 
pend  for  what  he  wants  to  see. 

One  of  the  industry's  most  knotty 
foreign-field  problems,  the  status  of 
U.  S.  films  in  post-war  Holland,  was 

the  subject  of  deliberations  at  Mo- tion Picture  Export  Association 
headquarters  on  Friday  following 
the  arrival  of  Henry  W.  Kahn, 
MPEA's  rep.  in  the  Netherlands,  who 
flew  in  from  Amsterdam. 

(Reports  along  local  Film  Row 
(Continued  on   Page   11 ) 

MPTOA  SETUP 
FACES  CHANGE 

Directors,  Executive  Committee 
Convene  in  Columbus 

Will  Renew  Performance 
to  15%  of  Total  With  an 
Exchange  Ratio  of  20  to  1 

TO  meet  the  situation  presented  by  the 

'  "infrequent"  patrons.  S.  Barret  McCor- 
lick's    RKO    strategy    is    simplicity    itself: 
eek  him  out,  show  him  advertising  samples 

f  the  goods,  and  bring  him  to  the  theater, 
•ehind  this  strategy  is  realization  of  the 

act    that    the    "infrequent"    patron     is    a 
pecialist    in     appreciation.     He     may     have 
ny   one   of   a    hundred    different    tastes    in 
tntertainment.    He    may   be   a    highbrow.   Or 
lowbrow.  Or  he  may  be  in  between. 

To  say  that  "Mr.  X,"  who  represents  the 
inkncwn    quantity,    is    a    highly     important 
actor  in  film  biz  is  to  state  the  obvious. 

*Jo  newcomer,  he — "Mr.  X"  has  always 
•een  with  us.  And  he  changes  age  and 
■osition  in  life  with  the  ease  of  a  chameleon. 
The  trick,  of  course,  is  to  bring  him  to 

j-he  box  office  by  advertising  that  calls  to 
lis  attention   pictures  which   appeal   to   his 
aste. 

The  unusually  high   grosses  which  accrue 

o  RKO  pix  o'  late  are  due  in  part,  no 
doubt,    to    careful    market    analysis    of    the 

ndividual  feature's  potentialities.  McCor- 
■nick  feels  that  each  must  be  regarded  as 
Ian  individual  selling  job,  its  every  market 
avenue  explored.  That,  for  instance,  is  why 

Sister  Kenny"  will  be  extensively  adver- 
tised not  only  in  all  the  stsndard  publica- 

(Continued  on  Page  8' 

Goldwyn  Closes  Year 
RKO  Releasing  Deal 

Samuel  Goldwyn  has  closed  a  new 
releasing  deal  with  RKO,  it  was  re- 

ported at  the  week-end.  It  is  un- 
derstood that  the  distribution  ar- 

rangement runs  for  one  year  from 
June  1. 

While  the  new  RKO  pact  may  de- 
fer Goldwyn's  reported  plans  to  set 

up  his  own  distribution  company,  it 
does  not  mean  that  he  has  aban- 

doned the  idea,  according  to  reports. 

By  AL  STEEN Associate  Editor,  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Columbus,  Miss.  —  The  entire 

framework  of  the  MPTOA  may  be 
modified  or  radically  changed  dur- 

ing the  next  two  days  as  between  45 
and  50  of  its  leaders  gather  here 
with  President  Ed  Kuykendall  to 

decide  the  association's  fate.  With 
a  tentative  agenda  before  them,  the 
directors  and  members  of  the  ex- 

ecutive committee  will  hold  their  first 
session  here  this  morning  at  the 
Gilmer  Hotel. 

The    tentative    agenda    last    night 
included  a  discussion  of  trade  prac- 

tices, possible  affiliation  of  its  affili- 
ated   theaters    with    American    The- 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Washington    Bureau    of    THE    FILM    DAILY 
Washington — Another  victory  for 

U.  S.  films  in  the  foreign  markets — 
this  time  in  China — was  disclosed 
over  the  week-end  by  sources  close 
to  the  State  Department.  The  tri- 

umph was  in  the  form  of  a  capitula- 
tion by  the  Central  Government  from 

its  stand  on  U.  S.  film  remittances. 
American  film  revenues,  according 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Jackson  Park  Plea 
Under  Advisement 

United  Newsreel  Ending; 
Army,  MPEA  to  Take  Over 

With  the  June  18  issue,  the  United 
Newsreel  will  be  suspended,  it  was 
announced  on  Friday.  This  interim 
project,  which  bridged  the  gap  be- 

tween OWI  overseas  newsreels  and 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Allied  Stand  Nixes 
ATA  Unit  in  Philly 

Philadelphia — Formation  of  a  unit 
of  American  Theaters  Association  in 

this  area  was  deemed  "inadvisable" at  this  time  by  a  committee  of  local 
exhibitors  appointed  to  study  the 
matter,  it  was  reported  at  the  week- end. 

The  committee  reached  that  deci- 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Ticket  Manipulation  Growing 
Cashier-Doorman  //Teams"Tal<e  Heavy  Dough 

National  Theaters  to  Co-op 
On  WB  Sound  Anniversary 

West    Coast    Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — Calling  the  commer- 
cial success  of  talking  pictures  "the 

most  important  development  in  the 

industry  since  its  beginning," 
Charles  P.  Skouras,  National  The- 

I  Continued  on   Page  3) 

Chicago — Judge  Michael  Igoe  took 
under  advisement  Attorney  Thomas 

McConnell's  plea  for  an  immediate 
injunction  in  the  Jackson  Park  The- 

ater case 
Attorney  Miles  Seeley,  for  the 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

300,000  In  Audience  As 
BBC  Revives  UK  Tele 

London    (By    Cable) — A    viewing 
audience    of   300,000    was    estimated 

by    BBC   for   Friday's    reopening    of 
television     transmissions,     following 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

While  the  average  theater  em- 
ploye is  honest  and  trustworthy, 

ticket  manipulation  by-  theater  staffs 
is  increasing  steadily  and  losses  to 
management  are  growing  at  an 
alarming  rate,  according  to  Richard 
Blake,  president  of  Blake  Service. 
Approximately  500  theaters  in  the 
metropolitan  area  are  serviced  by 
the  Blake  organization  in  the  detect- (Continued  on  Page  3) 

P.  f.  Anti-Trust  Suit 
Revived  by  Collette 

Manila  (By  Air  Mail) — Anti-trust 
action  filed  in  1936  by  Arco  Amuse- 

ment Co.,  which  operated  the  Cine 
Arco  in  Bacolod,  is  being  revived 

against  Warners,  United  Artists  and 
20th-Fox.  Suit  was  dormant  during 

the  Jap  occupation,  but  A.  B.  Col- 
lette ,  president,  carried  essential 

documents  with  him  to  Sto.  Tomas 

during  the  war  period. 
Also  named  in  the  alleged  conspir- 

acy, which  asked  triple  damages, 

were  local  distributors  and  a  Philip- 
pine theater  circuit.  Since  returning 

to  Bacolod,  Collette  has  sublet  the 
house  to  another  operator. 
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UL  2510.  BRUSSELS  —  Jean  Pierre  Meys. 
llu  Rue  des  Paquerettes. 

FINANCIAL 
(June   7) 

NEW   YORK   STOCK   MARKET 

Am.    Seat   
Columbia  Picts. 
East.  Kodak  .  .  . 
Gen.    Prec.    Eq.. 

Lcew's,    Inc   
Paramount        
RKO      

20th  Century-Fox  . . . 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd. 
20th  Century-Fox  ppf. 
Universal    Pict   
Universal    Picts.    pfd. 
Warner  Bros   

NEW   YORK 

Monogram  Picts   
Radio-Keith  cvs   
Sonotone  Corp   
Technicolor         
Trans-Lux       

High  Low  Close 

30  29'/2  29l/2 
32  303/4  313/4 

2531/4  25H/2  253i/4 
363/4  36  36 
371/2  37  371/2 
741/2  7334  74% 
245/8  24!s  241/2 
58V8  573/4  58 
73  73  73 

1053,8  10538  1053,8 
441/2  443.8  44i/2 
99V8  99  991,8 
475/s  47i/8  47i/2 
CURB    MARKET 
9  85/8  85/g 
105,8  103,8  10% 
51/4  51/8  5V8 

231/8  2234  223/4 
63/4  6%  63,4 

Net Chg. 

—    13/4 

+   y4 

+  Vss 
+  Vs 

—  1 

—  11/4 

+  l'/2 

Rites  for  Mrs.  Weshner 
Funeral  services  were  held  on 

Friday  for  Mrs.  Bertha  Weshner, 

mother  of  David  "Skip,"  Michael  and 
Ben  Weshner,  all  connected  with  the 
industry.  Interment  was  in  Mt. 
Judah  Cemetery,  Cypress  Hills, 
Queens. 

MITCHELL  CAM6RAS-FAIRC-HILD 
DISC<  V.A.  FILM  R6CORD6RS. 

PORTABLE  3  m  G€W€RATOR- 

'ifc/uwc  what  you  need" 

cineTecHs-^ 

Hollyivood  Corset  "Cheesecake"  Arouses 
ire   of   End.   Associated   Theater    Owners 

Indianapolis — An  Associated  Press  Wirephoto  in  a  local  newspaper,  showing 
scantily-dressed  actresses  picketing  a  studio  in  protest  against  their  being 
forced  to  wear  old-fashioned  corsets  in  a  picture  drew  criticism  from  Asso- 

ciated Theater  Owners  of  Indiana.  Describing  the  picture  as  "more  unfavorable 

publicity  for  the  motion  picture  industry"  and  the  "brain  child  of  an  over-en- 
thusiastic press  agent,"  the  ATOI  contended,  in  a  bulletin,  that  better  pub- 

licity would  have  been  a  picture  of  a  benefactor  of  a  charitable  drive  sponsored 

by  the  industry,  instead  of  the  "cheesecake." 

Hedy  Lamarr,  Pressburger  I  Col.  to  Disclose  Reason 
And  Sirk  Form  New  Co.        For  Stop-Selling  Order 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Announcement  of  new 

production  company  by  Hedy  La- 
marr, Producer  Arnold  Pressburger, 

and  Director  Douglas  Sirk  was  made 
over  the  week-end.  The  new 

company  will  be  known  as  Mar- 
borough  Films.  Its  initial  picture 

will  be  "Last  Year's  Snow,"  starring 
Miss  Lamarr,  based  on  a  novel  by 

Don  Tracy.  It  will  go  into  produc- 

tion as  soon  as  she  completes  "Dis- 
honored Lady." Formation  of  the  new  company 

broadens  the  activities  of  Press- 

burger, whose  "A  Scandal  in  Paris," 
directed  by  Sirk,  is  soon  to  be  re- leased. 

Marborough  is  similar  in  setup  to 
the  already-announced  Regency 
Films  in  which  George  Sanders  is 
associated  with  Pressburger  and  Sirk 
for  the  production  of  an  untitled 
feature  to  roll  as  soon  as  a  star  is 
available. 

Judge  Reserves  Decision 
In  Long  Park-RKO  Action 

Justice  Samuel  Null  of  the  New 

York  Supreme  Court  on  Friday  re- 
served decision  after  one  day  of  trial 

in  the  suit  brought  by  Long  Park, 
Inc.,  to  have  the  Trenton-New  Bruns- 

wick Theaters  Co.  operated  by  a 
board  of  directors. 

The  theaters  now  are  operated  by 
B.  F.  Keith  under  a  management 
contract  made  in  1942.  Long  Park, 
Inc.,  holds  a  25  per  cent  interest  in 
Trenton-New  Brunswick  and  the 
Trenton  Theater  Building  Co.  holds 
a  like  interest,  while  Keith  holds  a 
50  per  cent  interest.  Long  Park  seeks 
to  have  the  contract  set  aside  on 
the  grounds  that  it  violates  the  laws 
of  New  York  State  in  which  the 
company  is  incorporated. 

IA  and  Service  Firms 

"Still  Negotiating" 
Although  an  emergency  meeting 

between  representatives  of  the 
IATSE  and  the  service  companies  on 
Friday  failed  to  end  the  impasse  in 
negotiations  for  new  contracts  for 
sound  engineers  and  inspectors,  it 
was  said  by  a  spokesman  for  the  Al- 

liance that  the  parties  involved  were 
"still  negotiating."  It  was  indicated 
that  the  final  outcome  of  negotia- 

tions would  be  known  by  tomorrow 
or  Wednesday. 

Chicago — Either  at  a  new  sales 
meeting,  scheduled  to  be  held  here 
on  June  17  in  the  Drake  Hotel,  or  in 
the  interim,  Columbia  Pictures  will 
reveal  the  reason  for  its  having  noti- 

fied all  branches  on  Thursday  to  stop 

selling  the  organization's  1946-47 product  until  further  notice,  it  was 
learned   on  Fi'iday. 

A.  Montague,  general  sales  man- 
ager, said  that  the  June  17  meeting 

will  be  attended  not  only  by  home 
office  sales  executives  and  district 

managers,  but  also  by  branch  man- 
agers. The  latter  were  not  present 

at  the  three-day  session  which  ended 
here  on  Thursday. 

Columbia's  Suit  Against 
Krasna  Under  Way  Today 

Plagiarism  suit  brought  by  Col- 
umbia against  Norman  Krasna  is 

scheduled  to  go  to  trial  today  before 
Justice  Samuel  Null  in  New  York 
Supreme  Court.  Columbia  charges 
that  its  play  property,  "Dear  Mr.  J 
Private,"  by  Joseph  Hoffman,  was  in- 

fringed upon  by  Krasna  in  the  lat- 
ter's  hit  play,  "Dear  Ruth."  Col- umbia claims  that  Krasna  read 
"Dear  Mr.  Private"  before  he  wrote  I 
"Dear  Ruth." 

Oversubscribed  Korda 
Stock  Issue  8  Times 

London  (By  Cable)— The  $4,000,- 
000  stock  issue  which  was  placed  on 
the  London  stock  market  Friday  by 
Sir  Alexander  Korda's  British  Lion 
Film  Corp.,  Ltd.,  was  oversubscribed 
eight  times  by  public  subscription 
within  a  few  minutes  after  its  an- 
nouncement. 

NEW  FILM  MUSIC 
Library  of  Highest  Professional  Quality 

Scored  by  Large  Symphonies 
Original  Scores  for  Distinctive  Films 

•VELAZCO 
•    Nco*ro»Aii» 

l€97  &*mdm*g,  ̂ hm  &,»*  /* 

$45,000  for  Cancer  Fund 
Chicago — B    &    K    reports    can 

fund    collections    of    .$45,000    in 
theaters.     Warner  theaters  collec 

$11,000. 

N.  Y.  THE  ATE  V 
= 

  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL   
Rock«f«ll*r  Ctitttr 

OLIVIA    De    HAVILLAND 

"TO  EACH  HIS  OWN" 
introducing  JOHN   LUND 

A   Paramount  Pictur* 

SPECTACULAR    STAGE    PRESENTATION 

BWAY 

47th  S* 

Starts   Tomorrow 
CLAUDETTE  COLBERT        JOHN  WAYNE 

"WITHOUT    RESERVATIONS" with 

Don   DeFore 
An  RKO  Radio  Picture 

ON  SCREEN 
FIRST  N.Y.  SHOWING 

'TANGIER' 
STARRING 

MARIA  M0NTEZ 
ROBT.  PAIGE 

SABU 

UN  PERSON 
LES  ELGART and  ORCH, 

CENEjAYLOS 

DOCTORMARCUS EXTRA t 

PAT  ROONEY 

Barbara 
STANWYCK 

Robert 

CUMMINCS 

Diana 
LYNN 

"THE    BRIDE    WORE    BOOTS" 
In   Person 

CLEN    CRAY  AND   HIS   CASA   LOMA  ORK. 

Extra!    LOUIS   JORDAN    AND    HIS 
TYMPANY    FIVE 

PARAMOUNT    .  TIMES  SQUARE 

8th    BIG    WEEK 

WALT  DISNEY'S      B 
COMEDY  MUSICAL   FEATURE  '     F 

<%/ 

BRANDrsjjLOBEl'X 
TECHNtCOLOt RKO  Release 

Badman'sJeebitohy 
Victoria  1  RANDOLPH  SCOTT 

j:;;-;::J  ANN  RICHARDS  ̂  
IS-**  \  GEORGE  Gabby  HAYES^ 

CHARLES  JENNIFER 
BOYER  JONES 

in    Ernst    Lubitsch's 
"Cluny  Brown" 

20th  Century-Fox 
R  I  V  0  L  I 

B'way  b  49th  St.  -  Doors  Open  9:30  A.M. 
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•  nipulalion  of 
tkets  Increasing 

(Continued  from  Page  1 ) 

J  of  ticket  manipulation  by  theater 
pel. 
not  unusual,  Blake  said,  for 

a'snier  and  doorman,  working  to- 

jher,  to  "knock  off"  $500  a  week 
ft  medium-size  house.  The  figure 
en  is  larger  in  larger  theaters,  he 

("he  heavy  turnover  in  help,  plus 
enormous  increase  in  admission 

bes  were  given  as  reasons  for  the 
wing  in  ticket  manipulation, 

.en  admission  scales  were  lower, 
ke    pointed    out,    a    team    would 

Ire  to  do  considerable  re-selling 
rickets  to  make  the  venture  profit- 
'e.  but  with  scales  in  New  York 
und  $1  and  more,  it  has  become 
v  for  dishonest  employes  to 
hhold  large  amounts  for  them- 

|es. Blake  described  some  cashiers  as 

tists"  in  the  manner  in  which  they 
i  "palm"  a  used  ticket  over  the 
tat  machines.  He  stressed  the 
St,  however,  that  most  cashiers  and 
n-men  were  honest,  but  that  it  was 
•  minority  that  caused  the  trouble. 
would  not  reveal  the  methods 

led  by  his  organization  in  detecting 
crepancies.     He  said  Blake  Serv- 
had  been  successful  in  reducing 

.nipulation      principally      through 
penological    means,    although    the 

-actice   becomes   recurrent.     While 
lining  to  give  an  estimate  of  the 

jarly  loss  to  theaters  through  ticket 
uripuation,  Blake  indicates  that 

a  figure  would  be  "staggering." 

ALONG JtJHE  RIALTO 

ational  Theaters  to  Co-op 
n  WB  Sound  Anniversary 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
.ers  president,  wrote  to  Harry  M. 
arner,  president  of  Warners,  ex- 
nding  the  full  co-operation  of  NT 
d  affiliates  in  Warners'  celebration 
the  20th  anniversary  of  sound. 
"You  can  count  on  our  fullest  co- 
eration  in  making  the  20th  anni- 
rsary  of  sound  in  motion  pictures 
historic  and  everlasting  remem- 

ance,"  Skouras  stated,  noting,  "it 
most  fitting"  that  the  anniversary 
observed  "in  tribute  to  your 

others  and  yourself,  because  it  was 
>ur  faith  in  the  future  of  talking 
ctures  that  helped  develop  and  ful- 
1  the  greater  entertainment  and 
ltural  possibilities  of  motion  pic- 
res." 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  10 
Mitchell     Leichter  Edward    Susse 

Judy   Garland  Mel  Hulling 
Hattie   McWilliams  Isobel   Thornton 
Oscar    A.    Morgan  )une  Haver 

Monday  Morn  Memos 

•  •  •  THE  PERSONAL  TOUCH:  If  you're  a  betting  man,  you 

might  safely  wager  that  Edward  C.  Raftery  will  be  "drafted"  anew  as 

UA  prexy  by  the  stockholders  tomorrow.  ...  •  J.  Edward  "Ned" 
Shugrue,  formerly  director  of  motion  pictures  and  special  events  for  the 

Treasury's  War  Finance  Division,  has  just  received  the  French  Victory 
Service  Medal  for  services  to  France  during  the  Inter-Allied  Savings 

Exposition  in  Paris  last  year.  ...  •  Deanna  Durbin's  first  pic  since 

the  birth  of  her  baby,  "I'll  Be  Yours,"  will  be  directed  by  William  Seiter. 
•  James  Cagney  is  reported  cleaning  up  in  the  Market.  ...  •  Jack 

Ohl,  assistant  chief  of  the  Warner  studio  electrical  dept.,  today  observes 

his   27th   year    on   the    Burbank    lot   Which   makes    him   the    oldest 

employe  in  years  of  continuous  WB  service.  ...  •  Georgette  Windsor, 

who  turned  down  an  acting  offer  from  Hal  Home  of  Story  Productions, 

preferring  to  stick  to  style  designing  and  painting,  is  poised  to  sign 

a  contract  calling  for  her  services  as  fashion  stylist  for  the  company's 

initial  production,  "This  Side  of  Innocence"   
T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Gabriel  Pascal,  suffering  from  lumbago,  has 

been  ordered  to  the  country  for  a  rest  by  his  physician.  ...  •  J.  R. 

Poppele,  president  of  Television  Broadcasters  Association,  has  been  ap- 
pointed to  the  U.  S.  Chamber  of  Commerce  Committee  of  the  Domestic 

Distribution  Department  by  President  William  Jackson   Will  Baltin, 

TBA  secretary-treasurer,  will  be  Poppele's  alternate.  ...  •  Why  did 
the  Roosevelt  family  turn  thumbs  down  on  the  casting  of  Lionel  Barry- 

more   to    portray    FDR   in    Metro's    "The    Beginning    of    the    End"?   
Could  there  be  political  reasons?  ...  •  The  second  group  of  touring 

Gcldwyn  Girls,  after  visiting  19  cities  en  routeL  reach  New  York  on  the 

20th  for   a   four-day   stay   Incidentally,    a   third    Goldwyn  Girl    unit 
leaves  Hollywood  today  for  Seattle  for  a  Western  tour.  ...  •  NBC 

resumes  daytime  television  tomorrow  after  an  absence  of  several  -weeks. 
•  You'll  never  convince  some  folks  that  the  visit  to  the  U.  S.  this 

month  of  King  Ananba  Mahidol  of  Siam  isn't  tied  in  with  the  August  re- 

lease  of   20th-Fox's    "Anna    and   the    King    of   Siam"   At    any    rate, 
wotta  break!  ...      •    There's  trigger-thinking  in  the  Al  Dezel  Roadshows 
outfit   The  La  Salle  Hotel  in  Chicago  was   still   smouldering  when 

Dezel  branches  were  offering  exhibs.  "Fire  Trap"  and  "Rescue  Squad" 
as   a   dual  bill.   ...      •    Headline   in   a   New   York   film   trade    journal: 

"38  Per  Cent  Ticket  Price  Rise  Since  1940 — Gallup"   Gallup?.  That's 
a  runaway.  Son!  ...  •  Didja  know  that  Hoagy  Carmichael  is  playing 

a  philosophical  bartender  in  Samuel  Goldwyn's  "The  Best  Years  of  Our 
Lives"?  ...  •  Two  sets  of  prizes,  one  for  industryites  and  the  other 

for  outside  entrants,  will  be  provided  for  winners  of  the  Conn,  industry's 
annual  golf  tournament  at  New  Haven's  Racebrook  Country  Club,  Aug.  6. 
•  Didja  know  that  the  par  value  of  London  Film  Productions.  Inc.,  com- 

mon stock  is  10  cents  per  share?  ...  •  Arriving  in  San  Antonio  en 

route  to  the  Coast,  James  A.  FitzPatrick  reported  the  theft  of  a  camera 

and  other  equipment  from  his  car   

T  T  T 

•  •  •  RALSTON  RECEPTION:  Vera  Ralston,  Republic  star,  was 

tendered  a  cocktail  reception  in  honor  of  her  completion  of  the  film, 

"Plainsman  and  the  Lady"   at  the  Sherry-Netherland  Friday  after- 
noon  The   affair    was   attended  by   trade   paper,   fan   and  national 

magazines,  newspaper  and  radio  representatives   Among  the  Re- 
public home  office  execs,  who  were  present  were  Herbert  J.  Yates,  Sr., 

James  R.  Grainger,  Edward  L.  Walton,  Walter  L.  Titus,  Jr..  William  Lar- 
kin  Saal   Richard  W.  Altschuler,  Maxwell  Gillis,  Frank  P.  Dervin, 

Sam  Seplowin,  Merritt  Davis,  Will  Baker,  Nat  B.  Steinberg   Norman 

J.  Colquhoun,  Earl  R.  Collins,  Steve  Edwards,  Evelyn  Koleman  and 
Beatrice  Ross   

COMING  and  GOING 

CRADWELL  L.  SEARS,  UA  distribution  chief, 

returned  to  New  York  today  following  a  week's visit   to   the    Coast. 

BEN  KALMENSON,  vice-president  and  gen- 
eral sales  manager  tor  Warners,  is  making  a 

swing  around  Midwest  and  Southwest  exchanges. 
CLAUDE  LEE  left  New  York  Friday  with 

CHARLES  M.  REAGAN,  for  a  visit  to  Para.'s 
Portland,  Seattle,  San  Francisco  and  Los  Angeles 
branch    offices. 

WiLLIAM  R.  FERGUSON,  exploitation  direc- 
tor for  M-C-M,  will  leave  by  plane  this  af- 

ternoon for  the  Coast,  where  he  will  spend  a 

few  days  conferring  with  Howard  Dietz,  vice- 
president  and  director  of  advertising,  publicity 

and   exploitation. 
Al  STEEN  left  over  the  week-end  for  Co- 

lumbus,   Miss. 

LEONARD  CCLDENSON  has  returned  to  his 
New  York  office  after  a  series  of  conferences 
with    Minneapolis     theater    executives. 

FREDERIC  ULLMAN,  JR.,  president  of  RKO 
Pathe,  has  returned  to  New  York  after  five 
weeks    in    England,    France    and    Germany. 
CHARLES  LEVY,  Eastern  publicity  director  for 

Walt  Disney,  is  in  Chicago,  en  route  to  the 
Disney  studios  in   Hollywood. 

GEORGE  L.  CARRINCTON,  head  of  Altec,  has 
gone   back   to   Hollywood. 

LIZA-BETH  SCOTT  will  leave  today  for  Lon- 

don to  attend  the  world  premiere  of  "The 
Strange  Love  of  Martha  Ivers"  at  the  Carlton there   Thursday. 

WILLIAM  SATORI,  Continental  European  rep- 
resentative for  Monogram  International  now  in 

Vienna,  will  stop  in  Zurich  and  Paris  before 
returning  to  the   London   office. 

BEN  MELNIKER,  of  Loew's  legal  department, returns  today  from  Chicago. 

LUCILE  WATSON  has  arrived  in  Hollywood 
from    New   York. 

ED  HINCHY,  head  of  the  Warners'  playdate 
department,  returns  today  from  Washington  and Philadelphia. 

HOWARD  LEVINSON,  Warners'  attorney  on 
distribution  matters,  returns  today  from  Chi- 
cago. 

BERNARD  R.  GOODMAN,  supervisor  of  War- 
ner exchanges,  left  Chicago  over  the  week-end 

for  a  tour  of  Southern  branches. 
RUDOLPH  WEISS,  head  of  the  Warner  The- 

aters' real  estate  department,  left  over  the 
week-end  for  Springfield,  0.,  Cleveland,  and 
upstate  Utica.  He  is  due  back  in  New  York 
on  Wednesday. 

A.  J.  O'KEEFE,  Universal's  Western  sales 
manager,    will    leave    here    tonight    for   Chicago. 

IRVING  BERLIN  and  his  family  left  here  yes- 
terday   for    a    Summer    vacation    in    Bermuda. 

PHIL  REGAN  was  in  Springfield,  Mass.,  yes- 
terday  to   make  a   p. a.   at   Riverside    Park. 

XAVIER  CUGAT,  who  ended  his  engagement 
at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  on  Saturday,  flew  to  the Coast  yesterday. 

VIC  SHAPIRO   is  in  town  from  California. 

FRANK    ARTICOL,    of    M-C-M's    sales    depart- 
ment,   left   yesterday    for    Boston. 

MORTON  KATZ,  salesman  at  M-C-M's  New 
Haven  branch,  was  in  town  over  the  week-end 
to  celebrate  his  wedding  anniversary. 

WILLIAM  G.  BRENNER,  head  of  M-C-M's checking  department,  has  delayed  his  return 
from  the  Coast  until  tomorrow  or  Wednesday. 

MAURY  ORR,  UA  Western  sales  manager,  is 
due  back  today  from  Salt  Lake  City. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Abram  Samuels,  3rd,  president  of 
Automatic  Devices  Company,  Allen- 
town,  Pa.,  became  the  father  of  a 
seven-pound  daughter,  Margaret 
Ann,  born  at  Garfield  Memorial  Hos- 

pital, Washington,  D.  C. 

A  five-pound,  eight-ounce  daugh- 
ter, Laura  Lee,  was  born  to  Mr.  and 

Mrs.  Sam  Geison  at  the  Royal  Hos- 
pital, The  Bronx.  Geison  is  assis- 

tant to  Al  Rylander,  head  of  special 
events  and  exploitation  for  Colum- 

bia. The  Geisons  have  one  other 
child,  a  four-and-one-half-year-old 
son,  Michael. 



Vital  in  this  business  of  successfully  selling  mo- 

tion pictures  is  the  Foreign  Department.  At  United 

Artists,  increasing  attention  is  being  paid  to  this 

vast,  far-flung  overseas  organization  whose  more 

than  70  branches  dispense  the  international  suc- 

cesses like  "Young  Widow"  from  Mexico  City  to 

Madrid,  from  London  to  Lima,  from  Shanghai  to 

Sydney.  The  care  with  which  this  dynamic  market 

is  being  developed  is  just  another  reason  why— 

along  with  Hollywood's  29  top-notch  producers— 

Hunt  Stromberg  releases  thru  United  Artists. 

Artists 
Since  1919,  to  foster  the  best 

independent  combinations 

of  producer,  cast  and  story, 

and  with  superior  sales  man- 

power, to  offer  for  distribu- 
tion, motion  pictures  for  the 

best  possible  boxoffice  success 

I 

--V 

o 

HHMj 

A     TRADITION 

THIS      IS      THE EIGHTH   IN   A   SERIES   OF   UNITED  ARTISTS  ADVERTISEMENTS   TO   THE   TRADE 



Hunt  Stromberg  presents 

JANE  RUSSELL- LOUIS  HAYWARD 

•  Young  Widow 
FAITH  DOMERGUE  •  KENT  TAYLOR  MARIE  WILSON 

CONNIE  GILCHRIST  and  PENNY  SINGLETON 

Directed  by  Edwin  L.  Msrin-A  Hunt  Stromberg  Production 
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MOVIE-GOER 

Fawcett  Publicd^ijbns,.  Inc.,  Wor/c/'s  Lorgesf  Publishers  or"  Monthly  Magazines  —  1501  Broadway,  New  York  18,  f 

295  Madison  Avenue,  New  York  17,  N.  Y.  -  8555  Sunset  Boulevard,  West  Hollywood  46,  California 
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There  is  nothing  unusual  in  Greg's  story.  It ne  human  document  of  a  lot  of  American  kids  .  .  . 

Me  was  born  in  La  Jolla,  California,  a  small  town 

;ht  smack  on  the  Pacific  Ocean.  His  father  was  a  drug- 
st  there  and  the  captain  of  the  local  basketball 
earn  . . .  Every  day,  winter  and  summer,  Greg 
ind  his  gang  went  to  the  beach,  only  a 
ew  blocks  from  his  door.  They  went 
iwimming.  They  built  boats.  They  sailed. 
They  fished.  That  was  simplicity.  Greg 
earned  it  there  ...  At  17,  he  was  6 

feet  1  and  weighed  130  pounds.  'I 
ilways  felt  as  if  my  sleeves  were  too 

nort,'  he  remembers  ruefully.  I'll  never 

•rget  my  first  dance' . . ." 

//eve  MOTION  PICTURE 

ne  people  who  make  your  pictures  pay  like  to 
aow  the  truth  about  stars.  Motion  Picture 

ves  them  the  facts  —  that  are  always  more  thrill- 

g  than  any  fancied-up  fiction.  Motion  Picture  """"""--.i 

nsiders  that  picture  people  are  interesting  human  beings  who  don't  need  phony 
ded  glamour.  For  35  years,  since  Motion  Picture  Magazine  started  the  popular 

•leet  Your  Stars"  departments  carried  by  all  screen  magazines  now,  honesty  has  keynoted 
otion  Pictures  editorial  thinking.  Millions*  of  Americans  like  the  movies  better 
:  ;r  reading  the  bright  common  sense  about  pictures  in  every  issue  of  Motion  Picture. 

'z/s^e  ... 

v  *  *ZyZS  ******** 
^^^z^sS *v" 

*  Latest  circulation  figures  and  readers  total  millions 
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Monday,  June  10, 

PREVIEW  Of  THE  flEW  flLfflS^  ̂ SSSs 
"Little  Mister  Jim" 

with  Jackie   "Butch"  Jenkins,  James  Craig, Frances  Gifford 

M-G-M  92  Mins. 

PIC  MIXES  TEARS  AND  LAUGHS  IN 
A  MANNER  THAT  SPELLS  BOX  OFFICE- 
JENKINS  YOUNGSTER  CARRIES  FILM. 

In  "Little  Mister  Jim"  laughs  and  tears 
are  mingled  in  a  way  that  cannot  but  win 

the  favor  of  the  majority  of  patrons,  par- 
ticularly the  femmes,  who  will  not  be  able 

to  resist  Jackie  "Butch"  Jenkins'  assault 
upon  their  sensibility.  The  picture  is  en- 

tertainment marked  by  the  sort  of  human 

interest  that  never  fails  to  pay  off  at  the 
box  office. 

This  tale  of  a  boy  and  his  parents  with 

its  emphasis  on  the  importance  of  under- 

standing to  his  affection-hungry  soul  be- 

comes doubly  effective  because  of  the  pres- 

ence of  Master  Jenkins  in  the  role  of  the 

youngster.  The  moppet  has  proved  himself 

as  a  drawing  card.  Exhibitors  will  be  de- 

lighted to  know  that  the  little  performer 
dominates  the  film  in  a  part  that  is  his  fat- 

test to  date.  The  kid  is  cast  in  a  story  that 
allows  him  to  exert  his  wistful  appeal  to 
the  limit.  His  experiences  incite  merriment 

and  moisten  the  eye  with  equal  facility. 
As  a  story  of  an  army  child  and  his  re- 

actions to  the  world  about  him,  "Little 

Mister  Jim"  possesses  a  good  deal  of  warmth 
and  charm.  Although  it  is  in  substance  a 

character  study  with  little  in  the  way  of  a 
formal  plot,  the  picture  succeeds  uncom- 

monly well  in  eliciting  interest,  a  fact  for 
which  no  small  praise  is  due  the  direction 
of  Fred  Zinnemann,  who  has  been  alert  to 
the  emotional  possibilities  of  the  material 

provided  by  the  screenplay  George  Bruce 
extracted  from  the  Tommy  Wadelton  novel, 

"Army  Brat." 

"The  Runaround'' with   Rod    Cameron,    Ella    Raines,    Broderick Crawford 

Universal  86  Mins. 

ROMANTIC  FARCE  IS  FAST-AND-FURI- 
OUS  ENTERTAINMENT  WITH  UNUSUAL- 

LY STRONG  POPULAR  APPEAL 

The  story  deals  principally  with  the  emo- 

tional upheaval  in  the  youngster's  life  when 
Frances  Gifford,  the  mother  he  adores,  dies 
and  there  arises  unfounded  gossip  that 
James  Craig,  his  father,  an  Army  officer, 
may  take  another  wife.  In  his  grief  for  his 

departed  wife,  the  father,  who  is  seeking 
solace  in  drink,  neglects  the  youngster, 
who  finds  companionship  in  Chingwah  Lee, 
the  Chinese  servant  who  looks  after  him 

like  a  father.  Eventually  dad  snaps  out  of  it 

with  a  suddenness  that  isn't  too  convincing. 
Chingwah  Lee  turns  out  to  be  a  Chinese 
general  on  a  secret  mission  to  America  in 

behalf  of  his  people,  and  Craig  plans  to 
forget  his  sorrow  by  going  to  China  to  help 

that  country's  cause. 
The  film  has  been  ably  produced  by  Or- 

ville  0.  Dull,  who  has  surrounded  the  young 
star  with  capable  adult  players.  Jenkins  and 

Lee  share  some  of  the  film's  most  enjoyable moments. 

CAST:  (ackie  "Butch"  Jenkins.  James  Craig, 
Frances  Cifford,  Luana  Patten,  Spring  Byington, 

Chingwah  Lee,  Laura  La  Plante,  Henry  O'Neill, 
Morris  Ankrum,  Celia  Travers,  Ruth  Brady, 
Sharon  McManus,  Buz  Buckley,  Carol  Nugent, 
Jean    Van. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Orville  0.  Dull;  Screen- 
play, George  Bruce;  Based  on  novel  by  Tommy 

Wadelton;  Cameraman,  Lester  White;  Musical 
Score,  George  Bassman;  Film  Editor,  Frank  Hull; 
Recording  Director.  Douglas  Shearer;  Art  Direc- 

tors, Cedric  Gibbons,  Hubert  Hobson;  Set  Dec- 
orators,   Edwin   B.  Willis,    Ralph  S.   Hurst. 

DIRECTION,    Good        PHOTOGRAPHY,    Cood. 

"The  Runaround"  throws  Rod  Cameron, 
Ella  Raines  and  Broderick  Crawford  to- 

gether in  a  romantic  farce  that  provides 
the  kind  of  fun  that  the  crowd  relishes.  The 
picture  runs  a  hectic  course  that  never 

allows  the  interest  to  waver  notwithstanding 
the  fact  that  the  story  is  nothing  much  to 
write  about.  Things  happen  so  fast  that  the 

mind  hasn't  time  to  dwell  on  what  faults  the 
film  may  possess.  The  prime  purpose  of  the 
production  is  to  garner  laughs,  and  in  this  it 
succeeds  more  than  well.  To  accomplish 
its  goal  the  picture  has  to  cast  all  sense 
to  the  wind  and  concentrate  on  situations 
that  have  proved  their  merit  as  laugh  pro- vokers. 

The  story  has  Cameron  and  Crawford, 
rival  private  dicks,  in  a  race  to  locate  Ella 
Raines,  who  they  are  given  to  believe  is 
the  daughter  of  Samuel  S.  Hinds,  a  wealthy 

industrialist,  when  actually  she's  his  secre- 
tary. The  prize  is  a  $15,000  fee  and  a  con- 

tract to  handle  all  of  Hinds'  private  sleuth- 
ing business.  Sending  the  two  men  off  in 

search  of  Miss  Raines  is  a  trick  on  the  part 
of  Hinds  to  quiet  his  wife  who  is  opposed 

to  her  daughter's  running  off  to  get  mar- 
ried to  a  sailor.  The  contest  takes  the 

dicks  across  the  continent  to  San  Fran- 
cisco and  back.  Cameron  is  the  first  to 

catch  up  with  Miss  Raines,  who  keeps 
changing  hands  thereafter  with  results  that 

are  often  riotous.  Every  trick  in  their  bags, 
not  excluding  violence,  are  employed  by  the 
rivals  to  win  the  plum.  This  leads  to  a  num- 

ber of  extremely  amusing  fight  scenes  that 
depart  from  pattern. 

It  doesn't  take  the  audience  long  to  re- 
alize that  Cameron  and  Miss  Raines  will 

fall  in  love.  Before  that  happens  they  have 
to  put  up  a  show  of  disliking  each  other. 

Cameron  doesn't  really  let  himself  go  until 
he  discovers  that  Miss  Raines  is  the  secre- 

tary and  not  the  daughter  of  the  man  who 
hired    him. 

Arthur  T.  Horman  and  Sam  Hellman  have 

devised  an  amusing  screenplay  from  the 

Horman-Walter  Wise  story.  Charles  La- 

mont's  direction  keeps  the  players  running 
around  like  mad  to  the  great  delight  of 
the  audience.  Producer  Joe  Gershenson  has 

contributed  as  good  a  production  as  the 
story  warranted. 

The  players  carry  on  with  abandon.  They 
are  out  for  laughs  and  they  get  them.  The 

picture  marks  Crawford's  return  to  pictures after  time  in  the  service. 

CAST:  Rod  Cameron,  Ella  Raines.  Broderick 
Crawford.  Frank  McHugh,  Samuel  S.  Hinds,  Joan 
Fulton,  George  Cleveland,  Joe  Sawyer,  Nana 
Bryant,  Dave  Willock,  Charles  Coleman,  Jack 
Overman. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Joe  Cershenson-  Director, 
Charles  Lamont;  Screenplay,  Arthur  T.  Horman. 
Sim  Hellman;  Based  on  story  by  Arthur  T. 
Horman,  Walter  Wise;  Cameraman,  George 
Robinson;  Film  Editor,  Ted  J.  Kent;  Art  Di- 

rectors, Jack  Otterson,   Robert  Clatworthy;  Sound 

SHORTS 

"Problem    Drinkers" 
March  of  Time  19  Mins Box-Office  Wallop 

The  problem  of  the  alcoholic  in 
modern  society,  and  society's  respon- sibility to  the  alcoholic,  are  the  crux 
oi  this  importantly  informative  issue 
of  the  March  of  Time.  Saliently, the  footage  is  a  revelation  of  ways and  means  employed  by  Alcoholics Anonymous  to  effect  the  recovery 

!£1?\  eJXCessi,ve  drinking  by  those addicted  to  this  disease— for  it  is  a disease,  in   the  true  sense. 
"Problem  Drinkers"  likewise  points 

up  the  work  being  done  currently 
b-v,  Yale  University's  School  of  Al- cohol Studies,  and  shows  convincing- 

ly what  is  being  done  to  torpedo  the musty  concept  that  drinking  is  a moral  transgression  that  can  be treated  by  punishment. 
The  picture  is  highly  exploitable 

on  its  own  account.  Giving  it  addi- tional box-office  impetus  is  the  re- 
cent spotlighting  of  alcoholism  via "Lost  Week  End." 

1  Continued  from  Page   1) 

ticns   which    reach    the    "regulars,"   bu> be  promoted   with   full-page  ads  in  a 
list    of    farm    magazines    and    others reach  into  the  small  towns.  Thus,  tj] 
human  heart  story  of  Sister  Keri. 
the    attention     of    countless    the 

"Mr.  and  Mrs.  X's." 
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Tele  to  Be  Social  Force 
Must  Be  Truly  Competitive 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 
Washington — Witnesses  for  Debs 

Memorial  Radio  Fund,  Inc.,  terming 
television  a  "great  social  force," wound  up  the  hearing  on  New  York's 
television  channels.  The  "6  for  4" 
hearing  was  completed  in  the  record- breaking  time  of  three  days.  The 
six  applicants  for  New  York's  cov- eted four  remaining  channels  include 
besides  Debs,  Bamberger  Broadcast- 

ing Service  (WOR);  Bremer  Broad- 
casting Corp.  of  New  Jersey 

(WAAT);  American  Broadcasting 
Co.;  Mrs.  Dorothy  Thackrev 
(WLIB);  News  Syndicate  Co.,  Inc. 
In  a  statement  of  policy,  Adolph 

Held,  president  and  chairman  of  the 
board  of  Debs,  said,  "In  order  to achieve  its  full  importance  as  a  so- 

cial force,  Debs  Memorial  Radio 
Fund  believes  that  television  must 
be  truly  competitive." 

THERE  is  what  McCormick  appropri 

calls  "mattress  money"  for  every 
lure,  the  dollar  and  five  dollar  bills  sh 

away  in  sugar  bowls  or  in  pillow  tic 
which  can  be  brought  out  and  spent 

the  kind  of  entertainment  the  "infreque want  to  see.  Which  explains,  readily, 
you  regularly  find  plenty  of  RKO  adve 
ing  off  the  regular  beat,  in  publica 
catering   to    particular    tastes   and    inter 

Only  those  acquainted  with  the  de 

of  publication  fully  realize  the  amoun 
thought  and  far-in-advance  planning  tha 

into  an  advertising  campaign.  Knee-< 
in  June,  McCormick  and  his  staff  air 
have  set  the  campaign  for  the  RKO  Ch 

mas-New  Year's  pic,  "Sinbad  the  Sai 
co-starring  Doug.  Fairbanks,  Jr.,  Mau 
O'Hara  and  Walter  Slezak.  Ads,  air. 
prepared,  for  the  Technicolor  spect 
will  break  in  August,  exactly  five  mo 
ahead  of  playdate. 

1  es,  they  have  their  eyes  fixed  on 
future  at  RKO  Radio.  And.  brother,  c it  pay  off! 

Eagle-Lion  to  Make 
10  Films  This  Year 
Eagle-Lion  plans  to  produce 

pictures  this  year  of  which  "Ths 
a  Joke,  Son,"  starring  Kenny  E 

mar  (Senator  Claghorn),  will 'be first,  Bryan  Foy,  production  he 
said  here  Friday.  The  Delmar  I 
ture  goes  before  the  camera 
July  15. 
With  approximately  10  pictu: 

due  from  England,  Eagle-Lion's  fi 
year's  program  will  embrace  arou 
20  features. 

Second  on  the  American  line 

will  be  "Repeat  Performance,"  st; ring  Franchot  Tone,  starting  di 
being  Aug.  15.  Third  on  the  1 
will  be  "Don  Juan  Muriata,"  starri Arturo  de  Cordova. 

Five  Preview  Centers 
For  EBF  16  mm.  Films 

Director,     Bernard     B.     Brown;     Set     Decorators. 
Russell    A.     Causman,     E.     R.     Robinson;    Special 
Effects.     D.     S.     Horsly;     Musical     Score,     Frank 
Skinner;    Musical    Director,    Frank    Skinner. 

DIRECTION,    Cood.      PHOTOCRAPHY.    Cood. 

Chicago— Encyclopedia  Britannica 
Films  will  soon  have  five  preview centers  for  16  mm.  films,  it  was 
stated  here  by  H.  R.  Lissack,  com- 

pany's vice-president. 
New  York  City  and  Chicago  cen- 

ters are  already  operating.  The 
next  centers  to  open  will  be  in  Pasa- 

dena, Calif.,  under  Paul  Cox's  man- 
agement; in  Dallas,  Tex.,  under  man- 
agement of  George  Mitchell,  while 

that  in  Richmond,  Va.,  will  be  man- 
aged by  J.  M.  Stackhouse. 

Stone  Casts  Priscilla  Lane 
West    Coast    Bureau    of    THE   FILM  DAI, 

Hollywood  —  Priscilla  Lane,  w 
has  been  absent  from  the  screen  f 
three  years,  has  been  signed  by  A 
drew  Stone  for  the  lead  opposi 
Eddie  Bracken  in  his  next  Uniti 
Artists  picture,  "Strange  Bedfe lows."  Picture  is  budgeted  at  $1,500 
000  and  will  be  filmed  at  Roac 
Studios,  starting  June  24,  und( 
Stone's  direction. 

To  Make  Ice  for  Belita 
Chicago— B  &  K  is  installing 

special  refrigeration  system  to  mak 
ice  for  Belita's  skating  show  on  tfc Chicago  Theater  stage  this  week  i 
connection  with  the  premiere  of  Mot 

ogram's  "Suspense." 
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sjelgium's  Industry 
i  Pre-War  Basis 
jrussels    (By  Air  Mail) — Belgian 
■ion     picture     industry,     having 

rred  the  invasion,  the 
 Arden- 

*tle  and  Nazi  V-bombs,  is  now 
approximate  pre-war  opera- 

is  basis.  During  the  German  oc- 
lation,  the  local  industry  was 
iFled  by  the  invaders,  who  gave 

.  pictures  a  distribution  monopoly 
[  classified  all  theaters  as  to  run 
rental  payments, 

irussels  was  liberated  on  Sept.  3, 
4.  and  by  Sept.  5  distributors  had 
bvered  confiscated  prints  and  had 
up  business  in  their  devastated 

pes.  By  the  time  the  Allied  Infor- 
:.ion  Service  teams  arrived  they 
id  only  face  the  fact  that  private 
©•prise  had  already  set  up  a  dis- 

.  ution  system. 

.  ensorship  position  has  been 
zinged  since  the  war,  with  all  films 
ding  approval  from  the  Ministry 
:\ational  Defense,  plus  the  Min- 
y  of  Justice  censorship  for  chil- 

d's shows  which  existed  prior  to 
tilities.  In  addition,  the  Catholic 
trol  Commission  exercises  a  third 
unofficial  censorship  with  its 

lions  particularly  important  for 
ions  where  Catholic  influence  pre- 

ckson  Park  Plea 
ider  Advisement 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
i  companies,  argued  that  there 
i  no  way  to  determine  the  exact 
is  for  injunction,  and  asked  that 
whole  case  should  be  reopened  as 
jury  verdict  did  not  make  it  clear 
t  the  Chicago  clearance  system 
;  illegal,  as  contended  by  McCon- 

:lcConnell  retorted  that  Seeley 
.;  stalling,  that  delay  increased  the 
tfits  of  the  various  companies  by 
lions.     Judge   Igoe   asked   Seeley 
event  the  case  was  reopened 

ether    previous    testimony    would 
admitted,  and  Seeley  said  that 

-aid  be  okay.  But  he  reserved  the 
ht  to  bring  in  new  witnesses  if 
case  was  reopened. 

lcConnell  was  given  the  right  to 
a  brief  within  five  days  in  reply 

Seeley's  recent  brief. 

NEW  POSTS 

,  RLES   BASHOR,   operator,    Rosedale,    Detroit. 
N     DIEDENHOFEN,     manager    of     the     New 
Ulm  and  Lyric,   New  Ulm,   Minn. 

L   ENCSTROM,    manager   of   the    Pix,    Sleepy 
Eye,   Minn. 

IE    EASTON,    manager    of    the    Hot    Springs, 
at  Hot  Springs,  S.  D. 

PASTORFF,    circuit    staff    of    Black    Hills 
Amusement  Co.,   Sturgis,  S.  D. 

1    LEATHERBY,    office    manager,    Columbia 
exchange,    Des   Moines. 

.  BARKER,  office  manager,  Columbia,  Omaha. 

Little  Headlines: 
THE  MAJOR  COMPANIES  are  donating  $100,000  to  United  China  Relief  to  be  used 

in  a  Chinese  mass  education  movement.  An  individual,  thought  to  be  Nelson  Rockefeller, 

is  donating  another  $100,000.  The  $200,000  will  be  used  by  the  Institute  of  Visual 

Education  for  equipment  with  which  to  supply  the  Chinese  with  educational  pictures. 
• 

PHILADELPHIA  THEATER  MEN  were  left  holding  the  bag  when  the  City  Council,  due 

to  pressure  brought  by  hotel  groups,  conveniently  refused   to  pass  the    10  per  cent  tax 

on  hotel  rooms.  The  10  per  cent  city  tax  on  theater  admissions  was  passed,  however,  and 

goes  into  effect  July  I. 
• 

EDWARD  SCHREIBER  has  resigned  as  vice-president  of  Richard  Condon,   Inc.,  to  join 

Century  Circuit  where  he  will  be  active  in  the  establishment  of  a  new  research  and  sur- 

vey dept.,  it  was  announced  at  the  week-end  by  A.  A.  Howell,  circuit  head. 
• 

ROBERT  M.  WEITMAN,  managing  director  of  the  New  York  and  Brooklyn   Paramount 

Theaters,  will   receive   a  certificate  of   honor  for   his   aid   to   the   United   Jewish   Appeal 

activities,  which  will  be  presented  by  the  musicians'  division  of   UJA's   1946  drive  at  a 
luncheon  in  the  Park  Central  Hotel  Thursday. 

• 

AN  ATTEMPTED  ROBBERY  of  the  New  York  office  of  William  Cagney  late  last  week 

is  being  investigated  by  police.  Only  small  amounts  of  petty  cash  are  kept  on  hand  in  the 
office. 

• 

ESTATE  OF  J.  LOUIS  ROME,  late  Baltimore  circuit  operator,  and  one  of  the  founders 

of  the  Baltimore  Variety  Club,  has  been  appraised  at  $263,685.21    in  inventories  filed   in 

Orphans'  Court,  Baltimore. • 

MPAA  PRESIDENT  ERIC  JOHNSTON  left  Washington  over  the  week-end  for  South- 

ern California,  where  he  will  make  two  major  addresses.  On  Saturday  he  will  speak  at 

commencement  exercises  at  the  University  of  Southern  California,  as  well  as  receive  an 

honorary  degree  of  Doctor  of  Laws.  On  June  19,  he  will  be  the  guest  of  Louis  B.  Mayer 

at  a  dinner  at  the  Beverly  Hills  Hotel,  expected  to  be  attended  by  nearly  300  picture 

people. 

Children's  Shows  Spreading 
RKO  to  Try  Out  "Cartoon  Festival"  June  15 

That  the  policy  of  special  Saturday 
matinee  shows  for  children  is  grow- 

ing in  favor  with  theatermen  is  in- 
dicated by  information  available  here 

and  by  reports  received  from  vari- 
ous sections  of  the  country.  Cartoons 

comprise  the  favorite  form  of  enter- 
tainment for  these  performances. 

RKO,  which  has  tried  cartoon 
shows  for  kids  successfully  in  vari- 

ous towns  outside  of  New  York, 
plans  to  try  the  experiment  in  this 
city  for  the  first  time  on  Saturday, 
when  a  series  of  17  cartoons  will 

be  shown  in  each  of  the  circuit's 
40  metropolitan  houses  beginning  at 
9  a.m.  No  two  theaters  will  screen 
the  same  cartoons.  The  event  will 

be  designated  as  "The  RKO  Cartoon 
Festival."  Seats  are  being  sold  in 
advance  at  25  cents  for  children  and 
35  cents  for  adults,  with  tax  in- 

cluded. A  spokesman  for  the  circuit 
said  that  the  show  might  be  repeated 
should  it  prove  a  success. 

New  Series  for  Loew's? 
Loew's  has  had  such  success  with 

the  special  cartoon  shows  it  has 
staged  for  kids  in  some  40  of  its  130 
houses  during  the  past  two  months 
that  it  may  try  them  again  in  two 
or  three  months.  The  last  of  the 
current  performances  will  wind  up 
on  Satui'day. 

In  the  Boston  area  30  Mullin  &  Pin- 
anski  houses  have  inaugurated  spe- 

cial Saturday  morning  kiddie  shows 
consisting  of  Film  Classics'  "Funza- 
poppin  Comedy  Carnival,"  with  ad- 

mission prices  varying  up  to  30  cents 
top.  Fox  West  Coast  is  another  cir- 

cuit   that    has     adopted    the    Film 

Classics  show  for  its  Saturday  morn- 
ing   kid    screenings. 

The  extent  of  windfall  biz  now 
accruing  to  morning  matinees  for 
kids,  with  the  programs  embracing 
cartoons  and  travelogs,  is  strikingly 
pointed  up  by  the  experience  of  the 
Sunrise  Theater,  Fort  Pierce,  Fla. 
The  Sunrise  was  swamped  at  the 
inaugural,  and  it  was  necessary  to 
hastily  open  the  nearby  Ritz  to  ac- 

commodate the  overflow. 
Circuits  Report  Success 

Skouras,  Century,  Brandt  and 
Warner  Bros,  are  among  the  impor- 

tant circuits  reporting  great  success 
with  special  Saturday  morning  shows 
for  kids. 

Theaters  in  Chicago  report  a  big 
demand  from  juveniles  for  Saturday 
morning  shows  consisting  of  car- 

toons. One  circuit  house,  seating 
1,600,  sold  1,800  advance  admissions 
for  a  show  comprising  15  cartoons 
running  a  total  of  90  minutes. 

Comet's  Third  for  UA 
West    Coast  Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Co-producers  Buddy 
Rogers  and  Ralp  Cohn's  third  Comet 
feature  for  United  Artists  release 

will  be  "Adventures  of  Don  Coyote" in   Cinecolor. 

Chi.  Police  Close  2  Theaters 

Chicago — Five  night  clubs  and  two 
theaters,  the  Shubert  and  the  Great 
Northern,  were  closed  by  the  police. 
The  Shubert  Theater  reopened  last 
night,  but  the  Great  Northern  re- 

mained closed. 

HOUSE  DEALS 

Paxtang  Theatre  to  Kahn 
Harrisburg,  Pa. — Two  deeds  filed 

in  the  Dauphin  County  Courthouse 
involve  a  transfer  of  title  to  the 

Paxtang  Theater  and  the  Penn  Bowl- 
ing Centre.  In  one  deed  the  proper- 

ties are  conveyed  by  Thomas  J. 
Doyle,  Phila.,  to  Joseph  H.  Reilly, 
Phila.,  and  in  the  second  Reilly  con- 

veys the  properties  to  Rught  G. 
Kahn,  Melrose  Park. 

Esscmess  Adds  Chi.  Plaza 

Chicago  —  Essaness  circuit  has 
added  the  1,200-seat  Plaza  and  has 
appointed    Dave    Gold    as    manager. 

Abington  Back  to  Krim 
Detroit — Sol  Krim,  former  circuit 

operator,  has  again  taken  over  the 
Abington  Theater  (formerly  Litt- 
man's  People's).  Joseph  Pariard, 
general  contractor,  is  reconditioning 
the  house. 

Eddy  Will  Disclose  Tele's Application  to  Pic  Making 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  First  disclosure  of 
how  the  developments  in  television 
have  a  direct  application  in  motion 
picture  making  will  be  made  by  Capt. 
William  A.  Eddy,  USNR,  director 
Balaban  &  Katz  W9XBK  in  Chicago, 
at  two  industry  meetings  today.  He 
will  address  the  Research  Council  of 

the  Academy  of  M.  P.  Arts  and  Sci- 
ences and  its  television  committee, 

followed  by  a  joint  meeting  of  the 
Society  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers 
and  Institute  of  Radio  Engineers. 

Eddy  will  disclose  for  the  first  time 
the  latest  developments  in  radar,  ra- 

dio and  television,  and  how  television 
played  a  more  important  part  in  the 
war  effort  than  is  generally  known. 

B  &  H's  Kruse  to  Attend 
White  House  Film  Parley 

Chicago— W.  F.  Kruse,  Bell  & 
Howell  films  division  director,  left 
here  Friday  for  Washington  film 
conference  at  the  White  House  next 

Thursday  on  receipt  of  a  wired  in- vitation from  Anthony  Hyde,  deputy 
chief  of  War  Mobilization  and  Re- 

sources Board.  Arch  Mercey,  chief 
film  officer  for  the  board,  is  expected 

to  preside. Bert  Willoughby,  of  Ideal  Films, 
and  Don  White,  secretary  of  the  Na- 

tional Association  Visual  Equipment 
Dealers,  will  also  attend. 

FEMME  TOUCH 

SHIRLEY  V.  RIFENBURC,  relief  cashier,  Loew's State,  Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

SHIRLEY  COPELAND,  cashier,  Essaness  400  The- 
ater,   Chicago. 

CERALDINE  MAVOR,  assistant  publicity  direc- 
tor, in  charge  of  magazines  and  art,  En- 

terprise   Productions,    Hollywood. 

TOBY  SHUSSIN,  contract  clerk  at  20th-Fox, Minneapolis. 

HAZEL  ILLIC,  Forest  Theater  staff,  Allingtown, 
Conn. 
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Setup  of  the  MPTOA 
Fates  Radical  Change 
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aters  Association,  the  industry  posi- 
tion of  ATA  and  the  Conference  of 

Independent  Exhibitors'  Associations 
and  the  election  of  officers. 

From  all  indications,  there 
will  be  pressure  brought  by  some 
of  the  leaders  to  disband 
MPTOA  and  line  up  with  the 
ATA.  That  pressure  is  expect- 

ed to  be  resisted  by  others,  es- 
pecially those  in  the  South,  who 

believe  there  is  a  place  for  both 
the  MPTOA  and  ATA  in  the 
industry. 

In  any  event,  Kuykendall  prob- 
ably will  pass  the  reins  of  the  presi- 

dency over  to  somebody  else.  He 
told  The  Film  Daily  last  April  that 
he  would  not  be  a  candidate  for  re- 

election. Kuykendall  has  been  presi- 
dent of  the  MPTOA  since  May,  1933, 

when  he  succeeded  M.  A.  Lightman 
who  resigned  that  year. 
When  Kuykendall  issued  the  call 

for  the  present  board  meeting,  he 
said  the  directors  would  be  asked  to 

consider  "an  aggressive  program  of activities  to  meet  the  demand  for 
renewed  action  by  the  16  state  and 
regional  exhibitor  associations  now 

represented  on  the  board."  The  na- 
ture of  that  "renewed  action"  rests 

in  the  hands  of  the  directors  gath- 
ered here.  With  both  independent 

and  affiliated  exhibitors  on  the  board, 
it  appears  certain  that  there  will  be 

a  clash  of  opinions  over  MPTOA's stand  on  ATA. 
The  board  is  scheduled  to  complete 

its  sessions  tomorrow  afternoon. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Karson-Riikin 

Herman  Rifkin,  Monogram's  New 
England  franchise  holder  and  a 
member  of  its  board  of  directors, 
was  married  here  yesterday  to  An- 

nette Karson,  of  New  York  City,  at 
Temple  Emanu-El.  The  couple  are 
en  route  to  Colorado  Springs  for 
their  honeymoon. 

Hale- Williams 

Rockton,  111.  — Bill  Williams  and 
Barbara  Hale,  RKO  Radio  players 
recently  elevated  to  stardom  in  RKO 

Radio's  "A  Likely  Story,"  will  be 
married  here  on  June  22  and  will 
honeymoon  in  Newport  Beach,  Va., 
New  York  City  and  Niagara  Falls. 

Schussel-Egelman 

Corinne  Schussel,  daughter  of  Sey- 
mour Schussel,  New. York  branch  ex- 

ecutive for  Film  Classics  was  mar- 
ried Saturday  to  Harry  Egelman 

at  the  Hotel  Esplanade. 

Yeager-North 
Newark,  N.  J. — Henrietta  Yeager, 

cashier  at  the  Capitol,  married  Ogle 
Orban  North. 

Holly  wood-  Vine  Yard 
.By  RALPH  WTLK; 

West    Coast   Bureau    of    THE  FILM   DAILY 

HOLLYWOOD 

\A/EEK-END   news  digest:  Gwenda   Davies,   first   English   war  bride   to   be 

given  a  chance  at  a  Hollywood  career,  has  been  signed  by  Paramount 

  Pine-Thomas  unit  GHQ   is   now   located   at   the   Nassour  Studio  after 

five   years   at   the   Fine    Arts   Studio   Jack    D.    Wrather   will    give    Don 

Castle,   set   to  star   in    "Turning    Point,"   a   $100,000   buildup   Wrather 

plans  two  a  year  with  Castle   Richard  Ney  has  been  signed  by  Twen- 

tieth-Fox for  "The  Late  George  Apley"   Same  studio  has  placed  Victor 

Mature  in  "No  Wedding  Ring"   Other  20th-Fox  castings  include  Cor- 

nel Wilde  into  "The  Black  Rose,"  Gregory  Peck  into  "The  Foxes  of  Harrow" 

and  Jeanne  Crain,  replacing  Betty  Grable  in  "No  Wedding  Ring"   "If  I 
Die   Before   I   Wake,"   is  the  title  of  the  first  pic  Orson   Welles  will  do   at 
Columbia,    under    his    new    actor-director   contract    there   RKO    has    put 

Philip   Terry    in    "Beat  The    Band"   Warners   has    handed    the    lead    in 

"Remember    The    Hour"    to    Robert    Hutton   Andy    Devine    and    Paula 

Drew    head     the    Universal    cast    of    "Vigilante's    Return"   Arturo    de 

Cordova  has  been  inked  by  Eagle-Lion  for  two,  first  of  which  will  be  "Don 
Juan    Murietta"   Priscilla    Lane    will    co-star    with    Eddie    Bracken    in 

Andrew    Stone's    UA    release,    "Strange    Bedfellows"   Peter    Lorre    has 

joined  Robert  Cummings  and  Michele  Morgan  in  Seymour  Nebenzal's,  "The 
Chase"   Kurt  Neumann  joins  the  staff  of  Sol  Lesser  Prods,  as  asso- 

ciate  producer   Latest  cartoon  character  slated   for   stardom   is   George 

Pal's    Hi-Octane,    hero    of    "Jasper's    Derby"     (Para.    Puppetoon).    Co-funny 

man   will   be    Pal's   newest,   Wilbur   the    Lion   To    meet   the    increasing 

need  of  newspapers  for  fine  color  photos,  Paramount's  Hollywood  Studio  has 
adopted  the  revolutionary  carbro  full-color  photographic  process. 

Grimes'  Patron-Drawing 
Method  Declared  Lottery 

Oklahoma  City — The  method  used 
by  Clyde  Grimes,  theater  owner  at 
Comache,  Okla.,  to  draw  patrons  to 
his  house  was  declared  an  illegal  lot- 

tery by  the  Oklahoma  Attorney 
General. 

J.  W.  Marshall,  county  attorney 
of  Stephens  County,  Okla.,  had  asked 
for  an  apinion  on  legality  of  the  pro- 

gram being  conducted  by  Grimes  at 
the  Joy  Theater  under  a  contract 
with  the  Midwest  Advertising  Co.  of 
Dimmitt,  Tex.  The  scheme  called 
for  Grimes  to  draw  a  name  or  num- 

ber of  a  patron  from  a  ticket,  take 
his  nhoto  and  then  buy  the  picture 
for  $10. 

Cabrini  Pic  in  Ambassador 

"The  Life  and  Miracles  of  Mother 
Cabrini,"  a  documentary  feature  on the  Little  Nun  who  was  the  first 
citizen  of  the  United  States  to  be- 

come a  Saint,  will  open  an  engage- 
ment at  the  Ambassador  Theater, 

June  29,  it  is  announced  by  Clyde 
Elliot,  distributor  of  the  film.  Eight 
days  later  Mother  Cabrini  will  be 
canonized  in  ceremonies  to  be  held 
in  the  Basilica  of  St.  Peter,  Vatican City. 

300,000  In  Audience  As 
BBC  Revives  UK  Tele 

New  Weissmueller  Pact 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Sol  Lesser  has  signed 
Johnny  Weissmuller  to  a  new  deal 
under  the  terms  of  which  he  will 
continue  to  play  the  Tarzan  role  for 

the  next  three  years.  Weissmuller's 
first,  under  his  new  contract,  will 
be  an  original  by  Jerry  Gruskin 
tentatively  titled  "Tarzan's  Danger- 

ous Game." 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
a  war-caused  shutdown  since  Sept.  1, 
1939.  Estimate  held  that  15,000  re- 

ceivers in  Greater  London  picked  up 

the  program,  compared  to  the  pre- 
war figure  of  23,000. 

First  program  opened  on  the 
grounds  of  Alexandra  Palace,  show- 

ing the  performers  arriving  for  the 
show.  After  opening  ceremonies, 

Walt  Disney's  "Mickey's  Gala  Pre- 
miere," last  item  to  be  telecast  be- 

fore the  station  was  closed,  was 
again  shown.  A  variety  program  in- 

cluded Mantovani  and  his  orchestra, 
who  were  rehearsing  when  the  tele- 

vision studio  was  closed. 
In  introducing  the  program,  the 

Postmaster  General  noted  that  the 
present  service,  restricted  to  Greater 
London,  will  next  be  extended  to 
Birmingham  by  means  of  a  coaxial 
cable. 

Baird's  large  screen  tele  demon- 
stration was  called  off  because  of 

outside  interference. 
BBC  revealed  that  programs  gen- 

erally will  be  more  ambitious  than 
before  the  war,  lasting  three  and  a 
half  hours,  compared  with  two  and  a 
half  in  1939. 

Brock  to  Produce  Play 
West    Coast   Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — Lou  Brock  plans  to 
produce  "Latin  Love  Story"  as  a 
play  with  music  and  later  film  pro- 

duction. Brock  wrote  the  original 
story  with  Tom  Reed.  Play  will  be 
presented  in  Los  Angeles  in  August, 
after  Brock  produces  "Slippery  Mc- 
Gee"  at  Republic. 

Allied  Stand  Nixes 
ATA  Unit  in  Philly 

(Continued  from  Page  1 

sion  when  it  was  apparent  that 
tional  Allied  would  not  go  alon, 
ATA  and,  therefore,  Allied 
bers  on  the  local  committee 
not  give  their  okay.  The  local  gn 
said,  however,  that  it  would  welco 

ATA  membership  if  Allied  and  A' could  get  together. 
The  committee,  headed  by  J 

Emanuel,  was  named  at  a  meeti 

of  exhibitors  last  month  at 'the  R Carlton  Hotel  and  which  was  ; 
dressed  by  Si  Fabian,  ATA  pre 
dent,  and  Ted  Gamble,  chairman 
the  board.  It  consisted  of  Mor 
Wax,  Abe  Sablosky,  Norman  Le^ 
Dan  Fertel,  J.  Fred  Osterstock,  1 

Schlanger,  Michael  Felt  and  Les' Kreuger. 

It  was  voted  unanimously  by  t 

committee  that  there  was  a  "cryi 
need"  for  a  local  and  national  gro 
whose  functions  would  be  to  proti 
the  industry  from  unfair  practic 
from  outside  sources,  but  that  its 
fectiveness  would  depend  upon  rr 
jority  membership  of  the  exhibitc 
in  the  area. 

Sablosky  and  Fertel  did  not  i 
tend  the  meeting  at  which  the  coi 
mittee  came  to  its  decision. 

AIEIN  Opposed  ATA  But 
Will  Hear  Talks  by  Reps. 
Although  Allied  Independent  E 

hibitors  of  Iowa-Nebraska  is  cor 
mitted  to  opposing  American  Th 
aters  Association  through  its  affili 
tion  with  the  Conference  of  Ind 

pendent  Exhibitors'  Associations,  t 
Iowa-Nebraska  unit  has  invited  AT. 
leaders  to  address  two  meetings  tr. 
month.  First  meeting  will  be  in  D 
Moines  on  June  24  and  the  oth 
will  be  held  on  Omaha  on  June  26. 

An    invitation   to    ATA   execs, 
talk  to  the  Tri-State  association 
Memphis  on  June  23  also  has  be< 
extended. 

The  Iowa-Nebraska  invitation  w; 
regarded  at  the  week-end  as 
strange  turn  in  events  inasmuch  : 
the  unit  voted  with  CIEA  to  resi 

ATA  invasion  at  the  former's  mee 
ing  in  Chicago  on  May  23. 

Because  the  Tri-State  and  Midwe; 
sessions  almost  overlap,  differei 
officers  will  address  the  differei 
meetings.  It  had  not  been  dete: 
mined  at  the  week-end  which  of  tr 
officers  would  attend  which  meetinj 

Canadian  Gov't  Shorts  on Commercial  Basis  in  Mex. 

Mexico  City  (By  Air  Mail)— C 
nadian  shorts,  produced  by  the  Na 
tional  Film  Board,  will  be  distribute 
in  Mexico  by  Peliculas  Mexicana: 
S.A.  de  C.V.  on  a  commercial  basi 
rather  than  without  charge,  as  ear 
lier  reported. 

Polio  Brings  Ban  on  Bads 
Florence,  Ala. — Children  under  1 

are  banned  from  local  theaters  b; 
edict  of  medical  authorities  becaus 
of  a  widespread  polio  epidemic. 
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MPEA  Top  Exec,  lo 
Holland  on  Impasse! 
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sterday   pointed   up   the   prob- 
lity  that  one  top  MPEA  ad- 

iinistrator  will  be  dispatched  to 
Holland,  along   with  an  aide,  to 

"break   the   ice"   in   the   present 
impasse   between    the   American 
companies     and     the     Bioscoop 
Bund.  Mentioned  as  possibilities 
for  the  assignment  were  Francis 

S.  Harmon  and  Gerald  Ma>'er.) 
Kahn,     strictly     silent     about     his 

iresent     mission,     especially     as     to 
.vhat    proposals,    if    any,    he    carried 
rom    the    Bioscoop    Bund    organiza- 

tion of  Netherlands  film  distributors 
.vith  which  the  U.  S.  interests  have 
peen    in    recent    commercial    conflict, 
[said  that   he   would   remain   in   New 
York  for  an  indefinite  period. 
Participating  in  the  speedily-con- 

vened MPEA  meeting,  in  addition  to 
Kahn,  were  Francis  S.  Harmon,  Carl 
'E.  Milliken,  Irving  Maas,  Gerald 
.Mayer  and  Capt.  Robert  E.  Vining, 
the  latter  the  assistant  to  MPEA's 
president,  Eric  A.  Johnston. 

Strike  Ties  Up  Shipments 
Kahn  revealed  that  even  if  the 

position  of  U.  S.  films  had  been  ad- 
judicated within  the  past  few  weeks, 

mo  Hollywood  product  would  have 
been  available  to  Dutch  cinema  fans 

-.for  the  reason  that  a  strike  at  the 
big  port  of  Rotterdam  has  had  72 
cases  of  American  pictures  tied  up, 
actually  since  May  13.  The  product 
belongs  to  eight  MPEA  member  com- 
panies. 

Xetherlanders  have  been  unable  to 
see    any    American    films    produced 

rii  since  1940.     As  and  when  the  tie-up 
i|;  product   does   enter   Holland,   it   will 

have  to  undergo  censorship. 
It  was  officially  announced  by 

MPEA  on  Friday  that  Charles 
Mayer,  who  will  handle  Japan  and 
Korea  for  the  organization,  will  defi- 

.nitely  leave  New  York  tomorrow  for 
San  Francisco,  and  will  sail  from 
that  city  aboard  the  General  Meigs 

jfor  Yokohama. 

: 

New  Soviet  Pic  to  Open 

"Hello,      Moscow!",      Soviet     film 
I  which  Artkino  is  distributing  in  this 
country,  will  start  its  first  American 
engagement  at  the  Stanley  on  June 
15. 

IN  CIVVIES 
*  Honorably  Discharged  ̂  

HOWARD  SKELTON,  from  the  Army,  to  mana- 
ger of  the  Village,   at  Houston,  Tex. 

ART  MEYER,  from  the  armed  forces,  manager 
of   the   North   Main,   Houston,   Tex. 

L.  C.  NEWTON,  from  the  Navy,  to  assistant 
manager  of  the  Eastwood,   Houston,  Tex. 

JAMES  IMMERMAN,  from  the  Navy,  son  of  Wal- 
ter Immerman,  general  manager  of  Balaban 

&    Katz    circuit,    Chicago. 

CAPTAIN  JULIUS  B.  KNIGHT,  and  LT.  HER- 
BERT L.  SULLIVAN,  from  the  Army,  to 

partnership  with  Harry  ).  Knight  in  the 
Royal,  New  and  Russell  Theaters,  Columbus, 
Ohio. 

WHO'S  WHO  IN  HOLLYWOOD 
I  OU  BROCK.  Born  in  Kalamazoo,  Mich.,  Aug.  21,  1892.  Educated  at 

falo,  N.  Y.,  Technical  High  School.  Broke  into  the  film  business 

several  theaters  for  the  Mitch  Mark  circuit.  In  1914,  en- 

tered the  film  export  business.  Worked  with  Inter-Ocean 
Film  Corp.,  then  was  foreign  sales  manager  for  Joseph 

M.  Schenck,  and  afterwards  represented  M-G-M  in  South 

America.  In  1921,  came  to  Hollywood  as  an  assistant  di- 
rector, and  by  1928,  was  supervising  short  subjects  for 

the  old  FBO  outfit.  In  1929,  he  joined  RKO  and  re- 
organized the  short  subject  department  for  William  Le 

Baron.  Graduated  to  the  feature  length  field  and  de- 
veloped such  stars  as  Fred  Astaire  and  Ginger  Rogers 

through  the  outstanding  hit  "Flying  Down  to  Rio."  Was 
responsible  for  the  discovery  and  development  of  such 

directors  as  George  Stevens  and  the  late  Mark  Sandrich. 

Originated  the  idea  for  the  movie  fairy  tale  "The  En- 

chanted Forest,"  which  he  produced  in  Cinecolor  for 

PRC.  Latest  assignment  is  to  "produce  "Slippy  McGee"  at 
Republic.  Weighs  180  lbs.  Stands,  5,  11.  Hair,  dark.  Eyes, 

blue.  Hobbies,  fishing,  music,  chess. 

the  Buf- 

managing 

United  Newsreel 

Ending  on  June  18 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the  resumption  of  commercial  show- 
ings by  RKO-Pathe  News,  Universal 

Newsreel,  Fox  Movietone,  Para- 
mount News  and  News  of  the  Day, 

was   operated   by   the    film   industry. 
In  Germany,  Japan  and  Korea,  the 

U.  S.  Army  will  secure  footage  for 
all  five  newsreels  for  editing  and 
showing  in  occupied  areas.  MPEA 
will  continue  to  distribute  foreign 
language  versions  of  a  newsreel  in 
the  countries  where  English  lan- 

guage versions  are  not  adequate. 
Paris   Newsreel  Center 

Paris  is  again  becoming  a  center 
of  continental  newsreel  activity  for 
newsreels  showing  the  Near  East 
and  other  French-speaking  regions. 
Local  production  has  already  begun 
of  a  Greek  newsreel.  In  Italy  an 
Italian-language  reel  is  being  pro- 

duced for  the  continent  and  for 
Italian  areas  in  Africa  and  the  Near 
East.  Whether  a  Chinese  newsreel 
will  be  produced  is  one  of  the  prob- 

lems still  to  be  determined  by  John 
B-egg,  in  charge  of  film  activities  for 
the   State   Department. 
One  of  Eric  A.  Johnston's  first 

decisions  last  Autumn  was  that  in- 
dustry rather  than  Government 

should  produce  the  interim  newsreel 
to  fill  the  gap  created  by  withdrawal 
of  Government  funds  for  OWI  films. 
On  behalf  of  the  presidents  of  dis- 

tributing companies  and  interna- 
tional corporations,  he  placed  the 

services  of  their  newsreel  editors 
and  staffs  at  the  disposal  of  the  State 
Department. 

Clofine  Elected  Chairman 
At  a  meeting  of  the  five  newsreel 

editors,  Michael  D.  Clofine  of  News 
of  the  Day  was  elected  chairman  of 
MPAA's  newsreel  committee.  Dur- 

ing the  war  the  newsreels  func- 
tioned as  a  division  of  WAC,  pre- 
sided over  by  Walton  Ament  of 

Pathe.     Present   at  the  meeting,  in 

Ireland  Sells  the  Logan 
Logan,  la. — Lou  Ireland  has  sold 

the  Logan  to  R.  L.  Johnson. 

addition  to  Clofine,  were  Walton 
Anient;  Tom  Mead,  Universal  News- 
reel,  A.  J.  Richard,  Paramount 
News;  Edmund  Reek,  Fox  Movie- 

tone, and  Jack  Haney,  also  of  the 
latter  organization.  Francis  S.  Har- 

mon, MPAA  vice-president,  sat  in with  the  editors. 

China  Gov't  Agrees 
On  Remittances 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

to  an  agreement  which  has  been  in 
force  for  some  time,  were  permitted 
transfer  in  the  amount  of  15  per 
cent  of  the  total  and  on  a  monetary 
exchange  ratio  of  20  to  1.  Recently, 
however,  the  Chinese  have  forced  the 
retention  of  the  agreed  remittance 
percentage  on  the  ground  that  the 
ratio  has  become  many  times  that 
which  originally  prevailed,  because 
of  skyrocket  inflation.  Consequently, 
the  loss  in  monetary  resources  to 
the  country  was  excessive  and  oner- ous. 

However,  the  Chinese  Government, 
following  withholding  of  the  funds, 
has  agreed  to  renew  performance. 
As  the  result,  remittances  will  again 
flow  to  U.  S.  companies. 

Slezak's  Father  Dead 
Leo  Slezak,  71,  leading  member 

of  the  Vienna  State  Opera  and  fa- 
ther of  Walter  Slezak,  film  actor, 

died  in  Bavaria,  it  was  reported  at 
the  weekend. 
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ON  NEWSREEL  assignments  or  produc- 
tion work,  when  lighting  conditions  are 

extremely  poor,  the  natural  choice  is  the 

high-speed  Eastman  Super-XX  Negative 
Film,  one  of  the  family  of  Eastman  Films, 

industry  favorites  for  more  than  fifty  years. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY,  ROCHESTER  4,  N.  Y. 
J.  E.  BRULATOUR,   INC.,  Distributors 

FORT  LEE,  CHICAGO,  HOLLYWOOD 

EASTMAN 

SUPER-XX.. .when  little  light  is  available 

t. 



m.  F.  Production  Dist. 
28  W.  44th  St.  21st  floor 
New  York      N.    Y. 
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MPTOA  MAPS  A  FAR-REACHING  PKOGMM 

Majors  Propose  Release 
Df  52  Features  in  Germany 
puring  Next  Six  Months 
)/est   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Eric  A.  Johnston, 

WPAA-MPEA  president,  will  make 
i  thorough  survey  of  the  German 
!ilm  situation  during  his  planned 
risit  to  Europe  later  in  the  year,  it 
vas  learned  yesterday. 
Meanwhile,  it  is  understood  that 

;he  majors,  through  the  MPEA,  have 
proposed  to  the  Government  that 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Wilby  Attacks  Ads 
In  Features,  Shorls 

Columbus,  Miss. — The  creeping  in 
Df  commercial  advertising  in  feature 
pictures  and  short  subjects  was  at- 

tacked by  R.  B.  Wilby  of  Atlanta 
yesterday  at  the  MPTOA  board 
meeting.  Wilby  urged  that  the  prac- 

iContinued  on  Page  7) 

Tri-Stotes  MPTO  Conclave 
Set  in  Memphis  June  23-24 

Memphis,    Tenn. — The    MPTO    of 
Mississippi,  Tennessee  and  Arkansas 
^will  hold  its  first  convention  since 
the  war,  June  23  and  24,  at  the 
Chisca  Hotel  here.  J.  A.  West,  of 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

60-Day  Minimum  for 
Native  Pix  in  Italy 

Rome  (By  Air  Mail)  —  Italian 
producers  are  guaranteed  a  minimum 
amount  of  screen  time  under  the 

terms  of  an  agreement  signed  by 

exhibitors  with  INICA,  Italian  pro- 

ducers' association.  Under  the  pact, 
films  produced  in  Italy  must  be 
shown  on  at  least  60  days  of  each 
year,  including  three  Sundays  each 
quarter. 

Number  of  features  to  be  pro- 
duced in  Italy  this  year  is  esti- 

mated at  50,  about  the  same  as  last 

year's  output. 

KUYKENDALL  ON 
MPTOA  PROBLEMS 
States  His  Own  Views;  Action 

Up  to  Board  and  to  Exbibs. 

Columbus,  Miss. — Ed  Kuykendall, 
MPTOA  president,  laid  his  own  cards 
on  the  table  yesterday  in  his  opening 
address  to  the  board  of  directors  and 
visitors  and  expressed  his  opinions 
on  ATA,  CIEA,  alleged  discrimina- 

tion by  distributors,  local  checkers 
and  trade  practices.  He  pointed  out 
that  what  he  was  saying  was  his  own 
viewpoint  and  that  all  action  on  the 
matter  rested  with  the  board  of  di- 
rectors. 

Kuykendall  said  he  didn't  want  to 
put  MPTOA  on  record  for  or  against 
ATA  because,  in  the  final  analysis, 
the  exhibitor  himself  must  make  his 
own  decision.  He  said,  however, 
that  he  could  not  be  in  accord  with 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Strike  Over,  Peace  Not 
Won,  Johnston  Told 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Only  a  few  hours  af- 
ter his  arrival  here,  Eric  A.  Johnston, 

MPAA  prexy,  was  told  in  a  600- 
word  telegram  from  the  Motion  Pic- 

ture Stewards  Council  that  "ill-will, 
factional  violence  and  /enormous 
waste  now  characterize  this  indus- 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Relationship  to  ATA,  16  mm.  Competition  Among 
Various  Topics  on  the  Agenda;  No  Mention  of 
"Scuttling"  MPTOA;  Col.  Cole,  Allied  Observer 

By  AL  STEEN  Associate  Editor,  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Columbus,  Minn. — All  speculations  as  to  the  possible  dis- 

solution of  MPTOA  appeared  to  have  been  without  foundation 
as  its  board  of  directors  yesterday  prepared  for  an  ambitious 

program  of  activities.  Meeting  with 
Ed  Kuykendall,  president,  at  his 
home,  the  directors  tackled  an 
agenda  which  included  trade  prac- 

tices, MPTOA's  relationship  with  af- 
filiated theaters,  taxation,  legisla- 

tion, 16  mm.  competition  and  a  vari- 
ety of  subjects  that  gave  every  in- 

dication of  a  program  of  far-reach- 
ing significance. 

At  no   time  was  there  any  men- 
tion of  a  possible  "scuttling"  of  the (Continued  on  Page  7) 

French  Producers 
Assail  U.  S.  Pact 

Paris  (By  Cable)  —  Recently  com- 
pleted French  American  film  import 

agreement  was  termed  a  death  blow 
to  French  motion  picture  production 
by  Jacques  F.  Frogeries,  president  of 
the  Union  of  French  Film  Producers. 

Speaking  for  some  130  producer- 
members  of  the  Union,  Frogeries 
said  that  the  French  film  industry 
cannot  survive  the  unequal  compe- 

( Continued  on  Page  8) 

Seamen  Strike  Will  Disrupt 
Shipping  Our  Pix  Abroad 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — A  prolonged  ship- 
ping strike  may  disrupt  foreign  dis- 

tribution of  American  motion  pic- 
tures, Government  sources  warned 

yesterday.  Except  for  newsreels, 
which  for  the  most  part  are  flown 
overseas,  the  bulk  of  pix  distribu- 

tion to  foreign  countries  is  done  by 
shipping  lines. 

While  no  figures  were  immediately 
available,  it  was  estimated  that  thou- 

( Continued  on  Page  10) 

1A  Defeated  in 
NLRB  Puts  Directors  in 

UK's  Salford  Will  Make 
Victor  Animatog.  Equip. 

Davenport,  la. — Sixteen  mm.  pro- 
jectors and  other  products  of  Victor 

Animatograph  Corp.  will  be  manufac- 
tured in  England  by  Salford  Electri- 

cal Instruments,  Ltd.,  under  an  ar- 
rangement concluded  with  a  group 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Tele  Ruling 
Separate  Unit 

Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Tele  directors  and 
assistant  directors  will  compose  a 
separate  collective  bargaining  classi- 

fication, the  NLRB  declared  yester- 
day in  ruling  upon  the  IATSE  appeal 

of  last  week  that  these  workers  be 
included  in  an  overall  tele  employes 

group.  The  ruling  came  in  connec- 
tion with  collective  bargaining  elec- 

( Continued  on  Page  4) 

One  of  These  Four 

Nay  Head  MPTOA 
Columbus,  Miss. — A  president  to 

succeed  Ed  Kuykendall  as  head  of 
the  MPTOA  will  be  elected  today  by 
the  board  of  directors,  meeting  here, 
but  an  executive  committee  yester- 

day failed  to  agree  on  a  selection.  It 
was  reported  that  Kuykendall  would 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Schine  Asks  Stay  Pending 
Appeal  to  Supreme  Court 

Buffalo — Pending  determination  of 
an  appeal  now  before  the  U.  S.  Su- 

preme Court,  Schine  Chain  Theaters, 
Inc.,  will  ask  Federal  Judge  John 
Knight  for  a  stay  of  all  proceedings 
in  connection  with  any  plans  for  dis- 

continued on  Page  10) 

$2,576,405  "U"  Net Is  Half  Million  Gain 

Universal's  net  profits  for  the  26 
weeks  ended  May  4  amounted  to 

$2,576,405,  company  reported  yester- 
day, after  all  charges  including  tax 

provisions.  Figure  compares  with 

$2,064,175  for  the  comparable  1944- 

45  period. 
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FINANCIAL 
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NEW  YORK  STOCK   MARKET 

Net 
High     Low    Close      Chg. 

Am.  Seat.      29%     297/8     29y8   +     % 

Columbia    Picts..." 32%:   3134    "3134      ....  . 
East.    Kodak       252       252       252       —  1 1/4 
Cen.   Prec.    Eq   ,.-363/4     363/4     363/4  +     % 

Loew's,    Inc   37i/4     353/4     363/8   +     7/s 
Paramount     745/8     74         74y2+      Vs 
RKO      .  ... ....  ....  .   24'/2     241/s     243/8  —     i/8 
20th  Century-Fox   .  .  .   5814     57%     57%  —     3/8 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  72         71%     71%  —  1% 
Universal   Pict   45%.   443,4     45'/4   +     % 
Universal     Piers,    pfd.  99         99         99      —     % 
Warner  Bros.    .......   47%     47'/8     47'/4  —     % 

NEW   YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram    Picts.    ...     83,4       8%       834   +     % 
Radio-Keith  cvs      10'/2     10%     ]0%      ...   
Sonotone  Corp.        .         5%       5.5       —     % 
Technicolor        23      -.22%     23       +     % 

Trans-Lux  .   .........     6%       6%       6^4        *-• 
OVER  THE  COUNTER 

Bid     Asked 

Pathe   Industries     ...    12       ;',l! 

Services  for  Sam  Lass 
Samuel  J.  Lass,  member  of  the 

Warners  New  York  story  department 
for  the  past  17  years,  died  Sunday  at 
the  age  of  74.  Funeral  services  were 
held  yesterday  at  Riverside  Memo- 

rial Chapel. 

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,  INC. 

160;)   BROAD'WAr\    N     Y. Circle  6-6686 

Complete    Film    and 

Disc  Recording  Facilities 

Theater  "Takes"  Drop  As Crowds  Seek  Resorts 

Saturday's  business  was  affected 
generally  in  New  York  with  the  tem- 

perature at  79  degrees  and  the 
crowds  subjecting  their  faces  to  the 

glory  of  a  "sunburn"  at  New  York's neighboring  resorts,  jamming  the 
Hudson  River  boats  on  one-day  ex- 

cursions and  searching  for  fun  and 
amusement  at  Palisades  Park  and 
Coney  Island. 
In  many  instances  business 

dropped  as  much  as  30  per  cent.  In 
spite  of  the  weather,  the  Music  Hall, 
with  Paramount's  "To  Each  His 
Own,"  in  its  third  week,  reported 
first-rate  business.  The  Capitol,  with 
M-G-M's  "Two  Sisters  From  Boston" 
and  the  Ritz  Brothers  on  stage,  did 
very  good  to  place  second  in  grosses 
along  the  main  stem.  The  Para- 

mount, with  "The  Bride  Wore  Boots" 
on  screen  and  Casa  Loma  Orchestra 
on  stage  also  held  up  nicely. 
A  cool  breeze  Sunday  perked  up 

business  along  Broadway. 

Int'l  Film  Commission 
Organized  By  Churches 

London  (By  Air  Mail) — Organiza- 
tion of  the  Churches'  International 

Film  Commission,  to  act  as  a  clear- 
ing house  for  religious  film  planning 

and  distribution  throughout  the 
world,  is  revealed.  Members  include 
the  Christian  Cinema,  and  Religious 
Film  Society,  and  the  Edinburgh 
House  Bureau  for  Visual  Aids,  in 
England;  the  Protestant  Film  Com- 

mission and  the  Religious  Film  As- 
sociation, in  the  U.  S.,  and  the  Reli- 

gious Film  Society  of  Canada. 

J,  G.  Long,  Circuit  Head, 
In  Texas  Radio  Field 

Bay  City,  Tex. — J.  G.  Long,  head 
of  the  Long  Circuit,  operators  of  57 
theaters,  is  entering  the  field  of  radio 
as  well.  He  is  partner  in  the  Bay 
City  Broadcasting  Co.,  which  has 
been  given  a  grant  for  a  standard 
broadcast  station  here. 
Long  is  planning  on  purchasing 

stations  at  Victoria  and  Huntsville. 
He  plans  to  purchase  KVIC  at  Vic- 

toria from  Morris  Roberts  for  $192,- 
000.  Purchase  of  KSAM,  Huntsville, 
is  also  planned  from  J.  C.  Rothwell 
and  W.  J.  Harpole. 

Loew's  Appeals  Award 
Favoring  Summer  House 

Boston  —  Distributors  and  resort 
theater  operators  are  watching  for 

the  outcome  of  an  appeal  by  Loew's 
against  the  arbitration  tribunal  rul- 

ing giving  the  Casino  Theater,  Nar- 
ragansett  Pier,  R.  I.,  a  summer 
house,  the  same  availability  as  first- 
run  Providence,  R.  I.,  theaters. 

Case  was  filed  by  Meyer  Stanzler, 
of  the  Narragansett  Pier  Amusement 

Co.,  naming  Loew's,  RKO  and  War- 
ners, as  well  as  the  Majestic,  Albee 

and  State  Theaters,  of  Providence. 
Arbitrator  George  E.  Gordon  abol- 

ished all  clearance  on  the  grounds 
that  there  is  no  competition  between 
Providence  and  the  Casino. 

Byoir  Replaces  Birdwell 
As  Hughes  Press  Rep. 

Choice  of  Carl  Byoir  and  Associ- 
ates to  replace  his  organization  as 

public  relations  representative  for 
all  Howard  Hughes'  activities  was 
announced  yesterday  by  Russell 
Birdwell.  The  deal  gives  the  Byoir 
firm  its  first  motion  picture  account. 
Whether  the  tempest  created  by 

Birdwell's  exploitation  campaign  on 
Hughes'  production,  "The  Outlaw," 
had  anything  to  do  with  the  switch 
could  not  be  established  yesterday. 
Birdwell  refused  to  amplify  his  an- 

nouncement, which  stirred  specula- 
tion whether  it  indicated  a  change  in 

policy  in  the  exploitation  of  Hughes 
him  product. 

Theater  Equip.  Ass'n Adds  to  Membership 

Many  new  members  have  been 
added  to  the  rolls  of  the  Theater 

Equipment  and  Supply  Manufactur- 
ers Association  as  the  result  of  a 

membership  drive,  Oscar  F.  Neu, 
president,  revealed.  TESMA  will 
conduct  a  national  exhibit  in  connec- 

tion with  its  convention  this  year, 
Neu  stated. 
Among  recently  accepted  members 

are  Aero  Metal  Products  Corp.,  Na- 
tional Carbon  Co.,  Inc.,  Holmes  Pro- 
jector Co.,  Capitol  Stage  Lighting 

Co.,  LaVezzi  Machine  Works,  Inter- 
national Seat  Corp.,  Da-Light  Screen 

Co.,  Inc.,  Brenkert  Light  Projection 
Co.,  Compco  Corp.,  Joe  Robin,  Inc., 
and   others. 

IAM  Suspension  by  AFL 
Likely  Topic  at  Chi.  Meet 

Chicago  —  Situation  in  Hollywood 
arising  from  the  suspension  of  the 
International  Association  of  Machin- 

ists from  AFL  membership,  and  the 

operations  of  certain  unaffiliated  non- 
union groups  in  the  motion  picture 

industry,  may  be  discussed  at  the 
three-day  IAM  executive  committee 
meeting  which  opened  at  the  Morri- 

son Hotel  yesterday.  Matter  was 
not  discussed  at  the  St.  Louis  meet- 

ing of  the  grand  lodge  of  the  Asso- 
ciation's executive  committee,  but 

may  be  touched  upon  at  the  current 
sessions  if  there  is  time. 

Expect  Early  Board  Action 

On  Harley's  New  Fox  Post 
Action  on  the  offer  extended  to 

Francis  L.  Harley  to  become  a  vice- 
president  of  20th-Fox  International 
is -expected  to  be  taken  by  the  20th- 
Fox  board  of  directors  before  the  de- 

parture of  Murray  Silverstone,  the 

company's  foreign  head,  on  an  ex- 
tended foreign  tour  at  the  end  of  this 

month,  it  was  learned  yesterday.  -The 
invitation,  went  out  -to ..  Harley  last 
week  whenlhe  was  transferred  from 

the  post  of  20th-Fox  managing  "di- rector for  Great  Britain  to  that  of 
managing  director  for  the  entire 
continent  of  Europe,  the  Middle  East 
and  ̂ Africa  as  far  south  as  the 

Equator. 

COMING  and  GOING 
ROBERT  MOCHRIE,  RKO  Radio  vice-president 

in  charge  of  domestic  distribution,  returns  t: 
the  home  office  from  the  Coast. 

CHARLES  RYAN  will  represent  Warner  The 

ateis  at  today's  Chicago  meeting  of  the  Citj 
Council  to  plan  co-operation  on  the  inter- 

national food  situation. 

WILLIAM  R.  FERGUSON  left  yesterday  foi 

the  Coast  on  the  Constellation,  for  studio  con- 

ferences with  Howard  Dietz,  and  Howard  '  '■.-* 

ling. 

CAREY  WILSON,  M-C-M  producer  and  di- 
rector, left  yesterday  for  Washington  to  attenc 

a  special  screening  of  "Bikini — the  Atom 
island."   He  is  due  to   return  today. 

CHARLES     A.      SMAKWITZ,     assistant     zone  I 

manager   for   Warner    Theaters    in    Albany    area 
was  in   New  York  yesterday. 

JERRY  WECHSLER,  Warner  Cleveland  branch 
manager  and  TONY  STERN,  theater  booking 
manager,  are  fishing  in  Cape  Charles,  Va.. 
looking  for  that  big  one  that  got  away  from 
them   last  year. 

ALAN  F.  CUMMINCS,  in  charge  of  M-C-M 
exchange  operations,  is  on  vacation. 

RUDY  BERCER,  Southern  M-C-M  sales  man- 
ager, is  in  Charlotte  and  will  remain  there 

until  Thursday,  when  he  returns  to  his  New 
Orleans   headquarters. 

LILLI  PALMER  leaves  the  Coast  Thursday  for 
New  York. 

JOSEPH  J.  COHN  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria 
from    the   M-C-M   studios. 
JACK  ELLIOT,  song  writer,  arrived  in  New 

York  from  the  Coast  via  Constellation  for  a 
two-week   vacation. 

MAX  TSCHAUDER,  manager  of  the  Roxy, 

Springfield,  III.,  is  spending  a  two-week  vaca- 
tion in  Denver  with  Max  Jr.,  who  is  receiving 

his   service    training   there. 
JACK  KIRKLAND  will  arrive  here  today  by 

plane  from  the  Coast  to  cast  the  next  road 

companies  of  "Tobacco  Rqad"  and  "Suds  in 

Your  Eye." 

RALF  COYKENDALL,  executive  vice-presi- 
dent and  publisher  of  Cue  Magazine,  is  cur- 

rently visiting  several  of  Cue's  West  Coast  of- fices. 

FRANK  H.  ARLINCHAUS,  president  of  Mod- 
ern Talking  Pictures,  spent  several  days  in  Cleve- 

land with  Bernie  Payne,  Cleveland-Columbus franchise  owner. 

MRS.  CARL  W.  BUERMELSE,  wife  of  the 
general  manager  of  General  Theater  Service, 
Inc.,  has  returned  to  Detroit,  following  a  six- 
week  vacation  at  Escanaba,  Mich.,  with  their 

daughter,  JANET,  who  has  an  arm  in  a  cast 
from    a    double    break. 

LES  WICKS,  managing  director  of  Automatic 
Film  Labs,  Sydney,  Australia,  PHIL  BUDDEN, 
general  manager  of  Commonwealth  Film  Labs, 
and  CLAUDE  CARTER,  of  Filmcraft  Labs  are 
en  route  to  this  country  to  survey  technical 
developments. 

C.  HOWARD  CRAN'E,  leading  English  thea- 
trical architect,  has  arrived  in  Detroit,  his  home 

town,  for  a  short  visit. 

DAVID  M.  IDZAL,  managing  director  of  the 
Fox  Theater,  Detroit,  has  returned  from  a  trip 
to  the  West  Coast. 

DON  FILL,  PRC  booker,  Detroit,  and  JEFF 
WILLIAMS,  owner  of  East  Detroit  and  Rose- 
ville  Theaters,  are  back  after  visits  to  their 
families  at  Marshallton,   la. 
MITCHELL  LEISEN,  will  leave  Hollywood  this 

week  for  Northern  California  and  Oregon  to 

seek  location  sites  for  filming  Para.'s  "Golden 

Earrings." 

DIRECTOR  GEORGE  MARSHALL  has  left 
Hollywood  for  a  three-week  rest  at  Tucson, 
Ariz. 

GEORGE  SMITH,  Paramount  Western  division 
sales  manager,  has  returned  to  New  York  after 

an  extended  business  swing  of  the  company's West  Coast  branch  offices. 

EARLE  SWEICERT,  mid-Eastern  division  sales 
manager  for  Paramount,  returned  to  his  office 

after,  a  brief  trip  to  the  Detroit  branch  of- 
fice. . 

POSITION  DESIRED 

Ex-Air  Corps  Officer  — 10  years  motion 

picture  experience.  Thorough  knowledge  of 

motion  picture  equipment  design.  Write 

Box   16 — 

THE  FILM   DAILY 

1501    Broadway,  New  York   18,    N.   Y. 
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Reel  Coverage 
London  Parley 

News  coverage  and  allocations  of 
territories  were  discussed  at  an  in- 

ternational conference  of  the  Pathe 
news  reel  companies,  meeting  in 

London,  Frederic  Ullman,  Jr.,  presi- 
dent of  Pathe  News,  said  yesterday. 

Ullman  returned  late  last  week  from 

the  conference  and  a  five-week  sur- 
vey of  England,  Germany  and 

France. 

Participating  in  the  sessions  were 
representatives  of  Pathe  Cinema, 
which  produces  the  Pathe  Journal 
in  France,  Pathe  News  of  England, 
and  Ullman,  representing  the  U.  S. 
company.  Group  re-established  its 
news  pooling  arrangements  which 
were  inoperative  during  war  years. 

Ullman  said  that  while  abroad  he 
made  arrangements  for  material  for 
Pathe's  "This  is  America"  series  and 
that  plans  for  production  of  some 
of  the  series  in  Europe  were  dis- 

cussed. Series  is  known  as  "Today 
and  Tomorrow"  outside  of  the  U.  S. 
Three  companies  are  producing 

newsreels  in  France,  Ullman  stated, 
in  addition  to  the  French  Govern- 

ment's "Film  Actualites,"  started  as 
soon  as  the  Germans  were  pushed  out 
of  France.  Latter,  he  noted,  is  ex- 

pected to  cease  production  by  the 
end  of  this  year. 

Ullman  termed  the  effort  of  a  pri- 
vate company  to  produce  a  German 

newsreel  for  the  non-Russian  zones 

a  "pathetic  attempt."  Company,  he 
said,  suffers  from  a  lack  of  facilities, 
personnel  and  finances.  Scheduled 
to  come  out  weekly,  with  military 
government  assistance,  releases  are 
actually  irregular.  He  noted  that  an 
excellent  German  newsreel  is  re- 

leased in  Russian-occupied  zones. 

Mort  Blumenstock  Adds 
Thorner  to  Field  Staff 

Mort  Blumenstock  has  added  Ev- 
erett D.  Thorner  to  WB's  field  pub- 

lie  relations  staff  and  assigned  him 
to  work  on  the  twentieth  anniver- 

sary of  talkies'  special  events  in  the 
Denver  and  Salt  Lake  City  terri- 
tories. 

Buys  Brownwood  Exchange 
Brownwood,  Tex.  —  M.  M.  Mur- 

phree,  formerly  city  manager  for  the 
Phil  Isley  theaters  here,  has  pur- 

chased a  local  indie  exchange  from 
G.  I.  Cole  of  New  Braunfels. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 
Walter   Byron 
Wesley    Ruggles 
John    Holland 

Sam    Schwartzman 

June  11 
Henry   R.   Danziger 

Jane  Bryan 
Rise    Stevens 
Bob  Hutton 

Tuesday's  Tidings 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Mis.  Eleanor  Roosevelt  will  install  the  newly- 

elected  officers  of  the  ITA,  headed  by  Prexy  Harry  Brandt  at  the  lunch- 

eon at  the  Hotel  Astor  on  June  13   Mayor  O'Dwyer  will  represent 
New  York  City  and  Jimmy  Walker  will  act  as  emcee   Among  those 

on  the  dais  will  be  Anna  Rosenberg  and  License  Commissioner  Benja- 
min Fielding.  ...  •  The  American  Television  Society  has  switched 

its  awards  meeting  from  the  Hotel  Barbizon  Plaza,  June    12,  to  Studio 

A  of  DuMont's   John  Wanamaker   studios   Program   is   now  timed 
for  8:45  P.M.  ...  •  Sol  M.  Wurtzel  will  inaugurate  an  annual  poll  of 

exhibs.  on  audience  film  preferences.  ...  •  Rebecca  Joffe,  who  has 

been  with  Warners'  contract  department  for  the  past  11  years,  has  re- 
signed to  settle  down  in  Hollywood   She  was  tendered  a  farewell 

luncheon  by  feminine  associates  yesterday.  ...  •  Laurence  Olivier 

has  been  voted  the  Gold  Medal   Award  of  the  year  by  Picturegoers, 

British  film  weekly,  for  his  "Henry  V"  performance   Olivier  closes 
his  Old  Vic  engagement  on  the  15th  and  flies  to  London  on  the  18th 

after  attending  the  opening  of  "Henry  V"  at  the  New  York  City  Center 
the  preceding  night.  ...  ••  Film  News  is  temporarily  suspending  pub- 

lication. ...  •  The  Michigan  Variety  Club  for  the  first  time  has  ac- 
quired a  State  liquor  license  on  its  own   Milt  Cohen,  RKO  branch 

manager  and  house  committee  chairman,  turned  the  trick.  ...  •  Bar- 

bara Stanwyck's  Enterprise  deal  now  is  of  the  long-term  variety.  .  .  . 
9  Ray  Brown,  Warner  theater  district  manager,  is  sporting  the  first 

1946  Chevvie  delivered  in  Springfield,  O.  .  .  .  •  Looks  like  an  ex- 

tended run  at  the  Fabian  Fox,  Brooklyn,  for  the  Columbia  dual,  "Son  of 
Robin  Hood"  and  "Night  Editor.".  .  .  •  Boston  tub  of  the  Tub  Thumpers 
of  America  will  hold  a  Famine  Dinner  in  connection  with  the  initiation 

rites  at  the  Parker  House,  June  27,  with  proceeds  going  to  the  Emergency 

Relief    Committee   Neophytes    include    the    Bay    State's    Governor 
Tobin   

▼  T  T 

•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  Those  20th  Century-Fox  trade  ads  by 
Charlie  Schlcdfer  are  attracting  no  end  of  attention  both  in  the  industry 

and  out   The  format  is  not  only  smart  but  the  sales  impact  is  ter- 

rific   As  Dean  Carl  W.  Ackerman  of  Columbia's  famed  School  of 

Journalism  once  said:  "Facts  when  combined  with  ideas  constitute  the 

greatest  force  in  the  world.".  .  .  •  The  plum  role  of  Eanchi  in  "Black 
Narcissus"  which  Michael  Powell  and  Arnold  Pressburger  will  make  in 
Britain  goes  to  Jean  Simmons   The  J.  Arthur  Rank  Organization  has 

signed  the  17-year-old  unknown,  said  to  be  a  ringer  for  Vivien  Leigh,  to 

a  long-termer.  ...  •  If  DuMont's  plans  work  out,  the  company  will 
have  an  Eastern  tele  net  with  stations  in  five  cities  in  full  commercial 

operation  by  the  Summer  of  1948.  ...  •  Armand  Deutsch,  president 

of  Story  Productions,  will  remain  on  the  Coast  indefinitely.  ...  •  New 
Interstate  Circuit  vacation  policy,  instituted  by  Karl  Hoblitzelle,  gives 

employes  with  three  years  service,  three  weeks'  vacation  with  pay; 
those  with  four  years  or  more  service,  get  three  weeks'  leave  with  pay 

plus  an  extra  week's  salary.  ...  •  Sidney  Box,  who  produces  for  J. 
Arthur  Rank,  has  signed  Marc  Connelly  now  in  London  to  write  an 

original  screen  play.  ...  •  Harry  Slott  is  a  new  film  production  man- 
ager for  Photo  &  Sound,  Frisco  industrial  and  educational  film  producers. 

T  T  ▼ 

•  •      •     THIS   AND   THAT   If   the   old   gray   mare   ain't   what 
she  used  to  be.  neither  is  film  biz   Not  with  Hollywood  beauties  and 

New  York  models  carrying  stills,  publicity  blurbs  and  pressbooks  in 

their  cute  hat  boxes  as  they  tour  the  country  as  Modern  Exploiteers.  .  .  . 

•  Did  Alexander  Knox  have  to  be  a  Democrat  to  play  Woodrow  Wilson 

for  20th-Fox?   Just  wonderin'.  ...  •  Didja  know  Y.  Frank  Free- 
man is  a  director  of  the  new  $60,000,000  Hilton  Hotels  Corp.  in  which 

Atlas  Corp.  also  is  well  represented?   

IATSE  Defeated  in 
NLRB's  Tele  Ruling     j 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

tions  to  be  held  among  CBS  tele  em- 
ployes on  Friday. 

This  decision  actually  represented 
a  defeat  for  the  IATSE,  which  ar- 

gued in  last  week's  hearing  that  the directors  and  assistant  directors 
should  be  included  with  the  mi 
laneous  studio  employes  in  a  si.  e 
bargaining  unit.  CBS,  RDG,  IBEW 
and  the  CIO's  United  Office  and 
Professional  Workers  had  all  op- 

posed IATSE  on  this  point. 
In  addition,  the  board  directed  sep- 

arate elections  for  the  "miscellane- 
ous studio  employes"  including  assis- 

tant casting  directors,  floor  man- 
agers, film  cutters,  visualizers  and 

animators  (photo-librarians). 
Whether  they  would  comprise  a  sep- 

arate bargaining  unit,  however, 
would  be  decided  by  the  board  later 
on  the  basis  of  the  balloting. 
"The  directors  and  assistant  di- 

rectors are  characterized  by  a  degree 
of  specialization  in  technique,  skill 
and  professional  showmanship,  not 
possessed  by  the  miscellaneous  stu- 

dio employes  and  which  justifies  the 
establishment  of  a  separate  unit  for 
this  directorial  group,"  the  ruling states. 

Choice  for  this  group  will  be  be- 
tween IATSE  and  the  Radio  Direc- 

tors Guild. 
"As  to  the  miscellaneous  studio 

employes,"  the  board  found,  "we  are 
of  the  opinion  that  this  group,  al- 

though working  in  close  collabora- 
tion with  the  directors,  does  not 

possess  the  unique  functions  of  skill, 
timing  sense,  creativeness  or  degree 
of  specialization  which  defines  the 
directorial  group.  We  believe  that 
these  employes  might  properly  either 
be  included  in  a  city-wide  unit  of 
white-collar  workers  or  be  set  apart 
as  a  separate  unit  for  the  purposes 

of  collective  bargaining." 

Defer  14  "Wise  Fools"  Showings 
Fourteen  trade  showings  of  Me- 

tro's "Three  Wise  Fools,"  scheduled 
for  today,  have  been  postponed  until 
June  18  and  another  has  been  de- 

layed until  June  19.  Cities  in  which 
the  picture  will  be  shown  on  June  18 
are  Albany,  Atlanta,  Boston,  Buf- 

falo, Charlotte,  Chicago,  Cincinnati, 
Cleveland,  Detroit,  Indianapolis,  New 
Haven,  Philadelphia,  Pittsburgh  and 
Washington.  The  Milwaukee  branch 
will  hold  its  screening  a  day  later. 
All  other  territories  will  hold  the 
showings  today  as  originally  set  up. 

SICK  REPORT 

MRS.  SCOTT  R.  DUNLAP,  wife  of  the 

Monogram  producer,  is  recovering  from  an 

operation  performed  in  St.  Vincent's  Hos- 
pital, Los  Angeles. 

AL  AVERY,  Memphis  RKO  Radio  branch 

manager,  has  returned  home  from  the  hos- 
pital following  a  gall  bladder  attack  and 

will  regain  his  strength  prior  to  undergoing 

an  operation. 
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jiociation  and  the  chances  are  that 
fch  a  suggestion  would  be  voted 
ivn.  That  appeared  to  be  the  senti- 
jnt  yesterday.  The  business  of  de- 

clining a  stand  on  American  The- 
;:r;-iaissociation  will  come  before 
!  ̂ r  today. 
Today's  Exec.  Session  "Closed" 
Yesterday's  meeting  was  open  to 
,  although  an  executive  session  to- 
iy  will  be  closed  to  all  except  the 
•ectors.  Col.  H.  A.  Cole  was  pres- 
1  as  an  unofficial  observer  for  Al- 
d  and  he  entered  into  the  discus- 
BQS. 

jlhe  subject  of  trade  practices  held 
I  spotlight  at  the  morning  sessions 
■sterday.  It  was  the  consensus  that 
organization  that  did  not  handle 

,  "ade  practices  was  not  doing  jus- 
'  1  e  to  its  members.    This  was  taken 
r  '  direct  reference  to  ATA,  although 
'  'enry  Reeve  of  Texas  .Theater  Own- 

3,  Inc.,  said  that  it  was  not  fair  to 
ike  the   trade  practice  issue   as   a 
iterion  of  what  the  ATA  was  try- 
y  to  do. 

'Fred  Wehrenberg  of  St.  Louis 
ade  a  plea  for  new  and  stronger 
.its  for  collective  buying.  He  said 
e  distributors  were  still  forcing 
iort  subjects  with  features  in  viola- 
>n  of  the  consent  decree  and  had 
imoved  the  clauses  pertaining  to 
pal  checkers  in  their  exhibition  con- 
acts.  He  insisted  that  deals  should 
fair  for  both  sides  but  that  some- 

Ing  should  be  done  to  give  the 
■all  exhibitor  a  greater  voice  in 
aking  deals. 
Affiliates  Fight  High  Rentals 
R.  B.  Wilby  said  that,  despite 
■linions  to  the  contrary,  the  affili- 
>ed  circuits  were  the  first  to  fight 
jainst  excessive  terms.  He  said 
.ere  were  several  top  pictures  that 
e  Wilby-Kineey  Circuit  had  not 
>ught  because  of  prices  that  were 

■ 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Linn-Gladdin 
Elkton,  Md.— George  S.  Gladdin, 

iief  of  the  motion  picture  division 
i  the  J.  Walter  Thompson  agency, 

fias  married  here  to  Otella  O.  Linn, 
umerly  with  the  Conde  Nast  publi- 
itions. 

Manville-Rice 
f  Cleveland,  O. — Charles  Rice,  man- 

ger of  the  Jennings  Theater,  flew 
at  to  Ogden,  Utah,  to  marry  Elvira 
[anville  whom  he  met  and  courted 
hile  stationed  there  during  the  war. 

Raphael-Huber 
Kitty  Raphael,  of  DeLuxe  Lab- 

ratories,  and  Ben  Huber,  of  Ruby 
amera  Exchange,  were  married 
ere  last  week  and  are  honeymoon- 
ig  at  Woodstock,  N.  Y. 

Little  Headlines: 
FAYETTE  ALLPORT,  MPAA  foreign  rep.,  who  has  been  spending  some  time  on  this 

side,  is  expected  to  leave  shortly  for  Copenhagen  in  connection  with  the  reopening  of 
the  Danish  market  to  U.  S.  pix.  It  is  understood  that  American  distribs.  propose  to  ex- 

port 25  features  to  Denmark  for  the  year  starting  Sept.  I. 
• 

PHIL  GERARD,  acting  chairman  of  the  Screen  Publicists  Guild,  last  night  released 

text  of  the  following  telegram  sent  by  the  Guild  to  the  major  producing  companies: 

"As  you  know  our  membership  has  waited  patiently  for  a  meeting  with  the  producers 
on  our  new  contract.  Over  two  months  have  elapsed  since  the  SPG  submitted  its  pro- 

posals. Our  membership  feels  that  you  have  had  ample  time  to  study  these  proposals.  In 
the  interest  of  maintaining  the  good  collective  bargaining  relations  that  have  existed 

between  our  Guild  and  your  company,  we  ask  for  an  immediate  industry-wide  meet- 

ing to  negotiate  a  new  contract."  Wire  was  signed  by  Roger  Lewis,  SPG's  acting  presi- 
dent. 

Gerard,  following  a  session  of  the  committee,  said  no  answer  to  the  wire  had  been 
received  up  to  midnight  last  night.  Emergency  meetings  of  SPG  units  in  all  companies 
are  being  held  at  noon  today. 

• 
THE  MOTION  PICTURE  BOOKERS  CLUB  of  New  York  will  install  Harry  Brandt, 

head  of  the  Brandt  Theater  circuit,  as  the  fifth  honorary  member  at  a  dinner  at  the 

Tavern-on-the-Green  June  24,  it  was  disclosed  at  the  Club's  meeting  last  night.  Brandt 
will  receive  this  testimonial  in  recognition  of  his  services  to  the  organization.  Other 

holders  of  this  honor  are  Arthur  Greenblatt,  E.  K.  "Ted"  O'Shea,  David  A.  Levy  and  Max 
A.  Cohen. 

• 
RADAR  PICTURES,  a  New  Jersey  corporation,  has  been  organized  to  produce  Spanish- 

language  pictures  in  Cuba.  Kalenik  Lissiuk  is  president;  Charles  Ginart,  vice-president, 
and  Walter  Griesmeyer,  secretary-treasurer.  Lissiuk  has  been  with  Dnipro  Film  Corp. 
and  Tatra  Film  Corp.  Griesmeyer  is  treasurer  and  a  member  of  the  board  of  the  Plain- 

field  (N.  J.)  National  Bank.  The  company's  first  picture  is  scheduled  to  get  under  way 
in  September  under  the  direction  of  Francois  Betancourt. 

• 

"DOWN  MISSOURI  WAY,"  new  PRC  musical  starring  Martha  O'Driscoll,  will  have 
simultaneous  premieres  in  15  Missouri  cities,  Harry  H.  Thomas,  president  and  general 

sales  manager,  announced.  Arnold  Stoltz,  national  director  of  advertising-publicity,  will 
leave  for  St.  Louis  shortly,  accompanied  by  Lige  Brien  and  George  Fraser,  exploitation 

and  publicity  men,  to  be  joined  by  Robert  Doorfried,  studio  publicity  director,  to  set 
the  simultaneous  premieres  in  St.  Louis,  Kansas  City,  Cape  Girardeau,  Columbia,  Hannibal, 

Independence,  Jefferson  City,  Joplin,  St.  Joseph,  Sedalia,  Springfield,  University  City, 
Webster  Groves,  Moberly  and  Maplewood. 

• 
TWENTIETH  ANNIVERSARY  OF  SOUND  PIX  will  be  commemorated  by  the  Broadway 

Association  with  the  presentation  to  Warners  of  a  plaque.  One  of  the  Warner  brothers 
will  be  on  hand  to  accept  the  award  in  ceremonies  being  arranged  for  July  31. 

• 
ANNUAL  FINANCIAL  STATEMENT  of  the  Associated  Musicians  of  Greater  New 

York,  Local  802,  AFM,  shows  a  cash  balance  of  $1,068,253. 
• 

THE  VARIETY  CLUB  OF  WASHINGTON  over  the  week-end  swelled  the  Children's 
Hospital  building  fund  by  $31,200,  when  a  check  for  this  amount  was  given  by  J.  E. 

Fontaine,  chief  barker  of  the  local  tent,  to  Charles  D.  Drayton,  president  of  the  hospital's board  of  directors. 

too  high.  He  said  the  independent 
exhibitor  was  not  alone  in  opposing 
excessive  terms,  indicating  that  both 
the  independent  and  the  affiliated 
theaters  had  a  common  problem. 

Reeve,  again  taking  the  floor,  said 
that  in  many  cases  the  rank  and  file 
members  of  associations  don't  back 
up  their  leaders  in  moves  to  resist 
high  rentals  and  50  per  cent  terms. 
He  indicated  it  was  useless  to  "reso- 

lute" against  certain  trade  practices 
if  the  exhibitor  in  the  field  refused 

to  say  "no"  to  a  salesman.  Wehren- 
berg said  that  could  be  accomplished 

by  co-operative  buying  and  that  an 
exhibitor  could  be  educated  to  say "no." 

Cole  Also  a  Speaker 

Col.  Cole,  while  not  mentioning  the 
Allied  Caravan  Committee  by  name, 
said  that  it  had  been  successful  in  a 
limited  way  in  doing  the  job  that  the 
others  were  talking  about  but  that 
whole-hearted  support  of  all  was  es- 
sential. 

M.  A.  Lightman  of  Memphis,  in 
defending  a  strong  trade  practice 
program,  said  that  to  eliminate  trade 
practices  from  an  organization  would 

be  equal  to  losing  one's  birthright. He  said  that  ATA  might  be  helpful 
in  accomplishing  certain  objectives 
but  that  it  should  not  interfere  with 
the  MPTOA. 

No  Tieup  With  ATA 
A  discussion  of  ATA,  CIEA  and 

16  mm.  competition  occupied  a  brief 
afternoon  session,  but  any  action  on 
them  will  be  made  by  the  directors 
in  executive  session  today.  It  ap- 

pears certain  that  there  will  be  no 
tie-up  with  ATA  on  the  grounds  that 
each  can  go  its  own  way  without 
interfering  with  each  other. 

Wilby  gave  a  history  of  ATA's  be- ginnings and  pointed  out  that  its 
purpose  was  to  co-ordinate  activities 
for  public  service  and  that  trade 
practices  had  no  place  on  its  pro- 

gram. He  said  that  unless  ATA  was 
put  into  active  operation,  Eric  A. 
Johnston's  proposed  Motion  Picture 
Institute  would  engulf  exhibitor  ac- 

tivities. All  discussion  of  ATA  will 
be  acted  upon  by  the  board  in  pri- 

vate session  today. 
Representatives  last  night  were 

entertained  with  an  "old  fashioned" 
barbecue    preceded    by    a    cocktail 

Wilby  Attacks  Ads 
En  Features,  Shorls 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
tice  be  policed  and  that  vigorous  ac- 

tion be  taken  to  halt  it. 
Wilby  said  he  removed  all  footage, 

where  possible,  from  films  in  his  the- 
aters if  there  was  any  indication  of 

advertising.  He  said  large  commer- 
cial firms  such  as  Coca  Cola,  Yellow 

Taxis  and  others  were  using  their 
influence  to  get  their  products  into 
pictures.  The  situation,  he  said,  is 

getting  worse. 
Wilby  also  opposed  the  release  of 

"Don't  be  a  Sucker"  by  Paramount 
as  a  commercial  picture  when,  in 
reality,  it  is  a  Government  propa- 

ganda film.  He  said  Paramount 
would  seek  to  get  back  $30,000  from 
the  picture  to  cover  print  and  dis- 

tribution costs,  after  which  the  rev- 
enue would  go  to  the  Government. 

He  said  he  doubted  if  the  $30,000 
goal  would  be  reached.  He  said  that 
"Hitler  Lives,"  released  by  Warner 
Bros.,  was  a  similar  example  of  a 
company  handling  a  Government- made  film. 

party.  A  get-together  buffet  was held  Sunday  night. 

List  of  Those  Attending 
MPTOA  Meeting  in  Columbus 

Columbus,   Miss   Attending   the 
MPTOA  meetings  here  are  Mack 
Jackson,  Alexander  City,  Ala.;  David 
Palfreyman,  Washington;  J.  J. 

O'Leary,  New  York;  William  R.  Grif- 
fin, Cullman,  Ala.;  J.  A.  West  and 

M.  A.  Lightman,  Memphis;  Helen 
O'Toole,  New  York;  R.  B.  Wilby,  At- 

lanta; James  Shanklin,  Ronceverte, 

W.  Va.j  Morris  Lowenstein,  Okla- homa City;  Mitchel  Wolf  son,  Miami; 
Fred  Wehrenberg,  St.  Louis;  Her- 

man Levy,  New  Haven;  R.  R.  Bie- 
chele,  Kansas  City;  Harry  Lowen- 

stein (representing  L.  C.  Griffiith), 
Ardmore,  Okla.;  Oscar  Lam,  Rome, 
Ga.;  Lewen  Pizor,  Philadelphia;  W. 
F.  Ruffin,  Jr.  and  Sr.;  Col.  H.  A.  Cole, 
Dallas;  Henry  Reeve,  Menard,  Tex.; 
Mark  P.  Chartrand,  Miami;  Al  Steen, 
New  York;  Sherwin  Kane,  New 
York;  Jules  Benedict,  Kansas  City, 
and  Merritt  Kyser,  East  Aurora,  N. 
Y.     Others  are  expected  today. 

STORK  REPORTS 
Boston  —  Sig  Horowitz,  Vermont 

and  New  Hampshire  salesman  at 
20th-Fox,  has  a  new  baby  daughter, 
named  Claire  Anne. 

A  nine-pound,  nine-ounce  son,  Tom 
D.,  was  born  to  Mr.  and  Mrs.  George 
Grippo  Saturday  at  the  Prospect 
Heights  Hospital,  Brooklyn.  Grippo 

is  a  member  of  Columbia's  art  de- 
partment. He  is  the  father  of  one 

other  child,  a  five-year-old  son, George. 

George  Sharf  of  M-G-M's  legal 
department  is  the  father  of  a  seven- 
pounder  named  Fran  Ellen,  born  at 
Doctor's  Hospital. 
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Johnston  to  Study 
German  Pix  Situation 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
they  release  52  features  in  German 
during  the  next  six  months. 

In  connection  with  the  proposals, 
the  distribs.  have  stressed  the  point 
that  they  be  permitted  at  least  to 
take  out  of  Germany  the  cost  of  op- 

erations. However,  the  companies 
have  suggested  remittances  up  to 
$2,000,000  for  a  two-year  period. 

The  MPEA,  it  is  reported,  will 
start  operations  for  one  year  in  Ger- 

many, Japan  and  Korea  on  Sept.  1. 
Johnston,  it  was  also  learned,  is 

scheduled  to  confer  with  the  Spanish 
ambassador  on  his  return  to  Wash- 

ington in  an  effort  to  effect  a  solu- 
tion of  the  Spanish  problem. 

War  Dept.  Drops  Talks 
On  Handling  Pix  in  Germany 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  The  War  Depart- 
ment has  given  up  further  negotia- 

tion with  MPEA,  and  is  now  simply 
awaiting  a  move  from  MPEA  to  in- 

dicate that  the  export  association  is 
still  interested  in  taking  over  the  dis- 

tribution of  American  films  in  Ger- 
many. The  license  for  such  an  op- 
eration has  already  been  issued  by 

the  Treasury,  with  War  Department 
and  Berlin  Military  Government  ap- 

proval— but  thus  far  the  industry 
export  heads  have  refused  to  pro- 

ceed because  of  the  stringent  finan- 
cial terms  accompanying  the  license. 

No  Profit  for  Industry 
As  revealed  earlier  in  this  paper, 

Francis  S.Harmon,  for  MPEA,  notified 
the  War  Department  that  MPEA  is 
not  ready  to  assume  the  distribution 
job  without  some  assurance  that  it 
can  realize  a  profit  from  its  opera- 

tion. The  terms  imposed  provide  for 
no  conversion  of  the  profit  in  reich- 
marks  to  dollars,  and  no  reinvest- 

ment of  those  profits  in  German 
property.  The  result,  in  realistic 
terms,  would  be  no  profit  for  years 
to  come,  if  ever. 

Below  is  the  pertinent  portion  of 
the  cable  sent  the  office  of  Military 
Government  in  Berlin  by  Lt.  Col.  R. 
B.  McRae: 

"On  6  May,  film  industry  presented 

THEATER  DEALS 

IN  CIVVIES 
if  Honorably  Discharged  -fc 

SGT.  CHARLES  RICHARDS,  from  the  Army, 

student  assistant  at  Loew's  Ohio,  Columbus, Ohio. 

MEL  TURNER,  from  the  Army,  booker  at 
M-C-M,  Minneapolis.  Mel  is  the  son  of 

George  Turner,   M-C-M  salesman. 
ROBERT  BEAUBIEN,  from  the  Army,  assistant 

manager,   B  &  K  Admiral,  Chicago. 

JIMMY  COCCIA,  Army,  operator  at  the  Grove, 
lrvington,   N.  J. 

WINSTON  PAQUETTE,  from  the  Marines,  to 

acting  manager,  Welden  Theater,  St.  Al- 
bans, Vt. 

WALTER  ALLEN,  from  the  Navy,  to  cashier, 
Welden  Theater,  St.  Albans,  Vt.,  taking 
over  the  post  his  wife  held  for  him  while 
he  was  in  service. 

Tri-States    Operation   Deal 
Grand  Island,  Neb.  —  William 

Youngclaus,  owner  of  the  Island  The- 
ater here,  who  now  is  spending  six 

months  of  each  year  in  California, 
has  reached  an  arrangement  with 
Tri-States  Theaters  Corp.  whereby 
the  circuit  will  take  over  operation 
(not  ownership)  .of  the  house. 

Acquires  N.  O.  Theater  Site 
New  Orleans — Mrs.  Henry  S.  La- 

zarus purchased  from  the  Barney 
Fertel  estate  the  property  now  occu- 

pied by  the  Center  Theater.  The  site 
nas  been  occupied  by  a  Lazarus  ther 
ater  for  the  past  20  years. 

Union  in  Attleboro  Sold 
Providence,  R.  I. — The  Union  The- 

ater, one  of  two  houses  in  Attleboro, 
Mass.,  was  sold  by  the  Union  The- 

aters, Inc.,  a  Rhode  Island  corpora- 
tion, to  the  Attleboro  Theaters,  Inc., 

a  Massachusetts  corporation,  for 
$130,000.  The  new  corporation 
granted  a  $100,000  mortgage  payable 
in  15  years  to  the  Connecticut  Mu- 

tual Life  Insurance  Co. 

Lease  Saginaw  Senate 
Saginaw,  Mich. — Kenneth  Sproull 

and  Charles  Rogel  have  leased  the 
Senate,  245-seat  house,  from  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  Joseph  Dabek,  who  are  re- 
tiring. 

One  of  These  Four 

Hay  Head  MPTOA 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

be  elected  honorary  president  but 
with  specific  duties  and  with  a  sal- 

ary. A  business  manager  or  execu- 
tive director  also  is  expected  to  be 

named. 
Four  men  are  on  the  probability 

list  for  the  presidency.  They  are  R. 
R.  Biechele  of  Kansas  City,  Morris 
Lowenstein  of  Oklahoma  City,  Lewen 
Pizor  of  Philadelphia  and  Mitchel 
Wolfson  of  Miami. 

Tri-States  MPTO  Conclave 
Set  in  Memphis  June  23-24 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the  local  Hollywood  Theater,  is  presi- 
dent of  the  organization. 

.West  told  The  Film  Daily  that 
a  score  of  outstanding  men  in  the 
film  field  have  been  invited  to  ad- 

dress the  meeting. 
Sunday  night  visitors  will  be  en- 

tertained with  a  barbecue  dinner  at 

the  Variey  Club.  The  business  meet- 
ing will  be  held  Monday  afternoon. 

demand  through  MPEA  that  it  be 
paid  in  U.  S.  dollars  for  American- 
produced  feature  films  and  other 
goods  it  has  been  asked  to  ship  to 
Germany.  Careful  consideration  on 
highest  level  in  War,  State  resulted 
in  stand  that  such  payment  will  not 
be  made.  This  may  result  in  indus- 

try refusing  to  make  its  product 
available  in  time  to  be  of  use  in  first 

quarter.  You  will  be  kept  informed." 
War  Dept.  is  Firm 

No  further.,  information  regarding 
the  industry  attitude  has  been  cabled 
to  Berlin,  it  is  reliably  reported  here 
— with  no  sign  yet  of  any  important 
shaking  in  the  War  Department- 
State  Department  position.  Actual- 

ly, it  is  explained  here  that  the  only 
way  dollars  could  be  made  available 
here  would  be  through  the  War  De- 

partment, which  would  have  to  take 
a  sizable  loss.  The  War  Department 
budget,  it  is  believed,  would  not 
stretch  far  enough  to  permit  this. 

Strike  Over,  Peace  Not 
Won,  Johnston  Told 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

try"    and   that   producer-labor    poli- 
cies are  the  cause. 

The  telegram,  sent  by  a  body 

which  probably  represents  a  major- 
ity of  studio  craft  union  members, 

charges  that  "studio  workers  have 
suffered  a  most  embittering  experi- 

ence in  recent  months."  It  asserts, 
"The  1945  studio  strike  is  over,  but 

the  peace  not  won"  and  claims  "ne- gotiations in  some  cases  have 

dragged  on  more  than  two  years"  as 
a  result  of  producers  assertedly  fa- 

voring industry's  "undemocratic" unions. 

The  record-length  telegram,  after 
asking  Johnston  to  check  its  state- 

ments with  the  rank  and  file  of  lot 

workers,  concludes:  "Then  you,  too, 
will  agree  that  labor-management 
relations  in  this  industry  are  the 
opposite  of  those  you  advocate.  You 
will  understand  why  so  many  of  us 
have  fought  for  our  unions  and  why 
we  will  fight  again  if  necessary.  You 
may  succeed  in  convincing  top  ex- 

ecutives of  this  industry  that  it  is 
time  to  abandon  such  relations,  time 
to  give  honest  consideration  to  the 
problems  of  their  employes,  time  to 
return  to  sane,  orderly  and  efficient 
production  that  would  make  this  an 
enjoyable  industry  to  work  in  again; 
also  a  better  industry  of  which  to  be 

a  part." 

Johnston  in  the  afternoon  huddled 
with  Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  Louis  B. 
Mayer  and  other  M-G-M  heads  at  the 
Culver  City  lot. 

Baird's  Theater  Tele 
Waits  on  Improvements 

London  (By  Cable)— Further  im 
provements  in  Baird's  large-screen theater  television  system  will  be 
made  before,  another  test  of  the 
equipment  is  made.  Pickups  of  the 
week-end  victory  celebrations  were 
cancelled  as  the  results  were  con- 

sidered below  the  required  standard 

French  Producers 
Assail  U.  S.  Pact 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
tition  of  increased  film  imports  fro the  U.  S. 

Pointing  out  the  five-year  backb 
of  American  product,  Frogeries  sa 
it  would  put  French  producers  in  tl 

impossible  position  of  trying  to-  nm 
pete  with  the  best  pictures  (  h  I 
period.  He  also  fears  large  ̂ ca; 
dumping  of  inferior  product  on  tF 
French  distribution  market. 
UFFP  holds  that  the  ratio  of  fihi 

exhibited  should  be  changed  to  sevr 
foreign     pictures     for     every     s| 
French,  instead  of  the  nine  for  foi 
agreed   upon   recently   in   Washin 
ton.    Producers  are  negotiating  wi 
the  government  to  work  out  mea: 
to  enable  French  production  to  su! 
vive. 

Say  French  Producer  Blast 

Skids  Off  MPAA's  Pledge 
The  French  producers'  blast  at  tl Franco-American  film  agreeme:  \ 

brought  the  comment  from  informs 
industry  quarters  here  that  the  Sy: 
dicate  of  French  Film  Produce 
was  off  on  a  tangent. 

It  was  pointed  out  that  during  tl 
conversations  between  Eric  A.  Joh 
ston,  MPAA-MPEA  prexy,  and  Lee 
Blum,  who  headed  the  French  mi 
sion,  the  former  assured  that  tl 
American  companies  voluntari 
would  limit  their  exports  to  Fran 
and  pledged  that  there  would  be  i 
"dumping"  of  U.  S.  pix. 

The  American  distribs.,  it  was  ah 
said,  would  fix  their  own  limits,  ar, 
in  any  event  the  total  number  < 
American  pix  sent  to  France  durin 
the  first  year  would  be  held  to  a  ma: 
imum  of  150. 

UK's  Salford  Will  Make 
Victor  Animatog.  Equip. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
of  British  industrialists,  it  is  ar 
nounced  by  Alexander  F.  Victo: 
president  of  the  American  compam 

(Bell  &  Howell  and  the  J.  Arthu 
Rank  interests  earlier  closed  a  sin: 
ilar  deal.  British  Acoustics  wi 
manufacture  B  &  H  equipment  i Britain.) 

Equipment  will  be  manufacture 
by  Salford  in  Manchester,  from  spe 
cifications  of  the  U.  S.  firm,  wit 
distribution  to  be  handled  by  Victo 
Animatograph  Corp.  (London),  Ltc 

Company's  products  have  been  dis tributed  in  England  for  many  years 
Victor  said,  but  they  have  never  beei 
manufactured  abroad. 

New  arrangement  was  motivate) 
by  heavy  import  duties,  transporta 
tion  difficulties  and  British  Govern 
ment  restrictions  on  the  transfer  o: 

pounds  into  dollars. 

Lillian  Forma  to  MPEA 
Lillian  Forma,  who  was  secretarj 

to  Irving  Maas  at  20th-Fox,  ha: 
joined  him  at  the  MPEA  in  the  sam< capacity. 

_ 
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igewood  Envisioned 
s  Aussie  Hollywood 
Sydney — Returning  from  his  talks 
London  with  J.  Arthur  Rank,  Nor- 
n  Bede  Rydge  stated  that  the 
gewood  Studios,  recently  pur- 
used  by  the  Rank-GUT  interests 
.1  be  equipped  to  become  the  nu- 

Sns^f  the  Australian  film  p
ro- 

industry.  Facilities  of  the 
.dll^Rank  organization  will  be 
tde  available  to  make  possible  pro- 
ction  of  films  equal  to  the  best 
pduced  overseas,  he  said. 
Meanwhile  observers  point  out 
iat  import  duties  on  equipment 
bded  to  modernize  the  plant  may 
rDve  a  stumbling  block,  unless  the 
vernment  is  willing  to  waive  es- 
plished  rates.  Custom  duties  on 
uipment  of  British  origin  is  10 
r  cent,  plus  25  per  cent  sales  tax, 
as  a  10  per  cent  special  war-time 
jry.  Equipment  from  other  sources 
ys  20  per  cent  custom  duty,  in 
dition  to  the  other  taxes. 

. 

aurice  Fleckles  Stricken 
'ist  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
[Hollywood — Maurice  Fleckles,  74, 
'pneer  film  executive,  formerly  as- 
ciated  with  the  late  Carl  Laemmle, 
led  here  last  week  of  a  stroke.  In- 
a-ment  was  in  Home  of  Peace  Cem- 
pry. 

: 

REVIEWS  Of  SHORT  SUBJ6CTS 
"Panama" 

(This  Is  America) 
RKO  Pathe  17  Mins. 

Fascinating  Short 
Here  is  as  fascinating  a  travelogue 

as  the  film  patron  is  likely  to  find  all 
season.  It  is  devoted  entirely  to  our 
Canal  Zone  and  the  enveloping  Re- 

public of  Panama.  Producer  Frederic 
Ullman,  Jr.,  has  covered  the  ground 
(and  the  waterway)  thoroughly. 
Numerous  shots  represent  top  flight 
camera  work  and  careful  thought  of 
subject  matter.  When  this  two- 
reeler  has  run  its  course,  the  on- 

looker feels  that  he  or  she  has  seen 
Panama  more  intensively  than  most 
actually-on-the-spot  tourists-.  Out- 

standing are  the  views  of  ships  pass- 
ing through  cuts,  lakes  and  locks. 

"The   Johnstown    Flood" 
Twentieth-Fox  7  Mins. 

Fact  to  Fiction 

Mighty  Mouse  drinks  an  elixir  of 
Atomic  Energy  and  so  saves  the 
mice  population  of  Johnstown,  Pa., 
whose  valley  is  being  flooded.  He 
stops  the  storm,  gestures  hypnotical- 

ly, and  turns  back  the  rushing  water. 
Natch,  he  is  the  hero,  again  demon- 

strating his  incredible  powers.  Amus- 
ing and  pleasant  transf  erral  of  actual 

fact  to  cartoon  capacity. 

"Bikini— The  Atom  Island" 
M-G-M  10  Mins. 

A  winner! 

This  Carey  Wilson  Special  has 
all  the  earmarks  of  a  winner,  sailing 
through  in  fine  style.  The  footage 
digs  behind  the  headlines  most  of 
us  are  now  familiar  with,  and  brings 
sharply  into  focus  the  167  natives 
who  called  Bikini  home,  and  who 
gave  up  their  island  in  the  interests 
of  a  better  world.  At  times,  the  nar- 

ration seems  pseudo-solicitous,  but 
the  subject  matter  and  picturization 
will  adequately  carry  it. 

"Tenderfoot   Trail" 
(Sportscope) 

RKO  Pathe  8  Mins. 

It's  a  "Natural" 
With  vacationing  and  travel,  large- 
ly throttled  over  the  war  years,  now 

a  forefront  topic  on  the  agenda  of 

John  Q.  Public,  this  short  is  a  "nat- 
ural" for  theater  screens.  It  shows 

the  advantages  offered  to  the  ten- 
derfoot patrons  of  the  Flying  V 

Ranch  near  Tucson,  Ariz.  There, 
horseback  riding  in  settings  of  scenic 
splendor  is  the  thing,  along  with 
such  accessory  diversion  as  roping, 
trick  riding,  et  al.  It  is  the  sort  of 
film  that  will  make  city  folks  itchy 
to  get  into  the  great  open  spaces. 

Egypt  Studios  Boom; 
Make  5  Pix  Weekly 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Egyptian  motion  pic- 
ture production  is  booming  as  never 

before,  averaging  five  films  per  week, 
it  is  reported  by  four  Egyptian 

journalist  touring  the  country  un- 
der State  Dept.  sponsorship.  In  the 

first  of  a  series  of  studio  visits,  group 
revealed  that  films  are  spoken  in 
Arabic  for  distribution  in  Palestine, 
the  Sudan,  Syria,  North  Africa  and 
Iraq.  Dubbed  into  Turkish,  they 
are  also  shown  in  Turkey. 
Touring  journalists  include  Galal 

el  Hamamsi,  managing  editor  of  Al 
Kotla;  Nagib  Canaan,  foreign  editor 
of  Al  Ahram;  Fahmy  Samaha,  vice- 
president  of  Al  Musswar,  and  Abdel 
Kader  Hamza,  associate  editor  of Al  Balagh. 

Frank  Case  Rites  Today 
Funeral  services  for  Frank  Case, 

76,  owner  of  the  Algonquin  Hotel, 
host  to  the  literati  and  friend  of 
many  outstanding  personalities  in 
show  business,  will  be  held  at  noon 
today  in  the  Little  Church  Around 
The  Corner.  Case,  who  authored 
two  books  on  the  trials  and  pleasures 

of  his  trade,  died  Friday  in  Doctor's 
Hospital  after  a  three-months'  ill- 
ness. 

BECAUSE  IT  HAS  EVERYTHING,  EVERY  BOXOFFICE  WILL  ACCLAIM  IT! 

i 

i 

20th  CENTURY-FOX  SPECTACLE! 
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Kuykendall  Airs  Own 
Views  On  MPTOA  Mai 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
any  organization  that  ruled  out  trade 

practices  in  its  by-laws.  He  appeared 
to  question  the  domination  of  ATA 
by  independent  exhibitors,  asserting 

that  "all  of  us  know  that  Mr.  Fabian 

(president)  is  a  Paramount  partner," 
but  adding  that  his  relationship  with 
Fabian  on  WAC  always  had  been 
pleasant. 

(R.  B.  Wilby  replied  later  to  Fa- 

bian's relationship  with  Paramount 
by  pointing  out  that  while  he  may 
be  a  Paramount  partner  in  one  situ- 

ation, he  was  in  opposition  to  Para- 
mount in  another.) 

Working  for  Same  Objectives 
Kuykendall  said  that  MPTOA  had 

been  working  and  was  continuing 
to  work  for  the  same  "high  objec- 

tives as  discussed  by  ATA."  He  said 
that  exhibitors  generally  insisted 
they  could  not  support  ATA  because 
it  was  not  an  exhibitor  organization. 
He  said  exhibitors  contended  that 
ATA  was  financed  and  sponsored  by 
producer-distributor  interests  and 
that  the  first  $25,000  came  from 
those  interests. —He  said  he  had  been 
informed  by  exhibitors  that  the  mini- 

mum budget  of  $150,000  a  year 
would  be  used  to  pay  excessive  sal- 

aries to  some.  Kuykendall  said  he 
had  tried  to  be  fair  in  enumerating 
the  objections  to  ATA  but  that  what 
he  had  said  were  exhibitor  opinions. 
Kuykendall  said  he  didn't  want 

to  guess  what  the  future  status  of 
the  affiliated  theaters  with  the 
MPTOA  might  be,  but  that  there  had 
not  been  one  resignation  of  affili- 

ated theaters  as  had  been  predicted. 
He  said  the  affiliates  had  paid  their 
dues  and  were  still  members  of 
MPTOA. 

Praises  CIEA's  Functions 
The  CIEA  and  its  functions  were 

praised  by  Kuykendall.  He  said  its 
fundamental  objectives  were  en- 

dorsed by  him,  but  that  "its  real 
attainments  are  still  fraught  with 
uncertainty."  He  also  said  the 
thought  behind  the  movement  was 

"fraught  with  many  possibilities" 
and  that  if  properly  handled  could 
do  much. 

Kuykendall  also  discussed  divorce- 
ment which,  he  said,  would  not  bene- 

fit the  independent  exhibitor.  He  said 
16    mm.    competition   was    an    ever- 

CHARTERER 
MAYFAIR  PICTURES  CORP.,  New  York  City, 

capital,  $20,000  in  $100  shares,  three  shares 
subscribed,  to  produce  motion  pictures,  the- 

atrical business,  etc.  Incorporated  in  New  York. 
By  Muriel  R.  Miller,  Bertram  Miller,  Fay  Miller, 
George  Richfield. 

PRIZED  CONTINENTAL  FILMS  CORP.,  New 
York  City,  produce  motion  pictures,  plays,  etc. 
Capital,  $500  in  $5  shares,  three  shares  sub- 

scribed. Incorporated  in  New  York  by  Frances 
Silverman,  Tobia  Herman,  Rhea  Green,  A.  Walter 
Socolow,   attorney,   500   Fifth  Avenut. 

Holly  wood- Vine  Yard 
.By  RALPH  WILK. 

West   Coast  Bureau   of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

HOLLYWOOD 

I^AY'S   news  digest:   With   building  materials   too  short   for   the   elaborate 

exteriors  needed  for  "That  Girl   From   Memphis,"   RKO1  is  switching  its 

production   plans  on   the   pic   and   "A  Time   to'  Kill"  with   the   latter   taking 
shooting    precedence   Both    are    Henry    Fonda    starrers   Benedict 

Bogeaus  and  Burgess  Meredith  will  be  associated  again  in  the  production  of 

"A  Miracle  Can  Happen"   United  States  Pictures  has  signed   Raymond 

Massey  and  Judith  Anderson  to  appear  with  Teresa  Wright  and  Fred  Mac- 

Murray  in  "Pursued"   Hal  Wallis  is  loaning  Lizbeth  Scott  to  Columbia 

to  co-star  with  Humphrey  Bogart  in  "Dead  Reckoning"   The  Bob  Hope- 

Dorothy  Lamour  pic,  "The  Private  Eye,"  has  been  retitled  "My  Favorite  Bru- 

nette"  Al  Lewin  is  projecting  an  entire  cycle  of  De  Maupassant's  works 

for  the  screen   Barbara  Stanwyck  will  star  in  "The  Love  Story  of  Sarah 

Q"  by  Christopher  Isherwood,  British   novelist,  for  Enterprise   20th-Fox 

will   co-star  Linda   Darnell    in   "I   Wonder   Who's   Kissing   Her   Now"   
William  Strobach   has  been   named   production   manager  on   all   Golden  Gate 

Productions   "Bringing   Up    Father,"    first    of    two    films    based    on    the 

cartoon  strip,  goes  before   the   Monogram  cameras  on   the    19th   20th- 

Fox  has  signed  David  Raksin  to  a  year's  contract  as  composer,  lyricist,  ar- 

ranger and  orchestra  conductor   Republic  will  make  six  musical  west- 

erns starring  Monte  Hale  and  Adrian   Booth  for  next  season's  release   
Pathe  Industries  will  spend  $968,000  to  improve  the  PRC  studios. 

Schine  Asks  Stay  Pending 
Appeal  to  Supreme  Court 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

solution,    realignment,    or   reorgani- zation of  the  circuit. 
This  latest  move  by  Schine  was 

disclosed  yesterday  with  the  filing 
of  a  notice  in  Federal  Court  by 
Schine  Attorney  Willard  S.  McKay. 
The  motion  for  a  stay  will  be  made 
June  17. 

growing  problem  and  would  be  the 
source  of  still  greater  annoyance. 
He  also  criticized  theater  collections. 

Without  mentioning  the  name  of 
Ted  R.  Gamble,  Kuykendall  indicated 
that  the  present  ATA  board  chair- 

man had  said  that  if  Allied  and 
MPTOA  had  not  been  fighting  each 
other,  the  Federal  admission  tax 
would  have  been  lower.  Kuykendall 
said  the  person  referred  to  had 
"fought  to  have  the  tax  bill  made  30 
per  cent."  Wilby  later  denied  the 
allegation. 
More  Fairness,  Less  Discrimination 

Kuykendall  said  the  attitude  of  the 
producer-distrbiutor  toward  the  av- 

erage exhibitor  would  benefit  every- 
body if  more  fairness  and  less  dis- 

crimination prevailed.  "We  as  ex- 
hibitors must  openly  assume  our 

rightful  obligations  and  at  the  same 
time  insist  upon  those  on  the  other 

side  doing  the  same  thing,"  he  said, 
and  added,  "I  again  repeat — we  need each  other. 

"I  know  of  no  other  business  in  the 
world  that  has  made  the  success  out 

of  so  many  dumbbells  as  has  the  mo- 
tion picture  industry,"  Kuykendall 

said,  "but  I  forecast  that  the  time 
is  fast  approaching  when  the  av- 

erage independent  exhibitor  will 
have  a  bigger  say  so  in  our  affairs, 
if  the  exhibitor  stays  fair-minded 
and  does  not  allow  his  personal  ob- 

jectives to  rule  his  judgment." 

Seamen  Strike  Will  Disrupt 
Shipping  Our  Pix  Abroad 

(Continued  from  Page  ]) 

sands  of  dollars  of  product  would  be 
affected  by  a  shipping  strike.  In- 

dustry leaders  prepared  to  confer 
with  Government  officials  in  an  at- 

tempt to  clarify  the  situation. 
Although  air  lines  could  be  used 

to  some  extent,  the  transportation 
job  would  be  too  immense  for  ex- 

clusive air  use — even  if  the  space 
could  be  found. 
A  survey  is  expected  to  be  made 

of  foreign  shipping  available  which 
could  carry  the  pix  overseas.  Even 
here,  however,  difficulties  loomed, 
since  the  unions  have  threatened  to 
strike  against  foreign-flag  ships 
owned  by  this  country. 

Fine  Miami  Operator  $500 
On  Indecent  Pic  Charge 

Reported  as  the  first  conviction  for 
the  showing  of  indecent  films  in  a 
licensed  theater  in  the  history  of 
New  York  City,  the  Benniir  Amuse- 

ment Corp.,  operator  of  the  Miami 
theater  at  Sixth  Ave.  and  47th  St., 
was  fined  a  maximum  penalty  of 
$500  in  Manhattan  Special  Sessions 
Court. 

Benjamin  Brodie,  president  of  the 
corporation;  was  also  -  held  for  trial 
on  Sept.  23,  on  personal  responsibil- 

ity.   '     '. In  a  statement  issued  following 
the  trial,  License  Commissioner  Ben- 

jamin Fielding,  who  suspended  the 
theater's  license,  on  May  15  for  the 
showing  of  an  uncensored  print  of 
"Guilty  Parents,"  401  feet  of  which 
had  been  termed  "objectionable 
parts"  by  the  State  Board  of  Edu- 

cation, declared  "obscene  motion  pic- 
tures in  New  York  City  simply  can- 

not exist." 

Urges  Mexico,  Spain 

Co-op  vs.  U.  S.  Pix 
Mexico  City  (By  Air  Mail)— M^ 

uel   Pereyra,   Mexican   engineer  ai 
director-producer  who  spent  a  nu 
ber  of  years  developing  the  Span 
industry,  says  the  Mexican  industr. 

future  for  expanded  markets' "  s close  co-operation  with  Spain        :i 
ture    the    large    Spanish    langua 
markets  from  Hollywood. 

Pereyra  declared  the  Mexican  4 
dustry  should  stop  making  its  filr 
for  local  interest  only,  because  Mt 
ico  represents  only  one-fifth  of  t) 
Spanish  language  market. 

'  If   Mexico   and   Spain   would 

operate  to  turn  out  superior  prodi'; tions  the  two  countries  could  favc 

ably  compete  with  Hollywood's  ma 
production,"  Pereyra  asserted. 
"Mexican  nationalism,   so   evide' 

in     present     Mexican     productioil 
should  be  diverted  to  making  films  I 
international  interest  by  integratii 
the  Mexican  personality  and  cultu 
into  films  that  would  attract  Nor 
American,    European,    and    Centr 

and    South   American   interests,"  ].] added. 

In  1931  Pereyra  founded  Madric 
first  sound  studios  and  directed  the , 
until  1939,  when  he  founded  MadridJ 
modern  Chamartin  studios,  where  1* 
produced  "Goyescas,"  "Eugenia  </ 
Montijo"  and  "La  Aldea  Maldita."] 

Clarence  Derwent  Elected 
New  Head  of  Actors  Equit 

Clarence  Derwent  on  Friday  ws 
elected  president  of  Actors  Equit 
to  succeed  Bert  Lytell.  Others  electe 
were  Augustin  Duncan,  first  vici 
president;  Cornelia  Otis  Skinne 
second  vice-president;  Dudley  Dig 
ges,  third  vice-president;  Williai 
Harrinan,  fourth  vice-presideni 
Paul  Dullzell,  treasurer;  John  Bea 
recording  secretary. 

Named  to  the  council  for  five  year 
were  John  Alexander,  Anne  Bun 
Mady  Christians,  Warren  Colemar 
Alan  Hewitt,  Myron  McCormicl 
Carol  Stone,  Richard  Taber,  Edn. 
Thomas  and  Margaret  Webstei 
Philip  Bourneuf  was  chosen  to  re 
place  the  late  Philip  Merivale  on  tb 
council  for  three  years. 

NEW  POSTS 

HERBERT  BERMAN,  Columbia  salesman,  De: 

Moines. 
STANLEY  SMITH,  fan  magazine  editor,  Ak>> 

Evelove's  studio  publicity  department,  War- 
ner Bros.,   Burbank,  Cal. 

CORDON  CAMPBELL,  RKO  booker,  Cleveland. 

LOUIS  J.  AURELIO,  Paramount  salesman,  Los 

Angeles. 
RALPH  ERMILLO,  manager,  Biltmore,  Chicago. 

ROBERT  MARHENKE,  salesman,  Equity  Films, 
Baltimore,   Md. 

ROBERT  SIEGEL,    RKO  salesman,    New   Haven. 

ED  FITZGERALD,  Paramount  salesman.  Maine 
district. 

- 
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6.  S.  LOSES  DIVORCEMENT  PLEA 
— — — —  —   . ,    — _   

MPTOA  is  Neutral  on  ATA;  Blasts  Checkers 
7o  Name  Committee  of 
\iree  to  Seek  Agreement 
Dn  Checking  Methods 

By  AL  STEEN 
Associate  Editor,  FILM  DAILY 
Columbus,  Miss.— The  MPTOA  ap- 

arently   intends  to  take   a  neutral 
tand  on  the  American  Theaters  As- 

( Continued  on  Page  5) 

lame  Bolle  20th-Fox 
Manager  for  Britain 
Designation  of  Otto  W.  Bolle  as 

nanaging  director  for  Great  Britain, 
succeeding  Francis  L.  Harley,  was 
•made  known  yes- 

terday by  Mur- 
r  a  y  Silverstone, 
president  of  20th- 
Fox  Internation- 

al -  Inter  -  America 
Corps.  Currently 
Bolle  is  20th- 
Fox's  supervisor 
■of  Australia, 
South  Africa  and 
the  Far  East. 
Last  week  Harley 
was  transferred 
to  fill  the  new 
post  of  managing 
director  for  the 
whole  of  the  con- 

tinent of  Europe, 
the  Middle  East  and  Africa 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

OTTO  W 

Greater  N.  Y.  Fund 
Gifts  Reach  $58,950 

Industry's  Greater  New  York  Fund 
campaign  committee,  headed  by  Spy- 
ros  P.  Skouras,  20th-Fox  prexy,  has 

already  obtained  contributions  total- 
ling $58,950,  or  75  per  cent  of  its 

$78,600  quota,  leading  Skouras  yes- 
terday to  predict  that  the  industry 

would  go  oyer  quota.  GNYF  this 

year  is  aiming  for  25  per  cent  in- 
creases all  along  the  iine  to  meet 

the  greater  needs  of  the  415  hos- 
pitals, health  and  welfare  agencies 

which  receive  allocations.  GNYF  goal 

this  year  is  $5,900,000. 

NEXT  STOP 

BIKINI 

Jack  Alicoate  is  on  his 

way  to  Bikini  Atoll  to 

cover  "Operations  Cross- 
roads," especially  in  rela- 

tion to  Motion  Pictures, 
Television  and  Radio  for 
the  readers  of 

THE  FILM  DAILY 

Schwartz  Advances 
Meakin  and  Clark 

Promotion  of  Hardie  Meakin  from 
assistant  division  manager  of  the 
Cincy-Dayton  division  to  division 
manager  of  the  Trenton-New  Bruns- 

wick-Washington group  of  RKO 
Theaters  was  announced  yesterday 
by  Sol  A.  Schwartz,  general  man- 

ager of  the  circuit. 
Schwartz  at  the  same  time  moved 

up  William  Clark,  manager  of  Keith's in  Dayton,  as  assistant  to  Arthur 
Frudenfeld,  Cincinnati  division  man- 

ager. Goodwin  Sable  advances  from 

the  Colonial,  Dayton,  to  the  Keith's. The  RKO  New  York  Metropolitan 
theaters  have  been  set  up  into  seven 
divisions   under   Charles   B.   McDon- 

( Continued  on  Page  5) 

Equity  Suit  Decision  Calls  for  End  of  Price-Fixing, 
Non-Competitive  Granting  of  Runs,  Clearance;  Death 
of  Pooling  and  the  Limitation  of  Blind-Selling 

Divorcement  of  theaters  from  producer-distributors  was  de- 
nied yesterday  in  the  decision  of  Federal  Judges  Augustus  N. 

Hand,  Henry  W.  Goddard  and  John  Bright  in  the  Government's New  York  equity  suit  action  against 
the  major  distributors. 

Holding  that  the  ownership  of  the- 
aters by  producer-distributors  is  not 

Elect  Wehrenberg 
President  of  MPTOA 

Columbus,  Miss.  —  Fred  Wehren- 
berg of  St.  Louis  yesterday  was 

elected  president  of  the  MPTOA  by 
the  board  of  di- 

rectors in  session 
here.  Ed  Kuy- 
kendall,  retiring 

president,  was 
elected  president 
emeritus.  J.  J. 
O'Leary  of  Scran- 
ton  was  elected 

treasurer,  suc- 
ceeding Walter 

Vincent  of  New 
York.  Morris 
Lowenstein  was 
re-elected  secre- 

tary. Lewen  Pizor 
of  Philadelphia 

was  elected  chair- man of  the  board, 
replacing  Wehrenberg. 

Vice-presidents  re-elected  were 
Frank  C.  Walker  of  Scranton,  M.  A. 

Lightman  of  Memphis,  Mitchel  Wolf- 
son  of  Miami  and  E.  C.  Beatty  of 
Detroit.  All  were  elected  for  one 

year  terms. 

For  full  text  of  the  decree  em- 
bodied in  the  opinion  handed  down 

yesterday  in  the  New  York  equity 
suit,  turn  to  Pages  8  and  9. 

the  root  of  the  difficulties,  the  Statu- 
tory Court  denied  a  principal  D  of  J 

plea  that  major  defendants  should  be 
(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Equity  Suit  Opinion 
Bombshell  to  MPTOA 

FRED  WEHRENBERC 

Columbus,   Miss.  — ■  News   of  the 
court's    opinion    in    the    equity    suit 
came  as  a  bombshell  to  the  MPTOA 
directors    meeting    here    yesterday. 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

RKO  Re-elects  Officers, 

Reoch,  Ass't  Treasurer 

New  Era  for  Our  Pix  in  France 
Milliken  Says  French  Will  Demand  U.S.  Films 

Jacoby  on  UA's  Board; Elect  Officers  Tomorrow 

Herbert  P.  Jacoby  was  elected  a 
director  of  United  Artists  at  the  an- 

nual stockholders'  meeting  yesterday, 
replacing  Sidney  Chaplin  as  one  of 
Charles  Chaplin's  directors.  Other 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Washington    Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Predicting  a  new  era 
in  U.  S. -French  pix  relations,  Carl 
E.  Milliken,  head  of  MPAA's  inter- national division,  yesterday  brushed 
off  French  criticism  of  the  recently- 
signed  film  agreement  as  coming 
from  "war-born"  French  producers 
and  left-wing  elements.  He  said  the 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

All  officers  of  RKO  Corp.  were  re- 
elected  yesterday    at   the   board    of 

directors'  first  meeting  following  the 
(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Sell  14  Capacity  by 

Yearly  Subscription 

Walter  Reade's  Park  Ave.  Thea- 
ter has  sold  25  per  cent  of  the  the- 

ater on  its  yearly  subscription  basis 
without  solicitation,  Walter  Reade, 

Jr.,  told  THE  FILM  DAILY  yester- 
day. A  sales  campaign  to  cover  the 

balance  of  the  house  will  start  next 
week.  The  theater,  scheduled  to 

open  about  Sept.  15,  will  maintain 
a  single  feature  policy  of  selective 

product,  with  two  changes  per  week. 
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Machinist  Local  1185 
Asks  Action  on  Ultimatum 

FINANCIAL 
(Tues.,  June  11) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK   MARKET 

Am.    Seat   
Bell  b  Howell  .  .  . 
Columbia  Picts.  .  . 
Columbia   Picts.   pfd 
East.    Kodak      

Cen.    Prec.    Eq   

Loew's,    Inc.    .  .•   
Paramount        
RKO        
Republic    Picts   

■Republic  Picts.  pfd.. 
20th  Century-Fox  .  .  . 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd. 
Universal    Pict   

Universal   Picts.   pfd.. 
Warner  Bros   

NEW  YORK 

Monogram  Picts.  .  .  . 
Radio-Keith    cvs.     .  . . 
Sonotone  Corp   
Technicolor        
Trans-Lux         

High  Low  C'ose 

293/8  29  29 
31  Vi  31  y2  3U/2 

32i/4  32  32 
101  100  100 
253  253  253 

35V2  35i/2  351/2 
37  36i/2  36l/2 
743/g  73%  73% 
243/s  23%  23% 
137/8  131/4  133/g 
17%  171/4  171/2 
573/4  571/4  541/4 
71%  68 14  68 1/4 
453/4  45%  451/s 
99  99  99 

47%  451/2  453/4 
CURB    MARKET 

9  85/8  85/8 
103/8  10  10 
5  5  5 
23%  231/4  23% 
63/4  63/4  63/4 

Net Chg. 

—  % 
—  1% 

+  Va 

—  % 

+  1 

—  U/4 —  V2 —  % —  % 
—  Vi —  % 

—  33/8 
—  31/4 —  Vs 

W est  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — A  special  meeting  of 
the  producers  was  called  yesterday 
afternoon  to  act  upon  an  ultimatum 
which  was  served  on  them  late  Mon- 

day night  by  Machinist  Local  1185. 
The  union  called  upon  the  producers 
to  abide  by  the  American  Federation 
of  Labor  directive  of  Dec.  16,  1945 — 
the  strike  settlement  directive  which 

gives  all  machinists  j'obs  at  the  stu- dios who  are  members  of  1185. 
The  telegram  demands  immediate 

negotiating  and  unless  an  immediate 
reply  is  received  from  the  producers, 
the  unions  threaten  to  take  appro- 

priate action. 

Cinecolor  to  Increase 
Shares,  Board  Members 

Sam  Kurson  to  Fight 
Clearance  Row  Award 

— 

1% 

— % 
% 

+ % 

Boston — Arbitration  award  in  the 
clearance  dispute  filed  by  Samuel 
Kurson  for  his  Regal  Theater, 
Franklin,  N.  H.,  will  be  appealed  by 
Kurson,  according  to  notice  filed 
with  the  local  tribunal.  Arbitration 
set  clearance  of  the  Capital,  Con- 

cord, at  14  days  over  the  Regal,  but 
specified  no-  clearance  on  pictures 
which  the  Capital  fails  to  play  with- 

in 28  days  of  availability.  Colonial 
Theater,  Laconia,  would  have  no 
clearance  over  the  Regal  with  respect 
to  pictures  to  which  the  Regal  is  sug- 
ject  to  clearance  by  the  Capital. 

British  Newsreels  Ignore 
Labor  Party  Conference 

London  (By  Cable)  —  Failure  of 
the  newsreels  to  assign  cameramen 

to  cover  the  Labor  Party's  Confer- 
ence at  Bournemouth  yesterday 

caused  George  Elvin,  secretary  of 
the  Association  of  Cinema  Techni- 

cians, to  voice  a  complaint. 
Elvin  pointed  out  that  while  the 

newsreels  were  missing,  the  March 
of  Time  cameramen  were  on  the 
scene. 

Chapman  Dies  in  Crash 
Starke,  Fla. — Elmo  Chapman,  24, 

Starke  Theater  owner,  was  killed  in 
a  plane  crash  at  Daytona  Beach. 
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PRC  Promotes  Milner 
To  District  Manager 

A  promotion  to  district  manager 
in  charge  of  the  Dallas-Oklahoma 
City  territory  has  been  won  by  Sam 
Milner,  currently  PRC  exchange 
manager  in  the  former  city. 

Vic  Shapiro  in  Town 
Vic  Shapiro  is  in  town  from  the 

Coast  for  conferences  on  the  exploi- 
tation of  Magnograph,  Inc.,  special- 

izing in  multiple-line  magnetic  re- 
cording on  steel  tape.  He  expects  to 

return  to  Hollywood  on  June  25. 

Loew's  Dividend  on  lune  29 
Directors  of  Loew's,  Inc.,  on  Mon- 

day declared  a  quarterly  dividend 
of  37%  cents  per  share  on  the  com- 

pany's common  stock  payable  June 29  to  stockholders  of  record  June  18. 

Hollywood  —  With  Vice-President 
Alan  Gundelfinger  acting  as  chair- 

man at  Cinecolor's  annual  stock- 

holders' meeting,  a  motion  ~ko  increase the  amount  of  stock  from  750,000 
shares  at  $1  par  value  to  1,000,000 
shares  at  $1  par  value,  was  received 
and  passed  by  a  large  majority. 

Also  passed  was  a  motion  author- 
izing increase  of  members  on  the 

board  of  directors  from  five  to  seven. 
Guldelfinger,  William  Loss,  W.  T. 
Crespinel,  Graham  Sterling,  Jr.,  and 
A.  Pam  Blumenthal,  all  members  of 

last  year's  board,  were  re-elected, 
and  Joseph  J.  Rathert,  representing 
Middlewestern  interests,  being 
chosen  for  the  sixth  post  on  the 
board.  It  was  decided  to  leave  the 

remaining  director's  post  temporari- 
ly vacant. 
Loss,  vice-president  and  general 

manager  of  Cinecolor,  outlined  next 

year's  program  and  also  revealed 
that  the  company  expects  to  process 
approximately  100,000,000  feet  of 
film  by  1947. 

Tele  Equip,  to  Feature 
Electronics  Exposition 

Exhibits  of  television  equipment 
are  expected  to  be  a  major  factor  in 
the  Electronic  and  Television  Expo- 

sition set  for  Grand  Central  Palace, 
October  14-19,  it  was  revealed  yes- 

terday by  Electronic  Exhibitors, 

sponsor  of  the  show.  Exhibit's  pur- pose, according  to  Harry  G.  Cisin 
and  Vladimir  M.  Eitingon,  managers 
of  Electronic  Exhibitors,  is  to  show 
the  public  wartime  advances  in  elec- 

tronics and  how  they  have  been  har- 
nessed to  peacetime  uses. 

Show  will  be  designed  under  three 
broad  categories:  communications, 
broadcasting  and  industrial  applica- 

tions, with  the  broadcasting  sections 
subdivided  to  cover  AM  and  FM  ra- 

dio, television  and  facsimile. 

COMING  and  GOING 

SPG  Com.  Authorized 
To  Act  on  New  Contract 

_  Authorization  to  adopt  "such  ac- tion as  it  deems  necessary  to  effect 
an  immediate  meeting  with  the  com- 

panies" was  given  the  Screen  Pub- 
licists Guild's  negotiating  committee 

yesterday  at  emergency  meetings 
held  by  union  units  in  all  home  offices 
in  an  effort  to  speed  up  negotiations 
for  new  agreements. 

The  negotiating  committee  of  the 
union  will  recommend  action  to  be 
taken  at  a  general  membership  meet- 

ing at  the  Hotel  Piccadilly  tomorrow. 

Arthur  Tcttzlaff  Resigns 
Chicago  —  Arthur  Tatzlaff,  office 

manager  of  the  Warner  exchange 
here  for  25  years,  has  resigned. 

The  screen  Office  and  Professional 
Employes  Guild,  CIO,  has  been 
selected  as  collective  bargaining 
agent  by  white  collars  at  the  Para- 

mount Laboratory. 

POSITION  DESIRED 

Ex-Air  Corps  Officer — 10  years  motion 

picture  experience.  Thorough  knowledge  of 

motion  picture  equipment  design.  Write 

Box   16 — 
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1501    Broadway,  New  York  18,   N.  Y. 

ROBERT   WOLFF,  »RKO    managing    director 
the    United    Kingdom,    left    New    York   yesterd; 
for  Hollywood,  via  Constellation. 

SAM     ECKMAN,     JR.,    managing     director    <| 
M-C-M     Pictures,     Ltd.,     of     England,    has    rt 
turned    East   from   a    vacation    in    Palm    Spring 

Calif.  He's  due  to  go  back  to  England  after  rw weeks  of  home  office  conferences.        ifIn-1 

JULES     LAPIDUS,     Warners'     Eastern  _      isio sales   manager,   was   in   Philadelphia   yesterday. 

HOWARD   STRICKLINC,    M-C-M    studio   pub 
licity    head,    has    delayed    his    arrival    from    th 
Coast  until  the  end  of  the  month. 

EARLE     SWEICERT,     Paramount     mid-Easter 
division    sales    manager,    leaves    New    York    to] 

morrow   for   the    company's    Philadelphia,    Wash 
ington  and  Pittsburgh  branches. 

JAMES  J.  DONOHUE,  Central  division  sale  J 
manager  for  Paramount,  left  New  York  yes 
terday  for  a  tour  of  the  Dallas,  Oklahoma  Cit) 
Memphis,   and    Indianapolis   branch  offices. 

DORE  SCHARY,  RKO  Radio  producer,  left  ye> 
terday  for  Hollywood. 

CHARLES  LEVY,  Eastern  director  for  Wal  \ 
Disney,    leaves  for   Hollywood   today. 

MOREY  GOLDSTEIN,  Monogram's  general  sale 
manager,    left    here    yesterday    for    Boston   on 
brief  business  trip. 

PHILIP  FRIEND,  English  player  under  con 
tract  to  David  0.  Selznick,  has  departed  fo 
the  Coast. 

JENIA  REISSAR,  David  O.  Selznick's  Londoi representative,  has  arrived  from  England  e 
route  to  Hollywood. 

LUCILLE  BALL,  M-C-M  star,  accompanied  b' 

TOM  ROGERS,  of  the  company's  home  offio 
publicity  department,  are  due  to  return  Frida; 
from  upstate  Jamestown,  home  town  of  Mis 

Ball. 
MORTON  KATZ,  M-C-M  salesman,  has  re 

turned  to  New  Haven  after  a  brief  visit  here,  i 

EVERETT  CALLOW,  Philadelphia  zone  adver- 
tising and  publicity  head  for  Warner  circuit 

and  GEORGE  FISHMAN,  field  rep.  in  that  are: 
for  the  distribution  department,  were  in  New 
York  yesterday. 

REX  HARRISON,  English  actor  who  recentl) 

completed  work  in  "Anna  and  the  King  ol 
Siam,"  arrived  here  yesterday  from  the  Wesi 

Coast. 
CAREY  WILSON  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria 

from   the  M-C-M  studios. 
ANN  RICHARDS  is  flying  from  Frisco  by 

Australian  National  Airways  plane  to  Sydney 
on  her  first  trip  home  in  more  than  four  years 

W.  F.  KRUSE,  of  Bell  &  Howell;  BERT  WIL- 
LOUCHBY,  of  Ideal  Films,  and  DON  WHITE, 
secretary  of  NAVEA,  will  attend  the  White 
House  film  conference  in  Washington  tomorrow. 

LAURA  WELLS  and  NANCY  HARTUNG,  Pow- 
ers' models,  will  tour  keys  for  UA  in  behalf 

of  "Caesar  and  Cleopatra,"  the  former  going  to 
Syracuse  on  Monday,  the  latter  to  Baltimore  the 
same  day. 

MANNY  REINER,  South  American  manager 

for  Vanguard  Films,  Inc.,  has  arrived  in  Mexico 
City  by  plane  from  Hollywood. 

JOHN  O'HARA  will  arrive  in  Hollywood  next 
Monday. 

ARTHUR  PINCUS,  of  Loew's  International 
publicity  department  arrived  on  the  Coast  yes- 

terday for  a  one-week  visit  to  the  M-C-M 
studios  with  several  Latin-American  managers, 
and  will  return  here  Monday. 

NORMAN  ELSON,  vice-president  of  Trans- 
Lux  Corp.,  left  for  Philadelphia  and  Washing- 

ton yesterday  and   return   here   tomorrow. 

RUBY  FOUNTAIN,  secretary  to  David  O.  Selz- 
nick,   has   gone   back  to   the   Coast. 

JOE  ROBERTS,  Eastern  publicity  manager  of 
Vanguard  Films,  is  on  a  two-week  vacation. 
LIZABETH  SCOTT  arrived  in  London  by  clipper 

yesterday. 

SAM  KATZ,  M-C-M  exec,  and  his  wife  are Chicago  visitors. 

TERRY  TURNER,  RKO  theater .  exec,  is  in 
Chicago. 

BARBARA  HALE  of  RKO,  and  BILL  WILLIAMS 
are  in  Chicago  preparatory  to  their  marriage in   Rockford,   III.  on  June  22. 

SITUATION  WANTED 
Veteran,  married,  10  years  theatre  manager 
and  distribution  experience,  energetic, 
conscientious,  seeks  position  with  good 

opportunity.  New  York  .  City  area  de- 
sired.     Box  41 
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Name  Bolle  20th-Fox 
Manager  for  Britain 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

South  as  the  Equator*.    Bolle's  head- 
quarters will  be  in  London. 

Bolle's  new  appointment  carries 
with  it  the  managing-  directorship 
of  British  Movietonews,  Ltd. 

In  August,  Bolle  will  round  out  10 
years  with  the  company.  His  first 
assignment  was  in  South  Africa, 

where  he  opened  20th's  branch  office 
in  Johannesburg.  Later  he  became 
home  office  representative  for  Aus- 

tralia, New  Zealand  and  South  Af- 
rica, operating  from  Sydney.  He  is 

presently  at  the  home  office,  having 
arrived  here  from  Sydney  the  latter 
part  of  May. 

Jacoby  on  UA's  Board; Elect  Officers  Tomorrow 

•  (Continued  from  Page  1) 

eight   directors    were   re-elected,    as 
follows: 

Representing  Chaplin:  Rex  Ben- 
nant  and  E.  Claude  Mills;  represent- 

ing Mary  Pickford:  Edwin  C.  Raf- 
tery,  Franklin  Cole  and  Isaac  A. 
Pennypacker;  representing  Van- 

guard (David  O.  Selznick):  Neil 
Agnew,  Milton  A.  Kramer  and  Leon- 

ard R.  Case. 

Board  will  meet  tomorrow  at  the 
home  office  to  elect  officers  with  the 

re-designation  of  Edward  C.  Raftery 
as  president  indicated.  Proxy  voters 

at  yesterday's  meeting  were  Charles 
Schwartz  for  Chaplin;  Kramer  for 
Vanguard,  and  Pennypacker  for  Miss 
Pickford. 

RKO  Re-elects  Officers, 
Reoch,  Ass't  Treasurer 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

annual  stockholders'  meeting.    Only 
change  in  the  setup  was  the  election 
of  A.  E.  Reoch  as  an  assistant  treas- 
urer. 

Officers  comprise:  Floyd  B.  Odium, 

chairman  of  the  board;  Ned  E.  De- 
pinet,  vice-chairman  and  executive 
vice-president;  N.  Peter  Rathvon, 
president;  John.M.  Whitaker,  vice- 
president;  Gordon  E.  Youngman, 
vice-president  and  general  counsel; 
Malcolm  Kingsberg,  vice-president; 
William  H.  Clark,  treasurer;  J.  Mill- 

er Walker,  secretary;  Garrett  Van 
Wagner,  comptroller;  assistant 
treasurers:  0.  R.  McMahon,  H.  E. 

Newcomb,  T.  F.  O'Connor,  A.  W. 
Dawson  and  Reoch;  assistant  secre- 

taries: Kenneth  B.  Umbreit  and 
William  F.  Whitman. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 

GREETINGS  TO: 
June  12 

Priscilla    Lane  Robert  Anderson 
William  Lundigan  Tom   Steele 

ALONG JlJHE  R I  ALTO 
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On  and  Off  the  Record 
•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  The  U.  S.  Supreme  Court  seems  to  have 

added  something  new  this  week  when  it  ruled,  6  to  0  (in  the  "Big 

Three"  cigaret  anti-trust  suit),  that  monopoly  may  be  proved  even  when 
there  is  no  actual  exclusion  of  competitors   Plenty  of  discussion  of 

the  opinion  in  industry  legal  circles.  ...  •  Don't  be  surprised  if 
Columbia  raises  the  curtain  on  its  1946-47  lineup  at  that  June  17  Chi. 

sales  parley.  ...  •  If  you  think  that  Republic  is  the  only  company 

concerned  with  exhib.  sales  resistance  to  higher  prices  for  "B"  product, 

you're  wrong   very,   very  wrong   In   the   not   too   distant   past, 

you  could  turn  out  a  "B"  for  $60,000  or  370,000   Today,  the  same 

"B"  costs  $110,000  to  $120,000   It's  hardly  a  secret  that  "B"  rentals 
have  failed  to  keep  in  step.  ...  •  Is  signing  U.  S.  writers  going  to  be 

a  habit  with  Sidney  Box,  British  producer  allied  with  J.  Arthur  Rank? 

  Monday,  it  was  Marc  Connelly  who  was  annexed  to  do  an  origi- 
nal; yesterday.  Box  signed  Alan  Campbell  to  do  the  same  thing.  .  .  . 

•  You  can  expect  Sir  Alexander  Korda  to  be  again  in  our  midst  at 

the  month-end.  ...  •  Meanwhile  Sidney  Bernstein  is  in  town  for 
confabs  with  Alfred  Hitchcock.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  Nathan  Schach- 

ner,  author  of  the  new  biog.,  "Alexander  Hamilton,"  just  published  by 

Appleton-Century,  is  the  husband  of  Helen  Schachner  of  RKO  Radio's 

accounting  dept.?  ...  •  Tony  Reddin,  Para.'s  London  publicity  chief, 

reporting  on  the  visit  to  Britain  of  the  "Flying  Bondsmen"  swears  that 
one  of  the  Yanks,  awed  by  Windsor  Castle,  was  asked  what  impressed 

him  most  and  replied   "Just  give  me  a  good  popcorn  machine  and 
I'll  increase  the  gross  in  this  joint"   

T  ▼  T 

•  •  •  REQUIESCAT  IN  PACE:  The  death  of  the  Algonquin's 
Frank  Case  has  taken  from  the  New  York  scene,  all  too  soon,  not  only 

one  of  the  ablest  mine  hosts  of  his  generation,  but  an  intriguing  writer,  a 

gifted  story  teller  and,  more  than  that,  a  man  whose  cheery  friendliness, 

sympathetic  understanding,  and  faculty  for  imparting  encouragement 
had  endeared  him  to  countless  thousands   

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Kay  Harrison,  managing  director  of  Tech- 
nicolor, Ltd.,  and  Leslie  Oliver,  plant  manager,  are  here  from  London  for 

conferences  with  Herbert  T.  Kalmus  and  other  Technicolor  execs   

They  will  return  to  London  in  about  a  fortnight  with  Oliver  visiting  the 

Coast  in  the  interim.  ...  •  Harry  Goldberg,  national  advertising  di- 
rector for  Warners,  has  been  re-elected  a  director  of  the  Philadelphia 

Jewish  Community  Relations  Council  and  will  serve  as  a  delegate  from 

the  community-at-large.  ...  •  Anthony  C.  De  Pierro,  formerly  with 
Paris  &  Peart,  has   joined  Buchanan  and  Co.  as  media  director.   .  .  . 

•  C.  P.  (Pete)  Jaeger,  managing  director  of  Souvenair,  leaves  today  for 

Hollywood  to  finalize  plans  for  the  premiere  on  the  18th  of  the  first 

Souvenair  album,  a  digest  of  Tom  Breneman's  "Breakfast  in  Hollywood." 
•  International's  "The  Stranger"  will  have  its  world  premiere  at  the 
Cincy  Albee  and  New  Orleans  Liberty,  day-and-date  on  Wednesday, 

July  3,  and  will  be  the  next  pic  at  Broadway's  RKO  Palace.  ...  •  The 
Princeton  Film  Center  will  make  a  20-minute  short  on  atomic  energy  for 

early  Fall  release.  ...  •  Maj.  William  H.  Johnson,  Jr.,  has  been  ap- 
pointed director  of  the  Certified  Showings  Division  just  established  by 

the  Advertising  Distributors  of  America,  Inc.,  to  handle  non-theatrical  pix 

throughout  the  United  States  and  Canada.  ...  •  Lively  major  com- 

pany bidding  for  Margery  Sharp's  "Britannia  Mews"   But  whereas 
Miss  Sharp  accepted  $100,000  from  20th-Fox  for  the  rights  to  "Cluny 
Brown,"  she's  asking  double  for  her  newest  tome   

T  T  T 

Sees  New  Era  for 
U.  S.  Pix  in  France 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

number  of  French  producers  ii 
creased  from  about  15  before  tl 

war  to  more  than  50  "many  of  who 
are  unable  to  stand  the  gafldus.w 
Milliken  said  this  war-born  '.^isl 
room  birth  had  an  adverse  effect  c 

the  quality  of  French  pix  and  pr> 

dieted  a  period  of  "intensive  compi 
tition"  between  U.  S.  and  Britis 
film  interests  in  France. 

Noting  that  the  French  public  we 
eager  for  any  kind  of  pix  after  tr 
liberation,  Milliken  said  the  Araer 
can  industry  got  little  of  the  cu: 
tomary  assistance  from  French  e: 
hibitors  because  of  the  large  attei 
dance  at  theaters  showing  old  pro( 

uct. "The  prosperity  of  the  film  bus 
ness,"  he  said,  "depends  on  the  pro. 
perity  of  the  exhibitor."  He  said  tr French  exhibitors  now  know  th 

was  a  temporary  condition  and  th 
public  soon  will  demand  good  pi< 
tures — and  most  of  these  will  I 

American.  He  said  the  "abnorm; 
overproduction"  in  France  will  lea 
to  "inevitable  grief  to  the  ben< 

ficiaries  of  a  temporary  situation." 

Industry  Won't  Flood 
European  Film  Market 
Washington    Bureau   of    THE  FILM  DAIL 

Washington  —  Carl  E.  Millikei 
head  of  MPAA's  international  div 
sion,  said  here  yesterday  that  tr 

U.  S.  pix  industry  had  'no  intention 
of  flooding  the  European  market  wit American  product. 

While  declining  to  reveal  details  < 
the  self-imposed  quota  plans  worke 
out"  by  the  U.  S.  pix  industry,  tr 

veteran  film  chief  emphasized  th'j "caution"  would  be  used  in  the  fo: 

eign  field. 
He  admitted  it  was  a  problem  bi 

cause  of  the  huge  backlog  of  Ame: 
ican  films  ready  to  be  poured  int 
Europe  and  elsewhere  after  six  yeai 
of  war. 

SICK  REPORT 

FRANK  J.  WILLI NGHAM,  manager  ( 

the  St.  Louis  M-G-M  exchange,  has  bee 
released  from  the  De  Paul  Hospital  whei 

he  was  a  patient  for  about  three  week 
and  is  convalescing  at  his  home  in  Kirkwoo< 

MARGARET    STUDEBAKER,     booker 

Republic,  Detroit,  has  returned  to  her  des 

after  several  weeks'  illness. 
LARRY  LAWRENCE,  head  of  the  Lav 

rence  Booking  Agency  is  in  Harper  Hospit: 
Detroit,  with  back  injuries  resulting  from 

fall  while  gardening  at  his  home. 

JERRY  McGLYNN,  Omaha  M-G-M  bram 

manager,  is  back  at  work  on  a  part-tirr 
basis  following  an  illness. 

VIOLA    COLBURN,   Omaha   M-G-M    ii 
spectress,  broke   her  arm   in   two  places 
a  fall  at  home. 

GLEN  VAN  WEY,  Gothenburg,  Neb.,  e> 
hibitor,  is  at  Rochester,  Minn.,  for  a  phys cal  checkup. 
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MPTOA  Reaffirms  Its  Policy  of  Co-operation 
W ill  Appoint  Executive 
Secretary;  Attacks  Pub- 

lishing Theater  Grosses 

-_  i  Continued  from  Page  1) 

Bo'Kjj/on,  neither  approving  nor  dis- 
approving A  T  A  '  s  existence.  The 

board  of  directors  yesterday  defined 
»ts  position  by  reaffirming  its  past 
established  policy  to  the  effect  that 
ithe  MPTOA  "is  willing  to  co-operate 
with  any  organization  representing 
any  branch  of  the  industry  for  the 
purpose  of  discussing  and  acting 
upon  problems  relating  to  the  wel- 

fare of  the  industry."  There  was  no 
jmove  towards  affiliation  with  ATA. 

The  board  blasted  the  practice  of 
distribution  in  using  local  checkers. 
In  fact  the  directors  condemned  the 

present  methods  of  checking  in  gen- 
eral. They  bitterly  criticized  the  al- 
leged failure  of  distributors  to 

distinguish  between  honest  and  dis- 
honest exhibitors  in  setting  up  the 

checking  formula.  It  was  decided 
that  a  committee  of  three  would  be 
appointed  to  call  upon  the  sales 
.heads  of  the  companies  and  try  to 
■reach  a  mutually  satisfactory  agree- 

ment on  methods  for  checking  per- 
centage pictures. 

To  Name  Executive  Secretary 

An  executive  secretary  whose  du- 
rties  shall  be  to  direct  the  carrying 
out  of  the   objectives    and  purposes 
of  the    MPTOA   will    be    appointed 
^shortly.  The   secretary  will   operate 

'ion  a  salary  basis  but  the  amount  of the  salary  has  not  been  determined. 
The    selection    of   the    person    rests 
with  the  executive  committee,  which 
will  meet  in  New  York  within  the 
next  two  months. 

A  highlight  of  yesterday  morning's 
session  was  a  lengthy  discussion  on 
checking.  Merrit  Kyser  of  East 
Aurora,  N.  Y.,  said  that  he  had  re- 

fused to  permit  local  checkers  in  his 
theater  and  after  protesting  to  Con- 

fidential Reports  he  received  100  per 
cent  co-operation  and  that  no  more 
local  checkers  are  thrust  upon  him. 

Henry  Reeve  of  Menard,  Tex.,  said 
he  insisted  to  Confidential  Reports 
that  if  he  had  to  have  local  checkers, 
he  wanted  the  checkers  to  be  an  em- 

ploye of  his  bank.  That  request  also 
•was  granted,  he  stated.  Reeve  said 
the  matter  of  cleaning  up  the  check- 

ing system  should  be  a  job  for  the 
Johnston  office  to  tackle. 

Discuss  Skouras'  Chi.  Talk 
The  speech  of  Spyros  P.  Skouras 

at  the  Jack  Kirsch  dinner  was  dis- 
B  cussed  and  several  of  the  directors 

praised  it.  Others  said  they  were  not 
impressed.  Mitchel  Wolfson  of  Miami 
said  the  speech  paved  the  way  for 
the  solving  of  many  problems  while 
Morris  Lowenstein  of  Oklahoma  City 
said  he  saw  in  it  a  "break  in  the 
wall"  which  formerly  had  held  back 
co-operation  with  distributors. 

The  practice  of  some  trade  papers 
in  publishing  theater  grosses  was 
attacked  by  the  directors  as  being 
ammunition  for  advocates  of  greater 
taxes. 

BACK  IN 
JOSEPH  TAYLOR,  from  the  Army,  to  doorman, 

Welden   Theater,   St.  Albans,   Vt. 

MARVIN  SAMUELSON,  from  the  Marines,  War- 
ner Theater  booker,   Cleveland. 

LARRY  HERMAN,  from  the  Army,  head  booker, 
Snider  circuit,    Boston. 

HAMILTON  HORN,  from  the  Army,  manager, 
Liberty,    Akron,   0. 

EDDIE  FITZGERALD,  from  the  Army,  Para- 

mount salesman,    Boston. 

)CHN  PAUL  JONES,  from  the  Navy,  to  treasurer 

of  the  Prince  Theater,  San  Antonio,  Tex. 

TOM  HARRIS,  from  the  Navy,  salesman  Na- 
tional Screen  Service  in  the  San  Antonio, 

Texas   area. 

FCC  Orders  Inquiry  Into 
ABC's  Stock  Sale  Plan 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 

Washington  —  A  full  probe  into 
ABC's  proposed  million-share  sale  to 
the  public,  including  its  effect  on  the 
network's  future  television  plans, 
was  ordered  yesterday  by  the  FCC. 

In  addition,  the  commission  or- 
dered a  hearing  on  ABC's  contem- 

plated purchase  of  King-Trendle 
Broadcasting  Corp.  (WOOD  and WXYZ). 

Noting  that  it  was  "not  satisfied" 
that  the  net  disclosed  "full  informa- 

tion" on  the  deals,  the  commission 
said  a  full  hearing  would  be  held 
beginning  on  July  9. 
Apprised  during  the  New  York 

television  hearing  here  that  the 
FCC  "frowned"  on  certain  aspects  of 
the  two  deals,  ABC  President  Mark 
Woods  told  The  Film  Daily  that 
he  "felt  sure"  that  the  commission 
would  approve  both  the  stock  sale 
and  the   purchase    of   King-Trendle. 
ABC  had  proposed  to  sell  about 

one  million  shares  for  an  expected 
return  of  about  $14,000,000. 

20th-Fox  to  Make  First 
Relief  Film  for  UNRRA 

Schwartz  Advances 
Meakin  and  Clark 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

aid,  Russ  Emde,  Michael  Edelstein, 
Jay  Golden,  John  Hearns,  Joseph  Di 
Lorenzo  and  Edward  Sniderman.  Si- 

gurd Wexo  has  been  assigned  to  the 
home  office. 

Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 

Washington  —  Twentieth-Fox  will 
make  the  industry's  first  relief  film 
for  UNRRA,  it  was  learned  yester- 

day. Decision  followed  discussions 
between  Spyros  P.  Skouras  and 
UNRRA  Director  F.  H.  LaGuardia. 
Although  Pathe  previously  had 

made  the  picture  "UNRRA  Reports 
to  the  U.  S.  A."  under  WAC  aus- 

pices, the  proposed  20th-Fox  film 
will  be  the  first  produced  by  the  in- 

dustry with  a  food-relief  theme. 
Script  writer  Fred  Niblo  has  com- 

pleted a  first  draft.  Under  tenta- 
tive plans,  La  Guardia's  voice  will  be heard  throughout  the  short  and  the 

UNRRA  director  will  appear  at  the 

beginning  and  closing  of  the  pic- 
ture. Niblo  conferred  here  with  Wil- 

liam Wells,  UNRRA  picture  chief. 

Chico  Referendum 
2  to  1  for  3-Cent  Tax 

"1/ Affaire  LeFarge" 
Rights  to  Cavalcade 

Elkins  to  Supervise 
3  Field  Shorts  for  WB 

West    Coast   Bureau    of    THE   FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Saul  Elkins  of  Gordon 
Hollingshead's  WB  short  subject 
production  staff  leaves  the  Coast  at 
the  end  of  this  week  for  the  Midwest 

to  supervise  three  Technicolor  two- 
reelers  based  on  special  outdoor 
events. 

The  first  will  be  the  Aquatennial 
celebration  in  Minneapolis,  after 
which  Elkins  goes  to  Akron  to  cover 
the  annual  Soap  Box  Derby,  then  to 
St.  Paul  for  the  filming  of  the  Minne- 

sota State  Fair.  Elkins  will  return 

to  Hollywood  about  the  end  of  Au- 
gust.    . 

West    Coast   Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  North,  Central  and 
South  American  rights  to  the  French 
film,  "L'Affaire  LeFarge,"  have  been 
purchased  by  Cavalcade  Pictures, 
Inc.,  from  Herbert  Philipps,  pro- 

ducer-director of  the  picture.  Cav- 
alcade is  negotiating  with  several 

U.  S.  distributors  of  French  pic- 
tures for  rights  in  this  country,  but 

will  handle  foreign  distribution  di- rectly. 

Santa  Rosa,  Calif.  —  In  a  special 
referendum  election  Monday  Chico 
citizens  voted  two  to  one  in  favor  of 
a  three-cent  amusement  tax.  The  tax 
was  imposed  by  the  City  Council  last 
Fall,  but  theater  owners  circulated 
petitions  for  a  referendum  on  the 
action.  These  petitions  were  ignored 
on  a  technic'aiity  and  after  lengthy 
court  action,  the  Appeals  Court 
ruled  the  petitions  valid  about  a 
month  ago.  The  tax  was  collected  for 
eight  months,  but  stopped  after  the 
court's  decision.  It  will  now  go  into 
effect  and  theater  admission  prices 
will  be  advanced  10  cents  from  55  to 

65  cents. 
Commenting  on  the  election,  T.  H. 

Whittemore,  local  manager  of  the  T. 

and  D.  Jr.,  Enterprises,  said:  "I  feel that  the  adverse  action  of  the  voters 
can  be  attributed  to  their  disgust 

with  the  large  number  of  seat-to- 
seat  collections  that  have  been  made 

in  the  past  two  years.  These  collec- 
tions have  definitely  been  harmful  to 

the  theaters." 

An  Army  Commendation  Ribbon 
has  been  awarded  Harvey  Perga- 
ment,  of  Cavalcade  Pictures,  Inc., 
former  AAF  staff  sergeant,  for  his 
work  on  editing  and  production  of 
secret  briefing  motion  pictures  for 
the  Air  Transport  Command.  Per- 
gament  was  discharged  last  October. 

Seek  Copyright  Protection 
In  U.  K.  Sports  Telecasts 

London  (By  Air  Mail) — The  Asso- 
ciation for  the  Protection  of  Copy- 

right in  Sport  has  been  formed  in  a 
move  to  extend  the  scope  of  the 
Copyright  Act  to  protect  promoters 
of  sports  spectacles  from  unauthor- 

ized telecasts  of  their  events.  Group 
hopes  to  suppress  the  commercial 
"pirate"  of  televised  events  but  does 
not  aim  to  hit  exhibitors  willing  to 
pay  for  rights  to  sports  shows  for 
the  privilege  of  charging  admission 
fees. 

Reserves  Decision  on 

Scophony  Dismissal  Move 
Federal  Judge  Edward  A.  Conger 

yesterday  reserved  decision  on  the 
motion  by  Scophony,  Ltd.,  for  dis- 

missal of  the  Government's  anti-trust 
action  against  it  on  the  ground  that 
the  court  lacks  jurisdiction.  The  com- 

pany claimed  it  was  a  British  cor- 
poration and  was  not  doing  business 

in  the  United  States.  Special  As- 
sistant Attorney  General  Joseph  B. 

Marker  argued  that  British  Scophony 
was  represented  in  this  country  by 

Scophony  Corp.  of  America  and  Ar- 
thur Levey,  a  former  director  of  the 

British  firm. 

Managers  Guild  Elects 
George  Dunn  President 

George  Dunn,  manager  of  the 
RKO  81st  Street,  has  been  named 
president  of  the  Motion  Picture  The- 

ater Operating  Managers  and  Assis- 
tant Managers  Guild  in  the  first  elec- 
tion to  be  held  by  the  union.  Other 

officers:  Leon  Kelmer,  vice-president; 
Maxwell  Levine,  secretary-treasurer; 
George  Baldwin,  recording  secretary. 
Jerry  Greenberger,  Rudy  Kramer 
and  Harry  Padva  will  serve  as  trus- 

tees. These  three  and  John  Thomp- 
son, Joseph  Abernethy  and  Arthur 

Plafka  constitute  the  executive  board 
of  the  union. 

Cooper  Vets.  Will  Operate 
Lincoln,  Neb. — In  a  reorg.  meet- 

ing held  by  the  J.  H.  Cooper  Foun- 
dation Theaters,  a  plan  was  adopted 

by  which  the  actual  operational  du- 
ties performed  by  the  late  circuit 

head  will  be  handled  by  veteran  em- 
ployes. Pat  McGee  continues  as 

general  manager;  Ralph  H.  Ayer 
will  be  his  assistant,  and  E.  Frank 
Roberts,    comptroller. 

Para.  Execs,  at  N.  J.  Meet 
Earle  Sweigert,  Hugh  Owen,  Har- 
ry Randel,  Myron  Sattler  and  Ulrik 

Smith  will  represent  Paramount  at 
the  New  Jersey  Allied  convention  at Atlantic  City. 
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Text  of  Statutory  Court's  Equity  Suit  Decree Fixing  of  Minimum  Admis- 
sion Prices  Enjoined;  Rea- 

sonable Clearance  Defined 
COURT  SPURNS  DIVORCEMENT  PLEA 

FULL  text  of  the  decree  contained  in 
the  New  York  equity  suit,  handed 

down  yesterday  by  the  statutory  trial 
court  —  Circuit  Judge  Augustus  N. 
Hand  and  District  Judges  Henry  W. 
Goddard  and  John   Bright — follows: 

"A  decree  is  granted  in  accordance 
with  the  views  expressed  in  the  fore- 

going opinion  to  be  settled  on  10 
days'  notice.  It  should  provide  for the  dismissal  of  all  claims  asserted 
by  the  plaintiff  against  any  of  the 
defendants  which  act  only  as  pro- 

ducers of  motion  pictures  and  for  the 
dismissal  of  claims  against  any  other 
defendants  based  on  their  acts  as 
producers,  whether  as  individuals  or 
in  conjunction  with  others. 

"The  granting  of  licenses  by  any  of 
the  defendant-distributors  which  fix 
minimum  prices  for  admission  to 
theaters  should  be  enjoined  in  which 
such  minimum  admission  prices  are 
fixed  by  the  parties  in  writing,  or 
through  a  committee,  or  through  ar- 

bitration, or  upon  the  happening  of 
any  event,  or  in  any  other  wise. 
"The  defendants  should  be  en- 

joined from  concertedly  agreeing  to 
maintain  a  system  of  clearance  as 
among  themselves  or  with  other  ex- 

hibitors, and  no  clearance  should  be 
granted  against  theatres  in  substan- 

tial competition  with  the  theater  re- 
ceiving a  license  for  exhibition  in  ex- 

cess of  what  is  reasonably  necessary 
to  protect  the  licensee  in  the  run 
granted.  Existing  clearance  in  ex- 

cess of  what  is  reasonably  necessary 
to  protect  the  licensees  in  the  runs 
awarded  to  them  shall  be  invalid  pro 
tante.  In  determining  what  is  a  rea- 

sonable clearance  the  following  fac- 
tors should  be  taken  into  considera- 

tion: 
Reasonable  Clearance 

"(1)  The  admission  prices  of  the 
theaters  involved,  as  set  by  the  ex- 
hibitor; 

"(2)  The  character  and  location  of 
the  theaters  involved,  including  size, 
type  of  entertainment,  appointments, 
transit  facilities,  etc.; 

"(3)  The  policy  of  operation  of  the 
theaters  involved,  such  as  the  show- 

ing of  double  features,  gift  nights, 
giveaways,  premiums,  cut-rate  tick- 

ets, lotteries,  etc.; 

"(4)  The  rental  terms  and  license 
fees  paid  by  the  theaters  involved 
and  the  revenues  derived  by  the  dis- 

tributor-defendant from  such  thea- 
ters; 

"(5)  The  extent  to  which  the  thea- 
ters involved  compete  with  each 

other  for  patronage; 

"(6)  The  fact  that  a  theater  in- 
volved is  affiliated  with  a  defendant- 

distributor  or  with  an  independent 
circuit  of  theaters  should  be  disre- 

garded; and 
"(7)  There  should  be  no  clearance 

between  theaters  not  in  substantial 
competition. 

"The  further  performance  by  any 
of  the  defendants  of  existing  for- 

mula   deals,    master    agreements    to 

REFUSING  the  Government's  major  plea  that  distributors  be  required  to wholly  divorce  themselves  from  exhibition,  the  opinion  in  the  New  York 
equity  suit,  filed  yesterday  by  Federal  Judges  Augustus  N.  Hand,  Henry  W. 
Goddard  and  John  Bright,  said  pointedly: 

"We  cannot  accede  to  the  prayer  of  the   plaintiff  that   the   major  defendants  should 
I  be  divested  of  their  theaters  in  order  that  no  distributor  of  motion  pictures  shall  be  an 
exhibitor. 

"Undoubtedly  such  a  step  while  not  ipso  facto  preventing  price-fixing  agreements 
or  unreasonable  clearance  would  terminate  the  Government's  most  urgent  objections 
to  the  present  methods  of  conducting  the  motion  picture  business,  but  it  would  also 

withdraw  the  defendant-distributors  from  competition  in  the  exhibition  field  and  at  the 
same  time  would  create  a  new  set  of  theater  owners  which  would  be  quite  unlikely  for 
some  years  to  give  the  public  as  good  service  as  the  exhibitors  they  would  have  sup- 

planted in  view  of  the  latter's  demonstrated  experience  and  skill  in  operating  what  must 
be  regarded  as  in  general  the  largest  and  best  equipped  theaters. 

  o   

"We  think  that  the  opportunity  of  independents  to  compete  under  the  bidding 
system  for  pictures  and  runs  renders  such  a  harsh  remedy  as  complete  divestiture  un- 

necessary, at  least  until  the  efficiency  of  that  system  has  been  tried  and  found  wanting. 
  o   

"It  would  seem  unlikely  that  theater  owners  having  aggregate  interests  of  little  more 
than  one-sixth  of  all  the  theaters  in  the  U.  S.  are  exercising  such  a  monopoly  of  the 
motion  picture  business  that  they  should  be  subjected  to  the  drastic  remedy  of  com- 

plete divestiture  in  order  to  effect  a  proper  degree  of  free  competition.  It  is  only  in 

certain  localities,  and  net  in  general,  that  an  ownership  even  of  first-run  theaters  ap- 
proximately monopoly  exists. 

  o   

"If  in  certain  localities  there  is  ownership  by  a  single  defendant  of  all  the  first-run 
theaters,  there  is  no  sufficient  proof  that  it  has  been  for  the  purpose  of  creating  a 
monopoly  and  has  not  rather  arisen  from  the  inertness  of  competitors,  their  lack  of 
financial  ability  to  build  theaters  comparable  to  those  of  the  defendants,  or  from  the 

preference  of  the  public  for  the  best  equipped  houses  and  not  from  'inherent  vice'  on 

the  part  of  these  defendants." 

the  extent  that  we  have  previously 
found  them  invalid,  or  franchises 
should  be  enjoined,  and  the  defen- 

dants should  also  be  enjoined  from 
entering  into  or  carrying  out  any 
similar  agreements  in  the  future. 

In  Owned  Theaters 

"Defendants  owning  a  legal  or 
equitable  interest  in  theaters  of  95 
per  cent  or  more  either  directly  or 
through  subsidiaries  may  exhibit  pic- 

tures of  their  own  or  of  their  wholly 
owned  subsidiaries  in  such  theaters 
upon  such  terms  as  to  admission 
prices  and  clearances  and  on  such 
runs  as  they  see  fit. 
"No  defendant  or  its  subsidiaries 

shall  exhibit  its  films  other  than  on 
its  own  behalf  or  through  wholly 
owned  subsidiaries,  or  subsidiaries  in 
which  it  has  an  interest  of  at  least 
95  per  cent,  without  offering  the  li- 

cense at  a  minimum  price  for  any 
run  desired  by  the  operators  of  each 
theater  within  the  competitive  area. 
The  license  desired  shall  in  such 

case  be  granted  to  the  highest  re- 
sponsible bidder  having  a  theater  of 

a  size  and  equipment  adequate  to 
show  the  picture  upon  the  terms 
offered.  The  license  shall  be  granted 
solely  upon  the  merits  and  without 
discrimination  in  favor  of  affiliates, 
old  customers,  and  any  person  what- 

ever. Each  license  shall  be  offered 

and  taken  theater  by  theater  and  pic- 
ture by  picture.  No  contracts  for 

exhibition  shall  be  entered  into,  or 
if  already  outstanding  shall  be  per- 

formed, in  which  the  license  to  ex- 
hibit one  feature  is  conditioned  upon 

an  agreement  of  the  licensee  to  take 
a  license  of  one  or  more  other  fea- 

tures, but  licenses  to  exhibit  more 
than  one  feature  may  be  included  in 
a  single  instrument  provided  the  li- 

censee shall  have  had  the  opportu- 
nity to  bid  for  each  feature  sepa- 

rately and  shall  have  made  the  best 
bid  for  each  picture  so  included.  To 
the  extent  that  any  of  the  pictures 
have  not  been  tradeshown  prior  to 
the  granting  of  a  license  for  more 
than  a  single  picture,  the  licensee 
shall  be  given  by  the  licensor  the 
right  to  reject  a  percentage  of  such 
pictures  not  trade  shown  prior  to  the 
granting  of  the  license  to  be  fixed 
by  the  decree.  But  that  right  to  re- 

ject any  picture  must  be  exercised 
within  10  days  after  there  has  been 
an  opportunity  afforded  to  the  li- 

censee to  inspect  it. 

Pooling  Agreements  Barred 
"The  defendants  shall  be  enjoined 

from  entering  into  or  continuing  to 
perform  existing  pooling  agreements 
whereby  given  theaters  of  two  or 
more  exhibitors,  normally  in  com- 

petition, are  operated  as  a  unit  or 
whereby  the  business  policies  of  such 
exhibitors  are  collectively  deter- 

mined by  a  joint  committee,  or  by 
one  of  the  exhibitors,  or  whereby 

profits  of  the  'pooled'  theaters  are 
divided  among  the  owners  according 
to  pre-agreed  percentages.  They 
shall  also  be  enjoined  from  making 
or  continuing  to  perform  agreements 
that  the  parties  may  not  acquire 
other  theaters  in  the  competitive 
area  without  first  offering  them  for 
inclusion  in  the  pool.  The  making  or 
continuing  of  leases  of  theaters  un- 

der which  defendants  lease  any  of 
their  theaters  to  another  defendant 

Defendants  Owning  95% 
Theaters  May  Exhibit  Ow 
Pictures  as  They  See  Fit 

or   to    an    independent    operating theater  in  the  competitive  are/j,^   i 

turn  for  a  share  of  the  profit  ̂ ,'n be  enjoined. 
"Each   defendant   shall  cease  aj 

desist  from  ownership  of  an  intere 
in    any   theater,   whether   in   fee    : 

in  stock  or  otherwise,  in  conjunct!  : with     another     defendant-exhibitt 
Each  defendant  shall  cease  and  desi 
from  ownership,  jointly  with  an  i 

dependent,    of    an    interest    in    ai' theater,  greater  than  five  per  ceil 

unless    such   defendant's   interest  j 
95  per  cent  or  more;  and  where  t" interest  of  such  defendant  is  mo  J 
than  five  per  cent  and  less  than  : 
per  cent,  such  joint  interests   shij be  dissolved  either  by  a  sale  to,   | 

by  a  purchase  from,  such  co-own  ' or  co-owners.    Arrangement  of  sui] 
joint  interests  with  an  independer 
if   by  purchase,    shall,   however,   1 
subject  to  the  direction  of  this  cou 

!  so  that  their  effectuation  may  pr 
j  mote    competition   in   the   exhibitk 
of    motion    pictures.     Where    a    d 
fendant    owns    a    95    per    cent    i 
greater  per  cent  interest  in  any  the. 
ter,  such  theaters  may  be  consider*; 
as  its  own  so  far  as  this  opinion  ar 
the  decree  to  be  entered  hereon  ai 
concerned. 

Expansion  Enjoined 
"Each  of  the  defendants  shall  t 

enjoined  from  expanding  its  theatc- 
holdings  except  for  the  purpose  ( 

acquiring  a  co-owners:'  interest  i 
jointly  owned  theaters,  and  this  onl 
in  cases  where  the  court  shall  perm 
such  acquisition,  instead  of  requirin 
an  outright  sale  of  the  undivided  ii 
terest  of  the  defendant  in  questioi 
The  foregoing  provision  as  to  dive; 
titure  of  partial  interests  in  theatei 
shall  apply  both  to  interests  held  i 
fee  and  beneficially  and  to  those  rej 
resented  by  shares  of  stock.  But  i 
shall  not  prevent  a  defendant  froi 
acquiring  theaters  or  interests  there 
in  in  order  to  protect  its  investment: 
or  in  order  to  enter  a  competitivj 
field;  if  in  the  latter  case,  this  com 

or  other  competent  authority  sha' approve  the  acquisition  after  du 
application  is  made  therefore. 

"Each  defendant  shall  be  enjoine 
from  operating,  booking,  or  film-buy 
ing  through  any  agent  who  is  als  j 
acting  in  such  matters  for  any  othe 
exhibitor,  independent  or  affiliated. 

Arbitration  Provision. 

"The  decree  shall  also  provide  fo 
arbitration  of  disputes  as  to  bids 
clearances,  runs,  and  any  other  sub ' 

jects  appropriate  for  arbitration  i)1 
respect  to  all  parties  who  may  con 
sent  to  the  creation  of  such  tribunal; 
for  adjustment  of  such  disputes.  I 
shall  also  provide  for  an  appeal  boart 
generally  similar  to  the  one  create* 
by  the  consent  decree  as  to  anj 
parties  consenting  thereto.  It  shal 
make  such  disposition  of  the  pro 
visions  of  the  existing  consent  decree 

(Cont.  on    next    page) 
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Pooling  Agreements  Barred  in  Equity  Ruling 
'eiendants  Enjoined  from 
xpanding  Theater  Hold- 
lgs;  Arbitration  Provided 

gf^ai  Nov. 
Cont.  from  previous  page) 

30,  1940,  as  may  be 
jcessary  in  view  of  the  foregoing 
pinion. 

j  "In  order  to  secure  compliance 
ith  the  decree  to  be  entered,  duly 

Authorized  representatives  of  the  De- 
iartment    of    Justice    shall    on    the 

ritten  request  of  the  Attorney  Gen- 
ral  or  the  Assistant  Attorney  Gen- 

eral in  charge  of  anti-trust  matters, 
nd  on  reasonable  notice  to  the  de- 
jndant  or  defendants  affected  be 
ermitted  reasonable  access  to  all 
ooks  and  papers  of  the  defendants 
nd  reasonable  opportunity  to  inter- 
iew  their  officers  or  employes,  as 
'rovided  in  Section  XVIII  of  the  Con- 
ent  Decree. 

Stay  of  Proceedings 

"Proceedings  under  the  decree  to 
*  entered  shall  be  stayed  pending 
ppeal  or  for  the  purpose  of  enabling 
he  parties  to  adjust  their  business 
/ithout  an  unfair  burden  or  as  prac- 
ice  may  require  upon  such  terms  as 
he  decree  shall  provide. 

"Jurisdiction  of  this  cause  should 
»e  retained  for  the  purpose  of  en- 
.bling  any  of  the  parties  to  the  de- 

THE  FILM  EQUITY  SUIT  IN  TABLOID 
THE  CASE 

United  States  vs.   Paramount,  et  al,  a  suit  in  equity    (No.  98-273),  filed  originally   in 
New  York  Federal  Court,  July  20,  1938. 

THE  ISSUES 

Principal  Objective:  Theater  divorcement. 
Secondary  Objective:  Abolition  of  alleged  monopolistic  practices. 

CONSENT  DECREE 
Prosecution  halted  Nov.  21,  1940  with  the  approval  by  Federal  Judge  Henry  W.  Goddard 

of  a  three-year  consent  decree  which  terminated  blind-selling;  modified  block-booking;  es- 
tablished an  industry  arbitration  system;  made  trade  screenings  obligatory;  prohibited 

licensing  of  more  than  five  pictures  in  a  group;  outlawed  shorts  forcing;  bound  the  "big 
five"  not  to  engage  in  any  general  program  of  theater  expansion. 

TRIAL 
Oct.  8  to  Nov.  9,  1946. 

FINAL  ORAL  ARGUMENT 

Jan.  15-17,  1946. 
THE  COURT 

Judge  Augustus  Noble  Hand,  Chief;  Judge  Henry  W.  Goddard  and  Judge  John  Bright. 

OPPOSING  COUNSEL 

For  the  Government:  Robert  L.  Wright,  chief  trial  attorney;  Phillip  Marcus,  Horace  Mor- 
rison, Harold  Lasser,  John  F.  Neisley  and  Com.  Curtis  Shears. 

For  the  Defendants:  John  W.  Davis,  former  Justice  Joseph  M.  Proskauer,  Whitney 

North  Seymour,  John  Caskey,  J.  J.  Irvine,  George  C.  Leisure,  Louis  Froehlich  and  Edward 
C.  Raftery. 

cree  to  apply  to  the  court  at  any 
time  for  such  orders  or  directions  as 
may  be  necessary  or  appropriate  for 
the  construction  or  carrying  out  of 
the  same,  for  the  enforcement  of 
compliance    therewith,    and    for    the 

punishment  of  violations  thereof,  or 
for  other  or  further  relief. 

"Findings  should  be  proposed  by 
the  parties  for  the  assistance  of  the 
court,  but  such  proposed  findings  will 

form  no  part  of  the  record." 

Equity  Suit  Opinion 
Bombshell  to  MPTOA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

The  meeting  had  just  adjourned  at 
the  home  of  Ed  Kuykendall  when 
The  Film  Daily  telephoned  the 
highlights  of  the  decision. 

Because  the  information  was  frag- 
mentary nobody  wanted  to  make 

official  statements.  Ed  Kuykendall 
said  he  would  not  attempt  to  place 
MPTOA  on  record  at  this  time.  How- 

ever, he  added  after  studying  the 
complete  opinion  and  analyzing  it, 
the  association  may  take  a  position. 

Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  Allied  leader  here 
as  an  observer,  said  that  his  first 
reaction  was  that  the  opinion  gave 
a  great  deal  for  which  Allied  had 
been  fighting  for  years.  Some  of  the 
points  he  said,  were  not  favorable 
but  others  were  and  he  wanted  to 
read  the  full  document  before  mak- 

ing comments. 
The  directors  held  a  called  meet- 

ing last  night  at  a  dinner  party  given 
at  a  local  home  to  discuss  the  high- 

lights of  the  decision. 

Chakeres  in  Mt.  Sterling 

Mt.  Sterling,  O.  — Chakeres  The- 
ater Co.  has  purchased  the  Pass- waters  Theater  here. 

IM  TAMIROFF 
GENE  LOCKHART 
Alma  Kruger  •  Alan  Napier  •  Jo  Ann  Marlowe 

Vladimir  Sokoloff  •  Directed  by  DOUGLAS  SIRK 

Screenplay  by  Ellis  St.  Joseph 

Produced  by  ARNOLD  PRESSBURGER 
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Court  Sets  Forth  the  Provisions  for  a  Deere 
Court  Sets  95%  as  Lowest 
Interest  a  Defendant 
Would  Have  in  a  Theater 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

divested    of   their   theaters    and    in- 
stead, in  effect  set  up  a  new  code  of 

trade  practices  for  the  motion  pic- 
ture industry. 
Judges  held  that  while  di- 

vorcement would  "terminate  the 
Government's  most  urgent  ob- 

jections to  the  present  methods 
of  conducting  the  motion  picture 
business,  but  it  would  also  with- 

draw the  defendant-distributors 
from  competition  in  the  exhibi- 

tion field  and  at  the  same  time 

  NO  CURE-ALL   

"Total  divestiture  would  be  in- 
jurious to  the  corporations  concerned, 

and,  if  we  are  right  in  our  analysis 

of  the  situation,  we  should  still 

have  to  give  relief  against  price- 

fixing,  systems  of  clearance,  for- 
mula deals,  master  agreements  and 

franchises,  block-booking,  pooling 
agreements,  and  other  agreements 

we  have  held  invalid.  The  relief  pro- 
posed we  believe  should  suffice, 

while  total  divestiture  would  be 

damaging  to  the  public  as  well  as  to 

the  defendants  and  not  accomplish 

any  useful  purpose  at  the  present 

time." —  From  the  statutory  court's 
opinion  in  the  New  York  equity 
suit. 

•  would  create  a  new  set  of  the- 
ater   owners    which    would    be 

quite  unlikely  for  some  years  to 
give  the  public  as  good  service 
as    the    exhibitors    they    would 

have  supplanted." 
Solution  of  the  problem,  the  deci- 

sion held,  lies  in  the  abolishment  of 
price-fixing,  non-competitive    grant- 

ing of  runs  and  clearances,  unreason- 
able clearances,  formula  deals,  mas- 
ter   agreements,    franchises,    block- 

booking,  pooling  agreements  and  cer- 
tain discriminations  among  licensees 

between     defendants     and    indepen- 
dents.    A  decree  providing  for  the 

correction    of   these    alleged    abuses 
was  embodied  in  the  73-page  opinion. 

"It  would  seem  unlikely  that  the- 
ater owners  having  aggregate  inter- 
ests of  little  more  than  one-sixth  of 

all  the  theaters  in  the  United  States 
are  exercising  such  a  monopoly  of 
the  motion  picture  business  that  they 
should   be   subjected   to   the   drastic 
remedy    of    complete    divestiture    in 
order  to   effect  a  proper  degree  of 

free    competition,"    the    opinion    de- clared. 
Jointly  Owned  Theaters 

Judges  did  hold,  however,  that 

"when  theaters  are  jointly  owned 
by  a  major  defendant  and  another 
party,  it  is  evident  that  both  joint 
owners  wish  to  participate  and  in- 

deed are  directly  or  indirectly  par- 
ticipating in  the  business  of  exhibit- 

ing motion  pictures.  In  such  case 
their  joining  of  interests  is  illegal 
under  the  anti-trust  laws  for  the  rea- 

son that  the  major  defendant  thereby 

IN  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

WALTER  JANCKE,  city  manager,  Westland  The- 
aters,   Lincoln,   Neb. 

M.  E.  LOFCREN,  city  manager,  Westland  The- 
aters,  Greeley,  Colo. 

CECIL  BARHAM,  from  the  North  Main,  Houston, 
to   State  Theater,   Galveston,  Tex. 

HENRY  COLEMAN,  from  the  Alabama  Theater, 
to  assistant  manager  of  the  North  Main, 
Houston,   Tex. 

FRANK  PIERCE,  to  assistant  city  manager  of 
R   f>  J   Theaters,   Laredo,   Tex. 

CARL  FERRAZZA,  assistant  manager,  Loew's Akron,    Akron,    0. 

JACK   HUNT,   talent  booker,   Rialto,   Chicago. 

ROCCO  ERMILIO,  assistant  manager,  Gateway, 
Chicago. 

ROGER  BACKLE,  manager  of  the  Roxy,  North- 
wood,    N.    D. 

JOHN  HEALY,  assistant  manager,  Avon  Theater, 
Newark,   N.   J. 

E.  W.  BAKER,  from  Evergreen's  city  manager- 
ship in  Spokane,  to  managerial  chair  of 

new    Spokane    Motor   Inn    Theater. 

(AMES  O'CONNELL  from  Evergreen  purchasing 
agent,   Seattle,   to  city  manager,   Spokane. 

FRED  STONE,  head  booker,  E.  M.  Loew  circuit, 
Boston. 

?HIL    BERLER,    Meiselman    circuit,    Charlotte. 

CARL  FERRAZZA,  assistant  manager,  Loew's, Akron,   O. 

DUANE  McCLAIN,  assistant  manager,  Loew's Canton,   0. 

WILLIAM     CLARK,     booker.     Chandler     Theater, Detroit. 

JACK   HUNT,   manager,    Rialto,   Chicago. 

LEO  JAFFEE,  assistant  manager,  Loew-Poli,  Mer- 
iden.   Conn. 

ART     BOOKBINDER, 
Beach,    Fla. manager.     Colony,     Miami 

eliminate  punitive  competition  be- 
tween itself  and  the  other  joint  own- 

er, who  otherwise  would  be  in  a  po- 
sition to  operate  theaters  indepen- 

dently." To  rule  out  such  a  situation  the 
Court  set  a  minimum  of  95  per  cent 
as  the  lowest  interest  a  defendant 
would  have  in  a  theater,  and  ordered 
that  interest  of  less  than  that  pro- 

portion be  dissolved,  either  by  selling 
the  defendant's  interest  to  the  in- 

dependent, or  by  purchasing  up  to 
95  per  cent  with  the  permission  of 
the  Court. 

Provisions  for  a  decree  were  set 
forth  in  which  the  Court: 

Forbids  fixing  of  minimum 
prices  by  distributors  and  exhib- 
itors. 

Forbids  distributors  from  con- 
certedly  agreeing  to  maintain  a 
system  of  clearances. 

Forbids  clearances  against  the- 
aters in  substantial  competition, 

except  what  is  reasonably  neces- 
sary to  protect  the  run  granted. 

Listed  factors  to  be  used  in  de- 
termining reasonable  clearance. 

Outlawed  existing  or  future 
formula  deals,  master  agree- 

ments or  franchises. 
Permits  defendants  to  fix 

terms,  admission  prices  and 
clearances  in  their  own  theaters. 

Ordered  distributors  to  offer 
licenses  at  minimum  prices  for 
any  run  desired  by  operators  of 
each  theater  in  a  competitive area. 

Ordered  licenses  to  be  granted 
to  the  highest  bidder  having  a 
theater  of  adequate  size  and 
equipment. 

Forbids  discrimination  in  favor 
of  affiliates,  old  customers  or 
others  in  granting  licenses. 

Forbids  licensing  of  one  fea- 
ture conditioned  upon  an  agree- 

ment to  license  another. 
Permits  licensing  of  more  than 

one  picture  in  a  contract,  pro- 
vided the  licensee  has  an  oppor- 

tunity to  bid  for  each  feature 
separately  and  shall  have  made 
the  best  bid  for  each  picture. 

Gives  exhibitors  the  right  to 
cancel  a  percentage  of  pictures 

licensed  before  being  trade- 
shown,  provided  that  right  is  ex- 

ercised within  10  days  after screening. 

Outlaws  pooling  agreements, 
or  arrangements  under  which  a 
defendant  leases  a  theater  to  an- 

other defendant. 
Orders  defendants  to  cease 

ownership  of  any  theater  in  con- 
junction with  another  defendant- exhibitor. 

Orders  defendants  to  cease 
ownership  of  any  theater  with 
an  independent  where  the  de- 

fendant has  an  interest  of  less 
than  95  per  cent. 

Specifies  Court  direction  in  the 
dissolution  of  joint  ownerships 
where  a  defendant  has  less  than 

95  per  cent  interest,  so  as  to  pro- 
mote competition. 

Forbids  expansion  of  defend- 
ant's circuits  without  permission 

of  the  Court  or  other  competent 
authority. 

Enjoins  defendants  from  oper- 
ating, booking  or  film  -  buying 

through  any  agent  who  is  also 
actirtg  for  any  other  exhibitor, 
independent  or  affiliated. 

Provides  for  arbitration  simi- 
lar to  that  provided  for  in  the 

consent  decree  signed  Nov.  30, 1940. 

Permits  reasonable  access  on 
the  part  of  the  Department  of 
Justice  to  all  books  and  papers 
of  the  defendants  on  the  written 
request  of  the  Attorney  General 
or  the  assistant  in  charge  of 
anti-trust  matters. 

Allows  for  a  stay  under  the 
decree  to  enable  parties  to  ad- 

just their  business  without  un- fair burden. 

Retains  jurisdiction  to  enable 
any  parties  to  the  decree  to 
apply  for  Court  orders  or  direc- 

tions needed  to  carry  out  pro- 
visions, for  enforcement,  and  for 

punishment  of  violations,  and  for 
further  relief. 

Decree  Subject  to  Modification 

The  opinion  waived  aside  the  defendants' contention  that  the  consent  decree  possessed 
the  effect  of  a  final  judgment  which  may 
not  be  modified,  and  found  such  position 
inconsistent    with    the    langnage    of    Section 

Outlaws  Existing,  Future 
Formula  Deals,  Master 
Agreements,  Franchises 
XXIIIcd).      "Everything'    relating'    tq    rig under    and    remedies    for    violatiorjQjj^. 

Sherman    Act    is,    therefore,    open  >        ;  c 
sideration,"  the  court  declared. 

Continuing',  the  opinion  said,  "The  evide  I 
has  established  various  infractions  of 
Sherman  Act  on  the  part  of  each  of  the  { 
fendants."  First  attention  was  given  ' 
price-fixing,  and  the  court  dealt  with  I 
subject  at  length — a  matter  of  some  13  pas 

Noting    that    the    control    of    distribut  j 
closely  resembles  that  appearing  in  the  Gc 
man  vs.  Loew's  anti-trust   suit,   the   opin 
asserted    "The   licenses    are   in    effect   pril 
fixing   arrangements    among   all   the   distri 
tor-defendants,   as  well   as  between   such 
fendants    individually    and   their   various 
hibitors.     Such  combinations  we  hold  to 

forbidden  by  the  Sherman  Act." .Minimum  Admission  Prices 

The  court  notes  that  a  correlation 
agreements  submitted  as  exhibits  in  the  c 
"shows  that  in  many  instances  the  minim 
prices  set  forth  in  the  license  agreements 
the  various  defendants  are  in  substan 

conformity,"  and  observes  "it  does  not  se 

  FIRST  REACTIONS   
First  reactions  indicate  that  the 

major  companies  in  the  industry 

may,  without  too  much  disrup- 
tion, accommodate  themselves 

within  the  period  which  will  be 
allowed  by  the  Court  for  such 
accommodation  to  the  changes  in 

the  present  practices  and  system 

required  by  the  Court. 

important   whether    the   distributor   was 
more    controlling'   factor   in    determining    i 
minimum     admission    prices,"     adding    " evidence  shows  that  the  distributors  in 
ease  of  exceptional  features,  where  not  sa : 
tied    with    current    prices,    would    refuse 
grant  licenses  unless  the  prices  were  raise ; 

The  opinion  brands  "uniformity  of  actic 
in  the  establishment  of  similar  minim 
prices  for  the  same  theater  in  the  licen 
of  the  defendants  as  "a  deliberately  unlaw 
system,  the  existence  of  which  is  not  ( 

pelled  by  'the  testimony  of  interested  v nesses  that  one  distributor  does  not  kn 

what   another  distributor  is  doing." 
"There  can.  in  our  opinion."  the  statuti 

court  declared,  "be  no  reasonable  inferei 
that  the  defendants  are  not  all  planning 
fix  minimum  prices  to  which  their  licensi 

must  adhere." 
"As  further  evidence  of  a  conspire 

among  the  distributors  to  fix  prices,  we  fit 
master  agreements  and  franchises  betw€ 
various  of  the  defendants  in  their  capaeit 

as  exhibitors,"  the  court  continues.  "Th« 
contracts  stipulate  minimum  admission  prii 
often  for  dozens  of  theaters  owned  by 
exhibitor-defendant  in  a  particular  area 

the  U.  S." 

Price  Maintaining  Agreements 

The  opinion  notes  that  each  of  the  fi 

major  defendants  as  a  theater-owning-  exh has  been  licensed  by  the  other  seven  c 
fendants  as  distributors  to  exhibit  the  p 
tures  of  the  latter  at  a  specified  minimi: 

price. 
"It  is  a  reasonable  inference  .  .  .  that  t 

distributor-defendants  have  acquiesced  in  t 

establishment  of  a  price-fixing'  system  a 
have  conspired  with  one  another  to  mainta 
prices,"  the  opinion  affirms. 

The  opinion  also  assails  distributor 
tempts,  through  the  fixing  of  minima 
prices,  to  give  prior-run  exhibs.  as  near ; 
monopoly  of  the  patronage  as  possible,  a 
finds  it  a  violation  of  the  Sherman  Act. 

"It  is  argued  that  the  practice  of  minimu 
admission  on  price-fixing  is  permitted  und 
the  Copyright  Act,"  the  opinion  then  not< 
adding  "but  that  Act  has  never  been  he 
to  sanction  a  conspiracy  among-  licensors  ai licensees  artificially  to  maintain  prices,  f 
do  not  question  that  the  Copyright  Act  p( 
mits  the  owner  of  a  copyrighted  picture 
exhibit  it  in  its  own  theater  upon  su< 
terms  as  it  sees  fit,  nor  need  we  now  deci 

(Continued  on  next  page) 
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Consent  Decree  is  Held  not  a  Final  Judgment 
issails  Attempts  to  Give 

£rior  Runs  as  Near  a 
Monopoly  as  Possible 

(Cont.  from  previous  page) 
nether  a  copyright  owner  may  lawfully  fix 

— q   prices   to  be  charged  by   a  single 

->'QCnt   exhibitor  for  the   exhibition    of P^O'if  other  licensors  and  exhibitors  are 

jot  in  contemplation." Not  Exempt  from  Sherman  Act 
Taking'    up    the    contention    that    the    de- 

indants'  fixing  of  minimum  admission  prices 
exempted  from  operation  of   the  Sherman 

Let   by  the  Miller-Tydings  Amendment,    the 
Ipinion  turns  it  aside,  and  goes  on  to  say: 
'The  foregoing-  holding  that  the  defendants 

are    all    engaged    in    unlawful    price-fixing 
oes  not  prevent  the  distributors  from  eon- 

TO  FIGHT  ON? 
Washington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Although  the  De- 
partment of  Justice  officials  had  not 

had  a  chance  to  study  the  statutory 

court's  decision  in  the  New  York 
Equity  Suit,  and  were  not  willing  to 
comment  for  the  record  yesterday,  it 
was  indicated  that  comment  might  be 

forthcoming  today.  One  important 
official,  when  told  briefly  of  the 
decision  by  this  reporter,  remarked 
that  it  looked  like  a  substantial  vic- 

tory for  the  Government,  but  that 
the  Department  of  Justice  might 
elect  to  fight  further  to  establish 

its  charges  of  nation-wide  monopoly 
and  discrimination  by  distributors 

against  independent  theater  owners. 

wming  their  present  methods  of  determin- 
lg  film  rentals:  that  may  measure  their 
ompensation  by  stated  sums,  by  a  given 
'ercentage  of  a  particular  theater's  receipts, 
[j  a  combination  of  these  two,  or  by  any 
ther  appropriate  means. 
"What  is  held  to  be  violative  of  the  Sher- 

•lan  Act  is  not  the  distributors'  devices  for 
heasuring  rentals,  but  their  fixing  of  mini- 
ram  admission  prices  which  automatically 
sgulates  the  ability  of  one  licensee  to  com- 
■ete  against  another  for  the  patron's  dollar 
ind  tends  to  increase  such  prices  as  well 
s  profits  from  exhibition. 

Opportunity   for   Competition 
"If  the  exhibitors  are  not  restrained  by 

ie  distributors  in  the  right  to  fix  their 
wn  prices,  there  will  be  an  opportunity  for 
ie  exhibitors,  whether  they  be  affiliates  or 
idependents,  to  compete  with  one  another, 
"his  is  because  one  exhibitor  by  lowering 
amission  prices  will  be  able  to  compete 
nth  other  exhibitors  in  obtaining  patrons 
or  his  theater — a  competition  which  may 
'ell  benefit  both  exhibitors  and  the  public 
aying  the  admission  fees." 
Fifteen  pages  of  the  opinion  are  devoted 

3  an  exhaustive  consideration  of  clearance 
n<3  run.  The  Government  contention  that 
learance  practices  inherently  operate  to  pro- 
uce  unreasonable  restrictions  of  competition 
mong  theaters  and  are  therefore  per  se 
iolative  of  the  Sherman  Act  is  challenged 
y  the  statutory  court. 
"It  seems  to  us,"  the  court  declares,  "that 
grant  of  clearance,  when  not  accompanied 

■y  a  fixing  of  minimum  prices  or  not  unduly 
xtended  as  to  area  or  duration,  affords  a 
air  protection  to  the  interests  of  the  licensee 
rithout  unreasonably  interfering  with  the 
nterests  of  the  public." 
The  opinion  takes  the  position  that  "the 

ecision  of  such  controversies  as  may  arise 
■ver  clearances  should  be  left  to  local  suits 
a  the  area  concerned,  or,  even  more  ap- 

propriately, to  litigation  before  an  Arbi- 
ration  Board  composed  of  men  versed  in 
he   complexities   of   this   industry." Base  Clearance  on  Theater  Conditions 

"Clearance  should  be  granted,"  it  is  noted, 
'on  the  basis  of  theater  conditions  which  the 
xhibitor  creates,  not  the  distributor.  The 
ine  to  be  drawn  is  indeed  indistinct,  but  its 
■xistence  is  no  less  real." 
As  factors  to  be  weighed  in  determining 

whether  any  clearance  complained  of  is  un- 
reasonable, the  statutory  court  cites: 

(1)    The  admission   prices,   as  set  by  the 

Little  Headlines: 
A  BUDGET  OF  $250,000  was  set  up  this  week  for  the  operation  of  the  Motion  Pic- 

ture Export  Association.  Each  member-company  will  be  assessed  on  a  pro-rata  basis. 
Meanwhile,  Irving  Maas,  operating  head  of  the  MPEA,  is  preparing  to  set  up  head- 

quarters at  44th  St.  and  Fifth  Ave. 
• 

NORMAN  LEVIN  has  been  named  manager  of  the  Cleveland  Republic  exchange, 
succeeding  Sam  P.  Gorrell.  Prior  to  his  service  in  the  armed  forces,  Levin  was  a  UA 
salesman,  and  since  his  discharge,  two  years  ago,  he  has  been  with  Universal. 

• 
BRITISH  STUDIOS  affiliated  with  J.  Arthur  Rank,  have  30  features  in  production, 

including  five  Technicolor  films,  it  was  reported  yesterday  by  the  J.  Arthur  Rank  Or- 

ganization. Technicolor  pictures  include  "Men  of  Two  Worlds,"  "Stairway  to  Heaven," 
"London  Town,"  "The  Man  Within,"  and  "Black  Narcissus." • 
JERRY  COLONNA  arrives  in  New  York  today  for  two  days  of  rehearsals  with  the 

cast  of  "Hollywood  Jamboree"  before  opening  his  Summer  tour  of  one-nighters  in  Boston 
Friday  night.  Included  in  the  troupe  will  be  Billy  Butterfield  and  his  ork,  Tony  Romano, 
Fay  McKenzie  and  Bonnie  Lou  Williams. 

• 
UNIVERSAL  has  advanced  its  standing  in  the  Motion  Picture  Softball  League  by  de- 

feating the  WNEW  aggregation,  7  to  1.  It  next  tackles  Warners  today. 
• 

MAYOR  RHODES,  of  Columbus,  O.,  has  requested  Fire  Chief  E.  P.  Welch  to  prepare 
an  ordinance  giving  fire  officials  the  right  to  designate  the  seating  capacity  of  theaters. 

Chief  Welch  has  written  New  York  City  officials,  asking  for  a  copy  of  the  city's  law 
covering  the  "regulation  of  patrons  who  visit  night  clubs  and  theaters." • 
A  WEATHERPROOF  IN-CAR  SPEAKER,  terminal  box  and  speaker-receptacle  unit 

for  Drive-In  theaters  is  announced  by  the  RCA  engineering  products  department,  for 
distribution  by  RCA  Victor  Division.  Designed  for  permanent  installation  between 
ramps,  new  system  is  said  to  result  in  the  elimination  of  excessive  handling  of  speakers. 
Other  features  are  a  coiled  speaker  cord  which  enables  patrons  to  place  speaker 

anywhere  within  the  car,  adjustable  volume  control,  and  special  acoustical  design. 

exhibitors,  of  the  theaters  involved; 
(2)  The  character  and  location  of  the  the- 

aters involved  including  size,  type  of  enter- 
tainment, appointments,  transit  facilities, etc.; 

(3)  The  policy  of  operation  of  the  the- 
aters involved,  such  as  the  showing  of  double 

features,  gift  nights,  giveaways,  premiums, 
cut-rate  tickets,  lotteries,  etc.; 

(4)  The  rental  terms  and  license  fees  paid 
by  the  theaters  involved  and  the  revenues 
derived  by  the  distributor-defendant  from 
such  theaters; 

(5) The  extent  to  which  the  theaters  in- 
volved compete  with  each  other  for  patron- age; 

(6)  The  fact  that  a  theater  involved  is  af- 
filiated with  a  defendant-distributor  or  with 

an  independent  circuit  of  theaters  should  be 
disregarded ;    and 

(7)  There  should  be  no  clearance  between 
theaters  not  in  substantial  competition. 

The  opinion  draws  upon  the  testimony  of 
major  sales  execs,  and  others  and  says  it 
"warrants  the  inference  that  the  defendants 
.  .  .  have  acted  in  concert  in  their  grants  of 

run  and  clearance"  and  adds  that  "the  fixed 
character  of  clearances  and  the  uniformity 
of  the  distributor-defendants'  practice  with 
reference  thereto  are  shown  by  the  exhibits 

as  well    as  the   testimony." 
Minimum  Fixed  Rental 

"The  only  way  competition  may  be  intro- 
duced into  the  present  system  of  fixed  prices, 

clearances  and  runs  is  to  require  a  defendant 
when  licensing  its  pictures  to  other  exhib- 

itors to  make  each  picture  available  at  a 
minimum  fixed  or  percentage  rental  and  (if 
clearance  is  desired)  to  grant  a  reasonable 
clearance  and  run,"  the  court  declares. 

"When  so  offered,  the  licensor  shall  grant 
the  license  for  the  desired  run  to  the  highest 
bidder  if  such  bidder  is  responsible,  and 
has  a  theater  of  a  size,  location  and  equip- 

ment to  present  the  picture  to  advantage. 
In  other  words,  if  two  theaters  are  bidding 
and  are  fairly  comparable  the  one  offering 
the  best  terms  shall  receive  the  license. 

"Thus  price  fixing  among  the  licensors 
or  between  a  licensor  and  its  licensees  as 
well  as  the  non-competitive  clearance  system 
may  be  terminated,  and  the  requirements  of 
the  Sherman  Act,  which  the  present  system 
violates,  will,  be  adequately  met.  The  ad- 

ministrative-details involved  in  such  changes 
will  require  further  consideration." Offer  Pix  to  All  Theaters 

As  to  formula  deals,  certain  master  agree- 

ments and  franchises  which  have  tended  to 
restrain  trade,  the  court  expressed  the  opin- 

ion "these  restraints  will  be  obviated  or  at 
least  sufficiently  mitigated  by  requiring  a  dis- 

tributor wishing  its  pictures  to  be  shown  out- 
side of  its  own  theaters  to  offer  to  license 

each  picture  to  all  theaters  desiring  to  show 
it  on  a  particular  run  and,  if  the  theaters 
are  responsibly  owned  and  otherwise  ade- 

quate, to  grant  the  desired  run  to  the  highest 

bidder." 

Taking    up    block-booking,    the    court    de- 

  FORECAST   
The  court's  refusal  to  go  along 

with  the  D  of  J  on  complete 
divorcement  did  not  surprise 
those  who  recalled  that  Judge 

Augustus  Hand,  during  final  oral 
argument  on  Jan.  15,  had  told 

Robert  L.  Wright,  chief  Govern- 
ment counsel: 

"...  your  great  aim  is  to  up- 
set all  ownership  of  theaters. 

Now  that  is  an  extremely  drastic 

remedy  that  I  should  think  was 
extremely  unlikely  that  this  court 

will  give." clares  "any  form  of  block-booking  is  illegal 
but  which  an  exhibitor,  in  order  to  obtain 
a  license  for  one  or  more  films,  must  accept 

a  license  for  one  or  more  other  films." 
Continuing,  the  court  states:  "We,  how- ever, declare  illegal  only  that  aspect  of 

block-booking  which  makes  the  licensing  of 
one  copyright  conditional  upon  an  agreement 
to  accept  a  license  of  one  or  more  copyrights. 

"A  distributor  may  license  to  an  exhibitor 
at  one  time  as  many  films  as  the  latter  wishes 
to  receive,  but  the  distributor  may  not  con- 

stitute groups  of  pictures  which  it  refuses 
to -license  separately.  The  distributor  may, 
of  course,  not  license  his  pictures  at  all,  but 
if  he  does  license  them,  he  must  do  so 
severally  and,  in  accordance  with  bidding  pro- 

cedure previously  indicated,  must  license 
them  to  the  exhibitor  or  exhibitors  who  are 
qualified  and  offer  the  best  terms  for  the 

various    runs." 
Blind-Selling 

In  regard  to  blind-selling,  the  court  holds 

Mono.  44  Weeks'  Net Doubles  to  $318,824 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Monogram's  income 
and  profits  in  the  five-week  period 
subsequent  to  March  30  were  at  the 

highest  level  in  the  company's  his- 
tory, Steve  Broidy,  president,  said 

yesterday  in  revealing  earnings  for 
the  44  weeks  ended  May  4.  Net 
profit  for  the  period,  after  all  charg- 

es including  tax  provision,  amounted 
to  $318,824,  more  than  double  the 
$154,405  earned  on  a  comparable 
basis  in  the  same  1945  period. 

Broidy  stated  that,  for  the  39 
weeks  ended  March  30,  Republic 
volume  totaled  22.52  per  cent  over 
the  same  period  of  1945,  with  earn- 

ings, after  charges  and  taxes, 
amounting  to  $254,510,  compared 
with  $121,089  for  the  39  weeks  ended 
March,  1945.  Profits  for  the  44- 
week  period  was  $648,174,  before  tax 
provision,  compared  with  $375,590 
for  the  same  period  of  the  previous 

year. 

Net  for  the  39  weeks,  before  tax 
provision,  was  $513,510  as  against 
$294,589  for  the  same  1945  period. 
Tax  provision  of  $329,350  for  the 
44-week  period  included  $138,650  for 
excess  profits  tax,  Broidy  said,  with 
the  income  for  the  fiscal  year  ended 
June  30  subject  to  excess  profits  tax 
on  a  pro-rata  basis  as  the  excess 
profits  levy  was  repealed  as  of January  1. 

that  it  "does  not  appear  to  be  as  inherently 
restrictive  of  competition  as  block-booking, 
although  it  is  capable  of  some  abuse"  and 
goes  on  to  state  that  exhibitors  who  want 

to  obtain  their  films  in  quantities  "need  to 
be  protected  against  burdensome  agreements 
by  being  given  an  option  to  reject  a  certain 
percentage"   of   the  pictures  offered. 

"The  only  group  licensing  we  are  prepared 
to  sanction  is  licensing  by  which  the  group 
is  not  offered  on  condition  that  the  licensee 
shall  take  all  the  pictures  included  in  it,  or 
none,  but  in  which  the  pictures  are  separately 
priced,  and  each  picture  is  to  be  sold  to  the 

highest  duly  qualified  bidder." 
Pooling  Agreements 

After  listing  the  various  forms  of  "pool- 
ing" theaters,  the  court  states:  "These  op- 

erating agreements  we  hold  to  be  in  clear 
conflict  with  the  Sherman  Act,  for  through 
them  the  defendant-exhibitor  reduces  to  a 
minimum  opposition  between  its  own  and 

other  theaters  in  the  'pool.'  Co-operation 
rather  than  competition  characterizes  their 
operation."  Such  restraints,  the  opinion 
holds,  are  "far  less  than  reasonable.  The 
result  is  to  eliminate  competition  pro  tante 
in  both  exhibition  and  distribution  of  films. 

"It  should  be  added  that  in  our  opinion 
these  can  be  no  objection  to  operating,  book- 

ing, or  film  buying  through  agents,  provided 

the  agent  is*  not  also  acting  in  respect  to 
theaters  owned  by  other  exhibitors,  inde- 

pendent or  affiliated." Regarding  discrimination  of  distributor-de- 
fendants against  small  independent  exhibitors 

and  in  favor  of  large  affiliated  and  unaffili- 
ated circuits,  the  court  holds  "these  provi- 
sions are  found  most  frequently  in  franchises 

and  master  agreements,  which  are  made  with 
the  larger  circuits  of  affiliated  and  unaffili- 

ated theaters.  The  competitive  advantages 
of  these  provisions  are  so  great  that  their 
inclusion  in  contracts  with  the  larger  cir- 

cuits constitute  an  unreasonable  discrimina- 
tion against  small  competitors  in  violation 

of  the  anti-trust  laws.  .  .  .  Under  the  bid- 
ding system,  we  are  requiring  such  dis- 

criminations would   appear  impossible." 
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20th-Fox  128  Mins. 

ZANUCK  DELIVERS  ONE  OF  GREATEST 

PRODUCTIONS  IN  20TH-FOX  HISTORY; 
SMASHING  GROSSES  ARE  ASSURED. 

Designation  of  "Anna  and  the  King  of 
Siam"  as  a  Darryl  F.  Zanuck  production  is 
a  tipoff  on  the  quality  of  the  screen  tran- 

scription of  the  Margaret  Landon  book,  it 

being  an  accepted  fact  in  the  industry  by 
now  that  only  the  cream  of  the  20th-Fox 

product  carries  the  imprimatur  of  the  com- 

pany's head  of  production. 
In  this  film  Zanuck  once  more  presents 

a  candidate  for  the  year's  top  honors.  By 
every  possible  test  a  superior  picture,  "Anna 
and  the  King  of  Siam"  emerges  under  his 
loving  guidance  as  one  of  the  finest  of- 

ferings in  the  company's  history.  Verily  a 
blue-ribbon  film,  it  should  win  the  recog- 

nition of  being  one  of  the  smash  grossers 
of  the  industry. 

Representing  incomparable  entertain- 
ment, the  picture  has  the  power  to  fas- 
cinate any  audience  with  its  charm,  the 

unusualness  of  its  story,  its  spectacle,  its 
amazing  opulence  and  its  exotic  appeal.  The 
studio  has  been  sparing  of  nothing  to  make 
the  production  something  to  set  the  public 
talking.      > 

The  picture,  produced  painstakingly  with 
a  wealth  of  detail  that  beggars  description 
and  set  in  a  frame  of  great  pictorial  beauty, 

relates  the  intriguing  tale  of  an  English- 
woman and  the  influence  exerted  by  her 

on  the  King  of  Siam  to  get  him  interested 
in  the  modernization  and  progress  of  his 
country.  Much  warmth  and  feeling  have 
gone  into  the  telling  of  an  arresting  story 
that  is  absolutely  off  the  beaten  path.  The 

woman's  battle  of  wits  with  the  king  is 
productive  of  delicious  moments  of  humor 

besides  a  display  of  drama  that  is  ex- 
traordinary. No  emotional  facet  is  left  un- 

touched as  the  tale  unfurls  under  the 

superb  and  knowing  direction  of  John 
Cromwell. 

The  story  picks  up  our  heroine  in  the 
1860s  when  she  arrives  in  Siam  to  serve 

as  teacher  to  the  many  children  of  the 

polygamous  king  and  leaves  her  at  the  en- 

thronement of  the  ruler's  eldest  son  upon 
the  death  of  the  monarch.  In  between  the 

superlative  screenplay  of  Talbot  Jennings 
and  Sally  Benson  crowds  a  tremendous 
amount  of  material,  all  of  it  of  a  high 
and  interesting  order. 

The  emotional  force  of  the  story  mounts 

to  a  point  at  the  end  where  the  easily  af- 
fected will  find  it  impossible  to  contain 

their  tears. 

Audiences  will  be  impressed  by  the  size 
of  the  production.  A  person  could  indeed 
wax  ecstatic  over  the  physical  excellences 
of  the  film,  for  which  great  credit  goes  to 
the  camera  work  of  Arthur  Miller,  the  art 
direction  of  Lyle  Wheeler  and  William 
Darling  and  the  set  decorations  of  Thomas 
Little  and  Frank  E.  Hughes,  all  of  whom 

have  helped  to  make  the  picture  an  ar- 
tistic triumph.  Another  notable  attribute 

of  the  production  is  the  score  of  Bernard 

Herrmann.  The  film  is  the  supreme  achieve- 
ment of  Louis  D.  Lighton  as  a  producer. 

The  film  has  been  loaded  with  a  ticket- 

selling  cast  of  high  caliber.  Irene  Dunne  ex- 
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eels  herself  as  Anna,  with  Rex  Harrison 

rising  to  the  heights  as  the  King  of  Siam. 
Linda  Darnell  as  a  favorite  of  the  king  who 

pays  with  her  life  for  rebelling  against  her 
fate  and  Lee  J.  Cobb  as  the  prime  minister 

stand  out  among  the  other  players.       » 

CAST:  Irene  Dunne,  Rex  Harrison,  Linda  Dar- 
nell, Lee  J.  Cobb,  Gale  Sondergaard,  Mikhail 

Rasumny,  Dennis  Hoey,  Tito  Renaldo,  Richard 
Lyon,  William  Edmunds,  John  Abbott,  Leonard 
Strong,  Mickey  Roth,  Connie  Leon,  Diana  Van 
den  Ecker,  Si-Lan  Chen,  Marjorie  Eaton,  Helena 
Crant,  Stanley  Mann,  Addison  Richards,  Neyle 
Morrow,  Julian  Rivero,  Chet  Voravan,  Dorothy 
Chung,  Jean  Wong. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Louis  D.  Lighton;  Di- 
rector, |ohn  Cromwell;  Screenplay,  Talbot  Jen- 

nings, Sally  Benson;  Based  on  book  by  Margaret 
Landon;  Cameraman,  Arthur  Miller;  Musical 
Score,  Bernard  Herrmann;  Art  Directors,  Lyle 
Wheeler,  William  Darling;  Set  Decorators,  Thomas 
Little,  Frank  E.  Hughes;  Film  Editor,  Harmon 
Jones;  Special  Effects,  Fred  Sersen;  Sound,  Ber- 

nard Freericks,  Roger  Heman. 

DIRECTION,    Fine.      PHOTOGRAPHY,    Superb. 
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:;0V'T  'DEFINITELY'  TO  APPEAL 
Majors  Will  Propose  Modifications  for  Decree 
■nee  There  is  a  Decree 

,.  n  Appeal  Seems  Certain; 
'1287  Jointly  Owned  Houses 

Counsel  for  the  major  com- 
mies, after  "digesting"  yes- 

rday  the  text  of  the  decision 
.nded  down  by  the  Statutory  Court 

the  Government's  equity  action, 
serted  that  proposals  for  modifi- 
;tion  of  the  provisions  for  the  de- 
ee  will  certainly  be  drawn  by  the 
fendants. 

"The  findings  of  the  Court  do  not 
nstitute  a  decree,"  one  of  the  legal- 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

enale  Com.  Okays 
I.  K.  Treaty  Protocol 
\ashington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — The  Senate  Commit- 
e  on  Foreign  Relations  yesterday 
•proved  without  objection  the  pro- 
col  to  the  double  taxation  treaty 
.th  Britain  which  removes  from 
e  text  of  the  treaty  the  clause  dis- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

./arners'  Foreign xecs.  at  Sales  Conclave 

Warners'  sales  convention  has 
ken  on  international  scope  with 
e  announcement  that  executives 
3m  the  foreign  field  will  attend 
e  Atlantic  City  meeting,  sched- 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

French  Gov't  May  Pay 
Half  of  Studio  Cost 

Paris  (By  Air  Mail) — French  Gov- 
ernment is  expected  to  pay  about 

half  of  the  costs  of  the  proposed 
French  film  studio  center  at  Mougins 

on  the  Cote  d'Azur.  Plant  is  esti- 
mated to  cost  two  milliard  francs,  with 

the  various  French  production  com- 
panies supplying  the  other  half  of  the 

costs.  Financial  control  would  re- 
main with  the  government,  with  the 

industry  supplying  technical  person- 
nel. 

Decision  Reactions 
AS  industry  leaders  and  film  attorneys  yesterday  read  and  studied  the  findings 

of  the  Statutory  Court  in  the  Government's  New  York  equity  suit,  there 
was,  inevitably,  a  wide  variety  of  reactions.  Typical  of  the  points  raised  and 
opinions  expressed  were: 

(1)  The  Government  is  almost  certain  to  take  an  appeal  to  the  Supreme  Court  on  the 
matter  of  divorcement. 

(2)    Decision   was   a   partial  victory   for  both   sides, — the   majors   generally   winning  on 
the  divorcement  issue  and  the  indies  on  most  other  salient  points. 

(3)   A  new  era  in  distribution  and  exhibition  practice  has  been  ushered  in. 

(4)   Theater  operation  has  been  made  competitive  again,  and  the  indie  exhibitor  can 

no  longer  "go  fishing,"  so  to  speak. 

(5)    Exhibitors  operating  most  efficently   will  have   "first  call"  on    patronage   in   their communities. 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

MPTOA  Will  Expand 
From  Coast  to  Coast 
Columbus,  Miss. — Within  a  year 

the  MPTOA  will  have  active  units 
from  Coast  to  Coast,  it  was  reported 
here  yesterday  in  the  wake  of  the 

Board  of  Directors'  meeting  which 
ended  Tuesday  afternoon.  An  exten- 

sive expansion  program  will  be 
launched  with  the  appointment  of  a 
salaried  executive  secretary. 

With  activities  curtailed  by  neces- 
sity during  the  war,  the  organization 

plans  to  prepare  for  a  militant  pro- 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

No  Hope  for  Lower 
Ticket  Tax  This  Year 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — There  is  no  hope  for 
congressional  action  to  lower  the  ad- 

missions tax  this  year,  Representa- 
tive Harold  Knutson,  (R.),  Minn., 

admitted  yesterday.  Author  of  a 
bill  and  a  concurrent  resolution  both 
designed  to  bring  the  admissions  and 
other  excise  taxes  back  to  their  1942 
levels,  Knutson  admitted  that  he  has 
no  hope  of  action  this  year. 

"Those  taxes  won't  be  lowered  rJn- 
(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Myers  Assails  Equity  Opinion 

Emphasizes  Four  "Great  Inconsistencies 

U.  S.  Legion  of  Merit 
Awarded  Capt.  Auten 

London  (By  Cable) — Bestowal  of 
President  Harry  S.  Truman  of  the 
Legion  of  Merit,  Degree  of  Officer, 
upon  Capt.  Harold  Auten,  V.C., 
D.S.C.,  R.D.,  R.N.R.,  was  disclosed  in 
the  London  Gazette  Supplement  yes- terday. 

Captain  Auten,  now  executive  vice 
president  of  the  J.  Arthur  Rank 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

It 

Abram  F.  Myers,  Allied  board 
chairman  and  general  counsel,  as- 

sailed the  Statutory  Court's  decision 
in  the  New  York  equity  suit  yester- 

day, holding  it  rife  with  inconsis- 
tencies, and  declaring  that  its  provi- 

sions are  calculated  to  "make  a 

monkey  of  the  law." In  a  statement  to  The  Film  Daily, 
Myers  said: 

"I  have  not  received  the  opinion, 
but  present  advices  indicate  that  the 
Court  in  effect  held  distributors'  en- 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

"Proper  Relief"  Denied 
In  Opinion  on  New  York 
Equity  Case,  Says  Wright 

By  MANNING  CLAGETT 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  The  Govern- 
ment  "definitely"   will  appeal 

the  decision  in  the  New  York 
equity  case,  Robert  L.  Wright,  special 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Solution  Said  Close 

In  French  Tax  Treaty 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington — First  steps  towards 

clarification  of  the  double  taxation 
treaty  with  France  and  release  of 
millions  of  dollars  in  blocked  Ameri- 

can money  from  U.  S.  pix  activities 
(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Paramount's  Top  Execs. Off  For  Coast  Tuesday 

Top  Paramount  execs.,  headed  by 
Barney  Balaban,  and  including 
Adolph  Zukor,  Leonard  Goldenson, 
George  Weltner,  Russell  Holman  and 
Curtis  Mitchell  will  head  for  the  Coast 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Equity  Opinion  No 
Solution — Berger 

Benjamin  A.  Berger,  prexy  of  North 
Central  Allied,  last  night  wired  THE 
FILM  DAILY  that  the  Statutory 

Court's  opinion  in  the  New  York 
equity  case  is  no  solution.  He   said: 

"The  United  States  court  decree  is 
a  sort  of  compromise  and  is  far  from 

a  solution  to  the  cancerous  condi- 

tion of  this  industry.  We  will  con- 
tinue our  fight  to  get  the  distributors 

out  of  the  exhibition  field  and  not 
until  then  will  the  exhibitors  be  in 

a  position  to  eliminate  the  compul- 

sory percentage  curse  which  is  caus- 
ing creeping  paralysis  in  this  busi- 

ness. If  we  cannot  solve  it  through 

the  courts,  we  will  make  every  ef- 
fort to  get  divorcement  through 

state  legislatures." 
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NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 

Am.  Seat   
Bell  &  Howell     
Columbia  Picts   
Columbia   Picts.   pfd. 
East.  Kodak     
Cen.  Prec.  Eq   

Loew's,    Inc   
Paramount      
RKO        
Republic   Picts   
Republic  Picts.  pfd..  . 

20th  Century-Fox  .  .  . 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd 
20th  Century-Fox  ppf 
Universal  Picts   
Universal  Picts.  pfd.. 
Warner  Bros   

High 

29 315/8 

32 
100 
252 35V2 
36% 
74V4 

241/4 

14 173/4 

563/s 
70 

1041/4 453/4 98% 

47 

Low 

29 
3H/2 

32 
100 
252 
35% 
36% 
73% 
23% 

13 173/4 54% 

683/4 

1041/4 
45 

98% 
46% 

Close 

29 

31% 

32 100 
252 

35% 

363/, 741/4 

24 

133/4 
173/4 
561/4 

70 IO41/4 
45 

981/2 

47 

Net 
Chg. 

+  V4 
+  % +  % 

+  3/8 
+  V4 

+  2 

+  13/4 

-  1% -  % 
-  V2 

+  n/4 
NEW   YORK    CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts       9%  8%  9%   +     l/2 
Radio-Keith  cvs    103/8  10%  10%   +     % 
Sonotone  Corp        5  5  5           

Technicolor         24  23%  23%—     % 
Trans-Lux           6'/2  6%  6%  —     1/4 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 

Bid     Asked 
Pathe    Industries         12  13 
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Gov't  Will  Appeal 
Decision— Wright 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

assistant   to   the    Attorney    General, 
said  yesterday. 

"What  I've  seen  of  the  decision," 
Wright  told  The  Film  Daily,  "it 
appears  very  radical  in  its  effect  on 
existing  distribution  methods  and  ex- 

tremely mild  on  the  theater  owner- 

ship question." He  said,  however,  that  the  court 
"agreed"  with  most  of  the  Depart- 

ment of  Justice  contentions  but  "de- 
nied proper  relief." Wright,  who  was  in  charge  of  the 

Government's  case,  predicted  a 
"double  appeal"  in  the  case.  He  said 
the  Department  of  Justice  would  ap- 

peal the  theater  ownership  question 
and  the  defendants  probably  would 
appeal  the  distribution  and  exhibi- 

tion sections  of  the  decision. 

"As  far  as  the  relief  aspects  of  the 
case    are    concerned,"    Wright    said, 
"the  defendants  might  as  well  have 
written  the  decision  themselves." 

Pooling  Dissolution 
He  revealed  that  dissolution  of  the 

pooling  agreements  already  was  "un- 

der way." Other  Department  of  Justice 
sources  indicated  varying  degrees  of 
dissatisfaction  with  the  decision. 
Most  sources  agreed  that  the  decision 
wasn't  even  a  "50  per  cent"  victory 
for  the  Government,  since  the  key  to 
the  whole  case  was  theater  owner- 

ship by  the  majors.  The  other  prac- 
tices, these  sources  said,  would  be 

"taken  in  stride"  by  the  majors. 
"The  battle  is  not  lost,"  one  spokes- 

man said,  "but  as  it  stands  now  it  is 
virtually  a  victory  for  the  defend- 

ants." No  Hope  for  Lower 
Ticket  Tax  This  Year 

'Continued  from  Page  1) 

til  we  get  control  of  the  House," Knutson,  ranking  Republican  of  the 
House  Ways  and  Means  Committee, 
said  sadly.  In  the  event  the  Repub- 

licans should  gain  control  of  the 
House  he  will  be  chairman  of  the 
committee,  and  promises  that  he  will 
prosecute  his  tax  reduction  plans. 

ATA  Leaders  Talk  Tax 
Reduction  With  Vinson 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Top  leadership  of 
the  ATA  met  yesterday  with  Secre- 

tary of  the  Treasury  Fred  M.  Vinson 
and  Basil  O'Connor,  head  of  the 
American  Red  Cross  and  the  Na- 

tional Foundation  for  Infantile  Pa- 
ralysis. The  ATA  delegation,  which 

discussed  the  prospects  for  reduction 
of  the  admissions  tax  with  Vinson, 
and  the  collections  problem  with 
O'Connor,  included  President  S.  H. 
Fabian,  chairman  of  the  board,  Ted 
R.  Gamble  and  Executive  Director 
Robert  W.  Coyne. 

Although  they  refused  to  discuss 

Solution  Said  Close 
In  French  Tax  Treaty 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
were    announced   late    yesterday   by 
the  State  Department. 
The  State  Department  released 

communications  between  Under  Sec- 
retary of  State  Dean  Acheson  and 

French  Ambassador  Henri  Bonnet 
which  indicated  the  entire  question 
that  has  plagued  the  U.  S.  pix  in- 

dustry is  close  to  solution. 
In  addition,  the  French  indicated 

that  American  pix  holdings  blocked 
in  France  during  the  war  may  es- 

cape the  capital  tax  by  classifying 
the  holdings  as  "enrichment"  instead 
of  capital. 

Discussing  the  convention  of  1939 
which  provided  that  royalties  paid  in 
France  to  Americans  are  exempt 
from  taxation  in  France,  provided 
the  American  does  not  have  a  perma- 

nent establishment  in  France,  Bon- 
net said: 

"It  is  understood  that  these  pro- 
visions shall  be  applicable  in  the  case 

of  royalties  paid  to  American  pro- 
ducers of  films  for  the  exploitation 

in  France  of  these  films,  provided 
that  the  income  arising  from  the  ex- 

ploitation of  these  films  cannot  be 
considered  as  belonging  to  the  per- 

manent establishment  in  France  of 

the  American  producer." 

Harley  Names  Horen  as 
Aide  in  Spain,  N.  Africa 
Appointment  of  Sidney  Horen  as 

special  assistant  to  exercise  super- 
vision over  Spain,  Portugal  and 

Spanish  North  Africa  was  announced 
yesterday  by  Francis  L.  Harley, 
20th-InternationaPs  managing  direc- 

tor of  all  of  Europe,  the  Middle  East 
and  North  Africa.  Until  recently 
Horen  was  the  company's  managing 
director  of  Argentina. 

Horen  has  been  identified  with  the 
foreign  operations  of  20th-Fox  since 
1924,  his  first  post  being  in  Cuba. 
Before  being  assigned  to  Argentina 
he  was  managing  director  in  Spain. 
Now  in  New  York,  Horen  will 

leave  for  Europe  as  soon  as  trans- 
portation is  available. 

their  meeting  in  detail,  they  did  say 
that  both  sessions  were  highly  suc- 

cessful and  gratifying.  Gamble  re- 
vealed that  the  ATA  board  will  meet 

in  New  York  this  morning  to  hear 
their  report  and  discuss  both  mat- ters. 

The  ATA  leadership  did  not  meet 
with  Secretary-Elect  John  W.  Sny- 

der, who  will  shortly  take  over  tax 
responsibility  when  Vinson  assumes 
his  judicial  robes. 

manager-expediter 

Wanted  by  Motion  Picture  Export  Com- 
pany. Must  have  executive  ability,  be  fully 

experienced  Motion  Picture  business. 
Knowledge  of  Spanish  desirable,  but  not 
essential.  Excellent  opportunity. 

All  replies  held  strictly  confidential.  State 
full    details    and    compensation    expected. 

BOX  53,     THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501    BROADWAY,   NEW  YORK   18,    N.   Y. 

N.  Y.  THEATERS 
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PTOA  Will  Expand 
om  Coast  to  Coast 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

m  aimed  at  trade  practice  reforms 

covered  by  the  court's  decision 
i:he_ New  York  equity  suit.     One 

''^jfirst    steps   in   its   campaign 
be  a  move  to  correct  the  present 

jcking  system  and  a  committee  of 

—AT  LONG  LAST!   ; 

A  "gag"  resolution  adopted  by 
'he  MPTOA  board  at  its  Colum- 

bus, Miss.,  meeting  this  week 
buried  the  hatchet  between  the 

'Damn  Yankees"  and  the  South- 
ern rebels,  and  it  ended  up  with 

ihe  remark  that,  "of  course,  the 
\orth  did  ivin  the  Civil  War." 

ee  shortly  will  call  on  major  com- 
y  sales  heads  for  their  assistance. 

i'he  two-day  sessions  here  put  to 
;  all  rumors  of  MPTOA  dissolu- 
ii.  Leaders  pointed  out  that  the 
bciation  today  is  stronger  than 
r,  and  that  it  will  gain  greater 
■ngth  as  new  units  are  added  to 
membership. 
omment  on  the  equity  suit  deci- 
a  was  made  sparingly  as  full  de- 

ls were  not  available  at  the  time 
adjournment.     An   official    state- 

let will  be  issued  when  the  direc- 
5  have  had  the  opportunity  to  read 
I  full  text  of  the  opinion. 

J'he  social  side  of  the  board  meet- 
1  has  had  no  equal  in  the  history 
-  the    association.      Southern    hos- 
llity  went  all-out  for  the  visitors, 
a   were    entertained    in    pre-Civil 
r  mansions.    A  barbecue  was  held 
nday  night  on  the  grounds  of  the 
ne  of  Dr.  and  Mrs.  D.  E.  Staton. 

^sday  night,  a  party  and  chicken 
aer  was  given  in  the  huge  home 
Mr.    and   Mrs.    Andrew  Puckett. 
:ocktail  party  was  given   in  the 
ne  of  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Irvine  Weit- 
hoffer.     There  were  also  tours  to 
Voric  sites. 

jury  Cohn  May  Testify 
Suit  Against  Krasna 

'tarry  Cohn,  Columbia  head,  is  ex- 
ted    to    take    the    witness    stand 

■;n    the    trial    of    his    company's 
i?iarism  suit  against  Norman 
.sna  is  resumed  today  before  Su- 
:ne  Court  Justice  Samuel  Null  in 
v  York.  The  suit  charges  Krasna 

■\  infringing  upon  a  story  by 
aph  Hoffman,  "Dear  Mr.  Private," 
,vriting  the  play  "Dear  Ruth." 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  13 

Ian  Hunter  Tay  Carnett 
Bob    Bailey  Basil    Rathbone 
Mary  Wickes  David    J.    Chatkin 

Thursday's  Tattlings 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  The  British  Parliament  has  withdrawn  its 

ratification  of  the  Anglo-American  double  taxation  treaty,  but  it  seems 

it's  nothing  to  worry  about   The  British  action  permits  the  incorpor- 
ation of  American  modifications,  and  it  is  understood  Parliament  will  re- 

ratify.  ...  •  NBC  is  using  a  new  compact  micro-wave  video  relay 
transmitter,  generating  less  power  than  a  pencil  flashlight,  for  field 

pickups   The  new  .05-watt  set  assures  virtually  noise-free  telecasts. 

•  Des  Moines  is  back  in  first  place  in  PRC's  Employes'  Bonus  Drive, 
recapturing  the  post  from  Salt  Lake  City.  ...  •  The  Minneapolis  Daily 
Times,  taking  the  polls  of  local  moviegoers,  comes  up  with  the  report 

that  they  prefer  films  adapted  from  best-sellers  and  classics,  adventure 

stories,   romances,   mysteries   and  historical   films   What   they   don't 
like  are  films  about  the  medical  profession,  light  comedies  and  westerns. 

•  Didja  know  scalping  of  tickets  has  been  outlawed  in  Louisiana  by 

an  80-0  vote  of  the  State  Legislature?  ...  •  J.  J.  Balint,  assistant  man- 

ager of  Newark's   Avon,  has   resigned  to  organize   an   all-femme  band, 

•  Don't  be  surprised  if  Mickey  Rooney's  dad  gets  the  role  of  Jiggs,  in 

Monogram's  "Bringing  Up  Father.".  .  .     •   Leo  the  Lion  is  a  very  smart 
lion   For  proof  of  that  you  need  look  no  farther  than  the  fact  that 

the  premiere  of  its  very  timely  short,  "Bikini — the  Atom  Island,"  will  be 
held  on  the  island  of  Rongerik  with  Bikini  natives  transplanted  there  by 

the   Navy  to   form   the   audience   Naturally,   Leo   has   Navy  co-op. 
for  the  premiere   

▼  T  T 

•  •  •  MIGHTY  GOOD  TO  READ  that  London  cable  disclosing  that 

Capt.  Harold  Auten,  of  His  Majesty's  Navy,  has  received  the  Legion  of 
Merit,  Degree  of  Officer,  from  President  Truman   To  say  that  it  was 

fully   justified    would    be    putting    it    on    the    milder    side   A   New 

Yorker  since  1928  when  he  entered  film  biz  on  this  side,  Harold  was  re- 

called for  active  service  in  the  Royal  Navy  as  early  as  Aug.  25,  1939 

  From  March,   1942,  till  the  war's  end,  he  was  in  charge  of  all 
British    and   British-controlled    vessels    in  the   Port    of  New   York   

That  means  the  British  convoys  and  all  troops   And  included,  of 

course,  the  two  Queens,  Mary  and  Elizabeth   A  herculean  assign- 
ment, brilliantly  fulfilled  for   six  years   and  three   months   To  the 

Legion  of  Merit,  Harold  is  privileged  to  add  Phil  M.s  own  Order  ofl  Ap- 
plause (with  Two  Palms)   

T  T  T 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Edmund  Ruben,  president  of  Minneapolis' 

Welworth  Amusement  Co.,  is  hosting  a  houseboat  party  on  Canada's 
Lake  of  the  Woods   His  guests  include  Harry  Kalmine,  Tom  Con- 

nors, Jack  Flynn,  Sam  Shirley,  Jimmy  Coston,  Walter  Immerman,  Tom 

Hoyne,  Ralph  Branton,  Mike  Blank  and  Len  Heller.  ...  •  New  Or- 

leans' district  attorney,  after  viewing  "The  Outlaw,"  decided  he  couldn't 

outlaw  the  pic  as  urged  by  the  city's  clerics  and  others.  ...  •  RKO's 
Louis-Conn  fight  pic  will  be  shown  exclusively  at  RKO  nabes  in  the 
New  York  met.  area  on  the  20th.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  Warners  paid 

$4,500,000  for  that  additional  1,000,000  ordinary  shares  of  the  Associated 
British  Picture  Corp.,  Ltd.,  which  raised  the  Warner  holdings  to  37  Vz 

per  cent?  ...  •  The  Minneapolis  Newsreel  Theater  is  adding  an  ac- 
tion feature  to  its  program   Could  this  be  a  sign  of  the  times?  .  .  . 

•  R.  W.  Baremore,  industry  veteran,  is  making  preparations  to  move 

out  to  the  Coast  with  his  missus.  ...  •  Leon  J.  Bamberger  of  RKO. 

heads  the  MP  committee  of  the  public  relations  division  for  the  Centenary 

International   Philatelic   Exhibition   which   will   be   held   here   next  May. 

•  Newest  getaway  for  local  film  execs.:  the  Cedars  Country  Club  in 
the  Berkshires   

T  T  T 

•  •      •     CHUCKLE  O'   THE  DAY:    Glen  (MPAA-PIC)   Allvine's   cute 
caption  accompanying  copies  of  the  New  York  equity  suit  decision   

"Rules  for  the  New  Era"   

COMING  and  GOING 
CAPT.  HAROLD  AUTEN,  executive  vice-presi- 

dent of  the  J.  Arthur  Rank  Organization,  Inc., 
returns  from   Hollywood  Saturday. 

BENEDICT.  BOGEAUS  and  DOLORES  MORAN, 
whom  he  has  signed  to  an  exclusive  contract, 
will  arrive  in  New  York  for  a  two-week  visit 
on  June  24. 

BUDDY  ROGERS  will  arrive  in  New  York  on 

July  1  with  a  print  of  his  First  Comet  pic, 
"Miss  Iodine."  He  will  be  accompanied  by  his 
wife,   MARY  PICKFORD. 

JOSEPH  HAZEN,  president  of  Hal  Wallis 
Prods.,  leaves  New  York  for  the  Coast  tomorrow. 

GREGORY  PECK  arrives  in  Dennis,  Mass.  on 

June  26  to  play  the  lead  in  a  Summer  stock  pro- 
duction,   "Playboy   of   the   Western    World." 

LUCILLE  BALL,  M-C-M  star,  will  return  to 
New   York   tomorrow   from    upstate    Jamestown. 
WILLIAM  DEMAREST  has  left  Hollywood  by 

auto  with  his  wife  for  Seattle,  where  they  will 
board  a  ship  for  a  3-week  vacation  in  Alaska. 

GEORCE  MONTGOMERY,  the  screen  actor,  and 
DINAH  SHORE,  his  wife,  are  at  the  Waldorf- 
Astoria   from   California. 

MARLENE  DIETRICH  will  leave  Paris  by 

plane  for  New  York  on  July  26  or  27  and  will 
proceed   at  once    to   Hollywood. 

JACK  DONOHUE,  M-C-M  dance  director, 

JACK  CUMMINGS  and  DICK  WHORF,  M-G-M 
directors,   are  Chicago  visitors. 

DORE  SCHARY   is  en   route  to   Hollywood. 

VIRGINIA  KEILEY  returned  to  London  by 
plane  from   New  York  yesterday. 

CARSON  RODCERS,  general  manager,  I.  W. 
Rodgers  Theater  Circuit,  Cairo,  III.,  is  in  Florida, 
visiting  with    his   father,    I.    W.    Rodgers. 

MAX  A.  SANOWSKY,  owner  of  the  Fairy, 

St.   Louis,   is  visiting  his  daughter  in   Florida. 

MARCELLA  HERMANN,  bookers'  secretary  at 
M-G-M,  Minneapolis,  is  in  New  York  for  a  two- 
week  vacation. 

CASPER  CHOUINARD,  UA  Minneapolis  sales- 
man, is  driving  to  Montreal  Sunday  for  a  vaca- tion. 

HAROLD  S.  ESKIN,  owner  of  the  Harold  S. 
Eskin  Theater  Enterprises,  is  home  in  New  York 
after  a  Winter  in  Florida. 

HERBERT  FENTON,  booker  for  Harold  S.  Es- 
kin Enterprises,  Newark;  CARL  WOLFARTH, 

manager  of  the  Newark  Cameo,  and  HERMAN 
FELD,  manager  of  the  Newark  Treat,  will  attend 

the  New  Jersey  Allied  Atlantic  City  conven- 
tion next  week. 

MRS.  SAMUEL  GOLDWYN  left  New  York 

yesterday  by  air  for  Hollywood,  following  a 
short  visit  to   London 

EMERSON  YORKE,  film  producer,  returned  to 
New  York  yesterday  from  Buffalo  where  his 

picture,  "This  Is  TB,"  was  previewed  by  the 
National  Tuberculosis  Association  on  Tuesday. 

ARTHUR  ROWLAND-JONES,  Loew's  Interna- 
tional's territorial  manager  for  India,  arrived 

yesterday  on  the  S.S.  Sea  Hydra  for  an  extended 
visit  which  will  include  a  trip  to  the  studio. 

GREGORY  E.  GEORGOUSSY,  RKO's  general 
manager  in  the  Near  East,  arrived  in  New  York 
yesterday  aboard  the  S.S.  Vulcania  for  the  com- 

pany's annual  sales  conference. 

Switch  Coyne  to  Frisco 
J.  Coyne,  formerly  office  manager 

at  M-G-M's  Cleveland  branch,  has 
been  transferred  to  the  San  Fran- 

cisco exchange  in  a  similar  capacity. 
At  San  Francisco,  he  succeeds  Tom 
Aspell,  Jr.,  now  Seattle  manager. 
Replacing  Coyne  in  Cleveland  is  Dor- 
sey  Brown,  just  returned  from  two 
years  in  the  service. 

SICK  REPORT 

FRANCIS  WOLTZ,  assistant  manager  at 

the  Trent,  Newark,  N.  J.,  is  on  leave  dur- 
ing the  Summer,  due  to  illness. 

GARY  COOPER  is  confined  to  his  home  on 

the  Coast  by  a  severe  attack  of  intestinal 
flu. 



£ 

IT  CAN'T  BE  JUST  LUCK! 
There  has  never  been  a  period  in  film  annals  when  any  company  has 

delivered  such  a  continuous  flow  of  big  pictures  as  M-G-M. 

One  right  after  another:  "Adventure,"  "Ziegfeld  Follies  of  1946"  in 

Technicolor,  'The  Postman  Always  Rings  Twice,"  ?The  Green  Years," 

"Two  Sisters  from  Boston"— and  now  "Three  Wise  Fools." 

When   'Three  Wise  Fools"  had  its  first  Theatre  Preview  in  California, 

(continued) 
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(continued) 

M-G-M  was  elated  by  the  reports.  The  audience  laughed  and  wept  and 

sat  enthralled.  Hollywood  acclaimed  a  new  sensation. 

The  picture  had  a  heart,  they  said.  They  loved  the  story  of  the  little 

Irish-girl-with-a-brogue  (played  by  Margaret  O'Brien)  who  brought  sun- 

shine into  the  lives  of  three  hard-bitten  bachelors.  They  predicted  that 

it  was  the  sure-fire  stuff  to  pour  gold  into  the  coffers  of  theatres. 

Now  the  print  has  come  East.  We  previewed  the  picture  in  a  typical 

neighborhood  theatre,  Loew's  72nd  Street  in  New  York  City. 

Gentlemen,  it  was  simply  thrilling  to  watch  those  average  folks  enjoy 

our  picture.  Time  will  confirm  what  we  tell  you  now,  but  mark  this 

prophecy:  Three  Wise  Fools'  will  be  one  of  the  most  beloved  pictures 

of  our  time  —  beloved  by  you  for  the  business  it  will  do-— beloved  for 

the  joy  it  will  bring  to  millions  of  Americans  in  every  corner  of  the  land." 

MARGARET  O'BRIEN,  LIONEL  BARRYMORE, 
LEWIS  STONE,  EDWARD  ARNOLD,  ray  COLLINS, 
JANE  DARWELL,  CHARLES  DINGLE,  CYD  CHARISSE, 
HARRY   DAVENPORT  and    THOMAS    MITCHELL. 

Screen  Play  by  John  McDermott  and  James  O'Hanlon.  Story  by  John 
McDermott.  Based  Upon  the  Play  by  Austin  Strong.  Staged  by 
Winchell  Smith.  Presented  by  John  Golden.  Directed  by 
EDWARD  BUZZELL.    Produced  by  WILLIAM  H.  WRIGHT 
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Myers  Assails 
Equity  Opinion 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
tire  method  of  doing  business  illegal. 
Among  the  methods  condemned  are 
block-booking,  blind-selling  and  pref- 

erential deals  with  affiliated  circuits 
such  as  pooling  agreement,  formula 
agreements,  master  contracts  and 
franchises. 

"Contract  provisions  fixing  mini- 
mum admissions  were  held  to  con- 

stitute illegal  price-fixing.  Since  ex- 
isting clearances  are  mostly  geared 

to  admission  prices,  the  effect  was 
to  hold  such  clearance  illegal,  but 
the  Court  also  held  reasonable  clear- 

ances were  necessary  and  retained 
arbitration.  This  is  the  first  great 

inconsistency." 
Main  Objective  Denied 

"While  condemning  the  methods 
by  which  the  defendants  acquired 
their  theater  monopoly,  the  Court  re- 

fused to  deprive  defendants  of  the 
fruits  of  their  illegal  practices  and 
denied  the  Government's  main  ob- 

jective which  was  theater  divorce- 
ment. The  provision  that  defendants 

may  acquire  no  additional  theaters 
without  express  approval  of  the 
Court  is  no  adequate  substitute  for 
divorcement.  This  is  the  second 
great  inconsistency.  Leaving  the 
great  affiliated  chains  intact  in  view 
of  thei  drastic  orders  against  Cres- 

cent agd  Schine  is  the  third  great 
inconsistency  and  is  calculated  to 
make  a  monkey  of  the  law. 

Free  Hand  in  Theaters 

"Defendants  are  allowed  a  free 
hand  with  respect  to  theaters  in 
which  they  have  a  95  per  cent  inter- 

est but  must  sell  films  to  all  others 
on  a  competitive  basis  which  would 
deprive  Paramount  partners  of  their 
special  privileges.  This  not  only  is 
of  doubtful  workability,  but  consti- 

tutes the  fourth  glaring  inconsis- 
tency. In  view  of  the  Government's 

unyielding  insistence  on  divorcement 
it  appears  a  foregone  conclusion  that 
the  Government  will  appeal  to  the 
Supreme  Court  and  the  defendants 
probably  will  take  time  to  put  into 
effect  without  modification  or  time 
to  prepare  for  the  reforms.  It  would 
work  havoc,  but  if  the  case  is  ap- 

pealed final  order  will  not  be  entered 
for  at  least  a  year,  during  which  the 
industry  must  prepare  for  necessary 
adjustments. 

"To  sum  up: 
"The  Court  held  that  the  defend- 

ants' claim  that  they  have  a  legal 

WEDDIHG  BELLS 

Balabcm^Jouture 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  A.  J.  Balaban  have 

confirmed  the  marriage  in  Canada 
during  the  Winter  of  their  daughter, 
Ida  Joy,  to  Louis  G.  Couture  of 
Quebec,  former  lieutenant  in  the  Ca- 

nadian Army.  Father  of  the  bride  is 
general  manager  of  the  Roxy. 

Little  Headlines: 
MEXICO  CITY'S  CINELANDIA,  newsreel  house  which  ordinarily  plays  short  subjects 

on  a  flat  rental  basis,  booked  Warners'  "Hitler  Lives?"  on  a  percentage  arrangement  for 
the  first-run  showing  in  Mexico. 

• 

CONSTANTIN  BAKALEINIKOFF,  for  the  past  five  years  head  of  RKO  Radio's  music 
department,  will  be  guest  conductor  of  the  New  York  Philharmonic  Orchestra  at  Carnegie 

Hall,  next  Wednesday.  He  arrives  in  New  York  from  Hollywood  on  Saturday  for  a  week's 
stay. 

• 
THE  IOWA  CITY  (IA.)  CITY  COUNCIL  is  considering  two  proposals  for  theater 

license  fees — flat  rate  and  based  on  seating  capacity  (or  possibly  both).  City  has  five 
theaters. 

• 

CONSTRUCTION  WILL  BE  STARTED  JUNE  26  on  Du  Mcnt's  5kw  television  station 
in  Washington,  and  will  be  completed  within  six  months,  under  the  terms  of  the  FCC 

permit  recently  granted,  Allen  B.  Du  Mont,  president,  revealed.  Station  call  letters  will 

be  WTTG,  honoring  Dr.  T.  T.  Goldsmith,  Du  Mont  director  of  research  and  engineering. 

Du  Mont  said  that  a  new  radiating  system  will  give  an  effective  output  exceeding  5kw. 

Plans  call  for  new  studios  of  two  operating  units,  plus  mobile  units,  that  "should  enable 

us  to  serve  the  Washington  area  with  a  satisfactory  television  service,"  he  stated. • 

THE  PARENT'S  INSTITUTE  will  present  a  citation  to  Warners  for  pioneering  work 
in  the  field  of  sound  pix. 

• 

"THE  LAST  BOMB,"  Technicolor  two-reeler,  produced  under  the  supervision  of 
Frank  Lloyd  and  in  co-operation  with  the  Army  Air  Forces,  will  be  distributed  by  Warners. • 
MAJOR  EFFORT  which  defeated  the  Illinois  admission  tax  proposal  stemmed  from 

Chicago  thru  the  joint  co-op  of  Illinois  Allied,  B  b  K,  Warners,  Essaness,  Schoenstadt 
and  RKO  theaters,  Jack  Kirsch,  III.  Allied  prexy,  said  in  a  press  release,  asserting  the 

unit  "will  not  tolerate  the  implication  that  ATA  alone  represented  the  exhibitors  of 

Allied."  Release  said  III.  Allied  was  "not  minimizing  the  valuable  assistance"  rendered 

by  the  down-state  UTO  of  Illinois,  adding  "it  is  obvious  that  ATA  used  the  recent 

tax  fight  as  a  means  of  furthering  their  own  interests." • 
AITO,  OF  EASTERN  PENNSYLVANIA,  in  a  bulletin  this  week  warns  members  against 

making  percentage  deals  with  "smaller  companies"  on  the  ground  that  "it  only  takes 

one  picture  to  create  a  precedent." 

Krugman  Joins  Goldwyn 
As  East.  Field  Sales  Rep. 

Saul  J.  Krugman  has  been  named 
special  field  sales  rep.  in  the  East  for 
Samuel  Goldwyn  Productions,  it  was 
announced  yesterday  by  Arthur 
Sachson,  general  sales  manager. 
Krugman  will  headquarter  in  Phila- 

delphia, covering  that  city,  Washing- 
ton, Pittsburgh,  Cleveland,  Cincin- 

nati and  Indianapolis. 
Krugman  was  Eastern  sales  man- 

ager for  Ben  Bogeaus  and  has  been 
with  the  United  Artists  and  20th- 
Fox  sales  department. 

method  of  doing  business  based  on 
their  copyrights  is  untrue;  that  the 
method  is  wholly  illegal.  The  Court 

has  upheld  the  defendants'  theater 
holdings,  but  has  held  they  do  not 
need  to  dispose  of  those  they  now 
own,  offering  the  competitive  selling 
of  films  as  a  substitute  for  divorce- 

ment, a  compromise  the  Government 
is  unlikely  to  accept. 

Damage  Suit  Bonanza 

"Under  the  ruling  exhibitors  who 
have  trebled  damage  suits  will  have 
a  bonanza  and  the  distributors  may 
encounter  difficulty  in  enforcing 
their  contracts,  at  least  certain  pro- 

visions of  them.  The  preferences 
granted  to  affiliated  theaters  and  dis- 

criminations against  independents 
must  cease. 

"Independent  exhibitors  can  sleep 
nights  with  the  nightmare  of  inva- 

sion of  producer-owned  theaters. 
Protection  by  cancellation  will  be 
afforded  independents  who  buy  be- 

fore pictures  are  tradeshown." 

Warners'  Foreign 
Execs,  at  Sales  Conclave 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
uled  for  the  Ambassador  Hotel,  Aug. 

5-7.  Max  Milder,  president  of  War- 
ner International  and  managing  di- 

rector in  Great  Britain;  Joseph  Hum- 

mel, vice-president  of  the  Interna- 
tional company  in  charge  of  Conti- 
nental Europe,  and  Wolfe  Cohen, 

vice-president  with  supervision  over 
Mexico,  Latin  America,  Australia 
and  the  Far  East,  are  among  those 
who  will  be  present. 

Others  scheduled  to  sit  in  on  the 
sessions  are  Karl  MacDonald  and 

J.  J.  Glynn,  vice-presidents;  Arthur 
S.  Abeles,  Jr.,  managing  director  for 
Argentina  and  supervisor  for  Chile 
and  Uruguay;  Peter  Colli,  supervisor 
for  Cuba,  Puerto  Rico,  Santa  Domin- 

go, Trinidad,  Venezuela,  Panama  and 
Central  America;  Ary  Lima,  manag- 

ing director  for  Brazil;  Armando 
Trucios  managing  director  for  Peru 
and  supervisor  for  Columbia,  Bolivia 
and  Ecuador,  and  Michael  Sokol,  gen- 

eral manager  for  Mexico. 
Following  the  Atlantic  City  meet- 

ing, to  be  presided  over  by  Ben  Kal- 
menson,  vice-president  and  general 
sales  manager,  the  Latin-American 
supervisors  will  attend  special  home 
office  sessions  to  be  conducted  by 
Cohen.  Detailed  plans  for  the  devel- 

opment of  Warner's  16  mm.  program 
in  the  Latin  countries,  and  for  carry- 

ing on  the  20th  Anniversary  of  Sound 
Pictures  celebration,  will  be  outlined. 

Allied  Sees  Cigaret, 
Film  Case  Parallel 
A  National  Allied  bulletin,  issi 

yesterday  only  a  few  hours  befi 
the  New  York  equity  suit  decis 
was  filed,  suggested  that  the  Sta 
tory  Court's  delay  in  docketing  jm^ 
have  been  due  to  its  desire  tor* 

the  U.  S.  Supreme  Court's  dedR 
in  the  D  of  J's  anti-trust  acti 
against  the  "Big  Three"  cigare 
companies.  Latter  was  handed  dc 
in  Washington  Monday. 

In  calling  attention  to  the  conm 

tion  between  the  film  and  cigare' cases,  Abram  F.  Myers,  Allied  g«! 
eral  counsel,  pointed  out  that  the 
of  J  had  elected  to  stand  on  a  doc 

mentary  case,  with  no  proof  offer 
tending  to  show  that  the  distrib. 
fendants    had    actually    driven   inc 
exhibs.  out  of  business. 

Myers  continues: 
"The     Government's     theory     was     that    b; 
their  leases  and  licenses  the  defendants  hai 

pre-empted   the   field   for  their  circuits  an< 
that    the    necessary    effect    thereof    was    t(  I 

exclude     others.       While     the     Government':  j theory  appeared  to  be  sound,  there  actuall)  I 
was  no  exact  precedent  for  it  and  the  fail- 

ure   to    produce    exhibitor    testimony    causec 
uneasiness     in     some     quarters. 

"During  the  trial  and  the  final  argument:  i 
the  defendants  made  the  most  of  the  point 
that  there  was  no  proof  of  injury  to  or  the 
elimination  of  competitors.  This  made  c. 
noticeable  impression  upon  at  least  one 
member  of  the  Court.  But  the  Court  had 
not  at  that  time  delved  into  the  exhibits 
and  was  unfamiliar  with  the  unusual  nature 

of  the  contracts.  So  far  as  Allied  was  con- 
cerned the  more  we  learned  about  the  con- 

tents of  the  documents,  the  more  confident 
we  became  that  they  inferentially  supplied 

the  proof  of  exclusion  which  the  Government 
had  failed  to  present  by  calling  independent 
exhibitors    as    witnesses. 

"The  action  of  the  Supreme  Court  in  up- 
holding by  a  6  to  0  decision  (Justices  Reed 

and  Jackson  did  not  participate)  a  convic- 

tion of  the  country's  "Big  Three"  tobacco 
companies  on  a  charge  of  monopoly,  re- 

moves all  doubt  as  to  the  soundness  of  the 

Government's  position  on  the  point  in 

question." 

Paromount's  Top  Execs. Off  For  Coast  Tuesday 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

immediately    following    the    annu; 
meeting  of  Paramount  stockholdei on  Tuesday. 

Trip's  purpose  is  to  discuss,  wit 
studio  execs.,  future  production  an 
distribution  plans  for  both  domesti 
and  foreign  fields. 

Joining  the  home  office  group  wi; 

be  David  Rose,  Para.'s  managing  di rector  for  Great  Britain  and  F.  E 

Hutchinson,  the  company's  U.  K, 
general  sales  manager.  Charles  M 
Reagan,  vice-president  in  charge  o 
sales,  now  touring  the  West  Coas 
branch  offices,  also  will  join  th<! 

group. 

STORK  REPORTS 
I 

Denver — Born  to  Mr.  and  Mrs 

Fred  Curtis,  a  baby  girl,  Ann  Co-, 
vert,  seven  pounds  four  ounces,  at  St. 
Luke's  Hospital  here.  Curtis  is 
the  owner  of  the  Tepee  Theater. Thermopolis,  Wyo. 
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.  5.  Legion  of  Merit 
warded  Capf,  Aufen 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

•ganization,  Inc.,  in  the  U 
ived  the  Ameri- 
.n  award  for 
••r*''i  as  British 
F=*nig-  Officer, 
(ew  York,  and 
;  r  i  t  i  s  h  Naval 
|  aison  Officer  for 
.e  Ministry  of 

'  a  r  Transport om  March,  1942, 
*r  July,  1945. 

f:  The  Gazette  of- 
;ial  notice  states 
(tat  Captain  Au- 
e  n  has  ''the 
ing's  unrestrict- 
1  permission"  to Sear  the  U.  S. 
medal. 

CAPT.  HAROLD  AUTEN 

Captain  Auten  has  a  distinguished 
■ar  service  record.  He  received  the 
ictoria  Cross,  highest  British  dec- 
i/ation,  from  King  George  V  in  July, 
)18,  for  services  in  command  of  the 

3"  ship,  Stockforce,  in  action  with 
German  U-boat.  The  Distinguished 

Jarratt,  British  Lion's  Managing  Director, 
Knighted  for  War-Time  Naval  Film  Services 

London   (By  Cable) — It's  now  Sir  Arthur  Jarratt. 
The  deputy  chairman  and  managing  director  of  British  Lion,  in  which  he  is 

associated  with,  Sir  Alexander  Korda,  receives  knighthood  in  the  King's  Birth- 
day Honours  for  his  services  to  the  Royal  Navy  Film  Corp.  during  the  war.  Sir 

Arthur  joined  British  Lion  in  February,  resigning  from  ABC  to  do  so. 
Frank  Hill,  KRS  secretary,  is  made  a  member  of  the  Royal  Victorian  Order 

among  the  Birthday  Honours,  while  Harold  Beresford  Butler,  director-general  of 
BIS  in  the  U.  S.,  becomes  a  Knight  Commander  of  St.  Michael  and  St.  George. 

James  Bridie,  widely-known  British  playwright,  receives  the  coveted  Order  of 
the  British  Empire. 

Service  Cross  had  preceded  in  March, 
1917,  for  services  in  command  of  an- 

other "Q"  ship. 
Auten  entered  film  biz  in  1927  as 

production  assistant  to  Sir  Gordon 
Craig,  then  of  New  Era  Films,  Lon- 

don. He  came  to  New  York  in  June, 
1928,  to  pioneer  British  distribution 
here.  Two  years  later,  he  became  U. 
S.  general  manager  for  BD?  and 
also  took  over  and  managed  the 
George  M.  Cohan  Theater.  Since 

1933,  he  has  represented  Australia's 
GUT  and  New  Zealand's  Kerridge 
circuit  in  the  U.  S.  He  became  a  di- 

rector in  Rank's  American  company 
in  1943  and  last  year  succeeded  Ar- 

thur W.  Kelly  in  charge  of  Rank's interests. 

PRC  In  Radio  Coin 

Splurge  for  "Missouri' 
Buchanan  &  Co.,  advertising- 

agency  for  PRC,  has  scheduled  the 
biggest  radio  advertising  campaign 
ever  undertaken  by  the  pix  company 
for  the  statewide  series  of  Missouri 

premieres  of  "Down  Missouri  Way." 
Charles  Amory,  Buchanan's  account 
exec,  leaves  shortly  for  Missouri  to 
set  details. 

Show  "Night  and  Day"  July  8 
National  tradeshowing  of  WB's 

"Night  and  Day,"  has  been  set  for July  8. 

Senate  Com.  Okays 

U.  K.  Treaty  Protocol 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

criminating  against  theatrical  talent. 
The  protocol,  signed  last  week  by 

Secretary  of  State  Byrnes  and  Min- 
ister Plenipotentiary  John  Balfour, 

was  transmitted  to  the  Senate  by 
President  Truman,  and  is  now  on 
the  Senate  calendar  for  early  ap- 

proval. Paragraph  three  of  Article  11  of 
the  treaty  had  provided  that  the 
benefits  of  the  treaty  "shall  not  ap- 

ply to  the  compensation,  emoluments, 
profits  or  other  remuneration  of 
public  entertainers  such  as  stage, 

motion  picture,  or  radio  artists,  mu- 

sicians, and  athletes." The  Senators  handling  the  treaty 
decided,  after  representations  by 
Hollywood  talent  leaders,  that  that 

paragraph  was  unjustly  discrimina- 

tory. 

Sidney  Howard  Dead 

London  (By  Cable) — Sidney  How- 
ard, 61,  prominent  British  film  and 

stage  actor,  died  here  yesterday  of 
a  heart  attack. 
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1,292  Jointly  Owned  Theas.  Affected  by  Rulin 
Interest  Evoked  on 

Majors'  Action  on  Jointly Owned  Theaters 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ists  pointed  out.  "Actually  we  are 
months  away  from  the  decree  itself," 
it  was  added,  "and  we  are  very  hope- 

ful that  mutually  satisfactory  ground 
can  be  reached  on  a  number  of  im- 

portant matters  in  the  decree  pro- 

posals." For  the  next  several  weeks,  the 

defendants'  proposals  will  be  under 
formulation.  These  will,  in  time,  be 
brought    into    conciliative    processes 

  PROCEDURE   
Usual  procedure  for  entering 

of  a  decree  following  an  opinion 
by  a  court  ordering  such  a  docu- 

ment, is  for  counsel  representing 
both  sides  to  confer  on  the  mean- 

ing of  the  opinion  and  to  sub- 
mit a  decree  in  conformance.  A 

D  of  J  spokesman  yesterday  re- 
fused to  say  whether  this  course 

would  be  followed  in  the  indus- 
try case,  pending  word  from 

'Washington. 

with  those  of  the  D  of  J,  and  hear- 
ings  will  be   held.     The   Court  will 

later  "hatch"  the  actual  decree. 
Question  of  Appeal 

Once  there  is  a  decree,  the  ques- 
tion of  appeal  will  arise.  As  defend- 

ant counsel  said  yesterday,  "You 
can't  appeal  from  something  that 
does  not  exist." 
Whatever  the  intentions  of  either 

the  defendants  or  the  Government 
may  be  to  take  the  action  to  the 
Supreme  Court,  no  such  step  can  be 
more  than  an  "intention"  until  the 
decree  itself  becomes  a  reality. 

Unusual  interest  was  evoked  in 

major's  "plight"  with  regard  to  the- 
aters jointly  owned  with  indepen- 
dents and  jointly  owned  by  two  de- 

fendants, and  defendant  counsel  said 

  RECALL  SKOURAS   
The  findings  of  the  Statutory 

Court  in  the  New  York  equity 
suit  yesterday  served  to  bring  in- 

to sharp  focus  Spyros  P.  Skouras' 
warning  at  the  recent  Jack  Kirsch 
dinner  in  Chicago-  that  industry 

problems  "certainly  cannot  be 
solved  by  suing  the  distributors" 
and  his  added  admonition  that 

"we  cannot,  in  the  years  to  come, 
move  our  business  from  Film 
Row  to  the  court  house,  and  we 
need  not,  if  everyone  in  the  in- 

dustry will  approach  these  prob- 
lems realistically,  and  with  pa- 
tience, understanding  and  a  will- 

ingness to  co-operate  in  their 

solution." 

that  the  Court  has  made  it  clear  that 

divestiture  must  be  complete,  al- 
though in  the  instance  of  two-de- 

fendants ownership,  one  could  sell 
out  to  the  other. 

Jointly  Owned  Theaters 

Theaters  jointly  owned  by  major 
distributors    and    indies    aggregate 

Decision  Reactions 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

(6)   Building  of  new  theaters  will  be  stimulated  on  a  national  scale. 

(7)    Theaters   will    have    to   improve    facilities    for    patrons    because    of    the   obviously 
greater  competition  which  will  set  in. 

(8)   Three  Broadway  theaters — the  Capitol,  Criterion   and   Rivoli — are  affected   by  the 

decision's  slapdown  on  joint  operation. 

(9)    Marked  increase  was  forecast  in   the  number  of  first-runs  in   those   cities  where 
one  company  now  dominates. 

(10)   Arbitration  tribunals,  it  was  the  consensus  among  attorneys,  would  emerge  with 
greatly  increased  power. 

(11)  Boosting  of  box  office  scales  will  not  be  as  arbitrary  as  in  the  past,  but  will 
be  the  province  of  theaters  which  conduct  shows  and  showmanship  on  the  most  active 

plane. 

(12)   "The  Supreme  Court  is  more  familiar  with  the  film  industry  as  a  national  oper- 
ation than  the  Statutory  Court."  This  will  tend  to  induce  both  sides  to  take  appeals. 

(13)    In  view  of  the  auction  provision  with  regard  to  product's  availability,  what  wil 
become  of  the  system  of  percentage  deals? 

(14)  Anent  "auction  selling,"  reaction  was  mixed.  Some  saw  company  as  well  as 
exhib.  benefits.  Lawyers  for  one  major,  while  cryptic,  expressed  belief  it  spelled  plenty 
of  headaches  for  the  distribs. 

(15)  Several  years  of  confusion  allegedly  lie  ahead  of  the  exhibition  field  as  principals 
in  partnership  and  other  deals  try  to  adjust  operations  to  the  decree  provisions. 

(16)   Exhibitors  can  no  longer  afford  to  be  unacquainted  with  the  potentialities  of  film 
attractions  for  their  communities. 

(17)  These  showmen  will  have  to  concentrate  on  product  selection  or  face  consequent 
box  office  losses. 

(18)   For  the  first  time  in  industry  annals,  self-regulation  has  been  radically  reduced, 
in  fact  far  beyond  the  former  consent  decree. 

(19)  The  industry,  as  a  result  of  the  decree  provisions,  unless  they  are  greatly  modi- 

fied, will  be  in  a  "constant  state  of  litigation"  for  several  years. 

(20)    Proposed   divestiture   of  theaters   is   regarded   as   impractical   by    major   company 

spokesmen. 

(21)  Who  will  finally  get  the  some  214  theaters  jointly  owned  by  two  defendants, 

since  Paramount  owns  houses  with  Fox,  Loew's,  Warner  and  RKO,  respectively,  and 
Loew's  with  RKO  and  Warner,  Fox  with  RKO,  and  Warner  with  RKO? 

(22)  Will  the  decree  provisions  have  a  direct  effect  on  production,  i.e.,  will  the  trend 
now  be  toward  fewer  and  bigger  pictures,  or  will  the  very  opposite  result? 

(23)  If,  as  and  when  a  decree  becomes  operative,  companies  generally  will  find  it 
advisable  to  hold  national  sales  conventions  to  fully  acquaint  sales  forces  with  the  new 
"do's"  and  "dont's." 

(24)  The  Statutory  Court's  findings  are  certain  to  be  used  in  the  argument  of  the  20 
anti-trust  actions  now  pending  if,  as  and  when. 

(25)  Metro  was  reported  to  have  met — in  advance — the  ban  upon  master  agreements; 

it  was  said  that  in  selling  its  16th  and  last  block,  the  company  negotiated  separate  con- 
tracts for  each  circuit  theater. 

1,287.  Breakdown  is  as  follows: 
Paramount,  993;  Warner,  20;  Fox, 

66;  RKO,  187,  and  Loew's,  21. 
Theaters  jointly  owned  by  two  de- 

fendants total  214 — Paramount-Fox, 

6;  Paramount-Loew's,  14;  Para- 
mount-Warner, 25;  Paramount-RKO, 

150-  Loew's-RKO,  3;  Loew's-Warner, 
5;  Fox-RKO,  1,  and  Warner-RKO,  10. 

Deals  bearing  on  divestiture  would 
have  to  come  under  the   direct  ap- 

proval of  the  Government,  particu- 
larly where  the  indie  sold  out  to  the 

defendant  company  or  defendant  sold 
out  to  defendant. 

1,292  Theaters  Affected 
Some  of  the  theaters  owned  by  two 

defendants  may  conceivably  go  to 
independents,  and  probably  will,  legal 
channels  predicted  vesterday. 

A  group  of  209  of  the  1,501  the- 
aters under  joint   ownership,   either 

Findings  Chart  Way  fo. 
Indie  First-Runs  in  38 
Cities  That  Have  None 

defendant-indje  or  two  defends 
will  not  be  affected  by  thej§^ 

since  the  defendant  or  co*^fc 
indie  owns  less  than  a  5%  intei 

Therefore  the  total  affected  by 

decree  is  1,292,  or  some  7%  of  | 

nation's  actively  operating  stand; 
Two     footnotes     in     the     opi: 

handed    down    in   the    GovernmeJ 

equity  action  provided  trade  chan  : 
with   considerable   food   for   con 

sation  yesterday.    Both  footnotes.] 

ferred    to    Loew's    Exhibit    13 RKO's  Exhibit  11. 

Read    in    the    full    light    of 
Statutory  Court's  findings,  and  pi 
tiff's    contentions,    the    way    is 

  HOUSE  GUESTS   

Envisioning  the  industry  in  "A 
delicate  position"  under  the  im 
pending  decree,  a  trade  spokes 

man  said  yesterday:  "We  art about  to  become  house  guests  O 
the  Government.  The  rules  wil 

be  plainly  posted.  We  will  havi 
to  be  very  careful  at  what  tint* 
of  the  day  or  night  we  run  watei 

into  bowls  and  sinks." 

parently  charted  for  indie  first-:] 
operations  in  many  of  the  U.  S.  ciy 
where  there  is  no  such  run  at 

present  time. 
Indie  Runs  for  38  Cities 

The  cities  are  Albany,  Bridgep< 

Charlotte,  Chattanooga,  Cincinn; 
Cleveland,  Columbus,  Dallas,  Dayt 
Des  Moines,  Elizabeth,  Erie.  Fli 
Fort  Worth,  Grand  Rapids,  Houst 
Jersey  City,  Kansas  City  (M< 
Knoxville,  Lowell,  Memphis,  Milw: 
kee,  Minneapolis,  Newark,  New  I 
ven,  Norfolk,  Omaha,  Paterson,  1 
oria,  Rochester,  San  Antonio,  Scr« 
ton,  South  Bend,  Syracuse,  Tole 
Wichita,  Worcester  and  Yonkers. 

The  second  footnote  declares,  "I> 
on  the  termination  of  'pooling'  agr< ments  a  major  defendant  may  cc 

trol  all  of  the  first-run  theaters 
only  the  following  eight  cities:  Ch* 
lotte,  Chattanooga,  Cincinnati,  Er 

Knoxville,  Peoria,  South  Bend  a' 

Wichita." 

Observers  along  local  Film  Ro 
contended  yesterday  that^all  38  citi 
would  have  indie  first-runs  in  the  f 
ture  as  the  decree  provisions  pavi, 
the  way  for  this  development. 

Reeves  Soundcraft  Corp. 
To  Make  Recording  Discs 

Reeves  Soundcraft  Corp.  has  bee 
formed  to  manufacture  instantarn 
ous  recording  discs,  Hazard 

Reeves,  president,  announced  yestei 
day.  Reeves  is  president  of  Reeve 
Sound  Studios  and  Reeves  Interna 
tional,  and  a  director  of  Claude  Neo 

Lights. 
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MAY  SET  BASIS  FOR  FAIR  TRADE  CODE 
Tench  Tax  Treaty  to  Bring  Millions  to  Majors 

i 

S.  FUm  Industry 
rempted  For  First  Time 
om  French  Double  Tax 

By  MANNING  CLAGETT 
Mmgton    Bureau    of    THE    FILM    DAILY 

Washington — The  American 
otion  picture  industry  will 
ap  tax  benefits  estimated  at 
illions  of  dollars"  under  provi- 

ng of  the  "clarified"  tax  treaty 
Eh  France,  The  Film  Daily 
rned   yesterday. 
For    the    first    time,    the     United 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

tern  Holds  Good 
revails  in  Decision 
While  declining  to  make  any  offi- 

statement  for  the  CIEA  of 

■  ich  he  is  chairman,  Jesse  L.  Stern 
■>terday  expressed  his  personal 
pinion   that  the   good   points   over- 
adowed  the  bad  in  the  court's  New 

I  rk    equity    suit    decision.      Stern 
d  the  portion  of  the  opinion  that 
lered  distributors  to  grant  licenses 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

d  Increase  in  Output 
aimed  by  Switzerland 
st    Coast    Bureau    of    THE    FILM    DAILY 

Hollywood — Despite  the  success  of 
he  Last  Chance"  and  a  few  other 
tis,  Switzerland's  film  output  will 
itinue  on  a  modest  scale  and  pro- 

I  Continued  on  Page  5) 

lilies  to  Supervise 
German  Production? 

Berlin  (By  Air  Mail) — German  film 
production  may  be  revived  under  the 
strict  supervision  of  the  four  Allies. 
While  no  decision  has  been  reached, 
matter  was  discussed  at  a  recent 

conference  of  representatives  of  the 

four  countries'  film  sections. 
Other  topics  under  consideration 

are  believed  to  be  methods  of  ex- 
changing Allied  pictures  from  one 

sector  to  another,  and  a  co-operative 
effort  to  seek  out  certain  German 

films  hidden  by  the  Nazis. 

WARDOUR  ST. 

Calling. ... 

By   'TATLER" Ernest  W.  Fredmcm 
Wardour  St.  Calling   

LONDON 

/*\UR  exhibitors  getting  a  bit  fed  up  with 

^f  continually  being  asked  to  show  propa- 
ganda shorts.  Latest  move  is  to  get  them 

to  screen  films  designed  to  re-educate 
parents  in  their  duties  to  their  children 
and  the  State.  In  other  words,  preaching 
from  the  screen  on  how  you  should  control 
your  kids.  What  with  this  and  appeals  to 
Grow  More  Fcod,  Waste  Less,  Eat  Less,  Save 

your  Money,  and  heaven  kn  ws  what  else, 
small  wonder  that  our  exhibs.  are  getting 
a  bit  tired  of  it,  because  they  contend  the 

cinema  is  primarily  a  place  for  entertain- 
ment— and  how  right  they  are!  After  all, 

you  don't  go  into  a  theater  to  be  preached 
at,  and  this  is  becoming  a  little  monoton'us. •  • 
D  EVIVAL  of  the  story   that  Stoll  Theater 

'^  group    is   going   to   buy    the   old    estab- 
lished   theatrical    circuit    of    Moss    Empires, 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Temporary  Directors  to  Meet  in  New  York  on  Tuesday 

for  Discussions;  Implications  of  Statutory  Court's 
Decision  in  Government's  Equity  Suit  on  the  Agenda 

A  basis  for  a  fair  trade  practice  program  and  an  over-all  pat- 
tern for  negotiations  between  distributor  and  exhibitor  may 

result  from  a  meeting  of  the  temporary  directors  of  the  American 
Theaters  Association  which  has  been 
called  for  next  Tuesday  in  New  York. 

The  meeting  was  called  primarily 
for  the  purpose  of  discussing  fully 

the  implications  of  the  court's  deci- sion in  the  New  York  equity  suit, 
(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Indies  to  Benefit  by 

Equity  Opinion— Dot  J 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE    FILM    DAILY 

Washington — The  Department  of 
Justice  said  yesterday,  the  New  York 
equity  decision  would  result  in  a 
"new  lease  of  life"  for  independent 
theater   owners. 

Robert  L.  Wright,  special  assistant 
to  the  Attorney-General,  said  there 
is  "no  question"  but  what  the  deci- 

sion would  benefit  independents.  He 

pointed  out  the  decision  "in  no  way" (Continued  on  Page  10) 

MPEA  Limits  Dubbed 
Pix  For  France  to  124 

Raftery  Stays  at  UA; 
All  Officers  Re-named 

Not  more  than  124  dubbed  Ameri- 
can features  will  be  released  in 

France  during  the  year  starting  July 

1  by  the  eight  companies  in  the  Mo- 
tion Picture  Export  Association. 

This  agreement,  made  voluntarily, 
was  announced  yesterday  by  Eric  A. 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Edward  C.  Raftery  yesterday  was 
re-elected  president  of  United  Ar- 

tists by  the  board  of  directors,  re- 
taining him  in  the  position  he  has 

held  since  1941.  His  re-election  spiked 
reports  that  he  would  return  ac 
tively  to  his  law  practice.  Grad- 
well  L.  Sears  was  re-elected  vice- 

president. 
United  Artists'  position  in  the  in- 

dustry is  the  most  favorable  in  its 
history,  Raftery  said  following  his 
re-election.  He  told  the  board  that 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Still  Must  Solve  Differences 
Brandt  Says  Court  Fosters  Free  Enterprise 

Early  ATA  Decision  on 

Sponsoring  Go^'t  Film 
Vashington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 

Washington  —  A  decision  from 
ATA  on  whether  the  group  will 
sponsor  the  showing  of  the  Govern- 

ment film,  "Seeds  of  Destiny,"  is 
expected  within  a  few  days,  Arch 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Regardless  of  what  the  anti-trust 
decision  stated,  exhibitors  and  dis- 

tributors will  still  have  to  work  out 
their  own  differences  and,  by  their 

own  means,  narrow  the  bax-rier  that 
is  now  separating  them,  Harry 
Brandt  said  yesterday  in  his  annual 
report  to  the  ITOA  at  the  annual 
installation  luncheon. 
Some  exhibitors,  Brandt  said, 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Asks  Industry's  Aid in  Winning  Peace 
A  call  to  the  film  industry  to  help 

win  the  peace  was  the  keynote  of 

speeches  delivered  at  the  14th  an- 
nual installation  of  officers  of  the 

ITOA  at  a  luncheon  in  the  Hotel 

Astor  yesterday,  which  was  graced 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Brandt  Appeals  Censor's 

Ordering  of  Cuts  in  'Amok' Distinguished   Films,    Inc.,  yester- 
day  filed  an  appeal  with  the   State 

Board  of  Regents  from  a  ruling  of 
the   motion   picture   division    of   the 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

National  Audio-Visual 
Conference  in  Session 

Washington  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  More  than  a  100 

motion  picture  experts  will  join  edu- 
cators and  representatives  of  the 

State  Department  today  at  the  open- 
ing of  a  National  Audio-Visual 

Conference  called  to  discuss  the 

picture  program  of  UNESCO.  Ob- 
servers from  other  Governments  of 

the  United  Nations  will  attend  the 

two-day  conference.  The  sessions, 

called  by  the  Film  Council  of  Ameri- 
ca and  the  American  Council  on 

Education  will  formulate  recommen- 
dations to  be  presented  to  the 

UNESCO  Preparatory  Commission 
which  meets  in  London  in  July. 
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ADOLPH  ZUKOR  left  New  York  yesterday  by 
train  for  California,  arriving  Pasadena  on  Sun- day. 

CHARLES  EINFELD  arrives  from  the  Coast  on Tuesday. 

WILLIAM  R.  FERCUSON,  exploitation  di- 
rector of  M-C-M,  is  due  to  return  today  from 

the  Coast. 

'RICHARD  LONG  arrives  in  Chicago  Tuesday, 
his  home  town,  on  the  first  lap  of  a  country- 

wide p. a.  tour  on  which  he  will  be  accompanied 
by  Arthur  Jeffrey. 

LEON  M.  DEVANEY,  RKO  Radio  Canadian 
division  sales  manager,  and  H.  F.  TAYLOR,  in 
charge  of  the  Montreal  exchange,  will  return 
to  Canada  today  from   New  York. 

GEORGE  BAGNALL,  UA  vice-president,  is  in 
New  York  from   Hollywood. 

KENNETH  W.  CLARK,  of  the  MPA  Washing- 
ton office,  is  in  town. 

WILLIAM  GOETZ  is  due  from  the  Coast 
early   next  week. 

A.  J.  O'KEEFE,  Universal's  Western  sales 
manager,  returned  here  yesterday  from  De- 
troit. 

J.  J.  FELDER,  of  Favorite  Films  Corp.,  will 
leave  here  today   for  Detroit  on   a   business  trip. 

RICHARD  fELDMAN,  manager  of  the  RKO- 
Schine-Paramount,  Syracuse,  N.  Y.,  has  returned 
there  with  MRS.  FELDMAN,  from  a  honeymoon 
spent  in  Florida  and  Cuba. 

NUNNALLY  JOHNSON,  International  Pictures' 
producer-writer,  has  returned  to  Hollywood  by 
air  from    Columbus,    Ga.  . 

GEORGE  MURPHY,  M-G-M  star,  now  in  New 
York   plans   to   return   to  the  Coast  June   18. 

WILLIAM  C.  BRENNER,  head  of  M-C-M's 
checking  department,  is  back-  from  a  two-week 
visit  to  the  company's  San  Francisco  and  Los 
Angeles  exchanges. 
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(Tlmrs.,  June  13) 
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.  ,   
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12% 

SITUATION  WANTED 

Veteran,  married,  10 'years  theatre  manager 
and  distribution  experience,  energetic, 
conscientious,  seeks  position  with  good 

opportunity.  New  York  City  area  de- 
sired.     Box   41 

THE    FILM    DAILY 
1501    Broadway  New   York    18,    N.    Y. 

Skouras,  Silverstone 

Host  Harley  at  "21" A  dinner  in  honor  of  Francis  L. 

Harley,  20th-Fox  International's 
newly  appointed  managing  director 
of  Europe,  Scandinavia,  the  Middle 
East  and  North  Africa,  was  given  at 
"21"-  on  Wednesday,  the  hosts  being 
Spyros  P.  Skouras,  20th-Fox  head, 
and  Murray  Silverstone,  president  of 
20th-Fox  International  and  Inter- 
America  Corps., 

Among  the  guests  from  the  home 
office  were:  William  C.  Michel, 
Joseph  H.  Moskowitz,  Edmund  H. 
Reek,  Wilfred  J.  Eadie,  Alan  E. 
Freedman,  Felix  A.  Jenkins,  John 
R.  Dillon,  Charles  Schlaifer,  William 
Kupper,  Andy  Smith,  Jr.,  John  Cas- 
key,  Frederick  W.  R.  Pride,  Richard 
Dwight,  Irving  A.  Maas,  Albert 
Cornfield,  Boris  Vermont,  Sam  Shain, 
Rodney  Bush,  Morris  Kinzler,  Sid- 

ney Horen,  Allen  Noye,  Frank  Irby, 
Christy  Wilbert,  Irving  Kahn,  Earl 
Wingart  and  Jonas  Rosenfield. 

Maj.   Edward  Bowes  Dies 
Maj.  Edward  Bowes,  72,  died  last 

night  at  his  country  home  in  Rum- 
son,  N.  J.  Of  late  years  noted  for 
his  Amateur  Night  on  the  radio,  he 
was  in  1922  vice-president  of  Gold- 
wyn  Pictures  Corp.  Earlier,  with 
John  Cort  and  Peter  McCourt,  he 
owned  and  operated  the  Cort  Theater 
in  New  York  and  the  Park  Square  in 
Boston.  For  many  years  he  was  man- 

aging director  of  the  Capitol  The- 
ater, New  York.  While  an  M-G-M 

official  he  took  over  the  management 
of  radio  station  WHN,  owned  by 
M-G-M,  and  started  his  Amateur Hour. 

HERBERT  MORGAN,  of  M-G-M's  short  sub- 
ject department,   has  returned  from  the  Coast. 

BOB  LYNCH,  M-C-M  district  manager,  and 
LCU  FORMATO,  Philadelphia  branch  manager, 
were    home   office    visitors    yesterday. 

PETER  LAWFORD  and  TONY  OWEN,  the  lat- 
ter a  Hollywood  agent,  are  Chicago  visitors. 

EARL  MELTON  and  A.  J.  HAYES,  of  the  IMA, 
have  returned  to  Washington  headquarters  fol- 

lowing a  Chicago  meeting.  PRESIDENT  H  W 
BROWN   left  Chicago  yesterday. 

EMIL  STERN,  Essaness  general  manager,  has 
returned  to  Chicago  from  New  York  business conferences. 

AL.  WEINBERG,  Chicago  advertising  director, 
Warner  Theaters,  will  spend  his  vacation  on  the 
West  Coast,   leaving  tomorrow. 

VIRCINIA  WELLES  has  left  Hollywood  for 
a  four-week  trip  to  Wasau,  Wis.,  and  New York. 

EDWARD  L.  HYMAN,  JOSEPH  DEITCH,  and 
JERRY  ZIGMOND,  executives  of  Paramount  The- 

aters Service  Corp.,  have  returned  to  New  York 
torn  Los  Angeles,  Phoenix,  Salt  Lake  City  and Kansas  City 

SYDNEY  LANFIELD,  Paramount  director,  and 
MRS.  LANFIELD  are  scheduled  to  arrive  in  New 

York  today.  Slated  to  direct  "Dear  Ruth," _the 
stage  hit  recently  acquired  by  Paramount,  Lan- 
field  will   "take   in"   the  show. 

TERRY  TURNER,  RKO  Radio  exploitation  man- 
ager, returns  today  from  a  field  trip  in  behalf 

of  "Badman's  Territory." 
DUDLEY  NICHOLS  arrives  today  in  New  York 

from  Hollywood.  He  will  go  immediately  to  his 
tarm  in   New  Milford.  Conn. 

MICHAEL  WOULFE,  fashion  designer,  left 
New   York   for   Hollywood   yesterday. 

PAUL  JARR1CO  enplaned  yesterday  from  New 
York  and  London,  and  goes  on  to  do  research 

work  in  Switzerland  for  RKO's  screen  ver- 

sion of  "The  White  Tower." 
SAM  DE  ANCELIS,  assistant  manager  of  the 

Royal,  Bloomfield,  N.  J.,  will  leave  June  20  for 
a    vacation    in    upper    New    York. 

Blumenstock  to  Coast 
On  Anniversary  Plans 

Mort  Blumenstock,  WB  vice-presi- 
dent in  charge  of  advertising  and 

publicity,  left  via  Constellation  last 
night  for  the  Coast  to  confer  with 
Harry  M.  Warner,  president,  and 
Jack  L.  Warner,  vice-president  in 
charge  of  production,  on  special  ac- 

tivities planned  in  connection  with 
the  Twentieth  Anniversary  of  Talk- 

ing Pictures,. 
Blumenstock  will  fly  back  to  New 

York  the  early. part  of  next  week. 

Holt  and  Vinson  Elected! 

Foote-Cone-Belding  VP's 
Foote,  Cone  &  Belding  yesten 

announced  the  election  of  Hai 
Holt  and  Elliston  Vinson  as  v; 
presidents  of  the  agency.  Vinsor 
Hollywood  manager  and  Holt  is  N 
York  manager  of  the  agency's  1 
tion  picture  advertising  division. 

Elections  served  to  point  /?a 
importance  the  agency  attached' 
expanding  film  advertising  busing 
which  includes  RKO  Radio,  David 
Selznick,  Walt  Disney,  RKO  Pat 
Inc.,  Hunt  Stromberg  and  Sam Goldwyn. 

Holt  is  a  Hearst  veteran,  becom 
New  York  manager  of  the  agencj 
motion  picture  advertising  divis  | 
last  year.  A  veteran  of  over  25  ye;| 
in  the  film  business,  Vinson,  befi 
going  with  the  agency,  was  R] 
studio  advertising  manager. 

Charles  Butterworth  Dies! 
Following  Car  Accident  I 
West    Const   Bureau    vf    THE   FILM   DAI] 

Hollywood  —  Comedian      Char 
Butterworth  died  yesterday  as  a  J 
suit  of  injuries  sustained  when  1 
car  skidded  and  hit  a  power  pole,  ij 
died  in  an  ambulance  as  it  was  a 
riving  at  General  Hospital. 
Butterworth  went  on  the  sta! 

after  a  number  of  years  in  newspj 
per  work.  An  immediate  success 
his  appearance  in  1926  in  J.  P.  JM 

Evoy's  revue,  "Americana," played  in  a  number  of  Broadway  pi 
ductions  before  coming  to  Hollywo 
to  start  a  long  series  of  successf 
screen  performances. 

Col.  Jock  Lawrence  Off 
For  London  Conferences 

Phineas  Harris  Expires 
Chicago — Phineas  Harris,  85,  for- 

mer well-known  theater  builder,  is dead. 

MANAGER-EXPEDITER 

Wanted  by  Motion  Picture  Export  Com- 
pany. Must  have  executive  ability,  be  fully 

experienced  in  Motion  Picture  business. 
Knowledge  of  Spanish  desirable,  but  not 
essential.  Excellent  opportunity. 

All  replies  held  strictly  confidential.  State 
full     details    and    compensation    expected. 

BOX  53,     THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501    BROADWAY,    NEW  YORK   18,   N.   Y. 

SOMETHING  SPEfXlAL 

COMING  UP?  V- 

Col.  Jock  Lawrence,  vice-preside 
and  public  relations  head  of  the 
Arthur  Rank  Organization,  leaves  1 
plane  today  for  London.    Jerry  Daj 
will    be    in   charge    of    the    office 
Lawrence's  absence. 

Colonel  Lawrence  will  confer  wr 
Rank  execs,  with  special  emphas 
upon  the  campaigns  for  the  first  tv. 
United  World  releases,  "Stairway 
Heaven"  and  "London  Town."  Boi 
are  in  Technicolor.     - 

IF  YOU    BUY 
STADIUM,    AMUSEMENT    PARK    OR 

HEH3SIH3IB 

CONTACT  INTERNATIONAL  TICKET! 

Your    needs    supplied    ef- 
ficiently with  Roll,  Machine 

Folded,  Reserve  Seats,  etc. 

Samples,    prices    on    re- 
p*  quest. 

international  Ticket  co. 
52  GRAFTON  AVE.      NEWARK  4.  N,  J. 

Safes  offices  in  New  York  and 

Principal  Cities 
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Swiss  Film  Chamber 
Asks  Fewer  U.  S.  Pix 
Washington    Bureau   of    THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  No  representations 
by  the  Swiss  Federal  Government, 
with  an  eye  to  slashing  by  50  per 
cent  the  feature  product  which  is 
currently  being  admitted  to  that 
country  from  the  United  States,  have 
been  received  by  the  State  Depart- 

ment here,  spokesmen  for  the  latter 
asserted  yesterday. 
The  anticipated  Swiss  move 

springs  from  the  recommendations 
made  by  the  Film  Chamber  that 
there  are  so  many  U.  S.  and  British 
films,  along  with  those  of  other 
countries,  being  imported  that  there 
are  not  enough  theaters  to  accom- 

modate them. 
When  Mie  Chamber  drew  up  its 

proposals  last  month,  it  pointed  out 
that  600  foreign  attractions  were  ad- 

mitted to  Switzerland  in  1945,  and 
the  annual  absorption  capacity  of 
the  country  is  considered  no  more 
than  300.  At  present  there  are  some 
350  cinemas  in  Switzerland,  with  an 
aggregate  capacity  of  128,000. 

Fight  Greenville  Move 
To  End  Sunday  Films 

Columbia,  S.  C. — Attorneys  for 
film  and  baseball  interests  of  Green- 

ville asked  the  South  Carolina  Su- 
preme Court  to  restrain  Greenville 

City  and  County  officials  from  inter- 
fering with  commercialized  Sunday 

amusements  until  their  case  could  be 

appealed  on  "its  merits." 
Greenville  City  Council  recently 

ordered  cessation  of  Sunday  moving 

pictures  after  obtaining  from  State's 
Attorney  J.  M.  Daniel  an  opinion 
that  the  war  was  ended.  As  previ- 

ously reported  in  Film  Daily, 
commercialized  Sunday  amusements, 
normally  illegal  in  this  State,  were 
legalized  in  counties  with  military 
or  naval  establishments  for  the  dura- 

tion of  the  war  and  six  months  after- 
wards. 

Adopt  Thursday  Opening 
Detroit  — The  Michigan  Theater, 

ace  UDT  house,  is  changed  to  a 
Thursday  opening  this  week. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  14 
Cliff   Edwards  Steve    Broidy 

John  McCormack         Major  Edward  Bowes 
Dorothy  McCuire  Certrude    Turtchin 

June  15 
Max   Stuart  E.   B.   De  Vry 

George    Barnett  S.    R.    Kunkis 
Richard   C.   Wilson  Rose   Davies 

W.   C.   De  Vry  Eve    Ettinger 

June  16 
William  B.  Davidson  Barry    Norton 
William  K.  Howard  Ona  Munson 

Norman    Kerry  Lew    Pollock 
Lupino    Lane  Lou   Caudreau 
Stan    Laurel  Max  Cohn 

Leopold   Friedman 

ALONG 

As  the  Week  Fades  Out 
•  •  •  JUST  FOR  THE  RECORD — and  not  that  it  matters  too  much 

— the  MPTOA  board  members,  meeting  in  Columbus,  Miss.,  bad  their 
iirst  word  that  the  New  York  equity  decision  bad  finally  been  filed  from 

Your    Favorite    Industry    Newspaper   Incidentally,    YFLN's    regular 
edition  Wednesday  included  the  FULL  text  of  the  decree  embodied  in  the 

73-page  opinion   As  for  the  pro  and  con  of  Court's  views  on  divorce- 

ment and  its  extent,  you  have  to  read  more  than  the  words,  "total  dives- 
titure would  be  damaging  to  the  public  as  well  as  to  the  defendants  and 

not  accomplish  any  useful  purpose  at  the  present  time"   F'r  in- 
stance, these  words,  too,  are  important:  "Total  divestiture  would  be 

injurious  to  the  corporations  concerned,  and,  if  we  are  right  in  our 

analysis  of  the  situation,  we  should  still  have  to  give  relief  against 

price-iixing,  systems  of  clearance,  formula  deals,  master  agreements,  and 
other  agreements  we  have  held  invalid.  The  relief  proposed  we  believe 

should  suffice"   V  V  V 

•  •  •  THE  PERSONAL  TOUCH:  Universale  J.  Cheever  Cowdin 

was  one  of  the  nine  directors  of  the  Sperry  Corp.  re-elected  yesterday 
at  a  special  meeting  of  Sperry  stockholders  in  Wilmington,  Del.,  in  lieu 

of  the  annual  meeting.  ...  •  Wrote  Ed  Sullivan  in  the  Daily  News:  'If 

future  historians  want  an  index  to  1946,  it's  the  year  in  which  lane  Russell 

rolled  up  a  $10,000,000  gross  in  a  picture  appealing  on  its  slyness." 
  Which  certainly  would   seem  to   be  another   name   for  it.    .   .   . 

•  The  first  Hollywood  designer  to  go  over  since  the  war,  Columbia's 

Jean  Louis  flies  to  Paris  via  TWA  Trans-World  Line  today  for  a  month's 
stay   He   will   have   a   post-war   reunion    with  his   family,   among 
other  things.  ...  •  David  Bader  is  taking  the  family  to  Gloucester  at 
the  end  of  the  month  where  he  will  spend  the  Summer  working  on  his 

16  mm.  tome.  ...  •  Robert  E.  Sherwood  has  gone  to  the  Coast  to  see 

the  assembled  footage  of  "The  Best  Years  of  Our  Lives.".  .  .  •  War- 
ners' field  public  relations  staff  will  organize  Community  Committees  in 

several  hundred  key  spots  throughout  the  country  in  order  to  carry  out 

local  special  events  in  connection  with  the  20th  anniversary  of  talkies. 
•  William  Dozier,  who  has  been  vacationing  in  Jasper,  Alberta,  Canada, 

comes  up  with  the  suggestion  that  the  industry's  public  relations  should 

be  organized  on  an  international  scale   Dozier's  concern  stems  from 
the  fact  that  he  has  found  Canadian  newspapers  blasting  away  at 

"the  movies"  for  having  provided  members  of  a  youthful  murder  ring 
with  the  inspiration  for  their  crimes   There  is  no  specific  picture — 

just   "the   movies"   Dozier's   suggestion  makes   sense   and  Phil  M. 
is  all  for  it.  .  .  .  •  John  Frederics,  of  the  famed  millinery  house,  left 

for  Hollywood  yesterday  by  Constellation,  to  serve  as  fashion  consultant 

and  advisor  to  Samuel  Goldwyn  on  "The  Secret  Life  of  Walter  Mitty." 
T  V  V 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  While  the  Pennsylvania  State  Association  of 

Boroughs  at  its  convention  in  Reading  next  week  may  discuss  the  sub- 
ject of  community  admission  taxes  and  theater  licensing,  on  the  word 

of  President  T.  F.  Chrostwaite,  it  is  a  matter  of  incidental  rather  than 

major  consideration.  ...  •  Lillian  Claughton's  new  Variety  Theater  in 
Miami  Beach  will  bow  next  Thursday.  ...  •  William  M  Higgins, 

CP A,  has  joined  Film  Classics  as  traveling  auditor   He  was  for- 
merly with  H.  E.  Bacon  &  Co.  ...  •  Lafayette  College,  of  Easton,  Pa., 

confers  the  honorary  degree  of  Doctor  of  Literature  on  Maurice  Evans 

today.  ...     •   "Petrillo  Seen  Making  Bid  as  Maestro  of  Overall  Labor; 

AFM  Backing  Strong"  reads  a  current  Variety  headline   Caesar  in 
a  blue  denim  toga!   That  Phil  M  wants  to  see!  ...     •   The  exhibs. 

worrying  about  the  shortage  of  popcorn  may  take  heart   The  Basic 
Food  Materials  Co.  has  developed  a  butter  flavor.  ...  •  Walter 

Reade's  Monte  Carlo  Swimming  Pool  in  Asbury  Park,  N.  J.,  will  open 
June  21  with  a  policy  of  outdoor  attractions  devoted  to  "name"  bands, 
water  shows  and  pop  concerts   

Stern  Holds  Good 
Prevails  in  Decision 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

to  the  highest  bidder  having  a  th 
ater  of  adequate  size  and  equipmer 
was    more    important    than    the/Qa 
vorcement  issue.  <^ 

The  expediting  court  went  as  is 
as  it  could  on  the  matter  of  divorce 
ment,  Stern  said,  adding  that  he  be 
lieved  that  if  and  when  the  decisio 

is    appealed  to   the   U.    S.    Suprem 

Court,   complete   divestiture  will  b : ordered.    Except  for  the  divorcemer 

plea,  the  Government's  case  was  sue 
tained  by  the  court,  Stern  said.    Th ; 
reading  of  the  text  of  the  opinio 
leaves  some  points  obscure,  he  saic 
but  he  believes  those  points  will  b  i 
clarified   when  the   court   signs   th 
findings  of  facts. 

Brandt  Appeals  Censor's 
Ordering  of  Cuts  in  'Amok 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

N.  Y.  State  Department  of  Educs 
tion  in  regard  to  deletions  ordere  ] 

in  its  French  picture  "Amok."    Apj 
pellants — William  Brandt,  Oliver  A 
Unger    and    Martin    Levine — asseil 
that  the  New  York  Regents  directe  | 
more    extensive   deletions   from   th 

film  than  the  censors  demanded   i » 
Boston,  and  they  named  a  number 
of  American-made  pictures  with  a. 

legedly  far  more  objectionable   ele ! 

ments.     Cited  specifically  were  "Th ' Outlaw,"    "Leave    Her   to    Heaven, 

"Scarlet  Street,"  "Open  City,"  "Th 

Miracle     of    Morgan's    Creek"    an ! 
"Kitty." 

The  appeal  took  strong  exceptio: 

to  the  board's  ruling  that  vita 
scenes  in  the  photoplay  must  be  de 
leted  because,  the  board  alleged,  the; 
dealt  with  an  implied  request  by  th ! 
leading  feminine  character  that 
jungle  doctor  perform  an  abortio: 
for  her.  The  appeal  is  based  on  th 
assumption  that,  even  if  the  censo 
board's  inferences  are  accurate,  th 
film  treats  the  subject  with  dignit; 
and  restraint,  and  by  its  logical  plo 
structure  develops  the  thematic  con 
elusion  that  the  effects  of  abortioj 
inevitably  are  disastrous. 

The  appeal  cites  a  number  of  re 
cent  Broadway  pictures  in  whici 

scenes  portray  "debauchery  and  li centiousness  without  the  saving 

grace  of  retribution."  It  is  pointe; 
out  that  in  "Amok"  the  centra 
characters  meet  death  "as  the  direc 

result  of  their  sins." "Amok"  currently  is  in  its  thin 
week  in  Boston.  It  was  to  hav 

opened  at  Brandt's  Republic  Theate: 
on  Broadway  late  this  month. 

Melvin  Albert  is  attorney  for  thi distributors. 

NEW  POSTS 

CLIFFORD   SWICK,    manager,    Mohawk    Drive-ln 
Albany-Schenectady    Road. 

WILLIAM     REICH,    Monogram    sales    representa 

tive,  Brazil,  S.  A. 
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ATA  May  Set  Basis 
For  Fair  Trade  Code 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

but,  according  to  reports,  the  meet- 
may  have  greater  significance. 

L  "'d  E.  Gamble,  chairman  of  the 

1 1,  .f^a,  said  that  the  court's  rulings 
rere  of  such  far-reaching  effect  to 
very  branch  of  the  industry  that  the 
LTA  owed  it  to  its  members  to  make 

.  careful  analysis  of  the  court's 
pmion. 
Invitations  to  attend  Tuesday's 

•leeting  went  by  telegram  yesterday 
o  Charles  P.  Skouras,  William  Skir- 
all,  Sam  Pinanski,  William  Crockett, 
Lrthur  Mayer,  Rotus  Harvey,  Her- 
lan  Hunt,  Harry  C.  Arthur,  Herman 
uevy,  Gil  Nathanson,  Henry  Reeve, 
Z.  V.  Richards,  Joseph  Rosenfield, 

[''red  Schwartz,  Ben  Strozier,  Ralph Latham,  R.  B.  Wilby,  Nat  Williams, 
]dward  Zom  and  Si  Fabian.  Invi- 
ations  also  will  go  to  members  of 
ihe  New  York  unit  of  ATA. 

'wo  Morros  Pix  to  Astor 
i  World  distribution  rights  to  two 
Joris  Morros  productions  have  been 
cquired  by  Astor  Pictures  Corp.,  R. 
I.  Savini,  president,  announces.  The 

-  ictures  are  "Second  Chorus,"  form- 
rly  released  by  Paramount,  and 

Flying  Deuces,"  formerly  by  RKO. 
Jew  press  books  and  accessories  will 
oe  available. 

British  Televisors  Run  Into  Difficulties 
As  Legit  Producer  Nixes  Band  for  Program 

London  (By  Cable) — Holding  that  television  constitutes  a  "personal  appear- 
ance," Prince  Littler,  theatrical  producer,  has  refused  to  allow  a  band  to  take 

part  in  a  scheduled  television  show,  claiming  that  such  an  appearance  would 

be  breaking  a  contract  with  a  vaudeville  troupe.  As  a  result  the  Artists  Feder- 
ation has  advised  members  not  to  accept  tele  offers  until  it  is  able  to  set  up 

a  policy. 

Move  follow  the  barring  of  tele  cameras  by  the  Greyhound  Racing  Association 
and  the  Amateur  Athletic  Association,  although  the  Lawn  Tennis  Association 
will  allow  telecasts  of  the  Wightman  Cup  matches  and  a  cricket  test 
match  from  Lords  Ground  will  be  put  on  the  air  later  this  month. 

New  Jackson  Park  Theater 
Brief  on  Injunction  Filed 

Chicago — Thomas  McConnell,  at- 
torney for  the  Jackson  Park  Theater, 

has  filed  in  Judge  Michael  Igoe's court  a  new  brief  in  the  Jackson 
Park  case  asking  for  an  injunc- 

tion against  the  Chicago  clearance 

system. 
The  brief  cites  four  years'  ef- forts and  two  court  reviews  in  the 

case — the  decision  previously  given 
in  Judge  Igoe's  court  and  its  having 
been  sustained,  the  fact  that  illegal 
conspiracy  had  been  proved  entitling 
the  plaintiff  to  damages,  which  have 
been  paid,  and  relief  in  the  booking 
situation  under  the  Chicago  clear- 

ance plan. 
McConnell  said  he  will  not  with- 

draw the  plea  for  an  injunction,  but 
will  go  ahead  with  his  case  despite 
the  court's  opinion  in  the  New  York 
equity  action. 

No  Increase  in  Output 
Planned  by  Switzerland 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
ducers  plan  no  great  expansion,  four 
Swiss  newspapermen  reported  during 
a  Hollywood  visit  under  State  Dept. 
auspices. 

Jean  Seitz,  parliamentary  editor 
of  the  Gazette  de  Lausanne,  said 
pictures  made  in  the  U.  S.  in  1942 
are  being  shown  in  Switzerland  in 
competition  with  later  British, 
French  and  Russian  films.  Situa- 

tion is  chiefly  because  of  transporta- 
tion difficulties,  he  noted.  Others  on 

the  tour  include  Dr.  Eugen  Dietschi, 
economic  editor  of  National  Zeitung, 
and  member  of  Parliament;  Dr.  Carl 
Doka,  Catholic  Conservative  press, 

and  Dr.  Hugo  Kramer,  Social  Demo- 
cratic and  Labor  press. 

MPEA  Limits  Dubbed 

Pix  For  France  to  124 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Johnston,  president  of  the  MPEA, 
who  cabled  the  instructions  to  the 

continental  managers  of  U.  S.  com- 

panies in  France. 
Johnston  reiterated  previous  state- 

ments that  the  American  industry 

had  neither  the  desire  nor  the  inten- 
tion to  flood  the  French  market  with 

more  pictures  than  it  could  absorb. 

The  agreement,  which  was  incor- 
porated in  the  loan  and  trade  pacts 

recently  concluded  between  France 
and  the  United  States,  did  not  in- 

clude an  export  quota. 
The  eight  companies  in  the  MPEA 

released  an  average  of  179  features 
annually  in  France  during  the  three 
years  prior  to  the  war. 

Von  Zell  Organizing 
To  Produce  Westerns 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Harry  Von  Zell  is  or- 
ganizing an  independent  producing 

company  to  make  a  series  of  west- 
erns starring  himself  and  Bob  Steele. 

Project  is  the  second  recent  venture 
for  the  radio  and  screen  comedian, 
who  has  signed  with  Columbia  for  a 
series  of  two-  and  three-reel  come- 

dies. 

TAMIROFF 
GENE  LOCKHART 

Alma  Kruger  -  Alan  Napier  •  Jo  Ann  Marlowe 

Vladimir  Sokoloff  •  Directed  by  DOUGLAS  SIRK 

Screenplay  by  Ellis  St.  Joseph 

Produced  by  ARNOLD  PRESSBURGER 



Paramount 
delivers  half  of  all  the  N.  Y.  Daily 

News'  Six  Best  Pictures  of  the  Month 

as  famous  Kate  Cameron's  selections 

include  "TO  EACH  HIS  OWN",  "THE 

BLUE  DAHLIA"  and  "O.S.S." ! 

PATRK 
Writtei 



ax* First  it  nearly  doubled 

all  previous  records  in 

13-year  history  of  New 

York's  Gotham  Theatre 

. . .  Now,  played  single 

bill,  it's  leading  nearly 
all  the  double-feature 
attractions  that  have 

played  the  Los  Angeles 

and  Hollywood  Para- 
mounts!  Now  you  know 

-"O.S.S."  means  S.R.O.! 

GERALDINE  FITZGERALD 
<NOWLES    •    JohnHoyt 
id  Produced  by  Richard  Maibaum 

Directed  by   Irving  Pichel 
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Friday,  June  14,  19" 

PREVIEW  Of  THE  hEUI  AUTISM 
"Till  the  End  of  Time" 

with  Dorothy  McGuire,  Guy  Madison 
RKO  105  Mins. 

HIGHLY  EFFECTIVE  DRAMATIC  EN- 
TERTAINMENT IS  OFFERED  BY  THIS 

MONEY-MAKER;  CAST  RATES  POSIES. 

This  Dore  Schary  production  adds  a  drama 
of  undeniable  pulling  power  to  the  list  of 
films  dealing  with  the  struggle  of  the  war 

veteran  to  readjust  himself  to  civilian  ex- 
istence, especially  when  he  is  handicapped 

by  a  pnysical  disability.  The  picture  exerts 
a  strong  emotional  tug  that  is  certain  to 

gain  it  particularly  wide  popularity  among 
the  femme  patrons.  How  else  but  with 

warm  consideration,  can  an  audience  ac- 
cept the  fight  of  young  people  against  odds? 

Above  all  else  the  picture  has  that  human 
touch  that  never  fails  to  exert  sure-fire 
heart  appeal.  The  efforts  of  a  trio  of  war 
buddies  to  find  themselves  when  they  are 
mustered  out  of  the  Marine  Corps  to  face 
a  life  for  which  they  are  ill  equipped,  are 
creative  of  excellent  entertainment.  Much 

understanding  has  been  brought  to  their 
problems  in  the  skilled  and  intelligent 
screenplay  fashioned  by  Allen  Rivkin  from 

the  Niven  Busch  novel,  "They  Dream  of 
Home."  Adding  much  to  the  film's  under- 

standing spirit  is  the  feeling  and  sensitive 
direction  contributed  by  Edward  Dmytryk, 
who  keeps  the  characters  always  filled  with 
the  breath  of  life  that  lends  credibility  to 
the  whole  story.  The  sum  total  is  a  moving 
piece  of  diversion  that  should  succeed  in 
earning  a  most  sympathetic  reaction  from 
patrons  of  every  stripe. 
Guy  Madison,  Robert  Mitchum  and  Bill 

Williams  are  the  three  vets  who  figure  in 

the  story.  Madison,  who  is  co-starred  with 
Dorothy  MaGuire,  went  into  the  service 
from  college.  Mitchum  is  a  knockabout  with 
a  silver  plate  in  his  head  as  a  war  memento. 

Bill  Williams  is  a  former  prizefighter, 
bitter  over  the  loss  of  his  legs.  Each  has  a 

problem  to  face.  How  each  solves  that  prob- 

lem conspires  to  make  "Till  the  End  of 
Time"  an  absorbing  and  interesting  offer- 

ing. Woven  into  the  story  is  an  emotion- 
packed  romance  between  Madison  and  'Miss 
McGuire,  a  war  widow  torn  with  loneliness. 
There  is  a  reality  about  the  love  story  that 
is  worthy  of  special  praise. 

The  film  is  fortunate  in  the  production 

accorded  it  by  Schary. 

Great  earnestness  and  sensitiveness  mark 

the  acting.  Miss  McGuire  gives  another  of 
her  glowing  portrayals  as  the  young  widow. 

Madison  exudes  boyish  charm  in  a  per- 
formance that  sells  him  solidly  to  the 

femmes.  No  complaint  about  the  others. 
CAST:  Dorothy  McGuire,  Guy  Madison,  Robert 

Mitchum,  Bill  Williams,  Tom  Tully,  William  Gar- 
gan,  Jean  Porter,  Johnny  Sands,  Loren  Tindall, 
Ruth  Nelson,  Selena  Royle,  Harry  Von  Zell, 
Richard  Benedict. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Dore  Schary;  Director,  Ed- 
ward Dmytryk;  Screenplay,  Allen  Rivkin;  Based 

on  novel  by  Niven  Busch;  Cameraman,  Harry 

Wild;  Art  Directors,  Albert  S.  D'Agostino,  Jack 
Okey;  Set  Decorators,  Darrell  Silvera,  William 
Stevens;  Film  Editor,  Harry  Gerstad;  Musical 
Score,  Leigh  Harline;  Musical  Director,  C.  Baka- 
leinikoff;  Sound,  Richard  Van  Hessen,  Clem 
Portman. 

DIRECTION,    Fine.      PHOTOGRAPHY,    Good. 

"Diary"  at  Globe  June  22 
"The  Diary  of  a  Chambermaid" 

opens  at  the  Globe  Theater  on  June 
22. 

"Smoky" 
with   Fred   MacMurray,  Anne   Baxter 

20th-Fox  87  Mins. 

DRAMATIC  YARN  OF  MAN'S  LOVE  FOR 
A  HORSE  IS  TECHNICOLOR  EXCITER  OF 
STRONG  B.  0.  VALUE 

Exhibitors  will  be  able  to  gauge  the  box 

office  strength  of  "Smoky"  by  referring  to 

the  business  done  by  "My  Friend  Flicka," 
and  its  sequel,  "Thunderhead  —  Son  of 
Flicka."  The  film  version  of  the  Will 
James  novel  about  a  high-spirited  stallion 
has  much  in  common  with  the  two  earlier 

20th-Fox  productions.  If  anything,  the  film 
under  review  is  a  stronger  box  office  ex- 

hibit than  the  Flicka  duo,  not  the  least 

of  the  reasons  being  that  it  has  a  far 

stronger  cast,  what  with  Fred  MacMur- 
ray starred  and  Anne  Baxter  playing  oppo- 

site him.  "Smoky"  is  given  added  standing 
by  the  presence  in  the  cast  of  Burl  Ives, 
who  has  won  an  enviable  reputation  as  a 
singer  of  American  folk  songs. 

While  the  pattern  of  the  story  is  far 

from  new,  the  picture  emerges  as  an  en- 
grossing bit  of  entertainment,  with  its  Tech- 

nicolor photography  of  the  wide-open  spaces 
of  Utah,  where  the  picture  was  largely 
filmed,  helping  to  contribute  a  refreshing 
quality  to  the  footage,  not  to  mention  a 

pictorial  allure  that  should  advance  the  pic- 

ture's  fortunes  considerably. 
Under  the  careful  supervision  of  Robert 

Bassler,  the  well-turned-out  screenplay  de- 
rived from  the  James  novel  by  Lillie  Hay- 

ward,  Dwight  Cummins  and  Dorothy  Yost 
has  been  produced  with  unusual  effective- 

ness. The  story  of  MacMurray's  attachment 
for  Smoky,  a  wild  horse  he  breaks  to  the 
saddle,  has  been  told  with  terseness  and 

simplicity,  plus  a  good  deal  of  suspense 
where  developments  require  it. 

MacMurray  is  a  cowhand  on  the  ranch 

owned  by  Anne  Baxter,  who  becomes  ro- 
mantically interested  in  him  while  he  goes 

about  the  business  of  taming  the  stallion 
which  is  her  special  pride.  His  search  for 
Smoky  when  he  is  stolen  and  sold  to  a 
rodeo,  which  disposes  of  the  animal  to  a 

junk  dealer  after  it  has  served  its  use,  en- 

hances the  picture's  drama.  The  recovery  of 
Smoky  and  his  release  to  roam  the  range 
again  bring  the  film  to  a  close. 

Directing  capably,  Louis  King  has  drawn 
convincing  performances  from  his  players.  A 
special  attraction  is  a  group  of  ballads  sung 
by  Ives  to  the  accompaniment  of  his  guitar. 
CAST:  Fred  MacMurray,  Anne  Baxter,  Burl 

Ives,  Bruce  Cabot,  Esther  Dale,  Roy  Roberts, 
J.  Farrell  MacDonald,  Max  Wagner,  Guy  Beach, 
Howard  Negley,  Bud  Geary,  Harry  Carter,  Bob 
Adler,  Victor  Kilian,  Herbert  Heywood. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Robert  Bassler;  Director, 
Louis  King;  Screenplay,  Lillie  Hayward,  Dwight 
Cummins,  Dorothy  Yost;  Based  on  novel  by  Will 
James;  Cameraman,  Charles  Clarke;  Art  Di- 

rectors, Lyle  Wheeler,  Chester  Gore;  Set  Dec- 
orators, Thomas  Little,  Harold  Cramp;  Film 

Editor,  Nick  De  Maggio;  Musical  Score,  David 
Raksin;  Musical  Director,  Emil  Newman;  Special 
Effects,  Fred  Sersen;  Sound,  George  Leverett, 

Harry  M.  Leonard. 
DIRECTION,   Good.      PHOTOGRAPHY,    Fine. 

John  H.  Dalton  Dead 

Chicago — John  H.  Dalton,  82,  fa- 
ther of  the  former  movie  star,  Dor- 
othy Dalton,  wife  of  Arthur  Ham- 

merstein,  is  dead.  Burial  was  in 
Grace  Cemetery. 

"Three  Wise  Fools" 
with  Margaret  O'Brien,  Lionel  Barrymore M-G-M  90  Mins. 

SHURE  AND  IT'LL  CAPTURE  THE 
HfcAKli  OF  THE  FAMILY  AUDIENCE  AND 

TWILL  DO  FOINE  AT  THE  TILL  IN  THE 
BOX  OFFICE,  BEGORRAH! 

If  there  was  ever  a  child  actress  whose 

dramatic  ability  could  parallel  the  finest 

of  the  adult  Academy  Award  winners,  Mar- 
garet O  Brien  is  rightfully  entitled  to  that 

recognition.  Her  faultless  expression,  emo- 

tion, and  delivery  of  lines  in  Irish  brogue — 
in  a  part  which  requires  the  intelligence  of 
a  well-seasoned  player — is  astounding. 

The  film  has  the  flavor  of  fantasy,  which 

Director  Edward  Buzzell  maintains  through- 

out, and  projects  itself  as  a  modern  fairy tale. 

M-G-M  is  to  be  complimented  on  the 
filming  of  this  property,  and  releasing  it  at 
a  time  when  world  conditions  are  so  en- 

tangled and  provoking,  that  its  effect  can 
do  much  toward  arousing  those  human 
qualities,  which  each  of  us  possess,  to 
greater  activity. 

The  casting  of  the  title  roles  will  tickle 
regular  theater  patrons  inasmuch  as  Lewis 

"Judge  Hardy"  Stone  plays  the  part  of  a 

judge;  Lionel  "Dr.  Gillespie"  Barrymore 
portrays  an  eminent  surgeon;  and  Edward 

"financier  type"  Arnold  is  a  millionaire  busi- 

ness man.  Thomas  Mitchell's  characteriza- 
tion of  a  faithful  and  fighting  Irishman  is 

also  one  to  be  reckoned  with. 

There's  lots  of  Irish  wit,  Irish  supersti- 
tions, and  Irish  humor  in  the  story  that  toys 

with  a  child's  belief  in  fairies. 
The  plot  is  simple  in  theme  and  deals 

with  an  attempt  by  the  three  wise  fools, 
who  live  in  a  large  mansion  together,  to 

turn  over  a  piece  of  property  to  the  town's 
University  for  the  construction  of  a  Greek 

Amphitheater,  and  thereby  find  favor  with 
the  community.  They  discover  that  the 

land  rightfully  belongs  to  Margaret  O'Brien, 
an  orphan  and  only  living  heir  who  came 
to  America  from  Ireland  to  claim  it;  and 
whose  grandfather  placed  an  Irish  curse  on 
the  three  and  married  the  only  girl  of  their 
choice. 

In  an  effort  to  secure  the  property,  they 

legally  adopt  little  Margaret,  who  so  endears 
herself  to  the  lives  of  the  hardened  bache- 

lors as  to  make  them  repent  for  their  con- 
spiracy and  restore  her  faith  in  the  good 

deeds  that  can  only  be  accomplished  by 
fairies. 

CAST:  Margaret  O'Brien,  Lionel  Barrymore, 
Lewis  Stone,  Edward  Arnold,  Thomas  Mitchell, 
Ray  Collins,  Jane  Darwell,  Charles  Dingle,  Harry 

Davenport,  Henry  O'Neill,  Cyd  Charisse,  War- ner Anderson,   Billy  Curtis. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  William  H.  Wright;  Di- 
rector, Edward  Buzzell;  Screenplay.  John  Mc- 

Dermott  and  James  O'Hanlon;  Based  on  a  play  by 
Austin  Strong;  Cameraman,  Harold  Rosson;  Film 
Editor,  Gene  Ruggiero;  Musical  Score,  Bronislau 
Kaper;  Sound,  Douglas  Shearer;  Art  Directors, 
Cedric  Gibbons,  Edward  Imazu;  Set  Decorators, 
Edwin  B.  Willis,  Hugh  Hunt. 
DIRECTION,  Good.  PHOTOGRAPHY,  Very 

good. 
Ben  Hannaberg  Dies 

Chicago — Ben  Hannaberg,  veteran 

member  of  the  Chicago  operators' union,  died  in  Los  Angeles.  His 
brother,  Milton  Hannaberg,  Chicago 
operator,  survives. 

Reel  Strike  Threat 
Lifted;  Pad  Signed 
Chicago — The  threatened  strike 

newsreel  cameramen  has  been  lifte 
W.  H.  Strafford,  business  agent  ■ 
IATSE  Union  666,  reported  yeste 
day  following  receipt  of  new  sj^ 
contracts  from  Paramount  J^£ 

Universal  News,  M-G-M's  News  i 
the  Day,  20th-Fox's  Movietone  Nev and  Pathe  News. 
The  cameramen  receive  $150 

week  according  to  the  term  of  tr 
new  contract,  an  increase  of  $23.c 
retroactive  to  Jan.  1  this  year.  Fre< 
lance  cameramen's  pay  is  advance 
from  $44  to  $50  a  day. 

Painters  Complicate 
Studio  Labor  Situation 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAIL 

Hollywood — Motion  Picture  Painl 
ers  Local  644  yesterday  notified  th 
major  producers  that  their  membei 
would  no  longer  paint  sets  for  Tech 
nicolor  pictures  where  the  camera 
are  serviced  by  men  hired  under  vio 
lation  of  the  American  Federatio. 
of  Labor  directive  of  Dec.  26,  194E 
Those  cameras  are  now  being  serv 
iced  by  outside  machinists. 

The  AF  of  L  directive  gave  al 
jurisdiction  over  that  work  to  mem 
bers  of  International  Machinists  Lo 
cal  1185.  Position  of  the  painters  i; 
that  the  studios  have  never  put  tha 
directive  into   effect. 

House  Banking  Com. 
Approves  Loan  to  Britain 
Washington   Bureau   of    THE  FILM   DAILi 
Washington — Legislation  ratifying 

the  $3,750,000,000  British  Loan  wa; 
approved  yesterday  by  the  House 
Banking  Committee.  The  bill,  al- 

ready okayed  by  the  Senate,  wil. 
probably  reach  the  House  floor  or. Monday. 

Eric  A.  Johnston,  MPAA  presi- 
dent, previously  told  the  committee 

that  the  loan  would  "foster"  pix trade  with  Great  Britain. 

Full  Program  Planned 
For  PICC  Chicago  Meet 

Chicago — Government  regulations, 
public  relations  plans  and  consumer 

promotional  proposals  will  be  dis- 
cussed at  a  meeting  of  the  Photo- 
graphic Industry  Co-ordinating  Com- 

mittee, to  be  held  at  the  Hotel  Con- 
tinental on  August  5.  Representa- 

tives of  the  newly-formed  Photo- 
graphic Manufacturers  Association 

are  expected  to  attend. 

Theodor  Sparkuhl  Dead 
West   Coast  Bureau   of   THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Theodor  Sparkuhl, 

52,  veteran  cameraman,  died  yester- 
day following  a  short  illness.  He  has 

been  under  contract  for  13  years  up 
until  last  December  to  Paramount. 
Before  coming  to  this  country  in 
1931  he  was  photographer  for  Ernst 
Lubitsch  in  Berlin  and  also  had 
worked  at  studios  in  London  and 
Paris. 

_ 
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Telling  About 
Tele 

l/EN  FARNSWORTH  tomorrow  assumes 

"^  the  newly-created  post  of  television 
sales  manager  of  the  American  Broadcast- 

ing Co.  Farnsworth  has  promoted  and  han- 

dled retail  sales  for  WJZ,  ABC's  key  sta- 
tion, for  the  last  four  and  a  half  years. .  .  . 

The  Joe  Louis  -  Billy  Conn  heavyweight 
championship  bout  which  NBC  will  cover 
Wednesday,  from  the  Yankee  Stadium,  is 
the  fifth  championship  boxing  bout  to  be 
televised  by  Station  WNBT  under  Gillette 
sponsorship. 

• 

/"^BS  has  licensed  the  Bendix  Radio  Divi- 

^"^  sion  of  Bendix  Aviation  Corp.  to  man- 
ufacture color  tele  receivers  for  home  use 

as  well  as  transmitter  equipment  based  on 

CBS'  ultra-high  frequency  color  tele  in- 
ventions. Bendix  is  the  third  company  so 

licensed  on  a  patent  royalty  basis  which 
extends  for  five  years,  and  an  option  for 

renewal.  ...  •  Gulf  Oil  Corp.  is  spon- 
soring a  weekly  news  program  on  WCBW- 

CBS  starting  tonight  18:15-8:30  p.m.,  EDT) 

to  be  known  as  "CBS  Television  News." 
• 

QTATION  engineers  may  find  themselves 

*^  going  back  to  school  this  Summer,  the 

plan  being  RCA  Institute's,  four-week  course 
in  tele  theory  and  operation  which  is  open 
to  all  broadcasting  technicians.  ...  •  The 
Yankee  Stadium  Club  reportedly  will  feature 
television  in  its  bar  shortly.  ...  •  Leroy 

G.  Phelps  is  the  "pool"  photographer  for 
the  six  major  television  companies  partici- 

pating in  the  coverage  of  the  atomic  bomb 

test,  "Operation  Crossroads." • 

I  ATEST  additions  to  WNBT-NBC's  pro- 
gram  roster  are:  Art  Linkletter  and  his 

"People  Are  Funny,"  troupe  who  telecast 
Tuesday;  "Your  Esso  Television  Reporter," 
a  Monday  and  Thursday  metropolitan  news- 
reel,  and  a  film  and  commentary  program 

featuring  traveler  and  explorer,  Mrs.  Car- 

veth  Wells,  to  be  known  as  "Geographically 
Speaking,"  Sundays.  ...  •  WCBW-CBS 
will  produce  its  most  ambitious  dance  pro- 

gram to  date  on  Sunday,  when  "American 
in  Paris"  will  be  presented  with  top  dancers of  the  School  of  American  Ballet  featured 

  Traffic  scenes  on  film  will  be  inter- 
jected  throughout. 

• 
SIGN  of  the  Tele  Times:  In  Chicopee, 

Mass..  the  F.  W.  Sickles  Co.,  which 

manufactures  television  equipment,  is  ad- 
vertising for  500  semi-skilled  and  unskilled 

women  workers,  to  help  boost  production. 
More   than    1,800  workers   are   now   on   the 

payroll   The  Sickles  will  soon  become 
part  of  the  Emerson  Radio  &  Phonograph 
Corp.,  stockholders  voting  on  a  merger. 
Sickles  recently  was  taken  over  by  General 
Instrument  Corp.,  Emerson   subsidiary. 

Home  Back  from  Panama 
David  D.  Home,  assistant  treas- 

urer of  Monogram  International 
Corp.,  returned  here  yesterday  from 
a  business  trip  to  Panama  where  he 
opened  the  office  of  Monogram  Pic- 

tures of  Panama,  Inc.,  in  Panama 
City,  with  Richard  D.  Spierman  as 
manager.  Home  stopped  in  Mexico 
City  where  he  conferred  with  Jack 

Lamont,  the  company's  manager  for 
that  territory,  before  returning  here. 

French  Tax  Treaty 

To  Bring  Millions 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

States  picture  industry  has  been  in- 
cluded in  the  exemption  from  double 

taxation  in  France  on  revenues  flow- 
ing back  to  this  country. 

A  high  Bureau  of  Internal  Rev- 
enue official  and  one  of  the  United 

States  negotiators  working  on  the 
tax  treaty  told  The  Film  Daily  that 
the  new  agreement  represented  an 
"overwhelming  victory"  for  the 
American  industry. 

Exempt  from  30%  Tax 

In  a  word,  the  United  States  pic- 
ture industry  is  now  exempt  from 

paying  the  30  per  cent  tax  on  all 
royalties  taken  out  of  France.  In 
addition,  the  industry  will  not  have 
to  pay  the  so-called  enrichment  tax 
and  will  only  have  to  pay  a  5  per  cent 
capital  tax. 
Under  the  United  States-France 

tax  convention  of  1939,  motion  pic- 
ture companies  were  not  included  in 

the  list  of  individuals  and  corpora- 
tions exempt  from  the  tax.  The 

French  at  first  were  reluctant  to  in- 
clude the  picture  industry  and  deny 

themselves  the  30  per  cent  tax  which 
they  claimed  was  due  them  under  the 
basic  French  law. 

Although  the  tax  treaty  must  still 
be  ratified  by  both  countries,  French 
Ambassador  Henri  Bonnet  assured 
the  State  Department  that  inclusion 
of  the  picture  industry  in  the  30  per 
cent  tax  exemptions  and  other  tax 

benefits  will  go  into  "immediate  ef- 

fect." 

The  French-United  States  tax 

treaty  is  reg-arded  here  as  of  "ut- 
most importance,"  and  a  companion 

piece  to  the  trade  agreement  recently 
signed  by  the  two  countries. 

"Enrichment"  Tax  Out 
The  tax  treaty  clears  up  details  of 

the  so-called  French  national  soli- 
darity tax  which  had  plagued  the 

United  States  picture  industry.  This 
tax,  in  general,  is  divided  into  two 
sections — a  five  per  cent  capital  tax 
and  the  potentially  tougher  "enrich- 

ment" tax.  The  enrichment  tax  is 
a  graduated  tax  based  on  the  in- 

crease in  value  of  capital  over  a  pe- 
riod of  years.  Under  the  enrichment 

tax,  the  United  States  picture  in- 
dustry was  taxable  on  any  increases 

in  value  of  its  holdings  from  ap- 
proximately 1938  to  1945.  The  new 

tax  treaty  now  states  that  American 
companies  only  have  to  pay  the  5 
per  cent  capital  tax.  This,  too,  will 
be  put  into  immediate  effect. 

Although  details  of  just  how  much 
the  French  government  admits  is 
owed  United  States  picture  compa- 

nies for  various  types  of  film  royal- 
ties is  not  contained  in  the  new 

treaty,  the  door  is  opened  for  the 
companies  to  get  the  money  which 
they  claim  is  due  them. 

In  effect,  the  treaty  clears  up  all 
taxes  and  the  picture  companies  now 
know  where  they  stand. 

To  Clarify  Amounts  Due 
Ambassador  Bonnet  assured  Un- 

der-Secretary of  State  Dean   Ache- 

W ARDOUR  ST. 

Calling. ... 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

and  this  time  it's  more  than  a  rumor.  Story 
is  that  the  deal  is  being  consummated. 
Stcll  shares  have  been  going  up  on  the 
Stock  Exchange  and  this  company,  under  the 
control  of  Prince  Littler,  has  very  strong 

financial    backing.   Shouldn't   be   a    bit   sur- 
:  prised   if  it   really  did   come   off   this   time. 

;  They    have    been    talking    for    a    long,    long 
time  before  this. 

•  • 

^^INEMA  shares  going  strong  —  GB, 
^■^  Odeon  and  Associated  British  rising 

every  week  —  generally  attributed  to  the 
fact  that  the  returns  of  all  these  circuits 
will  show  excellent  results.  Attendances 

here  still  very  steady  and  showing  no  slump. 
British  pictures  going  strong,  playing  to  big 

money  in  nearly  all  situations;  even  Scotland 
which  used  to  be  a  bit  sticky,  now  swung 

over,  and  doing  as  well  as  any  part  of  the country. 

•  • 
CTUDIOS  occupied  to  capacity,  but  we  are 

~  still  very  far  short  of  the  100  films 
that  we  hope  to  make  in  a  year.  Nothing 

doing  at  M-G-M-British  where  many  of  the 

writers  have  been  let  out  and  there  won't 
be  until  their  Amalgamated  Studios  get  go- 

ing, which  is  unlikely  to  be  this  year,  at 
any  rate.  James  Mason  still  our  biggest 
star;  he  will  make  another  before  planing 
to  Hollywood. 

And  that's  about  all  for  this  column. 

r   Mars,  Milwaukee,  Asks 
Clearance  Reduction 

Milwaukee  —  Mars  Theater,  Inc., 
headed  by  W.  C.  Kraemer,  has  filed 
a  clearance  complaint  with  the  arbi- 

tration tribunal,  naming  all  five  con- 
sent decree  signers.  Kraemer  claims 

that  the  clearance  granted  the  Gar- 
field Theater  over  his  Mars  is  un- 

reasonable and  asks  that  it  be  re- 
duced. Burleigh,  Hollywood  and 

Egyptian  Theaters  are  named  as  in- 
terested parties. 

son,  too,  that  the  French  financial 
counsellor  is  prepared  to  clarify  for 
each  company  just  what  is  claimed  is 
due  them.  With  the  tax  picture  ap- 

parently cleared,  the  United  States 
companies  already  have  much  of  this 
data  prepared  and  can  meet  the  July 
1  deadline. 
Although  much  work  is  yet  to  be 

done  before  United  States  compa- 
nies are  actually  allowed  to  take 

money  due  them  out  of  France,  an 
important  first  step  has  been  taken. 
The  Film  Daily  is  also  able  to  state 
that  even  this  problem  is  receiving 
"top  level"  Government  attention. 

The  tax  negotiations  are  conducted 
by  Eldon  P.  King,  Special  Deputy 
Commissioner  of  Internal  Revenue, 
and  officers  of  the  Departments  of 
State  and  Treasury  and  of  the  Bu- 

reau of  Internal  Revenue,  and  for 
France  by  Adeot  Boissard,  Director 
General  in  the  Ministry  of  Finance, 
Philip  Perier,  Director  of  Adminis- 

trative Conventions,  and  Jean  Deciry 
of  the  Foreign  Office,  and  Jacques 
Certeux  and  Marcel  Serre  of  the 
Ministry  of  Finance. 

indies  to  Benefit  by 

Equity  Opinion— Dot 'Continued  from  Page  1) 

curbed  the  right  of  independents  t 
bring    in    individual    actions,    unde 
Section  7  of  the  Anti-Trust  Lawj^ 
Commenting  on  the  section  o:£ 

decision  dealing  with  ownership^ 
the  defendants  of  less  than  95  pt 
cent  of  a  theater,  Wright  said  sale 
or  purchases  of  the  theaters  woul 
"depend  on  the  persons  or  comps 

nies  involved." He  emphasized  that  if  the  major 
desired  to  purchase  more  of  a  theate 
to  bring  their  holdings  up  to  95  pe 
cent,  the  court  would  have  to  pas 
upon  the  deal,  and  said  that  the  De 
partment  of  Justice  would  scan  eac! 
deal  very  closely. 

The  independents,  generally,  wil  j 
be  free  to  purchase  the  holdings  o 
the  defendants.  He  added  that  an; 
change  in  control  not  covered  by  th 
decision  could  be  made  without  cour 

approval. Wright  reiterated  the  Depart 
ment's  decision  to  appeal  the  divorce 
ment  provisions.  Although  admit 
ting  that  the  divorcement  plea  wa 
the  "meat"  of  the  Department's  case 
he  said  the  decision  represented  ; 
"substantial"  victory  for  the  Gov emment. 

Equity  Suit  Defendants 
Expected  to  Ask  More  Time 

Defendant  companies  in  the  New 
York  equity  suit  are  expected  to  asl- 
for  an  extension  of  time  in  which 
to  submit  their  findings  of  facts  tc 
the  court. 

Defendants  were  instructed  to  file 

their  findings  on  the  court's  opinior 
in  10  days,  but  according  to  expres- 

sions of  opinion  it  would  be  almost 
an  impossibility  to  prepare  such  pa- 

pers in  10  days  because  of  the 
lengthy  study  of  the  opinion  that 
will  be  required.  The  Government, 
too,  may  ask  for  an  extension. 

Both  sides  will  write  their  findings 

and  interpretations  of  the  court's decision  and  from  the  combined  find- 
ings the  court  will  write  the  final  or- 
der which  will  put  its  decision  into 

effect. 

Early  ATA  Decision  on 

Sponsoring  Gov't  Film I  Continued  from  Page  1) 

A.  Mercey,  OWMR  picture  chief,  said 
yesterday.  The  film  has  been  shown 
in  various  sections  of  the  country 
before  ATA  reviewing  groups.  If 

accepted,  it  will  be  the  first  Govern- ment film  shown  under  the  auspices 

of  ATA. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Cooper-Rothacker 
Manhasset,  L.  I. — Douglas  D.  Roth- 

acker,  Jr.,  will  be  married  here  to- 
morrow afternoon  at  Christ  Church 

to  Jean  Cooper. 
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iAsks  Industry's  Aid 
in  Winning  Peace 

i  Continued  from  Page  1) 

"by  the  presence  of  Mrs.  Eleanor (Roosevelt,  Anna  Rosenberg,  Ted 
<  vnible,  James  J.  Walker  and  a  dais 
==personalities  seldom  assembled 
ICCone  affair. 

Mrs.  Rosenberg,  the  first  speaker 
i  itrodnced  by  former  mayor  James 
J.  Walker,  emcee  for  the  occasion, 
spoke  of  the  great  and  continuing 
obligation  that  the  industry  has  to 
^maintain  the  unity  won  during  the 
v  artime  and  to  use  its  widespread 
powers  in  securing  the  peace.     She 

  WARNING  — 
James  J.  Walker,  emcee  at  the 

ITOA  annual  installation  lunch- 
eon in  the  Astor  Hotel  yesterday, 

warned  that  the  industry  icould 
once  again  become  the  target  of 
bigots,  now  that  the  war  is  over, 
but  pointed  out  that  he  icished 
th"  League  of  Decency  icould 
center  some  of  its  attention  on 
radio  instead  of  films,  and  do 
something  about  the  programs 
"invading  the  nursery."  He 
claimed  that  many  of  the  air 
show  programs  are  making  the 

children  "loo  sophisticated." 

said  that  the  United  Nations  could 
i  se  the  pattern  of  the  ITOA  as  basis 
tfor  reaching  unity  among  its  mem- 

bers. Mrs.  Rosenberg  also  read  a 
letter  from  Secretary  of  War  Robert 
■P.  Patterson,  addressed  to  ITOA,  in 
which  he  expressed  the  deep  appre- 

ciation of  the  War  Department  for 
I  the  services  rendered  during  the  war 
and  the  immediate  post-war  period. 
This  was  applied  in  a  great  measure 
to  the  millions  of  tickets  which  were 
distributed  to  servicemen  for  free  ad- 

mission to  theaters. 
Gamble   Outlines  ATA  Aims 

Ted  Gamble,  ATA  board  chairman, 
was  introduced  as  the  man  who 
guided  an  organization  of  6,000,000 
volunteer  workers  through  eight 
War  Loans  to  achieve  .-•  total  of 
§150,000,000,000.  Gamble  outlined 
the  ATA  aims  and  objectives  to  its 
affiliate  ITOA  members.  He  pointed 
out  that  the  industry  is  being  dis- 

criminated against  in  carrying  the 
burden  of  the  national  sales  taxes 
which  has  reached  a  gross  of  20  per 
cent,  and  said  that  a  committee  is 
now  formed  to  seek  a  solution. 

Gamble  also  referred  to  the  speech 
recently  made  by  Spyros  P.  Skouras, 
20th-Fox  president,  in  Chicago,  at 
Allied's  inaugural  dinner  for  its  new 
national  president,  Jack  Kirsch,  in 
which  Skouras  sought  a  better  basis 

STORK  REPORTS 

Little  Headlines: 
A  CRIMINAL  INFORMATION  charging  James  C.  Petrillo,  AFM  president,  with  vio- 

lation of  the  Lee  law,  was  filed  in  Federal  Court,  Chicago,  yesterday  by  U.  S.  Attorney 
J.  Albert  Woll.  Petrillo  was  accused  of  calling  a  strike  of  studio  librarians  at  WAAF 

in  an  effort  to  "coerce,  compel  and  constrain"  the  station  to  double  the  number  of  such 
employes.  The  AFM  president,  stated  when  he  called  the  strike,  that  he  was  ready  to 

test  the  law's  constitutionality  in  the  Supreme  Court. • 
SAMUEL  GOLDWYN  is  hosting  junket  of  Boston  film  critics  to  New  York  this  week- 

end to  see  Danny  Kaye  in  "The  Kid  from  Brooklyn."  Goldwyn  will  entertain  the  critics 
at  dinner  tonight  after  which  they  will  see  picture  at  Aster  Theater.  They  will  spend 
remainder  of  week-end  attending  shows  and  return  to  Boston  Sunday.  Party  includes 
Marjorie  Adams,  Globe;  Elinor  Hughes,  Herald;  Helen  Eager,  Traveler;  Marion  Glendining 
Record;  Peggy  Doyle,  American;  Mary  Sullivan,  Advertiser;  and  Prunella  Hall,  Post.  Ralph 
Banghart,  Boston  Area  RKO  field  man,  is  accompanying  the  party. 

• 
DETROIT  FILM  THEATERS  and  other  show  enterprises  are  reportedly  running  20  to 

30  per  cent  under  the  1945  high  figures.  This  follows  fairly  closely  the  average  drop  in 
weekly  earnings  as  most  plants  discontinued  overtime.  For  the  past  six  months,  tens  of 
thousands  .have  been  unemployed  constantly  and  now  this  has  hit  most  of  the  workers 
not  on  salaried  jobs. 

• 
THE   FIVE-YEAR   CONTRACT  between   the   Broadway   producers   and   the   Dramatists' 

Guild,  due  to  expire  tomorrow,  has  been  extended  to  Aug.  1  when  a  new  agreement  will 
be  negotiated. 

• 
HARRY  COHN,  head  of  Columbia,  is  scheduled  testify  in  the  trial  of  his  company's 

suit  charging  Norman  Krasna  with  plagiarizing  "Dear  Mr.  Private,"  a  Joseph  Hoffman 
story,  in  writing  his  play  "Dear  Ruth."  The  charges  were  denied  in  court  yesterday  by 
Krasna,  who  testified  that  he  hadn't  so  much  as  seen  the  Hoffman  script.  Others  who 
testified  for  the  defense  were  Jules  Stein,  head  of  the  Music  Corp.  of  America,  and  Lou 
Wassermsn. 

• 
NED  McNEIL,  assistant  managing  editor  of  the  New  York  Times,  charged   in   Wash- 

ington yesterday  that  Communists   "have   placed   their  cells   in    the   motion    picture   busi- 
ness"  and  other   information   and   entertainment   media.   The   editor   who  did   not   docu- 

ment his  charges,  made  them  during  graduation  exercises  at  Catholic  University. 
• 

A  WELFARE  PLAN  covering  all  employes  of  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  and  their 

families,  announced  by  John  Friedl,  president,  will  provide  financial  assistance  to  em- 
ployes in  time  of  need,  such  as  sickness  and  death,  and  in  the  purchase  of  a  home. 

Friedl  also  announced  that  all  employes  will  receive  a  quarterly  bonus  of  15  per  cent  of 
their  salaries. 

• 
PARAMOUNT  CIRCUIT  MANAGERS  will  be  eligible  for  foreign  service  on  application 

as  Paramount  expands  into  new  territory. 

Omaha — R.  Scott  Ballantyne,  own- 
er  of  the  Ballantyne  Theater  Equip- 

ment Co.,  has  a  second  grandchild 
with  the  birth  of  a  girl  to  his  daugh- 

ter, Joyce  Ballantyne  Augustine. 
- 

for  negotiation   between   distributor 
and    exhibitor.     Gamble  commented 
that   ATA  was   not   concerned  with 
individual   relationships   but  with    a 
policy     for      equitable     negotiation 
which  would  embrace  all  exhibitors. 

Gamble  also  referred  to  Labor 
Relations  as  one  of  his  organiza- 

tion's   objectives.     (This    is    the first    time    that    this    has    been 
mentioned  as  one  of  the  aims  of ATA.) 

Mrs.  Roosevelt  paid  a  special 
tribute  to  "production"  in  her  speech 
— for  its  educational  role  and  for 
the  morale  and  patriotism  that  it 
engendered   during  the   war. 

"Our  job  is  to  lead,"  Mrs.  Roose- 
velt said.  "If  we  don't  lead,  there's 

no  one  else  that  has  the  strength — 
not  just  the  material  strength  but 

the  spiritual  strength  as  well." 
She  expressed  the  hope  the  indus- 

try would  build  the  spirit  in  the  coun- 
try to  win  the  peace  since  it  is  the 

only  industry  to  reach  out  to  all 
groups — "unless  we  do,  the  future  is 

dark." 

Mrs.  Roosevelt  was  presented  with 
a  sterling  silver  tray,  with  the  in- 

scription: "To  '  Eleanor  Roosevelt, 
the  First  Lady  of  the  World,  in  rec- 

ognition of  great  and  outstanding 
endeavors  in  humanitarian  causes." 
It  was  signed  by  Harry  Brandt, 
president  of  ITOA.  Harry  Brandt 
was  presented  with  a  watch  as  a 

token  of  the  membership's  apprecia- 

tion of  his  leadership. 
Among  those  seated  at  the  dais 

were:  Si  Fabian,  the  Rev.  Richard 
Keough,  Assemblyman  Irvin  Stein- 
gut,  Joseph  R.  Vogel,  Charles  Mos- 
kowitz,  John  •  C.  Bolte,  J.  Joshua 
Goldberg,'  Herman  Gelber,  William 
Kupper,  Gen.  Rodney  H.  Smith,  Leon 
Rosenblatt,  Malcolm  Kingsberg,  Leo 
Brecher,  Benjamin  Fielding,  Ted 
Gamble,  David  Weinstock,  Spyros  P. 
Skouras,  Milton  C.  Weisman,  Nichol- 

as M.  Schenck.  Max  Cohen,  Ned  De- 
pinet,  Francis  Harmon,  Jack  Cohn, 
William  F.  Rodgers,  Dick  Walsh, 
Bert  Lytell,  Robert  Mochrie,  Bob 

Coyne  and  Monsignor  John  J.  O'Don- 
nell. 

Popkin  Coming  to  New  York 
West    Coast   Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Harry  M.  Popkin, 
Cardinal  Pictures  president,  leaves 
today  on  the  Constellation  for  New 
York  for  a  two-week  stay  to  confer 
with  office  executives  regarding  pro- 

duction plans  and  release  of  "Sheila" 
and  "Impact."  The  former,  which 
will  be  directed  by  Arthur  Lubin, 
is  scheduled  to  go  before  the  cameras 
on  Popkin's  return.  Mrs.  Popkin  is 
accompanying  her  husband. 

George  Tornow  Dies 
Chicago — George  Tornow,  57,  man- 

ager of  B  &  K's  Park  Theater,  La-  j 
grange,    111.,    is    dead.      His    widow,  j 
Frances,   and  two  brothers  survive,  j 

Brandt  Says  Court 
Fosters  Enterprise 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

were  disgruntled  that  divorcement 

was  not  decreed,  but,  he  added,  "we 
have  maintained  that  that  would 
make  small  difference  to  independent 
theater-men  because,  with  the  rising 
number  of  percentage  pictures  that 
are  sold  today,  the  distributors  are 

partners  in  every  theater  in  the  na- 
tion. Divorcement  would  not  have 

solved   anything." 
Brandt  said  that  the  court's  deci- 

sion had,  however,  encouraged  and 
fostered  free  enterprise  and  that  this 
was  a  forward  step. 

"By  its  ruling,"  he  continued, 
"an  exhibitor  may  buy  as  many 
or  as  few  pictures  as  he  desires 
and  he  may  bid  for  each  picture 
against    his    competitor,    except 
in   the  case   of  a   film   produced 
by  the  company  owning  the  the- 

ater.  The  right  to  buy  has  final- 
ly been  given  to  exhibitors  and, 

when  this  portion  of  the  decision 
has  been  clarified  in  the  decree, 
the  matter  of  run  will  undergo 

a   major   reshuffling." Brandt  insisted  that  all  misunder- 
standings between  the  two  branches 

could  be  rectified  and  adjusted  with- 
in the  confines  of  the  industry.     He 

recommended   a  conference  for   the 
purpose  of  formulating  a  code  and 
again  advocated  a  new  national  asso- 

ciation of  independent  exhibitors  to 
strengthen  their  ranks. 

Raftery  Stays  at  UA; 
All  Officers  Re-named 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

UA  had  just  finished  the  biggest  year 
in  its  history  and  was  looking  for- 

ward to  an  even  bigger  year  for  the 
1946-47  season  for  which  the  com- 

pany had  10  pictures  ready  for  re- 
lease and  15  others  either  in  work 

or  in  preparation. 
Other  officers  re-named  were 

George  Bagnall,  vice-president; 
Loyd  Wright,  secretary;  Harry  J. 
Muller,  treasurer;  Paul  D.  O'Brien, 
Harry  J.  Muller,  Harry  D.  Buckley 
and  Charles  E.  Millikan,  assistant 
secretaries,  and  Herbert  E.  Weimer, 
assistant  treasurer. 

FAMOUS  FIRSTS 
HMIMJH   I   |.    'HI   -QfH   I|"l|l'    4   *»"     **"- 

HIKING  FIIMS I  N  1889,  W.  K.  Laurie  Dickson,  who  was 

I  Thomas  A.  Edison's  laboratory  assistant, 

projected  motion  pictures  on  a  four-foot 
screen  linked  up  with  a  phonograph.  This 
was  the  first  experiment  with  projected 

"talking  motion   pictures." (Next:   The  Kinetophone) 
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MONOPOLY  INVESTIGATION  MAY  HIT  FILMS 

U ear  East  Production  Threat  to  U.  S.  Pix  Market 
bikidi  Bouno 

I  By  JACK  ALICOATE  i 

4A/E  are  on  our  way  to  Bikini.  As  an 

"  accredited  observer  of  "Operations 
Ircssroads"  in  general,  and  Joint  Task 
:orce  One,  Bikini  Group,  in  particular,  it 
,hall  be  our  solemn  duty,  for  the  next  fort- 
light,  to  report  with  accuracy  and  fidelity, 
he  goings  on  in  the  general  vicinity  of 

(wajalein,  in  the  Marshall  Islands.  Particu- 

arly,  that  part  played  by  the  so-called 
Romantic  Arts  of  Television,  Radio  and  the 

linema.  At  the  risk  of  being  obvious,  we 
lave  made  no  definite  commitments  to  our 

editorial  department  beyond  the  day  and 
iour  of  the  Big  Bang. 

«F  you  followed  the  explosive  operations 

of  our  Navy  in  the  Pacific  during  the 

•ecent  unpleasantness  with  Japan,  you  will 
«now  that  Bikini  Atoll,  geographically,  is 
iomewhere  about  4,300  nautical  miles  SW 

jy  W  from  San  Francisco.  Here  is  the 

stage  from  which  "Operations  Crossroads" 
will  do  its  stuff.  Our  grandstand  seat  will 
oe  the  deck  cf  the  good  ship,  Appajachian, 
stationed  some  14  miles  from  home  plate. 

Most  of  the  press  crew  boarded  the  ship 
at  San  Francisco.  We  are  hitch-hiking  a 
flight  to  Hawaii  and  will  join  up  there. 
From  Honolulu  to  the  picnic  grounds  is  a 

omantic  eight-day  cruise  through  the  idyllic 
5:uth   Seas    (read    this  somewhere). 

HIS  internationally  awe-inspiring  produc- 
tion, presenting  as  its  star  attraction 

the  Atom,  ably  supported  by  the  Proton, 
e  Neutron  and  the  Electron,  as  well  as  a 

cast  of  some  40,000  humans,  afloat  and 

ashore,  is  probably  the  ultimate  in  some- 
thing or  other  scientific,  in  this  or  any 

other  season.  The  more  our  scientifically 

^trained  mind  studies  its  complications,  the 
more  complete  becomes  our  befuddlement. 
For  instance,  suppose  they  light  the  fuse 

on  this  giant  firecracker  at  II  a.m.,  Kwaja- 

lein  City  time.  This  would  be  7  o'clock  in 
New  York  the  night  before.  How  in  hell 
can  a  reliable  and  trustworthy  reporter  get 

an  eyewitness  story  to  his  paper  the  day 
before  it  happens?  At  times,  we  have  lost 
our  head  and  even  our  ambition,  but  cer- 

tainly never  24  sober  hours.  It  all  seems 
silly,  but  nevertheless  we  promise  complete 
coverage  of  our  whereabouts  on  the  lost 
day.  Who  knows,  you,  too,  may  some  day 

(Continued  on  Page  13) 

Georgoussy  Reports  U.  S. 
Pix  Plagiarized;  Egypt 
Talks  20-Pix  Quota 

The  Near  East  market  for  Ameri- 
can product  is  severely  threatened 

not  only  by  the  increase  of  its  own 
productions  but  by  the  mounting  in- 

ternal political  problems  as  well,  it 
was  related  by  Gregory  Georgoussy, 
RKO's  manager  for  the  Near  East, who  arrived  here  last  week  on  his 
first  visit  to  the  United  States. 

Georgoussy,  who  has  been  with 
RKO-Radio  for  14  years  and  has 
charge  of  Egypt,  Syria,  Palestine, 

(Continued   on   Page    15) 

Differences  Develop 

fn  Copyright  Parley 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 
Washington — Split  between  the  U. 

S.  and  Latin  -  American  delegates 
over  "inalienability"  of  authors' 
rights  has  forced  extension  of  the 
Inter  -  American  Copyright  Confer- 

ence which  opened  June  1,  into  ex- 
tra sessions  this  week,  it  was  learned 

over  the  week-end. 
Latin  -  American  delegates  have 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Eastman  Reopening 
Offices  in  Far  East 

Rochester — Eastman  is  gradually 
reopening  its  Far  Eastern  proper- 

ties, Richard  B.  De  Mallie,  export 
sales  manager,  revealed  with  the  an- 

nouncement of  personnel  to  manage 
(Continued  on  Page  14) 

'U'  TO  PRODUCE 

PIX  IN  FRANCE 
Will  Be  Associated  with 

Graetz's  Transcontinental 

Universal  International  Films  will 
produce  French  pictures  in  France 
in  association  with  Transcontinental 

Films  of  France, 
it  was  announced 
Friday  by  Joseph 
H.  Seidelman, 

president  of  Uni- versal Interna- 
tional. Transcon- tinental is  headed 

by  Paul  Graetz. Under  terms  of 

the  deal,  Universal will  distribute  the 

j  o  i  n  1 1  y-produced 
product    through- out the  world, 
Seidelman  stated. 

The  number  of 

pictures    which 
will  be  made  un- 

der the   arrange- 
ment depends  largely  upon  the  suc- 

(Continued  on  Page  13) 

J.    H.    SEIDELMAN 

Pix  Cancer  Campaign 
Raised  $3,000,000 

The  industry's  campaign  waged  in 
behalf  of  the  American  Cancer  Soci- 
iety  resulted  in  contributions  aggre- 

gating close  to  $3,000,000,  it  was  dis- 
continued on  Page  14) 

McCarey's  income  $1,113,035 
Milland  Tops  Actors;  More  Figures  to  Come 

Dozier  Named  V.-P.  and 
Board  Member  of  IP 

West   Coast   Bureau   of    THE   FILM   DAILY 
Hollywood  —  William  Dozier  has 

been    named    a    vice-president    and 
member  of  the  board  of  directors  of 
International   Pictures    under  terms 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Washington    Bureau   of    THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  Producer  Leo  Mc- 

Carey,  whose  "Going  My  Way"  made 
box  office  history  for  Paramount, 
registered  head  and  shoulders  above 
all  other  industry  leaders  in  income 
for  1944  or  the  fiscal  year  ending 
in  June,  1945,  according  to  figures 

(Continued  on  Page  15) 

Rep.  Kefauver  Says  Many 
Subjects  of  His  Inquiry 

May  be  of  Trade  Concern 

By  ANDREW  H.  OLDER 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  The  film  industry, 
still  trying  to  analyze  the  effects  of 
the  New  York  equity  suit  opinion 
filed  last  week  by  the  Statutory 

Court  which  heard  the  Government's 
case,  faced  a  potential  new  threat 
today  via  a  Congressional  inquiry. 

Call  for  a  strong  post-war  stand 
against  further  "bigness"  and  the 
continued  gobbling  of  small  enter- 

prise by  monopolistic  corporations 
(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Pascal  Views  'Caesar' As  Test  Pic  Here 
"Caesar  and  Cleopatra"  may  be  a 

"test  picture"  as  to  whether  Britain 
should  produce  pictures  for  England 
and  have  the  rest  of  the  world  ac- 

cept them  as  British  pictures  or 
whether  England  should  make  pic- 

tures primarily  for  the  international 
market.  That  theory  was  expressed 
Friday  by  Gabriel  Pascal,  producer 

(Continued  on  Page  13) 

Corwin,  Laffan,  Eckstein 
Named  to  Posts  at  MPEA 

Three  new  posts  in  the  MPEA 
headquarters  staff  under  Irving 
Maas,  general  manager,  were  filled 
at  the  week-end.  Alfred  F.  Corwin 
moved  over  from  the  20th-Fox  inter- 

national publicity  dept.  to  function 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

£650,289  ABPC  Net; 
Year's  Dividend,  25  % 

London  (By  Cable)  —  Net  profits 
of  Associated  British  Picture  Corp., 

Ltd.,  amounted  to  £650,289,  com- 
pared with  £494,463  a  year  ago.  A 

final  dividend  of  YIVz  per  cent 

brought  the  total  distribution  to 

25  per  cent,  against  20  per  cent  last 

year. 
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FINANCIAL 
(June  14) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK   MARKET 
Net 

High  Low  Close    Chg. 
Am.    Seat   29  29        29           

Bell   &   Howell        32  31  y2     32           

Columbia    Picts   32'/2  3iy4  32y2   +   iy4 

Loew's,    Inc   37%  36%  37       +     Va 
Paramount            7778  75y4  777/8   +  2% 

RKO         23%  23'/8  23y4  —     % 

Republic    Picts   133,4  133/8  13y2  —      Va 

Republic    Picts.    pfd..    175/8  173/8  173/8  —     Vs 

20th  Century-Fox   .  .  .   57%  563/8  56%   +      l/4 

20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  71  70%  70y4  +     y4 

Universal   Pict   45'/4  44%  45'/4  +     % 
Universal   Picts.    pfd..    99  98%     99           

Warner    Bros   47%  473/8     47%        

NEW  YORK   CURB  MARKET 

Monogram    Picts.    .  .  .     9%  9  9%        

Radio-Keith    cvs.     ...    10y4  9%  9%  —     Va 

Sonotone  Corp        5'/4  5y8  5%  +     Va 

Technicolor          35%  35%     3534        

Trans-Lux             7%  63,4       7           

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe    Industries          11%     12% 

Ginsberg  Assigns  Added 
Duties  to  4  at  Para.  Studio 

•     «Oiy-RENTING- 

MITCti€LL  CAM6RAS-FAI&C-HILD 
DISC<  V.A.  FILM  R6CORD6RS. 

PORTABL6  3  ph.  G€fM€RATOR- 

"lltekcwc  what  you  need" 
cmeTecHs»«« 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — As  part  of  his  plans 
for  the  extension  of  studio  super- 

visory responsibilities,  Henry  Gins- 
berg, Paramount  studio  head,  on  Fri- 

day assigned  added  duties  to  Jack 
Karp,  William  Meikeljohn,  D.  A. 
Dor  an  and  Joe  Youngerman. 
Karp  will  assume  expanded  ex- 

ecutive and  administration  responsi- 
bilities and  will  supervise  negotia- 

tions of  all  deals.  Meikeljohn  will  be- 
come integrated  more  closely  with 

actual  production  of  pictures  and  in 
that  connection  he  will  plan  assign- 

ments of  top  artists  to  production 
and  handle  important  loan-outs  and 
borrowing  of  talent.  Robert  Mayo 
becomes  assistant  to  Meikeljohn  and 
will  relieve  him  of  some  of  his  duties 
in  talent  and  casting  department. 
Doran  will  operate  out  of  Gins- 

berg's office  and  serve  as  direct  con- 
tact with  productions.  Production 

and  operation  department  will  come 
under  supervision  of  Youngerman. 

Bader  Acquires  Control 
Of  the  16  mm.  Reporter 

David  A.  Bader,  former  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox publicist,  has  acquired  con- 

trol of  The  16  mm.  Reporter,  trade 
publication.  Bader,  who  founded  the 
paper,  sold  his  interest  a  few  weeks 
ago  to  Martin  Greenwald  Associ- 

ates. Following  the  death  of  a  major 
stockholder,  Bader  was  approached 
to  take  over  the  journal. 
Bader  will  complete  a  book  on 

documentary  films  in  Cape  Ann  this 
Summer  and  will  resume  publication 
in  the  Fall,  combining  it  with  Factual 
Filmweek. 

Decision  is  Reserved 
In  Col.  vs  Krasna  Suit 

Judge  Samuel  Null  Friday  re- 
served decision  on  the  plagiarism 

suit  brought  by  Columbia  against 
Norman  Krasna  in  connection  with 

Krasna's  hit  play  "Dear  Ruth." 
Harry  Cohn,  president  of  Columbia, 
testified  on  the  final  day  of  argument 
which  started  Wednesday.  Columbia 
charged  that  "Dear  Ruth"  was  based 
on  its  property  "Dear  Mr.  Private." 

Kruse  of  PICC  Raps 
Del.  Censorship  Move 

Chicago  —  A  suggestion  that  a 
film-conscious  voluntary  group  of 
people  interested  in  the  use  of  mo- 

tion pictures  for  educational  as  well 
as  entertainment  purposes,  be  sup- 

ported in  Delaware  instead  of  the 
censor  board  proposed  recently  by 
clergymen  was  made  to  Gov.  Walter 
W.  Bacon,  of  Delaware,  in  a  letter 
sent  by  William  F.  Kruse,  chairman 
of  the  Photographic  Industry  Co- 

ordinating Committee. 

Pointing  out  that  "Once  censor- 
ship is  put  upon  the  statute  books 

you  are  in  for  endless  headaches," 
Kruse  argued.  "Rival  pressure 
groups  will  contend  for  control,  the 
•ins'  will  try  to  further  their  own  in- 

terests by  blacking  out  the  oppon- 
ents, while  the  'outs'  will  be  con- 

stantly on  the  warpath  against  these 
violations  of  their  rights." 

Kruse  noted  that  the  Film  Coun- 
cil of  America  has  formed  local 

chapters  in  a  number  of  cities  and 
is  organizing  in  others.  He  urged 
Governor  Bacon  to  back  such  a 
group,  rather  than  a  censor  board. 

Col.  Sales  Parley  Opens 
Chicago  —  Columbia  district  and 

branch  managers  will  meet  at  the 
Drake  Hotel,  Chicago,  today  for  a 
three-day  conference  with  home  of- 

fice executives.  A  Montague,  gen- 
eral sales  manager,  will  preside. 

WANTED 

TRAVELING  AUDITORS  FOREIGN 

To  cover  motion  picture  subsidiaries  in 
Far  East  and  Latin  America.  Capable, 
experienced  in  corporation  accounting, 

single,  willing  to  travel  continuously. 
Salary  and  expense  allowance.  Good 
opportunity.  Positions  in  Latin  America 
require  practical  knowledge  Spanish. 
Give  full  details. 

BOX  21,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501   BROADWAY,     N.  Y.   18,  N.  Y. 

Taplinger  Joining  Para. 
On  Special  Productions 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Robert  S.  Taplinger 
will  join  Paramount  this  week  upon 
completion  of  his  current  activities 
for  Walter  Wanger  Productions,  it 
was  announced  by  Henry  Ginsberg, 
studio  head. 

Taplinger  will  concentrate  upon 
development  and  production  of  spec- 

ially -  created  productions,  particu- 
larly those  of  high  showmanship value. 

John  Baird,  U.  K.  Tele 
Pioneer,  Dead  at  58 

From  Model  to  Family 
Omaha — The  old  Model  Theate 

will  be  reopened  shortly  as  the  Fan 
ily  Theater.  K.  C.  Burns,  a  vetera: 
is  the  owner. 

London  (By  Cable)  —  John  L. 
Baird,  58,  who  gave  the  first  British 
tele  demonstration  in  1925,  and  gen- 

erally regarded  as  the  father  of  tele- 
vision, died  in  his  sleep  Friday.  A 

physical  breakdown  had  followed  an 
attack  of  the  flu.  Rights  to  the  Baird 
tele  system  are  now  controlled  by  J. Arthur  Rank. 

NEW  FILM  MUSIC 
Library  of  Highest  Professional  Quality 

Scored  by  Large  Symphonies 
Original  Scores  for  Distinctive  Films 

«*ELAZC0 •NCOIPO**T|» 

t€97  &-*dm*f.  ̂ hm  »,>£  <9 

WHENEVER    SPECIAL YOU  WANT  TRAILERS 

vs/*c^fflSTs/>eciaayG00/} 
SEND  YOUR  NEXT  ORDER  TO. 

FILMACK 
1325    S.WABASH  CHICAGO    5.  ILL. 

1\.  Y.  THEATERS 

  RADIO   CITY   MUSIC   HALL   
Rockefeller   Center 

OLIVIA    De    HAVILLAND 

"TO  EACH  HIS  OWN" 
introducing  JOHN   LUND 

A   Paramount   Picture) 

SPECTACULAR    STACE    PRESENTATION 

"PALACE 
B  WAY  &| 

47th  St.  1 

CLAUDETTE  COLBERT        JOHN  WAYNE 

"WITHOUT    RESERVATIONS" with 

Don    DeFore 

An  RKO  Radio  Picture 

ON  SCREEN 
UNA  TURNER 
JOHN  GARFIELD 

'THE  POSTMAN 

ALWAYS  RINGS 

TWICE' 

IN  PERSON 

MENASHASKULNIK 

HENRY  'RED'  ALLEN 
SJ.C.HIQGIHBOTHAM ANOBAND 

EXTRA  1 

BENEE  DE  MARCO 

Barbara 

STANWYCK 

Robert 

CUMMINCS 
Diana 
LYNN 

"THE    BRIDE   WORE    BOOTS" In   Person 

CLEN   CRAY  AND  HIS  CASA  LOMA  ORK. 

Extra!    LOUIS  JORDAN   AND    HIS 
TYMPANY   FIVE 

PARAMOUNT  TIMES  SQUARE 

9th  BIG  WEEK 

WALT  DISNEY'S 
COMEDY  MUSICAL   FEATURE 

JJLOBE^ TECHHICOIOI RKO  Release 

BADMAN'STERRlTOm 

VICTORIA 

RANDOLPH  SCOTT 
ANN  RICHARDS  W 

GEORGE  sabbyHAYESv 

CHARLES  JENNIFER 

BOYER  JONES 

in    Ernst   Lubitsch's i(Cluny  Brown" 
20th  Century-Fox 
R  I  V  O  L  I 

B'way  &  49th  St.  -  Doors  Open  9:30  A.M. 
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ERIC   A.   JOHNSTON 

'Bury  Intolerance, 
njustice"— Johnston 

tyest  Coast   Bureau   of   THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Present    generations 
.re  the  receivers  of  a  bankrupt  age, 
Eric  A.  Johnston,  MPAA  president, 

"    aid  at   the   Uni- 
>     ersity  of  South- 

\  ̂'^"Jalif ornia 
ri\r,^ption  exer- 

cises Saturday  in 
ijos  Angeles  Me- 
■norial  Coliseum, 
falling  on  gradu- 
ites  to  bury  in- 

.  olerance,  injus- 
ice,  greed  and 

the  fals
e  god  of 

rhose  who  love 

fiower  for  the 
?ake  of  power 

3  n  1  y  ,  Johnston 

argued  that  "The task  of  the  next 

generation
  

is  to 
rescue  man  —  the  individual 

 
—  from 

the  tyranny  of  man's  own  creations. 

"We  must  learn  to  harness  and 
•  control  the  forces  of  this  man-made 

world,"  he  continued,
  
"as  we  have 

learned  to  harness  and  control  the 

elements  of  the  physical  universe. 

We  must  rescue  man  from  his  own 
follies.  It  means  a  revival  in  a  new 

form  of  the  age-old  struggle  to  pre- 
serve humanity 

 
from  the  lurking  ter- 

mors of  self-impos
ed  

despotism.
" 

Holding  that  in  the  physical  world, 

-  -the  machine  age  reached  the  ultimate 

-  --with  the  atom  bomb,  while  the  po- litical and  social  world  reached  the 
ultimate  in  developing  the  total 
state,  the  huge  corporation,  the  giant 
labor  union  and  the  all-powerful 

pressure  groups  "which  threaten  to 
engulf  and  swallow  up  the  liberties 

of  man,"  Johnston  said.  "Until  these 
are  brought  into  harmony,  the  secret 

.  of  a  bright  new  world  will  remain  as 
elusive  as  ever.  The  individual  must 
not  remain  a  captive  locked  in  the 
vise  of  a  man-made  environment.  He 
must  be  free — not  be  a  hostage  to 
the  machine,  to  the  group  or  to  the 

state." 
Johnston  urged  graduates  to 

"Learn  to  live  so  that  in  turn  this 
countrv  of  ours — launched  by  men 
of  ideals — will  be  a  living,  breathing 

{ forceful  IDEA  to  which  others  may 

look  and  after  looking — emulate." 

RKO  Drops  Sioux  City  House 
Sioux  City,  la.  — RKO  Theaters' 

lease  on  the  Fourth  St.  Theater  will 
expire  July  1  and  Owner  Abe  Sadoff 
will  take  over  operation. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  17 
Louise    Fazenda 
Evelyn  Knapp 
Ralph  Bellamy 

William  H.  Hawkins 
Francine  Kaufmann 

Joan   Benny 
Sammy  Fain 

Joseph   J.   Unger 
Frank   Sully 

Edmund    Clover 

PHIL  M.  DALY 
Monday  Morn  Memos 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  If  the  ATA'a  board  meeting  here  tomorrow, 

does  add  trade  practices  to  the  association's  Held  of  endeavor,   watch 
the  fur  fly  (and  how!)  in   exhib.   organization  circles   And  if   you 

don't  think  that  Ted  Gamble's  disclosure  (at  the  ITOA  luncheon  last 
week)  that  the  ATA  considers  labor  relations  also  in  its  domain  caused 

something  more  than  a  stir,  you  certainly  are  not  mixing  with  the  right 

people.  ...  •  Didja  know  RKO's  sales  convention  at  the  Waldorf- 
Astoria,  July  1-3.  will  be  the  eighth  held  in  New  York?  ...  •  Colonel 
Blimp,  meaning  Anton  Walbrook,  is  being  paged  by  Bryan  Foy  to  play 

a   priest    in    Eagle   Lion's    "Mother    Cabrini"   Incidentally,    Mother 
Cabrini  on  July  will  formally  become  the  first  from  the  U.  S.  ever  elevated 

to  sainthood  in  the  Roman  Catholic  Church.  .  .  .  •  "Caesar  and 

Cleopatra"  will  have  its  first  U.  S.  screening  at  a  dinner  which  the 
Saturday  Review  of  Literature  will  hold  at  the  Waldorf  July  25  to  mark 

the  90th  birthday  of  George  Bernard  Shaw   John  Mason  Brown  will 

emcee;  dinner  will  be1  broadcast  globally.  ...  •  A  doff  of  Phil  M.'s 
chapeau  to  Billy  Rose  for  that  ad-itorial  in  defense  of  kid  autograph- 

seekers:    "Over  the  long  pull,  these  youngsters  supply  the  heart's 
blood  for  show  business.".  .  .  •  Didja  know  that  the  prospectus  for 

Walter  Reade's  Park  Ave.  Theater,  to  be  operated  on  a  subscription  basis, 

assures   "It  will  not  be  necessary  for  you  to  attend  any  other  the- 
ater in  greater  New  York  at  anytime  throughout  the  year,  as  every 

picture  of  merit  will  be  shown  at  these  premises?"  ...  •  Our  British 

cousins  won't  soon  forget  that  London  world  premiere  of  "The  Strange 

Love  of  Martha  Ivers,"  with  Lizabeth  Scott  making  a  p.a   It  all  but 
tied  up  the  town   

T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  THE  PERSONAL  TOUCH:  Prexy  Charlie  Einfeld  of  Enter- 
prise, who  Constellations  from  Hollywood  to  New  York  today,  will  at- 

tend Universal's  sales  convention  at  the  invitation  of  Nate  Blumberg.  .  .  . 

•  Pic  rights  to  Mary  Webb's  best-seller  of  yesteryear,  "The  Precious 
Bane,"  have  passed  from  Ingrid  Bergman,  Dudley  Nichols  and  Jean 
Renoir  to  Paul  Soskin,  who  will  produce  it  at  Denham  under  the  Two 

Cities  banner   Miss  Bergman  may  go  over  to  play  opposite  Stewart 

Granger  in  it.  .  .  .  •  Pete  J.  Wood  of  the  Ohio  ITO  wonders  out  loud 

(via  a  unit  bulletin)  "how  vociferously  (Ted)  Gamble  objected  to  the  30 
per  cent  (Federal  admission)  tax  at  the  time  it  was  recommended  by  his 

boss,  Mr.  Morgenthau"  while  Ted,  now  ATA  board  chairman,  was  head- 

ing the  Treasury's  War  Finance  Committee   Never  a  dull  moment, 
eh,  boys?  ...  •  Arthur  Greene,  Chicago  film  financier,  is  opening  a 
Coast  office  in  the  California  Bank  Building,  Beverly  Hills.  ...  •  Henry 

H.  Fantus  is  the  new  commander  of  Chicago's  Variety  post  of  the  Ameri- 
can Legion,  succeeding  Max  Factor,  who  resigned  upon  leaving  for  the 

Coast.  ...     •  Tufts  yesterday  conferred  the  honorary  Master  of  Arts 

degree   upon  Laurence    Olivier   Tufts   has    similarly   honored    only 

three  other  troupers  in  the  last  51  years — Otis  Skinner,  Eva  Le  Gal- 
lienne  and  Cornelia  Otis  Skinner.  ...  •  Maj.  Bill  Graffis,  son  of  Herb 

Graffis,  Chicago  Daily  Times  columnist,  has  joined  Enterprise's  studio 
publicity  dept.  ...  •  Jack  Locks,  owner  of  the  Grand  Rapids  Fotonews 
Theater  is  sponsoring  a  Bigelow  Field  appearance  of  Bob  Hope,  Skinny 

Ennis,  et  al,  on  June  25.  ...  •  Allied's  Abram  F.  Myers  has  advised  all 

exhibs.  to  sit  tight  and  not  be  too  uneasy  over  the  "auction  sales"  pro- 
vision of  the  New  York  equity  suit  opinion   

Collins  Joins  Benedict,  Inc. 

Detroit  —  Lorin  Collins,  writer- 
producer,  has  joined  Benedict,  Inc., 
to  create  and  produce  visual  train- 

ing and  television  material.  He 
formerly  was  with  Jam  Handy. 

Show  "Deadline  For  Murder" 
20th-Fox's  "Deadline  For  Murder" 

will  be  tradeshown  in  all  exchange 

centers  on  June  14,  except  in  Port- 
land and  Seattle  where  the  picture 

will  be  shown  on  June  17. 

COMING  and  GOING 
BEN  KALMENSON,  WB  vice-president  and 

general  sales  manager,  is  due  back  in  New 
York  today  from  a  Midwest  and  Southwest 

tour. 
RALPH  WILK,  West  Coast  representative  of 

THE  FILM  DAILY,  returned  to  Hollywood  over 

the  week-end. 
HARRY  M.  KALMINE,  president  and  general 

manager  of  Warner  Theaters,  returned  over  the 
week-end  from  the  Chicago-Milwaukee  terri- 

tory. 

W.  L.  JONES,  vice-president  of  the  RCA 
Service  Co.,  returned  from  Los  Angeles  on  the 
Constellation,  following  conferences  with 
Charles  P.  Skouras  and  other  officials  of  Na- 

tional Theaters.  Jones  was  accompanied  by 
FRANK  S.   IRBY,  attorney  for  the  theater  group. 

ROY  HAINES,  Western  and  Southern  division 
sales  manager  for  Warners,  is  back  from  a 
tour  of  Western  branches. 

DUDLEY  NICHOLS,  producer  and  director  of 
RKO's  "Sister  Kenny,"  arrived  here  from  the 
Coast  at  the  week-end. 

(|  SIDNEY  LANFIELD,  director  of  Paramount's "Where  There's  Life,"  starring  Bob  Hope,  is 
scheduled  to  arrive  here  today  from  the  West 

Coast. 
MAPY  CORTES,  and  her  husband,  FERNANDO 

CORTES,  Puerto  Rican  screen  players  under  con- 
tract to  Mexican  producers,  will  arrive  in  San 

Juan,  July  15,  to  fill  a  p.a.  engagement. 

GEORGE  RAFT  is  currently  in  New  York  from 
Hollywood,   accompanied   by   MACK   GRAY. 

LAURENCE  OLIVIER  and  VIVIEN  LEIGH  flew 
back  to  New  York  from  Medford,  Mass.,  late 
yesterday. 

BETTY  HUTTON,  who  has  been  on  vacation 

in  Chicago  and  New  York,  returned  to  Holly- 
wood over  the  week-end  with  her  husband,  TED BRISKIN. 

JERRY  COLONNA  is  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria 
from    Hollywood. 

TED  SAUCIER,  of  the  Waldorf-Astoria,  is  due 
on  the  Coast  today  to  confer  with  Joseph  Pas- 

ternak at  M-G-M  on  a  proDosed  second  film 
dealing  with   the   New  York  hostelry. 

BERNARD  R.  GOODMAN,  WB  supervisor  of 
exchanges,  returns  today  from  a  trip  embracing 
Midwest  and  Southern  exchanges. 

MARILYN  MAXWELL,  M-G-M  player,  arrived 
yesterday  from  California,  for  a  series  of  broad- 
casts. 

RALPH  OBER,  of  the  Jock  Lawrence  Organi- 
zation and  MRS.  Of-R  leave  Wednesday  for 

Tucson,  Ariz.,  returning  to  New  York  in  about 
a  week  or  10  days. 

TED  SHAW,  assistant  to  W.  C.  Gehring,  Cen- 
tral sales  manager  of  20th  Century-Fox,  left 

New  York  over  the  week-end  for  Chicago,  Mil- 
waukee, Detroit  and  Toronto,  to  attend  sales 

meetings.  Shaw  will  be  gone  for  10  days. 

WILLIAM  BENDIX  accompanied  by  his  wife, 

their  daughter,  and  the  latter's  baby,  will  arrive 
in  New  York  July  26  for  a  two-week  vacation in  Manhattan. 

PAUL  HOLLISTER,  RKO  Radio's  New  York 
studio  rep.,  is  in  Hollywood  for  two  weeks  of 
conferences  with   President   N.   Peter   Rathvon. 

Corwin,  Laffan,  Eckstein 
Named  to  Posts  at  MPEA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

as  publieity-adv.  manager.  William 
F.  Laffan,  with  Mike  Todd  for  the 
last  two  years,  moved  in  as  controller 
in  charge  of  accounting.  Irving  M. 

Eckstein,  formerly  with  UA's  inter- 
national dent.,  will  be  in  charge  of 

sales  control. 

MPEA  expects  to  move  this  week 
into  new  quarters  at  546  Fifth  Ave. 

FEMMi  TOUCH 

MARCARET   LOWDEN.    manager,    Maryland,    Bal- 
timore,   Md. 
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MAJ.    EDWARD   BOWES 

His  Eminence,  Francis  Cardinal 
Spellman  will  celebrate  a  Solemn 
Pontifical  Requiem  Mass  this  morn- 

ing, at  St.  Pat- 
rick's Cathedral, 

for  Maj.  Edward 
Bowes.  Funeral 
will  be  from  the 
Coughlin  Funeral 
Home,  with  burial 
at  Sleepy  Hollow 
Cemetery,  Tarry- 
town.  Major 
Bowes  died 
Thursday  night 
at  his  Summer 
home  at  Rumson, 
N.  J.,  after  a 
lengthy  illness. 
He  would  have 
been  72  Friday. 
Born  in  San 

Francisco,  Major  Bowes  operated  in 
real  estate  in  that  city  prior  to  and 
after  the  great  fire  of  1906.  His 
fortune  was  wiped  out  in  the  fire  but 
was  re-established  when  he  figured 

correctly  the  location  of  the  City's new  business  center,  and  started 
building  in  the  area.  Moving  to  New 
York,  he  acquired  and  operated  the 
Cort  Theater  and  the  Park  Square 
Theater,  Boston,  in  association  with 
John  Cort  and  Peter  McCourt. 

In  association  with  Messmore  Ken- 
dall, in  1918  he  built  the  Capitol  The- 
ater and  was  managing  director  of 

the  house  from  its  opening  until 
1941.  He  was  elected  a  vice-president 
of  Goldwyn  Pictures  Corp.  in  1922, 
and  when  that  company  was  merged 
with  Metro  Pictures  and  the  Louis 
B.  Mayer  Co.  to  form  M-G-M,  he 
became  an  official  of  the  merged  com- 
pany. 

Major  Bowes'  greatest  national fame  came  as  a  result  of  his  amateur 

hour,  started  to  build  up  M-G-M's radio  station  WHN  in  1934.  Show 
was  an  immediate  hit  and  was  spon- 

sored on  the  national  networks  of 
NBC  and  later  CBS. 

He  was  a  vice-president  of  Mordall 
Realty  Corp.,  owner  of  the  Capitol; 
executive  director  of  Erdman  Enter- 

prises, Tyro  Products,  Inc.,  and  Lau- 
rell  Hill  Productions.  During  World 
War  I,  Major  Bowes  was  a  staff  spe- 

cialist, Officers'  Reserve  Corps.  Sur- 
viving are  a  sister,  Mrs.  Ethel  Bowes 

Smith,  and  her  daughter,  Mrs.  Harry 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Gould-Zotzmann 
Richard  A.  Zotzmann  of  the 

M-G-M  art  department  was  married 
yesterday  to  Betty  Gould,  copy  ex- 

ecutive of  the  Metro  Ad  Service.  The 
newlyweds  are  honeymooning  at  Oak 
Lodge  on  Lake   Champlain. 

DeGosta-Culotta 
Omaha  —  Melina    DeGosta,    Para- 

mount contract  clerk,  will  wed  Tony 
Culotta  here  June  23. 

Little  Headlines: 
FRANK  L.  McNAMEE  of  Philadelphia,  associated  with  Jay  Emanuel  in  the  operation 

of  a  theater  circuit,  has  been  called  back  into  Government  service  with  his  appointment 

as  regional  director  of  the  War  Assets  Administration.  McNamee  served  as  the  WMC's 
regional  director  for  Pennsylvania,  New  Jersey  and  Delaware  during  the  war. 

• 
HEAVY  RAINS  AND  FLOODS  in  the  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  area  late  last  week  temporarily 

halted  camera  work  on  "Unconquered,"  Paramount's  Cecil  B.  DeMille  Technicolor  pic, 
starring  Gary  Cooper  and  Paulette  Goddard.  Worked  stopped  after  a  downpour  in  Cook's 
Forest,  some  60  miles  from  Pittsburgh,  where  the  company  of  100  is  working  under  Ar- 

thur Rosson,  second  unit  director.  The  unit  has  completed  three  weeks  of  shooting  and 
will  remain   there  for  another  two  or  three  weeks. 

• 
COUNTER-PROPOSALS  in  the  Screen  Publicists  Guild  negotiations  with  the  major 

companies  will  be  in  the  hands  of  the  Guild  negotiating  committee  by  tomorrow,  the 
SPG  has  been  informed  by  Maj.  Leslie  Thompson,  spokesman  for  the  Industry  Negotiating 

Committee.  SPG  announced  that  Roger  Lewis,  of  20th-Fox,  has  been  elected  president 
of  the  union,  replacing  Robert  S.  Ferguson,  who  resigned  to  take  a  supervisory  post  with 

Columbia.  Herman  Temple  of  RKO  was  elected  to  succeed  Lewis  as  first  vice-president. 
• 

JOHN  JOSEPH,  Universal's  national  director  of  publicity,  advertising  and  exploitation, 
left1  Hollywood  over  the  week-end  for  New  York.  While  at  the  home  office,  he  will 

set  final  details  for  the  national  ad  campaign  for  Walter  Wanger's  Technicolor  pro- 
duction, "Canyon  Passage,"  and  will  also  attend  the  company's  sales  convention  scheduled 

to  open  here  on  June  24. 
• 

"THE  TRUE  STORY  OF  CARMEN,"  based  on  the  novel  by  Prosper  Merimee,  upon 

which  Bizet's  opera  also  is  based,  will  be  Paulette  Goddard's  first  starring  film  to  be 
made  in  England  for  Sir  Alexander  Korda.  Miss  Goddard  arrived  over  the  week-end  from 
Paris,  following  an  entertainment  tour  of  American  army  stations  in  Germany.  The  pro- 

duction will  be  filmed  in  London  at  Korda's  Sound  City  studios  next  May.  Miss  Goddard 
will  return  immediately  to  Hollywood  to  fulfill  her  other  studio  commitments. 

• 
WALTER  E.  BRANSON,  RKO  Radio  Western  division  sales  manager,  has  closed  a  deal 

on  Walt  Disney's  "Make  Mine  Music"  with  the  Fox  West  Coast  circuit  which  guaran- 
tees a  minimum  playoff  of  418  theaters. 

Grover  Parsons  Joining 
PRC  as  Division  Head 

Grover  Parsons,  former  Para- 
mount branch  manager  in  Atlanta, 

has  been  named  division  manager  for 
PRC,  embracing  the  Atlanta,  Little. 
Rock,  New  Orleans,  Dallas  and  Okla- 
home  City  territories.  He  assumes 
his  new  duties  today. 

Parsons  went  to  Atlanta  for  Para- 
mount four  years  ago  after  a  year 

and  a  half  in  Honolulu  on  a  special 
assignment.  Prior  to  joining  Para- 

mount, he  was  Western  division  man- 
ager for  Republic  for  four  years, 

going  to  that  assignment  from 
M-G-M  with  which  he  was  attached 
to  the  San  Francisco  branch  for  19 

years. 
Byrne,    Jr.      His    wife,    the    former 
Margaret  Illington,  died  in  1934. 
Honorary  pallbearers  will  be  Lu- 

cius Boomer,  William  A.  Brady, 
Commissioner  William  F.  Carey, 
Frank  Crowninshield,  Byron  C.  Foy, 
John  Golden,  Rube  Goldberg,  Abner 
Goldstein,  Will  H.  Hays,  K.  T.  Keller, 
Messmore  Kendall,  Judge  Joseph  V. 
McKee,  Judge  John  P.  O'Brien,  Wil- 

liam S.  Paley,  Dr.  A.  S.  W.  Rosen- 
bach,  Philip  Rosenbach,  Frank 
Ready,  J.  Robert  Rubin,  Nicholas  M. 
Schenek,  Lee  Shubert,  Walter  Vin- 

cent, A.  Vanderzee,  James  H.  Ward 
and  David  Warfield. 

Alexanders  Film  Pays  $2 
Colorado  Springs,  Colo. — A  divi- 

dent  of  $2  per  share  was  declared 
by  the  board  of  directors  of  Alexan- 

der Film  Co.  at  a  recent  meeting. 
Board  also  appropriated  $50,000  for 
an  employes  profit-sharing  bonus. 

Dozier  Named  V.-P.  and 
Board  Member  of  IP 
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of  a  deal  announced  by  Leo  Spitz 
and  William  Goetz.  Announcement 
sets  at  rest  various  rumors  about 

Dozier's  plans  since  his  resignation 
June  1  from  the  post  of  general  pro- 

duction aide  to  executive  producer 
of  RKO  Radio. 

In  announcing  Dozier's  affiliation 
with  International,  Spitz  and  Goetz 

emphasized  that  his  addition  to  the 

company's  executive  personnel  might 

be  taken  as  auguring  the  company's 
great  expansion  production  activities 
in  the  months  to  come. 

Completed  already  for  that  pro- 

gram by  Producei'- Writer  Nunnally 
Johnson  is  the  Olivia  De  Havilland- 

Lew  Ayres  starrer.  "The  Dark  Mir- 
ror." Now  before  cameras  is  "Bella 

Donna"  with  Merle  Oheron,  George 
Brent,  Charles  Korvin  and  Paul Lukas. 

International's  forthcoming  pro- 
duct with  which  Dozier  will  be  con- 

cerned as  associate  to  Goetz  in 

directing  the  company's  production 
operation  includes  a  film  version  of 

Betty  McDonalds  "The  Egg  and  I" 
being  prepared  by  Producer- Writers 
Chester  Erskine  and  Fred  Finkel- 

hoffe;  Somerset  Maugham's  "Ash- 
denden"  assigned  to  Joseph  Sistrom 
for  production  with  screenplay  by 

James  Hilton;  "Peabody's  Mermaid" and  other  important  properties  now 
being  developed  or  to  be  acquired. 

Alexander  Starts 
In  Selznick  Post 

Sid  Alexander  today  officially  a 
sumes  his  new  duties  as  Eastern  a 
vertising  and  publicity  director  m 
Vanguard    Films, 

Inc.,  and  the  Da- vid    O.     Selznick 
enterprises  under 
the    direction     of 

Paul  MacNa- mara,     managing 

director  of  adver- 
tising,     publicity 

and  exploitation. 
Alexander  will 

immediately  be- 
gin working  on 

the  advance  cam- 

paign for  the  re- 
lease of  Selznick's 

"Duel  In  The 

Sun." 

Alexander  has 
been  advertising  manager  for  Co 
umbia  in  New  York  since  1942.  H 
had  also  been  an  account  executh 
for  the  New  York  Journal;  med 
and  radio  director  of  the  Buchana 

agency  and  vice-president  of  bot 
the  H.  M.  Kiesewetter,  and  Wei: 
and  Geller  agencies. 

SID  ALEXANDER 

CBS  Bargaining  Election 
Produced  No  Majority 

The  election  under  NLRB  auspice 
at  the  Columbia  Broadcasting  Sy; 
tern  to  select  a  bargaining  ager 
for  the  network's  white  collar  worl 
ers  on  Friday  failed  to  produce  a  m£ 
jority  vote.  Of  the  647  participai 
ing,  327  voted  for  the  United  Offic 
Workers  of  America  (CIO),  nine  fo: 
the  IATSE  (AFL),  103  for  th 
IBEW  (AFL),  and  208  for  no  unioi 
The  vote  was  nine  short  of  a  ma 

jority.  Twenty-three  votes  wer challenged. 

Two  possibilities  are  seen:  One 
that  the  election  may  be  run  oi 
again;  or,  Two,  that  the  nine  vote 
needed  for  a  majority  may  be  forth 
coming  from  the  challenged  ballots 

Ballots  cast  for  the  television  di 
rectors  and  assistant  directors  weri 
understood  to  have  been  impounde< 
by  the  NLRB  for  counting  witl 
results  to  be  announced  later.  Con 

tending  for  the  directors'  votes  wer< the  IATSE  and  the  Radio  Directori 
Guild. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Grand  Rapids,  Mich. — Jay  Horton 

manager    of    Keith's    Butterfield,   iss 
passing  out  cigars — two  boxes.  The 
stork    left    twins    who    have    been 
named  Roger  and  Russell. 

Onawa,  la. — Arnold  Johnson,  own- 
er of  the  Onawa  Theater,  reports  the 

birth  of  a  second  child,  Judy,  to  Mrs. 
Johnson.     No.  1  was  a  boy. 
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ALBANY 

Joe  Blumenfeld,  R.  L.  Lippert 
Wm.  David 

ATLANTA 

John  Mangham 

BOSTON 

Arthur  Lockwood,  Albert  Swerdlove 

BUFFALO 

Joe  Blumenfeld,  R.  L.  Lippert 
Wm.  David 

CHARLOTTE 

J.  Francis  White,  Jr. 

=  CHICAGO 

l^t\n  J.  Jones,  Harry  Lorch 
CINCINNATI 

Al  Dezel 

CLEVELAND 

Al  Dezel 

DALLAS 

John  Franconi 

DENVER 

J.  M.  Nercesian 

DES  MOINES-OMAHA 
Julian  King 

DETROIT 

Al  Dezel 

INDIANAPOLIS 

John  J.  Jones,  Harry  Lorch 
KANSAS  CITY 

Julian  King 

LOS  ANGELES 

S.  K.  Decker,  Wm.  Flemion 

MILWAUKEE 

W.  Benjamin 
MINNEAPOLIS 

Joe  Wolf 

NEW  ORLEANS-MEMPHIS 

Joy  Houck,  J.  Mangham 

NEW  YORK,  N.  Y. 

Joe  Blumenfeld,  R.  L.  Lippert 
Wm.  David 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 
Carr  Scott 

PHILADELPHIA 

Jack  Engel 

PITTSBURG 

Bert  Stearn 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

J.  M.  Nercesian 

SEATTLE-PORTLAND 

Joe  Blumenfeld,  R.  L.  Lippert 
Al.  Grubstick 

SAN  FRANCISCO 

Joe  Blumenfeld,  R.  L.  Lippert 
Al.  Grubstick 

ST.  LOUIS 

A.  R.  Dietz,  M.  S.  Schulter 
WASHINGTON 

Sam  Wheeler 

tyutadttut  £%c&a*iye4 
H.  J.  Allen,  Pres.  and  Gen.  Mgr 

D.  Griesdorf,  Gen.  Sales  Agent 

OFFICES  IN 

CALGARY,  ALTA. 

MONTREAL,  QUE. 

ST.  JOHN,  N.  B. 

TORONTO,  ONT. 

VANCOUVER,  B.  C. 
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PLOT! LOVE!       L        ENERGY! 

AMN  CURTIS 

Alan  CURTIS  •  Evelyn  ANKERS 
Jack  HOLT  *  Micheline  CHEIREL 

Jerome  Cowan  -  Roland  Varno  -  John  Craven  -  Inez  Cooper 

Presented  by  GOLDEN  GATE  PICTURES 

WM.  B.  DAVID,  EXECUTIVE  PRODUCER 

DIRECTED  BY  WILLIAM  ROWLAND 

JOHN  CRAVEN 
INEZ  COOPER 

ROLAND  VARNO 

Battling  Against  Terrific  Odds  to  Save  the  World  from  DISASTER! 



IAUGUST   RELEASE 
'" 

15>  -  '*' 
** **&* 

ROBERT  10WERY 

P^t<^%ci^cdm  IN  COLOR  a,  Veett^tyatfaf 

BERT  LOWERY  •  HELEN  GILBERT 

Nat  PENDLETON  •  Sterling  HOLLOWAY 
Russell  SIMPSON  •  Barbara  RE 

STERLING   HOLLOWA 

Directed  by  LEW  LANDERS 

Produced  by  WM.  B.  DAVID 

RUSSELL  SIMPSON 

t1 

Presented  by  GOLDEN  GATE  PICTURES 
BARBARA  REED 



SEPTEMBER  RELEASE J 

*i¥u  *&ove  turns  a  snarling  wolf  into  an  obedient  pet 
. . .  and  a  great  protector! 

*<£» picrt"
*s 

Terror  Reaches  Out  from  Dead  Eyes  that  Won't  Stay  Closed/ 

BELA  LUGOSI . 

Presented  by 

GOLDEN    GATE    PICTURES 

IN  COLOR 
GEORGE  ZUCCO  •  NAT  PENDLETON 
DOUGLAS  FOWLEY  •  JOYCE  COMPTON 

ROLAND  VARNO  •  MOLLY  LAMONT 

ANGELO  ROSSITTO  •  GLADYS  BLAKE 

WM.    B.    DAVID,    EXECUTIVE     PRODUCER 

CHRISTY    CABANNE,    DIRECTOR 
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LAZING  GUNS  ....  IN  THE 

BRING 

NORTHWEST  WILDERNESS! 
YOU 

RUSSELL 
JAMES  OLIVER 
CURWOOD "RANSON  of  the  MOUNTED" cutcC 

"NEATH  CANADIAN  SKIES" (temporary  shooting  titles) 

Presented  by  GOLDEN  GATE  PICTURES 

MAX 

r  BOX  OFFICE 

BRAND
'* pan**

- 

ACTIO
N? 

GOLDEN  GATE  PICTURES 

presents 

GREG  McCLURE 
("The  Great  John  L") 

and  a  Top  Notch  Cast  in 

a  Fast  Moving  Drama 

:;Sfntfd   ky   r.o.nPM   r,ATF   p.cthpf. 

i;.:? 

against  the  thunderous  background  of 

Nature's  Magnificent  Setting! 

*    °  ~  ~    ""•"    -■»■■-«.- 
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Soviet  5-Year  Plan 
Goal,  46,700  Houses 

By  RAYMOND  A.  DAVIES 
FILM  DAILY  Staff  Correspondent 

Moscow  (By  Air  Mail) — Details  of 

t'-=Soviet  film  industry's  new  five- 
v^jpplan,  aimed  at  an  annual  audi- 

ence of  1,100,000,000  by  the  end  of 
the  period,  were  announced  at  a 

plenary  session  of  the  Central  Com- 
mittee of  Cinema  Workers  recently 

held  with  the  USSR  Minister  of 
Cinematography. 

Plan  provides  for  the  opening-  of 
18,700  new  motion  picture  theaters, 
in  addition  to  the  restoration  of  some 
8,000  destroyed  during  the  Nazi  in- 

vasion, indicating  a  total  of  46,700 
cheaters  operating  by  the  end  of 
1950.  Proportionate  increases  in  stu- 

dio space  are  planned,  with  500,- 
000,000  rubles  appropriated  for  the 
expansion  and  re-equipping  of  exist- 

ing studios  and  the  building  of  new 
production  centers  in  Minsk,  Baku, 
Riga,  Tallinn  and  Vilnius. 

New  Equity  Studio 
Ready  in  September 

1    IV est    Coast   Bureau    of    THE   FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Equity  Capital  Corp.'s 
j  new  rental   studio,   now  under   con- 

struction on  the  site  of  the  old  Metro 
studio,  will  be  ready  for  September 
occupancy,  it  is  expected. 

Equity's  plant  will  embrace  three 
buildings,  two  100  by  180  ft.  each, 
and  one  70  by  160  ft.,  and  will  house 
six  sound  stages. 

Equity    is    headed    by    George    J. 
Schaefer,  with  Jack   Schwarz,   indie 
producer    and    former    Indiana    and 
Kentucky  theater  operator,  associat- 

ed with  him.     Schwarz  still  retains 
I  his  financial  interest  in  the  houses 
j  he  formerly  operated.    Currently,  he 
I  has  a  deal  to  produce  a  series  of  pix 
for  Screen  Guild. 

Argentine  Decree  to 
Establish  Play  Quota 

Buenos  Aires  (By  Air  Mail) — A 
special  decree  is  about  to  be  pub- 

lished prescribing  that  70  per  cent 
of  all  plays  presented  must  be  by 
Argentine  authors,  the  percentage  to 
be  calculated  on  the  basis  of  the 

number  of  performances.  Move  fol- 
lows pressure  brought  by  Argentine 

playwrights  who  persuaded  the  gov- 
ernment that  they  need  protection 

bcause  of  the  preference  of  theater- 
goers for  translations  of  foreign 

plays. 

Moticn  pictures  are  not  affected 
by  the  expected  decree,  but  there 

is  no  guarantee  that  Argentine  pro- 
ducers may  not  seek  similar  protec- 

tion when  domestic  production  ex- 
pands. 

THEATER 
Gross  Buys  Y  Building 

Cleveland,  O. — Frank  Gross,  local 
circuit  owner,  has  bought  the  build- 

ing containing  the  Y  Theater  for  a 
reputed  $65,000.  The  Y  Theater  was 

previously  operated  by  the  Gross  cir- 
cuit under  lease. 

Syracuse  Brighton  Sold 

Syracuse,  N.  Y.  —  Bi-ighton  The- 
ater, third  largest  in  the  city,  has 

been  purchased  by  a  client  of  Myron 
S.  Melvin,  attorney.  Property  in- 

cludes four  stores  and  the  theater 
and  the  sales  price  was  $125,000. 

Gregory  Circuit  in  Anderson 
Anderson,  Ind. — The  Gregory  Cir- 

cuit, Chicago,  has  taken  over  the 
Colonial  Theater  here  from  the  Mar- 

cus Enterprises,  Indianapolis. 

Providence  Building  Sold 
Providence,  R.  I. — The  old  Modern 

Theater  building  which  houses  the 
Victory  Theater,  Snider  Circuit,  was 
bought  by  the  Modern  Realty  Co.,  of 
which  Max  L.  Grant  is  president, 
from  the  Realty  Improvement  Co., 
headed  by  B.  Thomas  Potter.  The 
Victory  has  a  lease  on  the  theater 
premises  until  1952. 

Pershing  Buys  in  Preston 
Preston,  la. — Charles  Pershing,  of 

East  Moline,  111.,  has  purchased  the 
Lvric  from  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Alvin 
Krumviede.  Savereide  theater  brok- 

ers handled  the  deal. 

Pulley  Buys  the  Tcdl  Corn 
Kanawha,  la. — Harry  Pulley,  new- 

comer to  the  exhib.  field,  has  pur- 
chased the  Tall  Corn  here. 

Napoen  Gets  Community 
Arlington,  Minn. — K.  L.  Nappen 

has  nurchased  the  Community.  Ex- 
tensive   improvements    are   planned. 

RVsmussen  Buys  Concord 
Concord,  Minn. — Donald  Rasmus- 

sen  has  purchased  the  Concord  from 
Eaymond  Luedke. 

Hollander  Sells  Schleswig 
Schleswie-.  la. — R.  L.  Bertram  has 

■purchased  the  Schleswig  from  Henry 
Hollander. 

Minneapolis  Lyric  Sold 

Minneapolis — The  Lyric,  a  "move- 
nver"  loon  house,  has  been  sold  by 
Otto  Bremer  to  the  American 
Amusement  Co.,  a  subsidiary  of  the 
Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  which  op- 

erates the  house.  Purchase  price  was 
about  $150,000. 

Alliance  Buvs  Colonial 
Anderson,  Tnd. — The  Alliance  cir- 

cuit has  acauired  the  Colonial  from 
the  Marcus  Enterprises,  with  George 
Christ,  assistant  manager  of  the 
Times  Theater,  as  house  manager 
and  Herb   Sullivan  supervising. 

Burns  Buys  in  Sioux  City 
Sioux  City,  la. — Keith  C.  Burns, 

recently  discharged  from  service,  has 
purchased  the  Model  and  renamed  it 
the  Family.  Arrival  of  new  seats  is 
holding  up  the  opening. 

Acquire  Oregon  Houses 
Portland,  Ore. — Merle  Alger  and 

Dennis  Lane  of  Lakeview,  have  pur- 
chased two  theaters  on  the  Oregon 

Coast,  which  will  be  operated  on  a 
partnership  with  Lane  as  manager. 
The  Cinook  is  located  at  Gold  Beach 
and  the  other,  the  Colonial  Theater, 
at  Port   Orchard. 

New  Campbell  Operators 
Campbell,  Neb. — Hans  Nielson  and 

Lesley  Bierhaus  now  are  running  the 
Campbell  Theater,  taking  over  from 
W.  C.  White  who  recently  leased  the 
Utica  Theater,  Utica. 

Buchan  Buys  in  Hartford 
Hartford,  S.  D.— C.  G.  Buchan,  a 

war  veteran,  is  the  new  owner  of  the 
State  here. 

Lakeville  State  Sold 
Lakeville,  Minn.  —  Walter  Sven- 

ning  is  the  new  owner  of  the  State 
here. 

Benz  Adds  the  Liberty 
New  York  Mills,  Minn. — William 

Benz  has  added  the  Liberty  from  M. 
L.  Sondergaard  who  has  retired. 

The  Isle  Sold  to  Harp 
Isle,  Minn. — William  Harp,  Jr.,  is 

the  new  owner  of  the  Isle. 

Opens  Legion  Hall  Theater 
Fall  Creek,  Wis. — Ernest  Pumches 

has  opened  a  theater  in  the  Legion 
hall  here. 

Ericksons  Purchase  Rosholt 

Rosholt,  S.  D. — Lionel  and  Glen- 
don  Erickson  are  the  new  owners  of 
the  Rosholt  here. 

Wolthill  Sun  Sold 
Walthill,  Neb.— Herbert  C.  John- 

son has  purchased  the  Sun  from  A. 
E.  Thacker,  South  Sioux  City,  exhib. 

Odeon  to  be  the  Kum-C 
Detroit  —  Saul  Korman,  Detroit 

circuit  owner,  has  taken  over  the 

Odeon  from  Al  Grasg-rin,  who  re- 
cently acquired  it  from  Tyler  B. 

Kennedy.  Korman  has  closed  the 
house  for  renovation,  and  is  expected 
to  reopen  it  under  the  new  name  of 
the  Kum-C. 

Matreci  Buys  Two  Houses 
Pinckneyville,  111.  —  The  Perry 

Amusement  Co.,  headed  by  Tony 
Matreci,  has  purchased  the  400-seat 
Capitol  and  250-seat  Court  theaters 
here  from  Malcolm  R.  Reid.  The 
Court,  closed  for  some  time,  will  be 
relocated. 

BOOH  REVIEWS 

HOW  TO  WRITE  FOR  TELE- 
VISION, by  Doug  Allan,  244  pages, 

illustrated.  E.  P.  Dutton  &  Co.,  New 
York.    Price  $2.75. 

The  author  of  this  informative 
volume  speaks  with  a  good  deal  of 
authority,  being  himself  a  writer  for 
television,  author  of  "Thrills  and 
Chills  With  Doug  Allan,"  being  in- terviews with  adventurers  and  a 

program  considered  tops  in  tele- 
vision for  several  years  past.  The 

book  is  intended  primarily  for  the 
novice  but  contains  helpful  hints  for 
those  more  advanced  in  the  art. 

The  author  is  very  enthusiastic 
about  the  future  of  television  as  a 
field  for  the  writer — especially  for 
the  writer  who  can  manage  dialogue 
deftly  and  swiftly,  the  movie  writer 
probably  being  the  one  who  can  most 
readily  adapt  himself  to  the  visual- 
video  art,  with  the  dramatist  sec- 

ond and  the  novelist  or  short  story writer   third. 

The  various  types  of  writing  for 
tele  are  considered  in  detail  by  Doug 
Allan — the  commercial,  the  dramatic 
story,  comedies  and  musicals,  with 
specimen  scripts  of  each  kind.  The 
scripts  are  ones  actually  presented 
successfully  on  the  tele  screen  and 
are  the  ones  used  by  the  producer, 
director,  cameramen,  and  actors  and 
others  concerned  with  the  rehearsals 
and  the  actual  telecasts.  Each  script 
is  preceded  by  introductory  comment 
on  the  nature  of  the  type,  its  de- 

mands upon  the  author's  skill  and 
some   of  the  pitfalls  to  be  avoided. 

The  art  of  the  tele  writer  is  dif- 
ferent from  that  in  any  other  med- 

ium of  communication,  the  author 
observes,  due  mainly  to  the  limita- 

tions of  space,  the  smallness  of  the 
image  as  seen,  the  ease  with  which 
an  actor  can  get  out  of  camera 
focus,  etc. 

The  author  advises  the  would-be 
tele  writer  to  gain  access  to  a  studio 
and  study  all  angles  of  production 
— that  of  the  director,  the  camera- 

man, the  actors,  the  makeup  artists, 
the  designer,  and  all  the  others  con- 

cerned— so  that  he  thus  wins  first- 
hand knowledge  of  the  various  de- 

mands that  will  be  made  upon  him 
in  preparing  a  script  from  which  the 
director  and  the  others  may  work. 
Chapters  are  devoted  to  the  types 

of  programs,  writing  the  commercial, 
programming,  films  in  television, 
studio  procedure,  camera  angles, 

scanery,  color  in  costume  and  make- 
up, the  writing  of  dialogue  which 

must  be  terse  and  to  the  point,  the 

proper  preparation  of  a  script,  adap- 
tation of  novels,  plays  and  movies. 

The  illustrations,  from  actual  tele 
studio  sets,  are  very  helpful  in  un- 

derstanding some  of  the  problems 
with  which  the  author  must  contend, 
particularly  the  limitation  of  space. 

The    book    is    a    valuable    guide 
and  mentor  to  persons  who  wish  to      i 
break  into  the  writing  end  of  tele- 

vision while  it  is   still  a  new  field. 
L.H.M. 
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Danish  Asa  to  Make 
Color  Pic  in  Africa 

By  RUDOLPH  BRENT 
FILM  DAILY  Staff  Correspondent 

Copenhagen  (By  Air  Mail) — Kel- 
vin Lindeman's  novel,  "The  House 

with  the  Green  Tree,"  will  be  filmed 
in  Africa  by  Asa  Studios,  Lau  Lau- 
ritzen,  head  of  the  company,  revealed 
on  his  return  from  that  Continent. 
Story  which  traces  the  history  of  a 
Danish  family  and  its  connection 
with  colonization  in  West  Africa, 
will  be  shot  in  the  new  Agfa  color 
process,  if  tests  being  conducted  by 
an  English  company  are  successful. 
Budget  of  nearly  $200,000,  about 

five  times  as  large  as  the  normal 
Danish  feature  budget,  was  decided 
upon  after  the  Danish  Government 
indicated  readiness  to  relinquish 

taxes  because  of  the  production's 
historical  and  cultural  value.  Abol- 

ishment of  slavery  by  the  Danish 
colonists  will  be  treated  as  one  of  the 
cultural  angles.  Part  of  the  picture 
is  to  be  shot  in  Africa,  with  part 
produced  in  the  Asa  Studios,  near 
Copenhagen,  using  background  ma- 

terial from  the  Gold  Coast. 

U.  S.  Warned  to  Protect 
Latin-American  Markets 

Minneapolis  —  The  United  States 
had  better  look  to  its  Southern 
markets,  Manuel  Peon,  Mexican  the- 

ater operator,  warned  as  he  left  this 
city.  Peon  accompanied  by  Jack  La- 

in ont,  Monogram  manager  in  Mexico 
City,  spent  a  week  here  studying  air 
conditioning  for  his  circuit. 

Peon,  who  has  his  headquarters  at 
Merida,  Yucatan,  pointed  out  that 
the  United  States  is  in  danger  of 
losing  its  market  in  Central  America. 

<:We  buy  things  from  England  and 
Argentina  we  can't  buy  from  you," 
he  said.  "Remember  Mexico  is  on  the 
verge  of  becoming  a  big  nation.  For 
the  first  time  we  have  money.  You 
must  move  quickly  to  save  those 
markets." 

The  booming  Mexican  film  industry 
will  produce  70  pix  this  year  and 
100  next  year,  making  for  tough  com- 

petition for  American  producers, 
Peon  asserted. 

Stenal  Named  Manager 
Of  WB  Insurance  Dept. 

Promotion  of  Fred  Stengl  as 
manager  of  the  Warner  insur- 

ance department  is  announced. 
He  succeeds  the  late  Frank  L.  Gates. 
Stengl  joined  the  WB  insurance  de- 

partment two  years  ago  and  until 
recently  was  assistant  to  Gates. 

Concord  Pix  via  Planet 
Wrst  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Sixteen  mm.  enter- 
tainment films  to  be  produced  by 

Concord  Productions  will  be  released 
through  Planet  Pictures,  it  is  re- 

vealed. Concord  plans  at  least  12 
full  length  16  mm.  features  a  year. 

REVIEWS  Of  SHORT  SUBJCCT! 
"Riding  the  Hickories" 

Para.  9  Mins. 
One  of  the  best 

Picturing  first  the  tow-rope,  the 
Alpine  Lift,  the  Ski-Mobile,  the 
Chair-Lift,  the  Aerial  Tramway 
which  provide  much  of  the  incentive 
for  modern  skiing,  the  short  covers 
methods  used  in  instruction  and  a 
race  down  Cannon  Mountain  by  an 
expert.  Interesting  to  sport  fans, 
the  footage  on  this  sport  has  been 
rather  superfluous  of  late,  but  this 
is  one  of  the  best. 

"Together  in  the  Weather" 
Para.  7  Mins. 

Should  please  all 

This  George  Pal  puppetoon  fea- 
tures Punchy  and  Judy  who  live  in 

two  houses  of  a  garden  weather  bar- 
ometer. Although  they're  smitten 

with  each  other,  they  can't  do  much about  it  because  Punchy  leaves  his 
house  only  when  the  weather  is  bad, 
and  Judy  only  when  the  weather  is 
good.  Judy  decides  to  woo  Punchy 
with  various  changes  in  costume. 
Her  technique  is  sure-fire.  So  much 
so  that  during  a  storm  her  house  is 
struck  by  lightning,  Punchy  comes 
to  the  rescue,  and  before  you  can 

say  "this  is  where  I  came  in,"  they're man  and  wife.  Cute  story  pleasantly 
told,  it  should  please  all. 

"Peace-Time   Football" 
Twentieth-Fox  7  Mins. 

Scores  a  goal 

Gandy  Goose  is  captain  of  the 
mouse-team,  who  at  the  moment  are 
engaged  in  total  scull-duggery  to 
root  out  their  opponents,- the  fight- 

ing cats.  Both  teams  suffer  momen- 
tary losses,  then  gains,  but  Gandy 

wins  the  crowrn  as  his  team  employs 
a  cannon  barrage,  and  the  defeated 
cats  bring  forth  a  white  flag  of  sur- 

render. Gandy  again  demonstrates 
his  hectic,  hilarious  charms. 

"Calling  On  Costa  Rica" (Fitzpatrick  Traveltalk) 
M-G-M  10  Mins. 

Colorful 
A  Technicolor  trip  to  one  of  those 

countries  where  ancient  charm  still 

exists  in  at  atmosphere  of  modern- 
ization. Known  as  the  "banana,  re- 
public," because  of  its  large  output 

of  this  fruit,  it  is  rapidly  earning  its 
place  as  one  of  the  picture  spots  of 
Central  America.  Travel  pix  being 
as  popular  as  they  are,  this  footage 
should  sell  well. 

"Takin'  The  Breaks" 
(Name  Band  Musical) 

Universal  15  Mins. 
Entertaining 

Versatile  Russ  Morgan  who  can 
switch  from  a  sweet  trombone  solo  to 
playing  a  fast  swing  number  at  the 
piano  heads  the  musical  aggregation 
for  this  short.  Judy  Clark,  singing 
star  of  several  features,  delivers 

"Yip  Yip  DeHootie"  in  solid  Hutton 
style  and  comes  in  for  an  encore  with 
"At  Sundown."  The  Dinning  Sisters 

harmonize  on  'Pin  Marin"  and 
"Mary  Lee";  and  Barbara  Perry  does 
a  very  clever  tap  and  castanet  dance 
routine  with  "Danza  de  Barbara." 

"Magic  Mineral" Variety  View) 
Universal  10  Mins. Interesting 

Parts  of  the  film  are  interesting 
from  the  standpoint  of  showing  the 
by-products  of  coal,  and  offering  a 
few  glimpses  of  a  modern  coal  min- 

ing school  with  the  youngsters  who 
learn  and  receive  their  practice  at 
one  of  the  mines  in  Bluefield,  W.  Va. 
The  life  of  a  miner  in  Bluefield  pat- 

ently is  a  far  cry  from  that  wThich 
has  been  built  up  over  the  years  in 

the  public  mind's  eye.  The  reel  as  it 
unwinds  depicts  the  vine-covered  cot- 

tage in  which  the  Bluefield  miner 
lives,  the  game  of  golf  he  usually 

plays  and  the  miner's  family  disport- ing in  an  outdoor  swimming  pool. 

Protests  Destruction  of 

French  Pix  in  H#wood 
London  (By  Air  Mail) — Anthony 

Asquith,  president  of  ACT,  has  writ- 
ten to  Eric  A.  Johnston,  MPAA  head, 

to  protest  reports  that  the  French 
film.  "Le  Jour  Se  Leve"  is  to  be  re- 

made in  the  U.  S.,  .with  the  original 
negative  and  all  prints  destroyed. 
Reports  sav  that  Robert  and  Ray- 

mond Hakim,  of  Hollywood,  have 
purchased  rights  to  the  film  and  will 
do  awav  with  the  original. 

Asauith  condemned  the  destruc- 
tion of  "masterpieces"  and  suggested 

that  prints  of  the  film  should  be  do- 
nated to  the  Museum  of  Modern  Art, 

the  British  Film  Institute  and  sim- 
ilar bodies. 

Knopf  Acquires  Legion 
Humbold,  S.  D.^J.  K.  Knopf  has 

purchased  the  Legion. 

Rep.  Shipping  Clerk  Heads 
Music  Publishing  Firm 

Detroit  —  Jerry  Harris,  shipping 
clerk  at  Republic,  is  president  of  the 
new  Park  Ave.  Music  Publishing  Co. 

and  its  affiliated  Hollywood  Song- 
writers Club,  which  has  just  opened 

offices  in  the  Charlevoix  Building. 
Harris  is  a  song  writer  and  also 
leads  a  band. 

Delegates  to  IA  Chi.  Meeting 
Chicago — Irene  Sharpe  of  the  Kan- 

sas City  B  Local,  IATSE,  Lou  No- 
vato  of  the  St.  Louis  T  Local,  and 
Nora  Gaines  of  the  Minneapolis  B 
Local  have  been  appointed  dele- 

gates to  the  IATSE  convention  in 
Chicago  starting  July  22.  Sam  La- 
mansky,  business  agent  of  Chicago 
Band  F  Local,  has  been  named  ser- 
geant-at-arms. 

NEW  THEATERS 

Knoxville  Pike  Bows 

Knoxville,  Tenn.  —  The  850-sea 
Pike  constructed  at  a  cost  of  abo; 
$50,000,  has  been  opened  by  Walte Morris. 

Thea.  Opens  the  Beach 

Savannah,  Ga.— The  Beach  (^  ■ atre,  newest  addition  to  the  j_  Ja 
circuit,  has  opened  at  Savanna 
Beach.     Walter  E.  Thee  is  managei 

Herman  Opens  Merricourt 
Merricourt,  N.  D. — Fred  Herma 

has  opened  the  Merricourt. 

Bourbon  Gets  Comet 
Bourbon,  Ind.  —  Gene  Rovenstei 

has  opened  the  Comet,  new  416-seat 
er. 

New  Greensburg  Theater 
Greensburg,  Ky. — William  Hager 

has  opened  the  Franklin,  a  new  425 
seat  house. 

Eewanee  Wanee  Bows 
Kewanee,    111.  —  The    Wanee    ha 

been  opened  by  Leland  and  Walte 
Norton  and  Paul  Bramlett.  The  sam. 
group  are  interested  in  theaters  in 
Galesburg,   Meredosia   and    Sullivan 

Buxton  Opens  the  LaDon 
Roachdale,  Ind. — The  LaDon,  nev 

350-seater,  has  been  opened  by  T.  W Buxton. 

Drive-In  for  Geneva 

Geneva,  O. — A  drive-in  theater  is] 
to  be  opened  here  by  R.  H.  Manley 

New  N.  O.  Colored  House 
New  Orleans,  La. — Louis  Gallo  ha: 

opened  the  new  Gallo,  colored  house 

Allison  Opens  in  Largo 
Largo,  Fla. — The  Largo  has  beer  | 

opened  in  the  community  auditoriuir 
by  John  N.  Allison.  This  is  the  firs! 
picture  house  in  the  community.  Ah 
lison  is  a  former  Dana,  Ind.,  exhib 
head  of  Skyways  Theaters,  Inc. 

New  Spokane  Drive-In 
Spokane,  Wash.  —  Lowell  Thomp- 

son is  opening  the  new  $100,000  Mo- 
tor Inn  Theater,  a  drive-in,  this  week. 

Theater  will  accommodate  750  cars, 
occupies  a  10-acre  site  nearly  on  the 
Washington-Idaho  line. 

Pack-Richter  Add  One 

El  Paso,  Tex. — A  new  drive-in' 
theater  will  be  opened  here  Saturday,  ■ 
by  E.  L.  Pack  and  C.  A.  Richter. 
Theater  is  built  on  a  15-acre  tract 
and  will  accommodate  500  cars,  and 
was  built  at  a  cost  of  $120,000.  Duo 

also  own  and  operate  drive-in  the- aters at  San  Antonio,  Waco,  Corpus 
Christi   and  Harlingen. 

Spadafore  Opens  Legion 
New  Buffalo,  Ind. — Held  up  by  the 

war  and  the  attendant  shortages,  the 
Legion,  500-seater,  operated  by 
Michael  Spadafore  of  Watervliet, 
has  been  opened. 
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Pascal  Views  'Caesar' 
As  Test  Pic  Here 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

■of  "Caesar  and  Cleopatra,"  who  said 
there  were  two  schools  of  thought  in 

Britain.     He   believes    in  the   inter- 
jnational  viewpoint. 

'Caesar  and  Cleopatra"  is  not 
?cess  in  the  world  market,  his 

theory  may  be  wrong,  he  said,  al- 

though he  cited  other  pictm-es  to 
(prove  that  he  was  right. 

Pascal  said  his  next  George  Ber- 

nard Shaw  pic- 
iture  would  be  -.— 
either  "The 
Doctor's  Dilem- 
ima"  or  "Arms 
;and  the  Man," 
and  would  start 

jin  September. 
He  plans  to  fol- 

low it  with  Paul 

Gallico's  "The 
Snow  Goose" which  will  be 
imade  for  United 
World  release. 
Distribution  of 

the  prior  pic- 
t  u  r  e  has   not 

been  set,  nor  have  releasing  arrange- 
ments been  completed  for  pictures  to 

follow,  which  will  be  made  in  associ- 
ation with  a  new  group,  not  identi- 

rfied.  On  his  program  will  be  two 

'  other  Shaw  plays,  "The  Devil's 
Disciple"  and  "The  Showing  Up  of 
iBlanco-Posnet,"  the  latter  being  a 
western  story  which  Shaw  wrote  on 
his  visit  to  the  Hearst  ranch  some 
years  ago. 

Two  Stories  for  Stage  and  Films 

Plans  to  produce  Marcel  Pagnol's 
"The  Baker's  Wife"  and  "Birth  of 
Love"  on  the  stage  and  in  pictures 
also  were  announced  by  Pascal.  He 
also  will  produce  in  Rome  where  he 
said  production  costs  were  five  times 
lower  than  those  in  Hollywood, 
which  in  turn,  were  five  times  lower 
than  those  in  England.  Future  pro- 

duction will  be  both  in  Hollywood 
and  England- 

Pascal  denied  reports  that  he  pur- 
posely had  held  back  studio  space 

from  others  in  England.  He  ex- 
plained that  a  brief  holdback  was 

necessary  to  complete  some  dubbing. 

He  said  that  "Caesar  and  Cleopatra" 
had  been  attacked  in  England  in  the 
press  because  there  was  a  general 
tendency  there  to  criticize  Shaw. 

GABRIEL   PASCAL 

Hope  Held  for  Lower 
British  Ticket  Taxes 
London  (By  Cable) — Hopes  that 

admission  taxes  may  be  lowered  were 
bolstered  with  the  announcement 
that  15  members  of  Parliament  have 

promised  to  support  an  amendment 
to  the  Finance  Bill  to  revise  the  en- 

tertainment tax  provisions.  Bill  is  up 
for  consideration  this  week. 

HOLLYWOOD 
*••***•••**** 

^=^==  By  RALPH  WILE  ====== 
HOLLYWOOD 

•  •  •  NIVEN  BUSCH,  head  of  Hemisphere  Pictures,  and  Milton 

Sperling,  his  associate  in  the  production  of  "Pursued,"  Busch's  own 
original  story  which  will  star  Teresa   Wright,  have  pulled   a   genuine 

"scoop"  on  the  rest  of  Hollywood   Jules  Romains,  France's  leading 
literary  figure,  will  soon  come  to  Hollywood  to  do  a  writing  job  for  them 

  In  the  meantime,  production  will  soon  get  under  way  on  "Pur- 
sued," a  joint  venture  between  Hemisphere  Pictures,  controlled  by  Busch 

and  his  wife,   Teresa   Wright,   and  United   States  Pictures,  headed  by 

Sperling   Hemisphere  is   supplying   the   story   and  the   services   of 
Miss  Wright,  who  is  on  loan  from  Samuel  Goldwyn,  and  United  States  is 

providing  production  facilities  and  the  release  through  Warners,  with 
Sperling  in  the  role  of  producer   

T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  JACK  VOTION,  though  he  is  thousands  of  miles  away,  is 

the  talk  of  Hollywood  for  the  swell  job  he  is  doing  as  European  pro- 
duction representative  for  RKO  Radio   Votion,  who  knows  Holly- 

wood inside  and  out  through  years  as  a  producer,  and  who  has  similar 

knowledge  of  Europe  through  his  years  of  service  there  in  World  Wars 

I  and  II.  is  providing  a  new  type  of  co-operation  that  will  give  for  finer 
production  values  and  closer  relations  between  motion  picture  interests 

in  North  America  and  Europe   
T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  ARTHUR  SCHWARTZ,  the  erstwhile  school  teacher-lawyer- 
composer,  who  has  made  such  a  name  for  himself  as  the  producer  of 

"Cover  Girl"  and  more  recently  "Night  And  Day,"  the  Warners'  saga 

of  Cole  Porter's  life,  is  headed  for  Broadway   With  Ira  Gershwin, 
his  collaborator  on  the  music  for  the  Nunnally  Johnson-George  S.  Kauf- 

man  stage   play,    "Park   Avenue,"    which    Max   Gordon    will    produce, 
Schwartz  has  been  auditioning  players  for  roles  in  the  show   and 

will  leave  Hollywood  today  for  New  York  accompanied  by  those  se- 
lected for  roles   Schwartz  will  stay  in  Manhattan  to  produce  a  play 

for  himself   Then  he  returns  to  Hollywood  for  a  one-picture  pro- 

ducing deal   
T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  ROY  DEL  RUTH,  who  is  about  ready  to  launch  his  first 

million  dollar  independent  production  for  Monogram,  "It  Happened  On 

Fifth  Avenue,"  with  Victor  Moore  and  Ann  Harding  set  for  top  roles, 

is  now  at  work  on  plans  for  his  second  picture   He's  just  bought 
"Mr.  Gideon,"  an  original  by  Donald  "Red"  Barry,  the  actor,  from  Barry 
and  Producer  Lou  Brock   Allan  Chase,  whose  latest  novel,   "Five 

Arrows,"  is  now1  past  the  400,000  sales  mark,  has  been  engaged  to  do 
the  treatment  and  screenplay   

▼  ▼  ▼ 

•  •      •     WELL.   THERE'S   ALWAYS   a   laugh   someplace    in   almost 
everything    that    happens    in    Hollywood   so    -when    Director 
Bruce  Humberstone  was  told  by  Production  Chief  Darryl  F.  Zanuck  of 

20th  Century-Fox  to  spend  quite  some  time  at  Hollywood  Park  getting 

acquainted  with  the  racing  game  for  his  job  of  directing  Maureen  O'Hara, 
Cornel   Wilde   and  Linda   Darnell  in  the   Technicolor   production,   "The 

Home  Stretch,"  everybody  regarded  him  with  envy   But  at  the  end 

of  a  week,  after  getting  "hot  tips"  from  everybody  at  the  track,  he  felt 
that  his  sobriquet  of  "Lucky"  was   a  misnomer   because  he   was 
definitely  in  the  red   

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

be   flying  the   Pacific   and   have  a   lost  day 

or   two. 

AS  the  inevitable  ticking  of  our  alarm 

**  clock  brings  us  closer  to  Bikini  we  are 

progressively  becoming  more  and  more  in- 
trigued with  the  idea.  We  hear  that  the 

U.S.S.  Appalachian  is  sturdy,  seaworthy  and 

comfortable.  Regulation  uniform  will  con- 
sist of  khaki  shorts  and  leading  man  shirts, 

open  at  the  neck  a  la  Frank  Buck.  Our 
hours  will  be  regular  and  our  food  abundant. 
After  all,  those  of  us  who  devote  most  of 
our  life  to  science  must  undergo  hardship 

now  and  then.  Keep  tuned  to  this  column. 
We  know  nothing  whatsoever  about  Nuclear 

Physics,  or  Atomic  Energy,  so  we  will  ex- 
plain it  to  you. 

Estelle  Taylor's  Kin  Dead 
Wilmington,  Del.— Mrs.  Ida  Bar- 

rett, 88,  grandmother  of  screen  ac- 
tress Estelle  Taylor,  died  at  the 

home  of  her  daughter,  Mrs.  Bertha 
Boylan,  in  Wilmington.  Miss  Taylor, 
who  had  arrived  here  last  Monday 
from  Hollywood,  returned  there  after 
the  funeral  services  yesterday. 

Russell  at  Frisco  Meet 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Edd  X.  Russell,  presi- 
dent of  Screen  Extras  Guild,  has 

been  appointed  by  the  Board  to  rep- 
resent SEG  at  the  annual  convention 

of  the  California  State  Federation  of 

Labor,  opening  in  San  Francisco  to- 

day. 

rrnrr U"  Will  Produce 

Pictures  in  France 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

cess  of  the  venture,  which  is  in  the 

nature  of  an  experiment.  Expecta- 
tions for  the  success  of  the  pact  are 

high  because  of  the  great  demand 
for  quality  French  product  in  the 
world  markets. 

Initial  picture  in  the  Universal- 

Transcontinental  pact  will  be  "Le 
Diable  au  Corps"  ("The  Devil  in  the 

Flesh"),  to  star  Michelene  Presle, 
who  is  the  most  popular  artiste  in 

post-war  France,  Seidelman  as- serted. 

Transcontinental  will  lease  studio 

space  for  this  and  the  subsequent 
films  contemplated  for  1946-47.  The 
films,  when  imported  for  U.  S.  dis- 

tribution, will  have  superimposed titles. 

Michelene  Presle  may  be  brought 

to  Universal  City  for  a  film,  but  this 
move  is  only  under  consideration,  it 
was  said. 

FAMOUS  FIRSTS ■*   i  ill   §4 

-#*-*0/'*- 
  ii  "III   * 

m|H* TMKWFIM 
THE  Kinetophone,  Thomas  A.  Edison's  in- 
'  vention  for  projecting  talking  motion 

pictures,  was  introduced  in  1907.  Edison 
produced  100  projection  outfits  and  19 

short  films  known  as  "talkers"  which  had 
recordings  on  phonograph  records  to  match 

the  action.  Volume  was  limited  to  that  pro- 
duced by  the  phonograph  itself  because 

neither  vacuum  tubes  nor  electrical  syn- 
chronization had  been  perfected.  In  1914, 

fire  destroyed  Edison's  motion  picture  lab- 
oratory, and  he  did  not  resume  manufacture 

of  "talkers." 
(Next:  First  Sound  Neivsreel) 
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Permanent  Peace  Via 
Pix  Held  Attainable 
Washington   Bureau   of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Permanent  peace  has 
become  an  "attainable  objective" 
through  use  of  motion  pictures,  the 
National  Audio-Visual  Conference 
was  told  Friday. 

With  representatives  of  many  of 
the  United  Nations  sitting  in  as  ob- 

servers, the  two-day  conference  was 
called  to  submit  recommendations  to 
the  Preparatory  Commission  of 
UNESCO  meeting  in  London  next 
month. 

Submitted  for  study  by  the  confer- 
ence was  a  report  made  by  the  spe- 

cial Governmental  committee.  Many 
of  the  committee's  recommendations 
are  expected  to  be  accepted  by  the 
conference. 

"The  peoples  of  the  world  misun- 
derstand each  other,"  the  report 

states,  "because  from  the  erection  of 
the  Tower  of  Babel  until  the  present 
time,  there  were  no  media  of  com- 

munication able  to  transcend  the  geo- 
graphical, ethnic  and  political  bound- 

aries which  divide  the  world  into 
antagonistic  segments.  Today  such 
media  of  global  communications  ex- 

ist— in  film  and  radio.  Because  they 
exist  permanent  world  peace  has  be- 

come an  attainable  objective." 
Said  Chore  for  UNESCO 

The  report,  however,  asserted  that 

the  motion  picture  per  se  "does  not 
and  will  not  develop  desirable  inter 
national  understanding. 

"It  remains  for  UNESCO  to  de- 
velop and  foster  the  development  of 

the  motion  picture  along  the  lines 
requisite  to  the  development  of  in- 

ternational understanding. 
"In  this  work  UNESCO  will  find 

that  a  most  effective  implement  is 
the  non-amusement,  non-propagan- 
distic,  informative  educational  mo- 

tion picture  specifically  planned  and 
produced  to  truly  present  facts, 
methods,  processes,  conditions  and 
to  permit  them  to  speak  for  them- 
selves." 

Considerable  interest  in  the  con- 
vention has  been  expressed  from  the 

commercial  side  of  the  pix  industry 
because  of  the  possible  impact  of 
the  UNESCO  nrogi-am  on  the  in- 

dustry. UNESCO's  prime  function 
in  general  will  be  to  promote  the 
free  flow  of  ideas  between  nations. 

Criticize  Old  Agreement 

A  tentative  draft  of  recommenda- 
tions to  be  submitted  to  the  UNES- 

CO Preparatory  Commission  criti- 
cized the  previous  international 

agreement  having  to  do  with  the 
free  flow  of  film  of  an  educational 
character.  The  Geneva  Convention 
(1933)  and  the  Buenos  Aires  Con- 

vention (1936)  both  provided  for 
cumbersome  methods  for  exemption 
of  custom  duties  on  films  of  an  edu- 

cational character. 
The  convention  is  expected  to 

recommend  that  the  waiving  of  cus- 
toms duty  should  be  the  function 

orlv  of  the  country  of  entry. 
The  convention  was  called  by  the 

Film    Council    of   America    and    the 

Theaters  Want  Hits, 
But  Not  This  Kind! 

Fredericksburg,  Tex. — Frank  Rule, 
Paramount  salesman,  drove  up  to  the 
Palace  Theater  here  for  a  biz  chat 

with  Walter  Knoche,  who  owns  and 

operates  the  house.  While  they  were 
talking,  hail  broke  loose  outside.  A 
freak  storm  bombarded  the  theater 

with  hailstones  measuring  17  inches 
in  circumference  and  weighing  as 
much  as  21  ounces,  tearing  up  the 
roof,  and  shattering  neon  tubing 

and  electrical  display  signs.  Rule's 
auto,  parked  at  the  curb,  was  dam- 

aged to  the  tune  of  more  than  $400. 

Differences  Develop 

In  Copyright  Parley 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

held  out  for  giving  authors'  virtually 
unlimited  rights  in  the  use  of  their 
material  in  motion  pictures,  tele- 

vision and  other  media,  while  U.  S. 

representatives  have  taken  the  posi- 
tion that  the  authors'  "moral  rights" 

may  be  alienated  "under  certain  cir- 

cumstances." An  article  in  the  proposed  draft 
dealing  with  this  subject  and  backed 
by  the  Latin  Americans  was  passed 
in  committee  but  voted  down  by  the 
entire  conference. 

A  Conference  announcement  noted 

in  cautious  language  that  "the  co- 
ordinating committee  has  been  work- 

ing actively  in  trying  to  reconcile  the 
different  approaches  to  the  subject 

which  have  become  apparent." 
Authors'  Exclusive  Right 

The  Latin-American-backed  pro- 

posal said  authors  had  the  "exclusive 
right"  to  "use  and  authorize  for  use" 
any  of  his  work  or  any  part  of  it 
through  virtually  all  media,  includ- 

ing motion  pictures  and  the  stage, 
and  to  "publicize"  his  work  through 
television,  radio  and  a  long  list  which 
even  includes  "any  means  now  known 
or  which  may  be  invented."  The 
rights  also  inciude  the  right  to  trans- 

late it,  transpose  it,  arrange  it  or 
change  it  in  any  form. 

A  split  also  developed  on  the  sub- 
ject of  copyright  registration.  A  few 

delegations  advocated  the  abolish- 
ment of  all  formalities,  while  others 

maintained  that  registration  if  re- 
quired by  the  country  of  origin 

should  be  maintained  as  a  prerequi- 
site to  copyright  protection  in  the 

other  contracting  countries. 
Copyright  Notice  Unneeded 

The  conference  has  approved  that 
notice  of  copyright  protection  no 
longer  need  appear  in  a  book  or  other 
work  in  order  that  an  author  may  be 

protected. 
The    delegations    from    the    other 

American  Council  of  Education. 
Speakers  included  C.  R.  Reagan, 
president  of  the  FCA;  Dr.  George  F. 
Zook,  president  of  ACE;  Charles  A. 
Thomson,  acting  advisor  of  OIICA, 
State  Department,  and  William  H. 
Wells,  UNRRA  pix  chief. 

Pix  Cancer  Campaign 
Raised  $3,000,000 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

closed  at  the  week-end  by  Frank  H. 
"Rick"  Ricketson,  Jr.,  who  served 
as  national  campaign  director  under 
Charles  P.  Skouras,  national  indus- 

try chairman. 
Approximately  14,000  of  the  na- 

tion's theaters  were  enrolled  in  the 
drive  which  was  held  in  April,  the 
campaign  climaxing  in  Easter  Week. 
It  was  the  industry's  first  participa- tion in  the  cancer  fund  campaign. 

"Henry  V"  Bows  Tonight 
With  Olivier  Present 

United  Artists'  "Henry  V"  will 
have  its  New  York  premiere  tonight 
at  the  New  York  City  Center.  It 
will  be  the  first  film  to  be  presented 
by  the  Theater  Guild  and  the  first 
to  be  shown  at  the  Center.  Premiere 
starts  off  a  limited  two-a-day  en- 

gagement. Among  those  who  will  attend 
are  Laurence  Olivier,  Vivien  Leigh, 
Helen  Hayes,  Robert  Edmond  Jones, 
Fillipo  del  Guidice,  Capt.  Harold  Au- 
ten,  Theresa  Helburn,  Lawrence 
Langner  and  Gradwell  L.  Sears. 

Minn.  Amusement  Co. 
To  Raise  Admissions 

Minneapolis  —  The  Minnesota 
Amusement  Co.  operating  Mindak 
Theaters  will  raise  admission  prices 
in  all  its  theaters  in  Western  Wis- 

consin, Minnesota,  North  Dakota  and 
South  Dakota.  The  increased  prices 
will  go  into  effect  the  end  of  the 
week,  according  to  John  J.  Friedl. 

Ovation  for  Lizabeth  Scott 

London  (By  Cable) — Police  lines 
were  unable  to  hold  back  the  great 
throngs  that  assembled  in  front  of 
the  Carlton  Theater  to  greet  Liza- 

beth Scott,  star  of  Hal  Wallis'  Para- 
mount production,  "The  Strange 

Love  of  Martha  Ivers,"  who  had  ar- rived here  for  the  world  premiere 
of  the  pic.  Roadway  was  blocked 
off,  but  the  crowds  broke  through  to 
mob  the  star  who  finally  was  smug- 

gled into  the  theater  by  a  back  way 
to  avoid  possible  injury.  She  is  the 
first  Hollywood  star  since  the  start 
of  the  war  to  make  a  p.a.  at  the 
premiere  of  her  film  in  London. 

Petrillo  Posts  Bond 
Chicago — James  C.  Petrillo  sur- 

rendered in  Federal  Court  Friday  to 
answer  charges  of  violating  the  Lea 
Law  when  he  called  a  strike  of  three 
vadio  station  librarians  on  May  28. 
The  AFM  president  posted  a  $1,000 
bond  and.  by  agreement  with  the 
fourt,  withheld  a  plea  to  the  charge. 

American  republics  were  unanimous 
in  their  disapproval  of  the  use  of 
their  works  in  juke  boxes. 

All  the  delegations  are  in  "com- 
nlete  agreement"  as  to  the  right  of 
an  author  to  safeguard  the  transla- 

tion of  his  work.  Heretofore  some 
countries  have  openly  disregarded 
such  rights. 

Monopoly  Probe 
May  Hit  Films        j 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

was  sounded  on  the  Senate  floor  Fr 

day  by  Senator  James  E.  Murray  c 
Montana,  chairman  of  the  Senate 
Committee  on  Small  Business. 

At  the  same  time,  Murrav-«s?r( 
sented  to  the  Senate  a  length  Jfo. 
detailed  study  on  the  growth  c 

monopoly  during  the  war — a  repo1. 
by  economist  John  Blair  which  take 
its  place  as  the  first  major  goverr 
mental  study  of  the  problem  sine 
the  old  TNEC. 

In  the  House,  Rep.  Estes  Kefauve 
of  Tennessee  is  preparing  with 
subcommittee  of  members  of  th 
House  Small  Business  Committee  t 
launch  a  series  of  exhaustive  heai 
ings  on  the  growth  of  monopoly  i 
business.  Kefauver  told  The  Fili 
Daily  Friday  his  agenda  is  nc 
yet  drawn,  but  it  is  probable  ths 
many  of  the  subjects  of  his  inquir 
will  be  of  direct  concern  to  the  pi  I industry. 

Meantime,  the  House  last  wee  j 
voted  to  cut  the  appropriation  fc  I 
the  anti-trust  division  of  the  D<  I 
partment  of  Justice  from  $1,900,00  ' 
to  $1,700,000.  Senator  Murray,  tern  j 
ing  the  division  "the  last  bulwark  c  i 
the  people  against  collectivism,  I 
called  upon  the  Senate  to  give  th  1 
division  funds  equivalent  to  the  cos  I 
of  fighting  the  war  for  just  one  hou  | 
and  estimated  that  sum  at  $7,000,001 

Dr.  Blair's  report  does  not  includ 
a  study  of  bigness  in  the  pix  indus 
try — which  was  the  subject  of  a  spe 
cial  TNEC  study  some  years  ag< 
It  does,  however,  point  out  generall 
that  the  degree  of  concentration  c 
industrial  control  has  been  tremei 
dously  advanced  during  the  wa 

years. Eastman  Reopening 
Offices  in  Far  East 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

branches  in  Shanghai,  Hong  Kon 
and  the  Philippines.  William  P.  Lan 
has  been  named  manager  of  Fa 
Eastern  houses  including  Hawai 
while  Robert  M.  Gordon,  manager  a 
Kodak  Hawaii  during  the  war,  wl 
supervise  the  Shanghai  branch. 

Gordon  E.  Frisque  is  enroute  t 
Hong  Kong  to  manage  the  offic 
there,  and  Lawrence  E.  Snell  is  act 
ing  manager  of  Kodak  Philippines  i: 
Manila.  Latter  branch  was  opene< 
early  this  Spring  and  a  photofinish 
ing  station  was  established  ther for  the  Army. 

Company  pointed  out  that  plant 
in  England  and  France  are  turning 
out  substantial  volumes.  Ernes 
Amor,  manager  of  the  Englisl 
works,  and  Lucien  Vacher,  Frencl 
plant  manager,  are  in  Rochester  t> 
study  new  developments,  while  Ed 
ward  Peck  Curtis,  vice-president  it 
charge  of  European  sales  and  adver 
tising,  and  I.  L.  Houley,  assistan 
comptroller,  are  in  England  anc 

Europe  to  survey  conditions  abi*oad 
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Near  East  Production 
Threat  to  U.  S.  Mart 

He#e 

McCarey's  Income  $1,113,035 
Milland  Tops  Actors;  More  Figures  to  Come 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Iraq,  Iran,  Sudan,  Eritrea,  Ethiopia 
and  Cypress,  said  that  grosses  have 
been  dropping  steadily  and  varying 

with  each  country,  because  of  seri- 
pmpetition  with  native  product, 
ered  Egypt  as  an  example  with 

108  of  its  178  theaters  now  playing 
nearly  all  Arabic  films  with  only 
about  10  weeks  of  the  year  devoted 
to  American  product. 

There  is  plenty  of  money  in  the 
territory   due   to    wartime    earnings 

j  and    many    native    producers    have 
sprung  up  to  cash  in  on  the  market. 

I  >  There  are  four  studios  in  Egypt  now 

;  '  and  approximately  10  more  are  an- 
•  ticipaced.     The  best  one  of  these  is 
the    Studio    Misr,    located    near   the 

!  Pyramids,  and  has  Western  Electric 
;  equipment  where  the  others  are  us- 
1  ing  the  Tobis-Klang  German  system. 
Most  of  the  equipment  in  theaters  is 

|  Western    Electric.      However,    RCA 
appears   to   be   coming   in  now,   he 

'  added. 
Plagiarism  Has  Crept  in 

A  distinct  evil  regarding  plagiar- 
i  ism  has  crept  into  the  native  pro- 
i  duction.  With  no  means  of  protec- 
1  tion,  American  films  are  being  trans- 
i  lated  into  Arabic  and  shown  with 
great  success  at  the  box  office.  He 

gave  M-G-M's  "Random  Harvest" 
t-  and  RKO's  "All  That  Money  Can 
1  Buy"  as  two  illustrations  of  stories 
"lifted"  by  the  native  producers. 
Despite  the  lack  of  production 

quality — the  sound,  photography, 
'  and  makeup,  which  he  termed  "aw- 

1 ''  ful,"  Georgoussy  said  that  one  Ara- bic film  will  gross  as  much  as  the 
entire  product  of  one  American  com- 

pany in  one  year.  Heretofore  the 
American  companies  received  from 
$3,500,000  to  $4,000,000  annually 
from  the  Near  East.  "This,  of  course, 
will  drop.  To  what  extent — no  one 
can  say,"  Georgoussy  stated.  As  for 
RKO's  forthcoming  policy  in  this 
territory,  he  said  that  will  depend  on 
how  the  political  situations  will  de- 
velop. 

20-Pix  Quota  in  Egypt? 

Before  leaving  for  his  visit  here, 
Georgoussy  said  all  the  American 
major  companies  were  called  in  by 
the  Egyptian  Minister  of  Special  Af- 

fairs on  the  possibilities  of  arriving 
at  a  quota  which  heretofore  had  been 
unrestricted.  A  quota  of  20  films 
for  each  American  company  had  been 
suggested  and  discussed,  and  the 

j  decision  is  being  delayed.  (RKO  re- 
leased between  35  and  40  films  there 

last  year.) 
Although  French  films  are  flooding 

the  market,  the  British  are  having  a 
very  tough  time  making  a  go  of  it. 
Rank  opened  offices  in  Egypt  and 
Palestine  to  try  to  get  playing 
time.  Rank  may  not  be  able  to  build 
his  proposed  theater  in  Cairo  be- 

cause of  some  litigation  on  the  land 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

released  this  morning  by  the  Treas- ury. 

Because  the  Treasury  figures  will 
be  followed  by  supplements  includ- 

ing the  income  figures  for  M-G-M, 
RKO,  Columbia,  Universal  and  sev- 

eral other  companies,  it  is  too  early 
to  say  that  McCarey  has  topped 
Louis  B.  Mayer,  of  M-G-M,  whose 
name  is  almost  always  at  the  top  of 
the  list. 

McCarey's  salary  for  1944,  was 
$75,000,  to  which 
was  added  royal- 

ties and  other 
c  o  m  p  e  nsation 
amounting  to  $1,- 
038,035.37;  giving 
him  a  total  in- 

come of  $1,113,- 
035.37. 
Among  those 

listed  thus  far, 

Charles  Skouras' even  $263,000 
from  National 
Theaters  was  sec- 

ond in  the  pixi 

group,  closely  f ol-  f 
lowed  by  a  total 
of  $260,833.33  for 
Darryl  F.  Zanuck 
and  $255,907.57  for  Spyros  P.  Skour- 

as, both  of  20th-Fox.  Charles 
P.  Skouras,  only  man  listed  twice 
today,  also  reported  $130,000  from 
Fox  West  Coast  agency. 

Milland's  Pay  Tops  for  Actors 
Among  actors,  Ray  Milland  was 

shown  as  top  money  maker,  report- 
ing an  income  of  $243,333.33  from 

Paramount,  while  William  Bendix 
was  on  his  heels  with  $234,204.40 
from  Hal  Roach  Studios. 

In  none  of  the  current  listings  is  a 

single  individual  shown  to  have  in- 
come from  more  than  a  single  source, 

with  subsequent  compilations  ex- 
pected to  show  additional  sources  of 

income  above  $75,000  for  a  number 
of  actors.  This  is  to  be  looked  for 
especially  from  radio  stars. 

Other  Listings  Released 
Additional  listings  released  this 

morning  follow: 
Cagney    Productions 

James  Cagney,  $150,000;  William  Cagney, 
$150,000. 

Captain   Kidd   Production 
Charles     Laughton,     $100,000;     Randolph 

Seott,  $85,000. 
California  Pictures 

Preston    Sturgres,    $190,000. 

Reeling  'Bound 
WASHINGTON 

LEO    McCAREY 

Fox    Midwest    Ainns.    Corp'n E.  C.  Rhoden,  $94,613.25. 
Paramount 

Barney  Balaban,  $156,000;  Edward  V 
Bracken,  $105,083.34;  Charles  Brackett, 
$102,100:  Frank  Butler,  $104,525;  Harris  L. 
(Bing)  Crosby,  $192,944.38;  George  G.  De 
Sylva,  $204,654.76;  Brian  Donlevy,  $86,- 
166.67;  John  Farrow,  $92,141.67;  Frank  Y. 
Freeman,  $130,000;  Henry  Ginsberg,  $146,- 
566.66;  Paulette  Goddard,  $187,333,33;  Bob 

Hope,  $185,416.67;  Dorothy  (Dorothy  La- 
mour)  Howard,  $167,600.01;  Austin  C. 
Keough,  $78,000;  Fred  Kohlmar,  $75,333.34; 
Alan  Walbridge  Ladd,  $88,'999.99;  Sidney 
Lanfield,  $104,464.25;  Mitchell  Leisen,  $172,- 
816.24;  Fred  MacMurray,  $213,333.33; 
George  Marshall,  $156,000;  Joel  McCrea, 
$81,250;  Seton  I.  Miller.  $130,600;  Victor 
Fred  Moore,  $91,000;  Chas  M.  Reagan, 
$78,611.16;  Mark  Rex  Sandrieh,  $141,000; 
Allan  Scott,  $78,750;  Betty  June  (Betty  Hut- 
ton)  Thornburg,  $84,87  5;  Harry  Tugend, 

$131,650;  Samuel  "Billy"  Wilder,  $136,- 750.04  Adolph  Zukor,  $109,000. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox 
Don  F.  Ameche,  $117,000;  Wm.  A.  Bacher, 

$79,500;  Lloyd  Bacon,  $161,250;  Talullah 
B.  Bankhead,  $116,666.65;  Erskine  Cald- 

well, $83,750;  Charles  D.  Coburn,  $197,- 
991.24;  Thomas  J.  Connors,  $112,300;  Pres- 

ton S.  Foster,  $78,666.67;  Bryan  Foy,  $172,- 
250;  Betty  Grable,  $172,000;  Henry  L.  Hath- 

away, $132,500;  Richard  B.  Haymes,  $104,- 
062.50;  H.  B.  Humberstone,  $75,541.67; 
George  A.  Jessel,  $99,291.66;  Henry  King, 
$143,333.34;  William  Lebaron,  $159,000; 
Louis  D.  Lighton,  $77,833.33;  Ernst  Lu- 
ibiteeh,  $159,500;  Frederick  MacMurray, 
$177,884.59;  Joseph  L.  Mankiewicz,  $185,- 
500;  Archie  L.  Mayo,  $89,038.37;  Carmen 
Miranda,  $201,458.33;  Thomas  Mitchell, 
$106,666.66;  Joseph  Moskowitz,  $79,500; 

Alfred  Newman,  $81,317.41;  William  Perl- 
berg,  $185,500;  Otto  L.  Prerninger,  $95,875; 
George  Raft,  $108,333.32;  Norman  R.  Raine, 
$102,375;  Gregory  Ratoff,  $145,000;  Joseph 
M.  Schenck,  $130,416.57;  Lew  Schreiber, 
$81,500;  George  E.  Seaton,  $123,266.66; 
John  M.  Stahl,  $172,250;  Joseph  Swerling, 
$137,000;  Gene  Tierney,  $77,083.34;  Lamar 
Trotti,  $88,375;  Edgar  M.  Wooley,  $80,104.- 16;  Sol  M.  Wurtzel,  $77,500. 

Warner  Bros.  Circuit  Management  Corp'n 
J.    E.   Coston,    $77,706.13;    I.   J.    Hoffman, 

$76,191.54. 
Warner  Bros.  Pictures,  Inc. 

Jos.  Bernhard,  $157,100;  Kurt  Bernhardt, 
$111,708.33;  Henry  Blanke,  $154,500; 
Humphrey  Bogart,  $132,916.67;  Charles 
Boyer,  $207,500;  Robert  Buckner,  $81,625; 
David  Butler,  $123,750;  Joan  Crawford, 
$100,000;  Michael  Curtiz,  $203,759.83;  Del- 
mar  Daves,  $87,450;  S.  C.  Einfeld,  $151,- 
333.33;  Errol  Flynn,  $184,000;  Leo  Forb- 
stein,  $91,000;  Victor  France,  $86,916.67; 
Jules  Garfield,  $114,708.33;  C'ary  Grant, 
$172,916.67;  Howard  Hawks,  $80,000;  Mark 
Hellinger,  $159,000;  Paul  Henreid,  $163,- 
437.66;  Stanley  Morner,  $118,541.67;  S.  Z. 
Sakall,  $80,208.33;  S.  Schneider,  $78,900; 
Herman  Shumlin,  $91,666.74;  Barbara  Stan- 

wyck, $125,666.67;  Max  Steiner,  $89,566.- 
67;  Jerry  Wald,  $75,416.67;  Raoul  Walsh, 
$173,000;  A.  Warner,  $104,900;  H.  M. 
Warner.  $182,500;  J.  L.  Warner,  $182,100: 
Edgar  M.  Woolley,  $125,000. 

B.  and  K.  Management  Corp'n John   Balaban,    $104,000. 

and  due  to  the  anti-British  feeling 
there,  it  was  reported.  Unrest  has 
caused  the  exhibitors  in  Cairo  to 
cancel  all  its  British  films. 

75%  Personnel  Egyptians 
The  Egyptian  government  is 

drafting  a  new  law  whereby  75  per 
cent  of  all  personnel  must  be  Egyp- 

tian and  75  per  cent  of  the  total 
salaries  must  be  paid  to  such  per- 
sonnel. 
American  companies  get  about  70 

per  cent  of  the  gross  receipts  as  film 
rentals,  this  includes  shorts  thrown 
in  to  make  up  a  complete  program, 
Georgoussy  pointed  out.  The  Arabic 
films,    on    the    other    hand,    receive 

from  50  to  60  per  cent  as  its  film 
rental. 

Questioned  regarding  the  possi- 
bilities of  16  mm.  showings  in  the 

field,  he  said  that  Palestine  would 
be  a  likely  territory  for  this,  but 
that  Egypt  was  questionable,  basing 
his  remarks  on  the  OWI  and  British 
government  attempts  with  mobile 
units. 

Georgoussy  will  attend  the  RKO 
sales  convention  here  July  1  to  3, 
and  will  make  a  trip  to  the  Coast 
before  returning  to  his  territory.  At 
present  he  is  engaged  in  business 
conferences  with  Phil  Reisman, 
RKO's  foreign  head. 

=    By  ANDREW  H.  OLDER    — 
WASHINGTON 

CTRICTLY  not  for  publication — but  it's 
**  an  open  secret  around  here  that  Ameri- 

can diplomats  abroad  and  at  home  are  not 
overlooking  Hollywood  pix  as  a  bet  to  aid 
them  in  achieving  their  aims  abroad.  They 

have  a  good  deal  of  faith  in  the  selling 

quality  of  the  Hollywood  product — the  idea 
apparently  being  that  good  American  pix 
make  good  will  for  America,  and  that  good 
will  for  America  points  toward  balloting 
along  the  lines  Americans  like  to  see.... 

We  can  point,  of  course,  to  the  conclusion 
of  pix  agreements  with  France  and  Italy 
just  prior  to  their  elections.  It  is  known 
also  that  Ambassador  Steinhardt  was  ex- 

tremely anxious  to  conclude  arrangements 
to  bring  our  pix  into  Czechoslovakia  before 
the  recent  elections  there.... The  whole 

idea,  of  course,  is  eloquent  testimony  to 
the  regard  the  citizenry  in  these  countries 
feel  for  the  Hollywood  product. ..  .Also, 

it  is  a  disturbing  indication  of  the  "two- 
world"  thinking  going  on  these  days. 

•  • 
THE  House  Committee  on  Un-American 

'  Activities  brought  out  a  lengthy  and 

boring  report  last  week,  but  it  is  note- 
worthy that  it  did  not  include  any  material 

from  the  study  it  made  in  Hollywood  last 
Summer.  Apparently,  caution  has  prevailed 
there. . .  .It  is  well  to  mention  at  this  time, 

however,  how  close  the  committee  came  to 

leaking  a  particularly  slanderous  document 
on  the  film  capital.  A  lengthy  report  by  an 

investigator,  with  about  half  the  decent 

people  in  Hollywood  called  Red,  was  turned 
in  to  the  committee.  Chairman  John  S. 

Wood,  perhaps  not  maliciously,  proposed  that 

it  be  sent  to  the  Government  Printing  Of- 

fice and  printed  in  100  copies  for  confiden- 
tial committee  use  only.  The  committee 

would  gather  more  information  and  later 

make  an  official  report.  ..  .Rep.  John  Mur- 
dock,  of  Arizona,  objected,  but  after  the 
meeting  was  over,  learned  that  Wood  was 

planning  to  go  ahead  and  have  the  "con- fidential" prints  made  anyhow. 
Whereupon  he  got  on  the  telephone  and 

registered  another  sharp  protest,  finally 

convincing  Wood  that  Washington  being 

what  it  is,  it  would  have  been  impossible 
to  prevent  the  report  from  finding  its  way 
into  the  press  if  100  copies  were  around 

....The  result  was  that  the  investigator's 
report  was  typed  in  copies  for  each  member 

of  the  committee.  Murdock's,  at  least,  re- 

poses unread  in  the  safe  in  his  office.  It's interesting  to  note,  however,  that  one  copy 

— and  it  must  have  belonged  to  a  committee 
member  —  did  get  to  Gerald  L.  K.  Smith. 

•  • 
LJORSE  and  buggy  era  note:  Thirty-six 
'  ■  hours  after  the  New  York  decision  in 

the  equity  suit  came  down,  the  Department 
of  Justice  still  did  not  have  a  copy.  Only 

five  copies  were  written  by  the  court — one 
was  held  there  and  the  other  four,  it  ap- 

pears, went  to  the  distribs.  Messrs.  Berge, 

Wright,  et  al,  had  to  wait  for  some  kind 
soul  to  make  photostats  and  send  them 
down. 

•  • 

(For  the  record,  it  might  be  added 
that  The  Film  Daily  had  the  full  text 

of  the  13-page  opinion  in  its  editorial 
rooms  by  1  p.m.  Tuesday — Ed.). 



I  T'S  NOT  the  secret  of  the  Atom  Bomb  he's  seeking  ...  The  PRIZE  BABY  is  cookin' 

up  a  formula  for  PROFIT!  . . .  First,  he  takes  a  Mot/on  Picture  .  .  .  then  he  adds 

TRAILERS  and  ACCESSORIES  ...  to  give  this  formula  selling  power  and  patron 

appeal  . . .  He's  been  using  this  formula  for  over  Twenty-Five  years  . . .  and  he's 

proved  that  it  results  in  Bigger  Grosses  .  .  .  BUT  ...  he  keeps  on  .  .  .  trying  to 

make  this  formula  Better  and  Better  .  .  .  and  he  SUCCEEDS  .  .  .  because  ...  he 

continues  to  add  more  and  more  of  the  secret  ingredient . . .  that's  part  of  this  great 

combination  . . .  that  very  potent  and  elusive  element ...  so  vital  to  Show  Business 

. . .  "The  Magic  Touch  of  Showmanship". 
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REPUBLIC  TILTS  BUDGET  TO  $25,500,000 

.egai  Victory  for  MP  A  A  in  Hughes 'Outlaw'  Suit 
OPERHTIOnS 

CROSSROADS 
;By  JACK  ALICOATE. 

HE  Big  Bikini  Bang-Up,  so  far  without 
our  advice  and  assistance,  seems  well 

ider  way.  So  are  we.  We  have  just 
issed  the  Great  Divide  and  are  writing 

is  from  the  barber  chair  of  the  Super- 

ief.  Admiral  "Spike"  Blandy,  our  im- 
■sario,  is  already  on  the  job  at  Kwaja- 
n  to  see  that  the  opening  performance 

*!  ring  up  on  time.  Remote  control  Drones, 
vy  planes  that  will  fly  thru  enormous 
uds  of  radioactivity  immediately  after 

»  big  boom,  have  staged  perfect  dress 

earsals,  while  target  practice  by  the  bom- 

■diers  has  been  such  that  by  this  time  the 
s  should  be  able  to  drop  a  bomb  down  a 

.ti  barrel  at  10,000  paces. 

i/E  have  been  told  with  finality  that 

I  the  bomb  to  be  dropped  at  Bikini 
I  all  will  be  an  exact  counterpart  of  the 

ss  that  polished  off  Hiroshima  and  Naga- 
:i.  In  fact,  it  is  rather  common  knowledge 

it  while  more  powerful  bombs  are  pos- 
fle,  Uncle  Sam  has  only  the  run-of-the- 
II  variety  in  the  stock  pile.  We  spent  most 

last  night  reading,  "One  World  or  None." 
5  chapter  by  Philip  Morrison,  who  was  in 

■an  as  well  as  at  Los  Alamos,  is  alarm- 

lly  stimulating.  Mr.  Morrison  with  de- 
ntful  nonchalance  calmly  suggests  that 

"this  exact  bomb  was  dropped  on  almost 
<  spot  in  Manhattan,  some  300,000  New 

rkers  would  immediately  be  on  their 
y  to  the  Happy  Hunting  Grounds.  If  you 
I  getting  too  much  sleep,  or  are  fed  up 

Jfh  "Inner  Sanctum,"  we  suggest  you  read 
me  World  or  None." 

HE  entire  show  at  Bikini  Atoll  has  been 

j    timed  with  chronometer  precision.  Grad- 
lon  day  plans  at  Annapolis  could  be   no 

|ire   precise.    Ten    thousand    sensitive    and 

entific    instruments   will    measure    every- 
i'ng  that  happens  and  perhaps  some  things 

it  don't.  In  round  figures,  some  160  nau- 
al    newsmen    will    be    shepherded    by    22 
itest  count)    Army  and   Navy   Public   Re- 
ions    Officers,    to    see,    no    doubt,    that 

:se    jaunty    journalists    know    their    ships 
'Continued  on  Page  2) 

Court  Says  Producer  Can- 
not Have  Cake  and  Eat  It, 

Too;  Writ  Motion  Denied 

A  sweeping  victory  was  scored  by 
defendant  MPAA  over  the  Hughes 
Tool  Co.,  in  what  has  become  known 
as  "The  Outlaw"  Case,  when  Federal 
Judge  John  Bright  yesterday  handed 
down  an  opinion  in  which  he  denied 
the  motion  of  the  plaintiff  for  a  tem- 

porary injunction  and  vacated  the 
recent  restraining  order  which  had 
been  granted  to  the  plaintiff  by  Judge 
Leibell  and  prevented  MPAA  from 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

APC  Vests  11  Million 

Feet  of  Enemy  Film 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington — James  E.  Markham, 
Alien  Property  Custodian,  revealed 
in  his  annual  report  to  President 
Truman  yesterday  that  the  agency 
has  vested  11,000,000  feet  of  motion 
picture  film  representing  2,300  titles 
which  were  formerly  owned  by  na- 

tives of  enemy  or  enemy-occupied 
(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Puts  Czech  Impasse 
At  Door  of  Industry 

The  industry's  failure  to  reach  an 
adequate  films  agreement  in  Czecho- 

slovakia is  due  to  a  lack  of  vision  on 
the  part  of  Hollywood,  according  to 
Morris  Ernst,  prominent  attorney, 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

D  OF  I  TO  APPEAL 
IN  EQUITY  CASE 

Will  Go  to   Supreme  Court 
When  Decree  is  Signed — Berge 

Washington   Bureau    of    THE  FILM    DAILY 

Washington  —  Attorney  General 
Tom  C.  Clark  and  Anti-Trust  Chief- 

tain Wendell  Berge  have  already 
agreed  that  an  appeal  will  be  filed 
at  the  Supreme  Com~t  against  the failure  of  the  New  York  court  to 

order  divorcement  in  last  week's 
opinion. 

"No  formal  announcement  of  ap- 
peal can  be  made  until  we  have  some- 

thing to  appeal  from,"  Berge  said 
yesterday  —  pointing  out  that  it  is 
not  possible  to  appeal  from  an  opin- 

ion but  only  from  a  decree.  A  decree 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Schine  Slay  Move 
Under  Advisement 

Buffalo  —  A  motion  by  Schine 
Chain  Theaters,  Inc.,  for  a  stay  of 
all  proceedings  concerning  the  dis- 

solution of  the  circuit  pending  de- 
termination of  an  appeal  to  the  U.  S. 

Supreme  Court  was  taken  under  ad- 
visement yesterday  by  Federal 

Judge  John  Knight. 
Judge  Knight  also  reserved  de- 

cision on  a  second  Schine  motion 
made  several  weeks  ago  seeking  the 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

Allied  to  Study  Equity  Opinion 
Board  Will  Make  Recommendations  to  D  of  J 

Ask  End  of  Customs 
Taxes  on  Newsreels 

Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  Elimination  of  the 
"discriminatory"  customs  taxes  on 
newsreel  footage  was  called  for  by 
delegates  to  the  National  Audio- 
Visual  Conference,  which  wound  up 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Boston  —  National  Allied's  board 
of  directors  will  meet  shortly  to 

study  the  court's  decision  in  the  New 
York  equity  suit  and  make  recom- 

mendations to  the  Department  of 
Justice,  according  to  Nathan  Yamins, 
chairman  of  the  executive  committee 
of  Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc.,  of 
New  England.  For  that  reason, 
Yamins,  in  a  letter  to  members, 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

16  Pix  in  New  Trucolor; 

Smaller-Budgeted  "B's" 
And  Eight  Westerns  Out 

A  three-point  program  emphasiz- 
ing color,  a  $25,500,000  production 

appropriation  and  the  elimination  of smaller  -  budget "B"  pictures  and 

a  group  of  eight 
westerns,  was 

announced  yester- 
day by  Herbert  J. 

Yates,  Sr.,  presi- dent of  Republic, 

for  the  1946-47 
season.  Schedule 
will  offer  58  pic- 

tures, including 
32  features  and  26 
outdoor  action 
dramas  and  west- 

erns, plus  four serials. 

(Republic's  cur- rent program  was 
announced  at  64  pictures,  budgeted 
at  $20,000,000). 

Company    will    release    16    pic- 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

HERBERT  J.  YATES,  SR. 

Trade  Practice  Code 

Not  on  ATA  Agendum 
Directors  of  the  American  The- 

aters Association  will  meet  here  to- 
day on  a  variety  of  subjects,  but 

there  appeared  to  be  some  doubt  yes- 
terday as  to  a  discussion  of  a  trade 

practice  code,  as  previously  re- 

ported. 

According  to  the  agendum,  topics 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Para.  Free  of  Debt 
Through   Prepayment 
As  the  result  of  prepayment  of 

$2,500,000  of  its  notes  due  1949-51, 
Paramount  and  all  its  world-wide  con- 

solidated subsidiaries  are  now  free  of 

mortgage  or  funded  indebtedness  of 
any  kind.  Only  exceptions  are  parent 
company  notes,  totalling  $2,000,000, 
due  in  1951,  which  are  convertible 
into  common  stock. 
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Net 
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32         32         32       —     1/2 

203  203  203 

351/2  351/2  351/2  +     V4 
37  365/8  36y8  +     1/4 
781/2  773/8     77%        
231/2  22%  223/4  _     1/2 
571/4  56V2  56%  +     % 

71  y4  70V4     701/4       
45%  443/4  443/4  —     1/2 
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NEW   YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram    Picts.    ...914       9  9       —     % 
Radio-Keith    cvs.    ...    10  9%       9l/2  —     % 
Sonotone  Corp        5l/i       5%       5%        
Technicolor           2434     24l/2     243/4   +      % 
Trans-Lux              7  63,4        6%  —     1/4 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pafhe    Industries         11  Vi     12V2 

Am.    Seat   
Bell  &  Howell   
Columbia    Picts   
East.   Kodak     
do    pf d   
Cen.    Prec.    Eq   

Loew's,    Inc   
Paramount        
RKO         

20th  Century-Fox    .  . 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd 
Universal    Pict   
Universal   Picts.    pfd. 
Warner  Bros   

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,   INC. 

ICOi   HRCADWAi 

Complete    Film    and 
Disc  Recording  Facilities 

OPERRTIOnS 
CROSSROADS 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

regulations,  meal  hours  and  hurricane  man- 
ual. 

  0   

TO  us  scientists,  the  whole  picture  is  be- 

'  coming  more  and  more  provocative.  For 
instance,  we  have  the  personal  assurance  of 

the  Admiral  that  nothing  detrimental  to 

our  well-being  nor  peace  of  mind  can  hap- 

pen, which  makes  us,  naturally,  less  appre- 
hensive of  the  fact  that  two  brightly 

polished  and  modernly  equipped  hospital 

ships,  each  loaded  with  penicillin,  will  be 
in  our  armada  and  in  constant  attendance. 

Further  we  have  learned  that  in  the  tropics, 

thick  skins  are  an  asset.  We  could  be  catty 

and  say  this  is  a  break  for  commentators 

and  news  cameramen  but  we  won't. 

Rites  for  M.  J.  OToole 
Tomorrow  in  Scranton 

Scranton,  Pa.  —  Funeral  services 
will  be  held  tomorrow  for  Michael 

J.  O'Toole,  74,  former  president  of 
the  MPTOA  and  associated  with  the 
Comerford  Theaters,  Inc.  since  1920, 
serving  as  public  relations  represent- 

ative. He  served  several  terms  as 
secretary  and  business  manager  of 
the  MPTOA  and  was  chairman  of  the 
national  legislative  committee. 

Surviving  are  his  wife,  two  sons 
and  two  daughters.  One  of  the 

daughters,  Mrs.  Helen  O'Toole  Daly, 
is  in  charge  of  the  New  York  branch 
of  the  MPTOA. 

Rites  will  be  held  at  10:15  A.M.  at 
St.  Peter's  Cathedral   here. 

Roshon  in  16-mm.  Deal 
For  15  Col.  Unit  Shows 

Chicago — Russel  C.  Roshon  Films, 
operating  19  branches  nationally  for 
the  16  mm.  trade,  reports  the  com- 

pletion of  a  deal  with  Columbia  for 
15  new  unit  programs  to  be  distrib- 

uted through  its  facilities,  and  has 
also  renewed  contracts  for  34  others 
they  are  now  handling. 

The  new  deal  is  said  to  have  been 
made  for  three  years  and  consists  of 
nine  dramas,  five  westerns  and  one 
serial.  Each  unit  program  runs 

approximately  two  hours  and  con- 
tains Columbia  shorts  as  well. 

The  shows  are  booked  in  areas 
non-competitive  to  the  35  mm.  trade, 
it  was  pointed  out. 

Suspend  Jail  Terms  for 

Exhibition  of  "Outlaw" 
Alexandria,  La.  —  Two  fines  of 

$100  each  and  two  30-day  jail  sen- 
tences were  given  John  W.  Sasser, 

manager  of  the  Joy  Theater  here  by 
Judge  Gus  Voltz  in  City  Court  on 

charges  of  showing  the  film  "The 
Outlaw"  for  two  days.  The  fines  and 
sentences  were  suspended.  Sasser 
was  found  guilty  of  showing  an  ob- 

scene and  indecent  motion  picture. 

Majors  Waive  Copyrights 

For  Army's  Film  Use 
The  seven  member  companies  of 

the  MPAA  and  United  Artists  have 
granted  a  request  from  the  Surgeon 
General  of  the  Army  for  clearance 
of  copyrighted  scenes  and  music 
from  eight  Technicolor  short  sub- 

jects. This  will  permit  the  films  to 
be  shown  to  medical  staffs  in  Army 
hospitals  and  to  medical  groups  as- 

sisting in  the  treatment  of  wounded veterans. 

The  Signal  Corps  legal  officer  has 
informed  the  Surgeon  General  that 
non-commercial  showings  may  now 
be  made  of  such  Army-produced  sub- 

jects as  "Neurosurgery  in  an  Over- 
seas Hospital,"  "Malaria — Cause  and 

Control,"  "Malaria  Control  in  Cor- 
sica," "Convalescent  Care  and  Re- 

habilitation of  Patients  with  Spinal 
Cord  Injuries,"  "Thoracic  Surgery 
Center,"  ''Foreign  Bodies  in  _the 

Lung  and  Mediastinum,"  "Schisto- 
somiasis," "Insecticides  and  Repel- 

lants"  and  "Control  of  Louse-Borne 

Diseases." Para.  Stockholders  Vote 

Today  on  Stock  Split-up 

Proposed  split-up  of  Paramount's common  stock  on  a  two-for-one  basis 
will  be  submitted  to  the  stockholders 
today  at  the  annual  meeting  which  is 
scheduled  to  start  at  noon  in  the  12th 
floor  projection  room.  It  is  proposed 
to  increase  the  authorized  common 
from  4,455,800  shares  to  9,000,000 shares. 

If  the  stockholders  approve  the 
plan,  the  directors  will  establish  in 
the  third  quarter  of  this  year  a  reg- 

ular quarterly  dividend  rate  of  40 
cents  a  share  on  the  new  common, 
equal  to  an  annual  rate  of  $3.20  on 
the  present  stock,  now  paying  $2  an- nually. 

The  stockholders  also  will  be  asked 
to  authorize  a  change  in  the  by-laws 
which  would  fix  the  number  of  direc- 

tors at  16. 

Mich.  Co-op  Won't  Swap 
Info.  With  ITO— Munz 

Detroit  —  Harold  Munz,  newly 
elected  president  of  Co  -  Operative 
Theaters  of  Michigan,  Inc.,  said  that 
no  arrangements  of  exchange  infor- 

mation on  film  buys  has  been  made 
with  the  new  Michigan  Independent 
Theater  Owners,  as  reported  in  a 
statement  credited  to  Sam  Carver, 
president  of  MITO. 
Munz  said  no  such  arrangements 

"have  been  made  nor  will  ever  be 
made."  He  stated  that  Co-Operative 
will  also  avoid  agreements  to  buy  or 
refuse  to  buy  with  any  group. 

Bischoff  Planes  to  New  York 
West   Coast   Bureau   of    THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Sam  Bischoff,  who 
will  produce  "Mr.  District  Attorney," based  on  the  radio  program,  as  an 
independent  picture  for  Columbia  re- 

lease, planed  to  New  York  to  com- 
plete arrangements  with  the  radio 

interests  involved  for  extensive  co- 
operation in  exploitation  of  the  pic- ture. 

COMING  and  60INC 
WILLIAM    COETZ,    president    of    Intematic 

Pictures,    and   TYRONE    POWER,    will    leave 

Coast  T-oday    by    plane   for    New    York   for  c ferences  with   United   World  executives. 

HARRY  M.  POPKIN,  president  of  Card 

Pictures,  arrived  in  New  York  over  the  we 
end   from    the   Coast. 

HOWARD   DIETZ,    vice-president   and   djrei 
of    advertising,    publicity,    and    exploit*  V 
M-G-M,   leaves  the  Coast  for  New  Yor 

JOHN  JOSEPH,  Universal's  national' 'oTOr of  publicity,  advertising,  and  exploitation, 

Hollywood  over  the  week-end  for  New  Y 
to  set  the  national  ad  campaign  on  Wa 

Wanger's  "Canyon  Passage."  He  will  also 
tend  the  company's  sales  convention  I 

June  24. WILLIAM  R.  FERGUSON,  Metro  exploita 

director,  returned  over  the  week-end  fron 
quick  trip  to  Culver  City. 
BARBARA  BEL  GEDDES  leaves  tomorrow 

the  Coast  to  make  her  film  debut  in  Rt 
"A  Time  to  Kill." 

SAM  MARX,  M-C-M  producer,  is  in  W; 
ington  conferring  with  Government  officials 

connection  with  "The  Beginning  or  the  Er 
He  is  due  in  New  York  the  latter  part  of 
week. 

B.  B.  BUCHANAN,  Kroehler  Mfg.  Co.  offic 
leaves  New  York  today  for  Boston. 

BETTY  MacDONALD,  author  of  United  Woi 

"The  Egg  and  I,"  will  arrive  in  Hollyw 
July  1.  to  confer  with  Chester  Erskine  and  I 
Finkelhoffe,  writers  of  the  screenplay. 

RICHARD  LONG,  juvenile  lead  of  Intei 
tional's  "The  Stranger,"  left  the  Coast  yes 

day  by  plane  for  Chicago  to  start  a  persi 
appearance  tour  of  the  mid-West,  Soutl 
and  Eastern  key  cities  in  connection  with 
premiere  showings  of  the  film. 
SAUL  GOLDMAN,  Chicago  film  distributor 

on  a  business  triD  to  Detroit  and  Cleveland. 

S.  J.  GREGORY,  managing  director  of  Alii; 
Theater  circuit,  and  PETE  PANAGOS,  rpomo 

manager,  are  on  the  West  Coast  from  Chic; 

making  an  inspection  tour  of  the  circuit's  1 aters   in   the   State  of  Washington. 
RICHARD  THORPE.  M-C-M  director,  is  scli 

uled  to  arrive  in  Chicago  this  week  for  a  si 
visit  to  look  at  possible  new  talent. 
ARCH  OBOLER  is  expected  to  arrive  in  < 

caeo  from  the  West  Coast  this  week  fo visit. 

SIDNEY  ALEXANDER,    Eastern   director  of 

vertising  and   Dublicity   for  Vanguard   Films, 
TED  BALDWIN,   in  charge  of  Dromotion  and 
iloitation.    left   here   last   night  for  a   few  d 

trio  to  Chicago  on  "Duel  in  the  Sun"  busine 

JENIA  REISSAR,  David  O.  Selznick's  Lon representative,  left  here  for  the  Coast  yes 
day. 

WALTON  C.  AMENT,  president  of  P; 
News,  will  eo  to  Atlantic  City  Saturday  to 
ceive  the  1946  Headliner  Award  for  the  I 
newsreel  of  the  year. 

BILL  BRUMBERC.  manager  of  the  WB  f 
public  relations'  staff,  is  in  Chicago. 

IEFFREY  LYNN,   last   of  Warners'   stars  to turn    from    military    service,    arrived    at    Fort 
over    the    week-end,    preparatory    to    being 
charged   from    the    Army.    He    served    28   moi 
overseas  as  a  combat  intelligence  officer. 

BRYAN    FOY,   vice-president  in  charge  of  [ 
duction   at  the   Eagle  Lion   Studios,   is  schedi 
to    arrive    on    the   Coast   today,    following   tl 
weeks    of    conferences    in    New    York    with 
ecutives  of  Pathe  Industries. 

S.  P.  EAGLE,  producer  of  RKO-lnternatior 
"The  Stranger,"  is  expected  to  arrive  in  f 
York  tomorrow  from  the  West  Coast. 

NELLIE  WITTINC,  secretary  of  Monogram 
ternational,  is  en  route  to  the  Coast  from  r 
York  on  a  combined  business  and  vaca 

trip. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  18 

H.    Pergament  Bernard  Sholtz 
Bruce   Gallup  Kay    Kyser 

Ivan   iB.    Lebedeff  Keye    Luke 

Jeanette  MacDonald  Norman  Ayers 
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Schine  Stay  Move 
Under  Advisement 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

appointment  of  a  special  master  to 
take  additional  testimony  regarding 
the  operations  of  the  chain  in  the 
light  of  present  day  conditions 
affecting  the  industry. 
At  one  point  in  the  argument 

Judge  Knight  denied  both  motions 

saying  that  the  "Schine  case  has 
been  pending  seven  years  and  it  is 

time  it  was  finally  settled."  After 
further  argument,  however,  he  de- 

cided to  take  both  motions  under 
advisement. 

"Fearful"  of  Order 
Arguing  for  the  stay,  Schine  Coun- 

sel Arthur  Garfield  Hays  told  the 
court  that  the  circuit  was  "fearful 
of  an  order  signed  in  the  District 
Court  until  the  Supreme  Court  had 
had  an  opportunity  to  rule  on 

Schine's  appeal  and  also  on  the  Gov- 
ernment's motion  to  the  hight  court 

that  the  circuit's  appeal  was  prema- 
turely   made." 

Any  action  at  this  time,  the  court 
was  told,  would  ruin  and  disrupt  the 
organization.  The  attorneys  said 

Schine  is  receiving  'hundreds  of  let- 
ters concerning  the  insecurity  of  the 

circuit.  Our  personnel  is  wondering 

what's  going  to  happen." 
When  Judge  Knight  said  he  failed 

to  see  how  Schine's  business  would 
be  disrupted,  Schine  attorneys  said: 

"We  are  being  regarded  as  a  busi- 
ness in  liquidation." 
Predicts  Film  Revolution 

The  recent  decision  on  the  Para- 
mount case  came  in  for  a  share  of 

the  discussion  with  attorneys  of  the 
chain  telling  the  judges  in  their 

opinion  that  "divestiture  of  theaters, 
the  very  thing  the  Government  pro- 

poses in  our  case,  would  not  be  in  the 

public  interest." 
In  pursuing  the  argument  Counsel 

Willard  S.  McKay  told  Judge  Knight: 

"I  am  willing  to  prophesy  that  after 
the  Paramount  opinion  is  fully  as- 

similated it  will  completely  revolu- 
tionize the  motion  picture  industry 

and  it  may  emerge  as  public  utili- 
ties where  any  exhibitor  can  come  in 

and  buy  whatever  picture  he 

wanted." 

Palireyman  Moves  to  Capital 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  David  Palfreyman, 
head  of  MPAA's  trade  relations 
office,  yesterday  moved  to  the  organ- 

ization's Washington  office. 

Swiss  Would  Cut  Pix 
Imports  50%   to  300 
Berne  (By  Cable) — A  proposal  to 

gradually  decrease  the  number  of 

feature  films  imported  by  Switzer- 
land was  made  in  connection  with 

the  annual  report  of  the  secretary 
of  the  Swiss  Film  Chamber.  Report 
noted  that  more  than  600  features 

were  imported  in  1945,  while  a 

total  of  300  per  year  would  more 
than  satisfy  the  market. 

ALONG 

m 
Tuesday's  Tattlings 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Looks  as  though  there'll  be  no  Columbia 
1946-47  program  announcement  at  the  current  Chi.  sales  conference 
after  all.  ...  •  Vic  Shapiro  returns  to  the  Coast  via  Constellation 

next  Monday.  ...  •  The  SPG  and  the  SOPEG  will  jointly  sponsor 

"Cinemantics  of  '46."  entertainment  and  dance,  at  the  City  Center  Casino 
on  the  28th.  ...  •  The  William  Morris  Agency  enters  the  sports  field 

for  the  first  time  via  the  DuMont  and  the  Zenith  Sporting  Club  deal  for 

the  televising  of  boxing  at  Ebbets   Field  this  Summer   Incidentally, 

it's  the  lirst  time,  too,  that  a  talent  agency  has  crashed  the  sports-video 
field.  ...  •  The  Hollywood  grapevine  credits  Arthur  Freed  with 

influencing  Metro's  recent  decision  to  halt  the  financing  of  Broadway 

productions.  .  .  .  •  The  UA-Rank  "Henry  V"  is  set  for  Chicago's 

Civic,  where  it  will  follow  "Anna  Lucasta.".  .  .  •  If  there's  no  change 
in  plans,  DOS's  "Duel  in  the  Sun"  will  have  simultaneous  openings  in 
San  Antonio,  Amarillo,  Fort  Worth,  Dallas  and  Houston.  ...  •  The 

Greater  New  York  campaign  thus  far  has  rolled  up  a  "take"  of  $4,- 
419,212,  or  74.8  per  cent  of  the  1946  goal.  ...  •  Still  another  tale 

comes   from   London   Town   in    the    wake   of   those   "Flying   Bondsmen" 
  Seems  some  of  the  boys  planned  a  boat  ride  up  the  Thames,  with 

the  price  a  fixed  sum  for  five  and  a  pro-rated  amount  if  more  than  five 

showed  up   Which  brought  the  cry,   "How  do   ya  like  that!   They 

even  play  boat  rides  over  here  on  percentage!"   
▼  ▼  T 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  New  York  University  in  association  with 
DuMont   and  Station  WABD  will  inaugurate  a   Summer  course  in  tele 

station   operation   on   the   24th   John   B.   Murphy,   WABD  production 

assistant,    will    conduct    it,    with    DuMont    technicians    assisting.    .    .    . 

•  UA's  drum-beaters  now  approach  editors  with  a  mixture  of  dialects 

  They're  plugging  "A  Scandal  in  Paris,"  "Night  in  Casablanca," 
"Henry  V,"  and  "Caesar  and  Cleopatra.".  .  .  •'The  ultimate  of  some- 

thing or  other  would  seem  to  be  reached  with  Chi.  theater  detectives 

affiliating   with  the   new   AFL   Service  Employes   Union,   Local   4.    .   .   . 

•  RKO  and  Leo  McCarey  might  like  to  know  that  "The  Bells  of  Saint 
Mary's"  has  hung  up  a  Puertico  Rico  gross  record.  ...  •  Roy  Del 
Ruth  has  signed  Frances  Staub,  daughter  of  Director  Ralph  Staub,  for 

his   Roy    Del   Ruth    Prods,    stock    company.    ...      •   Wendell   Corey    is 

establishing   a   Summer  stock   company   at   Yardley,   Pa   When   the 

season  closes,  he  reports  to  Hal  Wallis  on  the  Coast  to  co-star  with 

Lizabeth  Scott  in  "Desert  Town.".  .  .  •  Great  States  circuit  has  closed 

a  deal  for  "The  Outlaw.".  ...  •  Florence  Pritchett,  on  leave  from 
Selznick  Prods.,  will  appear  with  Quentin  Reynolds  and  Ben  Grauer  on 

the  Walter  Winchell  replacement  air  show  for  the  Summer  doing  a  five- 

minute  resume  of  the  women's  side  of  the  news   

T  T  T 

•  •  •  THE  PERSONAL  TOUCH:  Jean  Arthur  has  been  offered  the 

lead  in  Dave  Pelham's  "3  irt  Love.".  .  .  •  Phil  M.'s  hunch  was  right 

— Joe    Yule    will   be  Monogram's   Jiggs    in   "Bringing    Up   Father.".    .    . 
•  Didja  know  that  Frank  Sinatra  has  not  only  been  appointed  a;  Cook 

County1  (111.)  deputy  sheriff,  but  a  deputy  coroner  there  as  well?   
Write  your  own  wisecrack.  ...  •  Don  Alexander,  Jr.,  who  has  been 

in  charge  of  Alexander  Film's  interests  in  the  East,  has  returned  to  the 
Colorado  Springs  home  office  to  become  assistant  to  the  president   

Don,  Jr.,  recently  was  elected  a  vice-prexy  of  the  company  and  of  a 
subsidiary,     AleXitE    Engineering    Co.    .    .    .      •   Paulette    Goddard,    it 

seems,   was  a  very  busy  gal  while  abroad   She  acquired   a   new 
Parisian  wardrobe,  took  daily  French  lessons  and  was  coached  by  a 

British   tutor  for  her  next  pic  in  which  she  plays   an  English  girl.  .  .   . 

•  Bob  Stanton  and  Ben  Grauer  will  cover  the  Louis-Conn  fight  for  NBC 
tele   

APC  Vests  11  Million 

Feet  of  Enemy  Film 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

countries.    The  agency  also  revea 
that  it  is  still  on  the  fence  regard 
disposal    of    Nazi-produced    mot 

pictures. APC  said  an  inventory  and— jci 
plete  index  of  all  vested  filmf 

in  progress  and  will  be  availafSfc' 
the  pix  industry.    About  1,463  fil 
amounting  to  approximately  7,3(| 
000  feet  have  been  inventoried,  le 
ing  about  800  to  1,000  pictures  agg 
gating  nearly  4,000,000  feet  still 
be  inventoried. 

Stand  on  Remakes 

The  agency  also  revealed  its  stz 

on  remake  rights  and  "stock  sho 
to  be  incorporated  in  new  Amerk 
productions. 

"The   purchase  of   remake   rig' enables  a  producer  to  use  the  nar  I 
tive  of  a  foreign  film  in  a  new  Am  . 
ican  film.    Although  the  sale  of  si] 
remake    rights     seemed    to     be 
appropriate     procedure,     the     ex; 
rights    which    the    foreign   produ< 
had  in  the  basic  story  and  which  1 
custodian  acquired  through  vestii; 
were  not  always  determinable.  It  ̂  
therefore    decided    not   to    offer   t 
sale  of  remake  rights. 

Stock  Shots  at  $2.50  per  Foot 

"With  respect  to  stock  shots,  it  j 
the  policy  of  this  office  to  permit  t 
duplication  of  selected  footage 
vested  films  for  use  only  in  des: 
nated  new  productions  at  the  rate 

$2.50  per  foot.  As  of  June  30,  19' 
21  licenses  have  been  issued  to  sev 
producing  companies,  permitting  t 
use  of  stock  shots  from  14  Germ 
and  four  Japanese  titles  in  eight  nt 

American  productions." 

Soule  Leaves  Rep.  to  Hea 
UWP  Branch  Operations 

Frank  Soule  has  been  appoint' 
manager  of  branch  operations  f 
United  World  Pictures,  Inc.,  it  w; 
announced  yesterday  by  William 

Heineman,  vice-president  and  ge'1 eral,  sales  manager. 

An  attorney  and  public  accountar 
Soule  for  the  last  14  years  has  bet 
associated  with  Herbert  J.  Yates  ar 
Republic  Pictures  in  executive  cap; 
cities.  He  starts  immediately  wit 
United  World. 

FAMOUS  FIRST 
TALKING  FILM 
THE  first  sound  newsreel  was  Fox  Movie 

■  tone  News.  In  July  of  1926,  Theodor 

W.  Case  and  E.  I.  Sponable,  co-inventors  c 

the  AEO  light  used  in  sound-on-film  re 
cording,  entered  into  an  agreement  wit 
William  Fox,  which  led  to  formation  o 

Fox-Case  Corp.  to  develop  their  syster 
commercially.  In  December  of  that  yeai 
Fox-Case  obtained  a  license  from  Vitaphoni 

for  use  of  Vitaphone  system  of  recordin; 
and  reproduction. 
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MPAA  Victory  in 

Hughes  'Outlaw'  Suit 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

taking  action  against  the  Hughes  or- 
ganization. 

The  case,  unique  in  industry  an- 
nals, involved  not  only  the  use  of  the 

MPAA  seal  of  approval  on  theater 
screens  and  the  matter  of  advertis- 

ing type  and  content,  but  the  entire 
legal  relationship  between  MPAA 
and  the  member  company. 

Core  of  the  Bright  opinion  is 
comprised  of  the  following  find- 

ings: (1)  The  agreement  is  not 
unilateral;  (2)  If  there  is  any 
restraint  in  such  a  proper  pur- 

pose (MPAA's  duty  to  public 
morals  and  artistic  standards), 
it  is  a  reasonable  one;  (3)  The 
contract  under  which  the  seal  of 
approval  was  granted  is  not  in- 

herently invalid  or  illegal;  (4) 
"I  find  no  evidence  of  economic 
compulsion  or  duress";  and  (5) 
If  plaintiff  wishes  to  retain  the 
seal  of  approval,  it  must  comply 
with  its  agreement  and  with  the 
conditions  on  which  the  seal  was 
granted. 
Judge  Bright  said  that  he  knows 

no  law  which  authorizes  a  party  to 
accept  the  good  in  a  contract  and 
reject  what  he  does  not  like.  Hughes 

Tool  Co.  cannot,  he  observed,  "have 
its  cake  and  eat  it  too,"  and  if  it 
wishes  to  retain  the  seal  it  must  be 
on  the  condition  that  it  adhere  to 
the  agreement  under  which  it  holds 
and  has  used  it. 

Sees  a  Publicity  Effort 
He  said  that  the  whole  matter 

"seems  more  an  effort  on  the  part 
of  the  plaintiff  (Hughes)  to  add  this 
case  and  its  peregrinations  through 
the  courts,  as  additional  publicity 
and  advertising  in  promotion  of  the 

picture." 
"The  advertising  now  in  contro- 

versy in  substance  consists  of  pic- 
tures, cuts,  and  lithographs  of  the 

lady  Rio,  featuring  more  her  breasts, 
legs  and  positions  than  the  saga  of 
Billy  the  Kid,  and  using  the  words 
'Exactly  as  it  was  filmed  —  Not  a 
scene  cut',"  the  court  declared.  "As 
to  the  use  of  the  words,  'Exactly  as 
it  was  filmed; — Not  a  scene  cut,'  I 
can  see  no  fair  reason  for  interfering 

with  their  rejection,"  Bright  as- 
serted. "They  are  not  true.  Even  if 

plaintiff  in  this  case  is  in  a  position 
to  invoke  the  first  amendment  relat- 

ing to  freedom  of  speech,  and  of  that 
I   have  great  doubt,  he    can   hardly 

Little  Headlines: 
FEDERAL  FILMS,  INC.,  will  produce  "Carnegie  Hall"  entirely  in  New  York,  it  is  re- 

vealed by  William  LeBaron  and  Boris  Morros,  producers.  Facilities  of  Carnegie  Hall  and 
the  Fox  Movietone  Studios  will  be  used.  Edgar  G.  Ulmer,  assigned  to  direct  the  film, 
will  leave  for  the  East  on  June  28  to  meet  Samuel  Rheiner,  general  manager  in  charge 
of  production,  to  finalize  plans.  LeBaron  and  Morros  are  due  to  arrive  in  New  York  in 
late  June,  with  shooting  scheduled  to  start  about  August  5. 

• 

ROBERT  GESSNER,  chairman  of  the  NYU  department  of  motion  pictures,  becomes 

the  first  full  professor  in  motion  pictures  with  his  elevation  from  an  associate  professor- 
ship. Professor  Gessner  founded  the  NYU  department  in  1941.  He  has  been  on  leave 

of  absence  for  the  past  academic  year  while  creating  the  Motion  Picture  Foundation  for 
Colleges  and  Universities,  a  project  designed  to  establish  motion  picture  courses  along 
lines  exploited  at  NYU. 

• 

WILL  H.   HAYS  in  an   article  featured   by   the   N.   Y.  World-Telegram  yesterday,   de- 
clared that  the  U.  S.  needs  more  people  active  in  politics. 

"Politics,"  said  the  long-time  MPPDA  (MPAAl  prexy,  "must  cease  to  be  the  private 
concern  of  a  relative  few.  It  must  become  the  year-round  responsibility  of  all  Americans." 

• 
SCREEN  ACTORS  GUILD  REPRESENTATIVES  at  the  annual  convention  of  the  Cali- 

fornia State  Federation  of  Labor  have  been  instructed  to  vigorously  support  opposition 
to  any  Fascist  or  Communist  influence  in  the  ranks  of  labor.  In  a  statement  of  policy, 

the  board  of  directors  noted  that  Hollywood  talent  groups  and  the  motion  picture  in- 

dustry have  been  subjected  to  attacks  holding  that  they  are  sounding  boards  for  "ideolo- 
gies inimical  to  the  American  way  of  life."  Board  stated,  "The  SAG  has  in  the  past,  does 

now,  and  will  in  the  future  rigorously  oppose  by  every  power  which  is  within  its  legal 
rights  any  Fascist  or  Communist  influence  in  the  motion  picture  industry  or  the  ranks  of 

labor." 

Trace  French  Outcrii 

To  'Quickie'  Produce 

iii 

one     j 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Ulrich-Stolz 
Reno,  Nev. — Robert  A.  Stolz,  Aus- 

trian composer  and  orchestra  leader, 
who  has  written  50  opei-ettas  and  60 
musical  scores  for  motion  pictures, 
was  married  here  to  Yvonne  Louise 
Ulrich. 

Puts  Czech  Impasse 
At  Door  of  Industry 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

who  returned  yesterday  from  Eur- 
ope. Ernst  was  on  a  special  mission 

for  the  Government  on  matters  not 
related  to  motion  pictures,  but  he 
said  he  had  the  opportunity  to  ob- 

serve the  situation. 

The  American  major  companies, 
Ernst  said,  were  too  concerned  over 
the  percentage  terms  that  might  be 
obtained  in  Czechoslovakia  rather 
than  being  interested  in  helping  the 
country's  industry  to  get  on  its  feet. 
He  expressed  the  belief  that  Amer- 

ican companies  should  assist  Czecho- 
slovakia's film  industry  by  supplying 

it  with  necessary  equipment,  declar- 
ing that  by  so  doing  quotas  would  be 

reduced  and  free  entry  would  result 
in  a  few  years. 

So  far,  Ernst  said,  only  Monogram 
had  made  a  product  deal  there  among 
American  companies,  while  J.  Arthur 
Rank  and  the  Russian  film  industry 
were  getting  footholds.  The  Rus- 

sians, he  said,  were  about  to  release 
a  picture  in  Czechoslovakia  designed 
to  give  the  impression  that  the  Jap- 

anese surrendered  to  Russia  alone. 
The  Czechoslovakia!!  problem 

would  be  simple  to  solve  if  the  Amer- 
ican 'companies  would  "get  a  new 

philosophy,"  Ernst  concluded. 

Ask  End  of  Customs 
Taxes  on  Newsreels 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

a  two-day  meeting  over   the   week- end. 

With  picture  industry  representa- 
tives in  attendance,  the  conference 

was  called  by  the  Film  Council  of 
America  and  the  American  Council 
on  Education  to  submit  recommenda- 

tions to  the  preparatory  commission 
of  UNESCO  meeting  in  London  next 
month. 

Although  elimination  of  customs 
taxes  on  newsreels  was  not  made  a 
part  of  formal  recommendations  to 
UNESCO,  the  U.  S.  delegate  to  the 
preparatory  commission  will  be 
asked  to  present  this  view. 

William  H.  Wells,  UNRRA  picture 
chief,  said  that  the  newsreel  tax  is 
'obviously  discriminatory  and  should 
be  eliminated  at  once." 

The  conference  passed  a  resolution 

asking  that  Congress  give  "imme- 
diate consideration"  to  the  question 

of  membership  by  this  country  in 
UNESCO. 

The  conference  also  recommended 
the  establishment  of  a  non-govern- 

mental national  co-ordinating  body 
to  co-operate  with  and  assist  the 
National  Commission  which  will  be 
established  by  the  United  States  as 
its  advisory  body  of  UNESCO. 

Protests  by  representatives  of 
French  film  industry  over  the 
cently-signed  Washington  agreen 
increasing  U.  S.  film  exports 
France,  a  move  which  they  descr. 
as  "the  death  warrant  of  the  Frt 
film  industry,"  according 
Herald  Tribune  Bureau  ir 

evoked  little  surprise  along" Film  Row  yesterday. 

According  to  well-informed  ti 

opinion  here,  the  protests  "v bound  to  come,  although  the 
accord  means  maximum  benefit; 
France's  theaters  and  their  patro 
Back  of  the  outcry  that  Amer: 
product  is  going  to  kill  the  na 
French  product  is  the  fact  that 
French  market  is  now  filled  \ 
newly-formed  production  organ 
tions  that  have  mushroomed  s 
the  liberation. 

Many  of  the  loudest  objector.' 
the  Franco-American  film  agreerr 
have  no  studio  facilities  of  their  o  i 

and  have  generally  made  "quick; 
which  have  little  potency  for  the : 
mestic  or  foreign  market.  In  fairn 
to    these    and    other    producers • 
France,  it  must  be  said  the  eqv 
ment  is  greatly  outmoded,  commi 
ing  channels  asserted. 

Allied  to  Study 

Equity  Opinion 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

asked  that  they  "keep  cool"  and to  come  to  a  hasty  conclusion  ab 
the  decision. 

(Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  national  direc 
told  The  Film  Daily  in  Birmingh 
last  week  that  the  board  may 
an  emergency  session  before  the  r 
ular  Summer  meeting  to  discuss 
anti-trust  case  decision). 
While  admitting  disappointm 

over  the  failure  of  the  court  to  or. 
theater  divorcement,  Yamins  poin 
out  that  the  remainder  of  the 
cision  "has  possibilities  for  great . 
lief  to  many  of  the  independent 
hibitor  problems,"  adding  that 
may  revolutionize  the  motion  pict 

industry." 

succeed  where  the  speech  which  has 

been  rejected  is  not  the  truth,"  he stated. 
Almost  simultaneously  with  the 

issuance  of  the  judge's  opinion  there 
was  published  in  the  Home  Magazine 
section  of  the  New  York  Journal 
American  and  other  newspapers  two 
pages  coroposed  of  advertising  and 
art  for  "The  Outlaw,"  including  the 
phrase  '  How  Would  You  Like  to 
Tussle  With  Russell?" Charles  Poletti,  counsel  for  the 
plaintiff,   could   not   be   reached  last 

night  for  comment  on  the  Bright 
opinion  or  for  confirmation  of  per- 

sistent Film  Row  reports  that 
Hughes  intends  to  appeal. 

File  Schoenstadt  Brief 

Chicago  —  Attorney  Miles  Seeley 
will  file  in  Federal  Judge  Phillip  Sul- 

livan's Court  today  a  brief  for  the 
film  distributors  in  the  Schoenstadt 
Picadilly  Theater  suit,  in  which  the 
Schoenstadt  circuit  is  seeking  triple 
damages  exceeding  $7,000,000. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Omaha  —  Donald     V.     McLuc 
United  Artists  branch  manager, 
came   a   grandfather  with   the  bi 

of  a  girl  to   Mrs.  Roger  McCrea~ his  daughter,  here. 

Houston — Al  Adams,  manager 
the  River  Oaks,  became  the  father 
a  baby  girl,  named  Andrea  Diane. 

Dallas — E.  D.   Gaw,  inspector 
Altec,  became  the  father  of  a  ba 
daughter  born  at  the  Florence  Nig 
ingale  Hospital. 
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'Faithful  in  My 
Fashion" with  Donna  Reed,  Tom  Drake,  Edward 
Everett  Horton 

G-M  81   Mins. 

.ISHTWEIGHT    ROMANTIC    COMEDY 

;  ̂'  N  G    REED    AND    DRAKE,   WILL 
L^THE   WOMEN    PRIMARILY. 

Faithful  in  My  Fashion"  is  a  lightweight 
pantic    comedy.     What     appreciation     is 
nered    by    the   film    will    be   forthcoming 
ncipally  from  the  femmes.  There  is  little 

the  story  and  that  little  isn't  more  than 
isably   convincing,   despite   the   efforts   of 
lard-working  cast. 
Donna   Reed  and  Tom  Drake  are  teamed 

nantically.    Drake's  a   former  stock   clerk 
a  shoe  department  who  is  on  his  final 
Hough  before  being  discharged  from  the 

my  after  nearly  five  years'  service.  He 
es  to  pursue  a  romance  with  Miss  Reed, 

■former  clerk  in  the  store's  shoe  depart- 
rnt,  who  isn't  in  love  with  him,  unaware 
at  the  gal  is  now  head  shoe  buyer. The  fun 

figes  on  a  plot  on  the  part  of  several 

ft-hearted  clerks  to  promote  the  romance 
leaving  the  soldier  in  the  dark  about  the 

I's  advancement.  The  girl  goes  through 
jth  the  pretence  for  the  sake  of  the  fel- 

v's  happiness.  By  the  time  the  truth  comes 
t,  the  gal  has  fallen  head  over  heels  in 

re  with  the  guy.  The  soldier's  belief  that 
*s   been    taken    advantage    of.    gives    the 
m  a  n  c  e  a  setback,  but  everything  is 

tched  up  nicely  by  Edward  Everett  Hor- 
n,  Spring  Byington  and  the  others  playing 
lipid. 

Lionel  Houser  has  given  his  script  good 

/estiture.  The  direction  of  Sidney  Sal- 
iw  keeps  the  story  moving  along  at  a 
ely  pace. 

CAST:  Donna  Reed,  Tom  Drake,  Edward  Ever- 
t  Horton,  Spring  Byington,  Sig  Ruman,  Harry 

venport,  William  "Bill"  Phillips,  Margaret 
milton,  Hobart  Cavanaugh,  Warner  Ander- 
n,  Connie  Gilchrist,  Fred  Essler,  Wilson  Wood, 
:k  Overman. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Lionel  Houser;  Director, 
iney  Salkow;  Screenplay,  Lionel  Houser;  Cam- 
-aman,  Charles  Salerno,  Jr.;  Film  Editor,  Irvine 
arburton;  Musical  Score,  Nathaniel  Shilkret; 
cording  Director,  Douglas  Shearer;  Art  Di- 
rrors,  Cedric  Gibbons,  Harry  McAfee;  Set 
icorators,  Edwin  iB.  Willis,  Mac  Alper. 
DIRECTION,  Lively.     PHOTOGRAPHY.  Good. 

;  &  H  Re-elects  McNabb 
j  Chicago — Bell    and    Howell    direc- 

tors re-elected  J.  H.  McNabb  presi- 
ent-treasurer.     A.  S.  Howell,  J.  H. 
ooth,  B.  E.  Stechbart,  L.  A.  Mc- 

-Fabb,  P.  A.  Birchfield,  H.  W.  Rem- 
rscheid,  W.  H.  Haun  were  elected 
,  ice-presidents  with  C.  H.  Percy  as 
'ecretary,  and  L.  A.  Lutz,  as  comp- 
.roller.  W.  E.  Roberts,  Scott  Har- 
'od  were  elected  assistant  treasurers 
nd  Grace  Lloyd,  assistant  secretary. 

lew  Michigan  Directory 
Detroit — A  new  motion  picture  di- 

ectory,  giving  detailed  information 
oncerning  every  Michigan  theater 
■'hether  a  member  of  a  circuit  or  an 
idependent  theater  in  Detroit,  out- 
tate  Michigan  or  the  Upper  Penin- 
ular,  has  just  been  announced  as  be- 
ng  available  to  anyone  who  is  inter- 
sted,  according  to  Jack  Stewart, 
eneral  manager  of  Allied  Theaters 
f  Michigan. 

"My  Pal  Trigger" 
with    Roy    Rogers,   George    "Gabby"    Hayes, 

Dale  Evans,  Jack  Holt. 

Republic  79  Mins. 

EXCELLENT  OUTDOOR  DRAMA  THAT 
PACKS  PLENTY  OF  APPEAL  FOR  PATRONS 
OF  ALL  AGES. 

Sporting  for  the  first  time  the  company's 
newly-designed  main  title,  "My  Pal  Trig- 

ger," handsomely  mounted  (no  pun  in- 
tended) as  the  result  of  big-budget  coin,  is 

set  for  screens  and  plenty  of  business 
wherever  it  plays. 

This  Roy  Roger  opus  is  more  than  elab- 

orate, it's  ingratiating  entertainment  rang- 
ing from  simple  pathos  to  a  roaring  horse- 

race, with  action  and  romance  in  between. 
Millions  love  the  Great  Outdoors.  Other 
millions  love  horses.  Therefore  millions  of 

fans  will  love  the  ingredients  of  this  at- 

traction. That's  plain  logic. 
Star  Rogers  does  a  fine  job  in  the  lead 

role,  and  is  ably  supported  by  George  "Gab- 
by" Hayes,  Dale  Evans,  Jack  Holt,  et  al.  The 

entire  cast  gives  the  impression  of  giving 
their  best,  having  been  properly  briefed  that 
this  isno  run-of-the-minecactusdrama.  Frank 

McDonald's  direction  is  aces.  He  is  just  as 
good  with  the  equines  as  with  the  human 

players.  William  Bradford's  photography 
is  clean  as  a  whistle.  Jack  Townley  and 

John  K.  Butler,  screenplay's  fashioners, 

have  done  right  well  by  Paul  Gangelin's 
original  yarn. 

The  story  tells  how  Rogers  got  "Trig- 
ger." It  was  through  a  strange  and  thrilling 

chain  of  circumstances.  Rogers,  after  being 
refused  the  stud  services  of  the  great 

Golden  Sovereign  for  his  mare  Lady,  is  en- 

camped on  the  town's  outskirts.  Golden 
Sovereign,  breaks  away  from  his  captors, — 

two  of  Jack  Holt's  men  (he's  the  heavy) — , 
and  has  a  brief  but  effective  honeymoon 

with  Roger's  mare.  The  offspring  is  "Trig- 

ger." The  saga  of  the  horse's  youth  is  too 
fascinating  to  spoil  by  recounting  the  de- 

tails. It's  real  audience  stuff. 

CAST:  Roy  Rogers,  George  "Cabby"  Hayes, 
Dale  Evans,  Jack  Holt,  LeRoy  Mason,  Roy  Bar- 
croft,  Sam  Flint,  Kenne  Duncan,  Ralph  Sanford, 
Francis  McDonald,  Harlan  Briggs,  William  Haade, 
Alan  Bridge,  Paul  E.  Burns,  Frank  Reicher, 
Bob  Nolan  and  The  Sons  of  the  Pioneers. 

CREDITS:  Associate  Producer,  Armand  Schae- 
fer;  Director,  Frank  McDonald;  Screenplay,  Jack 
Townley,  John  K.  Butler;  Original  Story,  Paul 
Gangelin;  Cameraman,  William  Bradford;  Musi^ 
cal  Director,  Morton  Scott;  Film  Editor,  Harry 
Keller;  Sound,  Richard  Tyler;  Art  Director,  Cano 
Chittenden;  Set  Decorations,  John  McCarthy, 
Jr.,  Earl  Wooden;  Special  Effects,  Howard  and 
Theodore    Lydecker. 

DIRECTION,  Aces.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Tip  Top. 

Church  Groups  Picket  Chi. 

House  Showing  'Outlaw' 
Chicago — Church  groups  are  pick- 

eting B  &  K's  Marbro  Theater  on  the 
West  Side  for  showing  "The  Outlaw." 
Week-end  business  was  reported  big. 
No  pickets  as  yet  have  showed  up 

at  the  North  Side  showing  at  B  &  K's 
Uptown  Theater  or  the  South  Side 
Tivoli  Theater.  It  is  reported  that 
B  &  K  will  terminate  circuit  show- 

ing of  the  film  after  its  initial  week 
at  its  three  class  A  houses. 

Great  States  Circuit  executives 
have  not  closed  for  the  film  as  pre- 

viously reported  owing  to  contract 
differences. 

'Crack-Up' 
with    Pat    O'Brien,    Claire    Trevor,    Herbert 

Marshall 
RKO  93  Mins. 

TAUT  MELODRAMA  IS  SUFFICIENTLY 
SUSPENSEFUL  TO  CLAIM  AND  HOLD 
THE  INTEREST  OF  AVERAGE  FAN. 

Although  the  telling  of  the  story  of 

"Crack-Up"  is  accomplished  by  a  certain 
amount  of  confusion,  the  film,  primarily 
because  of  the  tautness  with  which  the 

plot  has  been  developed,  and  the  air  of 

mystery  that  hangs  over  it,  may  be  de- 
pended upon  to  gain  a  favorable  response 

from  melodrama  devotees  as  a  whole.  The 

average  filmgoer  will  find  the  picture  sus- 
penseful  enough  to  hold  his  interest  more 
than  well. 

Suggested  by  a  short  story  by  Fredric 

Brown  called  "Madman's  Holiday,"  the 
screenplay  of  John  Paxton,  Ben  Bengal  and 

Ray  Spencer  is  about  a  plot  by  a  member  of 

a  museum's  board  of  directors  to  prevent  the 
discovery  of  the  theft  of  two  masterpieces, 

a  painting  by  Durer  and  another  by  Gains- 
borough. To  cover  up  his  crime  the  heavy 

has  to  replace  the  originals  with  forgeries. 

Out  to  upset  the  villain's  applecart  is  an 
art  lecturer  at  the  museum,  who  is  an  ex- 

pert in  detecting  forgeries  via  the  X-ray. 
The  heavy  makes  innumerable  attempts  to 

put  our  hero  out  of  the  way,  his  method 
showing  ingenuity. 

The  film,  on  which  Jack  J.  Gross  held 
the  production  reins,  has  tense  direction  by 

Irving  Reis.  Robert  de  Grasse's  photography 
is  dramatic  in  mood. 

Pat  O'Brien  is  forceful  as  the  hero.  Claire 
Trevor  as  his  woman  who  helps  him  unravel 

the  mystery  handles  her  role  well  although 

the  photography  doesn't  flatter  her.  Herbert 
Marshall's  part  is  that  of  a  member  of 
Scotland  Yard  working  incognito  to  safe- 

guard some  masterpieces  loaned  to  the 
museum.  The  heavy  is  Ray  Collins. 
CAST:  Pat  O'Brien,  Claire  Trevor,  Herbert 

Marshall,  Ray  Collins,  Wallace  Ford,  Dean 

Harens,  Damian  O'Flynn,  Erskine  Sanford,  Mary 
Ware. CREDITS:  Executive  Producer,  Jack  J.  Gross; 
Director,  Irving  Reis;  Screenplay,  John  Paxton, 
Ben  Bengal,  Ray  Spencer;  Suggested  by  story 
by  Fredric  Brown;  Cameraman,  Robert  de  Crasse; 
Special  Effects,  Russell  A.  Cully;  Art  Direc- 

tors, Albert  S.  D'Agostino,  Jack  Okey:  Set 
Decorators,  Darrell  Silvers,  Michael  Orenbach; 
Sound,  John  Cass,  Terry  Kellum;  Film  Editor, 
Frederic  Knudtson;  Musical  Score,  Leigh  Har- 
line;    Musical    Director,    C.    Bakaleinikoff. 

DIRECTION,   Okay.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Okay. 

Pontifical  High  Mass 
For  Maj.  Edward  Bowes 

More  than  2,000  persons  attended 
solemn  pontifical  mass  and  requiem 
for  the  late  Maj.  Edward  Bowes  in 
St.  Patrick's  Cathedral  yesterday. 
The  mass  was  said  by  Francis 

Cardinal  Spellman  with  the  Most 
Rev.  Stephen  J.  Donohue  and  the 
Most  Rev.  F.  Francis  A.  Mclntyre, 
auxiliary  bishops  of  the  Archdiocese, 
in  the  Sanctuary. 

AVC  Chapter  in  Detroit 
Detroit — A  theater  chapter  of  the 

American  Veterans  Committee  has 
been  formed  here  with  Jimmy  Neder- 
lander,  manager  of  the  Shubert- 
Lafayette  as  prexy,  and  Otto 
Schmitzerle,  Fox  Theater  manager, 
secretary-treasurer. 

"One  Exciting  Week" with  Al   Pearce 

Republic  69  Mins. 
PIC  OFFERS  THE  KIND  OF  COMEDY 

ENTERTAINMENT  THAT  MAKES  BEST 
IMPRESSION  ON  FAMILY  TRADE. 

"One  Exciting  Week,"  is  the  sort  of  en- 
tertainment that  goes  over  best  with  the 

family  trade. 

As  a  comedy  dealing  with  amnesia,  the 

film  hasn't  too  much  strength.  The  material 
contained  in  the  screenplay  Jack  Townley 

and  John  K.  Butler,  concocted  from  a  Den- 
nis Murray  yarn,  is  on  the  simple  side. 

The  chap  suffering  from  a  loss  of  memory 
is  Al  Pearce,  a  merchant  marine  hero.  He 

gets  that  way  as  result  of  a  fight  with  a 
trio  of  con-men  trying  to  play  him  for  a 
sucker.  When  the  con-men  (Pinky  Lee, 
Jerome  Cowan  and  Shemp  Howard)  learn 

that  a  gift  of  $10,000  awaits  Pearce  in  his 
home  town,  they  get  him  to  believe  that 
he  is  a  notorious  public  enemy  and  induce 
him  to  pass  himself  off  as  the  merchant 
marine  hero  and  collect  the  dough.  The 

scheme,  however,  goes  awry  and  Pearce 
recovers  his  memory  in  a  fight  with  the 

con-men  over  the  money.  Additional  com- 
plications result  from  the  fact  that  Pearce 

and  Mary  Treen  are  engaged  to  be  married. 
You  can  imagine  what  amusing  situations 
amnesia  on  the  part  of  the  man  is  bound 
to   create. 

The  players,  who  have  the  benefit  of 
no  more  than  so-so  direction  from  William 

Beaudine,  try  their  best  with  the  material 
at  their  disposal. 
CAST:  Al  Pearce,  Pinky  Lee,  Jerome  Cowan, 

Shemp  Howard,  Arlene  Harris,  Mary  Treen,  Lor- 
raine Kreuger,  Maury  Dexter,  Will  Wright,  Ar- 

thur Loft,  Chester   Clute,   the  Teen-Agers. 
CREDITS:  Associate  Producer,  Donald  H. 

Brown;  Director,  William  Beaudine;  Screenplay, 
Jack  Townley,  John  K.  Butler;  Based  on  story 
by  Dennis  Murray;  Cameraman,  John  Alton; 
Musical  Director,  Morton  Scott;  Film  Editor, 
William  P.  Thompson;  Sound,  Victor  Appel;  Art 
Director,  Frank  Hotaling;  Set  Decorators,  John 
McCarthy,  Jr.,  George  Mile;  Special  Effects, 
Howard  and  Theodore  Lydecker. 

DIRECTION,   Fair.      PHOTOGRAPHY,  Okay. 

"Economic  Action"  Threat 
Against  Major  Studios 
West   Coast   Bureau   of    THE  FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood  —  "Economic  action" 
was  threatened  against  major  mo- 

tion picture  studios  by  the  Confer- 
ence of  Studio  Unions  unless  a  sub- 

stantial wage  increase  is  granted. 
Herbert  K.  Sorrell,  president  of  CSU, 

charged  that  none  of  his  unions  "has 
had  a  contract  since  Jan.  1,  nor  have 
they  been  able  to  negotiate  a  con- 

tract." 

In  a  telegram  to  Eric  A.  Johnston 
and  heads  of  the  major  studios,  CSU 

accused  the  film  firms  with  "bar- 

gaining in  bad  faith." "Flesh"  Out  for  Summer 

Providence,  R.  I.  —  Vaudeville 

houses  here,  Fay's,  Fay's  Theaters, 
and  Metropolitan,  Snider  Circuit, 
are  again  abandoning  the  flesh  policy 
for  the  Summer  months. 

Biofilms  Cuts  Capital 
Albany — Biofilms,  Inc.,  New  York 

City,  has  reduced  its  capital  from 
$10,000—200  shares  no  par  value,  to 
$1,000,  number  of  shares  unchanged. 
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tures  in  Trucolor,  Yates  stated  in  re- 
porting enthusiastic  reaction  by  Re- 

public's district  sales  managers  fol- 
lowing sessions  with  James  R. 

Grainger,  executive  vice  -  president 
and  general  sales  manager,  to  the 
recently  announced  Trucolor  pro- 
cess. 

"The     world     is     waiting    for 
color,"    Yates   said.    He    pointed 
out   that   Consolidated   Film   In- 

dustries' plants  here  and  in  Hol- 
lywood will  be  able  by  Jul}-  1  to 

handle    a    potential    100,000,000 
feet   of  color  film   per  year  and 
noted   that   world-wide   distribu- 

tion  of    Republic    films    in    Tru- 
color would  be  implemented  by  a 

policy  of  establishing  an  up-to- 
date  release  schedule  for  the  for- 

eign market,  backed  by  enough 
prints  to  meet  the  schedule. 
Trucolor    treatment    is    scheduled 

for  four  features  to  be  known  as  the 

Major   group,   two   Roy  Rogers   pro- 
ductions and  10  All-Star  outdoor  sub- 

jects, four  of  which  are  already  pro- 
duced. 

$2,000,000  Studio  Expansion 

In  addition  to  the  production  bud- 
get, Republic  has  allocated  $2,000,- 

000  to  continue  its  studio  expansion, 
and  $3,500,000  for  promotional  ac- 

tivities. At  least  $1,000,000  of  the 
latter  is  to  be  used  to  back  up  the 
Trucolor  productions,  with  subjects 
in  the  new  Variety  group  to  also 
benefit  by  special  promotion.  Na- 

tional fan  and  general  magazine  ad- 
vertising will  continue  to  be  aug- 

mented by  local  newspaper,  radio 

and  exploitation  coverage.  Studio's 
initial  Technicolor  production,  "I've 
Always  Loved  You,"  will  be  backed 
by  a  $500,000  appropriation. 

Exhibitor  and  public  reception  of 
Republic  product  in  the  past  year 
was  said  to  have  determined  com- 

pany policy  in  concentrating  added 
effort  on  top-budget  production  and 
in  introducing  color.  Boxoffice  re- 

turns on  current  pictures  in  the 
upper  brackets  were  a  major  factor, 
coupled  with  anticipated  returns  on 
forthcoming  productions. 

Two  Borzage  Productions 

Heading  the  1946-47  schedule  are 

NEW  POSTS 
ROBERT   L.    FOX,   manager,    Palace,   Troy. 

CLYDE  CUTTER,  office  manager  and  head  booker. 
United    Artists,    Minneapolis. 

SIDNEY     LEWEN,     manager,     the    Avon    Theater, 
Newark.    N.   J. 

CHARLES  WOODRUFF,  relief  assistant,  the  Treat, 
Newark,   N.  J. 

CUS    ELSMER    has    taken    over    the    Ross   Theater 
ar  Marcellus,   Mich. 

ALEX     CEORCE,      assistant     manager,     Sheridan, 
Miami  Beach.  Fla. 

THEATER  DEALS 
Takes  Over  Bridgeport  Strand 

Bridgeport,  Conn.  —  The  Strand 
Amusement  Co.  is  taking  over  the 

Capital  Theater  here  from  Sam  Ha- 
delman,  who  is  still  operating  the 
local    Colonial. 

Miller  Buys  in  DeLeon 

DeLeon,  Tex. — J.  R.  Miller  is  the 
new  owner  and  operator  of  the  Tex- 

as, purchasing  from  M.  D.  Stewart. 
Miller  plans  an  extensive  remodeling 
campaign  on  the  house  and  also  plans 
on  building  a  new  house  here. 

Circuit  Interests  Sold 

Sturgis,  S.  D.— Interests  of  M.  C. 
Kellogg,  Victor  T.  Jepsen  and  H.  F. 
Fellows  have  been  purchased  by 

partners,  Charles  Klein,  Leo  Ber- 
tolero  and  John  Bertolero.  Circuit 
operate  houses  in  Lead,  Rapid  City, 
Belle  Fourche,  Hot  Springs,  Sturgis 
and  Deadwood  in  South  Dakota  and 
Chadron  and  Gordon  in  Nebraska. 

Kugelman  Buys  Pecos 
Santa  Rosa,  X.  M. — Max  Kugel- 

man has  bought  the  Pecos  from  W.  J. 
Flannery. 

Rogness  Sells  to  Walker 

Hudson,  S.  D.— John  L.  Walker  of 
Centerville,  S.  D.,  has  purchased  the 
State  from  Marvin  Rogness.  Wayne 
Van  Denmore  will  manage. 

Ex-GI  Buys  in  Logan 

Logan,  la. — Robert  Johnson,  a  war 
veteran,  has  purchased  the  Logan 
here. 

Pershing  Buys  in  Preston 

Preston,  la. — Charles  Pershing  of 
East  Moline,  111.,  has  purchased  the 
Lyric  from  Alvin  Krumviede.  Sale 
includes  purchase  of  the  property. 

two  special  Frank  Borzage  produc- 
tions, 10  Deluxe  productions  and  the 

four  Major  features  in  Trucolor. 
Program  will  also  include  16  of  the 
new  Variety  group,  two  Roy  Rogers 
productions  in  Trucolor  and  six  Rog- 

ers outdoor  specials;  four  big-bud- 
get outdoor  films  starring  Gene 

Autry,  six  All-Star  Trucolor  outdoor 
subjects,  eight  Red  Ryder  westerns 
stai-ring  Allan  Lane,  and  four  serials. 
The  four  completed  All- Star  pictures 
■■"pre  covered  under  another  budp'"* 

Initial  Borzage  production  will  be 

"I've  Always  Loved  You,"  to  be  fol- 
lowed by  the  Steve  Fisher  story, 

"The  Gallant  Man."  Both  star  Cath- 
erine McLeod  and  William  Carter. 

DeLuxe  productions,  featuring 
"name"  talent  and  showmanship 

values,  will  include:  "Angel  and  the 
Outlaw,"  with  John  Wayne  as  pi'o- 
ducer-star,  directed  by  James  Ed- 

ward Grant.  Gail  Russell,  Bruce 

Cabot,  Lee  Dixon,  Irene  Rich'  and Harry  Carey  are  featured. 
"Wyoming".''  to  feature  Vera  Ralston.  Wil- 

liam Elliott.  Joseph  Sehildkraut,  Henry 
Daniels,  Stephanie  Bachelor  and  Grant  With- 

ers, will  be  handled  by  Associate  Producer- 
Director  Joseph  Kane.  Also  on  his  sched- 

ule is  "Crime  Passionelle."  to  star  the  Mc- Leod-Carter  team. 
Alfred  Santell  will  produce  and  direct 

"Millionaires  for  a  Day."  with  Eddie  Albert. 
Constance  Moore.  Joseph  Sehildkraut,  Vir- 

ginia Bruce,  G-ail  Patrick  and  Victor  Mc- 
Laglen. 

Three    from    Allan    Dwan 

Three  of  the  group  will  be  contributed  by- 
Allan  Dwan.  "Will  Tomorrow  Ever  Come''" 
will  star  Nelson  Eddy,  in  a  complete  or- 

iginal score  by  Rudolf  Friml;  "Calendar 
Girl"  will  highlight  Constance  Moore.  Ed- 

ward Ashley.  Adele  Mara.  William  Frawley 
and  Janet  Martin  in  a  musical  to  be  backed 
by  a  national  promotion  by  Brown  and 
Bigelow.  world's  largest  producers  of 
calendars.  "Heaven  for  Jenny"  will  star 
Walter  Brennan  and  feature  Gail  Patrick, 
William   Marshall    and   Lynne   Roberts. 

"The  Fabulous  Texan"  will  be  produced 
by-  Edmund  Grainger,  featuring  an  important 
male  lead  and  east  to  be  announced  shortly. 
Robert  North  will  produce  two  musicals. 
"Hit  Parade."  starring  Joan  Edwards.  Con- 

stance Moore  and  William  Marshall,  and  Tito 
Guizar.  Miss  Moore  and  Estelita  Rodriguez 
in    "Rio  de  Janero." 

Increased  budgets   will   be   reflected   in    the 

Variety  gToup,  Yates  reported,  with  titles 
to  be  announced  following  analysis  of  story- 
properties  now  under  consideration.  Elimina- 

tion of  lesser-budgeted  pictures  was  de- 
termined upon  following  a  study  of  field 

reports,  he  said,  and  the  new  Variety  group 
was  predicated  upon  a  policy  of  increased 
costs  and  added  star  and  entertainment values. 

Rogers  Bookings  Up 
Increased  representation  accorded  to  Roy 

Rogers  productions  prompted  Republic  to 
allocate  Trucolor  to  two  productions  and  to 
increase  budgets  for  the  Premiere  group  of 
six.  Key-run  bookings  have  shown  an  up- 

grade, with  larger  theaters  showing  con- 
sistent interest  in  the  Rogers  pictures.  Press 

and  air  campaigns  for  the  King  of  the  Cow- 
boys will   continue   to   back  his  releases. 

Return  of  Gene  Autry  is  marked  in  the 
program  announcement.  Autry.  who  recently 
completed  a  rodeo  tour  covering  Cleveland. 
Washington.  Pittsburgh  and  Toronto,  will  be 
starred    in    four   big-budget    outdoor   films. 

The  beauty  of  the  Western  scene  will  be 
highlighted  in  the  All-Star  series  in  Tru- 

color. featuring  Monte  Hale  and  Adrian 
Booth. 

Build-up    for  Lane 
A  special  build-up  is  planned  for  Allan 

Lane  who  assumes  the  title  role  in  the  eight 
Red  Ryder  westerns,  following  the  gradua- 

tion of  William  Elliott  to  top-budget  fea- tures. 
Each  of  the  four  serials  will  comprise  13 

episodes,  making"  up  a  complete  52-week 
chapter-play   schedule. 

D  of  J  to  Appeal 

En  Equity  Case 
(Continued  from   Page   1) 

in  the  New  York  case  has  yet  to  be 
brought  down — and  will  be  prepared 
this    Summer    on    the    basis    of   last 
week's  opinion. 

"But  there's  no  room  for  doubt 
that  we  will  appeal,  seeking  the 

remedy  of  divorcement,"  Berge 
added.  He  is  hopeful  that  the  decree 
will  be  prepared  soon  enough  so 
that  an  appeal  can  be  scheduled  for 
Fall  hearing  before  the  Supreme 
Court. 

Arena  Theaters  Dissolves 

Albany — Arena  Theaters,  Inc.,  New 
York  City,  has  filed  a  certificate  of 
voluntary  dissolution. 

Macgowan  Heads  Ne 
U  of  C  Theater  Depl. 
West   Coast   Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DA 

Hollywood  —  Kenneth    Macsw. 
has    been   named    professor    c  5 
ater  arts  and  will  head  a  new  Jrl%9 ment   to    be tablished  in  Sj 

tember  on  ll 
Los  Angel 
campus  of University 

California.   T 
ater    arts    d 

partment    ^ 

provide    for struction  and 
search    in   t 
fields   of  mot 

picture,    ra< 
television,     e> 

KENNETH    MacGOWAN    cational   fil  j 

and   the  leg 

imate  theater. 

Macgowan  said  the  department 
planning  for  a  theater,  including 
drama  workshop  and  sound  stag! 

as  part  of  the  essential  equipme 
and  will  co-operate  with  the  Acade I 
of  Motion  Picture  Arts  and  Scienci 
the  Associated  Committee  on  Tei 
vision  and  the  major  broadcasti. 
networks. 

Trade  Practice  Code 

Not  on  ATA  Agendun 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

to  be  considered  include  the  cour 

decision  in  the  New  York  equity-  ca 
organization  affairs,  incorporation 
the  association  and  matters  perta 
ing  to  the  by-laws. 

Out-of-town  directors  w-ho  eitfy 
are  here  or  expected  include  B 
Strozier  of  South  Carolina,  Willis 

Crockett  of  Virginia,  Bob  O'Donn of  Texas,  Rotus  Harvey  of  Califc 
nia,  William  Skirball  of  Ohio  a^ 
Martin  Mullin  of  Massaehusetr 
From  the  New  York  unit  of  the  AT 
there  will  be  Harry  Brandt,  Max 

Cohen,  Joseph  R.  Vogel,  Malcol1 
Kingsberg,  Fred  Schwartz,  Har 
Kalmine  and  Arthur  L.  Mayer. 

IN  CIVVIES 
ir  Honorably  Discharged  if 

PAUL    KESSLER,    from    the   Army,    to   manager 
the   Suffolk   Theater,    Holyoke,    Mass. 

JACK    CROWE,    from    the    Navy,    assistant   ma 
ager,      RKO  -  Schine  -  Paramount,     Syracu: 
N.   Y. 

CUY    CREATHOUSE,    from    the    Army,    managi 
Palace,   Aurora,    Ind. 

IERRY  KAUFMAN,  from  the  Navy,  Warner  Bit 
studio   publicity  dept..    Burbank,   Cal. 

JAMES    B.    SICLER.    from    the    Navy,   formerly 

Jam  Handy,  Detroit. 
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OTLAS  RETAINS  BULK  OF  RKO  HOLDINGS 
Agree  Author  May  Waive  Copyright  Rights 

HflUJfi- 
via 

HOLLYWOOD 
:  By  JACK  ALICOATE  . 

JOLLYWOOD  ...  As  Operation  Cross- 

'   roads  is   strictly   a   scientific   expedition 
*id  not  a  Travel  Adventure,  we  shall   limit 

ur  observations   of  Hollywood    and   its  cur- 
j  ant   picture   and    radio   activities    to   a   few 

i  Cords   and   a    shrug  of   our  shoulder.     Long 
efore   the   first  studio  was   built,   30  years 
go,  we  first  saw   Hollywood.     As  a  pioneer 
f  both  Pictures  and   Radio  it  has  been  our 

Rood  fortune  to  watch  its   progress.    In   our 
flodesf   opinion    Hollywood,    in    the    past   20 
ears   has   advanced    numerically,    financially 
nd     gastronomically.      Climatically     it    still 
olds  its  own.    Ethically,  sartorially  and  cul- 

^jrally,  it  is   progressively   retrogressing.     It 

"    still,   however,  the  cinema  center  of  the 
!  'orld  and  our  second  largest  radio  village. 

—  o  — 

A  ND  so  back  to  Operation  Crossroads  for 

[  *  a  quick  run  down  of  the  teams  repre- 
enting  our  entertainment  world,  viz,  the 
arts  to  be  played  by  Television,  Radio  and 
Hotion  Pictures. 

—  o  — 

TELEVISION  ...  We  are  inclined  to  agree 

■'*      with    Admiral    "Spike"    Blandy   and    his 
olid  staff  that  it  would  not  only  be  too 
ostly,  but  impractical  as  well  to  build  an 
land  every  50  miles  from  San  Francisco  to 

ikini  Atoll  for  television  relay  towers.  Fur- 
rier,  that   there   are   not  enough   planes   in 

-xistence  to  carry  through  the  Westinghouse 
tratovision  idea.  Consequently,  direct  tele- 
ision    will   be   limited    to  ultra   modern   re- 

jieiving  sets  on  the  flagship  Mt.  McKinley, 
mr  own  SS  Appalachian  and  two  observer 
hips.  Television  cameras,  mounted  on 

ikini  Atoll  towers  at  about  8000  yards  will 

'hoot  from  every  angle.  For  television  back 
ome  complete  coverage  is  planned.  Motion 
ictures  will  be  taken  by  a  specially  picked 
ameraman  representing  the  Video  pool, 

"hey  will  be  rushed  to  Anacostia,  D.  C,  for recess  and  censor  and  should  reach  the 

elevision  audience  in  about  three  days. 
—  o  — 

DADIO   .    .   .   The   shortest   program   ever 

*    broadcast.    Before  the  beeper  can  beep, 
he  show  will  be  over.  The  story  before  and 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Such  Waiver  Must  Be 
In  Accordance  With  Law 
Of  Contracting  Country 

Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 
Washington  —  An  author  may 

waive  his  copyright  rights  only  in 
accordance  with  the  law  of  the  con- 

tracting country,  delegates  to  the 
Inter-American  copyright  conference 
agreed  yesterday. 

The  agreement  came  after  a  split 
developed  between  U.  S.  and  Latin- 
American  delegates  over  the  question 

IContinued  on  Page  10) 

Re-elect  Para.  Board, 
Boost  Common  Stock 

Stockholders  of  Paramount  yester- 
day, in  addition  to  re-electing  all 

directors,  took  action  to  approve  the 

For  story  on  President  Barney 

Balaban's  annual  report  to  Para- 
mount stockholders,  turn  to  Page  8. 

increase   of  the   authorized   common 
stock  to  9,000,000  shares  of  the  par 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

RKO  Sets  Annual  Sales 
Meeting  for  July  1  to  3 

Plans  for  RKO's  fifteenth  annual 
sales  meeting  were  set  yesterday  for 
the  Waldorf-Astoria  Hotel  in  New 
York,  July  1  to  3.  A  larger  number 
of  delegates  are  expected  than  at- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Credits  Para's  Rise 
To  Balaban's  Genius 
Stanton    Griff  is,    former    chairman 

of    Paramount's    executive    commit- 

tee,   told    the stockholders  111 

yesterday  that  S 
the    day    held       sT 

a  certain  sen-  f 
fimental  mem- 
ory. 

"It  was  10 

years  ago,"  he said,  ''that 
the  stockhold- 

ers met  un- der d  ifferent 
circumstances. The  company 

owed  $100,- 000,000,  the 

meeting  last-  BARNEY  BALABAN ed  10  hours  and  not  a  kind  word 

was  spoken   by   anybody." Griffis  then  went  on  to  say  the 

"genius  who  was  largely  responsible" 
for  the  present  healthy  state  of  af- 

fairs was  Barney  Balaban.  The  stock- 
holders expressed  their  approval  by 

long  and  loud  applause. 

FCC  Para.  Tele  Probe 

May  Start  Monday 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE  FILM   DAILY 

Washington  —  Producer    Howard 
Hughes   and   Thomas   Lee,   owner  of 
the   Don   Lee   Broadcasting  Co.,  will 
appear  before  the  FCC  today  as  a 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Allied  Backs  Philly  Combine 
To  Handle  Book-Buying  Service  for  Fee 

Negotiating  for  PEL  Prexy; 
PRC  to  Quit  Producing 

West    Coast   Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 
Hollywood — At  a  press  conference 

yesterday,  Bryan  Foy,  production 
head  of  Pathe-Eagle  Lion,  disclosed 
that  negotiations  are  being  com- 

pleted with  a  film  comnany  executive, 
(Continued  on   Page   11) 

Philadelphia — The  much  discussed 
booking  combine  which  independ- 

ent exhibitors  in  this  territory  have 
been  considering  for  some  time  will 
be  Allied-sponsored,  with  Allied,  it- 

self, handling  the  booking  and  buy- 
ing, the  service  to  be  available  for  a 

fee,  it  was  reported  yesterday. 
Whether  the  setup  will  operate 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

While  Disposing  of  650,000 
Shares,  Its  Holdings  in 
RKO  Remain  at  $18,000,000 

While  Atlas  Corp.  will  dispose  of 

650,000  shares  of  EKO  Corp.  com- 
mon in  its  portfolio,  the  investment 

company  ''has  no present  plan  for 
disposing  of  an additional  amount  j§ 

of  stock  and  in- tends to  maintain 
an  active  interest 
in  the  affairs  of 

RKO,"  it  was  said yesterday  by 

Floyd  B.  Odium 
who  serves  both 
as  RKO's  board] chairman  and  as 
president  ofj 
Atlas. 

Interpreting1 
further  the  Atlas 

move,  which  has been  the  subject  of  Wall  St.  gossip 
and  industry  speculation  for  a  period 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

FLOYD  B.ODLUM 

ATA  Vetoes  Action 

On  Equity  Decision 
The  American  Theaters  Associa- 

tion will  take  no  action  with  refer- 
ence to  the  decision  of  the  court  in 

the  New  York  equity  case,  inasmuch 

as  this  decision  "involves  intra-in- (Continued  on  Page  10) 

CSV  Calls  Mass 

Meeting  for  Jtitte  23 
West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  The   Conference   of 
Studio  Unions  has  called  a  mass  rally 
of  all  studio  workers  June  23. 
CSU  representatives  said  purpose 

of  the  meeting  is  to  acquaint  all  in- 
dustry workers  with  the  fact  that 

not  one  studio  union,  up  to  the 

present  time,  has  been  able  to 
negotiate  a  new  contract,  and  it 
will  stress  the  importance  of  unions 
receiving  better  wages,  and  union 
contracts,   as  soon  as  possible. 
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Net 

High     Low     Close     Chg. 

Am.    Seat      28  277/8     27%        

Bell   &   Howell        31  Vi     30Vi     30y8  —  1  Va 

Bell  &   Howell  pfd..    1093/4   1093/4   109%   +      Vl 

Columbia    Picts   31 '/2      30l/4     30%  —  1% 
Columbia   Picts.   pfd..  100       100       100           

Cen.  Prec.  Eq     34i/4     34%     34%  —  1  '/4 

Loew's,    Inc   36%     35%     36       —     % 

Paramount         77%     74%     74%  —  3% 
RKO        22%     21%     217/g  —     7/8 
Republic    Picts      13%      13  13       —     % 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..    17y2     17%     17]/2        

20th   Century-Fox   .  .  .    56'/2     54 Vi     54Vi  —  2% 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  70%     68%     68%  —  2 
Universal    Pict   447/8     43 Vi     43%  —  1% 
Universal   Picts.    pfd.     98%     98%     98%  —     % 
Warner  Bros     47%     45%     46%  —     % 

NEW   YORK    CURB    MARKET 

Monogram    Picts.     .  . .      9%       83/4       8%  —      % 
Radio-Keith    cvs.    . . .      9%       9  9       —     % 
Sonotone  Corp        5%       5  5       —     % 

Technicolor      ...'.:..  24%     237/8     237/8  —     % 
Trans-Lux            63/4       6%       6%  —     % 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe    Industries         1 1  %     123/4 

w 
ARJ  FOR  ADVERTISING 

US  WEt/  U.  ST.  U.Y.C.  P»t>.  BR.ui  9-4153-4 

COmillG  ODD  GOiRG 
MORT  BLUMENSTOCK,  WB  vice-president  in 

charge  of  advertising  and  publicity,  has  re- 
turned  to  New  York  from  studio  conferences. 

H.  M.  RICHEY,  M-C-M  exhibitor  relations 
and  sales  promotion  head,  leaves  tonight  for 
Atlantic  City,  to  attend  the  Allied  of  N.  J. 
convention.  From  the  seashore  he  will  head  for 

Memphis  for  the  Tri-States  TO  convention,  June 
23-24,  and  from  there  he  will  go  to  Lake 
Wawasee,  Ind.,  for  the  convention  of  the  ITO 
of   Indiana,   June  25—27. 

LEONARD  SCHLESINCER,  president  and  gen- 

eral manager  of  Warners'  Service  Corp.,  returns 
today  from  a  trip  through  the  Philadelphia  zone. 

SAM  ECKMAN,  JR.,  managing  director  for 

Loew's,  Inc.,  in  the  United  Kingdom,  leaves  to- 
morrow for  England  after  a  month's  visit  here and  in  California. 

JESSE  L.  LASKY  will  arrive  in  New  York  from 
Hollywood    today. 

E.  K.  O'SHEA,  M-C-M  Eastern  sales  manager, 
and  LOU  ALLERHAND,  New  Jersey  salesman,  will 
head  for  Atlantic  City  Friday,  to  attend  the 
closing  session  of  the  Allied  of  N.  J.  convention. 

VERNE  CALDWELL,  Disney  director  of  public 
relations,  arrived  from   Hollywood  yesterday. 

BERNARD  KRANZE,  RKO  Cleveland,  district 
manager,  accompanied  by  MRS.  KRANZE,  is  at 
French  Lick  Springs,  Ind.,  enjoying  his  first 
vacation  in  three  years. 

HARRY  STERN,  PRC  Western  division  manager, 

has  returned  to  Los  Angeles  after  a  four-week 
swing  around  the  Western   territory. 

JACK  WILLIAMS,  featured  dancer  in  Colum- 
bia's "It's  Great  To  Be  Young,"  will  leave  the 

Coast  by  plane  tomorrow  for  a  personal  appear- 
ance engagement  at  the  New  York  Paramount, 

starting  June  26. 

CHARLES  K.  STERN,  assistant  treasurer  of 

Loew's,  leaves  July  12  for  a  vacation  at  Swamp- 
scott,  Mass.  He  will  stop  at  the  Preston  Hotel. 

WILLIAM  GLEICHER,  of  M-C-M's  sales  de- 
partment, will  leave  tomorrow  for  a  two-day 

visit  to  the  Boston  exchange. 

MRS.  CORRINE  BOUCHET,  of  M-C-M's  New 
Orleans'  exchange,  and  her  nine-year-old  son, 
are  vacationing  here. 

HAZEL  MCCARTHY,  of  M-C-M's  Washington 
exchange,  and  LILLIAN  ADELSON,  of  the  com- 

pany's Boston  branch,  have  returned  to  their 
respective   territories   after  a   vacation   here. 

Labor  Relations  Board 
Names  Cinema  Circuit 

The  New  York  State  Labor  Rela- 
tions Board  yesterday  issued  a  com- 

plaint against  Cinema  Circuit  and 
Inter-City  Circuit,  charging  violation 
of  the  state  Labor  Relations  Act. 
Complaint  charges  that  a  manager 
and  assistant  manager  were  dis- 

charged because  of  union  activities 
and  that  the  circuits  had  interfered 
with  their  employes  in  their  efforts 
to  organize  a  labor  organization. 

A  hearing  has  been  scheduled  for 
June  25  at  the  state  LRB  offices. 
George  Dunn  is  chairman  of  the  Mo- 

tion Picture  Theater  Operating  Man- 
agers and  Assistant  Managers  Guild 

which  is  involved  in  the  action.  Max 
A.  Cohen  heads  both  circuits. 

Charities  Fund  Meeting 
Postponed  Till  June  27 

A  meeting  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Charities  Fund,  originally  scheduled 
for  today,  has  been  postponed  until 
June  27.  Executives  of  the  major 
film  companies  as  well  as  leading  ex- 

hibitors will  attend  the  meeting  to 
be  held  at  the  Hotel  Astor  to  dis- 

cuss the  industry's  maintenance  of 
the  Will  Rogers  Memorial  Founda- tion. 

JACK  CUMMINCS,  M-C-M  director,  arrived 
here  from  the  Coast,  and  is  staying  at  the  Wal- dorf-Astoria. 

JACK  CUTTING  Walt  Disney  director  of 
foreign  relations,  has  returned  from  a  trip  to 
Europe  and   the   Far  East. 

HELEN  PAASCH,  assistant  branch  manager's 
secretary  at  M-C-M,  Minneapolis,  is  vacation- 

ing for  two  weeks  in  the  Black  Hills  and  at 
Yellowstone    Park. 

HAROLD  WISE,  booking  manager  at  Para- 
mount, Minneapolis,  is  vacationing  for  two 

weeks  in   Chicago. 

JOHN  MURRAY,  assistant  manager,  Para- 
mount, Newark,  N.  J.,  has  returned  from  a 

vacation    in    New    London,   Conn. 

ABE  CEMELE,  owner  of  the  Luxor  Theater, 
Newark,  N.  J.,  is  spending  a  month  at  Miami Beach. 

HARRY  WEISS,  manager  of  RKO  Proctor's, Newark,  N.  J.,  will  leave  July  5  for  a  vacation 
with  his  family  at  Lake  Hopatcong. 

W.  GORDON  BUCIE  is  in  Cleveland  from 
Cincinnati  as  PRC  student  salesman.  He  is  the 
son  of  Cincy  PRC  branch  manager  Harry  Bugie. 

HOWARD  iBURKHARDT,  manager  of  Loew's 
State,  Cleveland,  is  spending  two  weeks  in  and 
near  New   York. 

HOWARD  STRICKLINC,  Metro  studio  pub- 
licity chief,  will  arrive  here  from  the  Coast  the 

end  of  the  month. 

CAREY  WILSON,  M-C-M  producer  and  di- 
rector, left  for  Hollywood  yesterday  after  a  10- 

day  visit  here  and   in  Washington. 

JOHN  S.  ALLEN,  M-C-M  district  manager 
with  headquarters  in  Washington,  has  returned 
after  a  short  visit  to  the  home  office. 

BEN  MELN1KER,  of  M-C-M's  legal  depart- 
ment, left  yesterday  for  Chicago,  where  he  will 

spend  a  few  days. 

RUDY  BERCER,  M-C-M  Southern  sales  mana- 
ger, is  back  at  his  New  Orleans  headquarters 

after  making  a  tour  of  his  exchanges. 

EDWIN  W.  AARON,  assistant  sales  manager 
of  M-C-M,  is  planning  a  visit  to  the  Coast  and 
Western  exchanges  shortly. 

KENNETH  MacKENNA.  M-C-M  producer,  and 
his  wife,  actress  MARY  PHILLIPS,  arrived  in 
New  York  from  England  and  are  staying  at  the 
Waldorf-Astoria. 

MARVIN  STAHL,  executive  assistant  to  Reeves 
Espy  of  PRC,  has  returned  to  the  Coast  from  a 
two-week  trip  to  Salt  Lake  City  and  Denver. 

MICHAEL  HAVAS,  recently  appointed  RKO 
general  sales  manager  in  Europe  and  the  Near 
East,    leaves   today   by   plane   for   Paris. 

Schaefer  to  Continue 

Financing  and  Producing  - 
t-V.fr    Coast    Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAIL\ 

Hollywood — Although  George  J. 
Schaefer  has  sold  his  interest  in 
Producing  Artists  Studios,  Inc., 
which  is  now  under  construction,  he 
will  continue  his  film  financing  plans. 

Schaefer,  who  was  due  to  arrive  in 
New  York  yesterday  by  train,  is  com- 

pleting several  deals  with  independ- 
ent producers.  In  addition  to  financ- 
ing deals,  Schaefer  is  also  involved 

in  production  plans  for  several  pic- 
tures. He  sold  his  interest  in  Pro- 

ducing Artists  Studios  to  Jack 
Schwartz  and  Joseph  Justment  in 
part  because  he  feels  the  studio 
space  problem  is  not  as  acute  for  his 
clients  as  he  originally  thought. 

SITUATION   DESIRED 

Veteran,  28  years  old,  married,  with  10 

years  experience  in  distributing  and  the- 
ater managing,  seeks  position  with  future. 

Reliable,  energetic,  ambitious.  Please  Ad- dress Box  42, 

THE  FILM   DAILY 
1501    BROADWAY,   NEW  YORK   18,   N.   Y. 

Com.  Cuts  $15,000,000 
From  Wallace  Census  Bill 

Washington    Bureau   of    THE   FILM   DAIL 

Washington — The  Senate  Apprc 
priations  Committee  yesterdaj 
anxious  to  trim  wherever  possibl 
the  funds  for  Secretary  Henry  Wa 
lace's  Department  of  Commerci 
struck  from  the  Commerce  appropr 
ation  bill  the  $15,000,000  asked  fo 
compiling  census  of  business  an 

manufacturers.  /■-• Earlier  the  House  approved  f 
two  projects,  and  there  is  a  pois: 
bility  that  some  sort  of  compromis 
will  be  reached  providing  a  smalle 
sum  than  the  five  and  ten  million  re 
spectively  for  the  two  census  undei takings. 

The  business  census,  considered  ex 
tremely  important  as  an  indicator  o 
income  and  population  trends  for  us 
by  pix  executives,  has  not  been  com 
piled  since  1940. 

Funds  for  population  sampling,  i 
order  to  indicate  the  extent  of  wa 

migration  and"  how  far  these  change 
are  being  readjusted,  remain  in  th 
bill. 

Thomas  Advances  Gins; 
PRC  Branch  in  Memphis 

Joe  Gins,  district  manager  fo 
PRC's  recently  acquired  exchanges  ii 
Atlanta  and  Charlotte,  has  been  pro 
moted  to  the  post  of  district  man 
ager  for  Charlotte,  Washington  anc 
Philadelphia.  This  was  announcec 
yesterday  by  Harry  C.  Thomas,  pres 
ident  and  general  sales  manager 
Gins  joined  PRC  early  this  year  as 
Philadelphia  branch  manager. 
Thomas  also  announced  that 

Memphis  exchange  was  being  estab- 
lished by  Grover  C.  Schaefer,  home 

office  executive.  The  new  branch  wil 
be  under  the  general  supervision  oi 
Grover  Parsons. 

Exhibs.  from  24  States 
At  N.  J.  Allied  Parley 

Atlantic  City  —  The  27th  annual 
convention  of  New  Jersey  Allied, 
combined  with  an  Eastern  regional 
conference  and  an  equipment  trade 
show,  gets  under  way  here  today  at 
the  Chelsea  Hotel.  Exhibitors  from 
24  states  have  made  reservations. 

Speakers  today  include  Albert 
Sindlinger  of  Audience  Research  In- 

stitute and  Leon  Chastel  of  Thortel 
Fireproof  Fabrics. 

Convention  winds  up  Friday  night 
with  a  testimonial  banquet  to  Harry 
H.  Lowenstein,  retiring  president  of 
the  unit. 

WANTED 
TRAVELING  AUDITORS  FOREIGN 

To  cover  motion  picture  subsidiaries  in 
Far  East  and  Latin  America.  Capable, 

experienced  in  corporation  accounting, 

single,  willing  to  travel  continuously. 

Salary  and  expense  allowance.  Good 

opportunity.  Positions  in  Latin  America 
require  practical  knowledge  Spanish. 
Give  full  details. 

BOX  21,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501   BROADWAY,     N.  Y.  18,  N.  Y. 
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— told  in  the  snow  that  promises  top  grosses 

everywhere! . . .  Claudette  on  a  Pullman  with- 

out a  ticket — he-man  Wayne  ahoard  -without 

a  care! . .  .Atom-power  setting  for  the  screen's 

most  hrilliant  ̂ em  or  exciting  amatory  ad- 

venture! 
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46M&6 COPIES  OF 

28  NATIONAL  MAGAZINES 
—  are  carrying  ads  on  this  great  attraction  —  publications  like  LIFE 

(3  insertions) -WOMAN'S  HOME  COMPANION  (3  insertions)  - 

COLLIER'S- GOOD  HOUSEKEEPING -TRUE  STORY-LOOK- 

REDBOOK-  LIBERTY  -The  FAN  LIST  and  Canadian  Magazines. 
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Iharles  Moss  Will 
Produce  Three  Pix 
Formation  of  Moss  Productions,  a 

,ew  motion  picture  production  com- 

iany,  was  announced  yesterday  by 
;harles  B.  Moss, 
New  York  exhib- 
tor  and  son  of  B. 

r"^==pss.  The  new 
XL  y/a  n  i  z  a  t  i  o  n 

'i)lans  to  produce ihree  features 
lluring  the  next 
wo  years  with  a 
otal  budget  of 
;4, 000,000.  First 
oicture  will  be 

-The  Hands  of 

i/eronica,"  a 
'orthcoming  novel 
i>j-  Fannie  Hurst, 
»n  which  he  has 
in  option. 
Moss  said  he 

toped  to  widen  the  scope  of  film  en- 

ertainment  by  bringing  the  publish- 
ng  field,  theater  and  radio  into 
loser  and  more  effective  harmony. 

)n  the  premise  that  the  general  pub- 
dc  prefers  pictures  based  upon  well 
mown  books  and  plays  and  popular 

kir  shows,  the  new  company  will 
pecialize  in  producing  pictures 
vhich  will  have  the  advantages  of 
ire-sold  audiences,  Moss  said.  No 
eleasing  arrangements  have  been 
et  as  yet. 
Moss  is  managing  director  and 

iart  owner  of  Loew's  Criterion  The- 
iter  on  Broadway,  is  associated  with 
IKO  and  Trans  Lux  and  owns  and 
perates  a  circuit  in  the  Eastern  area, 
-le  leaves  for  Hollywood  early  next 
nonth  to  conclude  negotiations  for 

he  production  of  "Hands  of  Ver- 
mica." 

CHARLES  B.  MOSS 

Booking  Combine 

Allied-Sponsored 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

hrough  a  separate  corporation  has 
lot  been  determined,  but  it  is  re- 

torted reliably  here  that  Sidney 

^amuelson  will  be  the  combine's  head 
can. 
Because  of  the  wide  divergence  in 

ypes  of  theaters  in  the  area  and  the 
.bsence  of  concerted  interest  among 

nany  of  the  theatermen,  the  prac- 
icability  of  a  combine  has  been 
juestioned  up  to  now,  it  was   said. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  19 
Charles    Coburn  Jirnmie  Carrier 

Irving  Maas  William  A.  Brady 
Rudolph   Berger 

•Mm  PHIL  M.  DALY 
T  T  T 

Mid-week  Report 

•  •      •     CUFF  NOTES:  A  doff  of  Phil  M.'s  chapecni  in  the  specific 
direction    of    all    Metropolitan    area    exhibitors   Through    audience 

collections,  they  realized  $520,000   for  the  American  Cancer  Society  in 

the  industry's  recent  campaign   That  would  be  about  one-sixth  of 

the  total  made  available  to  the  society  through  the  film's  own  drive.  .  . 
•  James  R.  Brewster,  production  assistant  with  Encyclopedia  Britannica 

Films  for  the  past  two  years,  joins  Young  American  Films,  Lac.  here, 

as  assistant  editor.  ...  •  Bob  Weitman's  latest  trail-blazing  is  via 

"the   living  trailer," — an   innovation    which    is    evoking   a   lot  of    very 
favorable  comment   among  Main  Stem  showmen  and  film-goers   

The  new  stunt  in  clarioning  coming  attractions  (in  this  instance  'The 

Searching  Wind")  presents  two  gifted  young  actresses,  Mildred  Robin 
and  Laura  May  Carpenter.  ...     •   Biz  done  at  the  Chicago  Woods  by 

Sam  Goldwyn's  "The  Ed  from  Brooklyn"  is  on  the  terrific  side   

Opening  day   hit   $5,594,  a  house  record.   ...     •  Latest   adv.   dep't. 
worry  stems  from  the  shortage — of  all  things! — of  cornstarch   Seems 

it's  needed  for  the  manufacture  of  coated  paper,  used  by  magazines — 
not  forgetting  those  slick  inserts.  ...  •  Charlie  Chaplin  is  reported  to 

have  nixed  any  screenings  in  Germany  of  "The  Great  Dictator"   

•  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  Audience  reaction  today  will  determine 

whether  that   British  Technicolor  newsreel  of  London's  Victory   Parade 

will  be  continued  on  the  program  with  "Henry  V"  at  City  Center   

Reaction  yesterday  was  reported  mixed.  ...  •  lack  Goldstein,  RKO's 
ambassador  of  goodwill,  is  showing  the  town  to  Hedda  Hopper.  .  .  . 

•  Sam  Goldwyn  is  recruiting  a  new  troupe  of  Goldwyn  girls  to  appear 

in  "The  Secret  Life  of  Walter  Mitty"  and  then  tour  South  America  under 
diplomatic  sponsorship   Danny  Kaye  may  go  along.  ...     •  The 

20th  Century-Fox  Family  Club  will  hold  its  annual  boat  ride  and  outing  to 
Bear  Mountain  today  for  home  office,  N.  Y.  exchange.  National  Theaters, 

and  Movietone  News  personnel.  ...     •   UA's  "Henry  V"  will  open  in 
both   Chicago    and    Baltimore   next    month   A    Frisco    engagement 

later  is  being  set   

T  T  ▼ 

•  •  •  THE  PERSONAL  TOUCH:  Bosley  Crowther,  A.  Y.  Tunes'  film 

critic,  will  be  the  guest  speaker  at  today's  Hotel  Sheraton  luncheon  of 
the  N.  Y.  Filrri  Council   His  topic  will  be  "Hollywood  and  the  In- 

formation Film.".  .  .  •  The  Spyros  P.  Skourases  will  be  celebrating 
their  silver  wedding  anniversary  on  the  29th.  ...  •  Which  reminds 

Phil  M  he'll  be  dittoing  on  the  25th.  ...  •  (Miss)  A.  E.  Ellington,  who 

wrote  "Gilda"  for  Columbia,  and  "Maggi  July"  which  Enterprise  re- 

cently acquired  for  Ginger  Rogers'  use,  has  been  signed  by  Para,  to 
develop  originals.  ...     •  Charlie  Ross  should  do  okay  as  a  producer 

  He's  been  theater-wise  since  he  was   about    10  when  his   Dad 
used  to  pay  him  a  quarter  to  report  on  the  operation  of  Moss  houses. 

•  Darryl  F.  Zanuck  may  be  going  to  Europe  on  a  Government  mission 
as  Walter  Winchell  stated  over  the  air  the  other  night,  but  if  so,  the 

State  Dept.  has  no  knowledge  of  it  .  .  .  •  Dave  Golding,  former 

FILM  DAILY  staffer,  has  resigned  as  managing  editor  of  Salute  Maga- 

zine. ...  •  M.  J.  "Mike"  Kallet.  of  Kallet  Theaters,  has  been  tenta- 
tively granted  a  FCC  permit  to  operate;  a  new  radio  station  in  upstate 

Rome,  on  1450  kilocycles,  and  250  Watts  power,  and  unlimited  time 

  The  new  station's  studios  will  be  located  in  Rome's  Capitol  The- 
ater  

T  ▼  ▼ 

Stewart  Named  G.  M. 

Of  Michigan  Allied 
Detroit  —  Appointment  of  Jack 

Stewart,  former  Universal  sales  rep- 
resentative, as  general  manager  of 

Allied  Theaters  of 

Michigan,  suc- 
ceeding Fred  E. Pennell,  resigned, 

was  announced  by 

Ray  Branch,  pres- 
ident.  Steward 

will  act  as  per- 
sonal contact  man 

and  public  rela- tions expert  for 

the  group,  main- taining headquar- 
ters here,  but 

spending  much  of 
his  time  person- ally contacting 
and  servicing 

member  exhibi- 
tors. 

An  industry  veteran,  Stewart 
joined  Triangle  in  New  Orleans  in 
1915,  advancing  to  branch  manager 
and  district  manager.  He  has  seen 
branch  service  with  Goldwyn  Pic- 

tures, Selznick  and  Producers  Dis- 
tributing Co.  For  three  and  a  half 

years  he  was  European  representa- 
tive for  First  National,  and  later 

was  with  Warners  in  Cleveland  and 
Universal  in  Kansas  City  and  De- 
troit. 

JACK  STEWART 

RKO  Sets  Annual  Sales 
Meeting  for  July  1  to  3 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

tended    any    previous    sales    confer- ence. 

Vice-President  Ned  E.  Depinet  will 
call  the  convention  to  order  and 

Robert  Mochrie,  general  sales  man- 
ager, will  conduct  the  agendum.  N. 

Peter  Rathvon,  president  of  RKO 
Corp.,  is  expected  to  come  on  from 
the  Coast  to  attend. 

With  the  lifting  of  war-time  re- 
strictions, the  company  will  hold  one 

general  sales  parley  this  year  instead 

of  four  regionals  as  "last  year.  It  is 
expected  to  be  the  most  important 
in  the  history  of  the  company,  RKO 

new  being  in  the  strongest  position in  its  history. 

District  and  division  sales  manag- 
ers and  salesmen  from  all  exchanges 

are  scheduled  to  attend.  Sales  poli- 
cies and  productions  for  the  new  sea- 
son will  be  discussed. 

NEW  POSTS 

MELON  LEAVITT,  assistant  manager,  the  San- 

ford,    Irvington,    N.   Y. 
RICHARD  GULMYER,  manager,  Roxy,  Logansport, 

Ind. J.  L.  DEWICCINS,  assistant  manager,  B  &  K 
Granada,    Chicago. 

WILL  McEVILLY,  assistant  manager.  Uptown, 

Chicago. 

JOHN   SOKELY,  Warner  office  manager,   Chicago. 

JOHN  HARDCROVE,  supervisor.  Academy  chain, Columbus,    0. 
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Para.  Pays  Off  $96,000,000  Securities  in  Decade 
Plans  to  Start  Operations 
In  16  mm.  Foreign  Field 
During  Year,  Says  Balaban 

Common  stockholders  of  Para- 
mount are  the  sole  owners  of  the 

company  and,  over  a  10-year  period, 
a  total  of  $96,000,000  of  senior  secur- 

ities has  been  paid  or  retired  by 
Paramount  and  its  consolidated  com- 

panies, President  Barney  Balaban 
told  the  stockholders  at  their  annual 

R.I.P. 

Missing  from  yesterday's  Para- 
mount stockholders'  meeting  was 

Conrad  Kenzler,  an  old-time  ac- 
tor, who  had  been  a  stockholder 

from  the  company's  beginnings and  who  had  held  on  to  his  stock 
through  the  blackest  days  of  the 
organization.  Stanton  Griffis,  a 
director,  told  the  stockholders 
that  Kenzler  had  died  about  a 
year  ago  and  had  left  §200,000  to 

an  actors'  fund.  Kenzler  used  to 
recite  poetry,  his  own,  at  stock- 

holders' meetings  and  once,  dur- 
ing a  crisis  session,  his  whimsical 

rhymes  broke  the  tension  of  an 
othenvise  mournful  meeting. 

"God  rest  his  soul,"  Griffis  said 
yesterday. 

meeting  yesterday.  The  debt  re- 
duction program  is  now  completed, 

he  said,  pointing  out  that  the  final 
payment  on  all  notes  of  the  parent 
company  were  paid  off  last  Friday. 
Balaban  yesterday  traced  the 

progress  of  Paramount  over  the  10- 
year  period  and  outlined~a  course  of 
action  for  the  future.  He  reviewed 
present  operations  and  predicted 
business  trends.  Balaban  touched 
only  lightly  on  the  recent  decision  in 
the  anti-trust  case,  declaring  that  it 
was  too  early  to  forecast  the  effect 

of  the  decision  on  the  company's 
business  when  the  court's  decree  had 
been  settled.  He  said,  however,  that 
he  was  confident  that  the  problems 
presented  would  be  solved  success- 

fully after  careful  study  had  been 
given  to  the  decision  and  the  situa- 

tion which  may  result  from  it. 
To  Acquire  Foreign  Houses 

Plans  for  the  increasing  of  foreign 
theater  operations  are  moving  slowly 
because  of  inflated  land  and  building 

FEMME  TOUCH 
MARILYN  MARIE  CROWLEY,  from  the  Wac, 

formerly  on  the  staff  of  the  Eastwood  The- 
ater, Houston,  Tex. 

LENORA  PENNA,  staff,  city  office  of  Interstate 
Theaters,    Houston,  Tex. 

MRS.  LEATRICE  POWERS,  cashier,  Texas  The- 
ater,  San  Antonio,  Tex. 

ARLINE  ECKLUND,  office  clerk  at  M-G-M,  Min- 
neapolis. 

CATHERINE  CLASS,  accountant's  secretary,  at 
Paramount,    Minneapolis. 

Little  Headlines: 
STORY  PRODUCTIONS  HAS  OFFERED  OVER  $1,000,000  to  Laurence  Olivier  and  his 

wife,  Vivien  Leigh,  and  the  Old  Vic  Company,  to  appear  in  a  filmization  of  "This  Side  of 
Innocence,"  Taylor  Caldwell's  best-seller  novel  of  New  York  State  life  in  th  1870's.  In  a 
cable  to  Olivier,  Story  offers  a  percentage  which  could  amount  to  over  a  million  dollars, 
against  a  minimum  guarantee  of  $500,000. 

• 
PARAMOUNT  yesterday  announced  the  appointment  of  Richard  Sokolove,  Frank 

Cleaver,  and  Stanley  Garvey  to  new  posts  in  the  story  and  writing  department.  Sokolove, 
who  has  been  executive  associate  with  Richard  Mealand,  story  department  head,  who 

recently  resigned,  has  been  made  story  editor.  Cleaver  will  head  the  writing  staff,  and 
Garvey  will  be  associate  story  editor. 

• 
IN  PREDICTING  a  potential  market  for  10,000,000  home  television  receivers  during 

the  next  five  or  six  years,  based  upon  a  several  months'  survey,  Frank  Mansfield,  di- 
rector of  sales  research  for  Sylvania  Electric  Products,  Inc.,  said  there  is  little  evi- 

dence that  video  will  supplant  movies  in  the  public  mind.  They  think  of  tele,  he  added, 

as  a  "new,  active  medium  for  sports,  spot  news  and  drama  by  real  people." • 
• 

A  BOARD  OF  REVIEW  for  American  film  exports  was  advocated  by  Capt.  Jeffrey 
Lynn,  one  of  the  first  Hollywood  stars  to  enter  the  Army,  as  he  was  being  processed 

for  discharge  at  Fort  Dix.  Captain  Lynn  charged  that  the  industry  is  "sending  abroad 
pictures  unrepresentative  of  the  American  way  of  life."  Lynn  mentioned  several 
gangster  subjects  which  created  wrong  impressions  among  foreign  audiences  and  advo- 

cated exporting  subjects  that  paint  a  clearer  picture  of  America  to  the  rest  of  the  world. 
• 

A  WORKING  ART  LIBRARY  ON  MINIATURE  FILM,  for  quick  reference  by  Hollywood 

research  directors  was  projected  by  Francis  Taylor,  director  of  the  Metropolitan  Museum 
of  Art  at  a  meeting  of  studio  research  department  heads.  Designed  to  save  time  through 
the  use  of  a  microfilm  library  in  Hollywood  before  requesting  New  York  research  offices 

to  go  to  the  museum  source,  project  will  include  300,000  items  from  the  Metropolitan's 
collection,  and  will  be  maintained  by  the  museum  and  the  research  departments  as  a  ser- 

vice to  authentic  production  in  architecture,  ornamentation,  costume  and  applied  design. • 
MAJ.   E.  J.  SMITH,  JR.   has  rejoined   RKO   Radio  following  his   release  from  the 

U.  S.  Army.  Smith  last  week  was  elected  an  assistant  treasurer  and  an  assistant  secretary. 

He  was  manager  of  the  contract  department  at  the  time  of  his  induction.  His  father  's 
connected  with  RKO's  Buffalo  exchange  in  a  sales  capacity. 

costs,  Balaban  said,  adding:  that  as 

conditions  permit,  "we  intend  to 
acquire  theaters  in  many  of  the  im- 

portant cities  in  foreign  countries 
which  will  serve  as  show  cases  for 

our   productions." 
During  the  current  year,  Para- 

mount hopes  to  start  operations 
in  the  16  mm.  foreign  field,  con- 

centrating first  on  manpower,  in 
the  belief  that  in  a  long-range 
program  of  this  nature,  quality 
of  personnel  is  a  matter  of  the 
first  importance. 
Summarizing  the  foreign  status, 

Balaban  said  the  results  achieved 
since  the  war  were,  on  the  whole, 
satisfactory.  He  said  it  was  the 
-ompany's  aim  to  raise  the  volume  of 

foreign  business  to  a '  point  over  a 
period  of  years  where  revenue-wise 
it  was  equal  to  the  domestic  business. 

Reviewing  television,  Balaban  said 
?ood  progress  was  being  made  in  the 
use  of  video  on  motion  picture 
screens  through  experiments  at  the 
Paramount  Theater  here.  He  said  B 
&  K  was  operating  a  commercial 
station  in  Chicago  and  that  another 
subsidiary  had  started  experimental 
television  broadcasting  from  the 
6,000-foot  summit  of  Mt.  Wilson 
overlooking  Hollywood. 

Balaban  Eyes  Future 
As  to  the  future  of  the  business, 

Balaban  said  it  had  been  the  com- 
pany's experience  that  box  office 

revenues  constitute  a  fairly  fixed  and 
relatively     constant     proportion     of 

consumers'  expenditures.  This  cor- 
relation, he  said,  had  existed  oyer  a 

period  of  fair,  good  and  flush  times. He  said  it  was  his  belief  that  so  long 
as  consumer  expenditures  remained 
at  present  levels,  box  office  revenues 
in  the  film  industry  would  continue 
at  present  levels. 

The  proposed  changes  in  the 
capital  structure,  acted  upon  at 
yesterday's  meeting,  will  put  the 
company  in  a  better  cash  posi- 

tion and,  Balaban  pointed  out, 
cash  will  be  needed  to  effect  the 
adjustments  necessary  to  bring 
methods  of  operations  into  con- formance with  the  decree  that 
will  result  from  the  anti-trust 
decision.  The  possibility  of  an 

appeal  still  exists,  he  said,  add- 
ing that  "if  we  should  be  forced 

to  borrow  money  to  meet  the 
terms  of  any  decree,  our  attitude 
toward,  and  our  policy  of  hand- 

ling the  debt,  will  be  the  same  as 
it  was  toward  the  debt  we  have 

just  paid  off." 20th-Fox  to  Release 
Five  In  July,  August 

Five  releases  for  July  and  August 

were  announced  yesterday  by  Wil- 
liam J.  Kupper,  20th-Fox  general 

sales  manager.  "Smoky"  and  "It 
Shouldn't  Happen  to  a  Dog"  are  set 
for  release  next  month,  while  August 

releases  will  include  "Centennial 
Summer,"  "Anna  and  the  King  of 
Siam"  and  "Deadline  for  Murder." 

h  niun via 
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after?  That's  quite  something  else  agaii 

That's  why  over  20  specially  picked  nefwor 
and  station  commentators  will  do  plenty  t 

plain  and  fancy  commentating  both  en  rout 
and  returning  from  Bikini.  They  will  com 
mentate  from  their  respective  ships,  froi 

Honolulu,  from  Kwajalein,  from  Bikini,  an 

one  at  least,  our  good  friend  CBS  "Bill 
Downs,  who  won  the  pool,  will  commentat 
from  the  stratosphere.  Because  of  the  mike 
it  is  not  unlikely  that  the  Marshall  Island 
will  look  like  a  huge  field  of  corn  stalk: 
Up  near  the  sharp  end  of  the  good  shi 

Appalachian,  will  be  a  modern  floating  radi 
studio.  Censors,  public  relations,  and  al  I 
Everything  complete  except  a  sales  depart  | 
ment  and  vice-presidents.  So  that  all  th 
world  may  hear,  a  live  mike  will  be  set  u 
on  the  target  battleship  Pennsylvania,  abou 
a  mashie  shot  from  where  the  bomb  is  pro 

grammed  in  to  do  its  stuff.  So  far  no  com 
mentator  has  volunteered  to  stand  by  an 

say,  "The  bomb  is  falling,  here  it  comes 

listen   carefully." —  o  — 

MOTION  PICTURES  .  .  .  Probably  th, 
most  dramatic  picture  assignment  o 

all  time.  Cameras  to  the  right.  Camera 
to  the  left.  Cameras  in  the  sky  and  camera 
under  water.  All  of  the  newsreels  are  repre 

sented  by  specialists.  Many  have  been  or 
the  scene  long  ere  this  for  atmosphere  shots 

Army  and  Navy  cinematographers,  too,  wil 
be  shcoting  in  every  direction.  All  footagt 
is  to  be  pooled  and  rushed  to  the  Nav) 

Photographic  Center  at  Anacostia,  D.  C.  Cen- 
sorship of  all  photography  will  be  strict 

With  reasonable  luck,  the  screens  of  Amer- 
ica should  have  the  story  in  less  than  three 

days.  More  film  footage  will  be  used  ir 
the  first  five  seconds  after  the  blast  than 

is  used  in  making  four  full-length  motion 
picture  features,  and.  believe  it  or  not,  60 
modern  miracle  cameras,  developed  by  Bell 

Telephone  and  Western  Electric,  will  be 
shooting  at  the  incredible  rate  of  10,000 

pictures  a  second. —  o  — 

IT  IS  a  bit  too  early  to  be  sure  of  the 
correct  batting  order  of  each  team. 

Personalities  later.  The  whole  thing  seems 

like  a  jolly  idea  and  good  clean  fun,  or 

does  it? 

NEW  THEATERS 

Theater  for  Chi.  Suburb 
Chicago  —  Riverside,  West  Side 

suburb,  has  voted  for  movies  and  a 
theater  is  expected  to  be  built  as 
soon  as  materials  are  available. 

Star  Bows  in  Morgan 

Morgan,  Tex.— The  Star  Theater, 
300-seater,  has  been  opened  here  by 

W.  A.  Greer  and  J.  G.  Sinz.  Greer  is 
resident  manager  while  Sinz  who  is 

projectionist  at  the  Melba  in  Dallas is  booker. 



THE  FIRST  THREE  ENGAGEMENTS 
TELL  THE  BOXOFFICE  STORY  OF 

MONOGRAM'S  MILLION  DOLLAR  SMASH 

A  KING  BROS.  PRODUCTION 

HELD  OVER  IN  BOSTON 
AT  RKO'S  NEW  ENGLAND  GIANT -THE  BOSTON! 

FRISCO 
AT  FOX-WEST  COAST'S  MIGHTY  WARFIELD! 

1 HELD  OVER  IN  CHICAGO 
AT  THE  CHICAGO-B&K'S  MIDWEST  FLAGSHIP! 

^SC/SPEiNrS^'starring  BELITA  •  BARRY  SULLIVAN  •  BONITA  GRANVILLE 
ALBERT    DEKKER       With  EUGENE   PALLETTE  -    MIGUEUTO  VALDES  •  BOBBY  RAMOS  &  His  Band  •  Edi

t  Angold 

A  MONOGRAM  PICTURE    •     Produced   by  MAURICE  and    FRANKLIN  KING  -Directed  by  Frank  Tunie 

Original  Screenplay  by  Philip  Yordan    •    Music  by  Damele  Amfithearrof 
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ATA  Vetoes  Action 

On  Equity  Decision 
i  Continued  from  Page  1) 

dustry  trade  practices  such  as  were 
excluded  from  the  jurisdiction  of  the 

ATA  by  the  St.  Louis  convention." 
This  was  announced  yesterday  after 
an  emergency  meeting  of  ATA  offi- 

cers,   including    regional    vice-presi- 
dents, called  by  S.  H.  Fabian,  presi- 
dent.    It    previously    had    been    re- 
ported that  the  ATA  may  attempt  to 

reach  a  basis  for  a  fair  trade  practice 
code  as  a  result  of  the  court's  opinion. 

A    resolution    passed    by    the 
officers,  however,  urged  that  all 
exhibitor  organizations  concern- 

ing themselves  with  trade  prac- 
tices to  study  the  import  of  the 

decision  "to  the  end  that  they 
may  present  their  views  in  what- 

ever form  is   deemed   appropri- 
ate   in    the    exercise    of    their 

rights  as  exhibitors." 
The    meeting    ratified    the    incor- 

poration of  ATA  in  the  District  of 
Columbia  and  received  a  report  on 
the   status    of   the   organization.    A 
committee  was  named  to  confer  with 
producers   and  distributors  concern- 

ing the  use  and  distribution  of  Gov- 
ernment films. 

Attending  the  meeting  were  Leon- 
ard Goldenson,  Martin  Mullin,  Mal- 

colm Kingsberg,  Joseph  R.  Vogel, 
Sam  Rinzler,  Arthur  L.  Mayer,  Bob 

O'Donnell,  William  Crockett,  Rotus 
Harvey,  Herman  Hunt,  William  Skir- 
ball,  Ed  Zorn,  Sam  Rosen,  Fred  Spry, 
Max  A.  Cohen,  Herman  Levy,  Charles 
Skouras,  Harry  C.  Arthur,  Mitchel 
Wolfson,  General  Smith,  Robert 
Coyne,  Bob  Wilby,  Harry  Brandt,  Si 
Fabian,  Ned  Shugrue,  Ted  Gamble, 
Walter  Brown,  Fred  Schwartz,  Herb 
Jacoby  and  Henry  Ferber. 

New  Mexico  Association 
Votes  ATA  Affiliation 

The  New  Mexico  Theater  Associa- 
tion has  voted  to  join  up  with  Amer- 
ican Theaters  Association,  Wayne 

Patterson,  secretary,  New  Mexico 
group,  has  informed  Si  Fabian,  ATA 
president.  Fifty-two  theaters  were 
represented  at  a  meeting  in  Albu- 

querque where  the  vote  for  affiliation 
was  unanimous. 

Ned  Shugrue  Heads  ATA 
Public  Relations  Dept. 

J.  Edward  (Ned)  Shugrue  has 
been  appointed  director  of  informa- 

tion and  public  relations  for  Amer- 
ican Theaters  Association.  He  took 

up  his  new  duties  yesterday,  follow- 
ing four  years  with  the  TJ.  S.  Treas- 

ury  as   director  of   motion  pictures 

STORK  REPORTS 

Chicago  — Ted  Regel,  of  B  &  K's 
employes'  association  and  manager 
of  the  Northshore  Theater,  and  Mrs. 
Regel  are  the  parents  of  a  daughter 
born  at  the  Evanston  Hospital. 

Atlas'  $18,000,000  in  BKO 
Task  in  RKO  Rehabilitation  Finished—Odium 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

of  months,  Odium  declared  that  it 
"only  means  that  Atlas  Corp.  con- siders that  the  task  which  it  set  out 
for  itself  in  1935  in  connection  with 
the  rehabilitation  of  RKO  has  been 
completed  and,  as  a  consequence,  that 
Atlas  must  in  the  natural  course  of 

its  own  business  reduce  its  holdings." 
RKO  Holdings  Still  $18,000,000 

Atlas,  with  the  disposal  of  its  650,- 
000  shares,  will  still  own  approxim- 

ately $18,000,000  aggregate  market 
value  of  RKO  securities,  which  con- 

stitute the  largest  single  holding  in 
the  Atlas  portfolio.  It  follows,  of 
course,  that  Atlas  will  remain  by  far 
RKO's  largest  stockholder. 
RKO  yesterday  filed  a  registration 

statement  with  the  SEC  covering 
the  sale  of  670,000  shares.   The  addi- 

tional 20,000  shares  are  being  pur- 
chased by  the  underwriters  from  the 

company  through  the  exercise  of  op- 
tion rights  originally  granted  by  the 

company  to  N.  Peter  Rathvon  and 
Ned  E.  Depinet,  from  whom  they  are 

being  purchased. Underwriting  Group 
Lehman  Bros,  and  Goldman,  Sachs 

&  Co.  will  head  the  underwriting 
group,  and  it  is  expected  that  the 
offering  will  be  made  about  July  9. 

In  his  statement  Odium  pointed 
out  that  Atlas  spearheaded  the  re- 

organization of  Paramount  several 
years  ago  and  later  reduced  its  hold- 

ings in  Paramount  substantially 
although  it  still  continues  to  be  one 
of  the  larger  holders  of  Paramount 
stock. 

Re-elect  Para.  Board, 
Boost  Common  Stock 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

value  of  $1  per  share  to  provide  suffi- 
cient shares  to  effect  a  stock  split  on 

a  two-for-one  basis.  Common  shares 
outstanding  total  3,752,136;  after  the 
split  7,504,272  shares  will  be  out- 

standing and  1,495,728  will  be 
authorized  but  unissued.  The  board 
has  no  present  plans  in  respect  to 
the  latter  shares  of  authorized  but 
unissued  stock. 

The  stockholders  also  approved  the 
elimination  of  44,211  shares  of 
authorized  but  unissued  first  pre- 

ferred stock  and  5,819  shares  of 
authorized  but  unissued  second  pre- 

ferred stock  and  1,349  shares  of  com- 
mon stock  held  in  the  treasury. 

Amendments  to  the  charter  and 
by-laws  designating  the  number  of 
directors  at  16  for  a  term  of  one  year 
were  approved. 

Represented  at  the  meeting  were 
81  per  cent  of  the  stock  eligible  to 
vote  either  in  person  or  by  proxy. 

Directors  re-elected  were  Barney 
Balaban,  Stephen  Callaghan, Y.Frank 
Freeman,  Harvey  D.  Gibson,  Leonard 
H.  Goldenson,  A.  Conger  Goodyear, 
Stanton  Griffis,  Duncan  G.  Harris, 
John  D.  Hertz,  Austin  C.  Keough, 
Earl  L.  McClintock,  Maurice  Newton, 
Charles  M.  Reagan,  E.  V.  Richards, 
Edwin  L.  Weisl  and  Adolph  Zukor. 

Officers  will  be  elected  by  the  direc- 
tors next  week. 

and  special  events,  maintaining  liai- 
son between  the  studios  and  the  the- 

aters. Under  his  direction,  Treasury 
short  subjects  were  prepared  for 
various  drives.  He  is  37  years  old 
and  a  native  of  Lowell,  Mass. 

Drilling  Rites  Today 
Philadelphia  —  Joseph  Drilling, 

Universal  newsreel  cameraman  who 
died  of  a  heart  attack  in  Atlantic 
City  while  filming  preliminary  judg- 

ing in  the  Miss  Atlantic  City  beauty 
contest,  will  be  buried  here  today 
from  the  Kirk-Nice  Funeral  Parlor. 

FCC  Para.  Tele  Probe 

May  Start  Monday 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

windup  to  the  Los  Angeles  television 
hearing  and  a  beginning  of  the  Com- 

mission's "all  out"  probe  into  Para- 
mount's  widespread  television  inter- ests. 

Hughes  and  Lee  will  appear  in 

line  with  the  FCC's  current  policy  to 
"get  on  the  record"  the  television 
policy  of  top  executives  of  applying 
companies. 

The  appearance  of  the  two  exec- 
utives, however,  will  be  only  the  pre- 

liminary bout  to  the  main  event — the 
Paramount  probe,  which  is  expected 
to  get  under  way  on  Monday. 

To  Call  Top  Para.  Execs. 
Top  Paramount  executives  are 

slated  to  appear  before  the  FCC.  The 
Paramount  probe  will  determine  the 
stock  ownership  and  management  in- 

terests of  many  Paramount  subsidi- 
aries, including  the  following:  Tele- 
vision Productions,  Inc.,  for  stations 

in  Los  Angeles  and  San  Francisco; 
Allen  B.  DuMont  Lab,  Inc.,  Cleve- 

land, Pittsburgh  and  Cincinnati;  De- 
troit Theater  Corp.,  Detroit;  New 

England  Theaters,  Inc.,  Boston;  Com- 
erford  Publix  Theaters  Corp.,  Scran- 
ton,  Pa.;  Interstate  Circuit,  Inc.,  Dal- 

las, Tex.,  and  Maison  Blanche  Co., 
New  Orleans. 

Para.-Scophony  Inquiry 
In  addition,  the  FCC  promised  a 

full  inquiry  into  Paramount's  con- nection with  Scophony. 
Harry  Plotkin,  assistant  general 

counsel  of  the  FCC,  will  preside  at 
the  inquiry.  Plotkin  also  handled  the 
Los  Angeles  video  hearing. 

Sparkhul  Funeral  Held 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Funeral  services  for 
Theodor  Sparkhul,  52,  veteran  cam- 

eraman, who  died  at  Santa  Fe  Hos- 
pital following  a  brief  illness,  were 

Held  in  the  Church  of  the'  Reces- sional, Forest  Lawn. 

Parley  Agrees  Authoi 
May  Waive  Rights 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

of  "inalienability"  of  author's  rights 
Only  one  Latin- American  delegation 
unnamed  by  the  conference,  opposei 
the  new  article. 

The  article  was  substantially  dif 
ferent  from  the  article  originally 

backed  by  the  Latin  American^* voted  down  by  the  full  convemeJ 
The  article  agreed  upon  is  designe( 
to  protect  the  punctilio  of  Latin 
American  authors  and  composers  ir 
his  moral  rights  to  his  works  unde: 
the  laws  of  his  native  country. 

The  convention  is  expected  to  wini 
up  today  or  tomorrow. Text  of  the  Article 

The  article  approved  by  the  con 
vention  reads  as  follows: 

"The  author  of  a  protected  work 
in  disposing  of  his  copyrights  ty 
sale,  grant  or  by  any  other  means 
retains  the  right  to  claim  the  pater 
nity  of  the  work  and  to  oppose  am 
modification  or  use  of  same  whicl 
may  be  prejudicial  to  his  reputatioi 
as  an  author,  unless  by  his  prior 
contemporaneous  or  subsequent  con 
sent  he  has  granted  or  waived  thi 
right  in  accordance  with  the  pro 
visions  of  the  law  of  the  contracting 
state  in  which  the  contract  was  en 

tered  into." 
The  convention  was  called  to  effec 

an  Inter  -  American  agreement  oi 

copyright  laws. 

Capital's  Great  to  See 

Fight  via  NBC's  Tele 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM   DAI  Li 

Washington — Washington  official 
dom,  including  Cabinet  members 
Supreme  Court  justices  and  virtu 
ally  the  entire  membership  of  th< 
Senate  and  House  will  view  NBC 
RCA's  biggest  television  splurge  to 
night — the  Louis-Conn  fight. 
With  Brig.  Gen.  David  Sarnoff 

RCA  president,  the  host,  Washing 
ton's  great  and  near-great  will  jour 
ney  to  the  Hotel  Statler  for  the  event 
A  total  of  nearly  700  guests  ar< 
expected. 

The  entire  mezzanine  floor  of  tht 
Statler  has  been  reserved,  with  21 
pre-war  television  receivers  spottec 
around.  Projection  -  type  receiver.' 
will  have  a  22  by  16  inch  screen,  anc 
the  direct  viewing  will  have  a  11  bj 
8  inch  screen. 

Guests  are  invited  as  early  as  7 
p.m.  for  cocktails  and  a  buffet  sup 
per,  as  well  as  view  the  preliminarj 

fights. 

up 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Short-Beck 
Short  Hills,  N.  J.  —  Dorothy  Jam 

Short,  formerly  of  The  Film  Daiia 
business  department,  and  Allen  Wil- 

liam Beck  were  married  over  th€ 
week-end. 
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k  flLfll  DfllLV  REVIEWS  Of  HEUI  PICTURES  • 

„ 
The  Bamboo  Blonde" 
with   Frances  Langford,  Ralph   Edwards, 

Russell  Wade 

0  68  Mins. 

LIGHT  AND  SPIRITED  ROMANTIC  FILM 

VITH  MUSICAL  NTERLUDES,  ALSO  HAS 
TRENGTH  OF  LANGFORD   NAME. 

's  film,  a  romance  with  musical  inter- 

<*  m.  will  ride  along  on  Frances  Langford's 
eputation  as  a  singer  of  popular  tunes.  The 

tar  does  her  best  for  the  production,  con- 
tributing four  vocal  numbers  that  give  the 

proceedings  a  decided  lift,  there  having 

een  built  around  several  of  them  produc- 
tion items  that  provide  some  of  the  offer- 

rig's  best  assets. 
A  yarn  by  Wayne  Whittaker,  called 

'Chicago  Lulu"  has  supplied  Olive  Cooper 
*nd  Lawrence  Kimble  with  the  stuff  for  a 

ight  and  spirited  screenplay  in  which  the 

3ction  takes  place  during  the  war.  MissLang- 

ord  appears  as  a  singer  in  a  shaky  night- 
club operated  by  Ralph  Edwards.  A  chance 

tieeting  with  Russell  Wade,  wealthy  Air 

lorps  officer,  sets  off  a  series  of  more-or- 
ess  amusing  developments.  The  publicity 

4iat  accrues  to  her  when  Wade's  plane, 
'which  has  been  named  after  her  by  his 
:rew  members,  chalks  up  an  enviable  war 

record  puts  Edwards'  night  spot  on  its  feet 
•nd  advances  the  romance  between  the 

singer  and  the  officer.  Complications  re- 
sult from  the  fact  that  Jane  Greer,  to  whom 

he's  already  engaged,  tries  to  bust  up  the 
Romance.  Fearful  that  their  marriage  might 
orove  a  failure  because  they  come  from 

-wo  different  worlds,  Miss  Langford  at- 
rempts  to  break  off  with  Wade,  but  she 
soon  learns  her  fears  are  unfounded.  The 

two  lovers  are  in  each  other's  arms  and 
Miss  Greer  bows,  gracefully  as  possible,  out 

pf  the  picture. 

',  Herman  Schlom's  production  of  the  film 
under  the  supervision  of  Executive  Producer 

jSid  Rogell  is  quite  ordinary.  The  direction 

jof  Anthony  Mann  is  pedestrian. 
The  actors  don't  overstrain  themselves. 
CAST:  Frances  Langford,  Ralph  Edwards,  Rus- 

sell   Wade,    Iris    Adrian,    Richard    Martin,    Jane 

*Creer,  Glenn  Vernon,  Paul  Harvey,  Regina  Wal- lace, Jean   Brooks. 

'     CREDITS:     Executive     Producer,     Sid     Rogell; 
-Producer,    Herman    Schlom;    Director,    Anthony 
iManir,     Screenplay,      Olive      Cooper,      Lawrence 
'Kimble;    Based   on   story   by   Wayne   Whittaker; 
Cameraman,   Fred   Redman;  Special   Effects,  Ver- 
■non  L.  Walker;  Art  Directors,  Albert  S.  D'Agos- 

',+ino,    Lucius    Croxton;    Sound,    Jean    L.    Speaks, 
Earl  Mounce;  Film  Editor,   Les  Millbrook;  Musi- 

]-cal     Director,     C.     Bakaleinikoff;     Songs,     Mort 
Greene,  Lou  Pollack. 
DIRECTION,  Fair.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Okay. 

Negotiating  for  PEL  Prexy; 
PRC  to  Quit  Producing 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
\  whose  name  cannot  be  disclosed  as 
yet,  to  become  president  of  PEL. 

Foy  also  said  PRC  will  continue  as 
a    distributing    company,    but    will 
cease  producing  on  its  own.  It,  how- 

.  ever,  will  handle  higher-budget  pro- 
"  duct  to  be  made  by  independent  pro- ducers. 

PEL  will  make  at  least  22  pictures 
,  during  its  first  year  at  a  cost  of 
$20,000,000,  three  of  which  will  be 
in  Cinecolor.  Six  of  the  22  may  be 
package  deals  which  are  now  being 
negotiated. 

"Perilous  Holiday" 
with  Pat  O'Brien,  Ruth  Warrick 

Columbia  89  Mins. 

ROMANCE,  COMEDY,  AND  MELODRA- 
MATICS  ARE  COMBINED  TO  PROVIDE 

ENTERTAINMENT  OF  PLEASANT  QUAL- ITY. 

In  "Perilous  Holiday"  the  job  of  uncover- 
ing a  counterfeiting  ring  in  Mexico  City 

has  been  accomplished  in  a  manner  that 
will  excite  the  majority  of  patrons  whose 
entertainment  demands  are  not  too  difficult 
to  satisfy. 

The  picture  tells  a  yarn  in  which  con- 
nivance plays  an  important  part  in  achiev- 

ing the  desired  results.  The  production 

doesn't  overlook  the  importance  of  ro- 
mance and  humor  in  contributing  box  office 

values  to  the  footage.  It  also  doesn't  neg- 
lect to  try  the  persuasiveness  of  music  to 

draw  audience  attention.  For  the  purpose 
it  employs  the  Eddie  LeBaron  orchestra, 
which  is  kept  busy  giving  out  with  Mexican 
harmony.  The  musical  sequences  should 
bring  to  the  film  additional  patronage  from 
the  ranks  of  youth. 

The  Roy  Chanslor  screenplay,  which  stems 

from  the  Collier's  Magazine  serial  by  Robert 
Carson,  has  as  its  chief  character,  an 
American  who  has  everybody  mystified.  His 
behavior  casts  considerable  suspicion  upon 
him.  Among  those  who  have  their  doubts 
about  him  is  a  distaff  member  of  the 

newspaper  fraternity  who  has  her  sights 
aimed  at  a  racketeer  operating  a  night  club. 
It  is  during  the  course  of  her  investigation 

into  the  racketeer's  activities  that  the  gal 
discovers  the  existence  of  the  counterfeiting 

ring.  The  guy  from  the  States  is  among 
those  at  whom  suspicion  is  directed  until 
it  is  learned  that  he  is  an  undercover  agent 

trying  to  get  the  goods  on  the  counter- 
feiters. At  the  finale,  romance  is  in  full 

blossom  between  the  lady  of  the  fourth 
estate  and  the  man  from  the  States. 

The  direction  of  Edward  H.  Griffith  en- 
dows the  film  with  much  life.  Phil  L.  Ryan 

has  produced  ably  enough. 

The  players  perform  spiritedly.  Pat  O'Brien is  the  sleuth  and  Ruth  Warrick  the  gal. 
The  villain-in-chief  is  Alan  Hale. 

CAST:  Pat  O'Brien,  Ruth  Warrick,  Alan  Hale, 
Edgar  Buchanan,  Audrey  Long,  Willard  Robert- 

son, Eduardo  Ciannelli,  Minna  Gombell,  Martin 
Garralaga,  Jay  Novello,  Al  Hill,  Pedro  Regas, 
Eddie  LeBaron  and  orchestra. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Phil  L.  Ryan;  Director, 
Edward  H.  Griffith;  Screenplay,  Roy  Chanslor; 
Based  on  story  by  Robert  Carson;  Cameraman, 
Charles  Lawton,  Jr.;  Film  Editor,  Viola  Lawrence; 
Art  Directors,  Stephen  Goosson,  Rudolph  Sternad; 
Set  Decorator,  Frank  Tuttle;  Special  Effects, 
Ray  Cory;  Sound,  Jack  Haynes;  Musical  Score, 
Paul   Sawtell;  Musical  Director,    M.  W.  Stoloff. 

DIRECTION,  Okay.     PHOTOGRAPHY,  Good. 

Johnston  to  Meet  with 
MPAA  Members  Tomorrow 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Hollywood  and  New 
York  members  of  the  Johnston  or- 

ganization will  hold  a  meeting  here 
tomorrow  to  discuss  industry  prob- 

lems. Johnston  will  deal  with  indus- 
try problems  in  his  speech  tonight, 

at  which  the  mayor  will  play  host  to 
100  members  of  the  industry.  The 
dinner  will  be  a  closed  session  with 

Johnston's  talk  likely  to  be  of  an 
"off  the  record"  nature. 

"Colorado  Serenade" with  Eddie  Dean 

PRC  70  Mins. 

COMBINATION  OF  SONG  AND  AC- 
TION WILL  PLEASE  WESTERN  FANS 

PLENTY;  DEAN'S  SINGING  A  STAND- 
OUT. 

The  latest  of  the  Eddie  Dean  westerns  in 

Cinecolor  again  combines  song  and  action 
to  the  satisfaction  of  his  admirers.  In 

"Colorado  Serenade"  the  star  continues  to 
add  to  his  standing  as  a  singing  cowboy, 
contributing  further  evidence  that  he  is  as 

good,  if  not  superior,  to  any  of  his  saddle 
contemporaries  when  it  comes  to  warbling 

a  ditty  of  the  wide-open  spaces. 

When  he  isn't  lifting  his  voice  to  do 
justice  to  a  song,  Dean  assisted  by  Roscoe 
Ates,  his  buddy,  is  busy  seeing  that  justice 
is  done  in  the  matter  of  a  couple  of  bad 
hombres,  who,  setting  themselves  above  the 
law,  are  raiding  Government  gold  shipments 

with  impunity.  The  heavies'  special  hate  is 
a  circuit  judge  determined  to  clean  up  the 
community  where  they  hold  sway.  The 

judge's  business  is  rendered  more  risky  by 
the  fact  that  he  once  sent  one  of  the  bad- 

dies (Warner  Richmond)  to  jail,  and  you 
know  how  difficult  it  is  for  baddies  to 

forget  in  westerns. 

To  gain  dramatic  strength,  the  Frances 
Kavanaugh  screenplay  falls  back  upon  the 
ancient  device  of  setting  father  against  son 
without  either  knowing  the  relationship 
of  the  other  until  near  the  end.  In  this 
case  the  son  is  the  head  villain  (Dennis 

Moore),  and  the  judge  (Forrest  Taylor) 
is  the  father.  Moore  was  kidnapped  in 

childhood  by  the  guy  the  judge  sent  to 
jail  and  brought  up  as  his  own  son.  Moore, 
experiencing  a  change  of  heart  too  late, 
is  killed  by  Richmond,  who  at  the  same  time 
fills  Taylor  with  lead. 

Doubling  as  producer  and  director,  Robert 
Emmett  Tansey  keeps  the  action  constantly boiling. 

CAST:  Eddie  Dean,  David  Sharpe,  Roscoe  Ates, 
Mary  Kenyon,  Forrest  Taylor,  Dennis  Moore, 
Abigail  Adams,  Warner  Richmond,  Lee  Ben- nett,  Robert  McKenzie,   Bob  Duncan. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Robert  Emmett  Tansey; 
Director,  Robert  Emmett  Tansey;  Screenplay, 

Frances  Kavanaugh;  Cameraman,  Robert  Shack- 
elford; Art  Director,  Edward  C.  Jewell;  Sound, 

John  Carter;  Film  Editor,  Hugh  Winn. 
DIRECTION,  Okay.      PHOTOGRAPHY,  Okay. 

Telecon  to  Demonstrate 
Tele  Receiver  Tonight 

Telecon  Corp.  will  demonstrate 
pilot  models  of  its  television  receiv- 

ers tonight  at  the  home  office,  with 
the  Louis-Conn  bout  as  the  test  pro- 

gram. Company  has  assembled  com- 
ponents of  several  models  in  lab- 

oratory frames  for  the  press  show- 
ing. 

One  is  a  15-inch  direct-view  re- 
ceiver, the  other  a  projection  design 

showing  an  approximate  18  x  24  inch 
picture.  Solomon  Sagall,  president 
of  Telecon,  said  that  the  company 
plans  to  produce  television  receivers 
able  to  project  pictures  large  enough 
to  cover  walls  of  bars,  restaurants, 
theaters  and  other  semi-public  and 
public  places. 

Company's  policy,  he  pointed  out, 
will  be  to  feature  home  receivers  able 
to  show  larger  pictures,  with  the 
smallest  console  having  a  10-inch 
screen. 

"Deadline  for  Murder" 
with   Paul   Kelly,  Kent  Taylor,  Sheila   Ryan, 

Jerome  Cowan 

20th-Fox  65  Mins. 

STRICTLY  ROUTINE  MELODRAMA  IS 
FAIR -TO -MIDDLING  ENTERTAINMENT 
WITH  ACCENT  ON  ACTION. 

"Deadline  for  Murder"  is  a  mild  melo- 
drama in  which  fortunately  there  is  so  much 

activity  that  the  average  whodunit  fan 

isn't  likely  to  question  the  fact  there  isn't 
much  to  the  story  and  the  plot  rambles 
badly  and  is  considerably  mixed  up. 

In  producing  the  film,  Sol  M.  Wurtzel 

hasn't  extended  himself.  Irving  Cummings, 
Jr.,  has  fashioned  a  loose  screenplay  from 
commonplace  material  concerning  a  plot  to 
get  hold  of  a  document  valuable  to  a 

foreign  combine.  James  Tinling's  direction, 
while  it  creates  a  sense  of  commotion, 

doesn't  help  much  to  give  the  yarn  any 
appreciable  degree  of  plausibility.  For  a 
picture  so  well  stocked  with  murders  and 

other  forms  of  violence,  "Deadline  for  Mur- 
der" is  strangely  lacking  in  suspense. 

Kent  Taylor  plays  one  of  those  charming 
never  -  too  -  well  -  defined  characters  with 

which  film  melodrama  abounds.  He  is  ap- 
pealed to  by  an  old  friend  of  his  to  do 

something  about  the  above-referred-to  docu- 
ment, which  has  been  taken  from  her  hus- 

band's safe.  In  his  efforts  to  solve  the 

mystery,  Kent  has  one  run-in  after  another 
with  Paul  Kelly,  detective  working  on  the 
case.  The  document  falls  into  various  hands, 

finally  winding  up  in  the  possession  of 
Jerome  Cowan,  who  is  willing  to  let  Kent 

have  it  for  a  tidy  financial  consideration.  Of 
course,  the  film  winds  up  with  Kent  and 

Kelly  letting  him  have  it,  if  you  know  what 
we  mean. 

The  actors  work  hard  trying  to  put  the 
film  over.  The  chief  feminine  role  is  that 

of  a  newspaper  reporter,  played  by  Sheila 
Ryan.  This  character  is  strictly  phoney. 

CAST:  Paul  Kelly,  Kent  Taylor,  Sheila  Ryan, 
Jerome  Cowan,  Renee  Carson,  Joan  Blair,  Leslie 
Vincent,  Marian  Martin,  Matt  McHugh,  Jody  Gil- 

bert, Eddie  Marr,  Thomas  Jackson,  Ray  Teal,  An- 
dre Chariot,  Emory  Parnell,  Eddie  Kane,  Monty 

Collins,  Syd  Saylor,  Spec  O'Donnell,  Charles  Wil- liams. 

CREDITS:  Producer,  Sol  M.  Wurtzel;  Associate 
Producer,  Paul  Wurtzel;  Director,  James  Tinling; 
Screenplay,  Irving  Cummings,  Jr.;  Cameraman, 
Benjamin  Kline;  Art  Director,  Jerome  Pycha;  Set 
Decorator,  Syd  Moore;  Film  Editor,  William  F. 
Claxton;  Sound,  John  Carter. 

DIRECTION,  So-so.    PHOTOGRAPHY,  Okay. 

"Will  Prosecute  With  All 

Strength  I  Have" — Hughes 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Noting  that  Judge 

John  Bright's  denial  of  a  prelimin- 
ary injunction  against  the  MPAA 

has  no  bearing  on  the  trial  of  his 
$1,000,000  triple-damages  action 
against  the  Association,  Howard 

Hughes,  producer  of  "The  Outlaw," stated  "When  it  does  come  to  trial 
I  intend  to  prosecute  it  with  all  the 

strength  I  have." "I  want  to  make  sure,"  Hughes 
said,  "the  public  understands  that 
this  is  merely  a  decision  regarding 
my  request  for  a  temporary  injunc- 

tion. This  decision  has  no  bearing  on 
the  trial.  The  case  has  not  yet  come 

to  trial." 
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WHAT  A  DIFFERENCE 

•III  MAKES  J 
•  The  quality  of  Simplified  High  Intensity  Projection  is  so 

clearly  superior,  with  so  little  difference  in  cost,  that,  soon, 

no  theatre  —  large  or  small  —  will  even  consider  operating 
without  it. 

This  is  apparent  when  you  weigh  the  definite  effects,  for 

example,  of  One-Kilowatt  High  Intensity  Projection  on  your 

screen  ...  on  your  audience  .  .  .  and  on  your  box-office  receipts. 
For  further  information,  get  in  touch  with  National  Carbon 

Company,  Inc.  Consult  your  supply  house  about  the  availability 
of  High  Intensity  Lamps. 

NATIONAL  CARBON  COMPANY,  INC. 
Unit  of   Union   Carbide  and  Carbon  Corporation 

The  word   "National"    is   a   registered   trade-mark 
of  National  Carbon  Company,  Inc. 

\ns 
30  East  42nd  Street,  New  York  17,  JST.Y. 

Division    Sales    Offices:    Atlanta,    Chicago,    Dallas, 

Kansas  City,  New  York,  Pittsburgh,  San  Francisco 
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N.  J.  ALLKD'S  TRADE  SHOW  OPENS  TODAY 
Swiss  Victory  To  Tie  Up  Many  German  Patents 
ABOUT  THE 
TRADE 

H' OUSTON,  TEX.,  will  get  two  new  the- 

1  '  aters,  it  is  announced  by  R.  J.  "Bob" 

) 'Donnell,  Interstate's  vice-prexy  and  gen- 
ral  manager.  ..  .One  will  be  built  in  the 
McCarthy  Center  at  a  cost  of  $30,000,  for 

■  bich    a   25-year    lease    has    been    obtained 
.  Feature  of  the  house  will  be  tele  facili- 

ties...  .Second  house  will  be  built  in  the 
Richmond  community  at  a  cost  of  $20,000. 

1  •  Herman  Rif kin  writes  that  he's  remodel- 
ng  his  Suffolk  Theater,  Holyoke,  Mass., 
nd  is  recarpeting  and  reseating  it,  plus 
stalling  air  conditioning.  . .  .House  is  slated 
o  reopen  around  the  end  of  this  month.  .  . 

■  Don  LeBrun  is  building  a  new  350- 
«ater  in  South  Whitley,  Ind.,  and  reports 
is  chief  worry  is  getting  seats. 

DOTH  W.  C.  DeVry,  president,  and 

*"  E.  B.  DeVry,  secretary-treasurer  of 
be  DeVry  Corp.,  Chicago,  celebrated 
heir  birthdays  on  Saturday,  June  15 

.  .  .Although  there's  a  slight  differ- 
nce  in  their  respective  ages,  both  sons 
4  the  late  H.  A.  DeVry,  founder  of  the 
DeVry  Corp.,  were  born  on  the  same 
lay   •  .  Ticket  Register  Industries, 
dso  of  Chicago,  has  moved  its  factory 
tnd  service  to  418  South  Wells  St., 

'■nd  its  offices  to  30  East  Adams  St.  .  . 
»  F.  A.  Van  Husen,  owner  of  Western 

rheater  Supply  Co.,  has  signed  a  con- 
tract with  the  city  of  Mitchell,  S.  D., 

ailing  for  $22,000  worth  of  equipment 
ior  the  new  Corn  Palace  Auditorium 

here   %  .The  close  of  competi- 

tion in  L.  D.  (Larry)  Strong's  earliest 
bangeover  search  has  been  advanced 
o  Aug.  1  .  .  .  .  Contest  seeks  to  locate 
be  longest  operating  Strong  Change- 

over, for  a  letter  on  which  and  pos- 
ession  of  the  Changeover,  Larry  is 
giving  a  $100  Victory  Bond  plus  a  set 
,'f  new  1946  Strong  Zippers.  .  .  .Win- 

ters will  be  announced  Sept.  1  instead 
>f  July  4  as  originally  planned. 

OS  ANGELES  exchange  of  PRC  is  under- 

""  going   renovation,    and    Syd    Lehman, 
ranch  manager,  will  emerge  from  the  deal 
vith  a  completely  redecorated  office.  .  .  . 
•  CPA  has  denied  application  of  W.  H. 
.edbetter  to  build  a  new  theater  in   Nash- 

ille,  Mich.  ...  •  Bell  £r  Howell  is  mak- 
ng  extensive   preparations   for   the   NAVED 

nnua!  convention  in  Chicago,  Aug.  5-7, 
Tclusive. 

Tiny  Neutral  Claims 
Ownership  of  Many 
General  Aniline  Patents 

By  MANNING  CLAGETT 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Negotiations  between 
Allied  Nations  and  Switzerland  for 
liquidation  of  German  assets  in 

Switzerland  have  ended  in  a  "top- 
heavy"  victory  for  the  Swiss,  includ- 

ing a  continuing  tight  hold  over 
many  German  film  patents  and  copy- 

(Continued  on  Page   15) 

Austin  Bros.  Open 

Firs!  Okla.  Drive-In 
Lawton,  Okla. — Oklahoma's  first 

Drive-In  theater  has  been  opened 

here  by  Earl  and  Will  Austin,  broth- 
ers, two  miles  west  of  town. 

The  theater,  involving  an  expendi- 
ture of  approximately  $100,000,  fol- 
lows the  design  of  similar  ventures 

in  Texas.  It  consists  of  a  reinforced 
(Continued  on  Page   16) 

Armour  Reorganizes; 
Issues  More  Licenses 

Chicago — Dr.  Jesse  Hobson,  direc- 
tor of  the  Armour  Research  Founda- 

tion, announces  re-organization  of 

its  Magnetic  Wire  Recorder  Depart- 

ment, with  Wire  Record  Develop- 
ment Corp.  being  dissolved  and  the 

(Continued  on  Page   15) 

Building  Boom  On 
In  New  South  Wales 

Sydney  (By  Air  Mail) — New  South 
Wales  Film  Commission  has  received 

24  applications  for  film  theatrs 
since  the  end  of  the  war,  with  14 

of  the  rquests  for  new  theaters.  Ten 

of  the  24  have  been  granted,  one  re- 
fused, and   13  are  undr  consideration. 

'46  Building  Nixed 
In  Minnesota  Area 

Minneapolis — No  new  theaters  will 
be  built  in  this  area  for  the  balance 

of  the  year,  unless  present  circum- 
stances are  so  altered  as  to  make 

such  a  project  "absolutely  essen- 
tial," it  is  disclosed  here  by  John  J. 

Friedl,  president  of  Minnesota 
Amusement  Co.,  operating  Mindako 
Theaters.  Basis  for  his  assertion  is 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Army's  "Sniperscope" 
Engineered  by  B  &  H 

Chicago — The  recent  unveiling  of 

the  "sniperscope,"  the  Army's  in- 
fra-red telescope  for  seeing  in  the 

dark,  reveals  another  top-secret  ex- 
ample of  the  engineering  skill  and 

ingenuity  manifested  during  the  war 
in  the  Lincolnwood  laboratories  of 
Bell  &  Howell  Co.  here.  Designers 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Maintenance  Vital,  Goidenson 

Advocates  Greater  Use  of  Lights  and  Color 

New  Equipment  Company 
Organized  in  Venezuela 

Caracas  (By  Air  Mail) — Distribu- 
dora  Filmica  Venezolana  has  been 

incorporated  here  with  a  capital  of 

$20,000  to  sell  projectors  and  other 

theater  equipment  in  Venezuela. 

Company  officials  are  Eduardo  Va- 
lencia, Julio  Valencia,  and  Dr.  Oscar 

Rodriquez  Machado. 

Theater  owners  and  managers 
must  maintain  attractive  houses  if 
the  industry  is  to  continue  to  hold 
its  merited  high  place  in  the  na- 

tion's communities,  it  is  asserted  by 
Leonard  Goidenson,  Paramount  vice- 
president,  who  added  that  outlets  will 
have  to  be  re-decorated,  advertising 
will  have  to  be  stressed,  and  the 

girl  in  the  box-office  and  the  doorman 
will  have  to  start  smiling  again. 
He  said  that  some  theaters  now 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Equipment  Exposition  Is 
First  in  East,  and  Will 
Reveal  Post-War  Advances 

Atlantic  City — More  than  a  score 
of  important  companies  will  partici- 

pate in  the  Motion  Picture  Theater 
Equipment  Trade  Show  which  opens 

today  in  the  local  Hotel  Chelsea  un- 
der sponsorship  of  Allied  Theater 

Owners  of  New  Jersey,  Inc.,  and 

coinciding  with  that  organization's 27th  annual  convention.  This  is  the 

first  post-war  equipment  exposition 
in  the  East  and  is  expected  to  intro- 

(Continued  on   Page    15) 

Construction  Boom 

Emerges  in  Quebec 
Montreal — The  reported  boom  in 

theater  construction  in  this  area  ap- 
pears to  be  an  actuality  as  a  checkup 

reveals  that  all  announced  projects 
are  in  work.  Eight  theaters  in  this 
city  and  suburban  areas  are  under 
construction  and  are  slated  for  open- 

ing in  the  Fall.  Six  theaters  in  the 
Province  are  in  the  course  of  con- 
struction. 

In  addition  to  the  regular  theaters, 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

Asks  Community  Residents 
To  Press  for  New  House 

Wildwood,  Fla.  —  In  an  attempt 

to  get  priority  rights  for  the  pro- 
posed new  theater  to  be  erected 

here  by  Martin  Theaters,  Inc.,  Hugh 
Martin  Jr.,  Florida  manager  for  the 

(Continued  on  Page  14) 

New  fn-Car  Speakers 

Beady  for  Drive-Ins 
Camden,  N.  J. — RCA's  Engineer- 

ing Products  Dept.  announces  that 

a  weatherproof  and  "foolproof"  in- 
car  speaker,  terminal  box,  and  speak- 

er receptacle  unit  for  drive-in  the- 
aters, designed  for  permanent  loca- 

tion on  the  parking  ramps,  is  now  in 

production  and  ready  for  distribution. 
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A  Section  of  THE  FILM  DAILY  compr? 
lensively  covering  the  equipment  field,  pub- 

lished every  second  week  by  Wid's  Films  and 
Film  Folks,  Inc.,  1501  Broadway,  New  York 
City.  John  W.  Alicoate,  Publisher;  Donald 
M.  Mersereau,  General  Manager;  Chester  B. 
Bahn,  Editor;  George  H.  Morris,  Equipment 
Editor;  West  Coast  Bureau,  6425  Hollywood 
Boulevard,  Hollywood,  Cal.,  Ralph  Wilk, 
Rureau   Chief. 

'46  Building  Nixed 
In  Minnesota  Area 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 

apparently    a    direct    statement    by 
representatives  of  CPA. 

Friedl,  acting  in  behalf  of  the 
chain,  recently  failed  to  obtain  CPA 
approval  to  complete  a  1,000-seat 
theater  in  the  Midway  district  of  St. 
Paul,  the  basement  of  which  had  al- 
readv  been  started. 

Asks  Community  Residents 
To  Press  for  New  House 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 

chain,  has  appealed  to  citizens  and 
civic  organizations  to  get  behind  the 
proposition  and  approach  the  proper 
authorities  with  an  appeal  for  the 
theater. 
Work  was  projected  several 

months  ago,  and  some  of  the  ma- 
terials are  available.  The  new  the- 

ater will  seat  approximately  800. 

Inability  to  Obtain  a 
Priority  Stalls  Project 

Youngstown,  O. — Plans  for  build- 
ing a  theater  at  Market  St.  and  Ken- 

more  Ave.  have  been  postponed, 
owner  of  the  property,  Jack  Stein- 

berg, said  this  week.  He  declared 
that  he  cannot  obtain  a  priority  for 
theater  construction  now. 

Several  buildings  on  the  site  had 
been  razed  to  make  way  for  the  pro- 

posed new  movie  which  is  to  be  one 
of  the  most  modern  in  the  district 
and  which  is  to  cost  an  estimated 
$150,000,  according  to  Steinberg. 

Equipment  Firm  Chartered 
Houston,  Tex.  —  A.  Mortensen, 

George  Heck  and  J.  W.  Hill  have  in- 
corporated the  Southwestern  Theater 

Equipment  Co.  here  with  capital 
stock  of  $80,000. 

Rebuilding  Georgia  House 
Pelham,  Ga.  — The  Park  Theater, 

which  is  to  be  one  of  the  most  mod- 
ern in  this  section  of  the  state,  is  in 

the  process  of  being  re-built. 

POSITION  DESIRED 

Ex-Air  Corps  Officer — 10  years  motion 
picture  experience.  Thorough  knowledge  of 
motion  picture  equipment  design.  Write 

Box   16— 
THE  FILM   DAILY 

1501    Broadway,  New   York    18,    N.   Y. 

Army's  "Sniperscope" 
Engineered  by  B  &  H 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 

and  product  engineers  for  the  com- 
plete optical  and  mechanical  unit, 

for  tooling,  and  for  the  intricate  test- 
ing equipment  required,  the  local 

firm  made  and  assembled  this  "in- 
visible-light" marvel  for  the  Army's 

Engineer  Board  when  comparatively 
few  individuals  in  the  country  were 
aware  of  its  nature. 

The  power  pack,  an  ingenious  kit 

slung  over  the  user's  shoulder,  was 
made,  and  wired  to  the  instrument 
itself,  by  Electronics  Laboratories  of 
Indianapolis,  Ind. 

Two  Appointments  Made 
By  Radiant  Mfr.  Corp. 

Chicago  —  C.  F.  Block  has  been 
appointed  chief  engineer  for  Radiant 
Manufacturing  Corp.  here.  Special- 

izing in  machine  tool  product  design 
and  methods  engineering,  Block  will 

head  the  company's  enlarged  engi- 
neering department  and  will  super- 

vise tooling  and  design  of  new  pro- 
jection accessories  being  introduced 

to  the  1946-47  photographic  market. 
It  was  also  announced  by  Radiant 

that  Earle  F.  Heffley,  Jr.,  has  form- 
ally taken  over  the  post  of  promo- 
tion manager  for  the  company. 

CPA  Halts  Construction 
On  Big  Detroit  Outlet 

Detroit  — ■  Construction  of  the  new 
2,000-seat  Woods  Theater,  original- 

ly announced  as  the  Television  The- 
ater, by  United  Detroit  Circuit  has 

ben  stopped  by  action  of  CPA.  Work 
was  well  under  way  before  the  ban 
on  building  went  into  effect,  but 
further  progress  has  been  ordered 
halted  anyway.  Situation  is  being 
appealed,  according  to  Charles  N. 
Agree,  architect  of -the  project. 

Florida  Stand  Open 

Ocala,  Fla.  —  The  Roxy  Theater 
has  been  completely  re-decorated  in- 

side and  out,  and  an  air  conditioning 
unit  installed.  It  is  now  open,  with 
B.  H.  Mayberry  as  manager. 

IF  YOU    BUY 
?    STADIUM,    AMUSEMENT    PARK    OR 

CONTACT  INTERNATIONAL  TICKET! 

Your    needs    supplied    ef- 
ficiently with  Roll,  Machine 

Folded,  Reserve  Seats,  etc.    | 

Samples,    prices    on    re- 

quest. 

international  Ticket  co. 
52  GRAFTON  AVE.  "  NEWARK  4.  N.  J. 

Sales  offices  in  New  York  and 
Principal  Cities 

Most  Regular  Fellow 
Quits  His  Job  at  WE 

Fred  Clarke,  Western  Electric's 
merchandise  manager,  has  just  re- 

tired after  40  years  of  service  with 

the  Bell  System.  During  his  employ- 
ment span,  he  achieved  a  remarkable 

record  of  never  having  missed  a  day 
of  work  from  May,  1905  until  May, 

1944.  He  began  his  career  as  as- 
sistant traffic  manager  of  the  Chi- 

cago Telephone  Co.  in  1905  while 
still  in  college. 

Maintenance  Vital 
Goldenson  Asserts 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 

look  drab  beside  the  colored  glass 
fronts  and  lighted  signs  of  other 
business  places  that  have  followed 
the  theater  plan  of  dressing  up  their 
fronts. 

"The  theater  must  stand  out  with 

its  lights  and  color,"  he  warned. 

Work  Starts  on  Theater 

Sterling,  111.  —  John  and  George 
Farral  are  starting  to  build  a  new 
theater  here.  Concrete  block  and 
brick  will  be  used  in  construction  of 
this  400-seater. 

Construction  Boom 

Emerges  in  Quebec 
(Continued  from  Page  13) 

a  number  of  one-night  enterprise 
are  springing  up  in  halls,  remodele 

garages  and  other  types  of  building- 
Their  permanency  is  questionable 
The  Odeon  circuit  is  starting^t 

first-run  theater  in  Montreal  wlC 
the  next  month  and  construct,  „- 
starts  shortly  on  a  large  suburba house. 

Little  Will  Build  a  New 
Theater  in  South  Carolina 

Camden,  S.  C.  —  Lee  Little  ha 
announced  plans  for  construction  o.: 
a  1,000-seat  theater  on  the  nortl 
side  of  DeKalb  St.  The  new  house 
which  will  be  known  as  the  DeKalb 
will  be  of  concrete  and  steel  fire 
proof  construction.  It  will  be  air 
conditioned  and  equipped  wath  ever} 
safety  device  known  to  modern  the 
ater  construction,  according  to  Lit tie. 

Plan  $70,000  Outlet 

Lynchburg,  Va. — A  newly-formec 
corporation,  headed  by  F.  A.  Robert- 

son, will  erect  a  $70,000  theater  h) 
the  Fort  Hill  section. 
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iwiss  Victory  to  Tie 
Up  Many  Nazi  Patents 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 

aghts  by  the  tiny  neutral  country,  it 
-as  learned  yesterday. 
The  agreement,  announced  yester- 

day by  the  State  Department,  re- 
sals  that  the  Swiss  won  concessions 

Ifrvm  may  tie  up  many  important 
atents,  including  those  "owned" 

f  ̂ he  giant  General  Aniline  and 
s'ilm  Corp. 

"Sneaker"  Clause 
1  Included  in  the  agreement  is  a 
sneaker"  clause  which  says  "no 
eiman-owned  trade-mark  or  copy- 

■  ght  shall  be  sold  or  transferred 
ithout  the  concurrence  of  the  com- 

>iensation  office  and  the  joint  com- 
lission." 

;  The  Swiss  have  claimed  "owner- 
lip"  of  many  of  these  patents,  in- 
uding  most  of  those  of  General 
niline  and  Film  Corp.  Although 

-wo  separate  bills  are  being  drafted 
hich  would  dispose  of  these  pat- 
its,  including  the  German-developed 
)lor-film  process,  the  Swiss  have 
neatened  to  sue  this  Government  in 
ftse  either  General  Aniline  itself 
c  most  of  the  film  patents  are  put 
i  the  block  for  sale.  This  country 

-las  claimed  that  General  Aniline 
as  German-owned  and  the  Swiss 

.vnership  was  a  "dummy"  arrange- ment. 
Further  Delaying  Tactics 

The  'sneaker"  clause  in  the  new 
greement  gives  the  Swiss  a  chance 
or  further  delaying  tactics  before 
atents  are  disposed  of. 
In  addition,  the  agreement  keeps 

fie  Allies  from  touching  assets  of 
le  former  Nazi  Government,  and  on 
dvate  assets  the  Swiss  won  Allied 
greement  to  a  50-50  division  of  the 
roceeds  from  their  liquidation.  Ger- 
an  assets  in  Switzerland  were  es- 
mated  by  the  U.  S.  at  more  than 
750,000,000  and  by  the  Swiss  at 
jout  $107,000,000.  Some  Govern- 
ient  sources  hinted  that  some  of  the 
irectors  of  General  Aniline  favored 
ae  Swiss  stand,  since  it  would  place 
Jditional  harriers  in  the  way  of  the 
ale  of  the  giant  corporation  to 
hich  they  are  opposed. 

few  Catalog  Issued 
Chicago — Joseph  Hagn  Co.  have 
sued  a  new  premium  catalog  for 
tie  theater  trade.  It  supplements 
leir  regular  Hagn  Merchandiser 
italog. 

Used  Upholstered  Opera  Chairs 

Any  Quantity 

We  have  the  Cream  of  the  Crop 

Write  or  wire  for  exact  photo 

CHICAGO  USED  CHAIR 

MART 

Sam  Levinsohn,  Owner 

829  So.  State  Street,  Chicago  5 

Paramount  Develops  "Visual  Metronome"  to 
Help  Dancers  Keep  Step  During  Shooting 

West   Coast   Bureau   of    THE   FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — A  "visual  metronome,"  operating  from  a  prepared  click  sound 
track,  disc  or  film  loop,  is  being  used  at  the  Paramount  studio  to  cue  dance 
sequences.  Device  was  created  by  Loren  L.  Ryder  of  the  sound  department, 

because  of  dancers'  difficulty  in  maintaining  a  rhythmic  beat  during  the  filming 
of  dance  numbers,  because  it  is  often  necessary  to  cut  off  or  reduce  sound  volume. 

Metronome  electronically  reproduces  the  beat  by  flashing  any  desired  number 
of  incandescent  lights  around  the  set.  Lights  are  placed  where  they  are  visible 
to  dancers  but  out  of  camera  range. 

Armour  Reorganizes; 
Issues  More  Licenses 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 
Magnetic  Recorder  Division  placed 
under  direction  of  Carl  L.  Titus. 
Four  more  companies  have  been 
licensed  —  Garrard  Engineering  Co., 
Swinton,  England;  Ateliers  Elec- 
triques,  Charleroi,  Belgium;  Avery 
Sound  Instrument  Co.,  New  York, 
and  Magnicord,  Inc.,  of  this  city. 
This  makes  30  companies  now 
licensed  under  Armour  patents. 

Pipes  Remove  Snow  for  Modie 

Barnesville,  O.  —  Wrought  iron 
pipe  coils,  for  automatic  snow  re- 

moval, have  been  installed  in  the 
sidewalk  in  front  of  Edward  J. 
Modie's  Ohio  and  State  Theaters. 
Heat  introduced  into  the  pipes  keeps 
the  pavement  dry  and  clear  in  bad 
weather.  A.  M.  Myers  Co.  made  the 
installation. 

Improving  200-Seater 
Avon,  111.  —  The  200-seat  Avalon, 

recently  sold  by  C.  W.  Thompson  to 
Charles  Dykeman,  has  been  closed 
for  extensive  remodeling,  redecora- 
tion,  new  equipment  and  furnishings. 

THEATRE  PROJECTORS 
AND  SOUND  SYSTEMS 

. . .  built  to  specifications  that  far  exceed 

generally  accepted  commercial  stand- ards. . . .  Learn  how  you  get  so  much  for 
so  little  when  you  buy  DeVRY. . . .  Write 

DeVRY  CORP.,  1111  Armitage 
Avenue,  Chicago  14,  Illinois. 

5-TIME   WINNER! 
DeVRY  has  earned  rive 
consecutive  Arm-  Sdvy 
"E's"  for  excellence  in 

production  of  Morion  pic- 
ture   Sound    Equipment 

MOTION  PICTURE  SOUND  EQUIPMENT 

Virginia  State  Re-opens 
Virginia,  Minn. — The  State,  closed 

for  several  years,  has  re-opened 
as  a  first-run  "B"  house.  Operated 
by  Mindako  Theaters  of  Minneapolis, 
the  house  has  been  completely  re- 

modeled and  re-decorated  and  new 
seats  have  been  installed. 

N.  J.  Allied's  Trade 
Show  Opens  Today 

(Continued  from  Page  13) 

duce   many   innovations   and   refine- ments. 

Prominent  among  the  exhibits  are 
those  of  American  Seating  Co.,  RCA, 
Westinghouse,  The  Ballantyne  Co., 
DeVry  Corp.,  Alexander  Smith  & 
Sons,  Brenkert  Light  Projection  Co., 
Baldor  Electric  Co.,  Mohawk  Carpet 
Mills,  Altec  Service  Corp.,  Walker 
American  Corp.,  International  Pro- 

jector Corp.,  Radiant  Screen,  Inter- 
national Seat  Corp.,  Century-Roth 

Generators,  Confectionate  Cabinet 
Co.,  and  others. 
The  trade  show  and  convention 

will  continue  through  Friday. 

Jtop  corn  is  box  office  these 

days — important  box  office.  So 
is  candy  and  related  merchan- 

dise. There  are  two  ways  to  in- 
crease their  sale.  One,  get  more  people  into 

your  house.  Two,  make  them  so  comfort- 

able they'll  eat  plenty  and  enjoy  themselves. 
Comfort  Cooling  by  usAIRco  is  the  steady 
builder  of  attendance.  Day  in  and  day  out 

it's  working  for  you  at  a  cost  you  can  afford. 
usAIRco  theatre  division,  which  has  spe- 

cialized in  theatre  air  conditioning  for  over 
20  years,  will  be  glad  to  help  with  your 
plans  ....  with  delivery  when  conditions 

permit. 

&  € 

United  States 
Air  Comlitioning 

Corporation 
C0M0  AVENUE  S.  E.  AT  33RD      MINNEAPOLIS  14.  MINN. 

usAIRco 

Manufacturers  of  the 
most  complete  line  of 

air  handling  equipment 

PROFITS  IN  THEATRE  COOLING  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR 
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Mid-West  House  Has 
Many  Innovations 

Fairbault,  Minn. — Local  residents 
will  get  a  look  at  a  "dream"  theater 
when  the  new  Village,  originally 

this  community's  armory,  opens  in the  late  Summer.  House  incorporates 
many  ideas  accumulated  by  Will  J. 
Glaser  during  his  career  as  a  theater 
operator.  He  also  owns  the  Lido 
and  Paradise  here. 

Moving  lights  will  be  recessed  in 
the  stage  for  the  purpose  of  throw- 

ing illuminated  patterns  on  the  stage 
curtain.  Front  of  the  house  will 
have  one  very  large  entrance  door 
instead  of  several  doors  and  the  box 
office  will  be  built  on  an  angle  at  the 
entrance.  Sidewalk  will  have  de- 

signs in  colors  woven  in  the  con- 
crete, and  recessed  heating  pipes 

will  automatically  dispose   of  snow. 
Unique  in  exteriors  in  this  section 

of  the  country  will  be  the  Cold 
Spring  rainbow  granite  facade,  inset 
with  enameled  metal.  Theater  will 

be  equipped  with  indirect  cold-cath- 
ode lighting.  Provisions  have  been 

made  for  television,  and  the  heating 
and  cooling  systems  operate  on  a 
zone  principle. 

Austin  Bros.  Open 

First  Okla.  Drive-In 
(Continued  from  Page  131 

concrete  tower  65  feet  high  upon 
which  a  screen  50  x  39  feet  has  been 
painted.  Adjoining  the  tower  are 
two  wing-walls  of  reinforced  con- 

crete, each  100  feet  in  length  and  10 
feet  high. 

The  16-acre  parking  space  in  front 
of  the  screen  wall  accommodate  1,000 
automobiles. 

Caruso  Thea.  Makes  Bow; 
NTS  Furnished  Equipment 

Dowagiac,  Mich.  —  The  new  433- 
seat  Caruso  Theater,  erected  by 
Paul  Caruso,  has  opened  here  with 
equipment  furnished  by  the  Detroit 
branch  of  National  Theatre  Supply 
Co. 

Simplex  projectors  and  sound, 
along  with  lamphouses  and  recti- 

fiers, are  among  booth  items.  House 
has  a  Walker  P.  M.  Screen,  Crest- 
wood  carpets  and  a  modern  marquee 
equipped  with  plastic  silhouette 
changeable  letters.  American  Seat- 

ing Co.'s  new  Bodiform  chairs  are 
used  throughout  the  auditorium. 

THEATER  PROJECTS 
FLORIDA 

Tavares,  Fla. — Martin  Theaters.  Inc.,  have 
purchased  the  Gillespie  Building  in  the  down- 

town section  and  will  remodel  and  equip  it  as 
a    movie    house. 

Detroit — Frankenmuth.  Mich.,  Council  has  is- 
sued a  permit  to  Albert  Wakeman,  of  Fenton. 

Mich.,  to  build  a  500-seat  theater, — first  in 
that    town. 

iLLiyois 
Ashton — Pastime    Theater     is    being    remodeled 

by  the  owner,   J.   C.    Bilderback. 

Avon — The  Avalon    is   being   improved   by    E.   R. Caldwell. 

Chadwick — A  new  theater  is  nearing  comple- 
tion here  under  aegis  of  the  Chadwick  Theater 

Corp. 

MISSOURI 
Green  City — Basil  Fogelson  will  open  a  new 

theater  here  before   the  month  is  over. 

OHIO 

Columbus — Permit  has  been  granted  to  Liv- 
ingston Enterprises,  Inc.,  for  a  $100,000  one 

and   two-story   theater  nad  store   building. 

Edinburgh — Russell  Drew,  manager  of  the  Edin- 
burgh, announces  that  an  improvement  pro- 

gram   has    been    instituted    for    the    house. 

TEXAS 

Clifton,  Tex. — E.  W.  Capps,  owner  of  the 
Cliftex  here,  has  purchased  a  site  opposite  that 
house    for    a    new    theater. 

Erie — John  and  George  Farral  plan  to  put  up  a 
300-seater  here. 

Alexis — Mr.  and  Mrs.  Leo  Dykeman,  who  re- 
cently purchased  the  local  Loveridge  Building, 

plan    to  convert   it   to   a   film   theater. 

Corsicana.  Tex. — A  second  house,  one  for 
Negroes,  is  to  be  built  here  by  V.  E.  Hamm 
ind  Homer  Gimlin  who  recently  opened  the 
Tex   for  white   patrons. 

Sterling  —  Construction  is  proceeding  on  the 
400-seater  being  erected  by  George  and  John 
Farral. 

Borger — Griffith  Amusement  Co.  will  build  two 
more  theaters  here  as  soon  as  materials  are  avail- 

able.   One  will   be  a  1.250-seat  deluxe  house. 

IOWA 
Marshalltown  —  RKO  will  build  a  new  outlet 

to  replace  their  Capitol  Theater  recently  de- 
stroyed  by   fire. 

ILLINOIS 
McLeansboro.      III. — Hubert     Jordan     plans     to 

build    a    new    theater   here. 

Houston — A  four-acre  site  has  been  purchased 
here  by  Interstate  Theaters  for  a  new  film  house 
and  community  center.  It  will  be  called  the 
Richmond  and  will  cost  approximately  S200.0O0. 
Property  was  purchased   for  S44.625. 

Llano — Carl  Garner  is  reconditioning  a  standby 
theater  which  he  owns  here,  and  is  bringing 

equipment   up    to   date. 

KENTUCKY 
Owingsville — The  270-seat  Majestic  Theater  is 

undergoing  complete  renovation. 

Meridian — D.  C.  Carraway  will  build  one  of 
the  two  new  theaters  scheduled  for  this  com- 

munity. The  other  is  being  built  by  Hall  & 
Curtis,  owners  and  operators  of  the  Capitol. 

LOLISIAyA 
New  Orleans  —  Construction  is  expected  to 

begin  soon  for  the  new  Drive-ln  at  Orleans  and 
North    Broad   Sts. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Northhampton  —  Extensive  improvements  are 

being  made  to  the  local  Academy  of  Music, 
municipally-owned   film   theater. 

Dilley — Gustavo  Lavenant  announces  that  he 
will  rebuild  his  Anahuac  Theater  which  was 
destroyed  by  fire   recently. 

Burnet — A  new  deluxe  700-seater  is  being 
built  here  by  Tom  White.  Plans  for  the  project 
cleared  ban  on  theater  construction  by  several 
days. 

MARYLAND 
Beltsville  —  Sidney  Lust  has  broken  ground 

for  his  $2,000,000  community  development  near 
here.  A  1.000-car  Drive-In  is  one  of  the  proj- 

ect's highlights. 

Brownsville — A  new  S75.000  theater  is  to  be 
built  here  by  Ramon  Ruenes.  It  will  contain 
1.200    seats. 

MINNESOTA 
Hoffman    —    Richard    Korstad    has    commenced 

construction   of   a   new   theater  here. 

Cotulla — As  soon  as  materials  are  available. 
a  new  500-seater  will  be  built  here  at  a  cost 

of  $35,000.  Milton  DuBose  will  own  and  oper- 
ate   the    house. 

MICHIGAX 
Detroit — Eddie    Carrow    plans    to    build    a    new 

700-seat    theater    at    nearby    Whitmore    Lake.    It 
is  first  outlet  for  that  resort  town. 

Detroit — A  new  theater  and  amusement  project 
will  be  built  by  Fort  Theater  Corp.  in  Lincoln 
Park. 

VIRGINIA 

Petersburg  —  The  Fairfax  Corp.  has  pur- 
chased the  Tabb  Building  here  for  what  will 

ultimately   become   a    modern    film    theater. 

Marketing  of  Varlar 
To  Start  Next  Month 

Chicago — Varlar,  formerly   kno^J 
as  Varlon — the  new  stainproof  wa 
covering     manufactured    by    Unit 

I  Wallpaper,  Inc.  —  will  be  market 
:ommencing  July   1,  it  is  announc 

nere.    It  is  the  result  of  nine  yea ' 
J  research  and  experimentation  t^vr i  manufacturer.  C 

The  new  wallpaper  has  alrefrl 

i  been  used  experimentally  in  fill 
I  houses,  as  a  result  of  which  it  hi 
;  strongly  impressed  architects  ail 
( theatermen  because  of  its  adapt 
j  bility.  It  is  washable,  impervious  i 
common  stains,  and  is  not  injurd 
either  by  grease  or  mildew. 
Rooms  in  the  local  Grenada  Th_ 

ater  were   initially   used   as   provi: 
i  grounds  for  the  new  wall  covering 

In    laboratory    tests,    Varlar    h.fl 
withstood    extremes    of    heat,    colj 
humidity  and  steam  with  no  effec 
it    has    been    subjected   for   30   co- 
secutive   days   to    a    continual    tei 
perature  of  160  degrees  Fahrenhe 
then  suddenly  chilled  to  54  degre,' 
below   zero    F.,    without   damage 

!  either  test.    Salt  spray  cannot  har' 
it,  giving  it  special  value  to  theate 
located    along    seaboards,    the    cor1 

pany  points  out. 

WISCONSIN 

Walworth — C.  J.  Pappas  operator  of  the  Miller 
and  Saunders  Theaters  in  Harvard,  III.,  has 
started  building  a  new  S70.000  theater  here. 

Two  Projects  Announce( 
By  Enea  Theaters  Corp. 

Pittsburg,  Calif. — Salvadore  Ene< 
head  of  the  new  Enea  Theaters  Corj 
announces  plans  for  two  new  th 
aters,  one  here  and  the  other  in  C;i 
cord.  Applications  for  constructic 
have  already  been  filed  with  CP. 
and  work  will  start  as  soon  as  aj 
proval  and  materials  can  be  obtaine 

The  Pittsburg  house  will  se< 
1,000,  and  the  Concord  outlet  850. 
New  Enea  Theaters  Corp.  was  r< 

cently  formed  by  Enea,  Vincent  1 
Davi  and  Estelle  Davi,  after  Enc 
purchased  the  interests  of  relative 
in  the  Enean  Theater  at  Concord,  tV 
Palace,  California  and  Enean  Th< 
aters  in  Pittsburg,  and  the  El  Can_ 
ino  Restaurant. 

Fire  Damage  to  Iowa 
Theater  Put  at  $100,000 

Kovner-Fry's  Cinemart 
Expands  in  16  mm.  Field 

Theater  Name  Changed 
Detroit — Plans  for  the  new  theater 

to  be  erected  in  Lincoln  Park,  South 
end  suburb,  by  Max  Allan,  owner  of 
the  present  Park  Theater  there,  have 
been  switched  to  the  name  of  the 

Fort  Theater.  Project  wTas  originally 
named  the  Willow  Theater,  after  the 
Willow  Run  plant.  Charles  N.  Agree 
is  architect  for  the  multiple-pur- 

pose amusement  project. 

Marshalltown,  la.  —  The  Capitol 
Theater,  one  of  two  RKO  houses 
here,  was  destroyed  by  a  fire  which 
gutted  the  two  story  building  hous- 

ing the  theater.  Total  loss  of  the 
building  and  equipment  was  placed 
at  $100,000.  Four  projector  machines 
stored  in  the  building  were  also  lost. 
The  blaze  broke  out  early  in  the 
morning  while  the  theater  was 
closed. 

Watervliet  Ritz  Burned 

Watervliet,  Mich. — Michael  Spada- 
fore's    450-seat    Ritz    Theater    was  i 
badly   damaged   by  fire,  believed   to 
have  started  in  the  projection  booth. 
House  was  the  only  theater  in  town.  I 

Cinemart,  Inc..  capitalized  at  S50,- 
000,  has  been  established  here  to 
make  16  mm.  sound  motion  pictures 
and  recordings  on  disc  and  film.  The 
new  company,  of  which  Harold  Kov- 
ner  is  president  and  Varian  Fry  the 
vice-president  and  treasurer,  has  its 
studios  in  the  Architects'  Building, 
101  Park  Ave.,  and  will  specialize  in 
studio  and  off-the-air  recordings, 
electrical  transcriptions  arid  16  mm. 
sound  motion  pictures  and  slide  films 
for  educational,  industrial  and  tele- 

vision clients. 

Kovner  has  been  doing  business  at 
Cinemart  for  two  years.  The  new 
company  has  acquired  his  equipment 
and   has    added    substantially   to    it. 

WE  Leases  Kenmore  Plant 
Western  Electric  has  leased  th 

Kenmore  Plant  of  the  Curtiss-Wrigr 
;  Corp.  in  the  town  of  Tonawanda  an 
the  city  of  Buffalo,  New  York,  a<. 
cording  to  C.  G.  Stoll,  WE  prex; 
Comprising  760,000  square  feet  c 
floor  space,  the  plant  will  manufac 
ture  switchboard  cable  and  othe, 
Telephone  products  and  is  expecte 
to  employ  3.000  people  when  in  fu 
production.  The  company  will  tak 
possession  of  the  plant  immediately 

Levine  Plans   600-Seater 

Stanley  A.  Levine  of  the  Stanle 
Theater  Supply  Co.,  Chicago,  re 
cently  purchased  land  on  East  Gran  i 
Ave.,  Fox  Lake,  111.,  and  plans  t- 
erect  a  600-seat  theater  on  the  site 
The  building  will  also  include  a  res 
taurant  and  candy  store,  it  is  under 
stood. 
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MEW  YONKERS  STUDIO  BOOKED  YEAR  AHEAD 
MPTO  A  Executive  Com.  Meets  Here  Next  Week 

HIGH  UP  HOD  HTOm 
By  JACK  AL1COATE 

HONOLULU  (By  Wireless) 

VA/E  remember  when  it  took  a  pretty 

*  *  good  ship  eight  days  out  of  Frisco 
-o  make  Honolulu.  Today,  in  one  of  Howard 
Hughes  Constellations,  we  are  doing  it  in 
is  many  hours,  and  with  as  much  comfort 
ind  service  as  from  a  corner  seat  in  Bil- 

lingsley's  Stork  Club.  From  where  we  sit, 
ome  12  000  feet  straight  up,  an  urban  blue 
iky  melts  majestically  into  the  endless 
ilacid  carpet  of  the  tropical  Pacific.  We  are 
it  peace  with  the  world.  The  cares  and 
urmoil  of  Times  Square  seem  as  something 
out  of  the  distant  past.  Every  man  should 

•ave  his  own  home  and  an  old-fashioned 

•arden  with  two  motor  cars  in  every  garage. 
  o   

pARDON  us  —  a  fellow  California  scien- 
tist  at  our  side,  has  just  told  us  of  a 

-somewhat  disturbing,  heretofore  hidden 
Ecret,  the  synchrotron,  just  announced  by 

he  Nobel  Prize-winning  physicist,  Dr.  Er- 
lest  Lawrence,  of  the  University  of  Cali- 
ornia.  Three  times  more  powerful  than 

he  Belatron,  the  present  most  authentic 
•torn  smasher,  it  promises  to  accelerate 
electrons  to  300,000,000  volts.  Bigger  and 
oetter  bombs  will  soon  be  busting  out  all 
over. 

Pardon  us  again — here  is  a  clipping  just 
•ent  back  by  the  flight  officer  containing 

"he  somewhat  confusing  information  that 
4natol  H.  Schneiderov,  John  Hopkins  seis- 

mologist, has  just  announced  with  faculty 

■inality  that  after  the  bomb  explodes  in 
Bikini  Atoll,  there  will  be  no  reports  writ- 

ten of  the  history-making  event  —  for  the 
■imple  reason  that  there  will  be  not  a  single 
survivor  left  to  report  it.  Further,  that  the 
limafe  of  the  whole  world  will  be  changed 

'ermanenrly.  Perhaps  this  whole  "Cross- 

cads"  thing  is  just  a  waste  of  time,  after 

K          o   
I  JNDER  the  trying  circumstances,  we 

^  somehow  or  other  don't  blame  our  less 
scientifically  gifted  trade  paper  contempor- 

izes for  not  wanting  to  undergo  the  study 
ind  hardship  of  this  expedition.  Imagine, 
tor  instance,  the  deep  and  studious  Toots 

■  hor  asking  our  old  journalistic  pal,  Variety's 
4bel  Green,  to  explain  the  difference  be- 
ween  electromagnetic  propagation  and  gam- 
ia  rays  in  relation  to  nuclear  physics.  Would 

oe  sort  of  silly,  wouldn't  it? 
  o   

VA/E  have  just  rounded   Diamond   Head, 

the  legendary  beacon  of  Hawaii.  Be- 
(Continued  on  Page  2) 

Pres.  Wehrenberg  Calls 
Conferences  to  Consider 
Effects  of  Equity  Opinion 

Fred  C.  Wehrenberg,  newly  elected 
president  of  the  MPTOA,  yesterday 
in  New  Haven  issued  a  call  for  meet- 

ings of  the  executive  committee  of 
the  organization  in  New  York  City 
next  week.  In  announcing  the  call 
Wehrenberg  said: 

"Problems  arising  from  the  Gov- 
ernment vs.  distributors  decision 

makes  it  imperative  that  exhibitor 
leaders,  no  matter  what  trade  asso- 

ciation they  are  connected  with,  exert 
(Continued  on  Page  2) 

300,000  See  Louis' Victory  via  Tele 
Television  last  night  received  tre- 

mendous impetus  from  NBC's  tele- 
cast of  the  Louis-Conn  light  as  an 

estimated  300,000  persons  viewed  the 
scrap  on  the  comparatively  few  re- 

ceivers in  the  New  York- Washing- 
ton -  Philadelphia  -  Schenectady  areas 

served  by  the  transmission. 
An  audience  of  more  than  70,000 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

Alex  Moss  Leaves  Para. 
To  Join  Howard  Hughes 

Alex  Moss  has  resigned  as  Para- 
mount's  exploitation  director  to  be- 

come director  of  advertising,  pub- 
licity and  exploitation  for  Howard 

Hughes  Productions,  it  was  reported 
yesterday  by  Harry  Gold,  general 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

STEFFES,  EXHIB. 
VETERAN,  DEAD 
Heart  Attack  on  Operating 

Table  Fatal 

Minneapolis  —  "Al"  Steffes,  59, 
known  as  the  "old  war  horse"  of 
exhibition,  died  of  a  heart  attack 

during  an  opera- 
tion at  University 

Hospital  yester- day morning.  He 
had  been  in  ill 
health  since  1940 
when  he  collapsed 
in  the  Carleton 

Hotel,  Washing- 
ton, while  attend- 

ing  an  Allied board  meeting, 

but  he  recovered 

sufficiently  to  be- 
come semi-active 

in  exhibition  and 
Allied  affairs, 
even  heading  a 
War  Bond  drive 
here  in  May,  1944. 

Steffes  is  given  credit  for  having 
(Continued  on  Page  4) 

"AL"  STEFFES 

Call  on  Pix  Leaders 

For  Self-Regulation 
West   Coast  Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — More    than    100    top 
picture     executives     and     producers 
last  night  confirmed  the  call  of  in- 

dustry leaders  for  recognition  of  an 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

British  Set  Malay  Quota 
Lessens  Playing  Time  for  U.  S.  Films 

General  Admission  Hike 
For  Twin  Cities  Houses 

Minneapolis — The  Twin  Cities  is  in 
line  for  a  general  hike  in  theater 
admissions  this  week-end  as  RKO 
Theaters,  Minnesota  Amusement  Co. 
and  independents  announced  price 
rises.  The  new  scales  will  become 

(Continued  on  Page  4) 

By  MANNING  CLAGETT Washington   Bureau   of    THE   FILM    DAILY 
Washington — Over  the  strong  pro- 

tests of  the  State  Department,  the 
British  Military  Administration  has 

suddenly  invoked  a  strict  exhibitors' quota  of  10  per  cent  for  showing  of 
United  Kingdom  pix  in  the  Malay 
States,  it  was  learned  yesterday. 

Considered  a  direct  slap  at  Amer- 
(Conrinued  on  Page  5) 

Five  More  Stages  and  Lab. 
To  be  Added  to  Associated 
Filmakers  Plant,  Says  Neal 

All  three  stages  of  the  new  Asso- 
ciated Filmakers  studio  in  Yonkers 

have  been  contracted  by  Hollywood 
producers  for  more  than  a  year 
ahead  and  plans  are  under  way  to 
add  five  more  stages,  according  to 
Stanley  Neal,  president. 

Neal  revealed  yesterday  that  a  lab- 
oratory would  be  built  adjacent  to 

the  studio.  The  lab.  will  have  200,000 
cubic  feet  and  be  housed  in  a  two 
story  building  measuring  100  by  200 
feet.  The  studio  lot  covers  11  acres 

(Continued  on  Page  5) 

N.  J.  Allied  Stormy 

On  Equity  Opinion 
Atlantic  City  —  A  definite  stand, 

which  the  temper  of  delegates  sug- 
gests will  be  a  militant  one  in  con- 

nection with  the  recent  opinion 
handed  down  by  the  Statutory  Court 
in  the  D  of  J's  equity  action  against 
the  major  distributors,  was  strongly 
indicated  here  yesterday,  the  opening 
day  of  the  27th  annual  convention  of 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

PRC  Sales  Conclave  at 

Atlantic  City,  Aug.  7-9 
PRC  has  set  its  annual  sales  con- 

vention for  the  Ambassador  Hotel, 

Atlantic  City,  Aug.  7-9,  it  was  an- 
nounced yesterday  by  Harry  H. 

Thomas,  president  and  general  sales 
manager.  National  meeting  will  em- 

brace the  Eastern  regional  sales 
(Continued  on  Page  5) 

IV.  J.  Allied  Wires 

Congrats  to  Warner 
Atlantic  City  —  By  unanimous 

voice  vote,  Allied  of  New  Jersey's 
membership,  directed  that  a  tele- 

gram of  congratulations  be  sent  by 

the  organization  to  Harry  M.  War- 

ner, president  of  Warner  Bros.,  of- 
ficially felicitating  that  company  on 

the  20th  anniversary  of  sound. 
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NEW  YORK  STOCK   MARKET Net 

Close  Chg. 
26 '/2  —  1% 

High     Low 
Am.   Seat   26y2     26'/2 
iBell  &  Howell     305/8  30'/2  30y2 
Columbia    Picts   30  29i/2  30  -  % 
East.  Kodak   248  248  248  —  8 

Cen.    Prec.    Eq    343A  34i/2  34i/2  +  y4 

Loew's,    Inc   36  35y2  35 '/2  —  Vi 
Paramount         75  73%  74 '/2  —  '/4 
RKO       223/8  213/4  221/g  +  i/4 
Republic   Picts      13%  13  13y4  +  '/4 
Republic  Picts.  pfd...    17y2  17l/4  17'/4  —  i/4 
20th  Century-Fox  .  .  .   543/4  54  54  —  l/2 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  67%  67'/2  6734  —  l/2 
Universal    Pict   43y2  43'/2  43'/2    
Universal   Picts.   pfd..   98'/2  98'/2  98'/2  +  l/4 
Warner  Bros     46  45y4  4514  —  1 

NEW   YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts       8y8       8% 
Radio-Keith  cvs       93/8       9 
Sonotone  Corp        5%       5 
Technicolor          24        23% 
Trans-Lux            6%       6y2 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe   Industries        11  y2     12'/2 

83/4 9'/4 

5 
24 
6V2  —    Va 

+   y4 

Joe  Eggleston  Stricken 
Sewanee,  Term. — Joseph  C.  Egg- 

leston, 55,  manager  of  the  Union 
Theater  here,  died  of  a  heart  attack. 

HIGH  UPjnD  HIOOl 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

low  us  is  Honolulu,  the  brilliantly  lighted, 

and  colorful  crossroads  of  the  Pacific.  In 

a  minute  we  shall  be  landing  at  Pearl 
Harbor  amid  a  tornado  of  leis.  Here  we 

have  a  rendezvous  with  the  USS  press 

ship,  Appalachian,  now  proudly  plowing 

through  the  Pacific  with  a  mixed  cargo  of 

journalist's,  typewriters  and  suntan  lotion. 
In  the  meantime,  back  to  our  books.  We 
hear  the  islands  are  a  fertile  field  for  our 

studies,  particularly  the  research  of  geo- 

logical stratum,  phylum  mullusca  and  ar- 
thropoda  and  more. 

MPTOA  Exec.  Com. 
To  Meet  Next  Week 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

all  possible  effort  that  the  decree, 
when  finally  written,  will  he  as  bene- 

ficial to  exhibitors  as  possible  under 
the  circumstances.  To  that  end  I 
have  called  for  meetings  of  the  ex- 

ecutive committee  of  the  MPTOA  in 
New  York  City  next  week  for  dis- 

cussion of  the  effects  of  the  decision 
and  action  to  be  taken  by  the  asso- 

ciation." 

Says  Hollywood  Apathetic 
To  the  Documentary  Film 

Hollywood  producers  were  charged 
with  a  lack  of  understanding  of 
what  the  documentary  film  really 
means  and  with  "a  strange  apathy 
and  frightening  cynicism  as  regards 

this  type  of  motion  picture"  by  Bos- 
ley  Crowther,  New  York  Times  film 
critic,  speaking  yesterday  at  a  lunch- 

eon of  the  New  York  Film  Council 
at  the  Sheraton  Hotel. 
Crowther,  who  recently  returned 

from  a  visit  to  the  studios,  is  a  mem- 
ber of  the  Council's  board  and  also 

is  chairman  of  the  ICCASP  film 
division. 

The  Times  critic  declared  that  pro- 
ducers and  distributors  of  informa- 

tion-documentary pix  should  not  look 
to  Hollywood  for  either  initiative  or 

opportunity.  "Hollywood,"  he  as- 
serted, "is  living  in  a  world  of  its 

own  and  has  become  isolated  from 
the  thinking  of  the  rest  of  the 
world."  He  said  he  found  it  impos- 

sible to  talk  to  execs,  in  Hollywood 
"in  the  way  I  can  talk  to  them  in 

New  York." Crowther  expressed  the  opinion 
that  the  commercial  theater  has 

"reached  a  saturation  point"  with  the 
information  film,  and  that  its  imme- 

diate future  rests  with  non-theatrical 
outlets.  Another  depression,  the 

Times  man  observed,  would  bring  "a 
breakdown  of  the  mass  audience  the- 

ater." He  foresaw  the  development 
of  a  community  center  idea  wherein 
all  types  of  pix  will  find  a  ready 
outlet. 

Lorain  Drive-in  Ready 

Lorain,  O. — Albert  E.  Ptak's  new 
Lorain   Drive-in  will  open  June  29. 

Says  Audience  Interest 
In  Reality  Underestimated 

Chicago — Holding  that  the  motion 
picture  industry  has  been  inclined  to 
underestimate  its  audiences'  interest 
in  reality,  W.  Earl  Hall,  editor  of  the 
Mason  City  Globe-Gazette,  and  chair- 

man of  the  National  Committee  on 
Traffic  Safety,  last  night  told  2,600 
delegates  to  the  annual  convention  of 
the  General  Federation  of  Women's 
Clubs  that  pictures  dealing  realistic- 

ally hut  dramatically  with  topical 
issues  should  be  made. 
At  the  same  meeting,  Arthur  H. 

DeBra,  MPAA  director  of  community 
relations,  said  that  the  industry  is 
ready  and  willing  to  present  civic 
and  social  themes,  provided  they  can 
be  presented  in  an  entertainment  for- 

mat, and  if  the  public  demand  for 
such  films  is  manifested. 

Speeches  were  made  during  the 
presentation  of  the  David  S.  Beyer 
Award  of  the  National  Committee 

for  Films  on  Safety,  to  M-G-M's  Pete 
Smith  Specialty,  "Safety  Sleuth," 
marking  the  fourth  consecutive  year 
that  an  M-G-M  subject  has  won  the 
award.  Presentation  was  made  by 
Hall  and  accepted  on  behalf  of 
M-G-M  by  DeBra. 

Johnston  Meets  With 
Film  Co.  Presidents 

West    Coast    Bureau   of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — The  first  joint  session 
with  company  presidents  was  held 
yesterday  with  Eric  A.  Johnston  pre- 

siding. It  was  a  two-hour  session  de- 
voted to  a  discussion  of  the  present 

labor  situation.  No  announcement 
was  forthcoming  after  the  meeting. 
Company  presidents  present  were: 
Spyros  P.  Skouras,  N.  Peter  Rathvon, 
Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  Nate  J.  Blum- 
berg,  Harry  Cohn,  Harry  M.  War- 

ner, Samuel  Goldwyn,  Hal  Roach. 
Herbert  J.  Yates  of  Republic  was 
absent  with  an  attack  of  laryngitis. 

Besides  the  board  of  directors  of 
the  California  association,  Edward 
J.  Mannix,  Schenck,  Cliff  Work,  Y. 
Frank  Freeman,  B.  B.  Kahane,  Herb- 

ert Freston,  Marvin  Ezzell,  Allen 
Wilson  and  Rathvon  and  Roach. 
Others  present  were  Jack  L.  Warner 
and  Ned  E.  Depinet. 

Goldburg's  "Gorilla  Woman" West   Coast   Bureau   of    THE  FILM   DAILY 

Los  Angeles — Jesse  J.  Goldburg  of 
the  United  Screen  Associates  has 

completed  "Gorilla  Woman,"  an  off 
stage  commentary  release  for  the  in- 

dependent market.  Goldburg  leaves 
shortly  on  a  sales  trip  covering  ex- 

change centers  in  domestic  terri- 
tories with  a  possible  trip  to  Latin- 

America. 

CAM€RA4,R€CORD€R 
R6NTAL  •  S€RVIC€ 
"  We,  kcnc  what  you  need." 

CO    36W.25" 
rr.'  wa  9-4747 

INC.         N.Y.  C. 

OEB  for  Major  Sparling 
Montreal  —  Maj.  Gordon  Sparlinj 

Associated  Screen  News,  Ltd.,  prr 
duction  supervisor,  was  made 
member  of  the  Order  of  the  Britis 

Empire  in  the  recent  King's  Birtr day  Honours  list.  Major  Sparlin 
served  with  the  Canadian  army  fill 
and  photo  unit,  with  headquarters  i London. 

1\.  Y.  THEATER 

  RADIO  CITY   MUSIC  HALL   

Rockefeller    Center 

Irene  Rex  Linda 

DUNNE       HARRISON        DARNELL 

"ANNA  AND  THE  KING  OF  SIAM" 

A  20th  Century-Fox  Picture 

SPECTACULAR    STAGE    PRESENTATION 

Barbara 

STANWYCK Robert 
CUMMINGS 

Diana 
LYNN 

"THE    BRIDE    WORE    BOOTS" In   Person 

GLEN   CRAY  AND  HIS  CASA  LOMA  ORK. 
Extra!    LOUIS   JORDAN    AND    HIS 

TYMPANY   FIVE 

PARAMOUNT  TIMES  SQUARE 

B  WAY  &  I 

47th  St. 
CLAUDETTE  COLBERT        JOHN  WAYNE 

"WITHOUT    RESERVATIONS" with 

Don    DeFore 

An  RKO  Radio  Picture 

ON  SCREEN 

OWEN  WISTER'S 

'THE 

VIRGINIAN' 

JoelMcCREA 

Brian  DONLEVY 

Sonny  TUFTS 

IN  PERSON 

ANN 
COR  10 

OTHER 
BIG  ACTS! 

JOHN    HODIAK  •  NANCY   GUILD 

"SOMEWHERE  in  the  NIGHT" 
A  20th  Century-Fox  Picture 

Plus   on    Stage   —   COPACABANA    REVUE 
DESI  ARNAZ  •  Extra!  PETER  LIND  HAYES 

  ROXY™  Avefir 

50th  St. 

CHARLES  JENNIFER 

BOYER  JONES 

in    Ernst   Lubitsch's 
s         "Cluny  Brown" 

20th  Century-Fox 

t  R  I  V  O  L  I 
;B'way  &  49th  St.  -  Doors  Open  9:30  A.M. 

nhi 

VICTORIA ,.WA,  !4WhS'
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RANDOLPH  SCOTT 

ANN  RICHARDS  W 

GEORGE  Gabby  HAYES^ 
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Sleffes,  Exhibitor 
Veteran,  is  Dead 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
founded  Allied  States  Association,  of 
which  he  served  as  president  and  a 
member  of  the  board.  He  was  in  the 

thick  of  every  trade  practice  confer- 
ence and  was  the  leader  in  a  long 

series  of  "battles"  with  the  distrib- 
utors in  defense  of  the  independent 

exhibitor.  Steffes  headed  Northwest 

Allied  for  25  years  and  was  a  direc- 
tor in  North-Central  Allied. 

Owner  of  the  World  Theater  here, 
Steffes  also  was  a  partner  with  Ben 
Berger  in  the  World  Theater  in  St. 
Paul.  At  one  time  he  operated  sev- 

eral theaters  in  this  area. 
Funeral  services  will  be  held  Sat- 

urday morning  at  nine  o'clock  at  St. 
Joseph's  Church.  He  is  survived  by 
his  wife,  Mrs.  Ethel  Steffes. 

General  Admission  Hike 
For  Twin  Cities  Houses 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
effective  in  most  instances  on  Fri- 

day. A  70-cent  top  will  prevail  in 
loop  first-run  situations,  instead  of 
the  current  60  cents.  Prices  in  out- 

lying houses  will  be  upped  propor- 
tionately. Several  nabes  on  the  North 

side  will  increase  prices  a  nickel  to 

40  cents  and  Ben  Berger's  Paradise will  raise  four  cents  to  44  cents. 
John  Redmond,  district  manager  of 

RKO  Theaters,  said  that  current 
price  increases  in  Twin  Cities  houses 
owned  by  the  circuit  were  in  line 

with  the  circuit's  price  hike  in  Iowa 
and  Nebraska  theaters  and  that  RKO 
Theaters  was  not  following  a  gen- 

eral policy  of  hiking  admissions 
here. 

A  controversy  over  higher  admis- 
sions in  the  Twin  Cities  has  raged 

for  several  months  between  Minne- 
sota Amusement  Co.  and  the  inde- 

pendents with  the  indies  clamoring 
for  higher  prices.  Recently  the  Gutt- 
man-Mann  circuit  with  six  nabes  in 
the  Twin  Cities  raised  admission 
prices  a  nickel  to  40  cents. 

Most  Minneapolis  and  St.  Paul  in- 
dependents are  expected  to  follow 

suit  and  announce  higher  price  scales 
shortly. 

Frank  Hartzell  Dead 

Alliance,*  0.— Frank  E.  Hartzell, 
89,  pioneer  in  the  Eastern  Ohio  ex- 

hibition, died  in  City  Hospital  here 
after  a  brief  illness. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  20 
Errol    Flynn  Eddie  Laughton 

(Catherine    Booth  Gail  Patrick 
Scott   R.  Dunlap 

life- 
On  and  Off  the  Record 
•  •  •  THE  PERSONAL  TOUCH:  Joseph  L  Breen  leaves  Hollywood 

on  July  2   for  London  in   response   to  J.   Arthur  Rank's  recent  invitation 
  He  will  be  gone  eight  weeks,  spending  four  abroad.  ...      •    T.  R 

(Tommy)  Thompson,  formerly  UA  district  manager  in  the  Mid-West, 
and  erstwhile  RKO  branch  manager  has  joined  the  New  York  sales 

supervisory  staff  of  Walt  Disney  Prods.  ...  •  Laurence  Olivier  and 
Vivien  Leigh,  whose  return  flight  to  England  was  made  exciting  by  an 
emergency  landing  in  Willimantic,  Conn.,  after  the  plane  had  lost  one 

of  its  four  motors  in  flight,  are  expected  to  return  to  the  U.  S.  around 

Jan,  1  to  make  a  Hollywood  pic.  ...  •  Col.  Darryl  F.  Zanuck  is 

one  of  the  interim  vice-presidents  of  the  Army  Signal  Association, 
national  organization  of  wartime  military  communications  personnel  and 
members   of   the   film,    radio,   telephone   and   allied   industries   Brig. 

Gen.  David  Sarnoff  of  RCA  is  the  interim  president.  ...  •  Charles 

Griffith,  long  identified  with  the  Bank  of  America,  has  joined  Enterprise 

Productions  as  business  manager  for  the  Harry  Sherman  units   He 
succeeds  Ed  Wolfe,  who  recently  retired.  ...  •  Before  he  reports  to 

RKO  to  direct  'They  Wouldn't  Believe  Me,"  Irving  Pichel  will  devote 
a  month  to  magazine  writing.  ...  •  Bob  Hope  is  rolling  up  record 

grosses  on  his  current  cross-country  p.a.  tour  with  a  33-day  jaunt 
expected  to  produce  a  total  gross  of  S500,030.  ...  •  Edward  Holstius, 

British  author  of  "Where  Blows  The  Wind,"  to  which  Metro  has  acquired 
screen   rights,    is   hoping   Clark   Gable    will    play   the   male    lead.    .    .    . 

•  David  Lean,  one  of  J.  Arthur  Rank's  directors,  arrives  by  air  Sunday 
for  a  three-week  visit   Lean  is  coming  to  discuss  distribution  matters 
with    United    World,    see    Broadway    shows    and,    incidentally,    to    catch 

up  on  American  films   A  trip  to  the  Coast,  however,  is  not  on  his 

agendum.  ...  •  Arthur  Schwartz  arrives  today  from  the  Coast  to 

work  on  the  score  of  "Park  Avenue"  which  will  hit  Broadway  in 
October  with  Max  Gordon  producing  and,  of  course,  to  be  on  hand  for 

the  opening  of  his  Warner's  musical,  "Night  and  Day"  on  July  25  at  the 

Hollywood.  ...  •  In  celebration  of  Warner's  twentieth  annivarsary 
of  talkies.  Col.  Frank  E.  Cahill,  Jr.,  director  of  sound  for  the  Warner 

Circuit,  has  had  his  tonsils  removed,  thereby  greatly  improving  his 
vocal   sounds   

T  T  T 

•  •      •     CUFF    NOTES:    The    copper    shortage    is    waning    but    the 

situation  won't  be  back  to  normal  for  about  six  months   Meanwhile, 

the  silver  situation  is  tough.  ...  •  Columbia  is  adding  "Happy  Holly- 
wood Homes"   to   its   shorts   schedule   for   the   current   season   Reel 

will  have  film  couples  who  have  been  married  for  more  than   10  years 

  That's   one   short,   however,    whose   release   shouldn't   be   delayed 
too  long.  ...  •  Following  attendance  at  the  Tri-States  convention 
in  Memphis  next  week,  Prexy  Fred  Wehrenberg  of  the  MPTOA  will  be 
off  for  a  vacation  fishing  trip  in  Minnesota.  ...  •  Aside  to  the  New 

York  Journal  of  Commerce:  The  name  of  MPAA's  International  Dept. 
head  is  Milliken,  not  Williken.  ...  •  H.  I.  Phillips,  New  York  Sun 

columnist,  suggests  that  as  a  sequel  to  "Going  My  Way"  Leo  McCaiey 
top  American  wage  earner,  make  "Weighing  My  Dough."  ...  •  Chi- 

cago theaters  playing  triple  bills  aTe  now  down  to  three.  ...  •  Metro- 
politan   newspaper    misconception    of    industry    matters    sometimes    is 

appalling   For  instance,  the  New  York  Sun  headline  on  the  strictly 

preliminary  "Outlaw"  decision  by  Judge  Bright  the  other  night  read, 
"Movie  Group  Wins  Anti-Trust  Suit."  ...  •  Bob  Dixon,  CBS  emcee, 
would  make   a   fine   newsreel   commentator....... 

$214,145  Kaimann  Estate 
St.  Louis — The  estate  of  Stephen 

A.  Kaimann,  pioneer  exhib.,  was 
valued  at  $214,145  in  an  inventory 
filed  with  the  St.  Louis  Probate 
Court. 

Gage  Park  Theater  Damaged 
Chicago — The  Gage  Park  Theater 

on  West  15th  St.  was  seriously  dam- 
aged by  fire.  Chester  Drobney  is  the 

manager. 

COMING  and  GOING 
N.  PETER  RATHVON,  president  of  RKO,  PE 

RY  LIEBER,  studio  publicity  director,  a 
J4MES  WILKINSON  will  attend  the  compar 
15th  annual  sales  convention  in  New  Yo 

July  1   to  3. HAL  HORNE,  chairman  of  the  board  of  Hi 
Prods.,  arrived  in  New  York  yesterday  fn 
California,  where  he  has  been  completing  pi 

duction   plans   for   the   filming  of   "Th,^„,'e 

Innocence."     Home     plans    to    return  ! ,^e:   

fornia   shortly.  v *"* TOM  GILLIAM,  20th-Fox's  Chi.  exchan 
manager,  has  returned  from  his  trip  abro; 
highiignts  of  which  were  a  meeting  with  t 
Pope  and   a  visit  to  the  Anzio   beachhead. 
DlRtCTOR  ELLIOTT  NUGtNT  and  his  fi 

assistant,  MEL  EPSTEIN,  have  left  Hollywo 
tor  San  Francisco  and  l-ebble  Beach,  to  sco 

locations   tor   "My   Favorite   Brunette." 
BOB  COOPER,  publicity  rep.  tor  Arnold  Pre; 

burger  Prods.,  leaves  tor  Cincinnati  on  t 
campaign  in  connection  with  the  Americ 

premiere  on  July  11,  of  "A  Scandal  in  Paris.' BETTY    S.LK,    daughter    of    Aoe    Siik,    pre 

dent  of  Cinema   Century   Productions,   arrived 
New    YorK    from    the    Coast    to    meet    Edwa 
i\uvacs,     execuuve     of     LCH,     to     arrange     r 

leasing  deal  tor  "One  Man's  Family." Mli-fGN    KUSELL,    Eastern    saies    manager 
Vanguard     Films,    is    in     Toronto     for    a     bri 
Dusiness  visit. 

LlLLI  PALMER  arrived  in  New  York  yeste 

day  from   the   Coast  via   Constellation. 
CONSFANTiN  BAKALEINiKutF,  head  c 

RKO  Radio's  music  department,  returns  to  He 
lywood    from    New   YorK    on    Saturday. 

ROBERT    E.    SHERWOOD,    and    his    wife    w 
sail   today   on   the   Queen   Mary   for   England, 
i-ondon,   Sherwood  win  work  on  his  boc-K  on  t 
ia,e   Harry   Hopkins. 

JACK  i-LtNN  and  JAMES  COSTON  have  r 
turned  to  Chicago  from  their  Canadian  tishii 

trip. 

DiRECTOR  MITCHELL  LEiSEN  and  a  produ 
tion  crew  will  return  to  Hollywood  today  tro 
an  inspection  of  locations  in  Northern  Cat 
fornia  and  Oregon. 

GfcOitGE  MA^iriALL,  Paramount  director,  h 

returned  to  Hollywood  from  a  weex's  vacatii in   Tucson. 

SAM  BURGER,  Lcew's  International  region director  tor  South  America,  has  returned  aft 

a   week's  visit  at  the  company's  stuoios. 
MAKiLYN  MAXWELL,  M-G-M  srar,  depar 

for  the  Coast  Sunaay,  arter  a  week  in  the  Eas 

J.    J.   COHEN,    M-G-M    studio    executive,    le 
for  the  Coast  yesterday  after  spending  10  days 
the  East  tor  home  office  conferences. 

RiCHAKD  WHORf,  M-G-M  oirector,  is  a  Ne 
York  visitor  trom  the  Coast,  and  is  stopping  ; 

the   Waldorf-Astoria. 

GEORGE  BEkNSiEIN,  of  Vanguard  Films'  e> 
ploitation  department,  returned  here  from  Phi 
adelphia  where  he  handled  a  campaign  c 
"Rebecca." 

JtNNII-ER  JONES  has  returned  to  the  Coast. 
BEN  MELNIKER,  of  M-G-M's  legal  depar 

ment,  returns  from  Chicago  at  the  end  ot  tr 
week. 

GREGORY  PECK  leaves  Hollywood  for  Ne' 
England  the  first  week  in  July,  for  a  serie 
of  bummer  plays  with  Cape  Cod  stock  companie 
BOB  HOPE,  and  troupe,  SKINNY  ENNIJ 

OLCA  SAN  JUAN,  VIRGINIA  DOFFY,  EDDI 
RIO,  BEA  ALLEN,  LAURA  CORBEILLE,  RON 
NIE  SEVERSOH,  VALMERE  BARMAN,  and  MAVI 
MURRAY,  were  in  New  Orleans  yesterday  for 
one-night  benefit  show  for  UNRRA. 

IRENE  VERNON,  SHIRLEY  PICKERING 
LORAINE  DeROME,  MARY  ELLEN  GLEASON 
GEORGIA  LANGE,  and  LYNN  WALKER,  a 
Goldwyn  Girls  who  appear  with  Danny  Kaye  i 
"The  Kid  From  Brooklyn,"  known  as  the  sec 
ond  group  of  Goldwyn  Girls  on  tour  for  the  filrr 
will  arrive   here  today  and   remain   until  Sunda) 

FAMOUS  FIRSTH •OF' — -  -  -  ■   -  * 

TALKING  F/lMi 
DREVIEW  of  the  first  talking  newsree 

■     produced    with    Fox-Case    sound-on-filn 

!  system  was  given  on  April  29,  1927,  at  rhi 
1  Roxy  Theater,  New  York.  The  showing  con 
tinued   all  week.  Contents  of  reel   include* 

i  West  Point  cadets  with  simultaneous  regis 
I  tration  of  sound  and  action. 
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)0r000  See  Louis' 
iiclory  via  Tele 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
k  Louis   knock   out  Conn   in   the 
'hth  round. 
television  parties  were  common  as 
iier=  of  home  receivers,  telecasters 
d~l7iu  i  p  m  e  n  t  manufacturers 
rkt..  out  elaborate  plans  to  accom- 
•date  as  many  as  possible  of  those 
>;ious  to  watch  the  bout. 
.Undoubtedly  the  largest  audience 
er  to  witness  a  television  program 
;embled  at  viewing  posts,  and  the 
pit  served  to  lengthen  already  long 
:s  of  receiver  orders,  as  manufac- 

r— LARGE  SCREEN  TELE— 
The  RCA  Laboratories  at 

:  Princeton,  N.  J.,  last  night  pro- 
jected pictures  of  the  Louis-Conn 

fight  on  an  outdoor  screen  16  by 
22  feet — the  size  of  a  motion  pic- 

ture screen — which  was  viewed  by 
laboratory  workers,  their  families 
and  friends  and  many  townspeo- 

ple. A  special  60,000-t;oit  kine- 
toscope  receiving  tube,  construct- 

ed by  Dr.  D.  W .  Epstein,  was 
used. 
More  than  3,000  persons  saw 

the  telecast,  some  as  far  away  as 
600  feet,  and  said  the  pictures 
were  remarkably  clear. 

"•ers  took  advantage  of  promotional 
lues  to  demonstrate  their  products. 
iiong  those  playing  host  were  NBC, 
ich  assembled  400  guests  in  the 
|4  Bldg.  studios;  DuMont  and  the 
iMont  -  Wanamaker    studio;    CBS- 
CBW;  United  States  Television 
:g.  Corp.;  Telecon  Corp.  and  nu- 
;rous  executives  of  television  or- 
nizations. 

'Allen  B.  DuMont  Labs,  which  re- 
?ed  the  event  to  the  Washington 
sa,    reported    requests    to    buy    or 
•pt  nearly  80,000  tele  receivers.  One 
ailer- — apparently  the  only  one  in 
ashington  to  get  a  television  re- 

iver— was  mobbed  after  "inviting 
i  public"  to  the  telecast  through 
(■ge  ads  placed,  in  Washington 
alies. 

IjPrints  of  the  Louis-Conn  fight  pic- ires  will  be  moved  via  Air  Express 
oughout    the   world,   starting    at 

bund  1  p.m.  today. 
RKO     neighborhood    houses     will 
ve   the    films    exclusively    in    the 

'hes. 
There  was  no  way  to  predict  last 

SICK  REPORT 

M.  A.  SILVER,  zone  manager  for  War- 

p's Tri-State  Theaters,  is  recuperating  in ;    Montefiore    Hospital,    Pittsburgh,    Pa., 
er  a  minor  operation. 

LUDWIG  SUSSMAN,  owner  of  the  Adel- 
i   Theater,    Chicago,    and    a    director    of 
ied  theaters,  is  in  a  Columbus  hospital 

'  an  appendectomy. 

GEORGE  BERN1CO,  of  the  B  &  K  ware- 
use  department,  is  in  the  West  Suburban 
•spital,  Chicago,  for  an  operation. 

Little  Headlines: 
"THE  KID  FROM  BROOKLYN"  in  its  second  day  at  the  Woods,  Chicago,  rang  up  a 

"take"  of  $5,760,  thereby  exceeding  the  first  day's  record  of  $5,594. • 

SKOURAS  THEATERS  Community  Service  Dept.  is  co-operating  with  the  Famine 
Emergency  Committee  in  18  food  conservation  theater  rallies  to  be  staged  starting 
Tuesday.  Free  shows  will  offer  an  original  playlet  enacted  by  members  of  the  American 

Theater  Wing,  George  P.  Skouras,  president  of  the  circuit,  said,  with  prominent  speak- 
ers and  four  film  shorts  to  bolster  the  appeals. 

• 

SEYMOUR  SIMON,  of  the  law  firm  of  Schradyke  and  Gould,  has  been  retained  by 

the  Monroe,  Chicago  Loop  subsequent-run,  to  attack  Loop  clearances.  Prior  to  going 
into  the  Navy,  Simon  was  an  attorney  in  motion  picture  section  of  the  D  &  J  anti-trust 

division.  Monroe's  position  is  that  the  Loop  clearance  of  first-run  houses  and  the  Mc- 
Vickers,  in  which  B  &  K  owns  an  interest,  is  designed  to  restrain  subsequent-runs  in 
the  Loop. 

• 

DOUGLAS  FAIRBANKS,  JR.,  will  close  a  deal  with  International  Pictures  on  the  Coast, 
as  an  independent  unit  producer  with  his  own  company,  it  was  revealed  here  yesterday. 
The  Fairbanks  Co.,  which  was  incorporated  earlier  this  year,  owns  the  screen  rights  to 

the  comic  strip,  "Terry  and  the  Pirates,"  which  is  said  to  head  the  list  of  the  unit's 
production  ventures. 

• 
A  SPOKESMAN  FOR  Howard  Hughes  said  last  night  in  Hollywood  that  Eric  A. 

Johnston's  suggestion  that  in  light  of  Judge  Bright's  decision,  Hughes  should  submit 
advertising  on  "The  Outlaw"  to  MPAA  will  be  ignored  by  Hughes. 

British  Set  Malay  Quota 
Lessens  Playing  Time  for  U.  S.  Films 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ican  interests,  the  British  military 
"proclamation"  is  retroactive  until 
September,  1945,  which  means  that 
all  contracts  made  with  U.  S.  com- 

panies and  others  since  that  time  are 
cancelled,  unless  delivery  is  com- 

pleted by  six  months  after  the  con- 
tract is  signed. 

The  British  move  is  a  frank  at- 
tempt to  favor  British  pix  and  was 

taken  only  after  approval  was  given 
by  the  Board  of  Trade  and  the  U.  K. 
colonial  office. 

Policy  Favors  Colonies 
Despite  British  pleas  for  free  flow 

of  trade,  the  Exhibitors  Quota  plan 
is  viewed  here  as  part  of  Great  Brit- 

ain's world-wide  pattern  to  favor 
British  pix  in  Colonies  and  even  in 
the  Dominions. 

Exhibitors  in  the  Malay  area  gen- 
erally have  signed  contracts  one  to 

two  or  more  years  in  advance.  Under 
the  military  proclamation,  exhibs 
must  now  devote  10  per  cent  of  their 
screen  time  to  British  product,  and 
all  contracts  to  the  contrary  are  can- 

celled, except  for  the  six-months  de- 
livery clause. 

The  British  move  was  taken  ab- 

ruptly and  with  little  prior  consulta- 
tion with  the  U.  S.  Government.  The 

State  Department  protested  the  plan 
through  its  Embassy  in  London  to 
no  avail.  Discussions,  however,  are 
continuing. 

No  Pre- War  Restrictions 
There  were  no  restrictions  on  films 

before  the  war  in  the  Malay  States 
and  the  British  Military  Administra- 

tion which  bosses  the  area  has 
frankly  presented  the  view  that 
British  films  were  not  getting  play- 

ing time  because  there  were  "too 
many"  American  pix.  British  trade 
interests  protested  the  "glut"  of American  pictures. 

The  State  Department  and  U.  S. 
industry  have  not  taken  the  British 
restriction  lightly  because  the  area, 
which  includes  Singapore,  is  con- 

sidered a  "very  substantial"  market. 
Even  more  important,  Government 
sources  point  out,  is  the  gradual 
spread  of  the  British  policy  to  all  of 

the  United  Kingdom's  colonies  and 
dominions. 

night  how  many  prints  would  leave 
LaGuardia  Field  this  afternoon. 

Orthicon  Tube  Lighting 

Television  received  another  boost 
with  those  who  caught  the  champion- 

ship fight  via  the  magic  of  the  super- 
sensitive RCA  image  Orthicon  tube. 

The  lighting  value,  increased  by  the 
tube,  was  a  contributing  factor  to 
the  clarity  of  the  image. 

The  tenseness  and  suspense  that 
surrounded  the  sporting  event  of  the 
year  was  heightened  at  the  Telecon 
Corp.  headquarters  where  the  tele- 

cast was  viewed  by  the  200  persons 
gathered  there  on  both  direct  and 
projected     receivers     with  ,  images 

which  ranged  from  15  inches  to  an 
18  by  24-inch  picture. 

The  lighting  received  on  the  pro- 
jected image  was  bluish-white  in 

hue  while  the  direct  image  came 
through  with  sunlight  caliber.  An- 

other factor  which  enhanced  the 
showing  of  the  event  was  the  use  of 
turret  lenses  on  the  two  cameras 

employed,  which  enabled  the  opera- 
tor to  change  from  one  lens  to  the 

other  with  little  loss  of  time.  Even 
the  problem  of  getting  a  closeup 
picture  at  an  outside  pickup  seems 
to  have  been  overcome. 

The  fight  was  narrated  by  Bob 
Stanton,  WNBT  announcer,  with 
clarity  and  a  good  sense  of  humor. 

New  Yonkers  Studio 
Booked  Year  Ahead 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

and    plans    are    under    consideration 
for   the    acquisition    of    seven    more 
acres. 

Each  of  the  present  stages  mea- 
sures 100  by  80  feet.  It  had  been 

planned  to  have  one  stage  at  60  by 
50  feet,  another  at  40  by  30  feet 
and  a  large  one  at  100  by  80  feet. 
All  three  have  been  increased  to  the 
latter  measurement.  By  opening  con- 

necting doors,  it  will  be  possible  to 
have  one  large  stage  measuring 
three  hundred  feet  wide,  which  would 
be  larger  than  the  largest  stage  in 
Hollywood,  Neal  said. 
Neal  said  the  tying  up  of  the  stages 

by  West  Coast  producers  did  not 
mean  necessarily  that  there  was  a 
trend  toward  Eastern  production  but 
that  it  did  indicate  that  pictures 
could  be  made  here  as  easily  as  on 
the  Coast. 

The  new  studio  will  be  ready  for 
operation  by  mid-August. 

PRC  Sales  Conclave 

At  Shore  Aug.  7-9 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

session  and  will  be  followed  by  re- 
gional meetings  in  Chicago  and  Los 

Angeles. 
Thomas  will  preside  over  all  three 

conventions,  with  the  Atlantic  City 
sessions  to  be  attended  by  Lloyd  L. 
Lind,  vice-president  and  assistant 
general  sales  manager,  and  a  group 
of  home  office  executives,  including 
Grover  Schaefer,  Sam  Seidelman, 
Elmer  Hollander,  Jack  Bellman,  Ar- 

nold Stoltz  and  George  Fleitman. 
Robert  Goodfriend,  studio  publicity 
manager,  will  be  present,  along  with 
other  studio  executives  and  Eastern 
exchange  and  sales  personnel. 

Galanter's  Father  Buried 
Minneapolis  —  Funeral  services 

were  held  here  for  William  Galanter, 

63,  father  of  Ted  Galanter,  M-G-M 
exploiteer  in  Seattle.  The  M-G-M 
field  rep.  came  on  for  the  funeral  of 
his  father  who  was  killed  in  an  auto 
crash. 

HOUSE  DEALS 

Staley  Opens  Iowa  House 
New  Virginia,  la. — Roy  M.  Staley 

has  opened  the  New  Virginia. 

Chicago  Grand  Changes  Hands 
Chicago — Charles  V.  Austin  has 

purchased  the  Grand  Theater  from 
Casey  Ides. 
Ireland  Sells  in  Logan 

Logan,  la. — Lou  Ireland  has  sold 
the  Logan  Theater  here  to  R.  L. 
Johnson. 
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N.  J.  Allied  Stormy 
On  Equity  Opinion 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
Allied     Theater     Owners     of     New 
Jersey. 

The  matter  of  the  unit's  future 
attitude  and  action  will  be  thrashed 
out  tomorrow  afternoon  in  a  closed 
business  session  which  is  scheduled 
to  be  held  in  the  meeting  room  below 
convention  hall  in  the  local  Hotel 
Chelsea. 

Barometer   of   Feeling 
A  barometer  of  the  feeling  engen- 

dered by  the  court's  recommenda- 
tions was  furnished  by  Harry  H. 

Lowenstein,  Allied  of  N.  J.  president, 
yesterday  afternoon  in  apprising 

the  delegates  of  tomorrow's  session. 

  EXHIBS.,  NOTE   
Atlantic  City  —  Exhibitors  who 

have  been  bursting  with  pride 
over  playing  features  in  communi- 

ties of  from  10,000  to  50,000  popu- 
lation before  the  bigger  cities 

show  them  should  not  gloat  over 
the  situation,  it  was  asserted  at 
the  opening  sessions  of  Allied  of 

New  Jersey's  convention  here  yes- 
terday by  Albert  Sindlinger,  of 

Audience  Research  Institute.  He 
said  that  research  discloses  that 
in  these  pre-big-city  engagements, 
the  "promotional  penetration"  is 
as  low  as  20  per  cent,  whereas  if 
the  communities  waited  until  after 
the  big  centers  of  population 
showed  the  films,  the  penetration 
ivould  be  as  high  as  70  per  cent. 

He  said  that  they  would  take  up  this 
and  other  industry  problems  and  not 
come  out  of  the  session  until  de- 

cisions had  been  reached. 
On  the  agendum  of  the  session  are 

(1)  trade  practices;  (2)  legislation; 
(3)  film  rentals;  (4)  use  of  local 
checkers;  (4)  16  mm.  competition; 
and  (5)  problems  of  the  industry. 

First  Post-War  Equip. 
Exposition  Opens  in  A.  C. 

Atlantic  City  —  Integrating  an 
Eastern  regional  and  the  first  com- 

prehensive post-war  equipment  ex- 
position in  the  East  since  the  war, 

Allied  Theater  Owners  of  New  Jersey 
opened  its  three-day  convention,  the 
organization's  27th  annual  meeting, 
in  the  local  Hotel  Chelsea  yesterday. 
Heavy  registration  in  the  pre-noon 
hours  indicated  a  record  attendance, 
with  delegates  attending  from  some 
24  states. 
Following  the  early  afternoon 

session  of  the  directorate,  an  open 

SEMEA  Votes  to  Rejoin 
North  Central  Allied 

Minneapolis — Southeastern  Minne- 
sota Exhibitors'  Association,  com- 

posed of  16  independent  operators, 
has  re-affiliated  with  North  Central 
Allied,  Donald  Swartz,  NCA  execu- 

tive secretary,  disclosed.  The  group 
voted  to  continue  membership  with 
NCA  at  a  meeting  held  at  Mayo 
Park,  Rochester,  Minn.,  at  which 
Swartz  spoke. 

UJEDDinG   BELLS 
Bennett-Coulter 

West  Coast  Bureau,  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Constance  Bennett 

and  Col.  John  Theron  Coulter  will  be 
married  on  Saturday  at  the  Mission 
Inn,  Riverside,  Calif.,  the  actress  an- 
nounced. 

Deutsch-Bromberg 
Edith  Deutsch  of  Warners  home 

office  publicity  department,  will  be 
married  to  Morris  Bromberg  on  July 
4  at  Twin  Cantors  in  Brooklyn. 

Eurett-Cervetti 
Des  Moines,  la.  —  Joe  Cervetti, 

manager  of  the  Iowa  theater,  sur- 
prised his  friends  by  diclosing  he 

was  married  last  April  29  to  Evelyn 
Eurett  in  Kansas  City. 

Raftery-Thetford 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Los  Angeles — Edward  C.  Raftery, 
president  of  United  Artists,  will  be 
married  here  Saturday  to  Rae  Ma- 
belle  Thetford  of  Beverly  Hills. 

Hultgren-Clemens 
Rock  Island,  111. — James  Clemens, 

manager  of  the  Spencer  Theater,  will 
be  married  to  Kathleen  Hultgren  of 
Davenport  on  July  18. 

Hunter-Delmar 

Moline,  111.  —  Bonnie  Hunter,  as- 
sistant manager  at  Illini  Theater, 

will  be  married  to  Paul  Delmar  of 
Rock  Island  on  July  6. 

Union  Activities  Not  Cause 
Of  Discharges — Cohen 
Max  A.  Cohen,  president  of  Cinema 

Circuit  and  Inter-City  Circuit,  yes- 
terday denied  charges  by  the  state 

Labor  Relations  Board  that  a  man- 
ager and  assistant  manager  had  been 

discharged  for  union  activities. 
Cohen  said  that  the  manager  in 

question  had  been  let  out  to  make 
way  for  a  returning  veteran  and  that 
the  assistant  manager  was  dis- 

charged for  reasons  entirely  foreign 
to  the  union.  He  pointed  out  that  on 
June  4,  his  personnel  had  voted 
against  lining  up  with  the  Motion 
Picture  Theater  Operating  Managers 
and  Assistant  Managers  Guild  and 
that  only  two  votes  had  been  regis- 

tered in  favor  of  the  guild. 

meeting  was  held  by  the  New  Jersey 
membership  and  their  guests  at 

which  Harry  H.  Lowenstein,  unit's 
president,  submitted  his  report  and 
addresses  were  delivered  by  Leon 
Chastel,  of  Thortel  Fireproof  Fab- 

rics; J.  R.  Hoff,  of  the  Ballantyne  Co., 
Omaha;  and  Albert  Sindlinger,  of 
Audience  Research  Institute. 

Nominating  Committee 
Anticipating  the  election  of  officers 

this  afternoon,  the  following  were 
named  to  the  nominating  committee: 
David  Snaper,  chairman;  Jacob  lin- 

ger, Harry  Hecht,  Irving  Dollinger, 
Lee  Newbury,  Louis  Gold,  Simon 
Myers,  Morris  Fogelson,  Ralph  Wil- 
kins,  Harry  Waxman,  Haskell  Block 
and  W.  Snaper. 

Last  night  delegates  attended  a 
social  get-together  in  Convention 
Hall  and  heard  the  broadcast  of  the 
Louis-Conn  fight. 

Today  has  been  designated  "open 
forum  day"  which  will  be  featured 
by  the  open  forum  this  afternoon 
with  prominent  members  of  the  pro- 

duction and  distributionfields  as  guest 
speakers.  A  closed  business  session 
of  all  delegates  will  follow,  at  which 
officers  of  Allied  of  New  Jersey  will 
be  elected  and  talks  made  by  Allied 
leaders.  In  the  morning  is  the  golf 
tournament  at  the  Atlantic  City 
Country  Golf  Club,  and  in  the  eve- 

Alex  Moss  Leaves  Para. 
To  Join  Howard  Hughes 

''Continued  from  Page  1) 

manager.    Moss   takes  over  his  new 
duties  with  Hughes  on  July  1. 

Moss  came  to  the  motion  picture 
business  from  the  newspaper  field, 
starting  with  Warner  Bros,  as  a 
member  of  the  advertising  and  pub- 

licity department.  He  later  became 
advertising  and  publicity  director  for 
Columbia,  a  post  he  held  for  five 
years.  He  resigned  in  1930  to  open 
his  own  advertising  agency  and  even- 

tually joined  Paramount. 

McKenzie's  Mother  Dead 
Chicago  —  Bert  McKenzie,  Boston 

exploiteer  for  M-G-M,  left  yesterday 
with  his  father  for  his  New  England 
headquarters  after  attending  the 
funeral  of  his  mother  who  died  a  few 
days  ago  after  a  lingering  illness. 

ning   cabaret  night  will  be   held   in 
Convention  Hall. 

Tomorrow's  Program 
Program  for  tomorrow,  the  final 

day,  comprises  a  morning  meeting 
of  the  Eastern  regional  directors, 
followed  by  the  Eastern  regional 
luncheon;  the  second  business  session 
which  will  consider  industry  prob- 

lems; and  the  cocktail  reception  to 
be  tendered  by  Paramount  Pictures. 

Climax  of  the  three-day  meeting 
will  be  in  the  evening  when  the  tes- 

timonial banquet  is  tendered  to 
Harry  H.  Lowenstein  in  the  Wedge- 
wood  Room. 

Exhibits  by  distributors  include 
Warner  Bros.,  Paramount,  Universal, 
RKO  Radio,  20th-Fox,  Republic, 
M-G-M,  PRC,  Walt  Disney,  Colum- 

bia, Abbott  &  Costello  and  Mono- 

gram. 
Equipment  industry  exhibits  are 

those  of  American  Seating  Co.,  Alex- 
ander Smith  &  Sons,  the  Ballantyne 

Co.,  National  Theatre  Supply,  Na- 
tional Screen  Service,  Joe  Hornstein, 

Inc.,  Altec,  Thortel  Fireproof  Fab- 
rics, Universal  Corp.,  RCA,  Radiant 

Screen,  Popper's  Supply  Co.,  Confec- 
tion Cabinet  Co.,  and  Sanitary  Auto- 

matic Candy  Corp. 

Call  on  Pix  Leaders 

For  Self-Regulation 
Continued  from  Page  1) 

immediate  and  vital  need  to  empfc; 

size  support  of  the  industry's  syste 
of  self-regulation  in  the  light  I 
post-war  problems  and  demands  < 
the  present  time. The  call  was  sounded  at  ayZSp 

meeting  presided  over  by  Louis  I 
Mayer  who  gave  the  dinner,  and  wi 
voiced  by  Mayer,  Eric  A.  Johnsto: 
MPAA  prexy;  Joseph  I.  Breen,  Do* 
aid  M.  Nelson  and  I.  E.  Chadwick.  ] 

Johnston  said  that  "to  our  va: 
family  audiences,  the  neighborhoc 
picture  house  fills  as  definite  a  plao 
as  the  neighborhood  library.  Alwaj 
remember  that  most  of  our  exbil 
itors  are  family  men  who  deal  evei 
day  with  the  families  in  their  con 
munities.  They  share  the  blame,  ar 
of  course  the  applause,  for  whatev* 
you  create  and  hand  them  to  sho^ 
Under  the  code  of  the  motion  pictui 
industry  there  is  ample  leeway  f< 
honest  and  realistic  portrayal  of  tl  i 
American  life. 

Greatest  Pix  Under  Code 

"We  all  know  most  of  the  greate: 
pictures  ever  turned  out  have  bee 
produced  since  the  cede  was  intrt' 
duced.  And  frankly  I  have  yet  1 
meet  a  single  producer  who  woul 
abolish  the  code.  The  good  picture 
are  guarantees  of  the  freedom  of  tr, 
screen.  Censorship,  of  course,  migl 
insure  clean  pictures,  but  they  coul 
be  clean  and  still  be  stupid  and  ii 
ane.  Any  kind  of  censorship  i 
dangerous  to  the  liberties  of  a  fre 

people. "New  leaders  of  the  motion  pictui 
industry  have  more  power  to  build 
better  world  than  any  force  withi 

man's  grasp.  The  motion  picture  ca 
sell  anything.  It  can  sell  tolerance 
It  can  sell  charity.  It  can  sell  th 
brotherhood  of  man.  And,  gentlemei 
I  believe  it  can  sell  the  world  o 

peace." 

Breen  said  more  family  picture 

are  needed  —  pictures  suitable  fo- 
general  audiences.  He  said  that  man. 
pictures  of  the  present  time  dea 
with  the  more  mature  themes  tha 
are  aimed  at  adult  audiences. 
"The  trouble  with  these  is  tha 

many  intelligent  people  are  begin- 
ning to  wonder  about  the  possibl 

effect  of  such  pictures  when  thes> 
are  shown  to  audiences  of  childrei 
or  adolescents.  I  am  not  saying  tha 
we  should  entertain  any  plans  o 
production  for  pictures  that  are  suit 

able  only  for  children." He  said  that  such  a  plan  would  no 
only  run  the  risk  of  considerablt 
financial  disaster,  but  would  deny  t< 
motion  picture  audiences  much  tha 
is  finest  and  best  in  the  literature  o 
the  world. 

"We  should  not  neglect  more  adul 
themes,"  he  continued.  "At  the  same 
time,  however,  we  can  do  much  tc 
advance  the  cause  of  the  industry  il 
we  produced  more  pictures  thai 
would  be  of  interest  not  only  to  the 
grownups,  but  to  the  youngsters  as 
well.  That,  as  I  see  it,  is  the  greatest 
challenge  to  the  industry  at  the  pres 

ent  time." 
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IRTERLUDE 
By  JACK   ALICOATE 

HONOLULU 

(By    Wireless) 

."HIS  research  stuff  isn't  so  bad,  after  all. 
For   instance,    today    we    find    ourselves 

ligently     researching    in     Honolulu's     en- 
rons.    An    elysian,    scientific    interlude    as 
were.   Pearl   Harbor,  bright  and   polished, 

as  long   since   discarded    the   scars   of   the 
tack    that    started    the    war.    Outside    of 

ownHwn     Honolulu,    which    is    a    sort    of 

<otic    Poughkeepsie     and     needs     a     good 

-ash    and    simonizing    job,    the    Islands    are 
.  hurricane  of  tropical  splendor,  busy,  thriv- 
•,  g,  and  progressive.  At  Waikiki,  the  waves 

I  ill    dash     majestically    upon     the     world's ost  romantic  beach.  A  riot  of  orchids  and 

biscus    forms    the    back    drop    for    every 
ting.   The   moon  shines  brighter  and   the 

oyal    Hawaiian    band    plays    "Aloha"    while 
;  lump    comes    into    your    throat.    Not    far 

>art,   we   find   a   Catholic   church,   a    Bud- 
list  temple,  and  a  Shinto  shrine,  while  on 
le   waterfront  we   watched    beetle-browed 

salots  distributing  communist  literature. 
  o   

"HE  Chinese  Navy  is  in  port.  Nattily 
dressed  Chinese  seamen  swarm  over  the 

wn.  We  chatted  with  the  senior  officer, 

cm.  Tsun  Lin,  while  in  the  company  of 
uke  Kahanamoka,  the  former  famous 
vimmer  who  is  now  sheriff  of  Honolulu. 

ne  morning  was  taken  in  researching  the 
^graphical  conformation  and  volcanic 
rata  of  the  Waialae  Country  Club,  where 
passing  score  should  do  us  no  harm  with 

le  Royal  Academy.  Our  golfing  companions 
ere  Governor  Stainback  and  INS  Clark 

Be,  ace  war  man.  Governor  Stainback  tells 
;  his  principal  political  problem,  other 
an  his  putting,  is  the  local  controversial 
sue  of  Statehood.  Politics  here  are  a  major 

:mmodity  and  the  Islands  are  overwhelm- 
gly  Republican.  At  night,  to  Government 
ouse  for  dinner  with  Governor  Stainback 

id  his  charming  wife. 

  o   
i 

HE   Honolulu   motion    picture    industry   is 

prosperous,  for  in  addition  to  large  local 

ay,  there  is  an  enormous  constant  float- 
g  Army  and  Navy  population.  Neighborhood 

(Continued  on  Page  2) 

If  Attained  by  1950,  Will 
Permit  Making  of  60  Films; 
Kalmus  Cites  Big  Demand 

A  step  by  step  expansion  of  Tech- 
nicolor's facilities,  to  be  effected  over 

a  period  of  several  years,  will  have 
as  its  envisioned 

objective  the 

meeting  of  cus- 
tomer demands, 

it  was  disclosed 

yesterday  by  Dr. 
Herbert  T.  Kal- 

mus, company's 
president.  The 
expansion  and 
its  attainments, 
he  stressed,  will 
depend  upon 

many  factors  be- tween now  and 
1950,  and  to  do 
anything  more 
than  hypothe- 

size at  the  pres- 

ent  time  would  M- h.  t.  kalmus 
be  "crystal  hall  gazing." 

By     1950,    barring    contingencies, 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Cutting  Sees  Markets 
Expanding  Abroad 
An  expanding  market  for  the  dis- 

tribution and  showing  of  American 
pictures  abroad  is  envisioned  by 
James  W.  Cutting,  director  of  Walt 

Disney's  foreign  department,  who  has 
just  returned  from  a  five-month  trip 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

24-26  FIX  NEXT 
SEASON  FOR  PRC 
May  Also  Produce,  Thomas 

Says  in  Press  Interview 

PRC  will  distribute  between  24 
and  26  pictures  next  season,  of 
which  a  majority  will  be  produced 
by  independent 
producers,  Harry 

H.  Thomas,  pres- 
ident, said  yester- 

day at  a  trade 
press  conference 
at  which  he  form- 

ally introduced 

Sam  L.  Seidel- 
man,  newly  ap- 

pointed head  of 

the  foreign  de- 
partment. "PRC  has  a  tre- 

mendous amount 

to  offer  independ- 

ent producers," 
Thomas  said,  "not 

only  in  the  field  HARRY  H-  TH0MAS 
of  distribution  facilities  but  also  in 

(Continued  en  Page  6) 

Johnston  Elected 
President  of  AMPP 
West   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — In  an  action  taken  to 

complete   unity   of   organization   be- 
( Continued  on  Page  7) 

L&chman  Heads  JV.  /.  Allied 
Elect  Simon  Myers  and  Sam  Frank  V.-P/s 

Rank's  Prestige  Pix 
For  Roadshow  Market 

Establishment  of  the  Prestige  Pic- 
ture Program  and  the  appointment 

of  Lawrence  J.  McGinley  as  general 

sales  manager  of  the  project,  was  an- 
nounced yesterday  by  Robert  S. 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Atlantic  City — In  a  closed  busi- 
ness session  at  its  27th  annual  con- 

vention yesterday  afternoon  in  the 
Hotel  Chelsea  here,  Allied  Theater 

Owners  of  New  Jersey  elected  Ed- 
ward Lachman  of  Boonton  to  the 

organization's  presidency,  succeeding 
Harry  H.  Lowenstein  of  Newark. 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Proposal  Puts  in  Judg- 

ment Form  Gov't's  Read- ing of  the  Decision 
By  MANNING  CLAGETT 

Washington    Bureau   of    THE   FILM    DAILY 

Washington  —  The  Depart- 
ment of  Justice  yesterday  filed 

a  proposed  decree  in  the  New 
York  Equity  case  thus  denning  for 

the  first  time  the  Government's  read- 
ing of  the  Statutory  Court  decision. 

The  proposed  decree  put  in  judg- 

ment form  the  Government's  reading 
of  the  decision  and  in  no  way  repre- 

( Continued  en  Page  6) 

Only  Indies  At  MPTOA 

Exec.  Com.'s  Meeting 
Only  independent  exhibitor  mem- 

bers of  MPTOA's  executive  commit- 
tee will  attend  next  week's  called 

meeting  in  New  York,  according  to 
Herman  Levy,  general  counsel.  The 
sessions  will  be  held  in  the  Commo- 

dore Hotel  on  Wednesday. 
While  a  discussion  of  the  statutory 

court's  decision  in  the  New  York 
equity  suit  will  be  the  principal  topic 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Olivier  "Interested"  in 
Story's  "Innocence"  Offer 

Laurence  Olivier,  who  returned  to 
London  Wednesday,  responded 

quickly  yesterday  to  Story  Produc- 
tions' cabled  offer  for  the  appear- 

ance of  himself,  his  wife,  Vivien 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 

500  CSV  Carpenters, 
Painters  Discharged 

West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 
'Hollywood—  More  than  500  CSU 

carpenters  and  painters  were  dis- 
charged at  seven  major  studios  yes- 

terday for  refusing  to  work  on  Tech- 
nicolor sets  on  which  members  of  the 

federally-chartered  machinists  union 
have    been    servicing   cameras. 

The  studio  labor  committee  and 

CSU  representatives  conferred  late 

yesterday  on  wage  ami  working  con- ditions. 
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FINANCIAL 
(Thiirs.,  June  20) 

NEW   YORK    STOCK    MARKET 
Net 

High     Low     Close     Chg. 

Am.  Seat     26i/2     26]/2     26'/2        

Bell   &  Howell         30         30         30       —      Vz 

Columbia    Picts   30         29         29       —  1 

East.  Kodak        243       228y2  228y2  — 19'/2 

Cen.  Prec.  Eq     34         325/8     325/8  —  1% 

Loew's,    Inc     35%      345/8     345/8  _     7/8 

Paramount      .'     747/8     72'/8     72]/2  —  2 
RXO           22'/8     21         21 1/4  —     % 

Republic   Picts      13'/2      125/8      12%  —      % 

Republic    Picts.    pfd.      17%      17  17       —     1/4 

20th  Century-Fox   ...   54%     52y2     52'/2  —  1  Vi 

20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  68  68  68        +      1/4 

Universal    Pict   43%     43         43       —     y2 

Universal  Picts.   pfd..   98y4     98         98       —      Vz 

Warner  Bros      45 >/2     44 1/4     44 1/4  —  1 
NEW  YORK    CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts        8%       8'/2        8'/2  —     1/4 

Radio-Keith  cvs        9y4       8%       9      —     1/4 

Sonotone  Corp        5y8       5  5    
Technicolor          24         23%     23%  —     y4 
Trans-Lux          6%       6y2       6y2        

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe  Industries      10%     11% 

Interlude 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

houses  are   every  bit  as   modern   and   much 

more    colorful   than    theaters   on    the    main- 
land. 

KGU  and  KGMC,  two  local  radio  stations, 

give  out  with  all  four  major  network  pro- 

grams. Their  coverage  seems  complete. 

Three  new  stations  are  contemplated,  the 

largest  to  be  an  ABC  outlet.  There  is  not 

a  television  set  on  the  Island  and  USO 

shows  in  quantity,  quartered  at  the  Moana 
at  W  a  i  k  i  k  i ,  come  and  go  with  the 

rapidity  of  commercials  on  a  man  and  wife 

program. 
Tonight,  properly  chaperoned,  we  shall 

research  Honolulu  night  clubs.  After  all,  a 

researcher's  duty  is  to  research,  and,  come 
what  may,  we  took  this  job  with  our  eyes 

open. 

Iowa-Neb.  AITO  Meets 
In  Des  Moines  Monday 

Des  Moines — First  post-war  con- 
vention of  Allied  Independent  The- 

ater Owners  of  Iowa-Nebraska  opens 
Monday  for  two  days  of  sessions. 
Robert  Coyne,  executive  director  of 
American  Theaters  Association,  will 
be  among  the  principal  speakers. 

A  report  on  the  CIEA  and  Allied 
board  meetings  and  a  summary  of 

the  unit's  questionnaire  on  percent- 
age deals  will  be  highlights  of  the 

meetings.  An  all-industry  luncheon 
will  be  held  Monday  noon  and  the 
Variety  Club  will  provide  the  enter- 

tainment at  night. 
Leo  Wolcott,  president,  will  pre- 

side at  the  sessions. 

Myers  Calls  'Al'  Steffes Greatest  Allied  Leader 

Washington   Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington— Allied  lost  its  great- 
est leader  and  the  industry  a  great 

constructive  force  in  the  passing  of 
W.  A.  "Al"  Steffes  in  Minneapolis, 
Abram  F.  Myers,  Allied  board  chair- 

man and  general  counsel,  declared  in 
a  tribute  made  public  here  yester- 
dav.  Said  Myers: 

"Steffes  was  the  chief  organizer 
of  Allied,  a  past  president  and  hon- 

orary life  councillor.  He  will  be 
mourned  by  a  host  of  friends  and 
admirers  and  especially  by  all  inde- 

pendent exhibitors  whose  champion 

he  was." Senate  Ratifies  Protocol 

Ending  Actors'  Double  Tax 
Washington   Bureau   of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington — The  Senate  on  Wed- 
nesday ratified  the  supplementary 

protocol  of  the  double  taxation  treaty 
between  Great  Britain  and  the  U.  S. 
which  includes  actors  in  the  exemp- 

tions from  double  taxation. 

Case  of  Mistaken  Identity 
Spoils  Luncheon  for  Hays 

Will  H.  Hays  had  his  lunch  spoiled 
yesterday  because  of  a  case  of  mis- 

taken identity.  The  General  had 
barely  left  his  Fifth  Ave.  office  for 
lunch  with  J.  Robert  Rubin  of  Loew's 
when  a  group  of  wire  service  and 
newspaper  reps,  burst  in  looking  for 
background  data  and  details  on  the 
"death  of  Will  Hays  on  a  California 

ranch." 

Assured  that  the  industry's  Will 
Hays  was  in  the  East  and  very  much 
alive,  the  press  group  went  to  the 
Louis  XIV  Cafe,  where  Hays  was 
lunching,  to  get  a  reaction,  arriving 
just  as  he  was  about  to  tackle  a  piece 
of  lemon  pie.  It  was  not  reported 
whether  the  General  recited  the 
famous  Mark  Twain  line,  but  his 
usually  peaceful  lunch  was  ruined. 

On  re-checking  the  news  services 
found  that  another  Will  Hays  had 
died  in  California.  Meanwhile,  be- 

fore the  services  could  correct  the 

first  reports,  Hays'  personal  office  as well  as  the  MPAA  here  were 
swamped  with,  long  distance  calls 
from  points  across  the  country. 

As  for  the  General,  yesterday  he 
looked  even  better  physically  than 
the  Brown  Bomber. 
(An  AP  Los  Angeles  dispatch 

credited  the  erroneous  identification 

to  an  undertaker,  and  said  the  con- 
fusion resulted  from  the  identity  of 

names,  plus  the  fact  that  the  dead 
man,  a  farmer,  resided  in  Encino, 

close  to  the  former  MPPDA  prexy's Hidden  Valley  ranch.) 

Hughes'  Absence  Delays 
FCC's  L.  A.  Tele  Hearing 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington — FCC's  hopes  to  wind 
up  the  Los  Angeles  television  hear- 
in"-  in  Washington  yesterday  were 
blasted  when  Producer  Howard 
Hughes  failed  to  make  an  appear- 

ance. Counsel  for  Hughes  finally  ad- 
mitted that  the  executive  was  still 

in  Los  Angeles  "testing"  a  new  Army 

plane. 
Harry  Plotkin,  assistant  general 

counsel  for  the  FCC,  warned  that 

the  Hughes  tele  case  "could  not  be 
considered  closed"  until  the  producer 
is  put  "on  the  record"  before  the commission.  Pressed  by  Plotkin, 

counsel  for  Hughes  said  he  "hoped" 
the  producer  would  appear  on  Mon- 
day. 

This  would  delay  the  FCC's  probe 
into  Paramount,  scheduled  for  Mon- 

day following  completion  of  the  rest 
of  the  Los  Angeles  video  hearing. 

Also  failing  to  make  an  appearance 
was  Thomas  Lee,  owner  of  the  Don 
Lee  Broadcasting  System.  Lee,  ac- 

cording to  his  counsel,  is  still  ill  and 

can  not  appear  for  "30  to  60  days." Plotkin  agreed  to  allow  Lee  to  file  a 

deposition. 

Rites  Held  for  Simcm 
Atlanta  —  Funeral  services  were 

held  here  for  Manfred  E.  Siman,  Sr., 

Monogram  branch  manager.  Sur- 
vivors include  his  wife,  a  son,  Man- 

fred, Jr.,  and  a  daughter,  Martha 
Ann. 

COMING  and  GOING 
NICHOLAS  M.  SCHENCK  is  due  back  f 

a  quick  trip  to  the  Coast  tomorrow. 
CHARLES  EINFELD  arrives  here  today  f 

the   Coast. 

HOWARD  DIETZ  and  wife  were  in  Chic 

yesterday  en  route  to  New  York  from  Hollyw< 
ARTHUR   DeBRA  of   the   MPAA    is   in  Chic, 

HAL  STEVENS,  Para.'s  Chi.  exchange  ir 
ager,  and  his  family  are  motoring  to>**pw  E, land   on   vacation.  pSa. 

IRVING  DOLLINCER  left  yesterda^,,^  tv 

neapolis  to   attend  the   "Al"   Steffes  funeral. 
GABRIEL    PASCAL,    producer   of    UA's    "C  i 

sar  and    Cleopatra,"    is   en    route    to    London 
the  Queen   Mary. 

H.    M.    RICHEY    returns    today    from    Atlai 
City    and    tonight  will    leave    by   plane    for  fo  j 
neapolis  to  attend  the  funeral  services  tomor of  Al  Steffes. 

CLARK  CABLE  has  arrived  here  from 

Coast   and    is   staying    at   the   Waldorf-Astori, 
ED   LEVEN,   vice-prexy  of  the   Natco   Co. 

show   developers,    is   here   from   Chicago  for  c 
ferences. 

VICTOR    BLAU,   vice-president   of   Music  P 

Ushers    Holding    Corp.,    Warners'    subsidiary, rives  in  Frisco  today  from  Hollywood. 
P.     S.     HARRISON     and     BENJAMIN     BER< 

leave    New    York    today    for    Minneapolis    to 

tend  the   "Al"  Steffes  funeral  services. 
TAYLOR  CALDWELL  and  daughter,  JUDY 

BACK,   will    arrive   in    New   York    from    her  h<  1 

in    Buffalo    Sunday,    for    a    10-day   vacation. 
CHARLES  LEVY,  Eastern  publicity  director 

Walt  Disney  returned  yesterday  from   the  stu> 
PAULETTE  CODDARD  has  returned  to  Ho  | 

wood  from   New  York. 

MILTON    LEWIS,    of    Paramount's    talent 

partment,    will    leave    Hollywood    June   27  fo:' two-week  trip  to  New  York. 

EMANUEL  D.  SILVERSTONE,  20th-Fox  In) 
national  special  home  office  rep.,  returns  to 
from  a  four-month  Middle  East  tour. 

TYREE  DILLARD,  JR.,   liaison  between  M-C  i 
sales   and    legal   departments,    is   due    back  M 

day  from  a  Maine  vacation. 
E.  M.  SAUNDERS,  assistant  general  s; 

manager  for  M-G-M,  leaves  June  28  for  a  va 
tion. 
SAMUEL  BRISKIN,  of  Liberty  Films,  Inc., 

in  New  York,  stopping  at  the  Hampshire  Hoi 

JOHN  AVON,  newly-appointed  managing  edi 
of   This    Month    magazine    is   at    Brewster,   vi: 
ing    Emile    Schurmacher,     free    lance    writer 
radio   and   film  subjects. 

BETTY  MacDONALD,  author  of  "The  Egg  ; 
I,"  arrives  in  Hollywood  from  New  York  July 
for  a  three-day  stay  as  guest  of  William  Co 
and  Leo  Spitz. 

ALAN  F.  CUMMINCS,  in  charge  of  M-G-l 
exchange  operations  and  maintenance,  retu 
Monday  from   a  vacation. 
GEORCE  MURPHY,  M-C-M  star,  left  yest 

day  for  the  Coast. 
MAX  WOLFF,  purchasing  head  for  Loev 

plans  to  make  a  trip  to  Atlanta  and  New  ( 
leans  within   the  next  week  or  so. 

GREGORY  PECK,  M-G-M  star,  leaves  Hoi 
wood  the  first  week  in  July  for  New  Engla 
to  appear  in  Summer  stock  shows  at  Cape  C 

WILLIAM  ,D.  KELLY,  in  charge  of  M-C-f 
print  department,  is  vacationing  in   Maine. 
CAREY  WILSON,  M-C-M  producer  and 

rector  has  returned  to  the  Coast. 

MAJ.  WILLIAM  B.  BROWN,  formerly  of  1 
William  Morris  office  in  Beverly  Hills,  leal 
tomorrow  for  the  Coast,  after  two  and  a  h 

years  in  Italy  and  Germany.  He  arrived  in  I 
U.  S.  last  week-end  and  is  now  on  termin leave. 

  —  1 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  21 

Ben   Piazza  Ralph  Block 

W.    E.    Banford  Solly    Kann 

John  S.  Harrington  Jane    Russell 
Jinx    Falkenburg  Helen    Costello 

Russell    Wade  Van  A.  Nomikos 

W.  E.  Banford 

June  22 

Judy  Tuvim  Oscar  Neu 

June  23 

Greta  Christensen  Mary  Livingston 
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ikman  Joins  Boajjd 

!  Loew's  Int.  Corp. 
Election ,.cnv,ii     of     Sam     Eckman,     Jr., 
lirman  and  managing  director  of 

of   England, fc-M   Pictures,   Ltd 
the  board  of 

[rectors  of 

jeyffTfnterna- 
m;=iibrp.,  was 
nounced  yester- 
x  by  Arthur  M. 

[ew,  president. 
Ikman  sailed 

•rterday  on  the 
jeen  Mary  after 
j  two  -  months 
teiness  and  va- 
j.ion  trip  in  Hol- 
ifood  and  Palm 
,  rings. 
I  n    announcing 
;     appointment, 
|w  stated  that    SAM  eckman,  jr. 
ikman  "has  long 
jtn  one  of  the  most  prominent  fig- 
is  in  British  film  circles.  His  ap- 
:mtment  will  serve  to  further  our 

ley  of  working  in  closest  pos- 
ile  co-operation  with  the  territories 
serve. 
Mor  to  sailing  Eckman  noted 

j|  British  films  are  increasing  in 
mlarity  in  this  country.    "It  is  to 
interest  of  the  entire  industry, 

h  in  the  U.  S.  and  in  Great  Brit- 

i,  to  see  to  it  that  British  films 
,lch  as  wide  a  market  as  their 

fits  and  public  interests  justify," 
Commented.  He  expressed  optim- 

al about  the  future  of  16  mm.  ex- 
ition  in  Britain. 

'Cckman  started  with  the  Loew  or- 
aiization  in  1917  in  this  country. 
1  went  to  England  in  1927  to  or- 

tyize  the  distribution  of  M-G-M 
t:ures  there,  heading  Loew  inter- 
IE  in  the  United  Kingdom.  He  is 
the  board  of  M-G-M  British  Stu- 
I  Ltd. 

Jtco  Plans  500  Key  Points 

'hicago  —  Ed  Leven,  vice-presi- 
Nrt  of  the  Natco  Co.  unit  show  de- 

copers,  left  here  yesterday  by  Con- 
illation  for  New  York  to  obtain 
Iduct  for  film  units.  The  company, 
len  reported,  plans  500  key  points 

will    finance    film    productions 
ded  for  the  project. 

Fight  Telecast  in 
St.  George  Lobby 

The  St.  George  Playhouse  in 
Brooklyn  was  the  only  theater  in  this 

jlrea  reported  to  have  set  up  a  tele- 
vision receiver  in  its  lobby  for  the 

showing  of  the  Louis-Conn  fight 
Wednesday  night. 

Joe  Stern,  manager  of  the  thea- 

■er,  who  sought  to  protect  this  tie- 
jp,  received  permission  from  NBC 
Television  as  well  as  the  local 

Dolice  department, 
Approximately  200  of  the  patrons 

who  came  to  see  "The  Lost  Week- 

end" jammed  the  lobby  for  the  added 
ittraction. 

PHIL  M.  DALY 

A  Reporter's  Report 
•  •  •  MORNING-AFTER-THE-NIGHT-BEFORE  THOUGHTS:  Mean- 

ing no  disrespect  to  the  Messrs.  Louis  and  Conn,  it's  Phil  M.'s  considered 
opinion  that  motion  pictures   remain  your   greatest   entertainment   

As  a  matter  of  fact,  any  Grade  B  melodrama  offers  far  more  action  than 

did  the  title  battle.  ...     •   The  metropolitan  dailies'  approach  to  the 

fight's    telecast    cannot    but    intrigue   The    Times,    for    reasons    best 
known  to  itself,  dismissed  the  historic  telecast  with  less  than  six  inches 

and  aj  12  pt.  head   And  its  report  was  hardly  encouraging   
It  referred  to  the  loss  of  facial  expression  in  a  white  blur,  commented 

that  the  long-range  shots  reduced  the  fighters  to  tiny  spots,  barely  dis- 
tinguishable, with  the  crowds  merely  dark  blobs   As  for  the  sound, 

the  Times  found  the  pick-up  poor,  the  impact  of  strong  punches  unheard, 
and  the  colorful  comment  completely  lost   On  the  other  hand,  the 

Herald-Tribune  gave  tele  coverage  a  top  head,  about  12  inches  of  space, 

found  the  "only  possible  drawback  to  a  television  view  is  that  there  is 
a  certain  lack  of  depth  perception,"  and  reported  that  it  was  the  con- 

sensus of  those  who  saw  the  telecast  as  NBC's  guests  that  "this  is  the 

way  to  see  a  fight"   Significantly,  Dr.  Allen  B.  DuMont  yesterday 
praised  NBC's  competence,  said  "the  image  on  receivers  was  clear  to  a 
point  that  would  satisfy  the  severest  critics  of  television — if  there  are  any 

left   after  last  night"   Maybe   the   Times   saw  another   fight?    .   .   . 
•  The  working  press  section  at  the  fight  resembled  the  audience  at  a 

press  preview   Which  is  to  say  about  50  per  cent  in  the  section 

were  anything  but.  ...      •    With  all  that  free  space  over  a  period  of 

months,   the   fight   gross   only  registered   $1,925,562   Any   film    ad. 

dep't.  that  couldn't  do  better  than  that  would  hang  its  collective  head  in 

shame.  ...     •   Fight's  effect  upon  film  theater  biz  Wednesday  night, 
varied   Some  situations  apparently  were  hit  severely,  others  not  at 

all   Comparatively  few  theaters  gave  fight  bulletins  to  audiences. 

T  T  T 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  S.  Barrett  McCormick  has  picked  Milt  Howe 

for  a  post  in  the  management  cabinet  of  RKO  Radio's  ad-publicity  dep't. 
  Howe  will  act  as  co-ordinator  for  indie  producers  releasing  through 
RKO,  and  will  headquarter  at  the  studio.  ...  •  Those  six  gorgeous 

Goldwyn  girls  from  "The  Kid  From  Brooklyn,"  and  editors  and  cor- 
respondents of  Latin-American  papers  and  magazines,  will  be  guests 

at  the  Copacabana  tonight  with  President  James  A.  Mulvey  of  Samuel 

Goldwyn  Prods,  doing  the,  honors.  ...  •  Warners'  "Of  Human  Bond- 

age" opens  at  the  Strand  on  July  5,  with  'Two  Guys  From  Milwaukee" 
set  to  follow  on  the  26th.  .  .  •  Jane  Pickens  will  take  up  that  Roxy 

rain  check  and  headline  the  stage  show1  there  next  month.  .  .  •  20th- 

Fox's  "Smoky"  broke  attendance  records  in  those  six  inter-mountain 
cities   where   it   had   a   simultaneous    world  premiere   this   week.   .   .    . 

•  President  Truman  has  yet  to  declare  the  war  over,  but  that  is  made 

a  mere  formality  by  the  fact  Universal  and  Walter  Wanger  will  stage 

a  junket  to  Portland,  Ore.,  July  13  for  the  premiere  of  "Canyon  Pas- 

sage"   Hollywood's  press  corps,  plus  a  galaxy  of  stars,  will  be  in 
Portland  for  two  crowded  days.  ...  •  The.  Celestials  will  have  Jimmy 

Durante  as  honor  guest  at  today's  luncheon  meeting  at  the  Waldorf- 
Astoria.  ...  •  When  Harold  Fisher,  a  district  manager  for  Fabian 

circuit  with  headquarters  in  Middletown,  went  in  the  Army  three  years 

ago,  his  wife  Beth  took  over  the  post   She  did  such  a  terrific  job 

that  Si  Fabian  hosted  her  at  a  luncheon  this  week  and  presented  her 
with  a  diamond  wrist  watch   She  bossed  five  theaters   while  her 

sergeant  husband  was  in  uniform   

Sustained  Attendance 
Stressed  by  Richey 

Atlantic  City — The  maintenance  of 

present  attendance  levels  and,  if 

possible,  increasing  them,  is  the  prob- 
lem of  exhibitors  today,  H.  M. 

Richey,  M-G-M's  director  of  public 
relations,  said  yesterday  at  New 

Jersey  Allied's  open  forum,  held  in 
connection  with  its  27th  annual  con- 
vention. 

As  a  general  rule,  Richey  said, 

admission  prices  are  high  and  prob- 

ably will  be  reduced  sometime  dur- 

ing the  next  few  years.  With  the- 
ater operation,  production  and  other 

costs  at  a  high  level  and  with  admis- 
sions generally  adequate  if  not  more 

than  that,  it  seems  that  the  only  solu- 
tion is  attendance,  he  continued. 

Scores  of  theater  owners,  Richey 
said,  conscious  of  the  need  to  focus 
attention  of  the  public  on  their  the- 

aters as  a  community  activity,  have 
capitalized  on  their  war  activities 
and  now,  with  help  returning,  are 
devoting  the  time  formerly  spent 

in  public  service  toward  better  mer- 
chandising and  exploitation. 

Richey  pointed  out  that  Metro  re- 
cently brought  its  salesmen  to  New 

York  for  the  sole  purpose  of  school- 
ing them  in  better  merchandising 

methods.  The  subject  of  terms  was 
never  mentioned.  Branding  the  prac- 

tice by  some  of  running  down  any 

component  part  of  the  industry  as  be- 

ing disastrous,  Richey  said:  "It  is 
impossible  to  go  very  far  with  local 
good  will  if,  in  the  next  breath,  a 
theater  owner  is  damning  the  whole 
business  because  of  some  intra-in- 

dustry  difference  or  problem." 
Continuing,  Richey  said:  "While 

we  make  pictures,  we  are  completely 
dependent  on  you,  our  valued  cus- 

tomers, to  get  them  before  the  pub- 
lic, for  even  though  we  spend  money 

pre-selling  them,  nothing  can  com- 
pare with  that  personal  touch  of  a 

theater  owner  who,  respected  in  his 

community,  operating  a  clean  and  at- 
tractive theater,  intelligently  adver- 

tise and  exploits  his  pictures." 

FAMOUS  FIRSTS 
jP"#   0   l'<#   »"'NOf||li'   »'Htl#"l||||lM.|t|||li[|))nl.il 

TALKING  FILMS 
THE  first  complete  sound  and  talking  pic- 

'  ture  program  was  presented  to  the 
public  at  the  Warner  Theater  (now  the 
Republic),  New  York  on  August  6,  1926, 
when  Warner  Bros,  and  Vitaphone,  by  ar- 

rangement with  Western  Electric  and  Bell 
Laboratories,  presented  the  world  premiere 

of  "Don  Juan"  with  a  Vitaphone  (sound- 
on-disc)  score  and  a  program  of  Vitaphone 
shorts  including  a  talk  by  Will  H.  Hays, 
Giovanni  Martinelli,  Marion  Talley,  Mischa 

Elman,  the  New  York  Philharmonic,  Efrem 
Zimbalist,  Harold  Bauer,  Roy  Smeck  and 

Anna  Case.  "Don  Juan"  was  made  as  a 
silent  film,  then  scored.  Shorts  were  100 

per  cent  all-talking. 
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NATIONAL  LEADERS  SAY: 

J.  Edgar  Hoover  —  "  'Don't  Be  A  Sucker'  has  a  lesson  of  vital 

concern  to  the  preservation  of  the  American  way  of  life." 

Rear  Admiral  W.  N.  Thomas— "I  was  deeply  impressed 
with  the  masterly  way  in  which  it  presented  the  truth  that  I 

consider  vital  to  our  national  life." 

Henry  A.  Wallace— "This  picture  proves  more  graphically 
than  articles  or  speeches  that  the  people  of  the  United  States 

are  .  .  .  neighbors  and  friends  and  not  members  of  antago- 

nistic groups." 
Major  Gen.  Lewis  B.  Hershey  — "The  penalty  paid  for  in- 

tolerance has  seldom  been  portrayed  with  such  dramatic  force." 
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With  PAUL  LUKAS,  FELIX  BRESSART 
Commentary  spoken  by  LLOYD  NOLAN 
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HE  SAKE  OF  A  SAFE  AND  SANE  AMERICA,  THOUSANDS  ARE  SHOWING 

SENSATIONAL  SHORT  JULY  4th,  OR  LATER.  WON'T  YOU  JOIN  THEM? 
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Technicolor  Aiming 
To  Triple  Capacity 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Technicolor  hopes  to  have  its  capa- 
city boosted  from  the  1945  figure  of 

160,000,000  to  500,000,000  feet,  and 
this  can  be  made  possible  by  con- 

structing additions  to  its  Hollywood 
plant  and  providing  the  essential 
equipment  and  labor.  This  means 
that  facilities  would  be  brought  into 
play  for  the  making  of  some  60  fea- 

tures in  1950.  Thez-e  is  already  a 
demand  for  this  many  attractions  in 
Technicolor. 

Materials,  Labor  Problems 
Kalmus  said  that  his  organization, 

in  common  with  other  American  in- 
dustrial plants,  cannot  tell  when  ma- 

terials can  be  obtained  for  building 
new  factory  units,  nor  is  it  clear  at 
this  time  how  soon  permits  can  be 
had.  Another  "unknown"  in  the 
formula  is  the  labor  situation. 

The  plant  of  Technicolor,  Ltd.,  in 
England,  will  also  undergo  planned 
expansion,  and  the  increase  of  facili- 

ties will  correspond  proportionately 

with  the  Hollywood  plant's  growth. 
Costs,  he  said,  stand  in  the  way 

of  the  industry  going  all  out  for  color, 
and  this  total  conversion  will,  if  it 
happens  at  all  in  the  foreseeable 
future,  be  evolutionary.  He  refused 
to  predict  when  the  day  of  total  color 
would  come. 

The  demand  for  Technicolor  in  the 
domestic  market  is  enormous,  and 
customers  often  are  irate  over  the 

company's  inability  to  make  Techni- 
color available  in  anything  like  all 

the  instances  where  it  is  wanted. 
Demand  is  likewise  heavy  in  the  for- 

eign field,  particularly  in  Britain 
where  J.  Arthur  Eank  has  already 
announced  plans  for  making  eight 
Technicolor  features  annually,  if 
facilities  are  available. 

Overseas  Overtures  On 

World  demand  is  always  in  nego- 
tiation, Kalmus  admitted,  and  he  re- 

vealed that  until  focal  points  of  un- 
rest are  stabilized  the  company  will 

undoubtedly  confine  its  operations  to 
Britain  and  the  U.  S. 

Shortly  before  the  war  broke  out, 
Technicolor  had  plans  well  advanced 
for  a  Paris  factory.  French  interests 
have  again  brought  up  the  proposi- 

tion, and  from  five  other  countries — 
Italy,  Argentina,  Spain,  Mexico  and 
India — businessmen  have  approached 
him  to  have  plants. 
Ray  Harrison,  managing  director 

of  Technicolor,  Ltd.,  has  been  con- 
ferring here  with  Dr.  Kalmus  and 

will  leave  with  him  for  Hollywood 
next  Monday. 

SICK  REPORT 

FRANK  MALEY,  manager  of  the  Strand, 
Alliance,  O.,  is  recuperating  following  a 
long  siege  with  pneumonia. 

WILLIAM  S.  HART  is  in  a  serious  condi- 

tion in  California  Lutheran  Hospital,  Los 
Angeles. 

(El  Would  Cancel  Pix 
When  Used  for  Tele 

London  (By  Cable) — Moving  to 
protect  British  theaters  from  tele- 

vision's competitive  use  of  films,  the 
CEA  yesterday  adopted  a  resolution 
calling  upon  distributors  to  grant  can- 

cellation rights  for  all  pictures  which 
are  televised. 

PRC  Will  Distribute 
24  Pix  Next  Season 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the  field  of  financing  and,  wherever 
needed,  studio  space  and  the  use  of 

story   properties    already    owned   by 

the  company." 
Two  or  three  of  next  season's  pro- 

ductions will  be  in  Cinecolor,  Thomas 
said.  It  was  pointed  out  that  PRC 
had  added  3,000  new  accounts  in 

1945-46  over  1944-45  and  that  1,500 
more  were  anticipated.  Thomas  said 

that  "The  Enchanted  Forest"  would 

play  11,000  theaters  and  that  "The 
Wife  of  Monte  Cristo"  would  gross 
well  over  $1,000,000. 

South   American  Distribution 

Seidelman,  who  for  years  headed 

United  Artists'  Latin-American  ac- 
tivities, wil  handle  foreign  sales  for 

Pathe-Eagle  Lion  in  addition  to  PRC. 
The  American  Eagle  Lion  organiza- 

tion will  open  distribution  outlets  in 
Latin  America,  it  was  announced. 
Seidelman  will  go  to  Europe  for  a 
quick  trip  in  about  two  months  to  put 
distribution  plans  into  operation. 
Thomas  said  that  "where  PRC 

owns  properties  which  the  company 
feels  of  sufficient  importance  to  war- 

rant their  addition  to  any  season's 
product,  and  these  are  not  being 
made  for  PRC  release  by  any  inde- 

pendent producer,  PRC  will  produce 
these  films  as  well  as  handle  their 

world-wide  disrtibution." 
Thomas  stressed  his  belief  that  the 

day  of  the  low-budgeted  film  was 
over  forever  and  that  the  market  de- 

manded important  films,  liberally 
promoted  and  sold  on  a  scale  com- 

mensurate with  their  importance.  As 
proof,  he  pointed  to  the  national  ad- 

vertising campaign  on  PRC's  first 
million-dollar  picture,  "Her  Sister's 
Secret."  He  also  said  PRC  was  nego- 

tiating for  a  leading  best-seller  and 
several  top  Broadway  plays. 

Looking  for  Indie  Pix 
Thomas  said  that  he  in  New  York 

and  Bryan  Foy  in  Hollywood  would 
act  in  concert  to  arrange  for  the 
release  of  independent  product 
through  PRC.  He  declined  to  discuss 
Eagle-Lion  in  detail,  saying  it  was 
strictly  a  PRC  interview. 

"Sally,"  the  mule  seen  in  "Down 
Missouri  Way,"  was  at  the  interview- 
party,  as  was  Sally  Wolff  of  ABC 
who  is  "waging  a  radio  campaign 
against  naming  mules  Sally." 

Cobian  Plans  16  mm. 
Puerto  Rican  Circuit 

Ramos  Cobian,  well  known  Puerto 
Rican  circuit  operator,  has  purchased 
three  16  mm.  mobile  units  and  plans 
eventually  to  have  a  dozen  of  such 
units  in  order  to  take  motion  picture 
entertainment  to  the  people  "in  the 
hills,"  he  said  here  yesterday.  Cobian 
said  70  per  cent  of  the  people  live  in 
isolated  areas  and  seldom  see  films. 
He  said  everything  was  ready  to 
start  operations  and  that  the  units 
would  start  out  within  the  next  few days. 

Cobian  also  said  that  he  was  add- 
ing six  new  theaters  in  the  area  of 

San  Juan  to  his  circuit  of  22  houses, 
making  a  total  of  28  theaters.  The 
theaters  now  are  under  construction 
and  will  be  ready  to  open  by  the  end 
of  this  year.  Seating  capacities  aver- 

age 1,000. 

Taking  exception  to  Loew's  asser- 
tion that  Spanish  -  dubbed  versions 

did  better  business  in  Latin-Amer- 
ican oountries,  Cobian  said  Puerto 

Ricans  preferred  superimposed  titles 
to  dubbed  pictures  and  that  because 
Loew's  was  insisting  on  dubbed  films, 
he  was  not  renewing  his  Loew  deal 
at  the  end  of  this  year.  Cobian  said 
he  believed  American  companies 
would  make  more  money  with  titled 
pictures  than  with  dubbed  versions. 

Cobian  leaves  today  for  Mexico City. 

Rank's  Prestige  Pix 
For  Roadshow  Market 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Benjamin,  president  of  the  J.  Arthur 
Rank   Organization. 

Described  as  a  move  to  take  ad- 
vantage of  the  prestige  picture 

market  in  the  U.  S.,  as  demontrated 

by  the  success  of  "Henry  V,"  project 
contemplates  road  show  distribution 
for  a  specially  selected  list  of  dis- 

tinguished British  films. 

McGinley,  who  has  been  Univer- 
sal's  Indianapolis  branch  manager 
for  the  past  five  years,  joined  Fox  in 
Philadelphia  in  1919.  With  that  com- 

pany in  Seattle  and  with  Paramount 
in  Salt  Lake  City,  he  was  with  Uni- 

versal for  18  years  in  Seattle  and 
Indianapolis. 

Olivier  "Interested"  in 
Story's  "Innocence"  Offer 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Leigh,  and  members  of  the  Old  Vic 

Company  in  the  film  version  of  "This 
Side  of  Innocence." In  a  reply  received  by  Hal  Home 
at  Story's  offices  here,  Olivier  said 
he  was  "very  much  interested"  and had  asked  Lawrence  Evans,  the  Old 

Vic's  general  manager,  now  in  New 
York,  to  go  to  the  Coast  immediately 
for  conferences  with  Armand 
Deutsch  and  Stanley  Kramer  of 
Story.  Home  is  expected  to  go  on 
later  if  a  deal  jells. 

Story's  offer  called  for  $500,000 
plus  percentage,  with  the  total  sum 
involved  expected  to  go  above  a million. 

D  of  J-Proposed 

N.  Y.  Equity  Decree 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

sents   D    of  J   version   of  what   tl 
decision  should  have  been. 

Several  "clarifications"  and  refine 
ments  of  the  court's  decision  are  ev 
dent  in  the  proposed  decree.    >-y^ 

The  Government's  reading^  i -'-ytt decision  calls  for  time  limits  ih°iri&n 
sections.  In  the  section  dealing  wit 
selling  of  theaters  in  which  a  defenc 
ant  owns  less  than  95  per  cent,  tb 
proposed  decree  asks  the  court  t 
set  a  time  limit. 

On  Future  Expansion 
On  future  expansion  of  theat 

ownership  by  defendants,  the  Go 
emment's  proposed  decree  reads, 

part:  The  defendant  shall  be  "er joined  from  expanding  its  theate 
holdings,  except  in  the  course  o 

acquiring  a  co-owner's  interest  i 
jointly-owned  theaters  pursuant  t 
the  provisions  of  Section  3  (5)  abov 
(the  95  per  cent  clause).  Othe 
theater  interests  necessary  to  pro 

tect  a  defendant's  investment  or  i 
order  to  enter  a  competitive  field  ma; 
be  acquired  providing  that  no  ex 
pansion  of  its  theater  holdings  shal 
result  therefrom.  In  the  latter  case 
such  acquisitions  shall  not  occur  un 
til  after  approval  of  this  court  i 

obtained  therefor." Arbitration  Time  Element 
Another  time  element  was  pro 

posed  in  the  section  of  the  decisioi 
dealing  with  arbitration  of  claimei 
violations.  The  D  of  J  reading  is  a 

follows,  in  part:  "...  Arbitration  o claimed  violations  of  Section  3  o 
this  decree  as  to  bids,  clearances 
runs  and  any  other  subjects  appro 

priate  for  arbitration.    Within    
days  the  defendants  shall  submit  t< 
the  court  their  proposals  as  to  th< 
creation  and  operation  of  such  arbi- 

tration and  appeal  board  machinery.' 
The  proposed  decree  also  formal 

ized  the  dismissal  of  complaint- 
against  Screen  Gems,  Inc.,  and  Uni 
versal  Pictures   Co. 

"U"  Sets  Quarterly  Dividend 
Universale  board  yesterday  de 

clared  a  50  cent  quarterly  dividenc 
on  the  common,  payable  July  31  tc 
stockholders  of  record  on  July  15. 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Brave-Stephens 
Rock  Island,  111.  —  Doris  Braye 

cashier  of  Fort  Theater,  was  married 
to  John  Stephens  of  Rock  Island. 

Freeman-Smith 
Indianapolis   —   Rosa    Freeman 

bookers'    stenographer    at    Warners 
branch  here  and  Haskell  Smith,  were married. 

Edberg-Boemer 
Minneapolis   —   LaVerne   Edberg. 

contract    clerk    at    Paramount   here, 
was  married  to  Bud  Boerner. 
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Elect  Lachman  Prexy 
)f  N.  J.  Allied 

I  Little  Headlines: 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
lachman  rose  to  the  top  post  from 
ie  assistant  treasureship. 
Simon  Myers  of  Moorestown  and 

|am  Frank  of  Hammonton  were 

arnre^rice-presidents ;  Morris  Fogel- 
m  ''  -  ̂ nvifle,  assistant  treasurer; 
ndTJseph  Siccardi,  Plainfield,  ser- 
eant-at-arms. 

Five  Directors  Elected 
Five  directors  were  chosen  to  serve 

n-  a  term  of  one  year.  They  are: 
;Ouis  Gold,  Newark;  Ralph  Wilkins, 
itman;  Wilbur  Snaper,  South  River; 
ohn  Marwan,  Mt.  Ephraim,  and  Joe 
dccardi,  Plainneld. 
Prior  to  the  election  of  officei's,  an 
pen  forum  session  was  held  at  which 
istributor  representatives  were  the 
fincipal  speakers. 
Leon  Bamberger,  sales  promotion 

ead  for  RKO  Radio,  told  the  dele- 
ates  of  his  company's  post-war 
lanning  in  the  field  of  co-operative 
lowmanship,  in  concert  with  Audi- 
ice  Research  Institute  for  the  pre- 
■lling  of  pictures  aimed  at  maximum 
imetration  of  potential  audiences. 
e  said  that  RKO  Radio  was  geared 
i  put  out  a  top  attraction  every 
:her  week.  Referring  to  the  com- 
any's  policy  on  16  mm.,  he  de- 
ared  that  the  rigid  policy  had  been 
;tablished  not  to  permit  the  narrow 
auge  medium  to  compete  with  35 
m.  The  16  mm.  contract  which  the 

ympany  had  with  the  Gutlohn  Or- 
ganization has  been  canceled,  Bam- 

;rger  said,  and  RKO  Radio  will 
snceforth  handle  16  mm.  through  its 
,vn  exchanges  as  a  practical  and 
rotective  step. 

Other  Speakers 
Other  speakers  during  the  forum 
;ssion  were  H.  M.  Ritchey,  of 
-G-M;  Ray  Moon,  of  20th-Fox; 
lrich  Smith  of  Paramount,  and 
hurray  Goldstein,  of  Monogram. 
Richey  was  designated  by  Harry 
.  Lowenstein,  presiding,  to  deliver 
eulogy  on  W.  A.  Steffes,  former 

ational  Allied  chief,  who  died  in 
:inneapolis  on  Wednesday.  Irving 
ollinger,  veteran  Allied  of  New  Jer- 
:y  leader,  left  here  yesterday  for 
Minneapolis  to  attend  the  rites  for 
ceffes. 

'ew  Producer  Signs  O'Shea 
'est  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  Michael  O'Shea  has 
;;en  signed  to  play  a  lead  role  in 
The  Last  of  the  Mohicans,"  which 
ill  be  produced  by  Kay  Pictures,  a 
ew    organization    headed    by    Sam 
'atzman.  Production  will  be  re- 

used by  Columbia. 

STORK  REPORTS 

ADDITION  OF  12  regional  representatives  to  the  Warner  talent-scouting  staff  is 

announced  by  Jack  L.  Warner,  executive  producer,  in  Hollywood.  New  scouts  will  con- 
duct an  intensive  search  among  Summer  drama  classes,  in  universities,  and  civic  theaters, 

as  well  as  in  Summer  stock  companies.  In  another  step  in  its  program  to  develop  younger 

players,  Warners  has  scheduled  a  second  series  of  stage  productions  to  be  put  on  in  the 
studio  theater,  so  that  starlets  can  display  their  talents  for  company  executives,  producers, 
and  directors. 

• 

"TALKING  PICTURES,  coming  at  the  time  they  did,  saved  our  industry  from  almost 

certain  disaster,"  says  A.  H.  Blank,  president  and  general  manager  of  Tri-States  Theater 
Corp.,  Des  Moines,  in  a  letter  to  Harry  M.  Warner,  president  of  Warners,  extending 
felicitations  on  the  twentieth  anniversary  of  talkies. 

• 

HOWARD  HUGHES'  DIRIGIBLE,  "The  Outlaw,"  took  off  yesterday  from  Culver  City  on 
the  first  leg  of  a  nation-wide  exploitation  tour  in  behalf  of  the  picture.  A  newly  recon- 

verted Navy  ship,  dirigible  is  illuminated  with  signs  bearing  the  name  of  the  picture 
and  its  producer,  Hughes.  Ten  Southwestern  and  Midwestern  states  will  be  covered 
during  the  next  two  weeks. 

• 

EDWARD  UGAST  WILL  REPRESENT  MONOGRAM  INTERNATIONAL  in  Cuba,  Nor- 
ton V.  Ritchey,  president,  announced.  Ugast  started  with  Paramount  in  1924. 

• 
A  SURVEY  BY  SYLVANIA  ELECTRIC  PRODUCTS  indicates  a  market  for  nearly  10 

million  home  television  receivers  in  the  next  five  or  six  years,  Frank  Mansfield,  director 

of  sales  research,  revealed.  Survey  indicated  that  45.1  per  cent  of  all  urban  families 
interviewed,  will  seek  receivers  when  telecast  facilities  are  available. 

• 
BROADWAY  THEATRICAL  MANAGERS  and  the  Dramatists  Guild  have  extended 

their  minimum  basic  agreement  for  the  second  time,  pending  the  drawing  of  final  con- 
tracts. Five-year  pact,  due  to  expire  last  March,  will  be  continued  through  August  1. 

• 
JOHN  GRIERSON,  chairman  of  the  board  of  International  Film  Associates,  has  called 

on  the  nation's  libraries  to  make  wider  use  of  motion  pictures,  asserting  that  the  day  of 
"books  only"  in  libraries  is  over. • 

THE  MPAA  IS  GIVEN  until  July  10  to  amend  its  answers  to  Howard  Hughes'  triple 
damages  action,  under  a  stipulation  by  attorneys  for  both  sides  filed  yesterday  in  N.  Y. 
Federal  Court. 

• 
CROWDS  THAT  GATHERED  EARLY  at  RKO  and  Skouras  houses  to  see  the  Louis- 

Conn  fight  pictures  yesterday  were  disappointed  when  prints  were  delayed.  The  picture 

did  not  hit  any  of  the  Broadway  screens  before  1:40  p.m.,  it  was  reported.  The  Vic- 
toria, unaffiliated  with  either  of  the  circuits,  had  expected  a  print  early  enough  for  sale 

of  tickets  at  8:30  a.m.  Refunds  at  this  house  were  heaviest  by  comparison. 

Johnston  Elected 
President  of  AMPP 

Indianapolis  —  Hal  Marshall, 
!-G-M  exploiteer,  .is  the  father  of  a 
-cond  daughter  born  at  the  Coleman 
.ospital. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
tween  the  East  and  West  Coast  film 

groups,  Ei-ic  A.  Johnston,  MPAA 
head,  yesterday  was  elected  presi- 

dent of  the  Association  of  Motion 

Picture  Producers  at  a  joint  session 
of  major  film  company  presidents 
and  studio  heads. 

Byron  Price,  vice  -  president  of 
MPAA  and  executive  vice-president 
of  AMPP,  was  elected  chairman  of 
the  board  of  the  latter  organization, 
following  a  change  in  by-laws  estab- 

lishing the  position. 
At  the  same  unprecedented  session, 

the  current  labor  situation  in  Holly- 
wood was  discussed  and  the  AMPP 

labor  committee  was  enlarged  to  in- 
clude a  representative  of  each  of  the 

10  AMPP  member  studios.  It  was 
announced  that  the  handling  of  all 
labor  relations  will  continue  to  be 
the  responsibility  of  the  labor  com- 
mittee. 

Further  action  of  the  joint  session 
authorized  Johnston  to  investigate 
an  enlarged  research  program  for 
the  industry  and  to  make  recommen- 

dations to  the  two  groups. 
In  commenting  on  the  meeting,  the 

Only  Indies  At  MPTOA 

Exec.  Com.'s  Meeting 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

for  discussion,  the  committee  also 
will  interview  men  for  the  recently 
created  post  of  executive  secretary. 
The  committee  plans,  too,  to  name  a 
sub-committee  to  confer  with  major 
company  sales  heads  on  the  matter  of 
local  checkers  and  checking  methods 
in  general. 

A  strong  protest  against  checking 
systems  was  lodged  in  Columbus, 
Miss.,  last  week  at  the  MPTOA's 
board  of  directors  meeting.  It  was 
decided  there  that  a  committee  would 
be  named  to  discuss  the  issue  with 
the  sales  departments. 

Eagle-Lion  Signs  Conway 
Hollywood — Tom  Conway,  star  of 

the  "Falcon"  series,  has  been  signed 
to  a  long-term  pact  by  Eagle-Lion 
and  will  play  a  major  role  in  "Repeat 

Performance." 
first  such  gathering  of  company  pres- 

idents and  studio  heads,  Johnston 
declared  that  it  was  an  important 
and  successful  innovation,  and  an- 

nounced that  he  will  ask  the  presi- 
dents to  come  to  Hollywood  twice  a 

year  hereafter  for  similar  meetings. 

Cutting  Sees  Markets 
Expanding  Abroad 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
abroad.    He  will  remain  here  for  the 
15th  annual   sales   meeting  of   RKO 
Radio,  distributor  of  the  Disney  pic- 
tures. 
Cutting,  who  visited  England, 

France,  Italy,  Sweden,  Denmark  and 
India,  expressed  enthusiasm  about 
the  possibilities  in  India  where  RKO 

is  preparing  to  distribute  a  Hindu- 

stani version  of  Disney's  "Bambi." India   Producers    Concerned 
He  attended  a  meeting  of  the  In- 

dian M.  P.  Assn.,  and  found  the 
native  producers  much  concerned 
over  this  development.  He  expects 
no  serious  opposition,  however,  feel- 

ing they  are  not  in  a  position  to  boy- 
cott our  dubbed  pix.  He  said  that 

about  342  features  were  made  in 
India  last  year,  but  native  pix  are 
limited  by  lack  of  sufficient  theater 
outlets. 

While  in  France  Cutting  inter- 
viewed leading  French  composers 

and  obtained  source  material  for  a 

proposed  film  gesture  to  France  on 
the  type  of  "Saludos  Amigos"  which, 
he  stated,  is  a  big  hit  in  Rome  and 

Naples. Conditions  in  Italy  at  present  are 
bad,  Cutting  stated,  but  there  is  a 
constant  improvement.  In  Sweden, 
he  said,  production  is  very  active  and 
theater  attendance  excellent.  He  also 
reported  that  Disney  pix  are  being 
readied  for  the  Danish  market. 
"Bambi"  will  be  first  with  super-im- 

posed titles,  and  it  will  be  followed 
by  "Dumbo"  which  will  be  dubbed 
in  Danish.  Since  the  war,  he  said, 

dubbing  costs  in  Denmark  have  in- 
creased 50  per  cent. 

Form  Producing  Artists, 

Lyons-Justman  Co-op  Co. 
West   Coast   Bureau   of    THE   FILM   DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Producing  Artists, 

Inc.,  a  film-making  combine  of  actors, 
actresses,  directors,  writers  and  pro- 

ducers, has  been  formed  with  Arthur 
S.  Lyons  as  president  and  Joseph 
Justman,  prominent  industrialist,  as 
vice-president   and   treasurer. 

Financed  for  a  long-range  produc- 
tion program  by  a  combination  of 

Eastern  banking  interests,  Producing 
Artists  has  completed  plans  to  spon- 

sor from  four  to  six  top-budget  pic- 
tures during  its  first  year.  Each  film 

will  be  set  up  so  that  it  is  owned 
by  the  artists  participating  in  its 
production.  A  working  partnership 
among  stars,  directors,  writers,  pro- 

ducers and,  in  some  instances,  cam- 
eramen will  be  the  policy  of  Produc- 

ing Artists. 

NEW  POSTS 
LEE    WALDSCHMIDT,     projectionist,    Westmont, 

Columbus,  O. 
RALPH    WALKER,    assistant    manager,    Southern, 

Columbus,  O. 
CEORCE    CRONIN,     from     manager.     Empire     in 

Providence,    R.    I.,    to    district    manager    of 
six  Snider  circuit  nouses  in  Portland,   Maine. 
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MAK« NANCY  GUILD  irv 

"SOMEWHERE  IN  THE  NIGHT"  with  LLOYD  NOLAN  •  RICHARD  CONTE 
and  Josephine  Hutchinson  •  Fritz  Kortner*  Margo  Woode  •  Sheldon  Leonard  •  Lou  Nova 
Directed  by  JOSEPH  L.  MANKIEWICZ  •  Produced  by  ANDERSON  LAWLER  -Screen  Play  by 
Howard  Dimsdale  and  Joseph  L,  Mankitwicz  •  Adapted  by  Lee  Strasberg  •  From  a  Story  by  Marvin  Borowsky 

CENTURY-FOX 
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D  OF  J  ASKS  DECREE  EFFECTIVE  BY  JAN.  1 ■ 

Decree  Fact  Findings  Stress  'Damages7  to  Indies 

FAREWELL 
to 

By  JACK  ALICOATE 

D  of  J  Hits  At  "Discrim- 
inations" Against  Indies 

In  Contract  Practices 

HONOLULU   HARBOR 

(By   Wireless) 

rHE   fleet's   in.     Being,    by   this   time,   an 
old  Trader  Horn   Hawaiian,  we  naturally 

ire  at  the  pier  to  greet  the  Atomic  Armada 

leaded  by  the  SS  Appalachian,  and  our  fel- 
♦w  scientists  as   the   inevitable    Royal    Ha- 
aiian   Band   under  the   inevitable   Hawaiian 

lue  sky  plays  the  inevitable  "Aloha."    Cars 
Lre   waiting   to    speed    the    party    to    lolani 
alace  where  Governor  Stainback  turns  over 

He  keys  to  the  islands.  Welcoming  speeches 

L»er,  the  200  assorted  journalists,  commen- 

l«rors,   cameramen,   television    experts,   for- 
eign   observers,    Congressmen,    and    distin- 

|  uished    men    of   science   dash    in    as    many 
irections  to  golf,  shop,  fly,  fish,  or  swim, 
)r  Honolulu  is  theirs.    At  dusk  swiftly  to  a 

p  snorting  cocktail  party  at  the  Submarin- 
rs  Club. 

Up  at  dawn  for  another  full  day  of  diver- 
fied    Hawaiian    hospitality    that    knows    no 
'mit  and  then  forthwith  to  a  formal  jig  at 

pe  swanky  Alawai  Officers  Club,  preceded 

y  a  three  star  special  Luau.  To  you  Main- 
mders,  a  Luau  is  sort  of  a  Hawaiian  Taffy 

u II   with    a    high    Hooper   rating,    and   is   a 
astronomical  adventure  featuring  roast  pig, 

re-war  pineapple,  and  the  unavoidable   poi 
nat  looks  like  cement  and  tastes  like  soap. 

  o   

GUESS  this  night  life  stuff  and  staying 

up  till  midnight  is  all  right  for  those 

jkto  don't  take  their  scientific  work  seri- 
usly,  but  how  can  those  who  stay  out  late 
ave  a  clear  conscience  with  so  much  at 

take?  For  instance,  the  goats  to  be  used  in 
ne  Bikini  experiments  will  be  clipped  so 
iat  their  hair  length  corresponds  to  that 
f  humans,  to  test  the  value  of  hair  as  a 

rotection  against  radiation.  Being  an  old 
.rmy  man,  we  want  to  be  fair,  but  it  is 
ot  hard  to  understand  the  Navy  doing 

hings  by  half.  Suppose  we  really  do  have 
n  atomic  war?  What  good  will  this  goat 

air-cut  experiment  do  for  Barney  Balaban, 
lans    Kaltenborn,    or    General    Eisenhower? 

  o   

"HE   engines   are   turning   and    in    a   few 
minutes  we   will   be   Bikini-bound.    The 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

By   MANNING   CLAGETT 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM    DAILY 
Washington  —  The  Government 

over  the  week-end  pushed  the  equity 
case  a  step  closer  to  a  decree  and 
eventual  appeal  when  the  Depart- 

ment of  Justice  filed  its  proposed 
findings  of  fact  containing  increased 
accent  on  "damage"  done  indies  by 
the  majors'  "monopolistic"  practices. 

While  in  general  following  the  sub- 
stance of  the  Statutory  Court's  de- (Continued  on   Page  10) 

Allied-Filmakers 
Talk  Producing  Deal 

Atlantic  City — National  Allied  and 
Associated  Filmakers  have  been  dis- 

cussing a  deal  whereby  the  latter 
will  produce  a  series  of  pictures  un- 

der Allied  sponsorship,  it  was  re- 
ported here  Friday  during  the  New 

Jersey  Allied  convention. 
At  the  recent  National  Allied  board 

meeting  in  Chicago  it  was  announced 
(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Industry  Leaders  Attend 
Steffes  Funeral  Services 

SCULLY  OPENS 
"U"  SALES  MEET 

Blumberg,   Cowdin,  Seidelman 

Among  Today's  Speakers 

With  President  Nate  J.  Blumberg, 
J.  Cheever  Cowdin,  board  chairman; 

Joseph  Seidelman,  president  of  Uni- 
versal Interna- tional, and  Capt. 

Robert  Shanks,  of 

Brady,  Tex.,  first war  vet.  to  open 

a  theater  follow- 

ing the  company's offer  to  help  ex- 
servicemen  enter 
exhibition,  as 

principal  speak- 
ers of  the  open- 
ing program, 

Universal's  first 
national  sales 
conclave  in  four 
years  opens  today 

at  the  Waldorf- Astoria. 
William  A.  Scully,  vice-prexy  and 

general    manager,    presides    at    the 
four-day    meeting    which    will     see 

f Continued  on  Page  9) 

W.  A.  SCULLY 

Minneapolis — With  industry  lead- 
ers from  the  East  and  other  parts  of 

the  country  among  the  mourners,  a 
solemn  high  mass  of  requiem  was 
celebrated  in  St.  Joseph's  Church 
here  Saturday  for  W.  A.  "Al"  Stef- (Continued  on  Page  2) 

Belgians  Seek  French 
Aid  in  Production 

Termination  of  Pools 
and  Divestiture  of 

Houses  Only  Exceptions 

Effectuation  by  Jan.  1,  1947, 
of  all  parts  of  the  decree  to  be 
entered  in  the  New  York  Equity 
case,  except  the  sections  calling  for 
termination  of  pools  and  divestiture 

For  complete  texts  of  the  D  of  J's 
decree  proposals  and  of  the  accom- 

panying letter  of  recommendations 
to  the  Statutory  Court,  turn  to  Pages 8-10-11. 

,of  interests  with  independents  of  less 
than  95  per  cent,  is  urged  by  the  De- 

partment of  Justice  in  its  letter  to 

Judge  Augustus  N.  Hand  which  ac- 
( Continued  on  Page  10) 

Organized  by  Rank 
London  (By  Cable) — Pointing  to 

the  early  expansion  of  J.  Arthur 
Rank's  theater  empire  around  the 
world,  announcement  was  made  here 
Friday  of  the  formation  of  the  Over- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Belgian  producers  are  taking  ad- 
vantage of  the  current  labor  situa- 

tion   in    France    and    arranging    co- 
(Continued  on  Page  91 

Ask  to  be  Heard  on  Decree 

Allied,  CIEA  May  Appeal  Through  D  of  J 

Radar  Will  Make  Six 
Pix  in  Spanish  Yearly 

Beginning  in  1947,  Radar  Pic- 
tures, the  New  Jersey  corporation  re- 
cently organized  to  produce  Spanish- 

language  films  in  Cuba,  plans  to 
make  not  less  than  six  features  year- 

ly for  distribution  in  all  of  Latin 
(Continued  on   Page  7) 

Atlantic  City — Allied  and  the  Con- 
ference   of    Independent    Exhibitors 

Associations  intend  to  applv  to  the 
court  for  permission  to  be  heard  in 
inference    to    the    preparation    and 
fashioning  of  the  final  decree  in  the 

i  New  York  equity  suit.    Application 
I  may   be   made   through   the   Depart- 

ment   of    Justice.     This    was    deter- 
mined Friday  at  a  meeting  of  inde- 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Goldwyn  Revamps  His 
4-Pix  Card  for  1946-47 

A  four-picture  program  is  revealed 

by  Samuel  Goldwyn  in  the  announce- 
ment of  his  final  plans  for   1946-47. 

Revisions  in  the  schedule  include  the 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Aussie  s  Ban  Imports 
Of  V.  S.  16  mm.  Equip. 

Sydney  (By  Air  Mail) — U.  S.-made 
16  mm.  equipment  is  banned  from 
import  to  Australia  under  a  ruling  by 

the  Department  of  Import  Procure- 
ment. Move  is  said  to  be  due  to  the 

necessity  to  conserve  dollar  exchange. 
While  Australian-made  equipment 

has  been  rated  100  per  cent  effec- 

tive by  technical  colleges,  one  es- 
timate puts  1946  requirements  at 

6,000  projectors.  At  present  there 
is  a  log  of  five  months  between  order 
dates  and  deliveries  of  equipment. 
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FINANCIAL 
{June  21) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 
Net 

High     Low    Close    Chg. 
Am.  Seat     26'/2     25%     26'/2       
Bell  b   Howell        29'/2     29y2     29'/2  —     Vi 
Columbia    Picts   30        29y2     30  +   1 
Columbia    Picts.    pfd.  98         98         98—2 
East.    Kodak      242      227       242  +13Vi 

do  pfd   203      202      202i/2  —     >/2 
Gen.    Prec.    Eq     32        31         32  —     % 

Loew's,    Inc   35         34l/4     35  +     % 
Paramount          73         70%     73  +     Vl 
RKO          21%     21%     217/g  +     5/g 
Republic  Picts      13         123/8     13  -f-     % 
Republic    Picts.    pfd..    173/4     175/8     173^  +     3/4 
20th  Century-Fox  ...   53%     52y4     53%  +   13/8 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  67         66%     67  —  1 
Universal    Pict   42%     42        42'/2  —     % 
Universal   Picts.   pfd..   983/8     98'/8     983/8  +     3/g 
Warner  Bros     45         433,4     45  +     3,4 

NEW  YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram    Picts.    ...     9  8%       9       +  % 
Radio-Keith    cvs.    ...     9  8%       9       +  % 
Sonotone  Corp        5  4%       4%  —  % 
Technicolor          24l/4     24         24</4  +  l/2 
Trans-Lux           6%       6%       63/8  _  i/8 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe   Industries       10%     11% 

WW-renting  — 

MITCH€LL  CAM6RASFAIRC-HILD 
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JAMES  R.  GRAINGER  left  New  York  yesterday 
by  plane  for  New  Orleans.  He  will  also  visit 
Chicago  prior  to  his  return  to  the  home  office 
on   July    1. 

H.  M.  RICHEY,  M-C-M  exhibitor  relations 
head,  today  arrives  in  Des  Moines  for  a  meeting 
of  the  AITO,  after  a  week-end  at  Minneapolis 
and  Chicago.  Tomorrow,  he  will  be  in  Lake 
Wawasee,  Ind.,  for  the  convention  of  Indiana 
T.  0.  He  is  due  back  in  New  York  Friday. 

SIR  ALEXANDER  KORDA  arrives  from  Lon- 
don Saturday  to  complete  an  American  dis- 

tribution deal  and  to  effect  arrangements  for 
the  production  of  a  picture  in  Hollywood  next 

year. 
JESSE  L.  LASKY  left  New  York  by  train  yes- 

terday for  the  Coast. 
NORMAN  H.  MORAY,  WB  short  subject  sales 

manager,  returns  today  from  a  two-week  swing 
through  the  New  England  and  Canadian  terri- tory. 

ROBERT  H.  COBB,  president  of  Hollywood's 
Brown  Derby  Restaurant,  is  a  guest  at  the  Wal- 

dorf-Astoria Hotel. 

GEORGE  FULL,  an  apprentice  carpenter  at 
the  Enterprise  Studio  in  Hollywood,  will  fly  to 

Washington  July  9  to  receive  England's  second 
highest  military  award,  His  Majesty's  Military Medal. 

JIMMY  DURANTE  will  attend  a  party  in  New 
Haven  this  afternoon  honoring  his  30th  year  in 
show  business. 

JENIA  REISAR,  European  rep.  for  David 
O.  Selznick,  has  arrived  in  Hollywood  for  a 

month's    series    of    discussions    and    conferences. 

HARRY  MAN  DELL,  Film  Classics'  Chicago 
division  executive,  is  in  town  from  the  Windy 
City  for  conferences  with  H.  O.  execs,  regarding 
thhe  new  Summer  release  schedule. 

MISCHA  AUER  is  in  Minneapolis  for  a  week 

of  p.a.'s. 
EDWARD  KOVACS,  associate  of  Abe  Silk, 

president  of  Cinema  Century  Prods.,  arrived  in 
New  York  Saturday. 

H.  BRICKMAN,  of  M-G-M's  Winnipeg  branch, 
plans  to  return  to  Canada  Thursday  after  spend- 

ing a  week  in  New  York. 
AL  STEEN  returned  from  Atlantic  City  over 

the  week-end. 

Industry  Leaders  Attend 
Steffes  Funeral  Service 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
fes,  pioneer  exhibitor  and  past  presi- 

dent of  National  Allied. 
Bearers  at  the  services  were  Ar- 

thur W.  Anderson,  Jack  Heywood, 
Al  Lee  and  Paul  Hutch. 

Jack  Kirsch,  of  Chicago,  national 
Allied  prexy,  and  Abram  F.  Myers, 
of  Washington,  national  Allied  board 
chairman  and  general  counsel,  headed 
the  contingent  of  Allied  leaders  at 
the  rites. 

State  Sold  in  Eugene 
Eugene,  Ore. — The  State  has  been 

sold  to  A.  West  Johnson,  owner  of 
the  Mayflower  and  Helig,  by  George 
Roys,   Sr.,   and   his   son   George,  Jr. 

MITCHELL  MAY,  Jr. 
CO.,  INC. 

INSURANCE 

Specializing 
in  requirements  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Industry 

75  Maiden  Lane,  New  York 

510  W.  6th  St.  Lob  Angeles 

RICHARD  W.   ALTSCHULER,   president  of  Re- 
public  International,   is  en  route  to  London,  his 

first    stopover    on     a     two-month     tour,     during 
which   he  will    make   a   survey   of   the   European 
market. 

WALTER  BROOKS,  assistant  to  H.  M.  Richey 
at  M-C-M,  left  Saturday  for  Memphis  to  attend 
the  Tri-States  T.  O.  meeting.  On  Wednesday  he 
will  be  in  St.  Louis  for  a  meeting  and  will  re- 

turn to  New  York  on   Friday. 

GEORGE  WELTNER,  president  of  Paramount 
International,  returned  to  New  York  from  Hol- 

lywood over  the  week-end. 

iBUSTER  CRABB'E  left  Hollywood  Friday  with 
his  Water  Carnival  on  an  11 -week  series  of 

p.a.'s  throughout  the  East. 

ALICE  POLVER,  of  Vanguard  Films'  publicity 
staff,  left  Friday  for  a  two-week  vacation  in 
her  home  town,   Detroit. 
BEN  ACKER,  motion  picture  distributor  in 

Brussels,    is    in    New    York. 
ARCH  OBOLER,  Metro  director,  is  in  Chicago 

taking  background  shots  for   "The  Arnell  Case." 
SAM    MARX   leaves   for   the   Coast   today. 
WILLIAM  CLEICHER  and  FRANK  ARTICOLA, 

of  M-G-M's  sales  department,  returned  on  the 
week-end  from  Boston. 

JIMMY  DURANTE  goes  to  New  Haven  to- 
day to  lead  the  1913  alumni  class  of  Sheffield 

College,  Yale  University  in  its  first  post-war 
reunion,  and  to  become  an  honorary  member 
of  the  class. 

WALTON  AMENT,  vice-president  and  man- 
aging news  editor  of  RKO  Pathe  News,  JOHN 

LeVtIN,  news  editor  and  ALFRED  BUTTERFIELD, 
special  feature  writer,  went  to  Atlantic  City 
Saturday  for  presentation  of  the  Headliners 

Award  to  RKO  Pathe  News  as  the  "Best  News- 

reel." 

GEORGE  H.  MORRIS  returned  from  Atlantic 
City  and  Camden  Friday. 

Catholic  Actors  Guild 

Re-elects  Buck,  O'Brien 
Gene  Buck  and  Pat  O'Brien  were 

re-elected  as  president  and  vice-pres- 
ident to  serve  another  term  at  Fri- 
day's annual  meeting  of  the  Catholic 

Actors  Guild,  held  in  the  Hotel  Astor. 
George  Buck  continues  in  his  post  as 
executive  secretary;  other  officers 
elected  were:  Second  vice-president, 
Jay  Jostyn;  recording  secretary,  Ed 
Begley;  chairman  of  executive  board, 
Frank  McNellis;  historian,  Kathryn 

Givney;  social  secretaries  (Theat- 
rical), Jane  Hoy;  (non-Theatrical), 

Lillian   R.   Fallon. 
Executive  Board  members  were 

chosen  as  follows:  Martin  Begley, 
Kirk  Brown,  Donat  Gautier,  Walter 
Gilbert,  John  Kane,  Tom  Kane,  John 
A.  Lorenz,  Mrs.  Paul  Munter,  Wil- 

liam G.  Norton,  Harry  B.  Oldridge, 
Alice  Scanlan,  Jane  Taylor. 

NEW  FILM  MUSIC 
Library  of  Highest  Professional  Quality 

Scored  by  Large  Symphonies 
Original  Scores  fcr  Distinctive  Films 
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Kingsberg,  Schwartz  Host 
The  Jutkovitz  Brothers 
Malcolm  Kingsberg  and  Sol  Aj 

Schwartz,  president  and  vice-presi 
dent  of  RKO  Theaters,  tendered  ; 
luncheon  to  Alexander  and  Izido 
Jutkovitz  at  the  Waldorf- Astori; 

Friday.  The  occasion  marked  th< ' 25th  anniversary  of  the  partnershi] 
of  the  Jutkovitz  Brothers  and  RK( 
in  the  operation  of  the  Strajjji  am Columbia,  Far  Rockaway.     fi^ 

In  addition  to  many  RKO*^xecu 
tives,  attending  the  celebration  weri 
Mrs.  Fanny  Jutkovitz,  mother  of  thi 
brothers,  their  wives  and  children. 

1\.  Y.  THEATERS 

  RADIO  CITY   MUSIC   HALL   
Rocktfalter  C«rtt«r 

Irene  Rex  Linda 

DUNNE       HARRISON       DARNELL 

"ANNA  AND  THE  KING  OF  S1AM" 

A  20th  Century-Fox  Picture 

SPECTACULAR    STAGE    PRESENTATION 

C  ?    ON  SCREEN 

OWEN  WISTER'S 

'THE 

VIRGINIAN' 

Joel  McCREA 
Brian  DONLEVY 

Bg£ij       Sonny  TUFTS 

IN  PERSON 

ANN 
COR  10 

OTHER BIG  ACTS! 

Barbara  Robert  Diana 
STANWYCK  CUMMINCS  LYNN 

in 

"THE    BRIDE   WORE    BOOTS" 
In  Person 

GLEN   CRAY  AND  HIS  CASA  LOMA  ORK. 
Extra!    LOUIS  JORDAN   AND   HIS 

TYMPANY   FIVE 

PARAMOUNT  TIMES  SQUARE 

CHARLES  JENNIFER 

BOYER  JONES 

in    Ernst    Lubitsch's 
"Cluttif  Brotvn" 

20th  Century-Fox R  I   V  O  L  I 

B'way  &  49th  St.  -  Doors  Open  9:30  A.M. 
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starring 

and Dorothy  McGuire  *  Guy  Madison 
Robert  Mitchum  -  Bill  Williams with 

fk        TOM  TULLY- WILLIAM  GARGAN  ■  JEAN  PORTER 

JOHNNY  SANDS  ■  LOREN  TINDALL 

A  DORE  SCHARY  PRODUCTION 

^      Directed  by  EDWARD  DMYTRYK 

Robert  Mitchum 

in  "The  Story  of  G.  I.  Joe" 

Bill  Williams 

in  "Those  Endearing  Young  Charms" 

Guy  Madison 

the  sailor  in  "Since  You  Went  Away" 
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(2  insertions)-  LIBERTY-  SEVENTEEN-  AMERICAN 

WEEKLY-  the  FAN  LIST  and  five  Canadian  magazines 
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TOM  CONNORS 

Far  East  Expansion 

To  Be  Tops— Connors 
Minneapolis  —  The  greatest  field 

For  expansion  of  motion  picture  dis- 
tribution is  in  the  Far  East — China 

Japan  and  India, 
Tom    J.    Connors 

akt'  •j=3years,  and 
t  may  require 
pioneering  with 
16  mm.  film  in 
nobile  units,  but 
he  believes  it  will 
ome. 
Connors  en- 

'isioned  the  day 
^hen  foreign  mo- 

tion picture  busi- 
iess  will  equal 
lomestic  business, 
fhis  will  be  due, 
n  part,  he  be- 
ieves  to  the  fact 

hat  foreign  distribution  of  movies 

uring  the  war  enabled  many  mil- 
ions  of  people  not  in  service  to  get 
heir  first  look  at  motion  pictures. 

Kt  present,  Connors  pointed  out,  for- 
ign   business    amounts   to   from   35 

0  38  per  cent  of  20th-Fox's  volume. 
Back  from  a  fishing  trip  to  Can- 

da's  Lake  of  the  Woods,  Connors 
topped  here  on  his  way  to  New 
"ork.  He  said  that  with  increased 
oreign  film  business,  many  oppor- 
unities  for  overseas  service  will 

nen  up  for  Americans  with  motion 
icture  experience. 

)verseas  Theaters 

Jrganized  by  Rank 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

^as  Cinematograph  Theaters,  Ltd. 
y  the  Rank  Organization. 
The  new  corporation  will  take  over 
srtain  existing  theater  Rank  inter- 
,5ts  and  as  well  will  acquire  new 
roperties,  it  was  said. 
Capitalization  is  fixed  at  £1,500,- 

10,  and  it  will  be  subscribed  equally 

|  Gaumont-British  and  Odeon  in- 
vests. 

1  Rank  is  chairman  of  the  new  com- 
!any. 

omingo  Martinez  Stricken 
Havana  (By  Air  Mail) — Domingo 
artinez,  66,  general  manager  of  the 

|relles  y  Martinez  Circuit  of  Cien- 
legos  for  many  years,  died  of  a 
tart  attack. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  24 
Harry  M.  Baldwin  Irving    Pichel 
Frank    C.    Kirby  Martha    Sleeper 
Isabel   G.   Turner  Budd  Rogers 
H.  J.  Shumow  Phil    Harris 

ALONG 

Monday  Morn  Memos 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Did  you  know  that  Leo  McCarey  will  use 

"unknowns"  as  the  only  two  human  players  in  Rainbow's  "Adam  and 
Eve?"   All  the  other  "actors"  will  be  animals.  ...     •  Wonder  if 
the  plans  of  J.  Arthur  Rank  and  Mickey  Balcon  to  produce  in  Australia 

have  anything  to  do  with  the  announcement  that  Britain  and  Australia 

also  will  negotiate  a  double  taxation  treaty.  ...  •  With  polio  epidemic 

in  Cuba,  the  Minister  of  Health  has  ordered  daily  disinfection  of  the- 

aters. ...  •Dr.  Clyde  Hissong.  Ohio's  chief  censor,  now  isn't  so  sure 
that  he'll  permit  "The  Outlaw"  to  be  exhibited  there  even  with  deletions. 
•  Samuel  Goldstein  of  Western  Massachusetts  Theaters,  has  sold  his 

Miami  Beach  Winter  home  for  $45,000.  ...  •  Aside  to  Lou  Litton: 

That  Monogram  "Suspense"  pressbook  is  a  honey.  ...  •  Henry  Wal- 
lace is  sending  two  Commerce  Dept.  officials  to  Russia  to  further  U.  S. 

trade   How  about  films,  Mr.  Secretary?  ...  •  20th-Fox's  "Centen- 
nial Summer"  will  be  the  New  York  subways'  July  picture-of-the-month 

  And   with  ample   reason!   ...     •  Loew's   Theaters   will   again 

stage  a  "Miss  New  York"  bathing  beauty  contest.  ...  •  Something 

strikingly  new  has  been  added  to  theater  adv.  with  "Show-Glow,"  phos- 

phorescent printing  process  developed  by  Chicago's  Jack  Fisher  and  Jay 

Frank   It's  being  used  initially  by  smart  UA  for  a  million  heralds 

for  "A  Scandal  in  Paris.".  .  .  •  "Victory  Parade,"  the  British  Techni- 

color newsreel,  was  pulled  at  the  City  Center  last  night   "Henry  V" 
in  its  first  week  there  was  a  daily  sellout;  advance  sale  now  stands  at 

$85,000.  ...  •  Paul  Whiteman  will  play  himself  in  Charles  R.  Rogers' 

"The  Fabulous  Dorseys.".  .  .  •  Didja  know  that  the  General  Feder- 

ation of;  Women's  Clubs  will  bestow  a  plaque  next  year  for  the  pic  it 
deems  to  embody  the  highest  ideals?   ...     •  Rutgers  Neilson,   RKO 

Debut-Press  Preview  for 
Famine  Emergency  Com. 

The  Community  Participation  Di- 
vision of  the  Famine  Emergency 

Committee,  in  co  -  operation  with 
Skouras  Theaters,  presented  a  pre- 

miere and  press  preview  Friday  of 
the  famine  emergency  food  rallies 
which  will  be  held  at  various  Skouras 
Theaters  starting  next  week  and  run- 

ning through  the  month  of  July. 
Four  short  films  were  shown  which 

will  be  distributed  to  theaters  en- 
gaged in  the  drive.  These  films  in- 
clude "Our  Children,"  March  of 

Time's  "Post-War  Farms," 
"UNRRA's  Report  to  the  U.  S.  A.," 
and  "Seeds  of  Destiny."  The  latter, 
made  by  the  War  Department,  will 
be  distributed  under  the  auspices  of 
the  American  Theaters  Association, 
it  was  reported. 
William  L.  Clayton,  Assistant 

Secretary  of  State,  addressed  the 
group  which  met  at  the  Little  The- 

ater, 444  W.  56th  St.,  to  officially 
launch  a  nation-wide  educational 
food  conservation  program.  He  was 
introduced  by  Alexander  Williams, 
co-ordinator  of  the  Famine  Emer- 

gency Committee  of  New  York  City, 

who  commented  that  "Today  in 
peace,  as  in  war,  the  motion  picture 

industry  again  is  the  people's  part- 
ner in  maintaining  world  freedom." 

The  Victory  Players  of  the  Amer- 
ican Theater  Wing  gave   a  playlet, 

Radar  Will  Make  Six 
Pix  in  Spanish  Yearly 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

America  and  Spain,  it  was  divulged 
Friday     by      Francois      Betancourt, 
director  for  the  company  who  is  on 
a  visit  here. 

Radar  has  three  films  listed  for 

production  this  year.  They  are  "Ro- 
mance Criollo,"  "Club  Congo"  and 

"El  Galan  y  la  Viuda,"  the  first  two 
of  which  will  be  directed  by  Betan- 

court, who  also  is  responsible  for  the 

direction  of  "Sed  de  Vmor,"  already 
completed. 

Betancourt  said  that  Cuba  was 
destined  to  grow  in  importance  as  a 
film  production  center,  thanks  no  lit- 

tle to  the  fact  that  an  abundance  of 
money  was  now  available  there.  He 
cited  the  government  policy  of  en- 

couraging production  by  eliminating 
all  taxes  on  motion  picture  equip- 

ment as  another  factor  helping  the 
native  film  makers.  Betancourt  dis- 

closed that  the  Cuban  industry  is 
now  campaigning  for  the  elimination 
of  tax  levies  on  raw  stock  imported 
into   Cuba. 

"The  Promise,"  produced  especially 
for  the  Famine  Emergency  Commit- 

tee, which  has  been  booked  into  the 
Skouras  theaters  for  the  rallies. 

Managing  directors  for  these  pro- 
grams are  Nick  John  Matsoukas  and 

Harry  Alexander  Fuchs. 

FAREWELL 
fo 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

band  plays  "Aloha"  as  the  last  candid  com- 
mentator tacks  up  the  gang  plank.  We  wave 

good-bye  to  Col.  Melvin  E.  Gillette,  who 
built  that  splendid  Army  Photographic  Cen- 

ter at  Astoria,  who  is  down  to  see  us  off. 
It  is  hard  to  leave  Hawaii,  for  this  is  a 

compelling  country  of  romantic  and  hos- 
pitable people.  We  have  picked  up  consid- 

erable about  the  islands  too,  including  the 
first  hand  information  that  they  have  an 
authoritative  native  drink  called  Okolehao 
made  from  Ti  roots  that  is  also  used  for 

blasting  the  excavations  for  large  office buildings. 

  o   

ONE  passing  thought  before  we  shove  off. 
Would  that  those  who  scoff  at  inter- 

national harmony  could  come  here  for  a 

thought-provoking  observation.  It  is  the  one 
spot  in  all  the  world  where  every  race,  every 

creed,  every  color,  and  every  nationality 
live   in  peace,  happiness,  and  contentment. 

Goldwyn  Revamps  His 
4-Pix  Card  for  1946-47 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

advancing  of  the  filming  of  the  Rob- 

ert Nathan  novel,  "The  Bishop's 
Wife,"  to  early  November.  Cary 
Grant,  David  Niven  and  Teresa 
Wright  are  to  be  starred  in  the 
screen  transcription  by  Leonardo Bercovici. 

Depending  on  the  availability  of 

two  stars,  "Earth  and  High  Heaven" 
will  be  filmed  in  Technicolor,  prob- 

ably in  February,  1947.  Howard 
Koch  did  the  screenplay  from  the 
Gwethalyn  Graham  novel  and  many 
exteriors  will  be  shot  in  Montreal 
and  the  woods  of  Northern  Ontario. 

Two  pictures  are  currently  in  pro- 
duction: "The  Best  Years  of  Our 

Lives"  stars  Myrna  Loy,  Frederic 
March,  Dana  Andrews,  Teresa 
Wright,  Virginia  Mayo  and  Hoagy 
Carmichael,  and  the  Danny  Kaye 

comedy,  "The  Secret  Life  of  Walter 
Mitty,"  in  Technicolor,  will  not  be 

finished  before  September.  "Best 
Years"  was  adapted  by  Robert  E. 

Sherwood  from  MacKinlay  Kantor's 
novel,  'Glory  for  Me,"  while  "Secret 
Life"  is  the  tentative  title  of  a  film- 
ization  of  a  James  Thurber  classic. 

Chi.  Grand  to  Austin 
Chicago — Charles  V.  Austin  takes 

over  the  Grand  Theater  on  South 
Pulaski  Road  from  Casey  Ides. 

FAMOUS  FIRSTS 
,»'#   mfc.i   h   #   *  of n>   »»» 'i|i>  #"!#"'" 

TALKING  FILMS 
CIRST  demonstration  of  Dr.  Lee  De  Forest's '  sound-on-film  recording  took  place  in 

the  Spring  of  1921  at  his  laboratory  in  High 
Bridge,  N,  Y, 
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Text  of  D  of  J  Proposals  for  Equity  Suit  Decree 
TEXT  of  the  Department  of  Justice's 

proposed  decree  ending  the  Govern- 
ment's equity  suit  against  the  majors, 

submitted  late  last  iceek  to  the  Statutory- 
Court  which  heard  the  action  in  New 
York,  follows: 

It  is  hereby  ordered,  adjudged  and 
decreed  as  follows: 

I 
1.  The  complaint  is  dismissed  as  to 

the  defendants  Screen  Gems,  Inc.  and 
Universal  Pictures  Company,  Inc. 
The  complaint  is  also  dismissed  as 
to  the  claims  made  against  the  re- 

maining defendants  herein  based 
upon  their  acts  as  producers,  whether 
as-' individuals  or  in  conjunction  with 
others. 

II 
'  .Each  of  the  defendants,1  Para- mount Pictures,  Inc.;  Paramount 
Film  Distributing  Corporation; 

Loew's,  Incorporated;  Radio-Keith- 
Qrpheum  Corporation;  RKO  Radio 
Pictures,  Inc.;  Warner  Bros.  Pic- 

tures, Inc.;  Vitagraph,  Inc.;  Twen- 
tieth Century-Fox  Film  Corporation; 

Columbia  Pictures  Corporation;  Co- 
lumbia Pictures  of  Louisiana,  Inc.; 

Univers alC or  poration;  Universal 
Film  Exchanges,  Inc.;  Big  U  Film 
Exchange,  Inc.,  and  United  Artists 
Corporation    are   hereby    enjoined: 

1.'  From  granting  any  license  in which  minimum  prices  for  admission 
to  a  theater  are  fixed  by  the  parties, 
either  in  writing  or  through  a  com- 

mittee, or  through  arbitration  or 
upon  the- happening  of  any  event,  or 
in  any  other  wise. 

2.  From  concertedly  agreeing  to 
maintain  a  system-  of  clearances2 
among  these  defendants,  their  exhi- 

bition affiliates, .  or  with  other  exhi- 
bitors. 

3..  From  granting  any  clearance 
between  theaters  not  in  substantial 
competition.. 

4..;  From  granting  any  clearance 
against  theaters  in  substantial  com- 

petition with  the  theater  receiving 
the  license,  for  exhibition  in  excess 

of' what  is  reasonably,  necessary  to 
protect  the  licensee  in- the  run  grant- 

ed", or  enforcing  any  .existing  clear- ance to  the  extent  of  such  excess.  In 
determining-  what  is  a  reasonable 
clearance  the  following  factors 
should.be  taken  into  consideration: 

(a)  The  admission  prices  of  the 
theaters  involved,  as  set  by  the  ex- 

hibitor;     ;  . 
."(b)  The  character  and  location  of 

the  theaters  involved,  including  size, 
type  of  entertainment,  appointments, 
transit  facilities,  etc.; 

(c)  The  policy  of  operation  cf  the 
theaters  involved,  such  as  the  show- 

ing of  double  feature,  gift  nights, 
give-aways,  premiums,  cutrate  tick- 

ets, lotteries,  etc.; 
(d)  The  rental  terms  and  license 

1  Wherever  a  defendant  is  enjoined  herein 
the  injunction  shall  also  apply  to  its  corpor- 

ate successors,  such  individuals  as  undertake 
to  acl  on  its  behalf  with,  respect  to  the 
matters  enjoined,  and  to  corporations  in 
which  it  owns  a  stock  interest  of  50  per 
cent  or  more. 

2The-  term  "clearance"  as  used  herein- 
means  the  period  of  time,  usually  stipulated 
in  license  contracts,  which  must  elapse  be- 

tween runs  of  the  same  picture-  within  a  par-. 
ticuiar   area    or  in   specified    theaters. 

TEXT  OF  BERGE  LETTER  TO  COURT 

TEXT  of  Assistant  Attorney  General 
Wendell  Berge's  letter  to  Circuit 

Judge  Augustus  A.  Hand  containing  the 

Department  of  Justice's  decree  recom- mendations to  the  Statutory  Court  which 
heard  the  Aett  1  ork  equity  suit  folloivs: 

"Enclosed  is  a  copy  of  a  notice  of 
motion  for  July  1  and  a  proposed 
judgment  in  the  above  case,  sub- 

mitted in  accordance  with  the  Court's 
opinion  on  June  11.  Copies  have  been 
sen+  today  by  special  delivery  to  the 
other  members  of  the  Court  and  to 
oounsel  for  each  of  the  defendants, 
with  a  copy  of  this  letter,  and  wTe 
expect  to  serve  proposed  findings 
within  the.  next  few  days.  It  is  our 
understanding-  from  your  conversa- 
ion  with  Mr.  Wright  that  no  formal 
"searing  on  the  motion  date  is  pres- 

ently contemplated. 
'  Since  Rule  52(b)   of  the  Federal 

Rules  of  Civil  Procedure  allows  any  i 
party   10  days   after  the  entry  of  a 
judgment  in  which  to  move  the  Court 
o  amend  its  findings  or  make  addi- 
ional  findings  and  to  amend  its  judg- 

ment    accordingly,     we     think     the  j 
Court  may  appropriately  enter  find- 
ngs  and  a  judgment  without  a  fur- 
.her  hearing  and  permit  all  parties 
:o  make  such  arguments  as  they  wish 
o  present  as  to  the  ultimate  form  of 
he  findings  and  judgment,  in  support 

Df    motions    made    pursuant    to    this  i 

ule.    The   Court's   attention  is   also  j 
respectfully  directed  to  the  fact  that  j 
i  final  judgment  for  appellate  pur- 

poses is  unlikely  prior  to  the  disposi- 
ion  of  such  motions   (United  States 
'.   Crescent  Amusement  Co.,  321   U. 
j.    173).    We    have,    therefore,    only 
attempted  here  a  literal  translation 
"f  the  decree  outlined  in  the  Court's 
pinion    into    judgment    form,    with 
mplifications    noted    below,   leaving 

.he    submission    of    such    additional 
pro  visions  as  further  study  may  sug- 

gest, to  such  a  motion. 

Define  Injunction's  Scope 
"Yqu-will  note  that  we  have  added 

i  footnote  at  page  2  of  the  proposed 
■udgment    defining  the   scope   of  the 
injunctive    provisions.     The    remain- 

ing   footnotes     defining     terms     are 
aken  "verbatim  from  the  definitions 
contained  in  the  opinion,  except'  for 
number  10,  which  is  self-explanatory. 

"At  page  5  you  will  note  that  we 

have  left  blank  the  percentage  of 
pictures  not  tradeshown  which  an 
exhibitor  may  reject.  We  do  not  re- 

gard this  percentage  as  of  great 
significance  inasmuch  as  we  believe 
that  the  new  method  of  selling  pre- 

scribed by  the  decree  will  itself  re- 
sult in  few  important  pictures  being 

licensed  before  they  have  been  trade- 
shown.  However,  we  believe  that  a 
minimum  figure  of  25  oer  cent  would 
further  the  purpose  of  the  decree  and 
not  unduly  burden  the  distributors. 

"At  page  5  we  have  also  placed  in 
brackets  the  world  "of  size  and 
equipment,'  in  paragraph  3(b).  In 
our  view  they  should  be  omitted, 
leaving  suitability  as  a  general  quali- 

fication. Size  and  equipment  appear 

to  be  only  two  factors  to  be  con- 
sidered in  determining  suitability, 

neither  of  which  may  be  of  control- 
ling importance. 

Time  Limit  for  Pools 

"At  page  7  you  will  note  that  w-e have  added  a  time  limitation  to  the 
provision  for  terminating  pools.  We 
think  such  a  limitation  is  necessary 
to  give  finality  to  this  provision  and 
suggest  a  period  of  one  year  from 
the  date  a  final  judgment  is  entered. 
It  is  our  impression  that  the  defend- 

ants have  been  engaged  in  dissolv- 
ing pools  for  some  time  past  and 

for  that  reason  we  inserted  the  pro- 
vision providing  for  a  statement  of 

sales  made  in  this  connection.  We 
have  also  added  a  provision  for  sub- 

mission of  future  purchase  plans  so 
that  the  Court  and  the  parties  may 
know  at  the  earliest  possible  date 
what  the  probable  competitive  effect 
of  such  purchases  as  the  defendants 
desire  to  make  will  be.  Until  such 
proposals  are  known,  no  estimate  is 
possible  of  the  extent  to  which  en- 

forcement of  this  provision  will 
actually  divest  any  defendant  of  the- 

ater interests.  We  suggest  90  days 
from  the  entry  of  this  judgment  as 
an  appropriate  period  within  which 
such  data  should  be  supplied  and 

have  also  provided  for  quarterly  re- 
ports thereafter. 

"At  page  8  we  rephrased  the  lan- 
guage   with    respect    to    acquisitions 

for  the  purpose  of  protecting  a  de- 
fendant's  investment   or   to  enter  a 

iContinued  on   Page   10) 

fees  paid  by  the  theaters  involved 
and  the  revenues  derived  by  the  dis- 

tributor-defendant from  such  thea- 
ters; 

(e)  The  extent  to  which  the  the- 
aters involved  compete  with  each 

other  for  patronage;  and 
(f)  The  fact  that  a  theater  in- 

volved is  affiliated  with  a  defendant- 
distributor  or  with  an  independent 
circuit  of  theaters  should  be  disre- 

garded. 

5.  From  further  performing  any 

existing  franchise4  to  which  it  is  a 
party  and  from  making  any  fran- chises in  the  future. 

6.  From  further  performing  any 

existing-  formula  deal5  or  master 
agreement"  to  which  it  is  a  party, 
except  such  agreements  as  may  have 
been  made  after  the  defendant  had 
offered  the  films  licensed  to  theaters 

3  The  term  "independent  '  as  used  in  this 
provision  means  a  producer,  distributor,  or 
exhibitor,  as  the  context  requires,  which 
is  not  a  defendant  in  this  action  or  a  sub- 

sidiary or   affiliate  of   a   defendant. 

4  The  term  '•franchise'"  as  used  hereic 
means  a  licensing  agreement  or  series  of 
licensing  agreements,  entered  into  as  part 
of  the  same  transaction,  in  effect  for  more 
than  one  motion  picture  season  and  cover- 

ing the  exhibition  of  pictures  released  by 
one  distributor  during  the  eutire  period  of 

agreement. 

operated   in  competition   with  thosl 
covered  by  the  agreement  in  a  manJl 
ner   which  permitted   such   theater] 

to  compete  on  a  theater  by  theate' basis  with  the  theaters  covered  b  j 
these  agreements  for  the  privilege  o 
exhibiting  such  films  and  from  mak- 

ing any   similar  agreements^^  th 

future.  Bjf~J 7.  From   performing    or   etnerini 
into  any  license  in  which  the  licensl 
to  exhibit  one  feature7  is  conditione 
upon    the    licensee's   taking    one    dj more  other  features.  Licenses  to  e» 
hibit  more  than  one  feature  may  bl 

included  in  a  single  insti-ument  pr: 
vided  the  licensee  shall  have  had  th 
opportunity  to  bid  for  each  featui 
separately  and  shall  have  made  thj 
best  bid  for  each  picture  so  include* 
To  the  extent  that  any  of  the  picture/ 
have  not  been  trade  shown  prior  : 
the  granting  of  the  license  for  mo: 
than  a  single  picture,  the  licensee  sha 
be  given,  by  the  licensor,  the  rigr  i 
to  reject  25  per  cent  of  such  picture 
not  trade  shown  prior  to  the  gran 
ing  of  the  license,  such  right  of  r< 
jection    to    be   exercised    within    1  > 
days  after  there  has  been  an  oppo 
tunity  afforded  to  the  licensee  to  ii 

spect  it. 8.  From  offering  films  for  licen-j 
in  the  future  for  exhibition  in  ar 
theater  not  its  own,8  in  any  manni 
except  the  following: 

(a)  A  license  to  exhibit  each  filj 
released  for  public  exhibition  sha 
be  first  offered  at  a  minimum  pri< 

for  any  ran8  desired  by  the  operato: 
of  each  theater  within  the  compel 
tive  area  where  the  offer  is  made; 

(b)  The  license  desired  shall  : 
such  case  be  granted  to  the  highe 
responsible  bidder  having  a  theati 

(of  size  and  equipment)  adequate  ' show  the  picture  upon  the  terms  o 

fered; 

(c)  The  license  shall  be  grante 
solely  upon  the  merits  and  withoi 
discrimination  in  favor  of  affiliate 
old  customers,  or  any  person  wha ever;  and 

(d)  Each  license  shall  be  off  ere 
and  taken  theater  by  theater  ar 
picture  by  picture. 

Ill 
The  defendants  Paramount  P> 

tures,  Inc.;  Loew's,  Ineorporatec 
Radio-Keith-Orpheum  Corporatior 
Keith  -  Albee  -  Orpheum  Corporation : 
RICO  Proctor  Corporation;  EK 

(Continued  on   Page   11) 

5  The  term  "formula  deal'  as  used  here 
means  a  licensing-  agreement  with  a  cirei 
of  theaters  in  which  the  rental  price  of 
given  film  is  measured  for  the  circuit  as- 
whole  by  a  specified  percentage  of  the  pi. 
ture's   national    gToss. 

6  The  term  "master  agreement''  as 
herein  means  a  licensing-  agreement,  al- 

known  as  a  "blanket  deal."  covering-  the  a" hibition  of  films  in  a  number  of  theatei 
usually  comprising  a   circuit. 

T  The  term  "feature"  as  used  herein  meaj 
any  motion  picture,  regardless  of  topic,  tl 
leng-th  of  the  film  of  which  is  in  excess 
4.000  feet. 

5  A  theater  is  not   a  defendant's  own  the ter  for  the  purposes  of  this  decree  unless 
owns    therein    a    legal    or    equitable    intere 
of    95    per    cent    or  more,    either   directly 
through  subsidiaries. 

9  The  term  "run"  as  used  herein  means  o- 
of  a  succession  of  exhibitions  of  a  motif 
picture  in  a  given  area,  first  run  bein?  tl 
first  exhibition  in  the  area,  second  run  beir 
the  next  subsequent,  etc. 
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Executives  Assemble  tor  Sales  Convention  Today 

NATE  J.  BLUMBERC  J.  CHEEVER  COWDIN         JOSEPH  SEIDELMAN C.  D.  PRUTZMAN 
JOHN  ).  O'CONNOR 

ADCLPH  SCHIMEL 

JOHN  JOSEPH 

MAURICE  BERGMAN 

Belgians  Seek  French 
Aid  in  Production 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
operative  agreements  with  French 
Di'oducers  and  technicians  to  make 
nlms  in  the  Belgian  studios,  it  was 
reported  by  Ben  Acker,  head  of  M.  B. 
Films  of  Brussels,  who  arrived  here 
.ast  week  on  a  film-buying  trip  for 
lis  territory. 
Acker,  an  independent  distributor 

in  Belgium  for  over  25  years,  re- 
turned to  the  field  after  being  held 

.in  prison  and  concentration  camps 
for  over  a  year  and  a  half,  said  that 
i'Belgium  has  recuperated  faster  than 
rany  of  the  other  European  countries 
because  "the  reconstruction  of  the 
"land  was  placed  above  the  engage- 

ment of  politics." 
Ten  films  are  expected  to  be  made 

'this  year  at  the  two  Belgian  stu- 
dios, which  are  sufficiently  equipped 

lo  turn  out  satisfactory  films,  he 
pointed  out. 
Business  in  Belgium  is  at  a  peak 

with  American  product  welcomed 

:3ack  by  "film-hungry"  Belgians 
r.after  five  years  of  war. 

Government    laws    have    been    in- 
voked to  lower  prices  10  per  cent  on 

-.all    commodities,    including    theater 
admissions,  in  an  effort  to  stabilize 
•vage-earning    power.     This    is    the 

,35?cond  10  per  cent  reduction  in  prices 
jjrdered  by  the  government  since  the 
Bend  of  the  war.    The  top  admission 
Bprice  is  now  equivalent  to  60  cents 
n  American  money. 
Acker,  a  member  of  the   Belgian 

( Underground  in  France,  will  return 
:o  Belgium  in  10  days. 

TO  THE  COLORS! 

*  DECORATED  * 
3EORCE  P.  SKOURAS,  Army,  Bronze  Medal,  for 

his  service  as  a  civilian  with  the  OSS, 

April-December,    1944. 

CHN  STURCES,  director  for  Columbia  Pic- 
tures, the  Bronze  Star  for  combat  missions 

flown  over  Corsica  during  the  invasion  of 
Southern  France. 

*  NAVY'  • HICHAEL  KRAFTS,  of  the  Cornell  and  Apollo 
Theaters.    Chicago. 

Scully  Opens  "IT"  Sales  Meet  Allied-Filmakers 
Blumberg,  Cowdin,  Seidelman  Speak  Today 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

more  than  200  Universalites  attend- 
ing, including  execs,   and  sales  and 

adv. -publicity-exploitation  personnel. 
Sounding   the   convention   keynote 

over  the  week-end,   Scully   said: 
"It   is   our   intention   to    make 

clear  that  Universal  will  continue 
to    make    more    top-budget    pic- 

tures and  also  to  augment  our 
own    resources    with    additional 
independent  units.    This  denotes 
a    flexibility    in    our    production 
plans  so  that  we  will  be  capable 
of    distributing    our    pictures    in 

any  manner  that  is  required." 
The  last  day  will  be  devoted  to  dis- 

cussions of  the  recently  acquired  En- 
terprise Prods,  which  will  be  released 

by    Universal.     Prexy    Charles    Ein- 
feld,  of  Enterprise,  will  speak. 

Skirball,  Wanger,  Lantz  Due 
Among  the  other  guests  expected 

from  the  studio  are:  Jack  H.   Skir- 
ball  of  the   Jack   H.    Skirball-Bruce 

Manning    Prods.;     Walter    Wanger, 
president  of  Walter  Wanger  Prods, 
and  Walter  Lantz,  head  of  the  Wal- 

ter Lantz  Cartune  Prods. 
Execs,  at  Convention 

Universal  execs,  attending  the  ses- 
sions will  include: 

Charles  D.  Prutzman,  John  J. 

O'Connor,  Adolph  Schimel,  E.  T. 
Gomersall,  Fred  Meyers,  A.  J. 
O'Keefe,  F.  J.  A.  McCarthy,  E.  L. 
McEvoy,  Al  Daff,  Charles  Kirby, 
Americo  Aboaf,  Al  Szekler  (man- 

ager of  Brazil);  Enrique  Aguiler 
(manager  of  Spain);  Fortunat  Bar- 
onat,  Tom  Mead,  F.  T.  Murray,  James 
J.  Jordan,  A.  J.  Sharick,  and  Morris Alin. 

A.  W.  Perry,  president  and  general 
manager  of  Empire-Universal,  and 
M.  Isman,  his  assistant,  are  attend- 

ing from  Canada. 
Ad-Publicity  Heads  Attend 

Publicity  and  advertising  execs, 
in  attendance  are:  John  Joseph,  na- 

tional director;  Maurice  Bergman, 

Eastern  director;  Al  Hoi-wits,  East- 
ern publicity  manager  and  Hank 

Linet,  Eastern  adv.  manager. 
Field  exploitation  men  attending 

are:  Ben  Katz,  Chicago;  Harry  Kel- 
ler,  Cincinnati;    Perry    Spencer,   At- 

lanta; Bob  Ungerfeld,  Boston;  Phil 
Phillips,  studio  theater  contact  for 
the  Western  division  and  Charles 
Simonelli  of  home  office  special 
events. 

District  managers  attending  are: 
Salem  Applegate,  Philadelphia;  C.  J. 
Feldman,  Los  Angeles;  J.  E.  Garri- 

son, Kansas  City;  M.  M.  Gottlieb, 
Chicago;  H.  D.  Graham,  Atlanta; 
David  A.  Levy,  New  York;  Dave  Mil- 

ler, Cleveland;  P.  F.  Rosian,  Cincin- 
nati and  John  J.  Scully,  Boston. 

Branch  managers  attending  are: 
Eugene  Vogel,  Albany;  J.  R.  Partlow, 
Atlanta;  E.  Myer  Feltman,  Boston; 
J.  J.  Spandau,  Buffalo;  J.  W.  Bishop, 
acting  manager,  Charlotte;  Edward 
Heiber,  Chicago;  Jack  Bannan,  Cin- 

cinnati; L.  R.  Brauer,  Cleveland;  E. 
!  S.  Olsmith,  Dallas;  Mayer  H.  Mon- 
sky,  Denver;  Lou  Levy,  Des  Moines; 
B.  J.  Robins,  Detroit;  T.  L.  Men- 

delssohn, Indianapolis;  Jack  Langan, 
Kansas  City;  Foster  M.  Blake,  Los 
Angeles;  J.  A.  Prichard,  Memphis; 
W.  L.  Parker,  Milwaukee;  L.  J.  Mil- 

ler, Minneapolis;  H.  J.  Martin,  New 
Haven;  E.  L.  O'Neill,  New  Orleans; 
H.  H.  Martin,  Oklahoma  City;  H.  B. 
Johnson,  Omaha;  G.  E.  Schwartz, 
Philadelphia;  P.  T.  Dana,  Pittsburgh; 
R.  O.  Wilson,  Portland;  Harry 
Hynes,  St.  Louis;  C.  R.  Wade,  Salt 
Lake  City;  A.  W.  O'Connell,  Seattle; 
Barney  Rose,  San  Francisco  and  Max 
Cohen,  Washington. 

Talk  Producing  Deal 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

(that  a  company  had  offered  to  pro- 
duce a  series  for  Allied,  but  the  pro- 

ducer was  not  identified. 
The  Allied  committee  in  charge  of 

the  project  has  been  polling  the  unit 
members  for  reaction  and  so  far  the 
comments  have  been  favorable,  it 
was  said.  A  number  of  details  are 
yet  to  be  worked  out,  such  as  guaran- 

teed playing  time. 
Associated  Filmakers  is  complet- 

ing a  three-stage  studio  in  Yonkers 
and  has  plans  to  add  five  more stages. 

Three  East  Liverpool,  O., 
Theaters  Advance  Prices 

East  Liverpool,  O. — Three  of  East 
Liverpool's  four  downtown  theaters 
have  advanced  the  prices  to  offset 
increased  costs  of  operation.  The 
Ceramic  and  State  upped  adult 
tickets  to  50  cents — up  four  cents, 
for  the  night  sessions,  and  14  cents 
for  children,  up  one  cent  for  all 
performances.  The  Columbia  re- 

cently raised  adult  prices  to  48  cents, 
ud  two  cents,  with  childrens  prices 
unchanged  at  13. 

N.  O.  Indie  Ups  Scale 
New  Orleans — The  Peacock,  indie 

theater,  owned  and  operated  by  An- 
thony Demhardem,  has  upped  admis- 

sions— adults  35  cents,  kids  15  cents. 
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Serge  Sees  Issues  to  be  Ruled  on  by  Supreme  Courl 
July  1  Suggested  as 
Date  for  Defendants  to 
File  Their  Decree  Version 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

companied  a  copy  of  the  Depart- 
ment's proposed  decree,  entered  in 

Federal  Court  Thursday.  D  of  J 
would  give  defendants  a  year  from 
the  date  of  final  judgment  to  end 
such  agreements. 

Letter  also  revealed  that  the  Gov- 
ernment is  anxious  to  aid  the  Court 

in  expediting  a  final  judgment  as, 
Wendell  Berge,  Assistant  U.  S.  At- 

torney   General,    pointed    out,    "We 

  PROCEDURE   
There  will  be  a  hearing  before 

Circuit  Judge  Augustus  N.  Hand 
and  District  Judge  John  Bright  in 

Judge  Hand's  chambers  at  2:30 
p.m.  tomorrow  to  discuss  pro- 

cedural matters  with  reference  to 
the  entry  of  the  New  York  equity- 
suit  decree,  It  was  learned  at  the 
week-end. 

Counsel  for  the  various  de- 
fendants and  Robert  Wright,  As- 

sistant U.  S.  Attorney  General, 
ivill  participate.. 

believe  that  the  opinion  presents  cer- 
tain issues  which  may  deserve  early 

consideration  by  the  Supreme 
Court."  In  this  connection,  Berge 
said  that  it  would  be  agreeable  with 
the  D  of  J  if  the  Court  desires  to 
enter  a  final  judgment  without  oral 
argument. 

To  Serve  Findings  Early 

Department  expects  to  serve  pro- 
posed findings  within  the  next  few 

days,  Berge  stated.  He  noted  that 
the  Court  may  enter  findings  and  a 
judgment  without  a  further  hearing, 
permitting  parties  to  the  decision  to 
move  for  amendments  within  10  days 
after  the  entry  of  judgment.  Berge 
said  that  a  final  judgment  for  appel- 

late purposes  is  unlikely  prior  to  the 
disposition  of  such  motions. 

In  a  notice  of  motion  filed  with  the 
proposed  judgment,  Berge  suggested 
July  1  as  the  last  day  the  defendant 
companies  could  file  their  version  of 
a  decree  under  the  Statutory  Court 
judgment  of  June  11.  No  formal  hear- 

ing on  the  motion  date  is  contem- 
plated. 

Because  such  motions  are  expected 
to  be  in  order,  the  D  of  J  submitted 
a  literal  translation  of  the  decree 

outlined  in  the  Court's  decision,  with 
some  amplifications.  Among  these 
were : 

A  footnote  defining  the  scope 
of  the  injunctive  provisions. 
A  suggestion  setting  25  per 

cent  as  the  minimum  cancella- 
tion permitted  when  features  are 

not  tradeshown  prior  to  licens- 
ing. 

Elimination  of  "size  and 
equipment"  in  the  determination 
of  the  adequacy  of  a  theater  to 
e  run  on  the  grounds  that  they 
are  inly  two  of  the  factors  to  be 
considered. 

Suggestion   of  a  time  limita- 

TEXT  OF  BERGE  LETTER  TO  COURT 
(Continued  from  Page  8> 

competitive  field  in  order  to  make 
clear  what  we  assume  to  be  the 
intent  of  this  provision,  and  added  a 
provision  for  notice  to  us  wThere 
Court  approval  is  sought.  If  the 
Court  has  in  mind  some  alternative 

source  of  'competent  authority'  to 
approve  such  acquisitions,  we  believe 
it  should  be  specified  in  the  judg- 

ment. We  left  out  the  alternative 
language  suggested  in  the  opinion 
as  we  know  of  no  such  existing 
source. 

"Also  at  page  8  we  have  added  a 
provision  for  the  submission  by  the 
defendants,  within  a  time  limit,  of 
such  arbitration  and  appeal  board 
machinery  as  they  are  willing  to 

accept.  In  view  of  the  Court's  sug- 
gestion that  this  relief  may  be  had 

only  to  the  extent  consented  to  by 
the  parties,  we  believe  that  a  period 
of  90  days  from  the  entry  of  this 
judgment  would  be  an  appropriate 
one  in  which  the  Court  and  the  plain- 

tiff should  be  told  what  kind  of  en- 
forcement the  defendants  are  will- 

ing to  agree  to.  We  should  naturally 
like  to  determine  at  the  earliest  pos- 

sible date  what  alternative  relief  the 
Court  will  grant  in  the  event  that 
an  effective  system  of  enforcement 
is  not  established  by  agreement. 
Would  Retain  AAA,  Appeal  Board 
"The  provision  added  at  page  9 

as  to  the  existing  consent  decree  is, 
we  believe,  one  which  would  permit 
:he  arbitration  system  and  present 
appeal  board  to  continue  in  operation 
for  a  substantial  period  of  time  and 
we,  of  course,  hope  that  the  Amer- 

ican Arbitration  Association  and  the 
present  Appeal  Board  would  be  avail- 

able to  administer  any  new  system 
of  arbitration  which  may  be  em- 

bodied in  the  new  decree. 
"Section  V  of  the  decree  is  the 

same  as  Section  XVIII  of  the  con- 
sent decree,  except  that  the  record 

keeping  provision  of  that  section  has 
been  omitted. 

"In  Section  VI  we  have  suggested 
a  selective  stay  of  various  provisions 
of  the  decree.  Our  recommendation 
is  that  no  stay  be  granted  as  to  para- 

graphs 5  and  6  of  Section  II,  since 

these  are  provisions  similar  to  pro- 
visions already  in  effect  in  the 

Schine  and  Crescent  suits.  We 
believe  that  a  substantial  stay  might 
well  be  granted  as  to  the  remaining 
paragraphs  of  Section  II  in  order  to 
give  the  defendants  time  to  adjust 
to  the  novel  conditions  which  these 
provisions  impose.  However,  we  feel 
that  they  should  become  effective,  in 
any  event,  not  later  than  Jan.  1, 
1947.  We  do  not  think  there  should 

be  any  delay  in  enforcing  the  pro- 
visions of  Section  III  of  the  decree 

other  than  that  normally  resulting 
from  the  supplemental  proceedings 
and  orders  necessary  to  make  it 
effective. 

Gov't  Would  Recover  Costs 

"A  customary  provision  for  the 
recovery  of  plaintiff's  costs  has  been added  as  Section  VII. 

"This  judgment  makes  no  provi- 
son  for  any  stay  pending  appeal, 
since  that  question  could  better  be 
determined  at  the  time  an  appealable 
judgment  is  entered.  However,  we 
may  say  now  that  we  think  no  stay 
of  paragraph  6  of  Section  III  is 
warranted  under  any  cicumstances. 
Sir.ce  its  manifest  purpose  is  to  main- 

tain the  status  quo  pending  the 
granting  of  full  relief,  we  believe 
that  we  would  have  been  entitled  to 
have  such  a  provision  become  effec- 

tive merely  upon  proof  of  prima  facie 
violations  by  these  defendants  at  a 
preliminary  hearing  and  are  clearly 
entitled  to  it  after  violations  have 
been  found  as  a  result  of  a  full  trial 
on  the  merits. 

We  believe  that  the  opinion  pre- 
sents certain  issues  which  may  de- 
serve early  consideration  by  the 

Supreme  Court,  and  would,  therefore, 
like  to  aid  the  Court  in  expediting 
the  entry  of  a  judgment  which  will 
have  finality  for  appellate  purposes, 
while  at  the  same  time  giving  care- 

ful consideration  of  the  views  of  all 
parties  as  to  its  form.  If  the  Court 
desires  to  enter  a  final  judgment 
upon  consideration  of  memoranda 
submitted  without  oral  argument, 

that  procedure  is  agreeable  to  us." 
tion  of  one  year  for  terminating 

pools. Provision  for  terminating  in- 
terests of  less  than  95  per  cent 

in  theaters  within  a  year  of  the 
date  of  judgment  entry,  and 
setting  up  a  procedure  under 
which  defendants  would  file  a 
statement  of  the  extent  of  com- 

pliance within  90  days  and  quar- 
terly thereafter. 

Suggestion  that  the  Attorney 
General  be  notified  of  any  pro- 

posed theater  acquisitions,  along 
with  the  Court. 

Suggestion  of  90  days  as  the 
period  within  which  the  defend- 

ants would  be  required  to  sub- 
mit a  statement  on  the  type  of 

arbitration     and     appeal    board 

machinery    they    are    willing    to accept. 

Provision  for  existing  arbitra- 
tion system  and  appeal  board  to 

continue  to  operate  and  for  find- 
ings in  past  arbitration  actions 

to  be  enforceable  to  the  extent 
that  they  are  consistent  with  the 
decree. 

Recommendation  that  no  stay 
be  granted  in  the  elimination  of 
franchises  and  formula  deals. 

Recommendation  that  a  sub- 
stantial stay  be  granted  as  to 

the  other  paragraphs  of  Section 
II  in  order  to  give  defendants 
time  to  adjust  themselves  to  the 
"novel  conditions  which  these 

provisions  impose." Provision  for  recovery  of  costs 

act  Findings  Stress 

Damages"  to  Indie: 
(Continued  from  Page  1 )   

vision,    the    Government's    B^ose: 

findings  of  fact  "spells  out"  tne  D( ' 
partment  of  Justice's  version  of  tr decision. 

The  findings  are  a  companion  piecj 

to  the  proposed  decree  filed  by  the  ' of  J  last  week  and  is  evidence  the, 
the  Government  is  determined  1, 

get  the  mechanics  of  a  decree  out  c; 
the  way  and  speed  the  case  toward 
appeal  to  the  Supreme  Court. 

Point  Cp  Court's   Decision 
Although    wrapped    in    generally    cautio  I 

language,  the  findings  of  fact  point  up  ma: 
details   which   were   only  touched   on   in   til 
court's  decision. 

The    findings   pound    away    particularly 
the   majors'    "discriminations"    against   indi through    contract    practices. 

These  practices  listed  by  the  D  of  J 
elude  "suspending  terms  of  a  given  e 
tract  if  a  circuit  theater  remains  closed  1. 
more  than  eight  weeks,  and  reinstating 
without  liability  when  it  opens  again:  alio' 
ing  large  privileges  in  selection  and  elimin 
tion  of  motion  pictures:  allowing  deductioi 
if  double  bills  are  played:  granting  mov 
overs  and  extended  runs:  granting  roadsho 
privileges:  allowing  overage  and  underag< 
granting  unlimited  playing  time:  exeludir 
foreign  motion  pictures  and  those  of 
dependent  producers:  granting  rights  to  que 
tion  the  classification  of  features  for  rent, 
purposes  and  especially  discriminating 
film  rentals,  clearance  and  minimum  admi: 

sion  prices." Xoting  that  the  defendants'  licenses  ai< 
"in  effect  price-fixing  arrangements."  tt D  of  J  said: 

'  The  total  effect  is  that  through  the  sei 
arate  contracts  between  distributor  and 
licensees  a  price  structure  is  erected  whic 

regulates  the  licensee's  ability  to  compe' against  one  another  in  admission  prices. 
Sees  Prior  Run  Encouragement 

"The  differentials  in  price  set  by  a  di 
tributor  in  licensing  a  particular  picture 

theaters  exhibiting  on  different  runs  in  tl- same  competitive  area  are  calculated  to 
courage  as  many  patrons  as  possible  to  se; 
the  picture  in  prior-run  theaters  where  thf 
will  pay  higher  prices  than  in  sebsequen runs. 

"The  reason  for  this  is  that  if  10.000  pec 
pie  of  a  city  population  are  ultimately  to  s^ 
the  picture — no  matter  on  what  run — th 
gross  revenues  to  be  realized  from  the 
patronage  is  increased  relatively  to  the  ir. 
crease  in  numbers  seeing  it  at  higher  price 

in   prior-run    theaters." The  D  of  J  pointed  out  in  the  findings  c 
fact  that  of  the  18.076  theaters  in  the  U. 
the  five  majors  have  interests  in  3.137  c 
more  than  17  per  cent.  Of  the  latter  Parr 
mount  or  its  subsidiaries  own  independentl 
1.395 — or  more   than  half. 

Indies   in   Most  Big  Cities 

"In  about  60  per  cent  of  tie  92  citie 

having  a  population  of  over  100.000."  Hi D  of  J  said,  "there  are  independent  firs! 
run  theaters  in  competition  with  those  o 
the  major  defendants,  except  so  far  as  i 
may  be  restricted  by  the  trade  practices  w 
have  criticized.  In  about  91  per  cent  a 

these  cities  there  is  competition  in  first-run- between  independents  and  some  of  the  majo 
defendants  themselves,  except  so  far  as  i 

may  be  restricted  by  the  same  trade  pra> 

tiees." 

The  findings  were  mailed  to  each  of  th 
defendants.  The  findings  spelled  out  in  oV 
tail    the   various   terms   used   in   the   case. 

by  the  government. 
Suggestion  that  restrictions  on 

circuit  expansion  be  eliminated 
from  any  stay  granted  pending 
an  appeal  from  the  judgment. 
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text  of  D  of  J  Proposals  for  Equity  Suit  Decree 
(Continued  from  Page  8) 

[idwest  Corporation;  Warner  Bros, 
ietures,  Inc.;  Warner  Bros.  Circuit 
[anagement  Corporation ;  Twenti- 
:h  Century-Fox  Film  Corporation; 
nd  National  Theaters,  Inc.  are  here- 
,:  enjoined  and  restrained: 
1.  F^pm  continuing  to  perform  any 

;iee  J  ts  referred  to  in  paragraphs 

'or  I  of  the  foregoing  Section  II ereof  to  which  it  may  be  a  party. 
2.  From  making  or  continuing  to 
?rform  pooling  agreements  whereby 
iven  theaters  iof  two  or  more  exhi- 
tors  normally  in  competition  are 
derated  as  a  unit  or  whereby  the 
asiness  policies  of  such  exhibitors 
re  collectively  determined  by  a  joint 
unmittee  or  by  one  of  the  exhibi- 

ts or  whereby  profits  of  the 
woled"  theaters  are  divided  among 
ie  owners  according  to  prearranged 
5i-centages. 
3.  From  making  or  continuing  to 
Brform  agreements  that  the  par- 

es may  not  acquire  other  theaters 
a  competitive  area  where  a  pool 

aerates  without  first  offering  them 
pr  inclusion  in  the  pool. 
4.  From  making  or  continuing 
ases  of  theaters  under  which  it 
lases  any  of  its  theaters  to  another 
?fendant  io  r  to  an  independent 
)erating  a  theater  in  the  same  com- 
jtitive  area  in  return  for  a  share 
J  the  profits. 
!  5.  From  continuing  to  own  or  ac- 

quiring any  beneficial  interest  in  any 
eater,  whether  in  fee  or  in  shares 
stock  or  otherwise,  in  conjunction 

5th  another  defendant  exhibitor  and 
om  continuing  to  own  acquiring 
.ch  an  interest  in  conjunction  with 

i  indepedent10  where  such  interest 
.all  be  greater  than  five  per  cent, 
iless  such  interest  shall  be  95  per 
nt  or  more.  The  existing  relation- 
.ips  which  violate  this  provision 
all  be  terminated  within  one  year. 
ne  relationships  between  the  de- 
ndants  and  independents  which  yi- 
ete  this  provision  shall  be  dis- 
lved  by  a  sale  to  or  a  purchase 
om  the  co-owner  or  co-owners.  No 
ch  interest  of  a  co-owner  may  be 
irchased  by  a  defendant  unless  this 
)urt  shall  first  find  that  such  pur- 
ase  will  promote  competition  in  the 
hibition  of  motion  pictures.  Each 
the  defendants  shall  submit  to 

is  Court  within  90  days  a  state- 
ent  outlining  the  extent  to  which 

»"As    here    used    the    term    "independent" 
:ans  any  person  not  a  party  to  this  suit. 

Little  Headlines: 
DAVID  GRIFFITHS,  British  rep.  fcr  International  Pictures,  received  the  Order  of  the 

British  Empire  for  his  services  to  the  RAF  Film  Corp.,  on  the  second  and  final  King's 
Birthday  Honors  list  released  for  publication  in  Lcndon  today.  George  Gunn  of  British 

Technicolor  also  was  the  recipient  of  Birthday  Honors  recognition,  being  made  a  mem- 
ber of  the  British  Empire  order  for  producing  technical  training  films  during  the  war. 

• 

HERBERT  CROOKER,  whose  novel  "Man  About  Broadway"  was  recently  published  in 

pocket  book  form,  has  another  story — a  short  one — in  the  July  Pic  Magazine.  It's  titled, 
"Week-End  Sailors." 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Block-Duggcm 
San  Francisco — Pat  Duggan,  vice- 
esident  of  Samuel  Goldwyn  Prods. 
the  Hollywood  studio,  and  Libbie 

ock,     novelist     and     short     story 
iter,  were  married  here  Saturday, 
iss  Block  is  the  author  of  the  novel 

tfild  Calendar,"  recently  purchased 
Enterprise  as  a  vehicle  for  Ginger 

♦gers. 

it  has  complied  and  the  manner  in 
which  it  proposes  to  comply  with  this 
provision,  setting  forth  in  detail  the 
names,  locations,  and  general  descrip- 

tions of  the  theaters,  corporate  se- 
curities, and  beneficial  interests  of 

any  kind  involved,  the  sales  thereof 
that  it  has  made,  and  such  pur- 

chases as  it  proposes  to  make,  with 
a  statement  of  facts  regarding  each 
competitive  situation  involved  in 
such  proposed  purchases  sufficient  to 
shew  the  probable  effect  of  such  pur- 

chase on  that  situation.  Similar  re- 
ports shall  be  made  quarterly  there- 
after until  this  provision  shall  have 

been  fully  complied  with.  Reasonable 
notice  of  such  purchase  plans  shall 
be  served  upon  the  Attorney  General 
and  plaintiff  shall  be  given  an  oppor- 

tunity to  be  heard  with  respect 
thereto  before  any  such  purchases 
shall  be  approved  by  the  Court. 

6.  From  expanding  its  theater 
holdings,  except  in  the  course  of  ac- 

quiring a  co-owner's  interest  in 
jointly  owned  theaters  pursuant  to 
the  provisions  of  Section  111(5) 
above.  Other  theater  interests  neces- 

sary to  protect  a  defendant's  invest- 
ment or  in  order  to  enter  a  competi- 

tive field  may  be  acquired  providing 
that  no  expansion  of  its  theater  hold- 

ings shall  result  therefrom.  In  the 
latter  case  such  acquisitions  shall 
not  occur  until  after  approval  of  this 
Court  is  obtained  therefor.  Reason- 

able notice  of  such  an  application 
shall  be  served  upon  the  Attorney 
General  and  the  plaintiff  shall  be 
given  an  opportunity  to  be  heard 
with  respect  to  such  approval  before 
it  shall  be  granted. 

7.  From  operating,  booking,  or 
buying  films  for  any  of  its  theaters 
through  any  agent  who  is  also  acting 
in  such  manner  for  any  other  exhib- 

itor,  independent,  or  affiliated. 
IV 

Provision  shall  be  made  for  the 
arbitration  of  claimed  violations  of 
Section  II  of  this  decree,  as  to  bids, 
clearances,  runs,  and  any  other  sub- 

jects appropriate  for  arbitration  in 
respect  to  all  parties  who  may  con- 

sent to  the  creation  of  such  tribunals 

as  may  be  hereunder  created  for  ad- 
justment of  such  disputes.  The 

awards  thereof  shall  be  reviewable 

by  an  appeal  board  generally  simi- 
lar to  the  one  created  by  the  exist- 
ing consent  decree  as  to  any  parties 

consenting  thereto.  Within  —  days 
the  defendants  shall  submit  to  the 
Court  their  proposals  as  to  the  cre- 

ation and  operation  of  such  arbitra- 
tion and  appeal  board  machinery  as 

they  are  willing  to  consent  to  for  the 
purpose   of   implementing  this   sec- 

tion of  the  decree.  Copies  thereof 
shall  be  served  on  the  Attorney  Gen- 

eral and  the  plaintiff  shall  have  a 
reasonable  time  after  receipt  thereof 
to  advise  the  Court  as  to  any  objec- 

tions it  may  have  to  such  systems  as 
the  defendants  may  propose.  The 
provisions  of  the  existing  consent 
decree  are  hereby  declared  to  be  of 
no  further  force  or  effect,  except  as 
to  arbitration  proceedings  now  pend- 

ing. They  shall  remain  in  effect  as 
to  such  proceedings  until  final  dispo- 

sition shall  have  been  made  thereof. 
Existing  awards  and  those  made  pur- 

suant to  pending  proceedings  shall 
continue  to  be  enforceable  to  the  ex- 

tent that  they  are  consistent  with  the 
provisions  of  this  decree. 

V 

For  the  purpose  of  securing  com- 
pliance with  this  decree,  and  for  no 

other  purpose,  duly  authorized  repre- 
sentatives of  the  Department  of 

Justice  shall,  on  written  request  of 
the  Attorney  General  or  the  Assist- 

ant Attorney  General  in  charge  of 
anti-trust  matters,  and  on  notice  to 
any  consenting  defendant,  reasonable 
as  to  time  and  subject  matter,  made 
to  such  defendant  at  its  principal 
office,  and  subject  to  any  legally 
recognized  privilege,  (1)  be  per- 

mitted reasonable  access,  during  the 
office  hours  of  such  defendant,  to  all 
books,  ledgers,  accounts,  correspond- 

ence, memoranda  and  other  records 
and  documents  in  the  possession  or 
under  the  control  of  such  defendant, 
relating  to  any  of  the  matters  con- 

tained in  this  decree,  and  (2)  subject 
to  the  reasonable  convenience  of  such 
defendant,  and  without  restraint  or 
interference  from  it,  be  permitted  to 
interview  its  officers  or  employees 
regarding  any  such  matters,  at  which 
interview  counsel  for  the  officer  or 

employe  interviewed  and  counsel  for 
the  company  may  be  present. 

Information  obtained  pursuant  to 
the  provisions  of  this  section  shall 
not  be  divulged  by  any  representa- 

tive of  the  Department  of  Justice  to 
any  person  other  than  a  duly  author- 

ized representative  of  the  Depart- 
ment of  Justice,  except  in  the  course 

of  legal  proceedings  to  which  the 
United  States  is  a  party,  or  as  other- 

wise required  by  law. 
VI 

Paragraphs  of  this  decree 
shall  not  become  effective  until VII 

Jurisdiction  of  this  cause  is  re- 
tained for  the  purpose  of  enabling 

any  of  the  parties  to  the  decree  to 
apply  to  the  Court  at  any  time  for 
such  orders  or  directions  as  may  be 

necessary  or  appropriate  for  the  con- 

Allied,  CIEA  Ask 
Hearing  on  Decree 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

pendent  exhibitors  held  in  connection 
with  the  27th  annual  convention  of 
Allied  Theater  Owners  of  New  Jer- 

sey. Approximately  75  independents 
attended  the  session  which  was  co- 
bined  with  the  Eastern  regional  con- 

ference of  Allied  units. 

Jesse  L.  Stern,  chairman  of  the 
CIEA,  and  George  Gold  of  the  New 
Jersey  unit  gave  their  interpreta- 

tions of  the  court's  decision  in  the 
anti-trust  case.  Stern  told  the  indies 
that  the  decision  had  many  favor- 

able points  for  the  independent  ex- 
hibitor, but  that  the  decision  did  not 

go  far  enough.  He  said  the  inde- 
pendents could  benefit  provided  the 

court  amplified  those  provisions  left 
open  in  the  decision,  especially  those 
issues  which  concerned  clearance. 
Advantages  to  the  independents  will 
depend  on  how  the  clearance  pro- 

visions are  finalized,  Stern  said,  add- 
ing that  unless  properly  handled 

chey  would  be  of  no  value. 
Indie  and  Affiliates  Cleavage 

Both  Stern  and  Gold  saw  a  greater 
cleavage  between  the  independent 
and  affiliated  theater  factions  as  the 
result  of  the  decision.  They  pointed 
out  that  certain  conditions  that  form- 

erly favored  the  affiliated  circuits 
now  leaned  toward  the  independents. 
They  insisted  that  it  was  more  im- 

portant than  ever  for  the  independ- 
ents to  stand  together  and  not  to 

line  up  with  an  affiliated  organiza- 
tion. The  principal  aims  of  the  inde- 

pendents appeared  to  be  greater 
clarification  of  the  clearance  pro- 

visions of  the  decision  and  complete 
divestiture  of  theaters  from  pro- 

ducer-distributor interests. 
The  indies  on  Friday  delved  deeply 

into  the  problem  of  local  checkers 
and  cited  alleged  abuses.  They  re- 

ferred all  further  action  on  Confi- 
dential Reports,  Inc.,  to  Allied  and 

CIEA  for  final  disposal. 
On  the  subject  of  16  mm.  films, 

leaders  advised  exhibitors  who  are 
experiencing  such  competition  to  go 
into  16  mm.  exhibition,  themselves, 
as  one  method  to  meet  competition. 

Because  a  number  of  Allied  lead- 
ers, including  Abram  F.  Myers, 

Jack  Kirsch,  Sidney  Samuelson  and 
others,  had  rushed  to  Minneapolis  to 

attend  the  funeral  of  "Al"  Steffes, 
Friday's  program  here  had  to  be 
altered.  The  Eastern  regional  con- 

ference and  the  closed  meeting  of  in- 
dependent exhibitors  were  consoli- 

dated as  an  expediting  measure. 

struction  of  carrying  out  of  the  same, 
for  the  enforcement  of  compliance 
therewith,  and  for  the  punishment 
of  violations  thereof,  or  for  other  or 
further  relief. 

VIII 
Plaintiff  shall  recover,  jointly  and 

severally,   from   the   defendants   en- 
joined herein,  its  costs. 



s  all  the  members  of  the  Universal  family  meet  for 

its  first  post-war  convention,  we  again  feel  the  warmth  of  a 

friendly  reunion. 

All  of  us  realize  the  responsibilities  that  confront  us.  Our 

convention  will  bring  into  focus  new  projects  and  new  plans 

for  what  we  consider  to  be  a  brilliant  future. 

Universal  has  grown  considerably  in  the  last  ten  years.  We 

hope  to  continue  our  growth  in  a  healthy  friendly  manner. 

You're  going  to  hear  a  lot  about  our  pictures  in  the  next 

few  months.  In  the  meantime,  we  have  ready  for  you  lots  of 

fine  entertainment. 

Soon  you  will  have  for  your  theatres  "BLACK  ANGEL," 

Walter  Wanger's  Technicolor  "CANYON  PASSAGE,"  "TIME 

OF  THEIR  LIVES"  and  Mark  Hellinger's  "THE  KILLERS/' 
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,  By  JACK  ALICOATE  . 

ABOARD   USS  APPALACHIAN 

IN  THE  MID-PACIFIC 

(By  Wireless) 

EY  certainly  do  things  right  in  the 

Navy.   Even   before   we   had   our   dinner 
Ees  unpacked,  we  were  greeted  by  a 
al  message  from  Admiral  W.  H.  P. 

dy  himself,  pointing  out  the  modest 
that  we  were  a  key  participant  in  this 

pry-making  development  and  bidding  us 

ome  to  "Operation  Crossroads."  That's 
sportsmanship  for  you,  specially  when 

'antipathy  between   the  Army  and  Navy 
0  well  known.  This  big  modern  USS 
ilachian,  besides  being  a  considerable 
nee  seawise  ever  the  old  side  wheelers, 

veritable  floating  electronics  laboratory 

'omplete  in  scale  and  appointment  as 
RCA   Princeton    layout,   and   as   visually 

jesting  as  a  visit  backstage  between 
Is  at  the  Radio  City  Music  Hall. 

  o   

BOARD,   is  probably  the  most  awesome 
1  collection  of  newsmen  and  war  cor- 

jondents  ever  gathered  under  one  tent. 
II  run  all  the  way  from  internationally 

•us  byliners  to  the  homespun  run-of- 
riill  variety.  At  midday,  the  quarterdeck 
;  every  bit  the  finale  of  the  second 

,of  "Pinafore."  In  addition  to  the  beach- 
oers,  the  colorful  costumes  run  all  the 

|  from  that  type  of  shorts,  reflecting  the 

't  tradition,  to  the  stately  and  correct 
irm  of  the  officers  of  the  cinema. 

e  is  an  international  flavor  aboard,  too, 

we  have  fellow  newsmen  of  England 

p,  Russia,  and  practically  all  United 
Dns.  Today  our  classroom  work  brought 

p  to  the  minute  via  eyewitness  pro- 
>rs  of  the  Los  Alamos,  Hiroshima,  and 
isaki  shows. 

  o   

fE  knew  it.  They  do  the  damndest 

things  in  the  Navy.  We  just  found 

that  the  personal  letter  sent  us  by  Ad- 
I  Blandy  was  sent  to  every  one  of  the 
newsmen  aboard.  Fine  thing.  I  am 

Jering  who  ever  heard  of  a  big  splendid 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Raibourn  Tells  FCC  Para. 
To  Submit  Plan  To  End 
Its  Scophony  Connection 

By   MANNING   CLAGETT 
Washington    Bureau   of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington  — -  The  Federal  Com- 
munication Commission's  probe  of 

Paramount's  far-flung  television  and 
theater  interests  closed  unexpectedly 
late  yesterday  after  hearing  Paul 
Raibourn,  Para,  vice-prexy  and  head 
of  Television  Productions,  Inc.,  de- 

scribe the  organization's  connection 
with  Scophony.  The  Department  of 
Justice,  it  was  learned,  asked  for  a 

transcript   of   Raibourn's   testimony. 
Raibourn  late  yesterday  told  The 

(Continued  en  Page  6) 

Blum  Defends  Film 

Agreement  with  U. 
Paris  (By  Cable) — Two  significant 

developments  —  the  defense  of  the 
Franco-American  film  pact  by  Leon 
Blum,  who  recently  concluded  the 
agreement  in  Washington,  and  the 
reported  determination  by  French 
officialdom  to  declare  the  native  mo- 

tion picture  industry  "essential" — 
(Continued  en  Page  6) 

Ia.-Neb.  AITO  Sentiment 
Seen  Swinging  to  ATA 

Des  Moines,  la.  —  Sentiment  ap- 
peared  to    be   favoring   joining   the 

ATA   at  the  first   day's  meeting  of 
the  Allied-Independent  Theater  Own- 

( Continued  en  Page  6) 

68  FIX  IN  6  MOS. 

INB'WAYIST-RUNS 
Compares  With   73  Shown  in 

First  Half  of  1945 

By  the  month's  end,  which  marks the  conclusion  of  the  first  half  of 
1946,  a  total  of  68  features  will  have 

played  Broadway's  first-runs,  where- 
as in  the  corresponding  period  of 

1945  the  total  was  73,  a  survey  by 
The  Film  Daily  disclosed. 

Eight  of  the  10  big  outlets  sur- 
veyed had  less  than  nine  attractions 

and  the  range  was  from  that  figure 
down  to  two  attractions,  in  the  in- 

stances of  the  Astor  and  the  Holly- 
wood. 
With  the  difference  of  only  five 

films  between  the  first  half  of  1946 
and  the  first  half  of  1945,  the  dura- 
tion-of-run  factor  is  virtually  iden- tical. 
The  following  table  shows  the 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Sorrell  May  Issue 
Strike  Call  Sunday 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — In  answer  to  his  wire, 
President  William  Green  of  AFL 
telegraphed  him  that  the  decision  of 
AFL  executive  council  committee 
made  in  December,  1945,  relating  to 
studio  jurisdictional  differences  has 
thus  far  not  been  modified,  Herbert 
K.  Sorrell  told  a  mass  meeting  of 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Optimism  Keys' U'  Convention 
Company's  Foreign  Biz  Said  Industry's  Tops 
Walter  Trumbull  Leaving 
Post  at  MPAA  on  July  1 

Effective  July  1,  Walter  Trumbull, 
veteran  journalist  who  became  as- 

sistant to  Will  H.  Hays  at  MPPDA 
in  1934  and  who  has  remained  with 
MPAA  during  the  regime  of  Eric  A. 

(Continued  on  Page  6) 

Optimism  for  the  future  of  both 
Universal  and  the  industry  was  the 
keynote  of  the  opening  day  addresses 
yesterday  by  company  executives  at 
the  national  sales  convention  in  the 
Hotel  Waldorf-Astoria.  More  than 
250  of  the  field  sales  staff  and  home 
office  personnel  heard  speeches  by  J. 
Cheever  Cowdin,  chairman  of  the 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Indies  Would  Press  For 
Court  Action  if  Distribs. 
Fail  to  Adjust  Terms 

A  proposal  advocating  legal  ac- 
tion for  treble  damages  against  dis- 

tributing companies  which  allegedly 
ask  higher  percentage  terms  from 
independent  accounts  than  from  affil- 

iated theaters  was  made  at  the 
session  of  independent  exhibitors 
held  in  conjunction  with  the  New 
Jersey  Allied  convention  in  Atlantic 
Citv  last  week. 

The  proposal,  made  in  the  form  of 
a  resolution,  will  be  submitted  to 

(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Allied  Board,  CIEA 

Drop  Joint  Meets 
Allied's  board  of  directors  and  the 

CIEA  will  not  hold  joint  meetings  in 
the  future,  it  was  learned  yester- 

day. This  was  decided  at  the  recent 
joint  session  in  Chicago,  although  the 
decision  was  not  disclosed  at  that 
time. 

The  decision,  it  was  said,  does  not 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Tri-State  MPTO  Board  to 
Decide  on  Joining  ATA 

Memphis — A  resolution  was  passed 
at  the  MPTO   of  Arkansas,  Missis- 

sippi and  Tennessee  to  give  author- 
ity to  the  board  of  directors  to  de- 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Lefkowitz  Joining  WB 
As  Eastern  Dist.  Mgr. 

Sam  Lefkowitz,  Eastern  district 

manager  for  United  Artists,  will 
take  on  in  a  similar  capacity  with 

Warner  Bros.,  effective  July  1,  re- 
placing Norman  Ayers  who  will  be 

transferred  to  the  Southern  division, 
it  was  learned   here   last   night. 

Lefkowitz,  prior  to  his  UA  af- 
filiation, was  New  York  branch  man- 

ager for  Warner  Bros. 
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FINANCIAL 
(Mon.,  June  24) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 
Net 

High     Low    Close    Chg. 

Am.  Seat    27'/2     27        27       +     i/2 

Bell  &  Howell    30        30        30       +     Vi 

Bell  &  Howell  pfd.   .110%  110y8  110%  +  l'/s 

Columbia   Picts   30y2     30i/4    30y4  +     % 

East.    Kodak      242      239'/2  239i/2  —  2'/2 

do    pfd   202'/2  202'/2  202i/2       
Cen.    Prec.    Eq    32         31         32           

Loew's,    Inc   36        35 V4    35%  +     % 
Paramount          73%     73         73'/8   +     Va 

RKO         22i/4    2134     2\%  —     Va 

Republic    Picts   13V4     n*A     12%—     V4 
Republic  Picts.  pfd..  18  17%  17%  —  Va 
20th  Century-Fox  ...  54 Va  53 1/4  53%—  Va 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  66V4     66%     66%  —     % 
Universal    Pict   43V2     42%     43%   +  1 
Universal   Picts.   pfd..   98%     98         98%        
Warner  Bros   45%     45         45\4  +     % 

NEW  YORK    CURB    MARKET 

Monogram    Picts.    ...     9  8%       8%  —     % 
Radio-Keith    cvs.    ...     9%       9%       9%  —     % 
Sonotone  Corp       4%       4%       4%        
Technicolor       24%     24        24%  —     % 
Trans-Lux             6%       6%       6%  —     % 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe   Industries       1 1  %     12% 

William  S.  Hart  Dead 
After  3-Week  Illness 
West   Coast   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — William  S.  Hart,  out- 
standing western  star  of  the  silent 

films,  died  Sunday  night  at  Cali- 
fornia Lutheran  Hospital  after  a 

three-week  illness. 
Born  in  Newburgh,  N.  Y.,  Hart 

appeared  on  the  Broadway  stage, 
playing  Shakespeare  roles  before 
turning  to  outdoor  themes  such  as 
"The  Trail  of  the  Lonesome  Pine." 
In  1914  he  traveled  to  California  to 
star  in  a  Thomas  Ince  two-reeler, 
"Two  Gun  Hicks."  An  immediate 
success  as  a  portrayer  of  the  two- 
gun  western  hero,  his  film  career 
continued  until  his  retirement  in 
1926. 

His  last  picture,  "Tumbleweeds," 
was  the  basis  of  protracted  litiga- 

tion between  Hart  and  United 
Artists,  which  was  ended  in  1940 
when  the  N.  Y.  Court  of  Appeals  up- 

held an  award  in  excess  of  $300,000 
for  alleged  breach  of  his  distribution 
contract. 

He  is  survived  by  a  son,  William 
S,,  Jr. 

Peak  Production  Pace 
To  be  Sustained  by  WB 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Current  peak  produc- 
tion at  Warners  Studio,  where  six 

top  pictures  are  in  work,  will  be  con- 
tinued without  a  letup  throughout 

the  last  half  of  1946,  according  to 
Jack  L.  Warner,  executive  producer, 
who  has  made  definite  production 
assignments  of  31  properties. 

Schedule  of  stories  assigned  to 
eight  producers  includes  13  best- 

sellers and  forthcoming  novels,  10 
originals,  five  musicals  or  semi-musi- 

cals and  three  stage  and  short-story 
properties. 

WB  Zone  Heads,  Execs. 
To  Meet  with  Kalmine 

Harry  M.  Kalmine,  general  man- 
ager of  Warner  Theaters,  will  hold 

another  meeting  of  zone  managers 
and  h.  0.  execs,  in  New  York  today 
and  tomorrow  to  discuss,  among 
other  things,  the  next  phase  of  the- 

ater activity  in  connection  with  War- 
ners' twentieth  anniversary  of  talk- 

ing pictures. 

Texas  Theater  Robber 
Kidnaps,  Frees  Manager 

IATSE,  BSE1V  May 

Organize  Managers 
Chicago  —  Two  moves  to  organize 

theater  managers  and  assistants  are 
reported  under  consideration  here. 

IATSE  operators'  union  is  said  to 
hold  a  charter  to  organize  the  thea- 

ter men,  with  a  membership  drive 

slated  to  be  started  after  the  inter- 
national meeting  next  month.  BSEIU 

also  is  said  to  be  considering  a  man- 
agers' union  drive. 

Denton,  Tex. — James  Railey,  23, 
assistant  manager  of  Interstate  The- 

ater here,  was  kidnapped  June  20 
and  taken  on  a  70-mile-an-hour  ride 
by  a  robber  who  held  up  the  theater 
office  and  escaped  with  $691.19.  The 
bandit  released  Railey  17  miles  from 
town. 

Hudson,  Albert  Prods.  Prexy 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Remy  L.  Hudson,  De- 
troit advertising  and  radio  executive, 

has  joined  Eddie  Albert  Prods,  as 
president  and  business  head. 

Western  Delegates  Off 
For  Mono.  Chi.  Parley 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — .Western  delegates  to 
Monogram's  national  convention, 
opening  Thursday  in  Chicago,  left 
yesterday  in  a  private  car  attached 

to  the  Union  Pacific's  Los  Angeles Limited. 

Party  included  Steve  Broidy,  pres- 
ident; Trem  Carr,  executive  director; 

W.  Ray  Johnston,  board  chairman; 
George  D.  Burrows,  executive  vice- 
president- treasurer;  George  Blatch- 
ford,  comptroller;  Howard  Stubbins, 
Pacific  Coast  exchanges  head;  Louis 
S.  Lifton,  advertising-publicity  direc- 

tor; Mel  Hulling,  Western  district 
manager;  George  B.  West,  liaison 
representative;  William  Z.  Porter, auditor. 

Also,  Scott  R.  Dunlap,  Maurice 
King,  Frank  King,  Herman  King,  Hal 
E.  Chester,  James  S.  Burkett,  Walter 
Mirisch  and  Oliver  Drake,  producers; 
Johnny  Mack  Brown,  Joe  Kirkwood 
and  Lee  "Lasses"  White,  actors,  and 
Marty  Solomon,  Henry  Balk,  Dud 
Forry,  John  McCarthy  and  Jim 
Schiller,  exchangemen. 

Republic  Will  Release 
Six  Trucolor  Cartoons 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — A  series  of  six  car- 
toons in  Trucolor  will  be  produced 

by  the  newly-formed  Bob  Clampett 
Productions  for  release  by  Republic 
starting  late  this  year.  Initial  sub- 

ject is  expected  to  be  ready  for 
Christmas  release,  with  the  others 
following  at  two-month  intervals. 

Clampett  was  associated  with  War- 
ners cartoons  for  16  years  and  is  said 

to  be  the  originator  of  the  Bugs 
Bunny  character.  Associated  with 
him  are  former  Mid-western  exhib- 

itor Walter  W.  Arnold,  vice-president 
and  general  manager,  and  Roydon 
Bosburg,  secretary-treasurer. 

Metro  Promotes  Bennin 
Herbert  J.  Bennin,  who  has  been  a 

salesman  at  M-G-M's  St.  Louis  ex- 
chage  since  1937,  has  been  promoted 
to  assistant  manager  of  that  branch, 
according  to  an  announcement  by 
M-G-M.  During  the  absence  of 
Frank  J.  Willingham,  manager,  now 
in  a  hospital,  Bennin  will  be  in 
charge  of  the  affairs  at  the  exchange. 

Henry  Richards  Stricken 
Newark,  N.  J. — Henry  Richards, 

62,  an  operator  at  the  Hawthorne, 
died  suddenly. 

COMING  and  COIN 

1^— 'i 

lonT  „   t 

BARNEY  BALABAN  is  expected  back  in 
York  today  from  the  Coast. 

ADOLPH     ZUKOR     returned     yesterday 
studio  conferences. 

JESSE  i.  LASKY,  producer  of  RICO'S  "1 
out  Reservations,"  left  New  York  yesterd. return  to  the  Coast. 

A.   L   PRATCHETT,   Paramount' s   I, can   division   manager,    and   CLEMEN 
TAL,   head  of  Paramount   InternatioiL 
department,  returned  yesterday  from  Cuba. 

Monogram  exchange  personnel  who  lef 

Chicago  last  night  to  attend  the  company's convention  at  the  Drake  Hotel  included 
MOREY,  MOREY  COLDSTEIN,  JACK  SCHLA 
ARTHUR  GREENBLATT,  and  SI  BORUS.  Le 

today  from  the  foreign  department  wil  i 
NORTON  V.  RITCHEY,  BERNARD  I.  C) 
DAVID  HORNE,  HARLAND  D.  SMITH,  Vl( 
VOLMAR   and   EDWARD   UCAST. 

CHARLES  M.  REAGAN  has  returned  afti 
extended   business   trip. 

EDWARD   L.   HYMAN,  vice-president  of 
mount   Theaters   Service  Corp.,    left   for   B 
to  attend   a   meeting  of  New   England  The; Inc. 

SAM  MARX,  M-C-M  producer,  leaves  I 
for  Chicago  where  he  will  spend  a  few  day: 
fore  proceeding  to  California. 

DUDLEY  NICHOLS  will  come  from   his  < 

farm   to  attend  RKO  Radio's  sales  meeting 

July  1-3. 

GROWER  C.  SCHAEFER,  PRC  home  office 
ecutive,  returned  yesterday  from  New  Orl 
Little  Rock  and  Memphis. 

JULES  WILLING,  manager  of  Confidential' 
ports'  branch  operations,  is  scheduled  to  r<  I 
here  tomorrow  from  an  extensive  trip  to  1 
company's  branches. 

SAMUEL  RHEINER,  vice-president  of  Fe< 
Films,  will  arrive  here  this  week  from  the  < 
to  make  final  arrangements  on  the  filmin 
"Carnegie  Hall." 

CHARLES    -RAYMOND,    Loew    theater    div 
manager  in  Cleveland,  will  return  to  active 
in    September   after   a    vacation    in    his    Sun 
home  at  Cape  Cod. 

City  Affairs  Com.  Fails 
To  Act  on  Ticket  Hike  Pro! 
No  action  was  taken  by  the  C 

Affairs  Committee,  which  met  Fri< 
to  consider  Councilman  Eugene 
Connolly's  resolution  calling  for 
investigation  into  the  increases 
admission  prices  in  motion  pict 
theaters,  it  was  reported  yester< 
by  Anthony  J.  DiGiovanna.  ch? 
man. 

The    committee    will    meet    ag 
after  the  Summer  months  when  t 
ater    executives    will    be    invited 
"sit    in"    and    voice    their    opinio 
DiGiovanna  said. 

Rites  for  Emanuel  Penn 
Funeral   services  for  Emanuel 

Penn,    51,   husband   of   Stella   Pe 
known  in  the  trade  as  Miss  Simon 

Daily  Film  Delivery,  were  held  Si! 
day     at     the     Riverside     Memoi 
Chapel.    Miss  Simon's  husband  d, 

Friday  in  the  Harkness  Pavilion " the  Medical  Center  after  a  brief 
ness. 

REEVES 
SOUND  STUDIOS,   INC. 

)   BROADWAi      N     Y     '9        Circle   6-6 

Complete    Film    and 

Disc  Recording  Facilitii'S 
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je  Foreign  Income 
tins  for  Industry 
E  reign  markets  are  likely  to  ac- 
t  for  the  major  increase  in  corn- 
earnings  predicted  for  the  mo- 

|  picture  industry  by  Standard  & 

p's_~;£w  basic  survey  of  the  in- 
i3._.jPublication  indicates  that 

ion  pictures  are  "entering  the 
t  profitable  era"  in  their  history, 
cites  increased  theater  attend- 

i  running  ahead  of  record  war 
Is,  which  should  continue  to  bene- 

jrom  rising  wages,  large  employ- 
It  and  shorter  working  hours, 

jading  companies,  publication 

.^,  "should  chalk  up  record  profits, 

rid  by  lower  taxes." 
iandard  &  Poor's  believes  that, 
ie  competition  with  Great  Britain 

'  be  keener,  the  pending  loan  to it  Britain  would  increase  the 
(Ober  of  American  films  imported 
Eat  country.  Distribution  agree- 
„  s  between  U.  S.  and  British  com- 
tes  are  expected  to  aid  operations 
fining  years.  Expanding  markets 
lentral  and  South  America  and 

•;  development  of  new  outlets  in 
|  and  Africa  are  expected  to  help. 
Ajimination  of  the  excess  profits ids  seen  as  a  favorable  factor  in 
Company  earnings  outlook.  Even 
iire-tax  earnings  are  adversely 
J  ted  by  higher  costs,  publication 
h6,  company  earnings  would  com- 
l  favorably  with  war  time  profits 
he  basis  of  the  present  38  per 
tax  rate. 

lied  Board,  CIEA 
op  Joint  Meets 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

that   Allied   and    CIEA   have 
on  trade  practice  issues.  Allied, 

Jjr  CIEA  rulings,   has  only   one 
on  any  issue  under  CIEA  con- 

jation  but  it  was  deemed  advis- 
to  keep  the  deliberations  apart. 
sse  Stern,  CIEA  chairman,  said 
:rday  that  it  was  quite  probable 
he  and  Abram  F.  Myers  were 
n  accord  on  an  over-all  interpre- 
■n  of  the  court's  decision  in  the 

York    equity    case.     However, 
:>jsisted  that  it  did  not  mean  that 
|  were  wide  apart  on  independent 
flitor  problems. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  25 

Al  Selig  Dorothy   Shea 
orge  Abbott  Harry  F.   Shaw 
lam  Resnik  Virginia    Patron 

Charlotte  Greenwood 

ALONG >k„THE  RIALTO 

3?P&t 
Tuesday's  Tattlings 
•  •      •     TODAY'S  $64  QUESTION:  Who  will  get  those  670.000  shares 
of   RKO   Corp.    common   to   go    on    the    market    shortly?   David    O. 
Selznick?   J.  Arthur  Rank?   

T  T  T 

•  •  •  R.I.P.  There  was  only  one  William  S.  Hart   To  count- 
less thousands,  he,  perhaps,  more  than  any  other  cinemactor  symbolized 

the  West-that-was   Call  it  a  story-book  West,  if  you  will,   and  as 
such,  lacking  frequently  in  realism   But   as  between  the  two,  Phil 

M.   will   take  Hart's   West   Bill,    to   his    everlasting   credit,    kept    it 
clean   May  his  soul  rest  in  peace   

▼  T  T 

•  •      •     CUFF    NOTES:    After    15    years.    Michael    Zala,    Rugoff    & 

Becker  circuit   supervisor,   is   leaving   Zala   will   continue   to   teach 

an  expanded  motion  picture  management  course  at  NYU.  ...  •  Watch 

for  the  introduction  of  Federal  legislation  designed  to  outlaw  so-called 

"featherbedding"  by  the  IATSE  and  other  unions.  ...  •  Didja  know 
Eagle  Lion  Distributors  now  have  offices  in  nine  Latin-American  coun- 

tries? ...  •  Mike  Todd  will  star  Charles  Laughton  on  Broadway  next 

season  in  Bertold  Brecht's  "Galileo.".  .  .  •  Taylor  Caldwell  speaks 

on  "Current  Interest  in  Fiction"  at  Columbia's  Teachers  College  today. 

•  It  was  the  cutting  and  editing  on  the  clip  of  Gromyko's  walkout  at 

tile  UN  Security  Council's  meeting  which  won  that  1946  Headliners 
award  for  Pathe  News.  ...  •  Charles  B.  Moss  bought  Fannie  Hurst's 

"The  Hands  of  Veronica,"  from  typewritten  pages.  ...     •   Who  said 
biz  was  bad?   Oklahoma   State  Tax  Commission  reports   on  sales 

tax  returns  show  gross  receipts  of  state  theaters  and  tent  shows  up  about 

20  per  cent.  ...  •  Bausch  &  Lomb  is  passing  its  common  dividend, 

due  July  1.  for  the  first  time  since  the  stock  was  issued  in  1938   

•  Don  L.  Brodie  is  here  from  the  Coast  to  tackle  Broadway  production 

with  three  scripts  in  his  portfolio — Charles  Jordan's  "Marry  Me  Darling," 
and  "The  Greatest  of  These"  and  "Stupid  Cupid,"  both  by  Ellis  Franks 
  Brodie  is  headquartering  at  241  Central  Park  West   

T  ▼  ▼ 

•  •  •  HEE  HAW  NOTE:  PRC  has  been  cashing  in  royally  on 

Shirley  the  Mule  and  the  attendant  publicity  tie-up  on  "Down  Missouri 
Way"-   It    all    started    quite    innocently    when    Shirley    Wolff,   WJZ 
commentator,  tossed  a  program  squawk  against  news  release  which 

spoke  of  a  member  of  the  cast  of  the  picture  with  the  name  of  Shirley, 

and  it  turned  out  to  be.  a  Missouri  mule   From  then  on  the  deluge 

of  mail  started  from  girls  named  Shirley  with  the  result  that  Miss  Wolff 

headed   an   organization   known    as    "Shirleys    United    Against   Shirley 

the  Mule"   Next,  Josef  Berne,  producer  of  "Down  Missouri   Way," 
sent  Shirley  Wolff  a  real  Missouri  mule  named  Shirley,   who  is  being 

practically  led  around  on  a  leash   Shirley  the  Mule  eventually  will 

be  given  to  the  disabled  war  veteran  who  writes  the  best  letter  telling 

why  he  can  use  a  mule  on  his  farm  or  in  his  work. ....  .And  in  the 

meantime,  PRC  is  grabbing  off  columns  of  newspaper  space  and  air 
time   

▼  T  T 

•  •  •  AGAIN  FOR  THE  RECORD:  You  found  exclusively  in  Your 

Favorite  Industry  Newspaper  yesterday  the  full  texts  of  the  D  of  J's 
decree  proposals  and  of  the  accompanying  letter  of  Government  recom- 

mendations   to   the   Statutory   Court   And    also   in    YFIN   yesterday 

you  read  exclusively  a  Washington  story  outlining  the  Government's 
proposed  findings  of  fact   

mEET 

Ik, 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ship  like  the  Appalachian  with  no  breakfast 

in  bed,  no  room  service,  and  no  cocktail 

bars?  Further,  we  are  in  convoy  with  the 

Panamint  and  Blue  Ridge,  both  sister  ships 

of  ours,  and  all  commanded  by  captains. 

We  are  last.  Why?  Simply  because  our  cap- 

tain is  the  youngest.  In  the  Army,  we  put  a 

premium  on  youth,  not  on  whiskers  and 
old  age.  When  we  left  San  Francisco,  the 
captain  discovered  six  correspondents  had 
missed  the  boat.  Perhaps  they  are  in  a  hurry 
and  swimming  over,  if  so,  it  will  do  them 
no  good  to  get  there  before  we  do. 

May  Ask  for  Treble 
Damages  on  %  Terms 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

national  Allied  for  study  and  con- 
sideration. The  resolution  pointed 

out  that  the  court  had  decreed  the 
illegality  of  various  trade  practices 
of  the  defendants  and  that  discrim- 

inatory percentage  rentals  "as 
proven  in  the  trial"  was  a  violation 
of  the  Sherman  anti-trust  act. 

Because  of  these  facts,  it  was  pro- 
posed that  unless  the  distributors 

removed  and  remedied  the  alleged 
discriminatory  percentage  rentals 
against  independent  theaters  and  re- 

duced the  terms  comparable  to  simi- 
lar terms  granted  prior-run  affili- 
ated theaters  and  other  associated 

circuits,  "that  all  independent  the- 
aters compelled  to  play  percentage 

pictures  at  higher  and  unfair  and 
discriminatory  percentage  rentals, 
bring  legal  action  for  treble  dam- 

ages for  violation  of  the  Sherman 
Act  and  the  decision  rendered  there- 

to." 

Vassiliev,  Producer,  Dies 

Moscow  (By  Cable) — George  Niko- 
laevich  Vassiliev,  Soviet  film  pro- 

ducer who  made  "Chapayev,"  "The 
Defense  of  Tsaritzin,"  and  "The Front,"  died  here  Thursday. 

SICK  REPORT 

FRED  ARMINGTON,  office  manager  for 

M-G-M,  is  in  the  Iowa  Methodist  Hos- 

pital, Des  Moines,  where  he  is  being  treated 

for  a  kidney  ailment. 
LOUIS  STEIN,  manager  of  the  Regent, 

Elizabeth,  N.  J.,  is  confined  to  his  home  by 
a  throat  condition. 

PAUL  GUSDANOVIC,  Cleveland  circuit 
owner,  is  recovering  from  a  minor  operation, 
performed   at   Lakeside   Hospital. 

MARGARET  STUDEBAKER,  Republic 

booker,  at  Detroit,  has  entered  Ford  Hos- 
pital there,  for  a  major  operation. 
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On  July  25th  New  York  will  see  that 

THE  N0.1  MUSICAL  OF  OUR  DAY  IS 

CaryGranTand  Alexis  Smith 

NIGHTandDAY 
IN    TECHNICOLOR  with 

MONTY  WOOLLEY 

GINNY  SIMMS*  JANE  WYMAN 
EVE    ARDEN    •    CARLOS    RAMIREZ.    DONALD     WOODS 

and  MARY  MARTIN 
D.rected   By  MICHAEL  CURTIZ-   Produced   By  ARTHUR  SCHWARTZ 
SCREEN     PLAY    BY   CHARLES    HOFFMAN  •    LEO    TOWNSEND.    WILLIAM     BOWERS     •    ADAPTATION     BY 
JACK   MOFfiTT  .  BASED  On  THE  CARCCR    OF  COLE   PORTER  .ORCHESTRAL    4RRANGEMENT5   SY    RAV   NEINpORF 
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Para.  Hearing  Ends; 
Transcript  loD  of  J 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Film  Daily  that  Paramount  "soon" 
would  submit  to  the  Department  of 
Justice  a  plan  for  the  severance  of 
Paramount's  connection  with  Sco- 
phony. 

Raibourn  told  the  Commission  that 
Paramount  felt  it  had  been  taken  for 
a  ride  in  the  Scophony  deal  and  a 
decision  to  sever  connections  was  in 

work  prior  to  the  Government's  anti- 
trust suit.  He  said  Paramount's  in- 

vestment of  about  "$50,000"  in  the 
Scophony  setup  was  "not  worth  it." 
Raibourn  outlined  Paramount's 

vast  web  of  officers  and  directors. 

He  asserted  that  the  company's  tele- 
vision requests  brought  it  within  the 

limits  of  five  applications  for  any  one 
company. 

Although  Paramount  has  an  inter- 
est in  more  than  1,000  of  the  nation's 

theaters  and  nearly  a  score  of  com- 
panies applying  for  television  sta- 

tions, Raibourn  told  the  FCC  that  the 
giant  corporation  owned  but  four  of 
the  companies  which  have  applied 
for  video  outlets  —  United  Detroit 
Theaters  Corp.,  New  England  The- 

aters, Inc.,  Balaban  &  Katz  and 
Television  Productions,  Inc. 

Raibourn  denied  that  Paramount 
had  any  interest  in  Maison  Blanche, 
New  Orleans,  which  has  applied  for 
a  television  station.  He  also  re- 

vealed that  Comerford  Publix  will 
drop  its  application  for  a  television 
station  in  Scranton,  Pa. 

Keeps  Para.  Within  Limit 
This  lineup  would  keep  Paramount 

within  the  limitation  of  five  tele- 
vision stations  for  each  applicant  set 

by  the  FCC.  The  Commission  has 
made  it  plain,  however,  that  it  is  also 

interested  in  Paramount's  minority 
interests  and  just  how  extensive 
these  interests  are. 

The  FCC,  too,  turned  a  deaf  ear  to 

Paramount's  plea  that  its  Scophony 
interests  are  "not  an  issue"  in  the 
probe. 
Harry  Plotkin,  assistant  general 

counsel  of  the  Commission,  told 
counsel  for  the  film  corporation  to 

"prepare"  to  answer  questions  con- 
cerning Paramount's  Sconhony  inter- ests. Because  of  the  connections  with 

Scophony,  Paramount  faces  possible 
denial  of  existing  applications  to  the 
FCC  and  the  cancellation  of  existing 
licenses. 

Raibourn's  initial  testimony  was 
largely  a  listing  of  directors  and 
officers  of  various  companies  and  a 
denial  in  many  cases  that  Paramount 

"controlled"  these  companies  or  had 

Attendance  Increases 

With  Higher  Prices 
Minneapolis  —  Attendance  i  n  - 

creased  at  all  Mindako  Theaters 

operated  by  Minnesota  Amusement 
Co.  the  first  two  days  that  prices 
were  raised,  officials  of  the  circuit 

reported. 

Install  Brandt  As  Honorary- 
Member  of  Bookers  Club 

NEW  POSTS 
PAUL  V.  VARNER,  manager  of  the  Avon,  Di- 

agonal, Iowa. 

(AMES  RAN  DELL,  from  manager,  Metropolitan 
in  Providence,  R.  I.,  to  Empire,  Snider  cir- 
cuit. 

HERNDON  EDMOND,  assistant  to  Jack  Lorentz, 
20th-Fox   district   manager,    Chicago. 

FRED  POPE,  manager,   Coral,  Coral  Gables,  Fla. 
BRAD    DACCET,    manager,    Dade,    Miami,   Fla. 

Harry  Brandt,  head  of  the  Brandt 
chain,  was  installed  as  the  fifth  hon- 

orary member  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Bookers  Club  at  a  dinner  last  night 
at  the  Tavern-on-the-Green  which 
was  attended  by  more  than  200. 

Oscar  Lage,  president  of  the  Club, 
introduced  Alex  Arnswalter,  Archie 
Berish,  David  Kline,  Dan  Ponticelle 
and  Eddie  Richter  and  presented 
each  of  them  with  gifts  for  their  part 
in  making  the  recent  annual  dinner- 
dance  at  the  Hotel  Astor  a  success. 

Lage  also  introduced  three  former 
honorary  members  of  the  Club — Max 
A  Cohen,  David  A.  Levy  and  E.  K. 
"Ted"  O'Shea.  O'shea  presented 
Brandt  with  the  honorary  member- ship. 

a  considerable  hand  in  their  opera- tion. 
Connection  With  DuMont 

First  target  for  close  questioning 
from  Plotkin  and  counsel  represent- 

ing other  Los  Angeles  television  ap- 
plicants was  Paramount's  connection 

with  the  Allen  B.  DuMont  Lab.,  Inc. 
Paramount  owns  all  of  DuMont's  B 
stock,  Raibourn  said,  and  43,200 
shares  of  the  1,470,000  A  stock.  Five 
of  DuMont's  board  of  directors  are 
chosen  by  A  stockholders  and  three 
by  B  stockholders.  Raibourn  ad- 

mitted that  up  to  last  December  there 
were  four  board  members  chosen  by 
A  and  B  stockholders.  He  also  said 
there  is  one  vacancy  on  the  A  side, 
leaving  the  Paramount  side  with 
equal  representation. 

Asked  why  the  change  was  made 
in  directorships  last  December,  Rai- 

bourn said  it  was  in  line  with  Para- 

mount's policy  of  keeping  director- 
ships "in  proportion"  to  its  bene- 

ficial interest  in  a  company. 
Raibourn  was  asked  in  each  case 

which  of  the  company's  officers  and 
directors  are  officers  or  directors  of 
Paramount  Pictures.  Many  names 
re-occurred.  The  following  com- 

panies have  officers  and  directors 
who  are  also  in  the  tele  field:  Tele- 

vision Productions,  Bernard  Good- 
win, Raibourn,  Arthur  Israel,  Jr.,  Y. 

Frank  Freeman,  Edith  Schaffer,  Fred 
Mohrhardt,  M.  H.  Simpson,  Sidney 
rustin;  New  England  Theaters  — 
Leonard  H.  Goldenson,  Austin  C. 
Keough;  Balaban  &  Katz,  Barney 
Balaban,  Goldenson,  Keough,  Free- 

man; United  Detroit  Theaters,  Simon 
B.  Siegal,  Goldenson  and  Schaffer; 
Comerford  Publix  Theaters,  Golden- 

son and  Keough;  Interstate  Circuit, 
Goldenson,  Schaffer,  Freeman;  Penn- 
com  Corp.,  Goldenson  and  Keough. 
In  many  of  the  cases,  too,  Raibourn 
said  that  directorships  intertwine  be- 

tween companies. 

Walter  Trumbull  Leaving 
Post  at  MPAA  on  July  1 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

Johnston,  will  leave  the  organization, 
it  was  learned  yesterday.  Trumbull 
will  spend  a  vacation  of  several 
weeks  this  Summer  at  his  country 
home  in  Newtown,  Conn.,  and  will 
subsequently  announce  his  business 

plans. After  graduating  from  Trinity 
College,  he  joined  an  advertising 
agency  and  subsequently  became  the 
secretary  of  a  publishing  firm,  a  post 
which  he  relinquished  to  go  abroad 
and  write  travel  articles  and  fiction. 
After  his  return  to  the  U.  S.  he 
joined  the  New  York  Evening  Sun 
and  became  its  sports  editor  and  re- 

organized that  department.  He  then 
became  a  columnist  for  the  World. 
In  World  War  I,  he  served  with  the 
A.E.F.  in  France,  and  upon  return- 

ing to  civilian  life  became  a  member 

of  the  New  York  Herald's  staff. 
Before  joining  MPPDA,  he  was 

with  the  Ledger  Syndicate  and  later 
with  North  American  Newspaper 
Alliance  and  then  devoted  a  year  to 
radio  work  as  a  non-political  com- 

mentator interpreting  for  the  public 
the  numerous  laws  and  establishment 
of  Government  agencies  in  the  wake 
of  the  depression. 
He  was  scheduled  to  leave  the 

Johnston  office  several  months  ago, 
but  has  stayed  to  expedite  its  newly- 
formulated  operations. 

Ia.-Neb.  AITO  Sentiment 
Seen  Swinging  to  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ers    of   Iowa-Nebraska  held   at  Des 
Moines  yesterday. 

Final  decision  on  ATA  is  not  ex- 
pected to  take  place  until  the  final 

business  session  today  which  will  in- 
clude election  of  officers.  Leo  Wol- 

cott  of  Eldora,  president  of  the 
group,  would  not  make  any  predic- 

tions on  the  outcome  of  the  ATA 
fight. 

Principal  speaker  at  yesterday's session  was  Robert  Coyne,  field  di- 
rector of  ATA,  who  presented  his 

viewpoints  of  the  new  organization. 
A.  H.  Blank,  head  of  Tri-States  The- 

ater Corp.,  appeared  also  as  guest 
speaker  and  spoke  in  favor  of  ATA. 

Other  speakers  included  Ben  Ber- 
ger,  head  of  Northwestern  Allied; 
W.  C.  Gehring,  Western  sales  man- 

ager for  20th- Fox;  Jack  Flynn, 
Western  sales  manager  for  M-G-M, 
and  H.  M.  Richey  of  M-G-M. 
Wolcott  pointed  out  that  film 

rentals  are  the  basis  for  all  ills  and 
differences  within  the  film  industry, 
and  pledged  that  exhibitors  would 
form  a  strong  organization  to  pro- 

tect the  industry  from  outside  ad- 
verse interests,  such  as  excessive 

taxes  and  unfriendly  legislation.  He 
asked  the  film  producers  for  more 
and  better  pictures. 

Fred  Thornley  Dead 
Brisbane  (By  Air  Mail)  —  Fred 

Thornley,  53,  managing  director  of 
Liberty  Theaters  Pty.,  Ltd.,  operat- 

ing a  circuit  of  theaters  in  Queens- 
land, is  dead. 

Blum  Defends  Film 

Agreement  with  U.S. 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

heralded  the  pact's  coming  into  offij cial  force  next  Monday. 
In  his  declaration  before  a  grou. 

of    technicians    and    producers    tha 
the  new  agreement  would,  contear 

to  critics,  greatly  aid  in  the  rejg      ' tation   of  the  now  depleted   PY_~.,ci 
film  industry,  Blum  said  that  he  wa  i 
in  favor  of  the  pact  even  if  it  ha 
meant  the  sacrifice  of  native  produc 
tion.    He   asserted   that   the    U.    S] 
made  a  big  concession  when  it  per 
mitted   France   to   keep   exclusivel;; 
for  her  productions  four  weeks  ou! 
of  13,  which  assured  30  per  cent  o 
production  time  to  France.   This  wa 
made  possible  by  the  U.  S.  renounc 
ing   the   1936  trade   treaty   betweei 
the  two  countries. 
When  negotiations  started  on  thi 

new  agreement,  Blum  revealed,  thij 
French  hoped  to  get  a  seven-weel  i 
quota  but  after  long  discussion: . 
P'rance  did  well  in  comparison  to  ;| 
17  per  cent  guarantee  that  Italj.1 

obtained  and  a  22  per  cent  accorc' with  Britain. 
Blum     particularly    protested 

against   the   argument  that   Frencl 
producers    would    be    held    to    a    3(j 
per  cent  quota  as  against  a  flood  o:i 
U.    S.    films.    He    said    competitioi  J 
outside  this  30  per  cent  reserved  t<' 
France     would     be     entirely     free 
'  There's  not  a  word  in  the  accord,' 
he  declared,  "that  prevents  a  Frencl 
exhibitor  from  showing  100  per  cen] 
French  films  if  he  wishes.    What  i;l 
needed  is  for  the  French  film  Indus 
try  to  produce  films  that  please  thr 

public." 

He  added  that  film  interests  mus 
remember  that  the  Washington  ac 
cord  would  assist  in  the  re-equip 
ment  of  the  French  industry  and  h< 
promised  that  the  French  Govern 

ment  would  take  all  possible  meas- ures to  aid. 
The  Blum  talk  was  aimed  at  conl 

solidating  trade  opinion  behind  the- 
accord.  Actually,  only  the  "mush- 

room" type  of  producer  has  de-1 nounced  it.  The  long-established  pro- 
ducing  firms  recognize  that  just  sucr. 
an  agreement  was  necessary  for  thd 
rapid  rehabilitation  of  the  industry ! 
even  though  some  sacrifices  must  be. 
made. 

Robert  W.  Earnest,  Jr.,  Dead 

Amarillo,  Tex. — Robert  W.  Earnest.  | 

Jr.,  53,  died  here  at  the  Veteran's Hospital.  He  was  a  former  projec- tionist at  Borger,  Tex. 

FAMOUS  FIRSTi 
TALKING  FILMi 

FIRST  demonstration  of  General  Electric's sound-on-film  device,  now  known  as 

RCA  Photophone,  was  given  in  Schenec- 
tady, N.  Y.,  on  Jan.  30,  1927.  On  February 

11  of  that  year,  G.  E.,  RCA,  and  Westing- 

house  demonstrated  their  sound-on-film  de- 
vice at  the  Rivoli  Theater,  New  York  City. 



Tuesday,  June  25,  1946 
Cf^fcUW: 

Sorrel!  May  Issue 
Strike  Call  Sunday 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
itudio  workers.  He  said  the  direc- 
jive  handed  down  by  the  committee 
^st  December  gave  jurisdiction  to 
ihe  International  Association  of  Ma- 
|W,-is. 
*"".  'declared  that  the  CSU  car- 

tenters  and  painters  who  had  been 
lischarged  last  week  would  return 
inly  when  the  producers  abided  by 
he  directive. 
CSU  representative  expressed 

atisfaction  with  progress  of  their 
iegotiations  with  the  Association 
if  Independent  Producers  and  the 
.ociety  of  Independent  Motion  Pic- 
jre  Producers. 
Sorrell  indicated  he  may  issue  a 

irike  call  Sunday  if  contract  nego- 
|iations  are  not  resumed  by  the  pro- 
ucers  this  week  and  if  negotiations 
jo  not  progress  greatly  by  Sunday. 

\Q%  Gain  in  Foreign  Biz 
*oal  of  MP AA— Johnston 

<vst  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — MPAA  is  aiming  at  a 
D  per  cent  increase  in  foreign  rev- 
nue  for  American  film  companies, 
ric    A.    Johnston,    president,    said 

irior  to  flying  to  Spokane,  en  route 
,ack  to  Washington. 
NotinT  that  approximately  35  per 

jbnt    of    company    revenues    comes 
-"om  foreign  exhibitions,  Johnston 
^pressed  the  belief  that  this  figure 
!im  be  boosted  to  50  ~er  cent  during 
[e  next  few  years,  by  working  out 
lir  agreements  with  nations  now 
deluding  or  restricting  U.  S.  films, 
id  by  expanding  the  market  in 
nmtries  with  inadequate  facilities 
>r   showing    motion    pictures. 
]  Johnston  will  see  leaders  in  Euro- 
ean  countries  where  American  films 
:e  restricted  during  his  visit  in 
ugust  or  September.  Basis  of  the 
attern  to  be  followed  in  monopo- 
Stic  countries  will  be  the  recent 
?reement  with  the  French  Govern- 

ment, he  noted. 

DO  At  Dinner  for  Sweigert 
Philadelphia  —  Approximately  300 
dustryites  attended  the  dinner  here 
st  night  for  Earle  W.  Sweigert, 
aramount's  mid-Western  division 
anager,  at  the  Bellevue-Stratford 
;«tel.  The  affair  was  held  under  the 
ispices  of  the  Variety  Club,  Tent 
,  and  the  Motion  Picture  Asso- 
ates. 

STORK  REPORTS 
Detroit — James  Lewis  McArthur 
the  McArthur  Theater  Equipment 

i).,  became  the  father  of  a  baby 
j-y,  James  Lewis,  Jr.,  born  at  the 
i  omen's  Hospital.  The  new  father, 
gently  out  of  the  service,  is  the 
m    of    George    McArthur,    founder 
id  president  of  the  company. 

Little  Headlines: 
PLANS  ARE  PROGRESSING  for  more  direct  negotiations  between   the   U.  S.   film   in-  I 

dustry  and  the  Dutch  Bioscoop  Bond  aimed  at  a  settlement  of  the  current  impasse  which  ' 
is   keeping  Hollywood   product   from   playing   time   on   Holland's   screens,    it   was   learned 
yesterday.  While   nothing  definite   has  yet  emerged,   there  are   indications   that   a   more 
hopeful  turn  is  expected. 

• 

MAYOR  WILLIAM  O'DWYER  will  be  guest  speaker  at  a  special  presentation  of 
the  War  Department's  film,  "Don't  Be  a  Sucker,"  today  at  the  Normandie  Theater, 
sponsored  by  the  film  division  of  the  New  York  Independent  Citizens  Committee  of  the 
Arts,  Sciences  and  Professions.  Bosley  Crowther,  chairman  of  the  film  division,  will 
preside.  Representatives  of  national  social  welfare  organizations  will  be  present. 

• 

DAVID  0.  SELZNICK  has  appointed  James  Stewart  to  the  newly-created  position 
of  technical  supervisor  of  all  Selznick  International  and  Vanguard  Film  activities.  Stewart 
has  been  sound  director  fcr  the  organization  for  the  past  eight  months,  and  prior  to 
that  had  been  at  RKO  for  the  past  15  years. 

• 

CITY  COLLEGE  OF  N.  Y.  will  start  on  July  2  a  radio  "Hollywood  Round  Table" 
forum,  discussions  on  various  phases  of  motion  pictures,  with  Arthur  Garfield  Hayes 

of  the  ACLU,  Alton  Cook,  film  editor  of  the  Wo/Id -Telegram,  and  Mary  Voss,  news- 
paper woman  and  radio  producer,  taking  part  in  the  first  discussion.  Forum  will  be  heard 

Tuesday  evenings,  8:30  to  9  p.m.  over  WNYC. 

• 
WHILE  THE  D  OF  J  continues  to  press  for  divorcement  as  a  means  of  breaking  the 

film  industry  into  smaller  segments,  mergers  and  acquisitions  in  other  industries  are 
proceeding  at  the  highest  rate  since  the  critical  days  of  1931,  Secretary  of  Commerce 
Henry  A.  Wallace  reported  this  morning. 

Y.  FRANK  FREEMAN,  Paramount  vice-prexy,  returns  to  London  shortly  in  connection 

with  the  company's  British  studio  project  recently  annrunced.  David  Rose  submitted  ten- 
tative plans  for  the  studio  at  the  Coast  meeting  of  Para,  execs,  late  last  week. 

68  Pix  in  6  Months 

In  B'way  First-Runs 

Optimism  Key s'UJ  Convention 
Company's  Foreign  Biz  Said  Industry's  Tops 

board;  W.  A.  Scully,  vice-president 
and  general  sales  manager;  Nate  J. 
Blumberg,  president,  and  Joseph  H. 
Seidelman,  president  of  Universal 
International. 

Tracing  the  progress  of  Universal, 
Cowdin  said  that  in  1936,  Universal 
had  approximately  7,500  domestic 
accounts,  compared  with  more  than 

12,000  today,  with  comparable  re- 
sults having  been  achieved  by  the 

foreign  department.  In  the  last  10 

years,  Cowdin  said,  Universal's 
weekly  billings  increased  300  per 
cent  and  inventories  jumped  more 
than  300  per  cent. 

Referring  to  the  stability  of  the 
motion  picture  business,  Cowdin  said 
the  industry  has  as  many  factors 
making  for  basic  stability  as  any 
other  leading  industry,  and  more 
than  most. 

No  Production  in  Britain 
Cowdin  told  the  convention  that 

Universal  didn't  contemplate  any 
financial  interest  in  the  production 
of  British  pictures,  adding  that  the 
coupling  of  top  American  and  British 
pictures  in  the  world  markets  had 
many  distinct  advantages. 

"It  is  not  generally  realized, 
for  example,"  Cowdin  said,  "that 
in  Great  Britain  and  the  Do- 

minions, today  top  British  pic- 
tures outgross  top  American 

pictures  on  the  average  by  one- 
'  third.  As  we  well  know,  the  re- 

verse is  true  in  this  country. 
The    advantages    to    Universal 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

under    these    arrangements    are 

obvious." 
Scully  told  the  convention  of  a 

10-year  plan  dedicated  to  the  de- 
velopment of  manpower. 

"It  is  our  hope,"  Scully  said,  "be- 
ginning immediately,  to  develop  stu- 

dent bookers  and  student  salesmen. 
It  is  of  utmost  importance  all  of  us 
give  these  students  every  co-opera- 

tion so  they  will  be  in  position  some 
day  to  take  advantage  of  oppor- 

tunities as  they  present  themselves." Blumberg  Cites  Human   Side 
Blumberg  said  that  achievement  in 

the  motion  picture  business  depended 
essentially  upon  human  resources  and 
human  relationships.  He  said  no 
success  was  complete  unless  those 
people  who  have  contributed  to  it 
were  applauded  for  their  efforts. 
Blumberg  asserted  that  the  conven- 

tion was  a  tribute  to  every  man  in 
the  room. 

"We  must  now  put  our  optimism 
and  faith  to  work  so  that  the  recon- 

struction period  that  lies  ahead  will 
be  met  with  all  the  ingenuity  we 

possess,"  he  stated. 
He  added  that  Universal's  position had  been  enhanced  by  the  recent 

deals  closed  with  United  World  and 
Enterprise  Productions. 

Seidelman  told  the  convention  that 

Universal's  percentage  of  foreign 
business  was  the  largest  in  the  in- 

dustry and  that  the  future  was  even 
brighter.  He  said  expansion  was  go- 

ing on  every  day  and  that  offices 
were  re-opening  in  liberated  coun- tries. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

house-by-house    record    of   films   ab- 
sorbed: 

Six  Mos.  Six  Mos. 
1946  1945 

€apitol                6  8 
Music  Hall                6  5 
Roxy                 8  7 
Paramount                  13  6 
Strand                 7  8 
Hollywood                2  3 

Astor                 2  3* Rivoli                3  4 
Criterion           10  11 
Rialto                18  18 

Totals           68  73 

*  Astor:  Tc-ok  over  from  Loew's  in  Febru 
ary,  '45.  "Princess  and  the  Pirate"  ran  from 
Feb.  through  April,  "Enchanted  Cottage," 
April  to  June  8,   and  then  "Wonder  Man." 

Tri-State  MPTO  Board  to 
Decide  on  Joining  ATA 

(Continued  from  Page   1) 

cide  if  the  MPTO  should  join  the 
American  Theaters  Association. 

The  motion  was  made  by  M.  A. 
Lightman,  president  of  Malco.  J. 
Allen  West,  president  of  the  or- 

ganization, stated  that  he  would 
probably  call  a  meeting  of  the  board 
within  a  week  to  make  the  decision. 

In  making  the  motion  Lightman 
endorsed  the  splendid  work  and  abil- 

ity of  S.  H.  Fabian  and  stated  that 
he  felt  sure  than  should  the  associa- 

tion not  want  to  join  in  a  body 
that  there  would  be  no  conflict  with 
MPTO  should  an  exhibitor  want  to 
join  the  association  as  an  individual. 

Both  Fabian  and  Fred  Wehren- 
berg,  MPTOA  prexy,  warned  that 
the  recent  three-judge  decision  was 
not  a  service  to  exhibitors  but  might 
bring  an  end  of  the  old  competition. 
A  petition  was  circulated  against 
the  decision  which  will  be  sent  over 
the  country. 

Wehrenberg  stated:  "It  was  a  won- 
derful meeting  in  which  the  mem- 

bers arrived  at  a  better  understand- 

ing." 

Attending  the  meeting  were  Bert 
Stearn  of  Co- Operative  Theaters 
Service,  Mitchell  Wolfson  of  Womet- 
co  Theaters  and  H.  M.  Richey  of M-G-M. 

The  meeting  restores  the  semi-an- 
nual meetings.  The  next,  at  which 

new  officers  will  be  elected,  will  be 
held  in  the  Fall. 

M 
EDDING  BELLS 

Neuzil-Davis 
Minneapolis — Berdelle  Neuzil,  as- 

sistant cashier  at  20th-Fox,  will  be 
married  to  Sgt.  Maj.  Neil  Davis, 
USMC.  They  will  live  in  China. 

Priem-Witter 

Minneapolis  —  Bernice  Priem,  ac- 
counting  clerk   at  Paramount  here, 

will  be  married  to  Harry  Witter  on 
June  28. 
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THE    "BIG    FOUR 

OF    CAMERA-TO-SCREEN    QUALITY 

OUTSTANDING  favorites  of  the  industry,  these  four 

members  of  the  family  of  Eastman  Films,  working 

together,  make  an  important  contribution  to  higher 

picture  quality  .  .  . 

Eastman  Plus-X  Negative — for  general  produc- 
tion work,  particularly  interiors. 

Eastman    Fine   Grain   Duplicating    Positive — for 
master  positives,  extremely  low  graininess  and  high 
resolving  power. 

Eastman  Fine  Grain  Panchromatic  Duplicating 

Negative — for  tone  rendering  and  printing  detail 
equal  to  the  original  negative. 

Eastman  Fine  Grain  Release  Positive — for  prints 
of  excellent  definition  and  general  quality,  and  for 

highest  quality  sound  reproduction. 

EASTMAN    KODAK    COMPANY 
ROCHESTER  4,  NEW  YORK 

J.  E.   BRULATOUR,  Inc.,  DISTRIBUTORS 
FORT  LEE  CHICAGO  HOLLYWOOD 
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BIG  5'  TO  ADOPT  EQUITY  OPINION  PRACTICES 
* niversal  Ups  1946-47  Ad  Budget  to  $4  Million 

PACIFIC 
RDVEnTURE 

■  By  JACK  ALICOATE  i 

ABOARD  USS  APPALACHIAN 

IN  THE  MID-PACIFIC 

(By  Wireless) 
HE  closer  we  get  to  Bikini,  the  more 

poignant  this  whole  adventure  becomes. 

otter,  because  we  are  nearing  the  equator, 
id  one  can  fry  eggs  on  the  quarterdeck 
id  sharp,  because  as  Atom  Day  draws  near, 

'amatic  events  spring  from  nowhere.  For 

stance,  we  turned  in  about  11  o'clock, 
icnday  night.  This  morning,  it  was  Wed- 
isday.  We  had  passed  the  180  meridian  and 

Ed  completely  lost  a  perfectly  good  day, 

t  our  age  and  taxes  still  carry  on.  Scien- 
ce seminars  are  constantly  being  held,  but 

ecause  we  hate  to  be  called  an  atom  bomb 

Inarty  pants,  we  only  answer  the  most  pro- 
<und  questions.  By  this  time,  it  should  be 
srfectly  obvious  to  our  readers  that  an 

cm  bomb  is  an  infinitely  small  unit  made 

3  of  protons,  neutrons,  and  electrons  hav- 
g  something  to  do  with  something  or 
her.  In  fact,  atom  bombs  are  no  mystery 

&all.  The  Smyth  report,  giving  all  the  in- 
e  dope,  can  be  purchased  by  anyone  at 

|  all  cost.  To  us  Kentucky  military  men, 
le  secret  is  exactly  like  mixing  a  mint 

ilep.  It  is  not  the  ingredients,  but  the  way 

cu  mix  'em  that  counts. 
  o   

I  HE  Appalachian  is  the  "hot"  ship  of  the 
fleet,  for  here  under  one  roof,  excuse 

e,  deck,  are  the  noted  writers  as  well  as 

le  class  of  radio,  television,  and  photo- 
aph.  A  last  minute  checkup  shows  the 
umber  of  target  ships  to  be  77,  while  169 

aft  of  all  kinds  constitute  the  supporting 
mada.  As  if  magic,  Seabee  units  have  pro- 
uced  for  us  ashore,  recreation  facilities 

eluding  a  beer  garden,  an  ice  cream  den, 
wimming  beach,  and  miniature  atheletic 

elds.  While  no  women  may  view  the  big 
ang,  our  operative  informs  us  that  there 
e  about  30  beautiful  Red  Cross  Girls  at 

wajalein  to  pass  the  doughnuts. 
  o  — :   

"HE  "Apple"  is  the  key  transmission  ship, 
with    more    words  filed   each   day    than 

om  a  National  Democratic  Convention.  The 

ficer  in  charge  of  press  and  radio  commu- 
'  Continued  on  Page  11) 

Staff  from  Home  Office 
To  Replace  Field  Staff 
In  Exploiting  Key  Openings 

An  advertising  budget  of  $4,000,- 
000  for  Universal's  1946-47  season 
was  announced  at  the  second  day  of 

the  company's  national  sales  con- 
vention yesterday  by  John  Joseph, 

national  director  of  advertising  and 
publicity,  and  Maurice  Bergman, 
Eastern  director,  who  outlined  an 
augmented  campaign.  The  budget, 
it  was  said,  was  the  largest  in  the 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Mono.  Sales  Quota 

Up  lo  $15,000,000 
Chicago — A  sales  quota  of  $15,- 

000,000  for  Monogram's  1946-47  sea- 
son was  announced  last  night  by 

President  Steve  Broidy  on  the  eve 

of  the  company's  15th  annual  con- vention at  the  Drake  Hotel.  The 
conclave  opens  tomorrow  and  runs 
through   Saturday. 

Broidy  said  he  felt  that  the  com- 
( Continued  on  Page  8) 

AITO  of  Ia.-Neb.  Puts 
ATA  Issue  Up  to  Com. 

AYERS  UPPED  IN 
WB  REALIGNMENT 

Third  Division  Established 
For  Exhibitor  Service 

Des  Moines  —  Allied  Independent 
Theater  Owners  of  Iowa-Nebraska 
at  its  annual  convention  yesterday 

failed  to  take  final  "action  on  ATA, 
leaving  the  matter  to  a  committee 
which  will  study  the  subject  and 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Promotion  of  Norman  Ayers  to  the 
post  of  Southern  division  sales  man- 

ager was  revealed  yesterday  by  Ben 
Kalmenson,  War- 

ners vice-presi- dent and  general 
sales  manager,  in 

announcing  a  re- 
alignment of  sales 

department  ex- ecutives, in  a 
move  designed  to 

1  provide  closer 

I  contact  and  bet- ter service  for  ex- hibitors. 

Under  the  new 

setup  the  East 
and  West  Divi- sions headed  in 
the  past  by  Jules 

Lapidus  and  Roy  Haines,  respec- (Continued  on  Page  8) 

To  Submit  Proposals  for 
Final  Decree  by  Sept. 
15;  Deadline  is  Oct.  7 

NORMAN  AYERS 

21  Republics  Sign 

Copyright  Agreement 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Washington  —  Representatives  of 

21  American  republics  have  signed 
the  Inter-American  Convention  on 
Copyright  Protection,  recognizing (Continued  on  Page  8) 

The  so-called  "Big  Five"  distribu- 
tor-defendants in  the  New  York 

equity  suit  yesterday  told  the  court 
that  they  were  prepared  to  put  into 
effect  as  quickly  as  possible  certain 
trade  practices  ordered  in  the  de- 

cision. Such  trade  practices  included 
picture  -  by  -  picture  selling,  dissolu- 

tion of  pools,  elimination  of  formula 
deals  and  the  halting  of  franchises. 
It  was  pointed  out  that  competitive 
bidding  could  not  be  put  into  effect immediately. 

Counsel  for  the  "Little  Three" — 
Columbia,  Universal  and  United  Ar- 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

CSU  Wins  25  P.  C. 

Pay  Boost  from  AIP 
|  West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood  —  The  Conference  of 
Studio  Unions  and  the  Association 
of  Independent  Producers  have  ar- 

ranged a  deal  retroactive  to  Jan.  1, 
1946,  which  gives  nine  CSU  unions 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Silver  Nitrate  Dearth 
Menacing  Raw  Stock 
Ann  Arbor,  Mich.  —  Raw  stock 

manufacturers  are  suffering  from  an 
acute  shortage  of  silver  nitrate 
caused  by  the  crusade  of  some  West- 

ern Senators  for  a  price  of  $1.29  an 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Court  Denies  Schine 
Judge  Seeks  Early  Disposition  of  Case 

Sees  Palestine  As 
Best  Potential  Market 

Palestine  shapes  up  as  the  best 
potential  market  for  American  pic- 

tures in  the  Middle  East,  according 
to  Emanuel  Silverstone,  special  for- 

eign representative  for  20th  Century- 
Fox,  who  returned  last  week-end 

(Continued  on  Page  10) 

Buffalo  —  Schine  Chain  Theaters, 
Inc.,  was  handed  a  double  setback 
by  Federal  Judge  John  Knight  yes- 

terday. He  denied  the  Schine  motions 
for  a  stay  of  all  proceedings  concern- 

ing dissolution  of  the  chain  pending 
determination  of  an  appeal  to  the 
Supreme  Court,  and  for  the  appoint- 

ment of  a  special  master  to  take 
testimony  on  the  circuit's  operations (Continued  on  Page  8) 

WB  Stockholders 
Meet  on  Stock  Split 

A  special  meeting  of  Warner  Bros, 
stockholders  has  been  called  for 

Aug.  1  in  Wilmington,  Del.,  to  vote 

en  proposal  for  a  split  of  the  com- 
mon stock  on  a  two-for-one  basis. 

Stockholders  also  will  be  asked  to 

vote  on  a  proposal  to  increase  the 
authorized  common  from  7,500,000 

shares  to  10,000,000  and  a  prrposal 

to  reduce  the  capitalization  by  can- 
celing 100,254  shares  of  treasury 

stock. 
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mond A.  Davies,  Hotel  Metropole. 

FINANCIAL 
(Tues.,  June  25) 

NEW  YORK   STOCK   MARKET 
Net 

High     Low     Close     Chg. 

Am.  Seat     28         27%   ■  27%  +     % 
Bell  &  Howell      30%     30         3014  +     14 

Columbia    Picts   30         30         30       —     l/4 
East.    Kodak      

do  pfd   200       200       200       —2% 

Gen.    Prec.    Eq    30l/2     30        3014  —  1% 

Loew's,  Inc   35 Vg     3414     3414  —  1 14 
Paramount          7314     725/g     7314  +     14 

RKO          217/g     213/g     213/g  —     % 

Republic   Picts      12S/8     12Vi     12J/2  —     14 

Republic    Picts.    pfd..    m/8     1734     17%   +     14 
20th  Century-Fox   .  .  .   53%     52  Vi     52%  —  1 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  66         65%     65%  —     % 

20th  Century-Fox  ppf.l053'8   10538   1053g   -f   }y8 
Universal    Pict   44  Vi     4314     43%—     % 
Universal   Picts.   pfd..   98%     98         983/8        
Warner   Bros   45'/8     44%     44%  —     % 

NEW  YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts        9  858       8%  —     14 
Radio-Keith  cvs       9%       9  9      —     l/2 
Sonotone  Corp        5  4%       4%        
Technicolor          24        23%     23%—     % 
Trans-Lux             6%       6%       6V4       

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe    Industries         11 1/8     12% 

SITUATION  DESIRED 

Young  man,  experienced  shipping,  ex- 

amining,   licensed    operator,    excellent 

references.  Write  Box  28. 

THE  FILM  DAILY 

1501  Broadway.        New  York  18,  N.  Y. 

cominG  flno  Gome 
NICHOLAS  M.  SCHENCK,  head  of  Loew's  and M-G-M,    is  back   from  the  Coast. 

JULES  LAPIDUS  is  on  a  trip  to  Pittsburgh  and 
Cleveland.  He  returns  to  New  York  Thursday 

night. 

CARL  E.  MILLIKEN,  MPAA  secretary  and 
director  of  the  international  department,  is  in 
Washington,  D.  C,  and  will  return  to  New  York 
tomorrow. 

CHARLES  KORVIN,  featured  in  International's 
"Bella  Donna,"  will  arrive  here  today  from  the 
Coast  en  route  to  the  Barter  Theater  in  Abirig- 
don,  Va.,  where  he  played  his  first  roles  in  this 
country. 

HERB  CROOKER  and  BILL  McCORMICK,  of 

M-G-M's  home  office  publicity  department,  re- 
turned  yesterday  from    New   Haven. 

JIMMY  DURANTE,  M-C-M  star,  returned  from 
New  Haven  yesterday,  and  plans  to  leave  for 
the  Coast  tomorrow. 

OTTO  PREMINCER  producer  and  director  of 

20th-Fox's  "Centennial  Summer,"  will  arrive 
here  by  plane  from  the  Coast  July  4  to  attend 
the  world    premiere    in    Philadelphia   July  9. 

MRS.  BILL  HOLDEN,  wife  of  the  B  &  K 
district  manager,  and  her  son,  BILL  JR.,  are 
vacationing  in   Dillard,   Ga. 

TED  ALLAN  leaves  for  Europe  the  first  week 

in  July  on  assignments  for  Collier's,  This  Week and    Life. 

JERRY  ADAMS,  M-C-M  salesman,  leaves  for 
the  Coast  Friday. 

NELLIE  JOHNSTON,  Pittsburgh  telephone 
operator  at  the  M-G-M  exchange,  is  vacationing 
here. 

WILLIAM  GLEICHER,  of  M-C-M's  sales  de- 
partment, leaves  July  8  for  Oklahoma  City, 

where  he  will  spend  several  weeks. 

WILLIAM  C.  BRENNER,  head  of  M-G-M's 
checking  department,  leaves  today  for  Omaha 
where   he   will  spend   a  week  on   business. 

H.  M.  RICHEY  returns  Monday  from  Lake 

Wawasee,  Ind.,  where  he  is  attending  the  an- 
nual convention   of  the   ITO  of   Indiana. 

WALTER  BROOKS,  of  M-G-M,  returns  Friday 
from  St.  Louis. 

CHARLES  K.  STERN,  assistant  treasurer  of 

Loew's,  will  leave  July  15  instead  of  July  12 
for  Swampscott,  Mass.,  and  a  vacation. 

CHARLES  C.  MOSKOWITZ,  vice-president  and 
treasurer  of  Loew's,  will  leave  for  the  Coast  in 
two  weeks. 

ARMAND  LOHIPOSKI.  of  Finland.  SUTORN 
IUANDU,  of  Siam,  and  CECIL  CIDLEY,  of  Aus- 

tralia, all  representatives  of  Loew's  Interna- tional in  the  16  mm.  field,  left  for  their 

respective  countries  after  a  10-dav  orientation 
course  in  the  technique  and  methods  of  run- 

ning a  Broadway  house,  conducted  by  Louise 

Leonard,    manager  of   the   Loew's   Mayfair. 

LEONID  MOGUY,  director  of  "Whistle  Stop." 
arrived  from  the  Coast  yesterday  and  sails 
today  for  Paris  where  he  will  direct  a  picture 
for  Pathe.  He  returns  to  this  country  next 
Spring. 

ALICE  GORHAM.  United  Detroit  Theaters'  pub- 
'icity  chief,  is  back  from  a  vacation  in  New  Or- 
leans. 

IOSEPH  GEORGE,  assistant  mansaer  of  the 
Embassy,  Newark,  N.  J.,  and  MRS.  GEORGE  will 
vacation   in   Buffalo  and  Canada  during  July. 

IOSEPH  HASKIN,  operator  at  the  Embassy, 
Newark.  N.  J.,  and  family  will  tour  Canada 
during   July. 

BLANCHE  KNOBLOCH,  RKO  booker.  Cleveland 
leaves  this  week  for  a  two-week  vacation  which 
will   include  Washington,    Miami   and   Havana. 

GEORGE  McCALL,  former  manager  of  the 
Downtown  Theater,  Detroit,  flies  to  the  Coast 
this  week,   for  about  two  weeks. 

ANNE  O'DONNELL,  office  manager  of  Al 
Dezel  Roadshows,  has  returned  to  the  Detroit 
home  office,  after  a  week  in  Cincinnati  and 
Cleveland. 

MR.  and  MRS.  IOHN  L.  STANEK  are  on  a 
wedding  trip  in  Maine.  Stanek  is  assistant  at 
the   Regent,   Elizabeth,   N.   |. 

TOM  BURNS,  manager  of  the  Royal,  Bloom- 

field,  N.  |.,  will  vacation  at  Harvey's  Lake,  Pa., during   July. 

EDWARD  SUSSE,  Albany  office  manager  for 
M-G-M,   is   vacationing  in   New  York. 

BEN  MELNIKER,  of  M-G-M's  sales  depart- 
ment, has  returned  from  Chicago. 

PETER  LAWFORD,  M-C-M  star,  has  gone 
back  to  the  Coast. 

CLARK  GABLE,  M-G-M  star,  will  head  back 
for    Hollywood    today   or   tomorrow. 

SIMON  S.  SCHIFFREN,  picture  scout  for 
M-G-M  International  Films,  has  returned  from 
Europe  from  a  three-month  buying  trip,  during 
*hich  he  secured  the  American  rights  to  four films. 

JOSEPH  E.  SHACRIN,  Youngstwon,  O.,  exhib., 
was  in  town  with  his  wife  and  son,  en  route  to 
Asbury    Park   for  a   vacation. 

HAROLD  GROVES,  national  field  director  for 
Confidential  Reports,  will  return  here  this  week 
from   a   tour   of   Southern   and    Central   branches. 

JOE  ROBERTS,  Vanguard  Films  publicity  man- 
ager, has  returned  to  his  desk  after  a  two- 

week    vacation. 

TED  WICK,  of  the  Selznick  Studio  radio  de- 
partment, is  in  New  York  from  the  Coast,  for 

a   few  days. 

JOE  NADEL,  production  manager  of  Cardinal 
Pictures,  arrived  from  the  Coast  to  join  Harry 
M.  Popkin,  president,  for  conferences  on  East- 

ern locations  for  the  shooting  of  "Impact,"  as 
well  as  for  Michigan  locations  on  "Sheila," 
Cardinal's  first  on  a   three   film  schedule. 

CLAUD  MORRIS,  David  O.  Selznick's  repre- 
sentative, will  arrive  here  by  plane  from  Dal- 

las this  week  for  conferences  with  Neil  Agnew 

on  "Duel  In  The  Sun,"  and  will  then  head  for 
exchanges  in  Detroit,  Cleveland.  Toronto.  Mon- 

treal and  Quebec. 

CUS  SCHROEDER  and  four  of  Samuel  Gold- 

wyn's  camera  crew  who  were  in  New  York  for 
background  shots  of  the  next  Danny  Kaye  film, 

"The  Secret  Life  of  Walter  Mitty,"  are  en 
route   to   the    Coast. 

LOUIS  HYMAN.  vice-president  of  Sol  Lesser 
Productions  arrived  yesterday  from  the  Coast 
to  attend  the  RKO  sales  convention  July  1-3. 
JACKSON  WAGNER  has  returned  to  Hollywood 

with  the  completion  at  Mexico  City  of  "The 

Pearl." 

BARBARA  BEL  CEDDES  has  arrived  in  Holly- 

wood to  make  her  film  debut  in  RKO  Radio's 
"A  Time  to  Kill." 

GENE  COEN.  M-C-M  manager  in  Puerto  Rico, 
has  returned  from  the  Coast  and  will  leave  for 

his   Latin-American   post   in   a   few  days. 

RUSSELL  STEWART,  of  M-C-M's  publicity 
department,  has  left  on  a  vacation  in  West  Vir- 

ginia. 

MAC  MILLER,  publicity  director  for  Bob 

Hope,  is  in  Chicago  arranging  for  the  star's p. a.  today  at  the  Coliseum. 

MPTO  Executive  Com'tee Will  Meet  Here  Today 

The  MPTOA  executive  committee 
meets  here  today  at  the  Hotel  Com- 

modore to  discuss  a  number  of  issues 
including  the  appointment  of  an  ex- 

ecutive secretary,  local  checkers,  and 
the  decision  in  the  anti-trust  case.  A 
committee  will  be  appointed  to  con- 

fer with  sales  heads  on  the  checking 

]>roblem. 
Here  for  the  parleys  are  Fred 

Wehrenberg,  president,  St.  Louis; 
Morris  Loewenstein.  secretary,  Okla- 

homa City;  R.  R.  Biechele,  Kansas 
City;  Mitchell  Wolf  son,  Miami;  Mack 
Jackson,  Alexander  City,  Ala.;  Lewen 
Pizor,  Philadelphia;  and  Herman 
Levy,  general  counsel,  New  Haven. 

Eagle-Lion  Signs  Cohen 
West   Coast   Bureau    of    THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Albert  J.  Cohen,  form- 
erly with  Columbia  and  Republic, 

has  been  signed  to  a  long-term  con- 
tract by  Eagle-Lion  Films  and  will 

produce  "Matteawan,"  a  story  cen- 
tering about  that  institution  for 

mental  cases. 

N.  Y.  SPG  and  Majors 
Will  Negotiate  Today 

First   meeting  between   the   neg«| 
tiating  committee  of  the  Screen  Pol 
licists  Guild,  of  New  York,  Local  11 
UOPWA,  CIO,  headed  by  SPG  pre 

ident  Roger  Lewis,  of  20th-Fox,  ar 
representatives  of  the  motion  pictu: 
companies  will   be   held   today   at 
p.m.  in  the  Warner  home  c    £L 

The  companies'  counter-p*  ̂ Josa 
read  to  the  SPG  membership  at  tl 
Piccadilly  Hotel  Monday  night,  we: 

rejected. 
At  a  press  conference  called  ye 

terday,  Lewis  termed  the  counte 
proposals  a  "diminution"  of  the  pre 
ent  contract.  He  cited  a  counter  offi 
of  51  per  cent  employment  where  tl 
guild,  seeking  full  employment,  no 
has  70  per  cent  in  the  contract  ai 
claims  to  have  well  over  95  per  cei 

employed  by  the  companies.  Lew 
also  referred  to  the  elimination  • 
the  clause  protecting  maintenan- 
of  memberships,  and  to  denial  of  tl 
30  per  cent  wage  increase,  to  1 
applied  to  the  current  minimums. 

Fourteen  special  committees  ha1 
been  set  up,  comprised  of  175  SP 
members,  to  enlist  the  support  < 
other  unions,  and  to  bring  the  in 
portance  of  the  Guild  to  the  attentic 

of  the  producers. While  negotiations  are  on,  it  wj 
mutually  agreed  that  the  presei 
contract,  which  expired  May  3,  1 
extended.  Any  increases  agreed  upc 
will  become  retroactive  to  that  dat 

Quebec  Prods.  Formed 
To  Make  Bilingual  Pix 

Montreal  —  Quebec  Production 
Inc.,  has  been  formed  here  with  a 

Canadian  capital,  Paul  L'Anglai 
president,  announced.  Company'  plai 
bilingual  versions  of  features  wit 

initial  production  to  be  "The  Stronj 
hold,"  adapted  from  Michel  Lennc 

and  George  Zuckerman's  "The  Whi; 
pering  City."  French  and  Englis versions  will  be  made. 

Company  plans  to  engage  Hollj 
wood  players  and  technicians  at  th 
outset,  L' Anglais  said,  but  hopes 
use  all-Canadian  personnel  eventi 
ally.  Distribution  plans  embrac 
South  America  as  well  as  Europ 
Canada  and  the  U.  S. 

Karl  Myers,  Du  Pont 
Plant  Manager,  Dies 

Wilmington — Karl  R.  Myers,  bl 

plant  manager  of  the  DuPont  Phot 
Products  plant  in  Parlin,  N.  J.,  die 
suddenly  in  Parlin  after  an  illnes 
of  more  than  a  month. 

w 
ARJ  FOR  ADVERTISING 

us  wet;  tc  it.  me.  m-.  ii..i<  9-*is3-« 
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f If  each  dot  of  this  size 
represented  one  copy  of 

every  national  magazine  or 
newspaper  supplement  carry- 

ing an  ad  on  "NOTORIOUS,"  it 
would  take  more  than  a  full  24-sheet 
to  hold  the  picture  .'...Because  there 
would  be  a  dot  for  every  one  of  the 
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Raibourn  Testimony 
to  be  Eyed  Closely 
Washington   Bureau  of   THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  Testimony  before 

:  he  FCC  by  Paul  Raibourn,  presi- 

dent of  Television  Prods.,  Inc.,  in 
ivhic>-  the  Paramount  exec,  lashed 

•ut  »  "^Scophony,  will  be  scanned 
i'ery  closely,  a  D  of  J  spokesman 
paid  yesterday. 
Raibourn  told  the  FCC  he  would 

toon  present  to  the  D  of  J  a  plan 

thereby  Paramount  and  Television 
Prods,  would  seek  divorcement  of  all 
:onnections  with  Scophony. 
The  D  of  J  spokesman  declined  to 

comment  on  the  proposed  plan  prior 
co  its  receipt,  but  stated  flatly  that, 

"If  the  Government  doesn't  accept 
the  plan,  we  will  go  to  trial." 
Raibourn,  recalled  to  the  stand  late 

Monday,  belittled  Paramount's  con- 
nection with  Scophony  and  stated 

"poor  publicity"  had  given  the  public 
t  distorted  picture  of  the  value  of 

the  Scophony  patents  and  the  near- 
ness of  theater  television. 

He  said  that  Paramount  had  been 
aken  for  a  ride  on  the  Scophony  deal 

tind    stated   "we    were   willing   long 
igo   to   give  up   our   interest  if  we 

;ould  get  our  money  back." 
He  scoffed  at  the  value  of  the 

'Skiatron"  tube  for  use  in  television. 
4 Although  Mr.  Levy  (Arthur  Levy, 
^resident  of  Scophony  Corp.  of 
America)  and  the  inventor  may  dis- 

agree with  me,  I  have  given  up  hope 
:hat  the  tube  will  be  feasible  for 

celevision,"  Raibourn  told  the  FCC. 
Raibourn  said  Television  Produc- 

tions originally  invested  $8,300  in 
Scophony  when  the  American  branch 
was  organized  and  later  an  additional 
|5,000  was  loaned, the  company.  He 
said  he  resigned  from  the  board  of 
directors  of  the  company  after  Levy 

:harged  him  with  "attempting  to  get 
control"  of  the  board  and  after  he 
was  told  that  items  entered  on  the 

oooks  were  "not  the  business  of  the 
directors."  He  indicated  he  would 
oe  glad  to  dispose  of  the  interest  in 

Scophony  but  the  only  "offer  to  date 
las  been  $8,300." 

800  to  Attend  Outing 
Of  Paramount  Peppers 

All-day  outing  of  th?  Paramount 
Pep  Club  will  be  held  at  the  Long- 

shore Country  Club,  Westport,  Conn., 
:oday,  with  800  going  by  special 
:rain. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  26 
William  Steiner,  Jr.  Bernard    Fox 

Mitchell    Lewis  A.   J.   Blair 
A.   E.  Ames  Peter   Lane 

Eleanor  Parker 

Mid-Week  Report 

•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Charles  Einleld.  Enterprise  Prods.'  prexy, 

flies  to  the  Coast  tomorrow  aiter  addressing  Universal's  sales  conven- 
tion at  the  Waldorf.  ...  •  The  Bureau  of  Advertising  of  the  American 

Newspaper   Publishers    Association   estimates   that   national   amusement 

ads  in  the  dailies  last  year  hit  $1,155,000.  a  gain  of  $321.000   Phil 

M.  is  willing  to  bet  that  figure  is  far  too  low.  even  if  restricted  to  na- 

tional film  advertising.  ...  •  Switch  in  Columbia's  ad  and  publicity 
department  transfers  Jose  Schorr  to  the  advertising  department  as  a 
copywriter  while  Helen  Steadman  returns  from  a  Mutual  Broadcasting 

post  to  assume  Schorr's  position  as  a  contact  man  and  writer  for  na- 
tional mags  and  Sunday  supplements   Miss  Steadman  pinch-hit  for 

Schorr  in  the  latter  post  during  his  three-year  Army  service  in  the  Pacific. 
•  Take  it  from  C.  O.  Stanley,  chairman  of  the  British  Radio  Industry 

Council  Television  Committee.  England  will  have  some  100.000  black 

and  white  television  receivers  in  the  public's  hands  this  season...... 
•  "Comments,"  monthly  magazine  of  the  U.  S.  Chamber  of  Commerce  in 
Argentina,  devotes  seven  pages  of  its  June  issue  to  American  film  dis- 

tribution in  Argentina.  ...  •  The  Toronto  Board  of  Education  thinks 

it  would  be  helpful  if  the  Motion  Picture  Theaters  Association  of  Ontario 

distributed  a  weekly  published  listing  of  all  pictures  proper  for  juvenile 

patronage  among  parents  and  teachers.  ...  •  Warners  is  rushing 

"Our  Last  Chance,"  documentary  short  dealing  with  the  atomic  bomb, 
into  production.  ...  •  Didja  know  that  75  per  cent  of  Quebec  playing 
time  is  now  devoted  to  French  language  films?  ...  •  Ultimas  Noticias, 

Communist  tabloid  daily,  in  Caracas,  Venezuela,  is  campaigning  for 

lower  film  admission  prices   Like  PM,  which  thinks  New  York  ad- 
mission prices  are  too  high,  the  Caracas  daily  carries  no  film  advertising. 

•  Highlight  of  the  SPG-SOPEG  co-sponsored  dancing  party  at  the  City 

Center  Friday  night,  will  be  a  beauty  search  for  the  "Girl  We'd  Most 

Like  to  Publicize"   T  ▼  ▼ 

•  •  •  CUTEST  TRICK  OF  THE  WEEK:  Framed  check  from  Fabian 

buyer  Bernie  Brooks  to  Jack  Goldhar,  Eastern  sales  manager  for  UA  for 

the  magnificent  sum  of  five  cents   Bernie  paid  off  on  Yankees'  loss 
to  Detroit,   Goldhar's   home    town   claims   he   ran   around   all    last 
week-end  collecting  the  dough   

T  T  T 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  The  ATA's  proposal  for  a  single  industry 
campaign  for  all  philanthropies  and  other  causes  has  absolutely  no  ap- 

peal to  Basil  O'Connor.  ...  •  Thinking  Out  Loud  Dept.:  Wonder  what 

Jane  Russell  really  thinks  about  "The  Outlaw"  ballyhoo?  ...  •  Didja 
know  that  the  private  Pullman  in  which  those  six  Goldwyn  lovelies  are 

traveling  was  formerly  used  by  secret  service  men  who  accompanied 
FDR  on  his  travels?  ...  •  Looks  as  though  UA  will  be  releasing 

"Abie's  Irish  Rose"  in  mid-November.  ...  •  Don't  be  surprised  if 

a  five-year  tax  plan  appears  in  Congress.  ...  •  The  Mariner's  Medal, 
none  too  freely  bestowed,  has  been  awarded  Mendon  L.  Westcott,  Chi- 

cago manager  of  Film  Truck  Service,  for  war-time  heroism.  ...  •  It's 
getting  more  and  more  difficult  to  keep  up  on  the  sports  investments  of 

film  folks   On  the  heels  of  the  Bob  Hope-Bob  Goldstein,  et  al,  pur- 
chase of  the  Cleveland  Indians  comes  the  word  that  John  H.  Harris 

has  purchased  the  Pittsburgh  franchise  in  the  Basketball  Association  of 

America   Harris   already   was   president   of  the   Hornets   American 

League  hockey  club.  ...  •  If  you're  going  to  attend  the  Connecticut 
industry  golf  tourney  at  Racebrook  Country  Club,  Orange,  on  Aug.  6. 
get  your  reservation  to  Ted  Jacocks  by  July  20   

T  T  ▼ 

Spanish  Studios  Aim 
For  Export  Market 
Madrid  (By  Cable)— With  empha- 

sis on  quality  instead  of  quantity,  and 
with  the  Latin  -  American  export 
market  a  goal,  production  in  Spain 
is  expected  to  drop  to  25  features 
this  year,  instead  of  the  150  to  170 
produced  annually  between  1939  and 
1945.  Industry  hopes  that  at  least 

10  of  the  25  will  be  up  to  interna- 
tional standards  and  suitable  for  ex- 

port. 

While  the  Spanish  motion  picture 
industry  is  not  nationalized,  it  is 
strictly  state  controlled  and  the  move 

to  better  pictures  is  backed  by  an- 
nual government  awards  for  the  best 

film  achievements. 

Spain  hopes  to  best  one  of  its  chief 
problems — a  shortage  of  raw  stock — 
through  production  of  film  in  Bilbao 
where  manufacture  has  been  started 

for  the  first  time  in  Spain's  history. 

AITO  of  Ia.-Neb.  Puts 
ATA  Issue  Up  to  Com. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

make  a  report  at  a  later  date.    The 
committee  will  be  named  by  Howard 

Brookings,    newly-elected    president. 
Brookings  succeeded  Leo  Wolcott 

of  Eldora,  as  the  new  prexy  under 

a  shake-up  in  the  organization  setup 
with  Wolcott  promoted  to  the  newly- 
established  position  of  chairman  of 
the  executive  committee.  Wolcott 

had  served  as  prexy  of  the  Iowa- 
Nebraska  group  for  12  years. 
Brookings  operates  theaters  at 

Oakland,  Avoca  and  Walnut,  la., 

and  has  been  in  the  theater  busi- 
ness since  1927. 

George  March  of  Wayne,  Neb., 

was  named  vice-president  and  Tim 
Evans  of  Clinton  was  named  ex- 

ecutive secretary  and  temporary 
treasurer.  Under  the  setup,  Evans 

was  hired  by  the  executive  commit- 
tee as  a  paid  secretary. 

The  ATA  committee  will  make  a 

report  to  a  state-wide  meeting  set 
for  Oct.  14-19  at  Des  Moines. 

Resolutions  adopted  oppose  "forced 

percentage  pictures"  and  call  for cessation  of  theater  collections  with 
the  executive  committee  to  approve 

any  audience  collections  in  the future. 

Technicolor  Declares  Dividend 
The  board  of  directors  of  Techni- 

color Motion  Picture  Corp.,  Inc.,  has 
declared  a  dividend  of  25  cents  per 

share,  payable  July  16,  to  stock- holders of  record  at  the  close  of 
business  on  July  3. 

FAMOUS  FIRSTS 
,»'#   A   4   #"■»"!> OF 'H   4'Hn»  '|""Hi'"lft"* 
TALKING  FILMS 
CIRST  feature  with  synchronized  score 

■  recorded  by  Fox  -  Case  sound  -  on  -  film 

method  was  Fox's  "Sunrise,"  in  September of  1927. 
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U"  Up$  Ad  Budget  to 

$4,000,000  for  '46-47 (Continued  from  Page  1) 

company's  history  and  would  be  used 
to   advertise   all   the   product   to   be 
released  by  Universal. 

The  250  executives,  sales  repre- 
sentatives and  home  office  represent- 

atives were  told  that  the  advertis- 
ing would  be  concentrated  in  news- 

papers and  trade  papers. 
H.  O.  Force  at  Key  Openings 

Concentration  on  point  of  sale  with 
day-and-date  bookings  also  was  out- 

lined. A  plan  was  announced  whereby 
a  large  staff  of  home  office  repre- 

sentatives will  be  moved  en  masse  by 
airplane  for  key  city  openings,  re- 

placing a  field  force.  Beginning  with 

Walter  Wanger's  Technicolor  pro- 
duction, "Canyon  Passage,"  the  en- 

tire publicity  and  special  events  de- 
partment will  be  flown  to  several 

cities. 
Both  Joseph  and  Bergman  pointed 

to  the  large  increase  in  personnel  at 
the  studio  and  in  the  home  office,  and 
stated  Universal  would  continue  to 
develop  young  people. 
Many  applicants  already  have 

been  interviewed  for  this  season's 
group  of  trainees  and  the  selections 
have  been  made.  Their  names  will 
be  announced  later. 

Scully  Presents  Cabinet 

Members  of  W.  A.  Scully's  sales 
cabinet  were  presented  to  the  con- 

vention and  made  addresses.  They 
were  E.  T.  Gomersall,  assistant  gen- 

eral sales  manager;  A.  J.  O'Keefe, 
Western  sales  manager;  Fred  Mey- 

ers, Eastern  sales  manager,  and  F.  J. 
A.  McCarthy,  Southern  and  Canadian 
sales  manager,  who  spoke  on  the  con- 

tinuation of  aiding  ex-servicemen  to 
become  exhibitors  in  the  South,  and 
introduced  Captain  Robert  Shanks, 

first  of  the  GI's  to  open  a  theater  in 
Brady,  Tex. 

Checks  for  Drive  Winners 

Scully  concluded  the  day's  meeting 
with  the  awarding  of  checks  to  the 
winners  of  the  recently  completed 
Scully  drive.  Fred  Meyers  won  the 

sales  managers'  award.  C.  J.  Feld- 
man,  Los  Angeles,  won  the  district 

manager's  prize,  with  Dave  Miller, 
Cleveland,  and  Pete  Rosian,  Cincin- 

nati, second  and  third  respectively. 
Other  winners  are:  Foster  Blake, 

Los  Angeles;  Pete  Dana,  Pittsburgh; 
E.  S.  Olsmith,  Dallas,  Ed  Heiber, 
Chicago;  D.  A.  Levy,  New  York;  J. 
Partlow,  Oklahoma  City;  Barney 
Rose,  San  Francisco;  Geo.  Schwartz, 
Philadelphia;  Joe  Bishop,  Charlotte; 
Jerry  Spandau,  Buffalo;  Jack  Lan- 
gan,    Kansas    City;    Meyer   Monsky, 

STORK  REPORTS 

A  10-pound  son,  Trent,  was  born 
to  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Lem  Jones  on  June 
22  at  the  Harkness  Pavilion,  Medical 
Center.  This  is  their  third  child. 
Jones  is  assistant  to  Spyros  P. 
Skouras,  20th-Fox  president. 

UJEDDIDG   BELLS 
Levine-Weiss 

West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 
Hollywood  —  Milton  Weiss  of 

M-G-M's  studio  publicity  department 
on  Sunday  will  marry  Edith  Levine, 
also  a  member  of  the  studio  publicity 
staff. 

Fraiser-Burgess 
Detroit  —  Leola  Frasier,  RKO 

switchboard    operator,    married   Jim 
Burgess. 

Otten-Voss 
Rock  Island,  111. — Bill  Voss,  as- 

sistant manager  at  Fort  theater,  will 
be  married  to  Mary  Otten  of  Daven- 

port on  Aug.  17. 

Schmidt-Kelty 

Chicago — Pete  Kelty,  formerly  as- 
sistant manager  of  the  RKO  Palace 

Theater,  now  with  the  Orpheum  The- 
ater in  Kansas  City,  Mo.,  married 

^loise  Schmidt. 

Vilas-Zenicek 
Cleveland — Frank  Zenicek,  Film 

Classics  booker,  was  married  to 
Adrienne  Vilas. 

Leidig-Stanek 
Elizabeth,  N.  J. — John  L.  Stanek, 

assistant    manager    of    the    Regent, 
and  Rosemarie  Leidig  of  New  York, 
were  married. 

Hartz-Smutko 
Pittsburgh — Ruth  Hartz  of  20th- 

Fox's  branch  staff  and  Michael 
Smutko,  of  Munhall,  ex-GI,  were 
married  yesterday. 

Ayers  Promoted  in 
WB  Realignment 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
tively,  will  be  increased  to  three 
divisions,  effective  July  15,  with 
Ayers  heading  the  third  unit.  He 
will  be  suceeded  as  Eastern  district 

manager  by  Sam  Lefkowitz,  who  re- 
joins Warners  next  Monday,  as  ex- 

clusively reported  in  The  Film 
Dally  yesterday. 

Lapidus  becomes  Eastern  division 
sales  manager  with  supervision  of 
che  New  York,  Albany,  New  Haven, 
Boston,  Buffalo,  Cleveland,  Pitts- 

burgh, Cincinnati  and  Indianapolis 
branches,  with  his  territory  includ- 

ing Canada  where  Haskell  Masters 
continues  as  district  manager. 

Haines,  as  Western  division  sales 
manager,  will  supervise  Detroit,  Chi- 
cago,  Milwaukee,  Minneapolis, 
Omaha,  Des  Moines,  Kansas  City, 
St.  Louis,  Denver,  Salt  Lake  City, 
Los  Angeles,  San  Francisco,  Seattle 

and  Portland.  Ayres'  division  will include  Philadelphia,  Washington, 
Charlotte,  Atlanta,  New  Orleans, 
Memphis,  Dallas  and  Oklahoma  City. 

Lefkowitz,  who  resigned  as  War- 
ners' New  York  branch  manager  in 

1942,  as  Eastern  district  manager 
will  have  charge  of  New  York,  Al- 

bany, Buffalo,  New  Haven  and 
Boston. 

Denver;  Buck  Wade,  Salt  Lake  City; 
and  Harry  Hines,  St.  Louis. 

Last  night,  the  entire  group  saw 
the  Giants  play  the  Pirates  at  the 
Polo  Grounds. 

AVC  Chapter  Meets 
The  Motion  Picture  Chapter,  AVC, 

met  last  night  at  the  Capitol  Hotel 
at  7:30.  A  report  was  made  by 
the  committee  which  represented  the 
Chapter  at  the  Des  Moines  national 
convention.  Plans  to  create  a 

women's  auxiliary  were  discussed. 
Walter  Brown  presided. 

Mono.  Sales  Quota 

Up  to  S15M000 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

pany  could  attain  the  high  goal  dur- 
ing the  next  releasing  year  because 

of  the  heavy  trend  toward  increased 
bookings  during  the  last  few  years 
and  the  enhanced  quality  of  Mono- 

gram product.  The  enlarged  budgets 
extenaing  throughout  the  program 
should  result  in  increased  returns,  he 

said,  pointing  out  that  "Suspense" had  served  as  an  illustration  of  the 

company's  abilities  and  intentions lor  the  future. 
incorporated  in  1930,  Monogram 

celebrates  a  decade  and  a  half  of 

progress  at  the  forthcoming  conven- 
tion. It  was  during  the  depth  of  the 

depression  that  W.  Ray  Johnston, 
president  of  the  new  company, 
lormed  a  co-operative  group  of  ex- 

change men  who  formerly  handled 
his  Rayart  product.  Trem  Carr 
neaded  production  and  Edward  A. 
Golden  became  sales  manager.  The 
company  produced  28  pictures  that 
year  and  two  years  later  that  pro- 

gram was  increased  to  32,  with  stars 
including  Ginger  Kogers,  Dickie 
Moore,  Esther  Ralston,  Randolph 
Scott,  Virginia  Bruce,  Ralph  Bel- 

lamy, Mickey  Rooney  and  others. 
In  recent  years  the  number  of  an- 

nual releases  has  been  maintained  at 
between  45  and  50.  The  1946-47  pro- 

gram will  be  announced  by  Broidy 
comorrow.  The  entire  staff  of  Mono- 

gram producers  will  attend  the  con- 
vention here.  They  are  Roy  Del 

Ruth,  Maurice,  Frank  and  Herman 
King,  Scott  Dunlap,  Jeffrey  Bernerd, 
Jan  Grippo,  James  Burkett,  Hal 
Chester,  Lindsley  Parsons,  Joe  Kauf- 

man, Barney  Gerard,  Oliver  Drake, 
Jack  Bernhard,  Bernard  Brandt  and 
Walter  Mirisch. 

SOPEG  Agent  for  PRC  Workers 
A  majority  of  white  collar  workers 
of  PRC  Pictures-  has  designated 
SOPEG,  Local  109,  UOPWA,  CIO,  as 
its  sole  collective  bargaining  agent. 

21  Republics  Sign     { 

Copyright  Agreement 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

the  '  exclusive"  right  of  authors  t1 
use  and  transfer  their  works  an( 
covering  all  phases  of  copyright  lav 
between  the  signatory  nations,  it  wa. revealed  yesterday.  ^ 

Subject  to  ratification  ( R  tin 
signatory  nations,  the  new  Cx/xiven 
tion  replaces  the  1910  Buenos  Aire. 
Convention,  the  revision  signed  a 
Havana  in  1928,  and  all  earlier  inter 
American  copyright  conventions,  bu 
does  not  affect  rights  acquired  unde] 
these  agreements.  Signing  of  th< 
agreement  came  after  more  thai 
three  weeks  of  sessions,  marked  sev 
eral  times  by  splits  between  U.  S 
and  Latin-American  delegates. 

Convention  protects  motion  pic- 
tures and  photographs  as  well  a; 

written  works  and  music,  as  origina 

works.  Author's  right  to  oppose  the 
modification  of  works  is  agreed  to 

unless  he  agrees  to  changes,  o~i waives  his  rights  "in  accordance  witl 
che  laws  of  the  country  where  the 

contract  is  made." 
When  a  title  has  acquired  "such  s distinctive  character  as  to  become 

identified  with  that  work  alone,"  the title  cannot  be  used  for  another  wort 
without  the  consent  of  the  author 
Prohibition,  however,  does  not  apply 

to  the  use  of  such  a  title  on  "othei 
works  that  are  so  different  in  kind 
or  character  as  to  preclude  the  pos- 

sibility of  confusion." 
Each  nation  agrees  to  seize  "at the  insistence  of  the  government  oi 

upon  petition  by  the  owner  of  the 
copyright"  any  infringement  of  a 
copyright. 

Court  Denies  Both 
Schine  Chain  Motions 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

in  the  light  of  present  day  conditions. 
This  is  in  line  with  an  apparent 

desire  on  the  court's  part  to  speed 
the  early  disposition  of  the  case.  At 
che  last  appearance  of  Schine  attor- 

neys in  court  Judge  Knight  indi- 
cated it  was  "about  time  this  suit 

is   settled." 

CHARTERED 

CINEMART,  INC.,  New  York  City;  motion 
picture  films;  capital  550,000  in  $100  shares, 
three  shares  subscribed.  Incorporated  at  Albany 
by   Marion   Klein,    Helen   Barman,   Beatrice  Krull. 

PEERLESS  INTERNATIONAL  FILM  PROCESS- 
ING. LTD.,  New  York  City;  motion  picture  film, 

machinery,  etc.,  capital  200  shares  no  par  value 
stock,  three  shares  subscribed.  Incorporated  at 
Albany  by  Edward  Moyse,  Carrie  K.  Moyse,  Kern 
Moyse. 

KOREA  IMPORT-EXPORT  CORP.,  New  York 
City;  motion  picture  films;  capital  $20,000  in 

51 00  shares,  three  shares  subscribed.  Incor- 
porated at  Albany  by  Alice  Carabrant,  Samuel 

W.   Brodsky,   Saul   Bernstein. 

JOHN  R.  WOOD,  JR.,  of  the  March  of  Time 

sales  department,  has  returned  from  sales  meet- 
ings in  the  West  and  mid-West. 



ANOTHER  KNOCKOUT  FROM 

MONOGRAM! 

'3 

JOE  LOUIS 
APPEARING  RIGHT  NOW  IN 

"JOE  PALOOKA,  CHAMP" 
BASED    ON    HAM    FISHER'S    BEST-SELLING    COMIC    STRIP 
Starring  LEON  ERROL  and  ELYSE  KNOX  and  Introducing  JOE  KIRKWOOD 

with  EDUARDO  CIANELLI    •    JOE  SAWYER   •    ELISHA  COOK,  JR. 

Produced  by  HAL  E.  CHESTER        •        Directed  by  REGINALD  LE  BORG 

Screenplay  by  Cyril  Endfield  and  Albert  de  Pina 

Associate  Producer,  GEORGE  MOSKOV 

Original  Story  by  Hal  E.  Chester 

Write  or  Phone  for  Immediate  Dates! 
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CSU  Wins  25  P.  C. 

Pay  Boost  from  MP 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

a  25  per  cent  pay  boost,  guaranteed 
work   week   calls,    a    36-hour   week. 
Minimum  pay  for  senior  publicists  is 
raised  from  $110  to  $150  a  week. 
IATSE  is  willing  to  furnish  the 

major  producers  with  replacements 
for  missing  carpenters  and  painters, 
but  producers  have  not  given  IA  a 
definite  answer. 

Borough  Theater  Taxing 
Waits  on  Pa.  Law  Change 

Reading,  Pa.  —  The  Pennsylvania 
Boroughs'  Association  convention 
here  deferred  until  next  February 
action  on  resolutions  recommending 
a  change  in  the  state  law  code  to 
permit  boroughs  to  levy  taxes  on 
theaters  for  revenue  purposes.  The 
present  state  code  for  boroughs  per- 

mits tax  or  license  fees  only  to  cover 
costs  of  policing  theaters  and  fire 
protection. 
By  February,  when  the  State 

Boroughs'  Association  holds  its  Mid- 
winter convention  at  the  state  cap- 

itol,  Harrisburg,  when  state  legis- 
lature will  be  in  session,  the  Bor- 
oughs' Law  Committee  will  present 

a  report  on  the  proposed  taxing 
power  extension. 

The  convention  here  deferred  ac- 
tion for  lack  of  legal  advice  on  the 

scoe  and  validity  of  the  proposed 
legislation. 

1,000  Carpenters,  Painters 
Return  to  Jobs  Today 
West  Coast  Bureau,  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — One  thousand  carpen- 
ters and  painters  will  return  to  their 

jobs  today  under  the  proviso  that 
the  studios  rehire  the  six  men  re- 

cently discharged. 
Conference  of  Studio  Unions 

spokesman  said  the  producers  have 
agreed  to  offer  new  concrete  pro- 

posals on  wages  and  working  condi- 
tions this  week.  CSU  stated  that  the 

producers  had  followed  the  sugges- 
tion of  Herbert  K.  Sorrell,  CSU 

prexy,  that  the  producers  petition 
the  NLRB  for  a  determination  of  a 
bargaining  agency  for  machinists  in 
the  motion  picture  industry. 

The  NLRB  yesterday  notified  the 
CSU  that  the  producers  had  filed 
such  a  petition. 

C  amnions  Rejects 
Tichet  Tax  Slash 

London  (By  Cable)  —  Exhibitor 
hopes  of  admission  tax  reductions 
were  dashed  for  this  year  as  the 
House  of  Commons  defeated  an 
amendment  to  reduce  taxes  on  lower 

priced  seats.  The  Chancellor  of  the 
Exchequer  promised  to  review  the 
tax  incidence  next  year. 

REVIEWS  Of  nCUlHLmS  ^es  Palestine  As Best  Potential  Mart 
"Lover  Come  Back" 

with  George  Brent,  Lucille  Bail,  Vera  Zorina 
Universal  90  Mins. 

A  DELIGHTFUL  ADULT  FARCE  COME- 
DY WITH  BRIGHT  DIALOGUE,  AMUSING 

SITUATIONS,  AND  A  LIKEABLE  CAST. 

Male  Rights  vs.  Female  Rights,  as  applied 

to  promiscuity,  presents  the  basis  for  this 
frothy  farce  comedy  which  will  give  the 
adult  audiences  many  delightful  chuckles. 
The  combination  of  Lucille  Ball  and  George 

Brent  is  well  chosen  to  present  the  argu- 
ments for  bcth  sides.  However  it  remains 

for  "sincere  and  true  love"  to  counsel  the 

pair  into  a   "moral"  victory. 
The  screenplay  is  smart  and  equally 

well-produced.  Hans  Salter's  musical  score 
is  especially  good,  adding  much  color  to  the 
dialogue  and  situations. 

Zorina's  role  is  meagre  but  effective, 
presenting  a  nice  balance  for  Lucille  Ball, 

as  "the  other  woman."  Carl  Esmond,  how- 
ever, as  "the  other  man,"  is  an  obvious  foil 

for  Lucille  to  have  Brent,  her  "lover,  come 

back." 

Charles  Winninger  adds  sparkle  to  the 
supporting  cast  in  a  role  that  has  him  on 
the  loose,  contemptuous,  and  fancy  free. 

Director  Bill  Seiter's  flair  for  comedy  is 
given  a  good  shake  as  he  builds  up  several 
situations  to  flavor  the  screenplay. 

The  story  has  Brent  returning  from  a 

correspondent's  job  overseas  with  his  ace 
photographer,  Zorina,  who  is  apparently  in 
love  with  him.  Brent  tries  to  hide  traces 

of  any  friendship  with  her  when  his  wife 
Lucille,  greets  him.  Lucille,  top  designer  for 
a  dress  company,  and  object  of  the  atten- 
ti.ns  of  her  boss,  Raymond  Walburn,  Carl 
Esmond,  another  designer,  and  William 

Wright,  photographer  for  the  firm,  is  an- 
noyed when  she  learns  that  a  recording  of 

a  love  message  Brent  sent  her  has  been 

duplicated  and  mailed  to  his  other  girl 
friends.  She  decides  to  teach  Brent  a  les- 

son by  arousing  his  jealousy.  Her  plan 
brings  about  a  misunderstanding  which 
takes  them  to  Las  Vegas,  and  application 
for  divorce. 

Carl  Esmond  shows  up  and  is  waiting 

f:r  the  divorce  so  he  can  marry  Lucille. 
Zorina  is  also  on  hand  waiting  for  Brent. 

But  Brent  learns  of  Lucille's  original  plan, 
convinces  her  that  "it's  not  different  be- 

cause you're  a  man,"  and  effects  a  happy reunion. 

CAST:  George  Brent,  Lucille  Ball,  Vera  Zorina, 
Charles  Winninger,  Carl  Esmond,  Raymond  Wal- 

burn, Wallace  Ford,  Franklin  Pangborn,  Louise 
Beavers,  Elizabeth  Risdon,  William  Wright, 
Ceorge  Chandler,  John   Fulton. 

CREDITS:  Producers,  Michael  Fessier  and  Er- 
nest Pagano;  Screenplay,  Michael  Fessier  and 

Ernest  Pagano;  Director,  William  Seiter;  Execu- 
tive Producer,  Howard  Benedict:  Cameraman, 

Joseph  Valentine;  Film  Editor,  Ray  Snyder;  Music 
Score,  Hans  J.  Salter;  Art  Directors,  Jack  Ot- 
terson,  Martin  Obzina;  Sound,  Bernard  B.  Brown; 
Set  Decorators,  Russell  A.  Causman,  Ted  Offen- 
becker;  Assistant  Director,  Fred  Frank. 

DIRECTION,    Good.       PHOTOGRAPHY,    Good. 

1.500  Warnerites  on  Boatride 
More  than  1,500  Warners  home 

office  employes  and  members  of  their 
families  will  go  on  a  boatride  up  the 
Hudson  today  in  a  resumption  of  the 
annual  Bear  Mountain  excursions 
that  were  discontinued  during  the 

war.  A  feature  of  the  day's  events 
will  be  a  "battle  of  the  sexes"  soft- 
ball  contest  between  "The  Wolves" 
and  "The  Bloomer  Girls." 

"Man  From  Rainbow 

Valley" 

with  Monte  Hale,  Adrian  Booth 

Republic  56  Mins. 
SWELL  WESTERN  IN  MAGNA  COLOR 

COMBINES  ACTION  AND  MUSIC  TO  THE 

SATISFACTION  OF  HALE'S  ADMIRERS. 
Many  notches  above  the  average  western, 

"The  Man  From  Rainbow  Valley,"  upon 
which  Louis  Gray  has  bestowed  a  produc- 

tion better  than  the  usual,  will  have  no 

trouble  getting  the  support  it  deserves.  Ac- 
'  tion  and  music,  not  to  mention  a  touch  of 
romance,    are     dished     up    palatably     in     a 

1  Magnacolor  production  that  possesses  a  vis- 
ual appeal  that  helps  to  set  the  film  above 

,  its  class. 

The  pleasant,  ingratiating  Monte  Hale 
adds  much  to  his  popularity  in  this  film, 

giving  a  good  account  of  himself  as  a  man 
of  action  and  as  a  saddle  troubadour.  He 

regales  his  following  with  a  quartette  of 

tunes,  "Ridin'  Down  the  Trail,"  "Rhythm 
Roundup,"  "Ghost  Town  Jamboree"  and 

that  Roy  Rogers'  ditty,  "The  Man  in  the 

Moon  Is  a  Cowhand." In  his  newest  film,  Hale  is  the  creator  of 

a   comic   strip   featuring   the   adventures   of 

'  a  wild  horse,  Outlaw,  which  actually  exists. 
He  is  determined  that  nothing  shall  hap- 

pen to  the  superb  animal.  In  its  defense 
he  tangles  with  a  couple  of  villains  assigned 
to  get  the  animal  to  provide  a  dying  rodeo 
with  a  box  office  attraction.  To  make  the 

job  easier,  Adrian  Booth,  niece  of  the  rodeo 

owner,  worms  herself  into  Hale's  good 
graces.  Hale  doesn't  get  wise  to  her  until 
Outlaw  disappears.  The  rest  of  the  footage 
concerns  his  efforts  to  recover  the  horse. 
This  he  does  with  the  help  of  Miss  Booth, 

who  rebels  against  her  uncle  and  suffers  a 

change  of  heart. 
Director  Robert  Springsteen  has  varied 

the  film's  pace  nicely.  His  actors  respond 
well  to  his  direction.  Hale  and  Miss  Booth 

are    supported    adequately    by    their    fellow 

players. 
CAST:  Monte  Hale,  Adrian  Booth,  Jo  Ann  Mar- 

lowe, Ferris  Taylor,  Emmetr  Lynn,  Tom  London, 

Bud  Ceary,  Kenne  Duncan,  Doye  O'Oell,  Bert Roach,  Sagebrush  Serenaders. 
CREDITS:  Associate  Producer,  Louis  Cray;  'Di- 

rector, Robert  Springsteen;  Screenplay,  Betty  iBur- 
bridge;  Cameraman,  Bud  Thackery;  Film  Editor, 
Edward  Mann;  Musical  Director,  Mort  Glickman; 
Sound,  William  E.  Clark;  Art  Director,  Hilyard 
Brown;  Set  Decorators,  John  McCarthy,  Jr.,  Earl 
Wooden. 

DIRECTION,  Good.    PHOTOGRAPHY.  Good. 

Eshelman  to  Rochester 
As  Para.  City  Manager 

James  H.  Eshelman  has  been  ap- 
pointed city  manager  for  Paramount 

in  upstate  Rochester,  and  will  super- 
vise the  operation  of  the  Century, 

Regent  and  Capitol  there,  it  was  an- 
nounced yesterday  by  Leonard  Gold- 

enson,  vice-president  in  charge  of 
theater  operations. 

Joint  management  between  RKO 
and  the  Monroe  Amusement  Co.  in 
Rochester  terminates  July  31,  and 
the  Century,  Regent  and  Capitol 
thereafter  will  be  operated  by  Para- 

mount. Eshelman  assumes  his  duties 
as  of  that  date. 

Eshelman  comes  to  his  new  post 
from  St.  Paul  where  he  served  as 
manager  of  the  Paramount  Theater 
since   1941. 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

from  a  four-month  tour  of  the  terri- 
tory. Audiences  in  Palestine,  he  said, 

were  comparable  to  those  in  the  prin- 
cipal cities  here  and  that  they  liked 

the  same  type  of  pictures.  The  ̂ >x 
try  has  55  theaters,  not  in/  ff  n 
those  in  the  rural  refugee  cam^. 

Silverstone  said  the  influx  of 
troops  into  Palestine  plus  the  fact 
that  at  a  later  date  the  refugees 
would  be  potential  customers  indi- 

cated a  great  market  for  American 
films. 

Business  Good  in  Egypt 

Business  in  Egypt,  Silverstone 
said,  was  good  in  the  130  theaters  in 
the  country.  He  said  most  of  the 
revenue  came  from  Cairo,  Alexan- 

dria and  Port  Said.  He  pointed  out 
that  a  new  law  required  French  and 
Arabic  titles  to  be  included  on  all 
prints.  He  saw  little  likelihood  of  a 
quota  law  there  as  the  Arabic  pic- 

tures were  doing  well.  Only  when 
che  Arabic  films  cease  to  do  business 
would  a  quota  be  considered. 

Silverstone  said  that  20th-Fox  had 
a  booking  control  at  the  Cairo  Palace 
which    assured   the    company    of    52 

[ 

company 

weeks  of  playing  time  a  year.  This 
house,  he  said,  was  putting  in  air conditioning. 

Silverstone  visited  London,  Paris, 
Italy,  Greece,  Egypt,  Palestine, 
Syria,  Iraq  and  Lebanon. 

\ 

RKO  Field  Exploiteers 
To  Attend  Sales  Meeting 

S.  Barret  McCormick,  director  of 
advertising  and  publicity  for  RKO 

Radio  Pictures,  announced  yesterday::' that  the  company's  field  staff,  man- 
aged by  Terry  Turner,  will  attend  the 

organization's  fifteenth  annual  sales 
meeting  at  the  Waldorf  -  Astoria,  e 
New  York,  July  1-3. 
RKO  Pathe,  whose  product  is  dis- 

tributed by  RKO,  will  also  be  rep-'  ° resented  by  top  officials  and  produc- 
tion executives  at  the  sales  meeting. 1= 

Attending  will  be  Frederic  Ullman,  | 
Jr.,   Walton    Ament,    Jay   Bonafield, 
J.  LeVien,  and  Gene  Hawes. 

*i 

Seized  Enemy  Patents 
Now  Available,  Say  APC 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington — Alien  Property  Cus- 
todian James  E.  Markham  yesterday 

announced  that  complete  files  of  pat- 
ents seized  from  German  and  Jap- 
anese nationals  are  now  available  hv 

the  patent  departments  of  the  Chi- 
cago and  Boston  public  libraries  and 

at  the  APC's  San  Francisco  office, 

The  files  are  located  in  the  mainrj*P building  of  the  libraries,  he  said,  and  « 
arranged  according  to  patent  office) 
classification  to  facilitate  searching.  |r£ 

Patent  libraries  are  maintained  by  i 
the  APC  at  its  Washington  office  in 
the  National  Press  Building,  its  Newijjj 
York  office  at  120  Broadway,  and  now 
at  its  San  Francisco  office  at  417 

Montgomery  St. 

?i  ■ 

B 
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Will  Adopt  Equity 
Practices  Shortly 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

;ists — said    they    could    not    commit 
themselves  at  this  time. 

Counsel  Meet  With  D  of  J 
:  Defendant  attorneys  met  with  rep- 

iese  ~^ives  of  the  Department  of Jus"  ̂ and  two  of  the  judges  who 
comprised  the  Statutory  Court.  The 
judges  were  John  Bright  and  Augus- 

tus Hand.  Present  for  the  D  of  J 
.vere  Robert  L.  Wright,  Special  As- 

sistant Attorney  General,  and  Harold 
Lasser  and  Philip  Marcus  of  the 
Anti-Trust  Division  in  New  York. 

It  was  agreed  that  all  papers  in 
connection  with  a  final  decree  would 

lpe  submitted  to  the  court  by  Oct.  7 
'and  that  the  defendants  would  sub- 
nit  their  version  for  a  final  decree 
and  their  findings  of  fact  to  the 
,Department  of  Justice  by  Sept.  15. 
During  the  Summer,  however,  the 
defendant  attorneys  will  meet  with 
|he  D  of  J  to  iron  out  certain  issues 
and  to  try  to  clarify  portions  of  the 
decision.  Both  sides  will  endeavor  to 
dispose  of  all  angles  upon  which  they 
are  not  in  accord  so  that  a  minimum 
»f  issues  will  be  left  up  to  the  court. 
Only  those  points  upon  which  an 
agreement  cannot  be  reached  will  be 

"submitted  to  the  court. 
To  Co-op.  on  Decree 

In  effect,  this  means  that  plaintiff 
and  defendants  will  work  out  a  final 

lecree  among  themselves,  if  pos- 
sible. If  the  provisions  are  satis- 

"actory  to  the  court  on  Oct.  7,  they vill  stand  as  written.  If  not,  the 
:ourt  can  order  changes. 
Both  sides  yesterday  expressed 

confidence  that  the  major  portions 
!>f  the  court's  decision  could  be  met 
|o  the  satisfaction  of  the  parties  in- volved. 

j    The  meeting  which  had  been  sched- 
uled for  July  1  was  called  off. 

totsky,  CT  Exec.  Dead 
[  Montreal — George  Rotsky,  53,  gen- 

eral manager  of  Consolidated  The- 
aters, Ltd.,  is  dead.  A  pioneer  exhib- 

tor,  Rotsky  was  the  first  to  exhibit 
alking  pictures  in  Canada. 

SICK  REPORT 

KROGER  BABB,  of  Hygienic  Productions, 
jffered  second  degree  burns  on  his  face 

nd  hands  when  he  tried  to  dispose  of  rub- 
ish  at  his  Summer  home  at  Buckeye  Lake, 
ear  Wilmington,  O.,  by  sprinkling  it  with 
asoline  before  lighting  a  match  to  it. 

ARTHUR  D.  KNAPP,  veteran  20th-Fox 
ity  salesman  at  Detroit,  has  entered  Grace 

,'ospital  for  treatment  of  a  heart  condi- 
on. 

CLAUD  JENKINS,  son  of  A.  F.  Jenkins, 

wner  of  the  City  Theater  at  David  City, 
leb.,  is  recovering  from  a  heart  attack. 

CHARLES  KORVIN,  co-star  of  Interna- 

onal's  "Bella  Donna,"  arrives  in  New  York 
sday    to     undergo    minor     surgery     before 

arting  his  straw-hatter  season  at  the.  Bar- 
;r  Theater,  Abingdon,  Va. 

Little  Headlines: 
AMERICAN  STANDARDS  OF  LIVING,  as  well  as  the  quality  of  entertainment,  were 

given  a  big  lift  by  the  introduction  of  talking  pictures,  and  have  continued  to  go  forward 

ever  since,  says  Frank  H.  "Rick"  Ricketscn,  Jr.,  president  of  Fox  Intermountain  Theaters, 
in  a  message  of  felicitations  to  Harry  M.  Warner,  on  the  20th  anniversary  of  talking 

pictures. • 

FRANCIS  L.  HARLEY,  recently  appointed  by  Murray  Silverstone  as  20th-lnternational's 
managing  director  of  Europe,  Scandinavia,  the  Middle  East  and  North  Africa,  left  New 
York  for  London.  After  a  brief  stay  in  England,  Harley  will  proceed  to  Paris  where  he 
will  make  his  permanent  headquarters. 

• 
COLUMBIA  HAS  NAMED  Herman  A.  Chrisman  manager  of  the  Memphis  branch, 

succeeding  J.  J.  Rogers,  resigned,  it  was  announced  yesterday.  Chrisman,  who  assumes 
his  new  duties  immediately,  joined  the  company  in  1931  and  has  been  a  salesman  at  the 
Memphis  branch. 

• 
CONSIDERABLE  SPECULATION  was  rife  in  trade  circles  yesterday  in  the  wake  of 

newspaper  reports  that  Hollywood  producers  have  proposed  a  bi-annual  international 
film  festival  for  Brussels,  Belgium.  The  proposal  is  said  to  have  been  delivered  to  officials 
of  the  Professicnal  Association  and  International  Federation  of  the  Motion  Picture  Press 

and  then  relayed  to  the  Belgian  Government.  The  latter  is  reported  now  weighing  ap- 
propriation of  some  $229,000.  Foreign  department  spokesmen  said  they  knew  nothing 

of  the  project  and  suggested  that  it  might  have  been  instigated  by  Coast  producers  in  the 
16  mm.  documentary  field. 

• 
APPROXIMATELY  300  THEATERS  in  the  Nebraska  territory  will  play  Warner  product 

daily  the  week  ending  August  6,  anniversary  week  in  the  20th  Year  of  Talking  Pictures 

celebration,  Frank  J.  Hannon,  manager  of  the  Omaha  exchange  revealed.  All  Tri-States 
circuit  houses  will  run  anniversary  signature  cuts  in  newspaper  ads  through  that  date, 

he  added.  From  San  Francisco  came  word  that,  in  addition  to  Fox  West  Coast,  the  fol- 

lowing have  joined  the  celebration:  T.  &  D.  circuit,  Golden  State  circuit,  Blumenfeld 
circuit,  Redwood  Midland  circuit,  and  more  than  125  indie  houses. 

Silver  Nitrate  Dearth 

Menacing  Raw  Stock 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
ounce   on    silver,   Robert   D.    Howse, 
president  of  Argus,  Inc.,  and  of  the 
National  Association  of  Photographic 
Manufacturers,   revealed. 

Leading  manufacturers,  he  said, 

variously  have  two  to  eight  weeks' 
supply  of  silver  nitrate  and  little 
more  can  be  made  until  more  silver 
bullion  becomes  available.  Since  the 

price  demanded  by  the  Silver  Bloc 
would  mean  a  72  per  cent  advance  in 
prices,  domestic  and  foreign  holders 
of  silver  are  unwilling  to  sell,  Howse 
pointed  out. 
He  noted  that  there  will  be  a 

considerable  time  lag,  if  and  when 
bullion  becomes  available,  while  it 
is  processed  and  the  film  produced 
and  distributed  through  trade  chan- 
nels. 

Senate  May  Act  on  Film, 
Printing  Paper  Shortages 
Washington   Bureau   of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Senate  action  is  ex- 
pected to  alleviate  the  present  film 

and  printing  paper  shortage  which 
threatens  the  operations  of  photog- 

raphers throughout  the  nation  unless 
a  measure  is  passed  allowing  photo- 

graphic supply  manufacturers  to  buy 
Government-owned  silver.  The  House 
has  twice  passed  a  bill  allowing  such 
purchases  at  ceiling  prices,  but  the 
Senate  has  killed  it  each  time. 
There  is  only  three  to  10  weeks 

supply  of  silver  on  hand,  spokesmen 
for  the  photographic  industry  as- 

sert. If  no  relief  is  forthcoming, 
they  say,  not  only  will  industrial 
application  of  photography  be  halted, 
but  also  medical  application. 

Affiliated  Prods,  to  Make 

Three  Pix  Yearly  for  SGP 

West   Coast   Bureau   of    THE  FILM  DAILY 

.  Hollywood — Affiliated  Productions, 
of  which  S.  K.  Decker  is  president 
and  general  manager,  will  produce 
three  pictures  annually  for  three 
years  for  release  by  Screen  Guild 
Production. 

Initial  subject,  "Rolling:  Home,"  is 
now  in  production  with  William 
Berke  producing  and  directing.  Asso- 

ciated with  Decker  in  the  new  pro- 
duction venture  are  several  prom- 

inent exhibitors  and  distribution  men 
who  prefer  at  this  time  to  remain  in 
the  background. 

Balaban  Addresses  Group 
At  War  Dept.  Pic  Showing 

Some  200  representatives  of  na- 
tional social,  welfare,  religious,  civic 

and  other  groups  attended  a  special 

screening  of  the  War  Department's 
film  on  racial  tolerance,  "Don't  Be  a 
Sucker,"  and  heard  Barney  Balaban, 
president  of  Paramount,  which  com- 

pany will  release  the  picture  on 
July  4,  express  the  hope  that  millions 
of  Americans  would  learn  the  film's 
message,  "that  there  is  no  final  vic- 

tory in  the  war  against  bigotry, 
prejudice,  and  those  forces  which 

would  destrov  America." 
Mayor  William  O'Dwyer  sent  a 

message  declaring  "The  real  test 
of  our  democracy  is  the  effectiveness 
of  our  efforts  to  wipe  out  these 

fascist   manifestations." 
Herbert  Wcrinwright  Dead 

Toronto — Herbert  I.  Wainwright, 
70,  owner  of  the  Oxford  Theater  for 
17  years,  is  dead  here.  Formerly  on 
the  musical-comedy  stage  and  in  vau- 

deville, he  returned  to  Toronto  in 
1925  to  become  an  exhibitor. 

PACIFIC 
HDVEflTURE 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

nication  is  the  competent  and  understand- 
ing Com.  Don  Thompson,  loaned  back  to 

the  Navy  by  NBC  for  this  operation.  So 
that  the  show  world  may  keep  up  with 

the  important  part  played  by  the  romantic 
arts  of  pictures,  radio,  and  television  in 
this,  the  greatest  of  all  productions,  we  are 
now  combing  this  part  of  the  Pacific  by 

wireless  and  by  tomorrow  should  -have  a 
final  picture  of  the  respective  teams,  their 
locations,  and  assignments. 

This  has  been  a  jolly  day.  Tonight,  we 

are  again  going  to  the  cinema,  and  have 

been  promised  ice  cream  for  day  after  to- 
morrow. 

Indianapolis  First-Run 
Theaters  Advance  Prices 

Indianapolis — Admission  prices  in 
first-run  houses  have  been  advanced. 
Loew's,  from  opening  until  6  p.m. 
was  35  cents,  and  is  now  40  cents. 
From  6  p.m.  to  closing  scale  was  55 
cents,  and  is  now  60  cents,  includ- 

ing tax.  Children's  price  remains  at 20  cents. 
The  Indiana,  Circle  and  Lyric 

scales  are  as  follows:  Children  re- 
main at  20  cents.  Service  men  from 

26  cents  to  30  cents.  Regular  opening 
prices  through  matinee  was  35  cents 
now  40  cents,  6  p.m.  to  closing  was 
55  cents,  now  60  cents.  Stage  shows, 
children  26  cents,  service  men  30 
cents,  adults  from  opening  until  1 
p.m.  was  43  cents,  now  48  cents  and 
from  1  p.m.  was  55  cents,  now  60 
cents,  until  5  p.m.,  and  from  5  p.m. 
was  70  cents,  now  74  cents,  tax  in- 
cluded. 

HOUSE  DEALS 

Creston  Drive-in  Sold 
Creston,  O. — R.  J.  Martin  and  Ed- 

die Cain  are  the  new  owners  of  the 
M  C  Auto  Theater  which  was  built 
bv  J.  C.  McFarren  but  had  been 
closed  for  the  duration  of  the  war. 

Portland  Mayfair  Sold 
Portland,  Ore.  —  The  Mayfair, 

1,500-seater,  has  been  purchased  by 
the  Taylor  St.  Corporation  from  the 
Helig  Land  Co.  Consideration  is 
said  to  be  upwards  of  $350,000.  New 
owning  company  is  controlled  by 
Evergreen  Theaters  and  J.  J.  Parker 
Theaters.  Extensive  remodeling  and 
the  addition  of  new  equipment  is 

planned. 
Secrgoville  Sylvia  Again  Sold 

Seagoville,  Tex. — C.  W.  Weisen- 
berg  has  purchased  the  Sylvia  The- 

ater here  from  William  Morrow,  who 
only  recently  himself  purchased  the 
house.  Weisenberg  formerly  oper- 

ated the  Grand  at  Tulia. 
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MIXER 6, POWER  UNIT 

Preview  of  your  /l/ew  recording  system 

TECHNICALLY  SPEAKING 

Some  of  the  new  features  which 

make  this  equipment  more  efficient 
and  versatile: 

1  Lighter  in  weight  and  more  compact 
than  any  other  comparable  system. 

O  Oil  damped  filter  practically  eliminates 
flutter. 

O  Modulator  can  be  moved  laterally  to 
record  on  either  edge  of  16mm  film. 

A  Magnetically  sealed  light  valve. 

C  Readily  adaptable  for  either  50  or  60 
cycle  synchronous  operation. 

£  Operates  from  1200  or  1440  RPM  inter- 
lock motor  systems  by  simply  changing 

a  set  of  gears. 

Here's  a  completely  new  sound  recording  system  —  improved  in  many 
ways  to  make  it  far  more  versatile  and  adaptable  to  your  needs.  The 

first  of  a  new  line  of  postwar  equipment,  it  is  typically  Western  Electric 

in  dependability  and  in  the  high  quality  of  its  recording. 

It's  called  the  Type  300  Recording  System  —  and  can  be  used  as  a 
main  channel  or  for  standby  or  portable  service,  with  either  35mm  or 

16mm  film.  The  change  from  one  size  to  the  other  can  be  made  readily 

with  simple  tools.  Designed  on  the  "building  block"  principle,  the 
system  can  be  added  to  or  altered  to  meet  changing  conditions. 

Present  production  schedules  should  make  this  equipment  available 
within  a  few  months. 

Electrical  Research  Products  Division 
OF 

3  Western  Electric  Company 
INCORPORATED  "  ' 

233  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK  7,  N.  Y. 

Hollywood  Office  — 6601   Romaine  Street 
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WPTOA  TO  FIGHT  AUCTION  PLAN  FOR  FILMS 

'[}"  Announces  1946-47  Lineup  of  45  Features 
READY 

at 

By  JACK  ALICOATE 

ABOARD   USS  APPALACHIAN 

IN  THE   MID-PACIFIC 
(By  Wireless) 

*  IX  days  out  of  Honolulu  with  as  an  alert 
and  rugged  a  crew  as  ever  sailed  the 

hina  Main,  and  a  supercargo  of  journal- 
ts,  commentators,  cameramen,  and  cinema- 
■graphers,  whose  value  on  the  hoof  has 

obably  never  been  exceeded  in  any  adven- 
i  ire,  at  any  time,  anywhere.  We  are  just 

■f  the  Marshall  Islands  and  the  sultry  at- 
osphere  is  charged  with  expectancy.  Drama 
riding  the  waves.  Those  who  represent 

ur  far-flung  show  business,  are  fully  re- 
sarsed  and  ready  for  this,  the  greatest  of 
I  international  spectacles.  From  where  we 

r,  on  the  top  deck  of  the  USS  Appalachian, 
lowing  through  exotic  tropical  seas,  the 
rofessional  situation  looks  about  as  fol- 
ws: 

.iOTION  PICTURES— If  our  newsreels 

'""  don't  comeup  with  an  epoch-makingpic- orial  history  of  this  dynamic  event,  it  will 
ct  be  because  of  the  lack  of  specialized 

lanpower  or  "Crossroads"  co-operation, 
lore  than  300  cameras  will  be  used  and 

ver  3,000,000  feet  of  film  exposed.   Banks 
I  cameras  including  slow  motion  at  the  in- 
redible  speed  of  10,000  shots  a  second, 

■ill  be  trained  on  Bikini  and  calibrated  in 
me  and  precision  to  record  the  major  ex- 
Icsion.  Navy  drones  flying  through  the 

'louds  of  radio  activity  immediately  after 
ne  explosion  will  carry  cameras  shooting  in 

II  directions.  Paramount's  Ed  Genock,  co- 
rdinator  of  the  group,  is  on  the  photo- 
raphic  flagship,  the  flattop,  USS  Saidor. 

'om  Priestley,  Universal  ace,  is  with  us 
ere  on  the  Appalachian.  Sanford  Green- 

»ald  of  Paramount  is  with  his  old  B29  gang 

't  Kwajalein  and  will  do  his  shooting  from 
he  sky.  Bob  Donohue,  Sr.,  of  Pathe  News; 

'ictor  Jurgens,  of  the  March  of  Time;  Far 
ast  expert,  Irby  Koverman,  of  Movietone 
Yews,  and  Arthur  Saskill  of  News  of  the 

>ay    are    moving    in    all    directions,    faster 
(Continued  on  Page  3) 

Sales  Policies  Flexible 
Until  Equity  Decree 
Is  Signed,  Says  Scully 

A  1946-47  lineup  comprising  45 
features,  including  six  from  outside 
producers  and  five  from  Enterprise 
Productions  was  announced  yester- 

day at  the  Universal  sales  convention 
by  W.  A.  Scully,  vice-president  and 
general  sales  manager.  In  addition 
Universal  will  distribute  three  J. 
Arthur  Rank  productions,  a  series  of 
seven  Kirby  Grant-Fuzzy  Knight 
westerns,  104  issues  of  Universal 
Newsreel,  44  short  subjects  and  four 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Distribs.  Fight  Cut 
In  Belgian  %  Rates 
Brussels  (By  Air  Mail)— A  dis- 

tributors' committee  has  been  set  up 
under  the  presidency  of  F.  Bourland, 
RKO  manager,  to  work  out  differ- 

ences between  exhibitors  and  distrib- 
utors. Difficulties  stem  from  a  10 

per  cent  admission  price  reduction 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Broidy  Opens  Monogram 
Chi.  Sales  Meeting  Today 

Chicago — Monogram's  15th  annual 
convention  gets  under  way  here  to- 

day with  nearly  200  representatives 
in  attendance  at  the  Drake  Hotel. 
The  convention  marks  the  first  in- 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Gov't  Support  Sought 
For  Norway  Industry 

Oslo  (By  Air  Mail)  —  A  drive  for 

State  support  of  Norway's  motion 
picture  industry  has  been  started  by 
the  Kommunale  Kinematografers 
Landsforbund,  an  exhibitor  group. 

One  plan  advanced  would  have  the 
Government  return  admission  taxes 

on  Norwegian  films,  now  being  col- 
lected at  the  rate  of  30  per  cent. 

ACT  Concerned  Over 

U.  S.-French  Deal 
London  (By  Air  Mail) — A  resolution 

'viewing  with  concern"  the  tieup  be- 
tween the  U.  S.  loan  to  France  with 

the  U.  S.  -  French  motion  picture 
agreement  has  been  passed  by  the 
Association  of  Cine  -  Technicians. 
Group,  which  is  said  to  have  influ- 

ence with  the  present  Labor  Govern- 
ment, is  apprehensive  that  the  deal 

will  add  to  the  present  difficulties  of 
(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Associated  British's  Net 
Up  £100,000  for  Record 

London  (By  Cable) — Profits  of  As- 
sociated British  Pictures  Corp.,  Ltd., 

in  which  Warners  has  a  37  %  per 
cent  interest,  were  £100,000  higher 
than  last  year,  Sir  Philip  Warter, 
chairman  of  the  board,  said  in  his 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

P.  R.  Exhibs.  Talk  Production 
Latin-American  Co-op.  Company  Proposed 

'1st  Outdoor  Theater  Run' 
In  Clearance  Complaint 

The  term  "first  outdoor  theater 
run"  appears  for  the  first  time  in  a 
clearance  complaint  filed  by  the  Sky- 

line Drive-In  Theater  near  Dayton, 
O.,  in  the  Cincinnati  arbitration  tri- 
bunal. 
Complainant  charges  that  four 

(Continued  on  Page  8) 

By  E.  SANCHEZ  ORTIS 
FILM  DAILY  Staff  Correspondent 
San  Juan — A  proposal  to  create 

an  exhibitor-owned  production  co- 
operative, discussed  at  the  an- 

nual convention  of  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Exhibitors  of  Puerto  Rico, 

will  be  submitted  to  the  Latin-Amer- 
ican Exhibitors  Conference,  now  in 

the  process  of  organization.  Plan 
was  adopted  by  the  Puerto  Rican 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Suggestions  on  Over- 
Buying  and  Runs  to  Be 
Submitted  to  the  Court 

MPTOA's  executive  committee  yes- 
terday took  a  strong  position  against 

the  licensing  of  films  to  the  highest 
bidder,  advocated  a  penalty  for  over- 

buying and  demanded  that  the  rights 
of  old  customers  be  recognized  in 
determining  runs.  Meeting  in  the 
Hotel  Commodore  here,  the  commit- 

tee voted  to  submit  its  suggestions  to 
the  Department  of  Justice,  the 
judges  in  the  trial  court  and  the  de- 

fendants in  the  anti  -  trust  suit 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

MPTOA-CRI  Parley 
Scheduled  for  Today 

The  entire  executive  committee  of 
the  MPTOA  will  meet  this  morning 
with  the  executives  of  Confidential 
Reports,  Inc.,  in  an  effort  to  reach 
an  agreement  on  the  problem  of  local 

(Continued  on  Page  12) 

Birkhahn  to  Bulgaria 
As  Manager  for  MPEA 

Appointments    of    Jean    Birkhahn 
and    Sidney    Lieb    to    the    field    and 
home  office  staffs  of  the  MPEA  were 
announced  yesterday  by  Irving  Maas, 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

140  Pix  Ruled  Unfit 

For  Cuban  Children 

Havana  (By  Air  Mail)  —  Board  of 
Censorship  of  Films  for  Children  has 
banned  140  films  now  being  exhibited 
in  Cuban  theaters  to  children  under 

12  years.  Meanwhile  Edelberto  de 
Carrera,  president  of  the  National 
Union  of  Exhibitors,  has  complained 

of  the  unfairness  of  fining  the  pro- 
prietor of  a  theater  for  allowing  a 

child  less  than  12  years  old,  see  a 
banned  film,  when  no  action  is 

taken  against  the  doorman  who  lets 
him  into  the  theater,  or  the  person 
who  takes  him  to  see  the  picture. 
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Carmichael,  Room  9,  464  Francis  Xavier 
St.  VANCOUVER  — Jack  Droy,  411  Lyric 
Theater  Bldg.;  SYDNEY,  Bowdin  Fletcher, 
19  Moxon  Ave.,  Punchbowl,  N.  S.  W.  Phone, 
UL  2510.  BRUSSELS  —  Jean  Pierre  Meys, 
110  Rue  des  Paquerettes;  MOSCOW,  Ray- 

mond A.  Davies,  Hotel  Metropole. 

FINANCIAL 
{Wed.,  June  26) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK   MARKET 

Net 
High     Low     Close    Chg. 

Am.  Seat   273/4    27%    27%       

Bell  &  Howell   293,4    293,4    29%  —     Vi 

Columbia    Picts   30%     29l/2     29  Vi  —     Vz 
Columbia   Picts.  pfd..   99 y8     99  Vs     99  Vi  +  lVs 

East.  Kodak    237      235      237      —  2y2 

do    pfd   200      200      200           

Cen.   Prec.    Eq    31         30         31        +     Vi 

Loew's,    Inc   34%     34i/8     34'/8  —     Vi 
Paramount          72y4     71  '/4     72      —  VA 
RKO          21  y4     203/4     21 1/4  —     Vs 
Republic   Picts      12Vi     12'A     12y4  —     V4 
Republic  Picts.  pfd...  17%  17%  173/4  —  Vi 
20th  Century-Fox  ...  52%  51 'A  52%—  % 
20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  64         64         64      —  1% 
Universal    Pict   43  Vi     42         42 y4  —  1 
Universal  Picts.  pfd..  98'/4  98%  98 y4  —  Vs 
Warner  Bros   44  Vi     43%     43%—     % 

NEW  YORK   CURB    MARKET 

Monogram  Picts       8%       8'/2       8%  —     % 
Radio-Keith    cvs.    ...      9%       83/4       9           
Sonotone  Corp        4y8       4y8       4y8        
Technicolor          23y4     23         23       —     T4 
Trans-Lux             63/8       6%       6%  —     % 

OVER  THE  COUNTER 
Bid     Asked 

Pathe   Industries       lU/2     12% 

CAiY€RA4R€CORD€R 
R6NTAL  *  S6RVIC6 
"Ukfupoc  whatyouneed" 

CCt  36W.25.- 
.H'  WA  9-4747 
INC.     H.r.c. 

Overseas  Delegates  Here 
For  RKO  Sales  Conclave 

RKO  Radio's  sales  meeting  next 
week  takes  on  an  international  as- 

pect with  the  arrival  of  company 
reps,  from  overseas.  Assembled  are: 

Robert  S.  Wolff,  RKO's  manager  in 
the  United  Kingdom;  Jack  Osser- 
man,  Latin- American  supervisor; 
Carl-Gerhard  Wallman,  RKO  man- 

ager for  Sweden;  Gregory  E.  Geor- 

goussy,  RKO's  rep.  in  the  Near 
East;  Antonio  Garcia,  of  Venezuela; 
Harry  Davis,  of  Colombia;  Everest 
C.  Telfter,  of  Trinidad;  Mark  Ray- 
mon,  of  Puerto  Rico;  Ned  S.  Seck- 
ler,  of  Panama;  Pedro  Saenz,  of 
Cuba;  Max  Gomez,  of  Mexico  and 
Jacques  Chabrier,  American  rep.  of 
the  Societe  Nouvelle  Pathe-Cinema 
of  Paris. 

"Seeds  of  Destiny"  Out 
As  ATA  Pic;  Too  Long 
Washington    Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 
Washington — The  Government  has 

withdrawn  its  film,  "Seeds  of  Des- 
tiny" from  consideration  by  ATA, 

Arch  A.  Mercey,  OWMR  pix  chief, 
revealed  yesterday.  The  decision 
was  made  after  ATA  officials  indi- 

cated that  the  film,  a  two-reeler,  was 

too  long  for  showing  in  the  nation's 
theaters.  Mercey,  however,  said  that 
the  ATA  still  wanted  to  sponsor  a 
Government  pic  with  a  famine  theme 
and  attempts  were  being  made  to 
secure  such  a  picture,  probably  a 
one-reeler. 

"Seeds  of  Destiny,"  an  Army-made 
pix,  was  shown  to  ATA  reviewers 
throughout  the  country.  According 
to  Mercey,  most  of  the  reviewers 
voted  the  picture  excellent  but 
agreed  that  it  was  too  long  for  show- 

ing in  theaters,  many  of  which  carry 
double  bills.  Net  result  is  that  ATA 
has  not  yet  put  its  official  okay  on 
a   Government-made  film. 

Springfield,  Mo.,  Weighs 
Ticket,  Theater  Levies 

Springfield,  Mo.  —  An  amusement 
tax  covering  motion  picture  theaters 
and  other  "commercial"  entertain- 

ment is  being  considered  by  the  City 
Council  as  a  possible  means  of  in- 

creasing a  depleted  general  revenue fund. 

A  levy  of  5  per  cent  on  the  price 
of  each  admission  ticket  is  proposed 
which  would  scale  to  two  cents  on 
tickets  costing  50  cents  or  less  and 
three  cents  on  those  above  and  an 
extension  of  the  tax  to  theaters  of 
all  kinds  is  proposed. 

Also  under  consideration  is  a  20 
per  cent  tax  on  theaters  alone  which 
it  is  estimated  would  bring  in  approx- 

imately $138,000. 

Para.  Signs  Vol  Lewton 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Val  Lewton,  recently 
a  producer  for  RKO,  has  been  signed 
by  Paramount  to  a  producer  con- 

tract. He  will  report  to  the  studio 
July  15. 

Eastman's  Employment 
At  Rochester  Now  Tops 

Rochester — Employment  at  East- 
man Kodak's  Rochester  plants  and 

offices  has  reached  a  record-break- 
ing total  of  30,000  full-time  persons, 

Thomas  J.  Hargrave,  president,  re- 
vealed. Total  is  63  per  cent  above 

the  18,500  mark  in  1940  and  148 
per  cent  higher  than  the  12,100  level 
of  the  boom  year  1929. 

Exceeding  the  wartime  high  of  29,- 
400,  total  includes  thousands  of  re- 

turned war  veterans  and  a  substan- 
tial number  of  employes  still  work- 
ing on  proximity-fuses,  but  does  not 

include  several  hundred  part-time 
people.  Employes  in  the  U.  S.  total 
44,500,  or  62  per  cent  more  than  in 
1940,  excluding  employes  at  the  Clin- 

ton Engineer  Works,  Oak  Ridge, Tenn. 

Hargrave  pointed  out  that  East- 
man's rate  of  increase  over  1940  ex- 
ceeds by  more  than  three  times  the 

20  per  cent  rise  set  by  the  Committee 
for  Economic  Development  as  a 

necessary  goal  for  total  civilian  em- 
ployment within  two  years  after  the 

war,  and  is  more  than  double  the 
mark  set  by  CED  for  manufacturing 
industries. 

Form  Venture  Pictures 
West   Coast   Bureau   of    THE  FILM    Dr. 
Hollywood  —  Bernard  Small, 

of  Edward  Small,  and  Lou  Apple: 
Jr.,    have   formed   Venture    Pictu 

and    will    produce    "Bulldog    Dr 
mond  At  Bay"  for  Columbia  rele; 

IV.  Y.  THEATERj 

  RADIO  CITY   MUSIC    \  \\. — 

Rockifelkr  Cant* 

Irene  Rex  Linda 

DUNNE       HARRISON        DARNELL! 

"ANNA  AND  THE  KING  OF  SIAM 

A  20th  Century-Fox  Picture 
SPECTACULAR    STAGE    PRESENTATION 

Robert  Sylvia  Ann 

YOUNG         *       SIDNEY       *      RICHARC 

"THE   SEARCHING   WIND" 
A   Hal   Wallis   Production In   Person 

Andy  Alan  PIED 
RUSSELL       *        CARNEY       *         PIPER 
EXTRA!    RAYMOND    SCOTT    AND    BAN 

  PARAMOUNT— 

September  Start  Set 

For  "Love  of  Mary" 
Sam  Spiegel,  producer  of  Interna- 

tional's "The  Stranger,"  will  begin 
filming  "For  The  Love  of  Mary,"  an 
original  comedy,  in  September. 
Olivia  de  Havilland  has  been  slated 
for  the  lead,  the  producer,  whose 
films  will  be  released  through  United 
World,  told  The  Film  Daily  yester- 

day. The  producer  recently  pur- 

chased Carl  Zuckmayer's  novel  "De- 
lusion" for  filming  later  this  year. 

The  book,  translated -from  the  Ger- 
man, will  be  on  the  stands  in  the 

Fall. 
Spiegel  is  currently  reviewing 

Broadway  shows  and  talent  and  will 
return  to  the  Coast  in  10  days. 

MM 
B'WAY 

47th  Stl 

CLAUDETTE  COLBERT        JOHN  WAYNE    | 

"WITHOUT    RESERVATIONS" 
with 

Don    DeFore 

An  RKO  Radio  Picture 

ON  SCREEN 

A.  J.  CRONIN'S 

'TheGREEN 

YEARS' 

CHAS.  C0BURN 
BEVERLY  TYLER 

Sg$l  TOM  DRAKE 

IS  PERSON 

OTHER 
BIG  ACTS! 

New  Grenada  Stock  Issue; 
Odeon  Underwriting  Set 

London  (By  Cable)  —  Capital  of 
Sidney  Bernstein's  Grenada  Theater Co.  is  being  increased  to  £2,100,000 
by  a  new  stock  issue.  The  Odeon 
property's  new  issue  is  to  be  made 
July  3  with  underwriting  for  the 
full  amount  completed  yesterday. 

Bur 

IVE 

Fred  Anne 
MacMURRAY  BAXTER 

6  '  S  M  O  K  Y  " 

A  20th  Century-Fox  Picture  in  Technicolo 

Plus  on   Stage  —   DONALD   O'CONNOR 
The  Three  Swifts  -  Extra  BUSTER  SHAVEfc 

Rg*  v  -^  7th   A
ve.    & 

O  X  Y       50th  St.     . 

Human  Fly  Yeggs  Rob 
Hope,  Providence,  of  $1,500 

Providence,  R.  I. — Yeggs  who  em- 
ulated human  flies  made  their  way 

up  the  front  of  the  Hope  Theater, 
Lockwood  &  Gordon  house,  broke 
in  a  second  floor  window  and  re- 

moved a  week-end  gross  of  approx- 
imately $1,500  from  the  safe,  Sam 

Badamo,  manager,  reported. 

CHARLES 

JENNIFER BOYER 
JONES 

in    Ernst 

Lubitsch's 

"Cluny 

Brown" 

20th  Century-Fox 

R  1  V O  L  1 B'way  &  49th  St.  - Doors  Open  930  A.M 

Chicago's  Main  Sold 
Chicago — Sam    Chemoff  has   sold 

the  Main  Theater  to  Larry  Simons. 

victoria  I  RANDOLPH  SCOTT ,wiT»"«     ANN  RICHARDS  ̂  ter^ ,,    GEORGEeabby  HAYES^ 
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p  the  tides.  All  industry  footage  is 
led  with  that  of  the  Army  and  Navy 

i  and  rushed  immediately  to  the  Navy 

itographic  Center  at  Anacostia,  D.  C, 

processing  and  security  editing.  With 

sonable  luck,  it  should  reach  big  town 

Sens  within   three   days. 

ELEVISION — This  is  television's  first  real 
opportunity  to  prove  its  worth  under 

mg  circumstances,  and  it  is  now  doing 

I  that,  with  telecasting  going  on  con- 

jally  from  ship  to  ship  in  our  convoy, 

imeras  specially  constructed  for  vibration, 

iperature,  and  altitude  by  the  RCA  Vic- 
Division,  are  on  all  major  ships,  in  towers 

.  Bikini    and    on    B29's    flying    overhead. 

Ioral  receivers  are  on  each  ship,  an
d  un- 

favorable conditions,  a  throw  of  35 

les  is  possible.  The  veteran  cinematogra- 

cr,  Roy  Phelps,  is  our  companion  and 

resents  the  television  pool  of  NBC,  ABC, 

5,  DuMont,  B  &  K,  and  Philco.  Phelps 

a  top  man,  having  been  with  Frank  Buck 

Malaya,  and  the  Denis-Roosevelt  expe- 
on,  as  well  as  a  successful  producer. 

I  work  is  pcoled  with  Army  and  Navy 

neramen,  and  metropolitan  television  au- 
nce  should  be  seeing  what  the  cameras 

\  in  about  three  days  after  the  blast. 

  o   

ADIO — From  this  booth  we  have  a  sus- 

picion that  this  coming  Big  Go  has  the 

tential  of  the  highest  Hooper  of  all  time, 

ith  usual  radio  resourcefulness,  network 

»n  on  the  job  have  been  up  and  at  it  for 
me  time.  The  first  broadcast  after  the 

ast  is  a  pool  affair.  Then  comes  the  dog 

_;ht.
 

Neve
r  

has  the 
 
world

   
been 

  
so  unive

rsall
y 

Sjterested  in  one  bang.  Never  has  there 
en  so  long  a  rehearsal  for  so  short  a 

eduction.  It  promises  to  be  a  great  show. 

leilson  is  Re-elected 
_y  Saints  and  Sinners 

'  Rutgers  Neilson,  RKO  Radio  pub- 
:ity  manager,  has  been  re-elected  a 
ember  of  the  board  of  governors  of 
e  Circus   Saints  and  Sinners  Club 

i-  America,  for  the  third  time. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
GREETINGS  TO: 

June  27 
E.    H.    Calvert 
Robert  Ellis 

Ira    H.    Simmons 

Walter  J.  Lynch 
J.    Rubenstein 

H.   E.   Wappaus 

A.  M.  Manfredi 
E.  C.  Palmer 

Agnes  Nolan 
John  Golden 
Frances  Neal 
Morton  Cerber 

Bill  Kennedy 

ALONG 

Thursday's  Tidings 
•  •  •  CUFF  NOTES:  Some  American  exhibs.,  including  a  few  in 

the  Times  Square  sector,  could  thank  their  lucky  stars  that  American 

reaction  to  misrepresentation  in  film  advertising  is  not  akin  to   that  in 

Venezuela   Down  in  Caracas  the  other  day,  an  irate   audience   in 

the  Bolivar  Theater  tore  up  the  seats,  because  the  house  had  advertised 

a  new  version  of  an  Argentine  pic,  only  to  have  it  turn  out  to  be  one 

that  had  made  the  rounds  before   It  took  the  police  to  break  up  the 

riot.  ...  •  Pat  Somerset,  SAG  exec,  has  been  elected  a  vice-presi- 
dent of  the  California  State  Federation  of  Labor.  ...  •  With  Famous 

Players  Canadian  net  reported  running  ahead  of  that  in  1945,  Dominion 

financial    circles    foresee    a    more    generous    dividend    this    year.    .    .    . 

•  Gus  Coats,  manager  of  the  Tiger  Theater,  in  Auburn,  Ala.,  lost  out 

in    the    Democratic    primary   for    a   seat    in    the    Alabama    House.    .    .    . 

•  Jack  L.  Gorham  and  Frank  M.  Page,  Eastman  Kodak  assistant  trea- 

surers, are  retiring,  the  former  after  51  years  of  Eastman  service,  and  the 

latter   after  44  years'  employment   David  H.  Fulton   and  J.   Donald 
Fewster    will    take    over.    ...      •    William   Rowland   will    be    going    to 

Mexico  to  direct   three   bilingual   films   for   Internacional  Films   The 

first  will  be  a  modernized  version  of  the  classic,  "The  Brothers  Kara- 

mazov,"  tentatively  titled  "Hate.".  .  .      •    San  Antone's  film  row  shortly 
may    have    a    theatrical    post    of    the    American    Legion   Interstate 

circuit  alone  has  75  eligibles.  ...  •  Wood  Sloanes,  film  and  drama 

critic  of  the  Oakland  Tribune,  is  president  of  the  newly-organized  San 

Francisco  Theater  Critics  Council.  ...  •  Advertising  space  in  Mont- 

gomery, Ala.,  papers,  cut  to  zero  during  the  paper  shortage  induced 

by  the  rail  strike,  now  has  returned  to  70   per  cent  of  March   lineage. 

▼  T  T 

•  •  •  THIS  AND  THAT:  Bonus  plans  for  salesmen  could  become 

epidemic,  so  to  speak.  ...  •  "The  Kid  from  Brooklyn"  opens  in  Bos- 
ton, Los  Angeles  and  Minneapolis  on  the  Glorious  Fourth.  ...  •  Pete 

J.  Wood,  of  Ohio's  ITO,  estimates  that  checking  today  costs  distribs. 

$4,100,000,  and  that  it's  spent  to  check  not  more  than  50  per  cent  of 

receipts  collected  at  the  nation's  box  offices.  ...  •  Didja  know  that 

"Spellbound"  broke  all  Chilean  records  at  its  opening  in  Santiago  this 

week?  ...  •  Warners'  20th  anniversary  of  sound  celebration  is  get- 
ting the  support  of  allied  units.  ...  •  Eric  Johnston  might  like  to 

know  Sam  Wilson,  Columbus,  O.,  Dispatch  theater  editor,  thinks  the 

MPAA  should  censor  film  story  purchases  as  well  as  screen  treatments 

  THAT   would  be   something!    ...      •    Baseball   moguls    going  in 

for  "showmanship"  might  ponder  what  happened  when  theater  circuits 

went   in   for   the   garish   and  over-ornate   There's    no   substitute   for 
a  good  picture — or  a  ball  game.  ...  •  Tom  McGoun  will  conduct  a 

course  in  motion  picture  analysis  for  Fordham's  theater  seminar.  ... 
9  The  Rube  (Columbia)  Jackters  are  celebrating  their  18th  wedding 

anniversary.  ...  •  The  Jack  (Metro)  Soggs  will  mark  their  26th  in 

Cleveland  on  July  3.  .  .  .  •  International  Pictures  now  has  half  of  Kim 

Hunter's  contract,  via  purchase  from  J.  Arthur  Rank's  Production  Facili- 
ties, Ltd   

T  ▼  T 

.  •  •  •  ODDS  AND  ENDS:  Don  Haggerty,  whose  terrific  acting  job 

is  the  newest  MOT  release,  "Problem  Drinkers,"  was  called  to  Hollywood 
for  a  special  screen  test  as  a  result.  ...  •  Guy  Williams,  who  like- 

wise 'was  seen  in  a  MOT  issue.  "The  Returning  Vet,"  has  just  been 
signed  by  M-G-M.  ...  •  George  Pal  has  acquired  screen  rights  to 

the  late  Ralph  Stoner's  series  of  satires  on  great  lovers  of  history, 
and  will  use  them  to  introduce  a  May  Westian  type  of  femme  in  Puppe- 

toons   Stoner  was  killed  fighting  for  the  Marines  on  Saipan   
T  T  T 

COMING  and  GOING 

COL.  CURTIS  P.  MITCHELL,  Paramount^  ad- 
vertising, publicity  and  exploitation  chief,  re- 

turned here  yesterday  from  the  Coast  via  local 
Plane  service  from  Tucson,  Memphis,  Nash- ville, etc. 

SIR  ALEXANDER  KORDA  arrives  by  air  from 
London  Saturday  for  a  series  of  business  con- 

ferences  in    New   York   and    Hollywood. 
HAL  B.  WALLIS  has  arrived  here  from  the 

Coast  and  is  staying  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria. 
E.  M.  SAUNDERS,  assistant  general  sales 

manager  for  M-C-M,  leaves  tomorrow  for  a 
vacation   at   Portsmouth,   N.   H. 

R.  H.  HAINES,  WB  Western  division  manager, 
and  HARRY  A.  SEED,  WB  district  manager,  are 
at  the  Minneapolis  exchange  for  a  sales  confer- ence. 

R.  W.  BRANTON,  booker  at  the  WB  exchange, 
Minneapolis,  is  vacationing  in  Yellowstone  ParK. 

FRITZ  LANG,  producer-director  of  Diana  Pro- 
ductions, will  head  for  Washington  from  the 

Coast,  following  his  directorial  assignment  on 

"The  Cloak  and  Dagger"  for  United  itates  Pic- 
tures, and  will  confer  with  War  and  Navy  De- 

partment officials  regarding  a  film  built  on 
military   maneuvers   in   the  Arctic  wastes. 

JOEL  LEVY,  out-of-town  booker  tor  Loew's, 
is  visiting  Toronto  and  London,  in  Canada,  and 
will  also  make  a  stopover  in  Buffalo  before  re- 

turning to  New  York  the  end  of  the  week 

HERMAN  RIPPS,  M-G-M  district  manager 
with  headquarters  in  Albany,  was  in  town  yes- 

terday for  home  office  conferences. 

O.  O.  DULL,  M-G-M  producer,  left  yesterday for  the  Coast. 

JOAN  KELSO,  biller  at  the  WB  exchange,  Min- 
neapolis,   is    vacationing    in    Spokane,    Wash. 

LIZBETH  SCOTT  is  en  route  to  the  Coast 

from  New  York  to  appear  in  Columbia's  forth- 
coming film,  "Dead  Reckoning,"  opposite  Hum- 

phrey Bogart. 
DENNIS  MORGAN  and  JACK  CARSON,  War- 

ner stars,  will  arrive  in  Milwaukee  July  24  to 
help  launch  the  world  premiere  of  their  latest 

film,  "Two  Guys  from  Milwaukee." 
AL  SACK,  distributor  of  Negro  films,  is  a 

New   York   visitor  from    Dallas. 
ARTURO  DE  CORDOVA,  Mexican  screen  and 

radio  star,  arrived  on  the  Coast  from  Mexico 

City  for  a  10-day  visit  with  his  agent,  Lou  Ir- 
win. 
GEORGE  NICHOLS,  manager  of  the  Liberty, 

Elizabeth,  N.  J.,  is  spending  an  extended  vaca- 
tion  in   Detroit. 

HELEN  M.  TANGOR,  assistant  manager,  the 
Liberty,  Elizabeth,  N.  J.,  will  spend  her  vaca- 

tion at  Virginia   Beach,  Va.,  during  July. 

RITA  COOK,  cashier  at  the  Liberty,  Elizabeth, 
N.  J.,  will  vacation  at  Point  Pleasant,  N.  J. during  July. 

STANLEY  MARSHALL,  house  staff,  Ritz,  New- 

ark,   N.    J.,    is    visiting    Buffalo. 
CEORGE  KELLY,  publicist  for  Warners,  and 

family  will  leave  Newark,  N.  J.  July  7,  for  a 
vacation  in  Quebec. 

ANN  HILDENBRAND,  cashier  at  the  Ritz, 
Elizabeth,  N.  J.,  will  spend  the  entire  month  of 

July  on   the  Jersey   Coast. 
C.  P.  MURPHY,  manager  of  the  Ritz,  Eliza- 

beth, N.  J.,  and  MRS.  MURPHY  are  taking  an 
eight-day  cruise  on   the  Great   Lakes. 
JACK  FULD  and  his  wife  left  yesterday  for  a 

vacation    in   Canada. 

ROSINA  PAGAN,  Brazilian  film  star,  and  her 
director,  RAOUL  ROLEAN,  arrived  in  Miami 
Beach,  and  are  en  route  to  the  Coast  to  study 
Hollywood    techniques   for    Brazilian    production. 
Newlyweds  BILL  WILLIAMS  and  BARBARA 

HALE  arrive  in  New  York  on  Saturday  on  their 
honeymoon,  and  will  attend  the  RKO  sales  con- 

vention  next  week. 

COL.  WILLIAM  S.  SAVAGE,  of  RKO,  left  yes- 
terday via   Constellation   for  Paris. 

FAMOUS  FIRSTS 
|H"*   #"""""1   »   *  OFt'  ""4'Ml"  'l|"  #■  l»   

TALKING  FILMS 
CIRST  feature  picture  with  any  spoken 

dialogue  in  it  was  "The  Jazz  Singer," starring  Al  Jolscn,  presented  October  6, 

1927,  at  the  old  Warner  Theater,  New 

York.  One  of  the  lines  was  the  famous  ad 

lib  by  Jolson,  "Come  on.  Ma,  listen  to 
this."  This  picture  is  credited  as  the  one 
that  convinced  the  industry  sound  motion 

pictures  had  arrived  to  remain. 
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BOYS,  LET  ME 

REVIEW  M-G-M's 
THREE  WISE  FOOLS! 
That's  what  Publisher 
Martin  Quigley  said  to 
his  staff! 

And  when  the  Boss 

becomes  Reviewer,  it's  an 
important  occasion. 

Read  every  word  of  it! 



Reprint  from  Motion  Picture  Herald 

Three  Wise  Fools 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer — Drama  and  Comedy 

Every  once  in  a  while  Hollywood  breaks  out  with  a  departure  from  movie  formula. 

Of  such  stuff  is  made  the  progress  of  the  art — the  widening  of  the  screen's  horizon.  In 
^e  natural  order  some  of  these  worthy  efforts  do  not  quite  come  off  when  subjected  to 
the  exacting  test  of  serving  the  tastes  of  the  miscellaneous  millions  who  are  the  motion 

picture's  audience.  But  MGM's  "Three  Wise  Fools,"  which  is  well  off  the  beaten 
sound  and  image  track,  is  not  of  experimental  character.  While  those  responsible  for 
it  dared  to  be  different  they  made  ample  provision  for  that  human  warmth,  pathos 
and  flashing  humor  which  showmen  instinctively  associate  with  happy  days  at  the 
box  office. 

"Three  Wise  Fools"  is  a  brilliant  setting  heart-warming  use  of  a  lilting  Irish  brogue  and 
for  the  talents  of  that  angelic  genius,  Mar-  she  reads  with  artistry  lines  which  are  of  poetic 

garet    O'Brien.      These   talents   are   out   in  beauty  when    as  sometimes  happens,   they  are 

open  competition  in  the  acting  part  with  such  "ft  showered  over  with  Ga
elic  bulls.  Thomas 

r  £                        t  •       i     -d         ~  Mitchell   as  the  little  girl  s  awkward   and  de- 
master    performers    as    Lionel     Barrymore,  voted  manservant  mig£t  have  been  a  cartoon Lewis     Stone,     Edward     Arnold,     1  nomas  character   but   it  becomes   something  more,  as 
Mitchell  and  Jane  Darwell  and  each  of  these  handled  by  this  competent  performer. 
finds  it  necessary  to  offer  his  very  besMn  It  is  a  story  that  needs  the  telling  that  only 
order  to  avoid  being  dimmed  behind  the  tiny  the  artists  and  the  magic  of  the  motion  picture 

shadow  of  little  Margaret.  can  give  it.     It  is  an  appealing  and  delightful 

The    story    is    an   adaptation    of    the    Austin  change  of  screen  fare  which  beckons  to  young 

Strong  play  which  was  a  noted  Broadway  sue-  and  old  and  people  of  all  kinds  with  promises 

cess  as  staged  by  Winchell  Smith  and  produced  of    novelty,    charm    and— altogether— a    happy 

by  John  Golden.    It  was  written  for  the  screen  tinle- 

by  John  McDermott  and  James   O'Hanlon.   It  ,    Produced  by  William  H.Wright  and  directed 

comes  to  us  as  a  witty  and  imaginative  tale  in  by  Edward  Buzzell    it  evidences  throughout  a. 

which   Margaret   comes   from   Ireland   to   live  hlSh    order    of    craftsmanship     exemplified    in 

with  three  great  and  prosperous  bachelors   of  m^Y  ways    especially  in  the  handling  of  diffi- 

the  town,  the  bachelors  being  Barrymore,  Stone  cuIt  story  elements. 

and  Arnold.    Margaret  is  the  granddaughter  of  Seen  at  sneaky  preview  at  a  New  York  the- 
a  girl  who  had  been  the  object  of  the  affections  aire.     Reviewers  Rating:  Excellent. — Martin 
of  all   three  but  had  rejected   their   suits   and  Quigley. 

gone    off    to    Ireland    with    a    great    and    poetic  Release    date,    September,    1946.       Running-    time,    90 
Character,   The   O'Monahan.  ™in;,     ££A  No.  11463.     General  audience  classification. 

There   are    recurring    sequences    about    "the      %ft&£$^"-y";-£Z3&gS£ little    people  —the    fairies    and    the    leprechauns.       Judge  James  Trumbell   Lewis  Stone 
There  is  realistic  drama  and  broad  flourishes  of      Theodore  Findley   Edward  Arnold 

humor  but  it  is  all  played  against  a  background       Thomas   Mitchell,   Ray   Collins,   Jane   Darwell     Charles 

of  fantasy  and  make-believe.   Margaret  makes      ̂ £^^^  E^°™  W  <^™* 

THE  PICTURE  WITH  A  HEART  OF 

GOLD! 
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A  NEW  ALL- 
TIME  RECORD 

FOR  THE  ASTOR! 
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A  NEW  ALL-TIME 
RECORD  OPENING 
FOR  THE  WOODS! 

o 

WITH 

/M  T£C//A//CO£0/? 

VIRGINIA  MAYO  -VERA  ELLEN 
THE  GOLDWYN  GIRLSw.™  abel 
EVE  ARDEN  •  STEVE  COCHRAN  •  FAY  BAINTER 

LIONEL  STANDER  *  Directed  by  NORMAN  Z.  McLEOD 
Adapted  by  Don  Hartman  and  Melville  Shavejson  «  From  a  Screen  Play 
by  Grover  Jones,  Frank  Butler  and  Richard  Connell  •  Based  on  a  play  by 
Lynn  Root  and  Harry  Clork .  Released  through  RKO  RADIO  PICTURES,  INC. 
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MPTOA  Will  Fight 
Films  Auction  Plan 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

against  the  distributors.  The  com- 

mittee's suggestions  represented  its 
reaction  to  the  court's  decision 
handed  down  recently  in  the  case  and 
constitutes  what  the  group  believes 
should  be  contained  in  the  final  de- 

cree to  be  entered  by  the  court  for 
the  protection  and  benefit  of  exhib- 
itors. 

Levy  to  Prepare  Statement 
Herman  M.  Levy,  general  counsel 

of  the  MPTOA,  was  designated  to 
prepare  a  statement  setting  forth 
the  suggestions.  It  was  planned,  ten- 

tatively, to  call  a  meeting  late  in  the 
Summer  of  the  entire  board  of  direc- 

tors, the  executive  committee  and 
the  presidents,  or  their  representa- 

tives, of  all  local  unit  members  of 
the  association  to  whom  the  state- 

ment will  be  submitted  for  their  de- 
cision and  final  approval.  It  will  be 

determined  at  that  time  whether  per- 
mission will  be  sought  to  appear  as 

amicus  curiae  at  the  resumed  hear- 
ing of  the  appeal  to  the  U.  S.  Su- 

preme Court. 
The  executive  committee  agreed 

that  the  following  suggestions  would 
be  incorporated  in  the  statement: 

"(1)  A  strong  position  in  opposi- 
tion to  the  licensing  of  films  to  the 

highest  bidder  because  under  this 

'auction'  plan  the  price  of  films  will, 
of  necessity,  skyrocket  to  a  point 
where  admission  prices  will  have  to 
increase  accordingly,  so  that  the 
Sherman  Act  whose  basic  philosophy 
it  is  to  protect  the  public,  will  in 
effect,  in  the  decision  as  it  now 
stands,  work  to  the  detriment  of  the 
public  by  virtue  of  increased  admis- 

sion prices. 
Other  Considerations 

"The  highest  price  should  not  be 
the  only  deciding  factor  but  there 
should  also  be  considered  the  theater 

owner's  reputation  for  fair  dealing, 
the  theater's  service  to  its  com- 

munity, and  its  value  in  the  industry. 
The  rights  of  an  old  customer  should 
also  be  recognized  in  negotiations 
for  films.  It  should  not  be  legally 
sanctioned  that  the  most  money  may 
force  to  the  wall  an  exhibitor  of  long 
standing.  There  is  no  objection  to 
the  payment  of  fair  prices  for  films. 

"(2)  That  there  be  a  penalty  for 
over-buying  and  that  such  over-buy- 

ing be  a  matter  for  arbitration. 
''(3)   The  distributors  and  the  ar- 

SICK  REPORT 

SAM  GOLDSTEIN,  head  of  Commonwealth 

Pictures,  is  recuperating  at  his  Rockville 

Centre,  L.  I.  home,  after  a  minor  oper- 
ation. 

LOU  AMOUR,  Mid-States  circuit  auditor, 
ill  at  home  with  heart  trouble. 

HECTOR  BISHOP,  manager,  Covent  The- 
ater, Chicago,  is  recovering  from  pneumonia 

at  Edgewater  Hospital. 

Little  Headlines, 
EDWARD  ASHKINS,  formerly  United  Artists'  branch  manager  in  St.  Louis,  has  been 

named  Denver  branch  manager  for  PRC  by  Harry  H.  Thomas,  president  and  general  sales 
manager.  Ashkins  replaces  Bill  Williams  in   Denver. 

• 
METRO  GIVES  EXHIBS.  the  fairest  deals,  according  to  68  per  cent  of  the  246  Ohio 

theaters  which  replied  to  an  ITO  of  Ohio  questionnaire,  Pete  J.  Wood,  secretary,  reports 
in  a  current  bulletin. 

• 
FILMS,    INC.   OF   NEW   YORK   has   registered    100,000   shares   of  Class   A  par   $5.00 

stock,  and  100,000  10  cents  common  shares  with  the  SEC.  Herrick,  Waddell  &  Co.,  Inc., 
will  offer  the  new  issues  in  units  of  one  share  of  Class  A  and  one  share  of  common  at 

$8.10  a  unit.  Company  will  use  proceeds  to  retire  2,010  preferred  shares. 
• 

NUMBER   OF   THEATERS   now   pledged   to   participate    in   celebrating   Warners   sound 

anniversary  has  passed  the  6,000  mark.  A  large  number  of  these  houses  already  are  en- 
gaged in  anniversary  activities  and  will  continue  them  through  Aug.   10. 

• 
SPECIAL   FLUORESCENT-COATED    roll   film    developed    by    Eastman    Kodak   Co.   will 

be  used  to  record  the  sun's  rays  and  expand  scientific  knowledge  of  the  upper  atmos- 
phere during  V-2  rocket  tests  today  in  White  Sands,  N.  M.  Tests  will  be  made  in  "robot 

laboratories"  in  the  nose  of  giant  rockets. • 
THERESE  STONE,   of   M-G-M    Public    Relations,   will   host  a    number  of   leading   edu- 

cators and  representatives  of  national  juvenile  welfare  organizations  from  New  York  and 

New  Jersey  at  a  special  screening  today  of  "Boys'  Ranch"  to  be  followed  by  a  luncheon 
at  the  Hotel  Astor. 

• 

KENNETH   MacGOWAN   has  been   elected   to   membership   on   the    National   Planning 

Association's   committee   on    international   policy,    it   was    announced    yesterday.    Election 
is   considered    recognition    of    the    role   of   pix    in   foreign    policy.    MacGowan    served    as 
motion  picture  director  of  the  OCIAA  during  the  war. 

Associated  British's  Net 
Up  £100,000  for  Record 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
annual     statement.      Return     set    a 

record    in    the    company's    19    year history. 
Gross  income  was  £20,000,000  and 

£7,500,000  was  paid  in  entertainment 
taxes.  Admissions  to  AB  theaters 
totaled  250,000,000.  Sir  Philip  said 
that  the  Elstree  Studios  are  sched- 

uled to  be  re-opened  in  the  Fall  of 
next  year. 

bitrators  should,  in  determining 
runs,  apply  the  same  seven  tests 
named  by  the  Court  to  be  used  in 
determining  reasonable  clearance, 
and,  in  addition  thereto,  should  apply 

the  factors  of  the  theater  owner's 
reputation  for  fair  dealing,  the  the- 

ater's service  to  its  community,  and 
its  value  in  the  industry,  and  the 
rights  of  an  old  customer  should  be 

recognized." "Auction"  Bidding  Alarms 
It  was  pointed  out  that  the  com- 

mittee viewed  with  alarm  the  danger 
of  "auction"  bidding  for  pictures 
which  "may  very  well  result  in  the 
ruination  of  independent  theater 
owners  with  years  of  creditable  per- 

formance in  their  communities  by 

competition  from  ruthless  'big 
money'  sources  and  in  detriment  to 
the  public  due  to  high  admission 
prices  forced  upward  through  in- 

creased film  cost  caused  by  'auction' 

buying." The  meeting  yesterday  was  at- 
tended by  independent  -  exhibitor 

members  of  the  committee.  They 
were  Fred  Wehrenberg,  president; 
Herman  Levy,  R.  R.  Biechele,  Morris 
Loewenstein,  J.  J.  O'Leary,  Mitchell 
Wolfson,  Mack  Jackson  and  Lewen 
Pizor. 

The  committee  will  meet  again today. 

Broidy  Opens  Monogram 
Chi.  Sales  Meeting  Today 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ternational  gathering  of  the  or- 
ganization as  delegates  are  here 

from  Belgium,  Mexico,  Toronto,  Mon- 
treal, St.  John,  Winnipeg,  Calgary 

and  Vancouver. 
With  Steve  Broidy,  president,  pre- 

siding, the  meeting  today  will  be 
greeted  by  Mayor  Edward  J.  Kelly 
and  a  welcome  by  Irving  Mandel, 
Chicago  franchise  holder. 

The  three-day  session  will  be  de- 
voted to  sales  planning  for  the  1946- 

47  program  and  addresses  on  various 
aspects  of  production  and  distribu- tion. 

'1st  Outdoor  Theater  Run 
In  Clearance  Complaint 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

companies  grant  to  the  Dayton  Drive- 
In  what  is  known  as  first  outdoor 
theater  run  with  the  following  clear- 

ances over  the  Skyline:  Warners,  30 

days;  RKO,  45  days;  20th-Fox,  28 
days,  and  Paramount,  30  days. 

Elimination  of  all  clearance  or 
reduction  to  one  day  is  asked  by  the 

complainant. 

E.  J.  Bergen,  Exhib.,  Dies 
Wilmington,  Del. — Edward  J.  Ber- 

gen, 32,  manager  of  the  Ritz  The- ater here  since  last  January,  died 

Monday  night  at  his  home  at  Glen- 
olden,  Pa.  Before  coming  to  Wilm- 

ington he  managed  theaters  in  Phil- 
adelphia and  Chester,  Pa.,  and  Cam- 

den, N.  J.  He  had  been  affiliated  with 
Warner  Bros,  theaters  for  12  years. 
Bergen  was  district  head  of  the 

Warner  Club.  His  widow,  parents 
and  two  brothers  survive. 

Distribs.  Fight  Cut 

In  Belgian  %  Rates 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

ordered   by   the   Government  a   few weeks  ago. 

Exhibitors  asked  the  Government 
to  reduce  percentage  rates  ̂ argeri 
for  films  from  the  current  Vo  50 
per  cent,  but  distributors  re^-ded  to 
agree,  pointing  out  that  their  rentals 
will  automatically  be  reduced  with 
lower  admission  charges. 

At  one  time,  the  Exhibitors'  Asso- cition  threatened  to  refuse  to  sign 
contracts  until  the  rates  were  ad- 

justed but  the  Government  inter- 
vened and  ordered  distributors  and 

exhibitors  to  come  to  an  agreement. 

Golden  Theater  to  Show 
European  Pictures 

The  John  Golden  Theater  on  45th 
St.,  near  8th  Ave.,  will  be  converted 
from  legitimate  operation  to  a  first- 
run  showcase  for  European  films,  it 
was  reported  by  Marcello  Girosi, 
president  of  a  new  corporation,  who 
signed  a  five-year  lease  of  the  Shu- bert  house  yesterday. 

Paolino  Gerli,  a  prominent  figure 
in  the  silk  and  textile  industries,  is 
the  financial  backer  of  the  project. 
Gerli  is  desirous  of  presenting  out- 

standing European  films  in  the  750- 
seat  theater  to  attract  interest  in 
European  film  efforts,  Girosi  stated. 

The  theater  will  be  remodelled  and 
equipped  for  films  to  open  on  or 
about  Sept.  10.  Girosi  pointed  out 
that  he  will  also  head  an  American 
distribution  company  for  the  films  to 
be  shown  at  the  theater. 

16  mm.  Only  Via  35  mm. 
Distributor,  Swiss  Code 

Zurich  (By  Cable)  —  SW,  the 
Swiss  distributors'  organization,  has 
set  up  a  code  of  practices  for  handling 
16  mm.  rights  to  films.  Under  the 
agreement  only  a  distributor  who 
holds  the  35  mm.  rights  to  a  film  can  J 

supply  16  mm.  prints  and,  when  ac 
quiring  import  rights  to  a  film,  a 

distributor  must  be  satisfied  that  16" mm.  rights  have  not  been  disposed  oi 
to  another  firm. 

If  a  producer  defaults  on  th€ 
agreement,  his  film,  whether  35  mm 

or  16  mm.  will  be  banned  from  dis-" 
tribution  and  exhibition  in  Switzer- land. 

STORK  REPORTS 

Syracuse,  N.  Y. — Harold  Morton 
manager  of  Loew's  State,  became  th< father  of  another  son  June  23. 

Indianapolis  —  Mrs.  Evelyn  Mar 
shall  gave  birth  to  a  four-pounc 
three- ounce  baby  girl  at  Colemai 
Hospital.  She  is  the  wife  of  Ha 

Marshall,  Metro's  exploiteer. 

: 

H 
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3  Pix  from  Rank/  5  from  Enterprise  on  ,U/  Roster Releases  from  Five 
Outside  Producers  and 
Three  Arthur  Rank  Pix 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

[serials.     Rank    features    are    to    be 
hand)^lfl,under    a    separate    selling 
arranfe  .tnent   announced    some   time 

(iago. 
Commenting  on  sales  policy  as 

affected  by  the  recent  opinion  in 
the  New  York  Equity  action, 

Scully  noted,  "Until  the  decree 
is  signed  by  the  Court  every- 

thing is  in  the  state  of  flux  and 
therefore  our  policies  remain 
flexible." 
Outside     productions     will     come 

from    the    Jack   H.    Skirball  -  Bruce 

— GLOBAL  ALLIANCES — 

Adolph  Schmiel,  attorney,  sec- 

retary and  co-ordinalor  of  talent 

and  story  in  the  East  for  Univers- 
al, yesterday  told  the  national 

sales  convention  in  the  Waldorf 
that  alliances  had  been  made  with 

literary  capitals  all  over  the 
world. 

"As  a  result,"  said  Schimel,  "we 
have  been  and  are  receiving 
scripts  and  manuscripts  from  the 
leading  authors  from  all  corners 

of  the  globe." 

Manning  organization,  Walter  Wan- 
ger,  Michael  Todd  and  Diana  Produc- 

tions. Six  will  be  made  in  Techni- 
color and  two  in  Cinecolor. 
Five  From   Enterprise 

Charles  Einfeld,  Enterprise  presi- 
dent, will  announce  that  company's 

productions  when  he  addresses  the 
convention  today. 

Skirball  -  Manning  contributions 
will  be  "Magnificent  Doll,"  starring 
Ginger  Rogers,  David  Niven  and 
'Burgess  Meredith,  with  Frank  Bor- 
zage  direction  the  Irving  Stone 
story;  "Portrait  in  Black,"  to  be 
directed  by  Carol  Reed,  and  "Sunny 
iRiver,"  to  be  made  in  Technicolor, 
'with  lyrics  by  Oscar  Hammerstein 
|II  and  music  by  Sigmund  Romberg. 

Todd's  production  will  be  "Great 
'Son,"  from  the  Edna  Ferber  novel, 
while  Wanger  will  produce  "Smash- 
|Up,"  starring  Susan  Hayward  and 
JLee  Bowman,  with  Eddie  Albert  and 
'Marsha  Hunt,  directed  by  Stuart 
Heisler.  Diana  will  deliver  "The 
Secret  Beyond  the  Door,"  starring 
Joan  Bennett,  with  Fritz  Lang  as 
producer-director. 
Another  independent  picture  will 

be  Mark  Hellinger's  production  of 
:'Swell  Guy,"  to  be  financed  by  Uni- 

versal, starring  Sonny  Tufts,  Ann 
Blyth  and  Ruth  Warrick.  Frank 
-Tuttle  will  direct  from  the  story  by 
Richard  Brooks. 

Felix  Jackson  will  produce  two  Deanna 

Durbin  pictures,  the  first  to  be  "I'll  Be 
i'ours,"  from  a  comedy  -by  Ferene  Molnar. nVilliam  Seiter  will  direct  from  the  Morrie 
ifvyskind  screenplay.  Second  is  to  be  a  Teeh- 
-ieolor  filmization  of  the  Broadway  musical 

Dp  In  Central  Park." 
Two   From   Abbott   &   Costello 

First  of  two  Bud  Abbott  and  Lou  Costello 

romedies.  "Mexican  Hayride,"  is  from  the 
Michael  Todd  Broadway  hit,  with  music  by 

1'ole  Porter,  while  the  second  will  be  "Buck 

IN  NEW  INDUSTRY  POSTS 

RALPH  TROIDt,  assistant  city  manager,  Pioneer 
Circuit,  Storm  Lake,   la. 

IRWIN  SHIFFMAN,  Republic  salesman,  Cleve- 
land. 

BUD  FRIEDMAN,  Warner  theater  relief  mana- 

ger, Cleveland. 
TED  HOOPER,  assistant  manager,  Park,  Youngs- 

town,  O. 

FRED  C.  STONE,  head  booker,  E.  M.  Loew  chain, 
Boston. 

GEORGE  C.  CRONIN,  manager,  Snider  theaters, 
Portland,   Me. 

PAT  HANNEGAN,  manager,  Goodale,  Columbus, 

O. AARON  COLEMAN,  Film  Classics  exchange, 
Chicago. 

PAT  DELARTE,  secretary,  B  &  K,  Chicago. 

G.  J.  NORD,  acting  manager,  Park,  LaGrange, III. 

LOU    SIMONS,   manager,   Garden,   Detroit. 

EDDIE  SEGUIN,  publicity  director,  Chicago  the- 
ater,  Chicago. 

WALDO  BAIL,  publicity  director,  Roosevelt, Chicago. 

GUS  KOSTAKIS,  manager,  Villas,  Cicero,  III. 

WILLIAM  KOENIC,  assistant  story  editor,  Sol 
Lesser  Productions,  Hollywood. 

GIL   GIEBEL,   manager,   Fowler,   Fowler,   Ind. 

NAT  KAUFMAN,  operator,  Film  Building  Studio, 
Detroit. 

WILLIAM  WARDHOLZ,  state  salesman,  Uni- 
versal,  Detroit. 

ROBERT  LUCCHESE,  assistant  auditor,  National 
Theater,  San  Antonio,  Tex. 

CHARLES  ANGUS,  sound  technician,  Reese  Sound 

Service,   Detroit. 

JAMES  (TINY)  POWERS,  JR.,  operator,  Sheridan, 
Detroit. 

JAMES   Dl    FALCO,   manager,   Colonial,   Detroit. 

Privates  Come  Home,"  a  sequel  to  an  earlier 
hit,  "Buck  Privates." Yvonne  DeCarlo  will  be  starred  in  two 

Technicolor  productions.  "Scahrazad,"  in which  she  stars  with  Brian  Donlevy  and 
Jean  Pierre  Aumout,  with  music  by  Rimsky- 
KorsaKoff,  was  written  and  directed  by  Wal- 

ter Eeisch.  "Flame  of  Tripoli,"  will  be  writ- 
ten and  produced  by  Michael  Fessier  and 

Ernest  Pagano. 
Maria  Montez  also  will  be  starred  in  a 

pair  of  Technicolor  films.  "Pirates  of  Mon- 
terey," will  co-star  Rod  Cameron,  with 

Alfred  Werker  directing  and  Paul  Malvern 

producing,  while  the  second  will  be  "Algerian 

Nights." 
Hollywood  debut  of  Phyllis  Calvert,  British 

stage  and  screen  star,  will  be  in  "Time  Out 
of  Mind,"  from  Rachel  Field's  book,  with 
Jane  Murfin  as  producer,  and  Robert  Siod- 
mak,  directing. 

Donald   O'Connor   Returns 
Donald  O'Connor's  first  of  two,  will  be 

the  Christopher  Morley  best-seller,  "Kath- 
leen," with  announcement  of  his  second  to follow. 

Other  pictures  on  the  schedule  are:  "White 
Tie  and  Tails,"  with  Dan  Duryea,  Ella  Raines 
and  William  Bendix:  "Knave  of  Diamonds," 
featuring  Charles  Korvin,  Ella  Raines,  Ed- 
mond  O'Brien  and  Louise  Allbritton:  "The 
Michigan  Kid."  to  be  made  in  Cinecolor  from 
a  Rex  Beach  story,  with  Jon  Hall,  Victor  Mc- 
Laglen,  Rita  Johnson,  Andy  Devine  and  Mil- 
burn  Stone.  Direction  will  be  by  Rex  Taylor 
with  Howard  Welseh  producing. 

Also  to  be  made  in  Cinecolor  will  be  "Vigi- 
lantes Ride,"  with  Jon  Hall.  Margaret  Lind- 

say, Paul  Drew,  Andy  Devine  and  Robert 
Wilcox.  "Little  Miss  Big"  will  star  Beverly 
Simmons,  while  Peggy  Ryan  will  be  starred 
in  "The  Flirt,"  from  the  Booth  Tarkington 
story.  "Hell's  Kitchen"  will  star  Broderiek 
Crawford,  with  Lois  Collier  and-  Thomas 
Gomez. 

Other  titles  announced  were:  "The  Mark 
of  Rajah,"  "Yukon  Trail,"  "Bad  Sister," 
"Shanghai  Lady."  "Back  to  God's  Country"; 
"My  Pal  Treve,"  by  Albert  Payson  Terhune; 
"Claude's  Wife,"  by  Alexander  Dumas,  and 
"She  Meant  No  Harm."  Seven  other  pictures 
will  be  of  a  topical  and  exploitation  nature. 

Rank's  Three  Pictures 

The  Rank  English-made  releases  are  "No- 
torious Gentleman,"  starring  Rex  Harrison 

and  Lilli  Palmer;  "They  Were  Sisters,"  with 
James  Mason  and  Phyllis  Calvert  as  co-stars; 
and   "Dead  of   Night,"   starring  Michael   Red- 

Birkhahn  to  Bulgaria 
As  Manager  for  MPEA 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

vice-president  and  general  manager. 
Birkhahn  has  been  named  manager 
in  Bulgaria  and  Lieb  has  been  ap- 

pointed service  manager  in  the  New 
York  office. 

Birkhahn,  who  will  headuarter  in 
Sofia,  joins  MPEA  after  17  years  of 
film  sales  experience  in  Europe  and 
the  Near  East  for  Paramount,  Uni- 

versal and  M-G-M.  Lieb  was  with 
20th-Fox  for  18  years  in  its  inter- 

national department. 

grave.  Latter  will  have  its  U.  S.  premiere  to- morrow at  the  Winter  Garden. 

Serial  schedule  includes:  "The  Mysterious 
Mr.  M."  "The  Yukon  Sky  Patrol,"  "The 
Scarlet  Horseman  Rides  Again"  and  "The 

Evil  Eye." 
Short  subjects  will  include:  13  Walter 

Lantz  C'artunes,  in  Technicolor;  13  Name 
Band  Musicals,  two  special  featurettes  and 

two  series  of  eight,  "Sing  and  Be  Happy" 
and   "The  Answer  Man." In  addressing  the  convention  yesterday, 
Lantz  said  that  he  has  added  a  new  series  of 
four  eartunes  with  music  recorded  by  a  50- 
piece  orchestra.  Series  will  include  "Chopin's 
Musical  Moments."  "Overture  by  William 
Tell,"  "Zampa  Overture"  and  "The  Poet  and 

the  Peasant." 
Among  others  to  address  the  sales  con- 

vention yesterday  were  Jack  H.  Skirball,  who 
flew  in  from  the  Coast,  and  Edward  L.  Mc- 
Evoy,  Universal  shorts  sales  chief. 

P.  R.  Exhibitors 
Talk  Production 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

group  but  no  action  to  advance  the 
scheme  will  be  taken  pending  the  or- 

ganization of  the  Pan-American  ex- 
hibitor conference. 

Financing  would  be  by  contribu- 
tions from  all  members  of  the  vari- 

ous groups  representing  exhibitors 
in  Puerto  Rico,  Mexico,  Venezuela, 
Santo  Domingo  and  Cuba.  Under  one 

plan  advanced,  exhibitors  would  con- 
tribute the  proceeds  from  the  sale  of 

the   first  admission  ticket  for  each 

performance    at    all    theaters    par- ticipating. 

George  M.  Doyle  Dead 
Springfield,  Mass.  —  George  M 

Doyle,  67,  editor  of  the  Springfield 
Daily  News,  formerly  theater  and 
motion  picture  editor  and  one-time 
reporter  on  the  old  New  York  Dra 
matic  News,  died  here. 

Carroll  E.  Breadon  Dead 

Chicago — Carroll  E.  Breadon,  fac- 
tory manager  for  the  Zenith  Corp., 

is  dead.  His  widow  and  two  daugh- 
ters survive. 

LYLE  TALBOT- 
JULIE  GIBSON 

EDDIE  ACUFF  - 

PAMELA  BLAKE 

Screenplay  by  George  H.  Plympton 

and  Harry  Fraser 

Based  upon  the  celebrated  character  of 

Shadow  Magazine,  Shadow  Comics  and  Radio 

Produced  by  SAM  KATZMAN 

Directed  by  DERWIN  ABRAHAMS 

COLUMBIA  SERIAL 



Produced  by  DANIEL  DARE 
Directed  by  WILLIAM  D.  RUSSELL 

Screen  Play  by  Norman  Panama 
and  Melvin  Frank 

Based  on  a  story  by  Frank  Waldman 



IEY  LEFT  OFF  IN  "OUR  HEARTS  WERE  YOUNG  AND  GAY 

fJ 

The  fun  is  faster — 

The  business  is  bigger — 

t's  "one  of  the  few  sequels  that's  better  than  a 

*^ccessful  original,"  says  Variety — 
nother  of  those  happy  hits  that  are  such  a  habit 

with Paramount 

GAIL  RUSSELL  •  DIANA  LYNN 
BRIAN  DONLEVY 

with  Billy  De  Wolfe  *  William  Demarest 
James  Brown  •  Bill  Edwards 
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ACT  Concerned  Over 

U.  S.-French  Deal 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

British  films  in  the  French  market. 
ACT  officials  were  instructed  to 

watch  the  situation  and,  if  necessary, 
to  press  the  British  Government  to 
approach  the  U.  S.  Government  with 
a  view  to  safeguarding  the  inter- 

ests of  British  film  exporters.  Copies 
of  the  resolution  were  sent  to  the 
British  departments  concerned  and 
to  the  French  Government. 

Czechs  Pay  55-65%  for 
UK  Films,  35%  for  U.  S. 

Prague  (By  Air  Mail) — Forty  U. 
S.  films  included  in  the  temporary 
releasing  deal  concluded  last  month 
with  the  Czechoslovakian  state  mo- 

nopoly, pending  settlement  of  a  per- 
manent import  arrangement,  will 

yield  American  distribs.  only  35  per 
cent  of  the  gross,  compared  with  65 
per  cent  received  by  British  com- 

panies up  to  £1,250,  and  55  per  cent 
above  that  sum. 

During  the  first  three  months  of 
this  year,  102  new  films  were  passed 
by  censors,  including  21  British,  17 
Russian,  nine  French,  one  Swiss  and 
one  Dutch.  No  new  U.  S.  films  were 
released  during  the  period. 

In  addition  to  technical  and  eco- 
nomic obstacles,  a  shortage  of  prints 

handicaps  distribution  in  the  country. 
British  distributors,  for  instance,  had 
to  supply  positive  raw  stock  for  their 
releases  and  the  10  prints  of  each 
picture  distributed  was  only  half 
enough  to  supply  the  demand. 

As  of  last  month,  1,572  theaters 
were  operating  in  Bohemia  and 
Moravia  but  over  2,000  are  expected 
to  be  in  operation  by  the  end  of  the 
year. 

Clerics  to  See  "Cabrini" 
A  thousand  members  of  the  met- 

ropolitan New  York  clergy,  Protes- 
tant pastors  as  well  as  Roman  Cath- 
olic priests,  ,will  witness  a  special 

preview  showing  of  "The  Life  and 
Miracles  of  Blessed  Mother  Cabrini" 
at  the  Ambassador  at  10  a.m.  today. 
The  film  will  begin  a  regular  engage- 

ment at  the  theater  July  6.  The  fol- 
lowing day,  Sunday,  the  late  Mother 

Cabrini  will  be  formally  canonized  in 
the  Vatican  City. 

FEMME  TOUCH 

HELEN  BOLSTEAD,  B  &  K  publicity  department, 
Chicago. 

MARIE  WEICLER,   secretary   to  William   Shartin, 
UA  branch   manager,   Cleveland. 

DORIS    ANDELL,    secretary    to    Al    Kolitz,    RKO 
branch  manager,  Cleveland. 

MARILYNN   CLARKE,    booking   stenographer, 
Paramount,  Omaha. 

JEAN    DOUGHERTY,    information    girl,    M-C-M, 
Omaha. 

DOROTHY  WEAVER,  assistant  cashier,  20th-Fox, 
Omaha. 

BETTY  RHOADES,  assistant  contract  clerk,  20th- 
Fox,  Omaha. 

reviews  of  new  fums 
"Crime  of  the  Century" 
with  Stephanie  Bachelor,  Michael  Browne 

Republic  56  Mins 
SUITABLE  FILL-IN  PROGRAMMER  FOR 

THE  DOUBLE  FEATURE  ACTION  HOUSES; 
FAVORABLY  CAST. 

Stephanie  Bachelor,  very  charming,  beauti- 
ful and  a  capable  actress,  helps  keep  the 

film  alive,  in  spite  of  the  weak,  standard 

situations  that  mark  the  plot.  Michael 

Browne,  established  at  the  opening  as  an 

ex-convict,  for  some  unknown  reason,  plods 

his  way  through  the  film  convincing  the 

audience  he's  a  nice  guy  and  at  the  same 
time  attempting  to  discover  the  where- 

abouts of  his  brother,  Ray  Walker. 

The  crime  plet  is  centered  in  the  efforts 

by  Paul  Stanton,  vice-president  of  a  huge 
industrial  corporation  to  gain  control  by 

withholding  the  news  of  the  corporation 

president's  death  until  after  the  stock- 

holders' election  when  he  could  automatical- 
ly take  over.  Stephanie  Bachelor,  Martin 

Kosleck,  and  Mary  Currier,  the  dead  man's 
sister  join  forces  with  Stanton  to  prevent 

the  news  from  leaking  out  by  keeping  the 

body  packed   in   ice. 

Ray  Walker,  a  clever  newspaper  man  who 

knew  of  the  conspiracy,  is  held  captive 
until  Browne  uncovers  the  ruse.  The  end 

comes  for  Bachelor  while  trying  to  con- 

vince Browne  she  was  "roped  in,"  when 
Stanton  who  had  just  been  shot,  finds 

enough  strength  to  use  his  gun  on  her. 
CAST:  Stephanie  Bachelor,  Michael  Browne, 

Martin  Kosleck,  Betty  Shaw,  Paul  Stanton, 
Mary  Currier,  Ray  Walker,  Tom  London,  Don 
Cosrello,  Earle  Hodgins,  Carry  Owen,  Charles 
Cane,  Charles  Wilson,  Frances  Morris,  Frederick 
Howard,  David  Fresco. 

CREDITS:  Associate  Producer,  Walter  H.  Coetz; 

Director,  Philip  Ford;  Screenplay,  O'Leta  Rein- 
hart,  William  Hagens  and  Gertrude  Walker; 

Original  story,  O'Leta  Reinhart,  William  Hagens; 
Cameraman,  Reggie  Lanning;  Film  Editor,  Wil- 

liam P.  Lanning;  Musical  Director,  Richard  Sher- 
win;  Sound,  Ed  Borschell;  Art  Director,  Cano 
Chittenden;  Set  Decorators,  John  McCarthy,  Jr., 

James   Redd. 
DIRECTION,    Fair.       PHOTOGRAPHY,    Fair. 

Hoffberg  Will  Release 
Six  Italian  Pictures 

Leo  Cohen,  who  recently  returned 
from  Rome,  has  concluded  a  deal 
with  Hoffberg  Productions,  Inc.,  for 
the  distribution  of  six  Italian  films, 
produced  in  Italy  both  during  and 
since  the  termination  of  the  war. 
Jack  Hoffberg  plans  to  release  these 
films  in  the  fall  and  is  making  ar- 

rangements for  a  Broadway  presen- 
tation. 

Cohen  will  leave  here  for  France, 
Italy  and  other  European  countries 
July  9,  in  search  of  other  material 
for  presentation  in  the  United  States 
as  well  as  Latin  America. 

The  16  mm.  rights  have  also  been 
included  in  this  deal,  it  was  an- 

nounced by  Hoffberg. 

Rites  for  William  S.  Hart 
West   Coast   Bureau    of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Hollywood — Last  rites  for  William 
S.  Hart  were  held  in  Forest  Lawn 
Memorial  Park  last  night  with  the 
mourners  forming  the  largest  as- 
semblance  since  the  rites  for  Will 

Rogers  in  1935.  Dr.  George  David- 
son, rector  of  St.  John's  Episcopal 

Church  in  Los  Angeles,  conducted  the 
services. 

"Beware" 
with   Louis  Jordan 

Astor  55  Mins. 

ALL  -  NEGRO  MUSICAL  IS  A  LIVELY 

AFFAIR  CATERING  TO  THE  ADMIRERS 

OF  LOUIS  JORDAN. 

"Beware,"  an  all-Negro  musical,  stars 

Louis  Jordan  in  his  first  full-length  film. 
Jordan  rises  to  the  occasion  by  putting  on 

a  show  that  will  win  the  pleasure  of  those 

who  appreciate  the  type  of  music  repre- 

sented by  him  and  his  Tympany  Band.  Jor- 
dan is  virtually  the  whole  picture,  lending 

his  talents  to  no  less  than  10  song  num- 

bers —  "Beware,  Brother,  Beware,"  "Salt 

Pork,  West  Virginia,"  "Don't  Worry  'Bout 
That  Mule,"  "In  the  Land  of  the  Buffalo 

Nickel,"  "Old-Fashion  Passion,"  ''Good 

Morning  Heartache,"  "How  Long  Must  I 

Wait?",  "Hold  On,"  "Long-Legged  Lizzie" 
and  "You've  Got  to  Have  a  Beat."  Jordan 

throws  himself  into  his  work  with  an  en- 
thusiasm that  is  commendable. 

The  picture  is  presented  by  Berle  Adams 

and  R.  M.  Savini,  the  latter  of  whom  is 

listed  as  executive  producer.  In  his  dual 

capacity  of  producer  and  director,  Bud  Pol- 
lard attempted  to  inject  as  much  life  as 

possible  into  the  proceedings. 

The  film  doesn't  strain  for  originality. 
What  story  there  is,  serves  merely  as  an 

excuse  for  giving  Jordan  a  chance  to  strut 
his  stuff  with  the  assistance  of  his  boys.  It 

relates  how  Jordan  saves  his  alma  mater 

from  shutting  its  doors  because  of  financial 
difficulties  and  wins  the  love  of  a  member 

of  the  faculty,  Valerie  Black. 

With  the  exception  of  Jordan  and  Frank 

Wilson,  who  plays  a  professor,  the  cast  is 

pretty  amateurish. 
The  film  is  chiefly  of  interest  as  a  show- 

case for  Jordan's  talents. 
CAST:  Louis  Jordan,  Frank  Wilson,  Emory 

Richardson,  Valerie  Black,  Milton  Woods,  Joseph 
Hilliard,  Tommy  Hix,  Charles  Johnson,  John 
Frant,  Walter  Earle,  Ernest  Calloway,  Dimples 

Daniels,  Louis  Jordan's  Tympany  Band,  Aristo- Cenes  Girls  Club. 

CREDITS:  Executive  Producer,  R.  M.  Savini; 
Producer,  Bud  Pollard;  Director,  Bud  Pollard; 

Screenplay,  John  E.  Cordon;  Cameraman,  Don 
Malkames;  Settings,  Frank  Nemczy;  Sound,  Wal- 

ter Hicks;   Film   Editor,   Bud  Pollard. 
DIRECTION,    So-so.      PHOTOGRAPHY,   Okay. 

Leonard  Hall  Dies 

Leonard  Hall,  50,  one-time  man- 
aging editor  of  Photoplay  Magazine 

and  motion  picture  critic  for  Made- 
moiselle, was  found  dead  in  his 

apartment  at  71  Park  Ave.,  yester- 
day by  his  wife,  Alice  Hughes,  syn- 

dicate writer  for  King  Features. 
Death  was  believed  due  to  a  heart 
attack.  Hall,  a  veteran  newspaper- 

man, had  served  the  United  Press, 
the  Washington  News  and  the  New 
York  Telegram  as  critic. 

Para.  Candy  Buyers  Meet 
Chicago  —  Candy  buyers  for  the 

Paramount  theater  circuit  are  meet- 
ing here  during  the  convention  of 

the  National  Confectioners  Assn.  this 
week.  Ray  Karsky,  buyer  for  B  &  K, 

is  hosting  the  delegates.  Max  Schos- 
berg  heads  the  New  York  contingent. 

ManHewicz-20th-Fox    Renew 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — Joseph  L.  Mankiewicz 
has  signed  a  new  long-term  contract 
with  20th-Fox  as  a  produeer-director- writer. 

! MPTOA-CRI  Parley 
Scheduled  for  Today 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

checkers  on  percentage  pictures.  Pi 
viously,  it  had  been  decided  that  t 
MPTOA  group  would  appoint  a  s 
committee  to  call  on  the  sales  hea< 

of  the  major  companies  /ff  *pro 

against  the  use  of  local  en  '  _-rs,  b 
yesterday  it  was  voted  to  first  co 
fer  with  CRI.  It  is  understood  th 
the  MPTOA  will  seek  to  find  a  sol 

tion  to  the  entire  checking  situatu 
and  try  to  devise  a  change  in  prese: 
methods. 

The  executive  committee  yesterd; 
interviewed  several  prospects  for  t 

post  of  executive  secretary  of  tl~ 
MPTOA.  More  interviews  will  ] 
held  today.  No  decision  was  reachi 
yesterday. 

N.  J.  Allied  Committees 
Appointed  by  Lachman 

Committees  to  function  for  Alii 
Theater  Owners  of  New  Jersey  f 
the  next  12  months  were  announc 
yesterday  by  Edward  Lachma 
newly  elected  president. 

Finance:  David  Snaper,  chairman:  M 
Helen  Hildinger,  Trenton:  Morris  Fogelei 
Denville:  Ralph  Wilkins.  Pitman. 

Auditing:  Harry  Lewenstein,  chairm: 
Newark:    George   Gold.   Newark. 

Membership:  North  Jersey  —  Lou  Go 
chairman.  Newark:  A.  L.  Martin.  Patersc 
Joseph  Siceardi,  Plainfield:  Haskell  Bkx 
Newark.  South  Jersey — Sam  Frank,  cha, 
man,  Hammonton;  Herbert  Hill,  Paulsbo: 
Roscoe  Faunce,   Ocean  City. 

Entertainment:    Lee    Newbury,     chairm; 
Manasquan;  Irving'  Dollinger,  Linden;   Will 
Snaper,     South    River;    Henry    Brown.    LaJ 
wood:     A.    Louis    Martin,     Paterson:     Sidr'^ Franklin,   Newark;   Harry  Hecht.   Passaic. 

Cheer:  Wilbur  Snaper.  chairman;  Jo 
Harwan.  Mt.  Ephraim;  Harry  Waxman,  . 
lantie  City;  Joseph  Siceardi. 

Public  Relations:  George  Gold,  chairm: 
Simon  Myers.  Trenton;  Lee  Newbury.  Inri 
Dollinger. 

Business  Relations:  Jack  Unger.  chairm 
Hillside:  Harry  Kridel,  Irvington:  Lo 
Weitzman,  Union  City;  Harry  Hecht. 

Film:  Irving  Dollinger.  Wilbur  Snaper.  I 
Harry    Waxman,    RoS' - Gold,    Sam    Frank Faunce. 

Eastern   Regional   Directors:    Irving  D0IIJ3,. 

ger.      vice-president:      David     Snaper.     Ha''  ' Lewenstein,     Lee    Newbury,     Ralph    Wilki 
George  Gold  and  Simon  Myers. 

WEDDING  BELLS 
ii 'i i 

*  rial 

Mills-Cox 
Cleveland — Cupid    scored    a   bul'ii  • 

eye   in    the    Warner   theater   dep:  ji 
tment,   simultaneously   striking  Bte:= 
Cox,  assistant  contact  manager  a|l: 
Marion    Mills,    secretary   to    eontf 
manager    Lou    Ratener.     The    offi- 
romance  will  culminate  in  a  Septe  • 

ber  wedding.  ■■  tj 

x: 

Hersh-Yellen 
Cleveland — Dave    Yellen,    recen1 

promoted  by  Warners  from  the  p 
ter  to  the  contact   department 
announced  his  engagement  to  Evel Hersh. 

»/ 

k 
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I  Specials  Among  48  Features  on  Mono.  Lineup 

T  DAY 
and 

niTE  HOUR 
i  By  JACK  ALICOATE  , 

32  Features  and  14  West- 
erns Announced  by  Broidy 

At  Chicago  Sales  Meeting 

KWAJALEIN 

(By   Wireless) 
you  have  ever  been  back  stage  on  a  big 

opening  night,  you  know  the  feeling, 
sion    in    the    wings,   and    anticipation    in 

audience.    Star,    cast,    writer,    director, 
producer    supercharged    with    nervous 

rgy.    The    call    boy    announces    overture. 

i   show   is  about  to  begin.  That's   Bikini 
tremendous    perspective.    The    set    is    a 
Dical    atoll.    A   cast  of   42,000   has    been 
tearsing  for  months  and  is  at  chronometer 

'rpness.  Two  hundred  able  critics  occupy 
it  row.  The  audience,  so  big  as  to  stag- 
the  imagination,  a  distinguished  di- 

►or  in  Admiral  "Spike"   Blandy,  and   the 
of  it  all — an  almost  unkncwn.   Bomba- 

■  Irony  is  in  the  saddle,  for  the  public 
large  will  never  know  just  how  close  he 

Jjie  to  a  direct  hit  because  no  one  will  be 
e  enough  to  see. 

  o   

HE  controlling  factor  now  is  the  weather. 

Sunrise   on   July    1,   which   is   "A   Day," 
i :37  a.m.,  with  detonation  time  pencilled 
fcr  9:30  a.m.  The  bomb  itself  will  con- 
-i  n    the    same    authoritative    explosive, 
ivalent  of  20,000  tons  of  TNT.  Our  point 
vista  is  approximately  15  miles  from  the 
Ih   and   the  Army  is  issuing  each   man   a 

cially-treated     pair     of     goggles,     high- 
■  ered  binoculars.  Turn  your  radio  at 

like  Hour,"  and  you  will  hear  the  actual 
jlosion.  Never  mind  the  station,  for  the 

iual  blast,  the  build  -up  and  follow  up, 
|  first  report  of  Admiral  Blandy,  and  the 
t  talk  by  the  pilot  .and  bombadier  will 
pool  broadcast  and  shared  by  all. 

/£  shall  be  on  our  way  before  another 

"  moon.  For  while  life  in  the  Navy ar  from  uninviting,  we  feel  that  a  month 
oo  long  to  wait  between  scenes.  In  our 
nion,  this  drop,  at  least  dramatically,  will 
the  important  one.  Our  hitch  before  the 

t  has  been  a  happy  one.  We  have  chipped 
it,  spliced  rope,  manicured  our  own 

(Continued  on  Page  7) 

Chicago  —   Monogram's   1946  -  47 
program  will  embrace  48  pictures,  it 
was    announced    here    yesterday    by 

Steve    Broidy, 

president,    at   the 

second  day's  ses- 
sions of  the  com- 

pany's   15th    an- nual convention  in 
the   Drake   Hotel. 
The    schedule   in- 

cludes   32    fea- 
tures,   14   west- 

erns in  two  series 
of   eight   and   six 
and    two    million- 
dollar      specials, 
the    latter    to    be 
sold  separately 
from  the  rest   of 
the  program. 
Heading  the  list 

of  productions  will  be  "It  Happened 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

GROSSES  MUST 
BE  UPPED-EINFELD 
Attendance  Not  in  Step  With 

Production  Costs 

Nelson  Asserts  Gov't  Of- 
ficials Will  Back  Film's Foreign  Trade  Program 

STEVE  BROIDY 

MPTOA  Directors 

May  Hold  Chi.  Meet 
A  meeting  of  MPTOA's  board  of 

directors  and  executive  committee 
has  been  scheduled  tentatively  for 
September  in  Chicago  for  the  purpose 
of  taking  action  on  a  statement  to  be 
prepared  by  Herman  M.  Levy,  gen- 

eral counsel,  in  connection  with  the 
proposed  final  decree  in  the  New 
York  equity  suit. 

Levy  said  yesterday  he  hoped  to 
(Continued  on  Page  7) 

The  way  must  be  found  to  bring 

more  people  into  the  nation's  film theaters  so  that  theater  grosses  are 
in  line  with  pres- 

ent day  produc- tion costs,  Charles 

Einfeld,  Enter- 
prise Prods, 

prexy,  yesterday told  the  closing 

session  of  Uni- 
versal's  sales  con- vention at  the 
Waldorf. 

Declaring  that 
the  industry  has 

been  losing  mil- lions annually  by 
its  failure  to 

grasp  its  full 
share  of  the  in- 

creased national 
CHARLES   EINFELD 

income,   Einfeld  cited  that: 
1.    National    income    between 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

#T0A-CRI  Parley 

laid  "Satisfactory' 
Although  MPTOA's  executive  com- 

mittee met  yesterday  with  Dr.  Isidor 
Lubin  and  Jack  Levin  of  Confidential 

(Continued  on  Page  9) 

$60  Million  Telecily  for  N*  Y. 
Designed  as  Rental  Studio  for  Pix,  Tele 

ATA  Turned  Down  Gov't 
Pic  as  "Too  Gruesome" 
Washington  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Washington  —  ATA  refused  to 
sponsor  the  Army-made  famine  film 
"Seeds  of  Destiny"  because  it  was 
"too  gruesome,"  it  was  learned  yes- 

terday as  industry  leaders  split  over 
(Continued  on  Page  9)' 

A  $60,000,000  motion  picture  stu- 
dio for  use  by  television  and  visual 

education  producers  is  announced  for 
the  Metropolitan  area  by  Lawrence 
B.  Elliman.  To  be  called  Telecity, 

project  is  scheduled  for  a  1,000-acre 
site  from  plans  by  John  and  Drew 
Eberson. 
Elliman  yesterday  refused  to 

divulge  the  site,  or  to  say  when  con- 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

By   MANNING   CLAGETT 
Washington   Bureau   of    THE   FILM   DAILY 

Washington — Calling  for  an 
end  to  all  foreign  restrictions 
on  motion  pictures,  Donald  M. 
Nelson,  SIMPP  president,  yesterday 
told  The  Film  Daily  that  top  Gov- 

ernment officials  are  "keenly  alive" to  the  seriousness  of  the  situation 
and  stand  ready  to  back  the  United 

States  film  industry's  foreign  trade 

program. Nelson    revealed    that    a    special 
(Continued  on  Page  8) 

Gomersall  Heads 

Enterprise  Sales 
Appointment  of  E.  T.  "Peck" Gomersall  as  general  sales  manager 

of  Enterprise  Productions  was  an- 
nounced simul- 
taneously yester- 

|  day  by  S.  Charles Hinfeld,  Enter- 
prise president, and  W.  A.  Scully, 

vice-president  and 

general  sales 
manager  of  Uni- versal Pictures,  at 
the  close  of  the 
Universal  sales 
convention. 

Gomersall,  who 

has  been  Univer- 
sale   assistant 

general     sales 

"PECK"  GOMERSALL    manager,  assumes 
his   new   duties 

immediately.     He   started   with   Fox 
(Continued  on  Page  9) 

Johnston  to  Address 
MATSE  Chi.  Conclave 

Chicago — Eric  A.  Johnston,  MPAA 
president,  will  address  the  biennial 
convention  of  the  IATSE  which  opens 
at  the  Stevens  Hotel  here  on  July 

22,  it  was  learned  yesterday.  Con- 
vention is  expected  to  attract  some 

1,800  IATSE  delegates  and   officers. 
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FINANCIAL 
(Jhurs.,  June  27) 

NEW  YORK  STOCK  MARKET 

Net 
High     Low     Close    Chg. 

Am.  Seat      28         28         28       +      l/4 

Columbia   Piers   30]/2     30        30'/2  +  1 

Columbia  Piers,   pfd..   99 '/2     99'/2     99y2   +     3/a 

East.  Kodak    236      234'/2  234'/2  —  2Vi 

Cen.   Prec.    Eq     32         31 '/2     32       +   1 

Loew's,    Inc   35'/2     343/8     35'/2   +   1% 
Paramount           74        72'/2     733/4  +  1% 
RKO          21%     21%     21%  +     % 

Republic  Picts     127/8     12y4     12%  +     % 

Republic  Picts.  pfd..  18  173A  18  +  l/4 
20th  Century-Fox  ...  54%  523/4  54%  +  V/s 

20th  Century-Fox  pfd.  66%     65%     66%   +  2% 
Universal    Pict   43         42%     43       +     % 

Universal    Picts.     pfd..983/8     98%     98%       

Warner  Bros   45%     44        45%  +  1% 

NEW  YORK   CURB   MARKET 

Monogram    Picts.    ...     9  8%       8%   +     % 

Radio-Keith    cvs.    .  . .     93/8       9%       9%  -f-     % 
Sonotone    Corp        4%       43^       4%        
Trans-Lux            6%      6%      6%       

OVER  THE  COUNTER 

Bid     Asked 

Parhe   Industries        1 1  %     12% 

J& 
Filmack m&E 

Showmen's 
FIRST 

—.  CHOICE 
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French  Favor  Johnston's Plan  for  124  U.  S.  Pix 

Eric  A.  Johnston's  proposal  for  the 
release  of  not  more  than  124  Amer- 

ican films  in  France  during-  the  cur- 
rent fiscal  year  ending  July,  1947, 

met  with  favor  among  the  French 
producers  and  has  assured  the  future 
of  French  films  for  the  French  pub- 

lic, it  was  reported  by  Eric  Moraw- 
sky,  literary  and  talent  agent,  who 
arrived  here  by  plane  Tuesday  from 
Paris. 

Morawsky  conveyed  a  message  to 
The  Film  Daily  from  M.  Frogerais, 
president  of  the  French  Producers 
Syndicate,  that  the  producers  had 
been  afraid  the  exhibitors  would 
make  a  mad  rush  for  American  pro- 

duct, and  were  seeking  an  equitable 

quota.  Johnston's  cabled  assurances lifted  their  spirits. 

Morawsky,  a  former  Viennese  pro- 
ducer and  founder  of  the  Terra  Film 

Co.,  who  will  leave  here  Wednesday 
for  the  Coast  with  a  list  of  French 
properties  for  American  producers, 
also  reported  that  the  Marignan  The- 

ater in  Paris  is  the  only  house  still 
reserved  for  the  Allied  troops  with 
RKO's  "Bedlam,"  as  its  current  at- 
traction. 

GWTW  is  scheduled  to  have  its 
first  commercial  showing  in  Monte 

Carlo  in  July,  and  Paramount's  "The 
Story  of  Dr.  Wassel"  is  the  next  film scheduled  for  the  Normandie  theater 
on  the  Champs  Elysees.  Marcel  Pag- 

nol  is  planning  to  make  "First  Love" the  first  color  film  to  be  produced  in 
France,  he  pointed  out. 

Cowan  Wins  New  Trial 
Of  Dale  Belmont  Suit 

Lester  Cowan  yesterday  was 
granted  a  new  trial  in  the  suit 
brought  by  Dale  Belmont  who 
claimed  she  had  been  promised  the 

role  of  Axis  Sally  in  "The  Story  of 

G.I.  Joe." Miss  Belmont  had  sued  for  $100,- 
000  when  the  role  was  given  to  an- 

other actress  and  a  jury  brought  in 
a  verdict  for  $29,000  in  favor  of  the 

plaintiff.  Cowan's  counsel,  Schwartz 
&  Frohlich,  moved  to  have  the  ver- 

dict set  aside  and  asked  for  a  new 
trial.  The  request  was  granted  by 
Justice  Benjamin  Schreiber. 

Goldenson  Speaks  at  Sales  Meet 

Chicago  —  Leonard  Goldenson  ad- 
dressed the  Paramount  Associates 

sales  meeting  here  at  the  Stevens 
Hotel.  Executives  of  Paramount 
affiliates  are  here  from  all  over  the 
country  discussing  sales,  equipment 
and  the  merchandising  of  candy, 
beverages  and  popcorn.  Displays  of 
equipment  are  also  being  shown. 
Ray  Shosberg  presided. 

Rites  for  Mrs.  Shindler 

Philadelphia  —  Funeral  rites  were 
held  here  Wednesday  for  Mrs.  Jean- 
ette  Shindler,  53,  who  with  her  hus- 

band, Benjamin,  was  co-owner  of  the 
Ace,  Wilmington,  Del.,  and  the  Crest, 
Woodcrest,  Del.  Mrs.  Shindler  died 
in  Doctors  Hospital  here  Monday. 

RKO  Delegates  Arrive 
By  Train  and  Plane 

The  several  hundred  members  of 
the  RKO  Radio  sales  staff  who  will 
attend  the  annual  sales  meeting  to 
be  held  Monday  through  Wednesday 
at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  Grand  Ball- 

room will  arrive  over  the  week-end. 
All  delegates  are  traveling  by  train 
with  the  exception  of  the  Buffalo 
contingent  who  will  arrive  by  plane 
on  Sunday. 

The  delegates  will  have  their 
Broadway  visit  enlivened  by  a  spec- 

ial greeting  on  the  mammoth  "Won- 
dersign"  atop  the  RKO  Palace  where 
Jesse  Lasky's  "Without  Reserva- 

tions" is  the  attraction.  The  sign  will 
be  emblazoned  with  "Welcome  RKO 
Radio  Sales  Meeting"  spelled  out 
in  colored  lights,  alternating  with  the 
regular  theater  copy. 

UA  Sets  Release  Dates 
For  August,  September 

National  release  dates  on  four 

August  and  September  United  Art- 
ists releases  have  been  set.  Benedict 

Bogeaus'  "Mr.  Ace,"  will  be  released 
Aug.  2,  to  be  followed  on  Aug.  16 

by  Gabriel  Pascal's  "Caesar  and 

Cleopatra." 
Sept.  6  will  see  release  of  Andrew 

Stone's  "The  Bachelor's  Daughters," 
while  the  Charles  R.  Rogers  produc- 

tion, "Angel  on  My  Shoulder,"  is 
set  for  Sept.  20.  Next  UA  release 

will  be  Arnold  Pressburger's  "A 
Scandal  in  Paris,"  which  has  its 
American  premiere  July  11  at  the 
RKO  Palace,  Cincinnati. 

Hughes  Appeals  Denial 
Of  "Outlaw"  Injunction 

Hughes  Tool  Co.  yesterday  filed  a 
notice  of  appeal  in  the  Circuit  Court 

of  Appeals  from  Judge  John  Bright's denial  of  a  motion  for  a  preliminary 

injunction  in  connection  with  Hughes' controversy  with  the  MPAA  over  the 
release  of  "The  Outlaw."  Judge 
Bright  yesterday  denied  Hughes  a 
stay  from  the  denial. 

Attorneys  for  the  MPAA  said  the 
situation  would  remain  in  status  quo 
until  the  motion  for  appeal  was 
argued,  which  probably  will  take 
place  on  Monday. 

Holquist  Funeral  Today 
Brookline,  Mass. — Funeral  services 

will  be  held  here  today  at  the  Lacy 

funeral  parlors  for  Knute  H.  Hol- 
quist, 86,  step-father  of  Bert  Mc- 

Kenzie,  M-G-M  exploitation  man- 
ager for  New  England  territory,  who 

died  on  Tuesday.  Holquist,  who  lived 
in  Brookfield,  111.,  was  visiting  Mr. 
McKenzie. 

THEATER  MANAGER 

Twenty  years  experience  in  every  de- 
tail of  theater  operation.  New  York 

vicinity  desired.  Address  Box  62 — 

THE   FILM   DAILY 

1501   BROADWAY  ,     N.  Y.  18,  N.  Y. 

COMING  and  60INC 
N.  PETER  RATHVON  arrives  in  New  York  fr 

Hollywood  on  Sunday,  to  attend  the  RKO  sa 
convention. 

C.    E.    CASTELLI,    United    Artists    manager 
Spain,  and  FERNANDO  SANTOS,  head  of  Son< 
Films,     Ltda.,     distributor    of    UA     product 
Portugal,  arrived   in   New  York  by  plane  yest 

day    for    home    office    conferences.    Castelli 
accompanied  by   JOSE  F.   ARQUER,  Spanish   fi 

producer,   distributor,  and  theater  c/"VI>or. 

JOHN     WOLFF    and     FILIPPO    D*    \rUIDh 
arrive    here    from    the  Coast   today       "  route London. 

WILLIAM    S.    WOLF,    former   manager   of   1 
Franklin    Park    Theater,    Boston,    has    moved 
Detroit,  where  he  plans  to  acquire  his  own  tl 
ater. 
SOL  KRIM,  Detroit  circuit  owner,  is  leav 

July   1    for  about  a   month's  vacation   in   Mexi C.  HOWARD  CRANE,  Detroit  and  London  tl 
atrical    architect,    currently    in    Los    Angeles 
a  quick  visit,   is  due  to  sail  for  England  on 
Queen    Mary   July   9. 

CHIPS    RAFFERTY,    No.    1     Australian    serf 
favorite,  has  flown  to  London  for  a   leading  rf 

in    "Joanna    Codden,"    the    Ealing    Studio-J. 
thur  Rank  filmization  of   the  Sheila   Kaye-Sm| 
novel. 

JACK   CARSON   opens  a  series  of  p.a.'s  toJ at    the    Tower   Theater,    Kansas   City. 

RAY   MURRAY  of  Columbia,   and   MRS.   MU 
RAY  leave  over  the  week-end  for  a  vacation  I 

Montrose,    Pa.,    and    up-state    Cortland,    Hon! 
and   Syracuse. 

Paramount  Board 
Re-elects  All  Officers 

All  officers  of  Paramount  Pictur J 
Inc.  were  re-elected  at  a  Board  I 
Directors  meeting  yesterday.  Thl 
embrace:  President,  Barney  Ball 
ban;  chairman  of  the  board,  AdolJ 
Zukor;  vice-presidents,  Y.  Fral 
Freeman,  Austin  C.  Keough,  Charll 
M.  Reagan,  Henry  Ginsberg,  Leol 
ard  H.  Goldenson,  Paul  Raibourl 
treasurer,  Fred  Mohrhardt;  secrl 

tary,  Robert  H.  O'Brien;  chairmJ of  the  executive  committee,  Stantl 
Griffis. 

Home  Offices  Generally  I 
To  Close  July  4  and  5 

Forecast  in  May  by  the  industrjl 
four-day  Memorial  Day  holidJ 
period,  New  York  home  offices  gel 
erally  will  close  both  on  July  4  al 
5  which,  with  the  customary  weel 
end,  assures  a  four-day  holidl 

period. 
Only  companies  still  to  determil 

their  closing  policy  yesterday  wel 
Paramount,  Universal  and  Republl 
All  others,  except  Monogram,  wl 
close  Friday;  Mono,  will  have  halfl staff  on  duty. 

Wilmington  Doubles  Fees 
Wilmington — City  theater  licenl 

fees  are  increased  from  $300  to  $6l 
annually  under  an  ordinance  passl 
last  night  by  the  city  council  al 
sent  sent  to  Mayor  Joseph  S.  WilsJ 
for  his  consideration.  A  similar  fl 
is  imposed  on  opera  houses. 

PRODUCTION   ASSISTANT 

12  years  motion  picture  experience — Labi 
—  Studio  —  Management — Fox  —  Pathe  — 

Navy,  John  Ford— SMPE  exp. — Still  Pho-I 
tography  —  Single,  31  —  Travel  Anywhere. 

Call  D.  C.  Rogers,  Wlckersham  2-9300.1 

Apt.  11  A. 
: 
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rom  tne  top  of  every  best- 

seller  list  it  comes*.  Jrom  £otn 

Century- rox,  makers  of  tne 

biggest  best-sellers  ♦  ♦ ♦  the  top 

in  screen  entertainment! i\ 
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flighty  Popeye  Fills 
zech  First-Run 
Prague  (By  Air  Mail)  —  Popeye 
f>n  out  over  an  OWI  documentary 
st  week  in  a  demonstration  of  the 
pularity  of  Hollywood  film  fare 
ith  Czechoslovakian  audiences.  Pop- 
e  cr  *"Oon,  "Seeing  Red,  White  and 
lue,        )as   confused   with   an    OWI 

cumentary  "Red,  White  and  Blue," hen  a  batch  of  films  were  turned 
er  to  the  State  Monopoly. 

When  the  management  of  the  first- 
n  Alfa  Theater  booked  a  program 

OWI   subjects    the   Popeye   one- 
eler  was   included   and   advertised 

part  of  the  program.  Management 
latedly  discovered  the  mixup  and 
.died    the    straight    entertainment 
el,  only  to  meet  with  a  rebellion 
the  audience  that  reached  near- 

bt    proportions,    with    the     police 
lied  in  to  restore  order. 
With  the  commotion  played  up  in 

ie   press,   public    demand   that   the 
rtoon  be  restored  forced  manage- 
ent  and  officials  to  yield  and  in- 
ude  Popeye  in  the  program  for  the 
lance  of  the  week.  Abetted  by  the 
iblicity,  the  Alfa  enjoyed  sellout 
iisiness  for  the  run. 

randt  Pays  $236,898 
20th-Fox  Settlement l 

In  the  wake  of  the  Brandt  Cir- 

lit's  settlement  of  a  claim  for  $236,- 
)8  by  20th-Fox  in  connection  with 

accounting  on  percentage  pic- 
ires,     other    companies,     including 
arners  and  Paramount,  were  re- 

nted yesterday  to  have  similar 
aims.  Negotiations  for  the  settle- 
ent  of  one  of  the  claims   are  ex- 
icted  to  start  shortly,  it  was 
arned. 

The  20th-Fox  case  was  settled  by 
-bitration,  with  President  Spyros  P. 
kouras  serving  as  arbitrator  at 

arry  Brandt's  request. 

obinson  on  IATSE  Publicity 
Chicago — Jack  Robinson  has  been 
med  Chicago  publicity  director  for 

ie  IATSE  convention  at  the  Stevens 
otel. 

SEND  BIRTHDAY 
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28 
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George  Chandler 
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The  Motion  Picture  and  Bikini 
•  •  •  THE  PARAMOUNT  PLACE  OF  THE  MOTION  PICTURE  in 

the  communications  scheme  o'  things  never  has  been  more  sharply 
deiined  than  today  as  tens  of  million  eyes  turn,  figuratively,  in  the  di- 

rection  of   tiny   Bikini   in   the   mid-Pacific   In    a   matter   of    some    40 

hours  from  the  time  this  communique  is  read  in  New  York,  "Operations 

Crossroad"  finally  will  have  reached  the  fateful  "Mike  Hour"  of  "Able 
Day"   As  you  who  have  followed  the  graphic,  colorful  and  highly 

informative  exclusive  daily  columns  of  Jack  Alicoate,  THE  FILM  DAILY'S 
publisher-turned-reporter,  on  Page  One  of  Your  Favorite  Industry  News- 

paper already  know,  the  atomic  bomb  test  on  Sunday  will  be  covered 
by  upwards   of   300    cameras,   with   the    exposed   footage   estimated    at 

more  than  3,000,000  feet   From  this  vast  amount  of  film,  the  pooled 

effort  of  the  five  U.  S.  newsreels,  the  March  of  Time  and  the  Army  and 

Navy,  the  industry,  with  due  regard  for  security  editing,  will  draw 

for  its  awesome  pictorial  report,  not  to  Americans  alone,  but  all  civilized 
mankind   

▼  T  T 

•  •  •  THE  IMPACT  OF  THAT  FILM  REPORT  upon  the  untold  mil- 
lions who  will  see  the  effects  of  the  unleashing  of  atomic  force  upon  a 

mighty  naval  armament  ■well  may  prove  to  be  the  Nth  degree  argument 
for  world  peace,  not  only  in  our  time,  but  in  the  times  of  unborn  gen- 

erations   "He  that  runs  may  read,"  with  its  implications,  today  is 
outdated   He  who  sees-and-hears   (and  that  today  is  globally 
possible  only  through  the  medium  of  the  motion  picture)  comprehends 

the  fullest   Radio,  of  course,  plays  a  major  role   Nor  is  tele- 

vision's part  to  be  lightly  dismissed   Indeed,  in   some  future   day 
when  television  has  solved  such  problems  as  world  relays,  it  may  rival, 

even  eclipse  the  motion  picture   But  as  of  this  day  and  hour,  it  is 
the  motion  picture  alone  which  is  capable  of  bringing  the  dreadful  fury 

of  the  atomic  bomb  within  the  optical  and  audio  range  of  the  individual 

who  in  the  mass  forms  the  nations  of  this  "One  World"   
T  T  T 

•  •  •  THE  HEAVY  RESPONSIBILITY— as  heavy  a  load  indeed  as 

perhaps  has  ever  rested  upon  the  shoulders  of  industry  men — with  which 

those  who  will  edit  and  narrate  the  newsreels'  Bikini  -coverage  is  well 
underscored   Theirs  is  the  duty  to  so  select  and  present  that  the 
obvious  lesson,  which  is  that  mankind  cannot  afford  the  madness  of  a 

third — and  atomic — World  War,  is  deeply  etched  on  the  tablets  of  the 
human  mind  wherever  the  newsreels  are  exhibited   In  metropolitan 

New  York,  in  tiny  Brady,  Tex   In  London  and  in  Cardiff   In 
Berlin  and  in  Hamm   In  Paris  and  Nantes   In  Rome   and   in 

Genoa   In  Stalingrad  and  in  Kiev   And  in  Warsaw,  Ankara, 

Bangkok,  Riga,  Tokyo,  Bagdad,  Sydney,  Cairo,  Prague,  Chungking, 

Sofia,  Belgrade  and  the  countless  other  places  on  or  off  the  maps  in 

your  office  atlas   Bearing  in  mind  the  while  history's  teaching  that 
no  place  is  too  small  for  the  incubation  of  conflict   

T  T  T 

•  .'•      •     HAPPILY,    AMERICAN    NEWSREEL    EDITORS    have    long 
been  conscious  of  their  responsibility   One  has  but  to  reflect  upon 

the  brilliancy  with  which   the  newsreels   have   brought   to   the   screen 

the  Page  One  events  of  the  war  years  to  know  that   Meanwhile, 

on   the   threshhold   of    "Able    Day,"    this    thought    borrowed    from    Eric 
Johnston   "The  world  could  afford  disunity  when  its  peoples  were 
isolated  economically  and  separated  by  physical  barriers   But  pre- 

cisely because  the  world  is  today  physically  and  economically  one,  it 

must  become  socially  and  spiritually  one  or  perish  in  an  atomic  ex- 

plosion that  will  destroy  civilization  as  we  know  it"   

— BAHN 

T  T  T 

ff  DAY 
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niTE  HOUR 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

bunk,  and  made  a  hole  in  one  with  a  mop. 

We  feel  that  once  knowing  the  scent  of 

green  water,  leaving  the  companionship,  wit, 

brilliance,  and  co-operation  of  the  officers 
of  this  ultra  modern  floating  electronics 

miracle,  will  cause  our  life,  at  least  tem- 

porarily, to  be  as  dull  as  a  Sunday  morning 
commercial. 

And  now,  a  well  earned  nod  of  appreci- 

ative understanding  to  our  own  gang  of  mo- 

tion pictures,  radio,  and  television.  Without 
them,  this  adventure  would  be  primarily 

something  for  the  books.  With  them  in  the 

cast,  it  becomes  the  greateset  show  of  all 

time. 

MPTOA  Directors 

May  Hold  Chi.  Meet 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

have  the  statement  prepared  in 

"three  or  four  weeks."  Suggestions 
and  views  as  to  what  the  final  decree 
should  contain  will  be  drafted  by 

Levy,  with  emphasis  against  the 
licensing  of  pictures  to  the  highest 
bidder.  The  September  meeting  also 
will  decide  whether  the  association 
should  ask  permission  from  the  court 
to  intervene  as  amicus  curiae  in  the 
event  the  decision  is  appealed  to  the 

U.  S.  Supreme  Court. 
The  executive  committee  continued 

to  interview  prospective  executive 
secretaries  but  no  selection  was 
made.  Further  interviews  will  be 
held  within  the  next  two  weeks. 

Goldwyn  Hosting  RKOites 
At  Sunday  Baseball  Party 

Samuel  Goldwyn  and  James  Mul- 
vey,  president  of  Samuel  Goldwyn 
Prods.,  will  be  hosts  at  a  big  league 
baseball  outing  at  Ebbets  Field  in 

Brooklyn  on  Sunday,  to  honor  dele- 

gates to  RKO  Radio's  sales  meeting 
opening  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  Mon- day. 

In  addition  to  the  game,  a  buffet 
and  cocktail  party  is  being  planned 
in  the  Ebbets  Field  Press  Club. 

FAMOUS  FIRSTS 
iii"»   H§   I   »   *OF^<   »»!#"  'l|""#'"lf""' 

TALKING  FILMS 
CIRST  sound-on-film  shorts,  made  by  Fox- 

'  Case  Corp.,  were  presented  at  the  Sam 
Harris  Theater,  New  York,  on  January  21, 

1927,  in  connection  with  the  showing  of 

the  silent  picture,  "What  Price  Glory?". 
Amplifiers,  microphones  and  loud  speakers 

used  in  recording  and  reproducing  were  sup- 

plied by  Western  Electric,  which  also 

licensed   Warners'   Vitaphone. 
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Asks  End  of  Foreign 
Restrictions  on  Pix 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
House  committee  has  been  formed 
for  the  prime  purpose  of  expanding 
U.  S.  trade  abroad  and  breaking 
down  foreign  restrictions,  including 
those  on  motion  pictures. 

While  in  Washington,  Nelson  con- 
ferred with  President  Truman  and 

other  top  Government  officials. 
Although  declining  to  detail  his  con- 

versation with  the  President,  Nelson 
admitted  motion  pictures  were  dis- 
cussed. 

Films  Reflect  U.  S.  Economy 

Stating  that  the  whole  economy  of 
this  country  is  reflected  in  the  for- 

eign trade  program  of  the  U.  S. 
picture  industry,  Nelson  said  motion 
pictures  the  world  over  should  be 

"judged  on  their  merit  and  free  from 
all  restrictions." 

"All  U.  S.  exports,"  he  said,  "are 
in  the  same  boat.  The  problems  of 
the  motion  picture  industry  are  not 
isolated  examples  of  foreign  trade 
problems.  What  happens  to  the  mo- 

tion picture  industry  is  a  forerunner 

of  what  will  happen  to  this  nation's 
entire  economy.  There  can  be  no  full 
employment  in  this  country,  for  in- 

stance, without  an  increase  in  ex- 
ports. Restrictions  on  films  will  form 

a  pattern  for  all  industry." 
Nelson  admitted  that  he  had  dis- 

cussed the  question  of  foreign  re- 
strictions on  films,  including  those  of 

the  British  Empire,  with  President 
Truman. 

Foreign  Trade  Com.  Meetings 

Besides  the  chief  executive,  Nel- 
son also  conferred  with  cabinet  mem- 

bers and  members  of  the  newly 
formed  foreign  trade  sub-committee 
of  the  House  Interstate  and  Foreign 
Commerce  Committee. 

Nelson  said  the  sub-committee  has 
already  held  two  meetings  at  which 
the  question  of  a  program  for  lift- 

ing restrictions  on  American  films 
was  thoroughly  discussed. 

On  the  domestic  scene,  Nelson  had 
general  praise  for  the  New  York 
equity  suit  decision. 

"The  decision,"  he  told  The  Film 
Daily,  "clearly  points  the  way  in 
which  the  whole  motion  picture 
market  can  be  opened  for  the  first 
time.   It  indicates  without  a  question 

WEDDING  BELLS 

Herr-Judd 
Pittsburgh   —  Marriage   of   Edna 

Herr  of  the  local  20th-Fox  exchange 
staff,   and   Elmer   Judd,   ex-GI,   will 
take  place  in  July. 

McFadden-Renehan 
Renovo,  Pa. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  J.  J. 

McFadden,  who  operate  the  Rialto, 
announce  the  marriage  of  their 
daughter,  Mary  Elizabeth  McFadden, 
to  James  Renehan. 

Aussie  Exhibs.  Fight  on  Top  Film  %  Terms 
Brings  Fan  Revolt  Against  Poor  Pix  Shown 

Sydney  (By  Air  Mail) — Action  of  the  MPEA  in  banning  screenings  cf  some 
pictures  because  of  high  percentages  asked  by  distributors  had  repercusions  at 

Tamworth.  A  public  meeting  demanded  better  programs  for  the  two  Tamworth 

houses,  both  controlled  by  J.  K.  Theaters,  Ltd.,  and  passed  a  resolution  urging 

the  cancellation  of  the  license  of  one  theater,  suggesting  it  be  given  to  another 

operator.  Boycotted  films  include  "Song  of  Bernadette,"  "Going  My  Way"  and 
"Mrs.  Miniver." 

2  $1,000,000  Mono.  Specials 
Del  Ruth,  King  Bros.  Pix  to  be  Sold  Singly 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 

on  Fifth  Avenue,"  first  on  Roy  Del 
Ruth's  Monogram  commitment,  and 
"The  Hunted,"  produced  by  King 
Bros.,  each  of  which  will  cost  more 
than  $1,000,000,  Broidy  said.  The 
former  picture  will  star  Victor 
Moore,  Ann  Harding  and  Gale  Storm. 
The  latter  co-stars  Belita  and  Barry 
Sullivan. 

Two  "A's"  to  Be  in  Color 
Next  in  importance  will  be  a  group 

of  "A"  calibre  productions,  two  of 
which  are  to  be  in  color.  They  are 
"Black  Gold,"  produced  by  Jeffrey 
Bernerd,  and  "Trail  to  Alaska,"  a 
Jack  London  story  to  be  produced  by 
Scott  R.  Dunlap.  In  the  same  group 

will  be  "Sweetheart  of  Sigma  Chi," 
featuring  Phil  Regan,  Bonita  Gran- 

ville, Phil  Brito,  Slim  Gaillard  trio, 
Ross  Hunter  and  Frankie  Carle's 
orchestra;  "High  Conquest,"  to  be 
filmed  in  Switzerland;  "In  the  Fog," 
by  Richard  Harding  Davis  and  pro- 

duced by  Walter  Mirisch;  "The 
Maze,"  produced  by  Jeffrey  Bernerd; 
"One  Way  Street,"  to  be  produced 
by  Mirisch;  "Wife  Wanted,"  star- 

ring Kay  Francis  with  Paul  Cava- 
naugh  and  Robert  Shayne  and  pro- 

duced jointly  by  Miss  Francis  and 
Bernerd;  "Louisiana";  "Decoy,"  star- 

ring Jean  Gillie  and  Edward  Norris 
and  produced  by  Jack  Bernhard  and 

Bernard  Brandt;  "Ginger,"  a  dog 
story  to  be  produced  by  Lindsley 
Parsons,  and  "Dangerous  Alibi,"  to 
be  produced  by  Bernhard  and  Brandt. 
Two  releases  of  the  year  will  be 

based  on  popular  comic  strips. 
"Gentleman  Joe  Palooka"  will  star 
Leon  Errol  with  Joe  Kirkwood,  Elyse 
Knox  and  Guy  Kibbee,  with  Cyril 
Endfield  directing  for  producer  Hal 

I E.  Chester;  and  "Bringing  Up 
■  Father,"  featuring  Joe  Yule  and 
Renie  Riano,  will  be  produced  by 
Barney  Gerard,  with  Eddie  Cline 
directing.  Other  releases  scheduled 
for  the  year  are  "Under  Sealed 
Orders,"  "Front  Page  Girl"  and 
"Gates  of  San  Quentin." 

Four  Series  on  Program 

In  Monogram's  series  division, 
there  will  be  four  Cisco  Kid  outdoor 
dramas,  starring  Gilbert  Roland  and 
produced  by  Scott  R.  Dunlap;  four 
Bowery  Boys  comedy-dramas,  star- 

ring Leo  Gorcey  with  Huntz  Hall 
and  Bobby  Jordan,  and  produced  by 
Jan  Grippo;  three  Charlie  Chan  de- 

tective comedy-dramas,  starring  Sid- 
ney Toler  and  produced  by  James  S. 

Burkett;  and  four  Teen-Agers  high- 
school  musicals  with  Freddie  Stew- 

art, June  Preisser  and  big-name bands. 

In  the  western  field,  the  program 
will  include  eight  dramas  starring 
Johnny  Mack  Brown  with  Raymond 
Hatton,  four  of  which  will  be  spec- 

ials, produced  by  Scott  R.  Dunlap; 
and  six  musical  films  starring  Jimmy 

Wakely  with  Lee  "Lasses"  White,  to 
be  produced  and  directed  by  Oliver 
Drake. 

Speakers  yesterday  included  Ray 
Johnston,  chairman  of  the  board; 
T  r  e  m  C  a  r  r  ,  executive  director; 
George  Burrows,  vice-president  and 
treasurer;  Louis  Lifton,  advertising 
and  publicity  director;  Maurice  Gold- 

stein, general  sales  manager;  L.  J. 
Schlaifer,  director  of  sales;  John  S. 
Harrington,  in  charge  of  prints  and 
accessories,  and  Seymour  Borus, 
contract  manager. 

The  convention  ends  tomorrow. 

that  a  successful  bidding  system  can 
be  devised  without  collusion." 

He    declined    to    comment    on    the 
divorcement  phase  of  the  decision. 

Indies  to  Fight  Censorship 
Expressing  approval  of  the  motion 

picture  code,  Nelson  was  emphatic, 
however,  in  stating  that  the  indus- 

try's independent  producers  would 
continue  to  fight  any  censorship 
where  a  film  was  approved. 

"We'll  fight  this  type  of  censorship 
everywhere,"  he  said.  "Motion  pic- 

tures would  be  hurt  and  hurt  badly 
by  any  local,  state  or  Federal  cen- sorship. 

He  attributed  the  "splurges  of  de- 
sire" for  more  censorship  to  non- 

industry  groups'  constant  campaign 
for   more    "control."    Jobs    and    the 

re-occurring  habit  of  some  local  and 
state  authorities  to  censor  pictures 
"not  for  moral  reasons  but  because 
regional  or  local  prides  are  some- 

times touched." Can  Do  Own  Censoring 
"The  motion  picture  industry,"  he 

said,  "has  clearly  shown  that  it  has 
the  ability  and  the  drive  to  handle 
voluntary  censorship.  It  will  continue 

to  live  up  to  this  program." Returning  to  the  foreign  picture 
the  former  top  Government  official 
said  passage  of  the  British  loan  was 
"vital"  to  the  welfare  of  the  economy 
of  this  country  as  well  as  to  the 
U.  S.  picture  industry. 

Noting  the  work  done  by  Assistant 
Secretary  of  State  Will  Clayton,  Nel- 

son said  the  picture  industry  would 

Telecify  for  N,  Y.  to    ! 
Cost  $60,000,000      I 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
struction  will  be  started.  Further  an- 

nouncements will  be  made,  he  said 

Adequate  financing  has  been  assured 
according  to  the  announcement,  and 
the  corporate  structure,  ^  ̂ fe  an 
directors  will  be  revealed    s^piy 

Elliman  said  that  three  years  oi 
preparation  and  research  have  gone 
into  the  planning  of  Telecity  whicli 
will  be  a  rental  studio  designed  tc 
provide  facilities  for  anticipated  mo- 

tion picture  requirements  of  the  tele- 
vision industry  and  producers  oi 

visual  education  subjects. 
Plans  call  for  24  150  by  250  by  7E 

feet  studios,  plus  maintenance,  serv- 
ice and  laboratory  facilities.  Backers 

expect  to  provide  a  staff  of  produc- 
ers, directors,  writers  and  tech- 

nicians to  aid  lessees  in  the  prepa- 
ration and  production  of  motion  pic- 

ture programs. 

Plan  Film  Studio  on  Site  of 
E.  30th  St.  Church  Building 

Undisclosed  interests  plan  to  re- 
model the  Adams  Presbyteriar 

Church  property,  on  E.  30th  St.,  neai' 
Third  Ave.,  into  a  motion  picture 
studio,  it  was  disclosed  with  the  sale! 
of  the  edifice  by  the  Church  Exten-1 
sion  Committee  of  the  New  Yorl- 
Presbytery.  Property  includes  ar 
auditorium,  with  a  60-foot  ceiling. 

Cagney  Prods.  Dickering 
For  49%  Interest  in  GSS 

W est  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAIL1 

Hollywood — William  Cagney  Prods 
is  negotiating  for  a  49  per  cent  in 
terest  in  the  General  Service  Studio 
which  is  controlled  by  Benedict  Bo 

geaus,  it  is  reported.  Cagney's  in- vestment will  represent  an  outlay  01 
approximately  $650,000. 

owe    Clayton    an    "undying    vote   of thanks"  if  the  loan  is  made. 
"The  motion  picture  industry  ha; 

a  tough  foreign  trade  problem,  just 

as  has  all  industry,  but  it  can'1 fight  the  battle  by  itself.  It  must 

have  the  backing  of  the  Government' 
I  am  convinced  that  we  have  tha' 

backing." IN  CIVVIES 
it  Honorably  Discharged  + 

CAPT.  RICHARD  WEISS,  from  the  Army,  soi 

of  Harry  Weiss,  manager,  RKO  Proctor's Newark,  N.  J. 

JIM  NEWKIRK,  from  the  Army,  city  manager 
Wallace  Amusement  Co.,  Alliance,  O. 

ROBERT  COOTE,  from  the  RCAF,  returns  to  ; 
screen  career,   Hollywood. 

WILLIAM  DU'GCAN,  from  the  Army,  Manager 
State,    Gainesville,   fla. 

JACK  SHAFER,  from  the  Army,  treasurer,  Carthaj 
Circle  Theater,  Los  Angeles. 

JIM  WADDELL,  from  the  Navy,  manager,  Lin- 

coln,   Cleveland. 
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Must  Increase 

Attendance— Einfeld 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

1939  and  1946  increased  129  per 
cent  while  theater  grosses  in- 

creased only  47  per  cent  in  the 
same  period.  Salaries  and  wages 
a'  »  advanced  from  $43,000,- 
0  00  in  1939  to  $105,000,000,- 
OOu.  The  industry's  "take"  in 
1939  represented  l'/i  per  cent  of 
national  income,  whereas  in  1945, 

the  industry's  share  was  down  to 
.08  per  cent. 

2.  Production  expenses  in  1939 
aggregated  $165,000,000,  but  last 
year  had  soared  to  $402,000,000, 

   "ONE  WORLD"  - 
"The  extent  of  our  participa- 

tion in  the  new  world  market  de- 
pends upon  the  close  co-operation 

with  British  production,"  Prexy 
iNate  ].  Blumberg  said  in  his 

closing  address  before  Universal's 
national  sales  convention  yester- 

day at  the  Waldorf. 

"We  are  on  the  eve  of  a  new 
world  business,"  continued  Blum- 

berg. "American  exhibitors  al- 
ready are  realizing  that  'one 

world'  has  arrived  in  our  busi- 
ness!' That  is  the  reason  the 

six  J.  Arthur  Rank  pictures  we 
are  releasing  are  being  received 
so  favorably." 

Blumberg  disclosed  that  Rank's 
"Seventh  Veil"  already  has  passed the  million  dollar  mark  here. 

an  increase  of  143  per  cent  as 
against  the  47  per  cent  hike  in 
theater  income.  Thus  production 
charges  have  advanced  at  a  rate 
three  times  that  of  theater 
grosses. 

"We  must  and  we  will  find  a  way 
to  meet  these  increased  production 

costs,"  said  the  Enterprise  prexy. 
The  situation  he  outlined,  Einfeld 

added,  pointed  to  a  waste  of  play- 
ing time  and  that  "something  was 

wrong."  He  made  it  plain  he  was 
not  "screaming  for  higher  film 
rentals"  as  such,  but  indicated  that 
what  was  desired  was  an  adequate 
return  made  possible  by  higher  the- 

ater attendance.  Einfeld  added  that, 
in  his  opinion,  the  industry  had  kept 
itself  under  wraps  of  self-imposed 
ceilings  on  grosses  which  have  not 
kept  pace  with  the  times. 

Predict  $30,000,000  Gross 

Referring  to  the  $30,000,000  gross 
predicted  by  Nate  J.  Blumberg,  pres- 

ident of  Universal,  for  the  six  pic- 
tures Enterprise  will  make  in  its 

first  year,  Einfeld  pledged  produc- 
tion values  and  promotional  and  ex- 

ploitation programs  for  Enterprise 
pix  which  would  make  such  grosses 
possible.  Five  of  the  pix  call  for 
a  total  budget  outlay  of  $11,150,000; 
allocation  for  the  sixth  is  yet  to  be fixed. 

"Our  program  at  Enterprise  calls 
for  making  only  top  pictures  with 

top  stars,"  said  Einfeld.  "Thus,  by affording  our  product  the  maximum 
production  and  sales  values,  we  will 

Little  Headlines: 
THE  ALIEN  PROPERTY  CUSTODIAN'S  HOLDINGS  of  475,955  shares  of  General 

Aniline  &  Film's  A  stock  and  its  2,050,000  shares  of  B  stock,  representing  97  per  cent 
of  the  corporation's  A  and  6,  will  be  sr Id  on  the  auction  block,  possibly  in  the  Fall,  James 
E.  Markham,  APC,  said  yesterday.  Bidders  must  be  American  citizens  or  corporations 

American-owned.  Remington  Rand  is  reported  among  "hundreds"  interested  in  purchasing. • 
THE  RAILWAY  EXPRESS  AGENCY  placed  an  embargo  yesterday  on  all  shipments  to 

or  from  New  York  as  a  result  of  a  walkout  cf  its  employes.  It  was  not  a  strike,  since  no 
strike  call  was  issued  and  no  strike  vote  had  been  taken. 

• 

"HENRY  V"  will  open  at  the  Baltimore  Little  Theater  on  July  19.  House,  recently 
purchased  by  I.  M.  Rappaport,  will  close  June  30  for  redecorating  and  improvements. 

• 
GRAND  CENTRAL  NEWSREEL  THEATER  suffered  a  $102  loss  Wednesday  night  when 

a  stickup  man  entered  the  cashier's  booth  and  grabbed  the  money  frcm  the  bill  compart- ments. 
• 

HERMAN  A.  CHRISMAN,  former  salesman,  has  been  named  manager  of  Columbia's 
Memphis  office,  succeeding  J.  J.  Rogers,  resigned.  Chrisman  joined  the  company  in  1931 
as  office  manager  and  booker  and  was  appointed  salesman  in  1941. 

Brandt  Will  Entertain 
ITOA  at  Home  July  18 

All  members  of  the  ITOA  and 
their  wives  were  invited  to  an  out- 

ing at  Harry  Brandt's  Port  Chester 
home  on  July  18.  Other  industry 
people  also  are  to  be  invited.  Invita- 

tion was  made  yesterday  at  a  rou- 
tine meeting   of  the   association. 

RKO  Theaters  Will  Join 
20th  Sound  Anniversary 

RKO  Theaters  will  participate  in 
the  celebration  of  Warners'  twentieth 
anniversary  of  talkies.  The  Warner 
anniversary  trade-mark  will  be  used 
in  all  RKO  advertising  the  week  of 
Aug.  4-10. 

insure  for  it  the  greatest  possible 
theater  potential.  We  must  accom- 

pany this  policy  by  the  type  of  ad- 
vertising and  exploitation  destined  to 

turn  and  develop  every  element  into 
box-office  lure  for  world  audiences. 
We  must  remember  that  no  market 
is  ever  too  small  to  be  overlooked 

or  taken  for  granted." 
Pictures  Scheduled 

Enterprise  product  for  1946-47  will 
include  the  already  announced  "Arch 
of  Triumph,"  which  will  go  into  pro- 

duction July  8  with  Ingrid  Bergman 

and  Charles  Boyer;  Harry  Sherman's 
production  of  "Ramrod,"  now  on 
shooting  location  at  Zion  National 
Park,  Utah,  with  Joel  McCrea,  Ver- 

onica Lake,  Donald  Crisp  and  Don 
DeFore  starring;  Erich  Maria  Rem- 

arque's newest  book  to  be  published 
in  the  Fall,  "The  Other  Love,"  star- 

ring Barbara  Stanwyck,  which  will 

start  production  about  Sept.  1;  "The 
Burning  Journey,"  life  story  of  Bar- 

ney Ross,  starring  John  Garfield, 
which  will  follow  early  in  October; 

"Maggi  July,"  starring  Ginger  Rog- 
ers, will  start  production  around  Nov. 

1;  "Coup  De  Grace,"  novel  by  Joseph 
Kessel,  distinguished  French  novel- 

ist, will  start  production  about  Sept. 
1  with  Anatole  Litvak  as  producer- 
director. 

Three  stars  will  shortly  be  an- 
nounced for  the  latter.  One  of  them 

may  be  James  Mason,  with  whom 
Litvak  is  now  conferring  in  England. 

ATA  Turned  Down  Gov't 
Pic  as  "Too  Gruesome" 

(Continued  from  Page  1) 
showing  of  the  controversial  picture. 

First  reports  that  the  two-reeler 
was  turned  down  by  ATA  because  it 
was  "too  long"  were  discounted  in 
the  light  of  a  letter  sent  OWMR  by 
the  theater  organization  over  the 
signature  of  Robert  W.  Coyne. 

Despite  the  label  of  "gruesome," however,  George  P.  Skouras  said  the 
picture  would  be  shown  in  all  the  66 
Skouras  theaters  in  the  East.  There 
were  indications,  too,  that  Arthur 
Mayer  was  attempting  to  get  the 
picture  for  the  Rialto  in  New  York. 

Because  of  the  refusal  of  ATA  to 
sponsor  the  first  Government  picture 
made  in  peacetime,  OWMR  was 
forced  to  send  a  letter  to  UNRRA 
Director  F.  H.  LaGuardia  explaining 

the   theater  group's    stand. While  no  immediate  comment  from 
LaGuardia  was  available,  other 
UNRRA  spokesmen  denied  that  the 
picture  was  not  fit  for  theater  show- 

ing. These  spokesmen  said  the  film 
had  been  shown  "many  times"  by 
UNRRA  and  the  reception  was  over- 
whelmingly  in  its  favor. 

Appeal  Board  Modifies 
Fryeburg,  Me.,  Award 

Modification  of  an  award  filed  by 
an  arbitrator  in  the  case  brought  by 
Allen  F.  Stoughton,  operating  the 
Fryeburg  Theater,  Fryeburg,  Me., 
has  been  ordered  by  the  arbitration 
appeal  board.  Complainant  had 
charged  that  the  30-day  clearance 
granted  to  Conway  and  North  Con- 

way, N.  H.,  was  unreasonable.  The 
arbitrator  ruled  that  a  seven-day 
maximum  clearance  should  be  fixed 
on  pictures  only  as  the  Majestic, 
Conway,  and  the  North  Conway 
should  play  within  30  days  of  in- 

tervener's availability  and  that  with 
respect  to  pictures  played  after  avail- 

ability, clearance  should  be  reduced 
one  day  for  each  day  of  delay. 
Upon  appeal,  the  appeal  board 

fixed  a  seven-day  clearance  on  such 
pictures  only  as  the  Majestic  or 
North  Conway,  whichever  plays  the 

picture  first,  within  30  days  of  avail- ability. 

MPTOA-CRI  Parley 

Said  "Satisfactory" (Continued  from  Page  1) 

Reports,  Inc.,  for  the  purpose  of  dis- 
cussing the  problem  of  the  use  by 

CRI  of  local  and  female  checkers,  all 
further  approaches  to  the  issue  will 

be_  left  to  a  special  committee  ap- pointed by  Fred  Wehrenberg, 
MPTOA  president.  The  special  com- 

mittee consists  of  J.  J.  O'Leary, 
Lewen  Pizor  and  Herman  M.  Levy 
and  they  will  meet  with  Dr.  Lubin 
and  Levin  again  shortly. 

Little  comment  was  made  by  the 
MPTOA  committeemen  except  that 

the  "spirit  of  co-operation"  was 
present  with  the  CRI  executives  and 

that  the  meeting  was  "most  satis- 
factory." Wehrenberg  said  he  be- 

lieved CRI  understood  the  exhibitors' 
problems  but  there  was  no  indica- 

tion as  to  whether  the  local  checker 
situation  would  be  modified. 

It  was  pointed  out  after  the  meet- 

ing that  only  eight  per  cent  of  CRI's checkers  were  women.  There  has 
been  some  objection  to  feminine 
checkers  in  the  past,  it  was  said. 

The  special  committee  probably 
will  meet  with  CRI  on  the  subject 
within  the  next  two  weeks. 

Enterprise  Sales 
(Continued  from  Page  1) 

in  Cincinnati,  became  manager  of 
the  branch  and  was  shifted  to  Buf- 

falo, Minneapolis  and  Indianapolis. 
Later  he  was  assistant  general  sales 
manager  for  Fox. 

Joining  Universal  in  1930  as  Mid- 
west district  manager,  with  head- 

quarters in  Chicago,  Gomersall  be- 
came Western  sales  manager  in  1940, 

and  three  years  later  was  elevated 
to  assistant  general  sales  manager. 

RKO,  Col.  Buy  Studio  Site 
West  Coast  Bureau  of  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood— RKO  Radio  and  Co- 
lumbia jointly  will ,  buy  625  acres 

from  the  Baldwin  Estate,  about  10 
miles  South  of  here,  it  was  disclosed 
last  night.  Total  price  is  $3,500,- 
000  on  which  a  down  payment  was 
made  conditional  on  engineers  ap- 

proving the  site  as  suitable  for  a 

studio. 

HOUSE  DEALS 

Burgess  Gets  Detroit  Imperial 
Detroit  —  The  Imperial,  operated 

by  Michael  J.  Chargot,  has  been 
taken  over  by  George  Burgess,  a 
newcomer  in  the  business. 

Preston  Lyric  Sold 
Preston,  la. — Charles  Pershing  is 

the  new  owner  of  the  Lyric  here. 
House  was  formerly  operated  by 
Alvin  Krumviede. 
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Theater  Building  Current  Is  Strong  In  Alabama 
ABOUT  THE 

OUT  of  Chicago  wafts  word  that  Bell  & 

Howell  is  making  extensive  preparations 
for  the  NAVED  annual  convention  to  be 

held    in    the   Continental    Hotel   there   Aug. 

5-7,    inclusive   A    noteworthy    feature 

of  the  B  &  H  exhibit  will  be  a  newly- 
designed  shadow  box  which  will  afford  high 

quality  projection  of  sound  and  silent  films 
...  •  W.  C.  DeVry,  DeVry  Corp.  prexy, 

says  that  on  the  recent  trip  which  Sales 

Manager  Bob  Engel  made  through  the  South- 
east, he  appointed  the  Theater  Equipment 

Co.  of  Charlotte,  N.  C,  as  distributor  of 

DeVry  products  in  both  North  and  South 
Carolina  ...  •  Spearheading  their  1947 

projection  screen  line,  the  new  Radiant 

"DL"   is  announced   by   Radiant   Mfg.  Corp. 
  This  new  screen,  the  culmination  of 

years  of  engineering  and  design  experience, 
is  an  improved,  streamlined,  portable  tripod 

model,  with  Radiant  "Hy-Flect"  screen surface. 

ONE  of  the  modern  projectionist's 
"headaches,"  —  the  annoyance  of 

having  the  key  of  the  rewind  take-up 
shaft  break — ,  has  been  overcome  by 

L.  D.   "Larry"  Strong,  head  of  Essan- 
nay   Electric   He  has   designed  a 
new  universal  drive  "Mule"  that  can 
be  installed  on  any  enclosed  rewind 

  The  Strong  "Mule"  has  an  ad- 
justable pin  that,  by  merely  the  flick 

of  the  thumb,  adapts  it  for  use  with 
any  4-in.  or  5-in.  reel,  including  ex- 

change reels.  ...  •  "The  Neely  The- 
ater in  Marion,  Ala.,  is  shuttering  dur- 

ing July  and  August  for  improvements 
which  will  cost  about  $55,000   
The  house  will  get  a  new  marquee,  a 
lobby  of  glass  and  stucco,  heating 
plant,  air  conditioning,  new  sound 
and  projection  equipment,  new  chairs 
and  screen,  in  addition  to  enlarge- 

ment of  the  auditorium.  .  .  •  Amer- 
ican Screen  Process  Co.  has  been 

formed  in  Cleveland  by  Max  Jacobs, 
Al  Sunshine  and  James  Stecker  to 

make  screen  processed  displays  for  the- 
ater and  commercial  use.  .  ..  •  In 

Sew  York,  Motion  Picture  Equipment 
Co.  has  changed  its  capital  structure 
from  200  shares  of  preferred  stock, 
$50  par  value,  and  500  of  common, 
no  par  value,  to  $40,000,  consisting  of 
200  shares  of  preferred,  $50  par,  and 
30,000  common  shares  with  par  value 
of  $1. 

'46  Projects  Add  At 
Least  10,000  Seats  To 
Capacity  In  The  State 

By  MILDRED  SMITH 
FILM  DAILY  Staff  Correspondent 

Montgomery,  Ala. — Post-war  the- 
ater construction  in  Alabama  has 

gathered  considerable  momentum, 
notwithstanding  limitations  imposed 

by  Government  regulations  and  con- 
trolled distribution  of  materials. 

In  this  city,  construction  is  well 
under  way  on  the  Capitol  Theater 
which  the  Bailey  chain  of  Atlanta 
is  providing  as  its  second  local  unit 
for  Negro  patrons.  The  outlet  is  an 
800-seater  and  occupies  a  47  ft. 
frontage  on  Coosa  St. 

Plans  for  the  construction  of  two 
$50,000  theaters,  one  in  Phenix  City, 
Ala.,  and  the  other  in  Columbus,  Ga., 

just  across  the  State  line,  are  an- 
nounced by  Roy  Martin,  head  of  the 

Martin  chain.  Work  will  start  when 
restrictions  are  lifted.  The  Phenix 

City  house  will  seat  1,000,  and  the 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

N.  Y.  Theater  Code 

Program  Formulated 
A  seven-point  program,  paving  the 

way  for  the  new  New  York  Theater 
Code,  which  License  Commissioner 
Benjamin  Fielding  intends  to  put  in- 

to effect  before  the  end  of  the  year, 

has  been  instituted  by  the  Depart- 
ment of  Licenses  with  the  Commis- 

(Continued  on  Page  11) 

Build-It'  Yourself 
Is  Latest  Wrinkle 

Mattoon,  III.  —  Jack  and  Walter 
Mullaney,  Army  vets,  are  doing  a 
brisk  business  at  the  Rickey  Theater 

which  they  literally  built  for  them- 
selves. Discharged  from  service,  they 

had  some  money  saved-up  and  added 
to  it  a  Gl  loan.  They  personally  de- 

signed the  theater,  did  much  of  the 
construction  work  themselves  and 

even  made  the  drapes.  Although 

handicapped  by  materials'  shortages, 
their  versatility,  skill  and  spirit  tri- 

umphed. House  is  a  360-seater,  mod- 
ern  in  every  respect. 

Some  Types  of  the  Metal 
Are  Scarce,  But  Exhibs. 
Will  Not  Have  To  Worry 

New  Okla.  Houses 

Face  Complications 
Tulsa,  Okla. — The  city  legal  de- 

partment has  returned  an  opinion 
that  construction  of  two  theaters 

hei-e  was  in  order  under  ordinances 
which  permitted  their  classification 

under  group  No.  8  as  "miscellaneous 
assembly  halls"  and  contractors  were 
authorized  to  resume  work  on  the 
structures  which  were  recently 

served  with  "stop  orders"  by  Fire 
Marshal  George  Askew. 
A  new  development  broke  in  the 

theater  construction  issue,  however, 
when  the  fire  marshal  intimated  that 

while  construction  of  the  two  the- 
aters, one  located  in  suburban  Red 

Fork  and  the  other  at  2635  East 
(Continued  on  Page  11) 

More  Combination  Stands  Set 

Are  First  of  Type  in  Columbus,  O.,  Area 

New  "Screen  Finder"  Is 
Introduced  by  Radiant 

Chicago  —  A  new  slide-rule  type 
Projection  Screen  Finder  for  users  ot 
opaque,  movie,  slide  and  strip  film 
projectors  has  been  introduced  by 
Radiant  Screens.  It  lists  information 
on  correct  screen  model  to  use  and 

on  the  audience-handling  capacity  0f 
a  given  screen,  in  addition  to  per- 

( Continued  on  Page  11) 

Columbus,  O. — Three  new  combin- 
ation enclosed  and  auto  theaters  are 

planned  by  Frank  Yassenoff  and 
Harold  Schwartz,  partners  in  the 

operation  of  the  Riverside  and  East- 
side  auto  theaters.  These  will  be  the 
first  of  their  type  to  be  erected  in 

I  the  Columbus  area. 
Options  on  three  sites  for  the  pro- 

jected dual  or  combination  theaters 

j  have  been  obtained.   The  sites  are  on 

|  West  Broad  St.,  near  the  new  Tern- ( Continued  on  Page  11) 

Lowly  Quonset  Gets Nod  From  Hollywood 
West  Coast  Bur.,  THE  FILM  DAILY 

Hollywood — The  CPA  has  granted 
RKO  Radio  Studios  a  permit  to  build 

four  steel  prefabricated  Quonset 
Huts.  These  are  to  be  erected  at 

their  ranch  studio  at  a  cost  of  $40,- 
000  and  will  be  used  for  storage  of 

sets,  etc.  This  is  the  first  applica- 
tion from  a  studio  to  build  Quonset 

Huts. 

Assurances  that  the  present  cop- 
per situation  offers  no  definite  threat 

to  film  industry  operations  emerged 

yesterday  from  a  check-up  of  the 
principal  channels  supplying,  fabri- 

cating and  utilizing  that  metal. 
Survey  of  the  copper  status  was 

initiated  chiefly  because  of  expressed 

fears  on  the  pai't  of  exhibitors  that  a 
shortage,  similar  to  that  which 
arose  during  the  war,  impends. 

Several  of  the  top  manufacturers 

such  as  General  Electric  and  West- 
inghouse  have  problems  in  obtain- 

ing certain  types  of  copper,  such  as 
cabling  and  wire,  but  while  produc- 

tion of  these  is  low  there  is  "little liklihood  of  the  supply  dropping  to 

the  actual  danger  stage,"  as  one 
spokesman  declared. 
Two  of  the  largest  copper  sources 

told  The  Film  Daily  that  "there  is (Continued  on  Page  11) 

Cameras  Poised  For 
Blast  al  Bikini 

Rochester — The  atomic  bomb  blast 
scheduled  for  Bikini  Atoll  Sunday 

will  be  photographed  by  special  cam- 
eras developed  at  the  University  of 

Rochester's  Institute  of  Optics  whose 

continuous  streak  exposures  will  sep- 
arate events  one  10-millionth  of  a 

second  apart. 

Two  of  the  cameras,  radio  oper- 
ated, will  be  placed  on  an  island  eight 

miles  from  Bikini,  another  on  a  de- (Continued  on  Page  11) 
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Building  Current  Is 
Strong  in  Alabama 

(Continued  from  Page  10) 
Columbus  house  will  seat  800.  The 
houses  are  in  addition  to  a  2,000- 
seater  the  Martin  circuit  announced 
for  the  twin  cities  some  time  ago, 
and  upon  which  it  is  planned  to  spend 
some  $250,000. 

Cricket   Opens  in  Collinsville 
The  Cricket,  built  in  Collinsville  by 

M.  G.  Weaver  at  a  cost  of  $60,000, 
was  opened  recently.  It  is  an  air 
conditioned,  850  -  seater.  Another 
North  Alabama  house  which  made  its 
bow  lately  is  the  DeSoto  in  Valley 
Head,  replacing  a  predecessor  house 
destroyed  by  fire. 
The  new  Carver  Theater  for 

Negroes  was  opened  in  Gadsden  last 
month.  It  seats  600  and  cost  $80,000. 
It  is  operated  by  the  Bailey  chain, 
with  Russ  Millican  as  manager. 

In  the  Drive-In  field,  "Hap"  Barnes, 
former  manager  of  Dothan's  Hous- 

ton Theater,  is  constructing  a  movie 
on   Atlanta   Highway,   Montgomery. 

In  Huntsville,  a  $20,000  theater  is 
under  construction  at  Pike  St.  and 
9  th  Ave.,  by  Fritz  Thomas  and  Wal- 

ton Fleming.  At  New  Brockton,  Phil 
Thomasson  has  opened  the  New 
Brockton,  equipped  with  Altec-Lan- 

sing sound  and  other  modern  facili- 
ties. The  Melba,  new  1,000-seat  lux- 

ury house,  had  its  opening  in  the 
Spring  under  the  aegis  of  Acme  The- 

aters. This  outlet  also  has  Altec- 
Lansing  sound,  Heywood  Wakefield 
chairs,  fluorescent  lighting,  and  many 
other  features. 

Wright    Building   in    Gadsden 

The  East  Side,  an  800-seater  first- 
run  house,  with  parking  facilities 
for  250  cars,  is  under  construction  in 
Gadsden  by  its  owner  Maj.  B.  W. 
Wright.  Brakin  Theaters  opened  the 
Elba  in  Elba,  with  much  of  the  dec- 

orative  material   waiting   on  future 

Used  Upholstered  Opera  Chairs 
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sioner  availing  himself  of  the  best 
professional  opinions  in  the  industry. 

The  points,  outlined  by  the  Com- 
missioner in  an  interview  and  listed 

for  inspection  and  survey  were: 
1.  Adequate  fire  protection; 
2.  Maintenance  of  high  health 

standards.  (At  the  request  of  the 
Commissioner,  the  Department  of 
Health  has  undertaken  an  investiga- 

tion of  the  sanitary  conditions  of 
every  theater  in  the  city  of  New 
York.  When  violations  are  disclosed 
the  theater  management  will  be 
given  a  fair  opportunity  to  remedy 
them.  Lack  of  co-operation  on  the 
part  of  the  theater  owner  will  re- 

sult in  the  suspension  of  license); 
3.  Review  of  the  entire  question  of 

children's  admissions; 
4.  Analysis  of  methods  of  fraudu- 

lent advertising; 
5.  Responsibility  of  supervisory 

personnel  in  theaters; 
6.  Sanitary  conditions  and  fire 

hazards  in  projection  booths; 
7.  Special  encouragement  of  pro- 

grams specifically  designed  for  chil- 
dren. This  applies  in  the  main  to 

Saturday  matinee  showings.  The 
department  is  willing  to  extend  the 
children's  section  on  the  orchestra 
floor  providing  there  is  adequate 
matron's  supervision.) 

Newell  Theater  Re-opened 
Newell,  la. — Don  McCrea  has  re- 

opened the  remodeled  Newell  Thea- 
ter. 

availability.  This  house  seats  800. 
In  Florence,  Louis  Rosenbaum  will 
have  a  new  theater,  a  1,400-seater, 
and  another,  an  800-seater  in  Tus- 
cumbia.  Aggregate  cost  will  be 
$250,000. 
Meanwhile,  Olin  Evans,  Florala 

veteran  who  was  an  Army  projec- 
tionist, unable  to  find  a  suitable  open- 

ing, has  rented  a  projector  and  films 
and  is  servicing  five  South  Alabama 
and  Florida  towns  at  schoolhouses 
one  night  a  week.  Before  joining  the 
armed  services,  he  was  a  Martin 
Theaters'  employe. 

IF  YOU    BUY 
STADIUM.    AMUSEMENT    FARK    OR 

New  Oklahoma  Houses 
Face  Complications 

(Continued  from  Page  10) 
11th,  was  resumed  under  interpreta- 

tion of  the  ordinance  by  the  legal 
department,  opening  of  the  theaters 

might  be  halted  by  the  fire  marshal's 
office  on  the  contention  the  buildings 
constituted  fire  hazards. 

Three  Combo  Stands 
Are  Planned  for  Ohio 

(Continued  from  Page  10) 
stedt  plant  of  the  Fisher  Body  Corp.; 
on  South  High  St.,  just  beyond  the 
corporation  line  and  on  Riverside 
Drive,  on  the  outskirts  of  suburban 
Upper  Arlington. 

Cameras  Poised  for 
Atomic  Blast  at  Bikini 

(Continued  from  Page  10) 

stroyer.  Special  high-speed,  electric- 
ally-operated shutters,  special  film 

and  lenses  were  developed  with  the 
cooperation  of  Eastman  Kodak  Co., 
and  Bausch  &  Lomb  Optical  Co.  pro- 

vided needed  castings  and  optically 
flat  windows  for  the  water-tight 
cases  designed  to  withstand  shock 
and  water  spray. 

New  "Screen  Finder"  Is 
Introduced  by  Radiant 

(Continued  from  Page  10) 
mitting  solution  of  such  problems  as 
correct   screen    size   to    use,    correct 
distance    from    screen    to    projector, 
and  correct  focal  lens  to  use. 

Remodeling  Job  Finished 
Big  Lake,  Minn. — Harry  Omtvedt 

has  completed  remodeling  of  the 
Lake  Theater  here. 
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Industry  Not  Hit  by 
Shortage  of  Copper 

(Continued  from  Page  10) 

plenty  of  copper  around"  of  the  type 
generally    used    in    manufacture    of 
commercial  articles. 

National  Carbon  Co.  channels  de- 
clared that  "there  is  no  chance  of 

curtailment"  in  the  copper  used  in 
the  making  of  projector  carbons,  in 
fact  the  company  is  about  to  return 
lo  its  pre-war  specifications  in  this 

regard. 
Wisconsin  House  Damaged 

Plateville,  Wis.  —  The  Gem  here 
was  damaged  by  fire  and  smoke.  Loss 
is  estimated  at  $2,000.  Wallace  Bur- ton is  the  owner. 
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